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In upward glance, a spirit of
mischief, a "come hither" look-

darted from a pair of lovely eyes—all the lovelier because they
are fringed by dark, luxuriant lashes. The winsome little co-

quette brings out the beauty of her eyes by darkening the

lashes with WINX and then she worries no more about it, for

she knows it is waterproof and will neither run nor smear.

Try it yourself. Accentuate the lure of your eyes by darken-
ing the lashes with WINX. See how much heavier and longer

they will seem and how much beauty will be added to your
eyes.

WINX dries the moment it is applied and one application

lasts for days. Absolutely harmless. Brush for applying
attached to stopper of bottle. Complete, 75c, black or brown,
U. S. and Canada.

Mail the coupon to-day with 12c for a generous sample of
WINX. Another 12c brings a sample of Pert, the rouge
that won't rub off.

ROSS COMPANY
232 West 18th Street

WINX
Waterproof



Advertising Section

Ihe
IRON HORSE

^^OheMovie You Like ismadefrort^^^

3 A GROSSET&DUNLAP 75^ Novel

HAVEN'T you often wished, while watch-
ing a good movie, that it would go on and

Ihe
PHANTOM of
the OPERA I

's a Crosset£Dunlap \

75 Cent Booh,.' <-

GRAUSTARK

on and never stop — that you could take it

home with you and see it again and again

—

that you could know better those characters
whose shadows flitted across the screen—and
know more of the romantic setting of the story?

Nearly always—9 times out of 10—when it

is a good movie, it has been made from a good
novel—usually a Qrosset & Dunlap 75c book.

These books, from which come your favorite

pictures, fulfill your desire for more of the story

that flits off into darkness on the screen. More
about the characters, fascinating descriptions
of the scenes, the snowy wildernesses of the
North, the languorous isles of the South Seas,

the smart world of fashion.

Many hours of magic entertainment, all

bound between the covers of a book—a Qrosset

& Dunlap 75c book—the secret of enjoying the
films over and over again in a comfortable
armchair by your own fireside!

I" Nine times out of ten — when the picture has
i been made from a hook, you can go to your
; nearest book store,department store, drugstore,

stationery store or newsstand and buy it in the
Grosset &. Dunlap Edition, well bound in cloth,

full library sue, illustrated with scenes from the
Moving Pictures— for 75 cents a copy.

The following booki
of th.n the

New the Twain Sh.II Meet
P. B. Kynt

The Cout of Folly
Comngtby Dartion

Chickie . . . Elenore Meherin

The Fool . . Chjmmng Pollock

Janice Meredith Paul L. Ford

The »• Hawk Rafael Sabatim

Claatiratet . Walttr Ebtrhardt

The Roughneck Robl. rV. Struct

Monsieur Beaucaire
Booth Tarkington

BenHur . . Ctn. Lt» Wallact

Ihe PONY
EXPRESS

Its a Crosset £. Dunlap

75 Cent Bopt\f t

(alio those illustrated

advertisement) are
books are told.

cents
each

Peter Pen . . Jame, M. Barrie

The Covered Wagon
Emtrson Hough

Light of WesternStar. ZantCrty
Seven Keys to Baldpate

Earl Dcrr Bigger,

The Man on the Bos
Harold MacGralh

K. the Unknown MaryRRmehart
Captain Blood Rafael Sabatin,

America . Robert IV. Chamber,

North of 36 . . Emerton Hough /
Cobra . . Russtll Holman
Romola . George Eliot t*Crosset L Dunlap

75 Cent Booh,.' j^ GROSSET & DUNLAP, 1140 B'way, N.Y, /&<$
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Advertising Section

fhe Trade MarK
of Romangfe.

Personalities of
rParamount,-

and their 'Paramount Pictures

c
X

'UtttpDronson

lighter. Tr
than a touch of fairyland
about her, and the work-
a-day world seems slow
when she's around. See
her in "Are Parents
People?" "Not So Long

Herbert llrenon

He directed "A Kiss for
Cinderella." Remember
how "Peter Pan" de-
lighted you! He directed
that, too! Other Para-
mount Pictures of his are:

"The Street of Forgotten

* 9
1

C/Ioria Swanson ZfhomasJAcxghan

Gloria Swanson's success People who would not
and popularity sweep for- stir to see a king pass by
ward like a tidal wave, would break half a dozen
Her Paramount Pictures appointments to meet
are centers of lascinated Tom Mei^han. His is

human groups at all a triple success; a man's
points of the compass, man, a woman's man.
See herin"Madame Sans- and the kid's man, too!

Gene," "The Coast of Be sure to see "Old Home
Folly," "Stage Struck." Week," "The Man Who

G 4*
fiwgriffith (polaTJtgri

D. W. Griffith's "That Pola Negri is a complex
Royle Girl " reveals more and dramatic personality
mastery than ever. Grif- whose charm is today t

fith'sParamountPictures exercising its full power
are the harvest of his art. in 'he United States, i

See Carol Dempster. W. Michael Arlen is writing
C. Fields and Harrison "Crossroads of the i

Ford, in "That Royle World" especially for her. '

Girl." Watch for the See her in "Flower of j
huge Griffith special. Night," and "A Count-
"Sorrows of Satan," by ess in Iowa."
Marie Corelli.

PI

=HJ Produced by
Famous P!ayer»-Lasky Corp.
Adolph Zukor, President

New York City

uC

qAKiss

for (inderella"

Herbert Brenon Production

Paramount's New Year Qift!

Nation-wide Showing Week of December 28th

If you seem so much older than you used to, if

you feel that life might be a little kinder to you than

it is, come watch Betty Bronson and Tom Moore
contrive happiness out of old boards, small feet and

a policeman's point of view!

The peculiar thing about "A Kiss for Cinderella"

as about "Peter Pan," is that although children enjoy

it intensely there are ten times as many grownups

in the long lines at the box offices!

The fact is that all the world is young when

J. M. Barrie and Paramount are partners.

Today, Paramount and the leading dramatists and

writers of the world are hand in glove in the great

cause of better pictures. The writers are giving ot

their best because they know that Paramount's

resources and screen ideals are. big enough to ensure

the greatest possible progress.

paramount
pictures

If it's a Paramount Picture its the best show in to«*n"

i motion riiTii: iranteed.
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The Greatest of All Wars

7

TWO «reat, gigantic forces,

worlds, or—let us call them
armies. The one has been
building for over twenty-five

centuries, the other for less than a

ntury. The first was

started by Homer, the second by

Griffith. Let us call the first army
"Literature" and the second, "Pic-

The fust army now comprises
writers,

biographers, publishers, pi

pupils histori

libraries, universities untold millions

strong. The second army comprises

only about one hundred motion pic-

ture producers, most of whom have

the printed word. The second uses

Haloid. With
each writer and teacher of writing

money. Long
of the tir-t

a lucrative field in the second army
which was building u

tunes nd the first army

ond army.

first battle tool I) 1910, but it was
only a little skirmish. The second army resi

attack I
•! brought up re-enforcements

and. in

army gi v in size but it grew enormously in

. which (inly made tl i

A
•** Mian in

ginning. Mai
ted OUt that ' It dared

the two armies could join force- and build mount
gold that would make the wealth ol ' into in-

signifia generals of thi ouldn't

An Editorial by

^rtr/^^rn^V^

in-Chief of the Brewster Publications

But along in the early '20*s. the
second army began to suffer from
famine. They had all but exhausted
their food supply. They plundered
lure and there, and. according to

official records, there were numer-
ous cases of secret reprisals during
the lull of battle when an officer of

the first army, would trade gold for

food with the enemy. Thus, copy-
righted hooks and successful stage-

plays became quite common.
Then it came to be a recognized rule

of war that the representatives of the

two armies could thus exchange their

products, but it was clearly under-
stood that otherwise, the war must go
on. And it did, altho tlu second army
was all but exhausted. It became evi-

dent that the) must sue t

A\n su, in the spring of 1
(|^.

** armistice was signed and rcpre-

1

sentatives of the two great armies met
to formulate the terms of peace. The
principal point in the peace treaty was

that was long debated. The first

army maintained that they had the

hrains. This was admitted by the second army hut they
insisted that the first army did not know how to list- their

hrains. In rebuttal, the first army said that the second

army was so short of hrains tli.it they did not know hrains

when they saw them, and thai they were so blind that all

the) could see was a stage-play and a newly printed hook
in prett) i

'I hi- discussion lasted for sixteen months and finally it

was unanimously agreed that : ( 1 ) the first army had the

hrains; (2i that the second army needed them badly, being

Or! of that commodity themselves; i 3 | that the first

army did not know how to speak the language of the sec-

and army, and that it must and would learn that language;

and (4 i that the second army must place over all its en-

trances large electric signs addressed to all members of the

first army and bearing these words; "Welcome to our
he treaty of peace was finally signed, late in 1928.
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Caver—A study of Mary Astor painted by Marland Stone from a portrait by Charles Albin.
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WHAT 1925* DID FOR ME. [°. T* !°. °. "T
'^^TT.

™
'.

*'""!. .^W !"*

Thirty-eight stars write their records of the achievements of the year

THE GREATEST OF ALL
A new photograph of Belle Bennett and the story of this great actress triumph

SCREEN IDOLS PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE By Eugene Y. Brewster
The second instalment of Mr. Brewster's article on popularity

BORN UNDER A LUCKY STAR By Alice L. Tildeslev
The story of a little Quaker from Philadelphia who got everything she asked for

CINDERELLAS? MAYBE! By Homer Currie
You've read about those "sudden successes." Here is the truth about the Cinderella myth

WHEN RAGS ARE ROYAL RAIMENT. ...

Some pictures of Mary I'ickford in "Scraps"
"I REMEMBER WHEN " By Harry Carr

Bebe Daniels tells some funny anecdotes of her adventures in the studio

THOSE AMICABLE SEPARATIONS By Elise Hill
Sometimes it is belter to be happily unmarried than unhappily married—at least, in the movies

THE ORANGE GIRL
A new portrait of Dorothy Gish as Nell Gwyn

THE GRAND MOGUL OF MAMAS By Sarah Redway
An amusing interview with Mrs. Talmadge—the Dowager Queen ,i Hollywood

DOES IT HELP OR HINDER TO BE RELATED TO A STAR ... .By Jane Tilton

co-stars 'in"the HOMB
Charming new picture: of Mane Prevost and Kenneth Harlan

WATCH YOUR MAKE-UP . . Bv Alice Leslie

VENUS IN" FINER y". '*. ".
*'""

^T.
°

"T.
°" ""

TT/* "'.

"The American Venus" and a group of other beauties in -trikin
.

ONE OF OUR OWN GIRLS Bv James Todd
Why Mary Astor lias been electa! to be our Girl on tin 1

WHAT'S NEW IN BAD MEN? Bv Alice L. Tildeslev
A survey of the villains of 1926 shows that the bad man

THE EVOLUTION OF A STAR
A photographic history of the career of Lillian Gish

MUST TL^EY HAVE TEMPERAMENT? By Herbert Brenon and Allan Dwan

"I'VE HAD A "HARD LIFE" " *.*'.
""'

°.
" "" '"''"

Bv Josephine Sheldon
|| - In which the charming Alec Francis tells the ! ..

liLlG GUY IN THE MOVIES
IF Some funnv adventures of an assistant director ha ,,! ecd hv II illiam Holland and HI:. Hand
/HE ALICE TERRY I KNOW By Dorothy Sebastian

THE DARK SIDE OF FAME '

.
.

"". ..""*.
"Jrr """n

'" " By Frances Hamilton

LESSONS ''iN'BEAUTY .""/'""
.

.". .'.
".*

.

".
.

.*?
. T"*.

'

'".""'
"

. . . . . ....??. . .

."".'*.

Regular Departments of Motion Picture Magazine

Exilnsivc pi, lures of Mac Murray. Ernest and Ian Torrenee. Kill it three, Carmel Myers. Douglas Fairbanks. Syd Chaplin. Constance

The Picture Parade By Laurence Reid

That's Out . ..
' !'- ramar Lane

The Answer Man

The Box-Office Soeaks

What the '"Stars Are" Doing''. '.'..'.'.'.'..

A Guide to Current Pictures '.".
.
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CLASSIC DANCING

IE
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TO girls in the big cities who cannot
give the time or the money for

costly studio lessons—to girls who live

where authoritative dancing lnstruc-

tion is not available—to mothers ambi'
tious to give their children the grace
and strength and social advantages of
classic Jancing—the Sergei Marinoff
Home Study method has proved to be

Aesthetic and Interpretive Dances which
are all included in this delightful course. The
nominal tuition—so moderate that anyone
can easily afford it—is paid a little each month.

This is a wonderful opportunity for you

—

for every girl who longs to master the fasci-

nating and popular art of the dance. Whether
you wish to dance for the charm, the health
and grace that dancing gives—as a social ac-

complishment—or for a fascinating and profit-

able stage career—you can make your dreams

come true by writing to Sergei Mari'
noff today. The coupon below will

bring you full details without cost or

obligation.

Ten thousand pupils from New York
to California are now realizing their

fondest dreams. They are building

graceful, supple, healthy bodies as they
learn correct dancing technique, with
the Toe Dances, Character Dances,

SendThis Coupon

Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing

1924Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-62,Chicago,Ill.
me full information .ibout your home study

offer. I understand that this inform ition i- absolutely Free.

Studio Outfit FREE
Marinoff pupils receive without charge

a dainty practice costume, professional

slippers, dancing bar and the complete

set of phonograph records which pro-

vide music for exercise and practice,

with the voice of Marinoff prompting,

coaching and instructing, just as the bal-

let master leads his classes in the studio.

Sergei SMarinoff School of Classical Dancing

1924 Sunnyside Aye , Studio 12-62, Chicago, III.

1 MOTION PICTURE MAi
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The Bulletin Board
Last Minute News About the Players, Pictures, and Studios

THE fight for leading position in the motion pic-

ture world is now waging in dead earnest among
the powers who produce our pictures. Metro-
Goldwyn ran away with the glory of the early

winter season by such productions as "The Merry
Widow," "The Big Parade" and "The Unholy Three."

But Famous Players-Lasky, hitherto the Queen Bee
of the business, is all set for next season. Instead of spend-

ing eighteen million dollars for production, the company
has raised its appropriation to twenty-two million dollars.

Where the Money Will Go

Now let's see how Famous Players-Lasky will spend
the extra four million dollars. For one thing, James
Cruze will film "Old Ironsides" and his company may go
to Tripoli for special scenes. And another director will

go to Cuba to make a story of the rough-riders. An-
other Paramount special will be called "The Greatest

Show on Earth" and it will tell the story of P. T. Bar-

num, the showman who was unfortunate enough to die

before movies were invented.

To go on with the good news. Herbert Brenon will

direct a story that Sir James Barrie is writing especially

for the screen. W. C. Fields will appear in a film called

"The Old Army Game." And, dont forget. Florenz

Ziegfeld has promised to produce his screen version of

"The Follies" for Paramount. And D. W. Griffith is

going to make "The Sorrows of Satan" one of his biggest

pictures.

In Case You Care

write that original

heory that he would
rs- if he contributed

hael figures that he

Michael Arlcn has decided not to

ory for the screen. It is Michael's t

se just one hundred thousand dolla

story tp the cinema. You see. Mi(
add make a novel of his story and then sell the screen

jilts and perhaps the dramatic rights, too. Of course,

e grand financial total of such an effort would be

•eater than the amount of money he would receive for

1 original screen story. So the Arlcn scenario is now
ie of those beautiful myths and takes its place with that

ript that .Maurice Maeterlinck once promised to write.

He Changes His Mind

Charles

Circus."

few ideas

Chaplin's story will be called "The
• title for his picture and a

ride

llyClub," which re;

sounded too morbid
popular taste.

Rumors of Mergers

Metro-Gold'wyn am
United Artists may con

solidate into one organi-

zation. The deal has beei

k pending a long time, but a

Seventeen at Seventy?

If you were given the recipe for Fannie

Ward's secret of eternal youth, would you use

it? Do you want to be a flapper when you are

old enough to be a grandmother?

In the March issue of MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE, the feminine stars of the screen

will discuss the problem of rejuvenation. They

will tell you frankly what they think of Fannie

Ward's theory of eternal youth.

the time we go to press the papers have not been signed.

Mary Pickford, the conservative member of the United
Artists board, is said to be in favor of keeping their

organization a separate entity in the field.

It's Final This Time

"Ben Hur" will positively be presented at the George
M. Cohan Theater in Xew York on Christmas Eve. This

is said to be absolutely official. We'll believe it when we
see it.

About Ricardo

Evidently Ricardo Cortez will no longer be a Famous
Players-Lasky star. He is scheduled to appear in a

Metro-Goldwyn picture, playing opposite Greta Garbo.
You see, Ricardo's contract with Famous stipulated that

he must remain single. But Ricardo is going to marry
Alma Rubens, hence his removal to another studio. The
name of his newest picture is "The Torrent."

A Revival of "The Auction Block"

Rex Beach's story. "The Auction Block." will be pro-

duced again, this time featuring Eleanor Boardman and
Charles Ray. The novel was filmed several years ago
with Kay Laurel as the -tar.

John Robertson Returns

John Roberston and his wife. Josephine Lnvett. have
returned from a vacation in France and the line of pro-

ducers seeking the services of Mr. Robertson is forming
( n the right.

Another Travel Note

Antonio Moreno is back in Hollywood and will play
opposite Marion Davie- in "Beverly of Graustark." And
John Gilbert, who visited Xew York for the opening of
•The Big Parade." has gone back to Culver City to finish

nes in "La Boheme." Francis X. Bushman has

come to Xew York for the opening of "Ben Hur."

Dick In a Western

Richard Bartbelmess will make the first Western pic-

ture. It's to be called "The Kid from Montana." Dick
will try anything once. In the last few years, he has

been an Italian, an American -ailor. a West Pour
a Dutchman and a Balkan prince.

Dorothy Comes Home
D >rothy C:-'

back in Xew \

-

Valentino in "A
Woman of Fasl

Rich, is also b m<

make her next

Xew
-

the Big City who n\
main to make pi<



>u.Too, Can RcaliioYourDreams

Gives Physical Voice Culture
Credit for Grand Opera Voice
Each 24 hoars brinKB me a stronger and better hold on
my voice. I feel like telling yon of it each day when
I think back to six years ago when catarrh bad just
about finished my bearing and voice.

I joined tho Los Angeles Opera Company this Spring
and we will have five Operas ready in September. It ia
really patheti<

"

II have five Operas ready in September.
a the alar pupils from the great

. Some
pretty, but weak, palate attacks, t

I work hard all day and your e
wonderful rest.—Bert Longtre.

at and lip attacks.

By Developing a

Strong RichVoice
More than 20,000 men and women all over the country have
developed powerful, beautiful voices by Physical Voice
Culture. You, too, can build up a strong, magnetic, com-
pelling voice that will be the marvel of your friends, and
your key to success and fame.

Read the letters on thispagefrom men and
women who have made their dreams come
true by this wonderful, scientific method of

voice culture. You can continue your pres-

ent occupation and mode of life while
you study in your own home—and the cost

is nominal — only a very small
amount each month as you study.

100% Improvement

Guaranteed
It makes no difference whether you
wish to improve your voice for your
own pleasure or for professional

singing. The man or woman sing-

ing in the home—the opera or con-
cert singer— the choir singer—all

canimprove their voices 100%, at the
very least,by PhysicalVoice Culture.

We absolutely guarantee 100%
improvement or your tuition will be
gladly refunded. You alone are
to be the judge.

Harry Lompierre
Finds the

"Right Way"
I wish to give credit where
credit is due. The past twelve
years have been spent in pro
fessional singing.

Believing that I had at last found

Church Singer Delights Congregation
Today my voiee is comp]
Formerly. I could sing i

i line). Now
hicrh "Ft" flnt with A

Singer Triumphs Over
Discouragement

Did you think one year ago that I would now be singing
as high as high "C"? I am very sure that I didn't.

I often think of that hopeless first letter I wrote to you
and I want to thank you for the help you have given me
and especially for the cheering letters at the beginning
when I needed boosting along the worst way.

Hoping that you will believe me to be ever your grate-
til friend.—Mrs. Mary Brown.

I cannot help but say "Thank God" for everything you have
done for me. As I sang in church yesterday people turned to
see who was singing.

nant, manly tone. — Harry Lorn- I hope you will always think of me as one who has made a big success In
pierre. the work I chose to do.—Carolyn Baker.

For obvious reasons the names signed to these letters have been changed. But
the letters are all true and the real names of writers will be sent on request.

Inspiring Book Now FREE
Send Coupon !

The coupon will bring you _
FREE copy of "Physical Voice
Culture"—a valuable new book
on voice building. Do not hesi-
tate to ask for it. It is FREE
and need not be returned. This
may be the first step in a great
career for you. Send the cou-
pon TODAY!

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 12-62
1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send me, FREE and without any obligation, Prof. Feuch-
tinger's new book, "Physical Voice Culture." I have checked the
subject in which I am most interested.

O Weak Voice
DSim 3 Speakin,

j advertisers please mention MOTION riCTUEB MAGAZINE.
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^tthe fashionable Patio, in Xev Orleans,
where the aristocratic younger set meet for tea
and dancing in the afternoon.

Among the debutantes of New Orleans and
oilier Southern cities, IVoodbury s is preferred
nine times over to any other toilet soap.ong

the Debutantes of the South
this soap isiX/NE times aspopular as any other

They have become a legend
with us— the beautiful, adored

women of the South.

From childhood their beauty is

prized, worshipped by the men of

their families.

And almost the loveliest thing

about a Southern beauty— the

feature for which she is most cel-

ebrated — is her wonderful, ca-

melia-clear skin.

How DO YOUNG SOUTHERN GIRLS o{

today keep that smooth, perfect skin

of theirs? What soap do they find,

pure enough and fine enough, to

trust their complexion to?

A personal investigation among
the society girls of the South

brings out the fact that an

overwhelming majority of

them are using Woodbury's
Facial Soap for their skin.

Among the debutantes of six repre-

sentative Southern cities—New Or-

leans, Savannah, Birmingham, Nash-

ville, Richmond, and Atlanta- Wood-
bury's is nine times as popular as any

other toilet soap.

Its mildness— its purity— and its

wonderful effect in keeping the skin

free from all blemishes and defects

—

these are the reasons, given by the

debutantes, tor preferring Wood-
bury's to any other soap.

Why Woodbury's is perfect

for the skin

A skin specialist worked out the

formula by which Wood-
burv's is made. This for-

MQW:—The new large-size

trial set. yourTjiloodbur?

treatment for i o days • •

mula not only calls for absolutely pure

ingredients, it also demands greater re-

finement in the manufacturing process

than is commercially possible with ordi-

nary toilet soap.

Around each cake of* Woodbury's Facial

Soap is wrapped a booklet containing spe-

cial cleansing treatments for overcoming

common skin defects, such as blackheads,

.essiveoiliness.etc. A:;ccake
month or sixweeks.

Within a week or ten

davs after beginning to

useWoodbur
see an improvement in

your complex

your Woodbur
and bed a tonight the

~
»t >v

no
r\G£

Tin- \\tirew Iek
Tor the enclosed. lev please send me

The newlarge-si=c trial c.ikc ot'Woodhurx 's Facial Soap. _.

Cream, Facial Cream and Powder, and the treatment h

In Canada, address The Andrew Tcr,
Sherluvoke St., Perth, Out.

t motion run i: . -n;t«v-d.

.mess of your skin marred by

;—blackheads—exec:

I r* to Touch*'
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Melbourne Spurr

THE TORRENCES
Ernest Torrence and his son, Ian. Off the screen, these villains

are devoted husbands and proud fathers. Young Ian is hand-
some enough to play heroes with his evil papa





Melbourne Spurr

r»¥l I ir r^/'W 71- S^e ^^ '3e **" heroine or "The Black Pirate," the new Douglas
BILLIh. DOVL Fairbanks production. Heretofore, Billie's gentle beauty has

been wasted on the desert air of Western stories



CARMEL MYERS



DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
"The Black Pirate"—himself. Mr. Fairbanks has nearly com-
pleted his latest picture. It's a rousing story of adventure, and
the star promises some new tricks never before attempted by

any pirate



IfeRxmn

SYDNEY CHAPLIN
After playing in one of the funniest pictures ever made "The
Submarine Pirate" Syd retired from the screen for years. His

return was one of the bright spots of the past year



Melbourne Spurr

MARION NIXON
She has been rescued from cowboy pictures and selected to play
opposite Raymond Griffith in "Hands Up I" Beginning in in-

significant pictures, it didn't take Marion long to win recognition



rWhat 1925 Has Meant
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By Florence Vidor

XBELIEVABLE as it may seem, it is a

truism, nevertheless, that of many big

^a^J^A^^ S&~*^y^£yr ^r*&£~

s£s-Cs o*-*-*L.

John Gilbert and
Richard Barthelmess
find that they have
been unusually happy
in the stories they
have filmed this year.
Alma Rubens frankly
admits that her en-
gagement to Ricardo
Cortez was her "big

V|_V events which came into my life during
1925 I have to admit the two hours I

spent in a barber's chair and watched my long

treasured tresses fall all around me was the big

event of that year and something I will always
remember.

It was not .a free will offering on the altar of

style for I had been adamant against any propo-

sition to join the short-haired colony.

But Paramount was due to make "The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter." Malcolm St. Claire,

the director, insisted on the bob and art had its

way as per usual.

When people see the picture, they will have to

agree that there is no subterfuge. It is bobbed as

bobby as could be.

The sacrifice was great. It will be compen-
sated for if it pleases my public.

By Ricardo Cortez

The most important, event during
1925 was my engagement to Alma
Rubens, who is so good, so beautiful,

so angelically sweet. I think, and
trust, and hope it is to be the mo-t
important event of my whole life.

By Pola Negri

The arrival of my mother, Mme.
F.leanora Chalupez. from Poland, to

spend many months with me in Cali-

fornia is the greatest event

for me. We have been separated so

much for years and this is her first

visit to America.

By Wallace Beery

My opportunity to play the great

comedy, human -interest part of
Rhode Island Red in James Cruze's

"The Pony Express" was the most
important event of the year for me.

!.l Ball
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To M- 38 Stars Write Their Record of the Year

By Esther Ralston

The year 1925 brought me the busiest and
most successful twelve months of my life. "Peter
Pan" started the year, winning me a contract

with Paramount and during the year I have made
ten pictures, a larger number than in any other

year, with each picture better than the last. I

am closing the year with the biggest of them all—"The American Venus." I have crossed the

continent six times in the last year, "locationed"

in Texas, Bermuda, and Florida, and enjoyed a
glorious week-end in Yosemite Park. 1925 has
certainly been a red-letter year for me.

By Renee Adoree

I believe that the year 1925 has given me the

opportunity of portraying one of the greatest

roles of my career, that of Melisande in King
Vidor's production, "The Big Parade."

By Raymond Griffith

All of my big events in 1925 were little ones,

and that's the truth.

My sailing yacht, "Donna Bertha,"
won several cups in the races of Cata-

lina, but I have boasted so much about
the ability of my boat to beat every-

thing else in its class that I could not

concede that to be a big event.

I might stretch things a bit and say

the purchase of my first car wa> a big

event, but when the upkeep, the over-

head, the what have you, is all figured

out, the purchase of that car was not

an event—it was a tragedy.

The biggest kick I got during the

year over an event that concerned
some one else was the rescue of the

San Franciscan-Hawaiian flyers.

By Mary Brian

It's ever so easy to answer that

question.

It was my first visit to New York.

Ui9u.tA £o/» <mJE^ 6>t*JU
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As for Tom Mix. he n.
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Ever since I was old

enough to know there was
such a place as New York
City, my ambition was
sometime to go there.

I really nevef expected

that wish to be gratified, so

one can imagine my great

surprise, directly after I

had finished my first Para-
mount picture, "Peter
Pan," to be told by Mr.
Lasky that I was to go to

New York to play a role

in "The Little French
Girl."

What a wonderful time
I had in New York and how that tre-

mendous city impressed a little Texas

girl
-

.

And before I returned to Hollywood
I went to Bermuda, which was an added
joy.

/iit\> /isOOA Ci AtwfrL of\a6mu>
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i Dai
top of the page,
most eloquent of all. As for

May Allisdn and Henry B.

Walthall, 1925 has brought
them new opportunities

By Lois Wilson

If a picture is made in

Borneo or Iceland this ytar.

I'm sure I will be in it. The
Knights of the Road have
nothing on me when it comes
to traveling. The past twelve

months have seen me in

thirty-two states of the Union
—on location in the middle of

the Pacific—and on some of

our highest peaks— not to

mention a jaunt to Ireland

that I might paddle a canoe
on one of the Killarney lakes

By Hoot Gibson

I am grateful to 1925 for many things, and

above all I believe that it has been my most
successful year in pictures. To keep my old

friends, and make new ones daily is my great

ambition. I can look back in 1925 with the firm

conviction that I have achieved both these ends.

One outstanding thing that 1925 did for me was to

advance me farther along the road to success in my chosen

profession.

By Shirley Mason

The vear 1925 ha^ meant freedom to me— freedom from

Pollyanna roles. After 9everal years of starring I have

taken Viola's cue. to select my own roles >uch as I had in

"The Talker" and "What Fools Men." First National, and

"Lord Jim," Paramount.

By Mary Philbin

Some years are golden years, and 1925 was such a year

for me. I dearly loved my role in "The Phantom of the

Opera" and my many friends have told me it was
worth while.

All my life I have loved the character of Stella Maris
and this year gave me Mr
wi nderful si

By Dorothy Mackaill

The year 1925 ha^ given me
a five-year contract with First Na-
tional Pictures.

By William Powell

This year nearly reformed :

horrible

/ft*

t'tCtu^tatr
°f

/C^. >r£

I

Yes, indeed, my
first trip to New
York will always be

remembered by me
as my biggest event

in 1925.

22
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The

Greatest

of

ALL
IT

was just a year ago that Belle Ben-
nett was the most obscure actress in

Hollywood. She hadn't, of course,

passed into complete oblivion ; but she

was hopelessly sunk in mediocre parts.

After a brief flash of fame several years

ago with the old Triangle Company, Miss
Bennett faded away into small roles.

trivial productions and into the sort of

genteel poverty endured by actresses who
never know where their next job is com-
ing from.

Today she is hailed as the finest screen

actress. Even her sisters on the stage

—

Ethel Barrvmore and Mary Boland—have

gone out of their way to pay tribute to her.

And there isn't an actress on the screen

who isn't eager to rush into superlatives

in praising the amazing art of Belle

Bennett.

In creating the role of Stella Dallas in

Samuel Goldwyn's great production, Miss
Bennett has given the screen its most
poignant, most touching and finest por-

trayal. It's the story of a woman, tawdry,

cheap and untutored, whose love for her

A. Stella Dallas telle Bennett has given the
inspired perfoi

Miss Bennett's portrayal

of the cheap and vulgar

woman, lifted to great-

ness by her love for her
child, has been praised

by artists of both stage

and screen. For years

an obscure figure in the

movie world, Miss Ben-
now finds herself

lost talked-of person
nett

child lifts her to greatness. To her study of a repellent character, Miss
Bennett brings a touch of inspired sympathy.

All Hollywood knows the tragic story of Belle Bennett. For years /

she lived the drab life of an unsuccessful actress, with its petty

economies, its hopeless ambitions. Her only joy in life was her young
son, to whom she was devoted.

For years, Miss Bennett worked and lived for her boy. Then finally

came her great opportunity. She was
selected for "Stella Dallas" by Samuel
Goldwyn, after seventy-six other appli-

cants had failed to pass the test.

Only a few days after she received

the great news, Belle Bennett's

boy died and she knew that her

triumph would be in vain.

Crushed and heart-broken

by her grief, Belle Bennett
went on with her work.
And those who know her

and worked with her feel

that there was something
more than human power
behind her portrayal of the

mother, Stella Dallas.
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SCREEN IDOLS PAST

By Eugene V. Brewster

A S to who are idols

/ \ and who are not,

_/ ^ we must bear in

mind that even
the most humble player

has his or her admirers
and idolaters. Every
player of prominence is

an idol to one or more,
but we are not speaking

c these, nor of those who
.imply have large fallow-

ings. Nita Naldi has a

large following and is

widely admired, but she

can never be a screen

idol. Bebe Daniels has a

following, and they are

perhaps exceedingly en-

thusiastic about her, but
she has little chance, apparently, of ever becoming a screen
idol. There is a cold, stately beauty about Alice Joyce, but
after a dozen years on the silversheet she has not succeeded
;n becoming anything like an idol, and she is hardly as popular
today as she was twelve years ago.

Lillian Gish has had her ups and downs for an equal length
")f time, but neither she nor her sister Dorothy has ever won fully

he hearts of the public. The former is the frail lily of the screen.

Cjdways appealing to our sympathy, always in trouble, always hounded
the villain or poverty or something. Pathos is exceedingly produc-

This is a continua-

tion of Mr. Brew-

ster's article on
film popularity

which appeared in

the January num-
ber of "Motion
Picture Magazine"

rive, as a rule, but the

supposedly angelic,

pure, gentle, tender

nature of Lillian Gish

and her great beauty
have failed to pro-

duce for her in

thirteen years the
laurel wreath of pub-
lic adolatry.

Dorothy Gish be-

longs to the same class as Constance Talmadge. to the world of

gaiety, and, charming and beautiful tho they be. they have never

been quite idolized. Mae Murray is in a class all by herself and
she therefore has no rivals. She is a type extraordinary, and

for grace, charm, beauty and ability as an artiste she has re-

mained unsurpassed for a decade, and she is better today than

ever before. Only Xazimova at her best could compare with

her. yet neither of these supreme artistes has

ever been idolized. Perhaps the peculiar kind

of part< they have both played has had some-

thing to do with it.

/^reta NlSSEN is the Xazimova of the pres-
*** ent day, but how can she ever become a

screen idol if >he is to play always parts iike

those in "Wanted a Wife." "The Wanderer"
and "The King of Main Street"? Alice

Terry has that same blonde beauty anil

the

5 who almost but not quite 1

st peak of popularity—All

and Alice Joyce

ne
(jilw;



PRESENTAND FUTURE !

Mr. Brewster
selects Ramon No-

varro as the star

of the present day

who is most likely

to win a perma-

nent place in the

public's affections

charm that Lillian

Gish and Mae Mur-
ray have, and she has

a certain gentleness

and refinement that

everybody admires,

and she has been un- .

usually fortunate in

her allotment of
plays, characters, set-

tings, companies,
support and publicity ; and yet she has not quite become a screen

idol. And her character as we see it is just the sort that a
public is likely to idolize. Hence, there must be something
missing in Alice Terry. Perhaps it is strength, fire, passion,

spirit.

Florence Vidor and Leatrice Joy also have had abundant
opportunity to become screen idols, yet with
all their success and popularity they have
never reached the top. But still there may
be hope, particularly for the former.
Blanche Sweet and Mae Marsh are just as

good if not better than they were a dozen
years ago, but they too have missed idolatry.

Colleen Moore and Norma Shearer have
made remarkable strides forward during
the last year or two, and if all goes well

with them they may yet become idols of the

screen. The former may lack beauty and

Ronald Colman ha* both personality and real

acting ability

Irewster nominates Ben Lyon as the
Wallace Reid

Two exotic and unique personalities—Lillian

Gish and Mae Murray. Yet neither of them is

a supreme favorite

Kenneth Alexander

figure, but that is not

everything, and she has
great ability and about
everything else. The latter

has come to the front very

rapidly, but she must be

very careful. She has a

charm and sweetness that

are very promising, and has
shown considerable ability

and versatility. I hope she

is one of the few who can
stand prosperity.

Detty Bronson, Vilma
Banky, Eleanor Board-

man, Mary Brian and
Esther Ivalston are five

more newcomers who are

being
^
carefully groomed

for the coming race for

first screen honors. It is

rather too early to predict

what the future has in store for them, because so much depends

on what kind of plays, directors and support will fall to their

lot. Each has shown considerable charm and ability, and they

B7 have already gained wide public approval for what they have
b / thus far done. Vilma Banky is a gorgeous creature and creates

a fine impression. Of the five I think Eleanor Boardman has the

best chances. She has done one or two poor things, but after seeing

her in "Exchange of Wives" and "The Only Thing" I am inclined

to think that she has a poise, dignity and charm that is lacking in the

(Continued on page 95) p
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A little Quaker girl from Philadelphia,

Lloyd's career was a series of lucky
young comedian with horn-rimmed glasses selected her

for his leading woman. The young comedian made a

hit and so did Mildred. Now, as you know, they are

ied and have a little daughter. On the opposite

page, Alice L. Tildesley tells you the story (

"

charmed life



Born Under
a Lucky Star

"I have never wanted anything

that I didn't get," says Mildred

Davis Lloyd

By Alice L. Tildesley

I
NEVER wanted anything all my life that

I didn't get."

The maker of that remarkable statement

sat in her Rolls-Royce, behind a magnifi-

cent uniformed chauffeur and beside a smiling

and indulgent mother, and beamed. Lii

There was no self-satisfaction in the blue Sl1

eyes under the brown fringe of her lashes,

only a sort of beautiful wonder.

"Other girls seem to have starved and struggled and

suffered for years. Their stories sound so romantic and

thrilling and you feel so glad that they won thru in the

end. But as for me !"

Mildred Davis—in private life Mrs. Harold Lloyd

—

shrugged her pretty shoulders.

"I cant remember ever being denied what
asked for as a child. I had the happiest time

and the nicest mother and father!

grew up, 1 never <ct my mind
on anything that didn't come to

me. People say: 'Oh, that's

because you're so determined!

You never let go if you think

you'd like to have this or that.'

But I dont believe that's it.

other girls must have

been determined

never have kept on

"It sounds s"

always thought
that 1 got things

bee a use 1

prayed for them.

You see. I was
a little Quaker."

And when I

B

Gloria Lloyd is Hollywood's prize baby,
says her mother, "but I've always got things bec<

prayed for them"

an old square in the Quaker City, the little Mildred was
the one child in a houseful of grown-ups—parents, grand-
parent- and great-grandparents—most of whom had been
brought up in the religion of brotherly love.

Her earliest recollection is of being brought down-
stairs, daintily dressed, just at candle-lighting

time to spend a brief half-hour with her elders

he Tore their ceremonious dinner.

''Ah, there she

is !" they would
say, when the baby
was set down in

the doorway of

the great "par-
lors," "Wcll-a-
well, come and see

her grandma !" Ot-

her grandpa, or

uncle or daddy.
But one night,

when Beck, her

nurse, had duly

placed her charge

on the shining
(C ontinu cd on

page 105)

R N in
four-stor

"brownstont
front"

I
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Cinderellas?—Maybe!

Betty Bronson and
Esther Ralston are Cin-

s hailed as

girls'

Bui the

plain facts of the
both Betty and Esther

waited for a long time
before they were "dis-

covered"

V

w^
By Homer Currie

HOLLYWOOD Is a Cinderella land.

And this is the way they become famous:
Some morning, the casting director peeks

sourly out of his little window upon the waiting
And suddenly he gasps

for breath.

"My gosh," he says to him-
self,

(fWho is tiliat beautiful girl

with the sensiti-ve face?"

He excitedl) send-- for fames
Cruze or Ceciil De Mille or

somebody. Ai id the) take a

peek together.
' Just the ,,ir 1 for the lead in

th< drav

with hitter curses.

And then the publicity men
arrive and take her photograph
looking like Sarah Bernhardt :

and then they all have to scatter

\to get out of the way of the big

'J2S

AGE

Rolls Royce that comes rushing up—a gift from the

grateful management.
And they send for the police to make the dukes and

princes and marquises who want to marry her line up in

cent and orderly manner and
take their turns.

That is the way fam
in Hollywood. . . .

In the imagination

g ladies in boat

who are forced by demon I

parents

a lot of
]

T afraid that fan

realiti<

known of a ease where
Altho I have knov
might . the

I

In fact, the more

1 bee

about the r-^al and

1



You've heard about them—the in-

experienced little girls who become

stars in a single picture. But back

of most of these stories of sudden

success, there lies years of working

and waiting that you dont hear

about. In this article the "Cin-

derella myth" of Hollywood is ex-

posed—and exploded

The conviction is growing within me that

the Prince Charming and Cinderella had had
a back-alley acquaintance for some time.

They just staged that ball and that glass slip-

per stuff to make it seem a little more. ... tl

Well, you know, not so sort of tawdry. The Harold

j^
C
Goudal

whole thing sounds as tho it had been arranged

by the Prince's press-agent.

I'll bet anything that that glass slipper was
made to order to Cinderella's favorite shoe-last ; and that the Prince fixed

it up with one of his dad's coachmen to produce that fairy godmother
coach at the psychological moment.

•"The nearest that any girl within my experience has come to
* sudden Cinderella fame was little Betty Bronson. And when
you come to examine the facts of her case, why it wasn't really so.

The truth is that little Betty had had a very long and thoro

preparation. She had been hammering and cobbling at that

glass slipper for a long and arduous period.

To make an Irish "bull," Betty had been hanging around
the gates of Hollywood for a long and weary time before

she ever saw the place. She had studied dancing and dra-

matic art. Most of all, she had had a good musical

education.

The importance of this last is paramount. One of the

must difficult things to learn in screen acting is "timing."

Very few really good screen actors are found who are not

musical. Those who are not have to learn this sense of

time in a hard and painful school, doing small parts in

the studios.

Wh i c h ever
route, it is a

hard one,
whether inside

or outside the

studio.

What little

Betty would
have learned in

her first years

of screen acting

would have been
this sense of
timing ; and the

knowledge of
how to use her
body.

She learned
all this in other

ways outside the

studios ; but the

{Continued on
page 112)

re of a novice than she cared
as her directors soon found out

JL
faces the difficult task of convir
her worth. And, to the left, is

corned as a "new face." But
her apprenticeship ""•

ing the
Mary Brian,

Mary had se

hild actress
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When Rags Are

Royal Raiment



U
I Remember Wh **

en

—

Harry Carr finds Bebe Daniels in a conversational mood. And he
recounts some of her anecdotes—amusing and serious—just as Bebe

told them to him

WHEX Bebe Daniels was a little girl breaking

"nto pictures, she bad a beau.

He was a boy just breaking into comedies.

His name was
Harold Lloyd.

___ , ,

She was the leading

lady and he was the

leading man of a little

one-horse comedy com-
pany. They didn't have

a real studio ; so they

made their pictures in

an old and decayed man-
sion in Los Angeles.

They had a boy pro-

ducer who managec
their artistic struggles

—

when he wasn't wander-
ing around the place

tootling a saxophone.
That was Hal Roach

—now a millionaire
movie magnate.

"LJakold and 1 used
* * to go out together

three times every week."

said Bebe. "We used to

go to dances
and some-
times, to our
intense and
blissful ex-

citement, we
would win
a cup. We
won quite

a 1 o |

C u
J

>

Harold
a n d 1

w ere
p r e t t y
good one-

steppers.

"K v e n

in 1 1

d a v s ,

llarol d
was a sweet boy. I knew be was going lo get some-

where in the world. He was Mich a good careful manager.

"lie only got fifty dollars a week. I was getting thirty.

"I dont know how he managed it: but whenever we
went out, he always bought me Mowers; and we had a

taxicab; and every holiday, Harold always brought me a

little present all done up in a little package.

"In fact," added Bebe, "Harold was a model beau."

"I rememher one day when Harold and 1 were talking

* between scenes. Somehow or other we began talking

^

about the future and pictures.

"I said : 'Harold, do you know that the day will come
when comedians will be getting as much as $150 a week?'

"Harold just gasped. To tell the truth I was a little

staggered myself at the

__._. ,
_

recklessness of my pro-

phetic vision.

"When the power of

speech came back to

Harold, he reproached
me.

" 'Why, Bebe,' he said

severely. " 'This is the

first time I ever heard
you say anything that

hadn't any sense. How
could the industry do
it? How could they

ever possibly pay a

comedian $150? Honest,
Bebe, you're crazy in

the head.'
"

Dep.e loves the West
where she was born

and brought up. She is

a practised and da rin KR
rough-rider ; and ; a comet
uses a Western cowooy"" '<

saddle when she rides.

"Just once," she said,

"1 decided to be stylish

and ride an English

saddle. It was in Santa
Barbara. I was going -.

to see a polo game and
they told me that I

ought to be spiffy for

the occasion.

"Instead of the old

firm seat on the horse

that I was used to in my
cow saddle, I found my-
self straddled across this

little leather pad with

my knees hanging over
my elbows. My hands
were full of reins. I

didn't know what they were for. The horses I had been
used to riding were guided by the weight of the body and
the feel of the rein against their necks.

''Just as soon as I got on board this horse, he realized

that 1 was a dub. The first thing I knew he was making
a grand sprint across the field and joining the polo players.

There I was sawing at the reins and trying to stop him

;

but he wouldn't stop. He plunged in among the polo

players and began kicking. Finally they had to stop the

game.

"Just as I was leaving the field, the horse reared and I

slid off his rear end. Frantically reaching out for

something to catch, I got hold of his tail and there I

(Continued on page 94)

Bebe recalls the day when
Harold Lloyd was her lead-

ing man—and her best beau.

And she also remembers
when Harold gasped at the
idea of earning $150 a week
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THOSE AMICABLE
It's no longer fashionable to fight with your

husband. Mae Murray found that a Paris

divorce ended all her disagreements with

Robert Leonard. Leatrice Joy and Jack

Gilbert are the best of friends, altho legally

parted. And as for the Valentinos—now
that they're separated, they're completely

happy

John
ccess

* I ^HERE'S a new kind of epidemic abroad in the

'JLland—yes, all the land, altho, of course, we are

^Hfconcemed initially with a study of hew it affects—
' movie-ites. The new brand of epidemic, supplant-

ing, or should we say accompanying appendicitis—is "the

• marital vacation." It was Fannie Hurst, as we recall it.

who first brought this malady to the attention of the pub-

lic. Of course, like all the things that rage For a period,

it isn't exactly new. No doubt. Mother Eve herself was

addicted to the practice, which is per se et naturel (our

own coinage), a feminine infliction. Please nine that we

say "in" and not af-tliction.

The fair and fat Fannie, be it remembered, gained

much added luster to her already famous name by

recommending the marital vacation stunt as a tonic

for ailing Cupid. History does no1 yet record

whether Fannie and her husband have found the

blessed isles of matrimony by steering their bark

vacationward, but inasmuch as the divorce courts

haven't been besieged by them, it looks as if it might

hi

At any of the movie colony have fol-

men! and it

(the

that

has

fierce light beating upon a throne, and all that. Every
little spat that the married stars register goes hurtling

down thru the air and is repeated with more variations

than were ever written into "The Mocking Bird." More-
over, if not actually practised, what's the answer? Want
of money, that's all

!

|W[k. and Mrs. John Smith of Harlem may long just

as ardently to discover whether or not ''absence

makes the heart grow fonder." as does Mr. and Mrs.
Movie Star, but the world isn't taken into their confidence

about it. And then again, the poor Smiths haven't the

necessary wherewithal to make the experiment Mr.
Smith probably says to Mrs. i after months and months
of close-ups that would get on anybody's nerves). "That's

all right: you run right along and see if 1 miss

Nothing would please me more than to have a vacation

from your nagging. Just run right

along."

And Mrs. Smith, no doubt, fire

flashing from her eye and the coffee-

pot shaking in her hand,

comes back with -

thing like this: "Yes?
That's a nice invitation,

isn't it—when you know
right well I haven't got

a cent t- .

way with. I can am
right along? YV

can just bet tfa

Bob Leonard was once
Mae Murray's director

as well as her husband.
The partnership was
dissolved and Art has

been the gainer^1

nted page-do
the little trick

cntlv as do the

t.

know that old
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SEPARATIONS
Divorce used to be the end of romance,

Now it is usually just the beginning of

a beautiful friendship. The movie stars

who were once unhappily married are

now happily unmarried. And it all goes

to prove that absence really does make the

heart grow fonder

By Elise Hill

what I'd do it I had the chance! Just like Mrs. Val-

entino did. Just like that! I dont imagine it's all orchids

living with a sheik—not me. I'd go to Europe or to

Hohoken in a minute if 1 had the price of a ticket."

Then hubby mumbles something about raising the price

of a ticket, but he knows that neither one of them can

raise the price of the rent, much less the price of a ticket

to Europe, or even Hoboken. But— if they had the price'

It's doubtful if there'd he one whole family in .Manhattan

intact at any one time if we all had the salaries earned

—

pardon a slip of the typewriter—we mean given to movie-

stars.

Co that's that! The epidemic of marital vacation-itis,
^ which we have observed spreading, naturally shows
itself first among the movie-ites because they are more

And Jack Gilbert

Leatrice Joy all th

in the world

readily exposed to it—having the high cost of experi-

mentation. Take, for instance, the case of the Valentinos.

Their recent decision to take a marital vacation has heen
much discussed, on and oil the set, in and out of (he

press. Xatacha went thru Xew York like a comet
scarcely Stopping to give out an interview. She was
Paris-bound, and Rudy wasn't with her. She said he
was working on his next picture and couldn't get away.
But the man who made sheiking famous, diplomatically

called the attention of the fans to the fine gesture he made
when he went to the station

Xatach off, bending
over her hand like a gallant

knight and whispering, "My
Adored One, my heart will

lie disconsolate the while
thou art away,"—or what-
ever is movie talk for that

sentiment. Xot entirely suc-

cessful the experiment in

the case of the Barthelmess
household, notwithstanding

the help they have in the

person of little Mary the

Third. Dick is living quietly

at the Hotel des Artistes

and Mary is stopping for

the winter at the Hotel

(Continued -on pacji 97)

Wife" — the only rol,

that Rudolph wanted hei

to play
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the screen in a new type of role



The Grand Mogul of Mamas
Mrs. Talmadge defies all the rules of the Union of Screen Mothers

by refusing to claim any credit for her daughters' successes

By Sara Redway

IT
is one thing to grow

a mammoth carna-
tion, nurse it to an
unnatural shade of

green, force its growth.

call it the "Mrs. Coo-
lidge." and exhibit it at

the flower show, but it is

quite another thing to ex-

plain to a doubting world

just how you did it. If

you say that the whole
matter was a very simple

one, the public thinks you
are hiding some mysteri-

ous ingredient of success

from them. If you tell

about years of hard work
and starvation in ye olde

quainte attic, the thunder-

ing answer is "Banana
( )il."

Picture, then, the sad

plight of the movie mama.

"Then
1 Mrs.

Her daughter, or son.

-tar. and the whole world with the "satiable curiosity" of

Kipling's elephant wants U> he told why. And like the

elephant, the only thing to do about it i^ to pull steadily

and hard at its nose.

The only movie mother 1 have ever seen is Mrs. Tal-
madge. She is tin- only mother of whom I can think at

this minute who can boast of two full-fledged stars and
one star-in-law, therefore making her the Grand Mogul
of Manias. And I give you my word, she hasn't the

faintest idea a- to how she did it. She is called upon
tor explanations and. at the same time, she doesn't really

relish nose pulling.

"If J pull the old one about being just a pal with my
girls." she told me. "I am greeted with hoots and

jeers. Besides, even if the public did stand for it, my
daughters wouldn't. Can jou imagine what they would
do to me. if I came right out and insisted on heing a pal?"

"I think these determined women who just will he

girls with their girls are pretty awful anyway," I said.

"I always think they are hissing in undertones. 'You tell

• the lady I'm like a sister to you or I'll pinch you.'
"

"Yes, all that has been just worked to death," agreed
Mrs. Talmadge. "There really isn't much you can say

about them. After all your children are just your chil-

dren and no matter what happens to them they continue

to he just that. Xow I live with Connie because she

happens to be the only unmarried one. hut I go over to

see Xatalie every day. partly to sec the babies and partly

because she and I have more in common. 1 was never
an actress myself, but 1 was married and had babies and
I can understand that."

"Xatalie and I have a chance to lead more normal lives.

For instance when we came East this time. Connie and
I luster Keaton were pestered to death by reporters. Blis-

ter had a bad eye, and yet

he was lined up time after

time for flash-light pic-

tures in every town we
passed thru. Just before

we got to Chicago,
Connie and Buster de-

cided that, to avoid any
more fuss, they would
get off the train, motor
the rest of the way and
meet us at our hotel, so

they did. Xatalie and I

rode into the station like

white people, because we
knew no one would want
to see us particularly.

too," continued

Talmadge, "if

story of our
doesn't sound

very exciting and every-

body has heard it anyway. The girls knew they had to

go to work. We weren't rich, and they bad no illusions

about it. It was a question of finishing school and then

finding something to do. It just happened that they went
into pictures. They might have decided to be secretaries

or to work in department stores, but Norma was pretty

and when we took her down to the Yitagraph Studios,

they gave her a job right away.

"Just now 1 am principally interested in Xatalie's two
babies. Their nurse goes out on Fridays and we are left

to take care of them. At six o'clock in the evening we
are ready for a padded cell.

The minute the door closes after the nurse, the oldest

one braces himself for action. He surrounds himself

with all his toys, and he has plenty of them, and then he

hands some little ten-cent-store engine to his little brother

to play with Just as the baby gets a little action into his

game. Wink-, the oldest one, takes the engine away from
him and the fun starts.

"They wont take naps. They wont mind us. The
baby is better than Winks, principally because he hasn't

the sense to be bad yet.

"V/or know 1 think," said Mrs. Talmadge, "that babies
* who are brought up by nurses entirely are better but

dumber. They are just fat, well-fed round little pieces

of meat. Winks was raised more by home talent than
i

the baby, and while it might have made him a nervous
wreck at the age of four, still he is interesting and smart

and seems unite a person.

I suppose baby specialists would jump on me for say- _

ing this but some of those home-grown babies, even with

their nerves a little on edge due to too much mauling,

were pretty engaging children."

(Continued on pa(jc 96) f
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David and Ernest Torrence accused them

Hinder

Does "pull" help the new-
comer on the screen? Can
the friendship of a famous
relative open up a short cut

to popularity? Here's the

answer: Influence may get

you in a studio but it cant

keep you there long unless

the public invites you to stay

By Jane Tilton

HE has a brother in the business
!"

That remark, with "sister," "father" or

"mother" replacing "brother," is frequently

heard around Hollywood. The inference is that

the lucky person found the path to screen triumphs nicely

tion with "The Covered Wagon." playing a bit. Here
Walter Woods, playwright, looking for a lead for his new
story "Fair Week," saw her. watched her small scene, and
signed her for the "little good girl."

VnrxG Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. confesses that he has

seriously considered changing his name.
"You see, my father is so very famous that nobody can

be interested in me as myself. They ?-ee the name and no
matter what sort of part I'm playing, all they care about is

if I can jump as high as my dad and it we look alike—which
one is taller?—have I his smile?—and the picture suffers.

"I have gone into theaters where pictures I've played in

are being shown and listened to what people say. 'Gee, he

walks like a monkey !—he's trying to imitate his father.

He's not as good as his father, is he?'

"Of course, I'm not as good as my father!

low could I he? ... But they dont ask

the rest of the young fellows who are break-

ing in to be a> good as he is!

"'I dont believe 1 shall change my name.
tho. I think I'll keep on working and
studying—perhaps I'll try a year on

, Stedm
nd that's how Myrtle'

job. No •"

Syd Chaplin is

people have stopped

graded and strewn with flowers all along the way.
1 Just how much truth is there in it ?

I Lois Wilson's. sister, Diana, discovered so little in it that

j
she exchanged the name "Wilson" tor "Kane" and put the

k width of a continent between Lois and herself before she

I made any headway along fame's highroad.

S "Oh, yes, Lois Wilson's sister!" people would say. ex-

B pecting Diana to he a miniature replica of the more famous
Lois and not an individual.

Their younger sister, Constance, whose brief screen

career was terminated by marriage not so long ago, found
that association with a screen-Star sister helped her over the

54 \ first rocks in the road. Constance went with Lois on loca-

?£ 'J 36



to a Star

? and all artists themselves: Lloyd Ba<
:age comedian. And Douglas Fairbai

formidable

late Frank Bacon. William Collier, Jr.,

making a successful fight against his

the stage so as to understand the business from that angle,

too—I want to establish myself as a player of parts very
different from those my father plays. If hard work can
help me make good, I'll have them realize that I'm a per-

son and not just somebody's son !"

P\au<;hters of a star seem to fare better.
*-^ Dolores and Helene, daughters of the dimpled
Maurice Costello, idol of early film fans, who are now
making screen history as leading ladies opposite such

stars as John Barrymore and Lowell Sherman, give their

father credit for their swift success,

"When we were children, father made pals of US,"

Helene says. "He talked over all his pictures with Mother
and Dolores and me. He explained why he did one thing

and not another, and what would be effective on
the screen. We played with him as children and
he guided and advised us. We were never told to

do this or that without being given a reason. We
are at home before a camera because he showed us

how to make it our friend.

"I dont he-

play in Fanny Hurst's prize story, 'The Mannequin'-
because she was father's daughter."

ve his name
helped us to

get into pic-

tures last sum-
mer, tho, for

W a r n e r

Brothers
didn't know
we were re-

lated to him
until after we
w e re signed
up.

".Mr. Barry-
more chose
Dolores for his

leading woman
without know-
ing her name,

Jackie Logan's mother,
teacher, helped her daught
stage engagement. But J.

T HE t¥

I

women is u-

cant leave well

alone. T show them

to do, but when they get

the set, they've listened to this
^

40

Winston Miller went to the studio

with his sister, Patsy Ruth, and a
director grabbed him immediately

for a kid role

""The success of a parent can open doors to a son,
* William Collier, Jr., found, for friends of Willie

Collier gave him a chance on the strength of his

father's name.
"I got my first contract because I was the son of

my father, but I was simply terrible ! I saw the first

rushes and got up and walked out of the studio and
didn't come back. I wouldn't hold them to a contract

when I was as bad as I could see that I was. After

I'd worked and studied, I came back and got another

contract on my own. Not that I mean to imply that

I'm so good now. But I play in cities and towns that

never heard of my father. Being a famous stage

star, he played only in big cities.

(Continued on page 102) r
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Just Among Ourselves
Some pertinent and impertinent comments about people we all know

By Agnes Smith

A LL the world's records for plain and fancy crying

/ \ have been broken by the audiences who have

/ \ seen "Stella Dallas." When the matinee audiences

leave the Apollo Theater in New York, Forty-

second Street looks as tho it had been hit

by a disaster. Those who see the

picture are seized by every-

thing from a bad case of

snuffling to a wild

burst of hysterics, ^4
according to f
their varying
temperaments.

Of course,
"Stella Dallas" is

a great picture

—

in many ways the

greatest — and
c e r t a i n 1 y the

touching

—

ever made.
You've heard
that story before

about countless
other films. In

these days of
mediocre enter-

tainment, any
film that doesn't

nut an audience

to sleep is a mas-

terpiece. But
"Stella Dallas" is

really great. We
mean it this time.

Ak d while
** everyone else

is passing well-

merited tributes

to Belle Bennett,

why not say a

word a b o u »

Samuel Gold-
wyn? Mr. Gold-
wyn is a sort of

Stella Dallas
himself. He has

a rough exterior

but a heart of

gold and in spite

of his desire to

make money, he

has always cher-

ished a greater

desire to film a

really greatJ b Ruth Harriet Louise

c . ,, The newspapers say that Phil Plant m
Some Of -Mr. poor | ittle actress," instead of a rich

Goldwyn*s Bights her marriage, the "poor little actress"

search of the supreme masterpiece have been painful.

was he, for instance, who induced Maurice Maeterlinck
write for the screen. Xo one knows what happened
the scenario. It was Samuel, too, who originated the

idea of the Eminent Authors. In fact, Mr.
Goldwyn has a lot of original sins to

his honor and glory.

Dut Mr. Gold-
*-* wyn has not al-

ways been lack-

ing in taste. For
one thing, he dis-

covered Vilma
Banky. For an-

other thing, he
brought Lois
Moran to the
screen. And his

greatest triumph
was his marriage

to Frances
Howard, a
thoroly charming
woman.
The funny

stories told about
Mr. Goldwyn
would fill a book.

He has become
accepted as the

supreme vulgar-

ian of the movies.

He has been
made the symbol
of all that is

comic in the
movies.

And now Mr.
Gold w }• n has
kept his promise
to himself. He
has turned out

the great master-

piece. Those who
laughed at him
are now apolo-

gizing, and Mr.
Goldwyn now
finds his dearest

wish come true;

he's a Patron of

Art.

Success could

have come to no
one who would
have been more
appreciative of it.

(Cont'd on page

101)
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Iters are an art, as you ca n see by studying
f Wallac e Beery, Ernest To

Bancroft
rence and George

WOMEN think they must be seen for two
blocks, or they aren't made up," observed Jim
Collins, make-up expert at Lasky's Wesl
Coast Studio, "they cant seem to realize that

good make-up should look absolutely natural.

"The secret of the whole tiling is the use of the smallest

1 for straight parts. It

. For the part of the

tie grease-paint, a little

glow under the

at's the slogan. Watch
bad lights to pick up

un with schools that

ke-up. They bad the

Watch Your

MAKE-UP
And leave well enough alone ! That is

the advice of Jim Collins, studio expert,

to women on—and off—the screen

By Alice Leslie

one and looked at that one. tried more rouge, an-

other kind of powder, a line over the eye. a touch

at the nostril or a different color for the lips, and
they're all wrong!
"One of the younger, rather well-known girls,

came to the studio to try out for a part in one of

the late big pictures. The role was that of an
Indian girl. 1 made her up and she looked very

well. 'Now.' 1 said to the woman who was with

dont let her touch herself at all!' I impressed them
...—why. heaven know—and >he got the part. But

the minute she got away on location, she began to experi-

ment with herself. I dont know what she did. but she

absolutely ruined (he effect I had built up. ami she

pin >t< igraphed miserably.
"1 dont have much trouble with the men. They are

like lambs going to slaughter. 'What do you want me to

do?' they say. ami whatever it is. they do it. If I say,

'Dont touch it!' they dont.

her,

both-

to do, but when they get o

\thc set. they've listened to

1,40

Noah Beerv (above") never need? anv help. He
wizard at make-up. Here he is with a collection of J

his character sketches. At the left. Pola Negri in a

Eurasian role. Actresses are obliged to learn all

varieties of make-up from flappers to grandmothers
and from blonde Europeans to dark Orientals



"Women think they must be

seen for two blocks or they

arent made up," says Mr.

Collins. "The secret of the whole

thing is to use the smallest

amount possible"

"Now a girl will say: 'I saw Gloria Swanson and she

had green over her eyes,'—or Tola Negri had a streak

of carmine here'—or 'Betty Compson wears a kind of

blue here' They think they should be made up like a

star to begin with. They wont realize that there may

be a special reason for Gloria or Pola or Betty using

that sort of make-up. either an individual touch or because

of light in a certain scene, or a character role they are

essaying at the time.

"They buy make-up kits—which are all alike—and
* waste several dollars on stuff they cant use, for

they should buy grease-paint suited to them, with

corresponding powder, etc. There is a grease-paint

for youth.
m a tn r i t y

,

middle age,

and old age
— for bru-
nettes.
blondes, the

red -haired.
a n d g r a y -

haired.

"A little

girl in the
studio who
is playing
big parts said

to me the
other day: '1

n e V e r d i d

photograph
well. I dont
know why

!'

I asked her

about her
--paint

and f o und
she had one that belonged

didn't realize it !

"It's a mania with most girls to try everything they

see on s,,nieoue else. Trick colors and odd effects,

especially. If they see green over Gloria's ej

example, or anybody's eyes— I d nt know that Gloria

wore it except for one scene—they are all for green.

If put on properly, green will tone down a tendency to

ss, but if put on wrong, it will go streaky and

ruin the make-up.

"1WF 'i advice to girls trying to break into pictures is to
** A us.- ordinary stuff and keep away from fancy colors.

Dont put your grease or rouge on heavily; tone it down!

And— watch, the powder!
\u crab -monthkhe women, perhaps, but 1 will say they
School oF Acting*' /Jff the mcll ( 1 () [, l ir.<>,

) (l -how th-

chaperoned by Mrs. . ... •. i aylor, all ready for a s.

Grey, Dorothy Nourse, Mona Palma, Mrs. Taylor, Marian
the floor are: Josephir

woman of fifty. She-

are wonderfully smart, too ; they figure the thing out, qiey" ^
say: 'There must be a reason for everything—why to a

this? Why is that?' Then they find it out themsehey're

"In. playing characters, the natural lines of the f^
must be followed ami accentuated—you mustn't put li*

in any old place.

"In this business, you never know what is comii.ere
next. I've been called on to dye a rat, put a mane onmts
horse and make a negro blacker—all on the same da}-. up

put peroxide tne
the rat. false r.ourt
on the horse,

j t ile
used oil with

]:ere
body wash with
make the neg^-|iv
glisten. „'

^

'Teople becc The
just faces to me my
have forgottne'/
what beauty is, iap-

cause I see at ot

the defects the
every face and iedy
"mentally cornThe
ing them while " age
being introduce My

rector ser

in a beautiful v

He thinks s'

the world's

der, a knoci<-<

etc., and perh;.

that she's utte

impossible. I

straighten
noses and thin tl

down, make eyes 1

larger or smaller. i

arrange their mout
and help out thi

chins, but there ;

cases that aren't wo'
4"

bothering about.

"Casting directors have the story in mind and t!

pick out people who seem the type to them and
pect me to make them look like the character. If

a famous man. the thing isn't so easy—especial

the casting office sends in a bad choice. A partici

rd worn by the character in real life may lL^
dignified i n a man with a thin face, but try putting

on a fat-faced man and he resembles a chimpan;
"I make a study of famous men. I read everytl

I can find about them and get every picture ivailalj

Jim Collins indicated the walls of the make-up r

which are covered with prints or photographs of

known character in history, cuts from foreign p;

showing celebrities of the present, and pictures of

in character roles made up by himself.

^m
"P) U) y°u know that Robert E. Lee started intcJH
*"^ Civil War without whiskers and grew them <

the four years? Almost any length whisker may J

curate for him, therefore, for even those who ;

living cant remember the exact number of„

paflSfc
-"*^ subject look most like the >

(Above) Lois Wilson adds
fifteen years to her age by
a little powder and a few
lines. (Left) Theodore
Roberts in a veritable mas-

.51 ha'

,iploma

Ivy Ha.
B Dunn

to d— I use-Jthfi

-and W-
Jfl?rri' ' the 'pupil

Hei
s of the Paramount
e are the students,

ight, they are: Iris

Krauth. Seated on
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Venus in Finery

* To the left, Fay Lanphier—

.

"Miss America"— as she
appears in "The American
Venus," in a silver mesh
gown hung with bands of

She
s ostrich fan

t:

cant leave

alone. 1 sn

to do. but when they „

the set, they've listened to this

IT* obHged^to learn all

upTTUm flapp^s to S^^f*8

blonde Europeans to dark Orientals



One of Our Own Girl:
Mary Astor first won notice in a Fame and Fortune Contest. And because

Motion Picture Magazine has followed her career with unusual interest,

Mary is our Girl-on-the-Cover

By James Todd

SO
that their baby wouldn't have to grow up to be a

stenographer and earn her living in a humdrum
business office was the reason Mr. and Mrs. Lang-
hanke decided on a stage career for their

daughter. This decision was made
back in 1905, out in Quincy,

Illinois. From that day till

this the Langhankes have ^^*^" l lia<1 ! Ir s
.

the last thing 1

better. New York was their objective, but they only

got so far as Chicago when the savings became dissipated,

and the purse went dry. Back to the teaching grind

went father, while Mother Langhanke de-

voted her time to the young daughter
and the cares of the home, -^t5

**"^

|et my entry into pictures. Talk

ciders! There was the uniformed

ie the King' ; there were the streets

;ar Old Golden Rule

lived up to their deci-

sion with results

that have exceeded
their fondest ex-

pectations. The
daughter, who is

now only nineteen

years old, has al-

ready attained the

fame they hoped
for, and you may
see her name in

electric lights on our

prominent movie
theaters, flashed

—

Mary Astor.

When Mary was
born, the family's

bread and butter
was provided on a

high-school instruc-

tor's salary. Iter

father taught Ger-

man and history in

the Quincy High
School. Their mode
of living was most-

modest. Momentous
decisions, such as

determining whether
or not tlie dinner

menu would consist

of steak or pork
chops, had to be

made every daw
And these decisions

were usually ren-

dered in favor of

the pork chops, be-

cause that way extra

money could be
added to the savings

that wire being ac-

cumulated for the

little daughter's fu-

ture.

As Mary grew older, it was decided that the time had
come for the family to migrate to more cosmopolitan

centers, where the advantages for her education would be

relief is the

boulevardier, the danu^

is funny to the he-man c

struggle is to show the nf
(Continu

poURTE££f
^dgglini

cd on^hage 87)

years of
with pov-

erty, trying to make
both ends meet, giv-

i n g the little
daughter, on whom
they were pinning
all their hopes, as

many advantages as

possible, finally
slipped by. In that

time their baby had
matured into almost
a woman. She was
beautiful beyond
words, and she had
grace and poise that

would have done
justice to a princess.

Moreover she was
devoted to her
mother. W h e n
mother spoke, Mary
listened, and moth-
er's advice was
strictly followed.

One d ay the
notice of a Brewster
Fame and Fortune
Contest was brought
to the attention of
Mrs. Langhanke.
The contest prom-
ised movie fame to

the successful con-

testants. It was a
stepping-stone the

Langhankes could
not afford to over-
look. The big ques-
tion was, was Mary
too young? Was
she too immature to

command the atten-

tion of the judges?
The problem was
threshed out in a

t the affirmative won
f Mary failed to
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What!
The 1926 m.

TH E Y"
say that

this is

b e

Gilbert Clark designed

these striking costumes for

the beauty chorus of "The
American Venus." On
the right is Nelly Savag(

in a Corot
ornamented with
encircled in pearls. Be^
(left) is Peggy F.sh in

tea - gown of flame an
gold with sleeves of metal

lie net. The zebra - ski

costume, worn by Wini
fred Hunter, has a whit

velvet bodice. The blac

boots are trimmed in sea!

let

the banner year

for comedians,
that foreign
beauties are grab-

bing contracts right

and left, that little v

knowns are being groom
for stellar honors, and
the 1925 styles in stars

out of date as crinolines

bats.

flappers, 1

and Latin 1

fl'S

tXwaist bamls.'" 1

Rut none of the Jm
)ad men are be

g fitted out jM

an expert

eir own exclusive styles.

)mposite of two flesh-and-
ltleman who portrays them

ns. "I knew the arro_
_ c-st in rank—

test direct

vn prince, I have to talk

us, I think. . . .

Stroheim found me quite
n he happened into

where I was
. He sat in the front

the next day
am prince. He'd tr.

s of known pla;

a camera. I

s to break. When V
men 1 knew s

saw w;

that from tl

nen—or knew other

^

like them. Y.

-

ieves that "a mai
lie an<

smile and be a vil

lain still.'

elief. he-

most important

^4C

„ when tl

,
they've lis



.. got into the skin of the character, but

it was Yon who taught me the tech-

nique. Night after night, when
we'd worked all day. Yon would
come to my house and work with

me before a great mirror, ex-

plaining camera angles, teach-

ing me what the dreadful

black box will pick up and
what it will lose.

"""The monocle— ! I see that

one critic remarks that it is

evident I am unused to a

monocle, because it was always
having to be adjusted. The
fact is, the constant adjustment
of the monocle was taken from
my real-life man and showed his

nervousness. Why. 1 wore that

monocle on and off the set— I even slept

in it, so that half the time I thought I had
it on when I hadn't, or hadn't when I had! It's

one of the points in my death .scene—the last thing I

do he fore 1 die !
,*

''I shall never fonget my entry into pictures. Talk
about low rungs of ladders! There was the uniformed
band playing 'God Save the King'; there were the streets

Edward Earle of "The
declares that there is

Medley" ?

They'r

nth .Miners

:

the hv
cheering and throwing up
their hats ; there were the

lovely ladies of the court

smiling, and the flower of the

army saluting ;
— and there

came the crown prince, with

hs guard of honor. . . . Why,
tat wasn't Roy d'Arcy doing a

ne to tion '

ctur< The
thing had happened before my

eyes a dozen times—but this time /

was the crown prince and it was hap-
pening to me.

"That's that. . . . Talking about the

new villain. ... It seems to me that comedy
relief is the most essential thing for him. The

boulevardier, the dandy, the ultra-smart man in any age

is funny to the he-man 1 that you and I admire. My
struggle is to show the heavy as we call him, as he is.

( Continued o'n page 114)

"Dear Old Golden Rule Days"

School of Acting.
chaperoned by Mrs.

Grey. Dorothy Nour

; will have to stop calling them the pupils of the Pai

"he students will soon receive their diplomas and nice little contracts. Here are the students

J. Walter Taylor, all ready for a swimming lesson. Reading from left to right, they are: Iri

e, Mona Palma, Mrs. Taylor, Marian Ivy Harris, Thelda Kenvin and Harriet Krauth. Seated o,

the floor are: Josephine Dunn and Thelma Todd
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Honorable Mention The outstanding

performances of

the month selected

by Laurence Reid

John Gilbert in "The Big Parad.
with romance, high humor with
ment for the young actor, who

brilliant and si

"—a performance that combines realism
unconscious pathos. It's a fine achieve-
promises to establish a new record for

riking character studies

Percy Marmont cap-
tures the exact spirit

of Joseph Conrad's
writing as Lord Jim.
To the left: Adolphe
Menjou adds another
gay portrait to his

' gallery of charming
len of the world in

The King on Main
Street"

Above: Belle Bennett as Stella Dallas—
perhaps the greatest piece of acting of

the year. Comparatively

great story of mother love. It's a
.

formance that you'll remember atwi
To the right: Marion Dr.vies in a cha:

iedy performance. In "The Lights
of'Old Broadway," she is ably assisted by
Frank Glendon who makes much of a

I bit. He plays the role of Tho,
A. Edi



By
Laurence Reid The Picture Parade

The Big Parade Romantic Drama

THE romance of the Great War has finally been
screened. We become quite inarticulate in ex-

pressing ourselves over the tremendous scope of

this picture—which shows comedy marching with

tragedy. The conflict becomes a might}-, surging canvas—one that shows more of the drama enacted Over There
than all the documents written about it combined.

It has been written and directed and played as if seen

thru the eyes of the doughboy z^'ho went forth for the

glory of adventure. Which
levels it for the kindred un-

derstanding of us all. The
entire scope of the soldier's

life is shown—first the hectic

days of enlistment, then the

joyous days as lie becomes
billeted in French towns. It

is human— it is honest. It

doesn't glorify war, nor sing a

song of patriotism. And very
seldom does it indulge in

heroics. It is nothing but a
simple, but terribly frank ac-

count of the doughboy in

France—done with fine im-
agination and sympathy.
We see the social life of the

soldiers, then the Big Parade
starts and carries them in

motor lorries to the front

—

lorries ,",?
C
pi stretch out so

far s<- * jve can see. Then

the 'wa
ai '

, ."

1

" ;

'-t'aks loose. And

the doughl.r

'W is baptized in

Every month Laurence Reid will

select the sixteen most noteworthy-

pictures of the month and review

them for your guidance. He will

choose these pictures not only for

their merit but for the variety of their

interest. The MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE'S selection of pictures

offers you a well-balanced program

of entertainment. On the opposite

page you will find a picture record of

the most interesting performances of

the month. Save the photographs and

the reviews for your convenience in

selecting your film entertainment.

fire. The advance thru the woods, which might be the

Argonne, is as awe-inspiring and terrifying a scene as

has ever been caught by a camera.

There is a simple romance interwoven thru it. On the

intimate side the central figure is one of three musketeers

who take the war as a great frolic. He meets a French

girl and their love develops thru the language of panto-

mime. The climax to the first part is tremendously

sweeping, thrilling and poignant. The lovers have be-

come separated. The girl rushes frantically up and
down the road to find her boy. And he searches for her.

Time is short. The lorries

are tearing by in endless pro-
cession. When they find one
another, their pent-up emotion
gives way to a wonderful ex-

pression of love.

John Gilbert is the dough-
boy. Rcncc Adoree is the girl.

And what magnificent acting

they contribute ! Miss Adoree
will go far as the result of
her emotional zvork here. Her
affection for the youth is a

treat for tlie eye and the

heart. The quick glance into

his face, the sympathy which
she expresses—well, it is sheer

pantomime which carries the

utmost feeling behind it.

John Gilbert makes his

character a straightforward,

human chap—and his buddies

are played with cameo fine-

ness by Tom O'Brien and
Karl Dane. The acting of the

p
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, Davies in "Lights of Jack Mulhall, Corinne Griffith

Old Br<>adway" Crane in '•Classified-

ley and Rudolph
"The Eagle-

others is excellent, but more than excellent as turned in

by the Gilbert-Adoree combination.

The second part of the picture presents the war flavor

—and how eloquent it all is—how terrifying, how mov-
ing, how thrilling ! The lumbering lorries, the zero hour,

the individual deeds of heroism, the breaking out of a

hellish war in all its fury.

A magnificent picture, vivid and compelling—one

striking deep at the emotions and touching all the humani-
ties. King Vidor has made a masterpiece. It has been

a labor of love and entJiusiasm—evident in the honesty of
its humor and pathos. And tlic colorful realism of if all.—Metro-Goldwyn.

Stella Dallas-—Diama

""There have I

1 on the screen

>een grtidt mofha'-l<n •c pi •tares recorded

, but no ue can coi npaic to "Stella Dallas."

-which comes to us on a tidal wo of maternal passion.

It is tender— it i

be described as

s poigm

a flesh-

int— it is
1beat itiful, . It might best

and-blood pi C t u r e

>, heart-which tugs at tin

strings with a itremen- I^Rl w^5
dons urge. Inyone

endowed with half o

iLiIheart cannot hdp re-

sponding to it.? story

-end the appeal of its

the

King
this

nett, >

mother.

your Ik

ache in

vulgar

and tin

uple.

etiquette or deportment-

1. It fairly wrings
ng to cope" with the

woman, one who is

ho is pure gold thru

husband who is the

oise. He leaves her
1 who has inherited

n when this mother,
-and ignorant of

what constitutes good taste in dress—is humbled with the

knowledge that her daughter is "ashamed of her. She
tries to hide her shame, but the girl's keen intuition dis-

covers the sham.
This is all expressed with tremendous heart appeal.

These poignant touches sound the biggest note of pathos

ever recorded in the annals of screen production. And
Belle Bennett gives a performance which is an achieve-

ment of mute suffering. Sh.c sniilcs thru her tears, but

her heart is broken. Hers is a portrait which wins the

highest praise that can be bestowed upon sheer artistic

pantomime. Her work is marvelously real. You smile

and cry with her. The other players are good—but as

good as they are. Miss Bennett dwarfs their ;

By all means see this magnificently touching picture.

It carries a mighty heart-beat. All hail to Henry King
for his honesty and sympathy and understanding. There
is -lory for him—there is glory for all who worked with,

him to make this an achievement in screen art.

—

Gold-
wyn-L'nited Artists.

The Eagle—Romf^a

WALEXTIXO
* (7 A'

in his latest romantic
-

tn re has color and
person

-

looks more

white h

desert
that /w

ley Mason in "Lord Jim"

Valentino does not distinguish himself here, n

that matter does anyone identified with the picture

Louise Dresser as Catherine the drear. Tl .

much to the "comic opera" in desigi tion—in

that the young Cossack lieutenant spurns the royal lady

and masquerades as a bandit to escape herv^ath. Then
he proceeds to fall in love with the daugh - T

.

l

j

*' a land

baron who had been the nemesis in his father"*)} \*~
The characters dont come to life at all a^S<(n<

plunges along in blind fashion without a
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Indeed, it becomes very choppy and episodic. Clarence

Brown is not in his element here. True, he has mounted
it with an eye to atmosphere, but he doesn't bring- out the

potential possibilities of the story. Once in a while it

leaves its rut and shows a flash of humor, but its good
points are more than balanced by those that are not so

good. Its "Don Q" and "Forbidden Paradise" flavor

bring to mind that these pictures are much more in char-

acter.

—

United Artists.

Lord Jim Drama

Tt seems to be the custom when a story deals with the
*• mental processes of its figures that the recent discov-

erers of Harold Lloyd must needs pounce upon the

picture version and indict it as something sacrilegious.

Here is Conrad's "Lord Jim." for example. Surely no

one could possibly believe that this author's vivid pen

pictures could be reproduced in their entirety. His keen

knowledge of soul psychology cannot be recorded. One
needs a quiet room to

read Conrad. But we
think the author's style

can be caught in even

fragmentary touches on
the screen.

Why rob the film of
its dominant quality—
action/ Surely Conrad
must have liberties

taken with him because

of his word groupings
which dissect the souls

of his characters. It is

enough that the salient

joints of the novel arc

brought forth here.
Jim's coward ice isn't

whitewashed here. He
is the outlaw of the sea

because he lacks faith in

himself. Surely the dominant trait of Ins character is

brought out easily enough—and Percy Marmont appears

to be the right choice for Lord Jim. You catch his

torment of soul—his mute suffering and his groping

for faith.

So much for the Conrad theme and characterization. As
for the background, it mobilizes all the vivid scenes and

projects them in terms of moving drama. It certainly has

been approached with honesty and sincerity. It may not

he Conrad, word for word, but it is Conrad in the scope of

its moving passages. The acting is excellent.

—

Paramount.

The Road to Yesterday—Drama

LJere is a curious combination of good and bad picture

elements. Carrying two distinct stories, thinly con-
nected by a theme bordering upon reincarnation, it offers

a glaring weakness in construction.

The mediaeval plot, which is reached after a tolerably

interesting modern story, sags thru the length of its scenes

and the failure to convey any suspense. It brings out a

mismated couple being reconciled, together with a happy
solution of the romance between a spirited girl and a

clergyman.

Up to the concluding scenes we are treated to a graphic

train wreck (winch is the instrument of peace and happi-

ness when consciousness returns to the victims) excep-

tionally well executed. You can almost hear the cries of

the helpless passengers and \"0 hiss of the escaping steam.

We also commend the settings, all of which are atmos-
pheric and in perfect taste—above the De Mille average.

If it wasn't so long-

HJp*^*

drawn •id the

the fa

tion

ory les.

could

that r

to be

be finely shaded
and the figures guided
by strong impulses, it"

would bring more em-
phasis to the theme. The
people in this story cater

Buster Keaton and "Brc

N'

so by
abandc
The

on the

before.

too much to insignifi-

cant -worries. The act-

ing, aside from Joseph
Schild kraut's perform-
ance, is mediocre. Jetta

yes" in "Go West"

The King on Main

Goudal and J 'era Rey-
nolds are in the cast—
Producers Distributing

Corp.

Street Romantic Comedy

it since "A Woman of Paris" has Adolphe Menjou
been so ideally cast as he is in this bright and gentle

It is as frail, but as filling as a cream puff, made
Menjou's sophisticated manner—and the charm.

n and naturalness which marks his performance.

piece, an adaptation of the play which was known
stage as "The King," has been done on the screen

John Sainpolis played the title-role. But it has

(Continued on page 80) n
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According to Harry Carr

—

cattyIDONT know if you could really call this

Christmas gift. . . .

But anyhow, there is a coolness between two promi-
nent Hollywood celebrities.

Among her other Christmas preparations, Mary Pick-

ford picked out a funny little suitcase for the Fairbanks-

Pickford wire-haired fox-terrier "Zorro" to give to their

big St. Bernard "Robin."

And accompanying it, she composed a very sarcastic

dog note—really catty

—for Zorro to carry

to Robin on Christmas
morning. It says that

here's the Christmas
' present ; but because a

body's big is no sign

he's so much. Robin
endured the insult in

offended silence.

Poor Mary ! Taught
by sad experience, she

began her Christinas

buying early in No-
vember.

"I have learned,"

she said sagely.
"Every time I go
Christmas shopping,

having duly racked my
brains to find some-
thing for everyone in

the family, that my.

task is endless. After

I have found every-

thing, along comes
Jack. He doesn't know
what to get Douglas;
so he just airily takes

one of my presents

and says he will buy it

from me and I can get

another. Then along
_

-comes Lottie ; and she

takes the rest ; and T

have to go do it all

over again."

But, at that, I dont
think Mary minds it

so much. She gives

the most ad oral'

Santa Clans gifts of

anybody in Hollywood.
"But, oh, oh," says

Right here at Christmas
picture and Douglas will

have this big hoy of min
do—wanting me
Mary and Don_

playhouse that anybi

In the course of making
Douglas bought a famou
"Llewellyn J. Morse"—one
ships on the Pacific. Instea*

having it fitted up as a giant floating

There is some prospect that the old ship

(f\ becomes a summer girl, may be taken

P50

ported engaged to Pola Xegri.

an identification. "The voung

thence on a voyage around the world, fitted up as a

pirate ship to advertise the picture.

When Armenian
Meets Pola

jV/fiCHAEL Arlen can now consider himself duly in-

itiated into the inner circle of Hollywood: he is re-

This is no longer even
man who is reported

engaged to Pola
Xegri" has merely
come to mean that one
is white, twenty-one
(or thereabouts) more
or less single ; and in

good standing in the

film colon}'.

Pola"s house is

undergoing one of its

periodic and amazingly
frequent rehabilita-
tions : so she has taken

a bungalow at the
Ambassador Hotel:
and Michael has taken

a bungalow at the Am-
bassador Hotel: and
both bungalows are

-ide by each, so to

speak.

And then we all re-

in ember that Mr.
Arlen in an interview.

npon arrival in Holly-

wood, stated that he
would like to marry a

young lady of Holly-

wood : but he pre-

ferred that she should

be foreign-born.

Well .

The Terrible

Frenchman
Interest in Mr.

Arlen has. however,
been almost lost owing
to the terrific excite-

ment over an illustri-

ous and temperamental
Remain de Tirtoff-
Erte.

designer who was brought over

sses and things for the Metro-

in dignified fury.

. "Is a desert—barren of beauty.

movies ? There is none,

omen have no personality,

em lack intelligence,

wear clothes expressively.

w I can go back to my beautiful Paris."

lot all he said either.

i. G-r-r-r. He simply sputtered. He
e great — some magnificent clothes
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The Evolution of a

Star

LILLIAN GISH



WOULDN'T
i

p'erament, for 1

hade, the bold

re dependent up
Temperament

a ban; for an actor without tem-

uild not be good unless he

le amount and quality of

a good actor from

mood. And a per-

e motion picture

iods. All the fine

. delicate light and

d hilarious gaiety,

cut.

lsed than actually

the words "artistic

ranting and tearing

Must They Have
"I wouldn't give a hang for an actor

. \ without it. All nuances of expression,

all light and shade, are dependent upon
temperament"

By Herbert Brenon

Dut does this mean that these players go in for the

outburst commonly associated with artistic tem-
perament? Xot at all. Such explosions belong to the

lesser actors. In an industry like the motion pictures,

stars crop out and disappear as suddenly as shooting

stars in the celestial firmament. Yesterday, they were
unknown, but today, because of some curious twist in

their physical make-up, oddly slanting eyes, let us say.

or a tantalizing smile full of that mysterious allure we
speak of as sex appeal, they find themselves star<.

They have little of dramatic ability, but they have

exalted opinions of their power to act.

Such upstarts resent direction. They grow tem-
pestuous, answer back when they are given orders,

blow up, smash things if they can, call names if there

is nothing on hand to break, and in general make a

show of themselves. That's bad temper, nothing more
nor less, and it need not have anything to do with tem-

perament. Need not, 1 say. because temper and tem-

perament are as intimately linked, and in the same

way, as sleeping and breathing. You remember the

little boy who pointed out that you could breathe with-

out sleeping but you couldn't sleep without breathing.

Just so with temper and temperament. You can have

temper without temperament, but you cannot have tem-

perament without temper. When marked artistic ability

is coupled with it. temper is permissible

Nevertheless, all temperament is not of the fiery kind.

Not any more than all pictures are bright, or all music

^Continued on page 120
i
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Temperament
" What is called temperament is usually

bad manners. Real artists have no use

for such subterfuge. Their work speaks

for them"

By Allan Dwan

A FEW years ago, a famous movie vamp startled

the world when it heard that her surroundings

were as dark as her heart. It happened like

this. The actress invited a group of newspaper

men and women to take tea at her apartment in [Man-

hattan. When they arrived, they were admitted by a

Nubian butler, head swathed in striped brocade, limbs

quite bare, arms akimbo, and lips sealed. He took their

wraps and silently ushered them into a dim saloon whose
only light came from a translucent glass bowl held by

a bronze monkey. The actress, draped in miles of black

stuff, lay on a couch covered with velvet and fur. All the

walls were covered with black. Tea was served in black

cups and the reporters were not a little suspicious that

they would be given ink instead of tea. The actress said

little. Once in a while she spoke about her somber heart.

Something like that, anyway.

The story in the papers on the next day told about the

lady's eccentricities, her morbid temperament that made
her not only a vampire of the screen but a real vampire

at heart, who preferred the horrible to the pleasant,

death to life, destruction to creation. Some of them

ridiculed her. Others felt sorry for her. But most of

the people who read the story said "artistic tempera-

ment," shrugged their shoulders and turned to the next

page where they became immediately engrossed in how
a millionaire eloped with his laundress.

J could mention several other stories of this elusive

thing called temperament. That is, if I could find a real

definite

the ind

tution.'
:

Mr. Dwan goes with Gloria Swan:
Gertrude Aster

-i. The dictionary says vaguely, "temperament is

ndual peculiarity of physical and mental consti-

The movie fan defines it as the pyrotechnical

display stars indulge in when something- goes
wrong. Mut to me, temperament seems nothing

but bad temper and bad taste.

/"* reat artists, and this goes for artists on the^ screen as well, do not think of themselves

as artists but as artisans. A woman novelist, 1

think it was Alice Duer Miller, said she would
rather speak of her work than of her art. Most
of the motion picture stars I have met or

directed feel the same way. They come down
to the studio to work, not to show off. That is

why "artistic temperament" is so noticeably

lacking among them.
But the Hualler fry. Ah ! They have tem-

perament enough to keep the Dupont works
supplied with combustible material. They are

ready to explode at every possible—and very

often, impossible—opportunity. They love to

rave and emote ; they speak of themselves as

artists, and sav that their art comes before

everything—even common sense, apparently.

Here is a choice story I must pass on to you.

It concerns a "French" actress who has ac-

quired some fame on the screen but much more
(Continued on paqc 121) r\
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"I've Had a

Hard Life

W. F Seely

Whe rever Mr. Fr anc is goes.

sed ell you tha in Englishrr

MOST people come into this world with nothing

but an appetite and a pair of lusty lungs, but

Alec Francis appeared with a lucky eye.

It's the right eye. Exactly halt of it is brown.

the other half is blue to match the left eye.

"Aye, look at the wee laddie!"

nurse, before be was more than twe

utes'. old. "'i he little people have

blessing him—he has the lucky ey

Luck, of course, is all in the way
you take it.

That blessed eye has looked

on many countries and many
people; it has seen life over a

law-book in London, from
behind a plow on a Canadian
farm, from the back of a

gray mount belonging- to

the Royal Horse Artillery

in India, from the chorus of

a musical comedy in South
Africa; across the shining

crystal and silver of noble-

mens' dinner tables and from
the none-too-clean tray of a

quick-lunch stand.

Now it looks out with its kindly.

**

"But I'm glad I hadn't an easy one," says

Alec Francis, "because I've had great

preparation for the work I'm doing"

By Josephine Sheldon

quizzical smile from cinema screens all over the globe. . . .

"V^es. I've been lucky," he says, as he lights one of his

never-very-far-away pipes, "I've had a great prepa-

ration for the work I'm doing. It's my kind of work
and I'm happy in it. I've had a hard life. I'm glad I

hadn't an easy one. Out of one of my worst experiences.

some of my best-loved characters have grown. Once.
when I was in Detroit, I found myself without a penny.

The show I had been playing with had quietly died, and
there was no money in my pockets, even for the next meal.

much less to take me back to Broadway. 1 took up tin-

daily paper, saw that a hospital was advertising for a

male nurse, applied for the job, got it. and had the most
ilhuninating few months of my life there.

"To know the poor and unfortunate in their dramatic
moments, with all their pitiful, inarticulate emotion—be
a nurse in a hospital ! No veils drawn between you and
their darkest secrets.

"Yes, I'm lucky. I understand the people I play on the

screen." ._ . . OA
(C ontimicd on page M-j

i

Mr. Francis' marriage to Mrs Elphinstone
Maitland. w as a charming idyl, which proves
that roman :e is not the exclusiv

the very young
e property of

54
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All Aboard the

Limerick Liner

Are \ou going to be one
or the lucky passengers
on The Limerick L liirr :'

11 e have $50.00 to divide

beti ecn five wfxtei s of
clever lines. Rente niber

that the line you s ibmit

to complete a I'm crick

must rhyme with tlu first

two Send as man v as

you like before Ja luary

25H . Address: Lin c rick

Contest, 175 D (field

Strt et, Brooklyn,
York'

New



A Big Guy in the Movies
Editor's Note.—Here's where we reverse the order of the old adage which says a

prophet is without honor in his own country. Only to the folks in his home town

does this assistant director appear as an important figure. His letters to Mazie were

compiled from anecdotes furnished by WILLIAM HOLLAND.

Illustrated by Charles Joseph Mulholland

OUT in Salina,

Kansas, my
home tow n

,

t he y
think I am the

p u m p k i n s .

"Yeh, he's a big

g u y in the
movies," they
say when they

talk about me.

And then when
I go back home
for the well-
known vaca-
tion, all I've got

to do is strut

down the Main
Street past the

Globe Hotel to

let the home
folks know that

their Great Big
Movie Man is

once again back
in the fold. I

just swells out

my chest and
makes the most
of it, because

these visits
home are the
only preventa-

tives [ have
from getting
that disease
called an in-

feriority com-
plex. You see,

And Hollywood

difference, too :

Ihu if the hoi

I

All except Mazie. Ma
extra work, so she knows
gettin' married some day,

e to fame is never spoi

She's a good girl, Mazie i
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home calls me Director.

ne as one of th

t director. Then
;re's some difference.

lling to think me a great

think it 'cause if it wasn't

ne there wouldn't be any
1 go farther than that—
rood, and more than all.

We made that town, and

he credit we get. It takes

le credit where the credit

est. and warms myself in

on thinkin' it.

been to Hollywood doin'

ropes. Mazie and I are

and the great story of my
nor made smaller by her.

. . ^ was talkin' the

/Q£p=v other night about how
/ [ . y-\ A t"^" - things was goin' and I

was tellin' her

it was the same
old story. The
directors were
all gettin" rich,

while the assist-

ants did all the

work. '" 'Tain't

fair, you know.
Mazie. It'< the

guv with the
drag that gets

the job." I -ays

to her and she

says. "Yeh. I

know it. you've

got to know the

guy tliat owns
the thing be-
fore you ever

get any place

in movies. It's

hard sleddin'."

Well. I had a

swell time out

home, but it

only lasted for

two weeks : -o

I packs the bag
and beats ii.

back to Holly-

wood where
nobody's appre-

ciated,

has a million

dollars. About the only fun I get in Hollywood is

writin' to Mazie. We write to each other e\\"

'cause we're gettin' married soon, you know.

June
P\e.\r Mazie: I pulled in at six o'clock
*-^

I ate supper at the depot, then took a stroll

ilevard past the Studio just to see how things

getting along since I've been gone. I no sooner a

the gate than 1 meets Wally Worsley. He just be)

his happiness at seein' me and told me to

and put on my work clothes. I told him that nv

tion wouldn't be up till twelve, so he says. "All right, but

be sure and be here then." I was a darn fool : s

my face around that studio. I might have known they

couldn't get along without me.
1 showed up on the dot. 'cause when I'm on the job.

1 believe in doin' it right. Everybody was havin

midnight supper when 1 arrived, so I had time I



around a bit and get acquainted with the job. At one

o'clock the warning gong rings loud enough to wake the

town, but it dont have much success on the lot. There

was about two hundred extras that had to be accounted

for, so they told me to find them. I no sooner get here

than I begin to do all tin- work. Well. I gouged those

buzzards from behind doorways and sets till I had must

of 'em on the job.

Gee, what a sleepy crowd. I had to go to Ernest

Torrence's dressing-room to tell him we was ready to

shoot. On my way there I passed thru a dark street that

had a lot of dummies lying around on it. I stumbled on

one of them and fell right down on top of it. It was

soft and life-like. It could even snore, so I gives it- nose

a pull, and tells it to get on the job if it dont want the

gate.

Got to close and get to work now. Lots of love.

Monday.

ry-..\R Mazie: You'd have died laughin' yesterday to

*-* have seen what I saw. Lehrman, the comedy direc-

toi, told a coon to get ready for an ablution scene. He

meant be wanted him to take a bath, you see. The coon

was a little shaky about it all anyway, but when the direc-

tor told him to put a lot of suds on his back, so a lion

•kl come in and lick it off like it was ice-cream, that

m turned white. 1 thought his eye- was goin' to pop

any minute. lie looks at Lehrman and >ays "What

lion's goin' to lick whose back?" Lehrman trys to smooth

matters over by tellin' the coon that the lion's tame, that

it was brought up on a bottle. The coon thought that

one over for a couple of minute- and then says: "Los-.

I was brought up on a bottle, too, but I sure enough eats

meat now. No sub. boss. I'm goin'. good-bye."

Things are goin' same as usual, Mazie. i know
and you know, tho, who's doin' the work. Ain't

that right, sweetie?

Thursday.

Dear Mazie: We'd been makin' comedies all morn-

ing ever since seven o'clock. Slim Summerville

and Bobby Dunn, those two comedians who are

always having fun pulling jokes on each other, are

just about drivin' us wild with their darn foolishness.

'When the lunch gong rang, I was glad to get away

while the two hun<

went crazy.

It'- a great life,

change.

from the strain of that set. So I goes in V
and has a good lunch. When I come back,

I found Bobby Dunn up in the air on a
wire. He and Slim had been the

last ones to leave the set, and
Slim had thought it would be a
swell joke to leave him there

while we were all eating.

Bobby was good and sore, so

he gets a hold of Sloppy Gray, a

fellow who is workin' with Slim
during the afternoon, and puts
him wise. There were two hun-
dred extras standing around wait-

~fl\
JL ing to be told what to do. Sloppy

I ,L-i was told to run in and jump over
:'

: a table. The camera started to

fi£y grind, and the extras started in

to do their stuff. All of a sudden
Sloppy runs in and holds up his

hands, hollerin' to stop the

camera. After we stop, Sloppy
announces from the middle of the floor that

he cant go ahead because he doesn't feel the

scene. Slim chased him all over the lot

*o hundred extras waited. And I just about

honey, but I'm getting ready for a

Tuesday.
P\ear Mazie: I was goin' home the other night, when

the boss called to me. "Here's a little assignment
I wish you'd take care of before tomorrow," he says.

His little assignment proves to you what they think of

my ability out here. All he wanted was thirty black

cats, an elephant, another cat that will eat out of the

same bowl with rats, a horse that will blink its eyes and
cry. a chicken' that will swallow a fake diamond the

size of a golf ball, a man that will roller-skate around

the top edge of a twelve story building, a rooster dressed

up in a trick suit of clothes and one thousand whiskey
(Continued on page 109)



The Alice Terry I Know
A girl who is just beginning pays tribute to the actress whose

unselfish interest made her path pleasant

By Dorothy Sebastian

WE were dancing at the Biltmore soon after my
arrival in Hollywood. The music stopped and
someone was saying, "Oh, you must meet Miss
Terry." All I saw there in the middle of the

crowded dance floor was
a head of fluffy auburn
hair, becomingly bobbed,
and a cute little face

looking up at me. Then
the orchestra began
playing and we were off

again.

The following Sun-
day George Fitzmaurice

gave a party. A lady

entered, and I said to

myself, "very dignified."

Then she smiled, and I

realized that she was the

Alice Terry I had paid

admission seven times to

see in "The Four
Horsemen of the
Apocalypse."

"I met your sister the

other night," I said to

her.

"Yes, I have a sister,"

she answered.

"Of course, I know
you have a sister. I met
her at the Biltmore
Thursday night," I re-

torted.

"But that wasn't my
sister That was me."
W ell, we be g a n

laughing about my mis-

take and we have been
laughing together ever
since.

"Vo u s e e - it's that
1 blonde wig that is re-

sponsible for her dual

personality. When she
wears it, she is hardly

on speaking terms with
the Alice of the auburn
hair. As much as 1 admire the

day I never feel quite at ease in hei

have her depart from the lovely, d

on the screen for worlds ; but it

Alice that I have come to know
loyal friend.

Perhaps it was because we wen
"Sackcloth and Scarlet," the first

appeared ; but 1 do not believe it. I

.-Tv would have become just as close Eri
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"Loyal, unspoiled a

words that Dorothy Sebasti

describing Alice Terry.
Alice and Dorothy in

cloth and Scarlet" the

formed the basis of thi

blonde Alice, to this

presence. 1 wouldn't

istinct type she play-

is the auburn-haired

as my faithful and

thrown together in

picture in which 1

m quite sure that we
:nds under any other

conditions in whatever profession we were engaged.

Despite the good luck I had in getting a part so soon

after reaching Hollywood, these first days were difficult

in more ways than you can imagine ; but Alice encour-

aged, stimulated and in-

spired me to an amazing
degree. While she is

very young in years, she

is wise in the ways of

experience : for she has
traveled over all the

hard paths that lead to

fame. She worked as

an extra : she struggled

along for years until

Rex Ingram discovered

her and they were mar-
ried. And now in the

security of her happi-

ness her success and her
luxury, she is unspoiled,

unselfish and. above all,

natural.

YY/h i l e we were
** working together,

she asked me to come
out to her house one
evening to teach her the

in turn

taught me some new
chords on the ukulele.

We played around
so late that it was
decided I might

as well sleep

there. Gradu-
ally. I began
b r i i

over a dress

or two until

I had carried

all my clothes

to her house.

The n. w h e n

Rex went to
southern France
make some pic-

tures. I spent four happy
months with Alice at their little Spanish home on Irving

Street.

We had such good times, reading, sketching, d

Alice has the most marvelous sense of humor of any
woman 1 ever knew and it's a joy to be with her at any

time. She could never be called the lite of a party in

hilarious gaiety, but you will always find her surrounded

by a group who are eager to catch her scintilla::

marks on every subject and situation.

. S4}
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Keen Comment by TAMAR LANE

Illustrations by Harry Taskcy
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Rudolph a Comedian ?

According to those who have had preview peep- at
** "The Eagle," Valentino's latest production, the Latin

idol has not only turned out one of the hest pictures of

his career but he is going to spring a surprise upon his

admirers by the clever manner in which he displays

ability as a comedian.

To expect comedy from the romantic, dignified Rudy
is demanding a great deal. Tf he can deliver, it should

bring him back into wide popularity.

Imagination vs. Exploitation

After reading the advertisements in the dailies concern-
** ing pictures, or the pubKcity sent out regarding them,

one is forced to wonder why the exploitation men are not

the scenario writers. The amount of imagination they

display in exploiting many films is certainly greater than

that usually found in the story itself.

Something to Worry About

""There can lie no better evidence of the weirdnes- of the

public taste, and its unwillingness to take to anything
that is different from that to which it is accustomed, than

the fact that Will Rogers has been a comparative failure

on the screen while such troupers as Tom Mix and Buck
Jones have met with unqualified success.

It is not so much that Mix and Jones are of inferii r

talents as it is that so rare a genius of the silent drama
as Rogers should have to go begging for a producer com-
mercially brave enough to take a chance at presenting

him even in two-reel comedies.

The Height of Talent

""There are many camera hogs around the studio, but

the one who takes the hard-boiled potato is the -tar

who backs out the doors so that she wont have to turn

her face from the camera.

Those Movie Standards

'"There is apparently an unwritten law on just how
things must and must not be done on the screen.

Every player goes thru practically the same ritual for no
other reason than that the man just ahead of him did it

that way. Let some misguided individual try to depart
from the regular approved method and he is promptly
and soundly whacked on the head by the director and pro-

fession in general, and then roundly lampooned by the

professors of the press. A young cow-puncher from
Arizona recently had the effrontery to try and get a job
in a Western film production without knowing how to

roll a cigaiet with one hand or light a match with the

thumb-nail, lie was. of course, at once informed of his

gross ignorance but. being a relative of the general

manager of the company, was given a job in another
film playing the part of an English butler.

Those Charming People

\Ji< matter how young a press-agent is he usually has
* old idea-. But by dishing cut the old stuff in new
clothe- he gets away with it. The Big Idea is to get the

star talked about and it doesn't matter to the publicity

artist what they say about the star, just so long as they

say something. lie feels that Oscar Wilde outbatted

Babe Ruth when he said: "The only thing that is worse
than being talked about is not being talked about."

Money means nothing to a publicity merchant—except

on Saturday night. An extra jab at the typewriter raises

hundred- into thousands and thousands into millions.

Pity the Movies

'"The stage drama has a tremendous handicap over the
* screen in that it is allowed a generous dramatic license.

There is no such thing as a screen license. Everything

must be letter perfect in a film or four thousand irate in-

dividuals take their pens in hand to write critical essays

to the press on "Why-do-they-do-it ?" Audiences have

become so used to the artificialities of the theater that

(Continued on page 108)
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MICKEY DANIELS

You've seen him so ma

: the same without

WINSTON MILLER

When the "Viennese Medley"
comes to the screen.

Winston Miller as Ferry will

be seen.

Perhaps you remember him in

"Man and Maid"
And "Stella Dallas," in which

he also played.

r who has
- fan

een her

EDNA GERTRUDE HAGEN

Tousled head, two bright blue

een on the screen since baby

nd'now I'm sure you'll like

f*

THOMASINA AND DADDY

I know you like your Daddv, too,

But were he a movie star
Who most a million tricks could do
You'd love him more, by far.

And so vou see the reason why
Thomasina's verv glad

That the man who makes all vil-

lains die
Is not yours, but her own Dad.

i

JJAGE ^

When We Were Little Boys
By Gaylord and Harold Lloyd

VT^hat I remember very,
vv very well (this is Gaylord
speaking) w ts the time
Harold ran ^^
away from m*
home to go
West to &-'
shoot Indi- IfcL
ans. He was ^^
just six
rears old
and the lit- '

tie neighbor
boy he was
with wasn't W '<
much older. Afc
They were 41
gone all day, V »j
but toward W m
evening they V E
dering back ft
without ever m M.
getting out mm

that we just had to think of a

way to earn money to take us

inside the door. What do you
think we did? Well, I'll tell

you. We popped popcorn and
put it in paper hags and sold

it around the neighborhood.
That's how
w e e a r n e d

the price of

admission.
T h c n I

will always

The Adventures of Jack and Jill

"What's the By Carol Kirk in a . The
matter; the _, w„ children stopped in

Big Man asked Chapter IV
^ dismay, but

But Tack only laughed the Big Man reassured them.

£*

at her, and explained : "He's
just a ."

"Right !" said their friend,

"only the correct name is

. He works in a coal

mine in the mountain
oyer there. I know him and
his friends well ; they're tine

Mr w e w e r eH d i v i n g 1 o r

n i c k e 1 s

^4 which somew ^ m a n h a d

Er^ thrown in

t h e n a t a-

torium. We
dived for

,er eight,

arold and

hours. it

seemed, and
i? didn't find a

single coin.

n we had just about given
1 Found one m a most

We always w
about shows (now
speaking) and aftet

f"
> 3 to Denver, v

. free ^ m

ho
""

:' missing from this

continued story is the first or
the last mi
On page ioo you will see a list

of names which should be used
in this cl:r.

find the correct solution for
Chapter III. The :

aha sends

vrites us the bes!
Movie Jr..

saying : "Xot even a child

in this swampy ground.
for it isn't deep enough."
So they had to all

their courage and walk on.

But, sure enough, they soon
came to drier land. Their
friend said it reminded him of

a back-

in Scotland.

The exer-
cise was mak-

that t h e y
sighted a num-
ber of .



I Am Jane Novak s Daughter
By Virginia Newburg

Qomebody is always asking

_
me "Virginia, are you go-

ing to be a movie actress when
you grow up?"

I suppose they expect me to
answer "Yes," because my
mother is a movie «tar, but
how can I answer when I

really dont know what I will

do when I am grown?
Right now I am busy at

school and with my dancing

and piano lessons outside
hours. And you know how
much time it takes to practise

every day. But I like it. I

believe I like my music lessons

better than anything. It's

never hard to do anything
when you really like it. Just
because 1 like to practise I got
four gold stars in music be-
fore Thanksgiving time.

I have lived in California

Little Virginia Newburg doesn't yet know
what she is going to do when she grows up,

but maybe she will be an actress. Who
knows ?

ever since I was born. I am
eight years old. I am in the

fifth grade. My school is

called the Hollywood School
for Girls. There are other
little girls there whose
mothers or fathers have some-
thing to do with the movies.

My very best friend is my
classmate there. Her name is

Alary Jane Carewe and her
father is Mr. Edwin Carewe.
He directs pictures.

My Favorite Stars

We go to see a lot of pic

tures together and we like th<

same stars. Would you lik(

to know who they are"
Well, I'm afraid that w<

have
the men than among women.
We always like Wallace
Beery and we thought he was
fine in "The Pony Express."
Ernest Torrence was so good
in that picture, too.

Lon Chancy is another one
of our favorites. And Ray-
mond Griffith is the funniest

of them all.

-Wc like Betty Bronson and

AGE

Alary Brian, too. I know I

shall never forget "Peter
Pan" as long as I live.

Of course, I like the pic-

tures in which my mother
plays and I wouldn't miss one
of them for anything. I have
never really shouted that she

is my mother, but I'm so

proud of her I wish I could.

The only thing about her

work that I dont like is the

part that keeps her away from
home so much. Why, last fall

she had to stay in New York
for weeks and I got so home-
sick for her. I'm always well

taken care of by Grandmother
and Aunt Eva, but even they

cant keep me from wanting
my mother.
When we are separated we

write a letter to each other

every clay. That's why my
written work is so easy for

me at school, I guess.

Mother wouldn't mind if I

decided to be an actress, but

she wants me to be a good
one. But as I said before I

am to busy to think about that

now.

Your Own Opinion Contest

Pver since MOTION P1C-
*- TURE, MOTION PIC-
TURE CLASSIC and
MOVIE MONTHLY maga-
zines started their contest in

which prizes were offered for

the best reviews of pictures.

we have been receiving letters

from our MOVIE JR. friends
asking for a contest of the
same kind.

We want, of course, to give
our young readers just what
they ask for—didn't they get

an ANSWER MAN when
they asked for him?—so we
are announcing YOUR OWN
OPINION contest this

month.
You must know

whether you like or
dislike every mo-
tion p i c t u re

which you see I
and you must. ^

fj|

view you send us. Write on
one side of the paper only
and limit your review to fifty

words. You may enter as
many reviews as you like,

provided you are not more
than twelve years of age.

Address your letters to
VOIR OWN OPINION
Editor, Brewster Publications,
175 Duffield St.. Brooklyn,
N. Y., and mail them not
later than January 25. Write
your age on each review.
For the best review which

we receive we will award a
prize of one dollar. The
winner will be announced in

the April magazine.
You may choose

any picture you like

for your review, but
we thought you might
like to know the names

that

but remem-
ber to in-

clude only
one picture

' in each re-

Here yon see Mary Pickforc
throwing bricks as she throw!
them in "Little Annie Rooney'

ooney,
"A Kiss for

Cinderella."
"Go West,"
"The Fresh-

man." "Old
Clothes," "Irish

Luck," "A Man
on the Box."

[QZ

G. S., Michigan.—
Glad you like my de-

partment. Billie Dove':

real name is Lillian.

I'm not real sure

which girl you mean
in "Penrod and
Sam." It was either

Gertrude Messinger
or Mary Philbin.

EDITH, Patter-

son, N. J.— Betty

Bronson and Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr.,

deny that they are

engaged. Betty's
latest picture is "A
Kiss for Cinder
ella." Douglas, Jr
was Loi
heart in "Stella D;

Norma Talmadgi
just completed "Kil
CHARLES d.a

— I'm glad
you liked
Tom Mix in

"Dick Tur-

M O V I E
JR.JOHN
GILBERT
ADMIRER.
—If you had

The Answer Man
round T

y°£ FRANK COBB, „,,„

be th

MAX
Gam'.-"

- .1/6(7/
We cm

JR. Ti / R

posit i, H X-Zmi T.C 'I-!,,

;'/,"'

'"a

-0,<r Gun, i.-

'ontlh :.ui

him.
_
°He

C

'l'nm

/iver""max'
cations. I7$ D
lyn. New York

ibri
Brr:
fficld St

'.

R.
P
Br

'/,'/'-

•ok-

ew York
nksgiving

ic, you would have
seen John Gilbert. He
attended the opening
of "The Big Parade."
That's his latest pic-

ture. Now he is mak-
ing "La Boheme" out

t
doll's house ap-

i peared in the

Dec ember
v number of

£•&• MOTION^' PICTURE
MAGAZINE. Every
girl I know wishes
she had one like it.

Virginia
Marshall,
who played

a leading-
part with
Tom Mix in

"M y O w n
Pal," is

four years

old.

CARL R.
G. - J a y
Smith is a

mber
of "Our
Gang" com-



Barrymore Plays Don Juan



The Dark Side of Fame
Broken in health, Barbara La Marr pays a heavy penalty

for her brief, intense success. But when she returns-

By Frances Hamilton

A SHADOW ot-

her former
self, she lies

among her pil-

lows on a sunny Cali-

fornia terrace.

Not so long ago, the

dark wings, of Death
seemed hovering over
her, hut now the bright

lances of Hope have
driven him away, and
Barbara La .Marr
smiles triumphantly, if

a trifle wanly, from
her wicker couch.

"Tell everybody
'Hello' from me." she

whispers, "and — I'm

coming back
!"

That is her answer
to those who have said

that her star, which

rose so swiftly, has as

suddenly set—that the

decline of interest in

vampires has carried

her, too, to oblivion,

and that a combination

of poor stories and in-

adequate direction has

written "finis" to her

career.

If her public is half

a> loyal as are Bar-

bara's friends, she will

come back when health

and strength permit.

With one accord, they

cry :

"Surely, she's com-
ing back! And when
she does, she'll prove
that she is the most
capable actress on the

screen."

'"Turning the leaves
* of her life's story-hook, those who have cared for her

give us brief glimpses therein. . . .

Barbara, as a child in her early teens, standing before

the judge of the juvenile court, where a difference be-

tween her parents had brought her. ...
"You are too beautiful a little girl to grow up in a

city." said His Honor. "Go back to the town you came
from and keep away from bright lights!"

The judge might as well not have spoken, for all the

good that it did. The child grew up. a veritable little

moth circling about the flame of city life, living on

excitement, stimulated

by pleasure. . . .

Another page : Bar-

bara, dancing in caba-

rets and in vaudeville,

a member of a popular

team.

It was while she was
dancing in Chicago
that Jack Doherty, the

mail who is now her

husband, first saw her.

"I didn't meet her at

that time, but I ad-

mired her tremendous-
ly. I met her a little

later when she was
playing in 'The Pris-

oner of Zenda' and I

was leading man for

Katherine MacDonald
in 'Money, Money,
Money.' I was insane

about Barbara. I kept after her until there was nothing-

she could do but marry me.

"YV/'e're separated now, as everybody knows, but I am
** as strong for her as ever. Our marriage has rip-

ened into a real friendship that is a very fine thing—not

more wonderful than love, perhaps, but more enduring.

I think her the most charming woman I have ever met!

"I have a theory about all this

:

"You know that strong light exhausts nerve centers.

{Continued on page 108)
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All in fun—of course!
battle for the hand of Noi
Hobart Henley and Lew Cody are th«

two gentlemen in the eternal triangle

As a cornet player, Greta
Nissen is a good actress. The
suffering friend is William
Collier, Jr. Collier and Miss
Nissen are co-featured in

"The Lucky Lady"

964
lAce.

Gossip of the
Broadway has its biggest movie

season with gala openings and

plenty of visiting celebrities from

the West Coast

EW YORK has been enjoying its biggest movie season.

In one week, two of the greatest pictures of the year
opened on Broadway—"Stella Dallas'' and "The Big
Parade." And more visitors from the Great Open

Spaces have called on Xew York in a few short weeks than
in any time in years.

John Gilbert and Leatrice Joy knocked 'em all flat when they
walked in together at the opening of "The Big Parade." A
little thing like a divorce hasn't upset their long friendship

and few married couples are as happy together as John and
Leatrice. In spite of all. however, there will be no recon-
ciliation.

It was John Gilbert's night of triumph and everyone in the

movie world was on hand to congratulate him. Leatrice cried

the way thru the picture, They were real tear- of hap]

for Jack-'- su<

T EATRICE is wearing a new an 1 very becoming bob. It reminds
1—1 us of the song "Single Hob. shingle boh. shingle all the

way." The song is sung to the old tune oi "Jingle Bells."

Leatrice says that her hair is so very boyish that she is obliged

to wear the most feminine and frilly sort of clothes, to keep
away from that mannish appearance.

Leatrice L prettier and more charming than ever. And. off

the screen, she doesn't dress like a De Mille heroine. Her
clothes are really beautiful.

ichard Din is back in Xew York, after many
experiences and adventure- in Texas where

he went to film "Woman-
handled." Richard arrived

in time to attend the open-

ing of "The Big
and accompanied Leatrice

and Jack to the theater. If Richard
ever gets tired of acting. h«

to apply for Will Hays' job. If it

were put to popular vote. Richard
would win any position in the

eral acclaim.

Tkexe Rich also figured

in a party. Vincent
e a dinner for

Miss Rich at ti

Lopez and after dinner.

sts saw the pre-

miere of "Lady V
mere's Fan." Miss

had a wonderful time in Europe and
-

I radiant at her party that it

remain- one of the mystej

the world why she is always
>

ever, Lubitsch has given her

inge her luck.



camera Coasts
Mae Murray and Lillian Gish may

call off their jaunts to Germany.

Other news and anecdotes of the

stars and directors

Tx contrast to Miss Rich's arrival was a small news note in the

newspapers to the effect that Major Charles Rich, once married
to Irene, had married again. This time the Major selected a chorus
girl—a Miss Moore, daughter of Dinty Moore, the restaurant man.
And Dinty, displeased at the marriage refused his parental blessings.

Mae Murray m
up in M

a

• not go to Germany, after all. Something slipped

plans and she will

probably go back to

dear old Hollywood.
But not as a star of

the Metro-Goldwyn
company.

'T'tie funeral of
A Mrs. Sidney Drew
was attended by only

twenty persons. And
yet Mrs. Drew was
one of the cleverest

and kindest women
ever in motion pic-

tures. But appar-
ently, after the death

of her husband and
her retirement from
the screen, the movie
colony forgot all

about her. As a rule.

1 I oily wood tries to be
kind. fn this case,

there's a black mark
against it.

ri.AHA Bow has^ been chosen to

play the leading role

in "Dancing Moth-
ers." Betty Bronson
w a s o r i g i n a 1 1 y
selected for the part,

but B e 1 1 y . w h o

knows her type, re-

fused to appear in a

flapper role. The role

called for Betty 1" drink cocktails. And Betty

wont drink cocktail on or off the screen.

Clara has no great taste for cocktails herself but

she saw a great opportunity to get in a big pro-

duction and the wise child grabbed at the chance.

What is one girl's poison is another's meat.

Gloria Swanson is anxious to finish her con-

tract with 1 "anions Playcrs-Lasky. Gloria

is none to happy over "Stage Struck," her latest

Yvonne Carewe, daughter of Edwin
Carewe, posing as a little country

girl. You'll see her in "Joana"

Eyelids to match the designs on your
gowns. Posed by Kathleen Key

The most temperamental
couple in Hollywood

—

Marshall Neilan and
Blanche Sweet. Yes,
Blanche and Mickey are
on good terms again. To
the right, Aileen Pringle
and her mother, Mrs.

George Bisbee



What's New in the Screen World
picture. In fact, they say that she hoped that it would
be put on the shelf and quietly forgotten. And Famous
Players thinks Gloria has done 'em an injustice by mov-
ing her trunks to another company. Gloria objects to

being rushed in making her productions, while Famous
Players believes in working at top speed on their pictures.

Meanwhile, Gloria has taken a gorgeous apartment in

New York. Evidently, come what may, she still plans

to make her films in the East.

I7amous PLayers-Lasky will probably make pictures in

Europe. Charles Eyton, formerly the West Coast
Manager, has been put in charge of foreign production,

which means that the company may take a studio either

in Germany or Austria.

Alice Joyce sat in a box at "The Big Parade" and
** watched Renee Adoree score one of the hits of the

season. And the trick of it is that Alice and Renee were
both married to and divorced from Tom Moore.

ETstelle Taylor said it was some jester's wise crack
*—

' that cost her all this trouble with the government.
While she and her husband, Jack Dempsey, were in

Europe, one of her dogs was killed. Sir Henry Preston

gallantly volunteered to send an English pug-dog to take

the place of the late lamented. When the pug arrived,

some joker said it was a ten-thousand-dollar dog: and
the government made sharp inquiry as to why she had
given its value as fifty-eight dollars.

A fter all, Lillian Gish may not go to Germany to play
**• Marguerite in UFA's big production of "Faust.'"

Something has happened and Lillian has changed her

mind, altho the Germans have already started work on

the settings and the other members of the ca-t have been

selected.

It is said that UFA wants to give the role to Lois

Moran, the charming girl who made such a hit in "Stella

Dallas."

If "Ben Hur" is ever finished. Ramon Novarro plan- to
* leave at once for Europe. Of all the actors who make
periodic sprints from Hollywood to the other side. I think-

none other gets so much out of it as Ramon. I

them are content to sit around Pari-, -bowing off. Ramon
likes to loaf around strange little out-of-the-wa

in Italy and the Riviera. He is a boy with ti

charming qualities of mind and he finds his "stuff" in

Henry B. Walthall
in a great acting

Colonel in 'The Birth of a

Nation" set a new stand-

ard in acting. To the right,

we have Raymond Griffith.

He is teaching the Indians

how to do the War Dance
of the Great White Fathers

the Charleston



A Department About Your Favorites

things that would bore most actors to an agony of tears.

"Ben Hur," by the way, appears to worry everybody

except the producers. They are unterrified either by the

time spent or the money spent. Irving Thalberg tells me
they are convinced the}- have the greatest picture ever

made. By the time this gets into print, the picture will

finally have been finished at last. For several weeks they

have been taking the final scenes of the chariot

races.

Amabel Lane, a very witty and sarcastic New York
writer, is making her first visit to Hollywood. Writ-

ing in the Hollywood "Screen Mercury," she makes this

crushing discovery. "The funniest thing I have found is

Hollywood society." She says that the inner circle of

aristocracy is composed of those who possess: a Rolls

Royce, a swimming pool and two police dogs.

A remark of almost equal sarcasm from Henrv
** Walthall, the veteran star. He says that pictures

have changed since the old days. "Better directors, better

photography, better stories, better salaries—everything

except better pictures."

Darbaka La Mark is tragically ill. If she ever comes
^ back to the screen, it will be a long time. She is at

the house of a friend in Altadena—forbidden to see even

her most intimate friends, scarcely able to speak above

a whisper. Worn to a skeleton.

Barbara seems always to have had a premonition that

she would not be long in pictures. In the very height

of her fame, she graciously congratulated some other

young fellow just starting: I think it was Ramon
Xovarro. She told him she felt that he was sure to go

to the top and stay there. "But how about you," he

remonstrated. "I shall not be there," she answered

sadly.

Which brings to mind the fortune-tellers again. J

understand that the estimable sooth-sayer—Dario—to

whom the movies flock—told Rudolph Valentino that he
had better not marry again : that he would have so many
romances in his life that he would only be causing him-
self needless complications.

/Granville Withers, leading man, has the distinction
^-* of being the youngest alimony payer in Hollywood

:

he is twenty, his divorced wife eighteen.

(Continued on page 116)

Above: Richard Dix as a
cowboy in "Womanhan-
dled." Dix has been film-

ing scenes in Texas. With-
out the aid of any special

pushing, Dix has become
one of the leading favor-

ites. To the left: Ruth
Clifford and her new hus-

band, James Cornelius.
Their home is a real hon-
eymoon cottage, as you
can tell by looking at the

new lawn-mower and the
complete set of garden im-
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LESSONS IN

BEAUTY
All lessons are illustrated by the pupils

of the Paramount School of Acting

To apply lip rouge so that it will

not show rough edges, shape the
mouth lightly with the tip of your

finger

Never use a soft, thick pencil.
Crudely applied lip rouge is worse
than none at all. (Posed by Thelma

Todd.)

The proper way to brush hair. Grasp the hai

firmly and apply the lower edge of the brush, turn

ing it gradually on the downward stroke

iever brush this way. Begin the downward stroke
t the front or top of the head. (Posed bv Thelma

Todd and Fred Graf, expert hair-dresser)

To the left: An
illustration of the

hold the brv sh.
Never apply the
brush flat to the
hair. Thebr ush
simply slides aver
the surface and
does not reach
the hair beneath.
To the right If

your hair is 1 ong.
dont fail to b rush
upward th ose
stray locks at the
back of the neck.
(Posed by M ona
Palma and -red

Graf.)

I



The Home Beauty Shop
Conducted by Martha Dawn

ARE you dangling on the

/\ ragged edge of beauty?
/ \On the ragged edge of

being just the sort of

person you've always wanted to

he ?

So many folks are. We can

all think of dozens of women
who are just betwixt and be-

tween. "She would be so pretty

if " That is a classic re-

mark. We make it about our
friends. They make it about us.

I know one girl whose skin is

so lovely you wouldn't believe

me if I told you how lovely. Her
hair is a soft golden brown, her

eyes are blue—just as they

should be. She has warm color

that comes and goes. A raving

beauty, you're thinking, the kind you. read about. She
might be if she had any eyebrows. She hasn't tho, not

any real ones—just a faint little line of yellow down.
That is what keeps her on the ragged edge of beauty.

And not being the eyebrow pencil kind of girl, she

probably always will stay there.

""There is another girl 1 know who isn't a beauty, but
•* she could be much lovelier if she only wouldn't make
up her eyes with what looks like soot from the back of

the chimney. I'm sure every time 1 look at her that she

never washes it off but just keeps putting it on.

Then 1 could name lots of girls who are safely on the

other side of the ragged edge, and I know when I analyze

their beauty that they pulled themselves up there by sheer

determination to be good-looking. One succeeded by ex-

ercise and judicious eating in losing the thirty pounds of

fat that had always spoiled her grace. Another swam
away a crooked hack and stooped shoulder—and inciden-

tally herself— into a thing of beauty and a joy forever.

Every day I see tall girls who might "move a goddess
and look a queen," if they didn't droop in an effort to look

smaller, and make human <'"'
.ft—'/ 'on points of them-

selves. I see short girls teetering d
w^b heels, spoiling

their feet and their dispositions in an < rt to look taller.

I see girls devouring gallons of ice-cream sodas and
quantities of goo-ey sundaes, which only appear later in

blotchy skins and pimples. 1 see them eat too much meat
and too little green stuff, drink too much coffee and tea

and too little water and milk, sleep too little and dance
loo much.

Dut there is wonderful hope for you if you are really
*-' trying to pull yourself up and away from the ragged
edge. The first thing to do is to find out what puts you
there.

Fatigue may be spoiling your beauty. It can come
from too little sleep, too much worry, and sometimes from
working too strenuously under improper conditions. One
girl's recipe for gaining the thirty pounds she needed to

make her weight right is "sleep nine hours every night

out in the open air." That has brought her an appetite

gt*]iat makes her eat anything set before her. With healthy

Every month, Martha Dawn will

write an article for "Motion Picture

Magazine" on the care of the skin,

hair and complexion. Miss Dawn is

a beauty expert who has had wide

practical experience in the studios and

who has also made a study of the

scientific methods of beauty culture.

You will find her advice not only sen-

sible but safe. Women who take

pride in their appearance will find

Miss Dawn a sympathetic and

valuable friend

layers of fat spreading them-
selves underneath her skin, it has
become softer and pinker. Did
you ever notice that almost in-

variably fat persons who take

proper care of themselves have
white, soft skins?

Dut just as surely as proper
assimilation means a healthy

gain in weight, so does mal-

assimilation mean too much fat

or too little. You may need
more exercise to help you digest

your food. You may need to eat

more health-giving foods such
as milk, eggs, green vegetables,

fresh fruits, salads, and breads

containing essential elements.

Most of all you need to stop

thinking about your stomach.

It seems to me everyone ought to know by now that

you can't he beautiful or healthy or happy unless you eat

—literally eat—bushels of fresh air. Open windows at

night, deep breaths taken consciously until they become
a habit, air baths and sun baths and wind baths—these

are what I mean by plenty of air. Fresh air in your
lungs meet your blood coming up to be purified and
sends ii coursing away thru your veins rilled with oxygen.

You need such blood for real beauty.

On Bobbed Hair

"LIave you bobbed your hair again? I thought you
* •*• were letting it grow?''

"I was, but it got so long and shaggy I just had it cut."

But if you are not the type for bobbed hair, what are

you going to do about it? How are you going to pass

that "long and shaggy" period?
if you have all the time, and nearly all the money in

the world, your problem is simple. Hours at the hair-

dressers, either for "permanents" or "water waves" and
expensive transformations, or twists, or elaborate hair

dressings that hide the short ends, may be frequently

spent. But if your hours are from nine to five, or from
sunrise to sunrise, and you still long for flowing locks,

what can you do about it?

Ix the first place, while your hair is growing out, you
*• simply must keep it curled. Curl it all over your head,

with kids or elastic curlers or an iron, if you can curl it

without burning the ends. It is a nuisance, hut it is part

of the process. If you can afford a lump sum, and want
to he relieved of the necessity of doing your hair up
every night, have your hair curled in curls, not in waves,

by the permanent process.

All right. Now that we have our hair curled, the next

thing is to do it up.

V/ou will be astonished what effects you can get, with
* a little patience and a hair net, and plenty of hair-pins,

the invisible kind. Do you know, the trick of bending one

end of it so it won't slip out. Oh, yes, you can use it

{Continued on page 122) r
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Gossip of an Old-Timer
Extracts from the February Motion Picture Magazines from 1912 thru 1915

February, 1912

Perhaps Eliza Was a Union Spy
" AN Exhibitor" sends me a list of questions to answer,

/ \ among which is this one: "Why are officers of

/ \_ the Confederate army made to use bloodhounds

to capture members of the Union army ?" Hounds
were not kept. They were too scarce and food was too

dear.—From Musings of a Philosopher.

Row, Lion, Row

The freshmen at Columbia University are to be taught

rowing by means of Mov-
ing Pictures.

A Motley Throng Was
There

The Civic League of

Birmingham, Alabama,
after a thoro investiga-

tion, has come to the con-

clusion that the immoral
effects of the Photo-show
houses are not due so

much to the films shown
as to the evil characters

who attend.—From The
Onward March.

He Sells Florida Real
Estate Now

Mrs. E.

ued a. — Gi
vith the K;

O., Ala-

Coombs is

i company.

No Censors To Stop Her

Miss Hazel, New
Haven. — Gracious,
c o u'r s e , M
Swayne, the Y
Lady Godiva,
nude. She wa:

what is known
ing-picture suit

Juli
itagraph

fu

ymnast the hobble-skirted woman.

—

From.
The Answer Man.

Jean Is Dead,

E. B. W., Chicago.-
Lawrence Trimble, one
Trimble is not an anim
pictures.—From The

Long

-The d<

e of the

nal tn

Ma

Strongheart !

can is the property of

agraph directors. Mr.
but trains Jean for all

I know of a theater where
tomed to show between the

promiscuous advertising slid'

show their disapproval in

Lately the proprietor decide

the screen must go, and the

\ Philosopher.

ho
AGS.

February, 1913

It Didn't Pay to Advertise

tin the proprietor was accus-

variety of
- began to

ous fashion.

vertising signs on

om Musi

us patn

Mobbed in Baltimore

"Little Mary" Pickford lately of the Biograph Com-
pany was playing in Baltimore Christmas week, and
she was accosted on the street, at the stores and every-

where she went 'by people who had seen her on the screen.

Meighan Stole His Stuff

King Baggot, of the Imps, is good in many different

types of plays, but he is most charming of all when
he is playing with children. It is said that Mr. Baggot's

great hobby is telling fairy tales to little girls and swap-
ping marbles with little

boy&—From Greenroom
Jottings.

The Girls Grow Older

Geraldixe M. F.

—

Yes. Helen Costello is

about six, and Dolores is

about twelve.

Where Were You. Henry?

Kate. Brooklyn.—We
cant use a picture of

Henry Walthall as long

as he remains where he is

now.— From The An-
swer Man.

February, 1914

Just As True Today

Tt is true that lots of

lavs can be told in

one reel and produc
be wondrously suc-

and entertaining.

— From Getting the
Right Stride.

She Surely Doubled in

Brass

Grace dinar
have made a record hard

to heal when she appears rive times simultaneously, in

one scene, in "The Return of the Twin Sister's Double.'*

—From Greenroom Jottings.

The Second Man in the Front Row

Carlvle Blackwell appeared as a chorus man in "The
Gay White Way." in 1908.—From What They Were
Doing a Tew Years . I go.

It Ain't Gonna Rain No More

Cupid —"Rain" on a film is caused by particles of dust

settling on the soft emulsion of the film, and when the

film is rewound, the dirt is ground in and plows fine

furrows thru the emulsion, producing the rain effect.

No Tony to Help Him

Margery K.—Tom Mix was Jim in "The Escape of

Jim Dolan" (Selig).—From The Answer Man.
119)



Advertising Section

^hE
DUCHEJJE

de RICHELIEU

tells how to keep

the skin exquisitely

soft and lovely

"Care of the skin, in my opinion, can

best be obtained by the daily use of Pond's

Two Creams. They keep the skin exquisitely

soft and lovelv."

AS a young girl growing up in aristo-

_/~\ cratic Baltimore, there was that

about the future Duchesse de Richelieu

which caused all who saw her to predict/

for her a great career.

Patrician she was, even then— though

in the best American tradition. The head

was finely-modeled with its crown of

golden hair. The blue eyes looked out

from under delicately level brows. Her
skin had the exquisite fineness, the fragile

delicacy that bespeak centuries of breed-

ing, yet with the freshness, the bloom of

a young race.

As if beauty and charm were not enough,

nature bestowed upon her yet another gift—

a soprano voice of rare lyric quality.

When by her marriage this favored young
American added to her native endowment the

heritage of one of the proudest names of old

France, she was drawn at once into the glam-

«°KPR

Beauty and charm in her own
right and by marriage one of the

mightiest names of the aristocracy

ofancient France! InherNew York

home, the T)uckesse de Richelieu

H

orous whirl of ii lational social life.

Asked how, through

nd musical activities,

all her exacting social

she continues to retain

SIV tk

nii
Mqp

a3
"

Every skin needs these Two Creams used

by the beautiful women of society

When you v

her freshness and bloom, she replied:

"Care of the skin. It is an obligation al-

ways to appear with a complexion fi

radiant, never betraying the least trace of any
weariness or imperfection. And this care, in

my opinion, can best be had by the daily use

of Pond's Two Creams."

UNDREDS of beautiful and distinguished

women everywhere have found in these

same two delicate, fragrant creams made by

Pond's the perfect equipment for keeping their

fragile skins just exquisite.

Before retiring, cleanse your skin deeply with

Pond's Cold Cream, patting it lavishly over and
letting it stay on several moments. Now with a

soft cloth or tissue remove all the cream and

the loosened dirt and dust which its pure oils

have brought to the surface from the roots

of your pores. Repeat the process. If your

skin is dry, pat more cream on and leave it

over night.

Several times by day, especially after you've

returned from hours out of doors, cleanse your

face, throat and the V of your neck with

Pond's Cold Cream the same way—and finisl*

with a dash of cold water or a rub with ice to

close the pores.

After these daytime cleansings, smooth over

your refreshed, invigorated skin ever so little of

Pond's Vanishing Cream. Its soft protection

against wind and dust and chapping cold

makes it delightful to use just before going out.

But what pleases you most of all is the even,

t to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE

presides over thefamous collection

of books, furniture and bibelot*,

many of which have come down
to her husband from the great

Cardinal, first Due de Richelieu.

exquisite tone it lends your skin. Flick on your

powder and see with enchantment how evenly

it lies, how natural is the glow it gives your

skin, and how long it stays just so!

When you buy your own Pond's creams ask

for the large-sized jar of the Cold Cream which

lasts so well. Both creams come in two sizes

of smaller jars and in tubes.

Among other beautiful women who have

praised these famous creams for the care

of the skin are:

HER MAJESTY, MARIE,
THE QUEEN OF ROUMANIA

THE LADY DIANA MANNERS
THE PRINCESSE MATCHABELLI
THE VICOMTESSE DE FRISE

MRS. NICHOLAS LONGWORTH
MRS. REGINALD C. VANDERBILT
MRS. GLORIA GOULD BISHOP
MRS. WILLIAM E. BORAH
MRS. MARSHALL FIELD, SR.

FREE OFFER: Mail coupon for free tubes

of these Two famous Creams and directions for

a_ *3

The Pond's Extract Company, Dept. B,

143 Hudson Street, New York City.

Please send me free tubes of Pond's Cold and

Vanishing Creams.

Name ....

Street. ..:

City State A
MAGAZINE. 71 r



YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS
Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good

news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and
you are the boss of this page

ONE hears a lot about the Gilbert-Colman rivalry these days.

Is the Valentino-Novarro question entirely forgotten, or

is it "discussed to death?" May I tell you about its prog-

ress from the beginning to the present time in England,
in the following

:

"CONTROVERSIAL CONCERT"
Chorus of Fans (With apologies to W. Shakespeare) :

"Who is Rudy, what is he,

That all our girls commend him?"
Enter Rudy.—Song : "I'm the Sheik of Araby."

Short Interval

Chorus of all male stars except Rudy: "I'm Getting Tired of
Playing Second Fiddle."

Rudy.—Song : "I Love Me."
Enter Ramon.—Chorus of Fans: "Whose Baby Are You."
Ramon.—Song: "Wait."

Short Interval (while Rudy
Rudy.—Song: "Someone Else May
Valentino Fans in Chorus: "Absc

Fonder."
(They are interrupted and drowned bv Novarro Fans singing:

"Two Lovely Black Eyes.")
Rudy.—Song : "I'm Coming Back to You."
Novarro Fans.—Song : "He's Getting Better and Better Ev'rv

Day."
All English Fans in Chorus: "The Land Where the Best Man

Wins."
Short Interval

Enter Rudy as "Bcaucaire."—So g: "Here We Are Again."
{The film is shown).—Chorus of surprised fans: "I Wonder

What's Become of Rudy."
Enter Ramon.—Chorus of Novarro and main- erstwhile Valentino

Fans (to Ramon) : "Excelsior."
Rudy.—Song : "Good-bye for Ever."

Mary Lytto.v

s absent from screen).

Be There When I'm Gone."
ice Makes the Heart Grow

A Credit to the Screen

Derhaps many
1

Fail Send H
I have thought
It is : "When A
Florence Vidor
ment of charm,
the best-dressec

today. Only
tiresome picture,

just to watch I

portrayed, I wo
in the middle o
our screen actr

study Miss Vid

nates. J\

Vidor—

a

industry !

- with the slogan "When Words
h i- u-c.l nationally by florists.

1 for the moving picture people.

Frontier Days, and to see several of my pals who were in the
bronco busting and roping conte?ts. It was at Frontier Park
that I met a number of members of the movie company; and I

can truthfully say that I liked the motion picture people. Betty
Compson, the star of the "Pony Express,'

-

is just as sweet and
pretty in real life as she is in reel life; and Wallace Beery is

a mighty fine fellow. He is a good mixer, and the cowboys sure
did like him. There is nothing "high-hatting"' about Wallace.
He won a host of friends here in this Wyoming country. And
did you ever have the pleasure of hearing Wallace play the piano?
He is a splendid musician.
Motion Pictures—many are the dimes and dollars I have spent

to see moton pictures. They cheer me and make the world a
brighter place.

Helen Crossley.

For Team -Work
I want to express a few words about my idea of a good movie.
1

I enjoy nothing better than seeing a popular team on the screen.

I have in mind Monte Blue and Marie Prevost. When a movie
actress and actor appear in more than one picture, it seems to me.
that they understand one another to such an extent that it

up" on the screen. Their acting is so much more realistic, and in

this way, the story being portrayed is so true to life that you are
almost drawn into it. I have in mind "K in which
this popular couple played. The little details were worked out
very cleverly, which made this picture so entertaining that it was
over all too quickly. This couple have appeared together in a
number of pictures and each one is better. I think that if more
producers were to try out this scheme it would work to advantage
—in fact, I notice that it is being done already—but not to a
great extent.

Anyway, I hope in the future, to see some more Conrad Xagel-
Eleanor Boardman pictures, some more Aileen Pringle-.lohn Gil-

bert pictures, and Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien com-
binations.

I wish the Motion Picture Magazine the best of luck, and
here's hoping that it continues to lead all other magazines on the

larket.

Grace O'Doxxell,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Praise from the West
The Famous Plavers-Laskv Company
1 were in Cheyenne, xh.-oting scene's

for the "Pony Express," during the

time of the Frontier Days Celebration.

,T\I went to Cheyenne to attend the
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Y/OCR opinions on sub;
* kiting to the moznes and their

players may be worth actual money
to you, if you can express them
clearly in a snappy letter of one to

three hundred words. A five-

prise is awarded for the best letter

of the month, which will be pri)ited

at the head of tliis department.

liar is paid for the excerpts

printed from others. W\
an interesting letter, gitring

' for your likes and dislikes,

your full name and gwe your ad-

dress. We will use initials only if

requested.

Send to YES AND XO. 175

Bufield St.. Brooklyn, X. V.

Elcy Oberiuck.

Likes and Dislikes

VT^tiv does everybody like Gloria
Swanson ? For my part. I can see

nothing to her—except common]
never go to see her
when I am with friends who
see her. After the perform
always feel that my money could have
been better spent
A few other players that I could

ret along nicely without are : Pola
Dana. Bebe Daniels.

Helene Chadwick. and the Novak
As long

agreeable things, I will say a i\

ant ones
My ideal men No-

varro, with Toli::

I am
troon today in the "Mid-

shipman." I can hard:}

The type of
Doris Kenyon, Norma S

Philbin. Mary Board-
man. and Jaoqw

them?
119)
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Above All Things

This Brings You Peace-of-Mind
under the most trying of hygienic handicaps

1

This new 'way solves women's oldest hy-

gienic problem as it should be solved ... by end'

ing the uncertainty of makeshift ways and
warranting immaculacy under ALL conditions.

By Ellin J. Bi/ckland, Graduate Nurse

filmiest,

ithout a
SHEEREST, gayest gown

daintiest things—wear 1

moment's thought!

Social activities, meet them in confidence.

Dance, dine, motor for hours . . . unhandi-

capped, without a doubt or fear.

Eight in every ten women in the better

walks of life have adopted this new way. It

ends the uncertainty of the old-time sanitary

pad by providing protection which is absolute.

It will make a great difference in your life.

These three factors changed

the habits of millions

This new way is Kotex, the scientific sani-

tary pad. Nurses in war-time France first

discovered it. It is made of the super-

absorbent Cellucotton covered with specially

processed, soft-finished gauze.

It absorbs and holds instantly sixteen times
its own weight in moisture.

It is five times as absorbent as ordinary
cotton pads.

Each Kotex pad deot/orizes with a new
secret disinfectant. Think of the amazing
protection this feature alone gives.

There is no bother, no expense, of laundry.

Simply discard Kotex as you would waste
paper—without embarrassment.

You can get it anywhere, today

If you have not tried Kotex, please do.

will make a great difference in your view-

point, in your peace-of-mind, and your health.

60% of many ills, according to many lead-

ing medical authorities, are traced to the use

of unsafe and unsanitary makeshift methods.

Thus today, on eminent medical advice,

millions are turning to this new way.

A fair test will convince you of its advan-

tages beyond all question. No other method
will ever satisfy.

Kotex comes in sanitary sealed packages of

twelve, in two sizes: the Regular and Kotex-
Super. At all better drug and department
stores, everywhere.

Today begin the Kotex habit. Note the

improvements, mental and physical, that it

brings. Write today for "Personal Hygiene"
booklet. Sample of Kotex mailed free on
request

THE CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO., 166 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

*Supl>lied also in persona

to The Wat°DMr!fJct KOTGX
PROTECTS—DEODORIZES

Users please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

You'll appreciate

these o factors

®S:FF™'*i
that ot the c

(5) Many stores keep thei
^—^ ready-wrapped in plai
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BLANCHE D—May 1926 be a happy and prosperous new year

to you and all of you. Father Time and I are twin brothers. The
only difference between us is that he is always on Time, while I

have no Time. Pola Negri's next picture will be "The Woman
of Mystery."
CAROL T. K, HONOLULU.—Well, I'm coming out to see you

some day. Richard Barthelmess was born in New York in 1895

but went to school in Connecticut.

DOLLY V.—No, I do most of my talking on paper.. I once
made a speech at a banquet and when I sat down they said it was
the best thing I ever did. Buster Collier, Jr.. is with Famous
Players-Lasky, and Ian Keith played in "Manhandled."
MYRA O. C.—Alice Calhoun has been loaned by Warner to

star in "Hill Folks," a story of a Tennessee feud and moonshine.

Lucille Ricksen died some time ago. They do say that Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., is engaged to Lois
Moran. Lois made a big hit in

"Stella Dallas" and young Doug
handled a small part very nicely

indeed.

PELL. — Hello there. That's
right; if you work hard enough at

anything, in the end you will find

HEAR YE, HEAR YE.

yourself on top, unless you are
digging a well. Your letter was
great.

DOUBTFUL DOTTIE.—So
you think we bachelors dont know
much about women. You're wrong

;

that's why we are bachelors. Norma

Dunn-las" I 'airbanks" jr., is' 'nine-

teen. Priscilla Dean's first for
Metropolitan will be "The Danger
Girl."

APACHE.—So you can see

right thru my whisk-
ers. You must have
good insight. Well,
you are referring to

AH you folks who have questions to ash. come
this way and you shall be heard—and answered.
I have learnt a lot during the last eighty-two
years, and it's all yours for the asking. Been
anstvering ??? here for the last fourteen years

and still going strong. If you want an answer
by mail, enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

If you wish the answer to appear here, write

at the top of your letter the name you want
printed, and at the bottom your full name and
address, and mail to me, The Answer Man, < are

of Motion Picture Magazine, 1 75 Duffield

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

old man. Mae Busch will have her next birthday on June 18. She
married in 1918 and retired, but two years later von Stroheim
brought her back to the screen in "The Devil's Passkey." New
York City has three names—The Empire City ; Gotham, and t! e

Metropolis.
ALGY.—I'm sorry, Algy. but it happened this way. When I

read a copy of Richard Dix's "Life Story" in our magazine, I

learned that his name was Brimmer. This is the first I knew of
it, and I hope my readers will forgive me for saying that his only
name was Dix.
FRED.—How's the weather in Alasky—freezing? So you met

Li Ivan Tashman and Rockcliffe Fellowes when they were in

Alaska. Last July I wished I was there, too. Write me soon
again.

A GIRL FROM PARIS.—Wee, wee, Merci. Bebe Daniels'

birthdav will be January 14 and
-he says it will be her twenty-fifth.

She made her first appearance on
the stage at the ripe old age of ten

weeks, playing the baby in "Jane."

Therefore, Bebe has been at it for

a quarter of a centurv.

BENNY K. R.—Certainly I've

kissed girls under the mistletoe.

but I prefer to kiss them under the

nose. No. Alberta Vaughn has

never been on the stage. She
played in "The Go-Gctters." "The
Telephone Girl" and in "The Ad-
ventures of Mazie." John Gilbert

played in "Monte Cristo" a few
vears ago.

TISFIFD GENE.—
Well, aren't we all? If we all

were contented, what a funny

world this would be. Allene Ray
and her husband.
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We are style headquarters. From the de-
signing rooms of New York and Paris
come the new modes shown in out catalog.
Youpay nothing extra for style—but you
get tl, and quality besides, when your
selection is madefrom the World's Largest
Store. We guarantee a saving.

Spring is cleaning time.. New rugs; a
davenport for the lining room; a new vac-
uum cleaner; a bedroom to be kalsomined.
Everything you need to make your home
attractive is priced in the Thrifty Book to
save you money. And we give Real
24-Hour Service.

clothing are displayed at attractive ,

in our new catalog. A i

buy from the book of 35.000 bargains.
You should have it, tool

We havi
verything used on the farn,

is quoted in the Thrift Book and at a price
way below that asked elsewhere. Our lini

of hardware, implement-,, e.nst np.iues, fair-

ness and cream separators is most com-
plete. Be sure you have our catalog.

35,ooo Bargains in this

New SpringBook
With this new catalog

—"The Thrift Book of a Nation"—you have ac-

cess to 35,000 bargains, the greatest store in the world!

So complete is this book that practically every need for the family,

the home, the farm, and the shop can be supplied from its pages— at

prices that insure big savings.

Millions buy from the World's Largest Store because they have found
here the quality they prefer; have learned that 99 out of every 100
orders are actually shipped within 24 hours after they are received; have
proven to their own satisfaction that they make real savings.

Thrift does not imply self denial. It only means buying right because
if you pay less for the things you need, you can have more of the things

you want. Our new catalog is ready. Your copy is waiting for you.

Just fill in and mail the coupon.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Chicago -Philadelphia - Kansas City "Seattle - Dallas

We give

real24 hour
service

Worlds Largest Store

SMail the coupon TODAY to the store nearest you

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO., 81M21
Chicago - Philadelphia - Kansas City - Dallas - Seattle

Send me free your big Spring and Summer Catalog.

f
Name...

Postoffii

Street and No...
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 74)

sent me. You know
I'm sure it's a good

on July 14. Righto!
of the titles are

wants to erect a monument to Eve. It was Eve, you know, who
introduced fashions, but her first gown was a trifle more modified

than those worn in the best society. Yes, indeed, I admire
Rupert Brooke very much. I know he died at twenty-eight. So
you like Leslie Fenton.
LAWRENCE GRAY FAN.—Well, privacy is the one cheap-

est thing today. Put one nickel in the telephone-booth slot and
you're cut off from the world. Cant tell from your description.

Clive Brook is playing opposite Mrs. Rudolph Valentino in "Do
Clothes Make the Woman?"
KATHRYN B.—Charge it up to Experience. Experience is

good if not bought too dear. Zasu Pitts was Polly in "The Great
Divide." Yes, the great tenor, Enrico Caruso, played in two pic-

tures, "The Splendid Romance" and "My Cousin," both made
in 1918.

ELEANOR G.—Yes, indeed, I admire Dr. Frank Crane's work.
I have seen him several times at the Algonquin Hotel in New
York, where many writers and movie people congregate. Marie
Prevost started her screen career in 1917 with Mack Sennett. Her
birth date was November 8 and the year was somewhere around
the last of the nineteenth century.

EGYPTIAN MOON.—Well, well, all the way from Cairo. I

dont know how I can help you get into pictures when you are a
Lady of the Nile. It's pretty difficult even when you are in

Hollywood.

J. M.—I am now breaking in the pipe yo
a new pipe is never sweet until it gets old.

one. Thank you. Richard Dix was born
A. V. C, CHILE.—You say a great n

changed when the pictures get to South America ; that

"Manhandled" was changed to "Toys of Plea;

ure," and "The Humming Bird" was
changed to "The Wolves of Mont-
martre." Lew Cody is not a German.
He was born in Waterville,

Maine, but he went to high
school in Berlin, New Hamp-
shire—not Germany.
MARGE Y.—Yes, James

Rennie is right. My assistant,

Bill, answered that other
question and he was right

also. You see, Bill once had
a billboard. Bill also had
a board bill. The board bill

bored Bill so that Bill sold the
billboard to pay his board
bill. So, after Bill sold his

billboard to pay his board bill,

the board bill no longer bored
Bill, and he came here to bore
my customers. Oh, no, my
assistant doesn't get any pay,

it's a pleasure for him to work
with me. Conrad Nagel is

six feet tall. Run in again
some time.

J. T. C.—Now see here, you
really dont want me to give you
the addresses of one hundred
players ! Zounds and gadzooks,
and all that sort of thing

!

^ ROSIE.—Thanks for the pi

Farnum played the part of Dai
in "A Tale" of Two Cities."

other pictures.

DIMPLES.—Mrs. Rudolph
'

appearance in a society drama
real name is Apol
nounce!) and she was realli

picture she wrote, directed
niture, which she carted i

picture was made. Her ne
sion," which made her fam<
MARY MACD.—Well, j

means egg. Hence, when
he gets an ovation.

with Warner Brothers,
tract, but, doggone it, fc

could do anything exce
support are often guiltv

ENGLISH FAN.—1
Milton Sills and Paulii

Gloria Swanson's next

F\ the original story by F

LAfiE

Mi- ,-ed i both

Chah

10 is to make her first screen

. B. O. And Pola Negri's
can write it but not pro-

iromberg, Poland. Her first

herself, using her own fur-

grapher's studio where the

Madame Dubarry in "Pas-

1 see, it's like this. The word "o«ra"

'hen a bad actor has eggs thrown at him.
You know Rin-Tin-Tin is under contract
. I did not actually see him sign the con-
he must have done it and 1 think that pup

ng wh'
'

Mi- To Mis

was mentioned in one of the important books that just came out,

the city directory. Of course I'm not as famous as Fannie Hurst.
I'm not married.
MRS. N. R.—So you dont agree with Tamar Lane when he

says "The public swallows everything." Perhaps Tamar is right,

and that accounts for all this indigestion. Eric von Stroheim is

directing for Famous Players now.
THE DAGO, ITALY.—How's everything in Little Italy? Yes.

it is true that Gloria Swanson has beer married three times. You
know how to make a little money go a long way? Buy spaghetti
and eat it lengthwise.

PETE Z.—Sorry, old top, but I cant help you get into pictures.

That's one thing I dont ! Dorothy Seastrom is under contract
with First National, but she recently had a nervous breakdown
and has left pictures for the next six months. Run in again
some time.

CUE P.—So you think I get more letters than many a college

boy. Rah ! Rah ! Rah ! That's no fib. That was Aileen Pringle
in "The Reason Why." Well, you must come to New York if

for no other reason than to see the Statue of Liberty herself. She
weighs 225 tons, and her index finger alone is eight feet long.

She's just the one girl I know who doesn't want to reduce.

TYKE.—Yes. I was always a bachelor, but there's one consola-

tion—I never had a mother-in-law. Lots of men never think they
are going to marry the whole family when they fall in love with
a girl. Yes, the critics were practically unanimous in handing it

to Little Mary for her fine work in "Little Annie Rooney," a

twelve-year-old part.

I AM WELL.—So am I. thank you. May McAvoy is twenty-
four and her birthday was September 8. Her eyes are

the color of a cloudless California sky. with hair

match—not blue, but light brown.
GRACE DE W.—Sorry you fear you

ill be fired. Why not take out

some fire insurance? Milton
Sills will be forty-four years
young on January 12. and his

first starring picture was
Fox's "The Honor System" in

1917. You know he was mar-
ried to Gladys Wynne, but
they are divorced, they have
one daughter, Dorothy.
ALI BABA.—Yes, I still

thrive on buttermilk. I cook
my own breakfast on an oil-

stove in my hall-room, so I

dont share your troubles din-

ing in quick eat-shops. You
want Ramon N'ovarro on the
cover, too. Be patient! Don't
know about his relatives.

BLANCHE S.—You say
that I should have been a

ssor instead of an An-
swer Man. I'm very happy
being just an Answer Man.
Glad to hear your father's

comment, but men always
imagine. quite erroneously,

that daughters will grow up
to be exactly like their moth-

ers. Allene Ray was married to Larry Wheeler on July 20, 192S.

Helen Lee Worthing is playing the lead with George Walsh in

"The Count of Luxemborg."
KINER OF SMOKY CITY.—Is life worth living? Well,

it depends on the liver. So you liked Xazimova in "V
She was born on May 2. 1881, in Crimea, Russia. Just address
her at Box 157. Hollywood, California. You know that she
played in "Revelation" some years ago. Yes. and manv thanks.

TEXAS BLUE BELLE.—Thanks for the picture. It looks
just like you. Yes. I agree with you. woman is a delusion and a
snare, but men will hug a delusion and they love to be snared.

Yes. six feet for Richard Dix and 185 pounds; brown hair and
eyes, you know. Just wait till you see him in "The Vanishing
American" ! Great ! Warner Baxter is five feet eleven inches

and he made his first hit playing opposite Ethel Clayton in "Her
Own Money." He is married to Winifred Bryson. Norma
Shearer is about twenty- four, and Bebe Daniels playing in "Pollv

of the Ballet."

KATY-DID.—But did she? -So you like my new picture at the

top of the page. You like the forehead, it is so high-brow
Marion Nixon and Virginia Lee Corbin are pi

with Raymond Griffith in "Hands Up."
(Contim
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We have found

the only way ever known
—that removes Cold Cream thoroughly

—that removes it safely

—that removes all dirt with it

Will you accept a 7-day

supply to try?

THIS offers you a test of a beauty

means that, in justice, must be

termed a great discovery.

The first and only way ever

known that removes cold cream
safely . . . that ends the annoyance
of old ways and their dangers to

the skin.

We want to send you a supply
without charge. Then to get your
opinion.

It is not a cloth, but an entirely

new kind of material.

A scientific discovery

We are makers of absorbents. Are
world authorities in this field.

On the urge of a noted dermatol-
ogist, we perfected this scientifically

right material for removing cold
cream. For removing it as it must be
removed to keep the skin flawless.

It is the only product made solely for
this purpose. It represents several years
of scientific research. There is no other
like it

Ends oily noses and dark skins

It stops oily nose and skin conditions
amazingly. For these come from over-
laden pores . . . cold creams and oils left

for nature to expel. That is why you
powder now so often.

No more oily skins

Your "make-up" holds hours
longer than before

Instead of towels, cloths, harsh fibre,

Ikiously soft new material—27 times
as absorbent!

6 by 7 inches .

Professional, sheets

o by io inches . .

It combats skin eruptions. For
they're invited by germ accumula-
tions left in the skin, breeding places
for bacteria.

Old methods, towels, cloths and
fibre substitutes failed in absorbency.
Infectious dirt accumulations were
rubbed back into your skin. That is

why tiny imperfections often appear.
Why your skin may look distress-
ingly dark at times.

Multiplied skin benefits

Now in Kleenex those failures are
corrected.

Soft as down and white as snow,
it contrasts the harshness of cloth or
fibre makeshifts with a softness that
you'll love.

It is 27 times as absorbent as the
ordinary towel. 25 times that of
paper and fibre substitutes. You use
it, then discard it.

It does what no other method yet
has done . . . removes ALL the
cleansing cream, all dirt and pore
accumulations gently from the skin.
And that means much to you.

Send the coupon

Upon receipt of it a full 7-day supply
will be sent without charge.

Or . . . obtain a packet at any drug or
department store. Put up as exquisitely
as fine handkerchiefs, in two sizes: the
Professional, 9x1 0-inch sheets—and the
Boudoir, size 6x7 inches. Boxes that fit

into flat drawers of vanity tables ... a
month's supply in each. Costs only a
few cents.

KLeeNex
Sanitary Cold Cream Remover

7-Day Supply — FREE
KLEENEX CO.,

167 Quincy St., Chicago, 111.

Please send without expense to m
sample packet of KLEENEX as offered.
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The Box-Office Speaks
TWO new specials, "The

Big Parade" and "Stella

Dallas," have just opened
in New York City with

sensational critical acclaim. Both
of these pictures seem destined to

cause a sensation at the box-

offices of the country. There is

an if attached to each. "The Big

Parade" is a war story, which
may mitigate against its universal

popularity. "Stella Dallas" is a

highly emotional sob story, and
the audiences of America at large

may not want to weep. All of

which remains to be seen.

"The Big Parade" is a smash-
ing hit at the Astor Theater, New
York, selling out at each per-

formance, as this article goes to

press. The first six performances
brought $9,500 to the box-office.

"The Big Parade" had a sensational opening
at Grauman's Egyptian in Los Angeles, starting

off apparently to break the house records of

"The Covered Wagon." However, matinee busi-

ness did not hold up and the produc-
tion is running around $21,000 a week.

"Stella Dallas" is doing smashing
business at the Apollo Theater in New
York, running well over $15,000 on the

first week.

The Six Best Sellers:

The Freshman
Don Q
The Pony Express

The Gold Rush
The Phantom of the Opera
The Thundering Herd

The most popular of the

older pictures

:

The Ten Commandments
The Iron Horse
Abraham Lincoln

The Sea Hawk

The Merry Widow"
ning at the Embass

is -till run-

s' Theater in

New York, as (his is 1 eing written,

holding over $9,000 a we ;k. The four

weeks' run of "The Men y Widow" at

last

the Roosev
most cohsi:

year. "Tl
000' in its

from other parts

cate a national

Widow." At
Cleveland it held

"The Merry Wid,
the St. Francis ii

Rudolph Valen
being better recei

Yorl
At
E;"The

two weeks. At the

delphia it ran up tc

week. Tt did excep
Loew's State in Los
$30,000 for a single

P\ W. Griffith's
Ly

' Royle Girl," i

teriors largely

Chicago, had its premier
the Chicago Theater in

city. It smashed a re(

or two, doing $44,500
\the week.
J 78
Aae.

:ount

•The

ned
$10.00 for the best title to this picture !

The laic's oft—send as many titles as you like.

and length ;'//> to fifty wordi f verse.

They must reach this office not later than January
25th. one' no titles will be returned. Address them:
Title Contest. 175 Puffield St.. Brooklyn. A

Mary Pickford's "Little Annie
Rooney" is doing very well every-

where, altho it is not an old-

fashioned Pickford knock-out.

"The Freshman." Harold
Lloyd's latest, goes on leading the

field. It has plaved ten weeks in

Xew York, doing S350.OO0 for

that period. "The Freshman"
concluded its Xew York run at

the Colony. It ran five weeks at

the Stanton in Philadelphia. It

did S28.000 in two weeks at the

Xew Theater in Baltimore.

"The Vanishing American" has

been rather disappointing in it-

run at the Xew York Criterion.

As this goes to press, the picture

is doing 87.300 on the week, which
is S2.000 under capacity. But it is

held for a long run.

It is too early to get a definite line on Gloria
A Swanson's new picture. "Stage Struck." It

did S33.000 at McVicker's in Chicago and
830.000 in itr- fir-t Xew York week, at the

Rivoli Theater.

"The Dark Angel" is doing very well

about America. Colleen Moore's "We
Moderns" started off nicely, at Loew's
State in Los Angeles, to S23.000 on the

week. This indicated a fairly good
reception for Miss Moore's newest
film. Corinne Griffith's "Classified" is

going better than this star's recent pic-

ture-, tt touched $46,650 on its week
at the Xew York Strand.

Among the heavy runners-up for the

-:\ best -elling photoplays of the month
are "North of 36," Richard Barthel-

•shore Leave," Ramon Na-
varro's "The Midshipman," Colleen

Sall\" ami Reginald Denny's

"California Straight Ahead."

Of the new picture- in Xew York.

Elinor Glyn's story, "The Only
Thin;;." made over $54,000 at the Capi-

tol Theater. Mrs. Glyn s name was

credited with the drawing power, altho

it was a gala week in Xew York with

extra price performances and a large

number of visitors in the city, many of

whom visit the de luxe playhouse as

part of their sisrht-eeing roo

Thomas Meighan's picture. "Irish

Luck." played to over $26,000 at the

Rivoli in Xew York, which is not

sensational business for a

star of Meighan's salary.

Richard Barthelmess in

'"The Beautiful City" pulled

over $36,000 to the Strand,

altho the picture is well be-

low the Barthelmess attrac-

tions.
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Look\our Best &uery Day
Choose a shade

<By MADAME JEANNETTE
Widely known cosmetician, retained by The
Pompeian Laboratories as a consultant to give

y| /I SOFT, delicate texture-

*ji
^S-L a lovely satiny face—

y

of Pompeian Beauty Powder
scientifically blended to

match your skin ~ ~ ~

texture—

yet

not a sign of powder. What is

the secret of her alluring com-
•

v plexion ? Does she use powder ?

She does, but a shade that
™""" matches so perfectly the tone

of her skin that she secures the

good effects of powder without

seeming to use it.

All smart women strive for

a natural complexion, but all

do not achieve it. Not all

women have found a powder
that really matches their skin

—a powder that reveals their

natural coloring. These women
thank me for telling them about

mil your skin stand the close

inspection of your escort's

eyes? mil your powder be

so perfectly matched to the

lone of your skin that it will

not look like powder—but

Pompeian Beauty Powder.
Complexions are not composed
of single colors, but a blend of

different colors. So it is only

natural that powder to match
your complexion must also be

a blend.

Pompeian Beauty Powder is

scientifically blended from dif-

ferent colors. Whatever the

tone of your complexion, some
one shade of this powder
matches it perfectly.

Choose the correct shade for

your complexion from the shade

chart. In case of doubt about

the shade you require, write a

description of your skin, hair

and eyes tome for special advice.

SHADE CHART for selecting your

shade ofPompeian Beauty Powder

Medium Skin: The average Amer-
ican skin tone is Medium, neither

decidedly light nor definitely olive.

This skin should use the Katurell'e

shade.

Olive Skin: Women with this

type of skin are apt to have dark

hair and eyes. This skin should

use the Rachel shade to match its

rich tones.

Pink Skin: This is the youthful,

rose-tinted skin (not the florid

skin) and should use Flesh shade.

White Skin: This skin is unusual,

but if you have it you should use

White powder in the daytime.

Pompeian Beauty Powder is 6oc

a box. (Slightly higher in Canada.)

Satisfaction guaranteed.
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been freshened up with gay wit and ca-

price. You accept it as romantically touch-

ing without being convinced that it is real.

This earns a high mark for Monta Beil,

the director, doesn't it?

The film has its faults, but you cant

call it a ham romance. Not by a long

shot. Bell gives it a Lubitsch touch.

There is plenty of evidence that it has

been treated by suggestion. There is also

a plentiful sprinkling of laughs which
balance the wistful moments.
The supporting players are well cast,

too. Bessie Love makes a quaint and
charming heroine and performs the
Charleston like a born stepper, while

Greta Nissen looks like a real actress for

the first time, besides wearing some daz-
zling clothes.-

—

Paramount.

Lights of Old Broadway Comedy-Drama

Marion Davies has appreciated where
her talent lies by turning again to a
comedy characterization for expression.

The new picture has excellent possibilities,

but the director has strained the situa-

tions and emphasized the Irish angle too

strongly. He makes it a great night for

the Irish when the Orangemen and the

brick-tossers stage their Donnybrook Fair
on Fourteenth Street—in a day when the
street was lighted by gas.

(Continued from page 49)

Marion plays a dual role, but so far as
advancing the plot is concerned the figure

of Ann might just as well have been left

out of it. Ann and her sister Fely are
orphans who are adopted by families

widely separated in the social scheme of
things. It is as Fely that Marion shines

as a comedienne. Ann lives on Washington
Square

—

Fely lives in a shanty among the
goats and rocks of upper Fifth Avenue.

The picture is "Little Old New York"
advanced fifty years—without the color
and movement—the romance and atmos-
phere of that earlier opus. True, there
are some historical details—such as the

playing up of Tony Pastor and his

theater, the introduction of Thomas A.
Edison, whose achievements with electri-

city eliminated the gaslights, Teddy
Roosevelt as a youngster, and \'C

Fields as a youthful song-and-dance team,
but somehow it lacks personality.—Metro-
Goldwyn.

Compromise Domestic Drama

You cant expect f

dinary in plot o

) find anything extraor-
treatment from an

—not while they keep
•moil. Ever since she
e has been the victim
stories of wives in

"Compromise" is better than the last

few pictures in which this competent ac-
tress has appeared. Once more she weeps
and suffers while her erring husband is

vamped by her flapper half-sister.

The picture doesn't leave its conven-
tional rut except on t'wo occasions. Then
it strikes a dramatic gong in the climaxes.
In one of them the outraged wife resorts
to the old-fashioned custom of 'wielding a
horse-whip on the sinners, 'while in the other
a symbolic touch is effected when a sudden
cyclone appears to strike terror and con-
trition in the hearts of the -wicked. The
deluge, with all its religious moralizing,
brings order out of chaos.

Miss Rich does very well in a part
which has become very familiar, and, pos-
sibly, very boresome, to her, while Clive
Brook, as the erring hubby, Pauline
Garon, as the heartless vamp, and Louise
Fazenda, as a servant, supplying the table
and the comedy relief, contribute satis-
factory support.

—

Warner Brothers.

Go West Comedy-Satire

Buster Keaton comes out in bovine so-
ciety here—in a picture which is a satire
on the cactus country melodramas. It is

not so wildly hilarious as "The Navi-
( Continued on -

Before Tommy, Gloria and Lila Were Stars
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Unrivalled Entertainment Coming
Under the %i DeMille Banner!

Thrills . . . ^Mystery . . . i

Hie Redskin's Woman
A pale-face "moonbeam" girl, or a lovely dark-
skinned maiden of his own race—which was the
wife for him? Had the white man's college and
the white man's ways changed his Indian heart?

"BRAVEHEART" with ROD LAROCQUE, is a
rare type of pic-

story teeming
with elemental
emotion— ambi-
tion, rivalry, pas-

sion and heroism
of the noblest
sort. Don't miss

CORNERED'
behind the lines

were even stranger risks than in the trenches

—

constant danger from the deep deviltry of spies.

And the cleverest spy of them all was—

a

woman! But even she took one risk too many,
and found herself face to face with her worst
enemy, trapped like a rat! What next? See
the thrilling answer in "Three Faces East."

'Both Wanted
the Same Man

lady—slim, silk-

en, fascinating;

fired with the strong passions

Who would win the man they

Don't fail to see Leatrice Joy in

ding Song."

'Vivid Love Stories ....
.... High Wower 'Drama

ROD LAROCQUE
in "BRAVEHEART"

An Alan Hale Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

With Lillian Rich, Robert Edeson
Tyrone Power and Jean Acker

Adapted by Mary O'Hara from the
play "STRONGHEART"
by William C. Demille

CECIL B.DeMILLFS
Production

"The Road to Yesterday"
Adapted by Jeannie Macpherson and

Beulah Marie Dix

From the play by Beulah Marie Dix
and E. G. Sutherland, with Joseph
Schildkraut. Jetta Goudal, Vera Rey-
nolds, William Boyd and Julia Faye.

yy"SILENCE
A Rupert Julian Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

Adapted by Beulah Marie Dix fro
the Broadway hit by Max Marci

with H.B.Warner

"THREE FACES EAST"
A Rupert Julian Production

With Jetta Goudal, Robert Ames,
Henry Walthall and Clive Brook.

Adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan and
Monte Katterjohn from the play

by Anthony Paul Kelly

LEATRICE JOY
in "The Wedding Song"

With Robert Ames
An Alan Hale Production

Presented by Cecil B. DeMille

Adapted by Charles Whitaker and
Douglas Doty from the novel

by Ethel Watts Mumfbrd

CECIL B.DeMILLFS
Production

"The Volga Boatman"
Adapted by Lenore Coffee from the

story by Konrad Bercovici

WithWilliam Boyd , Elinor Fair/Victor
Varconi, Julia Faye, Theodore Kosloff

and Robert Edeson
PewonaHy directed by Cecil B. DeMille

qA T)eafening Qrash, and Then—
—back through the ages. The fashionable

young crowd with their modern love problems

found themselves in a curiously different set-

ting, where jealousy, intrigue and romance
followed them with remarkable results.

An extraordinarily colorful picture, rich in

modern and medieval background. Splendidly

dramatic throughout,"TheRoadtoYesterday."

Ask your theatre man for it.

The Girl from His Past

It was his wedding night. Suddenly, out ofthe

darkness into the bright lights of the marriage

party, stumbled this bruised flower from the

streets. It was a terrible moment in his life.

This is butone ofthe big scenes from "Silence",

the powerful drama, with H. B. Warner.

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
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1 NEW WINNERS from

Al Christie-^fwg of—

cJ^,augh

x xnakers

The man who convulsed the nation with

'Charley's Aunt" offers two more uproarious successes!

'Seven Days'
— from the farce by Mary Roberts Rinehart
and Avery Hopwood. Directed by Scott
Sidney with Lillian Rich, Creighton Hale,

Lilyan Tashman, and a great cast. A spirited

comedy centered about a smallpox quaran-
tine in high society. Hilarious!

"Madam Behave"
—adapted from the French farce by Jean Arlette.

Directed by Scott Sidney. With Ann Pennington,
Broadway favorite, and Julian Eltinge, famous woman
impersonator. Fast and furious tun with Julian Eltinge
in the dual role of hero and "lady of mystery" and
dainty Ann Pennington at her best.

TAUGHTER is a million -dollar tonic— and Al Christie has

I ^ tapped an inexhaustible supply. With "Charley's Aunt" he set

the world rocking and roaring. Now he presents a new series of

laugh riots. If you want to be rejuvenated, re-invigorated, and have

guaranteed entertainment, don't ever miss an Al Christie feature

comedy. Soon these pictures will reach your local screen. Ask your

theater man when the next Al Christie Laugh Special will be shown.

Also
Coming Soon

"The

\
Champion Lover"

j

jther comedv triumph
worthy of Al Christie's

standard,
tutu re B

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
aa RAYMOND PAWLEY.VH-c-FttMJcntmiTmwm JOHN C. fUNN. Vk<- IWdcm tni <

Every advertisement in MOTION PICTfRE MAGAZINE is guaranty.
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METROPOLITAN PICTURES

^tfOUT MERCY 'J

Presents

Is Woman's Hate Deeper
Than Man's ?

fOULD this stern 'woman really have been the
^-* pitiful girl he had hurt so cruelly—in body and soul

—twenty years earlier? Now he was in her power.
Relentlessly, she demanded payment.

Trembling in the balance was the fate of a lovely

girl, a political situation and a fortune ! An absorb-

ing story of love— hate—and a woman's revenge.

Don't miss it!

qA georqe melford production—
Adapted by Monte Katterjohn from the novel by

"'ilh Vera Reynolds, ' DorothyJohn Goodwin.
Phillips, Robert Ai md Rockliffe Felloiees.

There's a Thrill in—
—The fiery furnace of a big steel plai

—The primitive battle oftwo strong

—Young love that fights against

dous obstacles.

And when you get all these thrills in one magnificent

picture, you get entertainment that can't be beaten.

Every minute of "STEEL PREFERRED" is breath-

lessly absorbing.

a4 stirring drama adapted by ElliottJ. Cla-wson, fr

The Saturday Evening Post stories, "The Adventures of
Wally Gay", by Hershel S. Hall. With Vera Reynolds,

William Boyd, Charlie Murray, Ben Turpin and a

fine cast.

LOLA was a woman of the circus, yet

/ so lovely, so irresistible, that three
men loved her madly, each in his own way-
one with the ardor of youth, one with the deep
tenderness of maturity and one with the wild

jealousy of a passionate nature. Somebody
must lose—who?

A story ofstrange circus people, ofhigh society,

ofa gay millionaire whose days were numbered.
A whirlwind of tense and fascinating situations

in ultra-fashionable settings, in a second rate

hotel, in a gambling dive inTangiers. A truly

remarkable picture

!

cA FRANCES MARION PRODUC-
TION— Directed by George Melford.

From the novel by William J. Locke.

With Eugme O'Brien, Lillian Rich,

Edmund Burns and Henry B. Walthall.

THESE three splendid productions are typical of the diversified entertainment offered you by Metropolitan

Pictures Corporation, Inc. Stirring drama, absorbing mystery, and tender romance are brought to life

before you. Skillful players, brilliantly directed, hold your unwavering interest right up to the final moment.

Ask for these pictures, and watch Cor the forthcoming Metropolitan pictures at your favorite theatre

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
JOHN C, FUNN. Vice-Praidcni and (
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The HAND
that holds

all eyes
You see them now and then—those

exquisite hands that hold you en'

tranced with their sheer loveliness

—hands that speak so eloquently

of breeding and refinement

!

They're all too few, those well

groomed hands to which every cul'

tured woman should aspire. And
yet how easy to attain if one takes

the Glazo way to lovely nails!

A second's application with the

dainty Glazo brush, a moment's dry-

ing— and behold! your nails are

glowing with the shelhpink lustre

that Fashion and good taste dc
mand! There's no waste of time,

no tedious buffing, no ridging or peel'

ing of nails— and your manicure

lasts a week.

Separate Remover for

Perfect Results

Glazo— the original Liquid Polish

—comes complete with separate re
mover, which prevents waste and

insures better results.

Stop at your favorite toilet goods

counter today and get the Glazo

package. It will mean lovely nails

always, with the minimum of exer'

tion and expense. 50c at all counters.

The Glazo Company, 23 Blair Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

GLAZQ
Nails Stay Polished Longer-

No Buying Necessary

Try QLAZO Cuticle

Massage Cream
It shapes the cuticle and

k keeps it even and healthy

) 84

I've Had a Hard Life'*
{Continued from page 54)

YY/hex Mr. Francis was a small boy in

an English school, he and his special

chum decided that when they were grown
they would travel to America and fight the

Indians. They read J. Fenimore Cooper
and pictured this country as a vast wilder-
ness full of savages. Their "poetry books"
were scrawled over with sketches of bowie
knives and tomahawks, and they practised
war-whoops out of classes.

His father was a prominent lawyer,
whose dearest wish was that his sons should
follow him. He educated them with the
law as their goal, but neither of them
ever passed the bar examinations.

"I tried to get into the army. The army,
to the English youth, has the glamour of
danger and distance and pageantry. I

couldn't pass my examinations, tho

—

probably because I was so busy dreaming
of glory ! But later on, I managed to

get into the Royal Horse Artillery and
spent three years in India.

"From the army I went on the stage and
was three years with the Kendalls in

England. I toured South Africa in musical
comedy and played in many queer ports,

feasting in some, and going hungry in

others, and learning about my fellowmen
in them all."

The pipe comes out and so does the
smile with which countless thousands are
familiar, when "first love" is mentioned.
Air. Francis' eyes twinkle at Mrs. Francis
across the hearth. Their honeymoon has
not been as long as a president's term in

office, but they seem to fit one another's

personalities like two parts of the same
puzzle. She displays proper interest now.

"T was sixteen years old, when first I fell

in love. She was the daughter of the

man who kept the donkeys at the seaside

where I was spending my holidays. A
pretty little thing, she was. I still think

she must have been quite a girl
!"

"No doubt," contributes Mrs. Francis.

"It was a regular flare. We used to go
out for rides with the donkeys and come
home by moonlight by the sad sea waves
and all that sort of thing. I spent my
pocket money on her, I believe. Whatever
became of her, I wonder ?"

The two at the friendly hearth laughed
together as they recalled their own meet-
ing—ships passing in the night.

Alec and the first Mrs. Francis were
at the Allied Bazaar in Xew York where
lie was helping entertain. The country was
at war. At one booth, tho present Mrs.
Francis, then Mrs. Elphinstone Maitland.
widow of the celebrated son of General
Maitland, was exhibiting pedigreed dogs
for the cause.

The two met, very casuallv and very
briefly.

Years passed. The first Mrs. Francis

died and Alec Francis' keen, humorous face
began to be flashed more and more often
upon the silver sheet. Not only Hollywood
Boulevard, along whjch he takes his eve-
ning stroll, but most of the boulevards
and main streets and county roads of the
world knew him well.

IV/Irs. Maitlaxd's doctor recommended
1V1

California. Mrs. Elinor Glyn, her
great friend, welcomed her and took her
on a tour of the studios. Alec Francis,
coming off the set after a trying scene,

was introduced.

"Why, you're the dog woman!" he cried.

After four years, her face was as well-
remembered as tho he had met her the
day before!

It is easy to understand why Mrs.
Francis' face was unforgetable. She looks
the "personage" that she is. As the wife
of a political light of his day, she at-

tended brilliant dinners during which em-
pires rose or fell between the soup and
the savoury.

Deal life sometimes becomes the dream,
and the life he is living on the screen,

the reality, Mr. Francis admits.
"It was so in 'Beau Brummel.' Barry-

more and I forgot that the thing wasn't
real and were both so affected by the scene
in Calais where he sends me away that

we felt it had really happened. I was
actually heart-broken. And when he died,

I suffered as much as tho that death were
not an illusion.

"The worst picture I ever was called

upon to play in was 'Capital Punishment.'
From the standpoint of suffering, I mean.
I was a priest who led the criminals to

execution. I couldn't sleep at night for

thinking of it.

"I have played so many priests and
ministers that I shouldn't be surprised if

one day when I look in the mirror of my
make-up box I'll find that a halo has grown
up around my head.

"This last picture
—

'Three Bad Men'

—

I'm a preacher again. Not a nice, white-
collared, correct churchman, but a poor,

half-witted old soul. It's a part I loved.

"We went up into the desert to make the

chief scenes. Oh, such a dry desert! They
carried water to us in kegs. And then,

before we had finished the pick-up shots

(tho the rest was all recorded in the black
boxes), the heavens opened and Noah's
rainstorm seemed like an April
compared to ours! When Jupiter
relented, that desert wasn't rec -

It was one enormous mud-puddle!
"Wherever I go, I take my little old

teakettle. It went with me into the desert
and how it was appreciated ! We were
up there a few weeks only and we used
up pounds and pounds of tea

!"

The Alice Terry I Know
I_Jow she used to hand out daily doses of
* -1 her screen philosophy! "Take your
work seriously. Always remember that

screen success can never be achieved ex-

cept thru the mixture of work and the

pleasure of working." This was her basic

precept.
_

"Read constantly and as you read, pic-

ture yourself playing the part of every

outstanding character. Concentrate on
yourself. Learn your type, your possibili-

ties and your limitations. Take a com-
plete inventory of your stock in trade, so

that when a call comes for certain nia-

wtisement In motion PICTURE MAGAZINE is go*

(Continued from page 58)

terial you will know whether or not you
can deliver the c

These are just a few of Alice's words
of wisdom: but they are fundamental in

their importance and to me thx

guide-posts.

Most of all. I believe I appreciate Alice
Terry because she accepted me
at a time when I most needed her interest.

She knew nothing about me and she asked
nothing. Naturally. 1 h..

since those first Hollywood days

take advantage of the prestige '".

i-anionship gave -ne.
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lie WOMAN who works Youth Miracles

on society's most famous faces

"DY discovering the 3 telltale

-*-' places where age first shows

on a woman's face, and then cor'

recting them by scientific treat'

ments and exclusive preparations,

Dorothy Gray became one of the

world's most famous beauty

specialists. What she does and how.

67% of all women past 2<s

andgo% past 3 5 reveal one

or more of these conditions

THERE are three places-

weak places-on a woman's

face which unerringly re-

veal one's years. Correcting them

makes a difference that is almost

unbelievable.

By developing a unique treat-

ment and scientific preparations

erasing them, Dorothy Gray be-

came beauty mentor to scores of

the most important women,
socially and financially, both in

Europe and America. Scarcely

an important name in the inter-

national social register but has

yielded to her amazing minis-

trations.

67% of all women past 25, ac-

cording to experts, show one or

more of these three facial con-

ditions. Almost 90% of women
past 35 reveal them. Ordinary

beauty methods have failed in

correcting them. That is why the

battle against age, regardless of

precautions taken, has largely

been a losing one.

Now by the perfection of new
and radically different treat-

ments and preparations, it's been

proved, virtually beyond question,

that those conditions are respon-

sive to correction.

DOROTHY GRAY

The 3 Telltale Places Which Reveal A Woman's
Age. Correct Them And You Take Years Away

A Double Chin Lines at Eyes and Thin face with

The chief agent in Mouth flabby muscles

Coming to New York ten years ago, the
daughter of a noted doctor and scientist,

Dorothy Gray by the application of a new
method of scientific strengthening of the
facial muscles, resulting in the keeping or

bringing back of youth, soon became one of

the most famous beauty specialists in the
world, numbering among her clientele scores
of the greatest names in the international
social register. Known as "the Beauty Sculp-
tor," her hands were recently insured for

$100,000.

white—the actual color of youth

can be restored— lines and crow's-

feet around the eyes can be

erased—double chins can be re-

duced . . . absolutely— drooping

throat muscles can be overcome.

The Dorothy Gray methods

banish them, results in most

cases being almost beyond belief.

Today, looking one's age is a

folly; looking older than one's

years, a crime against one's self.

Send Coupon for Personal

Advice—FREE

Dorothy Gray preparations are

now on sale at the toilet goods

counters of the .better depart-

ment stores and at quality drug

stores, under very definite and

easily followed instructions.

Note the coupon below. Check

and fill it out carefully. Then

mail it.

Gray's Tissu

a Dorotli
Patter.

eCream.
ults use

7 Gray

Don>
Muscl

Dorothy Gra
be obtained at the lead\

th

ns with

ig depa

under the chin

Dorothy Gray's
I Skin Food
ies and rounds

Spe.

'. the

s and quality drug s

In proof of it experts now point

out that those percentages do not

apply to the wealthier -women ex-

cept in a small degree. It is shown

that while almost 95% of the

ultra-wealthy women of America

look years younger than they are,

the average woman past 25, in

ordinary walks of life, looks from

5 to 10 years older than she is.

Why? It isn't worry, house-

hold cares, motherhood, but lack

of scientific youth protection.

Correct means have mostly been

denied them.

What the Dorothy Gray

Treatments Are

Their objective is strengthening

certain facial muscles which, by

weakening, result in flabbiness,

in lines and wrinkles. Thin and

withered faces can be made
plump—sallow skins can be made

Exact and detailed instruc-

tions for individual treatment

will be sent you without charge.

Each skin requires a certain

treatment. That is why . no

general directions are given here.

Once your condition is under-

stood and the method of cor-

rection suggested by Miss Gray,

you can follow it at home as

satisfactorily as in Miss Gray's

own establishment.

DOROTHY GRAY
753 I'-il'th Avenue
New York, N. Y.

I Please tell me how
I D to treat a double chin

I

and flabby throat.

D to round out a thin

I

face and strengthen
muscles under chin.

I

Street I
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The Beauty
Touch of
the Orient

An alk

tive charm of infat-

uating mystic depth

,

bewitching and
enamoring all those

who behold it. It is

just this entrancing

touch that

GoURAUOS

ORIENTAL
CREAM

renders to your skin and
I

complexion. An appear-
i 5(|

' ance of glowing, fascina-

J\ ."/%V| tinS loveliness, bringing

' ^&3 y°u tne i°y °f a new »

dominating beauty.
V

t&T
' Made in White, Flesh

'jt- ' and Rache! -

Gouraud's Oriental Cream is astringent

and antiseptic, proving invaluable in

cases of flabbiness, undue redness,
wrinkles, blemishes and excessive oiliness.

Send 10c. for Trial Size

Ferd. T. Hopkins & Son. New York City

A Sure Way To
End Dandruff

There is one sure way thnt never fails

to remove dundrnlt completely, ^aiul that

LIQUID ARVDN i, -.

What the Stars Are Doing
And where you may write to them

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

Adoree, Renee—playing in The Mocking Bird—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Agnew, Robert—plaving in Wild Oats Lane—

Marshall Neilan Studios, 1845 Glendale Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Allison, May—playing in Men of Steel—First
National Studios, 807 E. 175th St., New York City.
Arthur, George K.—playing in Beverly of Grau-

stark—Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Astor, Mary—playing in Don Juan—Warner Bros.

Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood, Cal.

Banky, Vilma—completed The Eagle—United
Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Barrymore, John—playing in Don Juan—Warner

Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood, Cal.
Barthelmess, Richard—playing in The Kid from

Montana—Inspiration Pictures. 565 Fifth Ave.. New

Bennett, Constance—completed Sally, Irene and
l/./i' v—Metro-Gul.lv. vn oitidio . Culver City. Cal.

Blue, Monte—playing in Other Women II u -

bands—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.,

l-l,,llvw..od. Cal.
Brian, Mary—playing in Behind the Front—

Famous Players Studios, 1520 Vine St., Hollywood.

Carey, Harry—pla>

du. ,-rs Distributing C
York C

n Driftin- Thru— Pro-
469 Fifth Ave.. New

ng Bird—^..-Jiey, Lon—playing in 3

Motro-Gnldwvn Studies. Culver Citv. Cal.

Chaplin, Charles—playing in The Dandy— 1412

La Krae Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Chaplin, Sydnej
Viirv-Warni-r Bros. Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd..

Ih.lhu 1. Cal.
Cody, Lew—completed Free Lips— Metro-Gold-

wvn Su.dios, Culver Citv, Cal.

'Collier, William, Jr.—playing in The Gulden

Si,:—Famous Havers Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Holly-

Coieman, Ronald—playing in Kiki—United
Studios, 5 541 Melrose \v.-.. L-.s \ : . los, Cal.

Cortez, Rlcardo— pl.ivine in The 'I orrent— Metr.v

Gish, Dorothy—playing in Sell Owyn—a Her-
bert Wilcox Prod.. London, England.

Gish, Lillian—plaving in The Scarlet Letter—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Goudal, Jetta—playing in The Volga Boatman—

Cecil DeMille Prod.. Culver City. Cal.
Gray, Gilda—plaving in Aloma of the South

.Seas—Famous Plavers Studios. Sixth and Pierce
Aves.. Astoria. L.l.

Griffith, Corinne—playing in Mile. Modiste—
United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Griffith, Raymond—plaving in Hands Up—
Famous Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

Cal.
Hart, William S.—completed Tumbleueeds—

United Artists. 72" Sever.'.":. Ave.. New York City.
Hines, Johnny—plaving in The Broun Derby—

First National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St.. New York
City.

Holt, Jack—playing in The Enchanted Hill—
Famous Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

Joy, Leatrice—playing in Made for Lore—Cecil
DeMille Prod.. Culver City. Cal.

Joyce, Alice—playing in Dancing Mothers—
Famous Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves..

Keaton, Buster—latest release. Go Wesl—Metro-
Goldwyn Stud: =

. Culver C ity. Cal.
Kenvon, Doris— -..'— First

National Prod., 807 E. 175th St.. New York City.
Kirkwood, James-;flaying in The Reckless Lady

—Cosmo; Second Ave.. New
York City.

La Marr, Barbara—completed The Girl from
Montmarlc—United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los
Angeles, Cal.

Lanfidon. Harry—completed There He Goes—
Mack Sennett Studios. 1712 Glendale Blvd.. Holly-
wood. Cal.
La Plante, Laura—playing in Skinner's Dress

Suit—Universal Sto /. Cal.
Lloyd, Harold—playing in For Bea

6642 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollvwood. Cal.
Louis, Willard—plaving in Don Juan—Warner

Bros. Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd.,. Hollywood. Cal.
Love, Bessie—completed IVie Song and Dance

Man—Famous Players Studio. Sixth and Pierce

Lowe, F.dmunJ - "
. -

ure—William Fox Studios. 1401 No. Western Ave..

Hulls-wood. Cal.
Lyon. Ben—playing in The Reckless L.

mopolitari S
Lvtell. Bert—plaving in The Golde<: I

William Fox Studios, 1401 N " -

ig in The Black Pirate—Pick-
.' Hollvwood. Cal.

Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.

ions - F anions Havers Studios. 1520 Vine St..

Cal.
Das iev, Marion —

Metro-C.oldwvn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Dempster, Carol—plaving in The Sorrcncs of
-.::,,: .anions Players Studios. 1520

Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd..

Mason, Shirley—latest release. Lard Jim—Fam-
ous Plavers Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Mc\vov. M:n

—William stem Ave..

Meiiihan. Thomas si release. Irish Luck—
and Pierce Aves..

Astoria. L.l.

Menjou. Adolphe- . : ,
."."." -

-

Hollvwood. Cal.
Miller. Patsy Ruth—pi .

V.o- —Warner B- - - S set Blvd..

Holh-wood. Cal.
Mix. Tom— h- . hhamFox

Studios. 1401 No. Western Ave.. Hollysv

Moore. Colleen—completed Irene—United Stu-

dios. 5541 "

Moore. Matt- -W attain

Fox Studios. 1401 No. Wes
Cal.
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Fairbanks. Dougjas—playing in 1 heB
-IVkt'ord-Fairhanks Studios. 11. llywood. Cal.

Fairbanks, Douglas, Jr. complet.
| ted Studios. 5541 Melrose Ave., Los

I .i.e. ula! Louise— playing in The Bat—United

Hoot—plaving in O...--

Studios. Cmversal City, Cal.

. John— plaving in

tro-C.oIduyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE Is gai

Moreno, \ntonio - lav •".;

S;.;r£ M j-r T ,.-(. ". oUs\ .

-

Murrn '

( ity. Cal.

Naiiel. Conrad—playing il

\aldi. Nita -

st Nation.;: Prod.. 807 E. l7Sth St.. New
York City.

Ne£ri, Pola—completed .4

Famous Players Studios. 152

'
Nllsson, Anna Q.—playing in r.x^ itmtkMmtp—

First National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St., New \ or!
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Nissen, Greta—playing in The Torrent—Metro-
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.

Novarro, Ramon—playing in Ben Hur—Metro-
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

O'Brien, George—playing in The Johnstown
Flood—William Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave..

Hollywood, Cal.
O'Hara, George—playing in The Coast Guard—

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St., New York City.

Philbin, Mary—playing in .4 Savage in Silk—
Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal.

Pickford, Mary—playing in Scraps—Pickford-
Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Prevost, Marie—pU mien's Hus-
bands—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood, Cal.

Ralston, Esther—play
i Player

i, L. I.

Studio:
n The n ],:,

ind Pierce ?

'/:'

i Block—

. Blvd., Hoi

Ray, Charles—play
Metro-Goldwyn Studios

Rich, Irene—comple
Warner Bros. Studios,

wood, Cal.

Schildkraut—latest release. The Road to Yester-

day—Cecil DeMille Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Shearer, Norma—playing in The Light Eternal—
Metro-Goldwvn Studios, Culver City. Cal.

Sherman, Lowell—playing in The Recklei' Lady
—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave.. New
York City.

Stone, Lewis—playing in Too Much Money—
Biograph Studios, SO 7 E. 175th St.. New York City.

Swanson, Gloria '— I'amou-

Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves.. Astoria. L.I.

Sweet, Blanche—playing in The Far Cry— L nited

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles, Cal.

Talmadge, Constance—playing in East of the

Setting Sun—United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.,
;

i!

Talmadge, Norma— playing in Kiki—\ nited

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Tearle, Conway—playing in Pan, in

Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves..

Astoria, L.I.
Terry, Alice—completed Mare Xoslrum—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, Cal.

Torrence, Ernest—playing in The Golden ii»-
Farnous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

Cal.

Valentino, Rudolph—latest release. The Eagle —
United Studios. 5341 M' lro,e Ave.. Los Angel.-, Cal.

Vidor, Florence -pl.i'.dn-. no; Horses—Famoii-
Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.

Wilson, Lois—completed Bluebeard's Seven Wives

—First National Prod.. HOT K. 175th St., New York

One of Our Own Girls

{Continued from page 43)

win in the contest, it would have been

worth the effort because of the experience

gained by competing. So Mary's photo-

graph was sent to New York to be judged

with hundreds of other photographs in de-

termining the most beautiful girl in the

country.

Skveral weeks passed with no word from

New York. The family were about

reconciled to the fact that Mary would

have to wait a few years to realize the am-
bitions they all had for her, when, one

morning, while the family was gathered

around the breakfast table, the postman
arrived with a letter postmarked New
York. It was an excited group that gath-

ered around for the opening of the letter.

And when the contents of it, which spelled

success, was finally made known, laugh-

ter and tears were shared in equally.

Mary was to go East for the final selec-

tions, and maybe a contract in the movies.

Once again the family savings were
mustered for the purpose of getting to

New York. And once again the anchor
was pulled up, so that daughter could be
given the opportunity to procure for her-

self the chance to fame and fortune. Mr.
Langhanke quit another teaching job,

while Mrs. Langhanke packed the few
belongings they had managed to accumu-
late thru the lean years of Mary's early
childhood. A new dress for Mary and
railroad tickets for all of them were pro-
cured, and they were on their way. By
the time they had reached New York
what little money they had managed to

get together was mostly gone. It was a

{Continued on page 99)

s Doritht too busy

to safeguard

your skin

DIXXERS, dances, theatres, shopping or the club

—

always some engagement for the popular woman in

the busy life of today—hardly a moment left for her-

self. What a temptation to use some of the quick beauty
treatments that promise such marvelous results

!

But no skin can long remain beautiful unless it is kept

absolutely clean and science has not yet been able to produce

a lasting substitute for soap and water cleansing. Are you
one of these women busy with countless social or household

duties, yet anxious to preserve the freshness and beauty of

your complexion? Then begin today the regular use of

Resinol Soap and find your skin automatically cared for.

There are three excellent reasons why this soap has for

nearly thirty years appealed to thousands of fastidious

women and satisfied every need of the skin.

I properties which give

nothing to be desired

If your complexio
apply Resinol and si

ointment has been s

rashes, slight or sei

jotfenl, h'eatin

All druggist

Resinol
Soap

T
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"I'm making real
money now"

"£"lEE that coupon? Remember the day^ you urg-ed me to send it to Scran-
%*J ton? It was the best thing I ever did.
"Mr. Carter called me in to-day. Said

he'd been watching my work for some
time—ever since he learned I was study-
ing with the International Correspon-
dence Schools.
"Then he asked me if I thought I could

take over Bill Stevens' job. I told him
I was sure that I could—that I had had
that goal in view ever since I started my

"I start to-morrow, Mary, at an in-
crease of $60 a month. It's wonderful
how spare-time study helps a man to
get ahead."
pOR Ihirty-fouryears, the I. C. S. has been helping
J. men to win promotion, to earn more money, to get
ahead in business and in life.

You, too, can have the position you want in the
work you like best. Yes, you can.

All we ask is the chance to prove it. Without cost,
without obligation, just mark and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Oldest a
x 6572-B, Sen

.! Uiiilniii.M'i.si [-=,;.'

No More Wrinkles

e complex

nnkles.
short

vsfeet, fr<

ines, furrows. Kestores elasticity to skin, and firmness

a underlying tissues. Fills hollows ol face and neck.

Remarkable Bust Developer
_ .enews youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth

3 and soft. Mo "
'

riment-th
ars. Write tc__, .

»uty Secrets. Enclose 10c. [si .

_jst of mailing. MME. FOUL AIRE,
238 Parisian Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

\ AGENTS WANTED

A Guide to Current Pictures

Which are now being shown thruout the United States

ind Mary Car

A Kiss in the Dark
Treated with fine sparkle by the scenarist, the
director, the title writer and Adolphe Menjou.
(Paramount;

A Regular Fellow
A typical Raymond Griffith, but it lacks the finish

of his others and Mary Brian fails to hold her own.
(Paramount;—E. V. B.

A Slave of Fashion
A comedy, impossible, but amusing and well done,
with Norma Shearer. Lew C '

(Metro-Goldwyn)—E.V. B.

A Son of His Father
A thrilling Western with Warner Baxter and Bessie
Love. Interesting but not "classy." (Paramount)
—E. V. B.

Beautiful City, The
A thrilling melodrama of high entertainment
value with Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy
Gish 100 per cent. (First National;—E. V. B.

Beggar on Horseback
A charming fantasy, satire, or comedy of the stuff

that dreams are made of. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Beloved Brute, The
An exciting melodrama. Title-r61e colorfully

played by Victor McLaglen. (Yitagraph)

Best People, The
Not so good as the stage play but a fairly good
comedy in which Warner Baxter and Esther
Ralston fail to shine with their usual lustre.

(Paramount)—E. V. B.

Big Parade, The
Truly one of the great pictures of the screen.
The Great War reproduced with remarkable
fidelity. Sweeping and stirring in its scenes and
acting. John Gilbert and Renee Adorce create
marvelous performances. (Metro-Goldwyn .

Bobbed Hair
Marie PrevoSt and Kenneth Harlan in an exciting

comedy-drama that should interest everybody.
(Warner— E. V. B.

California Straight Ahead
A romai

i
re of Wally Reid's

ant" yarns. Youth conflict with the elders.

Reginald Denny keeps it going at a good pace.

Charley's Aunt
A side-splitting farce comedy of the old style with
Sydney Chaplin as the aunt. (Producers Dis-
tributing Corp.)—E. V. B.

Circle, The
A dry, stupid comedy with Aloe B. Francis and

I'awcett trying to make the fun, and
Eleanor Hoar.luiun and ft. igl.ton Hale lost in the
shuffle. Metro-Goldwyn — E.V. B.

Clash of the Wolves. The
Rin-Tin-Tin again, but there is not enough of

dog and too much cheap comedy.
—E.V.

Classified

National— E. V. B

a ill n

Code of the West
Another from Zane Grey which, gets away from
the beaten track of Western heroics. (Paramount)

Coming of Amos. The
Presents a plcas.r . * Rod La

i. char.ee to color a role with personality

and appeal. Satisfactory- tProducers Distributing

ompro
i which Irene Rich proves herself a

,
Louise Fazenda a great comedian.

i Garon a great flapper. Plenty of

thruout. (Warner)—E.

emotional war 'drama. (Para

rsion of the famous rt

ilorful and finely acted by
> title-role. See it. (Atlas)

>es up pretty well in celluloid

Don
The ever-smiling Douglas Fairbanks with all his
acrobatic agility and legerdemain in an elaborate
production that contains everything that is inter-
esting. (United Artists)—E. V. B.

Eagle, The
Valentino comes back with a bang, but Vilma
Banky shares the honors. You will like this
romantic drama. (United Artists)—E. V. B.

East Lynne
An excellent picture, beautifully and artistically
done. Edmund Lowe. Alma Rubens. Lou Tellegen.
and Marjorie Daw make up an all-star cast. (Fox 1

Everlasting Whisper, The
Tom Mix and Alice Calhoun in a typical Western
with the usual thrills, but not particularly high-
class. (Fox)—E. V. B.

Eve*s Lover
Starts off well, but degenerates into mediocre melo-
drama. The redeeming feature is Irene Rich's sin-
cere performance. (Warner Brothers)

Exchange of Wives
A great comedy, beautifully done by Eleanor
Boardman. Lew Cody. Renee Adoree and Creighton
Hale. t.Metro-Goldwyn )—E. V. B.

Fine Clothes
A notable cast, including Lewis Stone and Percy
Marmont. fail to bring this drama up to the
usual standard of excellence. (First National —
E.V. B.

Flower of Night
Pola Negri comes back with a bang in this

: r story. She has had better pictures
but this is satisfying. fParamount)—E. V. B.

Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd's funniest picture—and by all odds
his greatest. Has everything and will please any
type of picturegoer. Dont miss it. (Pathe)

Go West
Buster Keaton at his worst. A long-drawn-out
comedy that cannot compare with "The Nav-
igator" and "Seven Chances." (Metro-Gold-
wyr. —E. V. B.

Gold Rush. The
After two years we expect something better from
Charlie Chaplin. H .ably like

it. but not n. arlv - . we", as "The Kid. "etc. (United
-E. V. B.

Goose Woman. The
Louise Dresser contributes a marvelous!}- rich char-
acterization of a woman who had seen better days.
The mother-love theme is built around a murder
mystery. Entertaining. (Universal)

Graustark
Norma Talmadge at her best as a lovesick princess
and Eugene O'Brien as a sort of 1

Zenda. Conventional, but well done and interest-

ing. (First National)—E. V. B.

Great Divide. The
A Western drama quite above the average, with
Alice Terry at her best and Conway Tearle and
Wallace Beer}- also. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Grounds for Divorce
Contains a bright and original idea, but is not de-
veloped a inn anticipated. It

needs Menjou. Just fair, t Paramount)
Half-Way Girl. The
A lurid melodrama, which becomes sordid, but
which, nevertheless, carries red-hot action and a
number of thrills. (First National)

Hells Highroad
Cecil De Mills turns out a lyj ical pr

_~ and detail. Story is obvious, but is well

treated. Leatrice Joy does good work. ^Producers
Distributing

Her Sister From Paris
A rollicking comedy this, based as it -

wife who masquerades to bring back her wayward
-

dual role, and the s... port is |

His Majesty Bunker Bean

a peculiai charactet x
E. V. B.

How Baxter Butted In
A light and airy little numbei

=

and humorous. See it. (Warner Bj

Introduce Me
Refined comedy that should
in the fl . dians of the screen.

--

LCAJ5JNE is guaranteed.
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The Picture Parade
(Continued from page 80)

gator" or two or three others which de-
served their blue ribbons.

The stock situations of the cowboy
dramas are all in their accustomed places

—tho hokumized by the sad-eyed Buster
and his contented cow, Broz^n Eyes, which
follows him as the lamb followed Alary.

Buster affects his pathetic expression,

but he fails to make it a riot of pathos
and humor. Consequently it falls rather

flat. The finish is novel' in that Buster's
cozvs stampede a city street on their way
io the slaughterhouse and the eventual
minute steaks.—Metro-Goldwyn.

The Best People—Drama

The word "trite" can be written against

this one. Mediocrity stalks thru it from
inception to conclusion. It presents the

hackneyed yarn of a snobbish mother
whose son and daughter refuse to marry
into the haughtocracy.

A high-minded chauffeur wins the girl's

love while a careful chorine wins the

heart of the boy. After much fuming and
fussing from the parental quarters the
father humbles himself enough to make
the best of a bad bargain. He gives his

blessing.

It enters easily the category of those
films where you may fall asleep at the
introduction and awaken at the end to find
everything O. K. The atmosphere is

stagy and the players merely walk thru
their scenes zvliile indulging in much
argument.—Paramount.

Fine Clothes Domestic-Drama

Here is a picture that throws a monkey-
wrench into the Biblical proverb — "the

weak shall inherit the earth." A screen
translation of Molnar's play, "Fashions
for Men," it presents a humble, patient
fellow as its central figure—a chap who
has a great, big heart and who possibly
believes in Santa Claus.

The original Budapest background has
been transferred to English soil, probably
to lend conviction to the portrayals of the
leading actors who fit into the English
moods and modes. Of its cast Percy
Mannont has a most sympathetic role
which he plays in his best "hurt dog"
manner. He is the humble chap who
turns the other cheek, but who unlike the
\v. k. worm refuses to make an about face.

// has been treated with sympathetic
strokes and can be cataloged as a mildly
engaging picture play, minus the sparkle
and sophistication which could have
brought it some color. But at least it

doesn't go off on a tangent. On the con-
trary, it keeps to its key.—First National.

New BrOOmS Comedy-Drama

Quick intelligence and sly humor were
needed in this picture, when you consider
Frank Craven, a trusty hand at writing
sparkling plays, is the author. But as so

often happens when a play becomes wound
on the celluloid spool, it loses all is origi-

nal charm. Never a very substantial
affair, it becomes here a weak, inconse-
quential tidbit—the plot of which is

wofully brittle.

William De Millc is as much out of his

element in directing it as .Veil Hamilton
is in playing the annoying go-getter. It

is the latter's task to bring a sense of
butter-aud-egg efficiency and generosity
into his dad's broom business. He be-

(Continued on page 120)

With Neet, the dainty hair removing cream, one may now wear even
the sheerest ofstockings without a single misgiving—with this dainty

cream you simply rinse the offending hair away. Demand Neet—ac-

cept no substitute. No other method of hair removal is so rapid and
convenient, so thorough and satisfactory. 35,000 Drug, Department
and Hosiery Stores sell Neet. Get a liberal sized, 50 cent tube, today.

HANNIBAL PHARMACAL CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

eet
\2y/ /he Hair Removing Cream

Call for Neet by name at all Drug, Department and Hosiery Stores

Very Special

r\sk your Neet dca!-

:r for 1MMAC also.

,
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WRITE
PHOTOPLAY SCENARIOS

VAUDEVILLE SKETCHES
SONGS, SHORT STORIES

Ti;sT-I.Kssi>N .in.] IA1 ENT-DETEI TOR whi, 1, >...;]

1)1- in.iil.Ml t.j ;,,„ .,11 .hary,-- pivp.H.] I , ,r only t.-n renls.

Monej included FREE. Send dime or stamps TODAY.
WRITERS' INSTITUTE, Dept. I. Jackson, Mich.

The Shade Paris is Raving Over

"Phantom Red" Lip Stick

Mary Philbin, st

"The Phantom
the Opera"

A waterproof color

CARLYLE
LABORATORIES
M-30 Church St.

New York

ONLY
ONE TO

1 PERSON
Fleur D'Or (Flower of Gold)

PARFUM EXQUISITE

fork City p
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FASCINATING
the white loveliness

of her complexion

She was the most popular girl in her set.

Many hearts were entangled by the ah

luring, satin-smoothness of her exquisite

skin. * * *

Intelligent care will transform even the

most uninteresting complexion to clear,

flawless beauty! MME. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN, who has devoted years

of her life to creating new beauty, has

now crystallized her famous scientific

methods into three simple steps, which
supply every beauty need of the average

skin. Acquaint yourself with these

three steps to beauty—study them

—

follow them. Even in one short wee\ you
will be charmed with the improvement
in your complexion.

THREE STEPS TO BEAUTY
Cleanse, revitalize and protect

and k< is the .

1.00, \

Awaken the skin's activity
with Valaze Beautifying SliiufooJ— .1 cream for clearing, whit-

shades.' R, I'm'- 'i"k 'skin n i'uri .|.,d\'l,." i'i , .mV saUowne's's,

tions. 1.00, 2.50

Tone and brace tissues

smooths out and prevents fine line;, refines the pores. 1.25

These final make-up touches are
protective as well as flattering

Valaze Complex,™ Po.eJer-for normal or oilv sk„,.< and
1 Ik , Po ford , skins, both exquisitely fine,

LOO, 1.50, 3.00, 5.5C

Vdi,r.- ( Red R.iiplvn-\ Rouge— richly colorful—flattering to

Every complexion Compact, 1.00

Rouge-en-Creme. J .00, 2.00. 5.0C

nonlh, coi

lesirousol h.

. FREE.

Salon A, 46 West 57th S

Salons de Beaute Valaze

L

palm°beach 46 West 57th Street, NewYork
CHICAGO—30 N. Michi

\ BOSTON—234 Boylston St.
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A Guide to Current Pictures
{Continued from page <

Keeper of the'Bees, The
Clever and original story well produced and excel-

lently acted by Robert Frazer. and Clara Bow
who does a small but brilliant bit. (F. B. O.j—
E. V. B.

King on Main Street, The
An A-l comedy with the incomparable Adolphe
Menjou, and Greta Nissen as the most gorgeous
vamp that ever graced (or disgraced) the screen.

Bessie Love and Edgar Norton excellent. Don't
miss this. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Kiss Me Again
Not much of a story but Director Lubitsch, Marie
Prevost. Monte Blue and Clara Bow make this

one of the greatest comedies ever produced. You
must not miss this. (Warner;—E. V. B.

Knockout, The
Milton Sills as :i prize-fighter in the timber country.
Only fair. (First National)—E. V. B.

Lady Who Lied, The
A dull, routine picture, old-fashioned in every" re-

spect. Even Lewis Stone cannot make it worth
your while. Pass it up. (First National)

Lightnin'
Becomes very shallow deprived of dialogue and the
quaint human touches which Frank Bacon put
over in the play. Not up to expectations. (Fox)

Lights of Old Broadway
A comedy-drama of the old days with Marion
Davies shining as a sixteen-year-old girl and her

sister. Not so good. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Little Annie Rooney
The same old twelve-year-old Mary Pickford and
not a year older. Laughter and tears. While not

- - production, it "gets"
(Uni

y done with good c

in which Bebe Daniel
Just fair. (Paramour

Lucky Devil, The

(Par

Madame Sans-Gene
Gloria Swanson's most pretentious picture, but
not holding up in story interest ah tig with -Man-
handled" and •The Humming Bird." (Paramount)

Man on the Box, The
Reenforce your ribs so as not to split your sides

and see Syd Chaplin in an uproarious slap-slick.

Merry Widow, The
Mai Murray and John Gilbert 100 per cent, in a

wiU passi and interest.

Excellent. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Midshipman, The
alar, bin it is 1 rly done and

: 1 and directed. Metro-
s' sadly 1

-E. V. B.

You will like this. Llovd Hamilton at his best.

1 uigdon K. atoii .mil the others will have to watch
this man.' (Hamilton Productions— E. Y. B.

Mvstic, The
Exposes the hokum of tl e s; iritua'ists in terms ot

. melodrama. A mst-rate number oi its

kind. Aileen I'ringle plays title- r61e. (Metro-

Never the Twain Shall Meet
h iiTirr theme again—done this time with

convincing touches and plenty of atm sphere.

Anita Stewart is splendid as the girl from the

East. (Cosmopolitan'

\ji interest! una with Neil Hamilton.

l,Vk ibertl ...iounti—E.\.
l

B.'°
ne

I'hl,' v ild changed to "Red Hot Love"
: are is kissing scenes

between ' Ben Lyon. A very'

interesting drama of French life and the war.

tFirst National'—E. Y. B.

Not So Long Ago
Bet

Old Clothes

K Of

..,,0 Jiat he is no longer a child

and the whole picture is old-fashioned; neverthe-

less, it will probably interest you if "The Rag-

man" did. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E, \ .
B.

Old Home Week
Thomas Meighan in a corking comedy with won-

derful suspense and a fine punch at '.lie end Lila

Lee included in cast. (.Paramount 1—E. \ . b.

Phantom of the Opera, The

'

i

' '

1

, ,
l' ,mc." (Universal —

In MOTlo.w'.e '.n'RE MAGAZINE Is gi

Pony Express, The
If you liked "The In
this even better—particularly Cortez, 1
Beery and Betty Compson. (Paramount!—E.Y.B.

Pretty Ladies
An excellent and rather elaborate comedy-drama
of stage life in New York, in which Zasu Pitts
shines superbly. (Metro-Goldwyn;—E. V. B.

Price of Pleasure, The
A domestic drama. Morbid, but well acted by-

Constance Bennett and Irene Rich. (Universal!

Red Hot Tires
Monte Blue in a rollicking comedy that does not
rollick. Plenty of thrills and stunts but the story
is too impossible. (Warner;—E. V. B.

Road to Yesterday, The
A beautiful, romantic drama introducing Cecil de
Mille. with Joseph Schildkraut and Vera Rey-
nolds. Elaborate and splendid, but long-drawn-
out. (Producers Distributing Corp.)—E. V. B.

Rose of the World
A thrilling, elaborate melodrama with Patsy-
Ruth Miller. Allan Forrest and Pauline Garon.
It fails to hit the high spots. (Warneri—E. V. B.

Sally
Colleen Moore in farce comedy in which she proves
herself of Pickford quality. (First National)

—

E. V. B.

Sally of the Sawdust
Griffith puts over a most compelling story' which is

saturated with humor and sentiment. W. C.
Fields scores a hit in comedy r61e. See it. (United
Artists)

Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman is not for the screen but he is

excellent in this drama and so are Pauline Garon
and John Harron. Above the average. (Warner
Brothers—E. V. B.

Seven Keys to Baldpate
Douglas Macl.ean's latest. Not so good as
"Introduce Me" but it will surely amuse you and
it is well done. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Shore Leave
A charming sea story excellently done with Richard
Barthelmcss as a midshipman, adequately sup-
ported by Dorothv Ma^ka:'!. First National—
E. V. B.

Siege
\ irginia \ alii and Eugene O'Brien are featured in

this excellent drama, but the real star it Mary
Alden. (Universal-Jewel --E. V. B.

Siegfried
A stupendous German production with unknown
artists from the same theme as the Wagnerian
opera. (UFA)—E. V. B.

So This Is Marriage
The triangle executed with a sense of humor by
Conrad Nagel and Eleanor Boardman. (Metro-
Goldwyn)

Some Pun'klns
Of course, vou like Charles Rav and. therefore.

you will like this, altho it is the same old stuff.

(Chadwicki—E. V. B.

Stage Struck
Far bel >w what you expect from GlorL -

A gloritied slap-stick comedy done to U
romance. Carries a sprinkling of la...

.d overdone Paramount)

Stella Dallas
Probably the greatest emotional dr-
produced. Wonderful cast, with Befit

I -i:e greatest heights in sere*

Even if you are a haidened sinneT.
weep when you see this, and you will a
it more than once. (First National)—E. Y. B.

Thank You
Excellent small-town drama with Alec
at his best. You will like this

Tower of Lies. The
Highly spoken of everywhere, but it is

the near-.
r61e and \

-E. Y. B.

Unholy Three. The
One of the greatest dramas (

greater than ever. Metro- —
E. Y. B.

Vanishing American. The
A beautiful super-production with Ri.

!

(Paramount —E. V. B.

Wanderer. The
From an artistic standpoint
dramatic spectacle
and elaborate, even
E. V. B.

What Fools Men
Lewis S nd Barbara Bedford
fail to make this drama worthwhile. (First

K. V. B.

Wife Who Wasn't Wanted. The
A domesi
situations to ring true. Has s::s;x-nse and some
thrills. Irene Rich is the r Brothers)

Zander the Great



When it's a perfect winter day—
and you're just returned from a

tramp in the crisp country air

— when you come in and

find the crackling fire

awaiting you

— have a Camel!

Into the making of this one cigarette goes all of the ability of the

world's largest organization of expert tobacco men. Nothing is too

good for Camels. The choicest Turkish and domestic tobaccos. The
most skilful blenders. The most scientific package. No other ciga-

rette made is like Camels. No better cigarette can be made. Camels
are the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.

WHEN it's late winter after-

noon. And you've just re-

turned with your dogs from
a ramble over the hills.

When you come inside to

your friendly fire

—

have a

Camel!

For no other smoke-
friend brings back so much
cheer and comfort to your

fireside as Camel. No other

cigarette in the world is wel-

comed in so many homes.
Camels are so skilfully

blended that they never

tire the taste, or leave a

cigaretty after-taste. There's

not another cigarette made,
regardless of price, that con-

tains choicer tobaccos than

those rolled into Camels.

So, on this day, as you
start your favorite stroll

along the sun-lit hills. As
you return and come in to

the welcome of your spar-

kling fire, joyfully know the

mellowest fragrance that

ever came from a cigarette.

Have a Camel!

M&J
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Why Not Hoop Skirts for

Any-w

In

e an average,

the old days,

of material in their

skirts. Now the men
use all the cloth for

the Oxford bags. At

the left is Arthur

Lubin in a costume

which, he predicts,

will be the next

evolution in styles

for men. And to

the right is Dorothy

Phillips in the latest

model sport suit

Watch Your Make- Up!
(Continued front page 41)

'H just finished making up Lincoln's

Cabinet for Kay Griffith's picture—used the

Brady photographs. Brady was
as any photographer of today—amazingly
Rood—he was so painstaking with his big

men that he's a salvation to me. He sold

his collection to the government for

1,500 at the close of the war and it's

I i half a million now.
lere isn't much detail in a photograph,
use. but it can be used as a general

and the rest worked out by the idea

e character and the best effects to be

with the man who is to portray him.

ts to be a habit with me to look at

"beards as I go down the street. When
c anything unusual, 1 want to put it

somebody. A false beard is far more
.vincing on the screen than the real

tide, strange as it may seem. There are

i many tricky colors in a man's own
eard— it doesn't match his hair or his

yebrows, and it looks false in a photo-
graph. I've seen extra men getting work
on the strength of their own beards and
have said to myself: 'If / put that beard
on a man, the director would send him back
because it didn't look natural!'

"I notice that an' extra man is often
paid five dollars a day to play in his own
beard, but when he gets higher up, he
likely gets fifty dollars a day and some-
body builds a beard on him

!

"I believe my worst trouble consists in

putting on beards, tho. There is nothing
to measure by, yet the thing must be ac-

curate day by day so that the camera wont
pick up a difference.

"For Ernest Torrence's role in 'The

togetheWanderer," we worked out

odd beard we used. I te

the proper nationality and have the men-
ace necessary. We had to put the things

on, hair by hair, every day, but he said it

was far more satisfactory than the home-
grown variety. He could shave it off every

night and look respectable for the evening,

the hair all came in the right place, and he
wasn't buried in whiskers.

"I got so that I could see him clean-

shaven and know just where each indi-

vidual hair had to go. I could make him
up in twenty minutes.

"It's a pleasure to work with Mr. Tor-
rence, tho. Me never says, loftily: Til be
here at such-and-such a time.' He says :

'When will you be ready for me?' It

never seems like work when I'm with him,
and I'm always glad when I hear he's to

create a new character. We're working
out Hassan now.
"When he made 'The Pony Express,'

he had to go away on location. He talked

over the make-up with me when he got

the part. He knew it would be difficult to

work up a false beard so far away, and
yet he had grown so many varieties of

whiskers for other parts that he wondered
what to do to make this chap different. At
last I suggested that he shave off his mus-
tache and grow the beard—and he did.

"\Y/HEX I was working with 'The
vv Spanish Dancer,' I had twelve men

in beards seated in chairs in the great
room. These men had to be shown fre-

quently during the picture. One day, one
of them got a better job and quit. I made

(Continued on page 116)

FREE 10-DayTube ^

Send the coupon

Don't Believe
your teeth are

naturally "off color"
You can give them dazzling whiteness

in a few- days simply by removing the

dingy film that clouds them and
imperils healthy gums

BELIEVING your teeth are natu-
rally dull is a great mistake. Sci-

ence has proved otherwise.

In a few days you can work won-
ders with your teeth. Can give them
whiteness and clearness that amaze.
But not with ordinary brushing.

It's film that hides

pretty teeth and imperils gums
Dental science now traces scores of
tooth and gum troubles to a germ-
laden film that forms on your teeth.

Run your tongue across' your teeth

and you will feel it ... a slippery,

viscous coating. That film absorbs
discolorations from food, smoking,
etc. And that is why your teeth look
"off color," cloudy and dull.

It clings to teeth, gets into crevices

and stays. It lays your gums open to

bacterial attack and your teeth open
to decay. Germs by the millions breed
in it. And they, with tartar, are a
chief cause of pyorrhea.

Mere brushing won't do

Now new methods are being used. A
dentifrice called Pepsodent is different

in formula, action and effect from any
other known. A few days' use will

prove its power beyond all doubt.

Send the coupon. Clip it now be-
fore you forget.

FREE PgpsadgRt
10-Day Tube The Ne«>Day Quality Dentifrice

y DS
Endorsed by World's Dental AuthoritU

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 248 , 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.
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<<OPPORTUNITY MARKET
AGENTS WANTED

i for Free Samples. Sell Madis.

AGENTS—100%

BEET MILLS, Mun;i

Why not sell U3 yoi

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED—FEMALE
Ladies Earn $6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
Tops at Home; experience unnecessary. Par-
tlcnliirs for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
LaGrange. Ind.

Ladies wanting home work; any kind;
Eller Company,

Dept. 26, 296 Broadway, New York

HELP WANTED—MALE

tectives Earn Big Money. Excellent op-
tunity. Travel. Experience unnecessary. Par-
ilars free. Write, George M. Wagner, Former
ernment Detective, 1968 Broadway. New York.

HOW TO ENTERTAIN

dialogs, i-

log free.

MAIL ORDER METHODS

t free. Alnipe Scott,

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

S:t.-..oo Profit Nightly—Small
No experience needed. Our niacin
dorsed by government institution*
Moving Picture Co.. 431 Mortoi

es are used and en-
Catalog free. Atlas
Bldg., Chicago.

PATENTS
INVENTORS—Write for our free guide books
and "Record of Invention Blank" before disclosing
inventions. Send model or sketch of the invention
for our Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms
reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 833 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

royalty

PERSONAL

handwriting r
25 cents (silver)
end's writing for e nalysis and

['•'alt. Ilau.bn

PHOTOPLAYS

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS are read by
t hiiusaiids of people each month. Some of these
advertisers use this section every month to
increase their business. Write for rate* to

Brewster Publications. Inc., 17."i Dufneld

STORIES WANTED
Stories, Poem

TYPEWRITERS

TYPKWRITERS-

i'l'i.v noi SB, Dej

aranteed. Low-

VAUDEVILLE

confidence, skill ile\

sarv. Send 6c post!

PLAYS
«;!•

j

yj-*. 5£ti io

SENT ON TRIAL

KAY LABORATORIES Dept.T360

$25.00 NEW SNUG-FIT WATCH
FullyGuaranteedAccurateTimekeeper,

! Mo-
e C,o\d Case— 16-

f
BUFFALO JEWELRY MFG. CO. 501 Washington St

94 Ever, advertis

Sapph'.n.' Mu.klecl t. rown.
Terms if Desired — $1.00

Down— 6 Months to Pav.
Write for Particulars and ask
for FREE Jewelry Catalog.

Dept. 19 Buffalo, N.Y.

"I Remember When—

"

(Continued frc page 31)

a Mack Sennettdangled. It was
comedy.
"The next day I went back to that stable.

They^ put a Spanish spade bit in that
horse's mouth; and my old cow saddle
on his back. I was going to show him who
was boss. But he didn't argue the matter.
A horse always knows. He behaved like
a meek little lamb."'

Qxe day Bebe was making a Western
picture in Arizona; and they gave her

a horse to ride. She was tired and worn
from overwork; and the horse was a
fiend. She flatly refused to get on board.
Working in the picture was an Arizona

cowboy named "Red" who wore a flaming
tie; and had his hair slicked down; and
was generally convinced that he was a
devil with women.
When the director sat looking at the

rebellious Bebe in blank despair, came Red
the lady-killer. "Leave her to me," he said
to the director, "I'll learn you how to
manage women."
Whereupon he marched up to Bebe and

suddenly yelled. "You git on that there
horse er I'll bust you on the bean."

This made Bebe laugh. Her nerves sud-
denly vanished. She got on the horse and
rode out in front of the camera.
"You see," said Red. giving her a killing

look out of his flirtatious eye. "There's
nothin' to handlin' women when you know'
how. You want to treat 'em rough like I

alius do."

It was while they were making a Western
that was filmed last year. Bebe >vas

working on the old Xavajo reservation in

New Mexico.
Came a squaw one night—a sad "id

broken old woman. She hovered arofnd
wherever Bebe worked. Always Bebe telt

the dark mournful eyes upon her.

One night at dusk, the woman can." to

her tent and tried with beckoning figer

to entice her out into the night. For .
jme

reason or other Bebe didn't go. She fund
out afterward that she probably avoir** a
tragedy by refusing.

For this was the story they toldher
about the squaw :

About twenty years before, th.. ..

little girl had been taken awav ire

to be sent to a government ^jo**
1 -

She was then about si v

mother never saw her
girl contracted tubcrculos

y

school.

They tried to make the

stand ; but she never cou.

her troubled brain. Year a
waited for the little girl to r,

after year she went to (he e

him please to give her lit

It happens that one of the el

Xavajo tribe has a name that s»

"Bebe." When this poor mod
them call Bebe by her name, she

it referred to the clan name.
Her baby had come home again.

But for some other reason or other, the

white men wouldn't let her come home to

the little hogan of sticks and mud where
she had been a baby.

They kept her

of a box on three legs that clicked and
clicked. Clearly they had bewitched her

again—th« -

As long as Bebe was there on

this Navajo squaw followed he

where she went. And at I g

to her tent and. with the

*l

motion ru-n r.r maoazixe is guaranteed.
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Screen Idols Past, Present

and Future
(Continued from page 25)

others. Five years ago Mary Astor, then
scarcely sixteen years of age, made her
first appearance before a camera, and I

happened to be her director, but we were
only making tests. After that she played
only occasionally in small parts up to a year
or two ago when she was suddenly "dis-

covered" and given a contract, since

which time she has made rapid progress.

She has rare beauty of a certain kind,

almost madonna-like, and she has that

same angelic gentleness which has made
Lillian Gish and Alice Terry so popular,
altho her hair is Titian, which photographs
black, and her eyes are very dark. I

understand that all angels are not neces-
sarily blondes—certainly all blondes are
not angels

!

Mary Astor seems to have many of the
qualities that a screen idol should have,
unless it be fire and energy, and from now
on it will be a question of parts, plays,

support, etc., which I think her managers
are wise enough to give her.

Still another Mary should be mentioned
here as a future screen idol—little Mary
Philbin. She also seems to have every-
thing, and she has done some exceedingly
good work. She too is still very young
and it her managers play her cards well
for her she seems to have idol possibili-

Detty Compson and May McAU
to have lost their opportunity to reach

the heights, but there have been times dur-
ing the last few years when they both
seemed to have good chances to rise to

the very top of the ladder of film fame.
They will probably both be popular for

years to come, and the same can be said

of a dozen other present-day favorites
whose names I will not mention now, for

want of space, and I have recently seen
still other newcomers who seem extremely
promising.
There is apparently plenty of material

on hand Iron, which future screen idols

may be made, and new material is ar-
riving every day. Beauty, charm, per-
sonality, grace, character, magnetism, abil-

ity—all these must be represented on the
screen, but rarely will we find all these
qualities in one person. Other things being
equal, I would guess that Vilma Banky and
Greta Nissen will some day head the list of
screen idols, altho when I think of the

charm and great ability of Irene Rich, and
of the wonderful work of Belle Bennett in

"Stella Dallas," I pause, and—give it up.

Who may say?
As to the men idols, there is quite a

number to choose from. Unfortunately,
there is no rule or standard by which we
can measure. Costello, Bunny, Kerrigan,
Reid, Broncho Billy, Bushman, Valentino
and Chaplin are so vastly different that

it gives us no clue as to the requirements
of masculine idolatry.

During the last twelve months John S.

Gilbert has been in a fair way to become
the latest craze :rnal lii^e idols, and his
work in "The M< emancipation d later in

"The Big Paracemand.
max. And yet,

going steadily fc, Leatrice Joy and
and he has done talented husband-
that several aut. r

t mav wen be
him as "The Boo e both had—the-'""

.

the standpoint ofi them for all
'

J™
equal, and h. |jve happily ever

likable, unassumi whatever his dis-
There has been est actors on the

"Something better
j)

"LET ME SEE something better," says the

customer— very frequently indeed. That

something better in an automobile may

cost several hundred or perhaps even

several thousand dollars more; but in

a cigarette it costs just three cents more

F A M A

,rWbat a whale ofa difference

just a few cents make"

Liggett A Myi

M

£for Expert Beauty

oAdvice -Write to me

(Continuecpagc 98)
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The Magazine with

the Punch!

Movie Monthly
for February

inaugurates a brand new feature

—

genuine cowboy songs

of the frontier! These songs were collected by John A.

Lomas, of the University of Texas, for book publication,

and special permission has been obtained by MOVIE
MONTHLY to reproduce the best of the old songs.

MOVIE MONTHLY will present complete words

and music. Watch for the cowboy song in the February

The February number will offer a sensational inter-

view with Bill Hart, in which the famous Western

screen star tells why he has a bone to pick with the new-

tribe of film cowboys. You will want to read what the

pioneer cowboy star has to say.

The February MOVIE MONTHLY, too, will present

highly readable interviews with Bob Custer and Tom
Tyler. Madtre Bellamy, aj^ ^Vyl^aTid"w^ir'oe repre-

sented with piquant chats. There will be stunning pic-

tures of bathing girls galore. Plenty of striking fiction,

too, also, with the fascinating serial, "The Star That

Came to Earth," reaching new heights of interest.

The Youthful Magazine of the Screen

Order Your February Issue of

MOVIE MONTHLY
Now.'

The Grand Mogul of

Mamas
{Continued from page 35)

A womax I know claims that her family
can climb into an automobile and pos-

sess it to the extent of making even a Rolls
Royce look like an old friendly Buick. The
Talmadge family had much this effect on
the Ambassador Hotel in New York where
they were staying. Big as it is, the hotel
seemed to be pervaded with Talmadges.
There was Constance asleep in one room,
interrupted at five-minute intervals by the
telephone. Xorma came down from her
room to exhibit a new green-ar.d-black
sports coat. The Keatons took up a large
bit for their share.

The living-room was a jumble of maga-
zine?, papers, orchids stuck in a drinking-
glass left over from the night before—an
agreeable blur of untidiness.

Mrs. Talmadge herself is a middle-aged
woman, alert without being nervous. Her
hair is gray and it is bobbed, and she is

not thin—no, not even slender. And
what's more, she doesn't believe in trying
to get thin. She says that reducing makes
you look old and drawn, and that it's all

nonsense anyway. "'Besides, I like my
food, and I wouldn't give it up to look
beautiful tor anything."
Her famous family bother her not at

all. They call her "Peg" in affectionate

friendliness, but she is not their pal ; nor
is she their manager, like so many stage
mothers. Like the well-known Gilbert and
Sullivan song, "He is an Englishman," she
herself has said it and it's greatly to her
credit, that she is their mother. And I

dont mean maybe.

"I Remember When—

"

{Continued from page 94 i

her into the mysterious night of the
Navajos.

WfiuLE Bebe was working on the Xavajo
" reservation, she was th<\ tJdjcl.i J.

marked attention.
:
lrom the sheik of the

tfjhfc.

One day his people very significantly

asked Bebe to return the call.

When she got over to the camp, the

young man was nowhere to be seen. They
asked her to wait. She was made to under-

stand that she was going to see a sight

both grand and glorious when the sheik

had made his toilette.

Finally, to the great excitement of all

his kinsfolk, the blanket at the portal of

was drawn back: and the sheik

stepped forth with an air of conscious

triumph.
He was nil dressed up.

His costume consisted of a suit of bright

red Alaska underclothes.

Select Your Films

From the i
110

';\i r .
reviewed by

LairjfTJSen H tures
ver>" month -

They kept hi }j ^, sixteen pic-

n ; na„ PICTURF
clicked Clearly """lis selections
acair— the.-e crue«» Pn

As long as B- 48 at
?en Progtvm

,13 \a.a,o so fu-..A
">.- p^e> 4

.vhere she went. .sue. vou will
l

?-
her
aSs

a
b£ -*usskM1 of the

ing ges u^' s of the month.
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Those Amicable Separations

(Continued from page 33)

Shelton. Still, there's no rumor, so far, of
a legal separation between the vacation-

ists. Some people take a much longer
time than do others, anyway, to get cured
of too much matrimony. But, as the

crape-hangers always say, "Time will

tell!" Whatever it is that time will tell

in the case of Dick and Mary, we sin-

cerely trust that it will tell Dick that Life
holds for him happiness and success. He
deserves it more than some others.

""Thex there's Marilyn Miller and Jack
* Pickford. If Marilyn and Jack were
to sec each other 365 days every year
across the grapefruit and coffee, it is

whispered that some court official would
have the honor and glory of pronouncing
them ex-husband and wife. No betrayal

of secrets here. Even from Paris we
heard that—many moons ago. But as it

is, Jack has an excuse to come East every
few months because his wife is here and
he can hardly wait to see her. They meet
and kiss and make up and all is well
again. Then another attack of vacation-

ing—and Jack goes back to Hollywood,
well satisfied that he's married a stage
wife whose profession insures their hap-
piness.

Whether they fully recover after a
number of these vacation attacks remains
to be seen. If the attacks recur often
enough and last for several months after

each recurrence, there's in. logical reason
why Marilyn and Jack couldn't stay mar-
ried indefinitely.

Just now Hollywood is gossiping over
. the friendly relations that evidently

exist between Leatrice Joy and her one-

time husband, Jack Gilbert. These two,
like the Barthelmess couple, having some-
thing that should hold them together—

a

lovely baby. Maybe if they had decided
upon the marital vacation without benefit

of judge and lawyer, they'd now be living

together in at least as mucli happiness as

the average temperamental couple. But
they took their differences to the courts

and the marital vacation has become a

legal separation. However, as is well

known, Love not only laughs at lock-

smiths, but at divorce courts as well, and
Leatrice and Jack are finding out that

they may be good pals at any rate, altho
divorced. A vacation did that ! They
each had a chance to find out that no-
body is perfect and one may as well bear
the husband (or wife) one has as to fly

to those one wots not of. Maybe Jack-

has become less exacting now that the
wibles are reversed and he's the Big Star,
and wifey is losing luster and may well

be glad to take her place in the home and
mind the baby and burn the breakfast
toast. There's nothing sticks to a man's
complexes like that idea that a wife's place
is in the home. The most modernized of
of them will fall for that.

Didn't even Valentino once say that a
man doesn't want a star for a wife—he
wants a woman who is content to stay at

home. That's the infernal masculine for
you. No amount of emancipation can
change that age-old demand.

'\^7f.ll, to get back to Leatrice Joy and
her handsome and talented husband-

that-was, Jack Gilbert. It may well be
that the vacation they've both had—they've
both taken it—has cured them for all time
and tb^v mav marrv and live happilv ever
Tfteritegt. Jack Gilbert, whatever his dis-

"^s.' U one of the best actors on the
'•'

.<„, Continued on page 98)

Why have December hair—gray hair

CJHROWNATONE, the
"*~^ safe vegetable pre-

paration, will quickly tint

gray hair its original

charming color.

The golden glint of sunlight—the warm brown of the chestnut burr-
deep, dark black of a stormy night—These are the things in a woman's hair

that create comment and admiration
envy—and men with delight.

And this is the hair beauty that
Brownatone can restore to your gray,
faded or bleached hair by its harm-
less tinting qualities. A single appli-

cation is sufficient. Only new hair
growing out demands further atten-
tion, because Brownatone permeates

Send 10c

that c i othe to look with

GUARANTEED HAR

each individual hair, thus
permanent color that does not fade
or wash out. So easy to use that
you can apply it yourself at home.
Shades from lightest blonde to deep-
est brunette. Two sizes, 50c and
$1.50.

Drug and toilet coun-

of I BROWNATONE
wheie ndors,

TINTS GRAY HBrownatone.

THE KEXTOX PHARMACAL COMPANY
2015 Coppin Bldg. Covington, Ky.

Canada Address: Windsor, Ont.

^nukie^

SAY "BAYER ASPIRIN" and INSIST I

Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for

Headache Neuralgia Colds Lumbago

Pain Toothache .Neuritis Rheumatism

swT

.y^ ^*^> Accept only "Bayer" package

Aspirin is the trade

advertisera please mention MOTION

which contains proven directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tableta
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists,

of Ba7er Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicaeid f

AZINE. 9/ I
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The Predicament of a Young £Man

Who Didn't Read THE CLASSIC!

Motion Picture Classic
is the livest, brightest and most beautiful of all screen pub-
lications. It tells ALL the news FIRST—and FEARLESSLY. It

is accurate and authoritative. No other motion picture

magazine has the brilliant contributing staff of The MOTION
Picture Classic.

Every month Mr. Eugene V. Brewster, Editor-in-Chief of

the Brewster Publications, writes his impressions of current

motion pictures.

Every month Frederick James Smith contributes his pro-

vocative criticisms of the new photoplays under "THE
CELLULOID CRITIC."

Robert E. Sherwood, editor of LIFE and one of the fore-

most film critics, is a regular contributor to The Motion
Picture Classic.

In the West Harry Carr, the famous coast writer, Alice
Tildesley and Don Ryan contribute brilliantly each month. In

the East Sara Redway, H. W. Hanemann, the well-known
humorist, and Harriette LTnderhill write for The Motion
PICTURE CLASSIC. Dorothy Donnell is now touring the Conti-

nent, seeking out interesting motion picture topics for The
Motion Picture Classic.

The foremost artists are giving The MOTION PICTURE
CLASSIC their best work. Of course, you are following the

hilarious adventures of Miss Cella Lloyd , contributed by John
Held, Jr. Kliz, Wynn, Covarmbias, Elison Hoover. Major.
and other celebrated caricaturists are on the art staff of The
Motion Picture Classic.

*•••
The February Motion Picture Classic

i

II be snappier and mor
so sensational features/

98

beautiful than eve A doze

Screen Idols Past, Present

and Future
{Continued from page 95)

nected with his publicity, and he has arisen
from the lower ranks to the highest with-
out any fireworks and brass bands. He is

not and is not likely to be an "epidemic,"
as were Bushman and Valentino, and
people take him too seriously to put him
in the Sunday funny sheets and to mention
him humorously on the vaudeville stage
as they did Bushman and Valentino, and
as they doubtless will Gilbert. He may
be idolized, but he will never be a craze.
Hence, like Mary Pickford, who was al-
ways taken seriously, Xovarro may be
the most beloved of all men players of the
screen in the next ten years, provided
always that he behaves himself (as he is

likely to) and has fairly good luck in his
allotment of plays, directors, parts, etc.
(I hope he will appear in no more plavs
like "The Midshipman.")

In brief, he seems to have all the ele-
ments—everything, and he will appeal to
the same class that Gilbert appeals to. and
to a larger number who will not sanction
Gilbert on account of the suggestiveness
of his characterizations.

Iookixg backward to Costello at his best,
1-1 and Bushman, and all the others, I

would say that Xovarro has the best
chance of anybody to become the screen's
greatest idol. Valentino seems to come
next in point of qualifications, but I can-
not say if he will ever again become a
screen idol. Much depends upon himself,
and upon "the breaks" that he G

is a gamble. Just as the vogue
Glaum. Theda Bara, Barbara La Marr
and all our famous vamps was
duration, may we not assume that the
popularity of Jack Gilbert m -

equally short? The world does not long
idolize vamps, whether they be
female.

But for all that, there is no
about the great charm and ability and appeal
of John Gilbert, and he will
enjoy for many years a great popularity
and a large following, unless he

(Continued on page 109)

Those Amicable Separations

(Continued from pa
:

screen, and that should help son-.,

a wife pleased and proud.

Then there's Mae Murray and Robert
Leonard. It is said that they, too, have
been more or less reunited since Mae
went to Paris and made a noise like a

divorce. Twould seem that in t

too. the vacation cure has worked very

well. But in this instance, it is Mae who
profited by the experiment. If she had
remained under the directorship of Mr.

gilt still be tortured with

Mae's moronish writhmgs
ing submitted to the discipline

Stroheim, we have been g

well Miss Murray can look and acl

compelled so to do. Thus,
of nature, nothing is lost and In -

stances much is g

There are two or three movie
we can think of this very minu
might find the marital vac

lent tonic for their hous
we'll let it go at that. After al' jl

be very tame if all the movie
.

3 I

so happily one c juJJj— 3

:

w and then.

i MOTION riCTfltK MAGAZINE
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Your Excess Weight
Can be eliminated, as millions are now doing.

No abnormal exercise or diet. Simply correct

the internal cause in this easy, pleasant way.

Ilustrated by Conrad Nagel
i Windsor in "Dance Madi

uld I do for the

M A
,

Clai
Of c.__
Charleston. As you see, Claire

Windsor has a new bob. It looks a

little like the cut first made popular
by Mrs. Castle

One of Our Own Girls

{Continued from pays 87)

hard struggle. If Mary didn't succeed, it

would be like starting all over again.

[ary failed to win the contest, but thru

the contest, the beauty of the young

girl was given publicity enough to attract

the notice of the movie people who are

always on the lookout for beautiful girls

with' hopes that thev might have ability.

Mr. D. W. Griffith gave her a two-reel

film test, and with the two reels of film

that he made of her she went to the Fa-

mous Plavers Studios. They were so im-

pressed with this slip of a girl and the

work she had done on the film test, that

thev immediately signed her on a con-

tract. From that day the name of Astor

has taken the place of Langhanke, and

with the change <>i nanus there came
about a change of roads on which they

traveled. Heretofore they had traveled

the "road of hard knocks." but now they

were on what you call "easy street."

Beautiful clothes, a Hollywood home,
fame—all of these belong to Mary Astor.

She has played opposite such famous
actors as Douglas Fairbanks and John
Barrymore. She has played in such beau-

tiful pictures as "Don Q" and "Beau
Brummcl." Life has been good to her,

for it has given her a taste of its hard
side as well as its pleasant one. Its con-

trasts have given her a sense of balance
and the ability to value things in their

proper place. Her "mumsy darling," as

she calls her, and her father are her best

friends and her constant companions. She
says that John Barrymore was an inspira-

tion to her when she worked with him.
and that a set of Shakespeare, given to her
by him, is one of her best treasures.

I—If i sense of value, her beauty, and her
1

ability as an actress point to an even
greater success in the future; a success

that will be backed by the hopes of her

many admirers, ourselves included.

Few are Fat
In these modern days

Note how slenderness prevails in every

circle nowadays. Excess fat is not one-

tenth so common as it was. Every idea

of beauty, health and fitness calls for

normal weight, and people are conform-

ing.

All must realize that a new factor has

appeared. People have found an easy,

pleasant way to reduce, a scientific way.

And the over-fat by millions are now
gaining normal weight.

This is to tell you that method, to

offer a test at our cost, then under our

guarantee. You owe to yourself this

knowledge if you suffer overweight.

Correct the Cause
The cause of excess fat usually lies

in a certain gland. Correcting that con-

dition stops the extra fat formation.

Modern research has proved this beyond

any question. All animals, all human
beings respond to this treatment at once.

The treatment is embodied at its best

in Marmola Prescription Tablets. They
have been used for 18 years. The use

has grown and grown, until people are

now using over a million boxes yearly.

The use involves no abnormal exercise

or diet. One simply takes four tablets

daily, and lives a regular regime. When
the weight returns to normal, stop Mar-
mola. If excess fat appears again, check

it at once in this way.

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce
Supplied by all druggists at $1 per

box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.

No Mysticism
Marmola is not a' secret prescription.

Our books state every ingredient, all

their effects and the reasons. You will

know exactly how Marmola acts, and

why. It acts on the glands which cause

fat.

The results are so reliable that we
send a guarantee to all who mail our

coupon. Your own druggist signs it. If

you fail to get what you desire, every

penny is returned.

The reduction is not rapid. It rarely

exceeds one pound per day, as advised

by the best authorities. Then the body

can adjust itself to the new conditions.

Wrinkles are not created. The amount

of reduction is always at your command.

Go your own way as regards exercise

and diet. Rely on Marmola to correct

any abnormal condition.

sk^r'**,*

Be Slender
As you used to be

Nowadays the over-fat are regarded

as abnormal. They are becoming more
and more uncommon. You can see that

everywhere. Almost all can attain a

normal weight in an easy, pleasant way.
Millions have proved that out.

Prove this to yourself, for your own
sake. Excess fat blights beauty, health

and fitness. You cannot afford it. Learn
how easily you can remedy and prevent

it—just by correcting a gland. Many of

your friends are doin^ that today.

Please learn why.

MARMOLA 25c Sample

Free
Mail Coupon

Send No Money

When you write to adve 1 MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 99 r
PAfiU
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I Have Found Out
How to Get Rid of

Superfluous Hair

Here's the Method

I had become utterly discouraged with
a heavy growth of hair on my face and
lip. I tried many ways to get rid of it

—

depilatories, electrolysis, even a razor,
but all were disappointments.

I thought my case
was hopeless until I

found a simple meth-
od which hasbrought
great relief to me
and to other women.

I will gladly ex-
plain to any woman
who will write to me
how this simple
method accomplish-
es these results.

This method of
mine is different
from anything you
have ever used—not
apowder, paste ,wax
or liquid ;not a razor,
not electricity. At
the same time it

makes the skin more
attractive.

With this method,
which is easy to use,
you will get the same
results as I and many
other women.

Believing my
method to be the
best, I have given it

my own name—
Lanzette.

Send for Free Book
A book that telle juet how this method gets rid

superfluous hair is free upon request. Don't send
penny—just a letter or post card. Address Annet
Lanzette. 204 South Peoria Street, Dept. 144
Chicago, Illinois.

Advertising Section
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Bunte Cough Drops soothe the
throat and relieve the annoying
tickle. Made of pure cane sugar,

menthol and horehound. The
menthol heals — the horehound
soothes.

MENTHOL-HOREHOUND
COUGH
DROPS

Concerning the Prizes
""The five lucky sailors among the thousands who sailed on the December Limerit

Liner are given here with their qualifications:

Who belongs to j

ill "sit tight"

if the ship should

Charles L. Way,

Bark-' n

a Z. Hill,

Meet His Highness from Per
-Shaw-—

If he likes you, he'll stretch out

It's too bad about poor Rin-Tin-Tin,
All his food he -was asked to bring in!

If Old Mother Hubbard
Could look in his cupboard,

She would think a Food Show 'was within!

Sam Sfaller.

Chicago. 111.

O n PaSe 55 of this number you will find five opportunities for qualifying for passaW on the next Liner.

T~)olori:s Walker, 417 North Street, Morrison, Illinois, wins the one-dollar prize for

correctly filling in the blanks in the second chapter of "The Adventures of Jack

and Jill," which appeared in the December issue. Dolores is twelve years old. In her

letter she says

:

"1 am very much interested in MOVIE JR. In my spare time I often read

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE, us my mother always yets it, and when I came

MOVIE JR., I was delighted. I have never seen anything like it bef

do enjoy reading stories about fairies and witches, its in the story of 'The Magic of

the Bad Princess,' told to little Mary Hay Barthelmcss by her father. Richard Bar-

thehness. Pick is one of my best stars. I also like to read stories about horses, but

I believe that the best story I've ever read is the one about Huntly Gordon as a boy.

I hope you will always continue MOVIE JR."

Dolores used the following capitalized 1 in filling in the blanks

:

Gertrude SHORT HOOT Gibson John BOWERS
Pauline STARKE Alice LAKE [UGHES

'ITER ANSON Harrison FORD
Billu DOVE fames KIRKWOOD MARY Fhilhin

Virginia BROWNE Fairc dive BROOK Marv PICKFORD
H \CKATHORNE Helen rerome EDDY WARNER Oland

SI ENA I Douglas FAIRBANKS Zasu PITTS

H' are the missing words for Chapter Four, which will be found on page i

issue, and a few for Chapter Fixe. Use either the first or last name:

Ann Pennington Frank Mayo
Creighton Hale Buster (

Huntly Gordon Moj I

Edmund
ford Sterling Bessie

Cam:,: BUI Hart

Gaston Class Louise Dresser '^rshail

Wore Mary Carr Fetty Blythe

Stuart h Bennett Blanche

c v
«
UT alor

Directions for Cutting Motion' Picture, J
that divides

to pages. Fold each ol these paiies

le back of page 3 to the back of page

ick of page 7 lo the back of page 6. .

and J from pages 3 and 4. Nest, cut along the

nd 8. You now ha\e lour pieces, each containing

Kick of paie 5 to the back ol page . Paste the

aste along .be edges is enough.

Signs of an Early Fall

is the prize-winning title tor the picture on page 70 of the December miml

It was sent in by Agnes Carlin, of Philadelphia.



QfiaseTainAway
witRMusUtoU

When winds blow raw and
chill and rheumatism tingles in

your joints and muscles,get out
your good friend Musterole.
Rub this soothing white ointment

gently over the sore spot. As Muster-
ole penetrates the skin and goes down
to the seat of trouble, you feel a gen-

tle, healing warmth; then comes cool-

ing, welcome relief.

Better than the old-fashioned mus-
tard plaster, Musterole works without
the blister Grandma knew.
For croupy colds, sore throat, rheu-

matism and congestion of all kinds , rub
on Musterole. Don't wait for trouble;

keep a jar or tube on the bathroom shelf.

To Mothers: Musterole is also made
in milderform for babies and small chil-

dren. Ask for Children's Musterole.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Jars & Tubes

BETTER THAN A MUSTVRD PLAST1

jT
fl

"Convenient to Everywhere"

RITTENHOUSE
HOTEL

22d & Chestnut Sts

Philadelphia, Pa
jj A hotel of the highest type ca-

tering only to the best patronage

Rooms with hot and *rt UP
rolil running water &**

Rooms with d>0 W
bath wO I

Club Breakfast, SOc up •

Special Luncheon, 90c

Evening Dinner. $1.25

As well as service a la curte.

Music During Luncheon,

II
\

'

I J

Your
skin can be

quickly cleared
of Pimples, Black-

heads, Acne Eruptions on
^ the face or body, Barbers Itch

and Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily
_r Shiny Skin. CLEAR-TONE has

been Tried, Tested and Proven its merits
in over 100,000 test cases.

I WRITE TODAY for my Free
*--

'-'et—"A Clear-Tone
—telling how I cured

myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.

E. S. G1VENS 222 Chemical BMt. Kanm City, Ho.

REE I

mmmiEt free
ee our imported Moxlcan-BLU-

8 FLASH GEM, the only low priced gem ex-

actly matching genuine, diamond*, with same blus-wnlts
tire, guaranteed for life^ we 11 send

tree this beautiful, flashing fiery red Mexican Ruby. Just

clip out this ad, mail with your name, address and 10c to

partly cover handling cost andwe'll mail FREE w.thcatalog

of gems and special half price offer. Write today.

Meiicao Gem Importing Co,, Dept, MM-S, Mesilla Park, N, Met,

Advertising Section

Just Among Ourselves
{Continued from page 39)

All the newspaper talk about Constance^ Bennett's marriage to Phil Plant has

been rather funny, especially when the re-

porters stressed the point that Mr. Plant
had married the poor little actress instead

of the rich debutante, Judith Smith. As a

matter of fact, the poor little actress, at

the time of her marriage, was earning ex-

actly $1,200. I doubt that Judith Smith
was receiving a like amount for spending-

Moreover, Mr. Plant may form a mo-
tion picture company to star his wife. If

he does, Constance may make him an even
richer man, because, if she chooses to keep
on with her career, she is headed straight

for a big success.

And so the idea of trying to make the
rich and elegant voung Constance a little

Cinderella is rather amusing.

Matacha Rambova is back in New York
iN

filming a picture called •'Clothes Make
the Woman." In spite of all that you may
have read about her. Miss Rambova is a

pleasant girl. Under the exotic make-up
beats an Irish heart and 1 have often sus-

pected that Rudolph's grandeur was a

little too much for his much-too-sane wife.

Miss Rambova is not so crazy as the set-

tings she designs.

]V/I.\i: Murray and Rudolph Valentino, the
two prize space-grabbers of the world,

are now in Europe. Rudy has gone to

Paris; maybe for a divorce. Mae has

gi me to < iermany. We hope they come back.

But we hope they'll give us a rest in the

meantime.

Too much publicity has been fatal to

Rudy, just as it threatens to be fatal to

Gloria. We dont mean pleasant publicity;

we mean a too lavish display of the family

fVoRiA SwANSON and her husband, the

Marquis, attended the Yale-Princeton
game. By a streak of bad luck to Gloria,

her seat was just below the press box.
The poor girl was spotted by the reporters
and we can imagine how she hated that !

During the last quarter, Gloria and her
husband quit their seats. Just as they
were leaving the Bowl, Yale made a touch-
down. Gloria stood in a portal to watch
the play.

"Hey. lady, you cant stand there!"
yelled an usher.

Gloria made no move but stood her
ground.

Whereupon the lowly hero raised his

voice. "Say, you!" he shouted, "get out

of the way. You're blocking the view."

And then and there, Gloria learned that

movie stars on Broadway are one thing,

but that at college football games they are

something else again.

So in spite of Gloria's presence, Jake
'Slagle of Princeton managed to run away
with the press notices of the

Their Little Joke

"What have voit named your baby?" some
one asked Mildred Harris Chaplin Mc-
Govern.

"Charles Spencer Chaplin McGovern,"
answered Terry McGovern, with a grin.

•'.-hi-." said Mildred blushingly. "He's
always kidding me about that."

Which proves that bygones are bygones.

OLD MONEY
WANTED

vWe Paid $200
k to J. D. Martin of Virginia

FOR JUST ONE
COPPER CENT

?1\ Post yourself! It Pays! We
J$l paid Mr.Manning.NewYork^ $2,500 for a single silver dol-

lar.Mrs.G.F.Adams,$740for
some old coins. W. F. Wil-

^ harm,Pennsylvania, $13,500

| for his rare coins. In the last
* 20 years we have paid hun-
dreds of others handsome
premiums.

WANTED!
$1.00 to$l,000 paidfor certain old

cents,nickels, dimes, quarters, etc.

v
Right now we willpay$50forl913

\ Liberty Head nickels (not Buffalo)

1 $100 for 1894 dimes, "S" Mint.

$8.00 for 1853 quarters.no arrows.

$10.00 for 18C6 quarters, no motto.

$200 each for 1884 and 1885 Silver

Trade Dollars. 10 cents each for

1912 "S" Mint nickels, etc., etc.

BigCashPremiums
for Hundreds o£ Coins
now Circulating

cash premiums.
ybig

.. rising from hand
to hand in circulation. Today or to-

morrow a valuable coin may come
into your possession. Watch Your

Change. Know what to look for.

You Will Open Your Eyes
When You Read Our Large

Illustrated Coin Folder

Send 4 cents. We will send at

once our highly illustrated and
interesting Coin Folder. WRITE

"" for this eye-opening
lable wealth of infor-

_ _ n the profits that have
been made from old money. No

, obligation on your part. You

Send
this

COUPON
S¥ Nom
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Beauty Lies in

Healthy EYES
It's not so much the size or color

of the EYES that makes them
beautiful. Rather, it's the glow
which radiates from them. Un-
lesskept always clean and healthy,

EYES lack this alluring lustre.

Millions of women throughout
the world promote EYE health

and beauty with Murine. It

cleanses EYES of irritating par-
'

tides and keeps them clear and
bright. Contains no belladonna.

Our illustrated books on "Eye Care"
or "Eye Beauty" are FREE on request.

The Murine Company
Dept. 25, Chicago

W1/MVE,

tvts
Reduce Your Limbs
with DR. WALTER'S
medicated rubber stockings

Anklets, per pair $7.00
Extra high 9.00

Stockings, per pair 12.00

DR. JEANNE M.P.WALTER. 389 Fifth Avenue. New York

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE

BECOME A GOWN DESIGNER AND MAKER

"sample lessons free

\ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE, Depl.L-629. ROCHESTER, N.Y.

'102 Every

AGE.

Advertising Section

Does It Help or Hinder

to be Related to a Star?
(Continued from page 37)

"Pictures may give you a chance for the

sake of someone else, but nothing can make
the public take you if they dont want
you

!"

Tloyd Bacon, son of Frank Bacon of
*"" "Lightnin' " fame, agrees that the success

of a father may mean much to a son.

"I noticed that after Father made his

big hit, men I had been trying to see for

a long while were almost glad to see me,"
he observed, dryly. "I probabhy got a

chance to stride past the gate man because
Bacon was tagged on the end of Lloyd.

"But there's another side to the thing.

"After you have done everything, no
matter how hard you slaved to do it,

people will say : 'He's so-and-so's son. In-

fluence, you know !' And whether you de-

serve any credit or not, you wont get it.

"As a matter of fact, stage fame is sel-

dom of much value in pictures, because
so few fans know much about the foot-

light field."

YY/hich conclusion is also reached by
vv Constance Bennett, daughter of Rich-

ard, who admits that being born into a
stage family may have accelerated her en-
trance into drama.

"I hardly know whether one person can
help or hinder another. I think success
depends upon the individual and nobody can
stop or start one who is bent on going
ahead."

Katherine Bennett, sister of Enid, thinks

her sister's success may have turned her
own thoughts filmward, and says that both
Enid and Enid's husband have held out
helping hands. But it is always an effort

not to remain "merely sister" !

A "brother in the business" hinders .o

this extent, according to Syd Chaplin :

"Most people didn't know Charlie had
a brother until 'Charley's Aunt' came along.

They would see my name on the screen
and say to themselves,—or at least I know
/ would have said it to myself:
'"Now, isn't that a shame? Do you

s'pose the fellow really is related to

Charlie? I never heard he had a brother!'

"Or else: 'Oh. so this is Charlie's

brother ! Why, he has straight hair

—

Charlie's is curly. Is he taller? Yes.

isn't he? There is something like, isn't

there? . . . Now you watch! There, it's

his eyes—or something. ... I wonder if

this fellow is as funny as his brother?'

"But by that time the show's half over
and they cant find out.

"However. 1 believe that any man can
make good if he gets hold of the right

part in the right story. If he can get a

picture across In word-of-mouth advertis-

ing, he's there, no matter if he has fifteen

brothers all doing big things in the same
kind of part on the screen!"

"VY/iLUAM he MlLLE says that it was his
" brother's interest in pictures that first

drew his own attention to the screen, and
so he was helped so far as that goes. He
began at the writing end, but discovering

that the final story must be the director's

and not the writer's, stepped on to director-

ship in order to make the final story his.

"If anyone confuses my brother and me.
it has SO far done neither of US any harm."
On the stage, Ernest Torrence was

known as "David Torrenee's brother" ; on
the screen, David is known as "Ernest
Torrenee's brother."

A glimpse at the questionnaire on file

at Lasky's shows, in answer to "favorite

idvortisement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is -u

Bariisn

Gray Hair
in 15 Minutes

IK THE privacy of their own homes, hundreds of

thousands of American women are regaining the

youthful glory of tl - . "ICTO RAPID
NOTOX. And the. success of these is guiding rhc f
sands more to use this, the one tint th

natural and perfectly safe: strictly

forming with the most exacting labor.::

specifically guaranteed to impart tt> gr

r fad.

:..:-.=: ' - ; ;_: -

rubbing, shampooing, sunshine, salt water, perspi

Turkish baths, permanent waving,

contains no paraphenylene diamine

cation enables anyone to apply

he greatest hair cole

cady to g,« c<m/U<

our hair, Jeanne Ruere,

tauten m the

Send No Money.
Merely fill out the coupon below.

INECTO, Inc., 33-35 W. 46th St., New York

TRYYOUR l\}QK%f£l/e*ySM
„,. Lucky Joe,

rears. Wear this
days free trial.

Rolled gold. Brilliai

you Four 2Sc Cash v= ui,., -.
if you rush your order. Send^rjT^jff
SI now for Lucky _--

THE LUCKY JOE C0/TlS2 Wes't 42d St.. Ne

CORNS
For quick, safe relief from _
painful corns or tender toes |^M ',

and pressure of tight shoes

DlScholl's
'Lino-pads ri

For Free Sampl<

GROW TALLER
Increase Your Height!

High School Course
in 2 Yeats' ou can complete

this simplified High
School Cc-r' •

AMERICAN SCHOOL

ERUPTIONS
unsightly and annoying - • in*,

proved by one application of
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New Facial Massage
IW "X '-**<* Banishes

I
* Wrinkle Lines

Restores
Rosy Complexion
almost Overnight

LOUISE FAZENDA
is a regular user ofJean Beauti-
fier for preserving her youth-
ful complexion and keepingher
skin soft, smooth and clear.

Its purity— its fragrance— its magic, transforms
the skin, lifts away wrinkle lines, eliminates pim-
ples and blackheads, restores youthful freshness

and brings a clear, beautiful complexion almost
overnight. Try it and see how good it makes your
face feel—then watch the wonderful results.

$5.00 TREATMENT $ 4 69
FOR SHORT TIME ONLY &
Special ingredients used are very expensive, but for

a short time we make this wonderful offer. Thou-
sands delighted with results. Nothing like it on the
market. Try it once and you'll use nothing else.

We guarantee complete satisfaction. Send no
money! Hut order quick. Just send name and
address. On arrival pay postman special price of
$1.69 and postage to cover laboratory expense. If

not delighted after third treatment return balance
and we'll gladly refund price paid.

JeanLaboratories'c,
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NewWaytoMake
MoneyatHome
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DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-

BEAUTYPEEL

$100 aWeek
k For
ICARTOONS

Get Into This Attractive

Fast-Growing Field Now

Learn to Draw Cartoons atHome

Washington School of Cartooning
Room 182-0. t113-15th Street N. W., Washington, D. C.
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actor": (by Ernest) "David Torrence,"
(by David) "Ernest Torrence."
"I cant imagine our interfering with one

another," says David, "Ernest has such a
sweet disposition

!

"I am usually cast in sympathetic roles,

while he plays ruffians or he-men or
sinister individuals. As a matter of fact,

Ernest is the nicest chap you'd ever care

to meet. The public ought to know him
as himself.

"Possibly it helps to have a brother in

the same profession because we have each
other when we want to talk shop!"

It was Myrtle Stedman's success that

brought her son Lincoln to the screen,

because, as he played around the set. he

drew the eye of a director who was look-

ing for just such a plump small boy.

About the same thing happened to Win-
ston, brother of Patsy Ruth Miller, who
was watching sister Pat one night when
a boy of his size was needed for a hastily

added scene.

The Bushman girls, daughters of Fran-
cis X.. played their first parts on the same
lot with their father, a few weeks ago, and
credit "Franx" with the opportunity.

Jacqueline Logan has become so well

known that it is news to learn that her

mother's personal influence with managers
procured her her first chance on the stage.

Madame Logan was at one time one of

the foremost contraltos in this country,

for years a prominent member of the

"Bostonians," the opera company that es-

tablished the first operatic tradition here.

Elinor Painter, a pupil of Madame Lo-
gan, was playing the leading role in "Flo-

radora" revival, and together they arranged
that Jackie should be made understudy to

Margate Gilmore. Upon Miss Gilmore's
withdrawal from the cast, Jacqueline

played the part with great success.

frank McGlynn, Jr., is another grateful
son. The senior McGlynn was the Abra-
ham Lincoln of the John Drinkwater stage-

play. When the son announced his de-
cision to carry on the family tradition. Mr.
McGlynn had him cast in the play he was
then rehearsing and oversaw the boy's

first dramatic steps.

Whether or not these younger branches
can last is answered rather well by the
most famous of our screen families.

Look, for example, at Lillian and Doro-
thy Gish.

Observe Constance, sister of Norma.
And tho Lottie Pickford seems to have

set wifehood ahead of stardom, Jack's
name is not forgotten in the film world.

Elinor Fair has been selected by Cecil

B. De Mille to play the leading feminine
role in "The Volga Boatman," written

by Conrad Bercovici. Nearly every
young leading woman in Hollywood
tried out for the part before De Mille

selected Miss Fair

W^iFR

Yours, now— the smooth

hair youVe envied
EXASPERATING, the <way your hair
is forever getting out of place ?

Don't put up with it. You can have
the hair you've envied—smooth, well-

kept—smart!
Stacomb keeps the most stubborn hair in

place

—

all day long. And gives it a fine,
healthy lustre. Stacomb helps

$/ocy?n/r

Free

Offe

Standard Laboratories, Inc.,
Dept.O-26,113 W. 18th St., N.Y.C.

Please send me, free of charge,
a generous sample tube ofStacomb.

Buoyant
forEvery One
WhoWalk mid Standsa
Now vou can sav good-live forever to tired ach-
ng feet. You can walk "miles or stand all day
one without being bothered with foot troubles.

The secret is all in ., simple bur s, ientific little

appliance called the ARCHLETTE that dis-

tributes the weigh, of n our body over your arch
and takesawaythestretching strain between your
heel and toes.' ir is made entirely of washable
material and worn either under or over the hose.

SPONGE RUBBER ARCH PAD BRINGS
AMAZING BUOYANCY

It is the soft pliable sponge rubber arch pad in

the fabric pocket of the ARCHLETTE that

mil
" wonderful ,' j'n,g of huU ,"' never" be-

fore realized. So amazing ,s rhe added comfort
,f the ARCHLET 1 1- that it is sold on an abso-
ute guarantee of satisfaction. lust send us

: SEND NO MONEY

and .pay postman 'only SI. si plus postage whe
the ARCHLETTES reach you.
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Losing 39 lbs.
In 6 Week Was Easy
Had Mrs. Betty Clarkson been told

than 6 weeks she could lose 39 lbs., she
smiled incredulously, and then pointed
pounds as a pretty good reason for her (

had tried about everything. To stand hi

and weigh U>1 lbs. uuide Mrs. Clarkson,
it, "the despair of friends and dress .aker

"I was

Wallace's Free Offer

Wall
send

S. Wabash Ave., Chica
me her and />,»//>„ /,/. for i

eo, in. 61S

Add re

An Extremely Smart

Soft Leather Hat
,lly lined $£ By

modish *^ Mail

I

COUNTRY CLUB HAT CO.
Dept. M., 30 Lincoln St. Boston, M
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Jackie Coogan takes His first long vacation in many years,

panied by his father, Jackie is camping in the mountains of California.

Instead of doing his lessons, he's learning to be a camp cook. And
instead of working before the camera, he's acting as laundryman

for the outfit

Books and the Movies
A CANVASS of booksellers, libraries and^ stores dealing in books, proves that,

instead of the movies being a foe of read-
ing, the screen is a friend to literature.

And in the letters reaching Motion Pic-
ture Magazine, the authors of the screen
plays and their works are mentioned almost
as frequently as the stars.

Libraries all over the country have, of
course, taken advantage of the public in-

terest in screen Versions of the classics of
literature. And the motion picture pro-
ducers are so thoroly aware of the im-
portance of the author and the title of a

novel at the box-office that it is almost
impossible to persuade a producer to film

a story that hasn't established itself with
the reading public.

The public interest in hooks that have
found their way to the screen works two
ways. The screen production of a well-

known story that has not been prominent
on the shelves of the bookstores for several

years instantaneously revives an interest in

the book. And so the popular editions of

famous stories that have been filmed have
been in great demand.

Every film based on a celebrated story

gains thousands of new readers for the

novel. And this interest in the books may

le traced directly to the popularity of the

movie by the fact that the film fan invari-

ably selects the edition of the novel which
has been based on the photoplay and which
is illustrated with the scenes from the

film.

When the movie was still a novelty and
a stepchild in the field of amusements,
educators feared that it might have a disas-

trous effect on reading and that the younger
boys and girls especially might lose their

taste for books. But the movies have
proved themselves to be such a direct stimu-

lus to reading that educators, booksellers

and librarians now co-operate with the

managers of the film theaters in supplying

the demand of the public for stories that

have been brought before the public by
way of the movies.

According to Grosset and Dunlap. book
publishers, the screen version of a book
adds immeasurably to the popularity of an

author. After becoming established^ in

literary circles, such novels as "The Cov-
ered Wagon.'' "If Winter Comes." "Mon-
sieur Beaucaire," "The Sea Hawk." "Wild
Oranges" and dozens of others have found

a new and appreciative public attracted to

the novels by the success of the film ver-

sions of the stories.

Our Birthday Calendar
T x case you want to write a birthday let-

ter to your favorite star, we are giving

you a list of some of the actors and ac-

tresses who were born in January.

Marion Davies arrived in this world on

January 3, 1900; William Haines. January
1, lOOl; Greta Xissen, January oO ; Mae
Putsch. January 20: Vilma Banky, January

9, 1903; Zasu Pitts. January 3, 1899;

Pauline Starke, January 10. 1900; Yir-

rtisomont in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is gui

Hi. January 10: William Beau-

dine. Tanuarv 15. 1S°J: Xoah Reery. Jan-

uary 17, 1S84: Patsy Ruth Miller. January

17: J. Stuart Bl

Pola Negri, January 3, 18

January
~

14. Wl : Douglas MacLeati.

Tanuarv 12: Monte Blue. January 11.

1890; Theodore Kosloff.
.

Bennett. Tanuarv 22. IS I Demp-
ster. Tanuarv lo. 1902; and RalC
Tanuarv 23, PW.



housekeepings

worstjob

made easy

No LONGER need the necessary
task of keeping the closet bowl
clean be disagreeable. Sani-Flush
does away with all scrubbing,
scouring and dipping water.
Simply sprinkle Sani-Flush in

the bowl. Follow
the can. Flush.

and i istatic

Sani-Flush leaves the
bowl clean and gleaming white.

It gets down into the hidden, un-
healthy trap and cleans that
too. Banishes all foul odors.

Sani-Flush is absolutely harm-
less to plumbing connections.
Keep it handy in the bathroom.
Buy Sani-Flush at your

grocery, drug or hardware
store, or send 25 cents for a
full-size can. 30 cents in Far
West. 35 i i Canada.

Sani-Flush
Cleans closet bowls without scouring

The Hygienic Products Co.
Canton, Ohio

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
CAN EASILY BE YOURS

Trados Model No. 25

. ^j. _.«/ Hundreds of biar piyine epportonil

rnV at HO"* .n.
5T

«|.S
!

u^s, 1 nc..
ggj-

.r

SNUFFLING HEAD COLDS
3 cleared upquicklyby anointing nostrils

freely with healing, antiseptic

Xlftentholatum
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Born Under a Lucky Star
(Continued from page 27) '

boards between the heavy portieres, nobody
looked up. They were deep in discussion
of something in the evening paper. The
baby waited. . . . She took a step or two.
. . . Even her mother didn't raise her
head.

"Mid's here," Mildred said to her watch-
ing nurse. "Why dont they all make a

""The old square has been torn down to
make room for the boulevard now, but

when Mildred was six it was a quiet, three-
lined spot, with the cathedral brooding over
its peace, and the old Quaker school a
hundred yards away.

When the baby, Mildred Gloria Lloyd,
gets older she is to attend this same
Quaker school, if only for a year.

"I hope she can have some of my old
' teachers," her youthful mother says, "I
always go to see them when I'm back" East.
I feel as tho the th'ngs they taught me
were the things Gloria will need. Character
is stressed there more than books." Gloria
is the "most important thing that ever
happened to me," says Gloria's mother.

Mildred was the kind of little girl who
liked to»play with dolls and make paper

dolls. But instead of playing "house," she
was always playing "theater."

"Her father was interested in the stage."
said Mildred's mother, "but the prejudice
of his Quaker family against anything of
the sort kept him even from amateur
performances. So when Mildred thought
she'd like to try, he sent her to dramatic
school."

But it wasn't influence or money that set

Mildred's little feet.on the cinema road to
fame. It was her good fairy, or the answer
to one of her "Please-God-give-me" pray-
ers, or just plain luck. . . .

She had come to Los Angeles with her
mother and baby brother. She had not
gone the rounds of the studios, but she
had seen an agent, and she knew the sort

of part she wanted to play.

Her hair at the time was very long and
hung in curls below her slim waist. She
had spent the "fatal morning" at the hair-

dresser's having it washed. The California
sun glinted on it when she left the shop,

but neither Mildred nor her mother knew
that somebody besides the sun had his

eyes on her.

A director had passed just as Mildred
had come out.

"There's the girl I" he said to his com-
panion.

Before the very sun that had pointed

its golden finger at her newly laundered
locks had sunk behind the Hollywood hills,

Mildred's name had been signed on the

dotted line of a brand-new contract that

called for the playing of lead in a picture

entitled "Little Miss Innocence."

Followed five pictures in rapid succession,

the last of which was "All Wrong" with

Bryant Washburn. But "All Wrong"
turned out to be "All Right" for Mildred
Davis.
War had spread its dark wings over the

nation. Mr. Davis was included in the

next draft and the family anxiety over

the thrusting of a man of peace into the

storm of war made the career of the daugh-
ter of the house of little moment.
"The child should be in school," her

father wrote. "Bring her home at once.

I may be going any day now."

They packed up immediately and crossed

the continent. Mildred put away her make-
up box and joined the little band of girls

«°;K,KFf

Restore

Gray
Hair *

-Bob It! CL

—Look like a girl again!

WOULDN'T it be wonderful — if

you could take 10 or 15 years off

your age with a head of smartly bobbed,

youthfully colored hair?

The first step—learn how to get rid of

the gray, and that's easy. There's a

famous cosmetic preparation which scien-

tifically restores original color. It's a

general beautifier, making hair glossy and
fluffy. Doesn't interfere with shampoo-
ing, curling or waving. It transforms

your appearance, bringing back the great-

est glory of youth.

Learn by trial—free

I—Mary T. Goldman, inventor of Mary
T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer—
offer proof that what I say is absolutely

true. I ask you to accept a free trial

bottle to test on a single lock. Then
judge by results.

What you get is a clear, colorless liquid,

clean and dainty. What you do is comb
it through your hair and watch all gray
go. Then, when you know that you
needn't have gray hair, get a full-size

bottle from your druggist or order direct.

Mail "Free Bottle" Coupon
Use X to indicate color of hair. Patented
Trial Kit by return mail, explaining all

Over 20,000,000 bottles sold

----- -Please print your name and address——— — — •

I
MARY T. GOLDMAN,

946-B Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. I

Please send your patented Free Trial Out- '

I fit. X s

SEND
No

More _
I HELP COVER COST OF HANDLING. WE

, LLSENO YOU A FULL CUT, ONE CARAT „

f CoroditeDiamond \NO C.O.D.—NOTHING TO

a Corodite Gem side by

beauty of this Gorgeous

side with a Genuine Diamond.

Bern. CORODITE OIAMONDS

lifetime experts are aaton
... beautiful a CORODITE looks when mounted

or stamps (to help corer cost of handling) to us Today.
Your Corodi.

E.RICHWINE CO. peP t. C-22 &%,'
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Draw
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: and pleasant road to

Do You Like to Draw?
one of the few so favored by natiir,
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109 Federal School Bldg. Minneapolis. Minn.
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Almost
OverMght

I

Nomorefreckles.blackheads,"
orpimples! Nomoreredn<
roughness, sail..-

dy'pcqmplexion!

ens your skin with amazingquicki
A3 if by magic, all blemishes '
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postman SI. If not .i will be refunded.

PARIS TOILET CO., 42 Oak St., Paris, Tenn.
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in yellow and brown who studied with th;

"Friends" in Philadelphia's Quaker school.

It* was rather fun to go back and be a

schoolgirl once more. War was exciting,

even if your family didn't believe in it, and
there were almost-grown-up parties to

which Mildred was now considered old

enough to go. There was her first "beau,"

too—who wasn't much of a success at it,

according to the present Mrs. Lloyd. Back
in Hollywood, however, the picture Mil-

dred had made with Bryant Washburn was
being shown. A certain young man wan-
dered into the theater . . . and wandered
out again an hour later.

"Get me that Davis girl for my next

picture," he ordered.

But it wasn't easy to fill that order. The
Davis girl wasn't to be found. An Arab
with a folded tent had not vanished any
more completely than had the maiden-with-
the-golden-hair who had attracted the ris-

ing comedian.
For weeks and weeks the search went

on, and then Mildred's good angel (who
was an agent this time), found her ad-
dress and sent her a telegram.

Mildred, summoned from her school,

puzzled over the message with her excited

mother.
They had been home for a vear, and

Hollywood had faded.

"Pathe release," they pondered. "Now,
whom could we have known on Pathe ':"

"There's a funny man in glass

releases thru Pathe," Mildred remem-
bered, "but I dont suppose he has any-

thin

The t. k'L

Radiant Poise
in hers—a youthful serenity, born of her

fresh clear beauty. For she ;s sure of the

magnetic, sparkling rosiness of PERT

A new. handmade rouge in compact form,

skillfully blended to create the illusion of

youth. The satiny texture of Pert clings

invisibly and its subtle coloring shades

into the natural tones of your skin. For
more lasting adherence, apply it directly

to the skin before powdering; it is then

waterproof!

ROSS COMPANY
242-B West 17th Street N<

'Pert "Rouge

option which wa- taken up by the tunny
man in ula-sc-" with no urging whatever.

"I dont believe in love at Erst sight,"

announced Mildred, over the luncheon table.

"I know that the first time I saw Hart. Id

I didn't especially like him. He had on a

funny make-up and I thought he was nice

for signing me to play with him, but cither-

wise pretty awful. I'm sure he thought I

-\.i-
i i 1 le as I thought him, that

first day.

"Dut presently he asked me if he mightU come to see me. That was a week or

so later. I said, 'Xo—nights were my own
—days were enough!' Imagine!
'And after all that. 1 fell in love!"

To Mildred, friendship is the corner-stone

"People ought to be friends first, I think.

It's because Harold and I are friends that

he doesn't mind my going hack to the

screen. He can see my side. He's terribly

interested in his work and I'm eager to

work. to. I think I'll be twice

as sympathetic and twice as keen about his

pictures when I'm right in touch with the

life.

"I'm so thrilled over starting work that

I feel like a little girl with Christmas

coming tomorrow. Only I had expected

e'liri-tnus t. tl,.\ •

!'" The news had just

been broken to her that the "perfect story"

had been unearthed for her and she was
to be "saved" for it. and Mary Brian

rushed into "Behind the Front."

"They want me to 'come back' in the

exactly" right picture. Isn't it sweet of

them? My stor\ has three times the oppor-
tunitv, thev saw Mv idea of a part is

' Vlic'c in Wonderland,' next to that an
'Annie Rooney' part or a character-comedy.

. . . Not a 'big shoe' part, tho !"

The first glimpse the interviewer had
had of her had been in big shoes. Mil-

dred had been standing on the Lasky lot.

dressed in a ragged red sweater, football

suit and giant-sized football shoes with

cleats on the soles, her little-girl face ris-
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BLONDES
Light Hair Requires
Special Shampoo to
Keep It Golden

TO keep blonde hair from darkening, fading
and losing its attractiveness, it is always

necessary to wash it with particular care. The
kind of shampoo suitable for dark or auburn
hair may quickly ruin the charm of golden hair.
Blondex, the new shampoo for blondes onlv,
preserves the natural gulden beauty of light hair.
Brightens the dullest, most faded blonde hair
and keeps it from turning dark or streaked.
You'll be amazed and delighted with the results
of even the first shampoo! Blondex makes the
hair fluffy, soft ami lustrous. Not a dye. Bene-
ficial to the scalp and hair. Over half a million
users. Nothing better for children's hair. Money
back instantly if you are not delighted. Get
Blondex at any good drug or department store.

BLONDEX
*7Ae Blonde HairShampoo

Your Choicew *20*2
Musical

Instruments

FBEE A2S.
Your choice of a Violin, Tenor Banjo. Hawaiian Gui-
tar, Banjo. Cornet. Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar,
Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to
own any one of these instruments and you can have
one absolutely free. A few cents a day for lessons is

your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy
that you can play several pieces by note with the first

four lessons. We guarantee success or no charge.
Instrument and lessons sent on one week's free
trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Orchard and Willow Streets, Dept 19, Chicago, Illinois

'Play the\FREE
^AWAIIAN\$l5GHufT%

A^N

t G U ITA R'j; and Case V- 1
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ing above the conglomeration with the in-

appropriateness of a rosebud in a machine
shop.

"I've got the whole business on back-
wards," she observed, forlornly, "this
figure four ought to be on my back in-

stead of my chest; they wear the shoulder
pads inside instead of outside, and both my
shoes are on the wrong feet.

"I wasn't a tomboy when I was little.

I played with dolls."

J-Ier latest enthusiasm, tho, is the game
of "squash," which isn't a vegetable but

an excitement, she savs.

"We're going to build courts for it on
our new grounds!" >he -lowed. "Harold
and I are going to learn to play it. We
are having the best time owr the new
place ! Every day we think of something
else we want. We have a golf course,

swimming pool, canoe race, club-house,

theater and tennis courts. Gloria has her

own play-house and garden and wading
pool."

And then, there was Mrs. Davis telling

how amusing Mildred had been when the

baby was born. "Yes, I've got a baby
brother, but I like my dog better!"

And there was Mildred telling about

Gloria. . . .

"We told her not to touch Harold's

cigarette box, and she whispered—she
always whispers when she's impressed

—

'Who in do box ?'
"

The little girl who played with dolls

has a real doll-baby now !

T HAWAIIAN CONSERVATORY 01
New Vork,' N. V.

The Answer Man
{Continued from page 76)

U. R. M. T.—Thanks for the clipping.

Smart girl you are. Sound travels at

the rate of 400 yards per second. Excep-
tions to this rule: Scandal, 1,000 yards;

Flattery, 500 yards; Truth, 2l/2 yards;
Alarm-clocks ?

THE ELM TREE CLUB.—I'd do that

little favor for you girb. Lou Tellegen

was born in Athens, Greece, on November
26, 1881. He was formerly the husband

of Geraldine Farrar, but now he is the

husband of Isabel Dilsworth, and they

have one son. Just tell the girls to keep
as young as they can. as long as they
can. That's the only secret worth know-
ing. Follow me, girls

!

IREXE RICH ADMIRER.—Come,
come cheer up! When down in the mouth
remember that Jonah came out all right.

Irene Rich never had any stage experience

before starting in pictures, yet she is one

of our greatest emotional actresses. Ad-
dress her at Warner Brothers, Bronson
Avenue and Sunset Boulevard, Los
Angeles, California.

BROWN EYES.—Yes, it was a mis-

take to build us with ears facing forward,

to hear all the good that others saj to

our face, for, if they faced aft, we might
profit more by hearing the truth spoken

behind our backs. Mary Brian is playing

with Jack Holt in "The Enchanted Hill."

That was Pauline Garon who did so well

in "Satin in Sables."

TO TOA.—But he who never changes
his opinions will never enlarge his knowl-

edge. Right now Jack Mulhall is play.

ing in Leon Errol's "A Lunatic at Large"
in which Dorothy Mackaill is the leading

lady. Lewis Stone is forty-seven years

old, and a veteran of the Spanish-Ameri-
can War.

J. W. B.—D. W. Griffith is far from
rich, but he ought to be worth $100,000,000.

He had to give away over $3,000,000 in

later profits on "The Birth of a Nation"
{Continued on page 122)
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Become An Artist

This Easy Way
Thousands who never

dreamed they could draw can
now easily become artists. You
too—without any previous
training—and no matter how

little apparent talent you have—can

noweasily learn Illustrating, Designing
andCartooningthroughthis amazingly
easy method.

You learn at home, yet your
work receives the personal attention

and criticism of one of America's

most successful artists. Many stu-

dents actually sell enough work dur-

ing their training to pay for it many
times over.

Big Money in Commercial Art
Millions of dollars are being spent this

year on advertising and story illustrations,

commercial designs, and cartoons. And even
more will be spent next year. Commercial
art is a tremendous field—and a field

where very big money is gladly paid anyone
who can produce good art work. Adver-
tisers, magazines, newspapers, printing

houses, business concerns all need trained

artists. Competent artists easily earn from
$50 to far over $300 a week. And now you
can easily enter this "world's most fascina-

ting, best paid business."

Mail Coupon for Free Book
A new handsomely illustrated book has just been

printed, which gives all the most up-to-date infor-

mation on the thousands of wonderful opportunities
in Commercial Art and shows how this startling short-
cut method easily enables you to enter this field. It

Washington School of Art
Room 182-D, 1115-15th St., N

Please send me without cost
book on art. "Quick Easy Way t<
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Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS

The Dark Side of Fa
(Continued from page 63)

That's why, when criminals are given third
degree, they put them facing a big light.

It takes away their resistance and presently
they lose control and do and say whatever
is asked of them. Their life force is being
used up. Well, stars live in much stronger
light all the time. They cannot be like

normal human beings who have sunlight
and shade. They are irritable, without
much self-control and susceptible to strong
influence. Most marriages cant stand the

Which may be the reason that Barbara
has slipped in and out of marital bonds so
often.

Qnce, the story-bock tells us, Barbara
tried to be a normal wife. She was

married to Ben Dec-ley then. He decided
to come to Hollywood to make pictures

;

she decided to come along and settle down !

You may ask breezes to stop blowing,
roses to stop blooming, crickets not to

chirp and water to run up-hill. The chances
are against success. So with Barbara.
Presently, she was over at the Fox studios
writing stories for Gladys Brockwell

—

good stories, too. . . .

And then, Louis B. Mayer saw her. . . .

Wait a minute. . . . We'd better look
at Barbara as he saw her and as one who
loves her saw her at the time.

"Blue-green eyes, very black hair and an
olive complexion— slender, graceful and
rarely lovely. She had tremendous sex
appeal, but it was normal— it did not offend
women and was not resented by them.
There were two things marvelously attrac-

tive about her—her lips and her hands.
Her lips were seductive and of perfect

beauty. Later, she began to pout them in

order to show them, but then she seemed
unconscious of her loveliness."

lWfk. Mayer cast her for a part in
1V1 "Harriet and the Piper" with Anita
Stewart, and from that Barbara mounted,

as swiftly and easily as tho there were
wings on her white feet.

"After her performance in 'Trifling
Women'," says one adorer, "she could have
had her choice of parts. The best dozen
roles in Hollywood were offered her. She
was sitting on the top of the world!"

"But when she was at the top, she was
at her sweetest," says another. "She was
less vain, more lovable than at any other
time in her career. She was glorious! I

used to say to her:

" 'Remember, Barbara, this sort of thing
doesn't last

!'

"But she would reply: 'I dont care! I

have it now. Whatever happens I shall
have had my taste of it. Xothing can
take that away. I don't care !"

What was it that brought her down
from her high estate? Poor pictures, poor
direction, poor casting and poor health?
A combination of all of them, perhaps,
and too much of Manhattan's night clubs
and the dazzling lights she was warned
against by that judge of juvenile courts
years ago.

"Xothing that happens can be altogether
the fault of other people—altogether
blamed on hard luck," sighs one of the
many who love her. "From the moment
Barbara became a star and could have
everything her own way, she began to

descend. She is a great actress but she
needs a firm hand. She must be afraid

of those in authority or she will not do
her best work. She had cheap pictures,

she was handled wrongly, she worked and
played beyond her strength and she would
not listen to reason.

"Rut she has had her lesson. She w 11

come back, and come back glori

That's Out
{Continued from page 59)

they take them for granted. Who ever

heard of a theatergoer visiting a play of
(he footlights concerned with a New Eng-
land fishing village or the Sahara Desert,

and upon the following morning writing a

letter to the Morning Times protesting

that Cape Cod folk never wore the type

of boots worn by the characters in the

play, or that the type of camel used in the

desert scene is never to be seen in the

locality in which this particular play is

laid?
'

Why Not Bootleg Pictures?

'""There ought to be a law against mak-
ing good pictures," writes S. K. B..

"It would be the best thing that could

happen to the films," he says, "for then

a bootleg product would immediately

flood the market and it would have to

be good tn be illegal. As leading boot-

leggers, he suggests Ernst Lubitsch, Mal-
colm St. Clair, Clarence Brown, and James
Cruze, for they violate the fourteen-year

mental age specifications in "Kiss Me
Again," "Are Parent- People." "The
Goose Woman" . Horse-

/«une on 1 rialTrial

Mo picture is being looked forward to by
A>

the film industry with more anticipa-

i than June Mathis's latest effort, "The

m.'iit in MOTION PIGTUBB MAGAZINE is gm

Viennese Medley." In Hollywood studio

circles this production is looked upon as

somewhat in the nature of a test for Tune,

the chance for her to prove just how much
she was really responsible for th<

of "The Four Horsemen." Rex Ingram,
Rudolph Valentino and others. In the

making of "The Viennese Medley" Miss
Mathis has had complete sway. She has
selected an unknown director and many
inconspicuous players for promina
It wil| be a big victory for Jura

production is successful

The Foreign Situation

At present the German studios are the

only ones that seem capable

us even half-way competition in the silent

drama. France and Italy, whose films in

the early days of the cinematograph prac-

tically monopolize ire now
floundering helplessly in a new
pictorial drama that seems to be beyond
their skill. England has never K

.

rious contender for screen honors. Her
producers cannot seem to learn

adapt the written word :

optical drama. Russia gives pr

future development but for the tin*

is a negligible factor. The renin

unimportant. .
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A Big Guy in the Movies
(Continued from page 57)

bottles with labels. Well, I got them. Had
to—we were starting the picture in the

morning, and then I've got my reputation
that's got to be lived up to.

Nothing's happened since the last time,

but you know my motto, Mazie, "Grin and
bear it." If you didn't grin, you'd pass

right out on the job. All my love, honey,
and I'm hopin' to see you soon.

Friday.

Dear Mazie : I had to go out the other

day and find a house where we could shoot

some front porch scenes. I found one,

finally. The guyr that owns it didn't want
to let us have it, but I gives him the old

line, and he didn't hold out on me long.

They cant resist me long, you know that,

Mazie. We shot a couple of scenes with
Bert Roach and Neeley Edwards, when
the fellow that owns the house comes out

and asks us to leave. The boss talked to

him, but the boss didn't make no progress

at all. The man went in the house after

telling us he would call the police if we
weren't off in ten minutes. The boss turns

to me, and asks me what I'm goin' to do
about it. I asked him back why he should

ask me that question any more than any
one else and he said I was the guy that

had got the house, so he thought it was
up to me to keep it. You see, the boss

knew I was the only one who would be

able to accomplish the impossible, but he
wasn't willing to lose his dignity before the

rest of the company; so I get bawled out

and have to do the job besides.

I went up and rang the bell, and when
the old fellow came to the door, I went
in and started to talk with him. He was
one of those guys who likes an argument,
especially when he is pretty sure of win-
ning, so we talked and we argued and we
argued and we talked till I could see, from
my position by a window, that the boys

had finished up with their work. I bid

my host good-bye, with many apologies,

and walked out of the front door feeling

fine.

The boss didn't say anything about it.

I guess he must have felt kind of cheap,

because he hadn't done it himself.

Saturday.

Dear Mazie : Awful busy these days.
This is just a note to tell you a good one
on Joe Murphy. We were making an
Andy Gump comedy with him one day out
by the lake. Joe was in the water sup-
posed to get bitten by a turtle. The camera
grinds away as Joe splashes around in the
water. All of a sudden he grabs his hand
and starts hollerin'. Seeing that Joe is

actin' more natural than usual, we investi-

gate and see that he is actually hurt. He
had cut his wrist on an old tin can, and
it was bleeding so that we had to take him
to the hospital. I was told to go with him.
He passed out half-way there, and had me
scared stiff.

When he came to at the hospital, I was
at the side of his bed and was the first

person he saw. He looked at me, and his

first words were. "Get me my press agent,

so he can run a story about this." Can
you beat it, the way these movie guys are

always wantin' to be talked about?

Sunday.

Dear Mazie: Tomorrow morning we're

starting a burlesque of "Uncle Tom's
Cabin." The director just phoned me to

have everything read}'. I'm gettin' used

to that, Mazie. I never worked for a

director who didn't expect me to do all

the work. And I never will work for one
where I wont expect to do it all. So it's

all right. If the directors cant do it them-
selves, it's a darned good thing that there's

fellows like me who have the ability to

put it over.

All this director wants for tomorrow is

for me to have a pack of funny lookin'

dogs to be bloodhounds, arrange for the

ice blocks, make plans for the snow storm,

and see to it that all the cast is on the

job.

After that he probably figured I could

go out and have a good time. The direc-

tors are such considerate fellows. Well,

Maz.'j, I haven't gotten the raise vet, but

you know why as well as I do. They're

afraid of me, and they dont want to give

me too much authority.

Screen Idols Past, Present and Future
(Continued from page 98)

indiscreet. As for Ben Lyon, he is now
almost a screen idol, and he gives the

impression of being just such a sort of
boy as Mary Pickford is a girl—good,
clean, likable, clever. He is, to my way
of thinking, the Wallace Reid of the pres-

ent, with something of the qualities that

have made Thomas Meighan so popular.

Richard Dix is another of the same class,

altho quite different in other respects, and
these two players seem to have about an
equal chance in the future, other things
being equal, with the odds slightly in

favor of Dix. Ronald Colman is another
young man who has lately come rapidly
to the front, tho his rise has not been
meteoric. He, too, has gained immense
popularity, mostly by reason of his pleas-
ing personality, altho he has certainly
done some clever work on the screen.

Detween Lyon, Dix and Colman, it is a
question of "even money—take your

pick." Antonio Moreno is very handsome,
but he has been before us for a dozen

^ears and never has been more than fairly
jpular, so we may perhaps eliminate him
om the race. Ricardo Cortez is another

of the possibilities, but he has been some-

year or so ago I thought he was in the

Valentino class, then I dismissed the idea

when I saw him in "The Swan," but later

when I saw him in "The Pony Express"
it occurred to me that if well handled he
might yet be well up among the leaders.

And so perhaps Cortez is still be to be
reckoned with.

There are still other groups to be con-
sidered, such as Rod La Rocque and
Monte Blue, Marie Prevost and Lois
Wilson; Eugene O'Brien and Edmund
Lowe, Wallace Beery and Ernest Tor-
rence, Buster Keaton and Harry Langdon;
Adolphe Menjou, Milton Sills and Lewis
Stone, Lloyd Hughes and Robert Frazer

;

Bessie Love and Doris Kenvon, Ravmond
Griffith and Douglas MacLean; Lon
Chaney and Bull Montana, Dorothys Mac-
kaill and Sebastian, Clara Bow, Alberta
Vaughn and Virginia Lee Corbin : Jack
Holt and Fred Thomson, Aileen Pringle
and Pauline Garon, Renee Adoree and
Agnes Ayres, Conrad Nagel and Kenneth
Harlan, but hold ! there is no end of them,
and I cannot mention everybody.

Aviation
Brings Quick

Success
TO young men of daring no other

field of work offers such a fascina-
tion, such high pay, nor such oppor-

tunities for quick success as the field of
Aviation. As yet, aviation is practically
in its infancy. But now is the time to
get in.

Amazing Opportunities
in Airplane Industries
In the automobile industry and in the moving

picture business hundreds of men got rich by
getting in at the start. They made their success
before others woke up. Today, these lines offer
no greater opportunities than a hundred and one
others. BUT AVIATION IS NEW. Get in while
the opportunities are big. All over the country
there will be a clamor for trained men. It will not
be a question of pay but of getting capable men.

Become an Aviation Expert
$50 to $100 per Week

The study of aviation is almost as fascinating
as the actual work. Every lesson is full of in-
terest. That is why it is easy to learn aviation.
You do not have to make yourself study— it is
like reading an interesting book that tells you
things you have always wanted to know. Only
one hour each evening will give you the basic
training in a surprisingly short time.

One student, S. F. McNaughton, Chicago, says:
Your lessons are like a romance, and what

is more, after one read-
ing, the student gets
athorough understand-
ing. One never tires of
reading them." James
Powers, Pa., another
student, says, "I am in-
deed surprised that
such a valuable course
can be had from such
practical men for so
little cost."

Personal
Instruction

by Experienced Men
Men who have had ac-
tual experience give
you personal attention.
They select the lessons,
lectures, blueprints and
bulletins. They tell you
things that are essen-
tial in everyday prac-
tice. Each lesson is
easy to read and un-
derstand.

Get Big FREE Book—Now
Send coupon below forNew Book, just out, "Op-
portunities in the Airplane Industry." It is in-
teresting and instructive. It will show you many
things you never knew before about aviation.
We have but a limited supply of these books-
send the coupon before they are all gone.

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 82-72 Chicago, 111.

Fascinating
—Daring-
Big Paying
Prepare Now for One
of These Positions

Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week

$100 to $300 per week

Enormous profit.

Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Mechanician

$40 to $60 per week
Aeroplane Inspector

$50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman

$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler

$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder

$75 to $200 per week

American School of Aviation
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept 82 72 Chicago, III.

Without any obligation, send me your Free Book,
Opportunities in the Airplane Industry", also infor-

mation about your course in Practical Aeronautics.

Name ................

ition MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. "'
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Makes the hair
easy to dress

Better than brilliantine

What 1 925 Has Meant to Me
(Continued from page 22)

Whether your hair is bobbed or

long, the fashionable effect is easy

to get when you use Glo-Co Liquid

Hair Dressing. You comb your hair

exactly as you want it, and it stays

that way.

Use Glo-Co Hair Dressing before

a curl or marcel. Keeps your hair in

curl, and prevents split and broken

ends. Use it on the children's hair

too. Keeps the most unruly hair in

place all day. It is good for the

scalp as well as the hair. Your
doctor would recommend it. Helps

do away with dandruff and stimulates

the hair roots to new growth.

Use it always before a shampoo.
Apply to the scalp to loosen the

dandruff, then wash with Glo-Co
Shampoo. The cleansing, antiseptic

lather frees the scalp from dandruff

and bacteria, and makes the hair like

silk. Use Glo-Co Hair Dressing again

to comb your hair. Sold at drug and
department stores and barber shops.

If your dealer cannot supply Glo-Co
Hair Dressing and Shampoo, a full-

sized bottle of either will be sent for

50c. Glo-Co Company, Inc., 6511

McKinley Ave., Los Angeles,
California.

GLO-CO
LIQUID HAIR DRESSING

back to the righteous road of villainy

!

"A villain, crushed to earth, will rise

again."

By Lillian Rich

If 1925 had brought me nothing else, it

would have- been gracious in permitting
me to make my home in Hollywood and
to engage in a profession I love. As it

is, it has brought me an exceptionally good
contract—a credit on the material side of
the ledger ; and a long delayed visit from
my mother and sister—a credit on the
happiness side of the ledger. That makes
it balance. So everything must be all

right.

By Neil Hamilton

The most important event for me in

1925 was the signing of a contact with
Famous Players-Lasky.

By Anthony Jowett

That question can be answered by me on
a fifty-fifty basis.

Sometimes I think it was when Jesse
L. Lasky met me in the lobby of a New
York theater and asked me if I cared to

try the picture game.

Coming as a "bolt from the blue/' to

use a colloquial expression, that surely was
an event.

Then perhaps a bigger event was when,
after I had played several bits for Para-
mount at the Long Island studio, I was
told to call at Mr. Lasky's office as he
very much wanted to see me.

I went there fully prepared to throw my
shoulders back, hold my head up and be
told that the picture business would manage
to struggle along without me.

But Mr. Lasky crossed me. He offered

me a contract— I signed it. I did not go
down in the elevator, I walked the eight

stories down.

I fancy that's what could well be called

an event.

By Noah Beery

Noah Junior's winning the gold medal
for highest scholarship honors in his class

at the military school he attends for the

second consecutive term.

By William Collier, Jr.

The biggest event for me was gaining
an opportunity for serious drama, ridding

myself at last from the nickname of my
kid days, "Buster," and being recognized
in my own right as William Collier, Jr.

By George K. Arthur

Well! On February 18. 1925, my baby
daughter lean appeared, the same day I

signed a "long-term contract with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer—and this was only the

beginning ot 1925! Nuff said!!

By Anna Q. Nilsson

The year 1925 brought me my contract

with First National, and the two most
wonderful parts I've ever had, Fanny in

"The Viennese Melody" and ZanJa in "The
Splendid Road."

in motion PICTBRE M.u;a. ,\ - g

By Patsy Ruth Miller

I never believed in astrologers until one
told me that 1925 would be my lucky year.

Since the beginning of this year I have
signed a contract with Warner Brothers,
acquired a new home in Beverly Hills, and
my whole family and I have been in the
pink of health even- day. What more could
any girl desire in one year ?

By Joyce Compton
First National has given me my big

chance in pictures.

By Anne Cornwall

This is the best year I have had. On
Xew Year's Day I received a letter from
the Wampas telling me they had chosen me
as one of the Baby Stars. Since then,

things have been coming my way so fast

that I dont know what to expect next.

By Jack Mulhall

The year 1925 has brought me "ba.k
home'' to First National Pictures. As
in 1923—one of my brightest years, play-

ing opposite Norma and Constance Tal-
madge—1925 has meant to me some of
the greatest opportunities of my career,

particularly opposite Corinne Griffith in

"Classified," and Colleen Moore in "We
Moderns."

By Jane Novak

My first trip to Europe—leading roles,

in English and German pictures—rich ex-

perience—thrills of seeing several foreign

countries—home—three splendid roles, two
for Whitman Bennett, one for William
Fox. Frank Borzage's production, "Lazy-
bones"—jov of becoming an aunt—truly a

wonderful 1925.

By Buck Jones

"Lazybones" is what 1925 has meant to

me—my first big dramatic role!

I have William Fox and Frank Borzage
to thank for this opportunity to play such
a character as the small-town "lazybones."

In the future I hope to have such dramatic
opportunities in my Western pictures.

By Kathryn McGuire

Every young leading woman in the films

will join me in an expression of thank-
fulness tor at least one development during
1925. It is no longer necessary for the

ingenue or the leading woman to be a

helpless clinging vine, without even the

slightest resource. At last we a",

stories in which we can do sometfa i

than decorate the scene and kiss the hero
in the final fade-out '.

By Gladys W. Brockwell

This year has been a very !...

for me. since it hi 5 g .: oppor-
tunity which eve

her career—the ch

versatility in a group of -

terizations. No artist can ask for more.
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tutmit de la sauce
(Tl

Asks the waiter

—

and you feel 50 helpless

A mushroom sauce made by a
famous French chef ! Of course you
would want it if you only knew
what the waiter was talking about!

. MHOW much pleasure is missed by travelers who have
never learned to speak French! All those subtleties

of speech and manner that make the French people

so delightfully different.

Americans traveling abroad without a knowledge of this

universal language are likely to meet with all sorts of traveling

difficulties, too. Misunderstandings about trains and bag-

gage. Disappointing hotel accommodations. Unsatisfactory vv
?

,l,

£?-
meals. Inadequate sight-seeing arrangements.

Yet all this is so unnecessary ! Anyone can learn, in a very
hag conducted k institutes in the ter cities . They

short time, to speak simp e French easily and correctly, if he
haye^^ J^uS of teaching French that is recognized

will only use the right method.
everywhere as the most advanced, most authoritative and

The Famous Hugo Method Has Now Been most practical in existence.
'

Rrntmht tn Atnorirn In order to acquaint Americans with a method of learning
DTVuyiu 10 nmvTiLU.

conversational French that has been used successfully by so

The great publishing house of Hugo has long been known many thousands of Europeans, Hugo's Language Institute

throughout Europe as headquarters for foreign language of London has now prepared a special edition of their course

instruction. Millions of Hugo language books have been for American use. To introduce it in this country, an amaz-
sold. For more than one hundred years this famous family inglv liberal offer is made.

Hugos Famous "FRENCH AT SIGHT"
24 Fascinating Lessons by Mail—Special Introductory Offer

Now, in the easiest and most delightful To all who enroll now we will also give a exceptional an opportunity to learn con-
way in the world, you can learn to speak year's subscription to Le Petit Journal, versational French?
French like a Frenchman. Instead of start- without additional cost. This entertaining ^ . Tu„,„T^n„. TDrr
ing with tiresome rules, verb lists and gram- little French magazine will be of great Lxamme Ihese Lessons />«£-£

matical constructions, you will actually assistance in familiarizing you with French Simply Mail the Coupon
learn to speak French sentences in your very life and customs and in enlarging your The coupon below will bring you the en-
first lesson. vocabulary. tire course of 24 lessons for free examination.

In the Hugo course the same everyday You can return them in S days or send only
words are used over and over in simple sen- 1 ne Complete Course IOr Only $lZ.UU $2 00 a month until 21 2.00 have been paid.
tences about familiar matters. New words,

jf VQU acj Quirky Don't delay. Mail the coupon NOW. •
forms and constructions are introduced so ' M ' /
gradually that you learn simply from seeing For a limited time (for introductory pur- DoubledaV Page & Co., /
them. No tedious memory work. You poses only) you are now offered the complete /
simply do not seem to be Studying at all

!

Hugo course of twenty-four lessons, at the p
... , /

Correct pronunciation and cultured at- astonishingly low price of only 212.00. This ^%\\
n
n^g"1"Lmufe

S
of 'doubleday

cent are taught by a device so ingenious is only a fraction of the regular price. More- London, England.) y page & CO..
that, in just a few weeks' time you will find over, it mav be paid on the convenient terms r,^pn Pit« ' h^IF^r2*™
yourself speaking French as easily and of only 22.00 a month. This is indeed a

T̂ v 7. ' sentaUves of Hulls'

elegantly as the French themselves speak it. wonderful offer. Can you afford to miss so New York y* ^L^nguage^institute of

This Remarkable Offer Includes a Year's Subscription /''^SS'S
to Le Petit Journal / Sl^ J

\ \ \h§fB
rsr^-. Published twice a month, eight months of the year, in / $ *oo a^that'timTam! $2

U
oo%ach

e
rnonth

HIRMAl 'T I
everyday French, this delightful illustrated magazine • untii a totail en paid. I am

|» contains current news, extracts from French news- , ' pf]/f journal
'v
i6

a
issSeI

S
\vithout

P
addit!onat

m/ papers and periodicals, interesting notes on French / cost.

W life and customs and humorous sketches. It will ,' Name
E be of the greatest assistance in furthering your ,'
W: knowledge of French. To receive this maga- / Address

T zine for a year, it is only necessary for you /•'

,to mail the coupon, without money, at f y "'""—

—

' once. Do it HOW.' S F've per cent Discount for Cash with Order.

When you write to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. '
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If I had only known—"

TWO women went out to buy a certain

expensive labor-saving device for the

home.

One was greatly disappointed when, a

few days later, they compared notes. She

had bought the same product that many
of her friends had owned.

The other woman had secured a greatly

improved, new product—costing less, but

of much more value.

"If I had only known there was a

better one," the first woman said, "I

would never have bought this old one."

"I had just read about it in an adver-

tisement," explained the wise buyer.

Every day you miss good news of an

improvement in different articles of mer-

chandise

—

unless you read the advertise-

ments. They tell you of practically every

worth-while invention—of every progress

from the old to the new.

.Read the advertisements—regularly.

Know all about the thing you are going

to buy before you buy it. It will save

you disappointment, money and time.

The better a product is—the sooner

you'll see it in an advertisement

Cinderella ? Maybe !

(Continued from page 29)

long and difficult apprenticeship was gone
thru with just the game.
So she cant be placed among the Cin-

derellas.

IWIary Brian, the Wendy of "Peter Pan,"
who was snatched up for stardom, is

another alleged Cinderella who makes the

boarding-school girls hate the French verbs
the worse.

But just because nobody ever heard of
Mary before is no sign Mary wasn't there.

As a matter of fact, she has been in pic-

tures for years—as a child actress. Be-
cause a flower wasn't plucked before, is

no sign that it hasn't been struggling with
heat and drought and thistles.

The nearest that I know of a real Cin-
derella of the screen is a girl that never
would be thought of in that connection

—

Jetta Goudal.
And she spends most of her time vo-

ciferously contending that she is not one.

But I think she is.

That is to say, I fear that Jetta was
just spoofing when she came to Holly-
wood, telling us of her long experience on
the sta*ge and screen of Europe. She had
been in one or two good pictures in Xew
York—like "The Bright Shawl" ; but her
work in her first Hollywood picture indi-

cated that she did not know the first rudi-

ments of screen technique. This part was
the vampish lady in "Open All Xight."
She was lovely and showed instinct for
acting; but she did not know the simplest

mechanics of screen acting—such as an
extra girl would be taught her first day
out—or in.

The other Cinderella girl that I have in

mind is Dorothy Sebastian. She really

did burst headlong into Hollywood and was
signed for a five-year contract before she
had been in the place long enough to know
anv of the head waiters bv name.

But, after all, Miss Sebastian, like Betty
Bronson, was not an amateur. She had
been in the "Scandals" and on the stage as

a dancer and show-girl for some time.

Anyhow. Miss Sebastian will be sorry
in the end that she even tried to Cinderella
Hollywood. She has taken the long way
around instead ot the short cut—as she
will discover. In the end. she will have
to go back and labor thru a long appren-
ticeship.

Just so another little Cinderella whom I

had forgotten. . . . Sally O'Xeill. as she
has been officially named—discarding her
more attractive name of Chatsie Xoonan.

Marshall Xeilan found her in a cafe and
boosted her into pictures as a star

we will have to say that she is the real

Cinderella of them all. The first time she
ever passed a studio gate, she passed in as

a star.

But this was only a restless \ 8

the most restless director of the movies.
Right now, she is like a bewildered baby
who has been put up on the top of a high
post. She doesn't know how she _

or which way she is going to fall.

The best thing she could do r -

would be to drop the name of Sally
O'Neill, become Chatsie Xoonan again, and
start in again from the beginning and learn
what it is all about. She is a smart, enter-

prising little girl : but she knows nothing
of the mechanics of her trade.

1 f you will look over the "forever-after"
girls of the screen, you wi!'.

any Cinderellas.

If you wanted to set Lloyd's :

a bunch of ten actors who would '.
.
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fame until the end of their days, you would
pick out some list like the following

:

Lillian Gish, Mary Pickford, Doug
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin, Adolphe Men-
jou, Mae Murray, Pola Negri, John Bar-
rymore, Lon Chaney, Raymond Griffith.

Neither time nor circumstance can pull

any of these people down. They have
something that is theirs to keep. Each
has a niche that no one else can occupy.
Every one of them has earned his or

her place on the roost. Lillian Gish almost
starved to death—literally—making her

way up. For a long time in New York
she lived on tea and crackers while earning
her meager living as a child actress. Lil-

lian knows the technique of acting so

thoroly that I saw her once explain to

Charlie Mack how she could give him the

impression of hysterical frenzy simply by
her arms from the wrist to the elbow—not

showing her face at all.

Alary had an apprenticeship just as hard
and as thoro. Chaplin learned his art by
entertaining crowds for flung pennies on
the sidewalks of London. Doug had years

of experience on the stage. Barrymore,
Pola Negri, Menjou, the same.
Of all picture actors, Raymond Griffith

has had the most thoro training. Circus

acrobat, actor, dancer and professional

pantomimist.

T have included Lon Chaney and Mae
1 Murray in this list. They have some-
thing they have acquired by hard effort

that never can be taken away from them.
Chaney is a better actor than anybody

has ever given him credit for being. His
acting ability had been too heavily camou-
flaged in make-up, to be really appreciated.

.Mac Murray, in a certain sense, cannot
be termed a great actress. Yet in another
sense, she has seen more clearly than any
one else just what the screen is all about.

She and Doug Fairbanks are the only ones
to understand that this is a new and purely

pictorial art. In a way she is not an ac-

tress at all; she is a beautiful poster girl

—

a magazine cover—who moves. Yet she

will be there to the end. She has some-
thing no one can ever take away from her.

But to return to Cinderella

:

You will find this state of affairs in

Hollywood

:

They may bust in and appear to be Cin-
derellas ; but they never last. Sooner or
later, they have to go back and learn the

job in the hard school of experience. Only
so can they win something that circum-
stance or bad luck cannot take away from
them.

If I were a movie girl (or boy) I would
pray every night not to be picked for a
Cinderella. If I saw Mr. James Cruze
and Mr. Cecil De Mille looking at me out
of the casting director's window, I would
yell for the police and run before they got
me.
Mr. Darius Green found a way to fly

by leaping out of his Pa's barn window

;

but he came to grief. When the Wright
brothers, of Dayton, Ohio, learned to fly,

they kept on flying.

By Popular Vote
Richard Dix is entitled to an inter-

view in Motion Picture Magazine.
As you know, he has been a leader

in the Ansieer Man's popularity ther-

mometer. More "fans" ask questions

about Richard than any other male
star.

So you'll find a story about Rich-
ard in the March issue of Motion
Picture Magazine.
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What's New in Bad Men
(Continued from page 45)

"My character Paul, in 'Boheme,' is a
dapper fop of the period, given to cologne
and laces, full of comedy possibilities in

spite of being a villain. I chose him be-
cause of his comedy high lights, and be-

cause I know him—lots of him—in Europe
today.

"There never need be rubber-stamp
villains. Each one created can and should
be as individual as a finger-print."

YWilliam Powell, just embarking on a
career of villainy toward Gilda Gray

in "Aloma of the South Seas," has his

own ideas about bad men.
"A villain doesn't know he's a villain in

real life. None of us knows what he'll do
in an emergency. We may say: 'If a
burglar comes in, or the house burns down,
or I'm held up by a bandit, I hope I'll keep
my head and behave like a hero—but until

we've been in an experience of the kind,

we cant knoi<c that we'll come out of it

with colors flying.

"So in pictures, my heavies dont con-
sider themselves wicked or cowardly or
weak. But chance comes along—there's a

choice put up to him, he may go this way,
he may go that—he can easily argue him-
self into thinking that the way he'd like

to go is the right way. The first slightly

wrong turning taken leads him by im-
perceptible degrees into the wrong road.

He loses his sense of direction and it's

easier to take the next wrong turning."

r^EORGE Bancroft of "Pony Express"
fame, whose "smiling villain" stands in

a class all by itself, thinks there is too

much emphasis placed on characterization.

"It's not characterization at all, it's being

true to nature. I have been all over the

world and have met men in all ranks of

life and in most situations. I can imagine
myself in their shoes, looking at life

thru their eyes. For instance

:

"As Sladc, I knew I was to be called on
to shoot my twenty-ninth man. I read

three books about Sladc, but they didn't

tell me what kind of man he was. I

could imagine him, tho. I knew a

young follow in Xew York. If you had
met him, you would not have thought him
a criminal—you might have liked him
rather well, for he was a pleasant sort of
chap—but he was a murderer.

"I pictured him and the way he'd go
about it. He'd have said to his man. very

quietly, wry nicely, indeed: 'Joe, dont do
that. If you do, I shall cut your throat.

So dont do it again.' Then, when Toe dis-

regarded his warning, my murderer friend

would go to him, just as quietly, and, not
raising his voice, he'd say : 'You remem-
ber, Joe, that day down on Eighth Avenue,
when I told you not to do that again?
You remember that I said I'd cut your
throat if you did? Well, vou did and I

will
!'

"That's my key to Sladc. Before I could

commit my twenty -ninth murder (.the first

shown on the screen), I went out and men-
tally committed the other twenty-eight so

that I'd be an old hand at it.

"Men arc not brutal villains such as used

to be shown on stage and screen. Well,

yes, there is a certain cockney type who
would slam a woman or child up against

a wall or knock them down, it's true—but

he must be interpreted as he really is. hot-

tempered, uncontrolled.

"Another type of man might take your

hand and twist your wrist for you while

he's smiling at you—covering his villainy

so that those around might think 'He's

only kidding her!' even deceiving the girl

herself by saying: 'Oh, did I hurt you.
I'm so sorry !'—but he manages to hurt
all the same."

""The light touch is John Roche's idea of
the most effective thing about the 1926

model villain.

"Yillains used to be so obvious—just as
comedy was obvious. You know how they
exaggerated the silly ass Englishman into

a caricature? They used to exaggerate a
heavy until he was like a black silhouette

among the rest of the nice pale people.

"We dont do that now. Our villains

have to be twice as charming as the hero
so as to be convincing when they're lead-

ing the lady astray or persuading the trust-

ing to confide their honor or possessions
into a rascal's keeping."
"A heavy is just like a hero, only the

author has a prejudice against villains."

says Tony d'Algy. "As for me, I dont like

'em either. Give me leads

!

"In 'I'll Tell the World,' I played the
young American city man, rival to the
country kid. I was a smooth youth like

one of these collar ads. I liked a good
time and bright lights and maybe the girl

would have seen things my way if that

country kid hadn't happened along.

"Personally, tho, I cant see any differ-

ence between the two breeds—heroes

and villains—except that the last-named
gets what they call a 'dirty deal'."

But Xigel Barrie is more serious.

"All men are villains," he says, "that

is. they have one weak place. Our new
model is simply a man whose weak place

is subjected to a strain which it cant stand.

"In 'Steel Preferred,' I play a youth who
is in love with the daughter of his em-
ployer. He has a yellow streak. In ordi-

nary every-day life that streak isn't evident.

Perhaps he could have gone thru life

and no one would ever have known he
had it—he wouldn't have known it him-
self, very likely—but he and the girl are
in danger at the mill one night and he tries

to save his own life, deserting her. Of
course, the hero comes to the rescue, but

the other chap is shown up.

"The new model villain is only an every-

day man—shown up!"
"A villain has to be a good actor," is

John Patrick's idea.

"I began by playing a young drank in

'Flaming Youth' and now every time a
producer sees the word 'drunk' in the script

he thinks of me. I'm always drunk—on

the screen."

"It's circumstances that bring out charac-

ter." says William V. ^fong. who has

essayed a new villain in "Oft the H E

"A heavy is only a human being, after all,

and the circumstances of the play show
what kind of human he may be.

"A man may be your friend, sal •

in every way, until the time comes that

you need a big sacrifice—you need a friend

to stand with you against the world—and
he cant do it ... or he can. . . . That
is circumstances revealing him."

Edward Earle, of "The Viennese Med-
ley." believes that villains are mo:.
ing than heroes this year because they can

be real.

"A leading man is too dumb)
suspecting, too noble for an actor to have

any faith in his characterization. There's

a lot more sense to a villain. He has a

temptation and he falls. It's Fun

how he falls, why and what beet

him."
So much for the "new model."

in MOTION riCTlKi: MAOAl'.'.Nr is -...; r.-.nteco".
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According to Harry Carr

—

(Continued from page SO)

Lillian in "La Boheme." Huh ! She would
not wear them. Whereupon he ordered
her from his studio.

"I ask her," said Erte, "Please do not
come near me."

"Gish," he squealed. "Gish she is im-
possible. When Gish plays Mimi for three
days we wait for her to die. It is time
for her to die in the story. But Gish will
not die. Why? She says she do not feel
like dying. She will not die till she feels
like it. We even have to get for her other
music than Puccini so that she will get
ready to die. I ask you: is that the
artiste!"

Evidently Mons. Erte thinks that the
time to die is when the he-dressmaker de-
livers the clothes on the set.

He admits Renee Adoree might be
charming; but she committed a frightful
outrage by refusing to wear corsets with
his ravishing costumes—bouffant skirts

and hanging sleeves.

On Erte's

White List

Dersonally I dont know what a bouffant
skirt is ; but the depravity of a movie

lady refusing to wear a corset with an
Erte bouffant skirt must be almost beyond
human expression—and human endurance.
He finds good points about Aileen

Pringle—lovely face and fine carriage and
high intelligence and so on ; but he has
confided in newspaper friends that Aileen's—well—leg*, as it were ... But let us
hasten on to Paulette Duval who "have

«»

the slantiii md the hai . beautiful

And Ca

love] Quite

About Dorothy Phillips
You've missed her on the screen. In

the March issue of Motion Picture Maga-
zine, Dorothy Phillips will tell you the
story of her retirement—and why she has
returned to the studio.

Altho Erte evidently expected Holly-
wood to close tlie- studios and burn up all

the costumes on his departure, Hollywood
has borne tlie loss with Christian forti-

tude. As have the producers. Erte was a
genius ; but a genius is a dubious blessing
in the practical work of making motion
pictures.

In leaving, Erte delivered one final shot.
He said Hollywood morals are so fright-
fully proper that he suffers from ennui.

It's Time
to Stop

I thixk that even Rudolph himself is

somewhat bored by the Valentino mat-
rimonial troubles; certainly everyone else
is. I know that his managers would be
greatly relieved if both Valentino and
Xatacha could be induced to sink, for a
season, into silence. Meanwhile, Rudy
seems to be preparing—just in a general
way—for such future matrimonial even-
tualities as might develop. He has bought
an Italian villa in Beverly Hills, and is

having it remodeled at very great expense.
He has stables enough for a hunt club,
garages for his flock of automobiles, and
kennels for the dogs to which Mrs. Val-
entino has referred in such biting terms.
"Very primitive character," said Mrs.

Valentino one day as we sat watching Ru-
dolph across their drawing-room. "What
he likes to do—the most satisfying ex-
pression of his soul, is to get down under
an automobile and take the machinery to
pieces and put it together again."
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ntless perfi
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Watch Your Make-Up!
(Continued from page 93)

up another man so that he exactly re-

sembled the one who left. Presently he
quit for some reason—I had three men in

that one chair before the picture was fin-

ished and no one ever knew it.

"Wigs have a tendency to look faky.

We dont use them as we used to do for
character parts. We have what we call a
wig-fall—the back part is wig and the
actor's own hair is used to cover the front,

for the faky part is always around the
face.

"Richard Dix, in 'The Vanishing Amer-
ican,' wears two of these wig-falls—one
the long-haired and one the bobbed effect.

His own hair was allowed to grow a bit

long in front, was darkened to match the
wigs, and combed back over the fall."

f""*IRLS who have had comedy experience,
thinks Jim Collins, know make-up

from the inside out, which is why Betty
Compson and Gloria Swanson seldom ask
any assistance.

"I have helped Gloria—but there's noth-
ing helpless about her ! She happened to

need something to make the veins show
in her hands for the mother role in 'The
Coast of Folly,' and what little assistance

she needed I gave, but as a rule, she is like

Pola—nobody ever has to bother about
Pola's make-up.

"I once helped Wallace Beery when he
had neuritis, but neither he nor Noah needs
anyone to tell them. They know how to

do anything and everything with grease-
paint and false hair. Those two are where
they are because they worked hard to get

there. They deserve success because they
never gave up and never stopped trying to

improve.
"Anybody in this business who wants to

work and work hard can get somewhere.

All these starving extras you hear about—
if they keep on starving they dont belong
in the business. And I know a lot of
them are going around saying 'Somebody
ought to give me a chance!" when after a
year and a half they cant even make up
themselves and stick a mustache on in the
right place.

"(""MiRMAXS make the best grease-^ paint—in fact, the best of everything
in our line—but they dont know how to
use it. Look at their films—look at their

stills ! Their wigs are faky and they dont
understand shading—look at that picture
of Emil Jannings on the wall—no make-up
man over here would put black on a face!
They put hair on in bunches, instead of
building up a beard hair by hair.

"Make-up men from the stage seldom
make good on the screen because they are
used to stage methods—they get careless,

tie the hair on with rope, almost, because
the footlights would take care of the odd
ends—forgetting that the camera picks up
everything and no hair can be out of place.

"Once in a while I go on location with
a company, but as a rule I send a make-up
man with them, after I've figured out ex-
actly what each member of the cast should
wear.

"At that, climate has to be considered.
In the "Thundering Herd' it was so cold
the grease-paint snapped off in your hands
and we had to melt it to make the people
up. In 'The Vanishing American." the
make-up melted in the heat and had to

be thickened—we were using a body wash
in some cases there.

"Cpirit gum—a mixture containing ether
—is used to stick on beards, you know.

Frequently, an extra man who is being
made up will be overcome with the fumes.

Gossip of the Camera Coasts

Acnks Avres (Mrs. Manuel Reachi)^ has confided to the newspapers that

the Reachi family is soon to have an heir.

PTrancis X. Bushman has become a
grandfather; his son Ralph and Mrs.

Ralph, who was Beatrice Dantj, have been
blessed by an addition.

'""Tim Sorrows of Satan" probably will
1
be one of D. W. Griffiths

' most
ambitious pictures. It will take Griffith

at least six months to make it and the

company maj go to England for some of
the scene-. Just now, Griffith cant find

an actor who will play the devil—on the

screen. Carol Dempster will have the lead-

ing feminine role, but Griffith is having
considerable trouble to find a hero and a

devil.

"Thomas Meighan refused to go to work
1

until his company found him a story

calling for Florida locations. Tom had no

out page 67)

desire to spend a cold winter in Xew York
and so Paramount fixed up a script de-
manding a tropical setting. Last year Tom
made about a half a million dollars in

Florida real estate, so you cant blame him
for longing to go back to dear old Ocala.

J
N spite of the enormous amount of money-
he has made in the last few years. Ru-

dolph Valentino is said to be hard up for
cash. Rudy made several fatal mistakes
but his worst error was extravagant liv-

ing. When he traveled, he traveled in

state and when he was living quietly in

Hollywood, he spent money lavishly on his

house, his servants and expensive motor-
cars. This habit of tossing around money
is said to have been one of the causes of

difference between him and Mrs. Valentino.

Now Rudy is in Europe but far from
happy. Business and domestic troubles

have eaten into his money and put a severe

dent in his popularity.

J 116
AGE.

The Screen Nearly Lost John Gilbert

Several years ago, John Gilbert was s

! that lu- nearly quit. No i

waited years for recognition and \.

Today lie's the Man of the Hour. But Dorothy Herzog. who knew him in his

years of discouragement. has written a sympathetic storv of John Gilbert's earlv

career. It is one of the features of the March MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

sement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is gouratecd.
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I say to him : 'Lon Chaney swam thru a
sea of spirit gum to get where he is

—

you've just had a sniff!' Lon is a real
make-up artist. I was one of the gang
led by Ernest Torrence in Lon's 'Hunch-
back,' and what Lon doesn't know about
make-up isn't there to know

!

"Yes, I began in the acting game. It

was serials that got me interested in

make-up, because that was how I held my
job.

"In the 'Hope Diamond Mystery,' I

started in a small part, looking just as I

do now. I got shot in the first reel. That
was the end of me, I thought, but the di-

rector said : 'I need a Hindu tomorrow.
If you can look like a Hindu, you can go
on working.' So I said to myself, 'To-
morrow I'm a Hindu,' and I went home
and worked until I looked like one. After
that, they needed a French cavalier for

another episode, and then a letter-carrier

who takes the diamond out of the London
mail-box—well, I was in the serial for

as long as it lasted and had to steal the

diamond four times !

"D. W. Griffith used to say that as long
as a man could change himself he had
work, so I kept on changing myself until

I got so good that the studios said I had
better try making up other people, and
presently I had worked myself out of an
actor's job.

"Sometimes I work before the camera
now, and often I make myself up in dif-

ferent characters so that directors can
study them and see what sort of make-up
they want for a special picture.

"In 'Drums of Destiny,' with Mary Miles
Minter, we had to make some men as

negroes from Portuguese East Africa.
Those negroes cut themselves on the face
with sharp-pointed sticks and make ter-

rible scars—we finally worked it out with
putty and grease-paint and our own kind
of blood.

"Our own blood is a carmine-colored
substance used for soda-fountain syrups

—

so it's quite harmless—we can give a player
a mouthful of it and let him ooze it out
between his lips after a fight—put some in

an eye-dropper and drop it on his hair
and let it trickle down.
"Then we have a whitener for gold

teeth—Germans ought to use it on their

leading men."
Jim Collins' delightful smile broadened.
"This is a tough game, but it's worth

while. If you are willing to go without
eating and sleeping sometimes and work
your head off all the time, you'll be bound
to land. Valentino struggled along for
years before he made his hit—so did Glo-
ria—so did all the big names who stay big.

Some people make the leap to fame, but
presently they slide down and you never
hear of 'em again. Talk to them for ten

minutes and you'll find out why.
"When I was doing 'The Spanish

Dancer,' we used to get in from location

at three in the morning, with a call for

eight. I never went home, just slept here

in my make-up room so's to be ready.

"Then people say : 'You're a lucky

devil!'

That Mystery Man
You'll find an nterview with your

old friend, the / nswer M an, in the

March issue of Motion Picture
Magazine. Aft r consid ruble Por-

suasion, the Annver Man tias prom-
ised to talk and tell you the story

of his long and i terestmg career.

Watch for the story in )ur March
issue.

Learn
toDance f
at Home
Become a Teacher or

Prepare for the Stage
" A MBITIOUS girls and

boys, men and women
can win fame and for-

tune, acquire new grace
and poise, by a new, sim-
plified,deli ghtfulmethod.
The stage-craft and in-

tricacies of Ballet, Class-

ical, Eccentric, Greek,
Interpretative, Oriental
andToeDancingallmade

Mmsimple a;

W%/~ Master *' "* ''•

W
of the Dance a vSSFirad^u.

M. Veronine Vestoff, New York's celebrated
Master of the Dance, and former solo danseur
with Pavlowa, brings his exclusive training
right into your home. The Vestoff Method
will astonish you and your friends. Big money
for graduate teachers. Or, prepare for a stage
career with all its possibilities and earnings.

FREE-Two Weeks' Personal Training in
New York after completing Home Study
Course. Write for this Special Offer at Once.
Beautiful Booklet sent on request. Explains
everything, Use the coupon below.

VERONINE VESTOFF ACADEMIE DE DANSE
100-P West 72nd Street, New York

Send me Free Booklet, also Special Offer on
Free Instruction in New York. I desire training

for ( ) Teaching ( ) Stage.
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Short Reviews of New Films

Something ISlfW
for BOBBED HAIR

There is a tremendous difference

in bobs. Some are wonderfully

attractive and becoming, while

others, well— which kind is yours?

I wish you could picture the

becoming kind I have in mind—
the sort that makes men turn to

admire. I can't tell you what the

color is, but it's full of those tiny

dancing lights that somehow sug-

gest auburn, yet which is really no

more actual color than sunlight is.

It's only when the head is moved
that you catch the auburn sugges-

tion— the fleeting glint of gold.

You have no idea how much
your bob can be improved with the

"tiny tint" Golden Glint Shampoo
will give it. If you want a bob like

that I have in mind, buy a package

and see for yourself. At all drug

stores, or send 25^ direct to J. W.
Kobi Co., 656 Rainier Avenue,

Seattle, Washington.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

Will you sell your
imagination?

If things inside you seem to clamor to

be written, with an almost torturing

magic . . . you are potentially the kind

of writer that editors bid for. And it"

there is impetus to your thinking, so

that ideas jostle and push . . . the

In:Pah
your imaginal
a profit to yo
word or eve

strictly perso)

cisely, by a
and photopla;

cate tools of

tale Fc
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Stage -Struck

In which Gloria Swanson proves that

altho she may have a title, she is not

"high-hat." It's a crude, fairly funny
slapstick comedy with Gloria in the role

of a waitress with a Alack Sennett com-
plex. Perhaps the picture will prove that

Gloria is really funny and a "good fellow."

Perhaps, however, it will disappoint those

who think that Gloria is a "swell" actress

and should behave as such. Parts of the

picture are genuinely funny, but the absence
of a good story or an appealing moment
weakens the production.
The film starts with a color sequence,

which is rather garish but which represents

Gloria in her old magnificence.

—

Paramount.

The Scarlet Saint

A very weak play—thru which Mary
Astor sobs her way. It begins with a
kiss and ends with one, and there is noth-

ing in between to recommend it but other

kisses and Mary's sobs. The humor falls

short at every point.

Mary is betrothed to a baron whom she

does not love and who shortly after their

marriage becomes a helpless cripple. She
gives up her lover and devotes her life to

caring for her husband, only to find that

his helplessness is a pretense. There is a

generous sprinkling of the standard "thrill-

ers"—a horse race, duel, plotted kidnaping,
prison, and poison. The picture slowly

creeps thru seven tiresome reels, and
then the cruel husband suddenly relents in

time for a happy ending and another kiss.—First Xational.

The Wyoming Wildcat

Another one of those pictures of the

great outdoors in which the honors for

acting are carried off by a child, a dog,

and a horse. Tom Tyler and Virginia
Southern arc both very conscious of the

camera and you cannot help realizing it.

Little Frankie Daro, under able directing,

could do surprising work, and the dog
and horse who pay no attention to the

director do some fine acting.

Children under twelve will probably en-

joy the picture.

—

F, B. O.

The New Commandment

"The love of a man for a maid"—a weak
plot none too well acted. Ben is the very

boyish lover of the rather mature Blanche
Sweet, whom he rescues, in an absurd and
impossible style, in a brawl in a French
supper club. There is the usual misunder-
standing of young lovers, and the war is

dragged in to bring the two to a dramatic
reconciliation. The love scene in the garden
has. however, a quality of lyric beauty
seldom found in pictures.

Holbrook Blinn and Clare Eames are

well cast, ami Betty Jewell and George

Cooper add redeeming touches of humor
to many trite scenes.

—

First Xational.

The Ancient Highway

Xot a great picture, but one that you
will enjoy. Jack Holt portrays the suave
city man and crude lumber-jack with equal
facility, while Billie Dove is well cast as

the aristocratic descendant of an old French
family. Miss Dove charms us with her re-

markable beauty.

The action is that of the usual outdoor
story. The fight in the city office of Mon-
tague Love, who plays the part of the

villainous landowner, is only equalled in

thrills by the log jam thru which Jack
rides in a canoe and after dynamit-
ing the jam, rescues the drowning Bi'.lie.

The storm is a wow and the picture well

worth seeing.

—

Paramount.

Bright Lights

Charlie Ray is again our bashful country
boy who stumbles over and into everything,
including love. Charlie never should have
left this type of picture, which is so pecu-
liarly his own, and all his fans will give
him a welcome back. Pauline Starke is

very good in her part and so is Lilyan
Tashman. The sub-titles are a riot.

You will laugh at and with Charlie, and
altho there is an utter absence of plot

you will never miss it. The picture never
drags and is over all too soon. Everyone
will enjoy iL—Metro-Golduyn-Mayer.

Wages for Wives

This story may have been a success on
the legitimate stage, but transferred to the

screen. John Golden's play loses much of
its flavor. It is decidedly mediocre and
Creighton Hale and Jacqueline Logan are

very weak in their roles. Zasu Pitts runs

true to form and Margaret Seddon is a

very appealing little mother. The picture

is poorly directed and the humor very

trite.

We really could see no reason for it, for

after winding thru six reels, it ends with

everyone exactly where he or she was in

the beginning.

Xot very entertaining.

—

Fox Production.

Proud Heart

A story of life in New York's Ghetto,

full of heart-interest—the love and sacri-

fice of Jewish parents for their children.

The parts are well carried. To Rudolph
Schildkraut and Rosa Ransova. acting is an

art. You will weep with them in their

sorrow and rejoice with them in their glad-

ness. The play brings to our notice a new
juvenile, George Lewis, who promises big

things. Kate Price and Arthur Lubin give

adept portrayals and Blanche Mehatfey is

a most winning colleen.

Altho a direct appeal to Jewish senti-

ment, the picture will be liked and remem-
bered by all.—

r

Presenting Alice Tildesley

Alice Tildesley's articles and
'

in the Brewster publications. Miss Tilda
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Gossip ofan Old-timer
(Continued from page 70)

February, 1915

When Francis X. Thrilled 'Em

I was told he receives about three hun-

dred letters a week from his appreciative

admirers. He seems to have a very happy
influence over the movie fans who have

made him their favorite.—From Chats

With the Players.

Why Stars Have Doubles

Among the accidents of the month were
these : Dorothy Gish was struck by an

auto and dragged forty feet; J. P. Mc-
Gowan (Kalem) fell from the top of a

telegraph pole and was seriously injured.

She Tried a Steve Brodie

Nell Kenny recently attempted to jump
from the Brooklyn Bridge for the Univer-

sal Animated Weekly, but was arrested in

time by the police.

No Comedy Lions Then

Marie Walcamp was painfully clawed re-

cently by "King," the big Bison lion, neces-

sitating five stitches.—From Greenroom
Jottings.

She Pays a Big Income Tax Now
Zeloso

—

Cant tell who is the highest-

paid actress, but probably Mary Pickford.

Still Room for Improvement

F. J. Ross, Galveston.—I agree with you
about the poor scenarios than many of the

companies are now using. I must admit
that most of these are written in their own
studios by their own people.—From The
Answer Sian.

Yes and No
(Continued from [•age 72)

Hoping this plea will do some good.

Minerva Crosson,

Fox Chase, Pa.

A Screen Critic Club

Vou might be interested to know that
* eighteen of us girls in this town have
organized a Screen Critic Club and we have
lots of fun. We are rapidly becoming
first-class critics (so we think, anyway),
and I have been appointed a committee of

one to write and tell you that we think
Irene Rich has been sadly neglected. If

she had had one-half the opportunities that

Norma Talmadge has had. she would now
be at the top of the heap. We all raved
about her in "Compromise," altho we did

not think much of tin- picture itself. With-
out Irene Rich, Give Brook and Pauline
Garon, this picture would not be worth ten

cents. In fact, Pauline Garon really did

a brilliant piece of work in this picture,

as she has in several others, but, of course,

she is not in the same class as Irene Rich.

We are asking you, dear editor, to give

us a chat with Irene Rich and a cover and
a picture in the gallery and everything else

that a great star deserves. If not, why
not?

Miss A. F. D.,

Trenton, N. J.

When you v

Subscribe to

Motion Picture Magazine
Published regularly for FIFTEEN YEARS

T^VERYBODY goes to the "movies" now.
-*-> Everybody likes to know about the best pic-

tures, the motion picture people and this great

industry.

Popular people are always able to tell you the

latest news of the film folk or describe to you the

reason why Gloria Swanson or Norma Talmadge

or Jack Gilbert—and a dozen others—are so

popular. Read Motion Picture Magazine
regularly and learn all about these fascinating

people. Learn to judge pictures by their merit

and be able to recommend good pictures for your

friends to see.

You'll like the wise and witty remarks of our dear

old Answer Man. You'll admire the frank and

helpful comments of our critics. The children in

your home will enjoy "Motion Picture Junior."

Subscribe to the foremost magazine now. Sub-

scribe to it for your friends. Delight them with

this fine gift that brings twelve months of joy.

Subscribe today.

Subscription, $2.50 a year in advance in V. S. A., Cuba, Mexico
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Wer
{Broken cMirror

On her way to the party, she

dropped her compact. The
mirror broke. In spite of her

better judgment, the old su-

perstition of seven years bad
luck haunted her. It threw a

cloud over her usual gaiety

and the party was a great dis-

appointment all around.

"8 u *»

Have you seen the new Mary
Garden double compact with

its metal mirror—impossible

to break? The charm and the

delicate, odor of Mary Gar-

den face powder and the ever

popular Mary Garden rouge

—so natural in color—are

both contained in this most
attractive thin compact, so

easy to carry.

You can also procure the

Mary Garden odor in lipstick,

toilet water, talcum, bath
powder and bath salts. Its

delightful fragrance lingers

entrancingly.

These are the prices

Face- Powder in round box with puff $1.00

Rouge or Face Powder Compact in

the new small metal case . . . .50

Lip stick, slide metal case 25
Face Powder Compact, in new metal

case 1.00
Double Compact with metal mirror . 1.50

Talcum Powder in tins 25
Toilet water, 2 l

/i oz. . . . . .1.50
Bath Powder with large puff . . .1.50
Bath Salts, 13 oz 1.00

Sole Distributor, Geo. Borgfeldt & Co.
Ill E. 16th St., New York

Thrfumerie T{l^aud

16 RUE DE LA PAIX, PARIS
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Must They Have Temperament?
{Continued from page 52)

sad. There are light temperaments and
somber ones, blazing as well as brooding
ones. The temperament of an actor is

the factor that decides in which field of
drama he is to make his mark. I said

that Richard Dix and Nazimova were
temperamental. But no two temperaments
in the world could be more unlike.

Dichard's temperament is of the golden,

cheerful variety. He radiates pleas-

antness. It is impossible to harbor any
grouch when he is around. His nature is

too sunny to permit anything like that.

I remember one occasion when I was
directing Betty Compson and Mr. Dix in

"The Woman with Four Faces." We had
come to a standstill over one scene in

particular, and Betty and I pondered over

it, growing sorer every minute. Suddenly,
a man in carpenter's overalls began pound-
ing nails into the boards near my feet.

Both Betty and I raised our voices higher.

The noise increased, and so did our irrita-

tion. The fellow went on tapping. Finally,

he raised his head. It was Richard Dix
in the costume he wore for the picture. In

the laughter that followed, good humor
was again restored, and we could go on
in saner mood.

Pola Negri is very temperamental, but

she has her temper under tight control.

She, like such other high-strung actresses

as Xorma Talmadge and Anna Q. Xilsson,

resorts to tears if anything goes wrong.
These three women I rate among the best

on the screen today. It is a joy to direct

them, they are so sensitive to impressions.
But if any one of them is asked to portray
a character in a way that she thinks is

alien to the part, she will not be able to
go on.

Qxe thing I must point out in this

treatise on artistic temperaments, and
that is the exaggerated reports on the sub-
ject. You must have heard the incident
of Pola and the peacock fan, or how
another actress slapped a director, or any
other spicy tales. Most of them are en-
larged and elaborated versions of a simple,
meaningless gesture. Have you ever played
that game called "Scandal'' ': The players
sit in a ring and the first one whispers a
sentence to her right-hand neighbor. The
sentence passes thruout the ring until

it reaches the first one again, who recites

the original and the garbled version, to

show the vast difference. In a game it is

funny. In real life it is apt to cause
serious trouble. The movie studios are
infested, from time to time, with sight-

seers, scandal-mongers, who pounce on an
innocent little tiff. By the time it has
been repeated about one hundred times, it

may grow into a shooting or a knifing or
Heaven knows what. And then it becomes
known that the actress is the possessor

of a terrible temperament.
However, in spite of all their faults,

give me the one with the temperament.
An actor without temperament is like a

violin without strings. You cant play on
either one of them.

The Picture Parade
(Continued from page 89)

lievcs m a clean sweep, but lie's too deadly

serious behind his go-getting smile.—
Paramount.

Seven Keys to Baldplate—gE&»
George M. Cohan's melodramatic trav-

esty introduces Douglas MacLean as a

member 01' the Paramount Academy—
and while the piece doesn't serve up as

palatable fare as "Introduce Me." it man-

ages to make a fairly neat dish for the

comedian.

The original was a fast-moving, thrill-

ing and amusing trick play—one well

balanced with excitement and humor. The
celluloid piece is not so good because there

is so much effort made in gagging it up

with bright "business." Naturally this robs

it of spontaneity—a quality absolutely

necessary if a comedy is to keep in step.

—Paramount.

Classified Comedy-Drama

Al Sentell. who directed Corinne
Griffith's newest essay, has jumped the

hurdles neatly. Which means that Edna
Ferber's tme-to-life story, sketched as it

is with deft comedy and thoroly intelli-

gible humanities, has been treated with

imagination. He makes it appear actually

real, even when it borders upon coinci-

dence.

Something' should he said for Corinne
Griffith, too. Xot to our knowledge has

she been given the chance to score as a

comedienne, yet here she shows a pertness.

a coyness in her study of the fair four-

flusher which should carry her much
farther along the road than all the dis-

tressed damsels of heavy drama which
she has heretofore portrayed.

The piece is shot zcith humorous inci-

dent and the romance has a definite place

in the scheme of things. The action bounds
along i»;i a high wave of adventure and
comedy. It maintains a high-pressure spon-
taneity, sparkles with its captions and is

dashingly played by the star and
pony.—First National.

Satan in Sables—Drmma

One of the Grand Dukes of all the

Russias comes out of exile in "Satan in

Sables." The movie producers have never
made much capital of these Princes of
the Blood. For some reason they've been
banished. We hazard the guess that the

ideal actor to portray one of them had
not come to their minds.

Sherma
the picture. Otherwise, it is th

eaten yam of a man who dedicates him-
self to the job of saving his

brother from the wiles of the

I
.;.

—

Warner !<•

Old Clothes—Romance

There are photoplays which are photo-

plays and photoplays which are Sweet
Photoplays. "Old Clothes" is a splendid

example of a Sweet Photoplay. Xot
being content to let well enough alone, the

producers have turned Jackie
loose again in one of those sentimental
saccharine yarns where he must indulge
himself as junkman or rag dealer or
newsboy.

Here Jodie plays a

clothes. And so i

—
'
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Must They Have
Temperament ?

(Continued from page 53)

off it. There are persons who say that

her habitat is the East Side of New York,
altho she may have been born in Paris.

Che wanted to be known as an artist.

And she proclaimed it to the world.

One evening, bundled in her furs and
jewels, she went with her escort to attend

the opening of a new play. A musical
prolog preceded the play, and during the

fifteen minutes of this prelude, the rule

of the theater was that no one was to be

admitted. This young woman arrived seven
minutes after the curtain rose. She was
told she would have to wait eight minutes

more. Her escort was willing, but she

let out a yell.

"Wait ? Why should I wait ? Let me in,

I tell you."

The attendant refused. She banged on
the door with both her fists. She kicked,

she shrieked : "I am an artist. I will not

be kept waiting." She swore a blue streak,

and the doorman was about to send for

the police, when the prolog ended. She
took her seat smiling. She had created a

stir, anyway.

Mow all this may be temperament. To
me it seems like bad manners. Real

artists like Gloria Swanson, Mary Pick-

ford and Pola Negri have no use for

such subterfuge. They let their work speak
- for them, and in their cases, the result is

much more eloquent than any mere postur-

ing or expostulating could be. 1 mention
these three personalities as representative

of the upper stratum of film actresses.

They do all their acting on the screen,

where it is of value, not off it. If it were
not for Gloria's unique type of beauty and
her exceptional good taste in dressing, you
would not be able to distinguish her from
any other gentlewoman. Pola Negri,

violent vamp tho she is on the screen,

is quiet and reposeful in real life. Mary
Pickford would pass unnoticed in a crowd;
so would Lillian Gish ; so would Rudolph
Valentino, and Tommy Meighan and
Charles Chaplin and all of the other fa-

mous film folk. One young woman of my
acquaintance pointed out Bebe Daniels to

me at a dance. "That must be Miss
Daniels, and yet it cant be," she said. "She
doesn't act a bit like herself."

/~V\i: thing you must bear in mind, and
that is that many of the reputations of

movie stars have been manufactured by
press-agents who thought that Madame
So-and-so would be more attractive to

her public if it were known that she had
the cute habit of slamming her maid over
the head with a flat-iron if the eggs were
boiled too hard, o: that Mr. Whoozis, the

famous Wild Westerner, loved his horse so

much that he hrd a special stall built in

the Whoozis dit ing-room where Horsie
might take his neals with the family.

The generosity of motion picture stars

has laid them open for much adverse criti-

cism, paradoxical as it may seem. I guess
whoever wrote "Generous to a fault" must
have been thinking of film players. More
charity, more real charity, the kind that

asks no thanks, no appreciation, is per-

formed by motion picture people than by
any other group on earth. That is because
so many of them have come from humble
homes and have known suffering. Mary
Pickford supports an orphanage. La Negri
is doing the same in Poland, and so on
down the list of names. If this is tempera-
ment, let's have more of it.

You Can Lose Several
Pounds a Week!

Safely, Easily—with SAN-GRI-NA
inderfu! di

i that n

ever made, because while it r

. health and vitality." People who have
of their ills disappeared after they had fc

SAN-GRI-NA is one of the m(
you. at the same time it greatly
SAN-GRI-NA and reduced sta

the treatment only a few days.

SAN-GRI-NA is the latest way of reducing—the most sensible and the safest.

remedies which have been on the market for years to take
off your excess fat. Most of these remedies have never

ingredients discovered bv scientists to safelv remove un-
healthy, flabby FAT. SAN-GRI-NA is the most up-to-
date formula science has to offer. It has been endorsed by

-. nurses, hundreds of grateful patients and it is

advised and recommended by Dr. Rudolph, former health
commissioner as positively effective and absolutely harmless.

Most cases of reducing vary from three to five pounds a
week. "There is nothing secret about SAN-GRI-NA—
nothing magic—nothing done over night, but a steady loss

of FAT and a steady gain in health." Ask some people vmi
know who have reduced, what they took. The answer wi'l

invariably be SAN-GRI-NA!
Sold at all reliable drug stores or vou can send direct to
The Scientific Research Laboratories, 1841 Broudwav.
Dept. 370, N. V. C.

"/ lost 56 pounds with SAN-GRI-NA,"
says Miss Unkirch of Philadelphia. "My
own. friends do not recognize me."

SAN-GRI-NA is guaranteed absolutely harmless, and p
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YOUWANT THIS BOOK!
"BEHIND THE SCREEN" (illustrated)

by Samuel Goldwyn, the well known producer

"(QHARLIE CHAP-
^ LIN and his moods;

Mary Pickford and Doug-
las Fairbanks, drawn to-

gether by their complete

absorption in pictures; the

beginnings of the romance

between Geraldine Farrar

and Lou Tellegen— and

the beginning of its end;

the rivalry between
Pauline Frederick and

Farrar ; the fiasco of Mary
Garden in films; the dis-

covery of Valentino; the

rise of Harold Lloyd; the

unhappy isolation of Eric

von Stroheim; the eccen-

tricities of Elinor Glyn

—

these are some of the topics

to regale the eager de-

vourer of 'fan' food."

'"TpHERE is intense

drama in Mr. Gold-

wyn's description of the

scene in which Geraldine

Farrar, sensing the com-

pany's disappointment in

the results of her pictures,

voluntarily tore up a con-

tract worth $250,000."

!<!

||N appearance, so typi-

cally feminine, Mary
Pickford gives to the ro-

mance of business all of a

man's response."

ORDER THIS NOW

=niiiniiiiniiniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniinniiint

Gentlemen:
send me a
SCREEN."

s please mention MOTION PICTUBB MAGAZINE. 121 r
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"I've Been

Interviewed!"

After talking about the

stars all these years, the

Answer Man has agreed

to do a little talking about

himself. His friend,

Eugene V. Brewster, per-

suaded him to speak for

publication.

You'll find this interview

with the oldest and wisest

Answer Man in the March

Issue of Motion Picture

Magazine.

Order Your Copy

Today

AND DONT FORGET
Motion Picture Maga-

zine contains more fea-

tures—more real news and

stories about your favor-

ites—than any other screen

magazine. Its articles, its

interviews and its reviews

are written by people who

know what you want to

know about the players.

Dont forget to watch for

our March Issue.

<J£ <j£ «^5

Motion Pidure

Magazine

The Answer Man
(Continued from page 107)

in order to get $14,000 to finish the pic-

ture, because the bankers said that the
public would never sit thru a twelve-
reel picture. No, I dont use invisible hair

nets on my beard.

MISS M. U.—You ask "Have I em-
broidered nightshirts?" Xo, I never
have, have you? So you would like to

play in a picture with Rod La Rocque.
What girl wouldn't? His next picture is

"Braveheart."
B. B. N. S.—Dont take the bull by the

horns, take him by the tail ; then you can
let go without getting somebody to help

you. Corinne Griffith is playing in "Mile.

Modiste,'' and Harold Lloyd in "For
Heaven's Sake.'' That sounds like the

working title only—they may change it

FALSE FACE.—Is it your own, or are
you false? Famous Players for Virginia
Lee Corbin now, but she free-lances a
good deal. Sir Francis Drake was the
first Englishman to circumnavigate the
globe. Doris Kenyon and Milton Sills

have finished "Men of Steel'' and she is

playing in "Mismates." Yet apparently,
they are very well mated.

Watch Them Rise!

WOMEN
Betty Bronson 86

Gloria Swanson 77

Norma Shearer 57

Norma Talmadge. ... 50

Corinne Griffith 47

Bebe Daniels 42

Constance Talmadge. 41

Pola Negri 41

Colleen Moore 41

Mary Pick ford 35

Lillian Gish 35

Viola Dana ."

. 30

Mary Brian 2S

Alberta Vaughn 27

Marion Davies 26

Mary Astor 24

Dorothy Mackaill. . . . 22

Mae Murray 20

Dorothy Gish 20

Eleanor Boardman ... 20

Vilma Banky 19

Alice Terry 19

Barbara La Marr. ... 19

May McAvoy 19

Clara Bow 19

Madge Bellamy 19

Esther Ralston 19

MEN
Richard Dix 101

Lloyd Hughes 81

Ben Lyon 79

Ramon Novarro 78

Ronald Colman 63

Rudolph Valentino. . . 62

Ricardo Cortez 52

Richard Barthelmess. 45

John Gilbert 44

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr. 43

Rod La Rocque 37

Douglas Fairbanks. . . 32

George O'Brien 28

Tom Mix 27

Neil Hamilton 25

Thomas Meighan.... 22

Harrison Ford 22

Conrad NageJ 22

Percy Mannont 22
Monte Blue 21

Milton Sills 21

Buck Jones 21

Fred Thomson 21

Antonio Moreno 19

Give Brook 16

Eugene O'Brien 16

Lawrence Gray 16

Warner Baxter 16

i Swanson. As for Richard
the top of the thermometer

The Home Beauty Shop
<cd fro
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again, just bend it straight when you want
to take it out. It you have been wearing
your hair over your ears and want to

keep it there, gather two little clusters,

and pin them in place. Pin the rest across

the back, and then carefully adjust the

hair net, but keep the net off the hair line

in front. Let the short ends about your
face blow as much as they please.

But if you want to wear your hair up,

begin to pull the front hair toward the

back and pin it in place. Then take a

broad back comb, and comb the hair up,

letting the short curled ends fall over the

back of the comb. This is a good way to

69)

let those tragic shaved hairs on the back
of your neck get long comfortably, for

you can adjust the comb as the ha
putting it higher and higher as the locks

get long. \\ ben the side hair -

long to tuck in the ends at th<.

the head, begin putting them up over the

two combs. It will slw
never mind. And, the chances are that

this stvle of coiffure will be so

that you will go on with it. letting the

longer curls fall over the combs at the

top and sides, long after your hair

enough to arrange the reg

i MOTION riCTVUE MAGAZINE is guarantooJ.
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AND SO, SHE GREETS THE WORLD WITH A SMILE,
CONFIDENT, SERENE, ADORABLE!

THE lovely glow of PRINCESS PAT Rouge
appears to lie below the skin, not on it. Apply
it to your own cheek and see for yourself

what a fine, youthful blush it brings. Then you'll

agree. ''Yes, indeed, this Rouge is flattering.'"

Smart, new, modish! And one application lasts

all evening. It is not affected by perspiration

or moisture.

To-day the best looking woman knows how to use
PRINCESS PAT Rouge. With her its use is an
art. On the dressing table of this clever woman
you will find two or three tints of "Princess Pat."
She blooms in Princess Pat Rouge VIVID when
she wears that gorgeous party gown and a bright

flush is appropriate. Princess Pat Medium Rouge

is her choice when a soft pastel shade suits her mood
and her gown. And when a natural orange tint is

just the right shade, she rejoices in Princess Pat
English Tint, which won such instant favor with
stylish women everywhere.

Then, confident, sparkling, always in poise, she
graces every company, expressing in person and
attire the last word in correct color harmony.

You can enjoy the same advantage. Princess Pat
Rouge is sold at every department or drug store.

Should your dealer be temporarily out, we will

gladly send you a week's supply, free, on request.

We want you to prove to your own satisfaction

how this unique rouge brings out your Beauty as

no rouge ever did before.

y. '» aPP'y

pears in theform of a >,
pointing toward the nose.

Apply as shown by the dia-

gram sketch, leaving a
•white space about the size

of a silver quarter (or

shilling) in front of the ear.

Blend softly over cheeks

with puff. Never apply in

a hard, round, artificial

spot. For -waterproof, last-

ing effect, rouge should be

applied before powdering.

w Princess Pat, Ltd. Chicago, U. S. A.

Princess Pat Lipstick
As a final touch to your beauty it is essential that the color harmony
between lips and cheeks should l>cc\-;ict. With English Tint or Me-
dium Rouge use Princess IMt " Naim/il" Lipstick; witli Vivid Rouge
use Princess Pat "Vivid" Lipstick. Keeps the lips soft and pliant—
prevents dryness or chap.

ft£»rec Mail this coupon for a liberal sam-

J pie of Princess Pat Rouge.

PRINCESS PAT, LTD., Dept. 1261
2709 So. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

(.In Canada address: 107 Duke St., Toronto, Ont.)

Please send me, free of cost, a sample of
Princess Pat Rouge, as checked.

Vivid Q Medium English Tint

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZIN" .
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THE STORY OF
THREE CHORUS GIRLS

"SALLY, IRENE AND MARY"
Still another smashing hit!

You who held your breath at "The Unholy Three"

—

Thrilled at "The Merry Widow"

—

Roared at Buster Keaton in "Go West"

—

Take a tip—
DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND MARY"!

It takes you from the back-alley to the ball-room-

—

back-stage and back again.

It's a knockout.

Also it's a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production.

And when we say that, we've said all there is to say
about a picture.

It means certified satisfaction—sight unseen.

We repeat—DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND
MARY"!

Star-studded with Constance Bennett, Sally O'Neil,

Joan Crawford and William Haines.

Directed by Edmund Goulding, master
screen-story-teller.

_

From the big hit that ran a year on Broadway,

DON'T MISS "SALLY, IRENE AND
MARY"!

It's one of those wonderful

METRO-
GOLDWYN-
MAYER
PICTURES

\kg

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven"



PERFECTLY
NATURAL

(6)h e instant^Pvm -^in

^ouge touches the s\in

it changesfrom its orig-

inal pumpkin color to

a perfeSl blush.

At good drug and de-

partment stores every-

where; or by prepaid

mail, j$c.

Address The Owl Drug Company,
611 Mission Street, San Francisco;

6th and Broadway, Los Angeles

;

Clark and Madison Streets, Chicago

;

53"Wcst Z3rd Street, New York.

One shadefor all

complexions

15*
xvith mirror
andpuff

Pum-Kin Double Compact

#1.50*

Pum-Kin Lipstick

50C



The years

have not robbed her

of her beauty,

Hers is the Natural Loveliness

that comes from protective care.

Millions are retaining the charm

of youth in this simple way.

The "middle-aged

is fast becoming a relic of

other days.

Age no longer is the

line of demarcation be-

tween days of charm and

allure and the tasteless

complacency of a chaper-

on's corner.

Women have learned to

stay looking young . . . and

"looking" young means
being young

A GIRL yesterday, a woman today . .

.

** then suddenly, "middle-aged."

You want to avoid it. Every woman
does. And you can if you wish. Note

the scores ofwomen young at 30, charm-

ing in the forties that you see every-

where today. That will prove the point

to you.

To gain it . . . that priceless gift of

youth . . . you must follow natural laws

of cleanliness in skin care. Artificial

methods have been supplanted in

modern beauty culture.

Start with Palmolive, nature's formula

to keep that schoolgirl complexion.

Don't let it slip away from you. You

can't regain youth, but you can keep it.

DO THIS • . . then note the

changes in your skin

Wash your face gently with soothing

Palmolive. Then massage it softly into

the skin. Rinse thoroughly. Then re

peat both washing and rinsing. If your

skin is inclined to be dry, apply a touch

of good cold cream - that is all.

Do this regularly, and particularly in

the evening. Use powder and rouge

if you wish. But never leave them

on over night. They clog the pores,

often enlarge them. Blackheads and

distisurements often follow. Thev

must be washed away.

Avoid this mistake

Do not use ordinary soaps in the treat-

ment given above. Do not think any

green soap, or represented as ot palm

and olive oils, is the same as Palmolive.

Ir costs but 10c the cake! so little

that millions let it do for their

what it does for their faces. Obtain a

cake today. Then note what an amaz-

ing difference one week makes.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY (Dei. Oorp.l. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

ouched by hum.m hands until

er soUl van
Br*tt I
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When Beauty is at Stake
—take care

Use a soap made for ONE purpose only:

to safeguard good complexions

FOR your sake and for ours, we publish this in the interest of all

concerned who value a good complexion. Some people, we learn,

think ordinary toilet soaps, soaps claiming to be "for the complexion,"

have Palmolive effects on the skin.

That is wrong. They don't. Palmolive complexions come only from
Palmolive.

In old days, women were told, "Use no soaps

on the face." For all soaps then were said to

be too harsh.

Then came Palmolive. It was made with cos-

metic oils famous since the days of Cleopatra.

It was made to be used freely, lavishly on the

skin. Its ONE and SOLE purpose was to

foster good complexions.

That soap changed previous ideas of soaps.

Largely on expert advice, women tried it. And
the results it brought in new beauty and new
youth attracted millions to its use.

Palmolive soon became the leading toilet

soap of the world. In France, home of cos-

metics, it supplanted French soaps by the score.

It is one of the two largest selling soaps in

France today. French women find Palmolive

their ideal of a soap. Its cosmetic qualities hold

a supreme place in French beauty culture.

Now you may be tempted by rival claims to

try unproved soaps on your skin. Think, please,

before you do.

60 years of soap study, in the interest of skin

beauty, stand behind Palmolive. It is made to

do ONE thing well. That is to gently protect

your complexion; to guard your youth and

No other claims are made for it. Palmolive

is not intended for other than toilet purposes.

It is too neutral to be effective for fabrics. To
make it good for other than complexion use its

cosmetic qualities would be much reduced.

Good complexions are too priceless to be en-

dangered, and, frankly, we don't know how to

make a beauty soap that is also effective for

general use.

There are complexion soaps at 25c and more,

we admit, that approach Palmolive quality. We
know of some. But Palmolive sells at 10c—no

more than ordinary soaps. Enormous produc-

tion brings you this modest cost.

Carry that in mind, for your own sake, when
asked to "try" another soap that claims
Palmolive results. When beauty is at stake,

use Palmolive, a soap you know is safe to use.

It is nature's formula to "Keep That Schoolgirl

Complexion."

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY (Del. Corp.). Chicago. 111.

French soaps have largely failed

to please French women
Soap from Trees
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"Revel in the VIGOR ofk
WINTER-

but keep the

softness of SPRING
YOU CAN WITH THIS FAMOUS
"TWIN CREAM" TREATMENT

IN
the wintertime, when the air is so

invigorating and social life so gay

—

when evergreens seem greenest and
the joy of life is keenest—when every hour

brings its sharp contrasts of heat and cold

— that is when you must give your com-
plexion the greatest care.

Get out-o'-doors all you can. Revel in the

sports of winter. Skate, coast, motor all

you please. But remember—oldJackFrost

is a gay deceiver.

He will put roses in your cheeks, to be

sure. He will make your blood tingle and
give you vigorous health. But unless

you're on your guard, he will also chafe \J
and coarsen your skin. And, too, he will "* __
place you in snowy-white backgrounds

Jp-^\j:i
that show up sallow cheeks and cruelly

enhance lines and defects of every kind.

Yes, you want to watch that man, Jack Frost. Yoi

winter is the time of social conquests and social joy

want to take extra good care of your complexion now, for

; the time when beauty7 means the most.

A new zvay to protect and enhance your beauty
Here is a way to outwit the wintry winds and keep

your beauty in bloom the whole year 'round — a new
way that will enhance and retain your natural loveli-

ness; make even a coarse, unlovely skin gossamer-fine;

that will counteract the effect of Mind and exposure and

keep your skin soft, smooth, and fine-textured. This is

the famous Twin Cream Treatment—one cream to build

beauty from within; another to repel enemies that

attack from without.

Remember that no single cream can give your skin all

that it needs. It is not possible, because—
Your skin needs nourishment, must have it, if it is to be

healthy. And naturally all nourishing creams must open

the pores in order to feed the underlying tissues.

Also, your skin needs protection ; must have it, if it is to

be delicate, soft, fine-textured. And for protection the

pores must not be left open, but must be normally closed.

Your own good judgment will tell you that no single

cream can do both. But Princess Pat Twin Creams,
acting together, can do what no single cream can— nour-

ishthe tissues first, then close the pores, thus preserving

your skin's soft, satin-like texture. You know what this

means, for All true beauty must begin with the

texture of your skin."

Try this Famous Twin Cream Method at Our Risk

Enjoy the beauties of the great outdoors. Revel in the sports

of winter as much as you please, but always keep your com-
plexion basking in the springtimeof youth. Stopat your favorite

toilet goods counter today and ask for the Princess Pat Twin
Creams. See what an improvement even one treatment will

bring—how lovely it makes your skin; how soft, glowing, ex-

quisitely fine. And observe how, with each additional Twin
Cream treatment, it grows more and more lovely every day.

If you are not simply delighted with the results, your money
will be refunded cheerfully.

If you prefer to try this Twin Cream
treatment before purchasing, mail the

coupon for generous trial packet FREE.

ncess °rat
PRINCES PAT, Ltd. Chicago, U. S. A.

Canadian Address, 107 Duke Street, Toronto, Ont.

.1 . ..
Cream tret

Prill Twh
treatment, we take plea

t/ in sending you a free trial packet for you to use

on your skin. Just mail the coupon.
PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Dept. 1263
2701-9 South Wells St., Chicago.

Please send free trial packet of Princess Pat Twin
Cream treatment.

Name - - -

Street- -

City - -..-State

1

When you write to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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The End of the Trail
Races pass and leave the old, old story of strife and son?.

The Indian passes in this our time, within the Reservation
gates ; a figure as sinister as a bloody arrow, but filling the

eye and the heart with his tragedy. "Adieu, Vanishing

American, adieu — may you find the Happy Hunting
Ground of your camp fire dreams."
This epic of the Indian has already been acclaimed by hundreds of

audiences as ranking with The Covered Wagon in scope, power and
human interest.

Here is a picture of enmity and gallantry and fierce love-making in

the very shadow of danger. The vision of Paramount, Zane Grey,
Director George B. Seit: and Supervisor Lucien Hubbard searched
out and composed all this for you, the Paramount organization pur-

suing, as it always does, the ideal material for the greatest shows that

human beings can desire.

Like stately ships magically appearing one after another on the ho-
rizon, and slowly coming in full view, came The Cmered Wagon, The
Ten Commandments, Peter Pan, The Pony Express, A Kiss for Cinderclli.

That Royle Qirl, and now The Vanishing American, sailing the sea of
more than one or two seasons' brief popularity, and even so being
but leaders of a great fleet cruising literally to the admiration of all

lands and peoples.

Wherever you find the name PARAMOUNT you've found The
End of the Trail to the Greatest Show in Town.

^paramount
^pictures
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The Handwriting on the Wall

THERE is a growing evil in

the motion picture industry

which I have been watching
for years—the littering of

the screen with words.

Years ago we had to tolerate

"One moment please while we
change reels," and the advertise-

ments of the local butcher, baker and
candlestick maker. Then, when they

learned to put two machines into the

projection room, thus giving us a con-

tinuous performance, they began to

give us long casts of characters and
numerous subtitles. Then somebody
adopted the system of introducing the

cast of characters one at a time as the

picture progressed instead of all at

once, which was diverting and harm-
ful, altho it is still done by some pro-

ducers. Then came the bright, spark-

ling, "literary" titles; then the long,

historic, descriptive ones, and so on,

and now we have in every picture

about a reel of descriptive text, in-

cluding copyright and censorship no-

tices and long lists of the various per-

sons who have contributed to the

making of the picture. ".Madame Sans-Gene" is a good
example of title surplusage—diverting and unworthy.

\Y7rc go to the theater to see a picture, not to read a book.
** Must we know who the title writers were, the

cameramen, the assistant director, the artists, designers,

stage carpenter, etc.? Of course, if I were only a super

I would like to have my name on the screen because it

would perhaps add to my earning power in the future as

I gradually became known, but if 1 were considering only

the interests of the industry I would not "kill the goose

that lays the golden egg." I am very sorry for the numer-

ous persons who help to make a great picture and who are

"horn to blush unseen." for some of them are geniuses,

in a way, but my chief concern is the welfare of pictures.

They should address the producers—not the public.

An Editorial by

Chief of the Brewster Publications

There was quite a newspaper
controversy recently as to whether
or not the person who "doubled"
for a player in some daring scene

should be given credit on the

screen. Certainly not ! My opinion

is that all these things properly be-

long on the printed program, as in

the speaking theater, and not on the

screen. They retard the imagination.

m well aware that the directors,
I

..

mand in their contracts that their

names he given on the screen, but this

does not alter the fact that every un-
necessary word on the screen hurts a

picture. It only takes a few moments,
it is true, to see all these things on the

screen, and we can close our eyes if

we wish, but nevertheless the screen

is no place to advertise. Let the

producer pay more money to the

participants if necessary and let the

participants agree on non-mention.

Furthermore, I think that the cast

of characters should be at the end of

the picture and not at the beginning,

for obvious reasons, or, better still, on the printed pro-

gram or on the proscenium or curtain, where it can be

studied at leisure before the picture goes on or after, or

during intermission. The scenario writer should so con-

struct the play that titles, descriptions, and explanations

of any kind will rarely be necessary. We cannot get

realism if we halt the imagination too frequently by titles

that explain what has been said or what has been done

—the action should tell this. A perfect picture requires

no titles. One has to dismount from the continuity of the

story and get into the saddle again at every title and at

every announcement of the name of the player.

Every picture theater should have a printed program
containing all the facts about the picture and all the an-

nouncements and advertisements. The screen should be
kept clean for the story of the play.

Published Monthly by the Brewster Publications, Inc., at 18410 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica, N. Y. Executive and Editorial Offices, 175 Duffield
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Entered at the Post Office at Jamaica, N. Y., as second-class matter, under the act of March 3rd, 1879. Printed in the U. S. A.

Eugene V. Brewster, President and Editor-in-Chief; Duncan A. Dobie, Jr., Vice-President and Business Manager; E. M. Heinemann, Secretary;
L. G. Conlon, Treasurer. Also publishers of Motion Picture Classic and Movie Monthly.
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\5>u.Toq,(anRealizeYourBrcams
By Developing a

Sfreig RickVoice

Gives Physical Voice Culture
Credit for Grand Opera Voice
Each 24 hoars brings me a stronger and better hold on
my voice. I fi^-l like telling you of it each day when
I think back to six years ago when catarrh had just
about finished my hearing and voice.

I joined the Los Angeles Opera Company this Spring
and we will have five Operas ready in September. It is

really pathetic to see the star pup

ritty. but weak, palate attacks, I

work hard all day and your l

" ~i\ rest.—Bert Longtre.

Singer Triumphs Over
Discouragement

More than 20,000 men and women all over the country have
developed powerful, beautiful voices by Physical Voice
Culture. You, too, can build up a strong, magnetic, com-
pelling voice that will be the marvel of your friends, and
your key to success and fame.

Read the letterson thispage frommen and
women who have made their dreams come
true by this wonderful, scientific method of

voice culture. You can continue your pres-

H^ ent occupation and mode of life while
HflfcS. you study in your own home—and the cost^^ is nominal — only a very small

amount each month as you study.

100% Improvement

Guaranteed
It makes no difference whether you
wish to improve your voice for your
own pleasure or for professional

singing. The man or woman sing-

ing in the home—the opera or con-
cert singer—the choir singer— all

canimprove their voices 100%, at the
very least,byPhysical Voice Culture.

We absolutely guarantee 100%
improvement or your tuition will be
gladly refunded. You alone are
to be the judge.

Harry Lompierre
Finds the

"Right Way"
I wish to give credit where
credit is due. The past twelve
years have been spent in pro-

fessional singing.

Believing that I had at last found
"the right way," I cancelled an

myseu
a
du?gen

b
t°y

0k
to
8
your

a
idea

7 Church Singer Delights Congregation
Today my voiee is completely new. I cannot help but say "Thank God" for everything you have
Formerly, i ir done for me. As I sang in church yesterday people turned to

high ••B" flatf'withTrichTres'o
6
-

See Wn0 W3S sinSing-
riant, manly tone. — Harry Lorn- I hope you will always think of me as one who has made a big eucceBS to
pierre. the work I chose to do.—Carolyn Baker.

For obvious reasons the names signed to these letters have been changed. But
the letters are all true and the real names of writers will be sent on request.

Inspiring Book Now FREE
Send Coupon I

Did you think one year ago that I would now be singing The coupon will bring you _
as high as high "C"? I am very sure that I didn't. FREE copy of "Physical Voice

I often think of that hopeless first letter I wrote to you Culture"—a valuable new book
and I want to thank you for the help you have given me
and especially for the cheering letters at the beginning
when I needed boosting along the worst way.

o be e<

building. Do not hesi-
tate to ask for it. It is FREE
and need not be returned. This
may be the first step in a great

your grate- career for you. Send the cou-
pon TODAY!

PerfectVoice Institute,
192° SffSi

A^ Chicago

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 12-63

1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send me, FREE and without any obligation, Prof. Feut h-

tinger's new book, "Physical Voice Culture." I have checked the
subject in which I am most interested.

D Weak Voice D Stammering
D Singing Q Speaking

o advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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"BEN-HUR" Is Shown AT LAST
The Screens Most Ambitious Achievement Is Given Its

World Premiere in New York

THE pet legend of the movie
world has come to life at

last. "Ben-Hur," the theme
of countless stories, has finally reached the screen.

After spending- four million dollars and after several

years of labor, "Ben-Hur" has truly reached the goal set

for it by its backers and producers. It's a masterpiece.

Here, finally, is a universal' motion picture. We cant

think of anyone who doesn't want to see it. We can pic-

ture no country where it wont be popular.

There is a lot to write about this picture. But, after

sorting over our impressions, we can select two outstand-

ing factors which, by themselves, would make this .a

great film. One is the performance of Ramon Novarro,

and the second is the presence of Betty Bronson.

As Judah, Prince of the House of Hur, Novarro gives
** one of the greatest romantic performances we ever

have seen. He has youth, he has grace, and he is hand-

some beyond belief. Moreover, he has qualities of sin-

cerity and of earnestness that we never before have seen

in his acting. In a florid narrative, Novarro's Ben-Hur
stands out as a clearly rounded and entirely believable

human being.

As for Betty Bronson, she appears only in a few
scenes. Miss Bronson is seen as the Madonna. But her

scenes are the loveliest in the picture. The spiritual

quality of her face—her innocence and her purity—is

something that you will remember always.

Aside from these two fine artistic performances, the
** rest of the picture is gorgeous spectacle and magnifi-

cent melodrama. There is, of course, the chariot race

—

the most exciting thing of its kind ever filmed. The
audience at the George M. Cohan Theater in New York
rose up and yelled during most of the race. And there

are the scenes in the galleys, which impressed this critic

even more than the chariot race.

And, above all, there is the ancient world depicted in

all its splendor. The backgrounds in "Ben-Hur'' are a

story in themselves.

We never read General Lew Wallace's novel and we
never saw the stage play of

"Ben-Hur," but we have an
idea that the picture is far

greater than either the novel

or the play. Once we tried to

read the novel and found it

cumbersome and out of date.

And so we make a low bow to

June Mathis, Bess Merdyth
and Carey Wilson for their

fine achievement in sifting the

material and making such an
admirable selection of epi-

sodes.

By Agnes Smith singleness of aim and a unity of

purpose. Unlike the other Biblical

spectacles that have come to the

screen before it, "Ben-Hur" is shy on orgies. Its pro-

ducers had the good taste to go slow on dancing girls and
Roman banquets. Even the role of Iras, the siren, played

by Carmel Myers, is reduced to a minimum of footage.

Another instance of good taste comes in the scenes in

which Christ figures. The Saviour is depicted as a

Hand, a Light, a Drooping Figure bearing a cross. In

fact, all the Biblical episodes are reverently treated. The
Nativity scene, so superbly played by Betty Bronson.
comes early in the picture and yet it is the episode that

you'll remember longest.

""There are, of course, other performances, besides those

of Mr. Novarro and Miss Bronson, that deserve high

praise. May McAvoy. as Esther, gives a performance of

simplicity and beaut}-. Frank Currier, as Arrius the

Roman, is particularly fine: while others who come in for

their share of glory are Claire McDowell. Kathleen Key.
Nigel de Brullier, Mitchell Lewis and Leo White.
Francis N. Bushman is Mcssala, He hasn't changed a

bit. And while we are handing out credits, may we praise

the subtitles of Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell ?

The slow and enormous task of transferring "Ben-
Hur" to the screen was entrusted to Fred Niblo, who
has emerged with plenty of glory. But hack of Mr.
Niblo, there must have been scores of underworkers. In

fact. "Ben-Hur" is not one man's picture. It is the

achievement of one organization—Metro-Goldwyn—and
a general summing up of all the technical feats that the

motion picture has learned to perform, up to date.

Its faults are the faults of motion pictures as a whole.

Under the spectacle, it has little brain and not much heart.

It pleases your eye without touching your soul. Except
for Miss Bronson's scenes and Mr. Novarro's, it aston-

ishes you rather than moves you.

But in spite of these deficiencies, which are illusive,

hard to define and remotely felt
—"Ben-Hur" remains a

great milestone in film history. It is, to date, the greatest

attraction the screen has produced.

EDITOR'S NOTE
to

!

We have an idea, too, that

the picture stays close to

the spirit of the original. It

has a genuine religious

fervor. In spite of all its

gaudy spectacle, it has a

0E

Because of the unusual importance of
"Ben-Hur" as a production and of the
keen interest which surrounds its pre-

miere, we are substituting this review of
the picture and omitting The Bulletin
Board, which usually appears on this page.
The presentation of "Ben-Hur" at the
George M. Cohan Theater in New York
on December 30th was the event of
greatest importance of the month and we
are giving you this account of the film as
a matter of news. Next month, The
Bulletin Board will appear on this page

as usual

rT,

iii-: value of "Ben-Hur'
-1 the screen lies very largeh

in the fact that it will widen
the appeal oi motion
Probably there will be thou-

persons who will see

this film who aren't in the

habit of going to motion pic-

tures. Only a few

pictures achieve this distinc-

tion. "The Birth of a Nation"
was the first oi the great Rims
to widen tin

screen's audience. Tl .

owes it a debt it will n<

able to repay. "Ben-Hur" is

another such film. Its produc-
duction gives motion pictures

a new prestige, a w;

and a greater import
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°Llnknowm S^ejwtY*
The Silver Screen—the Stage

—

the Pictorial Magazines— bring

us the pageant of lovely women
known to fame.

But hidden in the great cities,in town
and village, is beauty as glorious as

Dawn . . . beauty that never graced

screen or stage . . . beauty that makes

America the true land of Charm.

Tre-Jur Compacts and Tre-Jur Face

Powder are the Symbol of Feminine

Charm. In their exquisite ingredients

is a quality that enhances loveliness.

In gold, in silver, in gun-metal plate,

you will find an ingenious Compact
for every need. And if you do not
know the delightful caress of Tre-Jur
Face Powder—a new joy awaits you.

Soldatyour favorite store orsent direct

by mail from us. Compact refills are

always available.

HOUSE of TRE-JUR, Inc. 19W. 18thSt.,N.Y.
Paris Address—22 Rue La Lande

TR_E-JUR_
FACE POWDERS AND COMPACTS
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At the G)LONY QuB
200 Members

tell why this soap is

best for their skin

GOLD slippers above the asphalt pavement

. . . the flash of jewels under the softness

of furs . . . low purring of motor cars, crowding

to the curb ... a debutante dance at the Colony

Club, the smartest club in New York.

Within the carefully guarded portals of the

Colony Club one sees New York society at its

best—gay, gracious, suave, with a little of the

grand manner, of old traditions, lingering be-

neath its brightly glittering surface.

And thewomen, distinguished andelegant,who
make up the membership of the Club— there are

none in the world more fastidious than these.

How do these women, who
can afford the most costly

personal luxuries, take care

of their skin? What soap do

they find, pure enough and

fine enough, to trust their

complexions to?

Of nearly 400 members
whom we asked this ques-

tion, more than half an-

swered, "Woodbury's!"

"Woodbury's always,"

they commented. "It leaves

my skin smooth and velvety"—"Leaves my skin feeling

so clean and refreshed"—"/

have a very tender skin, and
this is the only soap that

soothes it"—"It's been my
favorite for years."

A skin specialist worked out

the formula by which Wood-
bury's is made. This formula

not only calls for the purest

ingredients, it also demands
greater refinement in the

manufacturing process than

is commercially possible

with ordinary toilet soap.

Around each cake of

Woodbury's Facial Soap is

wrapped a booklet contain-

ing special cleansing treat-

ments for overcoming com-
mon skin defects, such as

blackheads, blemishes, etc.

The same qualities that

give Woodbury's its bene-

ficial effect in overcoming
these common skin troubles,

make it ideal for regular use.

A 25c cake lasts a month or

six weeks.

Within a week after begin-
ning to use Woodbury's you
will see an improvement in

your complexion. Get your
Woodbury's toda>—begin to-

night the treatment your skin
needs!

""Jt'lTHIX these carefully guarded portals ok.

-

N O W — T H E NEW, L A R G 1. - S 1 V. E T R I A L SI T !

Copyright, 1026, by The
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ALICE DAY Ske made her debut under the patronage of the Grand Duke
Mack Sennett. She's pretty, she has ability, and she has
personality. The serious drama—so-called—will get her



DOLORES COSTELLO Dolores has had a lucky year. A beginner in pictures,

with the background of a movie family, Dolores has the

leading role in "The Sea Beast" and in "Mannequin"



LEW CODY
Mr. Cody i» making a quiet retreat from the position of

villains and sneaking into the ranks of the heroes. This
amiable gentleman is one of the best-known picture-stealers

in the business



NORMA AND THOMAS
True to their agreement, Mi»» Talmadge and Mr. Meigkan
will co-star in "My Man." After making one special to-

getker, tkey will return to tkeir old policy of individual

starring pictures



CLARA BOW A Brewster Fame and Fortune Content brought Mis* Bow
to the screen. Her next appearance will be in "Dancing
Mothers," and her director, Herbert Brenon, is enthuj

over her work



GRETA NISSEN



DOLORES DEL RIO
Like her countryman—just across the page—Miss Del Rio
comes from Mexico. As yet. you haven't seen her on the
screen, but reports from Hollywood speak in glowing terms

of her work



Photo by Ruth Harriet Louise

RAMON NOVARRO
Finally and at last, Novarro i. with us in Ben-Hur. And

hi. performance i. .o fine that Ramon need not regret the

year's spent on it. production. He. the Star of the Month!



Fannie Wartt—the eternally young; Would you gue«
she is approaching her seventieth birthday?

FANNIE WARD says that any woman can do it.

She says that any woman who allows herself to get

old is foolish. And Miss Ward ought to know.

She is now approaching her seventieth birthday.

According to expert calculations, she is sixty-nine years

old. And a grandmother.
And yet Miss Ward is youth itself. Her vitality is un-

limited. Her spirits are those of a girl of seventeen.

Her face is without a line or a flaw. Even the closest

inspection can reveal no deficiencies. Her eyes have the

sparkle of youth ; her cheeks are firm and rounded.

Fannie Ward is the leading spirit of the gayest life in

New York and Paris. The years that have rolled by
since she made her first appearance on the stage have
apparently meant nothing at all to her.

Yet not so long ago, Fannie Ward had a nervous break-

down. She was grown old both in face and in mind. She

Would You

17 at
Fannie Ward says that any woman may
retain her youth indefinitely. Some day

she is going to tell her secret. How
many of the screen stars will want

to follow her example? Read their

answers to this question

went to a doctor, who gave her a clue to her secret for

remaining young. Since then, she has devoted most of

her time to perfecting her formula for eternal youth.

Miss Ward is now planning to open beauty shops in

New York and Paris. Her method will be available to

those who can afford to pay the price of the treatments.

The screen stars, whose business it is to stay young, may
take her treatments.

But first they must decide whether they want to grow
old or remain young. Motion Picture Magazine has

put the question up to some of our foremost young stars.

And they give you herewith their frank answers.

By CLAIRE WINDSOR:
T met Fannie Ward abroad, and my husband and I both
* thought her marvelous. She doesn't look seventeen, of

course, but she looks delightfully young, and she must
feel young, for she acts it. She can dance all night and
go all day and still look lovely. / cant.

Bert and I decided that it must be something inside

her—nothing that she has had done to her could give her

such pep and vim—it must be of the spirit. I dont be-

lieve that woman will ever grow old or ever die.

Yes, I'd love to have her secret. No woman likes to

Carmel Myers,



Want to Be

70?
Next month, MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE will publish what the men
of the screen think about grandmothers

who look like flappers. This is the

strangest problem that has confronted

the modern woman

think of herself fading away or losing her beauty, what-
ever she may say about it!

By AILEEN PRINGLE:

\Jo looking sixteen when I'm sixty for me! What
A ^ would be the use? Everyone would know I wasn't

sixteen. You'd be pointed out everywhere, like the Eiffel

Tower. "Look at that old girl ! She may appear young,

but she isn't. She's an old relic from the day before the

year One !"

By BEBE DANIELS:

Any woman is sensible in making herself as attractive
•** as possible. I dont recommend plastic surgery, for

I dont think it's perfected yet, but there are a good many
natural ways in which a woman can retain the appearance

as well as the feeling of youth.

She can take care of her figure, for instance. Being
forty doesn't give her an excuse for being fat. Our
grandmothers could sit in a rocking-chair and knit at that

age, but we cant if we wanted to.

Of course, a fifty-year-old woman who covers her face

with rouge and powder and uses a lipstick and an eyebrow
pencil is silly, but so are young girls who do the same.

Miss Ward is a leading spirit in the gayest life of New York
and Paris. She's a grandmother!

A woman is as young as she looks and I'm against the

worn-out belief that women should grow old gracefully.

I shant ! I'll fight every inch of the way

!

By KATHLEEN KEY:
I want to stay young until I'm a hundred, if that's pos-
* sible. I never intend to grow old if I can help it, and
I dont believe any woman enjoys the idea of gray hair

and wrinkles. I dont mean that I'd try to be kittenish

and giddy if I looked sort of weatherbeaten, but I do
mean that I intend to make the most of youth as long as

it can be kept beside me—the longer the better.

By JOBYNA RALSTON:
T think I'll be willing to grow old when the time comes.

.
From what I can see now, it seems to me that the

struggle to look young when you're not young is a stupid,

Aileen Pr ingle, Betty Bronson and Mary Brian vote "No"

HHk -HHH rf$Mt
ps
* 1

k'^JH 1 |1MI, j ^kkl
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Jobyna Ralston says "No/' Margaret Livingston says "Yes."

waste of time. Everybody knows you aren't a girl, and
think of the hours you must put in massaging and touch-

ing up your hair and having your face treated

!

Women who make a fetish of being young are usually

tiresome, I hope I'll be the kind that has something more
important to do, than watch for wrinkles and rearrange

the color of my hair when I near three score.

By VERA REYNOLDS:
'"The state of youth does

not depend on length of

years. If a woman looks

like a girl, that fact is go-

ing to help her retain a sort

of young girl psychology,

which is important.

A pitiful figure to me is

a woman who counts

herself old at thirty-

five, when she could

have all the attrac-

tiveness of twenty, if

die took the trouble,

plus an outlook on
life that makes for

happiness. Women
are admitted to be

most beautiful
when young, and

{consequently hap-

piest then. Why
A not prolong the

^^ period ?

By CARMEL MYERS:

P ver y woman
"'& would stay for-

ever young if she
could. I know I

would. If I knew

Ward as she looked
ihe played ingenue
the movies several
years ago

how to appear as marvelously youthful as Fannie Ward
appears, when I'm sixty, I should do so.

I shouldn't care merely to look young. I should like to

feel young, for if I had the mind and thoughts and habits

of sixty, I'd rather look my age, so that people wouldn't

expect me to care for young things. But I believe that

if I looked twenty, I'd feel twenty, and hurrah for the

fountain of youth

!

By MARGARET LIVINGSTON:
Ceventy like seventeen, eighty like eighteen, ninety like
**^ nineteen ! I should say I am in favor of it ! I am only

hoping that Fannie Ward and Edna Wallace Hopper
pool their interests and establish a rejuvenation shop in

New York where seventy can hobble in the back door
with a cane and skip out the front door with a jumping
rope and all the agility of seventeen.

Then let some celebrated Viennese medico rejuvenate

our worn bodies so we may enjoy our new lease on
looks

!

By SALLY O'NEIL:

Dy the time you're sixty you're married, or you ought
to be, and you have your children and maybe your

grandchildren to worry about. You ought to be think-

ing about how they look and not worrying about getting

your gland treatments.

Besides, by the time you're sixty, all your friends will

be sixty or around there, and you cant fool them. You'd
be out of place if you looked sixteen.

By BETTY BRONSON:
I cant tell how I'll feel when I'm sixty or seventy, but

I know how I feel about women of that age now.
I dont like the slumpy sort of woman who looks as if

she thought: "Oh. well, what's the use? I've lived my
life and nobody cares how I dress or bothers about my
appearance now.'' •

But I certainly shall not have my face lifted or do
whatever they do when they're struggling to be voung.
I admire a woman who makes the most of herself and
her charms, but I despise a woman who dyes her hair
and rolls her stockings and dresses like a schoolgirl. I

think dignity belongs to age and blesses it.

(Continued on face 105)



THE PRINCE-AND THE CROWN PRINCESS

his new "picture, "Just Suppose,

•topped work and had his picture tak.__ with Mary. Little Mary is three years old.

already a beauty

23 K



The AnswerMan
Is Analyzed

F. Vance de Revere calls on the original mystery

man and gives you a character reading of this most

fascinating of all movie personalities

IS
he young, is. he old, is he

thin, is "he fat, is he dark
or light? I will admit
that my curiosity has been

aroused for a long time. Mr.
Brewster, who is a very hu-

man man, satisfied this curi-

osity by introducing me to

the "Answer Man." Now
you ask, "What is he
like?"

Well, I will try to tell you,

altho he is such an unusual person that he is difficult

to describe.- He is the original mystery man. He is

satisfied to do his work and • is highly interested in his

daily mail, but he absolutely refuses to be placed in the

limelight. In fact, I dont dare tell all I know about
him, for I like him and do not want to incur his dis-

pleasure and have taken 'away the blessed privilege of

dropping into his office while he is working. You should
see him sitting at his desk literally engulfed in letters,

piles of them scattered about. He reads them with
the greatest amount of interest and always has a reach-

answer to all questions. No wonder his head is so large

;

it needs to be to know so much.
As an analyst, I noticed he had a broad, wide forehead,

which denotes a good mentality, and he has a high-domed
head proving a benevolent, kindly and charitable person.

The reflective faculties in the forehead are well developed
and so is the sign for a good memory.

I—lis nose indicates a very
* "*• observing person with

good constructive ability

and a very intuitive, sensi-

tive nature, lacking in ag-

gression but with self-

protection well developed.

His cheeks . prove a very

honest person whose na-

ture is very intense. One
who is extremely secretive

and has too much repres-

T\sion for his own good.

y 24

EDITOR'S NOTE: All callers at the
office of Motion Picture Magazine ask
to visit the Answer Man. Now the
Answer Man is the busiest person in the
office and only a few are privileged to

meet him. F. Vance de Revere, the
noted character analyst, paid him a
long call and made a study of him. We
are publishing her impressions of our

old friend

affection for children.

On the opposite page, Eugene V.

Brewster gives you his sketch of his old

friend, the Answer Man. This is the first

time that.the Answer Man has talked for

publication. It is against his rules and he

had to be tricked into the interview. But

you'll like the story!

Above his eyes is shown a

love of music and the artistic

but no ability to represent in

the arts. He has splendid

ability to visualize and a ten-

dency to dream and live in

another world, a less material

world than ours.

The mouth shows a kindly.

sympathetic, charitable nature

with great love of home and
his country and also a great

A very loyal person* one whose
friends mean much to him. .

His hands show rs Inspirational nature, frank, out-

spoken, a love of dramatics. His hand is a practical one.

He is a good conversationalist ; with a ready use of

words and a keen sense of humor. He enjoys fun but

would not be one to make it.

"|V4r. Answer Man" will not let me tell you his height.
AVA weight, coloring or let me give you a description of

his goneral appearance, which limits my description and
keeps me from telling you all the nice things I would like-

to tell about him. He says. "I do not want publicity and
I do not want to be written up: if I did I'd gone into the

'Movies' years ago."

He has the kindest eyes, great big blue ones. Here
is your chance, girls—I learnt a secret—the "Answer
Man" is not married and, believe me. he sure is good to

look at and has a nice

disposition, altho grouchy
if you interfere with his

work. The trouble is that

he is so absorbed in his

work that he hasn't taken

time to fall in love, but he
will one of these days

and like all of this type,

when he does fall, ':-.

fall hard. Until that time
arrives he will contini

get his greates

answering your ques



"YF POFY^! I've Been Interviewed!"
A AL VJVyLsO . Exclaims the Answer Man

Eugene V. Brewster traps the hard-working old gentleman who has

answered nearly two million of your questions and forces him to talk

about himself and not the movie stars—for a change

I

AM only a stenographer, but the editor of this maga-
zine told me this morning that I was to assume the

duties of a reporter.

"The Answer Man has to be interviewed." she said,

"and I have asked Mr. Brewster, the editor-in-chief, to

become the interviewer. You will please go to Mr.
Brewster's rooms and tell him that you are to take down
in shorthand every detail of the interview."

Arriving at Mr. Brewster's desk, I informed him of my
orders, whereupon he asked me to follow him to the little

hall room where the Answer Man holds forth. Pushing

ourselves into the cage and between huge stacks of letters

and waste baskets, we found the Answer Man seated at

his desk hard at work.

"I have a sad duty to perform," said Mr. Brewster.

"Very well, old chap, perform it—I am prepared for

the worst," replied the Answer Man, laying down his

pen and stroking his long, white beard.

"The editor has asked me to interview you, my lad,"

said the editor-in-chief.

"W/ith that the Answer
** Man rose from his seat,

ran his hand thru some
imaginary hair on his lofty

brow, stared at the editor-in-

chief with angry, beady

eyes, and said: "I will do

anything in the world for

you, Chief, rob a bank, com-
mit murder or anything ex-

cept be interviewed. Do
not ask me to break a reso-

lution which I formed fif-

teen years ago."

"Very well, then, old dear.

Come over to my rooms and
have a smoke, because I am
writing an article on 'The

Greatest Picture Ever Pro-

duced' and I am up against

it. 'The Wanderer,' 'Stella

Dallas' and 'The Big Parade'

have got to be dissected and

you are to be assistant

surgeon."

"So be it," replied the An-
swer Man. "I am terribly

rushed here, but I will help

you in the operation, if I

can, and heap much thanks for the opportunity."

I then followed these two back into Mr. Brewster's

rooms where they lighted their pipes, put their feet upon

the top of a long table in the center of the room, and

began. Mr. Brewster spoke first

:

"I et me see, it was about fifteen years ago that you and
l—

' I ran afoul of each other, was it not? By the way,

have a glass of buttermilk—and, say—move your beard

> < >
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over on the other side or it will get into the cuspidor."

"Hum-m," said the A. M., "fifteen years or there-

abouts—I was then in the late sixties or early seventies

—

how the tempus does fugit!"

"Was it $8.00 or $10.00 a week I first offered you, do

you remember?"
"Eight dollars, I think, and a year or two later you

raised me to $10.00."

"Yes, but I raised it to $12.00 later on, didn't I?"

"Yes, my liege, and now I am getting $15.00. Four
cheers

!"

"Three will be sufficient. Of course, $15.00 isn't so

much, but then you must remember that your expenses

are very light and your readers keep you supplied with

tobacco, socks, neckties, etc."

"/^\h, I'm not complaining. I have all I need, and my
^*^ readers are very good to me, but you must remem-

ber that buttermilk has been steadily going up."

"Judging from that bottle there, it is steadily going

down. If you are a very

good boy, I'll raise you again

some day. About how many
questions do you think you
have answered in the last

fifteen years?"

"Well, I never counted

them up, but if you will look

over the back numbers, you
will find that they average

about fifteen hundred a

month in the different maga-
zines, and I think I send out

by mail several times that

number every month, which

makes a total of something

like 1,800,000."

"Yet you seem to enjoy it

and to thrive on it, and there

are just about as many hairs

on your head today as there

were fifteen years ago—let

me count them."
"That wouldn't take long

—but I can save you the

trouble. There are just 671

hairs less—I count them
every Sunday morning when
I take my bath."

"But your beard seems to

have prospered—it is more beautiful and luxurious than

ever. Too bad that half of it doesn't grow on your

dome instead of on your chin—I always thought that hair

grows best on fertile soil."

'"Which proves that I have worked my jaws more than

my brain," beamed the A. M.
"You observe that I still have considerable hair on my

own head and none on my chin—what's the answer?"

( Continued on page 110) n
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For a long time Richard Dix has been the leader on our Answer Man's Thermometer. So evidently more people are
curious about Mr. Dix than any other star. His starring pictures have been the most consistently popular of any films

of the year. And now Richard goes on to greater achievements. He will play the leading role in "Sorrows of Satan,"
D. W. Griffith's next production

Ia<3



He Couldn't Be Mean
And so, by being likable—on and off the screen—Richard Dix

won stardom without a struggle

THOSE of you who find ;

moral in that noble song be-

ginning, "Dont strike your
mother, boys, just 'cause she's old," should by all

means read this story. It is about How Success Came to

Richard Dix, and all because he wouldn't strike a woman.
There are a good many roads to success

; John Rockefeller

may give you a bright, shin}- dime
;
you may be in an

accident and collect insurance ; or you can study nights

and be in a fair way to becoming a notary public. But
not many of us would go so far as not to strike a woman.

It seems that a number of years ago when Mr. Dix
was with the old Goldwyn Company at Culver City, he

was called upon to play in a picture with Helene Chad-
wick. She was to be a wayward, browbeating wife, and
lie was to be her meek, clerkish husband. It was the old

plot of the worm that finally turns.

"In the first place," said Mr. Dix relating the story to

me, "I cant look very browbeaten. Xot with this

anyway." He punched at his chin. It is the sort of chin

that is too seldom seen in this day of adenoids and plus

fours.

"But even at that I was willing^ to take the part. I

thought if I wore glasses and drooped a little I might get

by with it. Then I found out that I was to rise up in

rebellion against Helene Chadwick and take a good swing

at her.

"Well, I thought they could take

shot of me starting to hit her, and
then take a shot of her just after she

had been hit. But they said 'no' to

that, and insisted that I really hit

her. It- was to be no light tap,

but what is known as a good
sock."

"And you refused?" I

** asked incredulously, ,

not that 1 myself have
t \

anything against Miss j

Chadwick, but it seems

unnatural not to hit al-

most anybody if given a

good chance. You can

always pretend it's some-
body else.

"I certainly did,"

Mr. Dix. "Mr.
Lehf was with

the G o 1 d w y n

Company and he

By Sara Redway asked me to do it rather forcibly.

In fact, we had a little argument
about it, but I refused."

"Mr. Lehr used to be in the glove business, didn't he?"
I asked.

"I believe he did."

"Maybe he was leading up to the point where he could

ask you to strike her across the face with a glove," I

suggested. "You know how it is with some people, even
tho they leave the farm, they always send money home
to the old folks. If hitting people in the face with gloves

ever really caught the public fancy, it would make the

industry."

"jV/Tiss Chadwick told me to go ahead, altho I dont
A"* think that she was any too pleased with the idea,"

continued Mr. Dix. "But I stuck it out and wouldn't

agree.

"So they farmed me out to Famous Players for a pic-

ture, and while I was there I liked it so well, that when
I got a chance I signed up with them."
"And you've never lived to regret it?"

"Not that particular incident. But I have often re-

gretted that I ever decided to be in moving pictures at all.

Just now I am making a picture, a polo picture, and
everything has gone wrong.

"I am allowed only $125,000 for production expenses

to make a picture. That may sound like a lot of money
to anyone inexperienced in that sort of thing, but it is

really very little. It means that work must be rushed

thru. It means that we have to count on lucky breaks.

This time we've had every unlucky one possible

!

"My sister was to be married and, of

course, she was anxious to have me
come on for her wedding. I thought

I surely could. We had to have
just two hours of sunlight to

take a few shots that were
missing, and it rained steadily.

We waited five days for

m^k those two hours, and I

missed the wedding.

"VY/hen we went
** to Texas on lo-

cation, it started to

rain again and we
Continued ou

page 120)

Without any
flourish of
trumpets, Rich-
ard Dix has
sneaked into
first place in
screen popu-



My Funniest
Ten comedians select the

moments in their pictures

that have given them the

biggest laughs

By Harold Lloyd

IF
a scene makes the comedian laugh himself when lie

sees it on the screen, it's funny. When we're making
a comedy we have to rely on first impressions, for
after we've talked a gag or a situation over, and

worked it out, it doesn't seem possible that any human
being could ever get a laugh out of it. If we' went by
the solemn faces of the people around the studio, we would
never dare to release any of our pictures as a comedy.
But when I saw the rushes of one of the gags in "The

Freshman," I actually chuckled out loud myself. It was
that place where the poor freshman had been used as a
dummy by the football team to practise tackling on until
he's pretty nearly all in. As he laboriously starts to rise
after a particularly
violent tackle, he is hor-
rified to see one of his

legs apparently bend
out from the knee in-

. stead of back. In
reality it is the de-
tached leg of the
dummy, and his own
limb is doubled under
him. But the effect is

startling. At first

you're as amazed as

the freshman, then
when the trick is ex-

plained, you cant help
laughing at his bewil-
derment and your own.

By Constance
Talmadge

I n "Her Sister From
A Paris" there's a

scene that makes me
smile whenever I re-

call it. It's between
Ronald Colman as Jo-
ph Wcyringcr, and

28

as.

myself as his sweet a

faithful wife, Helen, who
impersonating her twin s

ter. La Perry, the dancing

idol of Vienna, in order to

test his love. As the story

goes, Joseph becomes fasci-

nated by this alluring little

coquette, little suspecting it

is his own old-fashioned and
conventional wife. Helen
leads him on till the poor
man is torn between the re-

solve to be faithful to his

wife, and the desire to

make love to this disturb-

ing little charmer.

If this situation doesn't

seem funny to you, it just

proves that you aren't

either a wife or a hus-

band !

The sup-
posed dancer
is thoroly en-

Harry Langdon got the most fun
of his career in a wild burlesque

of royalty

Lloyd selects thi



SCENE
joying trying to lead her own husband
astray, and the poor man is trying not to fall

in love with his own wife when Helen plays

her trump card. Without encouragement
she walks over to the nobly self-controlled

Joseph and with an elinor glyn-t in her
eyes, takes his head between her hands,
draws it down and plants a kiss on his

mouth, one of those soul kisses you read
about. Poor Joseph has been holding a

pencil in his hand. Under the terrific strain

it snaps in two ! Piquant, isn't it ?

All the time I was making that scene I

couldn't help thinking, naughtily, what fun
it would be really to try it. Maybe J

will—some day if I ever have a
husband.

By Harry Langdon

I M a new comedy not yet titled there is

* a scene in the king's palace that

strikes me as being pretty funny.

I'm an ordinary citizen, not any too intellectual above
the adenoids, who lias been induced to impersonate the

king for one day. While I am sitting on the throne,

dressed up in What the Well-Dressed King would wear,

one of the king's friends denounces me as an impostor.

I tell him he's crazy, that I'm a king because I've got a

crown on, haven't I? The Prime Minister asks me if

I'm going to let this fellow get away with telling me I'm

not the king. 1 suddenly realize my power, and order the

guards to take him away and chop his head off. As they

drag him out, I whistle unconcernedly, highly pleased

with myself.

The prisoner gets away from the guard and begins to

fight a duel with the Prime Minister in

the art gallery. One of them cuts off

the head of a wax figure with his sword.

Meanwhile, I have suddenly realized

«?C J^T» v- 5* 3^s

9p&
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a luckless immigrant.
Charles Puffy

_
likes

burlesque of "The

what I have done and
run after the guards
(tripping over my er-

mine robe, of course). I

reach the art gallery just

in time to see the wax
head roll into the middle
of the floor. I think it's

the head of the prisoner.

I cant bear to look at

it, and am turning away
just as the body of the

wax figure tilts forward
and gets onto the train

of my robe. I am scared

to death and begin to

apologize to the decapi-

tated body.

(Cont'd on page 108) p
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Sotch a Dollink Baby!

Today Mr. -ang-
don is s itting

pretty H e has
signe d B

tract with First

Natio d a 1 that
takes him out
of the pie- sling-

ing < lass and
puts hin up
with the big
bovs. Need W
say h as a
pupil of Maestro
Mack Sen nett?



Just Among Ourselves
A few pertinent and impertinent comments about people we all know

By Agnes Smith

HERE'S a story from Hollywood that's guaranteed

to be true in every detail. One of our most
polite and seemly young ingenues was enter-

taining at tea. Among her guests was a gentle-

man of scientific leanings and adventuresome spirit.

The hostess greeted him with great cordiality. "Where
have you been all these months?" she asked.

"Eve been to the Sargasso Sea with Beebe," answered

her guest.

"Bebe Daniels?" queried the hostess.

She thought it was just another one of those location

trips.

And especially

who just cant

go anywhere without the Mama. And here is one of a

girl whose mother is her constant chaperon in the

studios. The girl was in the middle of a scene when she

abruptly stopped work.

Raising her voice, she spoke to her mother, who was

Standing on the side-lines: "Move off the set, please,

angel-face ! You interfere with my close-ups."

YY/e always like stories of mother love.

" do we love the little movie actressei

TV/hat the motion picture business really needs is a
** revival of the old nickelodeon. Not, of course, that

we advocate five-cent admission, altho some pictures

aren't worth any more. But what movie theaters need is

more of the informal spirit that animated the little

theaters of bygone days. As it is, there are too many
vaudeville acts, too much music, too many singers, jazz-

bands and scenic effects. Of course, the pictures are

butchered beyond recognition in order to fit into some
managing director's idea of a swell surrounding program.
A woman I know says she would like to see more

movies, but she cant stand the thought of hearing
Tschaikovskv's "1812" Overture everv week.

T1IE\
first

say that the title of Mrs. Rudolph Valentino's

picture will be "When Love Grows Cold."

Which, so far as I am concerned, takes the prize for the

Best Title of All Time.

on himself.

contest and
VV/ili.iam Haines has this one to tell

** Years ago William won a "New Faces

was thereby awarded a contract with the old Goldwyn
company. At that time Abraham Eehr was the big boss

of the Goldwyn lot.

Young Haines journeyed to Hollywood full of high

hopes for a glamourous future. With clue ceremony he

was ushered into Lehr's office (sometimes known as

Abie's lair ).

The general manager surveyed him critically. "Veil,"

he said at last, "your photographs were good but you've

got no sex appeal."

A few years later, Peggy

Joyce selected Haines as one of

her ideal screen heroes.

r\n in a Hollywood studio,

^^ one of the oldest em-
ployees of the wardrobe de-

partment was seized with a

fatal malady and removed to

the studio infirmary to die. A
young actress, known as the

leading exponent of Our Art,

suggested that all the direc-

tors gather around his

death-bed and learn the

technique of a death

scene.

Xone of them accepted

the suggestion. But we
are willing to bet that

there wasn't a director

on the premises who
wouldn't have had a few
suggestions to make.

What we ar

will do wh

i remember the first Pepper,
s the grand-daughter of the

inherits all her grandma's

'T'iie campaign against ladies who can talk of nothing
but their diet is rapidly showing results. The great

line now is : "I eat anything I want and I eat whenever
I want, and my weight stays at one hundred and twenty
pounds." Of course, you mustn't be mean enough to

try and make 'em prove it.

: are trying to figure out is what Bessie Love
when the Charleston loses its vogue. Bessie

used to play the Wistful Young Thing until the directors

saw her do the Charleston in the night clubs along Broad-
way. Xow Bessie goes into a picture as a speciality

dancer. It's been six months since anyone has asked her

to do a crying scene in a picture.

And, speaking of nothing much of anything, what hap-
** pens to all those Russian noblemen—most of them

related to the late royal family

—who go to Hollywood to get

into pictures? Why not start a

welfare center in Hollywood to

take care of the busted grand
ukes who cant support them-
elves on an extra man's pay?

films that are taken

in good faith but never

shown to the public?

What, for instance, be-

came of the large slice of

"Ben-Hur" which was
filmed with G e o r g e

Walsh as the star? Some-
where, there must be still

pieces of another—and
completely different pro-

duction of "Ben-Hur"
from the one now show-
ing in New York. ft
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SITTING on top the world
is a feat achieved by the

Navy, mountain climbers,

and Jack Gilbert.

The Navy has its compass.
The mountain climbers have

:es that love to move. But
Jack Gilbert has "The Big
Parade" and a melodramatic
trail leading from it back into

the past.

For we knew Jack Gilbert

when, and in that "when"
nestles a story guaranteed to

thrill the heart of the most
blase.

Movie fans may remember
'Cameo Kirby," a gambling-

romance that slipped unobtru-
sively into "neighborhood play-

houses." It electric lighted the

name of Jack Gilbert to a dis-

interested world.

Jack worked for Mr. Wil-
liam Fox in those days. A
man named Sol Wurtzel also

worked for Mr. Fox, and Sol

Wurtzel supervised West
Coast production for his Boss.

He ruled the Fox lot with an
iron hand and a deaf ear.

There was only one star who
32

The Man Who

Wouldn't Be a

Second-Rater

By Dorothy Herzog

could buck him and come out victorious. That was
Tom Mix. Tom was Mr. Fox's best money-maker
and Tom was wealthy. He didn't care a hang
whether he quit when his contract expired or

whether he signed a new one at his own terms.

Mr. Fox wanted Tom. Mr. Wurtzel
to humor him. So Tom got what he

demanded with nary a

compromise.

Mot so Jack Gilbert.
* a comparative un-

known. Jack had the

reputation of being a

difficult man to get

along with—a temper-
amental, bombastic,
broadside-slinger of ye

president's English. In

fact, young Mr. Gil-

bert often shot explo-

sive bolts of Ameri-
canese into the ozone.

His ire mounted to

gantic proportions
when Mr. Wurtzel frus-

trated his every effort to

get better stories and pic-

tures. Jack was sick and
-tarring" in pro-

gram features, trite five-

reelers made in two or

three weeks' time with

mediocre directors, and
released only in small

movie houses scattered

thruout the country.

It was at this time. too.

that Jack was
great deal of tron

Leatrice Joy. then his

wife. They scr

loved, and ha
gether, and the

"The BJa Pai
Merry \Vido-

suX phenon
period of



Here is one of the
most dramatic
stories of the movies
—John Gilbert's
great fight for

success

conditions of their household
served as the harometer for

Jack's disposition, which was
usually stormy plus.

"Detter watch your step
*-' with Jack Gilbert,*' we
were cautioned.

"Why?"
"He's a hard one to get

along with." came the myste-
rious retort.

Whereupon we promptly
made a bee-line for this dan-
gerous youth. We discovered
Tack dabbing on his make-up
in the bungalow cottage that

had his name outside the door.
He had a dynamic, boyish, ro-

mantic strength to him that

(juite captivated us. We in-

troduced ourself and Jack
smiled wryly.

"Publicity? Stories about
me? My dear young lady. I

have been on this lot for two
years and have never received

any publicity."

We figured he had a good
case there.

"Are you temperamental?"
we quizzed, deciding it would
be as interesting to be shot by
him as by anyone else.

"I dont know," Jack
grinned.

Then, gradually, we learned
he hated doing stupid stories

in a stupid, cheap way. There-
in lay the reason for his trig-

ger-fire temper. lie had a
gr>od case there, too.

("Vve day, we trekked onto a stage housing Jack's com-
V^ pany and discovered Jack pacing the floor, glower-
ing blackly, as dangerous-looking a mortal as ever seen

outside Matteawan or No Man's Land.

"What's up." helping ourself to one of his cigaretx

"Leatrice. She's left me again." and there was a wail

in his voice that made it throb and tremble and hurt.

"Oh, gosh, that's a shame. How come;"
And this was the how come.

Cecil De Mille had cast his new picture, "The Ten
Commandments." Leatrice had been given the leading

feminine role. Now Mr. De Mille does not believe in any
of his players being married. He claims you can do only
one thing at a time and do it well. Either you make a

business of being married or acting in motion pictures.

The two mixed as well as oil and water.

Subsequently, Leatrice had informeel Jack that since

she refused to abandon her career, they would have to
separate again for the duration of Mr. De Mille's produc-

"TTrns is the second time it has happened," Jack
A brooded. "Once before she left me and it was hell.

When she finished that picture, she went to Honolulu to

rest and there saw a poster advertising me in a new pic-

ture. She cabled me she was returning home at once.

After that reunion, she promised we would never be

separated again. And now it's happened."

What could one say in the face of his dismal unhappi-
ness? Words sounded hollow and inadequate.

Suddenly he smiled, a twisted smile, and his dark

(Continued on page 106) fl
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What Fifth Avenue
Alice Laidley Harriman poses in some of the

newest creations of the best shops

HERE are two pages of picture? which tell you why the stars make semi-

annual journeys from Hollywood to do their shopping in New York. A
sable wrap, similar to the one shown above, was purchased by Constance
Talmadge on her latest visit to Xew York. And the white evening gown

is almost a duplicate of one worn by Carol Dempster.
As for the white ermine wrap, countless variations of this model are seen at

every moving picture "first night" in Xew York or in Hollywood.
All the photographs of these new fashions were posed by Mrs. John

Harriman, who is a daughter-in-law of Mrs. Oliver Harriman. of Xew
York. Young Mrs. Harriman is in the movies. She has appeared in two

of D. W. Griffith's productions
—

"Sally of the 5

and "That Royle Girl." And now she is rehears

a more important role in the new Griffith special

Sorrows of Satan." In fact. Mrs. Harriman is one of

the few lucky players to be selected by Griffith for regu-

lar work in his productions.

In her screen work, Mrs. Harriman is known by her
maiden name. Alice Laidley. She found that the name
of Harriman was more a hindrance than a help in

her association with studio workers. She did not want
to be classified as a society girl who had gone into the

movies just for the adventure of it.

Alice Laidley made her first appearance before the

camera as an "extra" girl in Richard Barthelmess' pic-
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Offers the Movie Stars
Russell Ball photographs a few of the reasons why the

stars buy clothes in New York

ture, "Classmates." After this brief experience, she played in several pictures

filmed at the Famous Players-Lasky studio on Long Island.

When the D. W. Griffith company began work on '"Sally of the Sawdust" at the

Famous Players studio, Miss Laidley was assigned to work as an extra under
Griffith's direction. Her poise, her ability to wear clothes, and her willingness to

work attracted the attention of Mr. Griffith. He gave her a "bit" in

the picture and also asked her to continue with his company in

"That Royle Girl."

Carol Dempster, too, has been especially interested in Miss
Laidley's work, and so Miss Laidley has been the chief understudy

in the Griffith rehearsals. And being an understudy with Griffith

usually means that the fortunate player is going through a course . 0m
of training for more prominent parts. \. '

In addition to the distinction of working for

Griffith, Miss Laidley is one of those rare excep-

tions in the movies. She is one of the very, very

few society girls to adopt screen work who has had
the courage and determination to start at the bot-

tom of the ladder and to stick to it for more than

a few months.
In fact, surveying the list of the society girls

who have started out to be screen stars, we can

only think of two who have really worked at it— c^aT f r\
Alice Laidley and Aileen Pringle. Jaeckel's

I

The ind
sable ev

spen-
ening

with fox.

white

An

really a r

we'll-
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France's Own Daughter

To Renee Adoree goes the honor of playing in one of the greates
the episode in "The Big Parade" in which Melisande searches

front. Her performance in King Vidor's production is so vital, si

Miss Adoree to new importance <

notional scenes ever enacted for the c

her soldier who is being rushed to the
ue, and so strikingly original that it brings
he screen
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"I Dont Want to

Live, in the Past"

Dorothy Phillips bravely turns her
back on her sorrows and returns

to the screen

By Alice Leslie

THE limousine glided along Sunset Boulevard,
the glow of the street lamps chasing the shadows
of the great trees across the monogrammed
doors, now revealing, now concealing, the faces of

those who rode inside.

One of these was Dorothy Phillips, another Nazimova
—who the rest were does not matter.

"Ah, I have a clipping of you !" observed Nazimova, as

Dorothy's face, alight with laughter, sprang out of the

dark. ("Cleeping" was the celebrated Russian's actual

word.) "I have kept it these years because I have so

like' it. It speaks of you as the 'Keed Nazimova.' "

Tx an instant, Dorothy was back on Broadway,
in a day when "Mary Jane's Pa" was new

and the "Kid Nazimova" went nightly thru the

stormy scenes.

A tense little thing she was then, absorbed in

the theater, spending the time she was not on
the stage eagerly watching Henry Dixie from
the wings, or listening to his kindly advice.

"I've never forgotten how he helped me. I've

never forgotten anything he said. For in-

stance
" 'Never move about restlessly; dont walk if

When she was a beginner on the
New York stage, they called Doro-
thy Phillips "the kid Nazimova"

you can stand still ; dont
move your body if you
can move your arm,
your arm if you can
move your hand, your
hand if you can move
your head, your head if

your eyes will do.'
"

That was a day when
Dorothy saw herself as

a tragedienne and
longed to play roles

grim and terrible

—

Lady
Macbeth, for example,
or one of Ibsen's un-
happy ladies. . . . She
was very, very young!

"But I dont like sad
parts now. I like things

that leave you feeling

cheerful and encouraged. Not
Pollyanna stuff, but interest-

ing, logical, delightful stories.

Oh, yes, I love dramatic
scenes ! It's the depressing, sordid ones I dislike.

"No one enjoys having a miserable person in the house. Why
should they enjoy watching misery on the screen.^ Joy is the

thing people need." /

/
Che sat at a window of Hollywood's Montmartre, an alert little

^ figure in a dark blue suit, a glowing example of her own
philosophy.

She has come back, not as a sad-eyea shadow of yesterday, but
as an interested and interesting reality of today. She looks and
feels younger than she did when she left the screen—not so

(Continued on page 96) n
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Dorothy Gish accepted her reputation as a funny girl. And . she thei

Pity the Little Sister!
The Dorothys, the Connies and the Shirleys have spent so much time

gazing upward in admiration that they haven't watched their own steps

FAR be it from me to break" up
any happy families ; or rend

fond hearts asunder.

i But this is a cold, hard fact; sisterly love can be a

very expensive form of entertainment. The admiring
and adoring little sister may get a heart full of rapture;

but that's all she gets.

Dorothy Gish has found it so. Also C
—Peggy Prevost—Lois Wilson's little

T\ Mason.

f38

By Harry Carr

: Talmadge
sister—Shirley

All these girls might have be-

Eamcus actresses in their own

^word-arms applauding." They used up all their em
power sitting in the front row. dutifully crying

sister's tragic moments. They have spent so mud
gazing upward with awe and admiration thi

d to watch their own steps.

Axlv had to hold the ladder; so :

ladder.



Xone of them has ever gotten anywhere except to the

previews of Sister's "triumphs."

The curious and ironical part of it is that neither big

sifter nor little sister has realized it, herself.

T ILLIAN Gish's yearning protection over Dorothy is

*— touching to witness. She would have made any sacri-

fice in the world for Dorothy. Even to giving up her

own career.

Yet, Dorothy has been absolutely smothered in her sis-

ter's fame.

Personally, I think Dorothy is one of the three finest

actresses on the screen. And doesn't dream that this

is true.

Most of the good actresses are merely tuning-forks, so

to speak. Putty for clever—or not so clever—directors to

mold. Mirrors for directors to act in front of. Impres-

sionable, vibrant young faces swept with somebody else's

emotional storms.

Dorothy's stuff is her own. She reflects no director's

emotional re-actions—a fact which has made her screen

life stormy.

She has a splendid, flashing, penetrating intellect—and

doesn't suspect it. She is one of the few creative minds
that have ever touched motion pictures. There is scarcely

a girl comedian on the screen—unless it be Mabel Nor-
mand or Louise Fazenda—who does not copy Dorothy's

methods. Who doesn't "'steal her stuff."

They have called her the "girl Charlie Chaplin." Thus
they have slammed her ruthlessly into a niche where she

doesn't belong.

Dorothy is not essentially a comedian. She is a great

actress and a great woman. With an inferiority complex.

Cue has to her credit the greatest single example of
^ great acting 1 have ever seen on the screen. This was

in "Hearts of the World." The scene where she had de-

cided to accept the love of the boot) French soldier—the

hero having broken her heart. That little wan, rueful

smile—almost a grimace—when she looked up at him was Y
more than great acting. It was great literature. It was
art in the main heart artery before it veins off into the

different streams of music, acting, writing, painting and
so on.

If Dorothy had been able to follow that up, she would
have swept her way to the top rung—where the geniuses

sit in lonely state—teetering and shuddering.

But Dorothy was funny. She was many other things

that the directors did not realize ; but she was undoubt-
edly funny. So they put her out in a long and dreadful

series of slap-stick comedies like "The Fighting Jane"

—

demonstrating to the waiting world that it is possible to

open tin cans with a fine razor.

Mostly, it was Dorothy's own fault. As it is the fault

of every one of these little sisters of the screen.

""To suggest to Dorothy to do a big dramatic picture while
•" Lillian continued to wave was like asking a seminary
prize pupil to play "The Maiden's Prayer" with Paderew-
ski sitting on the same piano stool.

So Dorothy went clowning down—adoring her big-

sister—never having the curiosity to examine the package

under her own arm.
It is doubtful if she will ever get her big chance now.

For one thing, she has been too thoroly pigeonholed as

a funny girl.

For another thing, it is doubtful if she ever falls into

the hands of a director with brains enough to realize her

priceless gift.

Somebody will put her out in a big "emotional" part.

No doubt of that. One of these carpet-clawing, hair-

clutching, breast-heaving dramatic spasms. And being

a level-headed girl with a real sense of humor, with a lot

of good, hard common sense, she will probably fail.

It requires a peculiarly fatuous nature to wallow thru

one of these dramatic absurdities without laughing your-

self into hysterics.

{Continued on page 104)

THE ORIGINAL VICTIM OF FACE-LIFTING

menter in rejuvenation. It you
have read Goethe's poem or

seen Gounod's operatic version

of the story, you'll remember
him as the old scholar who went
to the very Devil to get back his

lost youth. The UFA Company
of Germany is translating this

the
photographs
Swedish acl

Faust. Thes

Here are
of Eckm<

or, in the

the

vith Mephislopheles



A Home Built by Drama
"Furniture, pottery,

pewter and brass.

And a little gray home
will come to pass

!

A sink and a cook-stove,

windows—trees

A little brave home is

born of these."

THAT, you
might say,
was the song
of promise

that lilted in Louise
Fazenda's ears for

months and months
before the dream of

a home came true.

For years, she has
slipped into places

where auction sales

were going on,
sought o u t o d d
shops in queer parts

of big cities, rambled
into countrysides
where treasures
were hiding in
barns. . . .

"Look ! Here's my
spool bed. Found
it in somebody's
corn-crib. The
horses were having
their breakfast out
of it. That was back-

in Indiana, I think.

See, it's maple and
mahogany. Didn't

even have to have it

done over
!"

And now it stands in simple
beauty in the many-windowed
bedroom of "The House
That Drama Built."

We all like to see

somebody's dream come
to pass—perhaps part-

ly because the realiza-

tion of our own then
seems possible. But
this one didn't come
true in a single night.

Ever since Louise was
a shy. quiet little girl

on the Sennett "lot,

wearing big shoes and
pigtails, and receiving pies

in the face when she wasn't
falling down or being stepped
on, she has planned homes.

"""The curve of a stairway or
the perfection of a Gothic

door gives her the thrill that

other people get from a strain

of music or the color in a

Chinese vase. Dahlia culture

40
oe.

or chow dogs are

hobbies with some
people, but give
Louise a gabled roof
and a problem in

draperies

!

"I seem to run to

solid styles in archi-

tecture— brick and
stone and old Eng-
lish rafters," pon-
dered Louise. "Per-
haps it's my reaction

to the intangible
things I deal in on
the screen. I dont
know. But building

houses is a sure cure
for the blues

!

"W/hex you care

about anything
as desperately as I

care about pictures,

you're going to
break your heart it

you dont find some-
thing to help you
keep your per-pec-
tive on life. Xor
getting a certain part

c a 1 a m i t y w h e n
you've wanl
frightfully — having
your most telling
scene cut out may
hurt worse than re-

moving an appendix
and an adverse criticism of a

role you've adored
can give you an "Oh. I

might as well die'

you haven't a

safety-valve.

"Bricks and mortar
and lumber have no
imagination,

play around with
them and fix them
this way ; ; :

that way and go home.
When you cor

tomorrow, they'll be
there just the •

mm They wont haw
W to change their

or have left a not<

iliey've had a '
.

taken it. or that they dont like

what you said when yon
stubbed your toe on a two-
by-four.

"A house grows
home. Some::
be doing it all by itsel I



Alice Tildesley tells you how Louise Fazenda

planned her home. It is all her own now but,

if she ever marries, she's got the bills, and she's

going to let her husband buy half interest in it

things creep into corners or draw np before the fire . . . but you
know you can shift them all around again and have it your way, if

you like. It gives you the blessedest feeling of superiority
!"

""The way the "brave little home" came to pass, was this

:

Back in the Sennett days, Louise rented a small cottage. War
and cessation of building raised the rent and kept raising it until

one day Louise inquired, sarcastically, if the landlady didn't want
to sell the place, intending to hint that the rent was too high.

"Yes," replied the landlady.

"So I had to buy it ! Presently, I saw tnat I could build another

cottage on the same lot, and as I needed just such another cottage

for my mother, I built it. . . . That was the House That
Comedy Built. . . . But it wasn't my idea of a home.

"While I was working in my last picture on the comedy
lot, a certain real-estate man began to pester the lives out of

us about a new subdivision. I didn't want any property, but

he wouldn't let me alone. One day he appeared

like a blot on the landscape just as I was going in

to lunch at the studio cafeteria. In desperation

I said : 'Oh, yes, yes, gimme a lot and go home!'
'Which oner' says lie, unrolling his blue-print.

T dont care. This!' I stuck my finger

on anywhere, and it turned out to be the

pick of the subdivision—corner lot at the

highest point

!

"It was after that that I began to plan
* for the house to hold all the things

I'd been collecting. I'd stored them be-

cause I had no room for them. I'd never

had a fireplace and yet I had the tongs

and bellows and fire-screen. I had no
place for a highboy, and yet I had the

loveliest old brass and copper kettles

!

"Every day as I went back and forth to the

studio—I had left slap-stick comedy and gone

into comedy-drama. . . . Or can I ever go 1

into drama? Wont I always be a 'Miss Pagli-

acci' whom no one can ever take seriously?

Well, anyway, as I went back and forth, I

saw a house that appealed to me. I dragged
my architect over to see it and demanded that

he make me a duplex like it.

' 'Cant,' he said. 'Eaves are too Tow.'
" 'Got to,' said I.

"And after a while he did. He drew me a
floor plan and I put in the rooms where I

wanted 'em, and he labored over it until he

fitted them in somehow—and here it is.

"I'm always amazing everyone with the

(Continued on page 112)
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Dance and
Grow Thin

"There's no excuse for weigh-

ing over three hundred
pounds," says Mack Swain

practised by Mr. Swain.
If you do this, morning
and night, you will re-

move fifty pounds of
plaster from the ceiling

of the apartment below

,r
<**

All photos
by Richee

To the left: It's been
twe since Mr.
Swi in has se ED hi s feet.

Nei ertheless. this exer-
CISC is part o I hia Daily
Do en. And. abov e. the
"Bt tterfly T vink e." a
new Russian step. Try

an pr >ve it



According to Harry Carr

—

4 XD now, who do you suppose really did give Pola

/\ Negri that clock?

/ \ It is getting to be a matter of painful and
**• embarrassing conjecture.

You see, it was this way. One of Pola's friends- is a

Russian prince ; and when the prince came to call, he

brought another young and illustrious Russian along

with him. His name was Peter Rosian.

When they went home, Pola missed a gold clock which

she said was worth a thousand dollars.

Mr. Rosian was arrested with the pawn ticket in his

hands; and Pola was called into court to testify against

him. She did so reluctantly—after trying to get the

police to set him free.

During the course of her testimony, Pola was asked

where she got the clock. She blushed very coyly,

and said : "I would rather not tell : it was a very

dear friend—about two years ago."

While every one in Hollywood was trying

excitedly to figure out which of Pola's

suitors could have given her a thousand

dollar clock, a ruthless and brutal expert . ^
was called in. He fumbled the thing in

his hands and said: "Well, it's worth

about one hundred and eighty-five

dollars at the very most."

So. at least one of Pola's long

String of adorers must have been

a deceiving piker. A gold plate

piker, as it were.

All Star Charades

| won. i) like to have had the right to

1
sell tickets to some charades 1 saw

at a Hollywood party the other night.

You could' have sold seats at one hun-

dred dollars each. Since the world be-

gan, there never was a more distin-

guished cast of player-. And it was

ju<t in a parlor where the audience

was smaller than the number of the

players.

The first syllable had Marion

Davies as the star. She was supposed

to be a dead lady—a corpse. Also

she was her own principal pall-

bearer. Jack kick ford was the

other pall-bearer. Jack carried a

pair of shoes stretched out: and a

drape went back to Marion's chin.

And so as she walked along with

her head thrown back, it looked

startlingly like a corpse at a

funeral.

Charlie Chaplin and Mrs.

Chaplin were the chief mourners.

In fact, Charlie mourned s<

vigorously that the corpse sud-

denly snickered. In the funeral

parade were Mrs. Elinor Glyn,

Eleanor Boardman, Bebe Daniels and King

Vidor.

The next syllable represented a movie

show in which they were all intently watch-

ing an imaginery screen. King Vidor con-

C

tributed a funny crack. One of the girls in the mimic
audience sat up with a thrill. "Look," she cried, peering

at where the screen ought to be, "Look : there's Jack
Gilbert."

"Dont look," said King, covering her eyes with his

protecting hands. "It's dangerous."

Finally Charlie Chaplin came into the supposed theater,

doing one of the funniest drunk scenes I ever saw.

And before they went any farther, some one brutally

guessed the riddle : for the word was "wakeful."

The Romantic Chaplins

arlie can do this stuff better than any other thing

n the world. He is a better parlor entertainer tfian

he is a screen actor, and he is by long odds the

best of all screen actors ; this is a large state-

ment. His genius at this probably reaches back
to the experience of his boyhood when he used
to give impromptu entertainments on the Lon-
don sidewalks for pennies flung to him.

The reason why Mrs. Chaplin is so seldom
seen with Charlie in society has become

pered about the picture colony. An-
ther heir to the Chaplin millions is on the
vay. It is interesting and rather touch-
ing to see them together. Mrs. Chaplin

Charlie so prodigiously. His
erformances all but throw her
Series.

Seen at close range, she looks
eliciously pretty and incredibly
/oung. Like Rebe Daniels, she has
both Scotch and Spanish blood. On
her Spanish side, she is allied with
one of the proudest and most
aristocratic of the old California

families.

Mysterious Pauline

JDauline Frederick returned
from her Australian tour the

other day with a cryptic state-

ment to the reporters. Asked
if she was to marry her leading

man, Charles Coleman, as re-

ported, she replied : "I like him
too well to marry him." Which
seems to be one of those re-

marks you can read forward
or backward, or from the
middle going in either direc-

tion. At any rate, she will

probably return to her pic-

ture work in Hollywood.

Corliss Palmer's Debut

A r interesting addition to

the Hollywood colony

Miss Corliss Palmer. She
a very beautiful Southern

if] who came up from
Georgia a few years ago

(Continued on page 121) p
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Back in the California hills on
the Lasky Ranch, are deserted

sets that tell mute tales of old

pictures and stars of other

days. At the left is a castle

built for "Hawthorne of the

U. S. A." And those who go

to the ranch at night say that

the strains of Wally Reid's

saxophone sometimes float

from these walls

SIGHTSEEING AMONG
By Alice Tildesley

A THOUSAND
acres in the Hol-
lywood hills en-

compass all the

countries of the world.

Egypt is there, and
England, and the Siberian

wastes ; the crooked streets

of China run side by side

with the desolate, shanty-

rimmed road of Pana-
mint ; a French village

nestles under a hill be-

yond which rise minarets

and mosques ; New Eng-
land is a stone's throw
from South Africa, and a

Spanish feudal castle
faces a Southern Colonial

home.
. Long ago Spanish dons
named the property
"Rancho Providencia,"
but Hollywood has re-

christened it the Lasky Ranch.
Where once early Californian

padres preached to their Indian con-

verts, the history and romance of all

ages is relieved for the screen. A city

is built in a week, and an empire is de-

stroyed in a night.

Here wander the ghosts of the be-

loved dead, and those more pathetic

shades that were the younger selves

of stars. . . .

And here we made a pilgrimage to-

gether. . . .

When Rudolph Valentino was at his best,

this street hummed with activity. For
this demolished set was once a back-

ground for "Blood and Sand"

44

A building th; is a memorial to Rej
"Scaramouche"

"There is the portico
* that first came into

being for Mary Pick-

ford's "Little Amer-
ican," made during
those stirring war
days when Para-
mount's Home Guard
was drilling on the

ranch. Jack Holt was
the young German
officer in that pro-

duction.

"It was one of our
earliest big pictures.

- '

he remembered, as he
strode up one of the

slopes that have so

often masked as the

rolling hills of New
Hampshire. "I wish I

could find the spot

where we made the

Lusitama shi]

We went to all sorts



Thousands of affectionate

memories cling to these old

landmarks. Theodore Roberts

remembers some funny stories

about "The Old Homestead"

(at the right). And other

players told Alice Tildesley

some fascinating stories in her

tour of the ruins of the film

colony. Here is an unusual

article about a side of film life

you've never read about

HOLLYWOOD'S RUINS
of trouble to get a

huge tank and build

the ship here. Of
course, they had to

wreck the ship and
the tank's gone.

"In those days, it

was considered an
honor to get into pic-

tures as "extra.' Peo-

ple would do any-

thing to get a part in

the mob. I remember
that the director

asked every extra
whether or not he

could swim. Sure,

everybody could
swim ! But when the

ship began to sink and

the order came to

jump overboard, it

seemed that a lot of

them had overrated

their swimming abili-

ties !" "The Tiger's Ch w" brought a bit of South Afri

the Ranch

•"The old tower that
* marks the spot where

that early spectacle, "Joan
the Woman," was filmed,

is now part of the set for

"Blood and Sand," and it

is hard to tell just how
much of the original is

left.

It was Ray Hatton who
became enthusiastic when
we reached it.

"Oh, Geraldine Farrar!

'Our Jerry,' everybody

called her, and we were
for her, to the last car-

penter on the lot. There
was a moat around the

castle there, the moat
where Joan and the sol-

diers battle.- When we
got out here that day, the

director had a double

ready to do Jerry's scenes.

'That million-dollar voice

to
getting ruined in the
water ? Nothing doing !'

he said. But Jerry wouldn't listen.

Into the water she went and there

she stayed and fought for four

hours

!

"Gee, how I remember ! There was

a big staircase over here. I learned

to back up the darn thing. We were

all in armor, with a lot of tinware

sticking out in front of our toes, so

there was no chance of getting up

frontwards. Used to come down stiff-

legged. Mine was old French armor,

Jerry's was made of German silver,

{Continued on page 89)

her gorgeous ler of "Blood

and Sand." Almost every set tells the

same story plaster and wood are more
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Gossip of th(
Some old romances go glimmering as

Paris divorces end Hollywood marriages.

Paramount school pupil gets one of the

prize roles of the year

THE prize catch of the year goes to Charles Roger-,

a pnpil of the Paramount School, who has been selected

by Herbert Brenon to play the role of Michael in

"'Beau Geste." Young Buddie Rogers is a boy from
Kansas who started out as the least promising member of the

school. In fact, when Buddie joined up with the troupe he

was nothing but a Merton. But the training helped Buddie

and the officials learned on closer acquaintance with the lad.

that he had talent. Buddie was the first pupil to get a real

part, when the first class graduated into studio work.

"Beau Geste" will be filmed in Algiers, so Buddie gets a

trip to Europe as well as the fine part.

D tchard Dix heard two extra- talking at the Famous
Players-Lasky Studio in Long Island. And this was the

conversation

:

"Yes, Harry i- a real gentleman and an educated fellow."
"1 [i i\v do you know?"
"Because he uses big words like 'disaster.'

"

J7ver so quietly, Rudolph Valentino lias filed suit in Pari-.
*-J asking a divorce from Natacha Raml>oYa. And «o

passes on* of the most hectic, publicized and
>ac i(5, shaking romances the film world ever has known.

Axn they say that Marilyn- Miller will -ail for
•** thi- summer to get a divorce from Jack Pickford.

Marilyn and Jack were happy enough, in their way. and in

spite of the fact that they were separated for business

(luring most of the year, they managed to he good friend-

when they were together. But now. they say. Marilyn i-

willing to call "quits." Too much family is said to be the

cause of the trouble, altho. to the credit of Mary, she never

interfered in her brother's domestic affairs.

And now Florenz Ziegfeld can say. "I told you -

you remember how Marilyn'- manager protected against her

marriage to young Pickford?

HTnr.Ki: have been official denials that Richard Rarthelme--
i- seriously interested in the Countess Salm. formerly

Millicent Rogers. Oi course. Richard and the Count
friend-, but the newspapers overestimated their friendship.

Richard just happened to he the escort oi the C01
the time when Count Salm arrived in this country. . g

bring a lawsuit against his rich American wife.

P\ouglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford nearly upset the^ local branch of the I nited State- government the other

day when they went down to the Federal building

The pretty girl at the top of the page is not Sally ON eil. It is

Sue ONeil. Sallys sister. She, too, ha gone in tor a movie
career and is playing in comedies. In the cent er i s Pauline
Freder to this countM after a tHumphal tour
of Au. t

C

ralia

POn
She

e

was "vTlcomed back by Ed Rah^ . representing
Mayor Rolph of San Francisco. And, to the left, is Lil an Tash-
man s grounded by some o : the Japanese dragons .-ho are plav-
ing ex tra roles in "Rocking Moon." The coat Lily

is made of the skin of walrus" tummies



Camera Coasts
Mary and Douglas may take a trip around

the world, stopping long enough to appear

in a picture as co-stars. Other news of

your favorites

passport. When word passed around what was happening,

every employee in every department made a mad dash for

the scene. We regret to remark that the clerks in the income-
tax division unfortunately escaped being trampled; and arc

now hack on the job again.

You can imagine, without my telling you, just which lines

of the passport permit were most eagerlv perused—the ages.

Doug gave his birthday as May 2, 1883 ; Mary as April, 1894.

Which would seem to make her thirty-one ; and Douglas
forty-two.

Their passports give them permission to visit nearly all the

southern countries of Europe ; and also Japan and China.

Their plans are nebulous and uncertain: but I understand

that they will make a great picture abroad—a picture in

which they both will appear. We know the story they have

in mind. Hound by confidence as to the details, we can only

tell you that it is a wonderful idea—big and sweeping in

scope—like nothing the screen has ever seen before.

VY/e have a very strong hunch that, if i

success, it will mark Mary Pickford

the screen. She has money—oodles and

i- no particular thrill in her going on doii

forever ; and the public has made it cle

accept her in any other kind of play. S

surprising to see Mary bow herself gracefully out.

If this happens, we look to see her undertake the career of

a producer of pictures. She would be the greatest one in the

world. We know that she has always had an idea in the

hack of her head to manage Lillian Gish. They are in-

separable friends—more like si-ters. Mary knows Lillian's

problems better than anybody in the world. And she realize-,

a- Lillian does herself, that she does not belong in a com-

mercial studio.

I^ING VlDOR's "The P.ig Parade" has upset all movie tradi-

•^ tions; also it will result in the collapse of a lot of movie

reputations; and the building up of a lot of new ones. It

mean- the wafting away to oblivion of the icy little actress

-tar- in connection with whom a real love story is unbeliev-

able. As ^ome said in relation to one of these pure snow

maidens: "The great crisis of her life would come when some

one kissed her photograph."

The warm, compelling tenderness of Renee Adoree, with

the sincerity and strength of John Gilbert, has given the

screen it- 'first real love story; also established a new
standard. This next year you will see every producer making

a dive for big love stories. And trying to hunt up girls who
look as tho they had lived—and could live again.

At the top of the page, we hav<

Thelda Kenvin and Jeanne Mc
School, who will be seen in

"<

Norma Talmadge in "Kiki."
Raymond Hatton and Wallace
war picture called 'Behind t

"The Big Parade," you may lot

of the dough-boy of 1917 and 1918

s made a id s a

retiremen t f

Tl

om

r';,,"nurh i P ins

that it \\ ,11 not

it would no be

a c jupl e of lucky girls. T
r°an graduate s o the Paramount
^lor, Youth At the center is

At the right. yo n will r< cognize

Bee y- They co-starred in a

ie F ront ." After the sue cess of

k fo r all sorts of s creen ad •entures



He III -:

o£.e:

They are, from left t

right: Claud Buchan-
an, Robert Andrews,
Walter Goss, Charles
Rogers, Greg Black-
ton, Jack Luden,
Charles Brokaw and
Irving Hartley of the
Paramount School

: Prince

with the

ll

IV/Fildred Harris was a good sport about the emb;
AVA rassing revelations of the photographer of the Prii

of Wales in one of the national magazines.

He told how Mildred had tried to drag the Prince into

a publicity stunt while in San Diego two years ago. She
induced the Mayor of San Diego to allow her to

pose as his niece—thus getting in close touch

Prince. They were photographed together:

but a United States secret-service man
smashed the plates. At the official ball after-

ward, Lord Mountbatten of the Prince's

suite, paid Mildred so much attention, and so

monopolized her time that she

never had a chance to dance with
the Prince. Mildred turned these

revelations ' away with a good-
natured laugh. "And here I

thought that I had made such a

hit with Lord Mountbatten. And
all the while he was only trying

to protect the Prince from my
clutches."

E7 very year, the Wampas—a lively

organization of press-agents

—

issues a list of "baby stars." It is sup-
posed to consist of girls picked from
obscurity by the keen eye of the pub-
licity men—their candidates for fame
and fortune. The list this year was
staggering. It included such girls as
Mary Astor and Vera Reynolds, who
have been on the screen for years and years.
Next year they will probably name Mae
Murray and Louise Dresser '

or Josephine
Crowell or Mary Carr. It is the end of a very
original and charming idea.

By thus apportioning it out as hunks of
propaganda among the studios, the Wampas
boys take away the whole point of the thing.
The full, list of the "Baby (huh) Stars" is as
follows: Mary Astor. Marx Brian, Joyce
Compton, Dolores Costello. 'loan Crawford
Marceline Day, Dolores Del Rio. Janet Gay-
nor, Sally Long, Edna Marian. Sally O'Xeil,
Vera Reynolds and Fay Wrav.

come the closest to genius. Her title play, "Shoes
one of the most remarkable ever screened. She has been
in retirement for several vears.

Altho I am a little scornful of the Wampas Bal
/ * list, I shall have to take off my hats to the Wampas
for its banquet to Sid Grauman. This was one

merriest and cleverest affairs ever given in Holly-
wood. Also it was a deserved compliment
of the greatest showmen of this generation. Like
the Gridiron dinners in Washington, they g

out on the pan and roasted him to a sizzle

funniest of them all were Rupert
Hughes, who is simply bej

- an after-dinner speaker, and
1 ) maid i igden Stewart.

Jesse L. Lasky and
Arbuckle were rivals in the I

Knew - When - Stories." Mr. La>ky
said his acquaintance with S

back to the day- when he and his

-i-ter played at the Grauman houses in

a vaudeville act. Roscoe said he was a
butcher boy in Fresno : ani I S

him a job singing tenor in the evening
after the lamb chops were delivered.

Tois ^

J- Ur.

Weber is going hack to

Of all the women direc-

who ever tried it, she has

SK
to break thn

/"V>xstaxce Talmadge is an American^ citizen again. Her marriage to John
Pialoglou, a Greek tobacco merchant, a few

anged her nationality. Her
divorce didn"t change her back. Sht
take an examination just like the other
immigrants before she could becor.

a citizen of the United S

Cdna Purviaxce, who discreetly made
"herself scarce after the shoot:-,
gentleman friend by Mabel X

ur, is back in Ho",
after two years oi traveling. The
is that she will be put out in

dramatic picture—like

•lie Chaplin.

Deggy Joyce Hopkins—the C
Morner—is also among

greatly grieve to say that 1

bored to death by H
lucks nearly all ill

ecil^B. De Milled makes you thiiA

.eart" her name must
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And
styles"

the c

for g iris. Get
check up on yo

DOSsik

ties. The gfrls a

'ose phine Dun
Men * Palma, Thel
Tode , Thelda Kern-
Ivy Harris, Jean

D mors marriage and giving in marriage. Vera1V Reynolds engaged to Bob Ellis, the former husband
of May Allison: Elaine Hammerstein to lame- Walter
Kay-, a city official of Los Angeles and member of an
old California family. It was announced and then denied
that Clara Bow was to be married to Donald Keith who
played the lead with her in "My Lady of Whims."

James Cruze and Betty Compson are on a

tour of North Africa to get a look at the

'iis Mr. Cruze will use in the making of
"Old Ironsides"—a big historic spectacle based

upon the old frigate "Constitution."

1V/I \rv Miles Minter's grandmother,
* Branch Miles, died here recently

Juliette

in cir-

cumstances which attracted disagreeable

attention. Mary'- grandmother has always
been the object of her adoration. Hearing
that she was critically ill. Mis- Minter
telephoned from New York to ascertain her

condition. On account of the well-known
family estrangement, Mi-- Minter's mother,
Mrs. Shelby—refused to answer the tele-

phone. Whereupon Mi-- Minter appealed
to the Los Angeles police to find out for her the

facts relative to her grandmother's condition.

The police complied with the request. Miss
Minter did not attend the funeral.

P*red X 11:1.0 and Ramon Novarro came East for
* the opening night of "Ben-Ilur" in New York.
"Ben-Hur" was so long in production that it

became almost a legend in the movie world.

Somebody ought to write a history of the pro-

duction—beyond, of course, the statistics that

have been published about it. Do you remember
when George Walsh was first cast for the role?

And actually went to Italy and began work in

the picture? And can you recall the fact that

Charles Brabin was the first director?

Dtr now "Ben-Hur" is an established fact. It's
*~* really a movie. And the opening was brilliant

beyond words. Xext month we will tell

you more about it.

Have you heard the description of the

picture given by an official of
the Metro-Goldwyn company?
The gentleman described it as
follows: "Nothing like it ever
has been. Nothing like it ever

And vhv not? They are orna cental a

maybe seful. Anyw Gertr ide OInu
men ds su fo en. It's

other one of th ose fads that start in Holly.

will be. And nothing like it ever should have been."

According to the best authorities, that story about Gloria
** Swanson's private elevator, manned by three elevator
boys and running day and night, was a false rumor.
Gloria rides in a public elevator, just like everyone else

—when we are lucky enough to have an elevator at all.

Anyway, the story of Gloria's private elevator

was the most popular legend ever invented on
the Island of Manhattan.

YJT/ii.liam Russell had two severe opera-
VV tions on his nose and his return to the
Coast was delayed by several weeks, most of

which time Bill spent in a sanitarium.

Bill broke Ids nose vears ago and it

healed up nicely. However, in "Anna
Christie," he injured it again and it

troubled him so much he had to un-
dergo an operation.

But the real disadvantage of his ill-

ness fell on his wife, Helen Ferguson.
Helen came East to appear in a serial

and while she was away, work on her

new house in Beverly Hills was com-
pleted and the home made ready for

occupancy. So Helen had to endure
hotel life", tormented by the thought that

her nice house was waiting for her in

California.

And now that Rudolph Valentino is

**• divorced, who will be the first to

siart the rumor that he will marry again?

Already there are stories that he is in-

terested in a certain beautiful blonde
Hollywood. But Mae Murray
them all by being seen a great

public with Rudy before he

saded for Paris. Mae denied all hints of

romance, but nevertheless her friendship

was evidently very much appreciated in the

dreary days when Rudy and his wife were most

enjoying their disagreement.

Meanwhile, from Paris comes the news that

Rudolph is enjoying himself without a worry
over his ties on this side of the Atlantic. Laura

Gould, former wife of George
Gould, Jr., has been his dancing

partner. Rudolph won a Charles-

ton contest. So evidently, the

Shiek is himself again. ,
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Two Nuts From

GOOFEY HOUSE



The

Valentine

GIRLon our

COVER
Leatrice Joy has a little

bet with herself. She's
going to be the foremost
light comedienne of the

By Eleanor Green

THE proudest boast of
Leatrice Joy's career is that

she worked her way up to

stardom from the ranks of

"extra" work. She was once one

of the thousands who wait outside

the casting offices for a chance to

work for the day.

And so the most feminine of all

our --tar-, is a self-made woman.
Sin- fought her way to the top, in

spite of the handicaps of a soft

Southern accent, a winning smile

and a cheerful disposition. In fact,

for years, Leatrice's easy New
Orleans manner and her gentle

drawl stood in her way. The pro-
ducers and directors refused to

take her seriously and long after

Leatrice was a Star in expensive Leatrice Joy is a sel

pictures, her salary was no larger

than that of a beginner.

Leatrice simply couldn't talk "big
money. " When the business men told Leatrice that she

was extremely lucky to get important roles—at whatever
the salary—Leatrice believed them. When the directors

told her thai the star^ who work hardest, follow

orders, and curb their temperament are the ones who go
the farthest. Leatrice believed them. too.

For Leatrice had come to Hollywood direct from
Louisiana, where women are most decidedly women and
where men are kind protectors who must he respected

and obeyed.
And so at the height of Leatrice's fame, she was earn-

ing ahout two hundred and fifty dollars a week, working
immensely hard, but grateful and delighted at her position

in the movie world.

Ail- of a sudden, something happened to Leatrice. She
•^ stopped saying "ye--." She looked about her and
discovered that the choice parts, the big salaries and the

Alfred Cheney Johnston

proudly boast that she worked her way
of the extra girls

great pictures oftenest go to those who put up the loudest

fight. She found out that, in spite of her Southern train-

ing, ambition is not a fatal defect in a woman.
Whereupon Leatrice made up her mind to think seri-

ously about her career and her future. The girl who
could wear clothes, flirt deliciously, and give a perfect

portrayal of an unreasonable, delightful and exasperat-

ingly feminine woman has learned that stardom means
more than being the only girl in a picture to wear a sable

coat or a gold metal-cloth dress.

And Cecil B. De Mille, who selected Leatrice because

of her charm, the fascinating twinkle in her eyes, and her

gift for wearing exotic costumes, now has on his hands

an ambitious lady who wants something more than pretty

clothes and stardom. For Leatrice has made a little bet

with herself: in two years she promised herself that she

will become the foremost light comedienne of the screen.

Xow watch her go to it

!
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These lucky boys and Mary have fun down at the beach when they are not working

'Mj Motion Picture, Jr.
Vol. 1—No. 9 March. 1926

iang!
rd some people say that

! is growing up, but since

thc^c new pictures I dont
Do you? 1 think they

ring little boys and girls

ili.u you will like for a

yr have to go to school

Outside of school
have so much time

We are giving you a story and some brand-

new pictures of these popular players

to play as you do. for they have to spend most of their play
hours before the camera. They have such a good time, tho. that

their work is turned into play sometimes.
You would be surprised to know how many hundred children

try to get into '
' year. But out at the Hal

studio they know that just because a child is prel

no sure sign that he or she will make a good actor. I dont
know just how they do choose these child actors, but anyway
I think they ha. . mighty fine comedies. Their
latest are "Ask Grandma" and "Better .V

From Our Junior Critics

Some interesting letters from the many received

IMhxt month we are going to pub-
1N

lish the name of the winner of
YOUR OWN OPINION
but already we have many that are
deserving of a prize. We want to

tell you about some oi them.

Just as soon as the contest was
announced, one entire class oi little

boys and girls in Ogden, Utah, sent
in a brief review oi pictures they
liked. Among their favorites are
"Peter Pan," "Robin Hood," "Polly-

pre Fhe Iron 11, rse," "The
Cover .I Wa on," "The Thief of Rag-
dad," 'Little Annie Roonev and "The
Goldei Princess."
"Ab Hit the besl show I have ever seen

was 'Pollvan ia.' " w rues (

.

ncva Farr,
age n ne \v. rs. "U was slaved with
Mary Pickfi d as .

: a. 1 liked
it because ot the little glad jame which

played all

thru it.'

Ca i you see L a 1 v e r t

Jac kie's two Rcc v e s . a g c

ture I liked best was 'Robin Hood.' I

liked it because Robin Hood stood up for

altho he once was a man who
had to arrest them. My law

anks."
In her letter,

thirteen, tells us that "The K*
ever saw was 'Little Am
like it 1 . Ily show and
you had to laugh, then sometimes it

Mary Pickford
vorite actress and Tom Mix is my
favorite actor."

Wouldn't you like to write us what
you think of the movies, too? If yon
mention it. your teacher may give

you just such
your written work.

cet. when you have read
MOVIE JR., to turn to page *V and
read the names of the prize winners
of the month. Then you will want
to write us a letter

telling us what you
think of your own You'll have to

ind your guess who this

favorite pictures little boy is

and players.



The Adventures of Jack and Jill

By Carol Kirk

This

serial.

Quickening their steps, they soon reached the first one. Xo
one was there, (nit they found a sink with running water.

There was no , but they all drank from the . The water
came gushing out in .

.So. in Jack disappeared. But when they started to search for

him, they heard him trying to them with awful loud
shout, in the distance.

They rushed around the building and found Jack excited over
.lie discovery of a vine with a it. They cut it in two,

and made a very nice drinking-cup.
Soon they went on into the village, and saw a number of people.

There was a building a wall ; some carpenters were making
door for a new ; a was sewing on a suit of clothes;

a long-haired musician was playing an old , using a queer
,

but making very music.
They also saw the of the village, but Jack said she wasn't

s the last instalment of this little

Look for name of winner on page 90

a swell -. After that they came
to a store, and the Big Man asked
Jill if she would like some candy.

"Yes," she answered ; "I want a ."

So they got a whole box of them,
and then she asked for a

"Have a ," exclaimed
Jack. "Maybe he'll be
more than he can pay when the

But their big friend said it

was all right; he had plenty of money ;

and he showed them a handful of

silver and asked them to come
again.

The Answer Man, Junior

Joe Frank Cobb will tell you what you want to know about the movies ^^BP

h

EDWARD X.—One fat boy is about all Our
Gang can use, but if ever they need another one
I'll let you know. Dont neglect your lessons,

ill... An actor's life is not easy.

AGNES K.—Your questions are all answered
on this page, except the one about addresses.

That should he sent to Hal Roach Studio,

Culver City, California.

VIRGINIA McK.—William Haines
played the part of Joe Kelly in "Little

Annie Rooney." Mary Kornman is nine

years old and" she is almost ready for the

frrade in school.

(CATHERINE H.—That's an easy one.

A heard means age and age means wisdom
and an Answer Man has to be wise. That's

HARRIET 11.—Betty Bronson and
Mar- Brian appeared together in only one

picture, "Peter Pan." Betty's lati

Hire is "A Kiss for Cin-

derella" and Mary's lat-

isky's screen est is "The Enchanted
•eer began at Hill."

: age of eleven DOROTHY.—R o d

months La Rocque pronounces

born
to be

t

the last part of his name as if it were spelled

r-o-c-k. Bebe is pronounced Bee-bee. Rin-

tin-tin is pronounced with short i's.

RICHARD R.—Lloyd Hughes has blue

eyes and dark - brown hair. Clara Bow's
eyes are brown and her hair is henna-
colored.

MARK H.—Betty Compson is Mrs.

James Cruze.
ROBERT.—Thomas Meigha

Pittsburgh. His father wants
physician, but he said he wou
actor. Gee, I'm glad he got his way, aren't

you ?

MARGARET.—Mary Brian played with

Raymond Griffith in "A Regular Fellow." Lie

is now plaving in "Hands Up."
GEORGE S.—I should say I have seen

Billie Dove. All of us fellows like her She
is S feet 5 inches tall and she weighs 115

pounds. Her eyes are

hazel color and her hair

is very dark. You'll see Johnny Downs
her next with Douglas is one of the

Fairbanks in "The new members of

Black Pirate." the Gang

'"'
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The Carewes on Careers
When Mary Akin married Edwin Carewe, she made up her mind to

keep right on acting. But now she finds that there are some more
important things than movie stardom

By Helen Sursa

WHEN Mary Akin and
Edwin Carewe skipped
over the Southern
California border

into Mexico last spring
and were married, along
with Claire Windsor
and Bert Lytell, no-
body dreamed that

Mary would for-

sake the screen al-

•most as soon as

she became Mrs.
Carewe. And
even if you had
suspected that she

might, Mary her-

self would have re-

assured you in no
indecisive tones that

her mind was made
up : She was going to

have a screen career tho
married.

The funny part of it all is

that she really was sincere in her
declaration. She thought
then that a permanent
place among the greater
stars of Hollywood was
more to be desired than
anything else in the whole world
now she is telling us that never, 1

other picture.

It cant be that that old bugbear
caused this change of heart.

'

1 sh

her effective playing of Rosa Pit

there is a reason, a very good one,
be much too bit:

small son or dai

of the nursery i

after St. Valentine's d;

""This announcement v
1 Carewe had for me
the late fall when I hey <

the conversation compk
got back to the .subject

A ho
They were

Funny it is, because
t will she make an-

old bugbear, failure-to-succeed, has
heart. I should say not -not after
)f Rosa Pina in "My Son." But
v good one. too. She says she will

dng after her husband and a very
who is expected to take possession
Beverly Hills bungalow some time

"I - nt to llolh

Mrs.the

lett

staking everything on it, but
fornia, Mr. Ingram was m;
Europe. To tins day. thai 1<

"There was nothing for me
of every day for the opportunit

54
Ge.

surprise that Mr. and Mrs.
)ne rainy afternoon during
New York and ii governed
'ry as we might, we always
:ers and babies.

fears ago to make good in

>lained. "1 had only one
as to Rex Ingram. 1 was
when I arrived in Cali-

king 'Mare Nostrum' in

tter has not been opened.
do but to wait hours out

.0 play extra and 1

suppose that experience was good for

Finally, 'Charley's Aunt'
came along and I got my first

part with screen credit.

That was October
16, 1924."

A ND
-
vou would

'* have thought
the Armistice had
just been signed if

you could have
seen how tickled

she was." Mr.
Carew-e. the di-

rector-husband,
couldn't keep from

r interrupting. "For
a long thru

been wanting to give-

Mary a real part, but
wouldn't hear of it.

raid I was
offering her something good

more because I

in her than in her work."
She was willing, after

this start with another
tor, to take the part

"*" *-'""*' which Mr. Carewe offered

her in "My Son" a few
months later. She was willing, too, to become his wife
and so they were married, you remember, last May.

"Before our marriage we came nearer to quarreling than
we hav< she admitted. "Aiwa; -

the question of whether I should continue in the movie<.
Mr. Carewe didn't want me to. but I had my way. Then
when the decision was made, he didn't want any:'

stand in the way of my success. That was the reas
kept our marriag tried to, while 1 was i

'Transients in Arcadia' for i

"Now it seems so foolish for me to have v

determined. Nothing seems important to me but to make
a comfortable and cheerful home for my husbai
baby and 1 know 1 could never do that if I had ;•

home in the evening all fagged out after a -

at the studio.

"P"vkr since I was a little girl in Evansville. India
' have liked to play with babies. Thei

one in the neighborhood, if there wasn't one in out
family, and 1 would rather t..

playing with the other children. So. really I

anything nicer than having one of my own
"And 1 like to kee]

and Edwin Ca,
ong with Claire



All Aboard the

Limerick Liner

he guests on this ship, understand,
^re served with the fat of the land:
Breakfast, lunch, tea and dinner,
Will not make you thinner
Unless all rich dishes are banned.

And so you will do if you're wise

—

What these movie stars herewith advi
For keeping your "figger"
Which is merely, with vigor
To go through some hard exercise.

By th

iere'8 a swimming-pool ready fo

those who prefer to reduce;
I :L- L-l-l /~~„»-ll~

I those who prefer to r<

Like Helene Costello,

Who can beat any fello

Greta Nissen refus

fast,

So she dances till

night is past,

To keep herself

And in exce

Gillen finds no way
ke scales behave a;

As a twice-daily trip

To the gym on the ship,

so good,
they should,

Says jo Ral,

the peck.
Just play tennis

-

Even o
For keeping di

Are you going to be one

of the lucky passengers

on The Limerick Liner.'

We have $50.00 to divide

the

to complct
must rhyme with the first

<nd as many as

you like before Tehruary
25th. Address: Limerick
Contest. 175 Duffield

Street, Brooklyn, New
York

"For quick results," says Kathlei

"Try bicycle riding like me;
You'll be all in a glow
In five minutes or so,
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Eleanor Board-
man allows her-

self fewer luxu-
ries than almost

L
any player in
Hollywood. She
remembers the
days when money
was scarce. As
for Thomas Meig-
ha n , he can

Florida real estate

Are They Extravagant?
HAVEN'T you often won-

dered, after scanning the

income-tax returns, what
the stars do with their money? Five hundred to

ten thousand dollars a week, enough to keep a community

By Selma Robinson ugh for?

picture -tar-.

g, and all earned by luals. What in the world

do they do with so much money?
Just what docs anyone do with

money? What would you do

with it if you had it ? 1 E you are

a woman, you would rush over

to Paris, gather up a handful of

and-made lingerie and sheer

French hose, Poiret
gowns and chinchilla
wraps. If you are a man,
you'd probably spend it

on a trip around the

world, on clothes, on a

raccoon coat, a Rolls-

Royce, gifts for the fam-
ily and a home of your
own.

h is only natural that

having wanted comforts
and luxuries all our lives,

we should try to get a

few of them when we
start making money. And
movie stars, being only

as human as the rest of

us, do likewise. Many of

them have not been ac-

customed to affluence, and
who can blame them for

bu) ing the 111 ings they

Nor Shea •ei is putting

hon
the

and
"

1 o

f her
Wast
who
to

has
she

oney in a
indeed, is

n't a house
v for her

now have

both male and female, have an i

portant obligation to fulfil to their public, on sen

off. It is necessary for them to be always well dr

the street, or wherever they may be seen. You know
how you would feel if you - - ..n-on on Main
Street wearing a frumpy cotton dress and -hoes that were
down at the heel. You'd have the disappointment of

your life. I suppose that same outfit would hav<

perfectly correct on anyone

""Thf. motion picture actor and actress must be r
* well groomed but expensively groomed, to |

the illusion created on the screen. All this a-:

their own love of clothes, so that even if tin.

really care for nice clothes they would ha-,

anyway. Clothe- are an important item of expenditure in

an actress's budget and a smaller one in an actor's, for the

simple reason that women need more. A man'- -

service on several occasions but a woman must I

type of rnings, another for a

so on.

Then there are household
has the heavy end. tho many actresses own and •

their homes. Homes in Hollywood and New York
the motion picture sti

pensive. A small apartment of five or six rooms
Avenue. Manhattan, costs anywhere from ti\<.

thousand dollars a year for rent alone. ;.

houses on tl sell for about one hundred
thousand. In Hollywood.
prevail. If one owns a large home, there must '

of servants to keep it in condition, a gardener
lawns, or a staff of them, if the estate is larg

Many of the stars have families to look after,

and sisters in school, old or feeble parents, or chi

their own. It takes lots of money to support a y

JV/fo\ ik people give a large part of their sal;
1V1 charity. No one on earl > -

possibly because he has suffered privation himsell
struggle for success. Everj



Why must movie stars

spend more money
than any other

class of wage-
earners? Selma
Robinson tells

you some of

the reasons for

their so-called

extravagance
in this article

you may never have heard of, for the actor receives re-

quests from all side-.

Marion Davie-, who is one of the highest-paid stars in

the movies, even tho she doesn't advertise the fact, finds

plenty of places for her fat salary check. Miss Davies
is supporting a niece of the flapper age and a nephew of
twelve, giving them an education and every advantage
possible. She own- her own home in Beverly Hills.

"It i- such a large place," Marion explains, "that it

take- many servants to keep it going. The garden alone
requires the constant attendance of two men. Then I

have three motor-cars and two chauffeur-; one car and
driver for my personal use to take me to and from the

Studio, another for my mother and my family, and the

third car for the servants. Really, I dont know how
much 1 spend. I haven't time for a budget. They're so

aw fully complicated."

C'leakob Boardman believes herself to be perhaps the
*—

* lea-t extravagant of all the film players.

''I live simply," she say-. "I haven't my own home
and I drive a disreputable car that few of my co-workers
would he seen in. Clothes do not interest me particu-

larly, -o I do not spend much for them. But 1 do like to

put my money in the hank and watch it grow. Perhaps
there i- a subconscious horror within me that reminds me
of the days when I was forced to stint on everything.

I keep a budget and have even managed to save on it."

Mae Busch i- -o generous with her friends, and with

penniless actor-, that the wonder is she has any money at

all. She has had to deprive herself of so many pleasure-

that her great delight now i- to give parties as often as

she can find friend- to attend them, which is about every

day. She dm -n't own her own home, she drives her own
car. and she ha.- only one maid.
The major portion of Norma Shearer'- earnings at

presenl go toward paying for a home -he i- buying
too keep- only one servant and one car. Mis- Shearer
lives with her mother wh keeps a budget for her which
she strictl) follows, air' -he carrie- life insurance, an

endowment policy which ..^ to be paid to her in a little

les> thai I

P '' sTarke has a passion for clothes, and she

spends a lot or. them She own- a car and a home and
<_ will hold, three, to he exact.

invest in one hoi
almadge goes in i

s and office-buildin

"I dont keep a budget, and
if I ever found a woman who
knew what she did with her

money, I would die of

shame,'' says Miss Starke.

"I haven't the slightest

idea as to what I do with

my last month's salary,

and my one consolation is

that none of my friends

knows what has become of

hers."

The male stars are much
more provident and sensible

about their earnings. Wise in-

vestments, economical manage-
ment and few personal extrava-

gances are their rule. There are

wealthy actors in the films who
could afford to retire and never do another

day's work. Thomas Meighan is one of them.

He owns practically the whole town of Ocala, in Florida,

is a part owner of its newspaper, its theater and its hotel.

In fact, they're thinking seriously of changing its name to

Meighan. He owns plentv of gilt-edged securities, too.

I asked Mr. Meighan whether he contributed much to

charity and he refused to answer. "If I told you what
I gave to charity, it would no longer be charity but pub-
licity," he said.

Ramon Novarro is buying a home for his father and

mother and putting his numerous brothers and sisters

into school and business. For himself, Mr. Novarro buys
rare editions of hooks, a commendable extravagance, and
he takes singing lessons every week. After he has paid

his income tax and a little remains, he invests that in

life insurance and the community chest. Mr. Novarro
has a car which he drives himself.

Iew Cody does not keep a budget,
*—

' hut no one so systematic need

to. He is a wealthy man thru (j^
his own efforts.

"1 save my money and 1 buy
(Continued on page 114)
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He's a Beginner in Crime
John Roche is a villain

—but just for fun

Meanwhile, he is studying
for the concert stage

By Sara Redway

pictui

Mr. Koche is p
paring himself for

HEROES are easy to find, villains are plentiful,

but to be cast as a friend of the family and still

remain noticeable is no small undertaking. It is

a little like being Vice-President, a hard job to

get away from, with plenty of worry and not much fun.

There are only three friends of the family in moving
pictures who have managed to keep their heads up.

altho, to be sure, they usually do it by unfair means, mak-
ing love to someone's wife, and other shady transactions.

They are Ford Sterling, Creighton Hale, and John Roche.
Ford Sterling and Creighton Hale, are old hands at it,

but John Roche is that entertaining novice who counts
his money behind a door before asking a lady to dine,

and then goes out and buys bad champagne with it.

In fact, in "Kiss Me Again," he stood out to such
advantage even against the experienced acting of Marie
Prevost and Monte Blue, that he sometimes works in as
many as three pictures at once, in the old friendly role.

|\/Tr. Roche is an out-of-the-ordinary type. He is most
1V1 certainly not a hero. He hasn't the cut-and-dried,
right-and-wrong quality of one, nor has he the romantic
aura of the Novarro and the Valentino types. And yet
he is not a villain. Villains cant have placid dispositions,

and pleasantly handsome faces. And in the movies, if

you are not a hero and not a villain, you simply have to
be a friend.

John Roche is the youngest of four brothers of Irish-

Yankee descent. When he was a very little boy, he
wanted to sing, and persisted so steadily with this' idea,

thathe attained an envied position in the little town where
he lived, he sang to illustrated songs in the local moving
picture house. His voice grew better and better, and he
outgrew the illustrated songs, came to Xew York to studv.
and drifted natur;

If you are good-looking
you if you dont watch 01

Salaries are bigger, positi

had more time and more 1

(Tv voice.
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ough, the pictures will get
and they got John Roche.
are steadier. Mr. Roche

ley to spend improving his

Since he has been in California, he has had several

opportunities to return to the light-opera stage, but he has

refused them all. He wants to keep on being a friend

of the family until he can leave definitely and devote

himself entirely to music. If you really love something,

you know, you are willing to let it monopolize you.

Qx his recent trip East. Mr. Roche indulged in a^ glorious dissipation of theatregoing. He saw every-

thing he could, heard all the music available.

"Coming East is like breathing in a breath of fresh

air. After all. there is nothing to do in Hollywood, except

see your friends and talk pictures. 1 dont tire of my
friends, but I do tire of picture talk." he told me. "The
enterprising banker isn't always banking, but the enter-

prising actor is always talking about it. And yet I have
heard lots of them say they are tired oi it. But pictures

have taken up so much of their lives, that they monop-
olize every home, and every conversation. And look at

me now ! Here I am in the East, and I am still talking

pictures to you. Of course. I occasionally talk about
something else, but pictures form the base."

"Mr. Roche," I said seriously. "Are you a tenor?"
"I am not. I have a baritone voice with a high range."

John Roche is an exceptionally good-looking young
man. In fact, he is one of the best-looking men I ever

saw. He is very tall, and has nice hands. It sounds
silly to describe masculine good looks, so 1 wont do it.

But almost anybody would be very lucky to have him for

a friend of the family, anil you all know what that

leads to.

Mr. Roche's career started with the usual run of bad
luck. He went West in possession oi a contract but the

directors couldn't make up their minds whether he was a

hero or a villain. So his first role was that of a butler. A
butler, you know, may either be a hero or a villain.

surviving the humiliation and financial shock of

"bits." he decided to like Hollywood and remain
until he can return to Xew York, not as a movie sta

as a leading American baritone.
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Does personality make for popularity? Mr. Lane says that it does not. And he
can prove it because Thomas Meighan and Milton Sills earn more money than

John Gilbert or Ronald Colman

What Counts Most for

Popularity ?

THERE seems to be a gen-
eral impression that it is the

star or player of most
dominant personality or

brilliant acting ability who scores

the biggest hit on the screen. As
a rule, however, it is quite the

reverse.

While a player of outstanding

personality may sometimes spring

quickly to the front in the films,

his popularity is by no means of
lasting duration unless the player

has more simple qualities of ap-

peal in his make-up.
As proof of this, I offer the

following interesting facts

:

Rudolph Valentino is perhaps

the most dominant personality

that the silversheet has ever had.

Ronald Colman is today per-

haps the most-talked-of actor on
the screen and boasts a most
vibrant personality.

John Gilbert, another player of

powerful personality, is Colman's
closest rival for premier honors,

and may even surpass him.

Yet Thomas Meighan, a medi-
ocre actor and with almost a nega-
tive personality, is earning a

weekly salary which exceeds the

pay checks of Valentino, Colman
and Jack Gilbert combined

!

The Answer

'"The qualities which count most
* for wide popularity are those

which are appreciated and ad-

mired by the multitude, in other

words, the lower classes of citi-

zenry, which make up the bulk of

picture-goers. The Valentinos,

the Xegris. and the Naldis attract

a lot of attention but they do not

win the sincere and lasting ad-

miration of the general public.

Meighan, with his easy-going
manner, his open—even if expres-
sionless—face, his cordial smile

and his democratic air, has all the

qualities that win the dee]) and un-
dying admiration of the man in

the street, the farmer, the shop-
girl, and the country maiden.

Milton Sills is another player of
the Thomas Meighan type. Sills

is one of the most popular actors
on the screen, in spite of his defi-

The guys v ith the whirlwi nd style may
get the pub) Clt\ , but it's the simple f ellow

who w n the long r And the
simpler he IS, the greater hi s ult mate

popularity
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ciencies in certain respects. Sills,

too, earns more than either of

those two sensational love-makers,

Gilbert and Colman.

The Attitude of the Public

The dailies are filled with
stories of the gigantic "trust"

which is threatening the motion
picture industry. The studios and
film circles in general are buzzing
with excitement over it, wonder-
ing what the outcome will be.

Meanwhile, the public continues

serenely on its way to the picture

theaters, totally unconcerned as to

whether the "independents" or

the Big Three win the battle.

Both sides have been attempting

to win popular favor. Their ef-

forts have been fruitless.

The public simply wants good
pictures. It doesn't give a conti-

nental who makes them.

Will He Come Back?
Joseph von Sternberg, that

widely discussed young man
who sprang into the limelight sev-

eral months ago with his produc-
tion, "The Salvation Hunters,"
has apparently met defeat at the

hands of the great god Motion
Picture. On the strength of the

favorable comment aroused by
"The Salvation Hunters" in cer-

tain film circles, von Sternberg
was awarded a contract by Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.
He spent several months upon

a film entitled "The Exquisite
Sinner." After it was completed
the studio management regarded
it with such dissatisfaction that

much of the picture had to be re-

made. This was several months
ago, and yet nothing has been seen

of the picture on the screen. Ap-
parently, it is to be shelved.

Recently young von Stern-

berg's contract was terminated.

He has quietly packed his trunks
and departed for Europe. Von
Sternberg was never popular in

the film colony, and Hollywood is

now laughing up its sleeve at him.

Somehow or other, however, I

feel that this young man will

some day redeem himself and
give the screen several worthwhile
films.

(Continued on page 114)
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Whose Hand?
F. Vance de Revere analyzes the hands of three well-known players.

Can you guess the owners of these hands ?

"The owner of this hand would be an
1

active, athletic nature. One who
loves the great out-of-doors. A very
independent individual, independent in

both thought and action. This person
would do exactly as she saw fit and
would not wait for others to make her
decisions for her. There is ' decided
dramatic ability and an emotional nature
which is well controlled. This hand de-
lotes a born diplomat and one who sizes

ip and handles people well. In fact,

she would be almost uncanny in her
knowledge and judgment of people,

md also shows a highly intuitive

nature, one interested in the mystical and
' the unusual. Great loyalty and devotion

to those she loves : a capable, thoro per-

son with patience and ability to master
details. A very practical, matter-of-fact
turn of mind is shown by this hand. It

is a hand of a young person, but a young-

person with mature judgment and a

whole lot of common sense and practi-

cability. Xo frills or fuss ; simplicity and
would rule this nature.

will, ot

who

chai

:ed by other

y what she wants and has per-

istence, determination and strength of
gh to go after tha

she i >rth vhile. An
vidual who has good logic and
power. And she will travel consider-

ably. The outline and formation of this

hand show the same dominant traits in

the face, altho the length of the hand
would generally belong to one who is

taller in stature.

e de Reve

FOOKI
*- en

st. at this hand, it is quite appar-
t that it is the hand of a man.

Youth too, is shown here. The owner
of thi s hand would be a very
minde 1 person and o\k- who is naturally
convei tional; one who would not make

oi himself in anything. A prac-
ndividual with a well-balanced

nature much poise and dignity. This
hand hows a reserved, almost shy per-
son. extremelv sensitive, with a highly
refinec nature. One who prefers quality

to qua ntity in all things and all people.

There is considerable strength of char-
acter, a strong will, much determination
and , ersistence, also a logical mind.
This vith his intense, ambitious, indus-

trious nature should make him a very
succes sful man. There is great love of

the ai tistic and all that is beautiful—

a

Iiisrhh inspirational nature and high
ideals. Such a hand usually accom-
plisha things by mental effort rather than

by us of the hands. A hand of this

sort isually belongs to a harmonic
tempe anient, a person who can, from
the vo :ational view-point, do many things

and w ould fit into more than one voca-

tion. Such an individual would never

lack f or means of making a livelihood.

I have not analyzed this person, but judg-

jn o- f rom the photograph of this hand.

I won d like to. for I find here a capable.

worth while subject. The analysis is

from the outline and formation of the

hand mly; but from the view-point of

pal mis try there are many interesting

things shown here.

All rights reserved.
F. Vance de Revere

Uere we have a hand in striking con-

trast to the other two hands. The
first is a happy nature, t!

-

serious, conventional nature, and this a

sad nature. A person who is different

and whose nature stands apart; one

whose nature is nut readily or easily

y other.-. It is a combina-

ngth and weakn< •

son who can he very affectionate and

also very cold and distant. An indi-

vidual interested in human nature and

yet one who prefers to be alone rather

than in constant company with others.

A person of moods. A sensitive, highly

inspirational nature and yet one who, by

her frankness ot" speech does not always

spare the feelings of others. One who
lives in the clouds of a world of her

own. This hand shows an individual

with vision and ideals which have never

been realized, a dreamer who will never

find, in real life, that which she seeks.

There is, in this hand, more nervous

force and energy than actual physical

strength and endurance. Such a person

should guard her health and live less

in the mental world. An individual with

this type of hand is apt to lie greatly

interested in things psychic and the

occult or anything which is unusual. She
is inclined to test out anyt:

fit. She has traveled, and will travel

considerably. This hand, with its long

palm, would generally belong

son who is of good height.

-

Editor's Note.—./
\ are from the cha>

ho

vill ptiblish the pictures of the owners of these hands, Bui
. And, in the April issue, we will print F. Vance de Revere's



WhereAngels Fear
To Tread

Dorothy Donnell Calhoun rushes
into an interview with Rod La
Rocque, and Rod tells her about the
most dramatic moments of his life

THIS interviewing people is a queer
business.

It gives a total stranger the right

to ask questions of a man which he

would resent from an intimate friend. In-

terviewers deal with emotions, hopes,

hidden sorrows, as briskly as a charity

worker with questions of food and fuel.

Businesslike pencil poised
—"How much

coal (or love) do you need? Why dont you
get another job (or wife) ? How much
bread (or heart) on hand? Let me see into

your cupboard (or your soul; !"

I think sometimes that I know more about a

few of the motion picture stars with whom I

have talked than anyone else, except perhaps God.
One of these stars is Rod La Rocque. Out

gw<

E. K. Richee
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od has a home and
e-folks. Below
see him with his
her, father and

wardly. Rod is six-

f oo t -something
with a handclasp
that one feels . for

hours afterward,
a singularly win-
ning smile,, and
long legs which he
winds around one
another as he
talks, then sud-
denly unwinds to

leap up and act out
what he is saying
to the hazard of
the furniture and
the deathly peril

of the bric-a-brac.

But inwardly, Rod
La Rocque—well,

you shall see. I

am writing an in-

terview, not be-

traying a con-
fidence, tho that is

the feeling I have.

(Continued on
page 106) p
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Honorable Mention
The outstanding performances

of the month selected by

Laurence Reid

.

Eleanor Boardmans sensitive an
intelligent acting does much t

redeem a cheap story in Elinc

Glyn's picture, "The Onl
Thing." It gives a hint of \vh;

Miss Boardman might do in

role worthy of her talents

Irene Rich gives a truly great
performance as Mrs. Erlynne
in Ernest Lubitch's picture,

"Lady Windermere's Fan."
It is, in fact, the greatest
piece of acting that this artist

has contributed to the screen

Sally O'Neil. a newcomer to the screen,
makes a decidedly favorable impression in
"Sally, Irene and Mary." After her work
in this picture, you will want to see more

of Miss O'Neil

t least. Honorable Mention
t Bronsc>n, the ideal heroine
fantasy, "A Kiss for Cin-
iss Brorison repeats the hit

nade in "Peter Pan"

!s



Sixteen

new film

productions

which offer

you a

complete

and well-

balanced

program of

entertainment

Betty B. Barrie fantasy
—"A Kiss for Cinderella"

By
Laurence Reid The Picture Parade

A Kiss for Cinderella Fantasy-Romance

BETTY BRONSON has another Bar:

her Yuletide greeting to the public.

Pan" of a year ago, the new picture

clown the chimneys of the movie hou
Dav hv Paramount's Santa Clans.

e fantasy as

Like "Peter

was dropped
es Christmas

"A Kiss for Cinderella'

in that it explores the re;

believe world and sings a

understood by everyone, in

reach the age of discretions

But it hasn't the charm <

Self didn't succeed

is Barriesque to the core

—

Im of fantasy or the make-
;ong of romance that can be

luding those who have yet to

f "Peter Pan." Barrie, him-
ring that elusive quality and

we could hardly expect Herbert Brenon. the director, to

succeed where Sir James failed.

The director, who also fashioned "Peter Pan" into

celluloid, has done a hrst-rate job. He has followed the

stage-play in all of its essentials—and by taking into

consideration the limitless possibilities of the camera he
lias brought out symbols and suggestions which could

only be indicated upon the stage.

The little heroine's imagination soars and she is carried

away into a dream world. There it is that she encounters

romance and adventure. Particularly impressive is the

episode of the ball where she conquers them all with her

charm. The romantic interludes are also well done.

Betty Bronson's Cinderella shapes up very well along-

side of her Peter Pan, tho if is as the little child who

never grows up that she lingers the best in our memory.
She doesn't act with the ease and assurance that marked
her performance in Barrie's greatest play. Yet she is so

graceful—so clfiinlikc in her gestures and carriage that

she truly seems to dwell in a dream world. There is a fiw
bit of pantomime executed by Henry J'ibart—and Tom
Moore as the policeman, transformed into a Prince

Charming by the girl, gives a performance touched with

sympathy and understanding.—Paramount.

Lady Windermere's Fan—Romantic Drama

It was a bold move on the part of Warner Brothers to
* translate "Lady Windermere's Fan" into celluloid.

Oscar Wilde's paradoxical twists are not easily captured

—that is. if the director's effort is concentrated upon ac-

cepting him word by word.
There will be those who will offer objections to having

Oscar's puppets paraded in this fashion. But their voices

zvont be raised much above a whisper when they consider

that Ernst Lubitsch was selected to do the celluloid graft-

ing. The director of "Kiss Me Again" and "The
Marriage Circle" has demonstrated again his gift for
ma king pictorical subtleties and wit. He doesn't follow
the lines of least resistance by employing Oscar's pointed

epigrams to build his action. Oscar is present in the

picture, regardless of his pretty speeches.

Lubitsch brings the Wilclean puppets down half-ways

to earth. To bring them down upon solid ground would n

63
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have spelled disaster. Even as it is, he cant get it away
from the obvious—this sentimental cream-puff with the

icy coating. It is the mother-love story carried along on

the theme of self-sacrifice. Considering its lack of orig-

inality, it is our pet opinion that Lubitsch has done a first-

rate job by it.

It takes good acting to cover its sobs and smirks.

Irene Rich, the sorrowful wife of the screen, achieves a

distinct triumph in the role of the declassee Mrs. Erlynne.

May McAvoy plays Lady Windermere with charm and

feeling; Ronald Colman makes an aristocratic villain—
and Bert Lytell injects a human spark as his Lordship.—Warner Brothers.

Time, the Comedian-
Drama

'"There's an intriguing title

* attached to this picture

which will doubtless arouse

your curiosity. But your
interest will not be provoked
by the plot, which carries out

the formula of a familiar

theme—that of a mother's
self-sacrifice. If the story

could be unfolded without any
.hindrance by symbols, it

would have a greater appeal.

However, the figure of
Time dashes on and off like

the stage manager of a

Chinese play—and after a

while you wish he would re-

tire for good—so that there could be a

interesting features—to say nothing
Theodore Kosloff manages the episodes o
is altogether too much of him.

The picture places Rob
He gets away from the

guides Mae Busch, Lew (

Olmstead and others of
apes up

Z. Leonard
mmy filling.

v. Creighton
•ell-balanced

lifelike, if

Time and certain technical' fla

At least, there is a semblance of intelli

Old? Assuredly. But the ancient carb
unhappy mother, who leaves her husband
moment of happiness with a tempter. ;

later, reaps the whirlwind, is done w
conviction. The mother has her hour o
she fights to save her daughter from tfi

\This character is suavelv played bv 1-
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place for more
of the Girl.

f Time. There

in a new light,

for once and
Hale, Gertrude
cast in a story

'on forget Mr.

>ence behind it.

m copy of the

and child for a

,nd who, years

th considerable

triumph when
same tempter.

:w Cody. 'But

it is Mae Busch who scores the hit.

—

Mctro-Gc

'

Cobra Drama

''C^obra" as a play fastened itself to a popular
wagon and every one clambered aboard. "Cobra"

as a picture is a sort of hybrid vehicle zchicli hasn't any
glamour left to attract public favors. True, it has

Valentino, but his presence doesn't add anything to it.

lie might be playing just so much atmosphere for all he
distinguishes himself here.

Valentino isn't called upon to act in his role of an
Italian nobleman fascinated by women as a lion is by a

cobra. If you care for sym-
bolism, you'll find the parallel

in a few subtitle?.

So "Cobra" becomes a dis-

appointment. Valentino has
many affairs but he's afraid

to display < or were the cen-

sors lurking in the back-

ground?) his customary
Italian ardor. He performs
a noble self-sacrifice and the

picture ends just like Theda's
pictures ended years ago.

It's an old-fashioned film

in every particular and lacks

punch and sparkle. A good
cast has been a?>embled. but

the players are unable to bring

away any high marks because

of the limited opportunities

oi their trite roles. The
was filmed long before "The Eagle." whic
ast month. This shows that it wasn't consi

great shakes by its sponsors.

—

Paramount.

Clothes Make the Pirate—Comedy-Drama

Tx an effort to establish Leon Enrol and his droll c

* on the screen his sponsors have attempted to ira

upon "Sally." the picture in which he created a .

mirth. The new piece, while not so entertaining, has its

points. Alongside of "Sally" it seems like a strained

effort to concoct something in which Errol and bis

knee can shake down some laughter.

It is a burlesque, but it seldom carries out much
aeration. So we dont find it constantly /:.'.".

succeeds i)i being groi

cccded in being genuinely funny, due

The Splendid Crime"
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tion developed from likely action. Errol brings out all

of Iris innumerable stage tricks, but it seems to us as if

he strives too hard.

He has a pirate's complex in his role of a tailor. He
wishes to become a hold brigand of the deep, but before

the idea has hardly had time to gather moss, he is

whisked out to sea where he, unwittingly, becomes the

skipper of a pirate craft. This is the substance of the

plot.

Errol has most of the action, tho Dorothy Gish. Xita

Xaldi. James Rennie, Edna Murphy and others in

the background, act with good dash and precision.—First National.

Joanna Romantic Drama

•"There is something of the
* Elsie Dirismore type of
story in this number. The
director rushes frantically to

the defense of American
womanhood in trying to point

a moral. The picture, adapted

from a newspaper serial, at-

tempts to establish the re-

actions of a poor girl, given a

large sum, of money, to prove

to a couple of wealthy old-

timers that a woman, suddenly
thrust into luxury will not sell

herself to keep up appearances.

The director evades the

issue, however, by having the

girl represent herself as the

daughter of a woman once loved by one of the perennial

bachelors—and hence, by heredity, "pure and sweet."

It resolves itself into an orgy of spending on the part

of the heroine. She runs thru the money in a couple of

extravagant scenes—scenes which came into vogue when
Cecil De Mille called out the interior decorators, modistes,

et al., of Hollywood.
The most interesting feature of the picture is Dorothy

Mackaill's acting. Her comic sense is akin to that of
Constance Talmadqe, with much of the same appeal.

George Fawcett does well enough—and Jack Mulhall is

dependable.—First National.

The Masked Bride Romantic Melodrama

Dack to the shrugging shoulders and the pouting lips
*-* goes Mae Murray in search of expression. She is

not the Mae Murray of "The Merry Widow"—who

created a human character and earned encomiums for
herself. In her effort to play a chic Parisicnne she
carries on a giddy whirl of prancing playfulness.

The plot of this picture has been pigeon-holed as

Number Three. It is lugged forth covered with dust
and frayed at the edges. Looking into it, we find that it

caters to the thrill-mad heroine who must be redeemed
from a life of crime before the happy ending sends you
away.

Naturally, the locale is Paris and, according to type,

Mae plays a jewel thief who doubles as a cabaret dancer
to pull the wool over the eyes of the Prefect. You can
spot its denouement with one eye closed.

Stroll cim brought out some
restraint in the star's acting

which has been entirely dis-

sipated here. She returns to

jazz rhythms and fails to

show—except at rare intervals—the contrasting moods which
are the property of her sex.

Francis X. Bushman has the

millionaire's role and acts

with quiet dignity. Roy
D'Arcy is the Prefect and
makes the character a trifle

too smug and confident.
-Mctr

othy Mi

Sally,

Uwyn.

Irene and Mary-
Rom

is customary with most
nusical-comedy adapta-

tions, the thinking cap is not

needed. Here is "Sally, Irene and Mary," for example.

It differs very little from the obvious, matter-of-fact

plot which makes up the background of the "words and
music" type of entertainment. It places great emphasis

upon the familiar object-lesson of temptation—as it

concerns three young ladies of the ensemble.

The wolf of Broadway has one of them in his clutches,

but as she is inclined to dig for the muck called gold he
transfers his affections to the more simple and uncon-
ventional Mary. As for Irene—well she is mostly a

negligible character. Sally? Why she's the aristocrat,

the gold-digger.

The film strikes off a pretty good average—due to the

carrying out of the stage atmosphere—the sentimental

episodes, when the good little Mary returns to her Irish

plumber, and the effervescent comedy injected by Sally

O'Neil. Hers is the sympathetic role and she makes the

(Continued on page 80) p
65 |-
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Gossip of an Old-Timer
Extracts from the March MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINES from 1911 thru 1915

. March, 1911
Edison Learned Like Lincoln

THOMAS A. EDISON, the wizard of Menlo Park,

was the first American to foresee the possibilities

of entertainment in the motion picture. Accord-

ing to the article, The Wizard of Sound and Sight,

he invented the Kinetoscope in 1887—the idea being sug-

gested by a toy called the Zoetrope.

Like Lincoln, the real 'teacher of his life was his sym-
pathetic, kind, intelligent mother, and he has always fully

appreciated her instruction and comradeship, which

made his early success in life possible.

Mr. Edison has been humanized on the screen. Pres-

ent-day picturegoers have the opportunity of seeing a

characterization of the great inventor in Marion Davies'

new picture, "Lights of O'.d Broadway." The episodes in

the film revolve around his success in inventing

the incandescent light.

Florence Turner Returns

Tn the picture gallery for the March
issue there are two photographs

of Florence Turner in character

roles. The caption reads : "She
adapts her marvelous talents

equally well to every part as-

signed to her, and she has

taken rank among the fore-

most players of the world."

It is interesting to note

that Marion Davies brought
Miss Turner out of retire-

ment several months ago

—

and assigned her a role in

one of her pictures.

March, 1912
, When Earle Williams
Played John Ruskin

Tt seems to us as if the screen d:

more to immortalize the Tit

of literature in the early days tha

doing now. Hardly a week went by
years of 1911 and 1912 that some
great figure of history was not
humanized in the celluloid drama.
Earle Williams was one of the
Vitagraph stars in those days and
he appeared in "The Loye of [ohn
Ruskin," which was novelized in

Motion Picture Magazine. The
trated with scenes from the pictur<

looking much as he looks today, ex

Dolores Was Once s

It may not be known to many of you tha
sinelli was once an extra, in an intervi

admits that she came to Chicago to do "st

Essanay. And she made such a hit that
cast for leading roles. In the intervening

/j\has played every imaginable type— from
V66

great picture that

torv is pr

-and Eai

ept for th

i Extra

.rs Dolores

Is to hero-

ines. Those who have followed her screen fortunes may
find her in a couple of recent releases for 1925. namely.
"The Street Singer" and "The Unguarded Hour."

So Kas Sing Sing

Tn Musings of The Photoplay Philosopher he tells of
* how the State Home and Reformatory for Boys at

Jamesburg, Xew Jersey, has adopted motion pictures as a

part of its discipline.

The authorities at Sing Sing have long recognized the

power of the camera as a medium for bringing laughter

and sunshine into the dreary lives of the convicts.

The Toll of the Years

In The Answer Man for March, 1912. we find several
* inquiries concerning Ruth Roland and her productions.

Which brings to mind that this actress has basked in the

spotlight of public favor for many years. There
are inquiries about others who were favor-

:s that year—who have long since

passed out of pictures. We refer to

Florence Lawrence. Frederick Sant-

ley—who after his screen excur-
sions went back to musical come-
dies and lias remained in that

field—Mabel Trunnelle, How-
ard Mitchell. Ormi Hawley
and Guv Coombs.
Mel ford has transferred In-

activities to the bus::

of the megaphone—and
Lenore Ulric has jumped
back to the stage.

March, 1913
Some Are Still With Us

1x the Picture Gallery for

March. 1913, there
"

is a

galaxy of favorites, mai
whom are still with us. Alice

Joyce is present, looking a

deal older than she does today.

Charles Ogle appears in a cl

e. Leah Bird adorns a page

in a gown that sweeps t'

Xornia Talmadge Is in the collec-

tion, looking very immature
Clara Kimball Young
very ingenueish. Those
gallery who are no longer

include John Bunny. Arthur
Ostriche. Pauline Bush ( remember

her? i, Betty Stuart. Vivian Pates and Marion Cooper.

Mr. Pickwick

John Bunny has long since passed, but \

memory tor his splendid conu
'

ations.

One role he had which was in perfect ke*.

rotund personality, hie became the living -

[ohn Bull in Ins study of Mr. P
"Pickwick Papers."

110)

1") Gertrude (

with Ray. This
ught to be revi\

) fusel}- illus- Johnson, Mi



Over the Garden Wall

"Let's us be

in pictures
when we're

big, Suzanne"

and he's trying t

a company of

among the you
~ -erly Hill.

"/ do' wanna.

I'm going to

be a dancer

or a singer"

for Suzanne
Even tho Tim
her that she can

his leading lady, young

by the glories of the Eighth
Art. Why wbrk all day in

a studio when you have a
scooter to play with?

y/.u holt, son of Jack, and Suzanne Vidor, daughter

of Florence, have a hack fence in common. This con-

versation took place over Ike fence after Tim's late ex-

perience in "The Enchanted Hill" in which he played

zeith his father and her mother.

Tim: "It was keen!. My di

and my father's great big he

Neskimawks itr the Mahogati)
Mojave Desert) and could be

was keen! Let's us be in

Suzanne."
Suzanne: "I do' wanna."
Tim : "You do, too. Your mother is. She was in my

picture. She rid in a air-plane with my dad. I could of

rid in it, but the director didn't have it in the story. I

:g Leo was in the pictures

rse Red Chief. I was a

Desert (Mexican for the

as dirt}' as everything. It

pictures when we're big,

will ride in it, when I'm a man. I'll tell 'em to let you,

if you'll be in movies with me."
Suzanne: "No, I'm going to be a dancer—or a singer."

Tim : "A singer's no good in pictures. You cant hear

'em on the screen."

Suzanne: "I do' care."

Tim : "You can be my leading lady. You wont have

to do anything. I'll ride and rope and shoot like my dad.

Say, he shoots off a machine gun in my picture!"

Suzanne: "I do' care."

Tim : "I'll let you ride my scooter if you will. I'm
goin' to fix a top on it with some carpet, like a covered

wagon for when it rains. I can go a speed limut on it.

Will you ?"

Suzanne: "W-e-1-1
"

(Hasty departure by mutual consent for said scooter.)

PAfiU



Fay Wray, of Canada Joyce Compton, of Kentucky Doolittle Vera Reynolds, of Califo:

Are They the Most Promising
THE press agents of Hollywood

have nominated their thirteen

candidates for stardom for the

year 1926. Deviating from
their usual custom of selecting girls

who have not yet made names for

themselves, the Wampas have
chosen many girls who have
already been starred or featured

in pictures.

Mary Astor, for instance, has
been playing leading roles for

years. • She has been featured in

electric lights. She was discovered

in 1920 by the judges of a Brews-
ter Fame and Fortune Contest.

Mary Brian was discovered a year

ago by Herbert Brenon and selected t<

play the role of Wendy in "Peter Pan."
And Dolores Costello, while still new to

the public, was placed under contract

Sally O'Neil, of Californi

ith the Warner Brothers last summer.
Dolores was a "baby -tar" back in 1917
when her father, Maurice, worked for

the old Yitagraph Company.
Joan Crawford has better claims to

the title of "baby star." Miss
Crawford was seen recently in

"Sally, Irene and Mary." But if

you study her face, you will

recognize her as Lucile Le Sueur,
who played with Jackie Coocran
in "Old Clothes." Miss Craw-
ford changed her name when she

signed a contract with Metro-
Goldwyn.
Marceline Day is a fairly new addi-

tion on the screen, but she has already

been cast in prominent roles in "The
Splendid Road," directed by Frank
Lloyd, and in "The Barrier." And so

she is scarcely a discovery.



Every year," the Wampas,
an organization of Holly-

wood publicity men, select

thirteen young girls and
nominate them for stardom.

Not all the candidates of the

past have made the grade.

This year the Wampas
played safe. Instead of

picking unknowns, they
have chosen many girls al-

ready on their road to fame.
What do you think of their

selection?

Janet Gayn

Young Girls on the Screen?
Dolores Del Rio is a real debutante i

the movies. She comes from Mexico,
and Edwin Carewe, the director,

brought her to Hollywood. Carewe
and his wife met the young Mexican
beauty on their honeymoon and
they were so impressed by her that

they induced her to go into the

movies. Therefore she is a real

"baby star."

Janet Gaynor, too, is compara-
tively unknown. However, she

played leading roles in a number
of small pictures before she was
placed under contract with the Fox
Company and given an important

part in "The Johnstown Flood."

Sally Long played in musical come-
dy in New York before she went to

California. She appeared in some of

Cecil B. De Mille's pictures. Edna
Marian is a Christie Comedy girl and Fay

Sally L,

Mary Astoi

Wray, another unknown, has also had ex-
perience in comedies. She is now play-

ing opposite Jack Hoxie.
Sally O'Nci; v:;as discovered by
Marshall Neilan before the Wampas
ever saw her and is under contract

to Metro - Goldwyn. She has

long been groomed for featured

prominence and made a dis-

tinctly good impression in "Sally,

Irene and Mary," in which she

made her screen debut.

As for Vera Reynolds, she has
been in the movies for a number
of years. Miss Reynolds cannot,

by any possible stretch of the imagi-

nation, be called a "baby star." But
she is one of the nominations of the

Wampas for 1926.

By their selection of stars, the press-

agents disprove their own case—that it is

possible to create favorites by publicity.



The Home Beauty Shop
Martha Dawn gives some valuable advice on the correct

use of rouge and creams for the guidance of her readers

NOT so many years ago the woman who used cos-

metics was conspicuous in any gathering. At least,

this was true in the smaller cities of this country.

Of course, smartly dressed women of all times

and countries have always used make-up. But American
women were slow to adopt the fashion of their foreign

sisters.

But nowadays, it is the rougeless and powderless

woman who is conspicuous. And, unless she has a mi-

raculously lovely skin, she is sometimes unpleasantly

conspicuous. For modern diet, modern speed in living,

and life in a city are all factors that make it necessary

for us to give our skin artificial aids.

Now for some practical advice on the use of cold-

creams and lotions. Women are divided on the subject

of using water on the face. Some extremists believe that

water is harmful and that cleansing creams are the only

safe road to a beautiful complexion.
However, this is an extreme statement, altho many

women who never touch their faces with water have beau-
tiful skins. Water, as a cleansing agent, may be abused.

Never vyash your face with strong soap. Use a light soap,

preferably one rich in natural oils. Never wash with very
hot water and never dry your face without first rinsing it

—

not once—but many times with cold water. Or better

still, rub it lightly with ice. But dont overdo the ice

treatment; it tends to dry out the skin.

If you use a cleansing cream, it is always well to use

an astringent. There are many astringents on the market

—ones that are very mild for dry skins and strong ones

for excessively oily skins.

As for the night creams and vanishing creams, they

are excellent for most complexions. But be sure that

your skin is perfectly clean before you apply them. A
cold-cream that is heavy in oils is excellent for nourish-

ing a thin face. And such creams are especially good in

cold weather or when the face is tired.

Now as for rouge. There are good rouges for all com-
plexions. A few experiments will tell you which shade

is most becoming to you. As a general rule, it is better to

afreet the natural tints in the daytime; the ones that

match your own color. And leave the exotic shades for

evening wear.

In the daytime, it is well to apply rouge sparingly.

Glaringly rouged cheeks do not look well under the strong

sunlight. But rouge often ; make a practice of removing
the make-up from your face several times a day and
applying a completely fresh make-up.

This business of freshening up your make-up without
removing the rouge and powder that are already mixed
with dust is very bad for the ^kin. Actresses in the movies
carefully avoid a patched-up appearance. In even-day
life, it gives a slovenly look even to the prettiest girls.

Unless your eyebrows and eyelashes are very light,

dont use make-up on your eyes in the daytime. It gives

a smudgy look. But at night, unless your eyes are

naturally shadowed and heavily fringed, the eyebrow
pencil is as necessary as rouge or lip-stick.

Corliss Palmer Makes Her Screen Debut

1AG

Mathis, discovere r of star;». has s,elected Corl iss Palmer for an important role in her next First Natio nal production. At
:ft is Miss Palmer with Mis s Mathi s and Sylvai10 Balboni, Italian director. And at right. Miss Palmer

make-up from Percy Westman
learns the secret ci



Advertising Section

Miss Anne Morgan points th

to the business Women of America

«°T„KH™R

e way

"QMOXG the many women
Cxi wl10 are myfriends a high

standard of personality always

demands physical as well as

moral and mental development

and care. These women desire

always that their complexion

should be clear and vigorous.

So many achieve this end by

following the Pond's Method
that I should like to see the

dressing rooms of our new
Club House of the American

Woman's Association equipped

with Pond's Two Creams."

LfjLt*JL*->LJ-'«Y»
a

ink, po:

ANNE MORGAN is

. women of America,

wealth and unequaled n

organizing ability of her

financial genius, J. Pierpont Morg;

dedicated her life to great achi

humanity.

Miss Morgan's greatest interest is the wel-

fare of other women. And because she believes

that the business women of America are on the

highroad to success she is investing her faith

and energy in their behalr.

She knows that their lasting success will

result from well-balanced living that has made
no sacrifice of womanliness and charm. And
she knows that they believe this, too. So in

planning the equipment of their new Club

House, she thinks even of the details that will

accord with their personal tastes and contrib-

ute to their more attractive appearance. Know-
ing that so many achieve a clear and vigorous

complexion by following the Pond's Method,

Miss Morgan declares, "
I should like to see the

dressing rooms equipped with Pond's Two
Creams."

The first step in the Pond's Method of caring

for the skin is a deep thorough cleansing with

Pond's Cold Cream. Every day, always after

any exposure, and before retiring at night,

smooth Pond's Cold Cream lavishly over your

face, neck, arms and hands. Let its pure

When you writ

oils bring to the surface the dust and powder

and excess oil. Wipe off all the cream anc dirt.

Repeat the process and finish with a d sh of

cold water or a rub with ice. Now k*,k a your

skin— as fresh as a new-blown rose!

The second step is a soft finish and pro

with Pond's Vanishing Cream. Fluff o 1 just

the least bit of Pond'sVanishing Cream. Now
see how soft and even the surface of yourskin

is—how transparently lovely. Notice ho v well

this cream takes your powder— holds i long

and evenly— and how it protects you from

Pond's Cold Cream comes in exti

now. And both creams in two sma
jars and in tubes. ThePond's Extrac

ax's deep interest in the

merica is again expressed by

in behalf of the nineteen story

be erected on West 23rd Sireet,

lean Woman's Association of
r'/v. It will cost $4,500,000.00

din a thousand private rooms

rent at $10.00 to $16.00 per

intimate sketch of the garden

sts the personality and charm

s sponsors have endowed it.

Offer ffi

The Pond's Extract Com,

The Two Creams which Miss Morgan

says she would like to see in the dressing
Str"1

rooms of the New Club House of the

American Woman's Association. city State f\

1 advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 71 f
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It's the

CLIMATE That

Does It



Advertising Section <on

YourWhole Appearance
Depends upon Your Hair

Without beautiful, well-kept hair, you can never be really attractive. Soft, silky hair is the

most ALLURING CHARM any woman can possess.

It makes the plainest features appear soft and sweet. Fortunately, beautiful hair is no longer

a matter of luck. You, too, can have beautiful hair ifyou shampoo it properly.

°'l Just Notice the DifferencePROPER shampooing is what makes your everywhere, now
hair soft and silky. It brings out all the shampoo. This cle;

real life and lustre, all the natural wave less product brings out all

and color, and leaves it fresh-looking, glossy thehair and cannot possibh
and bright. dry the scalp or make the h
When your hair is dry. dull and heavy, life- how; often

less, stiff and gummy, and the strands cling to-

gether, and it feels harsh and disagreeable to

the touch, it is because your hair has not been

shampooed properlv.

While your hair must have frequent and reg-

ular washing to keep it beautiful, it cannot
stand the harsh effect of free alkali which is

common in ordinary soaps. The free alkali

soon dries the scalp, makes the hair brittle and
ruins it. That is why thousands of women,

If] ee how
lake your hair look, j

;>IRST, wet the hair

water. Then apply

i Mulsified cocoanut oi

pure and entirely grease
"

' e real beauty of X7"OU will notice the difference in your hair

jure. It does not \ even before it is dry, for it will be delight-

brittle, no matter fully soft and silky. The entire mass, even
while wet, will feel 'loose, fluffy and light to the

touch and be so clean it will fairly squeak
when you pull it through your fingers.

After a Mulsified shampoo you will find vour

hair will dry quickly and evenly and have the

f being much thicker and heavier

ally beautiful you
: follow this simple

A Simple, Easy Method
ind s<

thai rally

oil sha, lpoo.

.

teaspoonfuls will make an abun-

dance of rich, cream v lather. This should be

rubbed in thoroughly and briskly with the

finger tips, so as to loosen the dandruff anc

small particles of dust and dirt that stick to the

After rubbing in the rich, creamy Mulsified at anyj
lather, give the hair a good rinsing. Then use where i

another application of Mulsified, again working last for

up a lather and rubbing it in

briskly as before. After the !~" "" "
""" """'

final washing, rinse the hair
j Mail This Coupon and Try it FREE

and scalp in at least two i the R. L. watkins company 26M-13
changes of clear, fresh, warm! 1276 West 3rd Street. Cleveland, Ohio

water. This is very important.
J Please send me a generous supply of "Mulsi 1" 1REE, all charges

I paid. Also your booklet entitled "Why Proper Shampooing is

BEAUTY INSURANCE."

If you want to always be remembered for

your beautiful, well-kept hair, make it a rule to

set a certain day each week for a Mulsified co-

coanut oil shampoo. This regular weekly sham-
pooing will keep the scalp soft and the hair fine

and silky, bright, fresh-looking and fluffy, wavy
and easy to manage.

You can get Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo
at any drug store or toilet goods counter, any-

he world. A 4-ounce bottle should

mths.

Mulsified
3 Cocoanut Oil Shampoo !

|

More than a Shampoo, — - —
i

it's "BEAUTY INSURANCE"
i MOTION PICTTRE MAGAZINE. 73 f
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YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS
Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good
news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and

you are the boss of this page

LA.ST year, while I was in training as a nurse, a lad of ten was
brought to the hospital in a very critical condition from

. diabetes. Not only that—he did not seem to care to live
-^ and nothing we could do for him seemed to cheer him up

or change his mind.
I had always bought MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE as

soon as it was on the stands and had saved every issue. One
evening while looking thru the magazines and noticing quite a
number of pictures of Tom Mix, I thought of a scheme. I cut

out every picture I found of him and his pony and pasted them
on a large cardboard. I then cut out several pictures of Charlie

Chaplin and, with all due apologies, pasted them in such a way
that Charlie was having "one heck of a time" keeping out of
Mix's way.

It really did look comical and I myself had to laugh. When
I went on duty the next morning, Tony, Tom and Charlie went
with me.
To make a long story short, we had that youngster interested

and out of the hospital within six weeks and he was on the road
to complete recovery. Long live the Movies

!

Laura Myers.
Olympia, Washington.

A Story for Pola
Mow that Eric von Stroheim has signed a contract with Famous

Players-Lasky, a dream ma soon be realized. I have long hoped
that Pola Negri might some day appear in "Manon Lescaut" with
von Stroheim as her director. If ever an actress was made for

a part, Negri was made for the role of the ill-fated Manon. If

there is a director who can be trusted with bringing Prevost's
famous story to the screen, it is von Stroheim.
And surely there can never be a :tory more dramatic or more

powerful than "Manon Lescaut." There are many who have
hoped to see the genius of Negri and von Stroheim united, know-
ing that the combination would result in an unusual and epoch-
making production. Opportunity is knocking and the producers
must not overlook this chance to bring to the screen an immortal
creation.

If Miss Negri has the foresight and keen judgment necessary
to the welfare of all great actresses, she will do all that is in

her power to secure the Hungarian director and the role of Manon
Lescaut. If von Stroheim wishes to better the silent drama, he
will refuse to work unless given carte blanche with the Prevost
classic.

Lewis D. Fac
Roanoke, Virginia.

Kill the Jokes
Congratulations on your unerring
v^ judgment in choosing for first

place in YES and NO lor January the
splendid letter by L. P. Adams. We
must agree with him that Douglas
Fairbanks stands pre-eminently for all

that is clean, romantic and vigorous in

the photo-drama. He is drawing large
audiences at every showing of his won-
derful pictures.

Now a word of criticism: Why do
some of the picture houses inflict upon
us poor fans the

we have already

do not go to a mi
to see pictures. .

tell me who cou
taincd by seeine-

mice and pigs

v Eul tale jokes tha.
n the weekly

I

crag to

chamois ?

i icy pond
like the glad.

\fOUR opinions on subjects re-

lating to the movies and their

players may be worth actual money
to you. if you can express them
clearly in a snappy letter of one to

three hundred zvords. A five-dollar

prize is awarded for the best letter

of the month, which will be printed

at the head of this department.
One dollar is paid for the excerpts
printed from others. Write us

an interesting letter, giving

for your likes and dislikes. Sinn
your full name and give your ad-
dress. We will use initials only if

requested.

Send to YES AND XO. 175
Duffield St., Brooklyn. X. Y.

We are bored to extinction by these idiotic cartoons and would
gladly welcome the day when they no longer clutter up the few
hours which we have for our favorite diversion. Why not sub-
stitute for them interesting scenes of places and of unusual
achievements? Places of historical interest, bits of old lore illus-

trated on the screen are always a source of delight when well
presented. These are the good things which we like to treasure in
our memory.

X. H. O.,

New Haven. Conn.

An English Fan Admires Rudy
Fhe other day I had the pleasure of seeing Rudolph Valentino

in person at the premiere of "The Eagle." Having heard much
about personal appearances ruining the star, I admit 1 went pre-
pared for a disappointment; but for the benefit of other fans
who have not been so lucky. I would like to say 1 got a pleasant
surprise. Rudolph is just as handsome as his pictures lead one
to suppose, his manners are charmingly unaffected and his smile
is just as captivating off-screen.

I can only describe his words as spoken in a slightly Amer-
icanized Italian voice, which was so well modulated that it reached
everyone in the theater. And last, but not least, he has evidently
the sense of humor needed to add a finishing touch to an unusual
personality.

Madeline Z. Murat,
London. England.

Carlyle Blackwell Is Still Active
May I be allowed to correct a slight error in your article

"Screen Idols, Past. Present and Future," in the current
edition of your magazine?

Carlyle Blackwell has not disappeared from the screen, but
for a long time he has been appearing regularly in English and
Continental films and has a very large circle of fans on this side
of the Atlantic.

The years have added to. rather than detracted from h
looks, and many people here consider him the screen's hand-
somest man. I have no interest, personal, financial or otherwise
in Mr. Blackwell, but I like fair play and altho America produces
the greatest number of films, she doesn't produce them all.

I have just looked down the picture theater advertisements in

today's newspaper and I find no less than four of Carlyle Black-
well's films on exhibition. He is a
very fine actor and has several recent

credit. Perhaps
his performance as the Egyptian prince
in "The Shadow of Egypt" will live

far longer in the minds of those who
saw it than Ramon Xovarro's in "The
Arab."

Carlyle Blackwell will one day come
hack and take his old place in the
hearts of the American people as he
has in the hearts of the people of this

country.

I. W
Mane!' stei .

Have You Ever Thought
of This?

T have always wanted to see I

Joy and John Gilbert act together in

a celluloid cinema. Even tho d

differences h.-.\

i

in real life. I hope it will not
them from fulfilling my w -

would very much like I

?
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A Great Hygienic Handicap

that Your Daughter will be Spared

1

This remarkable T^EW way, by banishing

the insecurity and uncertainty of old ways,

solves woman's oldest hygienic problem,

exquisitely, thoroughly, amazingly

You'll appreciate

these 3 factors

® Utter protection—Kotex ab-
'" imes its own weight

ire; 5 times that of
the ordinary cotton pad, and
it deodorizes, thus assuring
double protection.

LIKE most other things, woman's
J greatest hygienic handicap

has yielded to modern scientific

attainment.

There is a new way in personal

hygiene. A way scientific, immaculate and

positive that ends the doubts and uncer-

tainties of the now discarded sanitary pad.

Under former conditions, the average

woman spent almost one-sixth of her

time in embarrassment . . . often in fear.

Today the gayest of sheer frocks, the

most exacting of social urgencies hold no
terror for the modern woman.

Almost 80% of all women in the better

walks of life have adopted this scientific

way. The women of tomorrow will never

know that the most trying of hygienic

conditions is other than an incident in

their lives.

3 factors that changed the hygienic

habits of the world

This new way is Kotex, the scientific sani-

tary pad. Nurses in war-time France first

discovered it. It is made of the super-

absorbent Cellucotton. covered with spe-

cially processed, soft-finished gauze.

It absorbs and holds instantly sixteen

times its own weight in moisture. It is five

times as absorbent as ordinary cotton pads.

Think of the amazing
protection this feature

alone gives!

There is no bother, no expense, of

laundry. Simply discard Kotex as you
would a piece of tissue—without embar-
rassment.

You can get it anywhere, today

If you have not tried Kotex, please do.

It will make a great difference in your
viewpoint, in your peace of mind, and
your health.

60% of many ills, according to many
leading medical authorities, are traced to
the use of unsafe and unsanitary make-
shift methods.

Thus today, on eminent medical advice,
millions are turning to this new way.

A fair test will convince you of its

advantages beyond all question. No other
method will ever satisfy. Kotex comes in

sanitary sealed packages of twelve, in 2
sizes: the Regular, and Kotex-Super. At all

better drug and department stores everywhere.

Today begin the Kotex habit. Note the
improvements, mental and physical, that
it brings. Write today for "Personal Hy-
giene" booklet. Sample of Kotex will be
mailed free on request.

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO., 166 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

*Supphcd also in personal s

is by The West Disinfect KOT6X
PROTECTS-DEODORIZES

PICTTRE MAGAZINE.

No laundry— discard as

easily as a piece of tissue. p
75 \
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Answf&Man

TO ONE AND ALL AND SUNDRY! I am grateful to the very ends of my whiskers for

the Christmas and New Year cards which made my holiday season the brightest that I ever

have known. And in return may I extend my good wishes for every month of the year?

HELENE.—Good morning! Did you see thi

me in this magazine. I feel just as important as

stars. Address Richard Dix at the Famov

Studio, Astoria, Long Island.

HUGH PETE.—Lilyan Tashman played the

'

-Til Show You the Town." Pretty girl, eh wr,

MILDRED R. — Virginia Valli

was Thomas Meighan's leading wom-
an in "The Man Who Found Him-
self." The actor who played

Pharaoh in "The Ten Command-
ments" was Charles de Roche. He's

gone back to France and is appearing

in pictures over there. Always a

welcome for a newcomer

!

M. H. B. S.—Sounds like a secret

society. The girl you are thinking

of is Gladys Hulette. Rod La Rocque

is twenty-nine years young. Thirty

years ago I was thirty years younger

than I am today. Can you figure that

out ?

YEARNING.—That's the name of

a song. Do you know it? Adolphe

Menjou and Elliott Dexter played in

"The Fast Set." Betty

Compson is Betty's real

name. She was born on

March. 18, 1899. Ramon
Novarro is of Spanish

descent. He was born

in Mexico.
M. F.—Write to Mal-

colm McGregor and
Norma Shearer at the

Metro - Goldwyn Studio,

Culver City, California

Thank you ma'am!
"THE BIRD OF

PARADISE."— Thirteen

is a lucky number for

some people. Most of

the important events of

Woodrow Wilson's life

took place on the thir-

teenth of the month and
the number thirteen
played an important part

in his career. The Gish
sisters did not attend the

convent that you men-
tion. Lillian is twenty-
nine and Dorothy is

twenty - seven. Richard
Barthelmess and Mary
Hay are separated, but
not divorced. Address
Dick at 565 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

He was born on'May 9,

1895. No, 1 dont
'

re-

's member all the pictures

$76

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All you folks who have questions to ask. come
tlii:; nay and you shall be heard—and answered.

I have learnt a lot during the last eighty-two

years, and it's all yours for the asking:. Been
answering ??? here for the last fourteen years

and still going strong. If you want an answer
by mail, enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

If you wish the answer to appear here, write

at the top of your letter the name you want
printed, and at the bottom your full name and
address, and mail to me, The Answer Man. care

of Motion Picture Magazine. 175 Duffield

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

in which he has played, but "Tol'able David.'' "Way Down East,"
"The Bright Shawl." "Fury." "Broken Blossoms," "Cia->mates,"
"Shore Leave" and "The Bond Boy"' will always remain in my
memory.
BETTY.—Your vote for Ben Lyon has been registered. So

far as I know—and I know a lot—Ben is still heart-whole and
fancy-free. Malcolm McG- a

happily married. Doug Fairb;:

is rumored to be engaged to Lois
Moran. but I hae me douts.
FLORENCE. — Marc McDermott

played the role of Amos Ethridge in
"The Goose Woman." Does that
settle the dispute?
DOROTHY.—Norma Shearer has

long hair. She refuses to be a slave
of fashion. So there are still some
girls on the screen who try to please
an old-fashioned fellow like me.
MRS. H. J. L— If you send twen-

ty-five cents with your request for a
photograph, you will be more certain
of getting the picture of your fa-
vorite. This money doesn't pay for
the cost of the picture, which is

usually more expensive,
but it does defray the
expense of mailing and
postage.

ANASTASIA.—No, I

have not heard that
"Hamlet" in modern
clothes will be presented
on the screen
Shakespearian plays
would make good movies
but I doubt if a modern
clothes "Hamlet" would
be a mo\

Herbert Tree
and Constance
appeared in a \

.

film version o

beth" but the picture was
not a great sac

H. H. O.-
composed of 1

and oxygen. •

were you I shouldn't in-

to drink either h

or oxygen. Richard Dix
will be seen in D. W.
Griffith producti

LIZ BETH. — Two
s make an affirm-

ative, but two v

not roak

do two lefts make a

right. So '.her. j
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,pg the THRILLS ofthe land of

In this

fed „

—

/ trip to Hollywood
Live the thrills of the Land ofRomance. Step into the realms ofmoviemake
believe! "Impossible!" you say. Not at all. You have that chance now.in
the great Romance-Hollywood Moving Picture Contest which opens to

the winner acquaintance with famous stars and directors, opportunity to see

big feature films produced, to take part, possibly, in their creation.

The winner of this contest will be given a free trip to Hollywood and al-

lowed to choose a companion to share it. All expenses will be paid by the

makers of Romance Chocolates.

Here are the conditions. The makers of Romance Chocolates have se-

lected twelve romantic scenes from twelve great photoplays. These scenes

are reproduced in two booklets, A and B, one of which is packed with every

pound box of Romance "Selections." You have simply to name correctly

the leading actor and actress appearing in each of the twelve scenes, giving

also the correct title of each photoplay. Then, arrange the scenes in a novel

and attractive manner.

This contest is open to all. You do not have to buy anything to enter. You
may have both booklets, free, by writing directly to us. Get your copy now!

COX CONFECTIONERY COMPANY
162 Orleans Street, Boston 28, Mass.

READ
the easy conditions ofthe
famousftgmanceHollylvoo(L
Movingpicture Contest/

Conditions ofContest
1. You may submit one solution or

2. Send each solution under separate
cover, addressed to "Romance-
Hollywood Contest," care of Cox
Confectionery Company, No. 162
Orleans Street, Boston 28, Mass.

3. The grand prize will be awarded to
the person who succeeds in naming
the actors and actresses, and the
pictures in which they appear, most
nearly correctly, and, in the opinion
of the judges, makes the most novel
and original presentation ofthe so-

4. In case of ties, awards will be given
to each tying contestant.

5. The judges of the contest, whose
decision is final, are Mr. James R.
Quirk, Editor of "Photoplay;" the
Motion Picture Editor of "Liberty;"
and Mr. Frederick James Smith, Edi-
tor of "Motion Picture Magazine."

6. Remember, the contest closes June
1, 1926. Winner— and a friend —

eive a free Round Trip to, and a
;k's stay in Hollywood. There
200 additional prizes. Get your
: booklet today— it gives all the



The Author's Solution

The Affair at Dream City
By Robert Napier

The Unfinished Mystery Story in the December and January Numbers

THE show-down which Kruger had promised took place in

his office above the Japanese handball concession. The
small room was crowded, for Carroll had summoned one

of his assistant detectives and Daniel Gill as witnesses.

They sat on a semicircle of chairs. The atmosphere was that

of a Court of Justice.

"Miss Baronta admits that she was here at nine o'clock the eve-

ning of the murder. But it's of no significance. I returned and

entered by a back way about 11.15. I was the last person to

be alone with Nathan Gill that night," the manager declared

grimly.
Carroll jerked forward on his seat, "Then you did it?"

"You are wrong. I found Gill sprawled on his desk. He had

been stabbed in the back not more than a few minutes earlier. I

pushed him to see if he were dead, and the body slipped to the

."Why did you return?"

"To satisfy myself whether he

were still living."

"You had reason to think he

would be attacked?"
"Yes."
"Why did you not raise an

alarm ?"

"It suited my purposes that he

should have been removed by an

unknown assassin. I wanted to

be re-appointed manager of

Dream City."

"Kruger, you cant expect us to

believe you. On your confession

that you were here at 11.15, I

must arrest you."
"I can produce the murderer."
"When ?"

"Immediately. I demand that

you fetch Max Heintz, known as

Congo the Wild Man, and listen

to his statement."

A shudder ran thru the com-
pany. "What are you saying,

Mr. Kruger?" young Dan Gill

gasped. "Congo is a half-wit.

He cant talk sense."

"I can make him do so."

Carroll stirred his big shoul-
ders uneasily. "It wont do any
harm to bring him on. and see

what happens. Suppose you and
I go for him, Mr. Gill."

They reappeared ten minutes
later with the pitiful and be-
wildered creature from the side-she
accustomed to being the butt of
trembled in this unfamiliar setting
with him.
"Dont be scared, Congo. I wont let ;

Kruger leaned forward and stared han
It was a full two minutes before he spoke at

"You can talk now. Congo. You can. 1 say.

to tell us what happened when you were .last

A confused jabbering broke from the Wild
"No, not that way. " You must use languag

derstand," said Kruger softly.

public's

han

r who was
but who

ome along

"This is all bunk," exclaimed Carroll. "No judge or jury is

going to accept the testimony of a loony wild man."
"There is supporting evidence."
"Well, spring it!" t
"You must remember, in the first place, that Congo's quarters'

back stage are not guarded, and that there is a connecting ;

way leading to this building. He slipped up here, stabb-
and returned, unseen. The knife he used " Kruger inter-
rupted himself dramatically.
"The knife—or rather the dagger hatpin—fastens the deed

absolutely on him. When I saw i; in Nathan Gill's neck. I knew
that no person of ordinary strength could have delivered the
blow. Bone as well as flesh had been pierced by a single stroke
with the thin blade. But more important still, the weapon had
been hanging for months in the Japanese store down-stairs. It

had been near a back window,
thru which Congo appears to have
reached for it. You will find his

finger-prints on the white paint

below the hook on which it

hung."
"The Japs didn't tell about

losing it. for fear of being ac-

cu.-cd." the thunderstruck detec-
tive mumbled.
"Of course."

"But why did Congo murder
Nathan Gill?"

Kruger lowered his head, and
traced with his forefinger on the

desk. "As to that, you heard
him say he was my friend. It's

true. We've always understood

each other. You've jus

how I could hypnotize bit

some degree of sanity, into re-

membering, and talkir.;

one else was kind to Congo, and
he couldn't bear to see me turned
out oi Dream City."

'You mean, you instigated him
to kill?"

"Hardly that. I dont know
the extent of my own powers. I

told him what was eating at my
heart, and then I came h. :

to see what had happened."
"You're as guilty as

stormed C
"Of what? Of hoping

Datura! would do away
with the crook who stole the

Countess Casetti's pearls ten years ago?" demanded
sarcastically. "Murder by mental suggestion is not recognized

by the law."

"You're saving your own skin by betraying your pal

That's sure."

"I'm saving lewel Baronta, whom you suspected wr
The law cant send Congo to the electric chair. He's ins

sanitarium, where he'll be happier than he

C. D. Curren, of Elmira, New
York, is the winner of the first prize

of $50.00 for the best solution to this

intriguing mystery story. His solu-

tion is published on page 93 of this

issue. Other prize winners are as

follows

:

$25.00 for the second best solu-

tion, won by Vera M. Currie, of New
York City.

$10.00 for the third best solution,

won by William Calvin Christy, of

Ocean Beach, California.

$5.00 each for the three next best

solutions, won by Gustave C. Hel-

bing, of Toledo, Ohio ; Mrs. Ella Ellis,

of Audubon, New Jersey, and Mrs.
Frank " Donaghy, of Coraopolis,

Pennsylvania.

"Right. It s

! here."

vin—a clean getaway." said Carroll with

There was a nerve-racking pause, and then harsh, stuttering

.words came tumbling one over the other: "The man . . . bad
man . . . that chair ... I stab with knife . . . so . . . once, and
he dead ... no more can harm my friend . . . you ... I go
back home."
"My God, I never heard United States from him before."

clamored the side-show exploiter.

"Nor did anyone else, since he was a boy," stated Kruger.

f\ "I've looked up his history." V

r 8
\

"A clean getaway ! No!" Kurl

ten years older. He turned to where Jewel and I

ing together, their faces set against him in hon
could still hold vou, Jewel, hut I let you go, that you may he happy

with a boy who has no black secrets to explain. 1 lose Dream
City, that I would give my right hand to keep. Everyth
from me. I am punished."

The police records of this amazing affair tell that h.

spoke another word in his own defense. When
from custody, he disappeared like a shadow from the world that

had known him. ( i .' 93)
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Do you look^as uouno

as your husband
WHY is it that so many men look

younger than women of the same

age? Some specialists believe that

the enforced cleansing of the daily shave keeps

a man's skin healthier and more youthful than

the average woman's.

Don't let your skin grow old! With a little

care you can keep it as young as you are or

even a little younger ! Most women lead busy

lives, but no woman is too busy to spend ten

minutes a day in the proper cleansing of her skin.

Ten minutes is all that the daily use of

Resinol Soap requires to thoroughly cleanse

the skin and preserve a youthful complexion.

Used each night before retiring, Resinol

(

Soap thoroughly cleanses the pores—ridding

them of the day's accumulation of dust, germs,

excess oil, etc. But—and this is why so many

women prefer Resinol to any other toilet

soap—its absolute purity together with the

Resinol properties it contains help it to per-

form this deep cleansing without irritating

even the tenderest skin. Because it keeps the

skin so clear, it tends to prevent blackheads,

clogged pores, blotches, etc., and imparts a

pleasing clearness and velvety softness.

The abundant, foamy lather rinses

easily, and leaves no heavy scent of per-

fume. There is just that delightful whole-

some fragrance, suggestive of summer

woods. Ask your druggist today for

Resinol Soap and use it regularly for a

week. Then see if you do not begin to

notice the difference in your skin—a finer,

softer texture and a healthier glow.

Special treatment

If your skin is now marred by blotches,

roughness, etc., apply Resinol. This

soothing, healing ointment is not only suc-

cessful in clearing up facial blemishes,

but it has been prescribed by doctors for

years in the treatment of more serious

itching, burning skin disorders. Keep a

jar on hand.

If you have never used Resinol Soap or

Ointment write to us today and ask for a

free trial of each. Address Dept. X, Resinol,

Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
Soap

[ PICTURE MAi 79 t
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The Picture Parade

most of it. Watch this girl. She shows a
great deal of promise—and should go far
with the proper material and direction.

Constance Bennett doesn't add much spark
to her role of Sallv, while Joan Crawford's
Irene is cut short by death. Thus her
opportunities are limited.

—

Metro-Goldivyn.

AWoman of the World—Comedy Drama

\Y7ill somebody please find a story for
vv Pola Negri? Not since "Forbidden
Paradise" came out nearly a year ago has

she had any worth-ivhilc study in celluloid.

If something isn't done quickly, her pic-

tures arc doomed—and Pola, herself, will

Her newest essay is suggested from Carl

Van Vcchtcn's "the Tattooed Countess,"

but his story might better have been left

out of it entirely. The original had some
charm in the romantic entanglement of its

central figures. Here it becomes a gross
misrepresentation of the small town, done,

as usual, in the Hollywood manner.
Romance marches step by step with slap-

stick comedy. Chester Conklin with his

Keystone mustache has a bigger part than
Pola with her Continental moods and
modes.
The director's job is to point out the

conflict and contrast of bucolic people with
a sophisticated woman of the world—who
defies the conventions. And he does it by
means of parlor socials, crusade against

the so-called modern evils—and other char-

acteristic incidents, according to the popu-
lar movie conception of small towns in

I-O-Way and all other states. A mediocre
tale, this—one false to the small town and
false to good,

(Continued from page 65)

rob him. But she stays to have a ren-

dezvous with love and redemption.
It travels an obvious orb—docs this story—and shows in its journey a view here

and there of heroic hokum. Still, it is an
interesting number—what with its sensible

captions, free from sentiment, and i

The Golden Cocoon—Drama

There is no difficulty in tracing the plot
1 of this picture. It is a hackneyed ef-

fort carrying a mystifying title—a title

which keeps you pretty well in the dark
at the finish, as well as at the beginning.
It will take some keen sleuthing on your
part to find out what it means.
As for the story, it introduces you to

a country girl who goes to college and
has an affaire d'amour with a college pro-

fes afte ard i

of God's noblemen, an upright Judge—and
the haunting Past is brought against her
by some schemers who wish to embarrass
her husband in his political ambitions.
The story loses 'whatever conviction it

suggested wlien the wife, to efface herself,

spreads the report that she has been

drowned. This identical situation was
worked out in a previous Warner opus,
"The Wife Who Wasn't Wanted"—and
worked out much better. There isn't very
sound acting here. The director

the sob stuff. Helene Chadwick fails to

inject sufficient feeling. The best perform-
ance is done by Frank Campeau as a
crooked politician. Just a fair picture

—

"The Golden Cocoon."—Warner Brothers.

ethic Par-

Ik Splendid

Crime
Romantic
Melodrama

It isn't very
1 often that Wil-
liam de Mille
finds time to

write a story,

nowadays.
When he does,

you can make
up your mind
that it will be
sound enough
dramatically,
even if it car-

ries an insig-

nificant g e r m
of a plot. "The
S p 1 e d id

rather common-
place of theme.
It might best

be defined as

romantic melo-
drama which
contrasts the

central figures

Seven Sinners—Comedy Melodrama

The crook melodrama comes in

keen-pointed satire in this number. The
piece is not unlike "Cheating Cheaters" in

design and execution—its purpose being to

befuddle the spectator over its rapid turn
of events and the manner in which the
characters outwit themselves.

It doesn't take itself a bit seriously in

its expose of seven crooks, who, unknown
to each other, attempt to rob a country
home on the same night. As they become
quarantined by the burglar alarm, it is

up to each sinner to double-cross the other
six. One couple operate together by pass-
ing themselves off as the owners. And so
it builds as a gay masquerade.
The action calls for fast and lively situ-

ations—-which have been made the most of
by the director and the pi:-

enjoy this breezy little number—-a

Brook and Marie Prcvost spicing their

scenes with seasonable dash at

Claude Gillingzeater doesn't fail

kicking up some high jinks.—
Brothers.

The Best Bad Man—Melodrama

Tom Mix need not worry a great deal

about the lack of novelty in his plots

so long as he has old Mother Nature
aiding him with her backgrounds. Like
the preceding picture, "The Everlasting
Whisper," Tom relies upon the scenery to

carry "The Best Bad Man" over the top.

No, indeed, the plots dont vary much
in Mix's operas of the horses and hombres
and haciendas—still, his followers can al-

-

him to shake
up the ingredi-

ents enough to

make the

new labels. He
dominates the
picture as usual

in his

the city

the fa

open country to

his in-

terests. It is a
1 1

".-.<-/-

tion. thrills,

a m

And
Nature
her best-

Irish Luck —
Romantic Drama

^* jai:-

Emerald
- tha

of life. The
pretty little
thief comes in

contact with a
young scion of
wealth when

5\
she attempts to

) 80

$10.00 for
The la v's c ff--send as

Prose c

titles n ill b ; r-

They m
turned.

USl i

IJJi

the best title to this picture!

titles as you like, and length up to fifty t.

each this office not later titan February 25

ess them: Title Contest. 175 DufficId'S
New York.
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If you're Beginning to show Age
it will be at 1 of these 3 places

According to the World's Most Expensive Beauty Expert

67% of All Women Past 25, and 90% Past 35 Reveal One or More of These Conditions

1

A Double Chin
The chief agent in treat-

ment is Dorothy Gray's
Tissue Cream. For best

results use a DorothyGray I

Patter.

\
-4 Lines at Eyes and Mouth

In this treatment Dorothy
Gray's Muscle Oil smooths
out lines and wrinkles.

Thin face with flabby
muscles under the chin
Dorothy Gray's Special
Skin Food nourishes and
rounds out thin faces.

The Remarkable J\[EW Treatments Js[oiv Used In Overcoming Them
Dorothy Gray's preparations with complete directions for treatments can be obtained
at the leading department stores and quality drug stores throughout the country.

feet around the eyes are corrected

—

fat chins are reduced . . . absolutely
—drooping "chin line" is overcome.

The Dorothy Gray methods banish
them, results in many cases being
almost beyond belief. Today, look-
ing one's age is a folly; looking older
than one's years, a crime against
one's self.

IT is now known that the signs of

age on a woman's face center

almost 90% of the time on just three

places. Correct those three and the
difference is almost unbelievable.

By discovering that fact and then
by perfecting new and totally differ-

ent treatments and preparations

from any known before, Dorothy
Gray became one of the world's most
famous beauty specialists. figS^ Dorothy Cray

s

Scarcely a woman of international ^^w ^m^
,

social or financial importance but has ^W
^ffiHBWwfi Personal Admce tree

yielded to her amazing ministrations. • y^BffiKS The complete Dorothy Gray pre-
In proof of the effectiveness of the ^«5©^B parations are now available for home

Dorothy Gray methods, experts B^ 1
' 'T^sH:-' use with very definite and easily

point out that while 67% of all • HBH| followed printed instructions. They
women past 25 and 90% past 35, ^H I ^M may \ )t obtained at leading depart-
m ordinary icalks of life, look from *^^^^^m^^^^^^^

ment^^ &nd quality drug stores>

5 to 10 years older than they are, Or you can write direct,
the opposite applies among the DOROTHY GRAY Note the coupon below. Check
ultra-wealthy where the average

and fill it out carefully. Then mail it.woman looks years xounger than she is. „ , „ v . . ,. . „„,„.
J

Household cares and motherhood ^S^JT^S^^O^ Exact
.
and detailed instructions

are held blameless. The battle ^^^^ lX^T^ 1^^ for individual treatment will be sent

against age has largely been a losing fc" ,'

k
'

1 \ " n . , 1^ vou wlthout charSe -

one for want of scientific youth ^^^cuentde swraof t^greatest name|mthe Each skin requires a certain treat-

protection. Scia?tM/
?her^SswCTerecenUy1nSiredfor$ioo^oo. ment. That is why no general direc-

With the correct treatments and tions are given here Once your con-

preparations at your disposal, you result in flabbiness, in lines and dition is understood and the method

can work an almost unbelievable wrinkles. Thin and withered skins of correction suggested by Miss

transformation in yourself. A fact are made plump—sallow skins are Gray, you can follow it at home as

you can now easily prove to your made white— the actual color of satisfactorily as in Miss Gray's own

own satisfaction in your own home, youth is restored— lines and crow's- establishment.

What the Dorothy Gray
|

~~~

_ A DOROTHY GRAY I 3 Name
|

Treatments Are I

^rath Avenue

I Please tell 'me' how
The Dorothy Gray treatments and n to ueat a double chin and flabby street

|

preparations are wholly and totally ' d to "round out a thin face and

different. They strengthen certain I a f"SwrSS^nd^crowWe'et.
City state.....

facial muscles which when weakened
|

'.

1 rv
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The Box-Office Speaks
THE various motion pic-

ture trade publications
have been checking up on
the best pictures of 1925,

both from critical and box-

office angles.

An exhibitor vote published by
The Exhibitors Herald presents

the ten most popular pictures of

the past year as : "The Ten Com-
mandments," "North of 36,"

"Charley's Aunt," "The Thun-
dering Herd," "The Covered
Wagon," "The Freshman,"
"Abraham Lincoln," "Sally,"

"Riders of the Purple Sage"
and "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." Several of these, of

course, were hold-over successes

f-rom previous years.

The Motion Picture News
limited its check-up strictly to

pictures of 1925. The exhibitor

vote listed the ten best as follows: "The Freshman."
"Charley's Aunt," "The Merry Widow," "Phantom of

the Opera," "Sally," "Don 0," "The Pony Express,"
"East Lynne," "Madame Behave," and "Riders of the

Purple Sage."

IVid's Daily put the vote up to the critics of the country
and, two weeks before the final tabulation, tbe leading-

ten, in their order of vote, were: "The Gold Rush." "Tbe
Unholy Three," "Don O," "The Last Laugh," "Tbe
Merry Widow," "The Freshman," "The Phantom of the

Opera," "The Lost World," "The Iron Horse." "The
Dark Angel."

At the moment- that this issue
** of The Motiox Picture
Magazine goes to press, the six

best-selling pictures of the mo-
ment were :

"The Freshman," "Don O,"
"The Gold Rush." "Charley's
Aunt," "The Phantom of the

Opera," "The Merry Widow."
The long-heralded "Ben-Hur"

has just opened at George M.
Cohan's Theater in New York
for its world's premiere. The
verdict of the New York re-

viewers .was highly enthusiastic

and "Ben-Hur" seems destined

to establish some brand-new
records. Like that other Metro-
Goldwyn special. "The Big
Parade." "Ben-Hur" is to be
given road-show presentations

exactly like a big attraction of
the speaking theater. It will be

interesting to see which of these two notable pictures will

prove eventually to be the bigger money-maker. It is

interesting to note that one company. Metro-Goldwvn.
has the two big specials of the moment, together with
another huge money-maker. "The Merry Widow."

'""The Big Parade" has been doing a land-office bi

in New York at the Astor Theater. It is av
over $21,000 a week, which means that the box-office is

selling close to a thousand dollars each week in standing
room and extra chairs. Every performance has been

i Con 111 i

The Six Best Sellers:

"The Freshman"
"Don Q"
"The Gold Rush"
"Charley's Aunt"
"The Phantom of the Opera"
"The Merry Widow"

The Most Popular of the

Older Pictures:

"The Ten Commandments"
"The Iron Horse"
"Abraham Lincoln"

"The Lost World"

MORE Lessons in BEAUTY

A few hir ts on the correct way of applying cold-cream. At the left is an illustra

with the flat of the hand. In the center; a correct way of creaming the
shown at the right, spread it gently with your finger-tips. Posed by Mo

face. Applv the cream
na Palma of the Paramo

in spots and th
unt School

IAG£
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NORMA SHEARER
WITH 4Kk LEW CODY

N PICTURn

Norma Shearer

Ruth Lawrence
the typist

HIS SECRETARY
If you are a Norma Shearer fan—
And who isn't?

YOU have a new thrill coming to you

When you see "His Secretary."

For, with their usual discrimination,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Chose a story that gave Norma

Real opportunity to display her genius

And she did!

From start to finish

Her superb acting in this picture establishes hei

As a star of planetary proportions.

You must see her!

And then there's Lew Cody

. And Willard Louis,

HOBART Henley's super direction

And a whale of a story by Carey Wilson.

In short

It's a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

In every respect

—

And you know what that means!

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven"
Every advertisement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is guarant 83 r
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RICHARD BARTHELMESS
IN

"JUST SUPPOSE"

ROMANCE drives and royalty rides in

v this twentieth century adventure drama

!

Barthelmess, the incomparable, in his latest

starring part as the prince from the mythical

kingdom who wins love's guerdon from an

American girl, adds new laurels to the distinc

tive screen roles he has created. And the girl

is the appealingly sweet Lois Moran! "Just

Suppose" is directed by Kenneth Webb from

the play by A. E. Thomas. Produced by
Inspiration Picture, Inc.

"TOO MUCH MONEY"
EWIS STONE and Anna Q. Nilsson are

• featured in this timely drama of wealth.

The drama of the man who thought too much
money had killed kis wife's affection is worked
out with an amazing twist by the director,

John Francis Dillon, who made "Flaming
Youth." And the thought of flaming money
is equally arresting' Superb casting, splendid

sets and realistic action with comedy relief

make this adaptation of Israel ZangwilTs play

corking entertainment for the entire family.

Supervised by Earl Hudson.

irat Ilational
;

;

%
Lag

"Bluebeard's Seven Wives"—a satire on the

movies and the comedy epic of the year. A
sterling cast headed by Blanche Sweet. Lois Wil-

son, Ben Lyon, also Dorothy Sebastian, Sam
Hardy and Diana Kane. Directed by Alfred A.
Santell for the producer, Robert T. Kane.

"Infatuation"—An exotic drama of love and
intrigue in Egypt adapted from W. Somerset
Maugham's play "Caesar's Wife." Starring

Connne Griffith. Directed by Irving Cummings
for Corinne Griffith Productions, Inc.

Kvc-ry advertisement in MOTION

"Clothes Make the Pirate"—
spectac :omec

Dorothy Gfah and Nita Naldi, Iu
James Rennie anc Director

Maurice Toumeur
oi the pirate battle at sea. Adapted from Hol«

man Day's novel by Producer Sam Rork.

"The Girl from Montmarte"—Barbara La

Marr and Lewis Sr.

Anthony Pryde's "Spanish Sunlight." Directed

by Altred Green. A Sawvcr-Lubi:-. ;

CTCKE MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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of worth while films

m
>,

H
"THE RECKLESS LADY"

ADIRECTORY of big names! Belle Ben-

nett repeats her wonderful mother role

of "Stella Dallas" as the reckless lady of Monte
Carlo. Winsome Lois Moran—again her

daughter. Ben Lyon as the lover. Lowell

Sherman with his suave villainy. James Kirk-

wood! Charlie Murray! "The Reckless

Lady" will go over big and Director Howard
Higgin is to be congratulated on the job he has

done for Robert Kane, the producer. Adapted

from the story by Sir Phillip Gibbs.

Picture*
"Joanna"—Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall

make an entertaining picture of this million dol-

lar experiment to discover the average American

girl. An Edwin Carewe production from H. L.

Gates' widely read newspaper serial.

"Memory Lane"—Homespun romance, strong

in old town ties and sentimental appeal. Splen-

didly enacted by a cast headed by Eleanor Board-

man and Conrad Nagel. Presented by Louis B.

Mayer as a John Stahl production.

"The Splendid Road"—Vivid drama of the

battles and romance of the pioneer woman of the

California gold rush. Anna Q. Nilsson, Lionel

Barrymore and Robert Frazer featured in this

Frank Lloyd production.

"The Unguarded Hour"—Milton Sills and

Doris Kenyon co-starred in a romantic drama of

modern Italy. Sills as a titled Italian and Miss
Kenyon as an American girl. Directed by Lam-
bert Hillyer under Earl Hudson's supervision.

ion MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 85 r
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What is the

Lure of

PEGI
HOPKINS
JOY(

IS
it her beauty? Is it her naiv-

ete? Is it her natural charm? Fas-
cination? Or is it an indefinable

something as yet unnamed that has
made her the magnet that attracts

thousands to see her? Here is your
chance to see for yourself. Here she

i is in a picture that fairly vibrates

\ with her beauty and personality

—

1a throbbing drama adapted from
UAdela Rogers St. Johns' Cosmopoli-
Vtan Magazine story cf a poor girl's

^skyrocket career in the movies—the

i twice-thrilling tale of her rise to the

i dizziest heights of stardom and the

\ splendid crash of her fall to earth

—

\and iove. At last your chance to

see Peggy Hopkins Joyce

Se£ Her in

SKfltaEf
at Leqding Theqties Soon

H Marshall Neilan Production ^X
Produced by

Celebrity Pictures, Inc.

9s

What the Stars Are Doing
And where you may write to them

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

Adoree,.Renee—playing in The Mocking Bird—
Metro-Goldwyn Studio. Culver City Cal.
Agnew, Robert—playing in Wild Oals Lane—

Mar-kill Neilan Studios, 1845 Glendale Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Allison, May—playing in Men of Steel-—First
National Studios, 807 E. 175th St. New York Citv.

Arthur, George K.—playing in Kiki—L'muA
Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Astor, Mary— plaving in 7 he I -...-erdielh Cemury
' -United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los

Angeles, Cal.

Banky, Vilma
tudios, 5341 Meltosc «c
Barrymore. John—pla\

Iros. Studios, 5842 Sunset
Barthelmess, Richard-
lontana—Inspiration Pict
ork City.
Baxter, Warner— playii

o)i5—Famous Flayers Studios, i;

Beery, Noah—completed Tht
Players Studios, 1520 Vi

Jlvd., Hollywood, Cal.
playing in The Kid fron
res, 565 Fifth Ave.. Nev

; in Miss Brewster's Mil

: St., Hollywood.
Cal."

Beery, Wallace-
Players Studios. 15i

Bennett, Belle—piaying in fans ajier uarit-

United Studios 5341 M-In.se Av. .. Los Angeles. Cal.
Bennett, Constance—completed .>a/,'v. Irene and

Mary—Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver Citv Cal.
Blue, Monte—playing in Other Women': Hw-

h„nd—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood. Cal.

Brian, Mary—plaving in Parts After
- ious Players Studios 1520 Vine St., Hollywood,
Cal

led A Kis

Brook, Clive—completed When Lore Grows Cold-
Tec Art Studios. 318 E. 48th St., New Yore City.
Busch, Mae—latest release. Time, the Comedian—

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Pn«l m.

York City.
Chaney, Lon—plaving in The Moeking Bird—

Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Chaplin, Charles—playing in The Circus— 1412

La Brae Ave. Los Angeles. Cal.
Chaplin, Sydney—plaving in ( >,'; What a Xurse

—Warner Bros Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Holly-
wood. Cal.
Cody, Lew—pla\ ing in The Mocking Bird—Metro-

C.l.hvvn Sinai--. I ulver Citv. Cal
Collier, William, Jr.— plaving in The Golden

Sin—Famous l'lavers Studios. 1520 Yine St., Holly-
wood Cal.
Colman. Ronald—plaving in Kiki—United

studio?. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Cortez, Ricardo— Having in The Torrent—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios, Cul.er City. Cal.

Gish, Dorothy—completed Xcll G-wyn—a Her-
bert Wilcox Prod.. London, England.

Gish, Lill — .

-
trUA Letter—

Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Goudal, Jetta—plaving in Three Faces East—Cecil

DeMille Prod.. Culver'Citv Cal.
Gray, Gilda—playing in Aloma of the South

Seas—Famous Plavers Studios, Sixth and Pierce
Ave;.. Astoria. L. I.

Griffith, Corinne—plaving in Mile. Modiste—
United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.

Griffith, Raymond—plaving in Fresh Paint—
Famous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St., Hollywood,

Hamilton, Neil—latest release. The Splendid
Crime—Famous Plavers Studios. 1520 Vine St..

Hollvwood. Cal.
Hart, William S.—latest release. Tumble-weeds—

United Artists, 729 Seventh Ave.. New York City.
Hines, Johnny—plaving in The Broun Derby—

First National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St.. New Vcrk
City.

Holt, Jack— plaving in Sea Horses—Famous
Players Studios. 1520 Yine St., Hollywood. Cal
Hughes, Llovd—plaving in The TuentieJh Cen-

tury Unlim i =341 Melrose Ave..
Los Angeles, Cal.

Joy, Leatrice—plaving in Eve's Leaves—Cecil
DeMille Prod.. Culver'Citv Cal.

Joyce, Alice—completed Dancing
Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves..
Astoria, L.l.

Keaton, Buster—latest release. Go West—Metro-
Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Kenvon, Doris—plaving in Men of Steel—First

National Prod., 807 E. 175th St.. New York City.
Kirkwood. James—playing in The Reckless Lady

—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave.. New
York City.

La Marr, Barbara-

Angeles, Cal.
Langdon, Harrv— pi;

Studios. .5341 Melrose \v.

La Plante,

-r.la>

5, Marion—plaving in Fever!: c< Graustark—
-. Culver City, Cal.

ster. Carol—playing in The Sorrows of
anions Players Studios. 1520 Vine St.,

f, Reginald—playing in Skinner's Dress
livcts.d Studios. 1 niversal Citv. Cal,
e, Dorothv— plaving in The Man l'f-

Di\, Richard—plav
Famous Players Studi.

Love, Bessie—
Players Studio. Sjxth a:

Lowe, Edmund—pk
101 No. Wes

Lyon, Ben—playing

. Los

playing in Xobody—L'nited
ive . Los Angeles. Cal.
—plaving in Poker Faces—
versa! City. Cal.
ring in For Heaven's Sake—
d„ Hollywood. Cal.

Mile. Modiste-
Los Angeles. Cal.

gin The Rainmaker—Famous
id Pierce Aves.. Astoria. L. 1

I. Cal.
—Will

Pari
. it

j

Dove. Billie—plaving in The Black Pirate—Pick-
ford-Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood. Cal.

Dresser, Louise— plaving in Ti:e !
:<:>:J G<\idess—

Famous Plavers Studios. 1520 Yine St.. HolKwood,
Cal.

Errol, Leon—playing in The Lunatic at Larue—

MacLean, Douglas—playing ii

—Famous Players Studios. """

wood. Cal.
Mason. Shirlej - in Desert GoU—Famous

Plavers Studi, s. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.

McAvoy, Ma\ i in The Senage—Cos-
mopolitan Studi". 247s Sec. r.d Ave.. N\v
Meighan. Thomas —: laying ::•. jr.,

dike— Fa-nous Pl.v. • - - • - -r.d Pierce
:a. L. I"

Menjou. Adolphe—playing in /'..' S

night—Famous Ptaj rs S 5, S
a. L. I.

Miller. Patsv Ruth
Warner B:

Mix. 1m
Studios. 1401 No. W -

Moore. Colleen—playing
dios. 5541 M

Moore, Matt - —William
rn Ave., Hollywood.

Cal.

Moreno. Antonio— '..;

Murrav. Mac
Metro-Golduy -

Nagel. Conrad—playing in "
•

Yor City
Neiiri. Poll

—Famous Plavers S

Nilsson. Anna O
—First National Pi

Angeles. Cal.

Every advertis. i motion ricrrn
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Nissen, Greta—plaving in /'"' See You Tonight—

Famous Players Studios—Si:;:ri and Pierce Aves.,
Astoria. L. I.

Novarro, Ramon—playing in Ben Hur—Metro-
Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.

O'Brien, George—playing in The' Johnstown
Flood—William Fox Studios. HOI No. Western Ave.,

id, Cal.
O'Hara, George—playing in The Coast Guard—

Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St., New York City.

Philbin, Mary— playing in A Savage in Silk—
Universal S ity, Cal.

Pickford, Mary-playing in Scraps—Pickford-
Fairbanks Studios. Hollywood, Cal.

Prevost, Marie— men's IIu-
bands—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood Cal.

Ray, Charles—playing in The Auction Block—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Rich, Irene—completed LaJy Windermere's Fan—
Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Holly-
wood, Cal.

Schildkraut, Joseph— latest release. Tin- Road to

Yesterday—Cecil DeMille Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Shearer, Norma—
;

.i.' Eternal—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Sherman, Lowell—playing in The Dancer of

Paris—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave..

New York City.
Stone, Lewis—playing in Too Much Money—

Biograph Studios. 807 E. 175th St.. New York City.
Swanson, Gloria—playing in t'nlamed—Famous

Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves., Astoria. L.I.

Sweet, Blanche—plaving in The Far Cr\—United
Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

Talmadge, Constance—plaving in Enit of Ike

Setting San—United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave..
Los Angeles. Cal.
Talmadge, Norma—playing in Kiki—United

Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Tearle, Conway —plavina in The Uancr of Pans

—Cosmopolitan Studio-.. 2478 Second Ave.. Nov
York City.
Terry, Alice—completed Mar, A'o irum—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Torrence, Ernest—plaving in The Golden Sin—

Famous Players .Studios. 1520 Vine St., Hollywood,
Cal.

• alentino, Rudolph—latest release, 7

United Studios. 5341 Melp.se Ave.. Los ,

Vidor, Florence—plaving in Sea Horse—Famous
Players Studios, 1520 Viae St.. Hollywood, Cal.

Wilson, Lois—completed Bluebeard's .-

—First National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St., Xew York
City.

How to Get Into Pictures

"Pjhey say that never in the history of
1 Hollywood were there so many pretty

girls and boys as at present. For years

Hollywood has been known as the Mecca
for screen aspirants, consequently that

little city is now crowded to overflowing

with every variety of prospective Chap-

lins, Lloyds, Pickfords, Swansons, and

Valentine*. It is not difficult for am-
bitious boys and girls to raise enough
money to get to Hollywood, but history

shows that very few of them remain there

very long. There are many things that

stand in the way of success. First, not

one in a hundred has what is called a
screen personality, and it takes weeks and
months to find this out. Second, there

are usually several hundred applicants

for every job, and in such a crowd the

more likely ones arc easily missed by the

casting directors. Third, experience is

necessary, which means that each appli-

cant has to wait weeks to get even a

part in a mob scene, and then wait months
more before his or her ability becomes
known ; because it often happens that the
successful applicant gets only one job in

a week or more, at a few dollars per day.
Fourth, some casting directors are un-
scrupulous enough to demand a large pay-
ment in advance before lie will give the
applicant a chance, and then a large com-
mission on each week's salary. It is to
be hoped that the proposed plan of the
Motion Picture Producers Company (Will
Hays' organization) to establish a cen-
tral casting agency for the entire Coast
will be put into operation.

The Star-Gazer.

We have found

the onlywayever known
—that removes Cold Cream thoroughly

—that removes it safely

—that removes all dirt with it

Will you accept a 7-day

supply to try?

THIS offers you a test of a beauty
aid that, in justice, must be termed

a great discovery.

The first and only way ever known
that removes cold cream safely . . .

that ends the annoyance of old ways
and their dangers to the skin.

We want to send you a supply with-

out charge. Then to get your opinion.

It is not a cloth, but an entirely

new kind of material.

A scientific discovery

We are makers of absorbents. Are
world authorities in this field.

On the urge of a noted dermatol-

ogist, we perfected this scientifically

right material for removing cold cream.

For removing it as it must be re-

moved to keep the skin flawless.

It is the only product made solely

for this purpose. It represents sev-

eral years of scientific research. There

is no other like it.

Ends oily noses and dark, skins

It stops oily nose and skin conditions

amazingly. For these come from
overladen pores . . . cold creams and
oils left for nature to expel. That is

why you powder now so often.

It combats skin eruptions. For
they're invited by germ accumula-

tions left in the skin, breeding places

for bacteria.

Old methods, towels, cloths and
fibre substitutes failed in absorbency.
Infectious dirt accumulations were
rubbed back into your skin. That is

why tiny imperfections often appear.

Why your skin may look distress-

ingly dark at times.

Multiplied skin benefits

Xow in Kleenex those failures are

corrected.

Soft as down and white as snow,

it contrasts the harshness of cloth

or fibre makeshifts with a softness

that you'll Love.

KL€€N€X
Sanitary Cold Cream Remover

to advertisers oleasi' m.-ntion MOTION* FICTTR:

It is 27 times as absorbent rs the

ordinary towel. 25 times that of paper
and fibre substitutes. You use it then
discard it.

It does what no other method yet has
done . . . removes ALL the cleansing

cream, all dirt and pore accumulations
gently from the skin. And that means
much to you.

Send the coupon

Upon receipt of it a full 7-day supply
will be sent without charge.

Or . . . obtain a packet at any drug
or department store. Put up as ex-
quisitely as fine handkerchiefs, in two
sizes: the Professional, 9xl0-inch sheets
— and the Boudoir, size 6x7 inches.

Boxes that fit into flat drawers of
vanity tables ... a month's supply in

each. Costs only a few cents.

87
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Nothing else

can do

this work

Use Sani-Flush to clean the toilet

bowl. It is the only safe method.
Does all the hard work for you
—saves you time— does away
with the need for disinfectants.

Cannot injure plumbing connec-

tions. Sani-Flush is scientifically

planned to do one job perfectly.

Simply sprinkle Sani-Flush in

the bowl. Follow directions on
thecan. Flush. Seehow all stains,

marks and incrustations disap-

pear! The bowl becomes glisten-

ing white. Sani-Flush removes
hidden sediment in the trap un-
reachable to any brush. Keep a

can handy in the bathroom.

Buy Sani-Flush at your grocery,
drug or hardware store, or send
25c for a full-size can. 30c in

Far West. 35c in Canada.

Sam-Flush
Cleans Closet BowlsWithout Scouring

The Hygienic Products Co.
Canton, Ohio

Something

for BOBBED HAIR

I wish you could pic

admire. I can't tell you what .

it's full of those tiny dancing lights that someho\
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more ac

tual color than sunlight is. It's on ly when the hea.
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion-
the fleeting glint of gold.
You have no idea how much your bob can b

improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glin
Shampoo will give it. If you want a bob like tha
I have in mind, buy a package and see for youi
self. At all drug stores, or send 25c' direct t<

J.W.KobiCo., 656 Rainier Ave.. Seattle,Wn

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

The Answer Man
{Continued from page 76)

Marion Davies' next picture will be

"Beverly of Graustark."
GUSSIE.—Colleen Moore is married to

John McCormick— not the Irish tenor.

Harold Lloyd is married to Mildred Davis.

And Conrad Nagel is married to Ruth

Helms. Eleanor Boardman is unmarried.

HESTER.—Marguerite Clark has re-

tired' from the screen—permanently and

for good. Miss Clark was at the height

of her popularity when she married and

withdrew from all professional work.

Yes, indeed, I think Alice Joyce is a very

lovely woman.

First National, 5341 Melrose Avenue, Los
Angeles. California.

W. W. C—So your children all write
to me, and you thought you would try
your hand. Well, I dont' bite, bark or
snap, so you will be perfectly safe. Just
rub the fur the right way. That reminds
me of the story of the dirty window. I

wont repeat it because you'd never see
thru it. Call again. Missus
FRED J. BALSOFER.—1329 Gordon

Street, Hollywood, California, has offered
to send a picture of Harold Lockwood to
anyone addressing him. I'm afraid vou

Watch Them Rise!

WOMEN
Gloria Swanson 51

Betty Bronson 42

Norma Talmadge .... 39

Mary Pickford 39

Colleen Moore 39

Bebe Daniels 38

Mary Brian 37

Mae Murray 35

Norma Shearer 34

Vilma Banky 34

Esther Ralston 34

Viola Dana 33

Corinne Griffith 31

Pola Negri 31

Alberta Vaughn 30

Mary Vstor 30

Constance Talmadge. 30

Leatrice Joy 30

Eois Wilson 30

Marie Prevost 29

Dorothy Mackaill.... 29

Shirley Mason 29

Claire' Windsor 28

Doris Kenyon 27

Clara Bow 26

Richard Dix is still a

the Answer Man has
and Ramon Novarro

the top of the
Gloria Swanso

takes second pi

third in the

MYRTLE. — Roy D'Arc • played the d

Mil

fortune, estimated at $9,000,000, to the

founding of a fund, the interest of which
should yearly be distributed to those who
had mostly contributed to the benefit of

mankind improvement during the year.

The value of each prize is on an average

of $35 000. and it is for Physics, Chem-
istry, Medicine, Literature, and Peace.

No, I never have won a Nobel Prize.

SEXGA X.—Just send your letter to

rtisement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is gwu

MEN
Richard Dix 87

Ramon Novarro 72

Ben Lyon 67

Rudolph Valentino. . . 56

Lloyd Hughes 49

Richard Barthelmess. 49

John Gilbert 47

Ronald Colman 44

Rod La Rocque 42

Ricardo Cortez 42

George O'Brien 37

Douglas Fairbanks... 35

Conrad Nagel 35

Buck Jones 32

Monte Blue 32

Tom Mix 32

Milton Sills 31

Raymond Griffith.... 31

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr. 30

Thomas Meighan. ... 30

William Haine:~ 29

Hoot Gibson 29

Adolphe Menjou.... 2°

Robert Agnew. . .

Conway Tearle 2S

g ne O'Brien 2 C

> the best customer that
lore tops Betty Bronson
Ben Lyon dropping to

dont know what vou are in for. F. T.

JACK OF AUSSIELAND.-
think 1 ought to have my bean': -

Boyish. I suppose. Yes, the cold weather
hit my room sooner than usual and the

only way 1 could keep warm w is

ing at the janitor. That warmed me up—
him too. Wanda Hawley is pla

"Combat." which stars House Per.

Walter McGrail also in the cast,

know how everything is down j a

BETTY D.—Where do I get all my
pep? Ah. you'd be surprised. I drink
plenty of buttermilk, but it isn't I

thetic kind. Dagm&r C.odowsky is in

vaudeville. And dont forget that the
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Sightseeing Among Holly-

wood's Ruins
(Continued from page 45)

but they had a man out here on the ranch
making armor for the army.
"Boy, wasn't it hot! Could have fried

an egg on my breastplate any time.

"Had the first big camp for extras out

here then. Doled costumes out to them
as they came in and gave 'em their pay

check when they returned 'em each day.

In a mob of thousands, you can imagine

the pickpockets and other gentry we as-

sembled. They got to rolling up their

tights and tucking 'em into the rest of

the things to be counted.

"On the last day, when the wardrobe de-

partment began to put away the bundles,

it was found that nearly every pair of

tights was neatly cut off sock-length. The
mob had walked off with the feet and
were in new socks!"

The castle built for "Hawthorne of the

I". S. A." stands just as it stood when
Wally Reid, of beautiful memory, rollicked

thru that picture. Perhaps an entrance

here and there lias been altered, but no

more.
It is here, they say. that on moonlit

evenings Wally's saxophone is sometimes
heard over the silent walls. Wally always
had some instrument on the set. He could

play anything. . . .

"While we were making 'Hawthorne',"

said Jim Cruze, standing on the parapet

of the castle, "I was worrying about get-

ting a man to do the part of the fellow

who looks in at the window at Wally.
I had tried a lot of men, but couldn't

get anyone ugly enough.
'"Hot dog!' said Wally. 'If you're as

fussy as all that, why dont you play it

yourself?'

"And I did!"

""The cathedral and the old Spanish city
* built for "The Spanish Dancer" is one
of the most expensive sets on the ranch.

Seventy-five thousand dollars is a con-

servative estimate of its cost. Today,
smaller companies may come in and rent it,

making small alterations. For the ranch
sets figure in pictures by many companies.

Larger organizations rent ground on the

ranch and erect their own sets

—

witness

"Scaramouche," "Dorothy Vernon of Had-
don Hall," and "The Four Horsemen,"
still standing.

"The Spanish Dancer" was Pola's first

picture in America. She looked up at it

from the little bridge below the city

square.

"It is here." she said, with that fasci-

nating little accent of hers, "that a mos'
remarkable thing occur'.

"We have in that picture ver' many in

the mob. I remember they are always ver'

hard to find when it is time to work, but

they are always there when it is time to

eat. So this day, it is time to eat. They
sit on the hills back of the cathedral
with their box lunches and their cigarets,

and I am down in the square with Tony
Moreno.
"At first, we smell smoke, hut we do

not pav attention. Then we sniff. And
then, looking up, we see flames—flames
running up the hills—big flames that r-roar
over the dry grass. For it is the dry sea-

son. A cigaret, of course.
"The assistant directors rush about. The

electricians rush about. The cameramen
and the carpenters vid the prop boys—
they all rush about. The flames keep on
up the hill.

(Continued on page 99)

When you w

*>
;«*<

A Faux Pas

QJotietu nncL it hard

"The four hundred"—magic words that lure the

socially ambitious woman! A charmed circle

made up of beauty and brains, family and wealth.

Yet a woman may have all of these—and still

not be eligible. For Society is an exacting Mis-

It's the small personal things ^hat can't be

overlooked—little lapses of refinement. One faux

pas, in particular The woman who is

guilty of it, closes the doors upon herself.

Of course she doesn't realize that she is care-

less. She would be aghast at the thought of fall-

ing short of perfect personal cleanliness.

But perspiration is something you can't fight

with ordinary methods of cleanliness, with sim-

ple, temporary correctives. It

calls for a dependable, scien-

tific corrective.

That repellent odor which
you are so seldom conscious of

moisture which embarrasses

you, can be corrected so surely and e

rono, the Underarm Toilette!

Odorono i:

iily! Odo-

original corrective of both per-

spiration moisture and odor. It was formulated

by a physician and is today used in hospitals by
nurses and physicians because they know they

can depend upon its sure, scientific action and
antiseptic qualities.

It is just like a delightful toilet water to use.

One application is effective for three days!

Use Odorono just twice a week and know what
complete safety from this danger is! No ugly

rings of stain under the arms; no streaks across

that "perspiring area" of the back. Clothing al-

ways fresh and dry

—

without any other precautions'.

And greater still—never a

taint of that odor which so of-

fends. Always as sweet and

dainty as you mean to be ! Start

the twice-a-weekOdorono hab-

it now. 35c, 60c and $1 at any

toilet counter or sent postpaid.

THE ODORONO COMPANY, 123 BLAIR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, O.

123 BLAIR AVENUE CINCINNATI, O.

Please send me sample of Odorono and booklet for which I enclose 5c.

;

Note: Ifyoi
fulnewcre

would also like

ne uhich corrects

try Creme Odorono, a delight-

odor only, send 5c additional

> advertisers please mention MOTION PIC1TRE MAGAZINE. 89 \
PAGli
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Cultivate
Your Beauty

S4 skin as soft and entrancing as

fresh -cut roses may be yours"—
says HELENA RUBINSTEIN

/^N/'OU desire beauty— ravishing, all-

Yenchanting! Remember, then, that

Qy the very first requisite of beauty is a

glorious, satin-smooth complexion—flaw-

less!

MME. HELENA RUBINSTEIN, the lead-

ing beauty specialist, points the way to the
attainment of striking skin beauty'

—

by
proper attention to the needs of your individual

skin. For every type of skin, for every skin

condition, Mine. Rubinstein has created ex-

quisite Valaze beauty preparations. Scien-

tifically correct, they open for you the door
to greater loveliness!

Cleanse and protect your skin with
Valaze Pasteurized Face Cream—blends smoothly

pede the
S

acUoi'i''!.r''iTi.''''.o'r. - "l .'.''''.-"I
V,

"

"s'k i'n num..', ,',

1.,1.,-K ik-an, soothed, pintccli-.l niol.N out tired, drawn
lines. Freshens, revitalizes, protects the skin. 1.00

Sallowness, 'Darkened Complexion

Valaze Beautifying Sklnfood—whitens, purifies, re

"Blackheads, Enlarged Tora
e Blackhead and Open Pore Paste

1a

Bouto

BOSTON—23
PHILADELPHIA—

_;,;, ,

"SECRKTSOFB,

Trade Mark

PARIS

pTlmTeach^ West&£ Street, NewYork
CHICAGO—30 N.Michigan DETROIT— 1540 \

Concerning the Prizes

"The five lucky sailors among tr

Limerick Liner are given here

)f a ten-dollar prize

:

; thousands of passengers who sailed on the January

ivith their qualifications. Each of them is the winner

alston iuiH also be there,

gold of the sun in her hair,

Janta 'spool, that's 'your affair.

Mary Pickf
Of reading
From the
In your e

Can foretell

rd has mastered the art,

affairs of the heart;

how to draw Cupid's dart.

Milton Mack, Ernest R. Lowe,

San Antonio, Texas. Waltham. Mass

' a had sailor, it's nice

Patsy Ruth Miller's advice;

a glass of hot tea

",t a lifZsatlng" device.

There'll be (

Miss Board)
Addthe ec

Four tig .

ne other couple in view,
an and Mr. Menjou;
ts sugar up
imps to a cup.

s surely how will ensue.

H. P.. Mrs. Grace E. Willey,

New York City. West Concord, N. H.

(~)x page 55 of this

on the next Lin

urns; and you may
hold hands this way,

C. L. Wax,

Boston, Mass.

[ find five opportunities for qualifying for passage

\ry Lee Baker, 1403 Liberty Street. Alton, Illinois, wins the one-dollar prize for

correctly tilling in the blanks in the third chapter of '"The Adventures of Jack and

which appeared in the January number. She is eleven years old.

The following capitalized names were u^ed by Mary Lee in filling in the blanks:

ROD La Rocque
Monte BLUE
Virginia Browne FAIRE
Charles RAY
Edmund HURNS
Culler, LANDIS

Marion NIXON
PAT O'Mal'cv
Agnes AYRES
NORMAN Kerry
Marjorie DAW
MYRTLE Stedman

Ward CRANE
Alyce MILLS
Patsy Ruth MILLER
Virginia YALLI
Raymond HATTON

IV/Jary Lee's interesting little letter which accompanied her completed story was the

deciding factor in awarding the prize to her. On the Honor Roll are the following

boys and girls who filled in the blanks with the correct names and wrote letters telling

why they like MOVIE, JR.:

Eleanor Silke, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Katherine Lester, Mason City. Iowa;

Robert Downing, Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Randolph A. Spencer, Jr., Norfolk, Virj

Marj Staubus, Reesville, Ohio; X. Lee Harrison. Rochester, New Vork : Mai:,:,

Latonia, Kentucky; Ruth Heim, Shamokin. Pennsylvania; D. Bernz, Xew York

Anna Rebecca Rosenthal, Charleston, West Virginia.

(~\N page 53 of this number

missing words for it. L

will find Chapter Five of this serial. Here are the

ither the first or last name :

May McAvoy Uunth 1

Gaston Glass Ann . 1

Mil:. »

i

Hale
Bill Hart Clan:

Blanche Si

Nipping It in the Mud
is the prize-winning title for the picture which

It was contributed by Biddy Richard?

rtisement in motion riCTrur. magazine:

of the January isst

( $10.00 prii



W/rew it's evening—

and your little home resounds with the

joys of hospitality— when it suddenly

seems that no other happiness compares

with receiving and welcoming friends

—have a Camel!

No other cigarette in the world is like Camels. Camels contain the

choicest Turkish and domestic tobaccos. The Camel blend is the

triumph of expert blenders. Even the Camel cigarette paper is the

finest, made especially in France. Into this one brand of cigarettes

go all of the experience, all of the skill of the largest tobacco organi-

zation in the world.

WHEN friends come in.

And you are busy making
them know their welcome.
When friendship and hos-

pitality are the brightest

oys in all the world

—

have
f Camel!
For no other good thing

s so widely shared. Camels
make every true friendship

There never was a

igarette made that put as

much pleasure into smoking
and giving smoking plea-

sure to others as Camels.

Camels never tire the taste

or leave a cigaretty after-

taste. Millions of experi-

enced smokers just wouldn't

buy or offer to others any
other cigarette but Camels.

So, this night when friends

come in to share the warmth
of your fire and your friend-

ship—taste then the smoke
that is friendly to millions.

You may know you are

smoking and serving the

world's finest cigarette.

Have a Camel!

Our highest wish, i



Just Mail the Coupon Below—
rAnd Spend Boundless Golden Hours
Under the Spell of the Daring West

!

lands of the West. You feel the whip of the pine-
scented wind in your face as your broncho stretches
away in a mad, breakneck gallop. You revel in great
purple hills, and sunsets redder than blood. You lose

yourself completely in the tremendousness, the cour-
age, the despair, the joy, the passion, and romance
of our gorgeous, high-hearted West in these

ZANE GREY

J~ ~fEKE is your chance—the chance of a life-time

—

i~~f to lift yourself out of life's humdrum monotony,
into glorious realms of adventure and romance.

Here is your chance to forget yourself and your worries

in the thrilling deeds of brave men and reckless women
to whom death is but another marvelous adventure.

You ride, with them, into the mighty daring waste-

Mastertales of the
Golden West — by

The World's Most Popular Living Author

12 Magnificent, Thrilling, Full-length Novels (The Only Uniformly Bound Edition

Here, in these 4,000 pages of rare adven-
ture and romance, is a vast treasure-house
brimming with countless golden hours of

fascinating entertainment and delight, and
the most colorful and powerful events of

our nation's history as well. Here— amid
tous excitement—you will come
ith gamblers, cowbovs. preachers

, scouts, bandits. Indians, Mor-
s, cattle-thieves, train robbers—
id gunmen bankers and horse-

litable. devil-may-care adven-
its high and guns spitting

scenes of ri

.ught the

Golden West.

No Set of Books Can Compare With
Them in Interest and Entertainment

than literature—they are

\\ Better th

McKinl.y. \\ knows
Stone 4 \\WOOll
Mackenzie > \ W'c
Dept.G-333, \OV ii

30 irring PjaCe ^/V
New fork ^/\
Please send me. on \ fV

approval, all charges V>v
prepaid, your New Uni- ^^X
Ion Vf>

(gallant, heroic men and
ot* the gold-and-purple
He has lived with I hem
h house and ranch cabin.

He has shared their fun and their privations.
What he has written is the stuff of which
history is made—for in these tales of the men
and women of the West, you will find that
they lived against a background of the most
stirring events in the building of America.
That i< whv these books of Zane Grev's will

live forever" and ever:—The U. P. Trail, To
the Last Man, Wildfire, Wanderer of the
Wasteland, The Lone Star Ranger, The
Light of Western Stars, Desert Gold,
Riders of the Purple Sage, The Rainbow
Trail, The Border Legion, Heritage of the
Desert, The Mysterious Rider.

Our Short-time Bargain Offer to You
Recognizing the permanent literary and

historical value of these masterpieces that
have sold singly by the hundred thousand
copies at much higher prices, we now present
this First and Only Uniform Edition of Zane
Grey—the Home Library Edition.
And furthermore, through the co-opera-

tion of Zane Grey and his publishers, both of

whom have generously agreed to cut their

royalties down to a minimum, we are able to make
you an especially attractive B
for the first time, you may have the wonderful,
gripping, famous novels of Zane Grey—-uniformly
bound in a handsome, permanent librarv edition

—

at a startlingly low price—a reduction of 33 1 3

off the regular publishers' price for the single

Complete Set* on Approval

Furthermore, you needn't pay a single cent until
you have seen, examined and read the books in

vou own home. If. for any reason, you do not find
:he books all that you desire, just send them back
before the ten days are up. and you wc
a penny.

But Act At Once
This rema rkable »et of books has been

-

J

Iftll'inand
uill be- infinitely more splrWzg&

ten —fill in and mail ihis ct

McKinlay, Stone & Mackenzie

30 Irving Place, Da*, c 333. New York
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The Affair at Dream City
{Continued from page 78)

The Prize-Winning Solution
By C. D. Curren

R. D. I Elmira, New York

''|V4ake it snappy." urged Carrol.
1V1 But Kruger turned to Jewel. "First

I want to know what you meant by telling

Congo you might go away."

Jewel twisted her handkerchief in her
hands. "Well," she admitted, "Dan is

giving up his concession, of course ; and
he wants me to break with you and marry
him."
"Which you can well afford to do,"

growled Kruger.
"No, no, Kurt," she pleaded, "but when

I am away from you 1 just feel that it's

all wrong—our engagement, I mean. It's

only when you are with me "

"Enough of that," broke in Carroll,

"you can settle that later. Business first."

Kruger looked at him with cold blue

eyes. 'It's soon told. When I said I last

saw Gill alive at five, I told you what I

believed then and still believe to be the

truth; for 1 saw him a little after eleven

and in my belief he was then dead. After
starting I turned and came back. 1 wanted
to see him again. I figured on having a
last word with him. I came in the back
way.
"As I entered I saw Congo, the wild

man, just stepping back from the desk,

evidently so occupied with something
before him that he did not hear the softly

opened door. Gill sat facing the desk,

but the next moment Congo's long arm
shot out and knocked him to the floor.

Then I saw the knife in his neck. 1 sprang
on Congo and tried to pull him back, but

his enormous strength was too much for

me until he recognized me ; then he let me
lead him back to his quarters. We met no
•ne and his keeper was away. So I left

.im and hurried back. I did not notice at

.hat time that he had the beads. That's all."

"Huh," snapped Carrol, "why didn't you
spill all this before?"
Kruger turned the battery of bis hyp-

notic orbs on the detective. •'Why:" he

inquired coolly, "what good would it have

doner No one was being accused. The law

could not punish the poor brute. Why
add to his troubles and put myself in the

limelight?"

"Well," grumbled Carroll, "we'll see if

there is any corroborative evidence." He
whistled from the door for a boy and
-cut him for Congo's keeper, who came in

haste. He also sent a car to headepiarters

for the knife.

Yes, the keeper admitted, he had been

gone that night twenty minutes or more.
He had been among the crowd who es-

corted Kruger to the gate when he left

at eleven o'clock He had stopped at the
cigar store on his way back and at the

Japanese handball concession. When he
returned, Congo was in his usual place,

apparently dozing. He had not seen the
knife with which the murder was com-
mitted ; but Congo had, early in the eve-
ning, snatched a hatpin of that sort from, a
lady who was in the show. He could
not be persuaded to give it up, so the

showman had paid the owner for it. She
said she had bought it at one of the con-
cessions on the grounds. He had an im-
pression that it came from young Gill's.

So the detective sent the boy for Dan Gill.

It took some time to locate him and by the

time he arrived the knife was there and
both men identified it.

"That seems to settle it," conceded the

detective, "but you'll all have to come to

headquarters with me."

/Vr headquarters the evidence was all re-

taken. Xo weak link in the chain could

be found, unless it was why Kruger went
back to the office after leaving the grounds
and why he did it in that manner. Kruger
explained that after leaving he had re-

membered a packet of important papers

of a personal nature which he had left

in his desk, also, the fact that his contract

did not terminate until midnight. He de-

cided to return, get his personal papers

and wait until midnight in case anything

turned up. As he had already said good-
bye to the crowd, he went in the back way
in order to avoid any unnecessary senti-

This explanation had at least

It

ado
beei

xpk The
crowd was discharged temporarily

Young Gill, with the courage of love

and desperation, later bearded Kruger in

his office and explained that Jewel, taking

a woman's privilege had changed her mind
and wished her engagement to Kruger
terminated. She and Dan meant to marry
immediately and leave for California. Of
course, they wished Kurt to continue the

management of the Park. Kruger, who
had his own reasons for feeling satisfied

with things as they were, and no desire

whatever to stir up any sort of opposition

or excitement was, for him, strangely

passive and submissive. He congratulated

Dan, wished them good luck, gave the

bride a brotherly kiss and let them go.

A few davs later a complaint was lodged
(Continued on page 104)

COMING IN APRIL
You'll find more enjo went at the mot ies if von know ahout the Personalities

that contribute to your erecn entertainti cut. In our April issue, 1 <e are pub-

lishing stories about son e <•/ the people whose brains and < bility hi re done so

much for the art oj the

There is June Mathi . for instance, w ho wrote the seen jrio for "Ben-Hur."
And Carol Demp>ter. the fasci lating heroine of the D. W. Gr iffith pictures. And
Gilda Gra\, a magnetic i ewcot ler to the creen. And Willard Louis, one of the

greatest actors in Hollyw ood.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE contains more features than any other
magazine of its class. It is the oldest magazine in the field. Its articles,

editorials and reviews have played ar important part in the history of

motxon p.ctures.

FR FF 10-DAY TUBE ^
* 1VLiL« Mail the coufion

%
Those winning

smiles
Which mean so much . . . commercially,

socially, are gained this new way
with gleaming white teeth

HERE is a new and radically dif-

ferent way in tooth care.

A way that quickly restores "off-

color" teeth to attractive whiteness
and that leading dentists of the world
are urging.

In a few_ days it will work a trans-
formation in your mouth.
Your teeth will be clear and gleam-

ing; your gums firm and of healthy
color. Just mail the coupon. A full

10-day supply will be sent you.

FILM . . . it hides pretty teeth,

and imperils gums
Dental science now traces scores of
tooth and gum troubles to a germ-
laden film that forms on your teeth.

Run your tongue across your teeth
and you will feel it—a slippery, vis-

cous coating that clings to teeth, gets
into crevices and stays. It lays your
gums open to bacterial attack and
your teeth open to decay. Germs by the
millions breed in it. And they, with
tartar, are a chief cause of pyorrhea.
Now new methods are being used.

A dentifrice called Pepsodent—differ-

ent in formula, action and effect from
any other known.

It removes that film.

And Firms the Gums
It does two important things at once:
Removes that film, then firms the gums.
A few days' use will prove its

power beyond all doubt. Send the
coupon. Clip it now before you forget.

The New-Day Quality Dentifrice

Endorsed by World's Dental Authorities

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 267 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

Address

advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 93 \
pa nil
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Sleepy Time Gal

Tlien I'll Be Happy

IfIHad a Girl Like You
Sweet SMan

cRpll 'em Girls i%oll You Own)
Clap Hands, Here Comes Charley

' That Certain Tarty Head-in for Louisrille

Fire Foot Two Eyes ofBlues—Don't Wait Too Long

Peppy Charlestons
I'm Gonna Charleston 'Back to Charleston

I Wonder Where SMy -Baby Is Tonight

Dreamy Waltzes
•Dream Val—Let Us Waltz a4s We Say Goodbye

. Vocals
Show SMe The Way To Go Home

I'm Sitting On Top of the World

Here they are! The 16 song and dance successes of
the hour! All New York is humming, whistling and
dancing to these pieces. We offer you—all 1 6 ofthem
—for only #2.9800 eight 10-inch, double-facedguar-
anteed records. Play them on any phonograph. Each
record beautifully rendered by famous orchestras.

SendNoMoney! £--<» f"*™
records for 10 days in your own home. See how won-
derful they are. Note clearness, beautyand volumeof
tone. Only give postman fc.98 plus a few cents deliv-

and we'll refund money and pay postage BOTH
WAYS without question. Low price is possible by

"b;: . Mail Don below o

E Co-operative Record Co., T>ept. 522
PORT WASHINGTON, WIS.

: Send rr ur 16 Fox Trc
• .1. and Waltzes or 8 double-fac e, 10-inch

anteed equal or better than any records

I made. nly #2.98, plu s del.v.o

rival. However this is not a

, ., :. ,|. n't entirely plea

I within 10 da ys and you will refund my mc
. out qu

SName

j
City.. .. State .....(64)

A Guide to Current Pictures

Which are now being shown thruout the United States

gain in this adapta-
tion ot Barne s play. An interesting fantasy, tho
not up to "Peter Pan." (Paramount)

A Kiss in the Dark
Treated with fine sparkle by the scenarist, the

'

director, the title writer and Adolphe Menjou.
(Paramount)

A Regular Fellow
A typical Raymond Griffith, but it lacks the finish

of his others and Mary Brian fails to hold her own.
(Paramount)—E. V. B.

A Slave of Fashion
A comedy, impossible, but amusing and well done,
with Norma Shearer, Lew Cody and Mary Carr.
(Metro-Goldwyn)—E.V. B.

A Woman of the World
The same old mistreatment of the small town—
with Pola .Negri miscast again. Mediocre, except
for the comedy relief furnished by Cnester Conklin.
(Paramount)

Beautiful City, The
A thrilling melodrama of high entertainment
value with Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy
Gish 100 per cent. (First National)—E. V. B.

Best Bad Man, The
Tom Mix is at it again in a typical melodrama of

the open spaces. Shows lots of action and gets
help from Mother Nature's scenery. (Fox)

Best People, The
Not so good as the stage play but a fairly good
comedy in which Warner Baxter and Esther
Ralston fail to shin.- with their usual lustre.

(Paramount)—E. Y. B.

Big Parade, The

acting". John (

Bobbed Hair
Marie Prevost a

Dack in one of his rustic char-
\ou know what is coming, but the star

- ;> you entertained. (Metro-

a Straight Ahead
ntic comedy suggestive of Wally Reid's
irns. Youth in conflict with the elders.

J Denny keeps it going at a good pace.

plitting farce comedy of the old style, with
Chaplin as the aunt. (Producers Dis-
gCorp.)—E. V. B.

he
stupid comedy with Alec B. Francis and
Fawcett trving to make the fun. and
Boar.lman ami t ivi. r.oi 1! de lost in the
M tro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

the Wolves, The
I tin, hut there is not enough of—

' loo much cheap comedy.

-E. V.
Para

Dark Angel, The
Dont miss Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman. the
great lovers, in this colorful war romance. (First
National)—E. V. B.

Desert's Price. The
Buck Jones in a thrilling Western with particularly
beautiful desert scenery. | Fox

Don
The ever-smiling Douglas Fairbanks with all his
acrobatic agility and legerdemain in an elaborate
production that contains everything that is inter-
esting. (United Artists-—E. V. B.

Eagle. The
Valentino comes back with a bang, but Vilma
Banky shares the honors. You will like this
romantic drama. (United Artists)—E. V. B.

East Lynne
An excellent picture, beautifully and artistically

done. Edmund Lowe. Alma Rubens. Lou Tellegen.
and Marjorie Daw make up an all-star cast. (Fox)

Everlasting Whisper. The
Tom Mix and Alice Calhoun in a typical Western
with the usual thrills, but not particularly high-
class. (Fox)—E. V. B.

Eve's Lover
Startsoff well, but degenerates into mediocre melo-
drama. The redeeming feature is Irene Rich's sin-
cere performance. (Warner Brothers)

Exchange of Wives
A great comedy, beautifully done by Eleanor
Boardman. Lew Codv. Renee Adorec and Creighton
Hale. Mrtro-Goldwyr. —E. V. B.

Fine Clothes
A notable cast, including Lewis Stone and Percy
Marmonl, fail to bring this drama up to the
usual standard of excellence. lEirs-. N
E.V. B.

Flower of Night
Pola Negri comes back with a bang in this
Hergesheimer story. She has had better pictures
but this is satisfying. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Freshman. The
Harold Lloyd's funniest picture—and by all odds
his great - g and will please any
type of picturegoer. Dont miss it.

Go West
Buster Keaton at his worst. A long-drawn-out
comedy that cannot compare with "

Uld "Seven Chances." tMetro-Gold-
wyn)—E. V. B.

Gold Rush. The
After two years we expect something better from
Charlie Chaplin. However, you will probably like

it. but not nearlv so well as "The Kid," el

-E. V. "B.

Golden Strain. The
Pretty w th Harlan.
Hobart best performance.

Goose Woman. The
Louise Dresser contributes a mar. e: -

acterization of a woman who had seen better days.
The mother-love theme is built around a murder
mystery. Entertaining, il n

Gratistark
Norma Talmadge at her bes:

and Eugene O'Brien as a sort of Prisoner of
Zenda. Conventional, but well done and interest-

ing. V. B.
Hell's Highroad

Cecil De Mille turns out a typical production, rich

in settings and de:a - - >ulisweU
treated. Leatrice Joy does good work. (Producers
Distribu;

Her Sister From Paris
A rollick 5 ised as it is upon the

. ies to bring back her wayward
husband. Constance Talma;.
dual role, and the support is good. (First National)

His Majesty Bunker Bean

a peculiai
E. V. B.

Irish Luck
Just a travelogue thru Ireland. Ti>m :

needs as:
nothing 1

mount)

Another
done o -

-

i
-

o shine abov - \

iZINE is guaranteed.
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Keeper of the Bees, The
Clever and .irinir.al story well produced and excel-

lently acted by Robert Frazer, and Clara Bow,
who'does a small but brilliant bit. (F. B. O.J—
E. V. B.

King on Main Street, The
An A-l comedy with the incomparable Adolphe
Menjou. and Greta Nissen as the most gorgeous
vamp that ever graced (or disgraced) the screen.

Bessie Love. and E [lent. Dont
miss this. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Ladv Windermere' Fan
Oscar Wilde's scintillates comedy-drama of man-
ners treated intelligently by Lubit-.h. Well acted
by Irene Rich and May McAvoy. (Warner
Brothers)

Lijjhtnin'
Becomes very shallow deprived of dialogue and the
quaint human touches which Frank Bacon^put
over in the play. Xot up

Lights of Old Broadway
A comedy-drama of the <

Davies shining as a sixteen-year-old girl and her
sister. Not so good. ( Metro-Goldwynj—E. V. B.

Little Annie Rooney
The same old twelve- vear-old Marv Piekford and
not a year older. Laughter and tears. While not
an elaborate or well-done production, it "gets''

you. (United Artists)—E. V. B.

Lord Jim
Conrad's story done with good o lor and action.

Holds the interest with its well-developed plot

and characterization. Percy Marmont excellent

in title role. (Paramount).

Lovers in Quarantine
Fairly clever comedy from a successful stage play,
in which Bebe Daniels does the usual flapper part.

Just fair. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Lucky Devil, The
Richard Dix has a rollicking number here. A first-

rate story, some pointed comedy and thrills make
it capital entertainment. (Paramount)

Man on the Box, The
Reenforce your ribs so as not to split your sides

and see Syd Chaplin in an uproarious slap-stick.

(Warner)—E. V. B.

Masked Bride, The
Mae Murray returns to a moth-eaten type of

story and her frenzied style «.| acting here. Noth-
ing much to interest you. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Merry Widow, The
Mae Murray and John Gilbert 100 per cent, in a
wild, passionate romance full of action and interest.

Excellent. (M etro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Midshipman, The
This should be popular, but it is poorly done and
Novarro is sadlv miscast and directed. i.Metro-

Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Movies, The
You will like this. Lloyd Hamilton at his best.

Langdon. Keatonand the others will have to watch
this man. (Hamilton Productions)—E. V. B.

Never the Twain Shall Meet
The racial barrier theme again—done this lime with
convincing touches and plenty of atmosphere.
Anita Stewart is splendid as the girl from the
East. (Cosmopolitan)

New Brooms
An interest i in; i' ilv-ilrmna with Neil Hamilton.

,ve and Phyllia Haver who are out-shone
by Robert McWade. (Paramount)

—

E. V. B.

New Commandment, The
Title- should be changed to "Red Hot Love"

nine-tenths of the picture is kiting scenes
between Blanche Sweet and Hen Lyon. A very
interesting drama of French life and the war.
I First National)— E. V. B.

Old Clothes
Jackie Coogan shows that he is no longer a child

and the whole picture i> old-fashioned; neverthe-
less, it will probably interest you if "The Rag-
man" did. (Metro-Goldwynj—E. V. B.

Only Thing, The
The same old -lory which Elinor Glyn writes—
that of the mythical kingdom. Starts off with a
bang and becomes topsy-turvy. Well acted by
Eleanor Boardman. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Perfect Clown, The
Larry Semon is awfully funny in this one and you
will get a good laugh out of it. (Chadwick)

Phantom of the Opera, The
Lon Chancy in a superb elaborate spectacle, full of

imagination and thrilling moments. Almost equals
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame." (Universal)—
E. V. B.

Prince of Broadway, The
A prize-light atmosphere with the real Jim Jeffries
among the players. (Chadwick)

Road to Yesterday, The
A beautiful, romantic drama introducing Cecil de
Mille. with Joseph Schildkraut and Vera Rey-
nolds. Elaborate and splendid, but lotvj-draw li-

mit. (Producers Distributing Corp.)—E. V. B.

Rose of the World
A thrilling, elaborate melodrama with Patsy
Ruth Miller. Allan Forrest and Pauline Garon.
It fails to hit the high spots. (Warner)—E. V. B.

Sally
Colleen Moore in farce comedy in which she proves
herself of Pickford quality. (First National)—
E. V. B.

{Continued on page 98)
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25c Sample

Free
See Coupon

That 40 lbs. of Fat
How it changes—how it ages

Reduce it in this easy, pleasant way

This is to people who wish to be slen-

der, as they once were. To be more at-

tractive, more healthy, more fit. To
accord with the ideas of beauty and
style as they exist today.

It is to present you the modern, scien-

tific way, the easy and pleasant way.
The way by which countless people all

about you are gaining the weight they

wish. This in the belief that others will

wish to gain the normal slenderness

which millions have secured.

Correct the Cause
One may reduce by exercise and diet,

if he or she has sufficient self-denial.

The way is hard and often harmful. It

must be constantly employed.

There is now a modern, scientific

method. It deals with the internal cause

of the trouble, which usually lies in a
certain gland. It requires no abnormal
exercise or diet. This method has been

used by millions to accomplish what a

normal figure means.

This method is embodied in Marmola
Prescription Tablets. It is based on end-

less research and experience. It has been
employed for 18 years, with results you
see in every circle now.

Marmola is not secret. Our books
state every ingredient, explain exactly

how and why Marmola reduces fat. One
simply takes four tablets daily until the

right weight is reached.

Results Guaranteed
The results of Marmola are so de-

pendable that we guarantee them. Your
own druggist will sign the warrant. And
he returns under that warrant every

penny you pay if results do not meet
expectations.

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce
Supplied by all druggists at $1 per

box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.
Clip it now.

The reduction is not too rapid. It
rarely exceeds one pound per day. But
it is real and constant. The slow re-

duction permits the body to adjust itself

to new conditions. Wrinkles are not
created.

Stop Marmola when you reach the
slenderness desired. Use it again if ex-
cess fat appears. Just keep your figure
where it should be, for beauty, health
and fitness. In the meantime eat and
exercise in just your normal way.

Slender Figures
Now seen everywhere

Marmola has been used for 18 years.
Users have told the results to others,
and the use has spread. Now people who
know are using over 100,000 boxes per
month.

You can see the results in every circle

now. Excess fat is not one-tenth so
common as it was. Men and women by
the millions are controlling over-weight.

Investigate" this method. Let us tell

you how and why it acts. An over-fat
condition may be easily corrected, and
you should know the way. The coupon
will bring you full information. Send
it now.

MARMOLA 25c Sample

Free
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A Sure Way To
End Dandruff

There is one sure way that never fails

to remove dandruff completely, and that
is to dissolve it. Then you destroy it

entirely. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring ; use
enough to moisten the scalp and rub it in
gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and two or three
more applications will completely dissolve
and entirely destroy every single sign and
trace of it, no matter how much dandruff
you may have.
You will find, too, that all itching of the

scalp will stop-
stantly and your
will be lustrous, gli

silky and soft, __.
look and feel a hun-
dred times better.

You can get Liquid
Arvon at any drug

_

store, and a four ounce
bottle is al 1 you will

need. This simple

b™iknown"
eVe

LIQUID ARVON

Buoyant

Now you can bid goodbye forever to rind, neb inn
feet. You can walk miles <.r stand for hours at a

The Z'crlT\l all'in .,"'s,m!d! Un\\<'"'»,\lu"un\r
applnnuc called , !,c AKCIII I- 1\ . hat d.SM ,hu res

s ARCHLET that

SEND NO MONE'

Ov, Ov, ke d. rlo thet Cha lea D u r s Polly Mora loes he
hile Or 1 H olland show H her a new step Miss Mo ran and M
and enter the es fo r the Grand Chai leston Con est of the

I Dont Want to Live in the Past
(Continued from

dau
daughter's «

counted in months, but

i counted in heart-beats.

she lives with a small

5 on life thru that small

much more intriguing it is to peep

'thru a hole in the wall than over the top!"

laughed Dorothy. "Looking into the fu-

ture is fascinating, when you do it with

a child. I dont want to live in the past

The little tables of Montmartre wore
patriotic colors that day ; little cards an-

nounced Armistice Xight gaieties; bands
passing to take their places in the holiday

parade made bursts of music now and then

—sometimes "Over There." sometimes
"Tipperary" or "The Long. Long Trail."

Across the boulevard a man without a

leg had donned an overseas cap. We'd
tten he had lost the leg in France.

Looking
the days

Zeppelin
moonlit

at him. we could recall vividly

when casualty lists were the first

e turned to in the paper, and
were all that was talked of on

lights. . . .

happy tl

about H
what lb

them fr

make f/i

that evei

— that's it
'." cried Dorothy. "It

ft do any good to dwell on un-
ities unless \ on can do something
E n. We dont want to think of

bovs went thru—and they dont

think of it—except just to keep
.m d >ing it again. We want to

.o time that is here now the best

was \nd that's the way it

men Dorothy was still the "Keed
a" o i Broadway, she « -

Modes
now. h

in "Even-woman.
tv is a title that well befits her

eeting her on Holh w >od Boule-

ctisement i > MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is -

vard. with her little close hat and her

smart but quietly tasteful suit, you would
not connect her with the popular idea o*

a movie star. She wears little

make-up. and her blue-gray eyes are frank

as a child's.

The man who played King Love in

"Even woman" was Allan Holubar. . . .

King Love sought out Modesty as natu-

rally as a bee seeks a rose, and presently

the Great White Way became their lovers'

lane, as it has done to how man;
long, a slim gold bar..! appeared on

Dorothy's wedding finger. . . .

They left the stage and went into pic-

tures so that they might be al

gether. Together they did wh
fondly spoke of as their "best work."

ry.RoTHY loved doing different

then, just as she loves it now. and she

has to her credit such varied char

"Hurricane's Gal." the newspapc
"Bondage," the child in "Talk of the

Town" and the Russian in "The
Happiness." It was all such fun

!

At length. K:
another court. The "low green d

curtain never outward
after him. and M behind.

Sorrow belongs to no one bat

rowing. Dorothy took her grief ..

Axu now she has com*
** "I'm going to live in the fut

said, as a detachment

by to the lilting air of "K
tiful Katy!" "I'd like to have ev<

aire 1 make be like living

I hope they will all be d

1 shall live as

"1 think it woul
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—a very light one—and then a sea picture,

say, something of Conrad's, perhaps ; and
then I'd like to do a costume drama. But
if I do that, I hope the costumes wont
overshadow the drama, as they sometimes
do. Perhaps that is because the players

cant imagine the yardage and so cant keep
their minds on their parts

!

"If Shakespeare comes to the screen

again—and I dont see why he shouldn't

—

I'd choose Portia, Rosalind and Juliet—
Portia for her brains, Rosalind for her
boyishness, and Juliet for her love.

"Since I came back to the screen, I've

done three characters in 'Without Mercy'
—a girl of eighteen, a woman of thirty-

six, and an old woman. I enjoyed working
them out. Then came 'Janie of the Bar-X
Ranch,' a girl of the great outdoors.

"All my life I've thought I should like

to follow unknown trails and have adven-
tures in the wilderness. But I've never
done anything toward it, never even gone
camping in wild places, or slept on the

ground or been lost in the mountains. So
this picture fills a long-felt want to me

!

"Dart of the fun I get out of pictures
* now is from my little girl. I never

have her on the set or at the studio, but
she sees the final picture with me and I

get a great deal from the things she says.

In fact, I have her point of view with me
so constantly that I believe I'm younger
than I've ever been in my life. I was so

intent on a career when I was in my
teens

!

"I am being continually amazed at the

way Gwendolyn and her little schoolmates
analyze pictures. They know more than

I did when 1 was their age. I see how im-
portant it is to cater to youth and to

realize the importance of happiness and
the bright side of everything. That's

what I hope my pictures will do."

The one-time "Keed Xazimova" looked

out of the window to where the mar. in

the overseas cap was waving a flag. She
smiled, and as if that were a signal, the

sun, which had been flirting with a cloud

most of the morning, came bravely out and
glinted on the railing outside Dorothy's

window, on the tiny gilt ball at the tip of

the soldier's flagstick, and on the instru-

ments of the band that came marching
along.

They were playing

:

"Pack up your troubles in your old kit bag
And smile, smile, SMILE!"

THE MEN
SPEAK

In this issue of MOTION PIC-

TURE MAGAZINE, the girls

have had their say on rejuvenation.

In our April magazine, the men will

tell us what they think about Fannie

Ward's philosophy of eternal youth.

We wont tell you in advance how

the voting went. But you'll be

surprised when you learn how men
feel about the ladies who are ever-

lastingly young.

Dont miss this feature in the

April MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE.

Adds Gloss and Lustre, SMakes

Your Hair Easy to Manage
IF you want to make j-our hair easy

to manage and add to its natural
gloss and lustre, this is very easy to do.

Just put a few drops of Glostora on
the bristles of your hair brush, and brush
it through your hair when you dress it.

You will be surprised at the result. It

will give your hair an unusually rich,

silky gloss and lustre—instantly.

Glostora simply makes your hair

more beautiful by enhancing its natural

wave and color. It keeps the wave and
curl in, and leaves your hair so soft and
pliable, and so easy to manage, that it

will stay any style you arrange it, even
after shampooing—whether long or

bobbed.

A few drops of Glostora impart that
bright, brilliant, silky sheen, so much
admired, and your hair will fairly sparkle

and glow with, natural gloss and lustre.

A large bottle of Glostora costs but a
trifle at any drug store or toilet goods
counter. Try it! You will be delighted

to see how much more beautiful your
hair will look, and how easy ib will be to

manage,

A generous sample FREE upon request.

Send This Coupon and Try it FREE
THE R. L. WATKINS COMPANY '

26 "G -

127G West 3rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio

Please send me FREE, a sample of GLOSTORA, all charges paid, i

A large bottle ofGlostora costs

but a trifle at any drug store

or toilet goods counter.

No More Wrinkles
complexion, smooth a

PARISIAN FLESH FOOD
Restores -youthful freshness, revive

beauty marred by time, illness orneg
lect. A sure way to regain the charr

of a clear, wholesome complexion
Amazing results in short time. Re
moves wrinkles, CTOwsfeet, frowi_

lines, furrows. Restores elasticity to skin, and firmness

Co underlying tissues. Fills hollows of face and neck.

Remarkable Rust Developer
|

Renews youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth
't. Most welcome discovery—not an ex-

msandsmade happy during many
today for FREE trial sample and
Enclose.lOc. fstamos] to cover

cost ol mailing MME. FUOLAIRE,
243 Parisian Bldg., CieveBand, Ohio.

AGENTS WANTED

yllrTvv,
Beauty Sec

IMMlPlLES
Bring New Beauty

j adve 1 MOTION riCTURE
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What Is His Deadly Attraction?

The

Motion
Picture

Classic
has taken first place

among screen publi-

cations for six distinct

reasons

:

1—It is fearless and honest.

2—It tells the news first.

3—It is authoritative.

4—It is the film magazine

de luxe.

5—It is brilliantly edited.

6—It has the greatest

screen writers.

He knows all about motion pictures because he
reads THE MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC

I:

Glance over the list of people steadily contributing to THE
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC: Eugene V. Brewster, editor-in-

chief of the Brewster Publications and the first screen magazine

editor, Frederick James Smith, Agnes Smith, Robert E. Sher-

wood, Harry Carr, Dorothy Donnell, Alice Tildesley, Tamar

Lane, Harriette Underhill, Don Ryan, H. W. Hanemann, Hal

K. Wells and a dozen others. The biggest writers of screendom

contribute regulary to THE CLASSIC—most of them exclusively.

THREE NOTABLE FEATURES IN THE

MARCH CLASSIC
The Untold Tales of Hollywood

Six startling stories of sensational events behind the camera

never before printed/

What Counts at the Box Office

Tamar Lane discusses the relative 'value of the star, the cast.

the story, the director and the title.

What the Well Dressed Man Will Laugh at in 1926

A hilarious chat with Al Christy on the subject of humor.

A Guide to Current Pictures

(Continued from page 95 j

Sally, Irene and Mary
The favorite story of the stage. auilt around the

the path of three chorus
girls. Contains some
phere. And Sally O'Neil give great promise.
(Metro-Goldwyn)

Sally of the Sawdust
Griffith puts over a mc st compelli ng story which is

saturated with humor and sentiment. \V. C.
Fields scores a hit in comedy role. See it. (United

Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman is n screen but he is

excellent in this dram e Pauline Garon
and John Harron. Above the a\ erage. (Warner
Brothers)—E. V. B.

Seven Keys to Baldpat
Douglas MacLean's latest. X ot so good as

it is well done. ' (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Seven Sinners
An interesting crook melodrama treated with a
dash of paprika. Keeps at a good pace tho the
crooks find redemption too suddenly. Well acted
by Marie Prevost and a competent ca='..

Brothers)

Shore Leave
A charming sea story excellently done with Richard
Barthelmess as a midshipman, adequately sup-
ported by Dorothv Mackaili. Firs'. National)—
E. V. B.

Siefie
\ irginia Valli and Eugene O'Brien are featured In
this excellent drama, but the real star is Mary
Alden. (Universal-Jewel)—E. V. B.

Siegfried
A stupendous German production with unknown
artists, from the same theme as the Wagnerian
opera. (UFA—E. V. B.

So This Is Mairiaue
The triangle executed with a sense of humor by
Conrad Xagel and Eleanor Boardman. (Metro-

Some Pun'kins
Of course, you like Charles Ray an!,
you will like this, altho it is the sam
(Chadwick)—E. V. B.

Splendid Crime. The
William de Mille has written a fairly interesting

iry of the poor girl who me•• -

young man and reforms when love ere -

heart. Bebe Daniels does well. (Paramount)

Splendid Road. The
Anna Q. Nilsson is a charming youn^
who makes this gold-rush story a pleas
(First National)

Stage Struck
Far below what you expect from Glor •

k comedy done to the tune of
Tarries a sprinkling of laughs but is

:id overdone. (Paramount!

Stella Dallas
Probably the greatest emotional drama ever
produced. Wonderful cast, with Belle Bennett
reaching the greatest heights in scrv

Even if you are a hardened sinner, prepare to
weep when you see this, and y..u will want to see

—E V. B.

Thank You
Excellent small-town drama with Alec
at his best. You will like this. Fox)—E. V. B.

Time, the Comedian
A well-worked-out story of a moth.-: -

tho hindered by the symbolic figure of Time. Lew
Cody and Mae Busch contribute ex.
forraances

Tower of Lies. The
Highly spoken of everywhere, but i; is

the near-greats, with Lon Ciianey in a

role and Norma Shearer not al her bes
Goldwyni—E. V. B.

Cnchastened Woman. The
Notable as the picture whic
Bara. but it proves to be a mighty ;

I nhorj I'hree. The
One of the greatest dramas of the > u
Chaney greater than ever. I

—

with Richard Dix
Vanishing Vmorican. The

•

• iwn-out qui otnerwtse .

.mt>—E. V. B.

Wanderer. The
From an artistic standpoint perhaps
dramatic spectacle ever pr
.Kid Ol.:

Colleen Moore in a flapper i

enough, but the story is a -

What Fools Men
lewis Stone. Shirley Mjs.v, a:-.,i Pa:
fail to tvake this drama
National)—E. V. B.

Wife Who Wasn't Wanted. The
A dom -

situations to rins true. Has s :>v:-.se and so*

thrills. Irene Ri. -

:i MOTION riCTFKr. MAGAZINE i
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Sightseeing Among Holly-

wood's Ruins
(Continued from page 89)

"And then, ver' suddenly, when the

flames have almos' reached the top, the

wind comes and psst ! it blows them back

again over the burned grass and out they

go
!"

The substantial cathedral took Noah
1 Berry's mind back to the very early

davs when whatever cost least was consid-

ered best—to the time when a carpenter

built a set one day, very cheaply.

"There was a storm that night, and next

day, when they brought us out to play on

the set, the blame thing was up in a tree
!"

It was Adolphe Menjou who located the

"Sheik" set.

"Valentino and I used to play all our

scenes in French because it was so much
easier for us to get the feeling of them.

"In that picture I played my first part

that wasn't a heavy. I recall that I had

to lift Agnes Ayres from the floor beside

Rudy's bed and' carry her into the next

room. She is no small weight, and I have

never posed as a Sandow. I'm slight and

I sweated blood over it, especially as the

director insisted on shooting the scene sev-

eral times. And then they cut it out of

the picture

!

"But that's not the worst thing that

happened to me on the ranch. 'The Faitli

Healer' was the first picture I played in

after I came back from the war, dead

broke. How I needed that seventy-five a

week !

"I read the script, saw that I must have

an overcoat, but had no money to buy one.

I was half -sick, discouraged and really

very bad in the part. I felt sure that I'd

never have another, and 1 was desperate

about getting the right clothes. Finally,

1 pawned my ring and my wife's ring

for $150, bought the overcoat and wore it.

The scene ran about four feet, so that it

wouldn't have mattered if I'd had no over-

coat at all
!"

Tin battered remains of a shelled cot-

tar : reminded him of another story.

"I forget the name of the picture, and

.erv likelv this isn't the actual scene, but

it is possiblv the one. I dont know, be-

cause I didn't stay to see how it looked

afterward.
"There was to be an explosion in a house

in which I was lying dead. Powder was

to be placed in a tin container of gasoline

which was to be set off. Somehow or

other, too much powder was put in, the

explosion was a real explosion and the

dead Adolphe got right up off the floor

and departed. The leading lady walked

off the set, too, and probably she's still

walking, for I know she never came back!"

In the plaza where "Flower of the

Night" was screened, the gallows makes a

hideous shadow. Pola moved away from
it with a little shudder.

"We made night shots here," she said.

"I wore all my own jewels and the studio

sent a guard with me, armed. Oh, but one

man against hundreds, if anyone had

known ! They look at me, those mob, and

they see me all glittering and shining, and

they say: 'It is paste, but mos' remark-

able !' and the armed guard stands .beside

me, and no one knows !"

Thru the hills runs a little river that
1 has played many parts—the Ganges, the

Thames, the Colorado, an unknown stream
in Alaska, a tributary to the Amazon.

(Continued on payc 102)

Whon you wri

Here is a Modern 1

Miracle
She Looked 50—
Now She Looks 20
ButSheisReally40

And she doubted
Facial Film until
she tried it!

The woman pictured here is forty years ofage

.

When she began Facial Film treatments she
looked like the picture on the left—fifty and
over. After using Facial Film a few weeks
she had become the youthful looking woman
on the right!

Youth at Any Age—Youth Forever!
Youth in your heart—age on your

lace—what a tragedy ! Yet, thousands
of women are experiencing just that.
They love life—have a deep capacity
for enjoyment—the same eager zest
in living that they had at twenty—
but their faces are old—lined with
wrinkles and disfigured with sagging
muscles. Automatically. they " are
barred from the gay, good times they
crave. The tell-tale' lines of age classi-

fies them with the grandmothers who
are so totally out of fashion—and so

pitifully unnecessary, for Science now
says you can have youth at any age

—

youth forever!

Look at the Woman in the
Picture.

She was as young in mind and body
as a girl of twenty—but her face was
the face of an old woman! Why
couldn't her face match her body

—

her mind? Why couldn't she LOOK
as she FELT? Desperately, she tried

every beauty preparation of which she
beard. Some helped temporarily.
.Many improved the complexion. But
always the facial muscles drooped.
Always the lines crept back. Always
the wrinkles reappeared—sometimes
in a few hours—at most, in a couple
of davs. A look of settled misery
added to her unattractiveness. LIFE
FOR HER WAS OVER AT FORTY.
THEN CAME FACIAL FILM—the

eial Film was born—a liquid film,
rstal clear and pure.

What Facial Film Does.
i few drops of Facial Film will cover
i entire face. As it dries the. film

and the Neo-
rts gelll 111

es the film is removed—
gaze with awe upon the miracle

t has taken place. The muscles have
i toned and lifted into place—much
f plastic surgery had been employed,
wrinkles have been smoothed away.
lines and sacs beneath the eyes

e disappeared. The skin has been
talized—has taken on a velvet-iilce
:ure, a rose-leaf appearance that be-
;s to youth itself! You would never
eve the marvelous things that Facial
n will do unless you see them with

Send Only 25c for a Demon-
stration Tube of Facial Film.

aid to vouth and beauty. Women so old
that the skin was parched and deeply
wrinkled have experienced astonishing-
results. But a good average case is the
woman pictured here. In one treatment
she knew she had at last found a prepa-
ration to make her young-

. And in a
week her joy knew no bounds. No one
today would dream that she is forty!
We want you to prove to yourself that

Facial Film is what we claim for it. And
the only way you can do that is to try
it yourself. We have prepared a limited
number of demonstration tubes which
we will be glad to send on request as
long- as they last. Each tube contains

lost of
nts— ugh

the age! Doubting, yet hoping, she

tried Facial Film as she had tried all

the rest. But with what different re-

sults. JOY! REALTY! YOUTH!

What Is Facial Film?
The French are a vital race—they

love life and youth and joy more per-
haps than any other race on the globe.
And because of that the Quest of Youth
is the Quest of France. No nation has
spent more energy, brains and money in

scientific research on behalf of youth
and beauty than France. As a result
more marvelous beauty aids have come
out of France than any other country in

the world. But they all fell short of in-

ducing perpetual youth until a French
beauty expert tried Neoplasma— a pound
of which costs $2,500! Out of this idea,

prove to you that you need never again
let your face betray your age. That is

your secret. You can be as young as
you feel! Send for a demonstration tube
today—mail the coupon with 25c—prove
to yourself that the Fountain of Youth
is no longer a myth—but a reality! Mail
the coupon today.

FACIAL FILM CO.,
3323 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

J
FACIAL FILM CO.,

I 3323 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

I am enclosing 25c for which please

send me a Demonstration Tube of

Facial Film (Neoplasma).

Name . .

.

Address

i advertisers please ion MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
PAfill
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3BigDramas
Presented by CECIL B. DeMILLE

Bafffing Mystery— breathless suspense— supreme

courage— splendid sacrifice. Laughter— tears. All

the stirring and tender emotions of the

human heart portrayed for you in

these great, unforget-

Three \ ^*^^*^^ table pictures!

FacesEast"

RELEASED BY

I

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
100
ae.

i MOTION PICTtTRB MAGAZINE is ^naranteed.
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Al Christie-
comedy King-

Chuckles over the treats in

store for you

Seven
Days

Adapted by Frank Roland Conklin

—from the farce by Mary Roberts

•" n<Su Rinehart and AveryHopwood. Di-

rected by Scott Sidney with Lillian

Rich, Creighton Hale, Lilyan Tashman, and

a great cast.

A spirited comedy centered about a small-

pox quarantine in high society. Hilarious

!

Madam
Behave

— adapted by F. McGrew Willis

from the French Farce by Jean

Arlette. Directed by Scott Sidney.

With Ann Pennington, Broadway

favorite, and Julian Eltinge, famous woman
impersonator.

Fast and furious fun with Julian Eltinge in

the dual role of hero and "lady of mystery"

and dainty Ann Pennington at her best.

%t

Q/Lsk your theatre man when the next Al

Christie Laugh Special will be sho<wn.

TJERE are comedies
* * made by a realLaugh

Genius—Al Christie.

When he produced "Charley's

Aunt", he started gales of

merriment that haven't stopped

yet.

Al Christie's Feature Comedies

are the highest type of movie

entertainment thateverwarmed
the hearts of fun-loving audi-

ences. You can't afford to miss

a single one!

Also

Coming Soon

The

(

Champion Lover
)

Another comedy
worthy ofAl Christie
standard. Watch for
future announce-

imph

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Every advertisement

iWLEY. Vicr-Prcaidcnt and Trosurcr JOHN C. H

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is guaranteed. 101
f-
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The March
Movie Monthly

The Punchiest Magazine
of Motion Pictures!

MOVIE MONTHLY continues to leap onward—to the front

of screen publications. It sings the song of youth—it glorifies

the big outdoors and the spirit of adventure. It is keenly alive,

aggressive, smart and breezy. Its pages are bright and pithy—alert

with real ideas. The March issue will carry a punchy line of pictures,

plenty of virile fiction—and a fine assortment of personality stories about

the film people who are forging ahead to the goal of high popular appeal.

It's Tough to be a Western Villain!

/^Vne of the interesting features of the March issue will be an absorb-

.

^~^ ing article on the villains who play in the Westerns. It will tell

you the hardships these men endure—the heroic work they accomplish

to bring action and suspense in the pictures. They merit much reward,

but the heroes win the plaudits. 11'hen you read this article you will

understand that the villains are only human, after all.

Special Roy Stewart Section
"\7"ou have liked the special Tom Mix, Ruck Jones, Harry Carey

and other sections Movie Monthly is presenting. The March issue

will devote its special section to Roy Stewart. You will want to give

him a place in your scrap book.

Personality Stories

npHE March issue will also feature human interest stories of Madge
X

Bellamy, Tom Tyler and Sally Rand. There will be another

featuring Chuck Reisner, the pugilist who became a director.

Also—
'"pHE Heroes of the Border series continues. The big serial, "The

Star That Came to Earth," readies new heights of interest. The
novelized photoplays will absorb your attention. And there will be

striking pictures of bathing girls galore.

Order Your March Issue of

MOVIE MONTHLY
Now!

Sightseeing Among Holly-

wood's Ruins
(Continued from page 99)

On its banks now is the set used for

"Volcano," a replica of old Martinique.
Farther down stream is an African village

of huts, with the thatch gone from most
of them and the frames standing gaunt
and gray.

It was Xoah Beery who remembered
when that village had buzzed with life

while Mary Miles Minter made "Drums
of Fate." The negroes used in the pic-

ture had worn chiefly smiles and a few
beads, and the cold of the days had been
a disgrace to sunny California.

"The cameramen went on the set in

overcoats, and every time the po<

were away from the black box for a min-
ute you'd find them huddled over bonfires !"

"The newest set on the ranch is the Mexi-
1 can courtyard and patio erected for

"The Enchanted Hill," and this set has
the pleasantest of memories for Messrs.
Beery and Holt. Here in the flagged

patio, under the adobe wall. Tito Schipa.

celebrated opera star, was the honor guest
at a venison barbecue given by the best-

known villain on the screen.

To tour the ranch is to take a course
in architecture, for everything is there,

from cabin to castle, of all periods and
countries.

Here also is the history of arms, for
every method of warfare has been waged
on its thousand acres.

The cliff-dweller set. built for I

log of "The Vanishing America:
as a mute reminder of a day when boulders
and dead bodies were used to supplement
the war sticks. Indian arrows ha
thru the air many and many a time

—

Civil War cannon and Revolutioi

powder and shot, muskets of the

War period and rifles of a later date have
echoed over the hills.

How many chases, how mar.

have taken place along the winding
over the plains and slopes and an
woods of the Lasky Ranch!

Veaks ago. when the ranch was rather
1 new. they built a Xew Engla:
on a grave Xew England church. It was

steeple and they were pr

"It cost so much that we had : -

money's worth." said Mary O'Co;
editor of the story department
Stone climbed it when he playe.

jack. Wedding parties and fun« r

out from the church below it. N\

it a little, or paint it a differei

or shoot it from another angle,

a different background, and it

pride and joy.

"And then along came a youi -

named Douglas Fairbanks to do a picture

in which there was a Kansas cyclone. . . .

And that was the end of our steeple. He
blew it down !"

ry the landmarks oi the ranch is

the "Old Homestead." It stands, a
gray house with a green roof, bes

old red barn, near the ragged count!
where the action of the play took place

—

a hit of Maine itself.

Theodore Roberts, dean of ol

smiled over, the picture as he sat in his
wheel-chair. . .

"They built that set in four d:.

dressers of the set went oul

on the last morning. I remember, and had
it ready for US 1 egtn S

Practical, too—<. .

down to the last article in the >:
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pile in the barnyard, and the

clothes-line and hen-house and chickens in

the run. They had aged the barn and the

house, too, and the post-office had letters

in it. . . .

"Dear, dear—why there was a road run-

ning between the house and barn then. I

drove my oxen in, I remember. They've
got a fence around both now, haven't they?
"Ah, we had a storm in that picture

!

They made it with the fans from air-

planes and the wind was so terrible a man
could hardly walk in the face of it."

""There are amusing tales of "The Old
Homestead," chief among them being

the one of the cow that ran away after

she had been duly registered in important
scenes. The cowboys of the ranch took
their lariats and their best horses and
scoured the place in vain.

Xow, there was a small girl, aged about
six, whose father was doing something or
other in the picture, who calmly mounted
a pony, rode him bareback up into the
hills, lassoed Mr-,. Cow, and came riding
back again !

All big "Westerns" are filmed on the
actual locations now, and Colorado, Ari-
zona, Wyoming and New Mexico are get-
ting to be more like home to the he-men
of the screen than the Lasky Ranch. But
foreign sets and those of other days are
still to be seen there.

On a thousand acres in the Hollywood
hills, the shadows of the screen are walk-
ing. There is the music of Wally's saxo-
phone, drifting, and there are the wistful
younger selves of stars dreaming .. . .

dreaming. . . .

THE END

A Suggestion from a Director
The following letter from Edwin

Carewe is a reply to Eugene V. Brew-
ster's Editorial in the January issue of

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. The
letter follows:

My dear Mr. Brewster

:

J have just read your editorial, "Why
Good Dramas are Scarce." in the January
issue of MOTION PICTURE M Ui \-

ZINE, and I am writing you personally
to indorse the view you have expressed.

1 know we all realize how necc-sar\ tlii-

great public is to our success, and 1 think

it is fine that you have elected to com-
municate with the public thru the me-
dium of your publications, telling them
that they can aid the producti ,< - /

pictures not only with the dollar- and
cent-, they leave at the box-office, but by

trying to understand that sometime- reallj

good pictures are not accepted a- such
by them because of their lack of under-
standing of the facts that you have ex-
pressed in your editorial.

I heartily indorse your sir

every exhibitor should sched
ning of his program at the

his theater, as this will enabl
to choose their hour of entrai

like to suggest that an electr

sign hoard he used, as was at one time
employed by vaudeville theaters. The
managers of vaudeville theaters placed
electrically lighted programs at the en-

trance to their theater-, enabling patrons
who did not care to see a juggling act,

which was scheduled to appear at X.22, to

enter the theater at 8.46, when the song
and dance team of "Murphy and Cohen"
would appear. And so it would prove
beneficial to the picture theater, as its

patrons would not be compelled to sit

thru an entire program when coming to

-ee the feature picture.

,
Yours sincerely,

c
i-

'

Edwin Carewe.

When yon \

i that

ice. I wOuld
ically lighted

3gP rheumatic
Relieve

' eun
pain /

A BSORBINE, Jr. attacks the

Jl\ area of congestion. It awak-

ens the sluggish circulation. It

brings prompt relaxation and re-

lief from acute pain.

Absorbine, Jr. is agreeable to

use. It may be applied freely,

—

it cannot burn. It is ordinarily

stainless. Its pungent, agreeable

odor quickly disappears.

Have the magic bottle ever ready

for many regular toilet uses and
as first aid in emergencies.

07. F. YOUNG, Inc. Springfield, Mass.

§amines;

SAY "BAYER ASPIRIN" and INSIST!

Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for

Headache Neuralgia Colds Lumbago

Pain Toothache Neuritis Rheumatism

S«f<
?e^ which contains proven directions.

Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

i is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetic

! i,l, -a-.- mention MOTION PICTCKE MAGAZINE. 103 X
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Use ThisAmaiini
'Inventionand

ToI&epYoum

Sensational New Ii

tion Guarantees Y
Slick Shaves a Ye
More Blades to Bt
KRISS-KROSS

such a radical adv:
shaving comfort and
oray that it deserves
called much mo '

stropper. Rather it is a
blade rejuvenator. Makes
hundreds of keen, quick

like a master barbel
sure decreases
ally. Nickel jig flies up to
notify you when your blade

ting edge that slet

And now for my snui-liinv.

offer! For 30 days only, to in

free. Really 3 r;

jiffy. Five s,

in Razor Blades for Life."

WRITE FOR DETAILS AT ONCE!
This astonishing offer is limited. Send for informa-

tion on amazing kriss- Kmss inventions today. They
are never sold in stores—and they're even more re-

markable than I can tell you here. Clip the coupon
today. No obligate

AGENTS!
75-SJOO

vTrve MYSTERY
brums RAZOR

Soli one
FREE

Check bottom line and mail at oncel

RHODES MFG. CO.
'iiept." C-730. 'st" Louis! Mo.'

J
Rhodes Mfft. Co.
Dept. C-730. Pendleton and Cozens Ave

I St. Louis, Mo.

| Add re:

I City..

Pity the Little Sister
(Continued from page 39)

Whatever it was that Dickens and

Cruikshsnk had—that is what Dorothy

Gish could give to the screen. And prob-

ably never will.

She ought to interpret the kind of stones

that the Russian, Dostoyefsky, wrote.

Dramas of pity and sorrow and laugh-

ter. Life with the cover torn off.

All this is true of Constance Talmadge

—

*~^
in a lesser degree. Constance has

vivid and brilliant qualities that even
Norma with all her genius hasn't.

Norma is a sound, sure artiste; but she

has never given anything to the screen

with the unforgettable qualities of the

Mountain Girl in "Intolerance." It was
crude and immature and somewhat ama-
teurish. But it was believable and un-

forgettable. It had quality and distinction.

Constance is overawed by Norma's great

talent—just as Dorothy Gish is by Lillian's.

Further than that, Constance absolutely

refuses to take herself seriously. Once I

heard her shriek with laughter—derisive

laughter—when a director tried to get her

to do a certain scene of high emotion.

"What are you trying to do? Make a

sucker of me? Doing one of Norma's
scenes?" And her eyes danced with laugh-

ter. She really believed he was trying to

make fun of her.

("Wly enough, the mark of genius inw both Dorothy and Constance is their

happy-go-lucky attitude toward their work.
They have the same easy elasticity that

distinguishes great athletes. It is so easy

for them to do that they cant believe they

are good.
As to Lottie Pickford. ... I dont

know whether she ever could have been
a real actress or not. Lottie doesn't know;
for she never tried. Nobody knows.
Marie Prevost's little 'sister. Peggy,

simply threw up her hands and quit at the
post—as they say of race-horses. She
knew human perfection and the ultimate
heights of genius when she saw them. So
she fled screaming from the dazzling light

—and became a dancer.

When Shirley Mason knocked the film

world for a goal in a big emotional role

last winter, no one was so staggered with
astonishment as Shirley herself. She
thought that all the real acting ability of
the family began and ended with her sis-

ter, Viola Dana.

J
doxt want to give the impression that

these girls are deliberately held back by
their big sisters.

Quite the contrary.

Nobody believes in Dorothy Gish as does
Lillian. Same with Norma.
But they cant make little sister see it.

They try to shove them forward, telling

them these things I have said; but little

sister hangs back with her finger in her
mouth, twisting the corner of her pina-

fore, and giggles and savs : "Aw, no ; I

couldn't."

The worst of it is that the world is

mostly on the other side. It is inclined to

agree with the bashfulness of Little Sister.

It >eems too complicated to adore more than

one member of the family at the same time.

The best thing to do. if you have a big

sister possessed of genius, is to hate her.

Walk out on her pictures at the previews

;

vamp her best cameraman ; steal her direc-

tor : and elope with her press-agent.

The Prize - Winning Solution

of "The Affair at Dream City"
(Continued from page 93)

against him for keeping Congo, who was
described, as dangerous and vicious. The
representatives of the law took the wild
man away and placed him in a suit-

able institution. Before he was removed
Kruger had a private interview with him.
Congo wept a? Kurt protested that he
would come to see him often and would
'never forget him.

"You pulled me out of an awful scrape,
old fellow." he said softly, patting the
shaggy shoulder. "He deserved to die if

anyone ever did, and if you hadn't killed

him I shouldn't be back here on my old
job now. I'll stick to you and be your
friend as long as we both live*"

And he is keeping his word. But with
his usual facility in keeping a close mouth,
he never let any< ne know how he had
visited Congo the day before the tragedy
and deliberately used his power over him
in working on his savage and primitive
instincts to arouse a revengeful hate in

the wild man's breast against the man

who was coming to take away from him
his only friend and send that friend where

Congo would never see him again: nor

that when he returned that fatal night he

fully expected to find the job completed.

If it were not already done, the excuse of

his personal property in the office and his

legal tenure of the premises until midnight

would be sufficient to effect his entrance.

Once in, he meant to try the effect of his

hypnotic eyes again on Gill, whom he

rightly judged to be weakened by self-

indulgence and dissipation. Anything
might happen to a desperately d< I

man in the course of an hour. But above
all he hoped to find that Congo had been

before him.
With the mystery oi the C

Casetti's pearls cleared up. and I

murder apparently explained, the

of the public died down and the activities

of the police ceased. And Kurt Kruger.

his secret part in the

himself, still reigns at Dream C

o ar Review of" "Ben-Hur"
Turn back to Pagi S i or the last-minute review o f "Ben-Hi r." In order to

cue yoi the earliest >ppo rtunitv of learning all about this great new spectacle.

we w i r obli -ed to -uir criticism of Ren-Hur from the other

review s oi th • month r lis is in line with the new policy of MOTION PIC-
TURE MAC VZINE to f>

ve von the review s of the iev» pictures in the earliest

possible issue

riCTVKE MAGA.-IXn r



Would You Want to Be
! 7 at 70?

{Continued from page 22)

By MYRTLE STEDMAN:
I f seventy can look seventeen without ap-

pearing ridiculous, let woman be a peren-
nial flapper. But it isn't in the scheme of

. things. I know there are outstanding ex-

amples of old age looking like burgeoning
youth, but they are very, very rare and
a close scrutiny betrays the true age.

The secret of youthful maturity is within

us. Keep your mind young, not with the

banality of second childhood, but with a

broad understanding of life, and you will

have eternal youth.

By MARY BRIAN:

I doxt worry about getting old in looks,

but I do sometimes think about getting

"mentally old' and not being able to enjoy
things.

Money can help to keep one's appear-
ance youthful—money and time—but noth-

ing but a person's own self can keep one's

mind young.
When I see older people sitting around

looking frightfully bored at something that

is amusing me, I have a horrible feeling.

"Will I be like that some day? Oh, what
can I do to stop it

?"

If they invent a way to get minds lifted

when they sag, I'll have mine done, but I

cant get excited about beauty helps. Xot
yet anyway.

By LOUISE FAZENDA:

The right idea, I think, is to keep pace
with youth from day to day and never

let that old-age feeling get you.

I like to swim and rid;/ and hike and I

keep tit. There's no reason why I shouldn't
always do so.

So many old women say, with a quaver
in their voices: "At my age, I must lie

careful !" I hope I'll never get to the care-

ful age!
I tlont mean that I admire the giddy.

shecp-dressed-up-lamb-fashion type of

woman, either. I hope to stay alert, in-

terested and active forever.

I imagine that by the time I'm seventy,

science will have discovered all sorts of

miraculous ways of keeping us young, and
it will be considered as deplorable to let

yourself look old and worn as it is now
to permit your house to go to rack and
ruin.

By LILLIAN RICH:

I F seventy could fool the world into be-

lieving her seventeen. I'd approve, but
it cant be done. A professional may hood-
wink the public with make-up, lights and
retouching of pictures, but she cant hood-
wink her intimate friends.

Why should a woman wear herself out
with clays, transformers, paint and mas-
seuses for all the best years of her life?

It seems unreasonable to me. Whether or
not I'll change my mind when gray begins
to streak my hair and crows' feet nest my
eyes— I dont know !

By COLLEEN MOORE:

JV/jv husband tells me I'm still a child.

I know I enjoy my dolls' house and
I Ime to play games. One of the best

ways I can think of for sta3
ring young is

not to worry. I let other people do that.

I cant imagine myself old, somehow, and
it's hard to know what I'd do, but I think
I'd just keep young in my heart and enjoy
life all I could, and let the years take care
of themselves.
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From One Sentence To Millions

On March io, 1876, a single sen-

tence was heard over the tele-

phone. Now, after half a century,

50,000,000 conversations are
heard each day.

"Mr. Watson, come here; I

want you," spoken by Alexander

Graham Bell, the inventor, was
the first sentence.

His first crude instruments had
been tested by sounds and single

words; the patent had been

granted; the principle was estab-

lished from which a world of tele-

phones has since resulted. But
at that time the telephone had
not proved its practical useful-

ness—its power to command.

Bell's words, electrically trans-

mitted over a wire, brought his

assistant from another part of the

building. And with his coming,

the telephone became a dynamic
factor in human affairs.

Since that first call untold mil-

lions of sentences have been

heard over the telephone. Men
have traveled vast distances in

answer to its calls. The wheels of

great industrial enterprises have
turned at its commands. Every-

thing that man can say to man
has been carried to a distance over

its wires and the thoughts and
actions of nations have been
influenced through its use.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

and Associated Companies

BELL aJLfl SYSTEM

IN ITS SEMI-CENTENNIAL YEAR THE BELL SYSTEM LOOKS FOR-

WARD TO CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

Do You Make Mis- f%
takes in English f

WONDERFUL INVENTION

AND15 MINUTE TEST

A RAILWAY
TRAFFIC INSPECTOR

Sherwin Cody School of English, 403 Searle Building, Rochester, N.
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Glowing Cheeks and
Sparkling Gayety

Interpret most vitally the glamorous spirit

of youth and beauty. And brilliant scenes

of festive gayety bring out most radiantly

the vivid freshness of Pert Rouge.

It was the ardent glow of youth that in-

spired the creation of this new hand made
rouge. So fine and satin-smooth is its

texture, that its vivacious coloring shades

with exquisite subtlety into the natural

tones of your skin. Direct application to

the skin before powdering effects more last-

ing adherence. A second application after

powdering accents the warmth of the flush.

Shades for every complexion day or evening wear,
in dainty gold-finish metal case, 50c.

?ert Rouge

BATHASWEET

To keep you lovely
all day long

The girl who prides herself on her
attracti veness calls Bathasweet
her favc rite luxury, not only be-

cause it

because it adds so greatly to her
loveline ss thruout the day.

lust a spr nkle of it in her tub, and she
water as fragrant as a flower
nd so soft it cleanses the pores

healthy a

Then fen

scentless vttumc c linos abiuit her. keep-
ing her a

able. Yet
ways sweet and fresh and lov-
Bathasweet is inexpensive. 25c.

50c. $1.00 and $1.50 at drug and depart-

FREE- 4cansent Sou/«etf30HWriteuS

C. S.Welch Co., Dept.MR, 1907 Park Ave., N.Y.

dl06 Ever, a

Iage.

The Man Who Wouldn't Be a Second-Rater
(Continued from page 33)

brown eyes harbored a blinding light.

"Listen."

Arms clutched close to his sides, body
tense, head raised, he recited a cruel, bril-

liant poem excoriating life with all its

bitter futilities. It made us shudder.
"Years ago, when I was on the stage,"

he winced, as tho the words cut him, "I

discovered that poem. I was broke and
without a job. I didn't know where my
next meal was coming from. 1 looked
down from my hotel window into the
street far below. It would be so simple

• to jump and get everything over with. But
I didn't. Several days later, something
broke.

"That's the way I feel now. Have you
ever been in love?" We mumbled inco-

herently. "It's hell."

""The director called him and he walked
on the set to enact a scene in one of

his program pictures.

As we look back to the Jack Gilbert of
those miserable days, we cant help cheering
the Jack Gilbert of today. Something did
break for him and he climbed out of his

slough of despond with glorious results.

But how he adored Leatrice Joy in those

days. Like an impassioned knight of old,

he had courted her.

Spurning the offer of a good salary to

direct Hope Hampton in an Eastern studio,

he raced to Hollywood to take pot-luck
as an actor merely to be near Leatrice.

Leatrice had gone West from her home in

Xew Orleans. We believe it was either

in the East or the West that she divorced
her first husband, an advertising solicitor

on a Xew Orleans newspaper. We shan't

mention his name here, lie has since re-

Leatrice fought against surrendering to

Jack. She even left him to go to New
York and play with Tom Meighan in one
of his flickers. There were soft whisper;
of a romance for Leatrice, but quite sud-
denly, following an absence in the South
shooting exteriors, Leatrice departed for

the Coast and gave Jack the answer he had
been begging for. They w-ere wTed, rather
hurriedly, and after the ceremony, every
day was Fourth of July for them.

"WfHEX Leatrice left Jack a second
time, he lost hold of himself com-

pletely for a while. Xorman Ker
working on the Fox lot. Xorman is a

jolly soul who delights in toasting the

world, so Jack offered him the usi

bungalow dressing-room. What the League
of Xations is to the diplomatic corps. Jack ;

dressing-room was to the good-felkv.s
club!

"It's terrible. Cant do a thing with
him," chorused the studio glumly.

Jack had started a new pictur

Renee Adoree as his leading lady, the same
Renee is the heroine of "The Big Parade."
They kidded between scenes like a couple
of youngsters.

"Say, Renee, do you remember the time
you got lost and I took you home." Jack
laughed, and Renee retorted in kind, while
her fiance, Gaston Glass, stood by the
charcoal stove heating the chill;,

stared.

The director rehearsed a love

Those two played it. and they played it

200 degrees Fahrenheit.
"Cut." cried the director when they had

clinched long enough.
"Dont we take it again?"' Jack asked.

innocent-eyed.

Where Angels Fear to Tread
med front page 61)

I have just met Rod La Rocque, and here
we sit in a borrowed office at the De

Mille studio, all shiny golden oak and filing

cabinets, and he tells me, with rather
terrible simplicity that he hasn't the least

dread of dying, because he already has
died several times, and it wasn't such a
bad business.

"The first time was when I was a kid,"

says he, denting his grey sombrero with
big restless hands, "I remember it well.

There I was lying in my little bed with
my baby sister jiggling up and down in

her crib beyond. The doctor whispered
something to Mother and she gave an
awful scream and hid her face in her
hands. They sent for the priest to give

me the last rites. 'Rod, my boy,' he whis-
pered bending down, 'have you done any-
thing you'd like to confess:' And I whis-
pered, "Yes, I kicked my little sister

—

but

it was all her fault.'
"

Twice since he grew up, he tells me,
he was drowned, lie illustrates his

Struggle with a terrific undertow SO realis-

tically that I am smothered in a green
welter of water. I know that my feet

were wet when I went home ! It is really

very strange to sit here and see Rod I-a

Kocque, in a nifty grey tailored sports suit,

swim for his life among the filing cabinets,

face twisted into a mask of fearful effort.

"I didn't know which way to turn. I

might be swimming down instead .of up.

I'm a pretty husky chap—always have been,

but my strength wasn't any use to me then
—my arms and legs might have been straw.

tiseiiu'iit in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is guar:

But I thought, 'well, it would be
to go trying than just give up.' and then
I thought—queer the idiotic ideas \'.

into your head at a time like that

—

'Water is a necessity to life, and
can destroy it—how funny." A fish

pulled me ashore after I'd bet

several minutes and it took an hour to
bring me back to life."

""Then there was the time when he and his
1 best friend started out to dr:.

bany one winter's night after th.

in the friend's slim, low racing car. "He
said, 'you drive, Rc>d.' And I -

I'm darned if I do. I'm tired. Y
the wheel.' I f we'd known v.

coming . . . but it seems as if I m
sensed it somehow, for I put on
fur cap, the kind that pulls d*

your face. My friend laughed .-.:

my hi^-k appearance, but I would
If I hadn't I wouldn't have had .

now."
His features twist and I am staj

a horrified instant at a man without
"It was full moon and the counti
covered with snow. After we
city he let her out. Speed is tl

wonderful
hunk with it. We had :

to ourselves and were g _ -

an hour thru a lonely stretch i

when without warning tht

there in the road in fronl

wasn't more thai
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gloomed.

slipped
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Vf-s, they called Jack Gilbert tempera-
mental and hard to get along with.

Then they made him happy by promising
to let him star in "The Man Who Came
Back." But he didn't get the part. They
had promised to let him do "If Winter
Comes." but, for some strange reason, the

part had been given F
Yet thev branded him uni

Fox lot when he flew int

treatment.
Months passed and

played, worked thru them, away iron
Leatrice, now joining a group of rollicking

friends, now burying himself in his home
At last, Leatrice finished her picture. The\
were united and Jack cometed to dizzj

heights of happiness.

"Can you keep a secret?"

his arm thru ours one bright

walked us to his bungalow.
"Sure."
"There's going to be a newcomer in my

family in about six months." Mi- eyes

danced and a proud smile wreathed his

face.

"Oh, gosh, that's great." we congratu-
lated. Jack strode on his ecstatic way.

L-1 1- dazzling joy was short-lived. The
greatot crisis in his career, perhaps in

liis very life, loomed ahead of him. The
role promised him in "The Man Who Came
Back" was awarded George O'Brien. Jack
stormed Sol Wurtzel's office and lashed

him in stinging, unforgettable words. He
ended by breaking his contract and leaving

that studio a free man.
Immediately follow inn this came his last

break with Leatrice. Their tempestuous
life together raged to white-heat finale and

snapped asunder in a way that defied mend-
ing. Leatrice divorced him.

With his back against the wall. Jack-

slumped for a minute, too weak with suf-

fering to fight again. Theji he struck out.

And he won.
Success lias not gone to his head. Suc-

cess is an illusion. Jack Gilbert had his

illusions shattered during tin

fehen period of his career. Peril

is why he is such a generous, big-hearted
boy today.

Yes and No
(c ontinned from page 74)

Marie Corelli's "Vendetta." If "The
Green Hat" is ever produced, I hope to

see Leatrice Joy play the role of Iris.

For John Gilbert 1 suggest "Hamlet" and
Lew Wallace's "The Prince of India."

i A. Abbate,
Utica, New York.

She's for Society Films

VY/iiat is all this criticism we hear about
" the De Mille bath-rooms and immense
drawing-rooms pictured in the movies ?

Please, let them alone. It is with the

greatest pleasure that 1 go to see one of
these pictures of the elite, for that is as near
as some of US get to these beautiful things.

Let them he as impossible as they wish in

their lavishness. That is what we want

:

To go and feast our eyes on living con-
ditions that seem ideal.

It is real pleasure to see one of these
"living-room" sized bath-rooms with its

sunken bath that looks big enough to bathe
in without having to do a "Jack-knife
somersault" in order to get in. And the

(Continued on page 113)

r"
lations. There will
\s be a demand for

good art work, due to the" limited number who have
talent for drawing. If you

like to draw, an almost sure indication of talent,

don't fail to make the most of it. Modern busi-
s to the young man or woman who will develop
leal commercial art lines. Federal training has
on over s' vi c.il \.-ar> o[ low-pay struggling- and

See What These Young Artists Earn
E. M T.. Pasadena $500 a mo. M. K., New York $300 a
15. C. K., Minneapolis 335 a mo. C. P. I)., Chicago 400 a
I. K., New York 400 a mo. S. J. K., Tulsa. Okla 350 a
I. II. \\., SI. I.ouis 350 a mo. It. I!. 4{., Oakland 305 a
P. M. Jl., '

The average age of these young
inly a few of the hundreds who
through the Federal Course and ai

Learn at Home in Your
Spare Time

The Federal Course develops

These

iiiikc under Federal guid-
ind out what graduates
srs say

Send Today for "YOUR tion and:

FUTURE" it. wit*

An illustrated book telling about NOW.

Commercial Designing *

14^!) Federal Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

Gentlemen: Please send me "YOUR FUTURE" for which I enclose 6c

Sk>

cAmericas Foremost School r Commercial cJlit
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New Shampoo
Brightens

Faded Blonde Hair
No need now f r dul , streaky, faded, lustreless,

the new blonde hair sliam-

d on the hair to form film,

on which dust an divt quickly collect—causing the
•i ? discolored. Not only

keeps light hair f on, ,1: rkening, but actually brings

fluffy, silky. P.rnWiri,, I io sr:,l,, ,,,, hair. No in-

i 'sir's.' ' lii'gbly i'o.'o,,',',,,,' imIocI io, , i,'il,ii-,',rs hair.

Money Ik, ok if not dclightod. CM Iilondex today at
all good drug and department stores.

BLONDEX
^Tke. Blonde HairShampoo

HOW TO OBTAIN
BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!

Binghamton, N. Y.

Buoyant, steady and graceful

There's a joyousness— a sense of absolute

freedom about canoeing that comes with no

other sport. "What shall we do this sum-

mer ?" is uppermost in the minds of thou-

sands. Why not let an "Old Town Cauoe"
help answer the question for you?

You'll be mighty proud of your "Old
Town." These canoes are patterned after

actual Indian models. Graceful, sleek and

fast, "Old Town Canoes" win the admiration

of all who see them. Remarkably low in

price too. $64 up. From dealer or factory.

The 1926 catalog is beautifully illustrated

with all models in full colors. Write for

your free copy today. Old Town Canoe
Co., 6S3 Main St., Old Town, Maine.

'Old Town Canoes'
f>

My Funniest Scene
(Continued from page 29)

Then I begin to run with the body still

bumping along behind on my train and
go out into the courtyard, where the pris-

oner and the Prime Minister are still

fighting, just in time to save the Min-
ister's life when the prisoner's sword runs

thru the wax ' figure on my train instead

of thru his tummy.
(P. S. I've read this over and, gosh, it

doesn't sound funny at all, does it? Still, I

bet you snicker over it when you see it,

all the same.)

By Buster Keaton

HTo trv to pick out one scene from among
1 hundreds as "the funniest" is rather

difficult. I've tried to make them all funny.

Sometimes I wonder whether any of them

It's like being a parent. Your last brain

child is always the brightest. In my lat-

est picture, "Go West," I am impersonat-
ing a youth born with two strikes called

on him mentally, and who is working on
a ranch and doing his worst as a cowboy.
The cattle are being shipped to market
and, after a series of mishaps and adven-
tures, I run away with the train and its

cargo of sirloin steaks on the hoof all

alone.

Upon arriving in the market town, I try

to drive five thousand head of cattle to

the slaughter pens without aid. Anyone
who has ever tried to drive Old Bess
home from pasture will understand the

humor of my predicament. Naturally, the

cows run riot thru the city.

I almost smiled once while making this

scene, but saved my reputation by think-

ing quickly of what it was costing to

feed all those cows.

By Raymond Griffith

T x a recent picture I am playing a Crown
1 Prince who elopes with a little Ameri-
can girl on a Cook's tour.

Crown Princes are nearly always hu-
morous, and Cook's tourists always are.

The pursuit grows warm, but I am a hu-
mane man. My horse must have his

luncheon, elopement or no. So 1 stop at

a quick lunch, order a combination vege-

table salad and hold the bowl for the

horse to eat. while my army thunders
over mountain passes and other portions of

Southern California scenery in pursuit of

the elopers.

By Eddie Gribbon

Vou'n think from the way a burglar is
1 always good for a laugh in af film

comedy that policemen would get hysteri-

cal when they meet them, and a police

court with a couple of yeggs brought in

would be the jolliest spot in the world.

I've known several burglars in real life

and they didn't seem so awful funny to

me. But in "Seven Days" I've played a

comedy burglar for the twenty-seventh
lime.

I've been burgling a house and it gets

quarantined before I can get out of it.

For the rest of the film I have one fierce

time trying to keep out of sight of the

people in the house. In one scene I'm
hiding behind a stove, and the cook makes
a roaring hot fire and cooks a six-course

meal for the two cops who are watching

the house to see that the quarantined

people dont leave. I'm nearly roasted, but

every time I peek out there are a couple

of husky policemen sitting there enjoying
their dinner at their leisure. I cant stay

and I cant leave. This scene got more
laughs than any other I ever played.

By Louise Fazenda
I 've made a good many comedy scenes

that didn't seem half so funny as an
impromptu, one I staged the other day
while I was working in "Hogan's Alley."
On the next set John Barrymore was
making a scene of "The Sea Beast"—one
of his famous love scenes, to judge by the
throbbing South Sea music that crept
across to us.

Xow, I've always worshipped Barry-
more's work, and wondered whether I

would ever meet him. I'd even planned
what I would say to him if I did meet
him, but so far f hadn't been introduced,
tho we were working on adjacent sets.

In this particular scene I had to do
one of my falls. I had my arms piled

with packages and at the proper moment I

tripped and sprawled awkwardly forward
—and instead of stopping I went right

on under the edge of the scene and into

the South Sea garden where John Barry-
more was making romantic love to Dolores
Costello, with the cameras grinding and
everything hushed on the set

!

I felt as tho I had six arms and as

many legs as I picked myself up, ex-
pecting an explosion of wrath. I forgot
all the graceful, witty things I had planned
to say when I met John Barrymore and
blurted out : "I am Louise Fazenda."
And John Barrymore bowed, and re-

marked suavely, "Always glad to see you.
Miss Fazenda. You must drop in again
some time soon."

Then I went back to Hogan's Alley
and he went on making love.

By Jimmie Adams
YY^ell, I cant remember back further" than one picture, but there's one scene
in that that made the Grips and the juice

gang grin, and when a scene can do that,

it's funny. Mostly, when a comedian is

trying his darnedest to be amusing, and is

congratulating himself that he isn't so
had. he looks up to find the people on the

set gazing at him as glum as tho they'd

just heard of the eighteenth amendment.
This was an immigrant scene, with a

hunch of us dressed like foreigners wait-

let into the country. I've been
told that I dont get in because the quota
is full, and as my sweetheart is waiting
for me beyond the detention pen I'm feel-

ing pretty ^ad. A h ; g wop is sitting beside

me. He has a loaf of bread a couple

of yards long and some loud-smdli
visions wrapped up in a bandanna handker-
chief—some cheese about ready to walk

- ce and some garlics.

He cuts off a hunk of bread. -

puts some of the cheese on it an
it to the man on the oth«

sociable like. The man smells of it and
refuses it. and the big wop raps him over

the head with the loaf of bread and
knocks him out flat. Then he :

me and asks me if I'm hungry.
Naturally. I dont dare I

scowling all the time, the big c

off another huge hunk of

lays two or three whole garlics in be-

tween the pieces and offers it to me. And
he sits there and watches me eat every

bit of it,

By Charles Puffy

funniest scene is one in which I

play the role of a Pony
'

;sing the Great Open spaces. V
looks as tho he had just been unhitched

from a grocery wagon. The wv
sode of the hair-raising ride is I

burlesque on the V\

M*.

in MOTION PICTURE MAOAZIXE is guaranteed.
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Where Angels Fear to

'Tread
(Continued from page 106)

whether to crash into it—it wouldn't have
hurt our car any—or whether to swerve
into the ditch. I hope if I had been be-
hind the wheel I'd have done what my
friend did, but I dont know. As we shot

down into the ditch, I put up my hands
instinctively and pulled the fur cap down
around my face—and the wind-shield tinkled

on the frozen ground as I went thru."

When he came back to consciousness, the
moon had set. He could not remember
what had happened, from such a far place
he had come, until a sound came to his

ears, a low moaning. He managed to crawl
to the wrecked car and found his friend
inextricably crushed behind the wheel, un-
conscious and dying.

With ghastly realism he enacts the night-
mare effort of trying to pull the machine
from the mangled body with hands so weak
they could scarcely lift themselves.

"He was my best friend," says Rod
simply, "and I had to lie there and see

him die—or rather hear him die, which is

worse. It was—tough. In the morning a
milk wagon took me, to the next town and
they patched me up, and sewed me together."

A fear more ghastly than the mere dread
**• of death is that which sweeps even a
seasoned actor's soul on the opening night
( f a new play. "If they tell you they're

perfectly calm they're lying." Rod strides

up and down, papers flying before his

progress, chairs crashing. "There isn't an
actor who doesn't know that sickening
nausea of fear, the closing of the throat,

the blankness of brain that cant remember
a word of the first speech. Why I've seen
them have to kick Alice Brady onto the

stage on her opening nights. And Florence
Reed goes into hysterics and cowers into

a far corner and they drag her to the
wings by main force. I always used to

go out to the stage door and wait for the
call boy to come and find me in time for

my cue. I'd look up at the stars and I'd

say, 'Rod, my boy, they've been on the

job a long while. They dont care what
happens tonight. A hundred years from
now nobody will remember whether you
make a fool of yourself or not. You're
/iot making history, you know. It's all

in fun. T/hose people out there in front

aren't infallible themselves—they catch

colds in their heads and get on the wrong
subway trains and slip on banana peels.

They're only human "

I have known Rod La Rocque half an
hour or so. His own mother has known
him considerably longer, yet I doubt if she

would venture to ask him the question I

ask now, with an interviewer's right to

mind someone else's business. "Rod, why
haven't you ever got married ? Here you
are—what? Twenty-seven? Dont you
ever want a home—children?"

Ami if she did ask him, I am quite sure
** —knowing families—that he wouldn't
answer her as he answers me now, from
the heart out—"Children ? Do you know,
my greatest wish—the thing that would
make me proudest and happiest in all the

world—would be to be a father. It—well,

it Gets you to think of that, doesn't it?

There's no picture I could make, no fame
1 could earn that would be a triumph like

that

—

to be a father "

The grey hat is crushed into shapeless-

ness between those big restless hands. "But
love I dont know. I've been in love

*» d out of love ever since I can remem-
(Continucd on page 117)

A Genuine Underwood No. 5

Own a Typewriter !

ABargam You Can'tIgnore! Every ^S^^3$JS^i^7ra^^iSSS>
Member of the Family Will Use ^^y^^^t^^T^^x^
andEnjoyIt! Try it FreeandSee! gg^^^&g^ 5f«iMl

right machine at the right price; we sell the largest

GET YOUR typewriter business houses.

now. A genuine, Ship- m • + i _ Mnrmnl
man-Ward rebuilt Under- J-YPiSt s Manual
wood—"the machine you
will eventuallybuy."Don't
send a cent, but do get our
special offer—valuable
bookon typewriting—free.

You can learn to write on
this standard-keyboard Underwood in a
day. In a week, you'll feel lost without it!

The free trial will prove it. Our rebuilt plan
gives you the best machine and a big saving.

Act NOW If Ever!

FREE
Get our catalog free ; quotes

lowest prices and most liberal

terms in existence. We'll sen.

a manual free, too; it contain
valuable instruction for learning
rapid typing, useful pointersforall
who use a typewriter, examples of
business forms, social Co
work for others, etc. Clii

[Mail This NOW I

! Underwood No. 5 isSpeak up, if you
SO popular this lot we re completing now won i oe
long in selling! Rebuil from top to bottom—every
single worn part replaced. New typewriters are
guaranteed for a year; we guarantee this one five
years! That's our Better-Than-New Guarantee.
And we guarantee a big saving!

We don't want a penny now. Nor any money at
J

all, unless this proves the typewriter bargain of«,l p q

IShipman-Ward Mfg. Co.
2023 Shipman Bldg., Chicago

I

Please send FREE, full offer, catalog, typing
manual, and outline your free course in Touch

I Typewriting, without obligation

!

J
Name

Street or R. F.D _ _

BE A DETECTIVE Earn Big Money

Experience unnecessary. Particulars free. Write Dept. UP.

American Detective System. 1S63 Broadway, New York

\Print Your Own

«*m *
Your Choice

Musical
instruments

FREE To Our
Students

Your choice of a Violin. Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Gui-
tar. Banjo, Cornet, Ukulele, Banjo Ukulele, Guitar,
Mandolin or Banjo Mandolin. You will be proud to

own any one of these instruments and you can ha-ve
one absolutely f ree. A few cents a day for lessons is

your only expense. Our system of teaching is so easy
that you can play several pieces by note with the first

four lessons. We guarantee success or no charge.
Instrument and lessons sent on one week's free
trial. Write for booklet today, no obligation.

CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Orchard and Willow Streets, Oept. 19, Chicago, Illinois

lV
<22fc?'2ferj6(

COLORS
your gray hair in

ONE APPLICATION
Not afTected by salt water, bathing,

perspiration, oils, hair tonics, shampoos,

| or previous dyes. Will not stain scalp or rub

i off. Composed Henna and Herbs; Harmless.

I Easily applied at home. 14 Shades. P.P. $1.60

S Defies detection. White Henna for lightening

« hair grown dark $2.25. Free advice and booklet.

$ B. PAUL,JepU.J,2 1 W£9th St., N.Y.C.
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Give to your skin and com-
plexion the alluring charm
rendered by "Beauty's Master
Touch." A bewitching, fas-

cinating complexion with just

a suggestion of the mystic,

seductive touch of the Orient.
The appearance is rendered
instantly. Just apply SC7

GoURAUDS

ORIENTAL

CREAM
Made in White, Flesh and Rachel, also

in Compacts, all shades, 50c. and $1.00
Send 10c for trial size.

Ferd. T. Hopkin. & Son. New York

PLAYS

r Make-up
ILLUSTRATED CATA-

WRITE NOW.
I. S. Denison & Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 45 Chicago

;25c

Lenor Ankle Reducers
ALLY LOOK THIN

WHILE GETTING THIN
Different in reducing action from all

,1,
.
Si; r :i, 1 hi..' :w I...

.

I ill 1 p. .run |. I
.

G. COMPANY

/THICK
V ANKLES

SPOIL

. YOUR
\ APPEARANCE

'Ye Gods! I've Been Interviewed'
(Continued from page 25)

"That your success is due not to your
brains, but to the fact that you have always
managed to keep around you better men
than you are yourself," said the A. M.
with a merry twinkle in his eye

—"pardon

my modesty."
"Quite right, that is why you are here,"

bowed the E.-in-C. meekly.

"My hat is off— I apologize."

"It has always puzzled me where you
get all your information and where you
keep it stored."

"Right here," said the A. M., raising an

index finger to his eyes and then above

them to his upper forehead. "I might add
that my ears also come in handy. Eye?

have I, ears have I, and right above them is

a large storehouse full of little cells where
I have everything packed away. Then I

have encyclopedias, dictionaries, and all

kinds of records and files which I some-
times refer to when my storehouse fails

to yield up what I want. Then I have
lots of visitors, and, once in a while the

players themselves write to me and come
in to see me and on such occasions I add
largely to my storehouse of knowledge."
"Do you remember the first question you

ever ansv
"One of the first answers was : 'Under

no circumstances can I give the personal

address of any of the players. I do not

know the reason why the Biograph Com-
pany dues not give the nanus of their

players.' I guess the reason was that they

feared the players would get up-sl

ask fur bigger salaries. I think I got a

lue.-tioiis asking if Mary Pick-

ford's curls were real. And, say, do you
remember that first visit of Little Mary?
(ice! what a thrill I gut when she offered

home in her car."

"And you wouldn't let her, you old skalli-

wag—you were too bashful—I saw you
blush way up on top of your dome."

"Yes, but I used to ride around with
Anita Stewart," humbly pleaded the A. M.
"You know you used to drive her down
to her sister's, Mrs. Ralph Ince's place out
on Long Island, and vou alwavs took me
with you."

"Yes, but you would never go with her
alone. And when Xorma Talmadge used
to come here and have luncheon with us
in our grill, it was like pulling teeth to get

you to join us."

"Alas, alack, Xorma never comes here

any more," sighed the A. M.

"Che's married—and afraid you'll vamp
her."

"No, she's arrived. She doesn't need us

any more. Do you remember the time the

Pansy Motion Picture Correspondence Club
sent a committee and presented me with

that big silver loving-cup? Xorma \va>

here that day."

"Yes, I rememlier. Do you still live in

that hall-room, and do you actually do
your own cooking and laundry?"

"Sure, why not? And it's a pleasure.
My landlady often tries to butt in, but every
time she gets in there she gets everything
out of order, so I try to keep her out."

"Now see here, my lad, I am going to

tell you a secret. Your landlady came t >

see me recently and I believe she is in love

with you or she wouldn't take such an
interest— watcher step. son. She told

me that your room was a sight and that
I should do something to add to your com-
fort ; that it was so full of books, papers,

letters, pictures and old junk that

quite imj

without upsettii -

(Continued on page 122)

Gossip of an Old-Timer
(Continued /

When Norma Did Heroics

Mqrma Talmadge
1>(

the heights, but if

to scale

you turn back the

calendar to The AtlSWCr Man you will

discover that this popular star was not

afraid to do the heroic work they per-

form in serials. Norma certainly scaled

the heights in "Just Show People"—a pic-

ture in which she did a thrilling (lying

act.

Another Thriller

time by Richard Will, an actor not seen

so much these modern days. During the

of "The. Charge oi the Light

Brigade," he fell so realistically from his

horse that he broke his collar bone. And
in lieu of a physician. Mr. Xeill actually

set the hone himself, against the pommel
of his saddle!

March, 1914

Rattling the Skeleton

To indicate that several of
1

well-

known screen thespians were troupers

long before l
l) 14. we shall rattle the skele-

ton' in their theatrical closets, culling the

information from What They Here
Doing a Would you
know that Frank Currier, the character

actor, was plaving a minor role in "Way
Down East" in 1903—and that David
Torrence appeared in the musical comedy.

"The Sho Gun," in 1
CHM—and tl

Steppling, another character ad
•une Sykes in "The Billionaire."

another musical show—and that James
- lpported Viola

Allen for several wars in Shakespearian

March, 1915

Making an About Face

T Ild-Timeb is here to tell
1

1»15 lie handled the megaphone
of the Victor companies and among the

players who heeded his instruct

Jeanie MacPherson. At that tin
-

write for the scree:.-

lias written a deal of screen

the scenarist for Cecil De Mille.

How They Started

I t is int
1

the screen pi..

According to some bri.

this March. 1915,

adopted a film c

a decent home life. It

to know that he

Fawcett, when that aeto- -

Fighter." Farle Metcalfe was
teen dollars a

company when I



His Quick Eye
Saw the Soft White
Beauty ofHer Underarm

Soft, white and intriguingly beautiful it

showed as she paused with raised arm
before the all revealing mirror. Into
his eyes there sprang a quick look of
admiration, of tenderness. His words
were weighted with happiness for her

—

impulsive, eager, complete with sur-

render to her beauty, made exquisite
with Neet, the hair removing cream.

Neet brings beauty and happiness.
With this dainty cream you simply
rinse the offending hair away. No other
method of hair removal is so rapid and
convenient, so thorough and satisfac-

tory. You can get the ready-to-use 1 iber-

al sized, 50 cent tube ofNeetat 35.000
Drug, Department andHosiery Stores.

, ST. LOUIS

Neetjl
The Hair Removing Cream *>

ARE YOU READING MOVIE
MONTHLY ? IT'S GREAT !

Dandruff
and

Loss of Hair ;||fi
Do not neglect the warning of ,

' I

thc itching scalp-Krep your ,1
head free from dandruff and ' 1
the pores and oil ducts clean by \ I

the frequent use of Glover's
Imperial Mange Medicine. I I

Thia well-known application
not only removes and prevents dandruff but
stimulates the hair roots and makes the oil

glands (unction properly, bringing about a
healthy condition of the hair and scalp. It heals
the tender spots and itching scalp caused by
caked dandruff and restores the dry skin to its

normal softness.

GLOVERS
IMPERIAL

MANGE MEDICINE

with Glover's Imperial Medicated Soap.

For sale at
Druggists*, Barbers', and Hairdressers'

Write for Free Book
"How to hare Beautiful Hair and a Healthy

Scalp," by Dr. H. Clay Glorer

Addrns H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Dept S-37 1 1 9- 1 2 1 Fifth Ave. , NewYork City
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The Box-Office Speaks

over capacity. In Los Angeles, at Grau-
man's Egyptian Theater, "The Big-
Parade" is averaging around $22,000 a
week.
"The Merry Widow" has been doing

splendidly about America. At the small
New York Embassy Theater it has been
holding around $8,500 a week. It did
$55,000 in four weeks at the Columbia, in
Washington, which is a film record for
Y\ ashington. It is holding up to $24,000 a
week at the Million Dollar Theater in Los
Angeles as this issue goes to press. It hit
Chicago during a holiday slump and did
not do so well, but in Kansas City it

topped the record figures.

"Stella Dallas'' is running along steadily
at the Apollo Theater in New York at

$13,500. This means that each per-
formance is practically capacity.
"The Phantom of the Opera" is gener-

ally doing well. It played a second New
York engagement, at the Colony, to big
business. In Chicago the slump carried it

down, however.

"A Kiss for Cinderella" got off
** nicely at the Rivoli Theater in New
York to big holiday business. "The Van-
ishing American'' closed the Criterion
Theater in New York to pictures, the
Famous Players turning the house over to

its speaking theater branch. Charles
Frohman, Inc. "The Vanishing Amer-
ican

-

' never got going to any really big
business at the Criterion. It hit around
$5,000 in its last week.

Reports from about America indicate

that Pola Negri's "A Woman of the

World" is not doing so well. D. W.
Griffith's "That Royle Girl," on the other
hand, hit big business in Baltimore, Chi-
cago and other cities. Cecil B. De Milk's
"The Road to Yesterday" is not approach-
ing the record of any of his previous pic-

tures. A curious situation is presented by
Rudolph Valentino's "Cobra" and "The
Eagle." "Cobra" is fiivering everywhere
while "The Eagle" is drawing big busi-

aess. You never can tell

!

Theda Bara's "The Unchastened Wom-
an" was tried for a week at the Randolph
in Chicago and did but $3,300, the lowest

point business had ever touched at that

theater.

OUR APRIL ISSUE
In this issue of MOTION PIC-

TURE MAGAZINE you have read
about what the feminine stars

think of Fannie Wards philosophy
of eternal youth. In our April
number, we are publishing the

mans side of the problem. You'll
be interested in what men really

think of women who go in for
"artificial youth."

And, coming in our April i^sue, is

a story of the most unusual wife in

Hollywood —Airs. Eric von Stro-

heim. Married to the most tempera-
mental man in the business, Mrs.

1 von Stroheim has made her mar-
riage a success. Alice Tildesley's

article about the wife of the direc-

torial genius tells you the story of

von Stroheim's romance.
Lincoln Stedman has written a

story for us. It is called "Growing
Up With the Movies." And you'll

find it in the April issue.

Order your copy of Motiox Pic-

ture Magazine for April from
your newsdealer today.

.Make
i^four

Home

HOW a hand-
some rug, a

prettily shaded
lamp, a big comfy chair makes
home new. As you survey the
rooms of your own home, picture

what a delightful transforma-
tion a new piece of furniture

here or a suite there will bring!

The New Larkin Book
Offers the Ideal Way
There's a cheerful, helpful plan

whereby you may place these desired

furnishings in your home NOW and
pay for them on the most convenient
liberal terms—The Larkin Better
Homes Plan. The new Larkin Catalog
pictures suites, tables, lamps, rockers,

rugs, curtains, silverware, china, etc.

and tells of this plan which delights

thousands of home makers. There's a
copy of this book for you.

Mail Coupon To-day

Z&rk£tt Cor«c.

Buffalo, N. Y. Chicago, 111. Peoria, 111,

Send me my copy of the new Larkin Catalog
No. 245 picturing fine furniture for every room
of the home, and telling of the popular Larkin
Better Homes Plan.

Street and No

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

4AISON D'OR — Par/ume,
•7 Fourth Ave. OesH21 New York Ci

nil"
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Careful, conscientious training by members of

our faculty made this possible. Today trained

newspapers, etc., both men and women

—

Earn $200 to $500 a month and more
The present splendid opportunities in this

field have never been excelled. Thousands of

publishers buy millions of _ dollars; worth of

hiHhc! : of i

.. IIlus

If you like to draw, '.

our fortune. Develop
t so does anything wor

The Federal Course i Proven Result Gettei

SEND TODAY FOR
"A ROAD TO BIGGER THINGS"

young man and

'

« . :itiriay

3096 Federal School Bldg.

°the ^Secret of a Sfri)

that'sJthoays young
s i lltw i iillOlr:: .ili.i,..nl

mortcd complexion oils ant

M
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Advertising Section

A Home Built by Drama
{Continued from page 41)

bathroom. They seem to expect me to

have a tailored sort of bathroom—prob-

ably blue and white—and look at it!"

Tr's rose and gray, and on the tiled wall

above the tub are two rose-colored

fishes sportively chasing their own tails.

"Memorial to the Galloping Fish," smiled

Louise. "They tell me this comes from
working for De Mille, the man who made
bathtubs famous."
The house that is growing into a home

holds treasures that have been handed
down in the Fazenda family from one
generation to another—great-grandmoth-

er's wedding gown, all yellowed with years,

its Spanish veil, hand-woven, beginning to

fall apart; twin vases with preposterous

porcelain flowers cherished by a remote

ancestor ; a little French nursing chair

where long ago babies were soothed and

fed.

There is the first picture that Louise

ever noticed, a little laughing newsboy with

a penny in his hand.

"They used to call him Jimmy and tell

me stories about him," she remembered.
"I thought he was a real boy and looked

for him on the street."

And there is Hortense, her first and only

doll. She has red hair and a broken neck
and shows evidence of having been "treated

rough," but her smile is undimmed.
An old coach box stands by the friendly

hearth.

"W/e take overnight bags with us for
vv week-ends now," said Louise, as she

bent over its shabby lacquer, "but when
this was new, it was all the rage. Here's

the 'secretary,' with writing materials and
seal; here's the tray for toilet articles—
ivory shoe-horn, comb and finger-nail

cleaner, and underneath is the space For

'nightrails.' They were wearing short

hair, shingle, bob and all. and here are

the curling-irons every lady carried !"

There is a beautiful old French desk
with an intriguing secret drawer. Louise
picked it up in an old shop in the foreign

quarter of her home town. Los Angeles.

The drawer was mentioned, but not re-

vealed, and she had the thrill of discover-

"It's so obvious that nobody'd think of

looking for it—but 1 wouldn't trust my
most valuable possessions there. I adore
things that make me feel the way 1 did

when 1 was little—that's really the way
of the secret drawer. When 1 was a

child, 1 loved kaleidoscopes, so on the stair

landing I'm having fixtures with tiny

stained-glass, mirror-backed pendants that

catch and reflect the light. Maybe it's

silly, but it gives me a sort of Christmas-

"Delativitv" was something that Louise
IX didn't consider when she was gather-

ing up the "glass and silver and iron and
tin" that go to make a home. She took

what she liked. The result might have
been a junk-shop. But it isn't. The giant

sword of the time of Jean the Good rests

against a tapestrj that sets it off to per-

fection, tho it belongs to another age and
another country; the copper pots of

(.'.-echo-Slovakia seem at home on their

New Kngland shelves. The early Empire
chair tits macicallv into the scheme of

things that conta ' mial tip-

AMOND

ITCH

oa bT1 charges paid. Highest

$42.50.

10 DAYS9 FREE TRIAL
If not satisfactory or If yon_ can duplicate

SA.OS'PER MONTH

Your
skin can be

quickly cleared

K^H^IW'^
of Pimples, Black-

m'M> headi
-
Acne Eruptions on

-J? the face or body, Barbers Itch

and Eczema, Enlarged Pores, Oily
or Shiny Skin. CLEAR-TONE has
;n Tried. Tested and Proven its merits
over 100,000 test cases.

^Sf| TC «n WRITE TODAY for mv Free
«_. » B^ * Booklet—"A Clear-Tone^^^^f^*M* Skis"— telling how I cured
I myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.

B E. S. GIVENS 222 Cfceakal BUt. faaus «,. lit.

MIDGET NAME CARDS
THE LATEST NOVELTY SOc. Per Book

Each book contains SO perfect little name cards, size

ick. tan. rrern oc red. I

card. Name inO'.d E-

:

complete 50c. Swid (t

ncy order. Satisfaction cuarantred

„oney refunded. AimuU'i'Ul.
MIDGET CARD SHOP

"I've thought of that." admitted Louise.

dont expect to, but it's the improbable
(Continued on page 113)
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Greet Him with
EYES that Glow

Clear, healthy EYES, glowing with
vitality, reward the use of Murine.
It soothes and brightens EYES
wearied by sewing, reading or office

work—relieves the irritation caused

by sun, wind and dust. Murine
takes away not only the tired look
but the tired feeling.

When you use Murine you have
the assurance that millions have
used it for a quarter of a century,

that it is hygienically prepared, and
that every ingredient is supremely
beneficial to the EYES.

1fli
URINE,

rtniT* nOSE dPJUSTER

• GUARANTEED. fcjmtffl

NEWARK.' N. J. Feb. '23

BEAUTYPEEL 'UNMASKS
.j iiu'j;:>i

STOP sneezing;
S Rub nasal passages with E

\lhentholatum\
cooling, antiseptic, clears head

Ye [id No
{Continued from jiagc 107)

drawing-rooms are not so overdone. I

have been in some that you could put an
ordinary home into.

You may have your Westerns and much
as I like a mystery, detective, Oriental
and good business story, I will take a
society play any day with all its gorgeous
costumes and beautiful and spacious
rooms. Please, give us the spaciousness,

Mr. De Mille, and make the bath-rooms
as large as you wish, the larger the better

will suit us. I am for you and so are all

the rest that like this sort of a picture.

We like to think of your heroines as sweep-
ing haughtily thru these lovely rooms and
with their beautiful jewels and clothes

shine like creatures of another world. O,
yes ! Spread it on as thick as you like,

Mr. Director, for we swallow it, hook,
line and sinker and call for more.

Ida G. Billixgs,

Albert Lea, Minnesota.

Shakespeare on the Screen

T would kke to see William Shakespeare
pace upon the silverscreen and make

movie-goers stop crying for realism, more
realism; art, more art: exciting situations,

love, romance, etc ! Where is one to find

more realism, art, romance and actual ex-
citement than in the immortal tragedies

painted with the subtle brush of the great-

est of dramatists?
Producers still long for better plots,

actors for better roles and fans for better

movies; but I wonder if a few great and
true picturizations of Shakespeare's plays

wouldn't make the public sit up and take

notice ?

Many would tell me, "People dont like

Shakespeare. His plays wouldn't prove
popular on the screen."

Perhaps there are only a few who truly

appreciate Shakespeare, but what the

screen wants and needs is stories into

which the joys, trials and tragedies of

human existence are merged—stories re-

plete with the drama of living'.

How about John Gilbert as Hamlet.
Ramon Xovarro and Mary Astor as the

immortal lovers, Romeo and Juliet, Lon
Chaney as Macbeth and Shylock and
Xovarro as Julius Caesar?

Helex Marie Jelliffe,

Galesburg, Illinois.

A Home Built by Drama
(Continued front page 112)

that sometimes happens. I think it's fatal

to provide a home for a husband. It takes

away his self-respect—or I've supposed
that was what did it. . . . But I'd hate to

leave my home. So I think I'd let him
buy half of it. He could have it at cost

and it would be a bargain. Then he
wouldn't have to think twice about burning
the rugs with his cigarets, scratching the

woodwork with his boots or whatever he
enjoyed. Thev'd be his rugs and his wood-
work.
"So I believe I'll save all the bills for

the house on the off chance
!"

She looked at the interviewer. Then
she looked at the fire. Then she laughed,
the chuckling little laugh that makes you
laugh, too.

Was she serious?

Or was she just the "Miss Pagliacci,"

who can never be taken seriously, no mat-
ter what she says?

Of course '

you hate

Gray
Hair

EVERY woman does, and most men!
Your friends may tell you it's be-

coming and distinctive. You know that

they secretly think you're getting "old."

The remedy is—scientific restoration

by the use of a famous hair cosmetic.
Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
stops gray hair. Free trial bottle proves
this—mail coupon.

Clean as water

You apply the clear, colorless liquid with
a comb and watch the gray disappear.

In a few days there's a transformation

—

the original youthful color is back!

No interference with shampooing—
nothing to wash or rub off. Nothing
whatever to remind you that once you
were gray.

Mail coupon for trial bottle

Fill out carefully, using X to indicate

color of hair. You'll receive Patented
Trial Kit with directions for testing on
a single lock of hair.

Then when you know how to get rid

of gray hair, easily, quickly with perfect
results, get a full-size bottle of Mary T.
Goldman's Hair Color Restorer and be-
gin complete restoration. Your druggist
can supply you—if he can't, order direct.

Shipment by return mail, postage paid.

Over 10,000,000 bottles sold
r ----- Please print your name and address — — — — n

[ MART T. GOLDMAN,
, 946 C Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.

|

I Please send your patented Free Trial Out- I

I fit. X shows color of hair. Black dark '

J
brown medium brown auburn (dark '

' red) light brown :. light auburn
J

|
(light red) blonde

' Name '
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Claire Windsor, Conrad Nagel,
in Dance Madness, new Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer production.

Their hair looks right
T\ON'T let carefree hours be
•-^ spoiled by uncertainty over
the looks of your hair.

It's so easy today to keep hair smooth,
smart— all evening— all day in fact.

Stacomb trains the most difficult hair
to lie smoothly in place. Brings out all the

matted or greasy looking.

Helps prevent dandruff too. Stacomb
comes in jars, tubes and liquid form. All
drug and department stores.

Free
Offer

Standard Laboratories, Inc.

Dept. 0-27 ,113 W. 18th St., N.Y.C.
Please send me, free of charge,

a generous sample of Stacomb.

You Can't Hide
Your Weakness

RESTORE YOUR PEP

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK
It will tell you more about muscle building and
health than any other book available.

1I0KEL STRONGFORT
JLpiuiMu) and ftvilih Specialist lor over '25 Y'""l

Dept. 125, NEWARK. N. I.

~REE~CONSULrvi ION

Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Strongfort Institute, Dept.

I
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Are They Extravagant?

(Continued from page 57)

good stocks and bonds," he said. "One
time, not so long ago, I was down and
out. I had made thousands in pictures and
did not have a sou to show for it. I

thought then that if I ever did make any
kind of a salary again I would save half

of that. But I have done better than that,

and for more than a year I have been put-

ting aside a good three-quarters of my
earnings. Besides my home, I own quite

a lot of Los Angeles real estate, I have
my own car and I live comfortably but

not extravagantly."

The Conrad Nagels manage to live com-
fortably and economically at the same
time. Mrs. Nagel is an excellent manager.
They employ three servants : a cook, a

second maid and a nurse for their five-

year-old daughter, but they do not keep
chauffeurs, tho they have two cars. Mr.
Nagel bought a home in Beverly Hills

this year and completely furnished it. thus

making a big dent in his bank-account.
Still, there was money enough to invest in

Hollywood and Los Angeles real estate.

By this time, if you figure it out, you
will see that a star finds many uses for his

or her pay check. Of course, the top-

notchers like Miss Swanson and Pola
Negri and the others make so much money
that one wonders how they can possibly

spend it. But just move the manner of

living ahead one or two pegs and you will

see the answer. Instead of buying merely
diamonds, Tola buys emeralds and real

pearls. Her collection of jewelr
queen's to shame. Instead of owning ten

dresses, Miss Swanson owns a hundred.
In-trad of supporting one little orphan,

Mary Pickford supports a whole orphan-
age. Instead of buying a small house,

Norma Talmadge buys a few apartment
houses. Vnd so it goes. Sables instead

of seal, Hispano-Suizas instead of Buicks,

Persian rugs instead of domestic cues.

They can get along without them, you say?
Perhaps one can get so thoroly accustomed
to luxuries that in time they become actual

necessities.

That's Out
{Continued from pag

Leaving 'Em Flat

An actor was telling me that he has
** worked only three days in the past

eight months and is going to quit the

movies. Reminds me oi the employee who
resigned because his boss stopped his pay.

Hint to Directors

If directors would have cartons of
1 placed all over the studio, maybe the

acting in the cinema would improve. It is

noticeable that over three-quarters of the

picture mimes reach hastily for their trusty

cigaret whenever the scene reaches a place

that requires a little thinking or acting.

Bernard Shaw on the Movies

Dernard Shaw complains of the list ofu everybody employed in the film from
the star to the press-agent's office boy,

being shown on the screen. He writes:

"We shall soon have to sit for ten minutes
at the beginning of every reel to be told

who developed it. who fixed it. who dried it.

who provided the celluloid, who sold the

chemicals, and who cut the author's hair."

Remove PIMPLES
facu&nc-

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

to play Piano. Organ. Violin. Mandolin,
Guitar. Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players Your
only expense about 2c per day for music and postage osed.

AMERICAN SCHOOL ol MUSIC. 70 lakeside Bidg.. CHICAGO

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to fire pounds a week

DON'T
BASHFUL

r
Play the%FREE WsIL

i GUITAR J arid Case -
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Children's

Mistetvle-MUd
Of course, you know good

old Musterole; how quickly,
how easily it relieves rheu-
matic and neuralgic pain, sore
joints and muscles, stiff neck
and lumbago.
We now want you to know CHIL-

DREN'S MUSTEROLE, made es-

pecially for infants and small children.

CHILDREN'S MUSTEROLE is

just good old Musterole in milder
form. Unexcelled for the relief of
croupy coughs and colds ; it penetrates,

soothes and relieves without the blister

of the old-fashioned mustard plaster.

Keep a jar handy. It comes ready to
apply instantly, withoutfuss or bother.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio

CHILDREN'S

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE

DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them ap-
pear naturally dark, long and
li. umi.t. A'i.: • v.y ikrful .

h. -",.

MAYBELLINECO. CHICAGO

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FRF.E!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson, Mich.

EarrTlOOaWeeiV
Profits inAdvance Ja

Sell Gibson extra fine men's made-to-ord<
all-wool suits at $31.50, direct to wearei
Regular $55 values. Biggest commis-
sions paid in advance. We deliver
and collect. 6x9 cloth samples (over 100
styles — all one price) and complete
outfit in handsome carrying case, fur-
nished to ambitious men who want to
earn $100 weekly. Write today.

W.Z. GIBSON, Inc., 161 W. Harrison St., Dept.0498 Chicago

Wnei you

Advertising Section

The Picture Parade
(Co Inued from page 80)

needed. Only the cameraman was needed,
aside from Geraghty's gift for injecting
the necessary blarney and sentiment. It

is the kind of story which, if interpreted
on the stage, would have called for an
Irish tenor singing sweet songs of "Mother
Machree."

It tells of the trip of a New York
cop to the mother sod, where he doubles
as a Lord and saves him from his schem-
ing relatives. Naturally, it contains hokum-
ized blarncv. The Lakes of Killarncy are
enchautiugly beautiful and Dublin has an
air about it, too. But with all its Irish

flavor, it didn't merit the trip over to

make it. Meighan doesn't add to his his-
trionic stature here. He has become far
too restrained in his acting. This popu-
lar star will go into an eclipse if he doesn't

Bright Lights—Romance

Rack to the rustic story comes Charles^ Ray, bidding for your approval. In

"Bright Lights" the erstwhile favorite
stages a pretty good sort of comeback.
(hire more he has the opportunity to mel-
low his lemons role—thai of the bashful.

barefoot boy of the country. That he has lost
none of his knack for this type of charac-
terisation since he branched 'out for bigger

md faded is proved in his acting
here. As lor the story—well, we all know
that it has been ground thru the movie
machine a good many years. It is now
worn pretty fine. As a result, we cannot
expect too much from it.

Let it be written that the country boy
has an affair with a chorine who likes

him because he is "different." This spells

some fair-to-middlin' incidents. The "kick"
enters when the bucolic youth returns to
the bright lights of the city—togged out
with all the sartorial splendor and adapt-
ing the swank of a Broadway sport.

—

oldwyn.

The Only Thing—Romantic Drama

Dlaying loose with the Graustark pattern,

Elinor Glyn dangles her puppets upon
the mythical kingdom chessboard and de-

clares a holiday. This is nothing but a
rubber-stamped tale done in the Madame's

it manages to hold the attention. Then it

proceeds to take itself seriously—what with
a revolution, violent murders and sudden

The story is much inferior for the

talents of 'the east. Eleanor Boardman
makes a lovely lady in a blonde wig and
freteuds to be just what she represents
herself. There is db/nity in her acting.

Edward Connelly, looking a great deal like

the Phantom in his grotesque make-up,
causes one to shudder over the reality with
Which he invests his role. The director.

sensing the weakness of the plot, nearly
overcomes it with some gorgeous trim-

mings and trappings of court. Its appeal
rests entirely with the eve. The story

would be returned with a rejection slip if

submitted by one whose name means less

than Mme. Glyn's.—Metro-Goldwyn.
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Quick Easy Way to

Learn Drawing
How you can earn big money in
Commercial Art, Illustrating, De-
signing or Cartooning, without being
a "genius," and regardless of your

present ability.

Never was there such a need for artists

as today! Business, revitalized, needs
thousands. Illustrated catalogs, advertise-
ments, posters, circulars, trade-mark de-
signs—countless pieces of art work are
needed by the busy business world. 48,868
periodicals are published in America—every-

one of them needs the services of at least

two artists for each issue. You can't be-
gin to realize the gigantic amount of art
work that must be done

—

and the demand
is increasing daily. Big money is gladly
paid—and big money is waiting for anyone
with foresight enough to prepare for this

pleasant profession. Through our quick
easy method of teaching, many earn $40
to §100 a week as an artist.

Learn in Spare Time
This simple method is like a fascinating

game. No matter how little you may know
about drawing, no matter whether people
tell you, "you have no talent, "no matter
what: your present ability may be

—

if you
can write we can teach you to draw. The
quick method simplifies everything— all

the red-tape, "art for art's sake" teaching
and superfluous theory is taken out and in

its place it put definite, practical instruction

so that you will make money in the art

game. The course is the work of an
expert—an artist of over 35 years' practical

experience. And all your instruction is

under his personal supervision.

Write for Interesting Free Book
An interesting and handsomely illustrated

booklet, "Quick Easy' Way to Become an
Artist," has been prepared and will be sent

lo you without cost if you mail the coupon
below. Mail coupon NOW for this at-

tractive free book and full details about our
Special Offer of a FREE ARTIST'S OUT-
FIT to every new student. No obligation

whatever. Address Washington School
of Art, Inc., Room 183-D—1115-15th
St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
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Win$1000/

»m

ie $1,000 Gra:
r full Nan

e Puzz
e Addre:
iveyour!

i the Big Win

. You
* 01 tell

100 "Poim
you how easy it is to secure the additional "Points'

Send No Money— Costs Nothing to Try
fi
n
nnfi

h 'S
£°-?L

eSt "? Win -
Your

?
hancA is ^ good as anybody's and think what you can do with

$1,000 cash! There is no time to lose! Quick Action can bring you $100 Extra. 25 Big Cash Prues
totaling over $2,000 will be decided May 15, 1926, and will be paid promptly. In case oi a tie, the
lull amount of the Prizes tied will be paid each person tving. Every minute counts. Don't miss
this wonderful opportunity! Mail your Puzzle Solution to us today!

Peerless Pen Corporation
600-630 S. Dearborn Street Oept. 108 Chicago, 111.

AllforaDollar!
piN a dollar bill, or better, a

U. S. money order for one dollar

to this advertisement, with the cou-

pon filled out—and we will send

you a handsome set of 24 pictures

of Motion Picture Stars (4^ x 7

inches)—and the next four issues

of Motion Picture Magazine.

This offer expires April 1st, 1926.

To Our Subscribers

A NUMBER of subscriptions

expire this month : maybe
yours is one of them. Better re-

new it before you forget. Mo-
tion' Picture Magazine is

getting more interesting, bigger

and better as the months roll on.

Send us your remittance for

$2.50 and we will renew or ex-

tend your subscription to Mo-
tion Picture Magazini for

another year.

Brewster Publications, Inc.
175 Duffield Street Brooklyn, N. V.

The Answer Man
(Continued from page 88.)

man who has no small vices generally has
two or three big ones.

PRINCESS DE PARIS.—
O'Brien is not a brunette. He has light

brown hair and blue eyes. He is an even
six-footer. So you would like him to

write his dramatic moments for this

magazine. We shall see. Why Mar-
guerite de la Motte was b rn in Duluth.
Minnesota. Aileen Pringle and Edmund
Lowe in "The Reason Why.*' There
never is any reason.

H. W.— I should say it is cold. I have
the windows all stopped up and the fire-

place blazing . . . my electric heater. The
chief property of cold is that it contracts

bodies, while heat expands. Hence, in

summer, it is hot, and the days are long;

while in winter, it is cold, the day con-

tracts and becomes very short. How's
that? So you dont care for Ben Lyon.
Well, vou're the first to tell me that.

ALICE D. W.—The turquoise stone is

supposed to be a preservative from death,

and Russian officers still wear them in

their rings for that purpose. No, Bob
Custer is not married. Address him at

F. B. O., 780 Gower Street, Los Angeles,

California.

AGXES.—Your letter was great. Come
again.

ADELAIDE R. BRISBANE—Well,
we all carry with us the atmosphere of

the places we frequent. So you like

Pauline Garon. She is playing in "Flam-
ing Waters'' with Mary Carr and Malcolm
MacGregor. Be careful. Woman has a
habit of feigning love; man, of feigning

passion.

MIMI. GLORIA.—You girls have the

advantage over us males. If you get a
dress that doesn't match your complexion,
you change your complexion. We have
to change our mind. Yes. Gloria -

is an American. Adolphe Menjou is

married to a non-professional. I should

say I did like vour letter

ANTHENDORUS.—Ah, but remem-
ber that the two best friends we have are

women: our mother, and the mother of

our children. I am not a woman hater ; I

I never knew
Rul La Rocque's father. Corinne Griffith's

name was Scott, and she has been married
only twice, never to S

mother
DREAM DAYS.-Wake up

are called, but few get up on the first cali.

Lawrence Gray is with

Constance Bennett is playing

Irene and Mary," as Satly.

EXZEDDER—Hello there! Well. I'm

..:: 'mobiles are made in England
and also America. I

How could I on fifteen dollars

VIRGIN I BUS.—So you think

make a very picturesque pictun
around Brooklyn in my Ford. I .

do. My heard pans in the middle and

the road. And you say you dont

There .*:

.

Turpin really -

May McA
her time.

A FAN.—Mai .-ried to
.min.

-

everything down near the Equator—kinda
warm: Send a little up

is a displa

of the a

MO HON '.'



above it reaching toward the zenith and

often suggesting tongues of flame. They
are most frequently seen in March and
September. No, Kenneth Harlan is not

as old as you think he is, only thirty, and

married to Marie Prevost. You must call

soon again.

BETTY E—Misery loves company, but

company does not love misery. I surely

do eat three square meals a day ; but not

in a boarding-house. Your good appetite

reminds me of the following verse:

Mary had a little lamb,

A lobster and some prunes,

A glass of milk, a piece of pie,

And then some macaroons.
Besides she'd had six little clams,

And ice-cream last of all,

And as the doctors gathered round,

She heard the angels call.

This was used by the famous Nellie Revell
in her daily column.

ALITA B. G.

—

Ex tempore means with-

out premeditation. So you think Vilma
Banky is one of the most beautiful ac-

tresses on the screen. She is playing in

"The Eagle" with Rudolph Valentino.

Marion Davies in "Beverly of Graustark."

Where Angels Fear to Tread

(Continued from page 109)

her. The other night I was alone at home,
reading one of the new novels, and there

was one passage in it—well, the book slipped

out of my hands and I lay back in my
chair and blew smoke rings and remem-
bered my first love affair

"

He was sixteen then, but tall as he is

now, a big little boy who didn't understand

what it was all about. "But I learned."

he adds grimly, "I learned what love war-,

and jealousy and suffering. She was years

older than I, a woman. Beautiful, too."

Mot a confidential chat between old friends,

but an interview! I dont know whether

Rod La Rocque takes one lump of sugar

in his coffee or two, but I know that he

wants more than anything else to be a

father! I dont know what he think-, about

motor-cars, but I do know what he thinks

about marriage !

"I've met a lot of women I could imagine

falling in love with—and did for that

matter," --ays Rod blowing a pile of photo-

mailer-, off the desk with his sigh, "but I've

never met one I could be Mire of Staying in

love with. And when I marry I want it

to last. It seems more important to

me than it does to lots of people these

days. Now, there's my father and mother

crazv about each other still after thirty-

years. Went off together on a camping

trip a while ago, happy as two kids on

their honeymoon. Maybe there'- too much
money now, in this business anyhow.
P nt have to work together and

-ies and problems like they used

....er of the office returns, looking

..>mally upon the devastation. And now
Rod is swinging from the chandelier,

illustrating a scene from Fairbanks' pirate

picture, which he saw shot. I

him, grinning that small-boy grin, joking.

shaking my hand in parting so that it

tingles for hours afterward, the serious

talk we have just had seems fantastic, un-

real.

And yet— I keep remembering the solemn

shvness'of his look when he confessed that

he wanted to be a father. A queer business

—this interviewing

!

When you

Advertising Section

New York^s most famous
hairdresser offers to you
his own method for ^? ^
Beautiful Wavy Hair

Sent on Five Days' Free Trial—A Remarkable Invention

«

Opposite the Hotel Plaza in New York
is the salon of R. Louis. Here the

elite of the East come for perfect coif-

fures. Nowhere else is there such author-

ity, such expertness. A water wave by
R. Louis is an acknowledged masterpiece.

His method is exclusive and patented. His

jch more lastii

artistic and more easily and quickly don
that other great hairdressers sought th

method. So he recently gave them th

simple needed accessories he had invented.
And now, through us, he offers this exact
waving outfit to you.

With it you can quickly get the same
wave that would cost you $2.00 in the

R. Louis Salon. And you have it for a

lifetime— the final and only solution to the

problem of how you may always have
beautiful wavy hair in any style.

Send no money. Simply
mail coupon below.

Waves
Set Automatically

As If by Magic
These feather-light clips automatically direct each

wave without requiring any skill on your part.

And dampened with Wave.isv Water-Waving

Fluid, the waves set quickly and firmly. The
result— a wave far surpassing any you ever had.

WAVEASY
AUTOMATIC WATER WAVING

CLIPS

remember,

is beautiful.

Large, loose waves

just as you wish. The e:

whichever you desire,

most skilled hairdresser

For Either Short

>r Long Hair

Any kind of hair, fine o

dry or oily, for any style of c

fure can be waved by any w
Order a set today. Your i

and friends will then tell you

than we possibly can.

plete set is pictured below. It con-

ns which make this new method of

imple as using curlers. And
healthful for the hair as it

1
'."=.

re head or only a

ind done just a:

juld do it.

Clip, ign and mail the coup*

sk, for we guarantee

A Birthday Suggestion: Give a Sub-

scription to Motion Picture Magazine

EDODYNE ..^.
--Bunions Humpv„..

as though by magic. You can have shapely
and wear smaller shoes w>th comfort.

SENT ON TRIAL

KAY LABORATORIES
186N.LaSalleSt. Dept. N360, Chicago, Illinois

please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

Forever removed by the Mahler

Method which kills the hair root i,

without pain or injuries to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 stamps for Free Booklet *

D. J. MAHLER CO., 63-B, Mahler Park, Providence, 8. 1.
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jOli can play
thiswonderful
instrument

If you can whistle a tune, you can
master the Saxophone. 3 free lessons
give you a quick easy start. Play scales in an
hour, tunes in a week. Send coupon today for
literature on any instrument. Get our free trial,
easy payment plan. No obligation. Nothing
else could give you greater pleasure than a

GTmeGTone Saxophone
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Everything in Bandand Orchestra Instruments

1337 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana

Clip the Coupon WOW!
R BAND INSTRUMENT CO.

J1.vu. —uescher Block. Elkhart. Indiana

/MJ?^
-

Gentlemen: I am interested in instrument I

m
J checked below: I

» SaxophoneQ CornetD TromboneQ TrumpetQ
j

' Mention any other -- I

I Name
j

j
Street Address

J
« Town State

J

30 Days FREE Trial

..<!„>

qffers.

MEAD Cycle Co., Oept. G-39, CHICAGO

Banishes^-\

Gray Hair
in /5 Minutes
HUNDREDS of thousands of Americ;

g 1NECTO "RAPID NOTOX.

jaked or faded hair

the world, is ready to give confidential adiwc on

Send No Money.
Merely fill out the coupon below.

INECTO, Inc., 33-35 W. 46th St., New York

Advertising Section

Short Reviews of New
Films

We Moderns

Admirers of Colleen Moore will like this
** picture regardless of the perfectly

absurd story which attempts to hold it

together. Miss Moore as the young and
high-spirited daughter of a conservative

family runs the gamut of tantrums in

order to show just how wild a respectable

girl can be. She even falls in love with

a poet who is also very modern and al-

ready married, and this it is that terrifies

her parents.

All along she really admired a young
civil engineer, played by the congenial

Jack Mulhall, but she doesn't actually

know that she loves him until she has come
within an inch of death at a reckless

orgy. This orgy, by the way, is extrava-

gantly staged in an aeroplane which falls

to earth in flames. The reconciliation

with her parents and sweetheart is easy

after this.

In the supporting cast are Clarissa

Selwyn and Claude Gillingwater, ideal in

their roles of the dignified mother and
father.—First National.

The Unchastened Woman

""There is little to remind vou of the ex-
1

otic Theda Bara of former years in

(his adaptation heralded as the vehicle

which was to briny back the screen's

favorite vamp. Only she wasn't to play

a vampire any more—not the kind that

allure with so-called sex appeal. And she

doesn't. But how we wish she would it

in example of the intellectual vamp.
line Knollys, she takes the part

of a woman who finds her husband making
love to bis secretary on the very evening

planned to tell him that she is to

become a mother. She decides at once

that she must make herself attractive to

all other men if she is to bold her hus-

band's affection. She wins him back, of
course, but she didn't gain our sympathy
in the winning and we doubt if she will

Unsympathetic can be applied with

equal justice to Wyndam Standi] -

naval of the husband. He is hopelessly

miscast. After you have seen this pic-

ture you will not wonder that Mis

herself re<|ucsted vainly that it not be

released.

—

Chadwick,

The Perfect Clown

That's Larry Semon, of cours
1 doesn't the title just tit him to a T?
It's just the appellation for his face of

ridiculous and ingenious grimaces. Fred
Newmeyer, who will be remembered as

the director of many oi Harold Lloyd's

greatest successes, steers this whimsical

character thru whimsical situations enough
to make an amusing comedy. Perhaps
the situations are not original i

we aren't contending that they are—but
certainly they are of the kind which do
not lose in effectiveness thru a prolonged

term of s

As a poor, luckless clerk. Semon is

sent to the bank at the close of the day
to deposit $10,000. But the bank is closed

when he arrives and he is left literally

with the bag to hold until morning. The
greater part of the night is spent in a

cemetery and here the most humorous

The girl he wins in the end is the pretty

Dorothy Dwan, who is Mrs. Lari

off-sere..

No More
Foot
Pains

Instant Comfort Guaranteed

easers, pads, elastic

bands, metal appli-
ances and "orthope-
dic" shoes without

been troubled—or
what you have tried
—here is perfect satisfaction GUARANTEED!—
with the kind of shoe you like to wear—pump, ox-
ford, streetorworksl.oe. MadeinSOsizesformen.
women, boysand girls. Dance, walk, play golf, ten-
nis, or stand for hours immediately after placing in

Free Trial Offer gS5£,EE?!Lr5SS
the most scientific and remarkable ready-to-wear
invention in the world for relieving or preventing
all foot pains, aching, weakened ai
correcting position and

ctal—quickly
adjusts itself to any fool— fiat or normal. Ro
"breaking in " necess See
above for sending mt -

size and with
troductory sale price—reduced from S5.00. Only
one pair to a customer at this price. Send $3.48

- pay postman on delivery—either
way. Try Fail
have not had the napi •

return them, and we wil! promptly refund vour
S3.48 in full. Act—write us now—while this
14-day trial (.tier and reduced price is effective.

- or any ce-m-

FOOT REMEDY COMPANY

Beautiful Complexion
IN 15 DAYS

Blvd., Suite 433. Chits*

GET RID r A T
OF YOUR t /V. 1
kFree Trial Treatment

I DR. R. NEWMAN. Licensed Physician

Woles
HOW TO BANISH THEM

I

up and di
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H M P WIS. M. P.. 124-E Gro.f Ut.. Woodbridc*. >

RADIO RING
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GROW TALLER
Increase Your Height!

Advertising Section

The Splendid Road

entertaining picture with Anna Q. Nilsson,
Lionel Barrymore and Robert Frazer as

principals. But dont expect to see cara-
vans of immigrant wagons crossing the

trip from Boston was made in an old
clipper ship.

Before she leaves the ship, Sandra
DeHault, a young woman seized with the

gold fever, has adopted three motherless
children and it's up to her to provide for

them in the flourishing gold camp. These
children, Alary Jane Irving, Mickey Mc-
Ban and Baby Bobby Jansen, are very
much in evidence during the entire pic-

ture and you will find them very clever

Mi-s Xilsson is charming as the adven-
turous prospector and imparts a delight-

ful sense of humor to the role.—First

The Prince of Broadway

If all the w
1

all the wc
orld loves a prize-fight, then
rid ought to delight in this

production. for here on a real prize-

fornia ranch you see Jim
[effries, the former holder of the heavy-
weight crow 1, train the athletic George

of titles.

But it's no

title, there's t

heart to be

played by \ly

sensational si

time Gei

life I he lo hi-

citality. Six-

back and she manages, somehow, to be

among those present in the ringside show
when he succeeds in knocking out his

opponent,

—

Chadwick.

The Desert's Price

B";\jV;
\\ il .e Le-

the

under a cloud of suspicion. I

over some clever detective work
lish the guilt of the real culpr

shows that he can act as well

horse. And you know how well

The desert scenery is as p
as you will ever see. By that

that to US the desert holds an e

beauty which in this picture

effectively screened.

—

Fox.

The Golden Strain

This is a romance of a fightin
1 who is given his chance to prove him-

self a worthy son <.f hi- father at a-.i

Apache fort in Arizona and fails miser-

ablv. But second chances are always con-

veniently at hand for such offenders, and

Kenneth Harlan, a- Old Man Mulford's

son. has his when he heads a rescue- unit

and' surrounds the marauding Indian

tribes Thev are rebelling because their

; cowa'

-upplie del

Pet

-plenty in this film

Kyne's novel and a

... __.en against a back-

mound of military life. Hobart Bos-

worth "ives a colorful character delinea-

tion to the part of Old Man Mulford.

Madge Bellamy, as the bewitching daugh-

ter of the commanding officer, plays the

lead opposite Harlan. Ann Pennington

comes in with comedy moments and one

brief dance.

—

Fox.

TINT YOUR GRAY HAIR
Look Young Again

Prove It—Order Test Bottle
No matter how young your face may look or
how young you may actually feci—gray hair

now and restore the original beauty to your

PERFECTLY HARMLESS
Brownatone is so antiseptic that users com-
mend it for its healthy influence. You can use

and the color will not rub off or wash out.

Two colors—Blonde to Medium Brown ant
Dark Brown to Black. Sold at drug and toile

counters—SOc and SI. SO.

GUARANTEED HARMLESS

BROWNATONE

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

"BEAUT1BUST"

BEAUTIBUST CO., 91 1-VE LEXINGTON BLDG, BALTIMORE. MD.

BanishWrinkles
ALMOST OVERNIGHT

it- makes- yv:.

liinplps, blaek-

$5.00 TREATMENT «4 «Q
For Short Time Only "l.«?
Due to expensive ingredients used

Bros. Star price paid.

Jean Laboratories %

> mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

;e and we'll refund

icago, ...inois ft
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AGENTS WANTED

Agents—Write for Free Samples. Sell Madison
"I'.i-tt.-r-ilade" Shirts for large Manufacturer di-

rect to wearer. No capital or .'Spcricnoe required.
Many earn $100 weekly and bonus. MADISON
SI11KTS. r,i',U Uroadiv:

t given. PAY YOU

Spare time "ill do.

tions to MOTION PICTURE MAO.\ZI.VM
MOTION PICTURK CLASSIC. No capital or

perience required. His.' commissions and Ihm

HELP WANTED

Franklin Insti trite, Dept. N-89, Rochester, N. V.

HELP WANTED—FEMALE
Ladies Earn
Tops at Hoi
tieulars for
LaGrange, Ind

$6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
le ; experience unnecessary. Par-
tamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 126,

Dept.' 26, 290 Broadway, New York.

I 1 li 1-; MAGAZINE.

Publications, Inc. 175 Duffleld St , Brooklyn. N. Y.

HELP WANTED-MALE
All
for
i...-a

Men — Worn
Government
or travell

en, 18-60 wa
Positions, $1-4
ng, write Mr
mediately.

;

lmclr
lalify

it Idy.

Detectives Kurt
portnnity. Travel
tieulars free. W

Big Money

ite, George M.
ive, 1968 Broa

Wagner, Former
way. New York.

Be n Detective—Earn big pay

Write Chief Wagner, 188
York City.

Wul'rart* 1=

HOW TO ENTERTAIN

MOTION PICTURES

Photography. Dep

MOTION PICTURE BOOKS

Brooklyn,

t this book "Bel

Inc., 173 Duffleld

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

S35.00 Profit Nightly—Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and en-
dorsedbygovernmentinstittitions. Catalogfree. Atlas
Moving Picture Co.. 431 Morton Bldg.. Chicago.

OLD COINS

Old money wanted. Will pay $10n for 1S94

PERSONAL

PHOTOPLAYS

-tori.'v. poem- sold, criti-
i: 1 kl-t and a.lvic.-. Short
ish.-.l 1911. Advance I'llb-

ii. l:..x I'm;. San Francisco.

Wo arc right on the
IV know th- market,
nario Corp.. 261 Soour-
ita Monica Blvd., Hoi-

ADVERTISEMENTS

STORIES WANTED

VAUDEVILLE

I tell vou how: Personality,
veloped. Experience umeers-
ase for instructive
iculars. M. I.alvllo. Box .V>7.

FREE

» gone
every other head of

i Hollywood do.
rber-shop flo(

He Couldn't Be Mean
{Continued from page 27)

waited there for se\eral weeks, and then
we waited some more for the country to

dry put, and al! the time the money was
slipping away, salaries, expenses, and costs

of the production.

"Now the picture isn*t finished, we've
gone way over our budget, and we dont
know that it is worth the trouble any way."

"Well, it's all too bad. of course." I said.

"But I'm not sorry for you. Vou might
have hit Miss Chadwick and been free to

lead your own life."

Richard Dix is my idea of a very hand-
some man. He is better-looking than John
Gilbert, only dont tell either of them that
I said so. There is nothing about him to

prove that he isn't the man in the apart-
ment above you, except that his tics match
his shirts and his hats match his overcoats.

He. too, seems anxious to voice an opin-
ion about the dangers of being a star. I

have heard John Gilbert, Ben Lyon, and
several others—all men—say the same
thing. The .general trend of opinion seems
to be that it is better to have a small and
interesting part with a good director than
a dull star part and catch as catch can.

Richard Dix picks I.uhitsch as his fa-

vorite director, and claims that he would
willingly sacrifice his space in thi

lights in order to have a chance
with him.

It seems that Lubitsch wants an
cast, rather than a star, and I be-

lieve that there are a number of
conscientious actors who are read}
with him.

But all this is beside the point. There
is nothing new to say about Mr. I

is one of the most popular stars

cording to the M
most popular one. and if the stor
ten about him were laid end to end they
would reach from the Xew York A
to the new Madison Square Garde
he has never hit a woman.
How many of us can say the s

And when he finally marries, til

woman will have that eon
beside her always. So that when
versation lags, and Mr. Dix says, "Hand
me that paper, dear." sht .

in her knowledge. "What's the matter with
you, is your '.eg broke?"
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According to Harry Carr
(Continued from page 43)

upon winning the big beauty contest

arranged by the Brewster magazines. She
has decided upon a professional film career.

Miss Palmer came very modestly into

Hollywood, but her self-imposed obscur-

ity was not allowed to continue. While
on a visit to the Warner Brothers studio,

Bennie Zeidman, the general manager,
saw her, and straightway made her an
offer. He placed her in a part in John
Barrymore's picture, "Don Juan," where
she attracted instant attention.

Meanwhile, the practised eye of June
Mathis had fallen upon her. Miss Mathis
is probably the most remarkable "picker"

in the motion picture business. She was
the one who saw Rudolph Valentino wan-
dering desolately around the studios try-

ing to get extra jobs.

She had an elaborate test made of Miss
Palmer. After looking at the result of

the test, one of the studio managers was
sent in red hot pursuit with a contract.

Meanwhile, Miss Mathis had cast her for

a fine part in "The Second Chance," in

which she will play a role second only in

importance to that of Anna Q. Nilsson.

Miss Mathis says that Miss Palmer is

not only a rare and unusual beauty, but a

girl of remarkable intelligence and charm.
"There is no such thing as being beautiful

and dumb," says Miss Mathis. "Intelli-

gence is part of being beautiful, and I find

that Miss Palmer is a keen, clear-minded,

intelligent girl."

Ben Takes a Dare

It now comes out that it was trying to
1

get gay with the old Sennett swimming
tank that proved the undoing of Ben
Turpin. The day he came back to work
from his long retirement after his wife's

death, one of the studio directors dared
him to dive in. So in went Ben witli all

his clothes on. The next thing that hap-

pened to Ben was a hurry-up trip to the

hospital where his appendix was sawed
off. He is well again and back at the

studio, but he walks respectfully and
widely around the studio swimming tank.

In©! I MAGAZINE \

Trie Carewes on Careers
(Continued from page 54)

to do a lot of the household duties myself in-

stead of directing someone else to do them."

But minding babies and keeping house

are not the only interests in Mrs. Ca-
rewe's life: She is interested as can be in

Mr. Carewe's work as director and pro-

ducer and she is his sympathetic critic at

all times.

Even while we were at tea. the subject

of "Joanna" came up. Mr. Carewe had
just that day finished cutting the picture

and was planning to run it that evening.

"I believe I ought to leave in that scene

where Joanna returns home. What do
you think. Mary?" he asked. And after

they had discussed the subject and sin- had
given her reasons for agreeing with him,

he left the table to see about having the

scene put back in the picture.

"He's the most patient man I ever saw."
Mrs. Carewe said while he was gone.

"And that's not just because he is my hus-

band, either. He simply never makes any
temperamental display of his feelings

under any condition."

But we were talking about babies

again
"I dont care much what it is. just so it's

a baby," she was saying, "but 1 really

would like to have a boy."

When y,m n

How Beautiful New York Actresses
Get Slender With

SILPH REDUCINGGUM
-FAT ROLLS OFF

WHILE YOU CHEW
No diets—No exercises

—No dangerous drugs
—3 pieces of delicious

and refreshing chewing
gum a day and gone is the FA 77

e chei

TT IS no secret today that New York's
I ful actresses, models and chorus girls

SILPH Gum to reduce and keep trim and slendi

cause they have found it the easiest, safest and cheap-
est way to yet their weight down without having to

ruin tlieir health or looks with weakening diets or

tiresome exercises.

SILPH Gum works while you chew—Nothing to
d,o—Nothing to take internally—It is better than
eating candies— It's just as pleasant and it tones up
your entire system while it reduces you. SILPH
Reducing Gum contains the extracts of sea plants

and herbs, which have a peculiar and wonderful effect

on eliminating excess fat. At the same time SILPH
is remarkable to relieve indigestion and stomach
troubles.

// You Are Too Fat Chew SILPH
IF YOU ARE BOTHERED WITH STOMACH TROUBLES
AM; INDIGESTION CHEW SILPH, providing, of course, vou
are will,,,,, to lose weight, as SILPH seldom takes off less than 2 or
3 lbs. a week.

You chew SILPH as you would any ordinary chewing gum.
SILPH is so agreeable, pleasant and refreshing that you will hate

For those who are only plump, but fear the dreaded enemv FAT creeping on, one piece of SILPH a day will do— Ir uill keep .hose rolls ,.,l 1- \l .1W a\ and w.u'll be able to eat all you want—SILPH is guaranteed absolutely
harmless— DDLs NO I CONTAIN IHVROID OR ANY DANGEROUS DRUGS—It is the ideal way to re-

"SILPH Reducing Chewing
Cum keeps me slender and
well," says Tynia, beautiful
actress from Earl Carroll's

Vanities.

Mrs. M. S. Howe of Troy, Ohio, savs,

"I have- taken one dollar's worth of
SILPH and lost io pounds."

"The first order of SILPH has helped

me wonderfully— I lost 7 pounds in a

week." Miss C. Collins, Genesee, 111.

"Chew SILPH and be SILPH-LIKE"
Get SILPH fro,

LEARN CARTOONING;
At Home -In Your Spare Tim

Reduce Your Limbs
with DR. WALTER'S
medicated rubber stockings

Anklets, per pair $7.00
Extra high 9.00

Stockings, per pair 12.00

DR. JEANNE M.P.WALTER, 389 Fifth Avenue, New York

• to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE II

f CoroditeDiamond \NO C.O.D.—NOTHING TO BUY OR SELL
NO STRINGS ATTACHED TO THIS OFFER

s Gorgeous Gem. CORODITE t

E.RICHWINE CO.Dwt. C-41
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Learn ^El
to Dance

™
at Home _
Wonderful Invention .

BringsYouActual Move- 4^
ments of Each Dance

!

craft and

.

cies of Ballet, C1<-„
Eccentric, Greek, Interpret™ j

tative, Oriental and ToeQrtj
Dancing presented before
your eyes for your instruc-
tion at home. The VESTO-
GRAPH, perfected by M.
Veronine Vestoff, New
York's Master of theDance,
has revolutionized dancing
instruction. Marvelously
simple! An astounding in-
vention you use instantly, i

anytime, anywhere!

Become a Teacher or

Prepare for the Stage
BigMoney for Vestoff Graduates:
More than 400 Vestoff pupils M. Veronine Vest-

off, former Solo
Danseur with Pav-
lowa, brings his ex-
clusive training to
you at home. The
VestoffMethodwill
astonish you, will
surprise your fam-
ily and friends.

rnrr Two Weeks' Personal Training in
I4 |\ f.f. New York at your convenience, af-
m. ai.uj-1 tercompietingHomeStudyCourse.
Write for this Special Offer at Once. Beautiful
Booklet sent on request. Explains the wonderful
VESTO-GRAPH and gives full details of Vestoff
training. Use coupon below.

possibilities
and financial M ft
rewards. /*A

f W oftheDance

I VERONINE VESTOFF ACADEMIE DE DANSE
I 100-P West 72nd Street, New York
I Send me Free Booklet, information about the VESTO-
I GRAPH and Spo./iM (iir.-,- •,•,,. ),,-traction in New

j

York. I desire training for
( , Teaching ( ) stage

The

Haunting

Appeal of

Romantic

Eyes
owes its swift potency to the shadowy depths of

luxuriant lashes. It is their fascinating sweep
that gives the eyes their elusive expressiveness.

Impart to YOUR eyes the dreamy depths and
tantalizing lights that are beauty's greatest fasci-
nation. Just touch your lashes lightly with
WlNX and they instantly appear much longer,
darker and heavier.

WINX is a harmless waterproof liquid that dries at once
and cannot run or smear. Complete with brush attached
to stopper of bottle. 75c. U. S. ami Canada At drug and

Mail 12c today for a generous sample of WINX.
Another 12c brings a sample of Pert Cream
Rouge, the rouge that won t rub off.

ROSS COMPANY
242-C West 17th Street

WINX

Advertising Section

"Ye Gods! I've Been
Interviewed"

(Continued from page 110)

"I deny the allegation and defy the alli-

gator. Why is this thus? The room is

plenty big enough for me and I wouldn't
part with a single one of those things for

all the gold of Midas plus Brewster's
Millions. A lot of those things are gifts

from my dear readers and I want them to

be buried with me when at last I shuffle

off the coil."

""Then you really expect to die some-
* time ?"

"Oh, I suppose so, but I am good for

another quarter-century at least."

"I dont doubt it. And when you die, do
you want a tomb like Napoleon's and a

funeral like King Edward's?"
"No indeed ! While I dont want to die

like a dog, I do want to crawl in a hole
somewhere, as a dog does, and get thru
with it as quickly as possible and not dis-

turb anybody. I want no funeral and no
monument, but I do want all the keepsakes
from my readers that I have accumulated
to be buried with me, particularly my lov-

ing-cup."

"Do you expect to use them up there

—

or down there—whichever way you go?"
"Sure! I'll drink buttermilk from that

cup in the next world. There is no such
thing as death. I will be back here with
you the moment after I am buried. You
will not recognize me. but I am going to

carry on just the same, and without anv
salary. You will find that your new
Answer Man will be just the same as the

old one. I feel sure of this."

"So you are a theosophist ?"

"Call it what you will. Matt. -

mind never. What is mind? Never matter.

What is matter? Never mind."

"Vr^orui you like to be Faust and have
youth restored to you and have your

Marguerite, and if so, who would she be?"
"Well, I can name fifty who would fill

the bill, but I must admit that I rather

fancy Eleanor Roardman, Vilma Banky and
Greta Nissen."
"Why did you never marry?"
"Because marriage is usually the death

of love."

"Then you have really been in

"No less than a thousand tin

have never told them >o. How about your-
self?"

"Avast there, shipmate, you are getting

on the rocks," winked the E.-in-C

spoke of the next world a moment ago

—

you are not a churchgoer—-do
prepared to meet your God?"
"Tis not He I'm afraid of," sighed the

A. M.. stroking his beard, "it's the fellow

at the other end."

"Never fear. St. Peter will take you for

bis twin brother and yank you right in."

"LJii\ hip! The first thins I'm
* do is look around for Bill Shakespeare

and Bacon and find out who wrote those

plays."

"Suppose they re not there,

the E.-in-C. passing over another bottle of
buttermilk.

"Then you ask them." softly murmured
the A. M. as he gulped down half the

bottle.

"You xtill have your little jes

rascal." laughed the K.-in-C.

"See here, zounds and gadzooks !" said

the A. M., "I'll bet you have been putting-

one over on me—and this young lady here

—I do believe she has been taking this all

down. Well, if I have been trapped, I

have been trapped. I am licked. But it

took you fifteen years to do it
!"

etUsement in MOTION PICTCHE v. v \ \

"Oh-What Joy!"
The Pimples, Blackheads, Large Pores,

Freckles, Wrinkles and Ugly Blemishes.

GONE-
Because They're Off!

Read Free Offer Below!

rubber . plasters, and beauty r

• Thr

Your blackheads, pimples, large pores, freckles, tar.,

sallow complexion, surface wrinkles, blemish
of approaching age, go definitely

—"because thewe

Most astonishing discovery in the history of beauty
culture. All explained in an amazing freebook called

"Beautiful Ne« Skin ,:, = Da^s " Learn how to do what

Make your own skin and complexion ,he envy of all who
behold it. Send your name and address only—no mone;.

'

Hundreds of men and women are now doing it them-
selves—in the quiet of their own homes—without the
knowledge of their most intimate friends. They come out
with a new, soft, velvety, clear, spotless, youth-like skin

on face. neck. arms, hands or any part of the body where
a new skin is desired. The method is absolutely harmless
and easy. It"s astonishing—almost beyond r

,

now—the book is absolutely free to readers of this paper
Address. Maryo. Book Dept., 32-B, No. Ib5s Broad«av

vti:hA','Hii:

FREE Gown Making Lessons
LEARN GOWN DESIGN- .

ING and r <ING IN 10 VSEEKS.

^ C

indSCALDS
Stop the throbbing and smarting
at once with a soothing touch of

Resinol
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9 PlCCCS Description

Soft Cotton Comforter—A good size comforterof
rich, soft thickness. Scroll stitch. Filled with pore,

xm, with a good wearing
i ,..

. Weight about 6« lbs.Measures about 71 x 76

Double Plaid

carefully
„,l |,

llankets—Here is an unusually fine

ce finish which is produced by a spec
of manufacture and the use of China cotton. By
actual test these blankets have proved to be prac-
tically as warm as all-wool blankets. Popular col-
orings. Size about 66x80 ins. Weight about 3K lbs.

Scalloped Bedspread—A magnificent crocheted
bedspread. Made of close woven long staple New
England cotton yarn. Bleached to a snow-flake
white. Launders perfectly. Choice patterns. Size

-* so spread will lie perfectly -out so spread win
the bed. With o .Hoped edges.

Curtains for Two Windows—Very beautiful a

Designed to be hung one to a window, just as y
will now find In the moat exclusive homes. Wov
of sturdy yarnB in the popular Adam period, wi
scalloped bottom and finished with ;;'. in. bulli
fringe. Kach curtain is about :!."> ins. wide and i

yds. long. Comes in beige color, the most approp
ate Shade for thia n. ... I -

|
I nirtam Will laum

beautifully. Two curtains included with each outl

2 Bed Sheets-These seamed sheets are ext
heavy, bleached to a snowy whiteness. nic<
hemmed and i Size about
x 72 ins. Xwo sheets furnished with each outl

ity as the she.
,,„„l.

9-Piece
Bedroom Outfit
Wonderful bargain! A complete oufit of bed equipment—nine useful pieces—things you
need—things every proud housewife ought to have—and the whole outfit costs you
less than 50c a week, just $2.00 a month—surely you can easily save that much on other

:

By things! Mail the coupon today. We send all these 9 pieces on approval.

30 Days Trial—$2.00 a Month

!

When you get this complete 9-piece bedroom outfit, use it freely for 30 days. See for yourself the beauty
and quality of each piece. Note how the curtains and handsome bedding beautify your bedroom. Then,
if not satisfied for any reason, return the set at our expense and we will refund your $1.00 at once and
any express or parcel post you paid. But if you decide to keep the set, start paying only $2.00 a month
until you have paid $19.95—payments so low and so convenient that you will scarcely know that you spent
the money. Think of the value. Such an amazing bargain and your bedroom like new! If you were to buy
these pieces singly they would cost you almost twice as much as we ask on this great combination offer.

Could you duplicate this offer ever, anywhere for spot cash ? We've smashed the cash price while giving
almost a year to pay. We trust honest people
anywhere in the U.S. No discount for cash,«
nothing extra for credit. No C. O. D. Straus & Schram, Dept. 1523 Chicago, II

•—These are made of the same qual-

Send Coupon

!

NOW
Don't delay. Just send $1.00 along with the .
coupon as deposit. If you are not fully satisfied
after using the set for 30 days, your dollar will i
be refunded, plus all express or parcel post Jcharges you paid. You do not risk one cent.
A special, limited, reduced price offer. First
come, first served. Read coupon NOW.

Straus& Schram, Dept. 1523 Chicago, in. i

Gentle
e Bedro

dollar and any express or parcel post charges 1 paid. Pieces

Q 9-Piece Bedroom Outfit No. C8499A, $19.95.

fectly. Size about 42 xM ins. Two pillow cases fur-
nished. Shipping srail In of m i .utlitaboutl61bs.

9 pieces, only £19.95.

\
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"Quess who it's from!'
"It's a letter from the Answer Man. Fve read his answers in Motion-

Picture Magazine for years. He is so witty—and knows everything and

everybody in pictures. I write to him often—and always receive a wonderful

letter from him." Thousands of people know this dear old fellow and his

department is one of the finest in any magazine.

For over fifteen years Motion Picture Magazine, the pioneer and the oldest

magazine of its kind, has fearlessly, accurately and authoritatively presented

the news of the great motion picture industry to the millions. Under the

experienced and able leadership of Eugene V. Brewster, its founder and

Editor-in-Chief, it has become a powerful influence for all that is good and pro-

gressive on the screen. The editorial staff are the leaders in their profession.

A clean, wholesome magazine for the entire family

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

irewster Publications, Inc.

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
For Motion Picture Mag a

zine, $2.50 per year in U.S. A..

Cuba, Mexico and Philippine

Islands; Canada, $3.00; For-

eign. S3.50.

(Subscription Rates for Mo-
tion Picture Classic are the

same as for Motion Picture

Magazine.'

Subscribe now and be sure to

receive every issue.

5 MOTION PICTCRE MAGAZINE Is s



GrayHairftamsked in 15 minutes

Inecto Rapid Notox
THE thousands of women of the so perfectly reproduces Nature's color-

most exacting discrimination who ing as to be indistinguishable from it,

to-day are insisting upon this one even under the closest scrutiny,

coloring for the hair are doing so for
It is> t00j as permanent as Nature's

this one reason:

Inecto Rapid Notox is the one tint which minutes.

coloring; and it is applied in 15

You can obtain Inecto Rapid Notox
at your beauty shop or hairdresser's; or
at the best drug and department stores.

Or, if you prefer, directly from the
laboratories of the makers, who main-
tain a Beauty Analysis Department

the solely for the giving of expert advice
upon which of the 18 shades is just the

right c I ham
and fac

Merely dropping a card to
Inc.. asking for Beauty Analysis

L25 will bring it to you by
mail so that you may select urn

the shade precisely attuned t

individuality.

complexion INECTO, Inc.
Laboratories and Salons

33-35 West 46th Street
New York

HAROLD F. RITCHIE CO., Inc.

' 'New'yZk'""
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BESORT5

GAILY TINTED N A ILS ARE SEEN EVERYWHERE

they prefer this Liquid Polish

AT the smart French resorts—Deauville, Biar-

/* ritz, Nice, Cannes, Aix-les-Bains—in Paris

itself, more cutex manicure preparations are sold

than any other!

The Frenchwoman—who is known for the

perfection of her toilette—has enthusiastically

• endorsed Cutex.

Now she has discovered the marvelous advan'

tages of Cutex Liquid Polish.

SMaxl coupon with 6c for

Introductory set

Northam Warren, Dept. N-3,

114 West 17th St., New York.

I enclose 6c in stamps or coin tor

Introductory Set.

**>

So quick. So convenient. So lasting.

Just a touch of the soft little brush and her

nails stay amazingly lovely all week long. It

spreads so smooth and never cracks or peels off.

And it is just the natural rose color Pans decrees.

Cutex Liquid Polish is 35c—as are all Cutex
preparations. Sets are 35c to $5.00 wherever
toilet goods are sold.

Or send 6c with coupon for Introduc:-

Cutex Liquid Polish, the famous Cuticle Rcmowr, brush*

emery board, orange snc\ and cotton. If you live :

address Hqrtham Warren, Dept. \ 3, .TOO Mountain St.,

\lontreaK Canada.

NORTHAM WARREN—NEW YORK. FAR1S. LONDON

CllTOC
LIQUID POLISH
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Beauty is Youth

at all Ages
Thousands have retained it in this gentle, natural way

*

NOTE how conspicuously absent is the

"middle-aged"woman in the modern social

scheme. Note how the charm of youthful allure

is no longer restricted to Youth itself

That is because artificial beauty methods have

given way to a more gentle, natural method—
and thus youthful charm through the thirties.

and even well past the tonics, is the custom

ot the day

Beauty is retained through the ye*

guarded bj • ways in skin cart

Only the woman who has lost the lure of youth,

through improper ..are. knows how true this is

The accepted rule in skin care todaj

daily cleansing ol skin and pores

with the balmy lather ol Palmolive

Do

ingPalmi

into the skin. Rinse thoroughly. Then repeat

both washing and rinsing If youx skin is in-

clined to be dry, apply a touch of good cold

cream - that is all. Do this regularly, and par-

ticularly in the evening

ami wish But never

leave them on o\ el he pores,

often enlarge them Blackheads anj

ments often follow They must be washed j*n

/fnW At

Do not use ordinarv soaps in the treatment

given above Do
represent

.

same as Ml

I theii bodies win

. MOUVE COMPAN1
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LEARN CLASSIC DANCING

IE
Aesthetic and Interpretive Dances which
.ire all included in this delightful course. The
nominal tuition—so moderate that anyone
can easily afford it—is paid a little each month.

This is a wonderful opportunity for you

—

for every girl who longs to master the fasci-

Dating and popular art of the dance. Whether
you wish to dance for the charm, the health

th it dancing gi\

complishment—or for a fascinating and profit

reer—you can make your dreax-

come true by wntin
noff tod. iv. The cc upon below
bring you full detail without co

T(
) .'iris in the big citieswho cannot

lie time or the money for

costly studio lessons—to girls who live

where authoritative dancing instruc-

tion is not available—to mothers ambi-

tious to give their children the grace

and strength and social advantages of

ncing -the Sergei Marinoff

Home Study method has proved to be

a godsend.

Ten thousand pupils from New York

to California are now realizing their

fondest dreams. They are building

graceful, supple, healthy bodies as they

learn correct dancing technique, with

the Toe Dances, Character Dances,

SendThis Coupon

Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing

1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-64, Chicago, 111.

Please send me full information about your home study

course in Classic Dancinn •>
'

< rice studio equipment

offer. I understand that 1

1

li bsohltely Free.

Studio Outfit FREE
Marinoff pupils receive without charge

a dainty practice costume, professional

slippers, dancing bar and the complete

set of phonograph records which pro-

vide music for exercise and practice,

with the voice of Marinoff prompting,

i
coaching and instructing, just as the bal-

let master leads his classes in the studio.

1 MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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HAROLD LLOYD
and PARAMOUNT

Harold Lloyd's decision to release his

productions through Paramount is inter-

esting to fans everywhere.

It is fitting that the leading individual

exponent of clean, wholesome screen

comedy should be allied with the world's

foremost screen organization.

Harold Lloyd has gone steadily from
success to success. Perhaps there has

never been such a tremendous mint of

comedy as the world found in his last

picture, "The Freshman."
Now comes:

Grouches should be careful to see this picture

while they are alone, or they will lose their repu-

tations forever.

Harold Lloyd is king of laughter today for the

simple reason that laughter follows him as rain-

bows follow summer showers.

Harold Lloyd's productions are made by the

Harold Lloyd Corporation, and the public can
rest assured that his pictures will always be clean.

Paramount is proud to pay the great comedian
this tribute and to have the privilege of releasing

"For Heaven's Sake !

" Ask your theatre to book
it early, and let you know the date.

Even's
SAKE/
Harold Lloyd's

next production

and

first Paramount

release

Directed by

Sam Taylor

Lag

"If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best show in town!"

l MOTION PICTOK
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Seen But Not Heard

THE movie players, like chil-

dren, should be seen and not

heard—in fact, they shouldn't

even be seen. In the exer-

cise of our imagination we cast a

sort of romantic glamour over our

heroes and idols real and imagi-

nary, and we unconsciously people

a new world with them—the World
of Dreams—the Land of Romance.
We have made of Napoleon such a

super-idol that there is scarcely a well-

known actor alive who would dare

to play the part of Napoleon, simply

because too much would be expected

of him. As a matter of fact. Napo-
leon, Socrates. Caesar, Washington,

Joan of Arc, etc., could he on the

same train with us (if dressed in our

style) and pass by without attracting

attention. And yet, we have pictured

them as Mich ^tipcr beings that we
would not believe our eyes if we were

told who they were. I say this, judg-

ing from my own experiences in meet-

ing in the past such historic characters

as Roosevelt, Booth, Wilson, Bryan,

Bernhardt, Grant, etc.

During the past fifteen years many, many persons have

said to me, "I am thru with (naming their favorite

nlayerj. 1 was thunderstruck and disgusted

—

so ordi-

nary!" They had put a halo of divinity around the star

expecting to see a godlike and superhuman]}- enchanting

creature, only to find him or her to be an average human
being.

VV/mt.E it is certainly true that many of our picture
** persons are as beautiful and charming off the screen

as on, it is also true that many of them are not, and that

the best of them show us only their best angles, and best

moods, and clothes, and wigs, and parts, which they can-

not do when they meet us face to face. Anyway, to sec

them in real life takes off the idealizing glamour of

romance, and the charm is broken.

An Editorial by Oh, yes, we all want to see them,

but we should not and if they are

wise they will not let us.

What then of those stars who go
here and there with a brass band
announcing their presence with a

blare of trumpets, inviting all to

come and take a look ? It is pub-

licity, they say
;

yes, but it is the

wrong kind. Valentino all but de-

stroyed himself that way. In about

1915, I think, Warren Kerrigan, then

the most popular player on earth, I

believe, told me he was going to spend
two years making personal appear-

ances. He did, and where is he to-

day? Under the Covered Wagon.
Of course, there are exceptions. Tom
Mix can do it, but Ramon Novarro
cannot and will not. In fact, he usu-

ally travels incognito. A player can

meet a few hundred persons a night

personally, and do but little good and
lots of harm ; he can play in one pic-

ture and be seen at his or her best by
a million persons that very night and
for nights to come. Valentino as the

romantic Eagle was very charming;

but Valentino as Valentino is no better nor worse than

hundreds of young men in almost any city.

Vanity, vanity ! But can
wanting to see you, my readers,

ords of praise? You sit in the theater

is their pictures appear on the screen,

t hear. It is different with the speak

-

ie players are rewarded at every per-

1 me that nearly all picture players are

nhappy. It is not strange. They live

md we must not break in, and
they should not break out. You should applaud with pen
and ink—either directly or thru the magazines. They
speak to you the same way, but their voices you must
not hear. Otherwise, the spell is broken.

I COULD go on. but I refrain
* you blame them for wanti

and to hear your w
and applaud them :

but alas they cannc

ing stage, where tl

formance. They tel

sad and m
in a world
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Jpanish liquid

Makes any hair beautifully curly
in 20 minutes

THE SPANISH BEGGAR'S
PRICELESS GIFT
By WinnifreJ Rahton

e.

s your New Wavy Bob

and curls. "Wave-Sta" will ^-f K.
keep your hair beautifully /Mf" 1 ^^\

cd the

protect it from the damage j* ' / •

that constant exposure to '

artificial heat will bring. Read ffav, Bob

a. vova the details -I this liberal trial offer below.

Charity tells of the

beggar's gift.
Our house in Madrid I

little, old plaza, where 1 Often
ii nited after my siesta
"Miyuel, the beggar, always
eupied the end bench of the
mill end of the plaza. There he
t all day long, asking alms from
= """Sersby. I always druppeil

e^tavos in his
"-*



The Bulletin Board
Last Minute News About the Players, Pictures, and Studios

POOR Barbara La Marr died at Altadena, Cali-

fornia, on January 30. Altho she was only

twenty-eight years old, the "girl who was too

pretty" couldn't put up a winning fight against

the illness that attacked her. It was a sad end to a

tragic life. The girl who had had five husbands and
countless admirers was quite alone in the last weeks of

her life. Her adopted father, Mr. Watkins, was her

chief comforter.

Zasu Pitts, with a child of her own to bring up and a

comparatively small salary, took care of the two children

that Barbara adopted. She was glad to do it, because only

those close to Barbara and her work knew of the kind-

ness and charity that made Barbara, in real life, more
beautiful than any. glimpse the public ever had of her on

the screen.

/"\n the day of Barbara's death, all Hollywood was^ congratulating a bride. Alma Rubens married
Ricardo Cortez, and thereby hangs a romance. Cortez

had a contract that forbade him to marry. When the

contract expired, Ricardo wouldn't renew on the same
terms. You see, after he signed the first time he met
Alma and regretted his hasty step.

VY/rLLTAM Haines has been chosen to play the title-role™
in "Brown of Harvard." Jack Pick ford lias been

engaged for the same picture. Parts of the picture may
be filmed within the sacred precincts of Cambridge,
Massachusetts. But failing that, the traditions of our
oldest American college will be shot thru glass.

"There will be two '

A Goldwyn Studio. Ran
be "Bellamy the Magnific

"Bardelys the Magnificeni

magnitk the Metro-

Join

In this issue you will find a story about Roy D' \rcy

entitled "A Soldier of Fortune." But evidently, the

wanderer lias decided to

settle down and call I lolly-

wood his home. Mr. D'Arey
recently married Mrs.
Laura Rhinock Duffv. Mrs.
D'Arey is the daughter of a

vice president of Loew,

At last, it looks as tho Bessie Love were going to get
** a really star part. She has been engaged to play
Lovcy Mary in a film version of that popular story.

Harry Millarde will be her director.

Pred Niblo and Mrs. Niblo (Enid Bennett) have sailed
A for Europe. After a tour thru the Continent, Mr.
Niblo will go to Bagdad and remain there several

months. His next production will be a story of Bagdad
—whether ancient or modern, he doesn't say.

Add another rumor to the list of stories about Gloria
** Swanson. Accepting the story as the genuine article,

we have printed an item in Gossip of the Camera Coasts
this month that Gloria is about to retire temporarilv from
the screen for highly interesting reasons. But now Gloria

has officially denied the report and regretfully tells the

world that no such important event is going to take place.

At the moment of going to press. Lois Wilson has con-
•** fessed that she'd like to play Carmen. But failing to

realize her ambition to play the siren of Seville, shell g.

into no more Western pictures. "Because," wails Lois,

"as soon as I appear on the screen, people begin to watch
for the horse and wagon."

LIarold Shaw, director,
* accident in California.

I:

Inc., whirl i con ipan v em-
plov s the 3ervic< ir Mr.
D'Ar.A'. K was ; i gr<-it day
for D'Arcv wher , Eiic von
Stroh

role of I\

ist hi m I

Mil

or the
rko in

"The Men;
f Wi< low.

M* RION
irodu

Da vi

ction

,?

w
? next
ill be

"The Red Mill. dapted

from Vic- tor Her bert's

popul ar ligh t oper which
M oii-tgomery a nd S t o n e

were s-tar red. Fi•ances
Marion has been eng;iged to

write the scenario

vas killed in an automobile
Mr. Shaw \va- the husband

of Edna Llugrath. sister of Viola Dana and Shirley

Mason. Viola's first husband, John Collins, died during

the llu epidemic. Bernard Dinning, husband of Shirley,

died a little over a year ago. And now Edna, the third

of the sisters, is left a widow.

As you have heard. Gloria Swanson is leaving Famous
^*- Players-I-ask) to produce her pictures under the

management of United Artists—the Pickford-Fairbanks-

Chaplin organization. While Gloria si i 11 has several pro-

ductions to make under her own contract, she is already

making plans for her United Artists films.

They say—and th«

the (iloria rumors again! -

thai Miss Swansoi
release will be "The
Miracle." Gloria will prob-

ably play a dual role, ap-

p earing bot li a S t h e

Madonna and the

Whether or not Max Rein-

hardt will have a hand in

producing the screen version

of hi< great spectach

vet uncertain.

With all the publicity, so

adroitly arranged by Morris

( Jest for "The Miracle." it

looks as tho Gloria had ob-

tained another "Ben-IIur"
t'or her first independent

production.

Meanwhile Gloria is still

working for Famous Player^-

Lasky. Her next two films

will be farce ct

Coming in May
"Around the Clock in a Studio," by Mi-

gnon Rittenhouse. Here's a story of the

unsung and unknown workmen who do
their bit in contributing to the success of

a picture.

"Adrian's Advice to the Plain," by Alice

Tildesley. In which an expert costume
designer gives some tips to the girl who
wants to be pretty and to the girl who
wants to be prettier.

"I Want My Daughters to Have What
I Had," by Elisabeth Petersen. It's a new
sort of story about Irene Rich and about
Irene's two charming daughters.

And, also, more stories and features

than any other film magazine.
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/7i Marie L. Schaefer, Baltimore, Md. (?\

Mellins Food
The use of the Mellin's Food Method of

Milk Modification will enable your little

one to have the healthy and robust appear-

ance so typical of all Mellin's Food babies.

Write to us for a copy of our book, "The Care and

ling of Infants", also a Free Trial

Bottle of Mellins Food.

Mt ••• Co., 177 State St., Boston, Mass.
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Qliere are thousands like her
J.HESE days-when delightful women
familiar to Fame are endorsing this

cream and that rouge or perfume—
we take secret joy in the knowledge
that countless beauties, iinfcnoujn to

greatness, are using Tre-Jur Compacts
and Tre-Jur Face Powder. . .

And finding in them, the final touch
to Charm.

For the name Tre-Jur has become the
popular Symbol ofLoveliness—and its

. use by beauties famed and beauties

unsung, is not only habit, but Fashion.

Tre-Jur Compacts have captured the
FeminineWorld for three quite simple Face Powder SO Cents

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is

reasons . . . They are designed for su-
preme convenience. They are exquisite
in theirformand contents. They repre-
sent greater value than any compacts
in America. Speaking otValue— do
you know Tre-Jur Face Powder? Ex-
quisite in quality, silken soft— in a
lovely box of generous si2e—at 50c.

Sold at your favorite store or sent by mail
tfom us. Compact refills are always available.

HOrSEo/TRE.TUR.Inc. 19^ . ISthSt.. NY.
.: Rue La Lan."—Paris

TR.E-JUR.
FACE POWDERS AND COMPACTS
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V
AlilCE TERRY

"Mare Nostrum," directed by Rex Ingram, will bring Miss Terry
to the screen for the first time in months. The picture is one

of the most important of the new films



LLOYD HUGHES He's the young fellow that has made such a favorable impression
as Colleen Moore's leading man. You'll see him with Miss



Ruth Harriet Louisi

BIG SISTERS
Which do you prefer blondes or brunettes? The blonde girls

are Claire Windsor and her sister, Mrs. John Huck. The
brunettes are Renee Adoree and her sister, Mira





NATACHA RAMBOVA Here's an interesting portrait of an interesting '

Mrs. Rudolph Valentino. Since her separation from her husband,
she has been appearing in vaudeville and in motion pictures

PAiSU



Underwood & Underwood

ce the simplicity of Mrs

Keystone Vie

s H. Tangeman's attire. Would s

•
'

:ader> And (right) do : '-

ct clothes, off-s

rwood & Underwood

i the way they really dr<

-~wels and neithe
' *~e.. Jr., am

© Underwood & Undenvood

at Newport. Neither of these ladies

is carrying a lorgnette. They are
4rs. Williams Burden, of New York

SOCIETY
As the Movies

Present It

By Harold Sewn

IF
the Smart Set could be embodied in one

representative individual and the Movie
Industry could be embodied in another, the
former would be fully justified in suing the

latter for libel and defamation of character. But,
as there are so many people in society and so

many more in pictures, misrepresentation will

survive for an indefinite period. And we will

continue to quote the ancient axiom, "Where
ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise!"
Only at rare intervals is the world of fashion

correctly portrayed on the screen. As, for

example, in Lubitsch's transferring of Oscar
Wilde's drama, "Lady Windermere's Fan." from
the stage to the studios. And for every hit there

are a score of misses. Or perhaps a hundred.

So we must be grateful for small mercies.

As a confirmed film fan, a regular patron of

.ne picture-houses, I have witnessed innumerable
so-called "society" productions, and, in propor-

tion as they have been pretentious, they have
been preposterous. The general idea seems to

have been "Get the most expensive actors ! Put
them in the most expensive costumes ! And the

most expensive settings
!"

And "expensive" has been misinterpreted as

"expansive!"
Cinema actresses have been at once under-

dressed and overdressed. Such baring of backs

has never been seen outside of Florenz Ziegfeld's

"Follies'" or George White's "Scandals." And
"The Music-Box Revues" and Earl Carroll's

"Vanities," brilliant burlesques, are called upon
for additional suggestions in sartorial embellish-

ment.

"Cociety" women are revealed trailing around
^ in yards and yards of cloth-of-gold, further

adorned with ermine-tails and ostrich feathers.

Ropes of pearls dangle to the knees. Diamond
tiaras illuminate the brows. And the dwellings

of these bedizened creatures are exaggerated in

similar extravagance. Drawing-rooms are the

size of railway-stations, ballrooms are the size

of armories. Even bedrooms and boudoirs are

on a hyperbolical scale.

Servants are presumably organized in com-
panies and battalions, and are apparently drilled

by sergeants totally unfamiliar with the social

usages of polite circles. Butlers and footmen
wear powdered hair and knee-breeches. They

^/\L^ i



What the screen labels

"Fifth Avenue" is usu-

ally "Broadway." For
the leaders of the Smart
Set do not bedeck them-

selves in ludicrous fi-

nery. Neither do their

servants wear breeches

and powdered hair

stand bolt upright, but hold their arms
curved out like wish-bones. Housemaids
and lady's maids wear short skirts,

saucy caps and high-heeled slippers, with
showy buckles. All of which is false

and futile.

During many summers past I have
been at Newport, Rhode Island, part and
parcel of the life of that most fashion-

able resort in America. And I can state

with assurance that when Newport
depicted

more lil

tawdry
diamond

I

cinema productions, it is no
the genuine article than a

nestone is like a brilliant

V
In the i ftt place, no such enormous

staffs P servants are maintained in

even the most impressive abodes. And no
such standard of deportment is dreamed of.

Men do not march about like automatons,
and maids do not frisk about like sou-

brettes. Nowadays there is no great man-
sion at Newport where the men-servants
wear powdered hair and knee-breeches.

Years ago the late Mrs. George Gould,
who never went to Newport, but ' had an

Below: The home of Vincent Astor at Newport.
It is quiet, restful and refreshingly old-fashioned.
Can you imagine staging a movie "society party"
such as is shown on the right in a home of

this sort>

© Underwood & Underwo

At left: Eleanor Boardman dressed up
in "Proud Flesh." Miss Boardman is

want such a conspicuous outfit in rea

Vincent Astor, who is at all times charming,
in spite of her great

© Underwood & Underwood

represent a girl of aristocratic family
i intelligent actress, but who would
ife? At the right is the lovely Mrs.

.ing and inconspicuous,
lth

estate at Lakewood, New Jersey, trickled out her
employees in this theatrical manner. But then Mrs.
Gould had been Edith Kingdon, an actress.

Of course, if the homes of the elite were of such
grandiose proportions as portrayed in the movies,
regiments of menials would actually be required. But
not in all Newn^-" ifre salons or ballrooms half

Bn page 121)
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The Romance of Business

catches the spirit and fascination c

On the platform. Director George Archair
d his staff are filming a scene for "Men c

The company took most of the scenes fo

the picture at the Enaley Mills (left) at Birmingham.
Alabama. Milton Sills. Doris Kenyon and May Alii

son are featured in this new First National special



SCREEN IDOLS PAST, PRESENT
and FUTURE

A third article by the Editor-in-Chief of the Brewster Publications

which analyzes some of the new and interesting developments in

the star world

By Eugene V. Brewster

E'S
of things have hap-

pened since I wrote
"Screen Idols Past,

Present and Future,"
which appeared in the Jan-
uary and February issues

of this magazine, and I

wish to make a few changes
in my predictions. "Ben-
.Hur," and "Stella Dallas,"

"The Big Parade," "Lady
Windermere's Fan," "The
Vanishing American," "The
Phantom of the Opera,"
"The Merry Widow," "His
Secretary," "A King on
Main Street," "The Scarlet

Saint" are all showing in

New York now as I write

and, after seeing them, I

must certainly re-adjust my
calculations.

The first observation I

wish to make is that "Ben-
Hur," unquestionably the

greatest picture ever pro-

duced, seems to clinch the

contention that Ramon
Xovarro bids fair to be the

greatest screen idol that has

yet appeared. It will in-

deed be strange if his pop-
ularity does not daily
increase for the next ten

years at least.

The next observation is that John Gilbert came to the

front by leaps and bounds in "The Merry Widow," and
capped the climax with his wonderful work in "The Big
Parade." which, by the way, is easily the greatest war
picture ever produced and which perhaps will ever be
produced. Unless Mr. Gilbert is very unlucky or very

indiscreet, his popularity should extend well into the

future. Ronald Colman appeared in "Lady Winder-
mere's Fan" and "Stella Dallas" and, while his acting in

these plays was as near perfect as one could expect, I

doubt if it will make him any more of a screen idol than

he was at the time of "The Dark Angel." Richard Dix
made a rapid advance when he played the part of an

Indian so superbly in "The Vanishing American," which,

by the way, was a very great picture with several very
glaring faults.

CWer since Adolphe Menjou appeared in "A Woman
^* of Paris," he has been growing steadily in popular
esteem, and his characterization in "The King on Main
Street" was so superb that we must figure this man

Mr. Jrewster says:

>n that Ramon Ni

screen idol thl

among the possible screen

idols of the future, altho of

a much different sort than

those just mentioned. Ben
Lyon proved himself to be

a great lover in "The New
Commandment," and Lloyd
Hughes was as pleasing as

ever in "The Scarlet Saint,"

but I doubt if these two are

quite in the screen idol class.

Mary Astor is certainly a

beautiful young girl, and in

"Don Q" she played the

simple, demure maiden su-

perbly ; but, after seeing her

in "The Scarlet Saint," I

am convinced that she will

never be a screen idol. A
screen idol must have more
t-han beauty. Eleanor
Boardman advanced con-

siderably by her work in

"The Only Thing," and so

did Conrad Nagel, but I

fear that Eleanor Board-
man's nature is not of the

kind of which screen idols

are made. With all her
grace, beauty and charm,
there is a coldness and aloof-

ness that is forbidding to

the great American heart.

As for Greta Nissen, I

am still convinced that she

has very great possibilities, altho at present she appears

to be "on the way out" because of the "vampish" parts

that they insist upon putting her in. We have only "The
Dark Angel" and "The Eagle" to judge Vilma Banky
by, but they are enough, and, other things being equal,

she should easily become one of the screen idols of the

future. Norma Shearer was a disappointment to me in

recent pictures, but her work in "His Secretary" forces

me to change my opinion. This young lady certainly has

a lot of ability, plus charm and beauty, and she must be
reckoned with. Colleen Moore must certainly have
better pictures than "We Moderns" or she will soon be
lost in the shuffle, and so with Corinne Griffith in

"Infatuation."

""There are two more ladies who have been struggling

along for years and who have never quite reached the

heights—Irene Rich and Belle Bennett. While both have
done uniformly good work, they never quite "arrived."

But Irene Rich in "Compromise," and particularly in

(Continued on page 96) p
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Will the Men
The men of the movies speak out and tell you

what they think of Fannie Ward's philosophy

of being seventeen at seventy

TAST month Motion Picture Magazine asked the

feminine stars of the movies whether or not they

I j would follow Fannie Ward's example and keep
themselves eternally young. As you know. Miss

Ward has promised to make public her beauty secrets.

Miss Ward, herself, has been so amazingly successful in

keeping her beauty that, altho she is nearing her

seventieth birthday, she looks like a flapper of seventeen.

This month, we have asked some of the men who are

prominent in the movies to speak up and tell whether they

admire artificial youth. The vote, for and against, is

almost evenly divided.

Here are their answers

:

By MONTE BLUE:

T believe a woman who has made a fetish of keeping

young is anything but attractive to a normal man.
I'd like to have my wife grow old with me. to look

across the table at her and realize that gray hair and line*;

are only proofs of what we've been thru together.

I should hate to sit opposite a woman whose face had
been lifted, nose remodeled, hair dyed or skin peeled. 1

know my chief thought would be

:

"Heavens, you're as old as I am—do you think you fool

anybody? All you think of is how old you look and
all vou talk of is beauty prescriptions!"

Oh no ! Oh no !

By WILLIAM COLLIER, Jr.:

T KNOW Fannie Ward very well and I think she's marvelous. If

all women could imitate her, Fd say: "Good work—go ahead!"
But all women cant. Fannie Ward is full of pep all the time. It's

not put on. In Paris, she's invited everywhere because her hostess

can depend on her being the life of the party and any affair with

her as a guest is bound for success.

I know some girls who aren't over twenty-three who
might as well be sixty for all the fun they get out oi life.

It doesn't help them to look young—their minds are

already old.

Being sixty, looking twenty and feeling eighty dont go
together. But looking and feeling young make age

These Men Say:

Malcolm McGregor (at the top of the page)

says: "Let 'em be girls at ninety.". Just

below him is John Bowers, who believes that

youth cannot be simulated. Monte Blue

(next in line) says: "Grow old along with

me." And Jack Holt (at your left) thinks

that it would be very disturbing, if you were
sixty, to have your wife looking twenty



Admire it?

Are men attracted by artificial youth? Do they

like the flapper grandmother? Some say "No."
Some say that it doesn't make any difference

unimportant.
. Of course, there's nothing worse than a

kittenish old woman, but youth—if it's sincere—is great!

By JOHN ROCHE:

T admire women for their minds more than their looks.
* If they are merely beautiful, I'm not particularly

intrigued It seems to me that the mind and the heart of

a woman grow more and more interesting and lovely

with the years. If she's wise, she doesn't let her body dete-

riorate, but no woman with a sense of humor could spend
the best part of her time in a beauty shop

!

By GEORGE BANCROFT:

I'm no authority on age. Women I like always look

young to me. When I meet a woman, I look first at

her eyes arid from them to her mouth. After I've seen

her eyes and her smile, I know whether or not her person-

ality appeals to me. If it does. I'm strong for her.

I know other men have heard me raving about a woman
I've just met and have said to me: "Why, she's old

enough to be your mother!" It surprises me, for age has

never entered my mind. After all, what of it—what's

the difference?

By RAY GRIFFITH:

Tf women can get away with it, eternal youth is great stuff. I

dont see any good reason for anyone's settling down to old age

while there's a chance to dodge it. There are very few Fannie

Wards who make a success of it, the majority are rather pitiful

because they're wasting time when they might be living.

By JACK HOLT:

Tf I were sixty, I think I'd find it rather disturbing to
* have my wife looking twenty. I'd rather she looked at

least as if we belonged to the same generation. I have no

objection to women's looking as young as they can, tho.

I think everybody should, as a matter of fact.

(Continued on page 84)

And These Men Say:

At the top of the page is William Powell, who
thinks that disguised age is pathetic. Next

is John Roche, who believes that they grow
more interesting with the years. Ray Griffith

thinks it is great stuff if they can get away
with it. To your right is Michael Arlen, who
says: "Their faces are always on their

minds. And what is youth if not freedom

from care?"



Gilda Gray

Goes Native

"Aloma" is a film that is promised in the not-so-

distant future. The stage play is ^aid to have gained
much in its transference to the open air



GildaHerself

Without

Frills

Miss Gray never has been
allowed the luxury of kid-

ding herself

By Sara Redway

BANKERS, at the peak of their

career, do not drop their fountain

pens and whimsically decide to be

great, strong motor-men
; plasterers,

tired of it all, do not shoot the works in

order to learn to play the 'cello
;
pnddlers

( and there, I believe, I have you!) do not

take up paleontology. But rich man,
poor man, beggar man or politician, will

consider the world well lost for one good
chance to be in a moving picture. Maybe
it's the same urge that has led many a mis-

guided mother to the photographer to

have little Junior's picture taken, as is,

with one toe in his mouth. Maybe it's the

great gold rush, and then again it may be

just plain curiosity. Whatever it is. it is

contagious.

Moving picture-- have robbed many a

home of a little woman about the place,

many an office of the kind of girl that men forget,

that's perfectly all right with me. Any of us

rather be able to write "Profession— Actress" on our

registration blanks than be forced into the ignominious
confession. "Housewife." But when the screen reaches

out and grabs a pearl of another oyster, then 1 feel I have
cause for complaint.

A FEW years ago in a night club in New York, some-
** one discovered the South Seas. The Doctor Cook
who did the discovering has sunk into oblivion, hut the

lady delegate stayed on. As a matter of strict fact, she

was well known before the South Sea mania, but she is

principally noted for bringing the grass skirt into the

American home. Her name is Gilda Gray and I would
rather see her dance to something insinuating with a few-

tom-toms thrown in for good measure than anything I

can think of.

Miss Gray wore a red wig, a grass skirt designed, I

believe, by Peggy Hoyt or some equally well-known New
York designer (just little primitives, we are), and a num-
ber of artfully placed flowers. There was a pink light.

the color of camellias, and a heavy sweet perfume, and
the husky voice of Miss Gra) singing something about

white shadows and Taiti. It may not have been art, but

it was what 1 like. Anyway, it brought her to the peak of

her profession as a' dancer. At least, she had a great many
photographs in "Vanity Fair." and she was asked to pose

for fashion pictures, and if that isn't fame, nothing is.

And.

vould
AT other times. Miss Gra

Blues" or the "Saint

one has sung them before
rippling about in a tight

\
Tould sing the "Beale Street

mis Blues" better than any-

since, and she would move
immering silver dress. In

fact, the way she sang and the way she danced was so

very close to acting that it was inevitable that she should
finally turn to the screen. I am sorry, personally, but
then that may he because I have not vet seen her first

picture. She will undoubtedly lie good. ' Everything Miss
Gray does, she does expertly."

The picture is "Aloma of the South Sea" and Miss
< rray is the star. She is the only actress that has ever

been engaged for a picture without a screen test. That's

how good she is. She will wear a dark tan make-up and
a black wig and step before a new and different public

in a drrr. a ic and exacting role.

There is nothing exotic or languid about Gilda Gray.

She is as cool and green as Undine splashing up from the

sea. and I cannot see why she should have turned tropi-

cal. Her hair is pale yellow, her eyes are grey-green and
slant up at the corners. She has broad, high cheek-bones

and rather delicate features, and yet she is the queen of

South Sea dancers. She is Polish and used to live in

Milwaukee, and still she has the heart and imagination

to feel Southern. She must be a great actress.

To talk about Gilda Gray personally is almost impos-
sible without mentioning her husband, Gil Boag. And
rest assured that if I didn't mention him, she would.

{Continued on page 117) f\
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Dress to Suit

Here are some frocks, coats and evening
gowns selected by the stars as sensible and
in excellent taste for the girl between sixteen

and twenty-four

Moore chooses this dancing frock as a most
g and useful party dress. Its full skirt, with

oped edges, is attractive for a young girl. The gown
'

: of orchid net, trimmed with roses of shell-pink
So far as possible, the young girl should choose

light pastel shades foi



Your Type
Do you look like any of these stars? If you
do, you will find these pictures a practical

guide in planning your wardrobe

An extremely full

thoroly charming evening gown which Mild:
Lloyd selects as an ideal dancing frock. Th(
made of white chiffon and the skirt is emt

g rain effect. The fl,

shoulder and waist are white gardi



Mrs
Not
curtains at the ,,,

might be copied

Erlynne's sitting room of blue and
attractive draping of the blue nel

These are hangings thai

less pretentious room

Lubitsch Designs

An

English Home
All the elegance of May-
fair may be found in the

settings that form an ideal

background for the sophis-

ticated charm of "Lady
Windermere's Fan"



The Things They Say

—

About Gloria Swanson would make Baron Munchausen sound

like a piker. Selma Robinson explodes the bunk about Gloria

PROBABLY
there isn't an
actress in the

motion pic-
tures today who is

more talked about
and less known than
Gloria Swanson. The
two go together.
Many people who
dont know her talk

about her and what
they dont know they

make up, with the re-

sult that she has been

su rrou n d e d in the
public mind with all

sorts of fanciful ex-

aggerations about
herself, about her

clothes, about her
career, about her
home life, the things

she does and the
things she doesn't do.

Gloria, if y u
haven't met h e r

yourself, isn't glori-

ous. You cant call a

person glorious who
is quiet and thought-

ful and gentle : she

doesn't throw off
sparks, except when
she acts. She has a

good brain, but not

of the wisecracking

kind known as witty :

she is arresting, but
not dazzlingly beau-

tiful : her nose is the

short sharp curve that you've seen in her pictures. Her
mouth is firm and clean cut; her eves are gray-blue and

slanting.

"I've read," says Gloria in her placid voice, "that I

make more money than any other screen star. My
salary is said to be close to a million, or more than that.

1 forget which. But really it's not true. T can name
many who earn lots more than I do. And the way I'm

supposed to be spending it is enough to make King
Midas turn in hi ve. Look at this."'

'""Tins" was a clipping from a newspaper that told all

about Gloria's new home—written by someone who
most likely imagined the whole affair, because no one

but Miss Swanson and her architects know the plans.

'"Look," said Gloria, "it's enough to make me weep—or

laugh. I dont quite know which. If all the exaggera-

tions about me were written into a book, it would make
Munchausen and Paul Bunyan fade into dull reality be-

side it. If people didn't believe them, I could sit back

and enjoy them. But
this way!"

She handed me an
envelope of news-
paper clippings from
all over the country.

They described her
new home, the latest

subject for wild ex-
aggerations. In one
clipping I read that

Gloria Swanson had
imported from Italy

an old palace, ancient

stones and all, and
would have it re-

built on the roof of a

sky-scraper. In an-
other clipping it was
reported that her
home would be an

exact copy of a

French chateau with

no detail overlooked,
and still another clip-

ping said it would re-

semble a castle on
the Rhine, with a

handsome roof
garden surrounding
it. A paper out
West printed a dia-

gram of the layout,

and a Xew York
newspaper said that

the construction
would amount to
about two hundred
and fifty thousand
dollars, of which
three thousand dol-

lars would be spent on the private elevator alone.

\Jow, New York is a pretty expensive place to build,
•^ but not that expensive. For a quarter of a million

dollars it is possible to erect even there a small apart-

ment house or hotel. The truth of the matter is that

Miss Swanson's new town home will cost no more than

seventeen thousand dollars—maybe less, if she can effect

further economy. Tt will be a roof apartment on the hotel

where she is now occupying a suite on the top floor. There
were three small apartments to begin with, and Gloria

has had them all transformed into one. The elevator

may have cost three thousand dollars, but it belongs to

the hotel, not to the Swanson apartment exclusively.

Anyone who has seen Gloria Swanson's present home
knows that it is distinguished by its simple elegance.

Tli ere are things in it that were bought because they were
beautiful and she loved them, not because they were ex-

pensive. It would take a connoisseur rightly to estimate

what thev are worth, tho that reallv is not of great im- n
31 t
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portance. The antique wal-

nut secretary in her draw-
ing-room, and the red and
purple damask settees, for

instance. They must have
been expensive, for any-

thing so rich and mellowed
must have cost money.
But there is no attempt to

feature their value, to

make the visitor stand off

in awe. Xo. Over the reel

damask seat is a crazy

water-color that Gloria
herself painted, and all her

friends tease her about.

Her grand piano is clut-

tered with pictures of her children, her husband's pipes

and tobacco, a pencil sketch she made and lots of other

little evidences that the room is for living, not for show.

""The real reason I'm having the new apartment built

is so that we'll get some room to move about in,"

Gloria explained. "There's no place to receive people

here, no place to dress or do anything. Wont it be won-
derful to have a room for Baby Gloria ? She'll be able to

come down during the week and spend a few days. As it

is, I've got to be content with a week-end view of her.

Speaking of Miss Swanson's children reminds me of
another exaggeration—the one which has caused her the

most pain. You know how steadfastly she has refused

to have them photographed for the newspapers. Presi-

dent's nieces, prize-winning infants and sons of the rich

have appeared in print, but never Gloria Swanson's two
youngsters. It seems to me a mother should at least be

"THEY SAY" THAT
Gloria's apartment cost a quarter of a mil-

lion dollars. That she's the highest salaried

star on the screen. That she has a three-

thousand-dollar private elevator. That her

husband has no means of livelihood. That

her children are underdeveloped. That she

was a salesgirl in a department store

But not a single one of these stories is any-

where near the truth!

entitled to decide whether
she wants her children's

photographs scattered over

the whole country, espe-

cially if the mother hap-
pens to be the most talked-

of woman of the day.

Any time someone feels

like suing Gloria, or seeks

to establish himself as her

long-lost brother ftho she

is an only child), out will

come the pictures of Baby
Gloria and Joseph. I know
that these were the reasons

that motivated Miss Swan-
son's refusal to permit

news cameramen to snap their pictures, yet many' mam-
papers have hinted at things too unfair to talk about ; that

the babies were deformed, or mentally deficient.

As a matter of fact, it would be difficult to find any-
** where two such perfect children. Little Gloria looks

as her mother did when she was her age. She has lovely

lustrous skin, like a pearl, blue eyes and blonde, softly

waving hair. And her mind is that of a ten-year-old

child, tho she is only five. She thinks things out for

herself, she knows her own mind and is not afraid to

speak it; she can converse with people much older than
herself. Joseph, or Brother as he is called, is a pug-
nacious little Irishman with a broad, high forehead and
an amazing capacity for arguing. Maybe he'll be a

judge some day. He's only three and a half years old.

but he's never been beaten in an argument.
(Continued on page 103 )

The Younger Generation Has No Manners

Mr. and Mrs. Rin-Tin-Tin are he
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will insist on sitting on the dining-room tabl

best training in the world, the pups



The Star

Who Stands

Alone
By Elisabeth Petersen

irol Dempst

that appeals to the

mind oTthe^creen «

TV,
I

HE charm of Carol
Dempster has been
discovered at last.

She has a Scotch
grandfather.

( No, we dont mean what
you do at all.)

Up in the High-
lands there are those

who still believe in

the "wee folk." and
many an old shepherd
watching his flock has

seen strange tilings in

the mists that caress the peaks
of the Bens.

Some of these fairies found
their way to Duluth, Minne-
sota, to attend the christening

of a little girl whose name is Carol
Dempster.

And tho there are many miles of
land, and sea between Duluth and
Edinburgh, the" baby had recaptured

the magical charm of the old city.

The fairies saw it, of course, and
they endowed the baby with the

gift of imagination. Then chuckling
cannily, they flew back to the auld
countrie.

There is an elfin loveliness

about Carol Dempster that gives

her an old-world charm. Her brown eyes are different

from other brown eyes, just as her piquant chin and three-

cornered smile are different from any other chin or smile

in the world.

And yet her flashes of repartee, her insouciant sophisti-

cation, the immaculate smartness of her slim young per-

son, place her definitely in the scheme of things ultra

modern.

Che is like Princes Street itself, that most famous of
^ Edinburgh thorofares, with its rows of fashionable

shops on one side, and the terraced gardens rising to the

old gray turreted castle on the other. Here the twentieth

century is separated from the mediaeval days of story by
a narrow span crossed in a moment.
Up and down the street you find something of her

elusive spirit. She is kin to the patrician girl of high

estate who promenades there, and the mystery of the old

castle itself is mirrored in her eyes.

Down at Castle Gate you see her again. There in the

slums living in the crumbling gray buildings that were
once the homes of Scotland's great, you see her in the

waifs of destiny huddled together in the closes.

For the dreams of the ages are in her eyes.

f harm is deathless. Edinburgh is haunted by its lovely^ and tragic queen, Mary Stuart, and it is not difficult

to vision the slim girl with the Scotch grandfather mov-
ing about -the stately corridors at Holyrood.

I think it is the imaginative charm of Carol Dempster

that appeals to the intellectual among movie fans.

(Continued op, page 102)
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Robert Edeson sketching between scenes of "Bra
heart" at the De Mille Studio

Raymond Hatton drew the plai

t the bee

Carl Miller (above) is a member
of the Southern California Sculp-
tors' Society. He used to carve
statues and teach modeling for a

At the right: Jean Hersholt

—

use a paint box as well as a make-
up box. Here he is making a

sketch of his son

THEY CAN
THAN THEIR

Some of our players came from the

skylight studio to the Kleiglight

studio. They still keep their hands

in practice by making sketches

between scenes at the studio

h1AG



Marian Nixon and he:

sister, Linda, have <

fascinating hobby. The}
paint little clay orna
ments with bright color

DRAW MORE
SALARIES
Do you know that John Barrymore
was an artist before he was an
actor? And. that Rex Ingram was
a sculptor? And that Mai St. Clair

was a cartoonist ?

Edward Earle (above) is both
musician and artist. Mr. Earle
plays the violin and also paints
Japanese screens, which are highly
prized as gifts by his friends. At
the left is Jobyna Ralston, who
goes in for the ladylike and
Victorian art of making portraits
of her friends. Here is her im-

of Harold Lloyd
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The studio musicians make
em laugh or make em cry.

They play for dances, wed-
dings and death-bed scenes

in the world of make-
believe. Here is an orches-

tra striking up that barber-

shop chord while Adolphe
Menjou bobs the hair of

Louise Brooks under the

supervision of Mai St. Clair

"Sound Your A, Professor!
**

fUCH has been said

about the stars, and of

late, even the directors

and continuity writers are coming into their own.

But there is one little group that sits on the side lines of

the set, or occasionally serves as atmosphere in -erne

Pirate's Den dance scene, that has been quite neglected.

They are the studio musicians who nor only furnish the

background for most of the high-voltage acting which

you see, but inspire many a frenzied director when near

the point of distraction ; help to offset the hammering
and racket which goes on in all big studios, ami between

shots try to keep everybody amused and happy.

This group of men—usually consisting of the pianist,

violinist, cellist, drummer and saxophone player—know
more about the stars and direc-

tors than almost anybody else on
' the lot. Why shouldn't they?

The)- are with them day in and

dav out, in the studio or on

location. They see them at their

best and in their tantrums. They
know just what yarn will bring a

smile to the sober face of Tommy
Meighan ; what pieces will bring

tears to Norma Talittadge's

soulful eyes. They can tell you
why Gloria wears such a formi-

dable frown this morning.

Ask those down on the Long-

Island Lasky lot who their

By MlGNON RlTTENHOUSE ever omits to say a cheery "good

lorning" and "good evening."

The life of the studio musician is not such a cinch, as

Frank Bahr, who has been musical' director in the

Eastern studio of Famous Players-Lasky since it opened

about five wars ago. assured me: even tho it does include

compensations, such as being privileged to teach pretty

[ackie Logan to play the piano. He" was sitting, at the

time In- made this statement, in a tiny box decorated with

Christmas holly on the set of "Glorious Youth." Both

he and hi- comrades were in snug-fitting uniforms, and

looked slightly warm.
"This isn't so had." commented one o\ the men. ""Bur

vim should have seen me the other day. I had to wear a

1

prime favorite arou rid there is

and they will be sur e to tell you

it's Bebe Daniels

-

- sportsman-

like, unaffected Beb(;, who likes

nothing better i bet\veen scenes

than to beat thel drn

\

m, and whe

Frank Bahr, mus\cal director of

the Paramount Stu.iio, knows that

Gloria Swanson works i best when
he plays Russian music

36
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paii" of long whiskers which got in my way and tickled

my face like mad every time I blew on my saxophone."
"Whew, I'm hot," exclaimed another, in spite of the

fact that he was sitting close to the scene of an ice

carnival. "Being cooped up in this little box with the

'bain- spots' centered on us isn't my idea of a musician's

paradise."

"But you'll appear in the picture,"' I reminded him.

"Aren't you thrilled over that?"

CYiur or five faces lit up with broad grins. "I would
*• have been five years ago," he exclaimed. "But not

any more. I remember that I took all my friends and
relatives to see me the first time I made my screen debut.

That was the night when I did feel hot under my collar.

I clung to the first balcony seat like grim death as the

part which I knew was the cue to my entrance drew
near."

"What did they think of you as a handsome hero when
you did appear?" kidded the man beside him.

"That was the dickens of it. I didn't appear—that

scene had been cut out of the picture."

The orchestra struck up for the carnival scene, and
two pretty extra girls in skating togs glided onto the set.

All around me were r

tumes, and evening go

me as the players fro

It i lid not seem just th«

on a studio set.

WSSS;SSi ul

erous other girls in angel cos-

5. A few were pointed out to

he Paramount Picture School.

uch a hardship to be a musician

'"""Today we're serving double duty," said one when the
* scene had been shot. "We're atmosphere, and (lie

orchestra."

"Do you get double pay?"
They merely grinned, but I gathered that they didn't.

I found the leader and his little group of men in the

Swanson set down-stairs the next day. This time they

were seated on the side-lines, sans uniforms.

"You wont collect double pay today," I greeted them.
"Dont you wish you were up-stairs?"

Gloria was being directed in what I was told was the

"boiler-room scene" of her latest picture, "Tamed." She
stood high on a raised platform some feet away, looking

very tiny and elflike as she talked with Larry Gray, who
plays her handsome lead in the picture.

Mr. Bahr and I had plenty of chance to talk together

this time. In order to be a successful studio musician
(Continued on page 106)

Those Were the

Gay Old Knights!



MAY McAVOY
\girl who never gave a bad performanc
i \or feminine—can rival Miss McAvoy's

all her career on the screen. And very few other
ord of intelligent, sympathetic and notable acting

\



She's Just Mrs. von Stroheim
And Hollywood wonders why the woman who has been married

five years to a "tyrant" is still happy!

SHE sat in her canvas-backed
chair on "The Merry
Widow" set, quietly, rest-

fully, a grateful contrast to the glittering throngs
that moved in the reverseless waltz beneath the Cooper-
Hewitts.
The script girl's pencil dashed briskly across a page

near-by ; make-up experts applied powder to shining noses

and repaired damaged lips and lashes
;
prop boys hurried

in with fans ; electricians manipulated lights ; cameramen
ground busily. But the woman in the chair just sat.

A celebrated guest of the studio watched the scene a
moment and then walked over to her.

"And vvhat do you do?" he inquired.

She smiled.

"Nothing," she reolied, and went on doing it.

•"That woman is Mrs. Eric von Stroheim,
* wife of the director—she is to be fou"^
wherever her brilliant husband labors

over his creations, beautiful or terrible,

light comedy, grim tragedy or sophis-

ticated drama.
"How was that scene?" he will

say, pausing by the canvas-backed
chair.

If she nods approvingly, he
goes on, without comment.

If she says : "I dont know

—

not so good, I think," he stops. ...

"I'm not clever. I dont know
how a thing should be done or why
it appeals to me. I merely know

By Alice Leslie whether or not I like it," she ex-
plained, as she sat, in her restful

way, in her spacious living-room.

She is a fine-looking woman, with dignity and poise.

Her eyes are wide set and seem to be quietly smiling

even when her lips are grave. She makes no unnecessary
motions, has no dangling chains or ornaments with which
to occupy nervous fingers as is the Hollywood habit—she

seems to personify peace.

"JV/Tr. von Stroheim may not agree with me, but he
*** always listens. Not every man will listen, will he?
He says that I have the view-point of the audience and
that he may be too close to what he is doing to get that. If

he can find out why a scene fails with me, he corrects it.

"Ever since he made 'Blind Husbands,' his first suc-

cess (except during the making of 'The Merry-
Go-Round,' when the baby came), I have been

with him on the set every day. It's good
for me, I think, because I am able to

sympathize with him when he ha? had
a hard day. A wife who had been at

home might unthinkingly suggest go-

ing out, but one who has lived thru

a studio day
knows that a
home is best.

"So when Mr. von Stroheim is

working, we spend our evenings

here. Perhaps he lies down on
that couch and I sit in this chair

and we are both silent. Why
(Continued on page 112)

with her husband
quiet evening

The i/on Stroheims*
romance began v'hen
Mrs. von was an
extra girl and the

direct.or threw :mud
on he r car with his

white -gloved ha nds!

The extra girl quit

es to mak
home for the inost
temp 1 of

They ilOW
have'
old !son, and the
highstrung director

is a devoted and
patient fathei



Lincoln is proud of the fact

that the Stedmans are one of

the first families of the screen.

Being the son of a movie star

isn't so bad. At the age of

fourteen, Lincoln had a good

start on his career. Here you

see him with Ella Hall in a

picture called "The Charmer"

The pint-size flivver played an

important part in Lincoln's

life. His mother was always

afraid that some full-grown

car would mash it. Lincoln

and his power-wagon appeared

with Lila Lee in "Puppy Love."

At the left, a picture of

Lincoln at the age of sixteen

Growing Up with the Movies

tall boy

And hour
ikl admir-

task of trying to

at the old Selig

h his father on a

as tl

I

THE tall boy had a little

wooden box on three legs.

There was a rickety crank
, attached to it. Hour after hou

would practise cranking the would-be can-

after hour a little fat boy in knickerbockei

ingly sit and watch the tall lad.

But finally the tall boy gave up the ta

be a world-famous cameraman . .

Studio in Chicago . . . and went w
vaudeville tour.

The tall lad was Wallace Reid. 1 i

person.

Wallie was a fine-featured boy will

Little did he dream in those days tha

the most loved—and sorrowed—motic

screen has ever known. And how h
art of cranking! . . . but finally he g!

the country with his father.

Those were the grand and glorious old days when the

motion picture business was really in its infancy. It

amuses me when wise wits speak of the present infancy

of the industry. They dont know what infancy means in

this business. They should have seen the ingenuity that

was needed to make pictures . . . the work arid the

hardships of it. the small salaries, the long hours, and the

tedious, thankless and endless labor.

40

_ „ There were no artificial lights

By LINCOLN OTEDMAN A in those days. We waned
until the sun was good and ready

to make its shining appearance. And often in misty

Chicago the sun was very dilatory—sometimes f( rg

to shine at all. And stages were not stages, but wooden
platforms with canvas tops, held swayingly in position

by four very slender poles.

The make-up the actors used was ghastly. It was a

yellowish grease-paint which was applied generously and
made the wearer look as if he had but recently rec

from a severe attack of cholera, with malaria combined.
The photographic effect was just as bad. The subject

had a pasty look as tho he had indulged in too many pud-
dings, and that puttylike appearanee was further en-

hanced by very black lips and shadowed eyes. In those

days we knew no better and were happy in the knowledge
that our appearance at least showed a sharp contrast

between lips and complexion.
I did not make my first screen appearance until I

was nine years old. But first 1 had better tell you how
the Stedman family became one of the first screen

families.

"Din." that's my mother, you know --. light

opera in Chicago and was making
—even if it is her son who savs it. My dad

ip little

ensitive mouth,
was to become
cture actor the

ed to learn the

t up and toured



Myrtle Stedmans son,

literally educated in a

studio, tells ofthe early

days of the screen—
seen thru the eyes

of a child

and stage director. It must have been about 1910 that

"Bud"' met Otis Turner, who is known as "the father of

the industry." He had a funny little barnlike place on
Irving Park and Western Avenues, and he asked "Bud"
if she wouldn't like to appear in some moving pictures

which he proposed to make.
That was "Bud's" introduction to the Selig Studio and

to Colonel Selig, for whom she appeared in pictures for

quite some years.

"Bud" had spent her summer vacations in Colorado
and was a very proficient horsewoman, so she was excel-

lently qualified to be "the Selig girl" ... as they called

the players in those days, in lieu of calling them by their

own names. You had to be versatile, too. In the sum-
mers you rode the plains as an outdoor girl and when
the snow fell and winter came "society dramas" were
made. And you couldn't bring your lariat into the draw-
ing-room.

So "Bud" became the Selig leading lady.

VY/hen I was about nine or ten, we went to Flemington,
** Missouri—the whole troupe of us together with the

great old-fashioned Packard in which we used to careen

to and from location. We were going to "the wide open
spaces" to make a Western a week, crammed full of dare-

devil stunts and flickering emotion.

It was at Flemington that Tom Mix joined our troupe.

Tom in those days was working with a small circus win-

>ln in "The Home Town Girl" with Vivian Martin.
1918. The other boy is Charles Richards, now produc-

lager for Mrs. Wallace Reid. At the left: a new photo-
graph of Lincoln and "Bud"—his mother

tering near the town, and I never shall forget my first

glimpse of that now-famous Western actor.

I had run away from "Bud" and dad and had gone
across town to take a peek at the animals. But when I

got there the wild creatures held no interest for me.
There was too much going on in an adjacent corral. A
man on the buckingest bronco I have ever seen was
tearing like mat. up and down the small confine. His
little mustarig would rear and make every effort to throw
him, and still the rider clung on tenaciously.

Finally the animal was tamed :>nd the man descended.
It was Tom Mix.
Tom in those days was a typical vaquero with none

of the furry chaps and silver-studded holsters that mark
his present-day activities.

So Tom was added to our troupe . . . one of the finest

men I have ever met. Kind-hearted and good. These
qualities can be substantiated by many of the cowboys
who knew him in those days and who are still with him
at the Fox lot, working in his pictures. He was a dare-

devil stunts man—and still is—never permitting any
doubling.

"VY/iien the first snow fell, we returned to Chicago and
* our "society dramas." The following summer found

us in Canyon City, Colorado, where we established a little

encampment and called it American City. It was there

that I made my picture debut.

I was a little Indian boy in black wig and iodine stain.

I received fifty cents a day for my work and all I did

was to sit around a camp-fire with other pseudo-Indians.
But I never had any desire to become an actor . . . it's

strange, too, with "Bud" and dad both theatrically in-

clined. I thought at the time that I would work about a
week or so—earning at least $3.50—and would buy a
soft-drink stand, thereby immediately coining a fortune
and retiring to a life of ease and many varieties of soft

drinks. The dream never materialized.

Bill Duncan joined our troupe then and "Bud"
(Continued on page 114)
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As an

Artist Sees

the Movies

Three impressions of three

hits sketched with a brush

in the Japanese manner

by Victor De Pauw

The artist ha chosen the n lent fr >m "A Kis
for Cinde ella " wh n Betty Br n alights frorr

her golde oach to atte id the Pi ince's ball

Notice h Mr. De Pa has caught th

peculiar gra ce o Betty B s eloquen



The Road to Fame
As pointed out by June Mathis, who has guided stars and directors

to success. And Miss Mathis has traveled along the road herself

By Alice Tildesley

EVER since Rudolph Valentino

was plucked from obscu-

• rity and set like

crown jewel on the

lofty brow of Fame,
aspiring artists have
looked with long-

ing upon the hand
that placed him
there.

More than one
faltering pair of

feet has June
Mathis set
upon the right

road, too, so that

Hollywood's eve-

ning

"Wish I may, wish
might

Have the wish I wi
night

!"

usually ends with "May June
Mathis discover me!"
Those who are repeating this

charm had better get out their

hand-mirrors and take a long,

1 >ng look, for in words of
chairmen "The eyes have it!"

"YV/]ii;x i:\ek 1 view a possible choice for a role," said
** Miss Mathis, smiling up from her canvas-backed

chair on her husband's "set," "I first notice the eyes.

There I find what 1 call the soul, and by this alone I

judge. You may alter everything except your eyes, in

these days when tucks are taken in necks, chins blunted

or sharpened, and noses remodeled at will. Hair may be
dyed, eyebrows plucked and teeth replaced, but the soul

that looks out of the eyes is the real 'you' and only goes

at death.

"Some call this soul 'person-

ality.' Elinor Glyn calls it 'It.'

but to me it is the living spirit.

If you have it, 1 can do much
for you, provided you are willing

to work. Work—hard, consci-

entious, unremitting work, is

part of the secret of success; but

another perhaps more vital part

is what 1 call 'vibration.'

i Mathis and her hi

:xpert photograph

studying for it, you wi

It's like tuning in on your radio.

If you get the right wave-length,

you have your station.

"If I were to advise boys
d girls who would
like to get into pic-

tures, I would say

—learn to dance.

Not ballroom
dancing but
stage dancing.
Yes, w h e n
you're a star

you may have a

double to do
your dancing for

you, but if you
dont know how,

you cant take the

proper pose for
close-ups, you wont be

convincing and you wont
se command over your

body at all times.

arn to swim and ride and
lay golf and tennis. Part of

the value of all this^is that you
are actively preparing your-

self for the career you want,

and if you are also reading and
not fail to arrive."

"Vr °u must, in order to suc-
* ceed, constantly think along

a certain plane. Every thought

creates a vibration and if you
are vibrating on the right plane,

you will inevitably come in con-

tact with others who can help

June Mathis says:

"Whenever I view a possible choice

for a role, I first notice the eyes.

There I find what I call soul, and
by this alone, I judge. You may
alter everything except your eyes,

in these days when tucks are taken

in necks, chins blunted or sharp-

ened, and noses remodeled at will.

Hair may be dyed, eyebrows
plucked and teeth replaced, but the

soul that looks out of the eyes is the

real 'you' and only goes at death"

lVyjiss Mathis has reason for recommending this road,
*** since she has traveled it herself and knows how steep

and rough and long it is.

For ten years she was on the stage, first as a child

actress, then in vaudeville, then in stock and road shows
that played every town and hamlet in every state in this

country at some time or another.

"Everything you do is valuable," she observed. "It was
on the road that I learned the view-point of audiences

—

what is universal hokum, what
will get by in New York and
what they wont take in the small

town. Massachusetts will ap-

plaud things that will be received

in blank silence in the Carolinas,

and Oregon enjoys what Dela-

ware rejects.

"But after ten years, I locked

my. trunk and told my mother
that I was never going on the

stage again. I had decided to

write for motion pictures. I

took my savings, moved into a
room in New York and began to

work. I studied hard. Some-
times I read two or three books

(Continued on page 94) n
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When Skirts

Were Skirts

Alma Rubens poses in

sixty years^of feminine
fashions

The seventies ushered in the tight-

fitting bodice, the bustle and the

bonnet. The material of one gown
Id have made a complete ward-
robe for the girl of 1926

In the nineties, came the leg-o'-

mutton sleeve and the first tend-
ency toward narrow skirts. And
the hem of the gown was supposed

barely to escape the floor

At the right of the page is the
correct fashion of 1907. The girls

affected an adaptation of the Em-
pire style. And false h;

necessity for any well-gToomed



She's Our Most

Versatile Star

And Doris Kenyon is also the

best answer to the challenge

that movie stars are "beautiful

but dumb"

By Eleanor Green

Dk ORIS KENYON is the screen's best

ver to the challenge that its stars

are beautiful but dumb. Doris is beau-

tiful, but she is so far from dumb that

there are at least two other careers she might
turn to if (Heaven forbid) all the movie
studios in the world were to be closed to-

morrow.
Miss Kenyon began her career neither in the

Follies nor as an extra girl. After she left

school, she joined the choir of the Grace
Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn and later sang
in the Bushwick Methodist Church, also in

Brooklyn. It was the sort of career that would
meet with the approval of any grandmother.
Doris had a charming voice and she was pretty.

Too pretty, in fact, to remain a choir singer.

And Broadway, New York, is only across the

river from Brooklyn. So Miss Kenyon
journeyed over the bridge and got a position in

one of the late Victor Herbert's light operas

—

"Princess Pat."

Almost immediately after her stage debut.
** the movies got her. Doris was too charm-
ing to remain unnoticed. Moreover, hers was
a new and fresh sort of beauty. Her light

brown hair was of a shade that cannot be dupli-

cated in a beauty parlor. It had a natural wave
—the kind you read about but almost never see.

And the color in her cheeks was her own.
At the time Miss Kenyon made her film

debut, girls of education and breeding were con-

siderably scarcer in the studios than they are

today. It was, at that time, "not quite nice" to

go into the movies. Even a few of the better sort of

tars were not completelv convinced that the movies
were a reputable career.

debt Miss
ndous

D.uk in 1915, when she made her
•^ Kenyon was very young. Cut she had a ti

advantage over the other actresses. She had a good edu-

cation and a background of culture. Moreover, her

father was a poet and Doris had been reared among
gentlefolks. She was a graduate of the Packer Institute

in Brooklyn and she had also attended classes at Col-

umbia University. So, in sp'te of her youth, she went
into her new career with a background and a sense of

values that other girls only gain by long and painful

experience—if they achieve it at all.

Miss Kenyon is one of the few stars whose literary

work:
circle

has p
too, a

She 1

most
Miltc

; have acquired any sort of reputation in literary

s. From time to time. Motion Picture Magazine
lUblished Miss Kenyon's poetry. Other magazines,

re onlv too glad to receive contributions from her.

ias had a hook published called "A Book of Mono-
s" and some day she hopes to make literature her

present, Miss Kenyon has just completed one of the

interesting pictures of the year
—"Men of Steel."

n Sills and May Allison are featured with her in the

The company spent many weeks in Birmingham,
ma, taking scenes in the great steel mills. The un-
tlieme of the story, the special interest attached to

cations in which the company worked and the im-
ice of the picture all combined to make it Miss
jn's most fascinating screen experience.
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Gossip of the
The film colony is surprised by some sudden

marriages and rumors of marriage. And
Betty Bronson has her salary raised to

$1,000 a week

By Agnes Smith and Milton Howe

HIS is the time of the year when every player and
company official pauses for breath, and starts a family

quarrel which usually ends in the player's being fired or

quitting. I haven't seen nor heard of a satisfied

player nor a satisfied producer. Contracts

are being torn up and new ones made.

^^ The motion picture business is going thru
JP>i^ its annual housecleaning

with everyone seeking a

$0fiMfto|9' position from which he may
^ grab as much swag as pos-

sible during the coming year.

Money talked in Hollywood the past

thirty days. A general suing epi-
"*» demic broke out before the month

clo-ed. The Harold Lloyd treasury

suffered the heaviest blows. The
first little financial ruffle coming
from the Lloyd organization was
the announcement that due to a
slight oversight Lloyd's new
house and lot will cost him
two million dollars instead of

one million as originally esti-

mated. The contractor may
have decided on a rubber bathtub

since that commodity has become al-

most as dear as platinum.

Another attack on the Lloyd treasury

was made by H. C. Witwer, the author.

who declares in a suit filed in the Los
Angeles courts that Lloyd stole bodily

one of his short stories when the

comedian made "The Freshman."
Two hundred and fifty thousand
dollars is the amount of money Witwer
asks for in his suit. That should buy
the baby a new rubber-tired carriage.

V

Iouise Glaum is suing the estate of
••—

' Thomas H. Ince for four hundred
and five thou-and dollars. This

she claims is due her on contract-

dating back to 191°. Which reminds

us of Theda Bara, who used to be Miss

You've heard of Avenue B, New York>
Well, this is Avenue B. Hollywood. It's

very different. Nobodv much lives on
Avenue B. New York, while on Avenue B
of the First National Studio you may find

the dressing-room bungalows of Colleen
Moore. Norma and Constance Talmadge.
Rudolph Valentino and Harry Langdon



Camera Coasts
There's a new "Gloria rumor"—a pleasant

one this time. And Rudolph Valentino

introduces the fur -lined dressing-gown

—

straight from Europe

Glaum's hottest competitor in the vamping business back in the
days when Bill Hart was the Beau Brummel of the two-gun
men. Theda is earning her cakes taking pies in the face. She
is being featured in Hal Roach comedies, and according to

reports she is quite happy with her new work.

And, by the way, Louise will need any
•** money she may get from her suit to

furnish a little heme. Louise was married
recently in New York to Zachary M. Harris,

a theatrical man. At the Municipal Build-
ing, where she applied for her license,

Louise truthfully admitted to being thirty-

one years of age and the bridegroom
owned up to forty-three years. Some day
we are going to start a Hall of

Fame for stars who tell their real

ages.

Louise has been appearing in

pictures in New York. She
really looks more beautiful and
charming than she did in the days
when she was one of the screen's

leading sirens.

Another lady who was
^"^ once a co-worker with

Miss Glaum and who has
left the screen for domestic
life is Dorothy Dalton.

Since Dorothy married
Arthur 1 lammerstein, she

has retired to her home on
Long Island. And Broad-
way seldom sees her these

days.

IJere is a rumor about
* •*• Gloria Swanson which
we hope is not the sort of

bunk so ably exposed in this

issue of Motion Picture
Magazine by S e 1 m a

Robinson. Because this

Convicts no longer dre

like this, but Richard Dix
donned this costui

"What the Badly Behaved
Man Will Wear." Left:
Priscilla Dean, Dorothy
Phillips and Anitc

"

are planning to take a trip

around the world togethei
after their contracts expire

This is the most exclusive
street in Greenwich Village
MacDougal Alley. It is be-
tween Washington Square
North and Eighth Street, New
York, and many famous artists

have their studios here. Sam
Wood used it as a "location"

for "Glorious Youth"



filmed by Tod 1 "The Mocking Bird."

asked that the man be released. I think he got

sixty days, so he wont need the clock anyway.
This month Pola insults the barbers. She is to

let her hair grow . . . just a little bit. It is to be

something new in coiffures, sort of half-way be-

tween a regular bob and a lady Godiva trim.

Pola signed another contract for two years

with the Lasky company, which dispels rumors
that she was not making the cash registers ring

in the country*s

show houses.

MICHAEL
Arlex pull-

ed a neat line on
a London news-

particular rumor is one that Gloria would dearly love

to have come true.

The story is that Gloria may withdraw from the

screen soon and devote her time to fixing up a nursery

in her New York apartment. It has always been Gloria':

dearest wish to have a nice, big family of children. And
the rumor is true, we are not at all surprised.

"VY/hici-i reminds us of a story about Gloria that we hea
** months ago but which can be repeated only in the light

recent rumors.

Gloria and the Marquis de la Falaise were having a he

argument.
"I tell you," said Gloria emphatically, "Gabriel mus

educated in America."
"And I say," answered the Marquis, "that Gabriel

receive a French education."

"Who is this important person named Gabriel?" asked a

"Oh," responded Gloria, suddenly smiling, "he's our son

""There has been a general walkout of players at the
•* Brothers studio. Huntly Gordon. Marie Prevosl ;

Roche have tipped their hats to

the gateman for the last time.

Huntly and John will work as free-

lance artists. Before Marie could

get home to tell the old folks that

she had quit her job, she was
signed to a new contract to star in

Metropolitan productions. I under-

stand Kenneth Harlan is to leave

the fold soon. Willard Louis and
Louise Fazenda have signed new
contracts with Warners.

Oeldom a month goes by that

Pola Negri does not kick over

a few sensational lines in the

papers. Last month somebodj
walked off with an expensive clock

that adorned Pola's mantel. She

*^ paper reporter

V
Ou r old friend Theda
Ba rking
for

a

'Har
ov
^oach! the

gre at cornedy pro-
due er. Th *da

-

s c

bac k in "The Un-
chastened Worn an"
proved no

sful and so sh ! has
dec ided to go ir for
un chastened conledy

"What Is the World Comir
the name of a new comedy,
farce director's idea of a i

the future. Katherine Gr
Cook and Jimmie Finlayson

the victims

g To?" is

This is a
vedding of

ant, Clyde
are among
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a

of nine. An actor also was forced to taste his own blood at the

hands of his boss. If he ever flops in the picture business, this

executive could easily get the main bout any week at the

Hollywood stadium.

(^edric Gibbons has married Gwendolyn Weller, a girl

playing small roles in pictures. Gibbons is the art

director of the Metro-Goldwyn studio. When Aileen

Pringle first entered pictures, Cedric was her devoted
escort at many of the film gatherings. But when Aileen,

as ladies will, departed suddenly for

New York and showed an inclina-

tion to be interested in other

swains, Cedric married another

girl. And the real inside

story of the whole affair

is that Aileen cares not
whit.

(Cont i nucd
page 88)

The clashing barbe r is Adolph<
Conklin. They

appear together

who asked him if he were engaged to marry
Pola Negri. "I know the lady," answered
Mr Arlen, "but I'm not on marrying terms
with her."

Jack Holt spent his Christmas in Maine,
returned to Hollywood, and for the first

time in months was asked to appear on the

screen in ordinary civilian clothes. He is to

play the part of the district attorney in "The
Blind Goddess." Maybe the producers figured

Jack had been educated to Eastern manners
after his trip. Holt has always worn the garb
of the outdoor gentleman. The Hollywood rumor sheet

this month has Jack cataloged as having turned out

one of the best pictures of his career in "Sea Morses,"

in which he plays the part of an English sea captain.

Jack should be awarded the lead in "Old Ironsides."

'""They say" that Robert Leonard, divorced husband
•* of Mae Murray, will marry the pretty little

Gertrude Olmstead. Mae is back froi

Europe and so is Rudolph Valentino. Mae and Rue
are great friends, altho everyone denies

romance.
Rudie brought back with him a handsome assortment

of fur-lined dressing-gowns. Meanwhile, Xatacha
has quietly obtained her divorce in Paris.

Ane of our well-known producers is acquiring the^ habit of pounding his fist down on his players'

noses instead of on his mahogany desk, as is the custom
of great executives. Altho the newspapers didn't run
the story, the rumor got out and now Hollywood is

boasting of its fighting producer. According to reports,

the executive lost his temper and swatted one of his best

directors right on the button, flooring him for the count

"For I'm to marry "Yum-Yum," sings John Bowers to Mar
guerite de la Motte. After announcements and denials, Mis
de la Motte has set the date of her wedding for early nex
summer. Which probably means that she'll be counted amoni

the June brides
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Leave

Sweden

Presenting to you Miss

Greta Garbo a lady

•who is said to ha re all

the qualifications of a

star. In the p
above. Miss Garbo looks

like Norma Talm adge.

But Greta has 999 other

expressions a 11 of

them good

The gentleman w ith a

friendly arm abou Miss
Garbo is Monta Bell.

her director in he r first

American picture, "The
Torrent,*' now being
produced by C
politan. These few pic-

tures prove that Greta
is not a person to be

-overlooked

Cosrr opolitan
officia ly calls
this picture
"Iba iez Tor-
rent' — the
"lbanez" being
in honor of the
autho of the
story. Here is

nusually
beaut ful view
of the company
at wo rk during
an art hcial ram-
storrr at the
Metro - Goldwvn



Handing Em
A Big Laugh

By Jane Tilton

Willard Louis tells how and when to put
a few giggles in an otherwise serious story

BIG BILL LOUIS sat in his

bungalow dressing-room on
the old Vitagraph lot.

From the waist down he
was Padrillo, valet to Don Juan,
in blue tights and velvet shoes ; from
waist to neck he was Willard Louis,
in an old brown sleeveless sweater

;

make-up and dangling earrings be-

longed to the serving man, but the

omission of the wig showed Bill's

own smooth dark hair.

"What do you think of me in my
Elinor Glyn boudoir?" he inquired,

waving a bare arm about the frilly

cushioned, silken-curtained, lovely
lady room. "They've got me all

equipped with a day-bed and a radio,

you see. It sure did band me a laugh
when I walked in on it

!

"Handing laughs is my own line

and I like it. Nothing quite so much
fun as working up ways to make the

house roar, and it must be appreci-
ated or I wouldn't be doing my
tenth picture in ten months

!

"There aren't any rules for it, at

least, 1 haven't found any except that the laughs have to

be legitimate ones that dont interfere with the story but
help it on iK way.

'T BELIEVE the sort of thing that's sure-fire is the
* domestic comedy. If they say, when they see a bit

of fun: 'Gee, doesn't that remind you of Cousin Susie?'
or 'Say. that happened to George last week!' or 'Etta is

always doing that!' you've hit 'em where they live.

"When I see the script for a
story. I say: 'Here's a chance
for a good laugh !' at various

f the picture. I seldom
know what I'm going to do. but
I know that that's the psycho-
logical moment. After an audi-

ence has been moved to tears,

they appreciate a chance to

laugh, for instance, a legitimate

laugh, of course. Sometimes. 1

dont know what I'll do to get

that laugh until I go on the set.

Then someone hands me an
article and 1 see possibilities in

il It may look commonplace.

John Barrymore calls Mr. Louis one

f the best amateur gardi

relaxation

Food for Laughs

Artichokes are funny
so are boiled onions.

Asparagus is a natural - born

comic . . . bread, too, may be

good for a laugh.

Peas and mashed potatoes are

good old standbys of the comedian.

These are eatables selected from
Willard Louis' menu of laughs.

but it's surprising how many different effects you can get

with an ordinary thing.

"Bread, now. I remember on the stage in 'Seven
Days,' I was cutting slices of bread. I was supposed to

be in love, and to forget what I was doing and dream.
One night I was fooling around and I picked up four

slices of bread and held them like a card hand and started

to play 'em. . . . That's a laugh.

"I dont like the sort of gags that Noah brought along
with him when he and the

animals took their trip. You
know them. One of 'em is

where the guy in love with a

girl keeps looking at her and
putting sugar in his tea until it's

too sweet. Adam probably
pulled that one.

and

'I began my gag career in
1 'Broadway After Dark.'
Before that I had played comedy
the way it \-a -; written in the

scr ipt. But in that picture we
found it neccU d more laughs.

(Cont nut d on page '. 10)
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Just Among Ourselves
A few pertinent and impertinent comments about people we all know

By Agnes Smith

WHAT is the heaviest blow against screen popu-
larity? Contrary to a current theory, it isn't

the discovery that the dear idol beats his wife,

smokes opium, or gets blotto on moonshine. In

fact, slightly shady morals—if they are picturesque and
not too crude—sometimes make the dear one more
entrancing.

The biggest blow that a movie star—or any other pub-

lic figure—can suffer is the slight titter of derision. Once
they are laughed at, they are gone.

Consider the case of Roscoe Arbuckle. Arbuckle was
the victim of a great tragedy. The public drew away
from him in pity and in horror. But it didn't laugh at

him. There is no derision in the public's feeling toward
Arbuckle. No one was cruel enough to laugh at Fatty

when the blow struck him.

Probably . Fatty never will

come back but if he

on the screen again

fall with the dull, sickening thud
that has accompanied the come-
back of other --tars who were
less opprobrious in the behavior

but more ridiculous.

""There is, for instance, Mary
1 Miles Minter. Little Mary
did nil wrong. She was at least

partlv right in her quarrel with

her mother. Bui little Mary is a

Bessie, cowardly disguised, went on the stage of a small

theater out on Long Island and took part in an amateur
Charleston contest. Naturally, Bessie got the prize

—

which was five dollars—and the other contestants resented

it horribly. The complainant who wrote the letter claims

that Bessie, as a professional, violated the rule- of sports-

manship by appearing in an amateur bout.

But I should like to hear from the member- of the

audience who witnessed the fatal Charleston contest.

Imagine paying a small admission to a theater and then

have Bessie Love jump on the stage and do her

world-famous Charleston

!

B

ill

the

blic la

npl

at

theier. She became, tor

symbol of all that is Eoolish in

stardom. Her faults—and the

larger faults of her managers
and advisers wen- merciless!}

exposed, altho they wire the tac-

tics of others who have tried

them and succeeded.

II

J usua

.
serious!

far the mo-t noble words of the month are credited

to Ann Luther, one-time film actress. Miss Luther is

the lawful, wedded wife of Ed Gallagher, of

Gallagher and Shean. It was to

shake <<u the shackle- of matri-

mony that Miss Luther went to

Pari- to appeal to the dear. kind.

French courts. When just about

to file her suit, Miss Luther re-

ceived word that her husband
was ill. Did she go on with the

mean old divorce: She did not.

And these were Ann's words
—as reported by cable: "Never
let it be -aid thai

have not heart. 1 refuse to

start a -nit against a sick man.
When he gets well.

1 -hall go thru with the pro-

\"o\v please add that statement

History.

D

Lois Weber is the only '

Other ladie.

n ,t up. 1

r daunted
" ,lre

dy

its leal lists. The lady in director in the world. Other la

questio i take s herself and her their hand at it and giv en it up.

art ver usly. But there is Weber herself was rath

someth ng a little less than
and has been in temporary re

she plans to come back and is a
human
a little

pletely

too ,

com

her. The pose is

erfect to he com-
incing. If the

on a story that sh<

giggle hat is started in Hollywood spreads to the rest o\ Gwyn,
the' wo id, tin n the ladv is lost foi ever. The best thing wasn't

For the girl t o ^\o would be to jtu ip up at some public

gatheri lg, .In lk two cocktails and g o into the Charleston. Elinor

Opeaking of the Charleston—and we will, if we want^ to—reminds me of a letter that has come to my desk
lomplaihing bitterly of Bessie I .eve. It seems that

2fsT
LAG£

ROTH "J

up by an

company for three n

ture-. And thereby ha: _

tale. 1 \>r. >thy has a contract with

Inspiration Pictures

has been fondly hoping to make
pictures in this country. But
Inspiration has been unable to

her and so

when the English i

Dorothy'- nade to

Inspiration, it qu
•.-act.

mad.
' was presented in New York. The

-

v's performance
Glyn. The next day she n
from leading American companies

obliged to refuse them and stick by her Ens;

thy goes to England and

another set-back.



All Aboard the

Limerick Liner

Sure, you passengers will b<

Who have dared all yo

And sign for this trip

On the Limerick' ship,

For you'll get a reward for your pluck..

First, the ocean you'll cross, then

You will jaunt thru the Emerald lsl

rs you will meet,

Who will give you a treat

By journeying with you awhile.

Charlie Murray and Sally O'Neil,

Will give lessons in dancing the real

Irish jig, in the shoon
Worn by every gossoon.

Tom Meighan has

of real Irish luck
lson's his chum
trip, and by gum

Mary Pickford will also be there;

Annie Rooney's short dresses she'll

Walter James she'll beguile
With her sweet Irish smile

Miss Davies will pose as a green
Little shy, little country colleen;

And George Arthur look coy,
As a "broth av a bhoy,"

You'll meet gay
Willard Louis,

begad!
Who'll pretend he is

Patsy Ruth's
dad,Are you going to be one of the lucky pas-

on The Limerick Liner? We have They'll hand you

$50.00 to divide among five writers of
That they come

clever lines. Remember thai the line you
submit to complete a limerick must rhyme from Killarney,

with the first two. Semi as many as you . , .

like before March 25th. Address: Limerick

Contest, 175 Dufticld Sheet, Brooklyn. X. Y.
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Pat O'Malley and His Directors

Dat O'Mali.
* hesitates to

he has to tak

directed by

acting before a came
told to do even whei

it this is the first ti

Eileen, with little Sh.

(1 he never

a real fight

S was ever

ila at the

He likes it, tho, and the dog does, too. If he weren't playing

at making movies with his small daughters, he would be teaching

them to walk a tight rope or to swing Indian clnhs or to swim
or something because he would rather play with them than

Eileen is eight years old; she goes to school and takes music

Your Own Opinion

Wi know how anxious you are to learn whose letter won the

one-dollar prize in YOUR OWN OPINION contest, so we
are going to tell you first thing. Ruth Dickson, of "H.; 4 East

Washington Sired. Indianapolis. Indiana, is the winner. She is

eleven wars old I his is her criticism :

"Xot" lung ago 1 saw Thomas Meighan and Lois Wilson in

'Irish Luck.' I think il is a verj good picture and 1 would
grade it excellent. I he different scenes in Ireland helped to make
it more interesting'. Tom and Lois, ,n course, were at their very

best."

There were so main wortln criticisms received that it was a

real problem to choose the best one. We selected the following

names for our Honor Roll because their letters were well written:

Florence Bailey, of Palatka,

Florida; Leo Luechesi, Chica-

Dorothy 1 lines. Greens-
. North Carolina : Marjorie

Betts, Hoboken, New
Jersej : Q Elizabeth
Kehler, Columbia. Penn-
sylvania; Frank Ruzin-

sky, Johnson City. Illi-

nois ; La Verne
llundlv. l.c

ville. Kentuckj
Welle

lessons and dancing lessons, too. When she was very, ver

she once played in a picture with Hillie Burke. Sheila

years old. She but she has ha

experience on the screen with her own Daddy. Mary Kathleen

is almost two years old now and she will probably be

the movies befon
The O'Malley children have dogs and cats just as you have.

But what else do you suppose the) once had: Why. a great big

sea-gull. They found him with a broken wing one day down at

the beach and brought him home for Daddy to mend. Then he
flew a\v;. ;

We are announcing the prize -winning
letter in this contest of junior criticisms

hia Kusz. Minn.,

Bernard Brody, Brooklyn, New York: Alia
Washington; and Margaret Rainey, Ch

Perhaps you would like to know whici

lar with our Junior critics. Tin
Rooney." A Kiss for Cinderella.' "1

The Iron Hoi r bellow'' and
W e will award one dollar to the little boy or girl w

us the besl letter before April 15. Tell us what you thi

pictures r what you think of

MOVIE, JR. Be sure to writ*

the close of your letter. The name ol

winner will appear in the June number.
Next month we will an:

test tor you. In the meantime, d

to look on
for tilling in the blanks correctlv

IV of -The Adx and Jill."

Are you sorry this little -

Would you like to have another on

Mary Fr
lives in Watts. California, says in her letter

to us. "1

anything. What 1 like best

ick and Jill' bee

fun tilling in the blanks."
Marjorie Stafford, who is

years and lives in Jewer I

storN tor childret

was delighted. 1 have been readic
fairie talcs to m> -

she liked it."

- T.n

up shoes)



The

Answer

jiunior

Man
Joe Frank Cobb

Says he is so swamped with

questions from our Junior
fans that he wants a whole
page for his answers. We
have to give him what he

asks for, so here is the page

KEIL B.—J. Warren Kerrigan took the leading
role in "The Covered Wagon." D. W. Griffith did not
direct Adolphe Menjou in the picture you mention.
[DA.—If you want to write to kin-Tin-Tin, address vour letter

to Warner Brothers Studio, 5842 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,
California. Can you write dog language? If you can, 1 wish
you would show me how.
CHESTER.—Fred Thomson is six feet and one inch tall. His

latest picture is "The Tough Guv."
DOROTHY H.—This is Jackie Coogan's address: 516 South

Western Avenue. Hollywood. Did you know he had his hair cut
regular boy fashion the other day? I think it looks lots hetter.
but the girls may not like it. I'm never sure about what girls
irill like.

HARRIETT W.—You will find an interview -with Richard
)ix in the March number of Motion Picture Magazine. I'll tell

them you want him on a cover, too. His address is Famous Play-
ers Studio, 1520 Vine Street, Hollywood. He was born in St.
Paul, Minnesota, in 1894.

BILLY.—I'm glad you like Our Gang. It's pretty tough work
breaking into the movies and if 1 were you I wouldn't think much
about it. You can have a lot more fun just going to school and
playing with the other fellows.

MARGARET R.—Baby Peggy is six years old. She is not
playing in pictures at present. Harold Lloyd's next picture will
be "For Heaven's Sake."
KATHARINE.—Tom Mix's address is 1401 North Western

Avenue. Hollywood. I should say I do like answering questions.
Gives me something serious to do.

MARGARET.—Viola Dana and Shirley Mason have a sister
named Edna Flugarth Shaw. She is not in the movies. Farina
hasn't shaved bis pigtails. Florence Vidor was married to Ring
Vidor, but the) are divorced now.
JANICE.—"Lady Windermere's Fan" is Irene Rich's latest

picture. She wears a wig in it and you would think her hair was
bobbed if she didn't tell you that it

isn't. Her daughters. Frances and
Jane, are going to school in Switzer-
land.

MAXIXE ALICE.-So you live in

Hoquiam, Washington, the most west-
ern city and nearest Japan. Baby
Peggy's real name is Peggy Mont-
gomery. She has dark hair and eves.

PETE.—Douglas Fairbanks" is

forty-two years old. Mickey Daniels
hasn't left Our Gang. That was
Spec O'Donnell you saw with Mary
Pick ford. Write to Ben Alexander
at 1971 Xorth Catalina Street. Holly-
wood.
MADGE.—In "Scraps," Mary Pick-

ford plays the part of the eldest in a

family of nine children. They live

on a mysterious farm, but in the end

—

well. T cant tell you everything. You'll

have to see the picture to appreciate
it. Most of the stars will send you
their pictures if you will write to

them.
Gallery MERLE.—Fred Thomson is mar-
to meet ried to Frances Marion, the scenario

r new pet writer. Write to him at F. B. 0.

Studio, 780 Gower Street. Hollvwood. In the No-
vember issue of Movie Monthly there was a special
Fred Thomson section of four pages.
A XEBRASKAX.—"That's My Baby" is the
title of Douglas MacLean's next picture. Here are
the ages you asked for : Lawrence Gray, twentv-
five years old; Rod La Rocque, thirty; Douglas
MacLean, thirty-one ; Marv Brian, seventeen.
ADELAIDE.—Write to

" Mickey Daniels and
Mary Rornmann at Hal Roach Studios, Culver
City, California. That's where we members o'f

Our Gang get all our mail. We dont give
our home addresses.
IXEZ.—Eugene O'Brien is not married. He
never has been. His hair is brown and his

eyes are blue.

JACK.—Lloyd Flughes has a police dog.
is Ring, after King Vidor, the
who is a very good friend of

Llovd.
SAMUEL.—Tom Mis

i Island.

The se twin da aght
Ha ry Beaumo
isn' t busy directint

for Warne Bro
;tter to Norma
Metro-Goldwyn

clothes (

, I'll tell

i about

Write
Viola

i Mar-
wood,

t large
will see

Ins address above in the answer to

Katharine.
JOHN'.—Send a

Shearer in care o
Studio, Culver City,

ELIZABETH.—Lois Wilson's birth-

day is June 28; Marv Brian, February
17; Lon Chaney, April 1 ; and Den Alexander, May 26. I think
they all like to receive birthday greetings. At least, I always do.

ELOISE.—Constance Bennett was Sally; Joan Crawford,
Irene, and Sally O'Xeil was Mary in "Sally, Irene and Mary."
Norma Talmadge and Ronald Colman are making "The Garden
of Allah" in Africa. That's what 1 call a real location trip.

J1MM IE.— Pride of Oregon is the name of Hoot Gibson's Ara-
bian horse. Do you know what his trappings c

you. They cost $3,185. I dont know what n
1 know they cant come near that price.

CLEMENT.—Winston Miller began playing in p
a year ago. He is Patsy Ruth's brother. His late

"The Viennese Medley."' Harold Lloyd became a st

years ago. His stage career began when he was twt

age. "Better Movies" is Mickey Daniels' latest releas

YOLANDA.—Mary Kornmann is the star of Our
to her at Hal Roach Comedies, Culver City, Calif<

Dana's latest picture is "Wild Oats Lane." A letter

shall Xeilan Studios, 1845 Glendale Boulevard, Hoi
reach her.

MARTHA DEAN.—That's quite a lot you want to know, bu
I'll try to tell you. Mae Murray was born May 10, 1893, at Ports-

mouth, Virginia. She is live feet tall and weighs 104

pounds. Her eves are blue and her hair is light. Bebe
Daniels was born January 10, 1901. in Dallas, Texas.
She is five feet and four inches tall and weighs 120
pounds. Her eyes and hair are dark brown. Both
stars wear their hair bobbed. Mae
has been in pictures about eight

years and l'cbe about six.
" MARY WILSON.—Gloria
Swans, ,n was born March 27. 1897,

in Chicago. She is five feet, three

inches tall and weighs 112 pounds.

Her eyes are
grayish green.
Her address is

322 Fifth Ave-
nue, Xew York
City. She has
been making

several of her last pictures at the Famous Players Studio
Astoria, Cong Island.

REM >NA.—Mac ge Bellan y's real name i s Madge Philpotts.
She was born June 30, 1903. Richard Talmadge is not related to
Norma iiid Constat ce. His real name is M izetti. Norma was
born Ms v 2. 1895, a id Consta ice, April 19, 1900.

IK >R< ITHY.—Bu Ck Jones is married and has one daughter,
Maxine. 11, s wife rofessional. He was born in Vin-
cennes, ndiana. He served W th the U. S. Ca valry in the Philip-

EDWIN.—Micke\ Bennett. who plaved w th Tom Moore in

"Big Brother," will soon be seen with Pauline Starke and Johnny
Walker in "Dangers of a Big City."
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m When a New Movie
Opens on Broadway-

k
The stars attend in their best party-

clothes. Cerline Boll sketched
these celebrities at the first-night

of "Ben-Hur"

Joyce sat in a

nd presented to

*#
•

the chan
that

she let fall hei

trhnmed withWin-
chilla

Her golder
slightly
reminded .

V >

with diamo
her ears i

ooked like

Aileen Pring
dangling fr<

at her thrOI

exquisite Fr«

ermine wra
border, was

Alia Nazimova wore a

coat of gold cloth, en

ered at the collar an
torn with red

<•<-. swathed in ermine,
with her husband,

Kirkwood. She wore a
of gold-colored chiffon

embroidered \\ ih gold beads.
Her feet were shod with
simple pumps of gold kid.

Miss Lee wears her hair
c.ui.;ht in a loose knot falling

\ low on her neck

Alic
coat c'hin"

chilla . She
kid s

with
rhine and a

* an" stiver
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If you must.

Once
in a

Lifetime
Comes an hour of tri-

umph such as Fred Niblo
experiences after the
premiere of "Ben-Hur"

"^f T7 TR can arrange it for any
\ \ J time, of course ; but per-

YY haps you'd better wait

—

until after the opening.

Mr. Xiblo's been working steadily

for two years, you know, and it

opens tonight.

"Really, they would he two dif-

ferent men: the one you would see

now, and the one you will sec later.

of course—but 1 think it would he much better if

ere to wait."

Thus Metro's Mr. Voight, a most consummate master
of the gentle, and extremely delicate. Art of Contact.

''Two year-, and the tension—you can imagine the slate

of his nerves. lint it'll he different tomorrow, as you
can understand ; it'll all be over, and followed by a rest-

ful period of peace and quiet. Really, you'd better wait

until
"

lie -trove mightily, tho it wa- unnecessary, and the re-

ult wa-. of course, success—and postponement.

Am> so on the clay after the opening of "Ben-Hur" the
** sun vfa> of a bright and zestful gaiety—such as is

never known in California's storied clime. But the

weather was of a drear and dull murkiness when com-
pared with the almost ecstatic elation of Fred Niblo, the

director of that production of

almost monstrous massiveness,

"Ben-Hur." It was impossible

to meet Mr. Niblo at this time

without, in some degree, coming

under the influence of this

sprightly power. Indeed, when
I first saw him sail gaily into the

room, and again, when the door
of the elevator finally cut him
from my sight, this v

the dominant impression.
And 1 feel that this deserves

more than passing comment, for

the ecstatic quality of .Mr. \'il>-

lo's elation was such that it

could not possibly be other than

;i release and a reaction from the

worried tension under which he

has been working: and which
for two years had been growing

Just to Make a Movie

One million nine hundred thou-

sand feet of film, photographed
on the three continents . . . air-

planes, speed boats and the
United States Navy . . . slave

girls from Abyssinia and Tunis
. . . flower girls from the Folies

Bergeres . . . electricians from
Vienna and horses from Bulgaria
. . . three years and four mil-

lion dollars. . . .

All to make "Ben-Hur," a two-
hour entertainment.

In this group are Ramon Novarro, Kathleen I

ore (in the background). Fred Niblo and Fr£

X. Bushman

until it reached its climax, and an end. when at last

"Ben-Hur" flashed upon the screen of the Cohan Theater

in New York for its world premiere.

hi sum: this was not the usual sunny smile of a

habitually cheerful man
;

it was, rather, a great moment,
a high-light of white intensity, of which there are very

few within the life of a man.
And the cause of all this, it is hoped, will give you

pleasure for two hour-.

A- the interview started, Mr. Niblo sat on the edge of a
** chair, then slid hack ; he crossed his legs, and then

uncrossed them: he snuffed out a barely burnt cigaret,

and immediately lit another. Looking from one to an-

other of us—with all the keen brightness of a terrier at

the stick in his master'.- hand—his words poured forth

in rapid profusion-—only to die suddenly, and lie in

silence until one of us would start the conversation anew.

But all this was of short dura-

tion. As he warmed to the sub-

ject, his body relaxed and his

head rested against the back of

the chair as he told the tale of

this, his true love. And this love

will fit the smallest screen; for it

is a fact that, no matter how
magnificent the sets, or the

greatness of the mobs, a three-

quarter by one-inch "frame" will

take the mighty Circus Maximus
as easily as a close-up of the

Madonna.

Clave girls from Abyssinia and
^ Tunis ; flower-girls from the/

Folies Bergeres of Paris ; horses

from Bulgaria (an interesting

item, this : the only competitive

(Continued an page
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OST of us have dreamed of

the life we would lead
could we do exactly as we
pleased. Few of us are situated

no as to carry out our visions, even tho

we had the courage to do so.

Roy D'Arcy is a chap who has followed

his rainbow all over the world. He is at

home in the court circles of Europe or

among the cattlemen of the Argentine. He knows both

the luxury of a sheltered home and life's lowest levels.

He understands the customs and languages of seven
lands.

He has the appearance of an alien, but was born in

San Francisco, his grandparents on both -ides being
"Forty-niners." However, his mother is of Polish and
German descent and his lather Italian and Irish. His
real name is Roy Guisti.

While a baby, his parents moved to Berlin where his

father was dentist to the Crown Prince of Saxony. Here
he attended school, met royalty ami diplomats, receiving

a training- most unusual for an American boy. Phis

colorful life, full of tales of intrigues and far-off lands,

fired him with a determination to see the world.
Me left home soon after he was sixteen, earning his

way thru nearly every country of Europe. His tine

tenor voice was a great asset, but he did whatever
be found to do. from handling baggage to washing

\ dishes.
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A Soldier of

Fortune
Roy D'Arcy has been an accountant,

an explorer, a dancing teacher and a

covopuncher . But he's now perma-
nently committed to a screen career

By Rilla Page Palmborg

"I was elated when I found a chance to
A work my way to South America." he

said, "and was lucky to get a job on a cattle

ranch near Buenos Aires the day after I

arrived, for I had only one dollar and
eighty-five cents in my pocket."

He would not be called a "thrill chaser."'

for often he would work months in lonely,

far-away places where life was hard.

Six years he lived in South America,
doing everything from heading expeditions

of exploration into the jungle

to teaching dancing. He was
accountant for the Stan-

dard Oil Company in Buenos
Aires when United States en-

tered war against Germany.
The urge for this "soldier of

fortune" to join the army was
irresistible and tl

boat out found him on
board.

"'T'he army gave me
* plenty oi excite-

ment." he laughed, "hut

was ordered into the

Remount Division and
sent to Florida to break-

mules."
About the tir

. scing from the flu, he visited his parents who had
returned to San Francisco. Ready for new
came to Hollywood where he obtained a

;

actor."

"Right here in this studio." he said. (w<

in his dressing-room at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at Culver

City) "] got my first job and was curtly dismissed at the

end of the day with the remark th

actor."

This was a challenge ;>> Roy D'Arcy*, So he hk

self to New \

himself.

LIis voice got him a lead in a musical comedy.
** there he went into vaudeville in a sk«

himself, then



THAT'S OUT Some random shots by Tamar
Lane. With pictures by Harry

Tasfyey

Mr. Lane discovers that Rin-Tin-Tin's melodramas make more money
than Mr. Lubitsch's light comedies. And that Rudolph will return to

Sheik roles. Now laugh that off

Play This On Your Piano

THE silent drama is a great

institution. No doubt about

it. Warner Brothers pre-

sent masterpieces from the

directorial genius of Lubitsch.

and the pictures break even or

make a comparatively small profit.

Warner Brothers present Rin-

Tin-Tin in a series of knock-em-
dead hokum melodramas and the

company cleans up at the box-

office. Let those who assert that

picture audiences are crying for

better films, laugh that off.

Apparently the real slogan for

the film producer should be

"Bigger and Better Police Dogs."

Good-by, Rudy

I see where Rudolph Valentino
* has decided to do away with

himself entirely as a big screen

favorite. He is going to play an-

other sheik role. Probably be-

cause "The Sheik" was such a

big financial success at the time of

it:- release.

But times have changed. Sheiks

are dead as the proverbial door-

nail. And it was the labeling of

Rudy as a sheik that killed him

with the male portion of the

American public—the poor saps

who pay the bills.

( >scar, get a chair ready for

Rudolph, at the back of the

movie classroom.

Eric Arrives—Again

Ckic von Stroheim is finally

'-' coming into his own. Xot

because of his real greatness in

presenting the silversheet with its

pre-eminent masterpiece of 1925

—"Greed." But because h< has

succeeded in bunking the theater-

goers and film industry into think-

ing that "The Merry Widow" is

a piece of first-rate silent drama;
when it is in reality nothing but a

finely confected lollypop.

Xow the producers who
spurned his services a few months

ago are fighting to get Eric at any

price. Such are the complexities

of the film industry.

(

|! The Fortunate Miss Banky

There have been many picture

celebrities who have ridden to

fame on good luck, but Yilma
Banky takes the Grand Prix, the

Futurity Sweepstakes and the

Kentucky Derby for getting all

the breaks in her favor. It is not

that Yilma is lacking in beauty
and talent. She has these quali-

ties, undoubtedly.
But think of how many other

young actresses in and about
Hollywood also boast such assets

and cannot even get a chance.

Yet in her very first entries,

and in the course of a few
months, Mima is presented with

roles in "The Dark Angel" and
"The Eagle" opposite none other

than Ronald . Colman and Valen-
tino. Some actresses might wait

a lifetime for such opportunities.

Greta vs. Vilma

A comparison between Greta
** Nissen and Yilma Banky is not

out of place here. In the films in

which Greta has so far appeared,

"In the Xame of Love," "The
Wanderer," and "The King on
Main Street," she has displayed

far more versatility, ability and
personal appeal than her other

foreign sister. She has failed to

win the same recognition as

Yilma. however, either from press

or public.

Some day, I am sure, Greta will

be one of our most popular stars,

and in all likelihood will surpass

the beautiful Vilma.

Watch These Two
""There are two other compara-
*• tive unknowns in Hollywood
who will bear watching for future

big honors . . . Gilbert Roland,

an actor, and Arthur Gregor, a
director. Both importations.

Gilbert Roland, Spanish by
birth, made his debut in "The
Plastic Age," and showed fine

promise. He has played one or

two other minor roles and gives

every evidence of developing into
"( Continued on pane 97) p
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There isn't an actor on
the screen who has estab-

lished a higher standard
for himself than Richard
Barthelmess. Few players—-either on the stage or
screen have his intelli-

gence, versatility or per-
sonal appeal. Richard
wins Honorable Mention
this month by his perform-
ance of the Prince in

"Just Suppose"

Honorable Mention
The outstanding perform-
ances of the month selected

by Laurence Reid

To the left is Carol Dempster, who gives distinction

to 'That Royle Girl"—
'

picture. In the center are Norma Shearer and Lew
Cody, both of whom give some delightful comedy
moments to "His Secretary." And, right, is Richard
Dix—all wet—but far from being "all wet" in

"Womanhar.dled," his latest and funniest



Sixteen

new film

productions

which offer

you a

complete and

well-balanced

program of

entertainment

I Costeilo and John Barry

By
Laurence Reid The Picture Parade

The Sea Beast—Drama

IT
may be that having won a medal for his acting of

Bean Brummel and earning high recommendation
for his Jckyll-Hyde that John Barrymore lias

ambitions to win more decorations with his perform-

ance in "The Sea Beast." But he goo too far with his

emotions, with the result that the action is retarded and

von have time to notice the flaw-—not only in the action

hnt also in his portrayal.

The story but faintly suggests Melville's "Moby
Dick," from which it draws its substance. Barrymore
has taken the skeleton of the oV white whale and -what

is left of the plot and allowed it to take on form so thai

he might run the seale of emotions. But upon looking

at it we dout see much naturalness. Barrymore applies

all of the eye-rolling, lease acting of the old school to

bring shivers and suspense. In that sense he succeeds,

but it seems artificial.

He goes forth to kill the white whale and "dat ol'

davil sea" gets him. Hi- half-brother gets him—and mi

do the "willies," the "jimjams." and the "heebie-jeebies."

It is an illogical scene when the hero is shoved into the

sea by his relative and never imagines but what he fell

in naturally. And Barrymore goes thru a torturing

moment when, with his leg chewed off by old Moby, he

has the stump cauterized. An unpleasant clinic, this.

From this point the love-sick whale-hunter undergoes
a complete metamorphosis. Indeed, Barrymore doe- a

Mr. Hyde to a fare-you-well.

There isn't much reality in this film, altho it has some
pictorial high lights in the schooner atmosphere, the

-torm and the setting-. Barrymore's transition from a

quiet man of peace into a madman and back' into a spirit

of harmony again i- wrought too suddenly to appear
convincing. It all seems like a studied piece of acting.

But he holds your attention hv the sheer intensity with
which he invests his role.

There are many flaw- of detail—one of

absence of a real whale— which sort of s

miniatures. Yet it will command attentioi

the force of Barrymore's acting and the m
especially the camera work when the mach
in the rigging to catch, the deck action.

I hit even so you are apt to become a trifle

the finish; It is altogether too long and pa
star might light hi- histrionic fireworl

Costeilo might have stepped from an old miniature so

lovely and wistful doe- she appear in her costumes of a
dear." departed age.—Warner Brothers.

i is the

up the

t- title,

shots—

Dolo

Womanhandled—Roma. : Comedy

As breezy and diverting a comedy as has come along in^ a blue moon is unfolded in "Womanhandled," which
unlike "Manhandled" tends to find its sense of humor
early and stay on its natural tack. Richard Dix is the

star of this pleasant little satire of the cow-country
melodrama and due to his easy acting and the human
view-point, the humorous slant on the conventions by fl

6i r
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squeezes every ounce
Dix. well, lie hasn't

Gregory La Cava, the director, we can say that here is

right smart entertainment.

La Cava, a real find if there ever was one. surely has

a sympathetic touch as well as a whimsical touch' He
doesn't beat around the bush but handles his situations

in a straightfonward manner and

of substance from them. As for

been so happily cast in a long

while than as the Easterner who
encounters a girl with the belief

that only Westerners are he-men.

The park-bench episode is neatly

sketched and the rescue of little

Rollo is provocative of much mer-
riment. But it is when the action

shifts to the cactus country that

the real fun is brought forth. They
have to make over the up-to-date

place to look like an old-time

ranch—in order that the girl may
fancy herself back in her little gray

home in the West.
There is dash and spirit behind

this picture. It chugs along at a

neat pace, carries humor in every

scene and situation and. moreover.

is capitally titled. Dix makes ^1 VW
every point score with his expres-

sions. We recommend that he

keep La Cava. As for Esther

Ralston, well she is a pretty and
talented foil for the spontaneous Sally O'Neil

Richard.

—

Paramount.

Soul Mates—Dra

Aileen Pringle is burdened with a heavy role which
she is unable to make real. Edmund Lowe acts with
creditable spirit. The others flit in and out of the action
without much' rhyme or reason.

—

Mctro-Goldwxn.

Steel Preferred—Melodrama

'"This picture sounds for all' the
world like an epic of steel—an

epic of cither those brawny sons of
toil who labor over the white-hot
furnaces or who sit smugly behind
glass-top desks in the Street and
"hull" or "bear" the market.

I hit it is neither the one nor the
other. // is simply a romance laid

against a steel-will background and
which elevates a youth to a fine

job once he rescues the big boss'

daughter. Just a simple little yarn,

told with good melodramatic ac-

tion, and creating a bit of excite-

ment here and there in its journey
s the screen.

Of course, you can spot its finish.

It is no different from hundreds
of others of its kind—which is the

expression of the simplest form of
drama—the triumph of virtue over
villainy when a determined youth
lias the will to succeed. William
Boyd and Vera Reynolds have the

leading roles and do creditable

Distributing Corp.

d Tully Marshall

-Produce

I

Plinor GLYN is all over this piece. The Glyn style
*-"

' coupled with the usual Glyn plot crops out to make
a pretty bad picture. This isn't an indictment of the

Madame. She knows her public. But it may he that

the public has tired of seeing stories staggering along

under a load of aimless nothings.

There is very little to praise here, ft treats' of the

loves and hates of an English heiress and a lord.
' The

hitter's ossets are his noble name and an estate with a

mortgage on it. Nozv you can guess it. The old, old

talc of the title-cravine/' uncle who tries to force a mar-

riage 'between the girl and the nobleman. The develop-

ment of the wedding is worked out according to Ho vie.

Laura Jean Libby, Bertha M. Clay and Elinor Ghm in

that there must be hatred and disillusionment before

husband and wife understand they love one another.

62

The Unguarded Hour—Melodrama

Axn here we have Milton Sills as an Italian duke

—

** which is something oi an amusing sight. But his

masquerade doesn't hold a candle to the picture as a

whole when you consider its absurdities. It has a

maudlin start and never becomes hopeful in its march
to the climax. Mr. Sills, fortunately, has nothing to do
aside from rescuing Doris Kenyan from a water]

jj

And in mentioning Doris, we find her cast as the

American flapper who strays among the dukes, counts
and other tides during her sojourn in Italy.

There is nothing of consequence in this

relies in the appeal of its star for its p.
-

is movie-ish in conception and execution and will .

ssion anywlwre beyond the general indict

"why did they si National.



Three Faces East—Melodrama

As a play during the war days, "Three Faces East"
•'*• intrigued the imagination. It had suspense and
mystery—two very necessary elements for filmed melo-
drama. As a picture it carries on very well, its

ingredients being well chosen and assembled with
neatness and dispatch.

It zeill unlimber one's deductive

pozvers because its theme is bused
upon the Big Guess. Your problem
is to guess the identity of the spies

and whether they are for England
or against her. The director
doesn't "spill the beans" in any
part of the picture's progress. He
keeps you keyed up with excite-

ment and the players wear suffi-

ciently inscrutable expressions to

keep you on the anxious seat.

It's a compact picture, well
worked out and sure-fire in its

appeal. There is no sagging of

interest because the succession of

events is so adroitly done. The
players catch just the right spirit

in exercising suspense, particularly

Clive I '.rook and Jetta Goudal, tho
Edward J. Brady adds a good
flavor of mystery with his
portrayal.

''Three Faces East" is one of
the best mystery stories ever
screened. It seems destined to be
popular with all audiences.

—

Producers Distributing Corp.

TOO Much Money Drama

It takes them a long wearisome time to finish this

picture, which goes back to one of the first principles

of orthodox plots—the idea being that of the indulgent
husband who places his wife on a pedestal and proceeds
to lavish everything on her. In other words, she uses

him as a meal ticket to have a good time while he stays

at home and twiddles his thumbs while registering

self-pit)'.

// the theme—an old one at best—had been treated

half-way dramatically, it might have spelled fair enter-

tainment. As it is. the sponsor* turn it into hokum and
slap-stick channels until it doesn't resemble anything.
The story becomes ridiculous and so do the characters—
strive as they might to appear human. What happens

here could not by the widest stretch of imagination ever

take place, it is simply preposterous. Of course, there's

a moral effected. .In about face is executed by all the

figures and everything ends wilh the good cards on

the table.

Lewis Stone is buried in a hopeless role. That he

manages to spice it up occasionally is due to his gift of

accepting it all as an afternoon

before the camera. Anna Q.
Xilsson is the woman who repents.

She acts with good feeling.

—

First National.

That Royle Girl Melodrama

It's (/ lurid melodrama that D. W.
* Griffith has fashioned from
Edwin Balmer's story. There is

nothing extraordinary about it.

'The outstanding point is a cyclone

achieved with the same sense of
dramatics that D. IT.'s ice-jam in

"Way Dozen Hast" had. Otherwise,

it is just plain movie filled with a

typical Griffith heroine, a murder
or tzeo. some comedy relief and
some good, old-fashioned hokum.
These elements have been fused
together with skill—there being a

place for everything—from intro-

duction to climax.
son in "Bluebeard's The typical Griffith heroine is
lves dragged into a murder case and

fights to save the man wrongly
accused of the crime. Then comes the romance, which

develops between this flower of Chicago slums and the

righteous district attorney who handles the case. And
that's all there is. there isn't any more—unless we
mention the suhtitles which are too flowery—and the

acting which is very good.

Carol Dempster plays the title-role—a varied person-

ality, and handles her emotional scenes in a creditable

manner. She scores a distinct triumph. Harrison Ford
contributes a good piece of acting and James Kirkwood
tempers his work with fine restraint. As for W. C.

Fields—well, he will make you laugh, but his oppor-

tunities are few.

"That Rovle Girl" should please you if you over-

look "the "hoke" and the preachy subtitles. Its virtues

are its pace and punch. But it is very mediocre stuff for

Griffith to turn out.

—

Paramount.
(Continued on page 82) p
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Its a Gamble
and a Science
Some experts tell you a few of the tricks of

finding the right player for the right role

By Alice L. Tildesley

months to get the right people, and then cant find them.
"Take the picture we have just finished casting, 'The Blind

Goddess,'—a story of a small-town boy who goes to Xew York
with ideals of justice. The part cried aloud for Richard

Barthelmess, but Richard was tied up. We discussed

every man in pictures, tested some of them, but found
no one. At length we changed the story, made the chief

character a man who had devoted his life to the ideal of

justice, and cast Jack Holt in the part.

"Talking about potential successes being ruined, there

was 'Tess of the d'Urbervilles.' Mr-. Fiske played it on
the stage and was magnificent. Then Mrs. Fiske played

- theNOT so long ago all filmdom was agitated over

question: "Who will play Peter Pan?"
Apparently, everybody from Jackie Coogan to

Nita Naldi coveted the part, and stars of first

magnitude fairly wept at the prospect of losing ir.

"No Peter Gish or Peter Swanson shall play it." de-

creed Sir James M. Barrie, "no one can believe in the lad

if they connect him with any other personality."

And presently we had unknown Betty Bronson spring-

ing into stardom with a single leap.

'It is better to cast an unl>
1 a part that is especiallyip;

the fan

part an

- persona

Dil the

yer in

ecause

w the

Studios.

"I remember wl
knew what the obv

d tl :

/'

IfDustin F
headed the second compi
"Farnum and Hart w<

book it was plain that

twenty-four. 1 wished
be just another West
Western type actors in\

neth Harlan, really yo
high-silk-hat dramas an<

ng 'The Virginian,'

onld be. Dustin Fr

the stage—therefoi

, so T el

I

"Any success ever produced could have be
** by a poor cast, therefore casting

important. Sometimes we work for weeks
'64



Box-office value, personality, and—
sometimes—luck, are all factors in

assembling a cast for a picture

it on the screen and—well, she wasn't. Her age showed and
her voice was lost. Tcss is a role that should be very carefully

cast. If I were called on to cast it today, I think I should use

Esther Ralston, because she has youth, beauty and the quality

of innocence vital to the character. Florence Yidor, for

example, wouldn't be accepted in the part because the public

is accustomed to seeing her in sophisticated pictures and would
think 'Oh, no, she knows too much ! Nobody could have

fooled her !'
"

Tr ever there was an ideal cast for a widely read novel, it was
that in "If Winter Comes." according to reviews of critics

everywhere.
But if this picture were to be cast today for the first time.

James Ryan, who made the selection, says his success could not

be duplicated.

"Now. we have to consider the box-office value of

names," he observes, "and Mark Sabre would go to an

actor with probably halt the fitness for the role that the

then comparatively unknown Percy Marmont had. At
that time the drawing power of names was not paramount
and I chose characters according to the way 1 saw the

people in the book.

"Hi-Jinks was engaged a month, before we began pro-

duction because 1 would not risk her signing with some-

For
The
Ihe

the role

>dore Kc
sketch
off is a

of

slo

Slephan,
F copied
tly. As
ssian, he

was a natural chc ice. This
new way of ing from

M . Dt Mille searched all

H llyivood before he
fo ind a girl to play the
he of 'The Vc lga

Be .1 t n an." Then he
lo >ked at sc reen tests of

Vi r^ini a Bro^vn Faire ind

niie else. Low-Jinks was selected in relation to her. I

knew the actress I wanted for Mabel, but I hadn't heard
of her for a long time and desperate efforts to reach her

seemed in vain. One day I happened to be in Paterson,
New Jersey, and dropped in at a theater to see 'The Bat.'

Mabel was playing in it and was signed on the spot! It

wasn't box-office, it was type."

"""Put: box-office name means very 1

1 Lubitsch.

"I do not care if I have not heard
before, if he can satisfy me in the part,

1 cast according to the spirit within the pi

care whether they seem to look the part or

important that they posses

tile

".Monte Blue—who could he mo
in a Viennese story has the Yienn

happy with him. That I am corre

proved from Yiennese reviews of

"I am never influenced by a st;

Story, since I cast from mv own fi

acter alone. I had seen 'Lady \\

( rermany, but my cast was
"When 1 am come to 1

1

ford's 'Rosita,' I use the

know no one in this com
judgment. Irene Rich is

j

f sec her and I

lings for the char

idermere's Fair n

that. No
to direct Mary Pick-

he selects because I

have to rely on her
:jueen in that picture,

an who can do some-
thing else very well indeed and some day she si

for me! So when "Lady Windermere's Fan"
she does so."

But if Lub/tsch casts from a player's personal
/ (Continued on peine 107)

/

1 do
mad<
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WHOSE HAND?
F. Vance de Revere gives you a character reading of three more

stars. Can you guess the owners of these hands?

"This hand shows the most sociable

nature of the six hands I have ana-
lyzed in this series. It denotes a pleas-

ing nature and one generally liked, one
that seeks things out with persistence

rather than with aggressiveness. A per-

son who prefers to do things on a large

scale and should never be forced to

handle many minute details. It also

shows a practical turn of mind and one
who is too frank and honest for bis

own good. The shortness of bis fingers

denotes a quick, impulsive nature, quick

in thought and hasty and outspoken

ectionate dispo;

and c stn 1 dislik

he likes. The third finger (the finge

of the sun) is of good length and, wit

its spatulated termination, is an ex
cellent sign for the actor or orator an
shows one who is endowed with stron

tivi

instincts and drj

lall pads, found
nail phalange, de

the

with other

kind nature

ready to do
another hap;

: success to its fulle:

If I did not know the owner of this

hand, I would immediately picture

a person of good height, lean and muscu-
lar, with a face having more length than
breadth; a woman, a young woman,
active and fond of out-of-door sports.

This hand also shows an extremely
sensitive nature, a person who feels

deeply and usually says the right thing

at the right time. She is fairly practical

and has clever hands that can do all

sorts of things. She could pull apart

a hat and retrim it, or make over a gown
or blouse to suit her taste. Such a hand
would indicate a strong inborn feeling

for right and authority and one who
would have great respect for established

forms; preferring an aristocracy to a

democracy and known things to the un-

known. This band shows a well-bal-

anced individual, a girl who is impres-

sionable, with a very affectionate nature

but with good judgment and much com-
mon sense and restraint, an independent

nature with much determination, a

strong will and good logical reasoning-

power. There is endurance and strength

shown in this hand. In this hand, just

as in nearly all the hands in the pro-

fession, is shown a highly inspirational

nature with a great love and apprecia-

tion of all that is beautiful. Notice

this band closely. Doesn't it. some-

how, express an individual who has

ambition, pride and dignity, strength,

determination and above all success;

She has had success and will continue

to be success t'ul.

Moth f. how entirely different the three

hands illustrated are. The hand c
'

the other man represents an individual

who much have companionship, while
the owner of this hand does not crave
continual association with others but
prefers solitude. This hand indicates a

purely sensitive, highly inspirational

nature. Such people usually feel their

position in life so keenly that they often
consider themselves useless and conse-
quently become morbid and melancholy.
This hand also shows a visionary,

idealistic nature, one whose head is in

the clouds and one who lives in a world
apart. The palm is not wide, showing
one who is not very practical. Its

hollowness would indicate unhappiness
and tragedy. This hand also shows
great dramatic ability, a person who
would prefer quality to quantity

people and in other things. The con :

tipped finger would indicate a nature

which would respond quickly to sympa-
thetic influences, an emotional nature

which would rise to the greatest heights

of rapture or descend to the lowest

depths of despair over things which
occur in his daily life. The first

phalange of the thumb should be longer.

especially, with this shaped hand.

Greater strength would gi\.

will. The angular thumb de-

splendid sense of tune and rhythm and
would indicate that the owner would
have great appreciation of music, and
listening to good music would be one

of bis greatest sources of pleasure. He
would also be greatly affected emo-
tionally by both music and color.

- teservevl

le Revere

Editor's Note.—On page

he
AGE

find the pictun
• z\.-ill continue

of the stars whose hands iivre analyzed last month. In the

cr fascinating hand readings of the promote



The Home Beauty Shop
Conducted by MARTHA Dawn

ON the opposite page, F.

Vance de Revere ana-

lyzes the hands of

three popular stars.

Now F. Vance de Revere is an

expert in character* reading

and, of course, all of us are not

equipped to read traits of the

mind and character by the

shape and lines of the hands.

But the majority of us, con-

sciously or unconsciously, do a

little character reading of our

own from the hands of our

friends and acquaintances. We
may not demand small or beau-

tifully shaped hands from our

friends hut we are naturally

drawn to women—and men

—

whose hands are white and
whose finger nails are neat.

Not all of us can have small hands and not all of us

can have finely formed hands. But there is no excuse,

in this day and age, for a red, rough hand or for slov-

enly and neglected nails. With a little care, a little

thought and a trifling expense, a woman may keep her

hands in perfect condition.

IWIost of us do not work hard enough to do great dam-
*VA age to our hands. Office work, particularly type-

writing, works some hardship to the hands. But it is a

hardship that can he easily repaired.

bor the girl who typewrites, there are a few simple

rules to follow. Never shape the nails in a point. It is

neither pretty nor is it practical. Keep a tile in the office

and file the nails in a well-rounded curve. Use the file

every day to remove the rough edges and never allow the

nails to grow too long.

Always keep a good hand lotion in the office to apply

Every month, Martha Dawn will

write an article for "Motion Picture

Magazine" on the care of the skin,

hair and complexion. Miss Dawn is

a beauty expert who has had wide

practical experience in the studios and

who has also made a study of the

scientific methods of beauty culture.

You will find her advice not only sen-

sible but safe. Women who take

pride in their appearance will find

Miss Dawn a sympathetic and

valuable friend

water, press back the cuticle

with your orange-stick, gently,

of course. Then notice the

difference in a week.

'T'iie best

cuticle

plan to remove
to get a good

cuticle remover. Dip your
orange-stick in this and work
around the groove of the nail

and just under the tip. After

you have done all the nails,

rinse your hands well and dry
them. As you dry them, push
the cuticle back gently around
each nail with the towel. That
will take off all the unwanted
cuticle and leave your nails

clear and tid'v. If you do this

every day or' so, you will never

ublesome han g-nails or raggedhave those ugly and tr<

skin around the base of the nails.

There- is nothing so unattractive as highly polished nails

on dirty hands. And yet all of us look better for a

slight polish on the nails. Nail polishes come in three

forms, powder, paste and liquid. To apply the powder,
which comes as a cake, put a little on the soft part of the

hand and rub the nails of the opposite hand across it

lightly and quickly. The paste polish, which gives a pink

tinge to the nails, is rubbed—just a small quantity—on
each nail and polished on the soft part of the opposite

hand.

The liquid polish i- very popular. It is easily applied

with a camel's hair brush and it lasts longer than the other

polishes. All you have to do is to apply it and allow it

to dry. It saves time and trouble and it gives just the

right degree of polish.

Trimming the Eyebrows
after washing. .And as most offices are sure to be dusty. If there is anything that makes a woman look coarse and
wash your hands frequently, using a pure, mild soap and * masculine, it is large, shaggy, bushy eyebrows. They
i soft brush. Keep the hands soft i

hand cream.
ith a good lotion or

rVlSH-WASHING and household work were once consid-
L^ ered arch-enemies of beautiful hands. Again 1

recommend the use of a hand lotion or cream, to be

applied frequently during the day. And after doing any
sort of hard work, always wash the hands carefully, rins-

ing them thoroly before applying the lotion. Whenever
possible, wear cheap canvas or rubber gloves when doing
any sort of hard work.

Manicuring your nails at home is often more satisfac-

tory than going to a beauty shop. Unless the manicure
girl is an expert, she is apt to damage your hands by
cutting the nails and the cuticle. Manicure scissors

should be taboo. Always file the nails. And after fil-

ing, smooth the edge and just under the edge with an
emery-board.
An orange-stick comes with all good manicure sets. It

is invaluable for cleaning under the nails and for pressing

back the cuticle. Make the use of an orange-stick a habit

with you. Every time you wash your hands with warm

ire bad enough on a man. but on a woman they are i

tolerable. On the other hand, there is nothing quite so

foolish as for a girl to have her eyebrows trimmed to a

mere ''hair-line," for this destroys all character of the

face—almost as much as if she had no eyebrows at all.

It is not a difficult task to trim one's own eyebrows,
but it is much easier, of course, to have some one else

do it. 1 f there is no "Beauty Parlor" convenient, and
no sister or girl friend to do it for you, try it yourself.

All you need is a pair of small scissors and a pair of

tweezers. Just trim all the long hairs to a medium
length, then pull out all hairs on the upper or lower side

of each brow as desired.

If you think the brow is too close to the eye, trim
mostly from the lower side of the brow. If the brows
nearly meet over the nose, trim them out so as to leave

a fair margin between them. If they are too straight

across the brow, you can readily give them a pretty arch
by leaving the center alone and trimming only the sides.

If you dont get them just right the first time, and they
are too thin, or too arched, dont fret—they will soon grow-

again and you will know better what to do next time, r

/ _
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THE CAMERA CATCHES A REAL-LIFE DRAMA

ERE are six "clips" from a film actually made in a court-room to determine the pa
hikl. The test was made by the order of Judge Vincent Brennan of Detroit.

_
Little

Irene Przola, the heroine of the drama, was claimed both by Mrs. Przola and her sister-in-law.

Mrs. Irene Goosens. The judge asked that a movie camera be brought to court. Then he told

the women that he was going to send the child to an Orphanage. Mrs. Goosens went into

ics as the child turned appealingly to her.

Several psychologists viewed the film, studied the reactions of the women, and the judge
awarded the child m Mrs. (loosens, altho Mrs. Przola explained that she was deaf and hadn't

heard the judge's words. This is the most unusual drama in which the movie camera ever has

played a part.
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Miss Oelrichs wears a smart Lanvin frock of black kasha with hands of silver and gr

MISS MARJORIE OELRICHS
SPEAKS FOR NEW YORK'S BRILLIANT YOUNGER SET

(H, Her ideas on Clothes, Parties

and Complexions

"Everything a girl does today—even the

simple chic lines of her clothes and the

way she wears her hair—demands a flaw-

less complexion.

"Yet the hectic whirl of dances and
the formal functions she attends, and the

sports she sandwiches in between, con-

spire to ruin the most velvety skin!

"And they would — but for Pond's
Two Creams, which come to the rescue

keeping her complexion just as lovely as

it was when she was in her early 'teens!

So it isn't strange that Pond's is the

method I follow to guard the freshness

of my skin."

SO says Miss Marjorie Oelrichs

second season in the brilliant social life

of New York's younger set. To dinners,

dances and sports, at Palm Beach and New-
port as well as in town, Miss Oelrichs adds a
serious interest in art which takes her to a

drawing class every morning during the New
York season. And she and her beautiful

mother, Mrs. Marjorie Oelrichs, are always
dashing across the water for a few weeks in

Paris.

This life of parties, work and travel might
tax the freshness of her skin, glowing with

youth and loveliness and that golden tint of

the honey-colored blond, were it not for the

following wise care she gives it every day:

Every single day she cleanses her skin with

Pond's Cold Cream. Always at night, and al-

ways, too on returning from an outing, she

pats it over the skin of her face, throat, arms
and hands. Letting it stay on long enough for

its pure oils to seep down into the pores and

bring to

the surface

all the dust^HHpr

and dirt which clog them. She wipes off all

the cream and dirt, and repeats the process,

finishing with a dash of cold water.

Over her newly cleansed skin, he/ore she pow-
ders, she smooths Pond's Vanishing Cream.

Light as thistledown it gives her skin a damask
smoothness over which her powder goes beau-

tifully and stays long. This thin veil of Van-
ishing Cream, moreover, guards her face from

drying, chapping and burning from sun, cold

and wind, and her hands from chapping. So
she always uses it before going out.

When you buy Pond's Creams to give your
own skin this perfect protection, this freshening

and finish, ask for the bit; generous jar of the

Cold Cream. Both Creams come in two
smaller sizes of jars and in tubes.

Free Offer M",hhh c°«p<"> "'"'» *m«**yoHft* tubes of
J/ these Tilo Creams and an attractive Utile folder

The Pond's Extract Company, \

143 Hudson Street, New York C

The Two Creams theyounger set is using City

rite to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTUBE MAGAZINE. 69 \
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YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS
Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good
news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and

you are the boss of this page

YOU'VE got to hand it to Metro-Goldwyn. They're cer-

tainly giving us "bigger and better" pictures ; finer movie
entertainment than we've had in many a year. However,
if they keep up, I'm surely afraid my health will suffer.

Living in New York, I* have no patience to wait until the picture

comes to the local movie but must see it on Broadway. Result:

I spend my money on movies and dine on baked beans and coffee.

My allowance is not included to cover Broadway ; if it does . . .

well, reducing is quite popular now, anyhow.
There's no doubt that "The Unholy Three" is one of the

greatest masterpieces of its kind ever presented on the screen.

I always consider a picture good when it makes me forget that

I'm in the theater ; takes me away from this humdrum, every-

day life and transports me to a different world. That's what
"The Unholy Three" did. The performances of Lon Chaney and
Mae Busch were superb.

"The Big Parade," a great war drama, is one of the finest

stories ever told on the screen. Its clever comedy and lovely

romance blended with the right amount of pathos make it appeal-
ingly human. It is one of the best examples of the director's

technique, adds new laurels to the crown of Jack Gilbert and
places Renee Adoree in the front rank of emotional stars.

"The Merry Widow" is one of those dashing, colorful romances
we ail secretly adore, despite the fear of being termed sentimental.

It brings us a new Mae Murray, one who can act without those
absurd frivolous contortions. Jack Gilbert is adorable as Prince
/luiiilo and Roy D'Arcy is a superb villain. Eric von Stroheim
proves himself one of the foremost directors.

I'd like to thank Metro-Goldwyn, altho I anticipate another
week of economy when I see "Ben-Hur."

Frieda Radack,
126 Lott Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

All for Gloria
Tn your February issue of the Motion Picture Magazine. M. C,

of Fox Chase, Pa., asks the question, Why does everybody like

Gloria Swanson? For my part, I know of no better reason why I

like her than that she is one of our great stars and one of the
screen's leading artists in furnishing wonderful amusement and
entertainment for the public thru the medium of the Motion
Picture Industry. I know great credit is due her for the rapid
progress she made in climbing the ladder of fame and may she
stay, there for many, many years to come. Wonderful pictures

will be produced in the future, and
we can assure ourselves that among
them we will see Gloria Swanson por-
traying different characters and giving
us some of our best evenings' amuse-
ments and hearty laughs.

but—but, her heart was too full to speak. She only was able to
throw kisses to the crowd, and when the picture ended and the
audience started to retire to their homes. Belle felt just as if she
wanted to say "good-by" to each one individually.

I heard Belle talk over the radio, when she was in the city. She
spoke of her Atlanta friends, and when I called her over the

'phone, it was just too much for her.

Belle has a sad and tragically sweet voice, for she has suffered
much. She deserves every single bit of success that is now hers

—

she is and represents the very spirit of love and sacrifice.

Frances Riddle,
424 West Twentieth Street. Xew York, X. Y.

Best Wishes to May McAvoy
VY^hy dont we see and hear more of May McAvoy? I have" been so impressed with her unusual talent that I cant under-
stand why everyone isn't shouting her praises. Not that she hasn't

many admirers, and being included in the cast of "Ben-Hur" is

surely recognition of her ability. But some so-called screen <tars.

who seem to me merely posers, are getting so much more of the
world's applause.
As Grisel in "Sentimental Tommy." she first won my heart.

Much later I fell in love with her all over again when I saw her
in the role of the ugly girl in "The Enchanted Cottage.'' Anyone
who can take a character like that and make you love her in it has
not a spark, but a flame of genius.

I think it is her quality of completely immersing herself in the
role she is interpreting that makes her the wonderful actress that
she is. She has learned the secret of real acting; that to act is

not to act. What a pleasure it must be to her to live again in

each new creation. I'll tell the world that, while Thomas Meighan
is my favorite star. May McAvoy is my best loved "staress."

With be^t wishes for the continued success of the MOTION
PICTURE MAGAZINE, and the artists of the screen.

Edith E. Lott,
207 Third Strict. North Apt. 16. St. Petersburg. F!a.

A Few Requests

A. V.,

151 Waii ight Street,

iewark, N. J.

From One Who Knows Belle

Bennett

I want to say that I am glad, ex-
tremely glad, that Sam Goldwvn has

given my adorable little friend,' Belle
Bennett, a chance, and what a "find"
she has proved to be. li was my pica--
ure to witness the openin 4 performance
of that glorious and sweet storv,
"Stella Dallas." on Broa Iway, X'ovem-
ber 16th. What a mem irable night it

was— Belle's night of tr umpli. Alter
the picture she wanted tii speak to her
audience—to tell them how glad she
was that they received ler efforts so
enthusiastically—how ha] py she was

—
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V/OUR opinions on subjects rc-
* lating to the movies and their

players may he worth actna! money
to you. if you can express them
clearly in a snappy letter of one to

three hundred words. A five-dollar

prize is awarded for the best letter

of the month, which will be printed

at the head of this department.
One dollar is paid for the excerpts
printed from others. Write us
an interesting letter, giving reasons

for your likes and dislikes. Sign
your full name and give your ad-
dress. We will use initials only if

requested.

Send to YES AXD XO. 175
Duffield St.. Brooklyn. X. Y.

Just a word of praise for your Motion Picture Magazin
One can truly say of it that "every day and every way it's

getting better and better." I enjoyed especially all mention of
Leatrice Joy and Jack Gilbert. They are wonderful stars

and deserve the highest praise.

There is only one fault with your
magazine. Since the death of Wallace
Reid. you have not published a full-

page photo of our Wally. whom we
much.

Please, then, lend a kindly ear to a

small voice that begs for a photo of
Wally, Leatrice and Jack in your roto-

gravi

V. E. Howard.
Orchard. Nebraska.

Those Story Changes
In your December issue. M. C. L. of

Indianapolis. Indiana, disapproved of
the producers changing books to such

a great extent, when making them into

a screen play. She has at 1.

ally. I wish to say that the same thing

has caused much disgust on my pan.
I do not have many in mind,
one I saw recently, and which

'

been released. The picture I n
is "Irish Luck." starring Thomas
Meighan. 1 read the story when it ran
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which comes from

is noticed
<3y MADAME JEANNETTE

knowing that your complexion

but your powder is not
Read how the scientifically blended shades of

Pompeian Beauty Powder can help

closest scrutiny. Are you care-

ful to choose the right shade of
ponder to match your skin

/J SOFT, delicate texture

—

**-/* a lovely satiny face—yet

not a sign of powder. What is

the secret of her alluring com-
plexion ? Does she use powder ?

She does, but a shade that

matches so perfectly the tone

of her skin that she secures the

good effects of powder without

seeming to use it.

All smart women strive for

a natural complexion, but all

do not achieve it. Not all

women have found a powder
that really matches their skin

— a powder that reveals their

natural coloring. These women
thank me for telling them about

Pompeian Beauty Powder.
Complexions are not composed

of single colors, but a blend of

different colors. So it is only

natural that powder to match
your complexion must also be

a blend.

Pompeian Beauty Powder is

scientifically blended from dif-

ferent colors. Whatever the

tone of your complexion, some
one shade of this powder
matches it perfectly.

Choose the correct shade for

your complexion from the shade

chart. In case of doubt about

the shade you require, write a

description of your skin, hair

The fortunate possessor of red hair
generally ha

. an exquisitely uur
skin uith a delicate pink tone

that is greatly enhanced
Flesh Shade

oj Pompeian Beauty
Po-.cier.

andeyes tome for special advice.

SHADE CHART for selecting your

shade ofPompeian Beauty Powder

Medium Skin: The average Amer-
ican skin tone is medium, neither

decidedly light nor definitely olive.

This skin should use the Naturelle

shade.

Olive Skin: Women with this

type of skin are apt to have dark

hair and eyes. This skin should

use the Rachel shade to match its

rich tones.

Pink Skin: This is the youthful,

rose-tinted skin (not the florid

skin) and should use Flesh shade.

White 5£in;This skin is unusual,

but if you have it you should use

White powder in the daytime.

Pompeian Beauty Powder is 6oc

a box. (Slightly higher in Canada.)

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Specialiste \l en Beauti

P. S. ; I also

Day Cream as a
Beauty Ponder.

n for your

SPECIAL OFFER
'/3 of a 60c box of Bloom

The 1926 Panel, with samples of Beauty Powder
and other Pompeian products— All for 20c

J- of
s offer

fet y.\ of a 6oc box ol

'ompeian Bloom, val-

uable samples of Pom-
peian Day Cream (pre
ceeting), Night Crearr

Madame Jeannette,

The Pompeian Laboratories

2611 Payne Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

I enclose 2 dimes (20c) for 1926 Panel, y3 of 6oc
box of Bloom, other samples, and your beauty booklet.

Name

When you write to advertisers plea - pTCTTRE MAGAZINE. 71 ""'
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Gossip of an Old-Timer
Extracts from the April MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINES from 1911 thru 1915

April, 1911

Some Hazards

THERE is an interesting item in this issue captioned

A December Dip which features the hazards that

film players experienced. It goes on to state that

two companies did plays which required one of the

characters to fall in the water, while another company
made a picture in which three men enjoyed a bath

close to the freezing point.

This isn't a marker to what the actors do now for the

sake of realism. All the un-

initiated have to do to appre-

ciate how they risk life and
limb is to follow a serial in

the making. They will see a jgm
constant flirtation with death.

The same article tells that

producers are afraid of ani-

mals in pictures. This fear

is not expressed these days

—certainly not on the com-
edy lots where milk-fed lions

are put thru their paces. It

has developed that players

must accept animals as part

of the general scheme of

things.

Most Have Disappeared

The Picture Gallery for
1 April, 1911, doesn't give

a very good break for those

early stars. Several who
have dropped out of sight in-

clude Rita Davis, Jennie Nel-

son, Laura Sawyer, Florence

Wragland, Albert McGovern,
Joseph Dailey, Alice Dona-
van—and George M. Antler-

son. But very much in the

public eye are Charles Ogle,

Herbert Prior and Kathlyn
Williams, tho the latter is

temporarily absent from the

Do
it was
actor i

vou ren
" made
vho pi a

lember the pair

into a him in i

ved the man of

dng, "The
hose early

medicine w;

April, 1912

Popularity Contests

That popularity contests to decide the h
1 and actress will always be with us i

the influence that players exert in our
been contests and contests since the s(

It is worth recording that in the Popi
of the April issue Maurice Costello lead

with a total vote of 38,748. while Dol<

\the women with 37,723 votes. Both (

'J 72

L ontest st;

longer bask in the spotlight of public favor, tho each has
carried on thru the years. There is a younger Costello

—

one Dolores, the daughter of Maurice, who bids fair to

some day achieving the pinnacle of popularity. If she

keeps on getting good assignments, we may safely say

that there will be a campaign to make her a top-heavy
favorite in the near future.

The Camera Carries On

Ix The Onzvard March for April, 1912, it is interesting to
*• note that thirty thousand miles is a long way to go

for a Motion Picture. Add
tribes of savage and treach-

erous black men. an almost
unknown country, and a

superabundance of venom-
ous reptiles, and you are able

to form some idea of the

kind of enterprise that one of

our manufacturers has cheer-

fully undertaken in order to

produce for you some strik-

ing and instructive films

How the camera has car-

ried on since that dr-.v. It

has explored every known
clime. It has been taken be-

neath the surface of the sea

ami above the clouds. It has

recorded the human race in

every nook and corner of the

globe. Burton Holmes, the

Martin Johnsons—and other

intrepid explorers have >ef

up the machine in far-distant

climes and we have become
acquainted with the way the

other half of the world lives.

l"he camera is not denied in

any field of exploration.

With the Answer Man

""There are certain items of
A interest which will show
you the constant change of

things. Would you ever think

it Mabel Normand -npported Maurice Costello when be

rred in Vitagraph's "The Changing of Silas Warner" ?

tat was back in 1912. And there is Edward Coxen.

ibody ever inquires about him any more. But he was
j of the pioneer cowboy heroes when starring with

Jem. He appeared in "The Dude Cowboy." and "How
xas Cot heft." among others. To show you how Gladys

delte keeps her youth we will inform you that she

fh "Jack, the Giant Killer." for Pal

1912. Today yon can find her still playing leading roles

ami youth is still on her side, because her film career

rted when she was very young. We look ai

• "East Lynne." which has recently been re'

'X. ldie earlier presentation was made by Th
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Science has produced an invention

that reads your hair

MR. C. NESTLE, international

authority on hair, has solved the

problem of permanent waving.

Among other famous men, Professor

Metchnikoff, of the Pasteur Institute

of Paris, declared in 1909 that Mr.
Nestle' s invention of the permanent
wave "is the greatest step forward in

hair science ever made for the comfort
of women."

The New Nestle Meter Scale—
a great advance

Now, Mr. Nestle brings forth an in-

vention of as much importance to the

study of human hair as the X-Ray is

to the human body.

This is a machine that literally reads"

your hair—that reveals its special charac-

teristics andforever takes the guess out of
the permanent wave;

The Nestle Meter Scale removes a

great responsibility from the operator.

Guided by its readings, the permanent
waver knows exactly what kind of hair

you really have and exactly how to wave
it for perfect results.

Booklet Is FREE
With or without

hah

Askforourinterest

ing booklet, "Tak-
ing the Guess Ou'

of PermanentWav-
ing. "Itisalive with

helpful information

on the care of the hair. It brings you full

details of the new Nestle Meter Scale and

the Nestle Circuline Process. Sent free upon

request. Please use the coupon opposite.

These readings give him insight and
foresight, discover what the eye can-

not see, and so make possible a new
system of permanent waving that is

adaptable to every head of hair:—

The Nestle Circuline Process

for perfect permanent waving

This is a personalized treatment—de-
signed to carry out "to the letter,"

the readings of the Nestle Meter Scale.

Whether your hair be normal, snow-
white, black, bleached or dyed

—

whether you want a tight, medium or

loose wave — any one of the 6,000
Nestle Wavers can produce it.

Knowyour hair beforeyou have

it waved—the reading and rec-

ommendation cost you nothing

Just iill out the coupon below—and
send a small strand of your hair, at

least 5" long and about the thickness

of a pencil lead — with Si deposit

to cover cost of testing. Do not send

combings!

NESTLES
CIRCULINE PRPCESS

Tor the perfect

permanent wave

The Nestle Meter
Scale Tests Your
Hairin Advance

The Nestle Laboratory in New
York offers a personal service

by mail that aids your Nestle

Permanent Wa-ver to produce
the perfect Permanent Wave.

The Nestle Laboratories will then send
you a card giving the result of the an-

alysis of your hair. This $1 Deposit

will be deducted from thfi price of

your next permanent wave - given any-

where in the United States where the

Nestle Circuline Process is used. The
Nestle Company guarantees the refund

of this deposit. Over 6,000 hair

dressers and beauty parlors in the

United States use Nestle Permanent
Waving apparatus.

Have Your Hair Read Now !

With exact scientific knowledge of

your hair in advance, your permanent
waver cannot fail to give you the style

of wave you want— exactly as you want
it. It is worth a great dealto be assured

of perfect, permanent waves from now
on and it really costs you nothing.

Send your hair sample today !

NESTLE LANO-IL CO., Ltd.

12 East Forty-ninth Street, New York City

Originators of Permanent Waving

Nestle Lanoil Co. , Ltd., Laboratory
12 East 49th St., Dcpt. 4-G, new York
Enclosed find $1 I),p„-it and sample of my hair for an

,,m,,.il l:il>..ratory r- ..dim; ..„ tlm Nestle Meter Scale. It

When you write to advertisers please n 1 MOTION PICTT-TtE MAGAZINE.



ROMANCE
1 926 Model
Richard Dix and Lois Wilson in a

little story of a man and a girl who
get a summons for life. The title

of the picture is "Let's Get Married!"

At the top of the page is

innocent young fellow who
doing his best in the New Y<
traffic. When, all of a sudder
the lady in the car back of hir
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Frocks Sheer and Enticing
as you will

Under the most trying of hygienic handicaps!
—plus an easy-disposal feature every woman will appreciate

Easy Disposal
and i other important

factors

By Ellen J. Buckland, Qraduate Nurse

THE oldest of hygienic problems re-

mains a problem no longer!

By perfecting an entirely wrtc method,
modern science has supplanted the old-time

sanitary pad with protection that is real.

Dainty frocks, sheer and misty, go now
with care-free minds

—

any time, any day. You
are immaculate, and know it beyond all doubt !

Factors that have upset former

hygienic theories

This new way is Kotex, the scientific sani-

tary pad. Nurses in wartime France first

discovered it. It is made of the super-
absorbent Cellucotton — covered with spe-
cially processed, soft-finished gauze.

There is no bother, no expense,
of laundry. Simply discard Kotex
as you would a sheet of tissue—
without embarrassment.

It absorbs and holds instantly sixteen
times its own weight in moisture.

It is five times as absorbent as ordinary
cotton pads.

Eight in every ten women have

adopted this new way that solves

woman's oldest hygienic problem

so amazingly by banishing the un-

certainties of old methods

Each Kotex pad deorforizes with a new
secret disinfectant—a factor of greatest im-
portance.

If you have not tried Kotex, please do. It

will make a great difference in your view-
point, in your peace of mind and your health.

60% of many ills, according to many lead-

ing medical authorities, are traced to the use
of unsafe and unsanitary makeshift methods.

Thus today, on eminent medical advice,

millions are turning to this new way.

You can get it anywhere, today

Kotex comes in sanitary sealed packages
of twelve, in 2 sizes: the Regular, and Kotex-
Super. At all better drug and department
stores, everywhere.

Today begin the Kotex habit. Note the
improvements, mental and physical, that it

provides. Write today for "Personal Hy-
giene" booklet. Sample of Kotex will be
mailed you without charge.

©
times that of the ordinary
cotton pad, and it deodor-
izes, thus assuring double
protection.

<D
Easy to buy anywhere.*
Many stores keep them
ready-wrapped in plain
paper—simply help your-
self, pay the clerk, that
is all.

Cellucotton Products Co., 166 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

'Supplied also in personal serv

cabinets in rest-rooms by

West Disinfecting Co.
KOT6X

PROTECTS-r ^ODORIZES
Wlicn you write to advertisers please mentii

Kotex-Super:

90c per dozen.

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

No laundry—discard as

easily as a piece of tissue
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HILDA R—Now that the winter is over, we have the March
winds to contend with. I certainly do like Thomas Meighan ; his

next picture is "Florida Romance."
RONALD COLMAN FAN.— Sure, I know. The reason they

raise so many beans in Poland is because there are so many Poles

there. Mary Philbin is playing in Charles Dickens' "Little Dorrit."

Dont think so harsh of me; I'm a pretty mild old chap.

HAL G.—Tell me more about your Harold Lloyd Club.

DE ROCHE FAN.—So you just found out about this magazine.

Well, by all means read this department, and write me a letter so

that I can go on earning my $15.00 per week. Charles de Roche
is not a Spaniard, but he came within a few miles of being one,

having been born in Port Vendres, France, near the Spanish

border, on July 7, 1893. He came to America in December, 1922.

THE BUG.—Brown eyes for Douglas Fairbanks, and I must

say they are never blue.

BERYL A. M., GREELOXG.—Thank you very much for the

interesting booklet on wool and wheat
in Australia. ^I_ have enjoyed reading

itr-Your fetteFs ar«-a1way* ?. f.eat.

RALPH F. C—I would be glad to

list your club, but I only deal in mo-
tion pictures. Your magazine is en-

tertaining.

MABEL A.—Here, here, what's

this—you used my picture as a model
for a football poster. Well, I still

have a kick in me. Yes. Alberta

Vaughn will send you her picture.

Write her direct.

TO MRS. R. H. C. and many other

Lowell friends who have written me :

I wish I could fulfil your desire re-

garding a memorial for Wallace Reid.

I dont k low whom yo
touch w th unless per-

haps the Famous Plav-
crs-Lask r Corporation.

JOHN C, EGYPT
—Well, f you miss the

mid get

HEAR YE, HEAR YE

All you folks ivho have questions to ask, come
this way and you shall be heard—and ansuered.
I have learnt a lot during the last eighty-two

years, and it's all yours for the asking. Been
answering ??? here for the last fifteen years

and still going strong. If you want an answer
by mail, enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

If you wish the answer to appear here, write

at the top of your letter the name you want
printed, and at the bottom your full name and
address, and mail to me. The Answer Man. care

of Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duifield

Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

am a wise old owl, or a clever voung chap. Guess again.
FAIRBANKS FAX.—Why. Mary Astor is playing in "Twen-

tieth Century Unlimited." directed by Edwin Carewe. Lloyd
Hughes is playing opposite her. Dorothy Devore will celebrate
her twenty-fifth birthday on June 22nd and the flags of Fort
Worth. Texas, will be waving, for that's where she first opened
her pretty eyes.

SAMSOX FAX.—You're right, beautiful women are the rulers
of men; men are only the rulers of earth. Marie Prevost has
signed a long-term contract with Metropolitan Pictures.
FREDDIE.—Yes, Betty Compson and her husband. James

Cruze, were abroad this winter. Why, I understand that Famous
Players-Lasky paid $90,000 for the screen rights of "Padlocked."
Rex Beach's latest novel.

MABEL G.—Yes, Rex Ingram is an Irishman; at least, he
was born in Dublin. Ireland, on March 24. 1892. He enlisted in
the Great War but got no farther than Canada when the Armistice

was signed. Why. Gloria Swanson
was Marjonc and Rod La Rocque was
Daniel in "Society Scandal." By all

means write me again.

LEO V., GLASGOW.—Hoot monl
and how is bonme Scotland? John
Barrymore was born in 1882. That
was a classy card of yours. I suppose
it was a Christmas present?
GEXE MACK.—And now Ralph

Ince is coming back to the screen as
an actor in support of Olive Bordon
in 'Yellow Fingers." Claire Adams
is also in the cast. Dorothy De Yore
and John Patrick in "Leave' It to Me."
I'd leave

G. G.—Se

ford wa

good ii

AEL.— Do you kn >w that Bettv B
u guess- the MadontUJ in "Ben-Hur
^ ou s.m with Lucre .e Carel (right)

hether I was retakei1 and the young j g giqi

med in Italy

t the episode
performance

Dorothy any day.
id your answers to this

"Woman wants wash-
ing." '•Dentist— teeth
extracted with great
pains." "Photographs

—

babie> taken and fin-

ished in ten minutes."
"Farm-hand. Woman
wanted to wash, iron
and milk two
Yes. I'm the same old
geezer.

GEXE.—What's this.

Richard Dix h;.-

Richard, wher
thou ?

GLORIA'S AD-
MIRER.—And

.

from Scotland.

land is well repres

this month. Be
superstitions
steal away your
steal aw
and finally steal

your wallet. W
s

DESPERATE
MOXD.—Hello,

Yes, I liked G i

Hale in "Th,
Rush." Billie

•The Black P
No, indeed. I d



Advertising Section "Harass™!

To Hollywood|?e^/ Tothelandof

Olhesetlvo booklets
may proVe to be your
^t^i/ticketto HolhjXuood^

Mis maybeyourCHANCE
't6visittheJ)JX£AM CXVifPixl

Conditions of Contest
1. You may submit one solution or

several, as you wish.

2. Send each solution under separate

cover, addressed to "Romance-
Hollywood Contest," care of Cox
Confectionery Company, No. 164
Orleans Street, Boston 28, Mass.

3. The grand prize will be awarded to

the person who succeeds in

the d the
pictures in which they appear, most
nearly correctly, and, in the opinion
of the judges, makes the most novel

and original presentation of the so-

4. In case of ties, awards will be given

to each eying contestant.

5. The judges of the contest, whose
decision is final, are Mr. James R.

Quirk, Editor of "Photoplay;" the

Motion Picture Editor of "Liberty;"

and Mr. Frederick James Smith, Edi-

tor of " Motion Picture Magazine."

6. Remember, the contest closes June
1, 1926. Winner-and a friend-
receive a free Round Trip to, and a

week's stay in Hollywood. There
are 200 additional prizes. Get your
first booklet today— it gives all the

Hollywood! The city of mystery and magic. The Mecca of

Movie fans! That Dream City where the wonders of the Arabian

Nights become real! Would you like to visit Hollywood? Would
you like to go as the guest of the great moving picture producers

—and invite your dearest friend to accompany you, with every

expense paid by the makers ofthe famous Romance Chocolates?

Then read these simple conditions of the great Romance-Hollywood Free

Trip Contest. The makers of Romance Chocolates have selected twelve

romantic scenes from twelve great photoplays. These scenes are reproduced

in two booklets, A and B, one of which is packed with every pound box of

Romance "Selections." You have simply to name correctly the leading

actor and actress appearing in each of the twelve scenes, giving also the

correct title of each photoplay. Then, arrange the scenes in a novel and

attractive mannei.

This contest is open to all. You do not have to buy anything to enter. You
may have both booklets, free, by writing directly to us. Cttyour copy now

!

COX CONFECTIONERY COMPANY
164 Orleans Street, Boston 28, Mass.

When yen writ./ to advertisers pi, :,,-,. mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

CHOCOLATES ,
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pect to get married this year. I'm waiting for leap year to come
'round. Yes, Doris Kenyon really is a poet. I hear from Pansy
very often and see Olga 17 every now and then.

MISS CHERRY.—You refer to—

What's that which all love more than life,

Fear more than death or mortal strife?

That which contented men desire,

The poor possess, the rich require?

The miser spends, the spendthrift saves,

And all men carry to their graves?

ASTRL—Thanks for sending me the four-leaf clover. That
was Arthur Edmund Carewe. Dorothy Mackaill has finally been

chosen for the lead in "The Dancer from Paris," a Robert Kane
Production. Others in the cast include Conway Tearle, Robert

Cain and Paul Ellis.

ANXIOUS RALPH.—That's all right; you
may be full of dramatic moments, but the mo- .

ments wasted in trying to get into pictures are Watch 1 hem KlSe !

long and tiresome. There's nothing I can do for

you. Sorry.

MRS. W. B.—I should say I am glad to hear from the Mrs.
No, Adele de Garde is not playing now. I should like very much
to hear from her some time, if ever she reads this. Well, I say,

Help yourself, and vour friends will bless you.
PAX.—You refer to "All Souls' Eve." Ruth Shepley irf "When

Knighthood Was in Flower."
UKULELE GIRL.—Of course, the world owes even- man a

living, and is never slack in paying it to a good collector. John
Gilbert in Sudermann's novel, "The Undying Past," which is to

be filmed as "The Flesh and the Devil."
TOL'ABLE LOXESOME.—Just pronounce it Barth-el-mess—

accent on the first svllable.

BETTER SWEET.—Your letter was simply splendid. That
was Charles Emmett Mack in "America." Well, why are laws
like the ocean? Because most of the trouble is caused by the

breakers. Yes, Richard Dix is to play opposite
Carol Dempster in "Sorrows of Satan" for

Griffith.

PICKFAIR.—I should say I have friends all

over the world, and now your letter from British

Guiana. Welcome to the fireside. Draw up your

WOMEN
Alberta Vaughn

.

Betty Bronson . .

.

Gloria Swanson

.

Corinne Griffith..

163

57

46

34

Mae Murray 32

Bebe Daniels. 32

Colleen Moore 32

Norma Shearer 30

. Pcla NegH 26

Mary Pickford. 25

Marion Davies 25

Esther Ralston 24

Mary Brian 23

Viola Dana 21

Norma Talmadge 19

Shirley Mason 19

Barbara La Marr 18

Marie Prevost 18

Betty COmpson 18

Vilma Banlcy 18

Constance Talmadge 17

Lillian Gish 17

Anna O. Nilsson 17

Leatrice Joy 16

Blanche Sweet 16

Patsy Ruth Millei 15

1751

45j

351

15

30

Richard Di>

Ramon Nov
Ben Lyon .

.

Llovd Hugh

100

84

77

74

John Gilbert 51

Rudolph Valentino . . . . 50

Ricardo Cortez 50

Ronald Colman 49

George O'Brien 44

Richard Barthelmess 44

Thomas Meighan 22

Milton Sills 22

Tom Mix 21

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr 20

Rod La Rocque 20

Buck Jones 20

Conrad Xagel 17

Douglas Fairbanks 14

Neil Hamilton 1-*-

Antonio .Moreno 14

Fred Thomson 14

Kenneth Harlan 14

Malcolm McGregor 12

Buster Collier 12

Robert Agnew 12

AL S.—Dont get disap-

space forbids.

was born in

Western togs i

beth was the first Englisl

and people thought it a gre
is working on "Mac," a dc

hune. Eileen Percy is play
MABEL A. M.—I know

than an egg today. So, b<

Landis in "Peacock Feathe
\ Ralph Graves is still plavi

^78
A0£

ok who's sent the temperature 'way up to a boiling point,

ir little friend, Alberta Vaughn. Just for that, Alberta

serves a nice story in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE,
nd we'll publish something about her in an early issue. As
r Richard Dix, he's been at the head of the class for so long,

that

"To
e the home add

:>r Metro-Goldwyi
BRITAIN".— \'oi

i strange man.

chair and have a smoke.
You just wait ant

"Annie Roeney." I sure did

Led to leave him there permanently weep. Run in again some
time.

DOROTHY C—No. I

i the players. Lew Cody in

So long,

dont need to fear because you are

There is no harm in an old man like

VTou know 1 had another birthday at the begin:- g

year and that brings me into the middle eighties. -

returning to the screen in "'Shipwrecked."

SCOTTIE, ABERDEEN.— Hurrah! Colleen Moore -

First National. You probably refer to Elliott Dexter. <

one of the finest kennels of German police hounds in this ,

I dont know when "The Lost World" will reach Scotland. I hope

MUB'S—I suppose the best horseback rider in pictures

Holt. At least, he is one of the best polo players in the

He will celebrate his thirtv-eighth birthdav on May 31st Laurence

120)
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T
discovering the three telltale

J-J places where age shows first on
a woman's face and then by correct-

ing them by scientific treatments and
exclusive preparations, Dorothy
Gray became one of the world's

most famous beauty specialists.

'

^OROTHY GRAY numbers
-*-^ among her clientele scores of

the greatest names in the interna-

tional social register. The results

she accomplishes at her famous
Fifth Avenue Studio can now be
duplicated in your own home.

Society's ^Most ^famous Faces
kept young by her discoveries .

\Kow
DOROTHY GRAY^S

methods and preparations

overcome the three telltale

signs of facial age

TO look one's age is a folly,"

says Dorothy Gray. "Look-
ing as old as one's years is a
crime against self."

Miss Gray says this with the

assurance of an expert, one who
has spent her lifetime in one
worthy pursuit— facial rejuvena-

tion.

Hers is now one of the world's

most famous beauty salons. Lead-
ing women in society and on the

stage come to her exquisite and
palatial studio on Fifth Avenue,
opposite the famous Vanderbilt
chateau.

Dorothy Gray has become the
leading exponent on facial re-

juvenation. For the thousands
who have come to her, often with
the signs of heart-break in their

faces, she has performed almost
miraculous transformations.

Not by harsh surgery, not "face-

lifting," not "enameling"— all so

temporary and dangerous— but by

scientific treatments with her own
unique preparations.

Now. all can be had in your own
home. You can obtain the identical

results— just as if you had come to
the Xew York salon of Dorothy Gray.

3 Telltale Places Which Reveal a Woman's Agi

Correct them and Tou Take Tears Away

Do*Othy Gray's preparations with complete directions

for treatments can be obtained at the leading department
stores and quality drug stores throughout the country.

Through her years of practice

with a large and fastidious clientele,

Dorothy Gray has now perfected

systems for home treatment.

You can erase years from your
face if you're over 30. If younger,

you can prevent age lines from
coming prematurely.

A double chin, that first fatal

sign of departing youth, can be
restored to graceful lines. Droopy,
flabby muscles can be "firmed"—

sallow skin made glowing— thin

and withered skin can be re-

vitalized— lines and crow's-feet

around eyes and mouth can be
eliminated, erased.

Learn all about Dorothy Gray's
famous treatments and prepara-
tions. She will gladly give you
personal advice. Do not hesitate

to tell her your beauty problems.
Write in full, or use the con-
venient coupon below.

Dorothy Gray's preparations,

with complete directions for

treatments, are on sale at fine

department stores and leading
drug stores throughout the coun-
try. If such a store is not con-
veniently near you, you may
order direct.

Mail the coupon or write today.

Dorothy Cjray 25

753 9ifth<Ave.,cyewy rlLMy,
Please tell me how
D to treat a double chin.

to round out a thin face and strengthen

nentlon MOTION IKE MAGAZINE. 79 fs



The Box-Office Speaks
THE early portion of 1926

proves one thing defi-

nitely: "The Big Parade"
is the biggest box-office

hit since David Wark Griffith

electrified the motion picture

world with his "The Birth of a

Nation." Before Jack Gilbert

ceases his cinematic march thru

Belleau Woods, "The Big
Parade" will have safelv passed

the $4,000,000 to $5,000,000
gross of the Griffith classic.

At the same time, it. is well to

keep an eye on "Ben-Hur."
The General Lew Wallace ro-

mance of Biblical days had a

$7,000 advance sale before it

opened at Cohan's Theater in

New York. And, as this issue

goes to press, it is running at

a $20,000 to $21,000 a week
clip. If this can be taken as a

criterion, "Ben-Hur" may. beat out "The Big Parade"
in the final count, since its European rights will bring

returns.

The Six Best Sellers

:

"The Big Parade"
"The Freshman"
"The Merry Widow"
"The Gold Rush"
"Don Q"
"The Phantom of the Opera"

The Most Popular of the

Older Pictures:

"The Ten Commandments"
"The Iron Horse"
"Abraham Lincoln"

Dut to return to "The Big Parade": It is steadilyD running close to $21,000 at -the New York Astor,

about a thousand dollars still being sold each week in

standing room. In Chicago, where audiences shy at a

$2 top fee as at scarlet fever, "The Big Parade" never

dropped below $17,000 during its first four weeks at the

Garrick. As this issue goes to press, it is doing between
$20,000 and $23,000 each week at Sid Grauman's in

Los Angeles. Re-
ports from Phila-

delphia, San Fran-
cisco and other cities

are the same. It

draws capacity every-

where. In Dallas,

Texas, for instance,

it did $15,000 in its

first week at the

Majestic.

"The Merry
Widow" has just
completed twenty-
five weeks at the little

Embassy Theater in

New York, hitting as

high as $12,700 a

week. "The Merry
Widow" had an odd

delphia. It

at the Aldine
the holiday

Then it was 1

back to the !

and broke r

touching as h

$29,000 on the

"The Merry V

lAGlL

ill

$10.00 for the best title to this picture!
The lazv's off—scud as many titles as you like, and length up to

fifty words, in prose or verse. They must
later than March 25th, and no titles will be returned. Address
them: Title Contest. 175 Dtiffield St.. TrooMy .

strongly at the Million Dollar

in Los Angeles.
You never can tell about pic-

tures. John Barrymore's "The
Sea Beast" looks like a winner.

At least, its premiere at Warner ~

in Xew York would indicate a

film hit. It opened at that

theater at $24,100 a week, mo-
mentarily topping both "The
Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur" on
Broadway.

"I ADY WlXDERMERE'.S Fax."
*—

« the new Lubitsch picture.

looks good at the box-office, too.

It ran three weeks at Warner's
and the two at the Cameo in

Xew York. At Warner's it did

as high as $26,000 on the week.
The Lubitsch special is a hit at

the Orpheum in Chicago. tO'>.

It did something like record

business in Baltimore as well.

The fine reports on "Stella Dallas" continue. It holds

at the small Apollo Theater in Xew York at $13,500 each

week.
So much for good reports. "A Kiss for Cinderella."

on the other hand, seems to be something of a disappoint-

ment. It played to two big weeks at the Roosevelt in

Chicago, hut bad reports come from Washington, Balti-

more. Philadelphia, and other places.

D. \\". Griffith's "That Royle Girl" appears to be some-
thing of a bloomer at the box-office, too. At the Strand.

Xew York, it was scheduled for two weeks, hut it was
shelved after the first

seven days.

It is interesting to
* note tlie -

drawing paw
Richard Barthelmess.

His last three pic-

tures. "Shore Leave."
"The Beautiful City"

and "Just Su]

have held up strongly

all over America.
During its week at

t h e X e w V o r k
Strand. "Jusl

ran t o

$35,000.
Ri c ha r

d

drawing
is a

His
tare, '

'W o m a n -

handled." has

doing splendidly
everywhere.
Palace in Was
ton it did $11 5

its week in opj -

to "The
-
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PLEASE ACCEPT 7-DAY SUPPLY FREE

-

wmsfr
MAIL THE COUPON

Now! A RightWay
to Remove Cold Cream

A way that will double the effectiveness of your make-up

That will correct oily nose and skin conditions amazingly

That will make your skin seem shades lighter than before

The only way that

removes all dirt and

grease from the pores

''HIS offer

/ill v :.rk

a test that

nique results

in your skin. Modern sci-

ence has found a right way
to remove cold cream.

It will prove that no mat-
ter how long you have
removed cleansing cream
with towels, paper substi-

tutes, etc., you have never
yet removed it thoroughly
from your skin . . . have
never removed it properly,

or in gentle safety to your
skin.

Just use the coupon. A 7-day supply
will be sent you.

The only way

We are makers of absorbents, are world
authorities in this field. On the urge of

a noted dermatologist, we worked to per-

fect a thorough remover of cold cream.
There was none known.

It took us two years to perfect it. We
developed an entirely new kind of mate-
rial to attain it. Not a cloth, but a

uniquely exquisite absorbent that's dif-

ferent from any other you have ever seen.

We call it Kleenex. You use it, then
discard it.

White as snow and soft as down, it

comes in exquisite sheets, 27 times as

absorbent as an ordinary towel. 24 times
that of fibre or tissue substitutes.

It contrasts their harshness with a soft-

ness that you'll love. It does what no
other method ever known has ever done

—

> all dirt and grease from the pores.

Kleenex comes in exquisite flat hand-
kerchief boxes, tofityour dressing table

drawer \ . . in two sizes:

Boudoir size, sheets 6 by 7 inches 35c

Professional, sheets 9 by 10 inches 65c

KL€€N€X
The Sanitary Cold Cream Remover

c
PJo more soiled towels

No more oily skins

Instead of towels, cloths, harsh
fibre, or paper makeshifts, you
use this deliciously soft new ma-
terial

—

27 times as absorbent!

First—Remove every bit of genn-
laden matter, every particle of

dirt, simply by wiping off face.

Thcn—V

Today, largely on the urge
of the skin specialists, women
are flocking to this new way.

It will effect quick changes
in the texture of your skin.

Will make it seem shades
whiter than before.

Stops oily skins and noses

Combats skin imperfections

You use cleansing cream to

remove dirt and germ-invit-

ing matter from the pores.

Old methods removed but

part, rubbed the rest back in,

thus inviting eruptions, im-

perfections and dark skins.

It will correct oily skin

or nose conditions so quickly

as to amaze.

Thai's because an oily skin

or nose simply indicates

i the skin. You must powder
now so often because the pores exude it.

This new way will double and treble

the effectiveness of your make-up, make

ig results to delight you.

Wil
Wil

nd texture of yoi

Send the coupon

skin

Upon receipt of it a full 7-day supply will

hat fit into flat drawers of vanity
month's supply in each. Costs
cents.

7-Day Supply—FREE
KLEENEX CO., M-4

167 Quincy St., Chicago, 111.

Please send without expense to me a

sample of KLEENEX as offered.
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The Picture Parade

Just Suppose—R<

Dichard Barthelmess has gone in for
* mythical kingdoms—zehich shows that

lie can look at a king along with all the

rest of us. The picture shapes up here as

nothing much to make a fuss about and
still on the other hand it is nothing to be

provoked over. Yet it is far better than
his "Beautiful City"— at least, in its me-

and For
atcd with a fine

phere, the background and settings, particu-

larly the interims, giving it a certain reality

and a definite tone and quality zshich com-
pensate for the weakness of the anti-

quated plot.

And what is this plot? Simply the fa-

miliar rebellion of a prince (suggested
after 'is Royal 'ighness, David, Prince of

Wales) against the conventions of the
court. He would go where he pleases, love
whom he pleases, and ask no odds of any-
one. But how to shake the royal attendant
and give the air to the kingdom? How
he does it makes up the action of this

picture.

So Barthelmess, faultlessly attired, a la

military, goes a-wooing just like a frog
or one of us. And that's all there is to

the movie—that and a tiny heart-throb

when he gives up the girl temporarily in

believing himself the heir—and subject to

the traditional whim of marrying some-

distasteful princess.

Barthelmess makes a dashing prince-
one with a wistful look. His performance

' night be Mr.
George W.
Moron is the fair

irk's I Lo
-Inspir

I nfatuation—Dra

Oow's this for a movie title? It has
1 l been tacked on Somerset Maugham's
"Caesar's Wife" to lure the curious bj the

box-office window. In the original it

failed to achieve any distinction and as a

picture it seems quite hopeless.

has an affair with a young army officer.

•Being left together much of the tune, they

imagine themselves in love. Hut when
the crisis comes, she remains true to Will
Hays' edict and her own marital VOWS,
You can spot the finish from the start.

Aside from some pleasing sets, there isn't

much here to keep you awake. Corinne
Griffith has the central role and wears
sonic charming frocks. But there arc too

many close-ups of her. The subtitles make
her talk too much. Percy Marmont and
Malcolm McGregor are the heroes and
they are natural enough in their promenades
in and out of the sets and scenery.—First

National.

Bluebeard's Seven Wives

—

Satirical Comedy
A most engaging effort is this good-
/^ naturcd, 'sophisticated travesty on the

inside of the movies. It is a kidding party

—that's what it is and because it keeps to

its idea without waxing serious, it glazes

with pace and merriment.
Everyone is kidded here—the players, the

film industry and the manner in which the

stars are made. The idea is perfectly

logical when you consider a youth who.

down in his luck, is unable to gather the

P\ necessary monev to get a shave. So he

h

(Continued from page 63)

haunts a park bench and encourages the

"heebie-jeebies" while his face takes on a
hirsute adornment. Spying a want ad and
taking its hint, he is led straight to a pic-

ture studio where he doubles for the star

as a Spanish Don.
This may be a slap at the way certain

actors are given Latin monickers in the

making over of John Hart into Don Juan
Hartez. And so with the aid of the barber,

the director and an alert press agent the

boy makes good and the renewed romance
brings him added happiness.

It is capably pictured and is saturated

with all the "business" and atmosphere
which characterize a studio. While Ben
Lyon is seen in his most adaptable role and
acquits himself in a human, engaging
manner, it is Sam Hardy who walks away
with the acting in his study of a cocky
press agent. There are others who help

in making it breeze—Blanche Sweet, Lois
Wilson and Andrew Mack.

—

First National.

Mike—Comedy

Y0L' can never tell about Marshall Xeilan
1 when he starts to express himself. The
playboy of directors has a habit of defying
the accepted standards and pioneering his

way along. His "Mike," which he wrote
as well as directed, is a curious piece of
hodgepodge. Those who recall Colleen
Moore in "The Desert Flower" will com-
pare the Xeilan effort to it.

"Mike" is immature of theme and could
be compressed into a two-reeler without
harming its thought at all. Xeilan intro-

duces his latest "find." Sally O'Xeil. whose
background is a box-car on a siding. Place
her in overalls—and in charge of a rummy
father and a bunch of young relatives and
you have this story—which is mostly
incident.

There are strong efforts made for

laughter and occasionally Charlie Murray
and Ford Sterling strike the funnybone
with a gag here and there, but taken in

its entirety the piece is pretty slim film

nourishment.

—

Metro-Goldwyn.

His Secretary—Romantic Drama

LJere is capital entertainment, highly
diverting from inception to conclusion.

It is directed with a light touch—just the

i ight touch for such a mildly romantic
comedy of business. While the material

is familiar, it is handed deftly and smoothly—and with occasional shafts of novelty.

ft effervesces with humor but never over-

steps its bounds.

We cannot remember seeing more easy

playing than is contributed by Norma
Shearer. Lew Cody and Willanl Louis in

their respective roles. Norma is the "step-

child" of the office, unloved and
She would be the busy worker, but the

philandering executives do not want her

—not even for dictation. To see Miss
Shearer play this recognizable type is to

give praise for her keen understanding.

Of course, you have learned by this time

how she makes herself over into a dazzling

creature—just to prove to the more ro-

mantic of the men that she has charm and
personality. Miss Shearer makes this

transition with complete surety of touch.

It is a very graceful and intell

formance. .Is for the philanderers. Messrs.

Cody and Louis contribute def
mances which are embroidered with humor
and sympathy.

\ smart "little picture, this—one. finely

titled, directed, mounted and acted. Go see

h.—Mctro-Goldwyn.

Mannequin—Drama

It must have been the magic of Fannie
Hurst's name that impelled the judges

to pick her $50,000 novel, "Mannequin," for
surely there is nothing extraordinao' about
it in theme or treatment. Her idea, based
upon the child kidnaped in infancy, reared
in squalor on the lower East Side and
eventually restored to her sorrowing
parents when she reaches the comparative
affluence of the chief mannequin in an
exclusive Fifth Avenue shop—is an old-
established one, having done yeoman serv-
ice these many film and fiscal years.

It makes a fair enough movie
James Cruzc's intelligent direction. He
zeas confronted with much shopv
terial, but he succeeds in invest!-,

the illusion of importance. He makes the

moth-eaten courtroom scene inte

even when it is anticipated. The f

of Dolores Costello as the heroine helps
considerably in lending charm ;

turcs. Suggesting Elsie Fergus* :

manner as well as her appearance,
with fine poise and assurance. It

prediction that brought along carefully she
will make a name for herself. Ali
contributes dignity and intelligence to the

mother's role and Zasu Pitts and Warner
Baxter aid materially in giving the picture

its balance.

—

Paramount.

The Sky Rocket—Romantic Drama

""The most publicized young woman in
1

the world—Peggy Hopkins Joyce—has
finally made her debut in motion pictures.

She has in "The Sky Rocket," written by
Adela Rogers St. John, a story' that is

ideally suited to her personality. In many
respects it mirrors her life, altho there
are those in the know who will identify it

with one of our more prominent luminaries
of the celluloid world.

Marshall NeilaA
several sly digs at the

the screen people
isn't a bit of doubt but th

': further if he had been -

such license. Yet he is quite rut':

ant parts of the narrative, but in

he keeps to his th

and tells the truth—
the happy ending.—

.

Exhibitors.

The American Venus—Romance

JUST a dre.ssed-up piec*

pish-posh. or what have you. w
verdict of any thinking patron «

nesses this pictur :'.d have

been concocted by any youi _

other side of adolescence—and as

direction most anyone who knows how to

shout thru a megaphone could have told

the cameraman what to shoot and how to

shoot it.

There is note.

either p:

lends her blonde

contest at Atlantic City. The actual win-

ner. Fay Lanphier. is in the picture, but

her talents are measured more by the tape

than by any of the qualities which

emotion. " The .

ing but .:

legs. The

-
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MIKE
Mike!
She's a marvelous madcap— is Mike.

Sure she's a she-

Sally O'Neil herself—

Winsome, winning Sally

In a role that fits her better

Than her overalls!

William Haines, too, as a railroad Romeo

And Charles Murray and Ford Sterling.

Laugh those off! You will!

And gosh!

We nearly forgot The Pink Elephant

And Joe

The dapper Duck,

Another Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Record Release!

Marshall Neilan made it—and wrote it.

And maybe it doesn't move—
Every moment of it!

The Laugh of your life!

For the love of Mike

See it soon!

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven*9

When you write to advertisers please mention motiux PICTURE magazine. »i
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The HAND
He Loves to Hold
For his sake, keep it always at its

loveliest— skin satinysoft, alluring;

nails beaming with the shell-pink

glow that whispers breeding and
refinement.

It's easy enough, nowadays, to keep
your hands a treasure in his eyes.

For Glaso brings the lovely nails you
want, without the tedious buffing

of the past. Just a touch with the
handy Glazo brush, a moment's dry
ing— and nails are changed to lovely

pearls; exactly the right glow and
shade the chic Parisienne affects.

And only once a wee\ is even this

slight attention required, for Glazo
does not crack, ridge or peel, nor is

it marred by repeated rinsing in soap
and water. It protects the nails and
always keeps them firm, pliant and
beautiful.

Separate Remover for

Perfect Results

Glazo is the original Liquid Polish.

It comes complete with separate re
mover which not only insures bet'

ter results, but prevents the waste
that occurs when the Polish itself

is used as a remover.

Stop at your favorite toilet goods counter
today and get the Glaaa package .It will mean
lovely nails always, with the minimum of

' expense. 50c at all counters.

The Glazo Company, 604 Blair Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio

GLAZO
Try QLAZO Cuticle

Massage Cream
It shapes the cuticle and
keeps it even and healthy

Will the Men Admire It?

i page 1

By RAY HATTON:
'"This age business is all wet.

I never have any birthdays nor any
wedding anniversaries. Isn't it silly to

say, for instance, "Today is Tuesday, and
I'm twenty-nine. Tomorrow is Wednes-
day and I'll be thirty. Thirty is a lot older

—dear, dear, I'm getting on !" One day
. . . imagine it

!

Neither men nor women are one bit

older than they feel and if they'd forget

their actual ages and get interested in

something vital, they'd never need to

bother about old Father Time and how
many fingerprints he's leaving on their

faces.

By MICHAEL ARLEN:
Deople who do things to themselves in

order to look young succeed only in

looking a great deal older. Their faces

are always on their minds. How can one
be carefree with the burden of looks bear-

ing one down? And what is youth if not

freedom from care ?

By MALCOLM McGREGOR:
T tjiixk keeping young is great— for men

body stay young and I'm for any woman
who can stave off the gloom of old age.

Let 'em be girls at ninety and more power

By EDMUND BURNS:
I fail to see any harm in girls looking

By ROD LA ROCQUE:
W,)mex have always puzzi

1-.-.,1: -rl- rn r ,r] U, if-

able b decide. I think it would be very

dull i all worn en looked twenty. Er.ch

age ha s its chari 1 and 1 like them all.

By EDMUND LOWE:
Possibly if I knew that a woman who
1

looked young was really old, I would
not fall in love with her. I cant imagine

the idea occurring to me, But because the

mind is stronger than the bodv, if I were
unaware that she was actually old, I

might be attracted. Therefore, it strikes

me as rather unfair for age to masquerade
as youth. Love is the one thing that mat-
ters and why should we play with it:

By WILLIAM BOYD:
Vouth and beauty are inseparable in a
1 woman po^iblv" hecau-e fashions seem

to be designed only tor girls. To be at-

young. If

ws that you
to be liked,

em For trying not to look

long as they look young,
5 doe- it make whether they

As the

By RICHARD ARLEN:

tention of a woman who has lived longer.

If she is also easy to look at, she has an-

other subtle hold on him.

If a woman can remain young and
lovely in spite of years, she deserves a

great deal of credit. Women have been
under men's domination so long that any-

mean s they take to bring men to their

feet are justifiable.

But the object o'f the hot-house variety

of youth is defeated if the woman seems
always conscious of the result, if she

seems to be thinking: "How do I look?"
while one talks to her, and if her whole
attention is given to the pursuit of beauty.

By ROBERT EDESON:
F^eliberately pretending to be what you

are not is considered hypocrisy. Pre-
senting a false illusion of youth is no ex-

ception, and a woman of fifty trying to

look twenty-five is a hypocrite if she is

successful and a fool if she isn't. Intelli-

gent women realize the advantage of
gracefully accepting advancing years in-

stead of struggling with futile cosmetics
and an unnatural manner to preserve an
April bloom that has long past.

By WILLIAM POWELL.
Gevextv and seventeen can both be beau-

tiful, for beauty doesn't depend on
age. It is a certain loveliness of soul
which radiates charm in a woman. Bring
to mind the woman you love and you will

think of her as beautiful. Perhaps it's her
smile, or her voice, or the twinkle in her
eye or her sweet ways that attract you,
but whatever it is it's not the period" of
years she's traveled thru.

I'tn in favor of whatever aids to nature
keep one in good condition. When it

age trying to disguise itself as

youth, tho. I feel it cant he done and it's

pathetic, for beauty is aside from length
of years.

By HUNTLY GORDON:

J
believe in women doinsr exactly as they
please in the matter of rejuvenation, as

in everything else.

If you ask me whether or not a man
could hue a woman whom he knows to be
sixty while she looks twenty-five. I'd say
that nobody knows ! Love is an

ernable something over which we have no
control. Friends of mine have sworn:
"T'll never marry !" and I've

wedding announcements the next week.
Others have declared that nothing
make them care for a woman of another
race—and one of these fell madly in love

with just such a woman!
So a man might say in one breath that

he could not love a woman years older

than himself, ami in the next breath try-

to persuade her to marry him.

By JOHN BOWERS:
VVrrn appeals to youth. I believe the

simulation of youth, even if si

carry the same appeal. Older
people may feel an imp. -

alism toward youth, but it is very rare

for a younger person to feel that same
sweep toward an oldei

If a woman is carefully

youth because she wishes
1 think she is very likely was
time, hut if she d

herself of more use or _.
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Johnny
Hines

in

"RAINBOW RILEY"
JromThovcLpsori Buckanaris

rftag* ®&/*9k Cub"
*Jbire6led by CKaxles Hines /

REMEMBER "The Cub"—Thompson Buchan-

k an's play done by Douglas Fairbanks on the

stage? That's "Rainbow Riley." You'll see Johnny

Hines, the breezy athlete catapulting himself into a

cub reporter's job and covering a feud in Kentucky

—which he believes will be a vacation—he lands

with his golf clubs and the rumpus starts!

Then comes "The Brown Derby" -Why, the very

title sounds funny. Johnny Hines is the poor but

deserving plumber's apprentice who "gets the

brown derby"—a bequest from a relative. His

sweetheart, anxious for his success and believing

he has an inferiority complex, persuades him that

wearing this same hat was responsible for the sue'

cess of its previous owner. He must wear the

brown derby always. The youth grabs the hat

—

and the fun begins!

"The Live Wire," one of two Johnny Hines pk'

tures, was included in the Motion Picture News'
52 best pictures of 1925. Watch for it at your

neighborhood theatre if you didn't see it downtown.
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Safeguard
where you
cannot see

Sani-Flush eliminates all the

labor from the task of cleaning

the toilet bowl. It cleans far more
thoroughly than any amount of

scrubbing and scouring.

Sani-Flush purifies the trap
which you cannot see or reach,

removes sediment and banishes
foul odors.

You simplysprinkle Sani-Flush
into the bowl, follow the direc-

:an, and flush.
Marks,

The bowl clea
i-Flush

cannot harm plumbing connec-
tions. Always keep a can handy
in the bathroom.

Buy Sani-Flush at your grocery,

drug or hardware store, or send
25c for a full-size can. 30c in

Far West. 35c in Canada.

Sani-Flush
Cleans Closet BowlsWithout Scouring

The Hygienic Products Co.
Canton, Ohio

!

Get Bunte Cough Drops. They
clear and rest your throat. Made
of pure cane sugar, menthol and
horehound. The menthol heals
—the horehound soothes.

MENTHOL* HOREHOUND

What the Stars Are Doing
And where you may write to them

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

Adoree, Renee—playing in The Black Bird—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Agnew, Robert—playing in Wild Oats Lane—

Marshall Neilan Studios, 1845 Glendale Blvd., Holly-
wood. Cal.

Allison, May—playing in Men of SfeeZ—Biograph
Studios, 807 E. 175th St., New York City, N. Y.
Arthur, George K.—playing in Kiki—United

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.
Astor, Mary—playing in Heirs Apparent—United

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles. Cal.

Banky, Vilma—playing in Beauty and the Beast—
United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Barrymore, John—completed Don Juan—War-

ner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood,

Follv—Inspiration Pictures, 565Fifih Ave.. Xe-vYork
City, N. Y.

Baxter, Warner—playing in Miss Brewster's Mil-
lions—Famous Pto rsStud is, 152U Vine St.. Holly-
wood, Cal.

Beery, Noah—plaving in Because ILoveYou—Fam-
ous Plavers Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollvwood. Cal.

Beery, Wallace—playing in Beau Geste—Famous
Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves.. Astoria.

L. I.

Bennett, Belle—completed The Reckless Lady—
Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave.. New York
City, N. Y.

Blue, Monte—playing in Other Women's Hus-
l.nud —Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood. Cal.
Boardman, Eleanor—plaving in The Auction

IM.,,1; -M.-m-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Brian, Mary—playing in Paris at Midnight—

1040 La Palmas Ave.,

Bronson, Betty—playing
—Famous Plavers Studios.
wood, Cal.
Brook, Clive—playing ii... Why Girls Go Back

Bros. Studios. 5842 Sunset Blv'd,

1, Calif.

Mae—plaving in Perch of the Devil—
Studios. Universal City. Cal.

; in The Black Bird—Metro-

'—plaving in Monte Carlo—Metre
ins Culver i iiy, Cal.
Iliam, Jr.—playing in The Lady o' .'/';

>us Players Si udios. 1520 Vine St

Cortcz, Ricardo—playing in

Kiss -Famous Plavers Studio:
Hollvwood. Cal.

ing in Beverly ot'Graustark—
Culver City. Cal.
laying in The Sorrows of

Reginald—plaving in Ruling Home—
Studios. Universal City. Cal.

, Dorothy—plaving in Leave It to Me—
ros. Studios. 5S42 Sunset Blvd.. Holly-

Pirate—Pick-

Universal Studios

Errol, Leon—

i Perch of the Dr.il

Fairbanks, Douglas—completed The Black

Pirate—Pickford-Fi
Fazenda, Louise—plaving in C.rif:,-rs—Warner

Pros Studios 5S4J Sunset lilvd.. Hollvwood, Cal.

Fields, W. C—plaving in The Old Army Game—
Famous Flavors Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves..

.. L. 1.

Gibson, Hoot—plaving in Chip of the Flying V—
Unhersal Studios. Universal City. Cal.

Gilbert. John—plaving in Rudciys ,;.-, .Ujj;-i:S-

o-m/—Metro-C.oldwvn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Gish, Dorothy—cc

Wilcox Prod., London. _..,

Gish, Lillian—plaving in The Scarlet Letter—
Metro-Gold v. •; City. Cal.
Goudal, Jetta—playing in Paris at Midnight—

Metropolitan Studios. 1040 La Palmas Ave., Holly-
- I, Cal.

Mile. Modiste—
al.

That

Griffith, Corinne—plavir
1040 La Palmas Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

Griffith, Raymond—plaving in The Sh,
Sailed to Mars—Famous Plavers Studios, 15:

St., Hollywood. Cal.

Players Studio:
L. I.

Hart, William S.—completed Tumble-weeds—
United Ariists. 729 Seventh Ave.. New York Citv.
N. Y.

Hines, Johnny—plaving in The Broun Derby—
First National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St., New York
Citv. N. Y.

Holt. Jack—plaving in The Blind Goddess—Fam-
St.. Hollywood. Cal.

Hughes, Lloyd—playing in Heir:
United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.

Jov, Learrice—plaving in E-ce's Leaves—Cecil De
Mille Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Joyce, Alice—completed Dancing Mothers—Fam-

ous Plavers Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves.. Astoria.

L. I.

keaton, Buster—playing in Battling Butler—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver C. y. Cal.

Kenyon, Doris—

-

National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St.. New York City.

Kirkwood, James—

c

itan Studios
rk City. N. Y.

La Marr. Barbara— mpfeted I

Montmartc—United Studios, ; ^41 Melr -

Langdon, Harry"—playing in 7V<j»

Tramp—L'nited Studios. 534!
Angeles. Cal.
La Plante. Laura—playing in Beware of Blondes—

Universal Studi -. Univ. rsa! City, Cal.

Llovd, Harold • n s Sake—
1O40 La Palmas Ave., Hollvwood. Cal.
Louis. Willard—plaving in Mile. Modiste—

United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave . 1 -

Cal.
Love. Bessie— playing in .

Goldwyn Studios. Culvert iiy. Cal.
Lowe. Edmund

No. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Lvon, Ben—playii - ra National

Prod.. 807 E. 17.nl. St.. New York City. N. Y.

t MyBahy

wood. Cal.
Mason. Shirle\

Players studio-. 1520 Vine S; . Hollywood Cal-

McAvoy, May—playing in Tht •

National Pr .-,].. S07 E. 175ih St.. Nev,

N. V.
Meigban. Thomas—playing in Florida Roman*— Famous Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce Ave

Astoria, II
Menjou. Adolph.

— Fain, is Players J

Astoria. L. I.

Miller. Patsy Ruth—playing in

Back Home—Warner Bros. Studios. ;

Blvd.. Hollvwood. Cal.
Mix. Tom—plaving in Tony Runs Wild—Fa

Studios. 14(11 No. Western Ave. H, .:.

Moore. Man
Universal Studi >s '<

Moore, Tom—completed The Song and Dane
Mow—Famous P

Moreno. Antonio—plavi: g

j.Mr*—Metro-Gokiwyr. S: a : •

Murrav, Mao -latest I
-

—Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver v

Nagel. _
Metr.--Ge!d\\vn Studi, s. Culver Ci .

Naldi. Nita— latest release. C.\ kes Maie the

r-.tc-.e— First National Prod, so; E. !\;

York City. N. Y.
Negri. Pola—pi; I *—Fam-

ous plavers Studios 1520 Y
Nilsson. \nna _ . . .-..-

—l'nited Studios 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles,
Cal

Nissen. Greta
Famous P

Astoria. L. I.

Novarro, Ramon— lates: reatease, Ben-Hv—
Metro-Goldv,*

lUTlON P1CTUKK MAtJAZIXK is



O'Brien, George—playing in The Johnstown
Flood—Fox Studios, 1401 No. Western Ave., Holly-

wood. Cal.
O'Brien, Eugene—playing in Fine Manners—

Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves..

Astoria, L. I.

O'Hara, George—playing in Why Girls Go-Back
Home—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood, Cal.

Techn

—Pickford-

Philbin, Mary—playing i

Studios. Universal City, Cal.
Pickford, Mary—playing in sparrows

Fairbanks Studios. Hollywood. Cal.

Prevost, Marie—completed Other Women's Hus-
bands—Warner Bros. Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood, Cal.

Ralston, Esther—playing in The Blind Goddess—
—Famous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St., Holly-
wood, Cal.
Ray, Charles—playing in The Auction Block—

Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Rich, Irene—plavim; in Silken Shackle*—Wann-r
Bros. Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Derilkin—.----Shearer, Norma—playing
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver k-iiy, \,m.
Sherman, Lowell—completed The Reckless Lady

—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave.. New
Vork Citv, X. V.
Stone, Lewis— playing in The Desert Healer—

United Studios, i!JI Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles.
Cal.

Talmadge, Constance—playing in Silky Anne—
United Studios. 5 (41 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles, Cal.
Talmadge, Norma—playing in Kiki— United

Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Tearle, Conway—playing in The Dancer from

Paris—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave.,
New York City. X. Y.
Terry, Alice—completed Mare Nostrum—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios, ( ulvcr City. Cal.
Torrence, Ernest—playing in The Blind Codd?

—Famous Players Studios, 1520 Vine St., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Wilson, Lois—playing in Bachelor Troubles—
Famous Players Studios, Sixlli and Pierce Aves.,
Astoria. L. I.

Worthing, Helen Lee—completed Don Juan —
Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood.

Yes and No
(Continued from page 70)

in The Saturday Evening Post and was
greatly pleased with it. When I read that

Tom Meighan was to appear in the same
story I was delighted, because I admire
him very much. Imagine my dismay and
disgust when 1 saw the picture ! The hero
had been changed to a cop and nearly all

the funny incidents and situations in the

story had been changed and were not
shown at all. However, the picture was
all right, but it was the idea of having
made it so different. I cant see why they
said it was from the story a t all since

there was little connection between the

two. I can sympathize with the author
when he sees it. Perhaps readers may
think I am complaining too much, and per-

haps I am, but I merely wanted to voice

my opinion.

Margaret Ostrom,
1021 Corning Street,

Red Oak, Iowa.

Some Real Stars

Iust a few words to express my opinion
J of a few stars. I think more credit and
praise should be where it belongs in the

movies. For instance, Lon Chaney is not
mentioned as a leading star, but just the

same he leads. There is no one who can
equal him. He is in a class by himself
and should be given more credit than he
gets thru the various moving picture

magazines.

(Continued on page 122)
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CASHMERE
BOUQUET

Close-up of a velvet

No "age-lines" or

£Npw -This fine hard-milled soap keeps

your skin smooth • fragrant • youthful

Look closely at an exquisite conv

plexion. Notice its clean, fine tex-

ture. Pores are practically invisible.

The Safest Beauty Treatment

Cleanliness is the surestway to envia'

ble skin. But cleanliness is not mere

application of soap and water. Care in

the soap you use is most important.

Choose Cashmere Bouquet as the

soap for your face and hands. It is

"hard-milled,
,,

which means the cake

is hard and firm—not the least bit

squdgy. With Cashmere Bouquet

onlyenough soap penetrates the pores

to cleanse them. Thus no soap stays

in the pores. It all dissolves bring'

ing dust and dirt out with it, leaving

the pores clean and unstifled

A Book of Beauty
Secrets

This unusual booklet has

been endorsed by an au-

thority on beauty. Every
statement is approved by an

eminent skin special]

Send for your copy a:

trial cake

quet Soap. Fill out

Expert dermatologists, physicians who

\now all about s\in, say water and

the right soap should be used every

day to \eep s\in smooth and youthful.

Cashmere Bouquet is the right soap.

Its fragrant lather is so gentle, so

cleansing, that it fairly caresses your

skin and leaves it soft and lovely.

Careful special processes make Cash-

mere Bouquet safe for your daily use.

This "hard -milled" cake is pressed

into almost marble firmness. Secret

essences are added to give that inde-

scribable fragrance.

Try this Treatment— Watch Results

Wet the face with warm water. Work up a thick Cash-

the fingertips until the skin feels refreshed and alive.

Rinsein warm water. Then
-,*-. a dash of cold. Pat the face

g§P»% dry with a soft towel. If

.„ •'<"/ the skin is inelined to be

%?**./ dry. rub in a little Colgate's

Charmis Cold Cream.

i you write to advertisers please
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Guard
against germs /

-this
wa /

WITH March winds—flying germs-
threatened infection

Make a gargle and mouthwash of
Absorbine, Jr. Just a few drops in

water Use it daily! Regularly!

With this habit comes a sense of
security. The magic bottle is a powerful
antiseptic. Its ability to destroy germs
is proven.

Absorbine, Jr. stands guard in the
medicine cabinet ofevery home where
precaution is the watchword.

iruixists: $
trial bottle

K F. YOUNG, Inc. Springfield, Mass.

^l^^liiT'W^ :':'"' :

^- !-^'. ""."'v-.'.
-

" ''..:" ::

e^lr UlhsUbvl
SAY "BAYER ASPIRIN" and INSIST I

Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for

Headache Neuralgia Colds Lumbago

Toothache Neuritis Rheumatism

"Bayer" package

Pain

W^^/ -£/~) ^** Accept only _^B

^\^jf/f^^/
^

which contains proven directions.

t J^^§ Handy -Payor" boxes of 12 tablets^^•^ '
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.

Aspirin is the trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of SallcyUeaetd

Kv.ry advo-tisoiii.-nt in MOTION PICTTRE MAGAZINE

Gossip of the Camera Coasts
(Continued from page 49)

Whex Miss Pringle first came to New
York, she took up quarters with Ouida

Bergere, the scenario writer. All went well
for a few days, then, suddenly, Aileen made
arrangements to find a new home. It seems
that Miss Bergere grew a little tired of
answering the telephone and taking mes-
sages from gentlemen who were most
anxious to invite Miss Pringle to dinners
and theater-parties.

There is such a thing as being too popu-
lar for your own comfort.

Detty Bronsox has had her salary raised.^ The jump was from S250 to $1,000 a
week, which is quite a boost for- a young
lady not yet old enough to vote. At the
time Betty made "Peter Pan," she re-
ceived only $75 a week. The companv
rcwarded her soon afterwards, by raising
the contents of the pay envelope" to $250.
For a long time, Betty was the lowest-
priced star working in any large company.
Considering her ability- and her popularity-,
the company was getting her services for
almost nothing. However, somebodv de-
cided to do the right thing about Bettv.
And hence her new wealth.

Qx the other hand, consider the case of
Lois Moran. Lois made quite a hit

in "Stella Dallas," but her performance
did not have anything of the striking quality
that animates Miss Branson's work.

But Miss Moran and her advisers are
shrewd business men and women. Little
Lois has refused plenty of large offers
and her dickerings with film magnates have
been masterly. For instance, Inspiration
Pictures was all ready to sign a contract
with her when Lois backed out and went
elsewhere— for better terms. And, more-
over, Inspiration announced that it had en-
gaged the elusive Lois to appear opposite
Richard Barthelmess in "The Kid From
Montana," only to find that Lois had other
plans.

The Barthelmess picture, "The Kid From
1 Montana," was evidently doomed from
the start. Richard wasn't enthusiast
the story and "Ransom's Folly" was put
on in its place. For the first time in manv
years. Barthelmess will work in a Cali-
fornia studio.

According to newspaper stories, Harry** Carr and Walter Woods have gone to
a place on the Mojave Desert to gather
data for their script on "Old Ir

Other stories announce that Janw -

is in Italy gathering data which he will

use when he directs "Old Ironsides." Our
historical old battle-ship will probably be
built in Rome and sunk on the Mojave if

the data gatherers have their way.

Thru mutual agreement with First
National. Robert Frazer was released

from his contract with the film c

One of the most unlucky years accorded
a player was the one which Frazer has
just gone thru. Despite the unfortu-
nate breaks which he has had. Bob con-
tinues to advance in the picture realm.
Frazer is a man of the open sp...

lias been choked down with a bat-wing
collar and stiff-bosomed shirt, i

seems to have changed with the new year.

for he has just signed for the leading

male role in one of Zane Gray's
"Desert Gold."

TJniversal is going to film "T
Spangled Banner." Three writers have

I
ged to weave some sort

around Francis Scott Key's lyric. When
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the film is completed, the company ought
to award prizes to those patriotic citizens

who can sing all the verses, all the way
thru, of our national anthem.
During the war, it was the custom for

the members of the Metropolitan Opera
Company to sing "The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner" on great patriotic occasions. Even
the greatest organization of singers in the

world had difficulty in negotiating the range
of music, while one line of the lyric in-

variably came over the footlights as

"brooms bursting in air."

r\ouc f^ out

AIRBA> ks has made the fina fade-

for hi new picture -The Black
Pirate." It took him a lit le over three

months to film the story, bi t it wi 1 take
the Tech licolor laboratory in Boston mam-
more mo iths tc develop 'the film, which is

to be shown en irely in color >. The public

will not feast its eyes on "The Black
Pirate" i ntil n ;xt fall.

B^mov
has t ried the experiment of a

ra." The \ ork o f art

selected for the massacre was Richard
Strauss' gorgeous light c omedy, "Dej
Rosenka\ alier." The first per

little sho t of a disaster. Scv jral'tim es was
it necess ary to stop the film to alK W the

music to catch up with the action.

Another Hollywood baby will sooiT say
** "hello" to the gentry of the film city.

It is Monte 31ue who is talking to himself
this month. He goes around the lot mut-
tering proper nouns such as Patricia,

Henry, Monte, Evelyn, etc. His smile

grows more benign as the day approaches.

ITrxest Likits( h will make the screen

version of "The Door Mat," a stage-

play which was recently produced in Los
Angeles. It is a story of metropolitan

society life, and provides the director with
ample material suitable to his liking. When
Lubitsch finishes this picture, he will do
nothing but spectacular productions of the

magnitude of "The Covered Wagon" and
"The Merry Widow."

"The grand old man of the screen, Theo-
dore Roberts, will make his return debut

in Betty Bronson's new picture. It will be
the first time he has worked in two years.

Roberts has been ill since he was stricken

while making a personal appearance in

Pittsburgh. Immediately upon the com-
pletion of the picture he will start on a

tour in vaudeville with a new one-act

sketch.

T"

R\

old Players-Lasky studio

Street, which started with a

barn and grew to proportions of a lum-
ber yard, is to be deserted during the com-
ing year. Lasky has purchased the- United
Studios, and will spend the coming year
moving into the new home. Sky-scrapers

are looming up around the old studio, mak-
ing it one of the most valuable pieces of

property in Hollywood,

aymond Griffith's next production will

see him sailing a ship to Mars, ii the

title of his new picture has anything to

do with its action. "The Ship That Sailed

to Mars" is the title, and according to

announcement from the studio, tin- picture

will contain things that the screen has

never seen before. That shouldn't be a

hard picture to make. Roy Pomeroy, the

camera wizard who opened and closed the

Kud Sea for De Mille in a scene from
"The Ten Commandments," will apply his

can'iera skill to elevate Raymond Griffith

to oj stellar seat in the heavens.

Ohe thing about Ray, he always selects

good titles for his pictures. "Hands L"p."

(Continued on page 99)

When - on v

)tui i)ou

still command

his admiring glances ?

£~T~
>\OES your mirror still reflect a youthful radiant complexion?

/ J Ask yourself these questions. If the answer is "no," then
*— you are being unfair to yourself. Every woman—no
matter what her age—by observing the laws of nature in the care

of her skin can prevent fading color, blotches, and other blemishes,

and keep ever fresh the charm of youth to which she is entitled.

Thorough cleansing is the first step in creating or preserving

complexion beauty, and among medical skin specialists, cleansing

with a pure soap and warm water is the method most highly

recommended.

Start this simple treatment today

and watch your sfyn grow younger

Get a cake of Resinol Soap at your druggist's. Every night with

warm water gently work the thick, creamy lather of Resinol Soap

into the pores of your skin. Then thoroughly rinse off your face

and splash on a dash of cold water to close the pores. Within a

week you will see the difference. A finer, smoother texture in

your skin—a softening and then a disappearance of those insidious

little blemishes—a ruddier glow of health—a more youthful

appearance in your whole face.

Resinol Soap. In addition to being widelyResinol Ointment is a ready aid

used for eczema, rashes, chafing, etc., many womei
clearing away blackheads, blotches, and similar blei

these products.

Resinol
All druggisi

Soap
I MOTION PICTURE I
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Beauty

over night
(/^OOK carefully at your complexion

—

'j^^ after you have permitted it to re-

OW> main, even for a single night, clogged
with dust and make-up, uncreamed and
unwashed! Note the coarsened pores—the
sallowness^—the drawn, lined appearance.

To keep your good looks, MME. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN, who has devoted la life-

time to cultivating facial charm, advises
correct care every single day. The scientific

Valaze preparations, made by this leading
beauty specialist, are now available to you.
For every possible skin need, you can have a
dependable, specialized aid to beauty.

Cleansing, Protecting, ^Molding

Valaze Beautifying Skinfood— a stimulating, no

ii ill 1 k
i k II

Oily or coarsened skin with blackheads

Emphasize your charms with these

flattering, hygienic cosmetics

Valaze Complexion Powder for normal or oilv skin
Valaze Novena Powder for dry skins. Both fin
clingy, fragrant. 1.00, 1.50, 3.1

Valaze Red Raspberry Rouge—the only anthem
raspberry mi,,- Riol, . vi * .„ ions yx^-y.lingU Ivo.nni

Concerning the Prizes
rHE five lucky sailors among the thousands of passengers who sailed on the January
Limerick Liner are given here with their qualifications. Each of them is the winner

f a ten-dollar prize

:

ice Terry will hold every gaze,

s a belle of Colonial days,

With hair powdered white,

There's no lovelier sight,

han sweet Alice in bodice and stays.

Mrs. Charlotte H. Harwick,

Miami, Florida.

Miss Marion Davies

Like a maid in a qua
From those good da

When the knights %

And cared not whose

Harr
T

vill look,

nt picture-book,

vs of old

•ere all bold,

fair daughter

et Ungaro,

enton, New Jerse

n Indian prince you will see,

Yes, it really is Rudy,
Looking handsome and moody,

Douglas Fairbanks is sure to be there.

And "The Black Pirate's" outfit he'll w
He'll walk with a swagger,

And brandish a dagger,

Ellen W. Hall,

Erie, Penna.

Joe H. Johnston.

Boston. Me

As a gay seiiorita from Spain,

Miss Negri, we know wont refrain

From dancing the tango,

Perhaps a fandango,

Even "Charleston" from Frisco to Maine.

Mrs. A. W. Otterson,

Wilmerding, Penna.

age 53 of this number you will find

the next Liner.

five opportunities for qualifying for

Betty
for (

and Jill

IR, Curtin Street, Belle ionte. Pennsylvania, wins the one-dollar prize

filling in the blanks in the fourth chapter of "The Advenfuri

l appeared in the February number. She is ten years old.

ing capitalized names were used by Betty in filling in the blanks:

onald COLMAN
uster COLLIER
dmund LOWE
ockcliffe FELLOWES

Mae MARSH
FRANK Mayo
Carmel MYERS
Tully MARSHALL

Colleen MOORE
Betty BLYTHE
Stuart HOLMES

Among other boys and girls who sent in the correct solution we have chosen the fol-

lowing for pur Honor Roll because of the interesting little letter that accompanied

their completed chapter of the story :

Marjorie Stafford, of Jewett City, Connecticut: Mary Frazier. Watts, California;

Alice E. White, Buffalo, New York; Madeline Doyle, Portland. Maine; Lero> Morse.

Newcastle, Pennsylvania: Elisa Yolpe. Philadelphia: Juanita Hobbs. Mi

NEXT, :rs for Chapter Fiv

The Charleston—Canned at Last

g title for the

tributed by YY

ire which appeared on page 78 of the February

Moorehouse. of San Francisco. California, who

Salons de Beaute Valaz

Trade Mark

PARIS
L

p°ALMBEACH 46 West 57th Street, NewYork
CHICAGO—30N. Michigan DETROIT— 1540 Wash-

%0
1A<?£

1719 Chest.
-051 '

Birthdays in March
(rill be received during the month of March by many favorite

is of the screen. Among these will be the following:

who was born March 27. 18°7 : Conrad Nagel, March lo.

1, March 30; Charles Ray. March 15, R91 ; Betty C
mund Lowe. March 3 : George Walsh. March I

larch 16, 1878; Stuart Holmes. March 10, 1887: Harrison
2; Dorothv Davenport, March 13, 1895;
v Chaplin. 'March 17, 1885; Dorothv Gish. March 11. 18<>8:

irch JO. 1891 : Carmelita Geraghtv. March 22. 1°04
: .

35; Lois Monro, March 1. 1909, and Warner Baxter. March

in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE i



NV/rew you and spring

are thrilling to the first ball game of

the year—and your favorite player

drives out a homer—when the

stands rise, roaring with cheers

—have a Camel!

Camels contain the very choicest tobaccos grown in all the world.
Camels are blended by the world's most expert blenders. Nothing is

too good for Camels. In the making of this one brand we concentrate
the tobacco knowledge and skill of the largest organization of tobacco
experts in the world. No other cigarette made is like Camels. They

are the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.

WHEN spring's first ball

game is here. And a heavy
hitter cracks the ball, shriek-

ing into center-field for a

home run—oh, happy
mortal, as the stands roar

with glee

—

have a Camel!

For Camel adds the magic
of its own fragrance to life's

most festive days. Camels
are of such choice tobaccos

that they never tire the taste.

Camels are so skilfully made
that they never leave a

cigaretty after-taste. Spend
what you may—you'll get

more pleasure out of Camels
than any other cigarette you
ever put a match to.

So this fair spring day as

the bases fill and a hefty

batter lofts out one that it

seems will never stop flying

—oh, then, taste the smoke
that means completed en-

chantment. Know then the

mellowest flavor that ever

came from a cigarette.

Have a Camel!



^he n^Qmantic L,ure

ofShadowy &yes

revealing — concealing,

two mystic pools of loveliness . . .

veiled by heavy, dark-fringed lashes. Like jewels in exquisite settings

they enthrall and fascinate. The most commonplace coloring or

features are soon forgotten in the lure of shadowy, mysterious eyes.

Darken your lashes with WlNX and your eyes instantly take on

romantic mystery and allure — the most potent of feminine charms.

Touch them up ever so lightly with the brush attached to stopper of

the bottle and at once they appear much longer, darker and heavier.

Your eyes will then reveal the haunting depths that you admire so

much in the eyes of the screen stars.

WlNX is a harmless, waterproof liquid that will not run or smear.

It dries immediately. At drug or department stores or direct by

mail. Black or Brown, 75c. U. S. or Canada.

WlNXETTE (cake form), Black or Brown, 50c.

LASHLUX, for promoting the growth of luxuriant lashes, Black or

Brown, also colorless, 50c.

Mail 12c. for a generous sample of WlNX.

ROSS COMPANY
242-D West 17th Street

New York

WlNX
Wa terproof
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The Answer to "Whose Hands?"

By F Vance de Revere

Colleen Moore Lloyd

Editor's Note.-—Here are the owners of
the three hands which were analysed by

F. Vance de Revere in the March issue of
Motion Picture Magazine. On this page
next mouth zee n-ill publish the pictures of
the three stars zvhose hands hair been so

keenly analyzed on page 66 of this issue.

VY/ell, whose hand did vou think it was?w
It was none other than Colleen Moore's.

Her hand corresponds in general outline

with her face, making a well-rounded char-

acter. Both her face and her hand show a
capable, active, industrious nature, one with
good, logical reasoning power, strength and
determination. Her knowledge and ability

accurately to judge people is shown in

both her face and her hand, as well as her
quickness in both mental and physical

action, which is very pronounced. It is

rather an unusual hand and, judging from
its length, I would have expected to find

Colleen Moore much taller in stature.

T said, in my analysis of this hand, that

it was the hand of a young man, and
the young man, as you will notice by the
accompanying picture, is Lloyd Hughes.

Blanche Sweet

His hand showed a very serious-minded,
conventional person who would never make
a fool of himself. Doesn't his face ex-
press the same to you? It does to me.
His face is evenly and well proportioned.

and so is his hand. The face is harmonic
and so is his hand. The two are well

matched and, therefore, strengthen his char-

acteristics.

w:hen Miss Smith first showed me
picture of this hand, it puzzled

the

quite a bit, for I found in it such contra-

dictory characteristics. I probably was
more curious than you were to know to

whom it belonged. As you will notice, it

belongs to Blanche Sweet. You would not

have to be a trained character analyst to

know this face would be that of a dreamer
and one who was not easily or readily

understood by others. In the hand we find

more nervous force than physical energ)
and this is quite apparent in her face.

However, the face and hand do not bal-

ance up. therefore the character is more
diversified.

All Rights Reserved

F. Van< e de Revere

Gossip of an Old -Timer
(Continued from page 72)

played by Florence La Badie, Marguerite
Snow, William Russell and James Cruze.
The Fox version is portrayed by Alma
Rubens, Belle Bennett, Edmund Lowe and
Lou Tellegen.

April, 1913

Curwood Was at It

1 1- there is one author whose stories have
proved most adaptable to the screen, that

author is James Oliver Curwood. A lot

of water has gone under the bridge since
1913, yet we look back thru our files and
issues and discover that the author of those
adventurous outdoor stories was having
adaptations made from them. We cannot
begin to count the number of stories from
his pen which have been filmed during the
intervening years, but the April issue car-
ries one of his first ones—a novelization
of "The Strength of Men," which was
flavored with the atmosphere of the big
outdoors as it is found in the Northwest.

Production Progress

Tn the Answer Man department for April,

1913, we come across an item which
demonstrates how the production end of
pictures has advanced. The answer to the

inquiry is as follows : "The castle or
dungeon shown in 'The Count of Monte
Cristo' was built especially for this pur-

pose by the Western studio of the Selig

Company in Los Angeles."
How curious that reads today. Pre-

sumably back in 1913 a producer thought
he was going to extreme lengths to repro-

duce settings that could lend realism. Now
the same producer would prove to be the

exception if he didn't conform to the stand-

ards established for the sake of realities.

Many Still Answer "Here!"

T.\" scanning thru the answers to the in-

quiries of the Answer Man, we discover
a host of players who are still very much

(Continued on page 105)
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FREE—10-Day Tube *

Mail the Coupon

No "off-color
3

teeth

—no toneless gums
when that dingy film

is removed
Accept this remarkable dental test.

You'll gain the dazzling white teeth

and coral-like gums that make
smiles attractive and inviting.

MODERN dental science has made
important, recent discoveries in

lightening cloudy teeth.

Run your tongue across your teeth,

and you will feel a film, a viscous
coat that covers them.
That film is an enemy to your teeth

—and your gums. You must remove
it. It clings to teeth, gets into crevices

and stays. It absorbs discolorations,

gives teeth a cloudy, "off-color" look.

Germs by the millions breed in it

and lay your teeth open to decay. And
they, with tartar, are a chief cause of
pyorrhea and gum disorders.
Tooth troubles and gum troubles

now are largely traced to that film.

New methods remove it,

And Firm the Gums
Now, in a new-type dentifrice called
Pepsodent, dental science has discov-
ered effective combatants. Their ac-
tion is to curdle the film and remove
it, then to firm the gums.

* * *

A few days' use will prove its power
beyond all doubt. Mail the coupon. A
ten-day tube will be sent you free.

FREE Pgpsadgivt
Mail Coupon __ ""• u- 5

-
«—«»

for I o Day TJle New-Day Quality Dentifrice

Tube to
Endorsed by World's Dental Authoritie:

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY
Dept. 289, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

Name

93
f"
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A New Beauty Instantly
Just try one spot and see the vast im-
provement over your usual appearance.

Feel the wonderful silky softness of
your skin and note the new alluring

appearance that is revealed. Then you
will quickly realize the exceptional value

GoURAUDS

ORIENTAL CREAM
holds for your skin and comp'exion.
You will know that it renders a subtile,

alluring beauty you can obtain in no
other way. Antiseptic and astringent in

effect. Counteracts flabbiness and
wrinkles. Made in White, Flesh and
Rachel, also in Compacts. S.C.5

Send I0c. for Trial Size
Ferd. T. Hopkina & Son. New York City

She Needn't Have
Whispered It!

Full Box FREE

:m,| one.

the F.
M.u-shall

A. Sti
Mich.

luiu as

STUARTS
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
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The Road to Fame
(Co 1 from page 43)

a day. I wrote stories and sent them' out.

They came back. I was heart-sick at times
and terribly discouraged. I saw my funds
dwindling. I knew that my father was car-

rying the burden of the family without the
help I had always been able to give him,
and it began to look as tho I was trying

to do the impossible.

"To soothe my conscience, I used to go
down to the agencies and ask for a

job on the stage, inwardly praying that

there would be nothing today. I felt that

if I held on I could make good.
"My vibrations reached people interested

in writing. I began to meet them, and
those who read my things encouraged me.
A playwright came to my house once when
the world looked darkest and went over
my stuff.

" 'You will go far because you have orig-

inal ideas,' he said. He suggested that I

take a play he had in mind and work it

up in scenario form, and we would go fifty-

fifty on the proceeds. I did my part and
he took it to Edwin Carewe, who read it.

" 'I dont want this play,' Carewe said,

'but I do want the girl who wrote it.'

And he engaged me on the spot."

Tf Edwin Carewe noticed Miss Mathis'
eyes, he must have observed that they

seem to see more than those of other

people. They are gray eyes, wide-set, dark-
lashed, curiously light—almost as tho a
lamp burned in each—and beautifully kind.

It is this kindliness that draws so many
of the picture people to her. "I'll ask
June!" they say when they are in trouble,

and never are tliev refused a hearing. In

the little over an hour in which we talked,

amid the distractions of the scene being
directed by Signor Balboni. half a dozen
came clamoring for advice or encourage-

"I cant forget how many times / needed
just a little sympathy." she murmured. "I

dont want them to come to me and go
away disappointed. I dont want to Eorget

my own early struggles, for as soon as I

lose the human touch I shall stop getting

it on the screen.

'Y""*asting is always interesting," Miss
*-' Mathis went on, after "Mike." an

assistant director of "Four Horsemen"
days, had been promised what he called a
"tumble." "I can tell at a glance how a

player will look in any costume and I know
at once whether or not he will do for a

'

"A man with a bull neck, lor instance,

should never put on a helmet, unless the

intention is to create a hull-necked char-
acter, for make-up will not tone it down.
Anyone with a large mouth must not wear
a turban. A face with distinct American,
modern characteristics will never success-

fully don old-world clothes or so back to

"I wanted a man for an important part

in 'The Viennese Medlev.' and when I had
selected John Sainpolis, everyone said : 'Oh,

he wont do! You need a blond." 'He can
bleach his hair. He has the soul for the

part," I said. He did bleach his hair and
was a success. In another picture he was an

' dark. "

tha v,:.

KeepMustetole

en the Bath-room shelf
Years ago the old-fashioned

mustard plaster was the favor-
ite remedy for rheumatism,
lumbago, colds on the chest
and sore throat.

It did the work, but was sticky and
messy and burned and blistered.

Musterole has taken the place of the
mustard plaster, without the blister.

Keep this soothing ointment on your
bathroom shelf and bring it out at the
first cough or sniffle, at rheumatism's
first warning tingle.

Made from pure oil of mustard, with
the blister and" sting taken out, Mus-
terole penetrates the skin and goes
to the seat of trouble.

To Mothers: Musterole is also made
in milder form for babies and small chil-

dren. Ask for Children's Musterole.

The Musterole Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Jars & Tubes

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD PLASTER

P

RITTENHOUSE
HOTEL

22d & Chestnut Sts

Philadelphia, Pa
A hotel of the highest type e«-

tering only to the best patronage

$2 tp

$3 UP

quicklv cleared

f~

L^B^'IV^ o£ P'mples. Black-
B W-'Ai heads. Acne Eruptions on
W-Mf the face or body, Barbers Itch

V ^and Eczema. Enlarged Pores, Oily

or Shinv Skin. CLEAR-TONE has

been Tried. Tested and Proven its merits

in over 100,000 test cases.

,^o«"%^^T* write to:..

m_Z »% W* W* Booklet—"A CMAI li* 1»* SMW— how I cared

B myself after being afflicted for fifteen years.

jl E. S. GIYENS 222 Cktwcil BMj. Kwsss fct>, M*.

m

;\\ play

has that something and should do well on
the screen. I selected her for a role in

'The Second Chance' because she seemed
to me to have a certain wist fulness and
appeal on the screen that ought to carry
her far.

"I usually have an idea of the ideal roles

t in MOTIOX riOTfUi: MAGAZ1V - -

DEVELOP BUST
J9> 14DavTreatmentFREE I
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for players, and I think that if I were
guiding Miss Palmer's destinies I should

choose so-called 'society' parts for her,

since she is tall, has breeding and poise.

and knows how to wear clothes."

Cilvaxo Balboxi is the euphonious name
of the fortunate gentleman who is war-

den of Miss Mathis' hand and heart, and
the only one who ever induced her to take

a vacation. It was a two-day vacation and
was their honeymoon

!

They met when "Bar' came to see her
about his engagement as assist;

man on "Ben-Hur."
"He was nervous,"

"He says he doesn't

had never been nervo
I know

5 before
I cant i tand i

either! However, he was i

it was decided to go abroad, he went along
as a matter of course, since he could speak
Italian and ever so many other necessary
languages. We went on the same boat.

"Strange how things happen ! In Rome
I came to depend on, him more, because I

couldn't understand the Italians."

But it was later, when they were on the

Sahara Desert, that Cupid shot his deadly-

arrows. Those glamourous desert night- of

which so many lovers have spoken had
nothing to do with the case, since the two
concerned worked so hard all day they can-
not remember whether there were moons
on hand or not. But, doubtless, desert
dawns are just as potent for romance.
Four o'clock was the usual rising hour !

"I think it was seeing Bal there with
so many difficulties, so much to upset him,
so many unexpected calamities—observing
the way he met them, the way he handled
every situation, and above all the way he
kept his temper!" confessed Mis- Mathis,
her wonderful eyes on Bal's mop of dark
curls as he moved among the extras re-

explaining a troublesome bit of business. . .

L-Iandlixg temperamental stars i< one of

the things in which Miss Mathis excels.

"After all, if they haven't temperament,
ten to one they haven't talent. I dont
mean that they should flaunt an uncertain
temper, but that an artist is usually very
sensitive and perhaps too easily hurt.

"I try to be sympathetic, to soothe them.
I am quiet and reasonable, and presently

they realize that I have been able to help
others and whatever they do means n,, til-

ing to me one way or the other, so 1 must
have a purpose on my side, and they conic
'round.

"With men, I find that sometimes a little

>harpncss helps—showing that I am hurt
may bring them to their senses—or giving
it to them straight from the shoulder, as

another man might do, will work.
"It is possible to take an actor who

has been miscast and make him a terrific

success, as I did with Valentino.
"It is possible, too. to take a man who

has never been a director, give him a
chance at a big picture and have him
achieve excellent results. Kurt Rehfeld
had never had a megaphone in his hand
when 1 selected him to direct 'The Vien-
nese Medley.' He was chosen because he
had the Teutonic view-point and could give
me what I needed. I supervised the pic-

ture. I had been in Vienna and knew what
I wanted to do, but only a man who had
Rehfeld's view-point could have made the
picture I was after."

Do You Remember
When the mo-.ics were rcallx in the

month UOTIOX
i...

1 he Gossip of an Old Timer. It
exclusive feature of this magazine,
sure to read it.

?

PIC-
,t of
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LIAIP/
You can awaken in your hair a living

radiance—just as a master hairdresser

would— if you use his secret of natu-

ral lustre

—

a touch of henna in the

shampoo. The secret is yours, ready

for use at home, in HENNAFOAM
SHAMPOO. The clear, faintly fragrant

liquid of HENNAFOAM SHAMPOO
contains just the right touch of henna

to bring out all the richest natural

radiance of every type of hair

—

blonde or brunette.

M SHAMPOO from
your dealer, tend 6oe to Henna/oai/i Corporation,

}n IVert 42nd Street, New York

UCNNAHDAM
SlIAMPOQ

No More Wrinkles

sPARISIAN FLESH FOOD
Restores youthful Ireshness, revives
beauty marred by time.illnessomeg-

^Re-
moves wrinkles, crowsfeet, frown
lines, furrows. Restores elasticity to skin, and fii

to underlying tissues. Fills hollows of face and neck.

Remarkable Bust Developer
I

Renews youthful firmness. Makes skin smooth

ent—thousands made happy during many
_. Write today for FREE trial sample and

I Beauty Secrets. Enclose 10c. fstamosl to cover
MME. FUOLAIRE,
Cleveland, Ohio.

flniTft nqsE /iwuster
IRREGULAR NOSES

JpJS.flPJJnft.S?™. ^'
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Something
DIFFERENT

cor fobbed Hairfi
There is a tremendous difference

in bobs. Some are wonderfully

attractive and becoming, while

others, well—which kind is yours?

I wish you could picture the

becoming kind I have in mind—
the sort that makes men turn to

admire. I can't tell you what the

color is, but it's full of those tiny

dancing lights that somehow sug-

gest auburn, yet which is really no
more actual color than sunlight. It's only

when the head is moved that you catch

the auburn suggestion—'the fleeting glint

of gold.

You have no idea how much your
bob can be improved with the "tiny tint"

Golden Glint Shampoo will give it. If

you want a bob like that I have in mind,
buy a package and see for yourself. At all

drug stores, or send 25^ direct to J. W.
KobiCo.,656 Rainier Ave., Seatde.Wn.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

Beautifully balanced

This.
t by the „n,l..o Jmli.n

building. Their canoes were speedy, they carried

large loads easily and—they were beautifully

"Old town Canoes" are not only steady, fast

and beautiful—they are also light' in weight
and remarkably durable. Sturdy and ri«id.

"Old Town Canoes" stand up under the severest
-ains—they last for years wit!

"Old Town Canoe
up. From dealer 01

. $64

reet, Old Town, Mai

I:

Old Town Canoes"
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A Soldier of Fortune
(Continued from page 58)

tour. About a year ago, while he was
playing in Los Angeles, word came back-
stage that Eric von Stroheim was out in

front.

"You know," he explained, 'I had made up
my mind to work under that genius when
I went into pictures. I put my very soul

into my work that night. However, I did
not expect things to work quite as fast

as they did, and when a voice on the 'phone
next morning said, 'This is Mr. von Stro-
heim speaking,' I thought I was being
kidded and shot back, 'Xo, thanks, I dont
want any real estate.'

"

He slapped his knee and laughed as he
told it, but added that he was highly ex-
cited when he went out to the studio.

Mr. von Stroheim gave him the part of
the Crown Prince in "The Merry Widow,"
which had been written for the director

himself. Later he was asked to sign a
five-year contract with Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. At present he is -working in "Bev-
erly of Graustark," a magnificent picture in

which Marion Davies is starring.

I asked him if he thought he would be
contented to work in pictures for five

years. His eyes sparkled as he leaned for-

ward to answer. "Why, dont you see, I

have everything here I have been search-

ing the world over for—Romance.—Beauty
—Adventure Why wouldn't I be
happy?"

Screen Idols

(Continued from page 23)

"Lady Windermere's Fan" shows extra-

ordinary charm and talent, which should
bring her forward in the class of Negri,

Talmadge, Swanson, and the other leaders.

But the best work of all is yet to be
spoken of—that of Belle Bennett in "Stella

Dallas," which is undoubtedly the greatest

emotional drama ever >ho\vn on the screen.

If Miss Bennett had done nothing else

than this superb piece of work, it seems

to me that she would be idolized just as

Sarah Bernhardt was idolized until her
dying day. The screen idol need not be
an ingenue like Mary Pickford, nor a
handsome, romantic lover like Ramon
Novarro.

Francis Bushman was once a great screen

idol and his work in "Ben-Hur" was very
line indeed, but when you see him in "The
Masked Dancer" you will see that he
hasn't a chance to regain his lost laurels.

Valentino came back strong in "The Eagle,"

and I think that "Cobra" helped him con-

siderably, but he will never gain the heights

now occupied by Novarro and Gilbert.

The Find of the Year
"T1

] ie girl they're all talking about—
1

the best bet in Hollywood. Her
name is Dolores Costello. And no

longer do they refer to her as Maurice

Costello's little girl. Not only is she

a great beauty—she looks like Elsie

Ferguson—but she can act. In "The
Sea Beast" and "Mannequi
aires glowingly beautiful

anees.

Of course. \ou'll want to know
more about this new young star. In

the May issue of Motion PICTURE
Magazine. \oull find an interview

with Dolores Costello. written by
Alice Tildesley. -Order your copy
from your newsdealer today.

isement In MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is

Now Anyone Can Play
a Hohner Harmonica

This FREE
Book Will
Prove It!

Thousands of
people of all ages,
in all walks of life,

are now playing
Hohner Harmoni-

ment, education
and inspiration.
Thanks to the new
instruction book
they are enjoying
the popularity that

If there is any greater satisfaction than
listening to good music, it is surely that
of being able to play it. This Free In-
struction Book, containing charts, pic-

tures and popular musical selections,

will enableyou to play the Hohner Har-
monica with an ease that is most sur-
prising. Ask your dealer for a copy to-
day; if he cannot supply you, write di-

rect to M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 175.
114 East loth Street, New York City.

Leading Dealers Everywhere
Sell Hohner Harmonicas

500 up.

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
CAN EASILY BE YOURS

UNMASK YOUR
HIDDEN BEAUTY!

Astounding home Be
- ntocd or money positively refund,

manv famous movie stars. ReaJ what thev saw >

I M Home."

NEWLYN CHEMICAL CO.
Dept. 704 2856 Sunset Bl»d. Hclly»ood, Cat

^^ DARKENS and BEAUTIFIES
EYELASHES and BROWS
INSTANTLY, makes them «J>-
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(Continued from page 59)

one oi the most popular leading men of the

day.

Gregor is an Austrian, and comes from
the same school of experience as von Stro-

heim. His first American film, "The Count

of Luxemburg,'' revealed a splendid knowl-

edge of direction of the subtle variety,

and was somewhat of an achievement, in

view of the fact that the picture cost only

$38,000 to produce.

Year's Best Bet

YY/hile on the subject of good screen bets,

here is a brief in favor of Dolores
Costello. This young lady appears at the

present moment, judging from her work in

two recent pictures, to be the best possi-

bility of any young actress on the screen.

There is none more beautiful, and as for

talent—well, just watch the progress she

makes during 1926.

Hint to Scenario Writers

YY/hy not, for an original touch, show
the hero walking on the heroine's bou-

quet, which has fallen to the floor, to sym-
bolize the fact that he is indifferent to her

love. It's sure-fire stuff.

June's New Director

Ix addition to proving that she can pro-

duce good pictures under her own super-

vision, as with "The Viennese Medley,"
June Mathis is apparently out to substan-

tiate the claim that she can also "make"
directors.

June lias assigned her husband, Sylvano
Balboni, formerly a cameraman, to the di-

rection of "The Far Cry," and according

to Hollywood sharpshooters, Mr. Balboni

is more than making good at his new job.

It the production does prove successful,

it will be another big victory for the clever

June.

Musical Movies

The success of "The Merry Widow" has
started a musical coined)' vogue on the

screen. To the film producers, apparently,
the wonderful direction of von Stroheim,
the performances and personalities of Mae
Murray and Jack Gilbert are only sec-

ondary considerations. The important item
is that "The Merry Widow" was a musi-
cal comedy.

So they all rush forward to buy up
every musical comedy in sight. We will

soon be swamped under a deluge of silent

musical gems, such as "The Chocolate
Soldier," "The Gay Hussars." "The Spring
Maid," and "The Pink Lady."

Buck Loses His Horse

It was interesting to note Buck Jones—we
beg pardon—Mr. Charles Jones, in his

attempt to break away from Western roles

in the screen version of "Lazybones." The
former cowpuncher did excellently with his

new characterizations, but in the Miiall

towns thruoul the country where the for-

mer "Buck" has won a legion of admirers
thru his wild-and-woolv films, we imagine
there will be shouts of "Back to the saddle,"

after they have viewed their favorite minus
his bronco and sombrero.

Art's Gentle Influence

Vf/no says that the movies do not influ-

ence the American citizenry. Anyway,
on a street car the other day the conductor
and motorman both had "sideburns" just

like the hero I had seen in the film that

afternoon.

Thefre T)evoted

-forjust one
c
I(eason

THOUSANDS ofthoughtful and careful wom-
en are daily users of Marinello Lettuce

Cream and have been for years. They're devot-

ed to it for just one reason— it keeps their skin

clean. And without that thorough cleansing

you have no right to expect beauty of skin or

complexion. Beauty begins with cleanliness.

<zJXCarinello JPettuce (sirearn

is exactly what a cleansing cream should be.

Spreads easily, works quickly, cleanses thor-

oughly, removes readily. 9,000 Marinello

Beauty Shops are daily using it—preparing the

skin for every sort of treatment.

Make this cleansing with Marinello Lettuce

Cream a regular habit—once a day or more.

Follow it with Marinello Tissue Cream, a skin

food whose sole purpose is to nourish, to beau-

tify your skin. Each Marinello Cream—one for

every skin condition— has one specific thing

to do, and does it. There's no uncertainty—
you can know what the result will be.

Ask for Marinello Lettuce Cream at Marinello

Shops, drug stores or department stores.

MARINELLO COMPANY
72 FIFTH AVE AND 366 FIFTH AVE , NEW' YORK

800 TOWER COURT, CHICAGO
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So smart—and easy!

The new smooth

mode in hair—

MAYBE you think your hair's

too stubborn to achieve those
new, satin-smooth effects.

But no matter how fluffy or wiry
it is you can wear it this perfectly
stunning way. Stacomb keeps your
hair smoothly in place—all day.
Helps prevent dandruff. In jars,

tubes and liquid form. Any drug
store.

Free
Offer

Standard Laboratories, Inc.,

Depl. 0-28,113 W. 18th St., N. Y. C.

Please send me, free of charge.
a generous sample tube ofStacomb.

Address

itintlv and your hair
will be ustrous, glossy

id feel a hun-
nes better.

You can get Liquid

bottle i s al 1 you will

LIQUID ARYDN

A Sure Way To
End Dandruff

|

There is one sure way that never fails [

to remove dandruff completely, and that 1

is to dissolve it. Then you destroy it 1

entirely. To do this, just apply
_
a little [

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring ; use
[

enough to moisten the scalp and rub it in I

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
[

dandruff will be gone, and two or three
[

more applications w ill completely dissolve
|

and entirely destroy every single sign and =

trace of it, no matter how much dandruff I

you mav have. I

You will find, too, that all itching of the i

J 98

Once in a Lifetime
(Continued from page 57)

bidder at the auction of these horses was
an agent of the Pope), and extras from
all quarters of the globe. It sounds like

the circus ballyhoo ; but is not, for it is,

strange as this may seem, but a very small

part of this "Big Show."
"When in Rome, do as the Romans do,"

but Mr. Niblo could not even abide by this

worthy motto, for he was forced to send

to Vienna for his electricians. A Circus
Maximus was built in Rome, and another
in Culver City; Europe scoured for horses,

and then more bought in this country- Air-
planes, speed boats, and loud-speakers—

•

even the United States Army was dragged
in before the finish. One million nine

hundred thousand feet of film exposed on
three continents to provide twelve thousand
feet upon the screen

!

Of all this, and more, he told us as

the ash trays filled to overflowing. Of
the brain-cudgeling, and this was no small

item : "They'll say, 'Niblo missed a fine

chance there,' and, 'Why did he do that?'

Perhaps I did miss a lot, I'm not perfect,

but there was always the thought; it will

affect this adversely, and it will not fit at

all with that; or, this is necessary so that

will not be obscure."

And of the brain-cudgeling of his assist-

ants, for whom he could find no word fine

enough to say : of the necessity of build-

ing their complete lighting outfit for them-
selves ; and of the difficult task of editing

the eight hundred and fifty thousand feet of

film printed (a job that, at times, was per-

formed under the most arduous conditions

—such as having only assistants who had
never seen film before, and who spoke no
English!). And of Xovarro and Bushman
driving their own teams in the races (and
he is quite peeved that no one will believe

this when he tells it) ; of Betty Bronson's
weeping because she could not act better

;

and of Pauline Starke playing a "bit" for

which she gets no credit. And of many
other thii

"Plet i inside at all pri

""Three years, and four million dollars,
A were spent to make this two-hour spec-

tacle. The "Ben-Hur Navy" consisted of

one hundred ships, the largest of which,

the flagship of Arrius, the Roman tribune,

measured two hundred feet—twice the

length of the "sub" chasers used dur-

ing the war. The "navy" covered an area

of such size that the only feasible method
of communicating orders was found to be

the n.iv.il svstem of wigwagging—ask your

Boy Scout brother or son how much prepa-

ration this single detail needs! In a fast

motor-boat, Air. Niblo tore a Y-shaped
wake thru the Mediterranean in his mad
dashes from one to another of the units

of this armada, giving orders and seeing

that all rules for safety were observed.

He mentions this latter item as one of

his greatest worries during" the course of

production: "It's no joke, staging a real-

istic engagement between one hundred

vessels, some of which are rammed during

the course of action, without having some
casualties—but we were fortunate." and.

"I really dreaded leaving the shore each

morning, fearing our luck could not last,

that there might be an accident this day—
but there never was."

This sequence runs perhaps one

i page i

'"The greatest sequence of the story, is, of
1

course, the chariot race in which forty-
eight horses sweep seven times around the
oval course of the Circus Maximus, and
which reaches its climax when Ben-Hur.
goaded by Messala's whip, tears the wheel
from the latter's chariot and buries him in

its ruins. For this sequence, a massive
set was built in Italy, a set on which Mr.
Niblo's half-sighing, half-smiling comment
was : "When archaeologists unearth Rome
in years to come and chance upon the
ruins of this set, they wrill say: 'Ah! how-
great was the civilization of those
days '

"

But, because of delay, and the unsettled

political state of Italy, this set could not
be used, and a larger one was built in

Culver City, one measuring fifteen hundred
feet from end to end and covering an
area of one hundred acres ! In the shoot-

ing of this sequence, forty-two cameras,
the largest battery ever assembled, were
used, and so arranged that nothing could

take place within the huge arena, or
amongst the crowded spectators, without
being caught by at least two or three of

them.

Without this elaborate preparation, they

might have missed what is perhaps the

greatest thrill of the entire picture, in

piling up of six chariots and teams one
upon the other : a thrill that, Mr. Xiblo
assures us, was purely accidental—luckily

no damage was suffered by either men or

horses—but which, nevertheless, was caught

by six cameras.

All forty -two cameras ground away dur-
**• ing every moment of the action, for.

as Mr. Xiblo says, "If they were to wait

to shoot some accidental business, it would
be finished before they started." The re-

sult of this was an exposure of fifty-

three thousand feet of film on this sequence

alone.

"Let's see a m -

've nothing

else to do."

And. in passing, we should not forget

that General Lew Wallace"s book estah-

lished a few records in its own right.

Started in 1875, it was finished

when the General was governor of Xew
Mexico, and, tho not immediately
ful, eventually succeeded in shattering

records on all sides. It is the only book
in the world—aside from the Bible—that
has effected a single sale of one million

copies; it is also the only work of fiction to

be blessed by the Pope (.Leo XIIH and the

first American novel to be trans..

Arabic. It was also one of th<

of General Wallace's appointment as

American minister to Turkey. But this

is becoming tiresome— what are a

few records, and their smashing by this

Years of toil and worry, and the most

painstaking efforts of many men and women
have gone to the making of this si

The greatest resources of time, m
labor ever expended on a picture, have

been used. But. to me. above all other

things stands this fact: it is probably the

greatest event in this one man's life.

To make a Roman holiday—to help you

while away two hours!

Should an Actress Marry In or Out of the Movies ?

'HERE is a difference of oP*
"'enX'£

that to marry in the Profess

believe that two artisti

YICTURE MAGAZINE, •*'»* problem.

I tin

advertisement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is piaranteed.
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Gossip of the Camera Coasts

{Continued from page 89)

his latest comedy, is aptly titled in that

I felt I had been robbed after I had seen
it. It is the first time Ray has missed on
his comedy, but it is supremely impossible
for any star to create a knock-out with each
and every blow.

Another combine is imminent. William
de Mille may join his brother, Cecil,

upon the completion of his contract with
the Lasky company. William de Mille
admitted that he had been negotiating with
his brother, but had come to no definite
agreement, he said.

Qu.mim a month goes by that the re-
porters do not get after Florence Vidor

and George Fitzmaurice for an announce-
ment of a wedding date. This month
passed without a story on the couple.

Incidently. Fitzmaurice is the only Holly-
wood director who can boast of two pic-

tures on last year's list of the fifty-two
best money-makers. "The Dark Angel"
and "A Thief in Paradise" give the direc-
tor the lead in the box-office column.

Axovel way of announcing marriages is•^ being established in Hollywood. I

was sitting in a quiet corner of the Mont-
martre when the orchestra began booming
out the wedding march. It was the first

news that anyone had heard of William
Boyd's marriage to Elinor Fair. The
couple were entering the gay cafe when
the orchestra struck up the march. They
had just returned from Santa Ana. where
they were married by Justice Morrison.
William Boyd met Miss Fair ten weeks

ago when the two were working for Cecil
B. de Mille in "The Volga Boatman."
Boyd is under contract to De Mille. Elinor
Fair, a 1924 Wampas baby star, gave her
name as Elinor Crowe, the marriage license
revealed, and her age as twenty-two years.

'T'he appetite of Ricardo Cortez put a girl

out of house, home and a job. I have
heard of people eating someone out of
house and home, but I never believed it

actually occurred. Cortez was having a
wild-duck dinner at the home of Alma
Rubens. The cook had three ducks which
she was told to prepare. She cooked one
for Miss Rubens, one for Mr. Cortez and
one for herself. When Ricardo had
finished eating his first duck, he wiped his

mouth, smacked his lips and asked for

more. The poor cook had eaten her fowl,

and humbly told her mistress that she
thought she was supposed to have the third

duck. The cook was fired with nothing
but a dry wishbone for a recommendation.

IWIaky Pi< kford has delayed her trip

abroad, because she needs additional

scenes for her new picture, "Scraps." The
story has developed to be more of a success
than the star anticipated, so she plans to

throw in a few additional sequences with
those she already has.

Another baby star is growing into more
^^ mature parts. Little Virginia Lee
Corbin has fulfilled the forecast heaped
upon her by Wampas members when she
was elected a baby star last year. She is

to co-star witli Edward Everett Horton in

"The Whole Town's Talking."

Peodob Chaliapin, tlie great Russian
may appear with Pola Negri next

year. Recently he visited the studio in

Hollywood, where he was Miss Negri's
guest, and later was present at a "Russian
Soiree*' at her home. It was at this junc-
ture that Chaliapin expressed his wish to
appear in a picture with Miss Negri.

25c Sample

Free
See Coupon

No Excuse for Fat
Millions now grow slender in an easy, pleasant

way. No abnormal exercise or diet. A method your
own druggist guarantees after 18 years of proving

There was a time when fat reduction

was hard and slow and risky. It called

for strenuous exercise, restricted diet.

It often overtaxed the heart or led to

malnutrition.

That day is past. Modern research

has found that the cause of this excess

usually lies in a certain gland. It has

found a way to correct that condition

—

an easy and pleasant way.
Now that method is employed by mil-

lions. The results are seen in every

circle. Excess fat is not one-tenth so

common as it was. Users have told

others, until people are now using 100,-

000 boxes of these tablets every month.

Xo over- fat person has any excuse

when people all about are now reducing

in this easy, scientific way.

The New-Day Method
This modern method is Marmola Pre-

scription Tablets. It combats the cause

of the trouble, which usually lies in a

gland.

One simply takes four tablets daily.

No abnormal exercise or diet is required.

Reduction is prompt, but not too rapid.

It rarely exceeds one pound per day.

Thus the body adjusts itself to the new
conditions. Wrinkles are avoided.

The method is not secret. Our books
state every ingredient. All users know
just what they are taking, how it acts

and why. They know why results come
without any ill effects. Marmola im-
proves one's health and vitality.

Marmola has been used for 18 years.

Its use has now spread the world over.

In every circle everywhere you can see

MARMOLA
Prescription Tablets

The Pleasant Way to Reduce
Supplied by all druggists at $1 per

box. Send this coupon for a 25c sample
free, our latest books and our guarantee.
Clip it now.

what it is doing. Probably many of your
friends have used it.

It has proved so reliable that results

are now guaranteed. Your own druggist

signs a warrant that within 45 days

you'll be satisfied.

You owe to yourself an investigation

of a method which has done so much
for millions, and for 18 years. It must

be right

Beauty Is Slender
Fat is today an offense

Slcnderness is now the vogue. All

ideas of style and beauty, health and fit-

ness now demand it.

Fat does more than make one con-
spicuous. It crowds the heart, checks
the circulation, reduces length of life.

No one can be either attractive or fit

who carries this extra load.

Now it has no excuse. Multitudes
control their weight in an easy way.
Learn about it, for your own sake. The
coupon will bring you free samples, our
books and our guarantee. Investigate.

Clip coupon now.

MARMOLA 25c Sample

Free
Mail Coupon

Send No Money
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Her Choice

PAKFl'MERIE KIGALI)
16 Bue <le la Faix, Paris

Sole Distributor

GEO. BORGFELDT & CO.

Ill East 16th Street New York

Ulary Qarclen

Double Compact

•X
Less Hair
in the Comb
more
Hairon the Head
A very few treatments will show you
how surely and easily you can check
falling hair, dandruff and itching
scalp with

GLOVERS

1

IMPERIAL
MANGE MEDICINE

This well known healing medicine thorough-

stores the lustre to the hair and stimulates
and strengthens the hait roots.

Its regular use keeps hair and scalp in a
healthy condition and is a safeguard .iga.nst
dandruff and falling hair which threaten

mtly.

ial Mar : Medici .elect

For sale at Druggists', Barbers',
and Hairdressers'.

Write for Free Book
"HowtohaveBeatuifulHairand a Healthy

Scalp" by Dr. H. Clay Glover
Addres* H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Dept.S-39, 119-121 Fifth Ave.,New York

A Guide to Current Pictures

Which are now being shown thruout the United States

A Kiss for Cinderella
Betty Bronson in another Peter Pan part, ably
supported by Tom Moore and Esther Ralston.
Quite good and entertaining, but nothing like Peter
Pan. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

A Regular Fellow
A typical Raymond Griffith, but it lacks the finish

of his others and Mary Brian fails to hold her own.
(Paramount)—E. V. B.

A Woman of the World
Pola Negri in a new role, which she does to perfec-

tion with Chester Conklin. Story not so good,
but well worth seeing. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Ancient Mariner, The

(Fox>-
d well w . Don't

The Great War reproduced with remark;
fidelity. Swe - in its scenes
acting. John Gilbert and Renee Adorce cr.

marvelous performances. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Bluebeard's Seven Wives
e-ofl o the n indn =

made. Contains good
satire and iiumor. Ben Lyon is the hero. (First

National)

Bright Lights
Charles Ray comes back in one of his rustic char-
acter,. You know what is coming, but the star
and the plot keep you entertained. (Metro-
Goldwyn)

California Straight Ahead
A romantic comedy -megestive of Wally Reid's
auto yarns. Youth in conflict with the elders.

Reginald Denny keeps it going at a good pace.
(Universal'

Clash of the Wolves, The
Rin-Tin-Tin again, but there is not enough of

this marvelous dog and too much cheap comedy.
(Warner)—E. V. B.

Classified
Corinne Griffith at her best in an interesting
comedy. (First National)—E. V. B.

Clothes Make the Pirate
A burlesque in which the laughs are achieved in

too strained a manner. Leon Errol's droll comedy
is. in the main, satisfactory. Pleasing enough, tho
it doesn't ring the bell. (First National}

Coast of Folly, The
Gloria Swanson's latest, in which she plays three
roles deverlj . but il will not add to her popularity.
(Famous Players)—E. V. B.

Valentino in a new rfil<—not a lover—suave and
polished as ever. Xii.i X.iKli miscast. Fairly good
drama, but not up to "The Eagle.'' (Paramount)
— E. V. B.

Coming of Amos, The
Presents a pleasant romance which gives Rod La
Rocque a chance to color a role with personality
and appeal. Satisfactory. (.Producers Distributing
Corp.)

Compromise
A drama in which Irene Rich proves herself a
great artist. Louise Fazenda a great comedian,
and Pauline Garon a great flapper. Plenlv of

action and excitement thruout. (Warner)—E.
V. B.

Dark Angel. The
Dont miss \ ilm.t Rank\ and Ronald Colman. the
treat lovers, in this colorful war romance. (First

National'—E. V. B.

Desert's Price, The
Buck Jones in a thrilling Western with particularly

beautiful desert scenery. (Fox

Eagle, The
Valentino comes back with a bang, but \'ilma
Rankv shares the honors. Von will like this

romantic drama, tl'nited Artists 1—E. V. B,

East Lynne
An excellent picture, beautifully and artistically

done. Edmund l.owe. Um.t Rubens Lou Tellegen.
and Marjorie Daw make up an all-star cast. i.Fox1

Enchanted Hill, The
Thrilling Western with .lack Holt the hero and
Florence Vidor close up. Not great, but interest-

ing. (Paramount)— E. V. B.

Enemy of Men
Dorothy Revier excellent in this fairly good melo-
drama. Average picture. (Columbia/—E. V. B.

Everlasting Whisper, The
Tom Mix and Alice Calhoun in a typical Western
with the usual thrills, but not particularly high-
class. (Fox—E. V. B.

Fighting Edge, The
Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller in a color-

less melodrama of the Mexican border smugglers.
(Warner)

Fine Clothes
A notable cast, including Lewis Stone and Perc..

Marmont. fail to bring this drama up to the
usual standard of excellence, i First National)—
E. V. B.

First Year. The
An amusing story of married life with Matt Moore
and Kathryn Perry' as the young couple. Matt
Moore is splendid. (Fox)

Flaming Waters
With Mary Carr as the mother and Malcolm
McGregor as her devoted son. this picture makes
fair entertainment in its story of oil swindlers"

(F. B. O.)

Flower of Night
Pola Negri comes back with a bang in this

Hergesheimer story- She has had better pictures
but this is satisfying. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd's funniest picture—and by all odds
his greatest. Has everything and will please any
type of picturegoer. Dont mix. it. (Pathe)

Gilded Butterfly, The
- ry with Alma Rubens. Bert Lytell.

Huntly Gordon and Frank Keenan, who deserve
a better vehicle. (Fox)

Go West
Busier Keaton at his worst. A long-drawn-out
comedy that cannot compare with "The Nav-
igator" and "Seven Chances." (Metro-Gold-
wyn)—E. V. B.

Gold Rush, The
After two years we expect something better from
Charlie Chaplin. However, you will probably like

it. but not nearly so well as "The Kid." etc. (United
Artists)—E. V. B.

Golden Strain. The
Pretty weak drama starring Kenneth Harlan.
11. ban. Bosw rth gives the best performance.

Goose Woman. The
Louise Dresser contributes a marvelously rich char-
acterization of a woman who had seen better days-
The raother-love theme is built around a murder
mystery- Entertaining. (Universal)

Her Sister From Paris
A rollicking comedy this, based as it is

wife who masquerades to bring back her wayward
husband. Constance Talmadge is delightful in a

dual r61e, and the support is good. (Fir-

His Majesty Bunker Bean
-

a peculiar characl Warner —
E. V. B.

His Secretary
Norma Shear
Slapped-" Wi.
Dane. Excellent coined

\

E. V. B.

Hogan's Alley
Almost a slap-stick with Monte Blue and Pats:

Ruth Miller at their w — :

ner—E. V. B.

IE story. Wai

You"can afford to miss ". -

— E. V. B.

Irish Luck ..__.-. >,
Just a travelogue thru Ireland. Ton

Joanna ...
Another picture oi a mother s

-

done with anv great imagination. Has some (

scenes and Dorothy "

to shine aboi
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Sensational offer—almost a year to pay! An outfit of 77 pieces—and a 7 piece set of Genuine
Cut Glass FREE if you order now—at a price you could not equal in your home town even for
spot cash. We'll ship this complete outfit—84 pieces in all—direct to your home on 30 days trial

for only $1.00 down. Examine the quality, the beauty, the durability of each piece. After trial,

if you are not delighted with the bargain, send the outfit back and we'll refund your dollar plus
all transportation charges you paid.

If you decide to keep the outfit, start paying only $2.00 a
I month until you've paid our rock bottom price—only $19.90
* for the entire 77 piece outfit with the7 piece Cut Glass Set

\FREE. 84 pieces in all—only $19.90— and almost a year to pay! Where else can you find a bar-
I \ -. M „., _. - gain like that and on such liberal terms ?

X^SSSLs Send Coupon NOW
/ thcj piece Genuine Cut Glass set is We have made up only a limited number of "'

Straus
& Schn
Dept. 1524

\. i J free besides — 84 pieces in all 1 these combination outfits for this special sale. *9B
Ad. Pi»f»0 RlncKirrl Send the coupon quick, while this offer lasts. Bat

_. « « \,r » i P>^? • , Only $1.00 deposit brings the outfit on 30 days' M
Dinner Set Sffebir^»nd

y
foiia^ein

e
naSr?J J."

3
,

1
-

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money *I
colors. Each piece is twice fired ancT has a snow back. (We do not ship C. O. D.) I

y whjch cannot

Straus& Schram, Dept. 1524 Chicago, 111.

Enclosed find $1. Ship special advertised 77 piece Combi
" n Outfit, with 7-piece genuine cut glass set F

to have 30 days free trial. If I keep the Outfit,
pay you $2.00 monthly. If not satisfied.
Outfit with the 7-piece cat glass set \

you are to refund my money and any freight or
charges I paid.

D "pPece
e
GeSuln<r c

t

u
<",

C*~^"'t
"°™*498A '

*19 -90 -

1 7-PieceTableCloth and Napkins $ZS*$fw—J
6 napkins, 18x18 in., made of strong, durable linen finished

5J2J5i?52KJ3! eautanlly. All

Chicago,

I Genuine Cut Glass S
eight ot entire outfit I

1.00 with coupon; $2.00 monthly;
Total price $19.90.

Pott Office Stat*.
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"Better than
Brilliantine"

It's a dressing and tonic too

A marvelous aid in obtaining the

smart coiffure is Glo-Co Liquid Hair
Dressing. It makes the hair easy to

dress, keeps it in place and gives a
beautiful luster.

Use Glo-Co Dressing before a curl

or marcel. Your hair will stay curled

much longer. Keeps the hair from
splitting and breaking too. Glo-Co
Dressing is not greasy or sticky.

It's a liquid that is just as good for
the scalp as it is for the hair. Helps
to do away with dandruff and stim-

ulates the hair roots to new growth.
It is what your doctor would
recommend.

What an aid to mothers it is too!

A few drops on the child's hair in the

morning and the most unruly head
of hair stays in place all day long.

Use Glo-Co Dressing liberally on
the scalp to loosen the dandruff be-
fore washing the hair. Then wash
with Glo-Co Shampoo. The cleans-
ing, antiseptic lather frees the scalp

from dandruff and bacteria, and
makes the hair like silk. Sold at

drug stores and barber shops. If

your dealer cannot supply Glo-Co
Hair Dressing and Shampoo, a full-

sized bottle of either will be sent for

50c. Glo-Co Company, Inc., 6511
McKinley Ave., Los Angeles,
California.

GLO-CO
LIQUID HAIR DRESSING

HOW TO OBTAIN
BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!

. RESEARCH INSTITUTE, Station 10. JACKSON, MIC
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The Star Who Stands
Alone

(Continued from page 33)

Undoubtedly her appeal is more subtle

and therefore more limited than that

of the average motion picture personality.

She told me of a fan letter that she had
received from a Norwegian army officer.

"I felt complimented," she told me
simply. "It was so beautifully written

and so sincere. He had pasted a four-
leaf clover in one corner of the letter

and his words were so well chosen. It

was a perfect thing and so different.

Somehow, I knew that man had never
written a fan letter before."

He probably hadn't. Norwegians of

his class do not easily give vent to their

emotions, and the officer of the King's
Guard must have had a terriffic struggle

with himself before sending that letter to

the girl he had never seen.

There is only one other person who has
that same appeal to the mentality and

that is John Barrymore. Comparisons
always seem trite, but in this particular

case the allusion comes almost of its

own accord.

Could you imagine her Ophelia to his

Hamlet? What an affinity of stage per-

fection !

There are other charming ladies of
history I should like to see Carol Demp-
ster portray.

Beatrice Cenci, Po^'s child wife Vir-
ginia, the ill-fated Lady Jane Grey, La
Giaconda, Juliet and Camille ... all of
them so different and all so eternallv

alike.

Carol Dempster could be trusted to

make these characters as real as they once
were and not the saccharine heroines too

many of our historical favorites have be-

come in their transition to the screen.

Cue has never been an ingenue. She is

too clever for that. Her Twinkletoes,
in "Dream Street," and her Inga, in

"Isn't Life Wonderful," were living per-

sonalities. You felt that they were real,

not the celluloid shadows of Carol Demp-

In talking to her, one has the feeling
of conversing directly with every person
she mentions in her conversation.

I have never seen her father and yet I

Feel that I have met him and seen him in

She mentions
Immediately

She straiduene.

head a little to

hands behind he
"He has persi

him in passing,

ler personality chanced.
in her chair, cocked her

one side, and clasped her

nality," she told me. and

"I must tell yc u of the letter he wrote

"My sister 1

California. It

ad telephoned me from
was important, but we

at hearing' eacl other's voices and the

call.

"Father's account of it was so amusing.
'We had a great time,' he wrote. When
your sister laughed, I laughed twice as

loud, tho I didn't know what you were
talking about. Then she laughed again
and I laughed again . . . and then the bill

came, and the laugh stopped right there!
I hope you wont take it into your heads to

(Continued on page 103)
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Perfumes
and other Rieger Toilet Articles
SpecialAssortment—Regular Value $2. 50
Now Rieger offers you an onnsnal opportunity of becoming
« nn,-^.^ «r,-fl. the o-mmcit-o #.T*>a^r,r>e in thp RlP(7er line

etries that nave been especially s<

Read this list

"lliro'fThe
1
'!

All of the above tent you for only 98c!

Order from above y back if not satisfied.

SendNoMoney
a post card will 6j

Paul Rieger & Co.. (Sims is!t ) 15S Fint St. Sia ft

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to this work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or
Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illus-

trated Booklet on Movie A. ting: included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson, Mich.

//
CLASS RINGS&PINS

Largest Catalog Issued—FREE
Samples loaned class offi-

cers. Prices $.20 to $8.00
f

HETAl ARTS CO., lie

MUSIC LESSONS FREE

tike this quickly
for oar FREE booklet.

. Organ, Violin. Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced players. Your
only expense 3bout 2c per day for music and postage used.

AMERICAN SCHOOL ot MUSIC. 70 Lakeside Bids.. CH1CA60
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The Things They Say

—

{Continued from page 32)

Gloria's husband has come in for his

share of exaggerations, too. The Marquis

de la Falaise has been accused of "living

off" his talented wife. No such thing,

take it from one who knows. He is the

American representative of a French pub-

lishing house and he makes a salary to be

proud of—only Gloria does not happen to

need it. Why shouldn't she buy herself

all the clothes and perfumes and motors

she wants, if she can afford them? But

she doesn't and never has supported her

husband—in fact, she could be supported

very comfortably by him if she wanted to.

THEN there's the exaggeration about

.Gloria's "pre-historic days." You must

have read a hundred times that she started

as a salesgirl in a department store before

she went into the pictures. She didn't.

Here's how that myth got around. When
"Manhandled" was chosen as her next

vehicle and Miss Swanson was cast as

a salesclerk, she got a job in Gimbel

Brothers' New York store just for the

experience. Gradually the rumor spread

that she had been employed in a Chicago

store, and by now it's so deep-rooted

that many women will swear to you that

they bought ribbon from her in the old

The various reports of Gloria's death

were greatly exaggerated, if Mark Twain

wont mind my saving so. Two years ago, a

double was suppos d to be taking Gloria s

place because Miss Swanson was dead!

The rumor was laughed off. but it per-

sisted in showing its ugly head until re-

porters came from various newspapers and

saw for themselves that Gloria was very

much alive and kicking—at all this no-

toriety.
,

She hates being misrepresented— who

wouldn't? But it cant be helped. Any-

one with an interesting personality, and

engaged in work of a public nature, must

expect it. After all, an exaggeration ran

be-construed as a compliment: people dont

so to the trouble of making up stories

about persons they are not interested in.

The Star Who Stands

Alone
(Continued from page 102)

talk to each other when you get to Lon-

She is elated over the plans for Marie

Corelli's "Sorrows of Satan," that D. W.
Griffith is directing, a part of which will

be made in England.

But some day, and I hope it wont be

too far away, I hope Carol Dempster will

visit PMinburgh and that she will make
the visit immortal by portraying there a

character dear to Scotland, that of Jeanie

Deans, the heroine of Scott's "Heart of

Midlothian."
I think the fairies had that in mind

when they endowed her with the gift

of imagination.

Were You Born for the Movies ?

TV an early issue, MOTION PICTURE
1 MAGAZ1XE is going to inaugurate a
department of horoscopes. Send the date
(year, month and day), hour and place of

birth to Shirley Brown and find
x the .

i will

Send in your birth-date to 'Miss Shirley
Brown, 175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

30Days Free Trial

Wonderful long distance 5-tube radio set, gets coast to coast on loud speaker.
Mail coupon below. Do not buy a radio set until you send for our liberal Free
Trial Offer. Direct from factory to you at less than dealer's cost (until we have a dealer to
represent us in your district). This wonderful coast-to-coast 5-tube radio set will be shipped
anywhere in the U. S. for 30 days FREE trial. Test it yourself in your own home and if

you do not agree that it is the greatest Radio Set in the country, return it to the factory.

Metrodyne Super-Five
Radio Set

Agents -Dealers! Wholesale prices! Make big
money selling Metrodyne sets

—all or part time. No competition— lowest prices.

Send for 30-day Free Trial Demonstrating set

Thousands are enjoying this wonder 5-tube radio. Buy
now and save 50%. Tune in on the Merry-makers-
listen to the world'sbest music—hear lectures—market
reports, news! Get New York, Honolulu. Canada, Mex-
ico! To prove that the Metrodyne can do all this—that
it is the best radio buy on the market—we will send you
a Metrodyne Super Five-Tube Radio set on 30 days free
trial.Wehavethousands of testimonial letters from hap-
py buyers who took advantage of this astound ing offer!
Some of them have made money on last minute farm
marketreportswhich paid for their set many timeso

World's Greatest Radio Set
The Metrodyne Super-Five is a 6-Tube Toned Radio Fre-

neera Highest grade low-loss parts" Magni'ficent
Cabinet. Beautiful genuine bakelite panel '

designs, charts, and borders heavily plated,
can operate the Metrodyne Super-Five— the la»i wu™
in volume, clearness and powerful long distance reception

MAIL THIS COUPONM"
Only a 2c stamp or a postal card brings you positive ;
proof from thousands of owners that the Metrodyne is
unequalled for selectivity, long range, and all around I .

performance and quality. Remember, we give you 30 '

day* free trial in your own home. Mall thecoupon now. |

Metro Electric. Company. 1243 S. Wabash Avenue

Read What Some Owners Say:

Chicago, ill. , Address.,

Here's the
career /<"-

YOU

Your First

Gray
Hair
Have you found it ?

THERE will be more, you know, unless you
stop them. Gray hair comes fast, once it

gets started. Middle-age comes with It.

The wise woman begins at once to stop the
gray, before it shows. She uses the scientific

cosmetic preparation which never fails to re-

store original color, perfectly.

Mail coupon for free trial bottle of Mary T.

Goldman's Hair Color Restorer. Test on a
single lock of hair. Watch the gray go, re-

placed by youthful color.

Learn ease of application—simply by comb-
And h

v, hole Man I is i

quid—nothing t<

on, interiere with shampooing or wim wavuis.

Mail "Free Bottle" coupon
XTse X to indicate color of hair. Patented Trial
Kit, by return mail, explaining all.

Over 10,000,000 bottles sold

I MARY T. GOLDMAN, " ™
•

I 946-D Goldman Bldgr., St. Paul, Minn. I

I X shows color of hair. Black dark I

I brown medium brown auburn (dark I

I red) light brown light auburn (light I

| red) blonde I

.*ame |

^SU;e^.„..„.„.„.„.„..„.„.„..„.„„..iClty„..„.i.„..i.^ ,
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The Amusement Calendar
offered by

Associated Exhibitors,/w.
OscarA. Price , Pres.

12 3ft 5I6T7

BETTYCOMPS0N
HOUSE
PETERS

and.

JAY
HUNT

tOUflSilthe %»%»%

Defense
Personally Supervised byEdward Silton

iiyuuiuuttBiy

GiENN HUNTER
Ivith

CONSTANCE BENNETT
"**-' o.s another of those
^lovable b oob' characters

^WNCH
HITTER:
DirectedbyJosephHenaberyfrom
the StorybyC. Gardner Sullivan

tUlUJII 1819 20 21

STRONGKEART
Dhe most natural actor on the screen,
in a smashing piclurization ofthe^
widely read Novel by Rufus King ~

NORTH
star:

Presented by
HOWARD ESTABROOK^

Directed by
Paul Powell

22 25 2*25 26127128

A Guide to Current Pictures
{Continued from page 100)

Just Suppose
Richard Barth
story—and gets a' with il

—the
pensating for a weak plot. (Inspiration)

King on Main Street, The
An A-l comedy with the incomparable Adolphe
Menjou, and Greta Nissen as the most gorgeous
vamp that ever graced (or disgraced) the screen.

Bessie Love and Edgar Norton excellent. Dont
miss this. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Lady Windermere's Fan
• Lubit;

, the

rith Irei

Dontisuperb,
one. (Warner)—E. V. rs.

Lawful Cheaters, The
Clara Bow excellent in an underworld "meller" that

holds you to the finish. (B. P. Schulbergj—E. V. B.

Lightnin'
Becomes very shallow deprived of dialogue and the
quaint human touches which Frank Bacon put
over in the play. Not up to expectations. (Fox)

Lights of Old Broadway
A comedy-drama of the old days with Marion

sister. Not so"good. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Little Annie Rooney
The same old twelve-year-old Mary Pickford and
not a year older. Laughter and tears. While not
an elaborate or well-done production, it "gets"
you. (United Artists)—E. V. B.

Lord Jim
Conrad's story done with good color and action.
Holds the interest with its well-developed plot

and characterization. Percy Marmont excellent

in title role. (Paramount)

Lovers in Quarantine
Fairly clever comedy from a successful stage play,
in which Bebe Daniels does the usual flapper part.

Just fair. (Paramount)—E. Y. B.

Mannequins
Dolores Costello at her best in a rather exciting
melodrama. Average good picture. (Paramount)

iFir'tNalion,!!:"'"

Merry Widow, The
Mao Murrav and Mm Gilbert 100 per cent, in a
wild. passionate romance full ,,t action and interest.

Excellent. (Metro-Goldwyn;—E. V. B.

Midshipman, The
This should be popular, but it is poorly done and
Novarro is sadlv miscast and directed. (Metro-
Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Mike
Very much to the hokum—which means that it

should have been compressed into three reels.

Episodic, but has certain amount of color. M.tr.~
Goldwyn)

Never trie Twain Shall Meet
The racial barriet theme again—done this time with
convincing touches and plenty of atmosphere.
Anita Stewart is splendid as the girl from the
East. (Cosmopolitan)

New Commandment. The
Till. - ouU be changed to "Red Hot Love"

ire is kissing scenes
Slanche Sweet and Her, Lyon. A very

interesting drama of French life and the war.

Old Clothes
og.iti shows that he is no longer a child

and the whole picture is old-fashioned; neverthe-
less, it will probably interest you if "The Rag-
man" did. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Only Thing, The
The same old story which Elinor Glyn writes—
that of the mythical kingdom. Starts off with a
bang and becomes topsy-turvy. Well acted by-

Eleanor Boardman. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Outsider, The
It's a story oi faith-healing with Lou Tellegen
splendidly cast and Jacqueline Logan looking very
pretty. (Fox]

Palace of Pleasure. The
A dashing, frank melodrama with creditable per-

td Lowe. Betty Compson and
McDor

H.IV

players. (Chadwick)

nona, The
Wallace Reid's picture, featuring Phyllis

as the girl who has gone wrong. Dull and

Road to Yesterday, The
\ beautiful, romantic Ji.imj iimediicing Cecil de
Mille. with Joseph Sehildkraut and Vera Rey-
nolds. Elaborate and splendid, but ior.g drawn
out. (Producers Distributing Corp.)—E. V. B.

Rose of the World
A thrilling, elaborate melodrama with Patsy
Ruth Miller. Allan Forrest and Pauline Garon.
It fails to hit the high spots. tWarner)—E. V. B.

tlsement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is g\u

Royle Girl, That
The latest Griffith-Carol Dempster melodrama
with plenty of thrills, including a cyclone. Rather
long drawn, out but good. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Sally, Irene and Mary
The favorite story of the stage, built around the
temptations placed in the path of three chorus
girls. Contains some good moments and atmos-
phere. And Sally O'Neil gives great promise.
(Metro-Goldwyn)

Sally of the Sawdust
Griffith puts over a most compelling story which is

saturated with humor and sentiment. W. C.
Fields scores a hit in comedy role. See it. (United

Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman is not for the screen but he is

excellent in this drama and so are Pauline Garon
and John Harron. Above the average. (Warner
Brothers)—E. V. B.

Scarlet Saint, The
Mary Astor at her worst and Lloy
in a comedy-drama without much puncn.
National)—E. V. B.

Sea Beast, The
John Barrymore. Yes, also Dolores Costello.
whales, ships, etc.. but mostly Barrymore. Grue-
some and thrilling but long drawn out. A big. if

Wat -E. V. B.

Seven Keys to Baldpate
Douglas MacLean's latest. Not so good as
"Introduce Me." but it will surely amuse you and
it is well done. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Seven Sinners
An interesting crook melodrama treated with a
dash of paprika. Keeps at a good pace, tho the
crooks find redemption too suddenly. Well acted
by Marie Prevost and a competent cast, i Warner
Brothers)

Sky Rocket, The
The much-heralded Peggv loyce Hopkins in a
Hollywood story which Hollywood and Gloria
Swanson will not like. Marshall Neilan did not
trv very hard on this one. (Associated Exhibitors)
—E. V. B.

Soul Mates
The typical Elinor Glyn plot which has been done
too often. Lacks any novelty and fails to stir up
much interest. (Metro-Goldwyn'

Splendid Crime. The
William de Mille has written a fairly interesting
crook story of the poor girl who meets the rich
young man and reforms when, love creeps into her
heart. Bebe Daniels does well. (Paramount)

Splendid Road. The
Anna Q. Nilsson is a charming young prospector
who makes this gold-rush story a pleasant thing.

t First National)

Stage Struck
Far below what you expect from Gloria Swanson.
A glorified slap-stick comedy done to the tune of
romance. Carries a sprinkling of laughs but is

tiresome and overdone. (Paramount)

Steel Preferred
An ordinary melodrama of the hero's triumph
against heavy odds. Action transpires against a
steel mill background. Satisfying in spots. (Pro-
ducers Distributing Corp.)

Stella Dallas
The greatest emotional drama ever produced.
Belle Bennett wonderful—so are they all. You will

weep, but thev will be tears of joy. tSamuel
Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Stop, Look and Listen
Falls short of the kind of comedy we expect from
Larry Semon. It's neither thrilling nor funny.
tPathe)

Three Faces East
A clever mystery melodrama touching upon the
pastime of spy catch spy. Excellently treated and
acted—and chock-full of suspense. (Producers
Distributing Corp.)

Time, the Comedian
A well-worked-out story of a mothei -

tho hindered by the symbolic figure of Time. Lew
I Mae Busch contribute excellent per-

formances. (Metro-G
Too Much Money
A ridiculous picture in that it fails to keep to its

tack, but wanders off into tl

Not much chance for Lewis S • N'
-

but impossible story. Only fail

-E. V.
TheVanishing A

A beautiful super-production with Richard Dix a,
his best. Long drawn out but other

V. B.

Wanderer. The
From an artistic standpoint perhaps the greatest

dramatic spectacle ever produced. Ycr;

and elaborate, even if not gripping. (Pa:

E. V. B.
We Moderns

Colleen Moore in a flapper tolr « hie

enough.
\\ omanhandled

s
"

keeps you admiring Jr. this society comedy whi
a ranch. \ParamounO- :. V. B."
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Gossip of an Old -Timer
{Continued from page 93)

in the limelight. And "Time" does not

seem to call a halt in their work. On
two pages may be found such stead}' favor-

ites as Owen Moore, Wheeler Oakman,
Marc MacDermott, William Bailey, Earle

Foxe, Stuart Holmes, Tom Moore, Warren
Kerrigan, William Duncan, Myrtle Sted-

man, Tom Santschi, Earle Williams, James
Kirkwood and Alice Joyce.

It impresses us that the men have shown
more endurance than the women. At least,

the pages are filled with names of actors

who are still registering their emotions,

whereas several of the favorite actresses

of 1912-13 have passed from the film

horizon.

April 1914

Peering Thru the Gallery

T Tpo.v opening the Gallerv of the April,
yj

1914, issue of Motion" Picture Maga-
zine, we find Lillian Wiggins (Pathe) on
the first page. This actress has dropped
from sight. The next three pages present

John Ince (Lubin), who has since become
a director; Dorothy Kelly, an erstwhile

favorite of the Yitagraph Company, and
Ethel Grandin, of Imp. You dont see 'em
any more, but Lionel Barrymore and Clara

Horton, who follow, have not deserted the

silversheet by any means, nor have Rutli

Stonehouse, Helen Holmes and Rupert
Julian, tho the last-mentioned has become
a director, except on those infrequent occa-

sions when he plays his favorite character,

U'ilhelm, the ex-kaiser.

W'
Walthall Is Interviewed

E wonder if Henry B. Walthall
recalls his early days when he was a

struggling film actor. In an interview for

April. 1914, he tells of how he catches the

7.40 local to get to Jersey for the day's

work. And what work it was ! Henry, in

those days, was usually the center of a
gang fight in some lurid melodrama—and
the lady he invariably rescued was Con-
suelo Bailey. Wonder what lias become
of her?

When Crane Talked

Dack in 1914 Crane Wilbur was one of
the popular idols. We dont know

whether he started the fashion of making
personal appearances with his pictures, but

he did considerable traveling in greeting
his public. Now Crane makes a different

kind of personal appearance. Having be-

come a successful playwright, he is occa-

sionally dragged out from the wings of the

stage by some enthusiastic player—where
he must acknowledge his appreciation of

the public's applause.

April 1915

The Old Vitagraph Plant

There's an article in the Motton Picture
1 Magazine for April, 1915. which is

really illuminating. It is entitled A Trip
to Vitagraphville and records the visit of
Agnes Keppler to the plant. She speaks
of Yan Dyke Brooke, little Norma Tal-
madge, Maurice Costello—and a host of
others. Mr. Brooke acted as the host and
introduced her to Mary Charleson. Bob
Gaillord. Ralph Ince, J. Stuart Blackton
and Charles Kent.

Well, this is quite a select little company.
It is broken up now and the players have
drifted far and wide—and some have re-

tired and passed away.

(Continued on page 109)

Naturally preferred

among MEN who can well affotd any ciga-

rette they choose, there is a decide^ preference

for Fatimas. They have learned (that to pay

less is to get less, to pay more, extravagance

What a whale of a difference just a few cents make

Liccett & Mvers Tobacco Co.
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GIRLS ! Be Successful in Art
WHY slave behind a counter or at a typewriter in

Fascinating Work
Magazine and newspaper illustrating, fashion
drawing, decorative designing and color har-
mony are fascinating branches of art for which
women are peculiarly well fitted and which offer

wonderful opportunities. Millions of dollars are

paid out yearly to artists by publishers and adver-

tisers. There will always be a tremendous demand
for good art work due to the limited number who have
talent for drawing. If you like to draw, an almost
sure indication of talent, don't fail to make the most
of it and enjoy the good things of life.

The Federal Master Course
teaches, among others, the branches listed above.

Lessons in each have been written and illustrated

exclusively for the course by more than fifty

nationally known artists, specializing therein. No

great artists as are on the Federal Staff.

The Federal Authors
include such famous artists as Neysa McMein. Sid Smith.

nothir.|
n
iess

th
than arei'S,* ''

.'onrVo-tJIVederal
(ours.,; ., proven resull Butter. You can study at home
d urine spare time.

Send Today for "A Road to Bigger Things"

WE GO 50-50 WITH YOU

:

fully prepaid.

XLY ONE FOR YOU
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"Sound Your A, Professor"
(Continued from page 37)

it is quite essential, he said, to be an
adroit student of human nature. Also a
diplomat. And a good goat. For if one
isn't—but here is the reason:

A Russian dancer had been employed
^^ for a bit in a certain picture in which
he was to write on a slate the name "Cleo-
patra." The musicians struck up a popu-
lar tune to accompany the slate-writing,

and the dancer wrote, "Cleapatria." Of
course, someone pointed out his mistakes in

spelling and an amused crowd of extras
began to titter. The dancer turned irri-

tably on the musicians and shouted : "How
can you expect me to spell correctly when
you play jazz?"
Most of the musicians around studios put

in long days. They are there the first

thing in the morning, and among the last

to leave. Sometimes they are obliged to

stay until the wee hours of the morning,
and to return again with an hour or two
of snatched sleep. When this happens,
some of them have a method of making
it up the next day—but I promised not to

tell about that.

Coming onto the set at the beginning
of a working-day, it is the musical direc-

tor's duty to find out the nature of the
scenes to be shot that day. Are they to

be dramatic, pathetic, agitated, or all three?
With this information, he goes to the music
library, which is an essential part of most
modern studios, and selects the pieces for

the day which will be most appropriate for
the different scenes. Sometimes the stars

and musicians get together beforehand and
decide what pieces will be used, and the
musical director is at liberty to make sug-
gestions. But there are some who will

take no advice, and who insist on waiting
until they are on the set to call out the
names of the pieces which they want
played, disregarding entirely the appropri-
ateness or inappropriateness of the compo-
sitions for the scenes which are to be en-
acted. When this happens, the players are
forced to squelch private opinions, and,
like good soldiers, to plav what they are
told.

"^X/F- know the likes and dislikes of most
of the stars who have been with us

for any length of time," said Mr. Bahr.
"It usually takes me not longer than three

days to find out about the 7iew ones. If

they would only come to us immediately
and let us know the types of music they
favor, it would save time and discussion."

Of all those around the Lasky Studio,
Herbert Brenon is the man who seems most
affected by music. He uses it very intelli-

gently, and likes to have it even for sketch-
ing out the sequence of the scene when
rehearsing with the principals. An excel-
lent musical combination used by him for

pathetic or dramatic scenes are two vio-

lins ( strings muted") and a reed-organ. A
semblance of orchestral effect which has
the power of lifting and sustaining a scene

can be obtained by the use of these.

It sometimes happens that with the ut-

most care accidents occur on the set. and
the effect of the music is lost completely.
During the making of "Dancing Mothers"
a highly emotional scene was in progress
on the Brenon set. The orchestra was
playing a particularly appealing piece of

music, and director and cast alike seemed
greatly stirred by it. Everything was go-
ing splendidly when suddenly, from a
near-by set, the strains of "Collegiate, Col-
legiate, Yes, We Are Collegiate," struck

up, drowning out the more serious music.
However, as soon as the musicians on this

set realized the havoc they were causing,

they stopped playing until the emotional
scene had been shot.

V\ W. Griffith uses music only at cer-
L^' tain times, when the actors are

depicting great sorrow, or during jazz

scenes.

Rudolph Valentino is greatly stirred by
music and cries like a child when some-
thing of a moving nature is played. He
especially likes the tangos. i'Elegie Mas-
senet," or the operas of Puccini. Mascagrii

and Leoncavallo.
Bebe Daniels and Xorma Talmadge both

are fond of music, and prefer symphonic
or romantic compositions of worth. Betty
Bronson hums the tune, "Caprice Yien-
noise" by Kriesler, and is one of the hon-
est few who admits she doesn't know its

name. Mae Murray likes popular ballads

or the lighter compositions of Grieg or

Arensky. William Farnum likes songs by
Beethoven, or from the operas. Gloria
Swanson is fond of Russian music. Rich-
ard Dix emotes readily to the "Blues."

And Adolphe Menjou is always humming
a tune, usually from some popular song.

Funny things occur occasionally on the

set to relieve the monotony of the day's

work. During the making of "The Swan,"
an exterior barnyard set was ready to be
shot, in which a crowing rooster was to

be the main attraction. The director tried

hard to make the rooster crow, but it

wouldn't. Finally he told the best violin-

ist at hand to sit beside the temperamental
fowl and play something moving. Which
the violinist did.

"The rooster looked at the instrument and
player tor a few seconds; then blinked

his eyes and walked disdainfully off the set.

And, once off, no amount of persuasion

could induce him to return to the side of

the player. Music may have power to

soothe—but not to make a stubbo-

Sometimes the music is too effective,

however. When a prison scene was being

shot in which Tommy Meighan. who por-

trayed a prisoner railroaded up
Sing, was visited by fond relatives and
friends, the music was so stirring that not

only did the actors cry, but director and
spectators as well.

When little Clara Bow rehearse -

she is so swayed by the power
that she weeps profusely long before the

actual shooting begins, and has to be ad-
monished by her director to "save the

tears."

Even the workers about the studio are

not always immune from its spell. One
day a new employee was engaged
ing on a pipe on a near-

sciously he kept heating til

which was being played for an o
scene. All acting 5 sus

amused director and ad - •

enough to listen to the

out the chorus of "II Ti

lead pipe.

IF YOU CAN'T BE BEAUTIFUL, BE INTERESTING!
This is

ON PICTURE MAC
-
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It's a Gamble and a Science
(Continued from page 65)

B. De Mille refuses to meet one whom he
is considering for a part until he has seen

her on the screen.

"The camera gets something from an
actor that the eyes do not," he insists,

and cites his own experience.

He found Gloria by watching a reel

of Sennett comedy. Just for an instant,

Gloria leaned against a doorway and
looked after her sister with such wistful-

ness and pathos that De Mille announced
"There is the girl!"

When she came to see him. however,
instead of the tall, vibrant, impulsive girl

he had been expecting, he found her a
tiny thing, appearing cold and intensely

reserved. The eyes could not perceive her
possibilities.

Bebe Daniels, too. . . . The screen gave
him something of Bebe that the girl could
not if she had gone questing for a chance.
He sent for her. When she was an-
nounced, he thought at first that there had
been a mistake, for Bebe was then an
overgrown child, tall and awkward, with
too many hands and feet. He had to teach
her to stand and walk and wear clothes

before he could use her at all. Would
he have taken that trouble if her per-
sonality had not been caught by the magic
transmutation of the camera?

"The Volga Boatman" was cast in a
new manner. It is a Russian story. Dan
Sayre Grossbeck, artist and war corre-

spondent, who spent years in Russia, was
called on by De Mille to make impres-
sionistic sketches of the characters in the

tale, give race characteristics and cos-

tumes, and from these sketches the selec-

tion of players was made.

Theodore Kosloff, assigned the role of
Stcphan, copied his sketch exactly, but
some of the rest modified theirs, still keep-
ing to the spirit.

"Small parts frequently cause as much
trouble to the man who casts as the selec-

tion of stars," savs De Mille. "I remem-
ber that in finding Dathan in 'The Ten
Commandments,' I tried out dozens of
men. some with big names, befon
the actor who could give the menace of

the race and who could portray strength
as well as weakness.

"There was a small part in 'Triumph.'
too, that of a little girl in a factory in

love with the manager. It ran about sixty-
five feet on the screen, but after testing
a number of girls I gave it to Zasu Pitts,

paying her high salary for the small part

because I felt she could give just the
necessary touch. Her performance re-

ceived more comment than that of any
other member of the cast, I believe."

cpert J ilia x confesses that the name
character frequently influences

R
hu

"Suppose his name is Jim. I've known
a lot of Jims and I think of the one who
might have been Jim in this story, then
I try to match him with available players.
Some names are more suggestive of char-
acters than others. Only certain people
look like Maude to me—or like Keith or
Fifi. It's that way when I write. After
I have a general idea of a character, I

cant go on with .my story until he is

named, and named properly."
"Box-office value is not overemphasized,"

says Fred Datig, Lasky casting director,
for the sales organization must have a
talking point.

"Who is in it?" exhibitors ask. "I never
heard of them!"

"People who go to pictures look at the

WHY PHYSICIANS
RECOMMEND SAN-GRI-NA TO

FAT PEOPLE
FRENCH DISCOVERY IS
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS
AND WORKS WONDERS

he only way I kno
good 6gure and perfect health."

REDUCE 63 POUNDS
"I wei Khecl 260 pounds," writes Mrs. M. D, I'asquale of Worcester,
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OPPORTUNITY MARKET
AGENTS WANTED

Agents—Write for Free Samples Sell Madison
"Better-Made" Shirts for law Ma nufacturer di-

Many earn $100 weekly and bouu 3. MADISON
SH1KTS, 502 Broadway, New York

Agents—Earn handsome profit se ling subserip-
tions to MOTION PICTURE 11

:

GAZINE and
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC. No

Write today for particulars. Brewsti
Inc., 175, Duffleld St., Brooklyn, N w York.

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED—FEMALE
I.ndies Earn $6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
Tops at Home; experience unnecessary. Par-
ticulars for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
LaGrange, Ind.

Dept. 20, 290 Broad

, 175 Duffleld

HELP WANTED—MALE
AH Men— Women, 18-60 wanting to n

for Government Positions, ? 1 lu-$225 iuc.

local or Iravclling, write Mr. Ozment,
St. Louis, Ho., immediately.

HOME CANDY MAKING

1309-H, West

HOW TO ENTERTAIN

MOTION PICTURE BOOKS
You will want this book '-Behind the Screen"
by Goldwyn—illustrated—price $2.50. Remit to
Brewster Publications, Inc., 175 Duffleld St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

$33.00 Profit Nightly—Small capital starts you.
No experience needed. Our machines are used and en-
dorsed by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlas
Moving Picture Co.. 431 Morton Bldg.. Chicago.

OLD COINS

you. NUMISMATIC CO.,
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RATES

THKSE \1>\ KKTlsEMKNTS arc read by
hiiiisuntls of people each month. Some of these
ulvertisers use this section every mouth to

it-reuse their business. Write for rates to

Rrewster Publications. Inc.. 175 Durfleld

STORIES WANTED
Stories, Poems, PInys, etc., are wanted for pub-
lication. Good ideas brim; bis: money. Submit
MSS. or write Literary Bureau. 134 Hannibal. Mo.

VAUDEVILLE
ou how ! Personalitv,
Experience unneces-

instruotn • illustr.it. .-'

M. I.atlell

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy! "Your Puncture-Proof Tubes

Outwore Two Sets of Tires"

\ BEAUTIBUST COi, 9U-VF LEXINGTON BLDG., BALTIMORE, MD.

"^ 108 Every advertiss

players' names." says Mr. Datig, "and if

they dont know at least one, they go on
to the next theater.

"New faces must be constantly added
to the stock company and put out with
well-known players until they are known,
too, for public favor is a fickle thing and
when it changes someone must be ready
to step forward when the passing favorite
steps back.

"There are fashions in favorites. One
generation was wild about Francis X.
Bushman, but his type wouldn't arouse a
ripple of interest today. Valentino was
probably the most popular screen idol three
years ago, but there's a question about his

place now. Perhaps fans are turning to
Jack Gilbert and Ronald Colman.

"The most important thing to possess,
if you are to get by the casting director
for the first time, is an expressive face,

one that shows what you would say
before you say it. Beauty isn't essential,

for a beautiful girl frequently photo-
graphs poorly. Personality is always
named as a requisite, but it means many
things—ability to give out is possibly the
vital one.

"Qay that I am called on to cast a story.

One player has been selected as the
lead—he is a new man without box-office
value. I must choose another player whose
name will bring the money to the ticket

window. Xoah Beery can do that. He
is my heavy. The girl must be chosen
with regard to my lead. She must not
be too tall nor too dark, her personality
must be sympathetic to his. Then we have '

the lead's rival. It wont do to have him
the same type as our lead, for one may
be mistaken for the other and the audience
confused.

'"Who is that? It's Jerry, isn't it? Xo,
it's that other fella—what's-his-name, Con-
rad—no Oh. gee. Sara. I dont know
which it was!' You hear that some-
times. It means that the casting director
tripped.

"We have a number of young men on
the lot who should have big parts—Xeil
Hamilton. Richard Arlen. Larry Gray,
Anthony Jowitt. etc.—but we have to be
careful not to cast two in the same pic-

ture who may look alike in a long shot.

"Height in relation to the other players
must be considered. We had two very
tall men in a picture just cast and had
to take one out when we saw them to-

gether on the screen.

"A change in one player may mean en-
tire recasting. If your box-office name
has luen withdrawn and the
player hasn't one. someone else must be
withdrawn for a box-office attract!

that Jack Holt is now your lead: that
throws out the rival if he is com]
unknown, for the public would :

knowing Jack and Paramount
there was no suspense—Jack «
the girl!

"Two girls in a picture must be opposing
types—usually they are blonde and bru-
nette, or very decided contrasts,

one cant be taken for the other.

"T x casting Peter B. Kyne's "Enchanted
Hill,' which ran serially in a big maga-

zine, we tried to follow the illns

and I think we were -successful."

Mr. Datig is the celebrated easl
rector who discovered Betty Branson. He
was so favorably impressed with her at

first sight that he broke his iron-clad rule
and conducted her personally to I

eral manager at Universal, then his official

home. Betty was not signed, but his

rat in MOTION riCTTEE MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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acumen was proved when she plucked the

plum of the year with "Peter Pan."

"Children are becoming more of a prob-
lem," he says, "chiefly because their

mothers are so eager to get them into

films that almost before they can walk
they have been taught to be precocious.

They are so affected that they cant even
cross the room naturally."

More girls get their first chance on the

screen because a casting- director has seen
them walk past his office than ever "sell"

themselves across his office desk, says Lou
Goodstadt, the man responsible for much
of the casting at Metropolitan as well as
De Mille Studios.

"""They are not natural when they are
trying to convince me of their ability,

and they usually overlook and dont know
their best selling point.

"A great deal of casting is pure luck.

I remember that when 'Old Wives for
\"ew' was being made, a girl in the cast
didn't fit, but we couldn't think of another
better suited to the part. Wanda Hawley
happened to come into my office and the
moment I saw her I knew I had the girl.

She had played one small part before but
was practically unknown. She made a hit.

"We never force an actor to play a

part. We let him read the script and
perhaps he will say : 'I dont feel that part.

I'm not the right man.' We talk it over.

Perhaps we can convince him that he is

mistaken, perhaps he can convince us that

we are, but he doesn't play it unless he
can fit himself into its skin.

"In casting Lilyan Tashman for the
Russian girl in 'Rocking Moon,' I felt

that she was the perfect type of Slav
and absolutely ideal. I know she had
never played a straight lead in picture,
but I think she has proved that she ought
to play them."

They dont shuffle out parts as a careless

dealer may toss out cards in a bridge
game. The thing, as Fred Datig says, is a
science and a gamble.

Gossip of an Old -Timer
(Continued from page 105)

Henry King Has Broadened

Ix an interview with Henry King, the

author of the article intimates that he-

has broadened in his work the past year.
Well, Mr. King has continued to broaden,
until today he is recognized as one of the
real geniuses of the megaphone. Back in

1915 he was playing every imaginable type
of role for Lubin and Balboa. Old-timers
who visited the New York theaters in those
halcyon days around 1910 may remember
his appearance in such plavs as "The
Devil," "The House of a Thousand
Candles" and "Graustark."

Their Likes and Dislikes

Morbert Llsk has an article in this issue
entitled The Preferences and Preju-

dices of Screen Players. Thus we discover
that Mary Pickford likes whipped cream,
that Louise Huff likes strawberries and
mushrooms, that Alice Joyce caters to a
vegetable diet. So much for dietetics. Get-
ting down to a character basis, we discover
that Rosemary Theby lives up to her favor-
ite precept: "See no evil, hear no evil,

speak no evil." When these actresses speak
of their manly ideals, it would be hardly
fair to quote their opinions.

When you v
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Handing 'Em a Big Laugh
(Continued from page 51)

Well, I'd been on the road enough to

know that in cheap hotels towels are al-

ways scarce. They bring you one little

rag and hang it on your door-knob in the

morning, and if you dont beat the early

English sparrow and say, 'Come to papa!'

to the little rag about six bells, somebody
else says it first. So we stole the towels

off people's doors in the picture and handed
'em a laugh.

"In 'The Love Hour,' when the script

appeared, the only thing in it about Louise
Fazenda and me was a line : 'Fazenda and
Louis—gags.' We talked the scenes over

and decided what we'd do. The leading

woman and Louise were to meet a heavy
and me at an amusement park—so Louise
and I did our stuff on the various devices.

"I remember how gosh-awful it was go-

ing on the scenic railway. We were sup-

posed to enjoy it, but we both lost our
breath and couldn't get the darn stuff back.

Then the guard said that if we'd holler

going down the grade instead of trying

to grab at our wind, we'd have no trouble.

After that we hollered our heads off and
couldn't speak when we got off—we did it

all day, at that!

" A rtichokes are gravy to a comedian.
** I've used 'em more times than I can

remember. In that picture, Louise and I

pretended not to know how to eat 'em
and got another half-dozen snickers out of

them. I had 'em in "Babbitt'—he picks

up one and says: 'Love me, love me not'

on it. when he's thinking of the girl. An-
other time I picked up a big rose and com-
menced eating it instead of the artichoke.

"The creamed onions gag was a yell

—

more 'Love Hour.' Remember where I

drop the kids' rubber ball into my plate

and then pour the onions over it and pres-

ently get the ball in my mouth and cant

chew it? I just happened to think of that

when I saw the funny-looking onions they

had that night, so we made retakes of the

earlier scenes where Louise planted the ball

in my rest pocket.

"There's a lot of gags on things to eat.

As I'm always eating in my pictures—and
dont entirely refrain outside !—that suits

Hot cakes are always good for

lot of things occur to

i 'em. We used 'em in

instead of the Irish stew

laugh. Such
vou to do w
:Hogan's Alle.

in the script.

"In that picture they had the old idea
1 of the pretty girl's dad eating peas

with his knife and having 'em roll off.

I got a slice of bread, spread it thick with
mashed potato and dipped that in the peas
and the trick was clone. We had asparagus
fixed with wire once, so that when I tried

to eat it, it went everywhere else but into

my mouth, slid past my nose and around
my ear and, gee, how thev screamed

!

"Comedians like the Chaplins and Har-
old Lloyd have gag men sitting around the

set all the time thinking up what to do
next, suggesting and revamping ideas.

"Back in cheap repertoire companies we
used to have music and dancing first, then
a gagged comedy. They'd say : 'Vou be
the lather, you lie the son. ami I'll be the

girl. Now. what'll we dor'

"On the legitimate stage, on first nights

the actors follow the script exactly. A
week or two later they are introducing
new lines and trying out laughs that may
or maj not become part of the show.

"In 'Don Juan.' we open a sequence
with a close-up of jewel-laden hands fin-

gering the mail. The laugh comes when.
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"I like a story with dramatic or pa-

thetic scenes that need the high light of

comedv. You cant go on laughing end-

lessly." It's like a scenic railway—you cant

be going down all the time—they've got

to take you up in order to drop you."

After the release of "Beau Brummel"
^^ and the favorable comments of re-

viewers on the acting of Willanl Louis,

he was frequently accosted by pessimistic

fellow actors.

"You'll never play with Barrymore
again!" they said, sagelv.

"Bet I do!" said Bill. He related the

reiterated remark of the great John dur-

ing the making of the picture : "If you can

steal the show, go ahead and steal it, and

luck to you !"

"Sure! Sure, he'd say that!'' returned

the wiseacres.

But when the picture was discussed.

"the" Barrymore drawled that the only

excellent thing about "Beau Brummel" was
the performance of Bill Louis, and when
he returned to Hollywood he announced at

once that he must have Bill as Padrillo

to his Don Juan.

"One of the greatest actors of the

screen," he characterizes the plump come-
dian.

"Barrymore's no hog. He played up to

me and I tried to play up to him," ex-

plained Bill. "Gee, if you dbnt, where are

you? If one person sets out to spoil the

"work of another, nobody's got anything.

It's like a ball team: one fellow cant play

the whole game.

"I like playing with him and I think

he likes playing with me. I throw him
lines when lie's on the set—we clown it

together sometimes—we build our scenes.

This is Barrymore's show. He designed

the costumes and the sets and they're

darned good. He knows his stuff.

"I think my get-up is great— it's his

idea, all but the wig. I looked like an
Airedale in the one he designed, so I got
this." He indicated the blond wig resting

on a frill-rimmed table.

"Next year Warners plan to put Louise

Fazenda and me out in domestic come-
dies. Gee, 1 like to work with her! We've
got some great little old ideas, and if they
screen as well as they listen—/.oleic!"

Queen Marie to Write Film

QUEEN Majute of Roumania has turned
motion picture author and will write

a story expressly for the screen, according

to an agreement entered into with Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer.
On behalf of the organization, Louis B.

Mayer has also signed a contract by which
all Queen Marie's published works are to

be available for possible production.

For s,,„K- years the Queen has been on
the verge of making a motion picture con-

nection, either as a star or writer, and at

one time Lois Weber, now directing for

Universal, was reported in direct negotia-

tion with her.

For years Queen Marie has been famous
for her beauty and as a feminist. She is

easily one of the most publicized women
in the world.

It will he recalled that one of the big

exploitation coups of the former Goldwyn
Pictures organization was found in the

signing of Maurice Maeterlinck to write

and his trip across coun-
Hol
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Her Blonde Hair Was
Darkening

•—But New Light-Hair Shampoo
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Beauty and Gleaming Luster
Her blonde hair was becoming dull, streaky, faded

and lustreless. She had tried nearly everything to

bring back its original beauty. All had failed. Then
her hairdresser recommended Blondex, the wonderful
new shampoo, prepared for blonde and light hair

—

only. Just one shampoo and her hair became lighter.

Then in an unbelievably short time it was the same
charming blonde shade that formerly was so much
admired. Her friends soon noticed the marvelous
change. Now, you, too, can bring back the natural
beauty to darkened blonde hair. If your hair is al-
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not more than delighted with results. Get Blondex at
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She's Just Mrs.vonStroheim
(Continued from page 39)

.should I ask him to talk when he has been

talking all day? Perhaps I play some-

thing—he adores music. He played the

violin for eight years, but now that he has

no time to practise he turns to the pianola

if I am not playing.

"I—Tis best ideas have come to him when
^* we were in a cafe where a good

orchestra was playing. Music sets his

thoughts free.

"But once he has an idea, he likes to

work it out lying down. I say: 'How

can you concentrate that way.''' but his

mind works more swiftly when he is

relaxed. When he strikes a snag, he

walks up and down. He has almost worn

a track thru this room!

"No, his walking doesn't annoy me. I

like him to feel unhampered. He is

doing something important and I figure

that the least I can do is to make things

easy for him.

"People have such strange ideas about

him. My neighbor said to me the other

day: 'Are you happily married.'' She

looked so pitying that I laughed. You

dont look as tho you were beaten every

morning,' she observed. But I think she

wondered at me—five years married to

von Stroheim and still happy !

'

Before she became Mrs. von Stroheim,

she was one of a large family, none

of whom had ever been connected with

things theatrical, so when the young

daughter, just graduated from high school,

announced that she had decided to try

the films, consternation reigned.

"An extra girl !" cried her brother,

Louis Germonprez, "you will go the way

they all go."

"No." ._ ,.. ,

"Oh, you are going to be different! he

scoffed.

But when he saw that he could not

move her, he bought her a car. "Now
you can drive yourself back and lorth

from the studios and you will have no

excuse for accepting rides." he told her.

The voting Miss Germonprez drove

back and forth and kept to herself. She

became intimate with no one, but oc-

casioned much comment on the sets

where her fresh complexion, her untired

eves and unmapped vitality never varied.

The other girls frequently looked tired

and slumped wearily.

"I did nothing at night but go home

and sleep—so how could I help it:' she

1 lessed.

A YEAR and a half later, she was

assigned to drive an ambulance in

"The Heart of Humanity." She drove it

onto the lot.

"Look at that car!" cried a voice. "Its

too clean. It'- supposed to have been at

in German uniform stooped,

seized hand tills of oozing mud in his white

cloves and threw them at the car. She

looked at him. "Who does he think he is,

picking up mud in his clean white gloves."

she thought.
"It's Eric von Stroheim!" whispered

someone.
"That meant nothing to me— I knew

very little, and I had never heard of him."

smiled Mrs. von Stroheim. "but I looked

at him again. . . . Later, he told me he

picked up the mud to make me look at

him. I wouldn't notice him and he was
determined that I should !"

"Von" was "different." She found him
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fascinating. Other men had asked : "Will

you go with me to dinner—supper—lunch-

eon ?" and always she had answered

:

"No." But when he asked, she considered

him a moment and said "Yes."

"You cant go with him !" cried her

watchful brother, "He is a dreadful man.

I have seen him on the screen!" (That

brother is now "von's" cherished assist-

"Oh well, he may be all right !" soothed

their mother.

The girl went. He proved more inter-

esting with each meeting. He had lived

a colorful life that had left him rather

bitter and disillusioned—romance was in-

evitable. Besides, there was the war,

with its poisonous suspicions.

It was rumored that "von" was a spy.

People would not go to his pictures.

Because the handsome Miss Germonprez
was seen in his company, it was said that

she was a French countess engaged in

secret service work.

"It made me angry. I let them think

so. It made me sorry for him that they

were so unjust. My brother was on his

side, too, then."

Eric von Stroheim is red-blooded and

impulsive. He had not known her long be-

fore he urged her to marry him. But she

would not.

"I am a Catholic." she said, reasonably.

"and I do not believe in divorce. When
I marry, it must be forever. I should

know you better." For three years from

the date of the mud-and -gloves episode,

she held him off. and then they were

married— for forever.

Ir they come home early from the studio,
1 "von" must have a game with the

three-year-old son before the little chap's

bedtime. If they are late, the director

i;»ls straight from his car to the boy's

crib to look at him in bib sleep.

"He is never too busy to look up when
the baby comes in. never complains at the

noise of choo-choos or ding-dongs- in

fact, my mother says he has more patience

with the boy than I have!" said Mrs. von

Stroheim.

"Why you work so hard all the time?"

inquired the boy once.

"Christmas is coining, son, and you'll

want a lire-engine and a train. SO 1

must work to get the money lo pay for

them."

"Oh!" blinked the baby. Yesterday.

when his father was laboring over the

script of his new picture "The Wedding
March," the child came to his knee. "Are
you working hard for me now ':" he asked.

Tt has been said that a successful cynic

must have a happy home. Otherwise, bis

immediate woes will prevent bis >jivinu.

anything out. Perhaps this explains the

von Stroheims. . . .

"LIf. was discouraged during 'The Merry
Widow.' lie saw something Ear be-

yond what he thought he was netting. But
I believed in it. 1 seem to like what the

public does.

"He is an artist—a word of praise can

send him to Heaven and make him work
ten times as well—a word of unkind criti-

cism depresses him. When he has done

something fine, he is so happy. The new
story for Mr. Lasky is matting him happy.

It's a married-life story and I like it

very much.
"I tell him that I should have half his

salary, for I recognize myself in some
of his conversation, and I must be good
copy

!"
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freckles or similar blemishes that I guar-

antee results. In my years of experience,

I have seen the wonderful benefits my
methods have had for others and I know
what they will do for you. There is no

guess work— no uncertainty— no doubt.

SendCoupon
for Expert Beauty Advice
Send the coupon below to me personally

for a copy of my book, free of charge, tell-

ing you how you can solve your own indi-

vidual beauty problems and become radiantly

attractive. You owe it to yourself — to

your future to make the most of your ap-

pearance. Send the coupon today!

LUCILLE YOUNG
Lucille Young Bldg., Room 1264, Chicago

Please send me by return mail, your Free Booklet
"MAKING BEAUTY TOURS."
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a WallflowericDont Be
Be the center of in-

terest at every social

gathering!

Read the

Motion
Picture
Classic/

The screen magazine
you must have for six-

distinct reasons:

1—It is fearless and honest.

2—It tells the news first.

3—It is authoritative.

4—It is the film magazine
de luxe.

5—It is brilliantly edited.

6—It has the greatest
screen writers.

Once upon a time, certain motion picture magazines

published anything. Times have changed, however.

But no screen publication has ever approached the fine

literary standard of The Motion Picture Classic. If

you have a single doubt, glance over the brilliantly

written "Will There Be a Star Strike?" by Agnes Smith

in the March issue. Or Sara Redway's chat with

Adolphe Menjou, called "Women." Or Don Ryan's

scintillating article about Eric von Stroheim. Such

writers as Joseph Hergesheimer write for The Motion
Picture Classic.

A NOTABLE FEATURE IS ANNOUNCED
FOR THE APRIL

Motion Picture Classic
The first of a series of interviews, by Henry Albert

Phillips, with the great authors of England and the

Continent. The first will tell what Sir Anthony Hope,
Thomas Burke, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and others

think of the screen

!

f Growing Up with the

Mo
(Cot led from page 41)

P114We
This is just one of a dozen sensational features!

alternated as leading lad}- between Tom
and Bill. One week Bill would be the

star in the picture with Tom directing,

and the following week Tom was the star

with Bill doing the megaphoning. "Bud"
got the little end of the bargain, tho, be-

cause she was the leading lady and was
never idle.

And then there was dear old Lester
Cuneo . . . poor Lester is gone now. In

those days he was the deep-dyed villain

with long, sweeping mustaches and a frock
coat. Lester was always the Menace. Then
we always had to have a Menace. He was
eitrfer a gambler or a horse-thief. And
you could always tell him by his whiskers.

These days the heroes are so doubtful
of character that one is never sure until

the final clinch who is going to get the

heroine. And then you worry about her
happiness.

A xd sometimes Tom flourished whiskers.^ He would be a sheriff. I wish I had
a picture of him with white-powdered hair

and bristling mustaches as the Sheriff of
Red Gulch.

Those were trying days for the camera-
man. We had a wall-less stage with can-

vas top, and near by was a grove of cotton-

wood trees. The downy white fluff from
the trees would be sure to float our way
when the cameraman was shooting the
scene and an interior would often be dec-
orated with airy cottonwood seeds.

The greatest tragedy came, however,
when a cottonwood fluff would blow near
the lens and completely obliterate the

scene! We never knew what scenes had
to be taken over until we were advised
from the Chicago laboratory, because, hav-
ing no printing facilities, we sent all of
our film East to be developed.

Salaries were low in those days. Extras
received three dollars a day and the star of
the troupe drew down but fifty dollars a
week. And there was no display of tem-
perament. Xames meant not a thing, and
the actor knew that if he was rebellious

the producer could get another actor in his

place.

The following summer we invaded the

real West with our outfit and established

ourselves at Prescott. Arizona, where, after

several pictures. "Bud." dad and I deserted

the Selig company and went to the Coast.

Not to Hollywood, you know, but

Angeles. Hollywood was non-existent in

those days. Nothing but orar.c

with beautiful homes and a small

section.

Dut before I leave Prescott I want to

tell you about the time I landed in

Tom Mix's arms.

I had a little horse of whom I was very
proud. It was a neat little mount and
obeyed me beautifully. To be sure, it

was a trifle afraid of au; D

cant have all the virtues. One afternoon
I decided to ride out to where the C

was shooting . . . my little horse and L,

We galloped gaily along and in the dis-

tance I saw the troupe. There were two
groups of cars parked, one on eitl

of the road between us and the company.
The little horse saw the left-hail g

of machines and bolted—into th<

hand bunch of autos. Tom. rid og -

my predicament and canu
me. just in time to catch me as I was
hurtled thru the air from the hack of my

>nox ricrrnr. magaz.ixi:



A dainty new
creme deodorant
— stops odor all day
"No, I am never bothered with perspira-

tion." How often you hear this! And
never was there a greater mistake. Just

because you are not annoyed with perspi-

ration moisture, don't be too sure that

you are free from all trace of odor. Every-

one must watch this danger.

And here, now, is a delightful creme

that keeps you fresh and dainty all day

long. Creme Odorono annuls every trace

of odor without checking perspiration.

It is delightful to use — so creamy soft

and smooth. You can use it any time

when dressing; it is not greasy and will

not stain. Try it when you want quick ac-

tion. Get a tube at any toilet counter, 2.5c.

Send for sample— only y

Jfa6972i/!ks

Address-.

DdivereatoyuuFm
Mr for 30 days trial on approval. Your
cbolceof 44 Styles, colors and sizes of
the famous Ranger Bl— '-

paid. Bicycles $21.60

*5aMonth";

Meaa£SEC0M*M¥

BATHASWEET!
For a soft, fragrant bath! A per-

fumed powder which softens and
sweetens your bath. Makes your
skin exquisitely soft, white and
fragrant. A smart luxurv for the

bath, hand-basin, a dozen personal

uses. In shaker tins: 25 cents, 50
cents, 551. Inglass jar: 31.50. Vt

dtug and toilet goods counters
everywhere. FREE — a lOi can

The C. S. Welch Co.
Dept. MD, 1907 Park Ave. New York
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little horse, who was making fast tracks

up the road.

Tom used to kid me about my riding-

after that. And the little horse was very

much in disgrace.

"Bud's" first picture in Hollywood was
"The Valley of the Moon" with Hobart
Bosworth. It was made at a little studio

—a mere shack—that had no name, as I

recall. It was located in the heart of

Darkytown and there was a small res-

taurant across the street where we would
eat. A complacent, plump mammy ran it,

and the biscuits and pastries she would
make ! The players were just like one
big family and it was for all the world
like a family dinner when we would as-

semble at Mammy's eating-house.

TV/lv first part of any importance came
when I was fourteen years old. "Bud"

was playing in a picture with Vivian Mar-
tin and Ralph Graves. It was Ralph's first

picture. I had wandered onto the set to

lunch with "Bud"— I was attending the

Santa Monica Military Academy and was
on a vacation—when Howard Estabrook,

they needed a kid my age and so they
drafted me into service. "Bud" put the

grease-paint on me and I sallied forth.

The next morning "Bud" was called out
on an early location and I had to put on
my own grease-paint. Instead of patting
it on evenly, I rubbed it in as you would
furniture polish. Then I applied powder
—plentifully. I made two zigzag lines for

eyebrows and rouged my lips until it seemed
they would burst. I looked like something-
out of a museum !

Howard Estabrook gave one horrified

look and grabbed me. You can write your
own continuation of this paragraph.

In those days I had a most gosh-awful
crush on a movie star. She was Elsie

Janis. I thought she was the most beauti-

ful, divine and talented girl that ever lived.

Never will I forget the night "Bud" and
I went over to Elsie's house. We arrived
there early, just as they were completing
a late dinner.

Their guests were Mary Pick ford and
Owen Moore, who at that time were new-
ly weds. Dessert was being served and I

was in the delight that only a small box-

can appreciate when in the presence of his

adored. Even if she was eating blue-
berry pie

!

But the crush lasted but a very short
time and soon I was heart-free.

Tx those days Al Levy's cafe down-town
was the movie folks' gathering-place.

Any night you would see Ruth Roland,
Ford Sterling and Fattie Arbuckle there.

There were no Hollywood cafes—such as

the Montmartre. There was one meeting-
place, tho. That was Lookout Mountain
Inn at the summit of Lookout Mountain.
On Sundays the film people would meet
there for break fast and then ride in the

neighboring foot-hills.

Francis X. Bushman was a regular Sun-
day morning visitor with his oldest son,

Ralph.

Gloria Swanson was at the Triangle Stu-

dio, but you never saw the town placarded

with "Our Gloria L Home," as you do
in the present mood. Actors were business

peopli

. the

Of 1 as Tl-

cing abo

a closed car with the curtains drawn, dis-

creetly. It was rumored, in hushed tones,

that she was the seventh daughter of a

seventh daughter and was born within the

shadow of the Sphinx or a pyramid or

some other Egyptian what-not.

And then there was the eternal snap-

Why Not
Cultivate YOUR
Musical Bump?

Resolve now to have the
pleasure and profit which are

yours when you play a Conn in-

strument. You have the talent—
if you can whistle you can learn

to play. Entertain your friends,

play professionally whole or
part time, as you wish. Increase

your income. America spends
millions for music; getyourshare.

With a Conn you learn to
play quickly. Exclusive features make
Conn the choice of the world's great-

est artists. On the Conn saxophone
you get the patented tuning device, im-
proved simplified key system, straight

mouth-pipe, 'integral sockets, with
rolled edges and above
all, the new Conn-foil
vacuum pads. Let us
tell you about these fea-

tures in detail. With all

their exclusive features

Conns Cost No More.

Free Trial, Easy
Payments

Send coupon now for

free book, " Success in

Music and How toWin
It," by Sousa and other

famous artists, and de-

tails of trial offer. Men-
tion instrument. Conn
is the only maker of ev-

ery instrument for the
band. No obligation;

send coupon now.

rite t s pica 1 MOTION' PICTURE

C. G. CONN, LTD., 425 Conn Bldg., Elkhart. Ind.

Please send "Success in Music" and details of free Mai 0»

('instrument')""'

Name

St.orR.F.D

State, County rt
(Use pencil, please) I
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"Shame on women
who are always
weak and ailing"

— oAnnette Kellermann

. I would 'become
famous for the perfect , .

s of my figure, the champion

is happened. My experience certaii

woman need be discouraged with 1

:r health, or her complexion. The truth i

thousands of I

myself used. These s

and ailing"?

_B methods :_- _

simple methods

are always weak

Iiro .is interested to write tc

l will gladly prove to you—and by
only a ten-day trial—that you can

'.o acquire the body b
i ui ; now to make your comp
rosy from the inside instead of
from the outside; how to freshen
and brighten and clarify a muddy,
sallow face; how to stand and
walk gracefully; how to add c

e weight at any part of th

Reducing Weight

,1...

State
Ifou tside U. S. send 10c to he tage.

.--DISPLAYS
„_.SI;u'.e Monologs, fc«^^ W
'^\Ncw Minstrel Choruses and Novelty
iPllSoniSs, Blackface After-pieces and

9re, Musical Comedies and
'/AMI Revues, Musical Readings, Noveltv
IUM/ Entertainments, Wifis, Beards.
^Jy Grease Paints and other Make-up^^ Goods. ILLUSTRATED CATA-

LOGUE FREE. WRITE NOW.
T. S. Denison & Co., 623 So. Wabash, Dept. 45 Chicaw

Reduce Yotir Limbs
With Medicated Rubber StocKings

v DR. JEANNE M.P.WALTER, 389 Fifth Avenue. New York
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shot maniac. He haunted our house until

he got a picture of "Bud," and he confided

to me that he had been trailing Theda for

weeks in a vain attempt to get her picture

and the previous day he had snapped her

as she came out of a side entrance of the

studio. And there was triumph in his

Speaking of cars. The Hupmobile was
the automobile of the fashion. At the pres-

ent time Rolls-Royces are the favored con-

veyances—and imported models, all trimmed
in silver gewgaws. -A Hupmobile bore

the movie actress to toil ... if she didn't

take the street-car . . . and a victoria

top kept her from getting her pretty nose

freckled. As I recall, Francis X. Bush-
man's car was a passionate purple, to

match the amethyst ring he wore on his

Y\ W. Griffith was the master mind of
* Hollywood, and all the young direc-

tors patterned themselves after him. Some
used to affect his style of clothes and ac-

tions. Elmer Clifton, now a noted director,

was one of Griffith's most sincere sartorial

worshipers. Elmer used to buy collars

that were several sizes too large so that

he could sink his chin in their depths in

the approved Griffith fashion. Soft caps

he would also wear, and he would slouch

down in his chair and cuddle his chin in

his hand. He soon won the nickname of

"D. W*' from the studio workers.
And Sydney Franklin, who now directs

Connie Talmadge, was an assistant director

at the time that Clifton was doing extra

work.
With my first long trousers came a con-

tract with Universal. Thirty dollars a week
in their stock company. I thought I was
as rich ;i> Croesus and immediately pur-

chased a flea-sized tin flivver. It was such
a diminutive machine that "Bud" was
afraid I would come home on a stretcher

some day after Fliv had been run over
li> an ordinary-sized ear. But her appre-

hensions were unfounded, and Fliv and I

soon became popularly identified with

>1 eed and class.

As 1 "grew up with the movies," I out-

grew my flivver and my Universal con-

tract, and began to do free-lance work.
Gone are Levy's Cafe, the Lookout

Mountain Inn and many of the other old

mile-stones that marked the baby industry's

infant days. The happy-go-lucky family

atmosphere has given way to cliques and
sets, and "temperaments" have made their

appearance. It's a changing world . . .

but I'm glad that I "grew up with the

The Best Similes of 1925

"The best similes for 1925—.the fifth an-
* nual crop—have been gathered by Frank
1. Wilstach, the author of "A Dictionary

of Similes" (Little, Brown & Company ).

It will be discovered that the new crop is

rich in witty and picturesque material.

The old-time simile dealt pretty much with

the moon, the ocean and the eagle, but

this sort of tiling has been almost entirely

discarded in faxor oi those dealing with
new customs, fashions and inventions:

Fits like a bandage.

—

Anon.
Eyes like (lowers of ice.

—

Anon.
Noisy as a scorned sinner.

—

Anon.
Thin as a dapper's eyebrow.

—

Anon.
Punctual as an eclipse.

—

Herald Tribune.

Nezv York.
Wet as an Armv and Xaw game.

—

Karl
L. Kitchen.

Native as rye whiskey.—Christopher

-H. C.

Uorlc\
Lov' caterpili tummy,

Learn to Draw
at Home

Simple Method Makes It Amazingly Easy

Trained artists earn from 350 to over 3250
a week. Tremendous demand right now foi

good art work. Magazines, newspapers,
advertisers, printing houses, etc.
Become an artist through this quick, easy method

Art. and gives method of
learning to draw. Tells all about our students— their suc-
cesses—what they sa>— actual reproductions of their

learning. Write for this Free Book and details of special
free offer. Mail postcard or letter now.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room 1S4-D. 1115-lilb Stn*l, N. W. WASHINGTON. D. C.

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to five

pounds a week

STUDY AT HOME
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#
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LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 478-L, Chicago
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SavesHose
Prevents them from wearing out
and staining at the heel, and pre-

vents shoes from rubbing or slip-

ping at the heel!

Think of the saving you will enjoy as a

consequence of preventing yourhosefrom
wearing out at the heel; the comfort that
will be yours by shoes that do not slip or
rub at the heel, and the pleasure it will give you to
keep your delicately colored silk hose from ever
being marred by stains at the heel!

soft, velvet-like rubber. Invisibly worn in the shoes,
being made in colors to match shoe linings. Sold
in shoe and department stores everywhere—30^ per
pair. Do not accept imitations that disappoint.
Insist on get-.ug the genuine, with the cup-shaped
center. Buy a pair for each pair of your shoes.

DsScholls
Foot ComfortAppliances

Enhance the Beauty

of Your Eyes with

ci/imans {H
J V_- (Not a Cosmetic)

?rs7

King. Sterling Silver.

.::./"

»i .83'. We preoay aM postage. Keep

return your money.Order today. Tbia
ico for a genuine, fall fashioned

imIUlK JewelrVcS?*
y

BE A DETECTIVE gnijjjlftaj
Experience unnecessary. Particulars free. WriteDept-MP.

American Detective System, 1968 Broadway, New York

^Banish Pimples
By Using

luticura
Soap to Cleanse
Ointment to Heal

Try our new Shaving Stick.

Advertising Section

Gilda Herself Without

Frills

{Continued from page 27)

Miss Gray claims no credit for herself, she

refers you to Mr. Boag. Mr. Boag shifts

the glory back to Miss Gray, and so it

goes. Mr. Boag's father used to be a

professor at Columbia University, and Mr.

Boag himself has been alternately a news-
paper man and restaurant owner. He is

a very clever man. He sees Miss Gray's

charm and he intends that she keep it.

I have seen many many actresses in vari-

ous stages of affectation, but I have met
only one who was perfectly natural, and

that one is Gilda Gray. She could not be

anything else. Eating luncheon with Mr.
Boag is as pitiless a proceeding as being

shown up by a younger brother. One
little word of blah, one faint broad 'a'

sandwiched in the conversation, and there

is a derisive laugh from Mr. Boag. I

think he sees all women mentally with

cold cream on their faces and is not de-

ceived by them. Miss Gray will never

have a chance to talk about her art with

Mr. Boag around, for while he takes her

seriously, he doesn't intend that she shall.

Xot that Gilda Gray is at all prone to

talk about herself. For instance, "Tell

me about the picture." I said conversa-

tionally.

"Oh, I hope it's good," answered Miss

Gray, helping herself to a few fried

smelts that Mr. Boag had ordered for

himself. "Do you like that pale green

quilt I bought?"
"Does it match the other green in the

room?" Mr. Boag asked anxiously. "Or
didn't you take a sample along with you."

"I didn't take a sample but it will

match. I carried the shade in my mind."

"Then it wont match," said Mr. Boag
resignedly.

Mis- Grey took some more smelts from
Mr. Boag's plate.

"Gilda's one of these food thieves.

Everybody's lunch looks better to her than

her own."
"I bought a beautiful garbage pail,"

continued Miss Gray. "It's not the kind

you press with your foot and the lid imps

up. It's a great big one that will really

hold something. And it's to go outside

of the kitchen. I think I'd rather go
in Lewis and Congers than any store in

New York."

"Tell her about the cat, Gilda," sug-
1 gested Mr. Boag.
"I dont think I'd better now. We have

a new cat because the old one ran away
when we tied paper on its tail."

"How about the picture?" I put in

mildly.

"Did I show you the lovely bag that

Percy Marmont gave me for my birth-

day? I had a birthday party when we were
down in Porto Rico. It is beautiful there.

You knew that I was made a real Samoan
Princess, didn't you ? There were some
tribal chiefs in the picture and they gave

me these rings and with quite an impres-

sive ceremony, I was made a Princess."

The rings are made of tortoise shell.

They look like narrow wedding rings en-

graved with gold symbols. There are

four of them and Miss Gray wears them
on her wedding-ring finger. They were
the only rings she had on. She wore a
string of very beautiful gold beads, Span-
ish antiques, that Mr. Boag had given her.

"I have terrible taste," admitted Miss
Gray. "Left to myself I'd be a walking
circus. I like vivid colors and lots of

{Continued on page 120)
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Edwin McTeer (address on request)

started the Federal Course in Commercial
Designing when 30 years of age. The
contrast between the striking story illus-

tration above and the crude pen sketch of

the little girl, gives some idea of his im-
provement. Read what he says 5 years
after enrolling.

5 Years of Splendid Progress

tm in i iij4 i
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Send for 'TOUR FUTURE"
md learn of th progress tha

your art ahilitv for practical results. The
Eamous Federal Home Study Method
gives you personal, individual criticism ,,!'

your work. Send 6c in stamps with the
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Prettier EYES
Reward this Care
A few drops of Murine, night and
morning, are sufficient to keep your
EYES always in a clear, bright healthy

condition. It soothes and refreshes EYES
wearied by reading, sewing or office

work—relieves the irritation caused by
exposure to sun, wind and dust.

Murine is quickly and easily applied
with its combination stopper and eye
dropper. No wasteful, unsanitary eye
cup is used. Try a bottle of this long-

trusted lotion and see what a difference

it makes. Contains no belladonna.

The Murine Company
Dept.25, Chicago
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/erywhere. Have fun
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ypSS* Ĉourses for Acting. Teaching. Directing
DRAMA, OPERA, ELOCUTION

RUSSIAN and MUSICAL
COMEDY DANCING PHOTOPLAY

SINGING and SCIENCE of putting song!
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Brief Reviews of New
Films

By Helen Sursa

tha

Memory Lane

5 picture is made for that i

which likes a sweet sto

it is highly successful.

it is rather absurd wont

ist major-

y, and as

The fact

keep you

• There is more than the story, however,
to commend it. There is an interesting cast

headed by Eleanor Boardman, Conrad
Xagel and William Haines. They are the

three young people who go to school to-

gether and grow up with both fellows lov-

ing the same girl. She marries Jimmie
(that's Conrad Xagel), but all the time she

is cherishing fond memories of Joie (and
that's William Haines).

Finally, Joie comes back from Xew York
looking and talking as if he had come
direct from the Bowery. For the first time,

Mary (for that's the name they call her)

finds herself glad that she married Jimmie
instead of Joie. Then there is another little

twist that we wont spoil by telling you
about. But you will like it.

—

First National.

The Outsider

lou Tellegen plays the title-role as Ra-
*-* gatcy, the gypsy mystic with hypnotic

powers of healing, and he is happily cast

in this picturization of a popular stage-

play. Jacqueline Logan is the dancer. Leon~
tine, whose broken hip he heals when
surgeons have failed. And never have we
seen Jacqueline so charmingly beautiful.

The story is told with splendid con-
tinuity and the scenes in the gypsy camp
are particularly picturesque. You might
expect to come away with conviction? for

or against hypnotism, mysticism and faith-

healing, but nine chances to one you wont
have any violent reactions. You're most
likely to enjoy this picture.

—

Fox.

The First Year

]V/Tatt Moore, as the too serious, too bash-
1V1

ful husband, and Kathryn Perry, as

his young bride, will amuse you in this

story of married life, adapted for the

screen by Frances Marion from the suc-

cessful stage-play. It's a pretty terrible

year they live thru, but it ends at last with

promise of happy days to follow.

There are a number of very funny in-

cidents which reach a climax at a dinner-

party which doesn't progress further than
the melon before the guests depart in a

rage and the young wife goes home to

her mother.
Frank Currier gives an interesting char-

acter performance as the kind old uncle

who brings the young people together.

Carolynne Snowden is excellent as the

maid who admits that she serves but
"washes best." But Matt Moore is the

star of the piece. It's an ideal role for

him and he makes the most of it. You are
sure to be greatly entertained by this

human- interest comedy.

—

The Palace of Pleasure

""There is this much to say in favor of
1

this production : it is good, frank melo-
drama without pretentions at any thing-
more. The love-story is built around Lola
Montez, a celebrated European dancer of
the nineteenth century. Betty Compson,
however, brings the lady down to date in

a modern story laid in Portugal.
Edmund Lowe is the fearless leader of

the Royalist party, who risked his life for

a smile from the woman he loved. He

•ertlsemenl in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is g
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plays the dashing young hero as if he were
having the time of his life. Miss Comp-
son has laid aside her demure ways along
with her blonde hair and we see her as a
siren of ingenious resourcefulness. Fran-
cis McDonald gives a splendid performance
as the captain who is plotting the capture

of the Royalist leader.

—

Fox.

The Fighting Edge
17rom the number of cars used and the

speed with which they are driven and
the miraculous stunts they perform, you
may come away from this picture with all

the thrills of an automobile race, but we
doubt it. You will probably be just a little

dazed and more than a little bored by it all.

This melodrama is based on the novel

by William McLeod Raine. It's about a

band of smugglers operating along the

Mexican border. Kenneth Harlan takes

the part of the young Irish-Spanish officer

whom the government employs to spy on
the smugglers. In the midst of great dan-
ger, he meets Phccbe Joxer, plaved by

Patsy Ruth Miller, whose father is held

prisoner by the smuggling sang. They
work together and rescue him.

—

Warner
Brothers.

Flaming Waters
California gold fields give place to Cali-^ fomia oil fields as the setting lor this

story of a mother and her devoted son.

Mary Carr is the mother and Malcolm
McGregor is the son.

In the beginning the son answers the

call of the sea, but returns to find his

mother has been swindled out of her money
by an oil promoter. Then the two of them
set out to thrash the swindler. There are

a series of adventures and a great fire

before they succeed.

—

F. B. 0.

The Gilded Butterfly

Ti you like a sermon along with your

movie, then you may find an excuse for

this picture's being. It is designed to teach
the lolly of following the crowd in the

Same of life; but it is doubtful whether
it succeeds, as it is handicapped by an un-
convincing and inconsistent story.

Alma Rubens is the "gilded butterfly"

daughter who has been brought up in lux-

ury by her father, a social parasite. When
he dies, .she tries to keep her place in the

parade and she manages to succeed by
means of money advanced to her on some
worthless notes by John Converse. He is

a friend of her father's and thinks he will

win her love by keeping her in debt to him.
Of course, he doesn't; she gives that to

a young American officer, plaved by Bert
Lytell.

Frank Keenan, as the father, is the most
interesting member of the cast, which in-

cludes also Huntly Gordon and Herbert
Rawlinson.

—

Fox.

W"

Lan

Stop, Look and Listen

it such a title and such pie;

Ha: B.

comedy ought to have
acting a crowd. There
owever, to remind one
e," and there is still less

re come to expect from

t as Luther Meeks, the model
young man of the town, in love with a
girl who is stage-struck. He finances a
musical -comedy show in order to give her
an opportunity to appear as the star, and
while the performance is on, the manager
robs the bank in which Luther works.
There is the usual pursuit after the

thief: but it is not thrilling and it is

not funnv enough to keep us from calling-

it dull.—Pathi.

wwwsn

Put Each Movie Star
In a Separate Room

.. _jd tell you hov
the additional "Points" to make you the winner of the
$1,000. This Contest closes May 15, 1926. Duplicate
Prizes will be awarded in case of a tie.

Send No Money
Just your Solution and your lull Name and complete
Address. Enter this Contest to win! Your rhanee is as
good as anybody's ! Think what yc
cash ! There is no time to lose! Q—..
you $100 Extra. Send your SolutionNOW !

Peerless Pen Corporation
6Q0-630 S.Oearborn St. Pept.109, Chicago

IPFTIS_HM B RO S. <Sc GO. F£l 'i

DIAMONDS WATCHES

>rv Tuesday nigbt

Wales
Growths) dry up and drop
Off. Write for free Booklet.

WM. DAVIS, M. P., 124-E Grove Ave., Woodbridge, N. J.

Print Your Own
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Gilda Herself Without

Receivings &U/HKW
Here Is What You Get If \

Charleston Your Blues Away Charleston Fox Trot
Brown Eyes, Why Are You Blue? Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus) ^H
Charleston Lady Charleston Fox Trot
I'm Sitting on Top of the World Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)
Do That Charleston, Dinah Charleston Fox Trot
Remember Tenor Solo
Charleston Mad Charleston Fox Trot
I Wish't I Was in Peoria Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)
Show Me the Way to Go Home Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus)
Then 111 Be Happy Fox Trot (Vocal Chorus) 1*
Sometime Waltz l^L II
The I.onesomest Cirl in Town Baritone Solo l^ki F^lDown Behind the Hill Baritone Solo I 1^1 f^M
That Certain Party Male Duct A.™ ^H
Wait Till the Sun Shines Ad
Bam Bam Bammy Shore...

Cppc Charlestonr I\i<r< Dance Instructions
Here are the very latest Broadway Hits—including' the

newest Charlestons, Fox Tints and Songs. New Im-
proved Recordings—better than any phonograph records

you ever heard before. SIXTEEN selection 8 Double-

Pace lull size 10-INCH record.—all for onlj $2.98.

These are BRAND XKW records—not damag
used! $6 Value. With each set of these wonderful rec-

ords we will include complete illustrated Charleston

Dtiryea, President o'f the American National Assn. Masters

SEND NO MONEY
, . , . . / MUSIC LOVERS. Inc

Never before has there been such a monc\ -saving bargain m / Dcpt. 504. 327 west set

latest HITS. How can it be done? L!v manufacturing in SETS / sircet
-

Nc » York cit>-

ONLY and sellinu DUMA T TO PHONOGRAPH OWN- /,'..".'
ERS. Each customer, therefore, saves the usual 50 per cent / .

Vct'u.s s'n'l\'on'Hn'"'nn!^u' ",'
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'nucd from page 117)

them. My idea of Heaven, is to have red,
purple, green and yellow all on at once,
but Gil keeps me from it. Today, for
instance, I might have worn purple shoes,

I didn't. Xow I dont like the dress
hav< but Gil says it's just /hat

should wear and so I do."

The maligned dress was grey and pale
green with tiny bands on the cuffs of

small crystal beads etched in thin gold
thread. It was a beautiful dress and it

matched Miss Gray.
"I am anxious about the picture," con-

tinued Miss Gray. "You see I have never
acted before and I have never been in

pictures before, and the combination kept
me busy. I didn't know when I was

tg the camera and when I wasn't, and
they didn't tell me what to do. They said

just to go ahead and do it the way I

wanted to. I loved it. and what I have
of it seems good to me, but you

never can be sure until an audience sees

Miss Gray would like to do a Polish
immigrant story next, if she can escape
from the South Seas. She is a sensible,

cool young woman with an exceedingly
good appetite. She ate all her own lunch,

st of Mr. Boag's, and topped ic off with
a cake tilled with whipped cream o%er
which she poured more cream, and she

weighs exactly one hundred and eighteen

pounds. She is an excellent cook, and
that is not merely pretty domestic rumor.
She lives on Long Island in a house that

is Colonial on the outside, and a genuinely-

old and lovely place it is, and Viennese on
the inside, the Early American atmos-

phere not suiting Miss Gray for day-in-

and-day-out living. And the house is a

little like Miss Gray, who has an inside

' and out as well—modern South Sea for

the public, and, for everyday use, late

President Coolidge.

The Answer Man
(Continued f

Gray in "Stagestruck." You say my pic-

ture at the top is "Sure the Berries."

Let's hope they are not canned berries.

ECU.—Well, here is your Answer in-

stead of a card. Xorma Shearer is five

feet tli roe. weighs 109. Laura LaPlante is

Eve feet two and weighs 112. while Mary
tive feet five and weighs 120.

ANNA BELL.—You say you think I

might be a cross old maid. Zip. Zooks
and Zowie ! Away with thee. Cullen

Landis did not plav in "The Making of

(VMalley."

The Box-Office Speaks

• to be developing

at the box-office. She did so well at the

Capitol in Xew York in "His S

that the picture was held over foi

week. On the two w.

.

attracted $125,000 to the Capitol

Gloria Swansea's last picture

struck." seems to be dropping

Swanson level at the box-office. Cecil De
Mille's "The Road to Yesl

but fairly.
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Society as the Movies

Present It

(Continued from page 21)

the size of those constantly revealed in

screen presentations. Not in Mrs. Cor-
nelius Vanderbilt's estate, "The Breakers"

;

or in Vincent Astor's estate, "Beech-

wood" ; or in Mrs. Ogden Goelet's estate,

"Ochre Court," nor in Professor Alex-
ander Hamilton Rice's estate, "Miramar,"
to mention but four out of forty that

might be referred to, are there any coun-
terparts of the "sets" constantly utilized

by the men who directed "society" scenes.

T xdeed, to trace the origin of studio back-
grounds for "fashionable" events, one

must concoct a combination of the Vatican
in Rome, Buckingham Palace in London
and the Taj Mahal in India, with incidental

features from the Alhambra in Spain and
the Palace of Versailles, near Paris.

Of course, in society there are wheels

within wheels, sets within sets. But at

exclusive Newport there is "the most ex-

clusive" circle, of which the mistresses of

the above-mentioned establishments are

prominent members. Mrs. Yanderbilt, Mrs.

Astor, Mrs. Goelet and Mrs. Rice, and
their many family connections and intimate

friends, form a highly respectable and

highly respected coterie. These ladies do

not bedeck themselves in any such ludi-

crous finery as is indulged in by "society"

. women in the movies, and they do not re-

ceive guests so arrayed at their luncheons,

dinners or dances.

Gloria Swanson, Nita Naldi and Mae
Murray have probably earned their popu-
larity, and such popularity is not to be

denied. For my part, I have frequently

enjoyed the performances of these esti-

mable ladies, as well as the performances
of various other film favorites who have
gained fame and fortune through their

silks and satins as much as for their smiles

and tears. But when these stars have per-

mitted themselves to be fantastically at-

tired and grotesquely directed, I have
genuinely grieved. For they have been put

at a grave disadvantage by directors and
producers. Labeled "liftli Avenue" they

have been but "Broadtvay."
Among the best-dressed women of the

Newport contingent are Mrs. Vincent
Astor, slender and blonde; Mrs. Cornelius

H. Tangcman, dark and stately; Mrs. Wil-
liams Burden, also dark and also stately,

and Mrs. Sylvanus Stokes, Jr., of Wash-
ington, who has big blue eyes and dark
bobbed hair, and who would screen excel-

lently. But, being possessed of millions of

dollars in her own right, as Margaret
Fahnestock, there is small likelihood of

her ever leaving society for the studios.

IWTks. Astor never wears any jewels dur-
ing the daytime, and at night only

wears one strand of superb pearls. I have
often observed the extreme simplicity of
her gowns, when she has been playing
tennis at the Casino or observing the bath-
ers at Bailey's Beach. Mrs. Burden,
formerly Mrs. J. Gordon Douglas, pos-
sesses a splendid collection of sapphires.

Her frocks are always in excellent taste.

Mrs. Rice was formerly Mrs. George
Widener, of Philadelphia, and is heiress
to colossal wealth. But she follows suit,

and makes no undue display. Mrs. Ogden
Goelet, mother of the Duchess of Rox-
burghe, is conservatism personified. Her
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Robert Goelet, third
wife of the son and heir, has millions at
her command, but is charmingly un-
ostentatious.

(Continued on page 122)

FOREVER/
Now every woman may have the

same beautiful wavy hair as haveNew
York's elite. R. Louis, in his famous
salon across from the Hotel Plaza,
long guarded the secret of his won-
derful system for water-waving the
hair. Now he has released this inven-

through us, to everyone who
desires the highest artistic beauty
known to the coiffeur.

&HIS is not a makeshift. It

of these"fads"
that come and go. Hundreds
upon hundreds of leading
hairdressers throughout the
country have purchased it

for use in their shops. They
know it is the greatest hair

waving invention of the cen-
tury. Yet it is so very simple
that you, in your own home,

win the same beauty for your
: that you could acquire in the
Louis Salon. The method is

remarkably quick and easy. Read
the details in full.

What Experts Say
Experts tell you not to marcel the hair.

They know the danger of heat to its deli-

So they state that the best

WAVEASY
AUTOMATIC WATER. WAVING

CLIPS

Any Style of Coiffure for

Any Kind of Hair
Here at last is your chance to have any

itiful way is the water- °f tne glorious coiffures you have dreamed
of. Whether your hair is long or short,

coarse or fine, dry or oily— these clips will

give it the splendor of a finished hair-

dresser's wave. And the wonderful part of
it is that they work automatically. No
effort or practice required.

Make This Test At Our Risk
We guarantee that Waveasy Clips will

give you the most beautiful wave you have
ever put in your hair. Not only were they
the sensation of the big hairdressers' con-
vention in New York, but they will be
equally desired by allwomen who see you.

So do this. Fill out and mail the coupon
below. When the clips arrive, try them.
Notice that they are both scientific and
simple. Observe their feather-light weight,
their automatic action and their perfect
comfort. Then, with waves set, look in

your mirror. You will now see why even
great hairdressers exclaim with delight.

Then, if you do not agree that this is

the must wonderful, safest, easiest and
best method of hair-ivaving you have ever
known, return the clips to us and your
money will be instantly refunded in full.

as well a:

wave. They also tell you that this is the

only correct way to keep your petmanent
wave in condition. And now, for the first

time, real water-waving is made practical in

the home.

Waves Set Automatically

Like the trained fingers of an expert,

Waveasy Clips automatically direct and

shape each wave. Then the waves set

quickly and firmly. You get large, loose

waves or narrow tight

is perfect. So U»

RUFFIO ET F1LS,
683 Fifth Avenue, Dept. D

New York. N. Y.

Send me at once a complet

days' trial, I am not completely

FREE
TRIAL
COUPON

I Ctiy_

It's Easy to Make Money This Way
r chance to e i do it i

i pay you a fine

ots of pocket money,
part time, as you choose. The work is pleasant and dignified,
commission and big bonus money.

We are going to pay our subscription agents $300,000.00 during the next year in

commissions and prize money for securing subscriptions to Motion' Picture Maga-
zine and Motion Picture Classic—and we want you to earn some of it, too.
This is your opportunity. The job is an easy one. You'll like it. Just write to us
and say that you are interested—and we will tell you all about our plan.

Wrire Today!
BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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NERVE STRAIN
lid Iron 1,1,. s WRECKING

NERVES
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Read "Nerve Force," n h -page
the c re of the nerves. Tl

(ler.u s. It has c

s.in.N control of ves and
ljuil. Verve For.. 1'iicc

paid. (Coin o Stamps.)

What Readers of "Nerve Force" say:
"I have gained 12 pounds since reading your book.
id I feel si) cncrni'lii . 1 lii 'I .i i .c mi uivnir up hope
f ever finding the cause of inn low weight."

book to my patients."
"Reading your book has stopped that dreadful

feeling of FEAR which paralyzed my stomach and

"Your book did more for me for indigestion than

"1 he advice given in your book on relaxation and
calming of nerves lias cleared niv brain. Before I

was half di//v all llle time!" Write to PAIL
VON BOECKMANX, studio 2-15, 111) W. -10th St..
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Yes and No
(Continued from page 87)

Such stars as Gloria Swanson, Mae
Murray, Rudolph Valentino and others re-

ceive much praise, but they can be beat

by far by many of the lesser stars.

After a few knocks comes a little praise.

Hooray for Clara Bow ; she is fast coming
to the top. Madge Bellamy is my idea of

a real honest-to-goodness star. George
Hackathorne another real star who knows
his stuff.

Glad to see that after an absence from
the screen, our favorite serial star returns,

Ruth Roland, in some five-reel Western
comedy dramas. I know they will be

good.
Charles Johnston,

3032 Jennings Avenue.
Fort Worth, Texas.

Ask Us! We Dont Know!
hy cant the producers make a North-
west picture without a dog sled, bliz-

zard or mounted policeman?

A sea picture without a mutiny or ship-

wreck ?

A Western without a gun duel, sheriff's

posse or perpetual fist fight?

A society picture without gambling, dis-

sipated scenes, night life or fluffy crooks?

A melodrama without a tornado, air-

planes, forest fires, prize-fights and vari-

ous other popinjay stunts?

An Indian picture without a ring-

around-the-posy stunt, attacked pioneers,

rescuing soldiers, or Custer's last stand?

A circus picture without escaping ani-

mals or cruel trainers ?

A South Sea Island picture without
burly villains, enticing maidens or sharks?

A genuine P-i-c-t-u-r-e without the vil-

lain acting so mean as to look ridiculous,

the hero so brave as to make us laugh
sarcastically and think what he would do
in a real (not reel ) scene under like circum-
stances, and the heroine so dumb as to

be almost married off to the villain ?

An all-star cast picture without a star?

John Poda.
285 South Broadway.

Akron, Ohio.

Society as the Movies
Present It

(Continued from page 121)

And so it goes, all along the line! Well-
bred men and women occupy handsome
homes, and maintain a dignified mode of
life. But at Newport there are no such
orgies as are repeatedly depicted in the
movies, no huge banquets ending in swim-
ming-pools.
For the sake of "copy" I have partici-

pated in various picture productions, and
have SUped as an "extra" and enacted minor
roles, The experience was amusing and
edifying, but never so much SO as when
1 have been assigned some "bit" in a

"society" scene, and have marveled at the

types selected by the casting director and
at the deportment demanded by the direct-

ing genius, the ladies and gentlemen and
their general behavior being rather sug-

gestive of some "Timothy Kerrigan Outing
Association" picnic or some "Michael Fin-

nerty Athletic Club" clambake. Which
observation casts no aspersions on Timothy
Kerrigan or Michael Finnerty. The
aspersions being reserved exclusively for

the self-appointed authorities on "who's
who and what's what" in the world pf
fashion.

The APRIL

MOVIE MONTHLY
The Magazine With the Punch!

MOVIE MONTHLY continues to

set the most rapid pace among
screen publications. It glorifies

youth—it is chock-full of spirited adven-
ture. The open spaces are brought home
to you in terms of vivid appeal. It is alive

—it is smart—it is topical—it is breezy.
Its contributors write with authority and
sparkle—bringing to its pages ideas which
are vital and to the point. The April issue

will feature a zippy line of pictures, plenty
of virile stories—and a complete assort-

ment of personality ideas about the younger
stars of the silversheet who are forging
ahead by leaps and bounds. Movie Monthly
is the first film magazine to glorify the old

West. It is the first film magazine to ex-

ploit the cowboys and younger element
among the stars.

Sweet Girl Graduates of Western
Pictures!

One of the interesting features of the

April issue will be a highly readable
article about the young actresses who have
graduated from Westerns—and who arc

accomplishing big things in screen dramas.

Horse Heroes of the Screen

ery star ot the Westerns has a horse
and he treasures him as his most price-

less possession. The April issue will fea-

ture these equine stars—that have con-
tributed so much toward the popularity of

their masters.

Special Hoot Gibson Section

The previous Mix, Jones. Carey, Canutt
sections have interested you. And now

comes Hoot Gibson in the April issue.

Personality Stories

The April issue will also feature several

human interest stories of Bobby Vernon,
Elinor Fair, Louise Fazenda—and a host

of others.

Also—

The Heroes of the Border series con-

tinues. The big serial. "The Star That
Came to Earth," reaches a climax of ab-

sorbing: interest. The Actionized photoplavs

will win your attention. And there will

be striking pictures of bathing and athletic

girls galore.

E

You Can't Do Without

MOVIE MONTHLY
Order Your April Issue Now!

VA\V\\\V\\\\\\V\VV\\\V\VV\\

1 MOTION PICTtT.r: MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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60 DaysAgo
TheyCalledMe
BALDY

Now my friends are amazed. They all ask
me how I was able to grow new hair in

such a short time.

BOB MILLER and I had both been
getting bald for years. We stuck to-

gether a lot—maybe it was for mu-
tual protection. I guess between the two
of us we tried every hair restorer known
to man—salves, crude oil, mange cure;.,

singeing, massaging. And as for ordinary
hair tonic, we poured gallons of the stuff

on our heads. But we might just as well

have used brass polish.

Then one day Bob left town—a business
trip. Weeks passed. I began to wonder
if I'd ever see him again.

One afternoon at the office I heard a
familiar voice

—
"Hello. Baldy," it said. I

whirled in my chair and glanced up much
annoyed. There stood Bob, grinning at me.

"For Pete's sake!" I exclaimed, spring-
ing up. "Where have you been keeping
yourself?"

We shook hands. "Take off your hat," I

suggested sarcastically. "Let me gaze on
that 'luxuriant hair' of yours. I haven't
seen it for weeks."

"Luxuriant hair is right," he retorted.

•"I've got the finest growth of hair you
ever saw !"

It was my turn to grin, but I didn't—

I

laughed out loud ! "Know any more
jokes?" 1 said.

Bob did not reply. Instead he stepped
back, swept off his hat and made a the-
atrical bow. I could scarcely believe my
eyes. The top of his head, once almost as
free from hair as the palm of your hand.
was covered with a brand new growth of
hair—real, honest to goodness hair ! I was
speechless.

A New Way To Grow Hair
"I've got something that's worth a mil-

lion dollars to you!" Bob shouted, banging
his tist on my desk. "It's wonderful

—

marvelous—miraculous ! I never saw any-
thing like it in my life!"

That night I went to Bob's house. The
demonstration he gave me reminded me of
the time I was initiated into our lodge. He
sat me in a chair and placed a strange
apparatus on my head and turned on the
electricity. The treatment lasted 15 min-
utes, during which time Bob talked to me.

I never saw a man more enthusiastic in
my life.

"Don't forget," he concluded, "this proves
what I say." And he ran his fingers
through his new growth of hair with a
triumphant flourish.

At the end of the treat-

ment, I rubbed the top of

my head. "Well, Bob," I

chuckled, "I don't feel any
new hair."

"Of course you don't.

Bob "came back. "But just

you wait a while."

On tlie way 1i

a booklet which Bob
given me. It dcscril.eil .

new method of growing
hair — a method discov-
ered by Alois Merke,
founder of the Merke
Institute, Fifth A'
Xew York
only treatment I had
ever heard of that got
right down to the
roots of the hair and
awakened them to

new activity.

such an interest
nig, helpful, hon

Then I recalled

matter how thin your hair 1

you to try the treatment Ml days at his risk, and
if it fails to gjrow hair then he's the loser—not
you. And you arc the sole judge of whether
his method works or not.

Coupon Brings You Full Details

the coupon now and gel the surprise of vour
life! Address Allied Merke Institute, Inc.
Dept. 564, 512 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

siastic he had been. Pob was proof. I de- _____^
cided to send for the treatment immediately.

Allied Merke Institute, Inc.

I Get the Surprise of My Life
Dept ' 564

'
512FifthAv^ New York at.

Every night I spent 15 minutes taking the P
I

Ie
.

ase scn '
1 "<•• without cost or obligation in

treatment. The first two or three davs nothing a Ham wrapper a copy of your book. 'The Nr.v
happened. But I could feel my scalp beginning U av tu M;ikt II;" r Grow.
to tingle with new life—new vigor. Then one
day when I looked in the mirror I got the thrill
of a lifetime. All over my head a fine, downy Name
fuzz was beginning to appear (State whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss)

T continued the treatments and every day this
young hair kept getting stronger and thicker.
At the end of a month you could hardly see a Address
bald spot on my bead. And after 60 days my
worries about baldness were ended. f bad
gained ar entirely new growth of healthy hair. City State A

write to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTrRE MAGAZINE. 123 f
PAfiU
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'let Us Taste Life

While We May"
"Doushka," he whispered, "Life is so short. Let

us taste it while we may I" And the princely stranger,

who had suddenly appeared out of the soft shadow
of the warm, sensuous Egyptian night, bent and
kissed her lips.

She struggled against the intoxicating emotion

—

tried vainly to resist—to push him away—but he
again gathered her into his arms and most tenderly

kissed her.

All power of movement seemed to desert her.

She only knew that she was wildly/fhappy, that
this was heaven, and she wished it would never end.

Thus Elinor Glyn sets the stage and plants the
situation very early in her startling novel "His Hour"
—one of the 10 thrillingly dramatic stories that you
may now secure at an unheard-of low price.

10 Great $2^2 Novels
by ELINOR GLYN

"98NOWYOURS-MlFor Only «
Think of it. Ten $2.00 novels—actually sold Cloth with stiffboard covers \*A

heretofore at $20.00— all for only $2.98. This is —artistically stamped in t M
the most amazing book bargain ever offered— a

bargain that has absolutely astounded the publishing

world.

Elinor Glyn's Masterpiece

But that is not all. Included in the 10 volumes
is Elinor Glyn's latest sensational success

— "This

Passion Called Love" — a powerful treatise on this

burning subject that everyone wants to read. The
regular bookstore price of this great work alone is

$2.00 a copy.

How Can We Do It?

How can we give you $20.00
worth of reading—10 fascina-

ting volumes—for the absurdly
low price is only 82.98 for all?

This wonderful offer is made
possible only by paying Elinor

Glyn a few pennies royalty—by
economically printing an enor-

mous quantity of the books at

one time and by selling in great

quantities at small profit.

These 10 Volumes are not
tiny paper booklets with soft

covers—they are handsomely
bound in genuine Royal Blue

Cloth with stiffboard cov
—artistically stamped
gold—finely printed from
FULL-SIZE PLATES on
high-grade Antique book paper. Actually better looking
books than the original S20.00 edition

!

m
M * IF YOUMHF ACT NOW

Send No Money
mail the coupon and the books will be shipped to

you ai once. When they arrive pay the postman on!
(plus a few pennies postage). It' you are not delighted with your
purchase, simply- return the books within five days, and your
S2.°8 will be promptly refunded. So don't put it off—but fill

in and mail the coupon— Now. T'.c Authors' Press, Dcpt.811,

10 VOLUMES
Here They

Are
The Price of Things

Guinevere's Lover

The Man and The Moment
His Hour
Love Itself

The Reason Why^
Red Hair

The Point of View

The Seventh Commandment
And Elinor Glyn's

Latest Book
This Passion Called Love

- • .1 mo the set of Elinor Glyr -

volumes. On .:rriv.-,l 1 win ;v.v the postman or.!; -

cents nostace. with tho underst.tr.Jins th.u 1 may return the books
within 5 davs it not satisfied, and you will refund my money.

State

mas- not be home vher. -

Every advertisement in MOTION PICTmE MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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At the Universities

Thousands of girls —
girls dark and fair, long-

haired and bobbed, graceful

and gauche—shy girls, au-

dacious girls, dreamy girls,

provocative girls— in end-

less and fascinating variety

they pour through our great

mid-Western universities.

They are at an age when
life seems a wonderful ad-

venture— and success, ad-

miration, the approval of

others more desirable than

it ever will seem again.

Latin verbs, yes; but

what girl of twenty does not

at heart believe supremely
in the importance of a love-

ly, fresh, rose-leaf com-
plexion ?

Nearly 2,000 Woodbury
users among the girl students

of three great universities we canvassed!

Woodbury's three times as popular as

any other soap among the girls replying

to us from the universities of Chicago
and Michigan! Five times as popular

at the University of Wisconsin!

Here are some of the hundreds of

comments they volunteered:

ojjmchigan Wisconsin Chicago

alone -nearly Q,000 GIRLS
use this soapfor their skin * -

c/lmong nearly 3,000 girls

at the Universities of Chicago,

Michigan and Wisconsin, Wood-
bury's is from three to five times

as popular as any other soap.

1 'relight sly' us • Woodbury'

s

with hot ind cold w ater, I never fail to

in less th an a month's tin e, such com-

as 'Who have you done your face?

smooth and lovely.

"We mad been in India for j years and on

coming to Chicago Ifound the hard water and
cold climate very hard on my skin. I think I

tried every known American brand of soap, en-

deavoring to find one that would cleanse and yet

not irritate. If 'oodbury's does just that. I think

it perfect."

"After using Woodbury's my skin has such

afresh, clean feeling, ,-fs long as I keep using

this soap I have no trouble with blemishes—
my complexion continues to be clear andfine."

"Before using If 'oodbury's mv face was

covered with blemishes and my skin was very

oily. I find these being removed by the use of

H'oodbury's. My skin is becoming soft and

smooth by the daily use of it."

A skin specialist worked out

the formula by which Wood-
bury's is made. This formula

demands greater refinement in

the manufacturing process than

is commercially possible with

ordinary toilet soap. In merely

handling a cake of Woodbury's

one notices this extreme fine-

Around each cake of Wood-
bury's Facial Soap is wrapped

a booklet containing special

cleansing treatments for over-

coming common skin defects,

such as blackheads, blemishes,

etc. The same qualities that

give Woodbury's its beneficial

effect in overcoming these com-

mon skin troubles, make it ideal

for regular use. A ;;c cake

lasts a month or six weeks.

Within a week or ten days

after beginning to use Wood-
bury's you will see an improve-

mplexion. Get your Woodbury'sment in youi

today and begin tonight the

skin needs!

Now ! the 2{gm large -size Trial Set /
The Andrew Jerof--* C
1504 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

For tk* tnclosed lOi please send me the new large-

si7e trial cake of Woodhurv's Facial Soap, the Cold
Cream. Facial Cream and Powder, and the hook-
let "A Skin You Love to Touch."

If vou live in Canada, address The Andre"
Co., Limited, no* Sherhrooke St, Perth, Out.
Agents. Quelcli ft Gambles, Ltd.. Blackfna
London, S. E. I.

Urgent
English

rs Road,

Name

City State
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PERFECTLY
NATURAL

{6)he instant'PvM-fcN

^ouge touches the s\in

it changesfrom its orig-

inal pumpkin color to

a perfeEi blush.

At good drug and de-

partment stores every-

where; or by prepaid

mail, 75 c.

Address The Owl Drug Company,
611 Mission Street, San Francisco;

6th and Broadway, Los Angeles

;

Clark and Madison Streets, Chicago

;

53West Z3rd Street, New York.

One shadefor all

complexions

15?
zvith mirror
andpuif

Pum-Kin Double Compact

$1.50

Pum-Kin Lipstick

z.oc

A Natitnal Itutitutun Operating Storei^^w 14 Otic 1 !
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ARN CLASSIC OAWCING

AT HOME UNDER MARINOFF

Jr

Aesthetic and Interpretive Dances which come true by writing t<

are all included in this delightful course. The noff today. The coup*

nominal tuition—so moderate that anyone bring you full details v\

can easily afford it—is paid a little each month. obli 2

This is a wonderful opportunity for you

—

for every girl who longs to master the fasci-

nating and popular art of the dance. Whether
you wish to dance for the charm, the health

and grace that dancing gives—as a social ac-

complishment—or for a fascinating and profit-

able stage career—you can make your dreams

,J'K- t
TO girls in the hi

give the time

costly studio lesson:

where authontativ

rswho
the money for

-to mrls who live

dancing instruc-

tion is not available—to mothers ambi-

tious to give their children the grace

and strength and social advantages of

classic dancing—the Sergei Marinoff

Home Study method has proved to be
a godsend.

Ten thousand pupils from New York
to California are now realizing their

fondest dreams. They are building

graceful, supple, healthy bodies as they

learn correct dancing technique, with
the Toe Dances, Character Dances,

SendThis Coupon

Sergei Marinoff School of Classic Dancing
1924 Sunnyside Ave., Studio 12-65, Chicago, 111.

If
hfcago

Studio Outfit FREE
Marinoff pupils receive without charge

a dainty practice costume, professional

slippers, dancing bar and the complete

set of phonograph records which pro-

vide music for exercise and practice,

with the voice of Marinoff prompting,

coaching and instructing, just as the bal-

let master leads his classes in the studio.

I Sergei SVlan

> advertisers please l MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Colli Work and ZNo^lai^
doesn't suit fhe

World ^odaij
Paramount provides

more and better en-

tertainment for the

people of today than

any human beings

ever saw before.

Let your own theatre

show you Paramount Pic-

tures and keep your dates When you know what Paramount has
with the good time houses. Tr 1 1 . -r» , iYou seek what Paramount shows

Anyone who enjoys great motion pictures and checks up where they
come from, keeps a sharp eye on Paramount's production program.

Seeing great entertainment is merely a question of knowing what is

being released and "when will it reach my theatre?" Here are six current
Paramount Pictures you will enjoy to the last fade-out:

Harold Lloyd in

"For Heaven's Sake"

Directed by Sam Taylor

is the prize surprise package of the
i, laughter, laughter all the way! Go

o the theatre as gloomy as a mummy and
stay that way if you can! This star's pic-
tures are produced by the Harold Lloyd
Corporation and released by Paramount.

H

Behind The Front"
MARY BRIAN

WALLACE BEERY RAYMOND HATTON

An Edward Sutherland Production
from a story by Hugh Wiley.

Here is the comic side of Army life

in wartime picturized in a way that is

making all America hold its sides.

Somehow these two scapegrace
doughboys win the audiences more
than regular heroes, and the way they

make love and war is the last word
in irresponsible sincerity.

Produced by
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Adolph Zukor, Pres., New York City

Zarxe Grey's

"The Vanishing

American"

mi
with RICHARD DIX, Loi:
Wilson, Noah Beery anc
Malcolm McGregor. Directed by George B.
Seitz. Zane Grey's epic of the Indian ranks
with The Covered Wagon in fateful power
and excitement. Don't miss the mighty
duel of Copperskin and White Man!

"The Qrand Duchess

and the Waiter"

A Malcolm St. Clair

Production

with Adolphe Menjou and Florence Vidor.
From the play by Alfred Savoir. An aris-
tocratic love-comedy set in the midst of the
brilliant carnival of Paris night life. Here's
a trip to Paris that gives you more of the
gay city than many a traveller gets.

"The Song and
Dance Man"

with Tom Moore, Bessie Love and Harrison
Ford. From George M. Cohan's famouc
comedy success. Real romance lives and
throbs within the make-believe of stage life,

human beings loving and fighting and
hoping behind the grease-paint.

"DANCING MOTHERS"
A Herbert Brenon Production. Starring
Conway Tearle. Alice Joyce and Clara Bow.
This is the Paramount picturization of

the famous stage play
by Edgar Selw;

dances her way to freedom and love. Mere
material prosperity divorced from happy,

i comradeship v
'"

* n a the famous stage plav I 3 real woman, and I - 3
WKMrm '-' E - Sjuyn and gy^3 " Dancing Mothers

"

IPNKg
gf^lf Edmund Goulding |L_jg shows you Why in |#Jgi
Bfl^^B which set all New IP T ill show worthy of Para- I»<* *5

1§
fH ~M York talking about the f|^ S mounts greatest tra- f^—Jl
pj\-ff neglected wife who ^lgj| ditions. p^|

^Paramount {Pictur&s

AGE.

'aramount Picture its the best she
Every advertisement in MOTION riOTCRE MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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What's Wrong With the Movies?

An Editorial byEVERY year or two some
magazine or producer asks

I

this question in big type

and offers a pot of gold for

the best answers. There are lots

of things the matter with the

Movies, always have been ; always

will be; but despite it all they have

gone on improving until now they are

an established and permanent institu-

tion for all the world and for all time.

Still an infant, the infant improves

each year, and while its growth is

slow, it keeps on growing. The spoken

drama has been growing for twenty
centuries, the movies were only born

about a quarter of a century ago!

And what is the stage today? Where
is its Shakespeare? Who is its Booth,

its Irving, its Bernhardt? Has it a

single name that is known beyond
theatrical circles? Whereas, the

movies have hundreds of names that

are household words the world over.

Can you name a single great stage-

play of the past year? Yet you can

name a dozen great pictures. And
the motion picture is just out of its

swaddling-clothes

!

LIere are a few things that I think are wrong with the
* * movies

:

1. They have no alliance with the literary world; too

few master minds with a picture sense : hence, poverty of

new ideas and fresh stories.

2. Final cutting and editing system woefully weak,

Too many bad pictures are prematurely released which

might have been perfected had they been finally edited

by a competent jury of disinterested critics.

3. The star system has been overdone. Poor pictures

are exploited on the strength of names of alleged stars

who are not deserving the name of stars.

4. Inefficient business methods in the studios, which

creates not only poor pictures but

tremendous waste. Result : the

players and the directors get more
than their share of the profits,

thus frightening away capital and
weakening the industry.

5. Unfair competition and cut-

throat methods among producers. A
total absence of the spirit of co-opera-

tion and of brotherhood in a common
cause. Short-sighted selfishness.

6. The ownership of many theaters

by producers, thus stifling competi-

tion. Result : a lower grade of pic-

tures.

7. Lack of proper organization

among producers, which permits the

whole industry to suffer for the mis-

deeds or misjudgment of one or more.

8. Immorality, both on the screen

and behind it. Failure to realize the

far-reaching harm to the industry that

comes of laxness of discipline in the

studios, of suggestive titles of pic-

tures and in pictures, and the tendency

to overestimate the box-office value of

indecent and unclean stories and titles.

9. Overvaluation of stage-plays and
novels. Just because one or two persons thought a story

good enough to play on Broadway or to appear in book
form does not make it good picture material or worth
$50,000. Result : enormous waste, inadequate stories, bad
pictures.

10. Want of concerted effort to add about ten million

to the present fifteen million picture patrons. The only

question the producer now asks is, "Will this picture sell

—will it draw?" instead of "How can our industry be
made to appeal to those who never attend pictures?"

11. Too much prolog and vaudeville in picture theaters.

Artistic presentation is one thing, but a program of one-
half extraneous vaudeville acts and one-half pictures is

another. Vaudeville and pictures should be divorced.

{Continued on page 121)
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HIGH LIFE IN HOLLYWOOD Bv Eugene V. Brewster
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Sessue Hayakuwu turner In Hmadway in a play

DONT CALL HER A LADY! By Selma Robinson
Aileen Pringle tells why she objects to be called a "society girl"

"Would i marry an actor?"
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METROPOLITAN PICTURES
Presented by John C. Flinn

feiscilla

Another Priscilla

Dean feature

coming is

"Forbidden
Waters"

By

Percy Heath

I OBODY deserves popularity better than

Priscilla Dean, whose pictures are the delight

of more than a million devoted fans. Her
sparkle and gay charm, her daring escapades,

her altogether bewitching way of slipping in

and out of danger, have endeared her to au-

diences everywhere.

And now this fascinating star is making
for you three wonderful pictures—crowded
with fresh comedy, breezy situations and
hair-raising thrills. Watch for them

!

Another Priscilla

Dean feature

coming is

"The Dice
Woman"

By

Percy Heath

"THE DANGER GIRL"
with JOHN BOWERS

adapted by Finis Fox from "The Bride" by George Middleton and Stuart Olivier

Directed by EDWARD DILLON
Here is a spectacular drama worthy of the ex-

traordinary talents of Priscilla Dean. A daring
jewelry robbery leads to a desperate situation in

which suspicion falls on everyone. Rapid-fire

action, quick laughs and tender romance follow

one another as Miss Dean winds in and out the
tangled thread of the story and proves herself

more captivating than ever.

A delightful film which nobody can afford

to miss!

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
MUNROE. Pm.dtm RAYMOND PAW LEY.V,. t.P,.,Kicn 1 „dT,c »u,cr JOHN C. FllNN. ViccP.^. ,nd C„*„l M..W
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The Bulletin Board
Last Minute News About the Players, Pictures, and Studios

CONSTANCE TALMADGE slipped something

over on everybody when she was married quietly

to Captain Alastair Mackintosh at the home of

Jean St. Cyr at Mateo, California. For Constance

has been reported engaged many times, but Captain

Mackintosh never was mentioned as the hero of the ro-

mance. There was Buster Collier, for instance, and Irving

Thalberg. But the British army officer sneaked in

quietly and won the most-sought-after girl in Hollywood.

Norma and Natalie were at the wedding, but there were
few guests outside the family. Captain Mackintosh is

said to have an excellent social position in England and
something tells us that Constance has made a good mar-
riage. She intends to keep on with her screen work until

the expiration of her contract. After that, we wouldn't

be surprised if she retired and settled down in London
as a good English wife.

Iya'de Putti, the latest imported vamp, has been as-
Ll signed a leading role in D. W. Griffith's production,

"The Sorrows of Satan." Ricardo Cortez may play the

leading male role with Carol Dempster as the heroine.

Griffith may go to California to make the picture.

"CTree Souls," a new novel by Adela Rogers St. John,
* will be filmed by Metro-Goldwyn. It is probable that

Norma Shearer will play the leading role.

And speaking of Metro-Goldwyn, that company has
** gained one of the best directors in the business.

John S. Robertson has signed a nice, big contract and has

gone to California to work at the Culver City Studio.

way playwrights, have been engaged to write stories for

Metro-Goldwyn.

Darbara La Marr's son has been adopted by Zasu^ Pitts and Tom Gallery as a little playmate for their

own daughter.

/"reta Nissen and Famous Players-Lasky have agreed
^^ to disagree. The contract was called off by mutual
consent and Miss Nissen is now considering a number
of most tempting offers from other companies.

1\4ae Murray has called off her arrangement with the
•*•*• UFA company and after considering some other

contracts, has decided to return to the old homestead at

the Metro-Goldwyn studio. Her former husband, who
will marry Gertrude Olmstead, is also under contract with

that company, so Mae and Robert Leonard may again be

associated together in a business way.

qdolph Valentino will appear in "The Son of the

Sheik," with the luscious Vilma Banky as his lead-

woman.

R

/"*loria Swansox is allowing her hair to grow long
^-* and she will further revolutionize the fashions by
wearing long skirts in her new production. Gloria be-

lieves that the public is growing tired of knees, no matter

how attractive, and she is going in for long skirts, both

on and off the screen.

'VY/'uex Richard Barthelmess went to Hollywood to film
** "Ransom's Folly." lie departed in solitary grandeur.

/"•ecil B. De Mille and Jetta Goudal have patched up But shortly after his arrival. Barbara Bennett, sister of^ their little misunderstanding. De Mille evidently can Constance, and daughter of Richard Dennett, arrived on
keep peace with the tern- the scene. And so. of

peramental Jetta and has

agreed to star her in four

pictures.

IV/Iary Pickford and
iVA Douglas Fairbanks are

in New York for the open-

ing of Doug's new picture,

"The Black Pirate."
Marion Davies, who has

completed "Beverly of

Graustark," is another
visitor.

Alyce Mills will be
** leading woman for
Richard Dix in his new
comedy. Gertrude Olm-
stead has been engaged to

play opposite Milton Sills.

Harold Lloyd may make
his new picture in New
York. Rex Ingram's new
production is "The Magi-
cian," adapted from a story

by Somerset Maugham.
John V. VV. Weaver and

f\john Colton, two Broad-

Coming in June

"Brickbats for Ramon," by Harry Carr, is

a new sort of story about Novarro. All the

adjectives in the world have been scattered

upon the head of the hero of "Ben-Hur" and
so Mr. Carr takes this occasion to remind us

that Ramon is not quite perfect. But his

criticism, for all its keenness, is really the

highest sort of praise for Ramon.

"When Norma Shearer Was an Extra
Girl/' by Dunham Thorp, tells you about
the days when Norma tramped from studio

to studio, her photographs under her arm,

looking for work. Once Norma trudged for

six months without finding a job. Here is

a seldom-told story of a tight for recognition.

"The Real Pioneers," by Frederick James
Smith, is a story of the stars and directors

who have made film history by establishing

new standards and new precedents. You
wont want to miss this article.

scene.

course, the rumors have
started.

/"Vcil B. De Mille came^ to Xew York for a

short visit, but his vaca-

tion was spoiled by a bad
cold which kept Mr. De
Mille confined to his hotel

suite during most of his

stay.

AND now it is said that

Gloria Swanson will

not film "The Miracle.'"

The reason? Well, for

one thing, the asking price

for the rights of the spec-

t a c 1 e are quoted at

$200,000.

Cleanor Boardmax will
Ll probably be leading

woman for John Gill

"Bardelys the Magnifi-

cent." King Yidor has al-

ready started work on the

production.

AGS.



Advertising Section

Pictures that pay
Your mind registers hundreds of pictures every

day. Faces on the street, people in a doorway, a

tray of watches in a window, ribbon on a hat. In-

teresting or amusing, maybe . . . but of what actual

value are most of them to you?

Yet a vast number of pictures that can affect

your daily living are waiting for your glance.

Advertisements show you better things to ride in,

eat, wear, enjoy—honestly pictured for you. Pic-

tures that pay! Such pictures make you familiar

with the newest, most improved things you can buy.

The soap, hosiery, fountain pen that can mean most

to you.- Familiar with their color, way they are

wrapped, name on the package. You can recog-

nize them at once, link them at once with their

advertised facts, know all about them before you

buy. You dont have to test them. They have

been tested for you. The watch widely advertised

ticks in thousands of pockets. The skillet on the

printed page is used on a thousand stoves. Pic-

tures in advertisements are pictures of good things

enjoyed in countless homes.

«
Look at advertisements and their pictures

They let you choose the best

iou MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 9 I

PAflJ



^MOTION PICTURjj" Advertising Section

lee handled andjijty-two

uStau atc^MollywoocL

say theyfind this soap splendid- wonderfulfor their skin
'

<#Zollywood— a city of" fairy tales! care of their skin, and why they prefer it. "Splendid after rerno.:

Here some little working-girl suddenly Three hundred and titty-two— nearly "My skin chapped easilv—so I
finds herself a princess—wearing sables three-fourths— answered, "Woodbury's odbury's and have had no
and diamonds— dining off gold plate. Facial Soap!" trouble since."

Here a penniless vagabond becomes, "Until i used Woodbury's / could A SKIX SPECIAUST worked out the for-
almost overnight, the owner ot a palace not use any soap on myface, but this leaves mula by which Woodbury's is made.
and a fortune. my skin as soft as a baby s.

'

This formuia not on!y calls |or the purest

Two pass-words open all the doors at "Woodbury's makes the skin so soft ingredients; it also demands gr^ -

Hollywood— youth and beauty. ami smooth!" rinement in the manufacturi-_

Radiant youthful beuitv — no e\i .1 \t t c- t~ • 1 o .
tnan 's commercially possible withivaaianr., youtnrui Deautj no- Wow— the New, Large-Size Trial Set „ r i;„ ,„. -w M ,

" *

where else has it ever been at such .1

v 6 ordinary toiler -

premium—won such huge material / \ A 25-ceat cake of Woodbur
rewards. Gathered together in this

I The \n.ir.w .K, Sc^ c-

.

I month or six weeks. Around each cake

one spot one sees more young lovely \ """"
'

' " '
'""'"T'' T° , / '

S "'"PP^1 the book,et of' tamous treat*

fo^c rUin ,„,™,i,.„ ;„ lu . ,.\ 1 j /\ r '

/\ - - -" nnwn skin
faces man am where in tlie world. / 1 trial 1.1U »t w.vJKm •. t-.u-i.il >.mi>. tin-c..u cr.-.in. / \

r f f
/ f>, .wder. and the booklet "A Skim I \ OeS

,,,, lo/
1 ,. ..1 /-i> \cA Within a w<

How do the st-irs -if Ho vwooH eak*> I \ In Canada, address Thi tadre* ergens Co., Limited, A=>|now qo me stars at Hollywood take 1 l 130SSherbro«ie Street, Perth, Ont.
[ /

- % ou w,]| see an
care of their skin? How do they keep \l \ \J improvement-- a. G«
it smooth, soft, exquisite? / V

We asked 480 stars at Hollywood /
*"" ' \ tk

Iv

what toilet soap they select for the 1
''''''

'"'""'

I

^ 10 Every advertisement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE Is gnuurteed.
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BLANCHE SWEET
The camera loves blonde*—and so does the public. And, aa
Anita Loot tells you, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes. Blanche's
tresses are genuine 22-carat gold. You'll see her in "The Far Cry"



CONRAD NAGEL
An excellent citizen of Hollywood, an agreeable actor and a nice
young man. Mr. Nagel's career on the screen has moved at an
even tempo. He plays opposite Claire Windsor in "Money Talks"

i



Melbourne Spurrf
LOUISE FAZENDA Note the hat a

Hollywood is so
with Will

d the tailored attire. Who would guess that
ar from Paris? Next season Louise may co-star
rd Louis in a series of domestic comedies



ANN PENNINGTON
A few roles in the movies, and Ann Pennington quit musical
comedy flat. All of which is a tragedy for the Tired Business

Man. but another boost for California



CLIVE BROOK Not John Barrymore. Mr. Brook has finished a picture called
Why Girl. Go Back Home." But surely the good-looking

English actor is not playing the title-role I



LILLIAN RICH
Featuring a sure sign of beauty—a cleft in the chin. It signifies

both determination and temperament. And it has been a lucky
mark for Lillian



ERNEST TORRENCE
A thoroly despicable person, especially when he hides behind
black, bushy whiskers. With all his mean ways, he's more

popular than most heroes



This is the

game story

of Charles

Ray who
lost a for-

tune but

found hap-

piness

The house that Charlie built. '"SK

extra extravagant, but we liked ni

bought them"

weren't exactly
i things and we

Charles Ray in the garden back o

fornia the trees are as good i nge-juice stands

^NYBODY can make money," observed
Charles Ray across the table in the bor-

rowed office at the Metro-Goldwyn
Studio, "but money has nothing to do

with happiness. I am happier now than I have
ever been—and I have nothing."

Charles Ray has made and lost a million, so
his words carry weight.

"I do not want another million. Nothing
could compensate for the responsibility and worry
of it. What I want is a mind at peace and a

chance to do something worth while.

"Popularity isn't happiness. I ought to know,
for I was popular. I hated it—newsboys chasing
me up the street, yelling my name, women cutting
the buttons off my coat, satisfying some strange
urge by pawing me. Why?

"YJ^ e had a country store here once, run for a
** big charity. I was in make-up. sitting on a

counter—girls of the screen were selling things.

In my character, I was sucking a lollypop.

Nearly every woman there tried to buy that lolly-

pop. Can you explain that?

"I like the sort of tribute that comes when
people sincerely and impulsively applaud my
work. That warms my heart.

"As for money—I could have stayed with Ince

and made twelve pictures a year, drawing a fat

salary until the public wearied of my pictures

and me. Perhaps it is partly vanity, but I want
to do something that isn't done for what I can
get out of it, to give people something that will

make them happier.

"There are true things and things that dont
matter. Money doesn't matter. Happiness does."

Deing able to say "we" so gaily and tenderly
*-* of Mrs. Ray and himself is another tiring

matters, for that gallant helpmeet has CO*
that losing the million is the most -



The Star

Who Lost

Milliion
By Alice Tildesley

thing that could have happened to

them. It has drawn them closer than

the golden chains of wealth could do
and shown them the beauty of loyalty

and the bittersweet of suffering en-

dured together.

"We've lost our house, but not

our home. That's intangible. Mrs.
Ray is studying dramatic art and has

appeared in several plays. She thinks it a good idea to learn

to support herself and she's having a good time doing it.

"I'm credited with being the first actor to do mental acting

—the first not to mug or gesture, but simply to think.

Whether I was the first or not, it's my style and I hope to do
something big with it.

"I believe I could do Hamlet and think the soliloquy.

Maybe I'm wrong!" He looked up with his disarming smile.

"I'd like to try it and see. Maybe I'm egotistical, but I dont
care. An actor must be an egotist or he cant get anywhere.
Perhaps, as you say, it's just confidence."

""This new Charles Ray is tall and well set up; he carries
* his head high ; his brown eyes

have a depth and gravity unnoticed be-

fore, but he is still essentially and
delightfully boyish.

"I dont think people are interested

in how a fellow lost his money," he
replied to a question. "Whatever he
says sounds like an alibi. If he admits
mistakes, they think him a fool. If

he blames others, they say : 'He's a

sorehead.'

"Outsiders dont know how much it

costs to make a picture. I had to buy
a studio, get an organization together,

build sets, get wardrobes, rent furni-

ture and properties, hire actors and
buy stories. It took us about ten

weeks to make one picture, and a hun-
dred thousand dollars would be tied

up in an average production. 'The
Girl I Loved' ran to about three hun-
dred thousand.

"Unless you have theaters in which
to release your product, you cant get
your money back. The big companies
have their chains of theaters thruout
the country. You cant get in unless
you take their terms, which wont pay
""-the money invested in your pro-

"
1
- Well, your picture wont do

^->d if you cant show it, so

"t on page 108)

f the interior of the
:h - discussed Ray

Much of Ray's
money went to buy its

luxurious furnishings.
Ray says that he and
Mrs. Ray enjoyed ex-
perimenting in interior
decoration. And so

icy went. But,
thru all their reverses,
the young couple held
faithful to their ro-

mance

21 h
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For the very young bride,

this cap arrangement of

the veil is charming. It

caught with orange-
' ssoms and falls in

cape effect on the
ihoulders. Posed by

Mary Brian

left of page:
Gertrude Olmstead

gown of white
taffeta with panels em-
roidered in rhinestones.

eil is arranged in

style and has a

IF I WERE
Here are all styles of wedding
gowns, new and old-fashioned,

simple and elaborate, from
which the June bride may

make her choice

Kornman
Jobyna Ralsto:

pearl-embroidei

[\ sleeves and

[AO£

m ^2^5

fejfpv
^S3B

J^J ii
tESw ' 1

vl
~*mm** V ,*^T>

k^
chiffon,

— without
> straight lines

Madge Bellam
with a b

i taffeta gown
skirt scalloped in



Janet Gaynor wears a tulle

veil that is caught on
bandeau of orange-blos-
soms. This is a

pecially attrac
fashion for the b:

whose hair is u
bobbed

To right of page
Kathleen Key in a
formal gown of silve:

cloth, embroidered
pearls, made sleeveli

and with a long train.

The train is edged in ve

A BRIDE

Richee Freulich
Arlette Marchal in an adaptation Marian Nixon in white embroid-
of a French court gown of Georg- ered taffeta, made short and full

ette and spangle* and with a slight train

Ruth Harriet Louise

Carmel Myers i

sleeves and a
velvet with long
ame of tulle at

23 Y
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The Stars

Step Out
Marion Davies gives a cos-

tume ball in honor of her

niece, Miss Pepi Lederer

To the left is John Gilbert, dressed up like

"Red" Grange but looking like Harpo Marx.
The hero-worshiping ladies are Renee Adoree

and Anna Q. Nilsson

Above is Marion Davies, the most successful hostess in

Hollywood. The adorable peasant girl is, of course. Marv
Pickford. To the left is Charles Chaplin looking like

Napoleon at St. Helena or Ellis Island. The lady with
'Charles is the Countess Bibesco

itcrnattonal Newsreel



High Life in Hollywood
By Eugene V. Brewster

Mr. Brewster attends a costume ball given by Marion Davies, and
he writes his impressions of an evening with the film stars

YES, Hollywood has its

Four Hundred, just as

New York has. By
"Four Hundred" we

mean, of course, the "upper
set"—the people on top—the

leaders of society. Holly-

wood has its cliques, circles,

exclusive sets, etc., just as

every city has, and it has its

favorites, its leaders, its

ostracized, its cant-get-ins,

and its lesser circles which
claim to be just as good as the

others.

When Marion Davies gives

an affair, it is supposed to be

rather exclusive. Everybody
who is invited goes, and
everybody who is not invited

wants to go. In other words,
Marion moves in the best

society. She does not belong to the Snubocracy, how-
ever, because Marion was once poor herself and she

knows how it feels to be on the outside, simply because
you haven't a Rolls-Royce.

Recently Marion gave a Costume Ball at the magnifi-^i

cent Ambassador Hotel and everybody in filmdom of am
consequence was there. Will Hays was there, but he wa

too dignified to don a costume. I, personally, am not d :

nified, so I wore a black velvet gown ornamented w
gold dragons and things, representing the Emperoreaks,
Japan.

Charlie Chaplin came in, looking and acting like Niores'
leon, Bebe Daniels all in silver represented Joan of >c lias

Elinor Glyn was a Spanish duenna, Mary Pickford vnt her

simple Scotch peasant, Douglas Fairbanks a soi

Don Q., Eleanor Boardman some Russian characte-

I could not place, and Lillian Gish some sort of nuie first

so on and so forth. beauty
in ago.

""Fhey started coming in at nine-thirty and theylay the

coming till midnight—some only to pay their resctures.

to the charming hostess and then go home to prepany that

a hard day's work on the morrow. It was not my pumntry.
to mention all, nor to ^describe the hundreds of costun. I

but merely to show bur readers just what happen," re-

Hollywood's Exclusive Film Events. h my
The ballroom is immense and it was gorgeously de.

ated. The music was not the usual jazz that we heaiream
much in the East—mostly noise and a confusion of rags,

earthly sounds on queer instruments—it was real mue all

ioft, harmonious and pleasant. Above in the eaves wwho
a dozen groups of hundreds of vari-colored balloonsre it

each about a foot in diameter, which at intervals wt the
dropped among the dancers who promptly stepped cted

them, each causing a loud report like a revolver, and tlset

place sounded like "The Big Parade."

Mr, Brewster Visits

Hollywood

Eugene V. Brewster, editor-in-chief

of the Brewster Publications, has

made his first trip to Hollywood.

Naturally he was more than delighted

with the beauty, charm and hos-

pitality of the Film Capital. On
Page 50, of this issue, you will find

some more of Mr. Brewster's impres-

sions of Hollywood that will interest,

you. "ooth

T ater on a dozen troughs
*—

' began to unwind hundreds

of streams of curly paper of

various hues which wound
around the dancers and lit-

tered the floor. I dont know
how many miles of this paper

there was, but I do know that

in ten minutes it was so thick

on the floors that some of the

dancing couples were com-
pletely covered with it, many
falling down and getting so

tangled up that you couldn't

see anything but paper.

And then soon dancing was
almost impossible, and every-

body was tired out from

weeding and from dancing

I might he working in a hinfirrying around miles

.r. Fawcett, pulling down the blatPaPer streamers.

«vas wearing for the •'wedding" of his'sP^y was ex~

h "True as Steel." -arried away
For a score of years lie forged ahead, plarder was

road and in big towns. In 1915, while starring ,.

show. Sdig, the motion picture producer, wrote ancl
icle"

:enth that Dole
ct. No, she's : superstitious

"Mother look us off the screen when 1 was about ten

and put us in school. I'm glad she did because we made
such nice friends and lived regular little-girl lives. But
school bored me, dreadfully. Finally they took me out

and let me be tutored instead.

"LJelene left school in
* * cided we'd like to tr

1924, and we both de-

stage. A friend of the

family suggested that we go with George White's "Scan-
dals," and we were both crazy to try it, but Mother
wasn't willing. One day, 1 got her into George White's
office and he persuaded her to let us rehearse.

" 'Dolores is so lazy she wont last a week!' some one
told Mother. It was summer vacation and she may have
had a hope that by autumn we'd be willing to go back to

school.

"We'd been rehearsing a week before my father knew
a thing about it. We were so stiff 'and sore we
couldn't sleep and our poor feet were blistered from
dancing for hours and hours, but we wouldn't give up.

We opened with the show and when it went to Chi-
cago, we went with it, Mother, of course, coming right

along."

Dolores' beautiful smile flashed. . . . She is as
fragilely lovely off the screen as on, and perhaps more
vivid, since her bright gold hair goes dark on the silver

sheet.

(Continued on page 102) f
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The Story of Dolores is a Real Romance of the Movies

When Dolores was six years old, she used

Abo to play the boy Maurice Costello in early

Holl sequences of her popular father's films

Pick

Nar



TheBestBet

In

Hollywood

To John Barrymore goes the

credit of discovering the great

possibilities of Dolores Costello

DOLORES COSTELLO awoke one

morning to find all the complimen-
tary adjectives in Noah Webster's

dictionary collected about her name.

"The Sea Beast" and "The Mannequin"
had opened on Broadway and reviewers were

hurrying pell-mell to join what one of them
called the "Dolores Costello cheering sec-

tion."

"It was a big thrill to read the notices,"

Dolores admitted to me, as we took our seats

in Hollywood's Montmartre, her great gray-

greeny eyes still dazzled, "but it scares me,

too. I feel as tho someone had said: 'Here
is a mark. Dont dare fall behind it!'

"And oh, it seems to me that so much of

this business is luck! You get good stories

and good directors and you're made. You
get what they call 'hreaks.' But if you dont get breaks,

what happens?
"Helene hasn't had a break yet." (Helene is Dolores'

younger sister.) "She's so sweet and so clever—she has

a wonderful brain—all she needs is a chance. I want her

to have it terribly
!"

PVolores and Helene are the daughters of the first

*-^ screen idol, Maurice Costello, whose manly beauty
thrilled the hearts of feminine adorers a generation ago.

It was Dolores who, at the age of six, used to play the

hoy Maurice in early sequences of her father's pictures.

Both she and Helene were in the Yitagraph Company that

went around the world making pictures in every country.

"Helene got the breaks when we were children. I

dont think I was particularly interested in pictures." re-

membered Dolores, "I'd so much rather play with my
dolls or climb trees.

"The very first part I ever had is like a vivid dream
to me. I was four years old and was dressed in rags.

Other ragged children were on the set and we were all

supposed to be the children of a French peasant who
had stolen bread for us. He brought it in and we tore it

from him and began to eat ravenously. Then in came the

police—men in uniform with tall fur hats—and arrested

our father and terrified me so that I ran off the set

screaming.

"Not a very promising beginning, was it?

sign

"Mother took us off the screen when 1 was about ten

and put us in school. I'm glad she did because we made
such nice friends and lived regular little-girl lives. But
school bored me. dreadfully. Finally they took me out

and let me be tutored instead.

"LIelene left school in June. 1924, and we both de-
*^ cided we'd like to try the stage. A friend of the

family suggested that we go with George White's "Scan-
dals." and we were both crazy to try it, but Mother
wasn't willing. One day, I got her into George White's

office and he persuaded her to let us rehearse.

"'Dolores is so lazy she wont last a week!' some one
told Mother. It was summer vacation and she may have

had a hope that by autumn we'd be willing to go back to

school.

"We'd been rehearsing a week before my father knew
a thing about it. We were so stiff and sore we
couldn't sleep and our poor feet were blistered from
dancing for hours and hours, but we wouldn't give up.

We opened with the show and when it went to Chi-

cago, we went with it, Mother, of course, coming right

along."

Dolores' beautiful smile flashed. . . . She is as

fragilelv lovely off the screen as on, and perhaps more
vivid, since her bright gold hair goes dark on the silver

sheet.

( Continued on page 102) f»
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Good Streaks of Bad Luck
Opportunity, disguised as a villain, forced some of our

best actors and directors into the movies against their will

"There is a tide in the affairs of men
Which, taken at the flood, leads on

fortune." —Shakespeare.
By MlCNON RlTTENHOUSE

D
Elmer Clifton, the director, was
an actor and assistant director to

D. W. Griffith in the days when
O you believe the above quotation? Many of the Mr. Griffith was connected with Fine Arts. For two
stars and directors do. Unlike our modgrn^sejf- years he had literally camped on Mr. Griffith's trail trying

made business men, they are willing to attribute to convince him that he could direct pictures. Almost

every day he asked Mr. Griffith if he could direct, and
Griffith told him that he could not.

at least some degree of their present state of

affluence to metaphorical tides which have occurred in

their lives.

In the case of Milton Sills and some of the other-, il

took several waves of the tide to do the trick. The first

one came when, as a professor in an Illinois university,

he was walking peacefully thru the corridor of the

school building and a handbill was tossed his way. Little

did he realize as he casually read the announcement stating

that a well-known actor would talk to the students and
professors that Saturday afternoon, that the classrooms

would, in a few days' time, see his face no more. For,

having nothing better to do, Sills attended the fatal lecture,

and was there offered a chance to go on the stage.

But while playing in the "Law of the Land," by George
Broadhurst, his big chance in pictures came, and in

a most- unlooked-for manner. Y\"illiam A. Brady called

him up one day and asked him if he'd consider entering

motion pictures. "If there's money in it. I will." answered
Mr. Sills skeptically, and he had reason to be skeptic.

For about six months before 1

breach of contract in open
thousand dollars damages.

Brady.
at Fort

"All right," replied M
•** Maurice Tournetu

Sills thought that there must he a

went around to the studio., and to h

not only given work, but at double
been receiving on the stage. Since

say, William Brady and Milton S
\of friends.

7 28
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'Go around and sec

lee." Altho Mr.
itch somewheres, lie

intense surprise was
v that he had
e. needless to

been the best

the sal

that ti

almost every day Mr.
But cae day he was called over, and a megaphone handed

him with the instructions to "go ahead and direct." And
Mr. Clifton did direct. A single scene—in "Intolerance."

a double exposure showing a girl's hand playing a harp

and a fat slave sitting on the floor asleep.

But not yet had the real turning point come. Xo more
scenes came his way that year. And so again the young
man camped on the trail of Mr. Griffith. It was now
nearing the time when Mr. Griffith's contract with Fine

Arts would expire—there were only two more pictures to

be made. And the ambitious aspirant saw his fond hopes

rapidly dwindling.

When Mr. Griffith went to New York without giving

him the chance to direct, which he felt that he deserved, he

went as a final resort to Frank Woods, in charge of the

production end of pictures for Fine Arts, and pleaded his

cause. He must have pleaded well, for Woods told him

he would send a special delivery to Mr. Griffith in Xew
York informing him that Clifton would direct :'

picture, entitled "Her Official Fathers." with P
Gish in the leading role.

After Mr. Clifton had left the office. Woods thought

better of the promise, and sent a telegram in amended
form saying that Elmer Clifton and Joe Henaberv. who
had already directed a few pictures, would co-din

next picture. A half a loaf is better than none, and Mr.

Clifton was glad to handle the megaphone once more, even

if it meant sharing honors with a mere

director.

The day came on which the shooting was to commence.



and Mr. Clifton went on the lot

not too joyfully. But no Joe
Henabery was there.

"VV7 here's Joe?" he inquired.
" "Joe's laid up with ap-

pendicitis," he was told. And
Joe remained laid up in bed with

appendicitis, leaving Mr. Clifton

to direct the entire picture

unassisted.

Tho Herbert Brenon's ini-

tial chance in pictures came while

sitting on a barrel in a little deli-

catessen store on Eleventh Ave-
nue, eating sandwiches, his op-
portunity to direct pictures did

not come until six months later.

Mr. Brenon was a retired actor

who had been running a moving
picture theater in Johnstown,
Pennsylvania. "When his profits

decreased from four hundred
dollars a week to thirty-five dol-

lars, he studied the kind of pic-

tures being sent him, and fig-

ured that he'd be able to make
some better, at least, than the

worst ones being distributed.

He decided then and there

to go to Xew York and enter

the moving picture industry in

a creative capacity. He felt sure it needed him badly.

A pparently the moving picture industry was not wait-
** ing with a welcome sign on the door-mat, for tho

he went to Albert Smith and other officials in the game,
he received little or no encouragement. But one day, in

a delicatessen store to which he had gone, he came across

Julius Stern, of the Imp Company. They got into con-
versation, and Stern not only listened to his suggestions
over their sandwiches and coffee, but had sufficient faith

in him to offer him a position in his own company as

scenario editor.

He might still be writing scenarios had it not been that

six months later a motion picture director for imp walked
out of the studio in a temperamental huff, and Herbert
Brenon was called in to direct his first picture entitled,

"All for a Girl."

George Fawcett, the character man, believes that his

first success as an actor came about because the theater
manager of the

local theater in

his home town
had just eaten a
good luncheon,
and discovered
that the box-of-
fice receipts for

the week showed
that business
was booming.

baud finished a
picture for an-
other director.
His work was so
good that W. A.
Brady gave him
a regular job and

a contract

"W E

,

Richa rd Dix 1ras forced into the movies by an
actors strike. This is how Richard looked when
he w £ s the 1 •ading man in the St. Paul High
Schoo 1 plays. Those were the days when he

drearr ed of being another Booth

tfLMOTioN picturr
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Fawcett had finished school Y
and went to the town lawyer in

order to get help in making up
his mind what career he wanted
to pursue. There were three po-

sitions open to him, one in a

lumber mill, another as a whole-

sale salesman, and a third in a

Colorado mine. But for a rea-

son well known to youth, none of

these positions appealed to him
particularly.

ell," said the lawyer after

they had discussed matters

pro and con, "what do you really

want to do ?"

"I used to act at college,"

replied Fawcett vaguely.

"Why not act, then?" re-

marked the lawyer. "That's a

good business. I'll give you a

letter of introduction to the man-
ager of the theater." So, shortly

after lunch hour Mr. Fawcett,

armed with credentials,, encoun-
tered the jovial manager, who in

turn gave him letters to New
York managers and launched him
on his way.

"If I'd have gone to him the

week before, when business was
had, I might he working in a lumber mill now," remarked
.Mr. Fawcett, pulling down the black silk hat which he
was wearing for the "wedding" of his .screen daughter in

"True as Steel."

For a score of years he forged ahead, playing on the

road and in big towns. In 1915, while starring in a road
show, Selig, the motion picture producer, wrote and asked
him to take a role in a picture called "The Crisis." Like
mo>t actors of those days, he looked upon the picture game
unfavorably, and telegraphed Selig that he preferred to

remain on the stage. On his way up-stairs in the elevator

immediately afterwards, he met his manager, who in-

formed him that in two weeks' time their play would close.

Fawcett stayed right on that elevator until it reached the

main floor again ; then dashed into the office and rescinded

the telegram with these words: "Will accept your offer.

When shall I report?"
Fred Xewmever, who has directed a number of Harold

Lloyd's laugh provokers, and John Robertson, both got

started in the
moving picture

siness because



A
Prodigals

Return
Sessue Hayakawa tries

his hand at a stage play,

"The Love City,'* before

returning to motion pictures



DONT
Call Her
A LADY
"I am neither a so-

ciety girl nor a vamp,'*

declares Aileen
Pringle. "I am just

a working woman'*

By Selma Robinson

TO the average movie fan,

the name of Aileen Pringle

is synonymous with a tall,

regal figure, a head wound
with braids, a face Elinor Glyn-

ish and a manner becoming one
who is a daughter of High So-

ciety— spelt with capitals, of

course. As a matter of fact, she

meant that to me, and I went up
to see her with the intention of

asking her how society girls got

along in the movies. But I didn't

get very far, for at that very
moment she opened the door.

The Aileen Pringle I imagined

slid down about ten inches to the

Aileen Pringle that was—a little

more than five feet of her—and
the sensuous black velvet robe I

pictured her in billowed out into a batik thing with wings
like a butterfly and slit sides that revealed a bewitching

glimpse of slim, silk clad legs. The icy voice I expected

to hear became a soft cheerful one and all the dignity

melted into a friendly warmth.
In short, I discovered that Aileen Pringle, press-

agented across the country as a genuine blue-blood, was a

genuine red-blood ; as human a human being as anyone
could be. She uses picturesque slang ; she gossips ; she is

wholesome and real.

1_Jer friends call her "Pringie" and it's exactly the sort

of name that fits her. "Miss Pringle" is much too
chilly for her, and "Aileen" makes you think of quite a
different sort of person. But Pringie is just right, for it

describes a lithe, beautifully formed young woman who
curls her legs under her when she sits, who wears her hair

cut in a black shingle, who doesn't hesitate to admit that

she wears her last year's frocks, who hunts for bargains,

and who tells you little intimate things about herself if

she likes you.

That she is descended from a First Family of Some-
where is relatively unimportant. After all, the accident

of birth is like any other sort of accident; it can't be
helped. If anything, Aileen Pringle resents not having

been born into stage life. She feels that her position quite

obscures the thing she wants to be known as—an actress.

There isn't a clipping about herself that doesn't stress

the fact that she is of social importance, and she hopes
fervently that this will be the last story to mention it.

" A xyoxe who was unacquainted with my career would
**• think that I had traded on my position to get into

the pictures, but, as a matter of fact, I signed my contract

before my personal history became known," she explained.

"I made the rounds as anyone else in pictures did. I had
the same experiences, and suffered the same disappoint-

ments. I don't wish to be thought of as anything but ara

actress."

Aileen Pringle first set out to be a scenario writer and
two of her scripts were accepted, when the screen bug bit

her and she wanted to be an actress. But where to begin?
She knew just as little about crashing in as the average
girl does.

"You could help me," she said to her father's attorney,

(Continued on page 116) M



"Would I

Marry An
ActorT

Our feminine stars get together

for a friendly discussion of the

husband problem

arise thru either similar or widely differ-

ent professions, their happiness is assured.

But if not, the marriage would not succeed,

regardless of whether the man is a ditch

digger or the world's greatest actor.

By Bebe Daniels

Tt all depends on whom you marry. You
* might marry an actor, a director or a busi-

ness man and the marriage might prove a

fiasco. Being in or out of motion pictures

has nothing to do with it.

It seems to me that too much thought is

often given to the questions, "Can he make
me happy:" and "Can she make me happy?

- '

Why not, "Can I make him happy?"

By Kathleen Key

\}o star should marry anybody. This business is too
A ^ much of a strain for any girl to think she can make a

SHE should marry the man she loves. Whether he success of both pictures and matrimony. I think she

happens to be in the same profession as herself or should choose one or the other. When I'm twenty-eight
' not is beside the point, for the fact that he i-. or I'm going to retire and very likely marry, but while I'm in

is not, a great actor or director is not going to insure pictures I'll keep my mind on them
a happy marriage—only mutual love can do that. It that For one thing, I want children when I marry, and they

love is great enough to overcome any obstacle that might need my whole attention, for when I'm not in a picture.

I'm getting ready for one. worrying
over costumes, publicity, or some-

"No," says Dorothy Mackaill "Yes," says Alma Rubens thing. What, chance would the

children have?

By Mildred Davis

1V/I arrv an actor ! The men in the
*** profession are the best I

most interesting and usually make
the most money, which, mean -

'he world before the

is so different from ai

earth that only those who an
ally of that world can und<
it. And what is marriage ••

understanding?

By Leatrice Joy

By Pola Negri

'o artist should

An artist needs sj n

Clarence Boll encouragement, and when he or

N"



The actor is in demand
as a husband. But the

plain business man has

his defenders. While
some of the girls frankly

admit that marriage and
a career wont mix.

marries, the partner chosen should be of

opposite temperament and occupation. A
husband who had his own artistic career to

consider would have little time or inclination

to burn the candle of understanding before

a wife, from whom, no doubt, he would feel

he should have that service. There are a

few cases of happy marriages between pic-

ture people, but there are many more where
happiness is impossible.

By Patsy Ruth Miller

'"This is a question that has been bothering
*• me for some time. I wish I knew the

answer

!

It seems to me that an actor would be

more interesting than a business man, but

from all I hear, two people engaged in simi-

lar careers are likely to become competitors

instead of partners, and that would be ter-

rible. One or other must sacrifice— and
it's usually the woman. I don't want to give

up pictures—yet.

But suppose a business-man-husband
didn't understand about leading men? You'd have a nice

little war on your hands all the time. Oh dear, tell me the

answer

!

By Carmel Myers

IWTarriage ought to be left out of a star's life until she
*** is ready to retire. They are separate careers and
can't be mixed.

>e for happines

A man outside the profession cannot understand her

work and its demands; he resents it, naturally, that she

must put her career ahead of her home, not realizing that

otherwise she will have no career at all.

With an actor or director as husband, little jealousies

creep in, misunderstandings arise because one is so often

a continent-width away. It doesn't work out very well.

(Continued on page 112)

"Never/* says Pola Negri "Maybe," says May McAvoy "Dont know!" says Pat Miller





Under
the

"It's our prejudice against

snobbishness that makes

us laugh at a man in a

silk hat," says Raymond
Griffith

CHARLES CHAPLIN
has his trick shoes.

Harold Lloyd has his

glasses. Buster Keaton.
has his poker face. And Raymond
Griffith has his high hat. "The silk-

hat comedian." The public called him
that long before Paramount affixed

the epithet to his name. It has be-

come a symbol of the pride that goeth
before a fall. You know when you
see it that you will also see a dapper
little man who manages to go thru

ridiculous situations maintaining the dignity of his

traditions.

Just why should a silk hat create so much merriment?
Why not a derby or a fedora or a cap?

'•Because." answers Raymond Griffith, "'the high bat

.-lands for aristocracy, for snobbery, for aloofness. The
boy in the street would rather fire a snowball at a silk hat

than at any other type of headgear. In reality, he is

taking a whack at what the hat represents, not merely at

the hat itself.

"The things that happen to a man in a soft hat may be
* humorous or tragic, as the case may be ; the same

things happening to a silk-hatted individual are excru-
ciatingly funny. You see the average man slip on a

banana peel : you may be sorry for him, or you may smile

at him. Now imagine a man, faultlessly attired in striped

trousers, cutaway, white gloves and high silk bat slide his

full length on a banana peel. Even to think of it is

funny. Why? I dont know exactly. Maybe because it

is incongruous. Maybe it is because we have a prejudice
against snobbishness or the qualities the silk hat
suggests."

Mr. Griffith didn't deliberately choose the high silk hat
to be symbolic of his type of comedy; it just came about
gradually. First he wore it in one picture, then in an-
other, and before be knew it, he was being accepted as
the silk-hat comedian.

l_J is first role was as far removed from his present one
as any two could be. He was visiting a friend in the

Yitagraph studio in Hollywood, several years ago, when
the director asked him if he cared to play the part of a

Mexican bandit. "Sure," said Griffith, and became a

movie actor at the rate of three dollars a day. At the
end of the week, the part was finished, but he decided
to stick to his new career. He and his brother produced
a series of four comedies, full of custard pies and swift

By Selma Robh\'son

HIGH
HAT
"The boy in the street

would rather fire a snow-

ball at a silk hat than at

any other type of head-

gear"

movements and bumping into

people, as slap-stick was in those

dav-. They were fairly suc-

essful, financially and humor-
ously, too, for many of the ideas

were used in later pictures. The
high lights of his career were bis job

as "gag man" with Mack Sennett, his

work with Marshall Xeilan, his

contract with Famous Players and
I\OBii\'SON his recent stardom. That, in a nut-

shell, is the life of Raymond Griffith

—or at any rate, all 1 could get

him to say about himself.

( )n the day I saw him. we spoke about Bernard Shaw,
about Shakespeare, about Aristophanes, about Chaplin,

( whom he places among the greatest creators of comedy
in history) ; we talked about music and books and poetry,

but we said hardly a word about Mr. Griffith himself.

He doesn't refuse to talk about himself, with that irri-

tating modesty that some movie stars affect : he simply

changes the subject so subtly that you dont even realize it.

C*OR a true opinion of Ray Griffith. I bad to speak with
* two people—Frank Tuttle, the director, and a young
woman who has known the actor for many years. And
the sum and substance of what they told me was this

—

that Griffith is one of the brainiest men in pictures today,

a man with a brilliant mind, a scintillating humor, an

instinctive feeling for proportion, a genius for writing

and directing motion pictures, and an infallible rhythm
that makes his characterizations so perfectly timed: (In

comedy, that last quality i> very important, for the picture

must move briskly, without lagging. Tempo is as care-

fully observed here as in music.)

All this sounds like a pretty large ticket, but having

seen for myself, I am convinced that it is true. And yet,

this is how Raymond Griffith impresses one: really short,

a trifle over five feet, slight, but compactly built, im-

maculately dressed, a much better listener than he is a

talker. The reason for that is simple—Griffith has no
voice to speak of. The first time I saw him, I thought

he was suffering the effects of a bad cold, but I learned

later that it was a permanent vocal condition, brought

on by his stage work. You may remember that old

melodrama, "The Witching Hour." and the blood-cur-

dling scream off-stage. That was Raymond Griffith. He
screamed for so many months that he finally discovered

he wouldn't be able to talk above a whisper for the rest

of his life. And that is why, tho he may shine as a tete-a-

tete conversationalist, he doesn't glitter much in a crowd

3!



Chaplin has his shoes Lloyd, his glasses Griffith, his hat
YY/henever he meets a new press-agent, that enter-
" prising individual cries enthusiastically, "Gee, that

stuff about your voice will make a swell story," and as a

result, the most silent of his possessions, his

voice, is noised about, while his most strik-

ing one, his mind, is known only to those

who know him well.

There are some who say today
that Griffith was an important fac-

tor in Mack Sennett's success.

And when he was associated

with Neilan, Griffith brought /
him three stories for short

movies which together with a
fourth story by someone else

created a sensation when
they were released as a film

quartet, several years ago.

Even today, Griffith's brain

is behind every one of his

pictures. If all the truth

were told, his presentations

would read something like

this

:

Raymond Griffith in "So
and So"

Adapted from the story by
Raymond Griffith

Directed by Raymond Griffith

Photographed with suggestions

by Raymond Griffith

Titles by Raymond Griffith

A Raymond Griffith Production.

Tn his career, Griffith has been
* many things—none of which he
himself told me about. He played
Little Lord Fauntlcroy and a

little girl in "Ten Nights in a

Barroom" when he was a child.

He was in the circus. He was a

Griffith wo rked for Mack Sennett. He
an expert at inventing "gags." This

\

ture, taken in 1916, shows him in a custa

pie ope ra called "A Scoundrel's Toll"

professional dancer. He wrote fiction for a living.

Besides all his actual adventures, Ray Griffith is an
indefatigable pursuer of other people's experiences—in

books, I mean. He reads almost everything
that is printed. They tell this story about

him : One day he was being interviewed

by a group of reporters who thought
they'd have a fine time at the ex-

pense of an ignorant movie actor.

They asked him about books and
he had an answer for every

question. Then one of them, a

reporter who reviewed books,

quizzed him about the latest

novels, which he knew only

by their titles. Griffith

knew them all and began
discussing them in detail

until the reporter admitted

at last that he hadn't read

them himself.

Yet his erudition is not

of the showy kind. He
make? no attempt to impress

his listener. He has a pro-

found respect for the men
who have done things in litera-

ture and the fine arts, but he

has a contempt for Art as it is

discussed in drawing-rooms or

Bohemian attics. He looks on
creators not as artists but as crafts-

men who went at their particular jobs

of painting or writing or sculpture fully

equipped to handle a big work.

He wants to be considered a

craftsman, too, not an artist, for

as each laugh of his audience has
'•:" been planned, stroke by stroke,

with a science, a technique that

amounts to an art.

Looking Into Their Past History

wHEN Blanche Sweet was only six years old. she
made a three years' tour with Chauncey Olcott, the

famous Irish singer and actor.

Seven years ago Norma and Constance Talmadge were
taking a course in Russian ballet dancing, which lias since

become very useful to them.

kford was starred on theAt the age of nine, Mat-
stage in "The Fatal Wedd

Mabel Normand was an artists' model for Charles
Dana Gibson, James Montgomery Flagg, Henry Hurt
and Hamilton King. She later made $5.00 a day posing
for fashions in cloaks, hats and dresses,

Fred Niblo, famous director, spent a year in Central
Africa photographing savage tribes and animals.

When still a child in Russia, Alia Nazimova played the
part of a starving peasant eighty years old in "Ivan the
Terrible," which was her first professional engagement
of any importance.

Conrad Nagel's first real opportunity came when he
V<pok Otto Kruger's part in the stage production of "The

Natural Law" in New York, which he did so well that

Cornstock and Gest engaged him to play )'oi<t!i in "Ex-

perience." which he did on two days' notice and without

a single rehearsal and continued in the part for two years.

Tully Marshall made his stage debut forty-three years

ago in "Saratoga." at the old Winter Garden in San

Francisco.

Viola Dana, born in the same city where this magazine

was horn, began her stage career at five in "Newport
Girls." in which her two sisters. Shirley Mason and Edna
Flugrath, also appeared.

Clara Kimball Young started her screen career with

Vitagraph in 1912 at $25.00 a week and later played the

lead in "My Official Wife." which was the first five-reel

feature that Vitagraph ever produced.

Ruth Roland first became famous at the age of three

and a half in "Cinderella." and at four she did a vaude-

ville specialty on the Keith Circuit.

Anita Stewart, a Brooklyn girl, first appeared as an

extra at S2 a day.



Bebe's Mother

TELLS ALL
The moral of this story is:

You may be a star to the

public but you're always a
bad child to your mother

By Dorothy Donnell

FOR ten years people have been speculating on the

origin of Bebe Daniels' first name and wondering
when she was going to change her last name. When
you asked Bebe herself about either of these things,

she merely changed the subject to the latest styles, the

latest dance, or the latest something else. But today, I

solved both problems.

I reasoned this way: Bebe Daniels has a mother—a de-

lightfully young one, but all the same a mother who might
be presumed to possess the usual maternal attributes,

one of which is a tendency to reminisce when her off-

spring is not present to writhe visibly and protest "Oh,
Mooothcr !"

So, with diabolical cunning, 1 arrived at the Daniels'

house half an hour too early for my after^on-tea ap-

pointment, knowing well that Bebe always turns up for

an engagement five minutes late, gasping apologies and
excuses. And Bebe's mother and I had time for a little

chat, and (having a mother myself) I turned the conver-

sation to a subject in which I knew she was interested,

i

Our Girl on the Cover—volatile, gay, enthusiastic and im-
pulsive. To the left: Bebe and a book. She starts 'em but

never finishes 'em

namely, her daughter, and asked her point-blank where she

had found Bebe's odd first name.
"Her grandmother wanted her named that," explained

Mrs. Daniels. "She was fond of romantic novels and
just before Bebe was born she had been reading Ouida's

'Two Little Wooden Shoes.' The heroine was a French
girl named Bebe. It wasn't till years afterward that we
discovered that the real pronunciation of the name was
'Baybay' and then it was too late to change, so we just

let it go."

I hoped fervently that Bebe would be late, very late.

. She was shopping, it seemed, for awnings to brighten

up her California house which they were occupying for

the first time in four years. "We'll probably be here

only a month or so," sighed Mrs. Daniels looking a bit

wistfully at the gilding of sunshine on the wall, "but

Bebe gets streaks of enthusiasm. She throws herself

into everything she does so violently! Now its remodel-
ing the house—she's had it decorated over inside and
out and I believe she is planning to build a Navajo teepee

or something like that onto the sun parlor."

"Last year it was golf," her mother smiled indulgently.

"Every moment she wasn't working she was taking les-

sons from an expert. She didn't want to be just a good
golf player, she was determined to be a champion. Then
there was the time she decided to be the best horse-

back rider in the world—until she got discouraged by
{Continued on page 98)
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"The Lady Known as Lou"
Otherwise Lucrezia Borgia, the Italian lady who gave such charming little dinner-parties! did she not>
Signorina Borgia figures in John Barrymore's picture, "Don Juan," and the role is played by Estelle Taylor



Broadway's New Sport
Movie openings are the latest pastime and there's more ermine

and chinchilla at a film premiere than at the Metropolitan

By EstherTHOSE movie first nights!

Mayor Hylan's Police Commis-
sioner Enright had a squadron
of police who were regular first nighters. And

Mayor Walker's police commissioner has openings on his

list to handle the crowds. So far as excitement spielers

in a metropolis go, there is nothing like them. Pomp,
splendor, hysteria. Kleig lights, mass intoxication.

It is the way of the movies to take an old standby of

a social convention and jerk it up, revivify it, beat tom-
toms where old excitements have grown lissome. The
stage this season put forward Michael Arlen's "The
Green Hat" and some two hundred people milled in the

lobby of the theater unable to gain admittance and the

scene was described in sumptuous terms. But onlv in

its place. The openings of "The Big Parade," "The Gold
Rush," "The Sea Beast," called out thousands.

First nights in the movies have risen to such importance
that the producers no longer trust tickets for them thru
the mails, but send out a corps of special messengers. If

they were to take cognizance of all the people who believe

themselves entitled to first-night privileges, the house
could he plastered for fifteen days-. So precious has he-

come the privilege of attending first nights that the lower
floor of a theater is mapped out as with place cards at a

social function. This map is nothing mythical, but a regu-
lar chart in black and white, and there can be no gate-
crashers and no spurious individuals.

It's a far cry from anything to anything when it comes
1 to the movies. But that the infant prodigy should
gather to itself all this esteem, this social eclat! There
are more ermine and chinchilla coats per person at a

movie first night in New York than can be seen at the

Diamond Horseshoe at the Metropolitan, more ringing

CARPLES ecstasy, more real thunder of mob
emotion. And there is more to this

than is apparent on the surface. The
Diamond Horseshoe, the social register, exists only be-

cause of a certain tacit recognition by the rest of us. No
idolatry, no kings! It is the public that accepts an aris-

tocracy, and in public worship of the moment you have

the oligarchy of the movies, than which nothing is more
supreme. It is a sign of intrinsic strength that pales the

pretensions of any other group.

There is a regular firm in New York to put on first

nights, J. & J. McCarthy. It is they who arranged the

openings of "The Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur," and they

are sponsoring similar openings all over the country

where these spectacles are hooked. Henry MacMahon, a

representative of the firm of McCarthy and an old-time

showman, allowed an inside view of the staging of an

opening night. Times have indeed changed. Mr. Mac-
Mahon had .barge of the presentation of "The Birth of a

Nation" back in 1915, and the ceremonies of the opening

night were disposed of with the granting of eight pairs

of seats to movie critics, and a few free passes to friends

of those interested in the production.

*ODAV the press of the world,

writers of all sorts, English and
diloquently labeled, put in a claim

Then there is the Hays organization v

of multiple courtesies. All the pro

brotherhood, aren't they?—with P?

HPoday the press of the world, as the two hundred movie
* writers of all sorts English and foreign, are gran-

tor as many seats.

,-ith its requirement
dncers are in one

sha Hays on his

throne—and so the amenities require that the executives

of all the motion picture producing companies be given

recognition as the guests of the producing firm that is

conducting the opening. There are, said Mr. MacMahon
{Continued on page 114) p
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He's only twenty-two years old, is

Adrian. But already he has made a
reputation for himself on Broadway

and in the movies

A black velvet evening go'^

Elinor Fair. White monke
the costume at the throat,

the six-pointed train. This
screen dress and not for

•n designed for
• fur decorates
wrists and on
is decidedly a
every-day life

J 40

IF YOU CANT
BE PRETTY

Most fashion hints are written for pretty girls. Adrian,

expert costume designer, gives some advice to girls who
want to be more than pretty

By Alice Tildesley

Dont be afraid to be different.

Dont be afraid to grow up.

Stop mentally walking the Atlantic
City boardwalk in a beauty parade.

Make capital of your defects.

Cultivate a color sense.

Learn restraint in dress.

Understand the value of simplicity.

And dress to be interesting!

ADRIAX, youthful genius presiding

/ \ over the wardrobe department at

£ Y. the De ^ [ille Studio, sat in the

springlike green and gold of his

fitting-room and gave this advice to those
of us who are not supremely satisfied with
what the gods have bestowed upon us in

the way of looks.

Adrian is an authority, since at the ripe

age of twenty-two he has risen to one of
the most coveted positions in Hollywood.

Before he was seventeen, he had designed
the gowns for a scene in "George \Yhite"s

Scandals." and a year later won a scholar-

ship calling for a year's study in Faris.

There, at the Grand Prix Ball, his partner's

costume, which Adrian had originated, in-

terested Irving Berlin so greatly that the

young artist was commissioned to array the

beauties in the "Music Box Revue"
Then came Mae Murray, demanding his

service-, followed by Mrs. Rudolph Valen-
tino ordering clothes for "The Hooded
Falcon" I which clothes are still on the

wardrobe shelves, since Rudolph has not

yet made this picture"), and Sid Grauman
asking for bizarre creations for the pro-

log of "The Gold Rush." So striking

was Adrian's work on the prolog that the

morning after the opening, five studios

made him offers !

Above: A simple yet
daring coat dress. The
lapels are the only

blac
nming. It

k broadcloth with
gray velveteen si

and

It i

with

cape lining.

A costume.
triking silhoi

of silver ta

black emb
ered scallops

Be-

rfeta,

roi*

Ahriax is tall and dark and "tin-

** usual-looking," probably the

most satisfactory-appearing of all

our Hollywood geniuses, because

he looks the part.
" American women

seem to think there are

but two ages, sixteen and
sixty." he said. "They
sta) sixteen too long,

then with one bound they

I



BE

INTERESTING!
"All pretty women cant be interesting, but an

interesting woman can outshine all pretty ones,"

says Adrian

advance to sixty—too soon. They dont consider

the good points of all the ages in between.

Abroad, thirty-five is considered the divine age,

and special attention is given to dressing it, for

a woman is then far more attractive, if

she wishes to be, than she was at twenty.

"A woman may remain sixteen more
than one year, of course. Some women
can look sixteen for ten years ! There

the modern woman has an advantage over
her grandmother, whose girlhood was so

brief. But beware of making yourself

ridiculous by clinging to flapperdom too

long!

''Kittenish dresses, debutante ruffles and
puffs, baby colors and young girl silhouettes

should be abandoned for the lovelier sophis-

ticated creations that belong to thirty-five.

Smart silhouettes, trains, veils, hats with
dashing lines, daring color combinations
and judicious use of jewelry are fascinat-

ing compensations for the leaving behind
of the milk-and-water age.

"If you are not pretty, dont try to make
yourself an imitation of a pretty girl,

dress to be interesting. All pretty women
cant be interesting, but an interesting wom-
an can outshine all pretty ones.

"Probably American men are responsible
for the attitude of women toward pretti-

ness, since men seem to admire the Follies-

beauty type, but they can be educated into

appreciating the woman who is not pos-
sessed of an ephemeral and obvious charm.
'Pretty' and 'cute' are words that should be
dropped from the vocabulary of the Ameri-
can woman. 'Attractiveness' and "distinc-

tion' should be substituted.

"The quality of being interesting is what
nine out of ten women must think of. It

can be developed, since it is a quality of
mind, and it will last and increase while
beauty and youth fade and decay.
"Women seem to have a sort of 'herd in-

stinct'—they hate to be different. If 'they'

are wearing narrow-brimmed hats, tight

sleeves, large-figured silks or polo coats,

a woman will wear just that, whether it is

becoming or not.

huge flaring

a very origi-

nal silhouette to this suit

of gray serge and black
velvet. Below: The cuffs

on this black velvet gown
are in themselves suffi-

cient trimming for the

costume. Designed for

the interesting rather

than the pretty face

gown of n ide chiffon embroidered
in crystals ind pearls. The train of
the gown s swept up to form the



AMOTION PICTURF
ICI I MAGAZINE L.

I nstead of try-

i n g unsuc-
cessfully to hide
what you con-

sider your de-
fects, make capi-

tal of them

!

"I met a wom-
an on the boule-

vard yesterday,

who had pow-
dered her face a

bright pink in an
obvious effort to

disguise her dark
complexion. She
failed to hide her

skin, but drew
attention to it be-

cause she was
using a powder
belonging to
someone very
fair. If she had
chosen the
proper shade of

brunette powder,
and dressed for

a dark skin, she

would have capi-

talized her de-

fect.

"'If you have a

long neck, dont

try to hide- it in

a high collar so

that immediately
people will won-
der why you
wear such miles

of material about
your throat.
Dress for it, not

against it.

"Tall women
should dress for

their height, not

to conceal it, as

tho height were
a disgrace. Make
I hem say admiringly

"'"There is something I u

fans concerning the clo

"The dramatic situations

according to the feeling of
some clothes that are not

in good taste if worn oft

the set. They are put
into the picture like
futuristic scenery in some
plays to help the drama
and are out of place any-
where else.

"A picture may be
exotic in theme, in plot

or in characters. Never
attempt to copy a gown
worn in an exotic story

on the screen, for it is

certain to be exaggerated

\ for the effect of the
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whole picture.
"I think I may

say that women
in moderate cir-

cumstances who
cannot afford
many changes of
costume should
avoid wearing
the exotic type of
gown. It is

usually so ex-

treme that one
becomes tired of
it presently : it is

out of place at

informal affairs

and is perhaps
too conspicuous
for the average
woman.
"Wear simple

things— that is,

simple in line

and ornamenta-
tion—not too un-
usual in color,
but smartly cut.

It is better to

have one smart
d r e s - than a

a dozen mediocre
gowns.

'"It is knowing,
not having. Any-
one with money
can buy clothes,

but not everyone
knows what to

buy. If you have
money and dont
know, put your-

self in the hands
of the best -hop
in your town and
trust them.
Dont let one ex-

pert design a

gown and an-
other a coat and

for thev may none of them have any

T"he costume is of cerise

nagenta, jade green and
by Betty Boyd

to say 10 motion picture

; they see upon the screen.

i picture must he costumed
scene—therefore there are

still another a

relation to the rest and the result will Ue a fearful th

"Individual dressing i- expensive, as a rule, but
* can create your own style by extreme simplicity

by cultivating personality.

Tips from Adrian
idiculous byBeware of making yourself r

clinging to flapperdom too long!

"Pretty" and "cute" are words that should

be dropped from the vocabulary of the Amer-
ican woman.

Never attempt to copy a gown worn in an

exotic story on the screen.

It is better to have one smart dress than half

a dozen mediocre gowns.

"If you have a charm-
ing personality, there are

two things

bring it out by

simply and smartly, or

submerge it by over-

dressing.

"A jeweler, you know,
shows his finest diamonds
on a plain bit of black

velvet, not on a
\

piece of metallic em-
broidery.

"Choose your clothes

with care and thought.

(Continue



A Twist of

the Wrist

Eddie Cronjager
young applicant f

With the help of the el,

aim
beauty. But close-ups are the

of his jobs. It's the big scenes
treacherous, as Mr. Cronjager
explains in this article

*

IT'S
the simple twist of the wrist that doc-- it, as any

movie cameraman will tell yon. But twisting the wrist

correctly when cranking a camera is not so simple as it

looks. And that, also, any cameraman will tell you.

Xo conscious human action

prohably is more nearly mechan-
ical in its precision than the

steady rhythmical twirl of a

cameraman's wrist as he cranks

a camera while filming a movie.

This, of course, is absolutely nec-

essary so that the picture will

move evenly and at the proper

speed.

It takes long practice and a

steady hand to achieve this per-

fection. It becomes a sort of

automatic sense of rhythm.

"But no experienced camera-
man even can depend absolutely

on that sense of rhythm to func-

tion automatically under all cir-

cumstances." according to Eddie
Cronjager, chief cameraman for

the i rregory La Cava productions

at the Paramount Long Island

Studio. "Music and excitement
are the worst enemies of a

cameraman's grinding arm.
"Ordinarily, a cameraman will

turn the crank automatically so

that the camera takes about sixty

feet of film a minute, and keep
that average at a smooth, even
pace, but when anything occurs
that is exciting it becomes nec-

essary for me to count the revo-
lutions and sometimes even to take
out my watch and time myself.

•
r

l»I
No mechanical action
grind of the camera.
Mr. Cronjager's hand
ning of a revolution a:

"One of the most difficult pieces of grinding 1 ever did

was in filming the Dempsey-Firpo light. At each exciting

moment I found myself cranking faster, and when Firpo
sent the champion spinning thru the ropes and that big

crowd went wild, I simply had to

take my eyes off the ring and
concentrate exclusively on count-

ing my revolutions.

"It is necessary also to be con-

stantly on guard when any sort

of stirring music is being played,

else line is likely to find himself

grinding in a tempo of the music.
1 recall when Allan Dwan was
making 'Night Life of New
York." then- was a cabaret scene

in which the orchestra played a

dreamy waltz and shifted sud-

denly to a fast fox-trot. Every
cameraman on the set found
himself increasing his speed upon
the abrupt change of the music
tempo, and it was necessary to

make the shot over with cameras
timed.

"Photographing something like

a Fifth Avenue parade with
many bands playing martial

mnsic also is very treacherous.

The disposition is to keep time to

the music with the crank of the

camera.
"( )ccasionally i

tensely emotional scei

ture, it is difficult to maintain an
even rhythm without concentrat-

ing on the crank.

"It is sometimes necessary to

count all thru an emotional scene." p
43 K
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s more precise than the
Notice the position of

(at top) at the begin-
ld (below) at the down
the crank

filming some
i a pic-



BACK OF THE CAMERA
There are scores of workers—some of them veritable magicians

—

who create the illusion you see on the screen

WHAT about the guys
who do the work
which doesn't receive

any laurels," commented a young man around
Famous Players Studio on Long Island while I was visit-

ing there one day. Upon inquiry I learned that the

spokesman of this lament was Ray Lissner, assistant

director for Herbert Brenon, and himself one of the

workers whose job does not come within range of the

spotlight, but is nevertheless essential. .

Investigating, I discovered many such positions, inter-

esting, and sometimes almost as colorful as the work of

the stars. There were the studio musicians, of whom I

wrote in an earlier issue of Motion Picture Magazine.
And there were others. There were the cutters, who
work in the little projection-room night and day during
the assembling of the picture, veritable "city editors" of

the film world. There were scenic artists who re-create

for you the splendors of other countries and ages. There
were mathematical experts whose problems are as para-

mount and difficult as those of the men who help to con-

"struct our tunnels and bridges. A great invisible force

behind the picture, the result of whose labors you see,

but rarely hear of.

And so I am going to tell you a little about some of the

workers in this invisible force who are doing their bit to

help put across Richard Dix's latest vehicle, "Let's Get
Married."

I am going to start my story at five o'clock in the after-
A noon instead of in the morning. For it is at this hour
that the blue-prints, with instructions concerning sets to be
erected for the following day, are sent down from the art

department to the office of the superintendent of con-

struction, J. F. Darrell, and head scenic artist. William
N. Saulter.

.
Mr. Darrell is in charge of the erecting of all interiors

and exteriors at Famous Players, ami has been for the

By MlGNON RlTTENHOUSE

past eight years. Before that h
Film in Fort Lee, New Jersey,

the blowing up of the Lusitania

any number of other valuable s

ber the thrilling train wreck ii

under his instructions that tt

catastrophe occurred. (No 1

used for wrecking sec

photographer, is th

who calculates dimensions
of all such miniature sets so

that they may be reproduced
by the camera at normal
size.)

Mr. Darrell was also re-

sponsible for the thrilling

cyclone in "That Royle
Girl," Griffith's melodrama.

"Tho I have only told thus
far of his destructive

ability, there is plenty of

\ evidence on the set of "Let's
J 44
AGE.

Fred Waller, th

man

ith the old World
.s responsible for

r the wrecking of

trains. Remem-
Whip"? It was
y-thousand-dollar

liature trains are

xperimental

Around the Clock

Mignon Rittenhouse takes you thru

an entire day at the Famous Players

Studio. In this article, Miss Rittenhouse

shows you some of the machinery that

makes the wheels go 'round. And, in-

cidentally, she proves that not all the

fascinating work falls to the stars and

directors

Get Married" of what he and his

men can do in the way of building

up. An immense canyon con-
structed of burlap and plaster, built by about two hun-
dred of his men, (including George Kipp. head carpenter,
and "grip" men; in a week's time, tells the story better
than words could. Off a little distance, two groups of
clouds, one standing in horizontal position so that Richard
Dix and Lois Wilson can stand upon them and seem to he
in the vicinity of heaven, completes the evidence. Some-
times he is called upon to erect a ten-thousand-dollar set

overnight. During the making of the picture he rarely

gets home to dinner evenings, for he is often obliged to

remain in the studio for two days and nights at a time,
snatching meals and sleep between work.

This last is likewise true for Mr. Saulter. who occupies
the little office just off the studio floor with Mr. Darrell.

He also is obliged to do good work in lightning streaks of
activity. And yet. you who have viewed the palace and
gardens of the Ver-aille- in "Monsieur Beaucaire." the

romantic lowly woodcutter's hut and forest backgrounds
in "The Swan." or the visions and fantasies of little

Cinderella of fairy kingdoms, palace- and gardens,
believed yourselves transplanted to other worlds, did vou
not. so faithfully and artistically were these backgrounds
reproduced.

Under Mr. Saulter are Dele Couelirie, reproducer of
gorgeous tapestries and oil-paintings, as well as some of
the cleverest artists available in their various specialties.

After Mr. Darrell and his men step out. Mr. Saulter.

Couelirie and others, step in and paint. It is nothing
unusual for the paint to be still wet when the director

starts shooting the picture the next morning. Sometimes
electric fans have to be employed in drying it.

T*HE canyon on the "Let's Get Married*' lot. which
A appears to be quite realistic, and the clouds which.
when seen from a little distance, might deceive even the

elect, were, of course, painted under Mr. Saulter's super-

vision.

"That looks like real grass growing in spots on the

canyon." I continued.

And was informed. "That IS real grass. And the

water in the stream is real, too." Which shows how
mixed up one can get with art and nature working in

careful collaboration even when you're on the look-out.

Besides painting ordinary
backgrounds, he and his men
do any number of other

things. During the making
of "The Swan" they were
called upon to copy four
beautiful tapestries from the

old masters on burlap—in a

single night. They also

model rocks, trees, and even
wax bottles, perfect little

specimens, which can be

broken over the vi'lain's

head without doing

{Cor.:: 105)



The Crew Needed to Film One Scene

Only Four Will Appear on the Screen
l and women are vital to the success of any one scene in Richard Dix's new picture,

• person in this picture is actually engaged on the "set" and everyone has an
studio crew is made
:hnical work do not,

nparison with other
jity of the workers

ALL of these thirty-nine r

f* "Let's Get Married."
important and responsible connection with the picture. Altho you seldom hear about t

up of some of the most able and intelligent workers in pictures. The salaries paid foi

of course, compare with the money received by the stars or directors. Nevertheless
lines of industry, the work is well paid. But the demands on the time, patience an
is far greater than in other trades.

The workers in this picture are : 1. "Gunboat" Smith, actor ; 2. Gregory La Cava, director ; 3. Mortimer
Dennison, musician ; 4. Herman Steisel, musician ; 5. George Channells, "grip" ; 6. Kenneth Styles, electrician

;

7. John Weiss, musician; 8. Frank Bahr, musical director; 9. Dorrit Kelly, actress; 10. Patrician Donahue,
continuity clerk; 11. Richard Dix, star; 12. Lois Wilson, leading woman; 13. Larry Anderson, electrician; 14.

Jack Garabone, property man; 15. Eddie Cronjagcr, first cameraman; 16. Joseph Lowe, second cameraman;
17. Samuel Leavitt, assistant cameraman; 18, John O'Neill, still cameraman; 19. Joseph Lliroc, :

man; 20. James Walsh, electrical research assistant; 21. Harry Lane, electrician; 22. John Lindas,
"

C. Kuhn, electrician; 24. George Kipp, stage carpenter foreman; 25. James Sheehan, electrician fori

Vincent Brady, property man ; 27. Leo Biroc, property man ; 28. J. Blanke, electrician ; 29, James I

trician; 30. David Todd', assistant director; 31. Jack Wright, property foreman; 32. Charles Miller,

man; 33. John Sola, property man; 34. Oscar Verg, assistant scenic art director; 35. William Saul
art director; 36. Joseph Darrell, superintendent of construction; 37. Rainey Boyer, stand-in for Mr.
C. Monday, electrician ; 39. J. Brandt, electrician.

23.

26.

4 P
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Gossip of the
Rudolph Valentino's new picture starts

with a $200,000 expense account before

the cranking of a single scene. Richard
Barthelmess' new contract keeps the

wolf from the door

By Agnes Smith and Milton Howe

One of those lucky loc

to Palm Beach for the
thru the expensi A

as his

Sheik.'

Two g officers—An tonio Mor mo and MaHon
Dav n "Be verly ol Grau «t.n-i. " N eed we ell YOU
that the story has bee side, ably changed the

BOX the size of a <mall bungalow and contain-

ing English saddle soap arrived at the United
Studios the other day. Rudolph Valentino had
sent it home from Europe to clean the old grav
uldle. Rudy has several riding horses in Holly-

1 proposes to keep their trappings as immaculate
,vn. He has started work on "The Son of the

1 understand a tremendous sum of money was spent

n the preparation ol" this picture. Frances Marion
- said to have received a record price for her script.

ieorge Fitzmaurice is to be paid more money than

ny director has ever received for making one picture,

"alentino will get a check for over ,>ne hundred thou-

and dollar-. Yilma Banky, who will play opposite the

tar. is to draw a large salary. Well over two hundred
lousand dollars was spent before the camera started

At the Hollywood tights the other night Lew Stone told
•^ u- of his latest bit oi agony. Four years ago be

purchased a beautiful untamed horse. Lew trained the

steed to work with him before the camera. He planned

to use the nag in his present picture. While Lew was
on a trip to New York a few weeks ago. someone entered

the stable and romped off with Dobbin. Because the

horse hasn't any license plates pinned for and aft. the

police have been unable to locate him.

Die hard Barthelmess has signed a contract with First
•** National which puts him in the ranks of the big

money-makers of the screen. The contract is for two
years and the salary is something enormous. Up until the

present, Dick hasn't been receiving anything like the

money that should have been his rightful reward. But
in the fall, after finishing a couple oi pictures for Inspira-

tion, he starts on his new contract.

When interviewed about his new salary. Dick simply

said : "At last I have an excuse for wearing a r

Axe of the outstanding events in the Hollywoc^ season of the past thirty days was the Butter and
Egg Men's convention. They met in Hollyi

eral reasons, but the main idea wa< to convince I

butter and egg men that what their organ-

a czar like Will Hays.
''What we need is a big man I

President Fensen. "Such a man as Hays or

Landis."

What, oh. what is our world coming tt

our butter and eggs demand a guardian! It will be a

difficult job to rill, as there are few men who can tell a

skunk coat from an ermine.



Camera Coasts
More prominent film folks step to the

altar and a few new divorces are filed.

Norma and Constance may retire from
the screen at the end of their contracts.

Beatrice Lillie may go into the movies

17ric von Stroheim's next picture, "The Wedding
*-* March," has as its locale the colorful city of Vienna.
The two main characters are a dashing nobleman and a

little harpist who strums her classical uke in a wine
garden. The masterful little Austrian director was
supposed to handle the megaphone and play an important

role in Constance Talmadge's next picture. Von was
released from the job when he handed in his script.

It is said he had written his own part in such grandiose

fashion that the character which Constance was to

have played amounted to little more than an extra

girl's job.

Dauline Garon and Lowell Sherman treated New
York to an up-to-the-minute romance recently. Miss

Garon returned from California on the Twentieth Cen-
tury Limited and Mr. Sherman met her at Grand Central

and rushed her to the Municipal Building where they ob-

tained a license and were married on the spot. After the

ceremony, Miss Garon went to the studio to begin work
on a new picture. This is Miss Garon's first marriage.

Sherman has tried it before.

A Swedish director from the old country was hired to
** translate scripts into Swedish for Greta Garbo,
Metro-Goldwyn's new find. He was assigned an
office, but complained of the cold. Another office

was given him with a gas-heater and he was told to

turn it on.

An hour later a figure fell out the door and onto the

grass lawn in front of the office. He had turned on the

gas without lighting it. Someone said that when he came
to he explained that he had seen them light the gas that

way in the movies.

A NEW baby is expected in the Charlie Chaplin house-
** hold in April. Mrs. Chaplin admitted that a new
discovery will greet the Hollywood movie world during
that month. The first Chaplin heir, Charles, Jr., was
born last June, the day before the Santa Barbara earth-

quake. The elements are already preparing for the event.

High tides and tidal waves are sweeping away houses
along the coast. Mount Hollywood will probably move
right over into the center of town the day the child is

born.

Deatrice Lillie, of "Chariot's Revue." has had sev-
*-* eral motion picture tests and there are rumors that

she may sign with either Famous Players or Fox.
The English revue is leaving New York and will play
an engagement in Hollywood, which is a new stunt for

a musical show. So who would be surprised if Miss
Lillie and Gertrude Lawrence took a fling at the
movies ?
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" Ax last the Hollywood gossip proved to be
*~*

right. Adolphe Menjou has asked the

courts to separate him from his wife via the

divorce route. In his complaint he declared that

his wife "scolded, abused, harassed and found

•fault," saying that he was "good for nothing, puffed

up and conceited."

Mrs. Menjou is accredited witlV saying, "Since

when has it become grounds for divorce to tell a

man that he is conceited, when everyone knows that

he is?"

All this may help to substantiate Menjou's state-

ment in a recent interview in Classic that he "knows
nothing about women."

But a divorce suit is a good way to learn.

'"There are certain cities which specialize in the
* marriage trade and certain other cities that al-

ways get the divorce business. For the convenience
of those interested, we list the respective towns and
their respective advantages in regard to the trade

they happen to sponsor.

Marriages

:

Riverside—An ideal site surrounded by orchards

of orange-blossoms. Why buy your blossoms? A
few rice patches also.

Santa Ana—An excellent way to meet the judge
who may later arrest you for speeding.

Like the sailor w
spends a holiday ta

Mexico— It your interlocutory decree of divorce has

not elapsed the required year.

Monterey—A romantic spot with live oaks, lots of

ocean, umbrella trees, etc. Prices right.

Divorces

:

Los Angeles—Handy if you're busy and cant take time

to go any other place.

Paris—Quick, and lots of publicity.

Mexico—Quicker, but very few press wires running

out of the country.

Reno—As dead as Ancient Rome and like the old capi-

tal it is mentioned in Hollywood only in connection with

location trips.

New York—The hardest state in the Union in which

to obtain a divorce. You almost have to get a moving
picture of your wife kissing the other mar.

before the court will listen to an argument.

JOHN BARRYMORE has signed a movie contracl

Joseph Schenck whereby he will receive $100,000 for

a picture and twenty-five per cent, of the net profits.

Hi> contract goes into effect as soon as Barrvmore com-

pletes his present picture for Warner Brothers.

John is very much in the midst of Hollywood life and

he* likes California so much that he has made no plans

for his return to the stage.

""The whole coterie of undesirable

won a beauty * extra players are to he boot*
k

"

aj'i T of Hollywood by Will I

"V Sociat established a central casting bureau

which eliminates the questionable
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characters. This comes at the same time as the

news that two Hollywood actors have joined the

police force.

Daymond Hatton and Wallace Beery at last

* * have satisfied their vengeance on their brother

players who did not think the two could make a

successful comedy of their own when they started

the filming of "Behind the Front," a screamingly

funny picture of the war.

The other day Ray and Wally.were seen with

broad grins smeared across their faces. They were

Colleen Moore and1 Alf:

the completion of "Ii

for Coll by Je;

pinning up copies of a telegram received from a theater in

San Francisco. It said that "Behind the Front" had
broken all box-office records. These telegrams Ray and
Wally plastered over all the studio bulletin boards. They
wanted those who howled to read and groan again.

Dy the time this appears in print, Eleanor Boardman
*-* may be married. Eleanor announced her engagement
but refused to give her fiance's name. But she says that

he isn't an actor. Of course, everyone is very much
baffled and perplexed. Could it be. for instance, King
Vidor ?

Morma Talmadge is to retire from the screen upon the
A ^ expiration of her present contracts. Constance plans
to do likewise. Norma lias one more picture to make
for First National, and then she starts work on a three-

year contract with United Artists. At the end of the

three-year contract she will give up all her motion picture

work and travel.

|7 Rom Ray Hatton comes a sad story about his buddy,
Wallace Beery. Wally went on a fishing trip to one

of the near-by lakes with his wife. The two were snaring
a vast amount of fish when Wally spied a game warden.
He cranked up the old boat and with
all speed made for the opposite
shore. A hundred yards off the

beach the boat struck a stump hidden
in the water. It overturned, forcing
the Beerys to do a couple of very
undignified flops into the lake.

Wally came up first. He grabbed his wife who
was struggling beside him. Seeing a boat full of

fishermen a short distance away, Wally began to

bellow for help, but each time lie started to yell bis

wife, who was somewhat hysterical, would scream

and spoil the effect of Wallv's lusty shouts. After

she had interfered with four or live of his attempts

to yell, he turned to her and said, "Just who is going

to do this yelling-for-help business, you or me?"
The only answer Wally received was a timid little,

"Do you still love me?"
Wallace has now made a solemn reso

again to go hunting, camping or fishii

woman, even if she is his wife.

(Continued on page 80)

tton never
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Gertrude Olmstead, completely
disguised in "Ibanez Torrent."
Miss Olmstead, who is really

very pretty, will marry Robert
Leonard, Mae Murray's foi

husband



Impressions of Hollywood
"Hollywood is just like any other city—only more beautiful,"

writes the Editor-in-Chief of the Brewster Publications

NO,
Hollywood is not what

you think. The film Mecca
of the world is a far dif-

ferent place from what most people imagine.

"Knocking Hollywood" is a game that many famous writ-

ers have played at, and have made famous the world over.

Why? Take up your newspaper every day for a month
and jot down every murder, divorce and other scandal,

then see how many of them come from the Movies. Very
few indeed. The industry called Society has it beaten a

mile. But let anything happen in Hollywood and at once

the newspapers and I'm-holier-than-thou's pounce upon
the movies and with a blare of trumpets declare Hollywood
to be the Devil's Pool.

Everything is quite different from what I had expected.

For example, I imagined that Hollywood was rather a

wild; wicked city with a stone wall around it, and that one

had to have the password to get in. 1 also thought that it

was a movie city and every inhabitant was connected with

the movies in some way or was dependent on that industry.

And that is just what the rest of the world thinks. Many
people have told me differently, yet that vague impression

remained.

Hollywood is simply a section of Los Angeles, just as

Harlem and Brookly

By Eugene V. Brewster the smaller ones. The hotels, of-
fice buildings, restaurants, shops
and stores are just about the same

as in any other large, prosperous city. Hollywood is quite

up to date in everything, progressive and proud, unusually
clean, with exceptionally fine traffic regulations.

The many residential sections are different because of

,
the architecture and predominance of stucco houses and
one-story bungalows. Land is very expensive—the prices

being comparatively higher than in any other part of the
world that I know of and going higher every day. Holly-
wood is beautiful nearly everywhere for miles and miles.

I have seen no signs of immorality. As compared with
many of our Eastern cities, it is a Quaker town. I have

seen no drunkenness, no gambling places, no saloons or
"joints." no lewdness, no vulgarity. Apparently, an un-
escorted girl can walk anywhere, anytime without being
subjected to insults. Everybody appears to be respectable,

polite, courteous, and busy with his or her own affairs. I

have seen no beggars, nor have I seen or heard of any wild

Angeles has about a million

beautiful city. In riding frc

the heart of Hollywood
one never knows one from
the other— there is no

dividing line. Therefore,

there is no stone wall

around Hollywood and it

looks like any other pros-

perous city. The movies
are only one of many of

its industries, and one can

go about for days and sec

no • signs of movies. In

fact, most of the studios

are on one street, and if

one did not happen to pass

that way, one would never
believe that this is the

movie center of the world.

'T'iie lirst day or two
•* I scanned each face

I saw, expecting I might
overlook some important
movie person—everybo< 1 v

does that, imagining that

every passer-by must be

connected with the movies.
The only difference I can
see between Hollywood
and Philadelphia (and At-
lanta and Newark and
Cleveland) is that the

former is more pictur-

esque. The residences are

\ nearly all beautiful—even

ho
AGE

richabitants and i

the heart of Los Ange

I attended the costume ball at the magnificent Ambassa-
t a- dor Hotel given by Marion Davies and I think every
Los movie star and director was there, but I saw no violations

and of the proprieties. This affair was conducted far better

s to than many similar affairs I have attended in Xew York.
From all outward appear-
ances Hollywood is no
better nor worse than

other cities such as Morris-
town, Montclair and the

Oranges, X. I.. Xew Ro-
chelle" Brooklyn. Philadel-

phia. Atlantic City. Atlan-

ta. Jacksonville, etc. It

reminds me something of

Brooklyn and its Flatbush
suburb with a strong fla-

vor of Bermuda.
The inhabitants look

upon the movies only as

one of many other indus-

tries, and one can go about

for days without seeing or

hearing of the moi
of a movie person. In

riding about the city, one
i\v and then a whole

block taken up by a movie
studio and there are sev-

eral on one street, but

otherwise one would never

know that this ; -

mo\ie center oi the world.

The days are always
warm and balmy bu
nights are quite cool. I

wear the same clothes and
underwear that I wear on
Broadway. Xew York.

1 10>
irting—the old-fashioned way. George O'Brien and Olive
den in a charming love scene from "A World of Promise"



The
Mysterious

Stranger
Greta Garbo entered Amer-
ican pictures almost by
accident. And Hollywood
predicts for her a sensational

success

By Rilla Page Palmborg

SHE is a mystery to those of her own
profession! The picture folk ask

eagerly, "Have you met Greta
Garbo? What is she like?"

For this new star—as mysterious and
fascinating as the aurora borealis that

flames across the sky of

her native land—is indeed

a stranger in a strange

land. She is seldom seen

in public and few around
the M et r o-Gol d w y n-

Mayer Studio, where she

is under contract, know
her. Even one of the pub-
licity staff out there con-

fessed he knew nothing of
her history.

An interview was
arranged, when she

was told that a friend

of mine, who also
claims Sweden as his

birthplace, would act

as interpreter. .Miss

Garbo understands
English fairly well,

but her vocabulary in

our language is
limited. However, she has made amazing progress in six

months, for she spoke scarcely a word of English when
she arrived in New York.
The little visit she and her countryman had in their

native tongue, with side explanations to me, put us all on
friendly terms at once. They discussed many things from
"Sprits-Bakelser and Rota-Mos." which I learned was
Scandinavian food, to the vastness of our United States
and the wonders of California.

r^ reta Garbo is an unusual type. I wonder if anyone
will ever know what thoughts are beyond her strange,

blue, smouldering eyes. Without a doubt her eyes are her
greatest charm. Even greater than her creamy white skin,

thru which a faint pink glows. Her eyes are veiled by

Miss Garbo's eyes a

by black lashes, so

asked to cut them when she first

To the left:

do and Ricardo Cortez in

from "Ibanez's Torrent"

the longest and blackest lashes I have ever

seen. So long that when she first went into

pictures, she was asked to cut them. They
make her eyelids appear heavy and half open. Her rather

large mouth shows broad, even, white teeth when she
laughs.

She uses her lovely, expressive hands, as she talks. Her
soft voice is deep and musical. Her odd little way of
biting her lips and shrugging her shoulders, as she
hesitates over a word, is fascinating.

Although taller than the average star, she is very slender

and willowy. Her movements are graceful and easy.

"Ever since I can remembei I must be an actress,"

she explained in surprisingly good English, when I asked
her to tell us about herself. "When I am fifteen years old,

my parents enter me in the Royal Dramatic School, in

Stockholm. Here for two years I work very hard."

{Continued on page 76)
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Here' idea that |

you may copy in

A group

of N ew Yc rk debu-

tante 3 gave a Movie
Cam val B ill at the

Plaza Hotel and went
dres sed is their
favor rs. To the

right you see Johnny
Hine . (him self) with J

Miss Kath
Gontard

:

Why Not

Give a

Movie

Party?

International Newsreel photos



There's Tricks

In All Trades
And Warner Baxter tells about a

feu) of the arts and wiles practised

by even the most guileless movie hero

By Jane Tilton

DO you ever wish you could go behind that flickering

silver sheet in the movie theater and see the tilings

that aren't recorded on the film ?

The leading man in the picture always gets the hest

of it—or nearly always—before the camera has ground its final

grind—but that doesn't mean that all was a path of roses to

him while the grinding was going on.

Far from it, according to Warner Baxter who has played

leads for the last five years and ought to know.
Riding, for example. . . .

you see the gallant hero come loping along on the pinto

pony, or the Arab steed or the Kentucky thorobred, and he

may look to you as much at ease as if he were on the side

porch in his favorite rocking-chair—but is he?

"I'd never ridden a horse in my life until I had to do it in 'A
* Son of His Father,'" confessed .Mr. Baxter, "but when
you see the picture you wouldn't guess the fact from the freak

riding you watch me do. I look at it myself and think: 'Isn't

it lucky they cant see my expression while I'm pulling the

centaur stuff?'

"I dont like horseback riding. Maybe I'll learn to love it

one of these days, but not now. You see, early in my film

career I had an unhappy experience with one of the 'noble

beasts.'

"I was working with Wanda Mauley in 'The Love Charm.'
In one of the sequences was a flashback showing the hero in

a suit of shining armor on the back of a prancing steed. Since

I had never ridden up to that time, I read the 'script without

a qualm.
"They put me into the armor, breastplate, backplate, the

tinware on arm-* and legs and spurs on my feet. I wore mail

gloves so there was no way in which I could hold the spear

and shield. They wired the spear into one hand and the shield

on the opposite arm. Then they locked me in overhead in a

mail helmet so that I thought I'd smother. Then three men
held the horse and a quartet boosted me up on him.

"L_J E was a regular plow horse and was supposed to stand

still in an earthquake, but they hadn't reckoned with
the loose ends of tin on my metal trousers. They scraped his

sides and he began to heave. 1 le lunged back and forth and
up and down with me rattling around on him as helpless as a

(Continued on page 76)

ridden a horse until I played in 'A S
i a stroke until "Rugged Waters,* " s

i side of the page, you see him as a
and a creditable cowboy

,1 His Father* . . .

Mr. Baxter. And
g sea-captain
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A Little Girl
By C. H. Phillips

IWftLDRED Gloria is one of the luck-
:vl

iest little girls that we know of.

To begin with, she showed remark-
able judgment in choosing her par-

ents. Of course, you know them.

They are Mildred Davis and Harold
Lloyd.

And now what do you think they

are planning for her? Why, they
are building a very large house in

Beverly Hills, overlooking Holly-
wood, where most of the studios are.

It's to cost a million dollars.

There is to be a playhouse for

Mildred Gloria and it is to be big-

enough for her to entertain her little

friends in. It will be furnished with
attractive furniture and pretty dra-
peries at the window and everybody
is hoping that Mildred Gloria will

ask them in for tea very soon.

Some days will be too lovely to

spend indoors even in a precious,

new playhouse, and anyway all chil-

dren like to play out of doors. That
is what Mildred Gloria's mother and
father had in mind when they

planned a little garden and wading
pool for her.

Mildred Gloria will be two years

in aBigHouse

old May 20. She will have several
years for play before she begins
going to school. Then, there will be
kindergarten and grade school for
-everal more years.
A little later, probably when she

is of high-school age, she will be
sent East for at least one year. And
this is how she will spend it: She
will attend a Quaker school in Phila-
delphia. It will be the very same
school which her mother attended
when she was a little girl, before
she ever heard of her Daddy.
Wouldn't it be nice if she could
have sorne of the teachers who
taught her mother ?

Even-body expects Mildred Gloria
to be an actress when she grows up
and it floes seem that she ought to
keep up. the family record. Her
parents want her to choose her career
for herself. If she wants to be an
actress, they will be willing to help
her. If she wants to be a musician
or dancer, they will be just as eager
tn help her.

There is one thing that they in-

sist on. however.' She must be their
little girl for a long long time.

Pauline Garon 's Nephews
By Margaret Mabury

These two little boys come from
Canada for a vacation visit with

their aunt in California

T\Jext month when schools all

summer vacation, two little

ready to start across the conti

their second vacation visit with
all the long winter the good times

Anybody would like to

spend their vacation with
Pauline Garon, for that is

who this particular aunty

the world arc closing tor the

in Northeastern Canada will In-

to visit their aunt. It will be
and they have been discussing
they had there last summer.
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The next morning the boys saw a movie studio for the first

time. They met Anna Q. Xilsson. Shirley Mason, Viola Dana.
Dorothy Mackaill and Mildred Davis. Soon they were acquainted
with everyone and were having the time of their lives.

Then the director gave them work in one of the scenes in the
picture Miss Garon was
making. They were so
tickled with this responsi-
bility that they spent half
the night writing to all oi
their friends back in Can-
ada to tell them that they
were movie actors now.
The summer flew by.

The boys became more
their aunt than

ever and their aunt could
not bear the :'

hearts.

to school and fathers and
m o th ers

is with them when
they want them.

a letter arrived

ada. The boys
must come home. It was
sad business, tins

-

more than one tear was
shed before the day rolled

around when tht

bye. No wonder
they are eager to return

to Holh



When I Was a Little Boy
By Wallace Beery

F\o you know what a ragpicker is?^ Perhaps you know him by the

name of ragman; but if you live in

a crowded city, you may never have
heard of him at all, so I had better

introduce him. He is the man who
drives his lean and lanky horse or

mule thru the streets or alley and
buys rags and paper and most any-
thing that housewives get tired of

seeing around the house.

Happy George was the name of the

ragman who came thru the alley in

the little Missouri town where Noah
and I lived when we were boys. We
never knew just when he would come.
That is, we never knew exactly the

day ; but whenever the day was per-

fectly splendid with warm sunshine,

we were pretty sure to hear his song.

which began, "Any iron, any rags, any
bottles today."

That was a signal for us to gvt

down to the barn with all the old

things we had been collecting since

the spring or fall housecleaning. Then
he would get down and out of his

wagon and poke all our things into

a tow sack so that he could weigh
them. While he weighed he talked

and asked us if we had been good
boys since he last saw us and then

he would count out pennies to pay
us according to the weight of our
rags.

I dont remember ever getting

more than eleven cents from him at

Wallace Beery doesn't have a picture of

himself when he was a little boy. Our
artist thinks he must have looked like

this. Would you recognize him>

one selling, but that seemed a great
deal for a little boy. And always
Happy George was so kind and jolly

that I thought he was the most won-
derful man I had ever seen.

That's why I decided very early
that I wanted to be a ragpicker so

I could drive a horse and wagon and
buy old rags and papers from little

bovs and girls and give them shining-

copper pennies in return. But I never
did get to be a ragman.

? was one other thing I wanted
to be wher

did

I couldn't

would like to
. That's how
jincd Ringling

I could actu-

tiants to do the

•eat crowds of
i thatpeople. 1 didn't know

I wanted to be an actor.

I still like elephants, hut you cant
quite keep an elephant just for a pet.

I have to be contented with my hunt-
ing- dogs. 1 wish you could see them.
1 keep a whole pack of various kinds

at my home in Hollywood and every
time I have a few days' rest between
pictures I take them off to my hunting
cabin high in the Sierra mountains
and have a great time hunting and
fishing.

There's nothing T would rather do
than to hunt and fish except, perhaps,

to be a ragman.

The J Aiunior /Answer
* m Joe Frank Cobb

lVlctn Answers the questions
asked by our junior readers

GEORGE S.— I'm glad to welcome you again. Come as often

as you like. The addresses you ask for are as follows : Fay
Wray and Billie Dove, Universal Studios, Universal City, Cali-

fornia; Ruth Taylor, Mack Sennett Studios, 1712 Glendale Boule-

vard, Hollywood. Miss Dove is now working on "The Star

Maker."
RUTH.—Your sketch was very good. We aren't using such

things in Movie Jr. now, but

thanks for sending it.

ISABEL M.— loan Craw-
ford played with Jackie
Coogan in "Old Clothes."

Write to her at Metro-
Gold wyn Studios, Culver
City. California. Baby Peggy
isn't playing in pictures now.
She's growing up. Mary
Kornman's address is Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City,

California.

LIGHTNING.—Ramon
Xovarro was born Febru-
ary 6, 1899. His address is

Metro-Goldwyn Studios,
mentioned above. He and
Lillian Gish are not engaged.
I haven't heard him say, but
he probably will marry some
day. John Gilbert is thirty-

one years old. His address
i- the same as Xovarro's.
ELLIS P.— Your ques-

tions are such funny ones
I cant answer them. Didn't
you know that Farina isn't

a girl at all. The real name
is Allan Clay Hoskins.

MARGUERITE.—Leslie Fenton will be glad to know that you
are one of his devoted fans. His wry latest picture is "Sandy."
Among other pictures he has played in are "Havoc,",. "Lazybones,"
"Thunder Mountains," "The Ancient Mariner" and "The Road
to Glory."
RALPH. Yes, 1 haw been in Oklahoma. 1 once visited an

Indian reservation there. Here are the addresses : Tom Mix,
Fox Studios, 1401 North
We

>od; Ho«
m Ay

Gibs
Holly

Boulevard. Hollywood.
M ASAKAZU.—So you

\ j <>H ^L live in Hawaii? Well, that's

H "* .fl not SO very far from Cali-

V ' *-'d^l fornia, hut I have never been

there. Wish they would take

us there on location some-

time. I cant give you all the

addresses 1 know. There
would be too many. You will

notice several in this depart-

ment and if there are some
particular ones you want,

I'll give them to you.

IDA MAUDE.—Jackie
Coogan was born in Los
Angeles, October 26, 1914.

His latest release is "Old

Clothes." Babv Peggy was
born October 26, 1918. Her
last picture was "Helen's

Babies."
to study their ROSE.—I'm looking up

information you asked for.
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That Perfect Boss
By

Alice Leslie

Everybody likes to work for Irving Thalberg. "He's the one
genius in the business," says John Gilbert

IRVING G. THALBERG. . . .

Mention his name at Metro-

Goldwyn Studios and one would
think you had spoken of Ma-

homet to a band of the Faithful.

"I get positively maudlin when
I think of him !" cried Jack
Gilbert, "I'm everlastingly

indebted to him. Look how
I dubbed along until he took

hold of me ! He's the only

genius in this business. If

he were to leave pictures,

I'd feel that I had to go
too. I'd have a supersti-

tion that that was the end
of me, because Thalberg's

been the reason for my
success—if any.

"Isn't it funny how life

works out?
"I knew Thalberg when

we were both kids out at Uni-
versal. He'd come out to the

Coast as secretary to Carl
Laemmle. I was assistant director

and general factotum to Maurice
Tourneur. We lorded it over our
respective departments and we
hated each other. Why? I dont
know. I suppose I thought I knew
more than Thalberg did—and he
probably knew that he knew much
more than I ever would. So we
snarled when we met.

"He's never afraid to admit he'

mighty big chap to do that. And inspiring! Why he
can hypnotize you into believing that you're the one great

actor of all time and you're working in the greatest

masterpiece of history and the whole thing rests on you!

"VY/hen we talked over my part in "The Big Parade'
v"

I said : 'Yes—nice part !' 'Why you're insane, man !'

he returned, 'It's the biggest chance you've ever had !'

Twenty minutes later, I walked out of his office completely
sold. A wooden man with rickets would think he was a

second David Garrick after Thalberg had been at him !"

Nathaniel Fran!

Thalberg

"The

He

% Pa:

young man in

responsible for
"' ry Wide

La Bohei
Th

"You'd better stop me. I cant stop

myself when I begin talking about him."
"He can smell a story," observed
Hobart Henley, director. "That's

k one reason for his arriving at the

top in one leap.

"We dont work on an effi-

ciency expert's schedule here.

We do things as we see them,
because Thalberg's a rea-

sonable man. He doesn't

want a lot of pictures con-

taining his own ideas—he
wants pictures with the

ideas of the people who
are paid for them. He
want- me. for instance, to

give him the best stuff I

have—mine—not a rehash

of his.

"But if something that

read well turns out not so

good on the screen, I go to him
and like that " Mr. Hobart
napped his hngers. "he has the

remedy.
"He's brilliant. But he wasn't only

born that way. He's on the job

every second of every hour."

"LJe's never hard to see." said

Takes

!

"If Irving Thalberg were a politi
* lini—if he were a poet, he'd be

an actor, he'd be a Barrymore!" e:

Johnston, who writes stories and
young dictator.

"He's so marvelous that no one
can believe it. Seeing him sitting

tant people, looking such a boy—
twenty-six !—and deferred to by <

either they were crazy or you wei
But if you stayed and listened, i

has a mind like a whip. Snap

!

"ight idea—the only idea !
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'ian. he'd be a Musso-
a Shelley—if he were
allied Agnes Christine

continuities under the

who doesn't know him
in with all the impor-
he's only, a little over
vervbodv. you'd think

e. it you didn't know,
ou'd understand. 1 le

Me has an idea—die

Eleanor Boardman, "He's
frightfully busy man and a fright-

fully important one. but no one who
asks lor him finds it difficult to get in.

"He's so fair. He always hears your side with an

open mind and never says: 'Do this because I tell you
to do it!' but 'Do it because So-and-So.' Or. 'Well, you
may he right. Try it your way ami see.'

"1 remember 1 met him at a party. He isn't the sort

of man who goes to a party and talks business. He goes

for a good time ami has it

!

"lie'-- a man in whom you have immediate and justi-

fied confidence. He's a miracle that couldn't happen
again !"

Five years ago. the "miracle" was receiving thirty-five

dollars a week as stenographer for a firm of cotton brok-

ers. Fifty thousand a year is a conservative estir

his present salary for his "job" of caring for half

M-G-M's productions.

"Every man has a theory of life." Irving G. Thal-

berg once confided. "Mine happens to be that it you

believe in a thing hard enough and have sufficient

enthusiasm to make others believe in it with you. you
cant fail.

"It's not so much what one man eloes. but what

get from the other fellow that counts.
'1 believe that nine out of ten things that any i

woman does anybody else could do. It's the tent,

that makes the man."



Just Among Ourselves
A few pertinent and impertinent comments about people we all know

By Agnes Smith

V1 r <

'HE prize for the best story of the

month goes to Albert Parker, di-

rector of "The Black Pirate."

Air. Parker also knows ninety-

nine other good ones. But here is

the prize-winner.

Hollywood was disturbed by

a slight quake that was caused

neither by Pola Negri's announc-
ing an engagement or a story

conference with Eric von Stro-

heim. A few hours after the

disturbance, an electrician ap-

proached Douglas Fairbanks.

"Say, Mr. Fairbanks," he re-

marked, "did you feel the earth-

quake this morning or are you a

member of the Chamber of Com-

D ex Ingram's picture, "Mare Nos-
1 tram," had a cold premiere in New
York and the wise-guys checked it up as a

flop. Mr. Ingram's visit to Europe hasn't clone

him a great deal of good. For one thing, he has '

taken the most unpleasant features of the Continental

films and "Mare Nostrum" will have a disagreeable

flavor to most audiences.

The principal love scene, for instance, i- filmed in an

aquarium. While Alice Terry and Tony Moreno
declare their love, you see in the background an octopus
eating small crabs. The scene runs interminably and
it is one of the most annoying we ever have witnessed.

Furthermore, Moreno has the world's most thankless

part. He plays the role of a Spanish sea captain whose
son is killed when a German submarine torpedoes a

Mediterranean liner. When Moreno hears of the hoy's

death, he falls fiat in a faint, which is hardly the sort of
reaction that gets sympathy for a hero.

However, "Mare Nostrum" will not have the failure

that was predicted for it. In spite of the fact that it was
coldly received, it has been doing good business in New
York. Why? Simply because there is a large Italian

and Spanish population which is intensely interested in it.

Mimi than Lillian Gish. For all

celebrated technique, Miss Gish

absolutely incapable of getting

the skin of a character. Her
xc :pt for some moments of

is the waif of ih'oken

Jim ." 1 nfortum tel •. the

o f the I_,atin Quart er was
yoi

'lie
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ly without feeli or imagi-

on. All the co( ue try Of the

int.—the little in cid ;nt of
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the

into

"I ,\ Boheme"
without the benefit of Puccini's music.

be presented thruout the country

The Ameri-
can copyright to the score of the opera is owned by
Ricordi, the music publisher, and not a bar of it may be

played as accompaniment to the film.

And the picture loses a great deal when the story is

divorced from the music that made it famous. At the

Embassy Theater, the orchestra plays a funny burlesque
of the Puccini music. The music has the outline of the
Puccini score but it is different enough in melody to be
within the law. It's a dreadful piece of hash and the

best thing to do is to ignore the music and watch the

picture.

JV/Jarv Lewis, who made her debut as Mimi at the Met-
ropolitan Opera House, attended the first-night of

the film "La Boheme." Miss Lewis is much more charm-

Rodolphe's room to light her

candle, she gives the poor fellow one

of those "dont heat me glances" and
makes a straight line for the stove, for

all the world like a shivering alley cat.

And when the scene is all over, you feel

that .1//;;// likes Rodolplie merely because he
1,1 owns a nice, big stove.

It's hard to see why an artist like Miss Gish, who is

credited with feeling and intelligence, twists a well-

rounded, beautifully drawn and delightful character like

Mimi just to fit it to the limitations of her own little

tricks.

JOHN GILBERT, on the other hand, lives the character of

Rodolphe. In fact. "La Boheme is Gilbert's picture.

His enthusiasm, his sincerity, his complete abandon to

the role, makes Lillian Gish's performance seem pale and

puny. In scene after scene, while .Miss Gish is getting

all set for a pose and for a gesture, Gilbert jumps in,

tears up the scenery and sweeps the situation away from
her.

All this criticism of "La Boheme" is written almost
** against our wishes. We had made up our mind not

to hand out any more praise to Gilbert. The feminine

writers have been accused of falling under his spell. The
Magazine has been taken to task for praising him too

enthusiastically. We have only a casual acquaintance

with Mr. Gilbert and we are not particularly fascinated

by him. Nevertheless, facts are facts and Mr. Gilbert

is a great actor.

Dichakd Bart ii elm ess has gone to California to

work in Hollywood for the first time in many years.

When he left, he took with him for train reading, the

book entitled "Why We Behave Like Human Beings."

It was a big help.

D ichard Dix tells this one. A little Irish boy lived

next to a little Jewish boy.

"Come on over and play," called Abie to Mike.
"No, I wont," answered Mike.
"Aw, come on," yelled Abie, "We wont play for

money. r\
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Local Boy Makes Good
But William
Haines finds

that the
triumphant
return to the
old - home
town isn't all

it's cracked
up to be in

fiction

By

Sara

Redway

MANY boys
who leave
home to

succeed live only

for that clay when
they can return

rich and famous.

For there is no

use in swaggering
about in a com-
pany t h a t c a n

swagger louder
and more funnily

than you can ; no
point in wearing a

high hat if every

other hat in the

party tops it by
two inches. There
is nothing like be-

ing that large load in the si

have to remain there until

I believe that even- ma
rise dreams nightly of the

strut a little before Mrs.
corner who was so clisagi

freshly sown grass seed. 11

humble manner and his kind

knowing or dreaming of his

For he can never he more i

little nuisance of whom the 1

11 pudd

in the c

iding you dont
lant.

employers didn't m
ily predicted that

Shortly after he
V tempting advertis
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mntry on a meteoric

he can go home and

Johnson, the old lady on the

-cable when he ran over her
• imagines her surprised and
and gracious bearing, never

reception as it will really be.

Mrs. Johnson than a dirty

:SS seen, the better.

ago William Haines, that tall young man
liniscent of Charles Ray. whom you have
Annie Rooney." "Mike." and "Sally, Irene

:t out to seek bis fortune. He was working
lent and securities company in Richmond,
ung coupon- at twenty dollars a week. His
n't miss him greatly when he left and gloom-

world on fire.

New
the

York, he read that

Goldwyn Company

Altho movie
stars are
supposed to

be kings of

the earth,
the village
band failed

to meet
Haines
when he
went back
to old Vir-

ginia

for "new faces."

Most any kind

of face, figured

Mr. Haines, is a

new face, so he
had his picture

taken and sent it

on to California.

Eleanor Board-
man and William
Haines were
chosen from the

thousands of ap-

plicants as having
the newest faces

seen up to that

t i m e. a ml M r.

Haines was sent

for. all expenses

paid.

I7ok a while he w.as turned out to pasture on the Goldwyn
* lot and after he had become somewhat acclimated, he
started to work. Since then he has stepped into the reMe

of leading man. that desirable position where the hours
and work are easy and silence is golden. This wil

future seemed assured enough to warrant a return

old home town and the prospect of a band at the station

and the pathway strewn with flowers didn't seem so fool-

ish. Rut this is the story of Mr. Haines' triumphal return

to the scenes of his childhood.

"When I landed in Richmond.'" he said. "I met my
father and mother, saw all my old friends, and went back-

to the office where I had been working before I deci

get away from it all. That was all right, but what I really

wanted to do was to go back to the little village where I

had lived all my life. To tell you the truth,

stir up a little bit of a flurry. The owner of the

moving picture theater there had met my father and made
him promise that if T ever came home I should -'

there and make a personal appearance. So my father,

mother and I packed our best clothes and started out/'
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THAT'S OUT Some random shots by Tamar
Lane. With pictures by Harry

Taskey

rr~-

What Price Exclusiveness?

SOCIETY in Hollywood is a

complete failure. At least,

so far as the film colony is

concerned. Two or three

months ago an elite establishment

to be known as "The 400 Club"
was organized to provide the

studio colon\- with an exclusive

club-house where they might en-

joy social activities on a high'

plane.

There was a grand opening and
everything was proceeding beauti-

fully. Everybody predicted great

success for "The 400 Club." The
surroundings were elegant and
everything was done on a lavish

scale. Then somebody announced
that membership dues at the club

would be $1,000. It was stated

that this sum was being asked in

order to keep the club up to a very
exclusive standard.

Hollywood's noted screen celebritie:

are only earning three or four thousand dollars a week-

felt that this was too high a price to pay for exclusive-
ness. Anyway, they reasoned, how could a club be
exclusive which catered strictly to the motion picture
profession?

Besides, they could go down to the beach club at Santa
Monica and rub elbows with the same "400" at a con-
siderable saving. So il looks as tho Hollywood's first big
society establishment is a fizzle.

Movies a la Carte

{""\nce upon a time when
we went to the picture

show, they simply served u>

movies. Then they began to

give us orchestras and over-

tures. Xext came prologs,

rapidly followed by opera
singers, dancers and jazz-

bands.

Xow an exhibitor in Chi
cago is beginning to sen-

tea with every performance

BIG FIVE COURSE
DINNER

SERVED WITH EACH

ADMISSION
TO - DAY

"POISENED POILS
s

of whom Dorothv

Apparently our photoplays are

getting so inadequate that they

cannot stand on their own merits.

If this sort of thing continues, our
cinema palaces will soon be fea-

turing trained monkeys and acro-

bats and using the movies for

"chasers." Or better, perhaps,

we may shortly find signs outside

picture theaters announcing

:

Big Five Course Dinner Served with
Each Admission

Everything from Soup to Nuts
High Chairs for the Baby
Dancing between Reels

The Warner Stampede
""The Warner Brothers are mak-
1

ing radical changes in the ranks
of their players. Actors and
actresses are quitting the Warner
Studio in carload lots. Among
those who have already departed,

or who are expected to depart in

the near future, are John Roche,
Devore. Huntly Gorden, Marie Prevost, Patsy

It is also

it the corn-

increase of

Ruth Miller. Give Brook and Willard Lou
rumored that Rin-tin-tm has threatened to

pany unless it accedes to his demands of ;

ten bono a week.

Von Sternberg Returns
Tttn or three months ago this department predicted that

the much-ridiculed Josef von Sternberg would some
day stage a comeback. It looks as if this forecast is

already on the road to fulfilment. Von Sternberg has
just been engaged by Charlie Chaplin to direct one of
his features.

The interesting point about this alliance

is that it disproves the former gossip to

the effect that Chaplin's indorsement
of "'I 'he Salvation Hunters" was only

a practical joke to show how easily

a third-rate film might be forced
down the public's throat un-
der the guise of "art."

( Cont'd on page 111
)



All Aboard the

Limerick Liner
Spring
With c

Don
Wh

// you

in England!—could anyon
happier, pleasanter treat)

t YOU want to be there,

n it's Spring everywhere?
do—then dont fail to compete.

For th

To En
e Liner is

gland this

scheduled to sail

month without fa

Competition i

Rush your Limcr

3 strong,
along,

ck Lines thru the r

-I

AM§

May McAvoy and
your friend Pat,

vers quarrel in Will be seen in the
England, they old costumes

that
ere's a pair you'll May's parents did

day; On a wedding trip

Young McGregor s there,
sure peev«d,

And Miss Borden
looks grieved.

They play tennis in England a lot

Bert Lytell is the champion shot;
Tho Miss Nixon, you bet,

Puts 'em over the net,

Are you going to be one of
the lucky passengers on The
Limerick Liner.' We have
$50.00 to divide among fire

writers of clever lines. Re-
member that the line von
submit to complete a limerick

must rhyme with the first

like before April 20. Ad-
dress: Limerick Contest, 175

Duffield Street. Brooklyn,
n.'v.

In the
Where

B
Is t

The

country try spending a day,
young Colman and Miss

anky say

t side of the Atlantic,
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When
Mother

Knew Best
Irene Rich wanted her daughters
to be something besides "Irene

Rich's girls," so she sent them to

school in Europe. And it was the

hardest sacrifice she ever made!

By Elisabeth Petersen

THIS is a mother story.

It is difficult to imagine a charming and
beautiful motion picture actress who looks

as if she were on the safe side of twenty-

five, the mother of two girls—and one of them
sixteen !

Growing daughters are worse than family

albums. They shoot up so quickly, almost over-

night. Leg-of-mutton sleeves can he ignored,

.Merry Widow hats excused, those snappy bath-

ing pictures laughed off. But a daughter of

sixteen !

And at that, instead of relegating her girls

to the background and posing as an un-

married ingenue, she pushes them
right out into a close-up.

I take a great pleasure in in-

troducing to you the mother
of Frances and Tane, Irene

Rich.

Even when Frances
graduated from high
school, her mother did not

make any excuses for her.

There was none of:

"Frances isn't really as

old as she looks. She's

awfully tall for her age and
really she's just a baby."
Xo indeed. Such evasion:

were not for Irene.

Instead of that, all the magazines and news-
papers carried pictures of Frances with her

first grown-up hat, high heels, graduation bouquet and all.

Frances and Jane are almost as popular with her fans
as is Irene Rich herself.

"The thing I like best about you, Miss Rich," one of
them said on her recent personal appearance tour, "is

Frances and Jane. I love reading about you all in the

magazines."

So after that, what could I do but take my cue as to

what the public wants?
Just now it would be impossible to write of anything

else in connection with Irene Rich, anyway. Her children
are in school in Switzerland and she is lonely for them.

nd Fi

,, but their mother s<

\ to Switzerland, whi
the fact thi

nothing in thei

thei

She talks about them
to anyone who will lend

a sympathetic ear.

"Why did you send them
abroad to school?" I asked

Eg?^
r

her.

"Because — oh there are so

many reasons for it," she said.

"First of all, Frances has graduated
from high school and she cant get into

college for two years. She is going to Yassar, you
know. In the meantime, a finishing school is the only

solution, and I feel California has given her all the ad-

vantages it has to offer a girl of her age.

'T know it sounds like typical mother braggadocio to

say this, but she's a marvelous swimmer and a won-
der with a surf-board. She's an expert tennis player and
rides a horse like a young Tartar. Oh yes, that girl of

mine is a perfect product of California sunshine." This
last with a twinkle in her eye.

(Continued on page 100) p
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Honorable Mention
The outstanding perform-

ances of the month se-

lected by Laurence Reid



e, John Gilbert and Lillian Gish

By Laurence Reid

and Agnes Smith The Picture Parade
Sixteen new film productions which offer you a complete

and well-balanced program of entertainment

La Boheme

STILL another picture has opened on Broadway
which threatens to run until every woman in the

city and most of the visiting sisters have paid the

tribute of a few tears and sighs. For "La
Boheme," King Vidor's newest production, reaches tin-

screen at a moment when there s a big need for a good,

sad love story.

The picture was suggested, of course, by Henri Mur-
ger's "Scenes de la Vie de Boheme" and the opera
libretto which was derived therefrom. It was the first

great love story of the Paris Latin Quarter. "Trilby"
came later and "Louise,"" the third story of a veritable

trilogy of Montmartre romances, is a granddaughter of

Murger's Minn. Murger started the whole Latin Quarter
fever and countless young foreigners and French pro-

vincials were inspired by the love story of Rodolphe and
Miiui to climb Mont Parnasse.

And so La Boheme" comes to the screen overgrown
by traditions and sentiments, and it is only by considering

these overgrowths of the years that one can measure the

achievements and deficiencies of Mr. Vidor's production.

However, it is not fair to check up the deficiencies to

Mr. Vidor. His direction i> all that could be wished for.

The picture lias lyric charm, pictorial beauty and tine

feeling of sentiment. The deficiencies lie in the script

and in the performance of Lillian Gish, as Muni.
The script, prepared by Mme. Fred de Gressac, quite

deliberately overlooks some of the best incidents of the

story. All the coquetry of the meeting between .1//;;/;'

and Rodolphe is carefully washed out and the joyous
.1/;';;;/ who so impulsively falls in love becomes merely a

wretched little waif and a fit subject, not for a love affair,

but for a settlement worker. Musette's gorgeous

entrance is changed to a commonplace introduction and
the poignant episode of the muff is scarcely touched upon.
It's a cautious script, tailored for the limitations of Miss

Gish, but not a colorful one.

Lillian Gish's Mimi is just what this confirmed old

cynic thought it would be. It has moments of beauty and
it has moments of pathos. And, altho a veteran of the

screen, Miss Gish photographs like a child. But she is

never, for a single second, a spirited and joyous Mimi.
Miss Gish's Mimi is beaten from the start. In her love

scenes, she cringes and shrinks—something that no girl

should do. on or off the screen. There is a fine distinction

between positive virtue and negative virtue that she

doesn't seem to understand.

Technically Miss Gish is a good actress, altho handi-

capped by mannerisms which give a monotony to all her

performances. But her work is so studied and so careful

that she gives you an impression of coldness even in her
most moving scenes. In fact, in her one moment of
abandon in "La Boheme"—a dance in the woods—the

first-night audience openly snickered.

But now let us go on to the real reason for the great

popularity of "La Boheme." It is the performance of

John Gilbert. We are getting tired of praising Mr.
( rilbert, but what can we do about it? Lie runs awav with f,
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the picture ; he makes the production. Here is acting so

exuberant, so filled with human emotions, so gay, color-

ful and live, that it fairly burns up the celluloid. Mr.
Gilbert is a perfect Rodolphe.

Another great performance is given by Renee Adoree
as Musetta. Unfortunately Musetta is almost cut out of

the picture. What a pity!

In a few fleeting scenes,

Miss Adoree does some
memorable acting. If she
had had more footage, we
Avould have had one of the

best portrayals of the year.

The minor characters are

played with spirit in the

opera bouffe style.

"La Bohcme" will be im-
mensely popular, thanks to

Mr. Vidor's fine direction

and Mr. Gilbert's great act-

ing. Miss Gish's loyal fol-

loivers will find much to

admire in her work. And
everyone zvill be satisfied,

particularly the man at the

box-office who sells the

tickets. What a busy sum-
mer he has ahead of him!
Metro-Goldwyn.—A. S.

Mare Nostrum—Drama

Rex Ingram, Esq.
Nice, France.

My Dear Mr. Ingram:
If you will come home immediately, all will be for-

given. Of course, it is lovely over there on the Riviera.

but either you are making pictures or you are not making
pictures, and it is about time you decided whether the

movies are worthy of your best efforts or whether
picture-making is merely an evil necessity.

"Mare Nostrum," if von ask me, is a soggy show. This
Ibaiiez war story is decidedly out of date, with all its silly

spy stuff and its undertone of hate. It isn't very good
melodrama, either. The love story is unpleasant, there

are too many tragedies and there is a sinister quality

about it that is almost decadent. Many of the hack-

grounds are undoubtedly beautiful and some of your sea

scenes are pictorially effective. But that's as much as I

j\can say for the picture. Oh, yes, and Alice Terry does

064
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some effective work in the scene in which she is so dra-

matically shot as a spy. But Antonio Moreno gives a

most listless performance in the hero's role.

So, Mr. Ingram, will you please come home and dont
bring any Ibariez stories with you.—A. S.

("Mare Nostrum" is released by Metro-Goldwyn.)

Behind the Front—Comedy

he war is brought home
th a laugh in '"Behind

the Front"'—what with that

pair of inimitable comics,

Wallace Beery and Ray-
mond Hatton, working to-

gether and showing the way.
So we see the social side of

the conflict—the social side

"gagged up" with a lot of

rollicking by-play. Beery
goes back into his erstwhile

Swedish character, that of a

detective, while Hatton is a

crook pursued by the "bull."

They enlist when a girl

hands each a photo of her-

self—a trick she has worked
with several recruits for her

brother's company.
That's the start of the

thing and it's off on a high-

voltage laugh. It ii

burlesque of theW. K. army private. The titles help out

immensely in building the fun. yet the scenes are net

necessarily in need of than—that's how spontanea

Some may call it a steal on "The Big Parade." But it

should be remembered that this is sheer burlesque calcu-

lated to strike your funny-bone and nothing else. Beery
and Hatton put it over.

—

Paramount.—L. R.

The Grand Duchess and the Waiter—Comedy

VY7e haven't a hit of doubt about Mai. St. Clair's having
** gone Lubitsch, after witnessing his directorial efforts

with T. G. D. and the W. The Paramount playboy has

cut a leaf from Herr Ernst's scrap-book which contained

"Kiss Me Again." This new tidbit of humor is almost

as thin as vapor. But while it "vapes." it manages to

warm you with its steam.

The title tells it. The Russian revolution having

The Auction



thrown a lovely grand duchess out of a job, she comes to

Paris as Florence Vidor and the suave Adolphe Menjou
proceeds to dance attention upon her as a waiter. The
fun of the piece is in watching the duchess fall for the

tea hound.
There are times when it becomes quite silly and inane,

and if you judge it too closely

it has its faults. Really it is

nothing but a scries of episodes

joined together— episodes
touched with satire and caprice.

It is cleverly picturised and
played adroitly by the Mcujmi
and Miss Vidor. It scores heavily

with its ginger and spice and
speaks volumes for St. Clair,

who knows how to season a dish

after the Lubitsch manner.

—

Paramount.—L. R.

Ibanez' Torrent

—

Romantic Drama

Ibaxez was not inspired when
* he wrote "The Torrent." As
movie plots go, it is far from
being fresh save for its unhappy
and somewhat grand-opera end-

ing. One might call it a very
good, common, sound, legitimate

romance which presents itself

along conventional lines, playing

the melancholy swan song of separated lovers. The back-
ground is sunny Spain—which is not so sunny as a

setting here.

As Ibanez has it, the hero is a member (if an up-and-
coming family and the heroine just a bit of common clay.

flis mother will not permit their marriage and in order to

forget, the girl goes away to Paris, has legions of lovers.

becomes a great singer, while the youth remains at home
and marries the girl of his mother's choice. If you admit
this is old, you are admitting the truth, but then on the

other hand, it is very well done and its unconventional
ending, seeing the hero completely conventionalized by
marriage into a puffy, stupid man. being rebuffed by his

erstwhile sweetheart, gives it a certain tang that lifts it

up and makes it a work of real substance.

The settings are very atmospheric and suggest a real

Castilian flavor. Probably the most important feature of
the film is the latest Greta from Sweden. This is the

Greta Garbo, a pretty, wistful, and intensely feminine
young person, who suggests a composite picture of a
dozen of our best-known stars. Making her debut in the

film, she registers a complete success. She is not so much
an actress as she is endowed with individuality and mag-
netism. Ricardo Cortez is sufficiently Spanish in make-

up to pass thru any bull arena.

—

Metro-Goldwyn—L. R.

Moana—Nature Drama

D o r e r t J. Flaherty's
•**• "Moana" is a wonderful
work of photographic beauty. It

is a poetic record of Polynesian

tribal life that might be called an
earthly paradise. As a picture,

it deserves to rank with those

few works of the screen that

have the right to live. While it

records the events in the daily

life of a Polynesian youth and
his family, its real value rests in

its beauty.

It comes as a soft breath from
a sunlit isle washed by a marvel-
ous sea—and as nature is beauti-

ful, so "Moana" is beautiful. On
that score it achieves greatness,

primarily because of its relation-

ship with the natural elements.

It is a celluloid idyl which sings

of the loveliness of land and sea and air and of man who
has found contentment with beautiful surroundings.

Watching this picture, the grip of modern civilization

leaves you and you become an innocent primitive like

Moana'. You are freed of the so-called shackles of civili-

It i

, folhr,

r. hi

Wh

hi

•rty nearly two years to photograph
it does not .show life in the raw and

the undying will to live as shown in "Nanook of the

North," it must be appreciated that life is not so cruel

or so exacting in the South Seas. The picture becomes
real. The people in it are easy, natural, childlike primi-

tives who are enjoying themselves. Therefore, it is a
work of the utmost simplicity. We cannot say that any
group of scenes is more beautiful than any other—for

all seem beautiful and true, but we will mention several

that leave their imprint on the memory. These include

( Continued on page 84; p
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All Comedians—and All April Fools

Thomas Meighan Constance Talmadge Mary Pickford
April 9 April 19 April 8

Charlie Chaplir
April 16

Harold Lloyd
April 20

"Shall 1 Go Into the Movies?'
Marion Meyer Drew will cast your horoscope and tell you if the

stars forecast a career for you in the movies

G. M. C. S., August 27th:

You are primarily a busi-

ness executive, with plenty of

good sound ideas and at ihe

same time much originality

and keen wit. Your best place

is really in the position of

office manager, advertising

manager, lecturer or sales-

man. There are such oppor-
tunities to be found in motion
picture work, but the acting is

not for you. Your field would
be found in either the exploi-

tation or publicity end of the

picture industry.

F. S. S., October 29th:

A natural indolence to-

gether with too many social

or emotional interests is a

handicap in your progress in

almost any occupation von
might enter. There is noth-
ing in your horoscope 10

motion picture wort
would probably hi

sitting in the besi

id you
tappier

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Editor of

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
hopes that this department will be of

benefit as well as entertainment to

its readers, but neither this publica-
tion nor the writer of this department
can assume responsibility for any
statements made herein, because in-

accurate data is sometimes furnished
even tho the sender may have every
reason to believe it correct.

All comments made are based on
Astrological rules. In order to apply
these rules to the Horoscope of the
individual, the following facts about
yourself must be submitted:

Your date of birth.

Your year of birth.

City or nearest town and county of
birth.

The hour and minute of the day or
night.

Sex.

e house watching the

doings ot your tavonte star than you ever would he in

trying to emulate those activities ' in person. 1 would
suggest for you the management of a motion picture
theater, as you have a strong sense of what makes good
entertainment and the innate ability to surround yourself
and your friends—who would he your patrons—with
luxurious and harmonious conditions.

L. M. R., September 1st:

Good nature, much criticism, some natural fickleness

and a good share of temper are the outstanding charac-
teristics of this horoscope. 1 doubt if 1.. M. R. has any

V outstanding ambition or any great illusions about the

'J66

mark which must be made in

the world, pleasant friends

meaning much to him or her

— for this person did not tell

me whether the birth date was
that of a woman or of a man
—and not too heavy responsi-

bilities being another prime
requisite. The governing

planet of the movies is really

the strongest force in this

chart, but some subordinate

post should be occupied.

H. L. T., :

I am so sorry hut I cannot

give any delineation of a

character from the data you
supplied me. Let me quc>te to

you: "Date of birth, 1892,

hour of birth, Sunday" : You
will have to pay closer atten-

tion to detail than that in any
line of work if you wish to

succeed, while such mistakes

are apt to draw down
the displeasure of superiors

upon your head. Try again.

and better luck next time.

E. S., December 24th:

You should never under any circumstances associate

yourself directly with the motion picture industry

you wish to bring into your life a long train of deceptions.

losses, peculiar and even abnormal mental and emotional

conditions, while actual physical injury is also a

probability. Your life in any circumstances will be an

unusual one. with some remarkable incjdt

about your life from your twenty-seventh to your thirti-

eth years. Do not marry at this time and
any great success in business or public life. Your best

line of work would be something connected with
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The Girl With
theFunnyFace

"/ notice/* observes Alberta Vaughn,

"the prize beauties seem to have time

to take a Vacation. I never do"

By Alice Leslie

C5
WILSON. Mary Astor, .Mary Brian and Corliss

Palmer—among others—have entered the moving-

picture world by way of beauty contests.

From Ziegfeld's "Follies" have come trooping

Mae Murray, Ann Pennington of the dimpled knee-. Sally

Long and half a hundred more, and the chorus of many a

musical comedy has been depleted by the Kleigs.

But Alberta Vaughn broke into the magic circle because

she could make such a funny face

!

A funny face doesn't properly belong to her, for she is

really possessed of a bright, laughing, friendly little face,

surmounted by a mop of dark curls and lit by snapping
dark eyes.

''T'M probably the only girl who ever got taken in because
1 she was funny looking." confided Alberta, as we sat

by the "ring" wherein her leading man was engaged in

demonstrating the fitness of their picture title. "Fighting
Hearts."

"Maybe there are not such a lot of funny-looking girl-

as there are pretty ones, because ever since I started four

years ago I've been working every day. I notice the prize

beauties seem to have time to take a vacation. 1 never do.

"I'm the most excited girl

you ever saw !" Alberta bounced

^^^fefe in 'lcr canvas-backed chair and

,^H ^^^ hugged her layers of wraps

—

Sp ^K sweater. Scotch plaid and
sL - l Hf printed -cart", for it was early

^H^V^^Sw and the sharp "edge" had not

^J^**" **y yet worn off the California day
—every separate little curl

*T~ . bobbing with enthusiasm.
"I've just signed a new con-

tract that says I'm to be starred

"MA£

mor.ths, Alberta has
had
aboi

Ans
'her
r Ma

nquiries

n than

e by
time

I have done a

few of those

pictures, I'll

have a week or

so oft" and can

go home to
Kentucky a n d

see the kids 1

grew up with

and dip in the

r i v e r i f i t
' s

s u m m e r, o r

slide down the old coasting track, if it's wi

"I came out here, you see, just on a tri]

and mother and sister, and I never had a t

home. When we gol here, a friend let us ii

see how they made moving pictures, and 1 wa
1 suppose my eyes just about popped out of

r watched, or something, for an assistant d

up and asked me didn't 1 think I'd like to be

I .-aid : "Jimmy

—

yes!' and the very next day 1

studio and he put me to work and I wo
feet never touched the ground once, I

'

"The papers had a lot in them just t

for the girl who could make the funn

to be given the part of Buster Keaton'i
" 'Jimmy,' I said to my sister. 7

face !'

"And I had my picture taken makii

Pretty soon they asked me to come an

making that funny face. There were t 1

it was at Sennett's—and I won !"

th my father

:hance to go
n Lasky's to

s so thrilled

!

head as

nit director came
j be in a picture?

day I went to the

ed 'five da vs. My
is so thrilled !

in about a contest

it face. She was
eading lady,

n make a funny

it and
take a s

;ent it in.

:reen test

is there

—

in features after this series is

finished! They hope I can do
Mabel Normand kind of things

—

or Colleen Moore or Constance
Talmadge. Oh, wont it be fun?

Che beamed and hugged the multiple garments again,

^ ducking her little chin down into them until she looked

like some adorable infant smiling out of her baby-buggy
robe.

One of her legion of friends on the set elaborated the

tale.

(Continued on page 107) p
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WHOSE HAND?
F. Vance de Revere gives you a character reading of three more stars.

Can you guess the owners of these hands?

""There is every indication of a strong,

fine character in this hand. Strength
f will, determination and ability to

reason logically. It combines the prac-

tical and the artistic. A very
<

capable

hand whose owner ought to be able to

do things with her hands as well as her
head. The emotional and dramatic are

11 developed ; nevertheless, such a per-

son could sew, mend, cook and manage
her household well, having everything
neat, clean and orderly. I do not know
that she does any of these things but

I would wager she could if she wanted
The long hand indicates a pre-

dominance of the osseous and muscular
system, with its oblong face and tall

stature. It is the hand of action and
power, indicating a very active, ener-

getic nature, fond of work and restless

and unhappy when
autious, reserved

ise of thrift and
extreme length oi

ich, with other f;

hand, gives great d:

wide space betwee
and the others, al

shows a person whe
'

1 both thought anc

good
te the

ringer

lie ahilil

ti\ per: In

lis hand belongs
and most lovable

fession.

""The above hand is the type of hand
which usually represents in the arts

altho, we think of the artist, the sculptor
or the musician as having the artistic-

looking hand, with its lovely, tapering
fingers, but this type of hand which
greatly appreciates art, seldom repre-
sent- it with the hands. This square
hand denotes a thoughtful, solid, me-
thodical, rather studious person and this,

with the downward slant of the head-
line, which gives imagination and, the

sensitiveness shown in the finger-tips

also, the inspirational nature shown in

the smooth-jointed fingers, indicates

musical ability dominating the indi-

vidual. The angular formation of the

thumb is proof of a fine sense of tune
and rhythm, which is absolutely neces-

sary to the musician. The triangle in

the palm of the hand indicates skill and
ability to acquire technique in the arts.

Such a hand has ability to sketch and
draw. The independent little finger

gives the usual dreamy nature of the

artist. The dominant middle finger in-

dicates a superstitious temperament, while

the shortness of the index-finger sig-

nifies a gentle, submissive nature. How-
ever, the first phalange of the thumb
shows a person who is not easily

swayed when once he has definitely de-

cided something. The hollowness of the

palm gives a sad and melancholy side

to the nature. There are indications

that the nervous system is not in good
condition at this time. The even bases

at the bottom of the well-spaced fingers

denote success, and this young man
surely is successful.

All rights reserved
de Revere

I x direct opposition to the square hand,

the hand which represents in the arts

with his hands, is the type of hand.

artistic in appearance, with its lovely,

smooth-jointed, tapering fingers that we
always think of as representing in the

arts but seldom does. This type of hand
has appreciation of beauty, music and
all that is artistic and is frequently

found in the actress and the writer.

It belongs to the type of person who
does things with the head rather than

the use of the hands. This photograph

does not do justice to the beauty and
symmetry of these hands. The fingers

are flexible, denoting a very sociable

nature and a liking and interest in

people. The palm of the hand has

good breadth, showing a practical turn

of mind and a person with plenty of

common sense. The index-finger domi-

nates the hand, indicating a person who
unconsciously dominates things : a natu-

ral leader. Her fingers also show a

verv sensitive nature, hie:

and inspirational, with a gc

the dramatic and a nature which is in-

dependent in both thought and actions.

The thumb denotes an h<

who is too frank and outspoken for her

own goexl. This hand shows a very

affectionate nature.

quick and impulsive. An individual with

ibis type of hand depends more upon

the inspirational feeling of the moment
than thought, study or reason, doing

things well but not knowing why or

how they do them. This gir'

dramatic talent.

Editor's Note.—On pac

>68
AGS.

f. you will find the pictures of the stars whe
de Revere will continue her fascinating ha>

:' last month. /':

of the prominent stars.
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This charming daughter of Mr. Johnston Livingston of New York and Long Is/and is a de-

scendant of one of the distinguished oldfamilies which helped settle Manhattan three centuries ago.

Miss Camilla Livingston
of the smart younger set tells how a girl should

study her looks

^X7Egirlsoftheyoungersct," she says,

^ * "try very hard to know ourselves

inside out! And we believe it's just as im-

portant to study our looks in this frank

way as our characters.

"Naturally, a good clear skin is one
thing we strive for, since it's the very-

essence of attractiveness. Those of us

who use Pond's Two Creams believe we
have found the surest, most delightful

way to keep it fit. With a thorough cleans-

ing, a light protection and powder-base

Pond's keep us right up-to-the-minute,

no matter how busy we are!

"

THESE words reflect the sincerity of their

winsome speaker. A slip of a girl with

large, soft amber eyes; chestnut hair turning

goldin thesun;skin fair and clearwith the fresh-

ness of exquisite grooming; a svelte little figure

lendingitselfto the modeof ultra simplicity in

dress— here you have Camilla Livingston.

Drop into one of the smart Park Avenue res-

taurants at noon during the New York season

and mark the cachet of her close little hat and
smart tailleur as she lunches with a vivacious

"

group of other "debs."

Her summers are as gay and varied as :

printed silk. To Paris and the Lido at Ve
to Newport father's

the famous

pith these

chi

Huntington,

North Shore of Long Island.

But no matter how busy she

gay good times, she manages to give her youth-

ful skin the care it needs, rejoicing that so

little time is required with Pond's Two Creams,

which she daily uses as follows:—

FOR cleansing the skin and keeping it supple

apply Pond's Cold Cream lavishly every

nigh t before retiring and onceor twice during the

day, especially after exposure. Leave it on a

few moments, so that its pure oils may bring

to the surface the dirt which clogs the pores.

Wipe off all cream and dirt and repeat, fin-

ishing with a dash of cold water or a rub with

ice. If your skin is dry, apply more cream at

night and leave it on until morning.

FOR afinish, a powder-base and a soft protec-

tion, apply Pond's Vanishing Cream after a

cleansing with the Cold Cream and always

before you powder. Now your skin has a soft

even surface to which your powder clings

smoothly and long. And if you use this cream

before going out, it will protect your skin from

all extremes of weather, and from wind, soot

and dust.

Buy Pond's Two Creams- the Cold Cream
now comes in extra large jars— and follow this

method Miss Camilla Livingston and her

friends use to keep their skin fresh and fit.

/ and mail coupon if

<uld like trial tubes of

each of these famous Creams and a folder with in-

structions for using.

The Pond's Extract Company, Dept. E
143 Hudson Street, New York City

Send me free trial tubes of Pond's Two Creams.

Free Offer

The Two Creams the younger set is

When you write to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.



The Box-Office Speaks
METRO -GOLDWYN-

MAYER is obviously

the lucky company of

1926. Here is one

organization with three big hits,

two of them likely to go down
in screen history as the biggest

natural money-makers since

D. W. Griffith surprised
America with "The Birth of a

Nation."
Screen authorities already are

predicting that "The Big Pa-
rade" will be the first motion
picture to earn a million dollars

in a year in New York. It is

running along steadily at the

New York Astor at slightly bet-

ter than $20,000, week in and
week out, despite snow, rain

or anything nature can place in

its path. At the end of its fif-

teenth week at the Million Dollar

in Los Angeles, "The Big
Parade" was still riding at

$20,000 a week. As this

issue goes to press, it is hit-

ting an $18,000-a-week gait

at the Aldine in Philadel-

phia, it is drawing $16,000
a week at the Garrick ill

Chicago, and running at the

same figure at the Majestic

in Boston. It did four big

weeks at Poli's in Washing-
ton and packed 'em in, at

$20,000 a week, at the

Auditorium in Baltimore. A
sensational record, indeed.

"Ben-Hur" will be the

other tremendous money-
maker for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. In New York it is

running just slightly behind

"The Big Parade," hitting

$19,000^ a week at the
Cohan's. It is doing $19,500
at Wood's in Chicago. It

has not hit the other big

cities at this writing, but it

is a fiftv-to-one bet that

"Ben-Hur" earns as much.
or more, than "The Big Pa-
rade" in the end. European
rights are likely to help the

grand total in the ultimate

count.

The Six Best Sellers:

"The Big Parade"

"The Merry Widow"
"The Freshman"

"The Sea Beast"

"Don Q"
"The Gold Rush"

The Most Popular of the

Older Pictures:

"The Ten Commandments"
"The Pony Express"

"The Lost World"

""The other box-office
1 of Metro - Goldwj ..

Mayer is "La Boheme," co-

starring Lillian Gish and
Tack Gilbert. This struck

New York, following "Tin
Merry Widow's" long rur

fTvat the Embassy, with a

We

it

$10.00 for the best title to this picture!

The law's off—send as many titles as you like, ami
length up to fifty words, in prose or verse. They
must reach this office not later than April 15. ami
no titles will be "returned. Address them: Title

Contest. 175 Duffield Street. Brooklyn. New York.

smash. It is recognized as a bad
picture for Miss Gish. but its

romantic and tragic Latin Quar-
ter love story rides in on the
present demand for tearful
screen fare.

"The Sea Beast," John Barry-
more's new picture, is one of the
surprises of the year. It has
been a big hit at the Warner
Theater in Xew York. It has
been running at S20.000 a week
on Broadway. It touched the

extraordinary mark of 818,000
a week at the Orpheum in

Chicago. Reports from other
cities indicate that "The Sea
Beast" has widespread popu-
larity.

"Ctella Dallas" still is doing
^ excellently in Xew York

and will be one of the big money
earners of the screen year
thruout America. "The
Merry Widow"' is denting
box-office records here and
there. On the other hand.

"The Wanderer" has been

pretty much of a flop. It

fell down at the Roosevelt in

Chicago and at the Stanley

in Philadelphia.

"The Phantom of the

Opera" is doing big on the

whole. At the Buffalo in

Buffalo, for instance, it ran

to $30,000 tor a single week.

Of the older pictures. "The
Ten Commandments." "The
Tony Express," "The Lo>t

World," 'The Iron Hor>e"
and "Abraham Lincoln''
continue to pack theaters

here and there thruout the

United States. Richard Dix
seems to have scored a ten-

strike with his "Woman-
handled."

'""The American Vexus"
A

is leading an exciting

career. At the Chicago in

Chicago, in the face of the

national uplifters' conven-
tion at the Congress Hotel.

the bathing picture did

$42,000. Yet it flopped in

Los Angeles, home of the

Sennett bathing curie

"Lady Windermere's
Fan." Norma Talmadge's
"Graustark." Colleen
Moore's "Sally." and Norma
Shearer's "His -

are doing splendidly.
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NESTLE REVOLUTIONIZES THE PERMANENT !
^

This Machine "Reads" Your Hair and
Takes the Guess Out of Permanent Waving
For the first time in history, Practical

Science enters the Beauty Parlor. At the

Nestle Testing Laboratory, New York,

the new Nestle Meter Scale renders

you a valuable personal service.

Results are then sent you l^y mail.

PERMANENT WAVING— the way to

beauty for straight-haired women

—

is now on a scientific basis.

No longer is your hair subjected to a

standardized formula by which you
may or may not get the result you de-

sire. The Nestle Laboratory in New
York, working with the Nestle Per-

manent Waver in your own vicinity,

has taken the guess out of permanent
waving—by means of

The Nestle Meter Scale
This new invention literally "reads"

your hair before you have it waved. It

reveals the hidden facts which the eye

cannot see. It tells us the exact char-

acteristics of your hair. We supply you
with this necessary information by mail

—and the Nestle Permanent Waver in

your own vicinity is then enabled to

give you the scientific, CIRCULINE
PERMANENT WAVE your hair requires.

The Circuline permanent waving pro-

cess is a variable treatment that follows

the readings of the Nestle Meter Scale

"to the letter." It is a personalized

treatment adapted to your individual

head of hair.

No matter whether your hair is strong

or weak, snow-white or black, bleached

or dyed—no matter whether you want
a tight, medium or loose wave

—

perfect

permanent waves may now be yours.

Send Us a Strand of Your Hair

for the Laboratory Test

It Costs You Nothing

Just fill out the coupon below— and
send a small strand of your hair (about

the thickness of a pencil lead, and at

least 5 inches long'1

. Do not soul comb-

ings. Enclose S 1 Deposit to cover costs

of testing.

You will then receive from the Nestle

Laboratories, a card giving the result of
the thorough analysis of your hair on
the Nestle Meter Scale. Your $1 deposit

will be deducted from the price of your

next permanent wave—given anywhere
in the United States where the Nestle

Circuline Process is used. The Nestle

Company guarantees the refund of this

deposit. Over 6,000 hair dressers and
beauty parlors use Nestle Permanent
Waving apparatus.

Successfid Waves a Certainty

With scientific knowledge of your hair

in advance, your Permanent Waver can-

not fail to give you the style of wave
you want—exactly as you want it.

We suggest that you send your hair

sample at once to insure receipt of your

"reading" without delay. Please write

your name and address clearly when
filling out the coupon below.

NESTLE LANOIL CO., LTD.
Established 1905

12 East Forty-ninth Street, New York City

Originators of Permanent Waving

rmanent Wav-
" brings von full

ails of the Nestle

Meter Scale and the new Circuline Process.

It contains vitally interesting facts about the

hair and its care, whether your hair is long J*£\
or bobbed. It's free— just send the coupon. Circuli

"When you write t

' NESTLES
CIRCULINE PRPCESS

Tor the perfect

permanent wave

&-*

Nestle Lanoil Co. , Ltd. ,

12 East 49th St., Dcpt. S-G
;

Enclosed find $1 Deposit and sampie (

Laboratory
,
New York

advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 71 P
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YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS
Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good
news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and

you are the boss of this page

IF
it is your desire to read the most intolerant screed written

since the dicta of the Inquisition ceased appearing, I refer

you to a copy of Collier's under date of January 16. The
article is by William Allen White, who is more or less famous

—

in his own opinion.

Mr. White is displeased with the movies ; the gentleman knows
of no film pictures worth while; he fears that if one worth while
is ever made the people will not go to see it ; all who do go
to see film pictures are morons ; he advocates that several grades
of movie houses be erected—one for the intelligentsia, another for

those not so intelligent, another for dumbheads, another for boobs,

another for the totally depraved. When this policy is adopted, I sug-

gest that still another grade be erected—for William Allen White.
Mr. White, I believe, is a newspaper man. So am I. Years

ago I conducted a country ' weekly and 1,200 residents of the

county in which it was published were glad to pay me $2 per
year for it. At that time the United States had a population of

95,000,000, men, women and children and Mr. White, speaking in

round numbers. Long ago I disposed of that paper. But it has
just dawned on me, since reading Mr. White's article, that of
this number 94,998,800, including Mr. White, were morons. If

they were not such, according to Mr. White's logic, they would
have subscribed for the paper, and I might have been dubbed
the "Sage of So-and-So," just as Mr. White has been dubbed
the "Sage of Emporia," of bleedin' Kansas, where it is said the
natives have discovered how to make hooch out of grasshoppers.
The logic of Mr. White sets forth that all movie patrons are

morons, and my reasoni

presumed
wisdorr.

be ;

Ho-

nk
chldin

little standard of rectitude for

and imbeciles all those who di

worshipers? Let's not think
I am one of those deluded

sage, who derives a keen deligl

I go only six nights a week
;

but I do it for the reason thi

headquarters does not open 1

u-ly

doi

quai

night I i

goers, attorneys, ministers, doctors, printi

eminent officials, pretty girls and women,
pretty, and lots of men not half as

pretty as the least pretty girl. The
movie house is the most democratic
assembly in the world today. All of

us are on an equal footing. If we do
not like a picture, we can get out and
forget it. But, truth to tell, there are
few pictures shown which are so
abominably bad that the

irding to the Kansas
t<> the movies. True.
iirk i UK- night's duty,

:r of the local moron
Sunday nights. For

:>vie patron, and each
here teachers, church-
newspaper men, gov-

rls and women not so

able.

of Mr.
Thi:

Wli
Hal dis rd

I

or tl e "Miracle Man r th • "Birth
of a Nation," or "Al ral am .incoln."
and hundreds of other s o f distinction?

Jc HN Bri TOL,

Vernal, Utah.

An Emphatic ' •No
I7or
1

acl

nearly a month
J™

i h
v°scnti-

concerning "The^Pl anto n of the

72

nt

«3£

Y/'OUR opinions on subjects re~
* lating to the movies and their

players may be worth actual money
to you, if you can express them
clearly in a snappy letter of one to

three hundred words. . I five-dollar

prize is awarded for the best letter

of the month, which will be printed

at the head of this department.

One dollar is paid for the excerpts
printed from others. J J 'rite us

an interesting letter, giving reasons

for your likes and dislikes. Sign
your full name and give your ad-
dress. We will use initials only if

requested.

Send to YES AND NO, 175

Duffield St.. Brooklyn. X. V.

Opera." As I read the frank criticisms of other contributors to

"Yes and No," it imbues me with the courage to express my

Of what great substance is this monstrous picture which appar-
ently is entrancing thousands of people every day? Lon Chaney
as the Quasimodo of Victor Hugo's famous classic. "The Hunch-
back of Xotre Dame," was supreme and revealed to the public

a new knowledge of the great possibilities of his ability. It must
be the enormous impression that at that time he created on all

who saw his picture that has blinded them to the utter shallowness
of this latest production. Foremost in my arguments is this point:

Of what actual value is this amazing spectacle and of what benefit

is it to anyone? They call it a triumph of make-up. It is unques-
tionably that, but what more has it to its credit? The gruesome-
ness of the story was so excessively great that its beauty was
completely overshadowed. Mary Philbin and Xorman Kerry exe-

cuted their roles exceedingly well. In fact, to my mind, they,

in addition to several unusual scenic effects, would be the sole

redeeming features of the picture. Surely the American movie
public would have had no desire to see such a horrible, terrifying

and repulsive photoplay had it not been that Lon Chaney repre-

sented the feature character.

But, also to offer a word of praise as well as criticism. I would
like to express my deep admiration and approval of six actresses

and actors. They are the lovely and gracious Norma Shearer,

winsome and fascinating Betty Bronson. Carol Dempster, who
represents a superb and finished technique of acting : Monte Blue,

who is delightfully genuine: Conrad Nagel. who is so sincere,

and George O'Brien, who act; with such conviction.

Mis> Eleanor Earnshaw,
Upper Momclair. New Jersey.

Oeveral years ago I was an inveterate movie fan. but I went
away to boarding-school alx>ut this time and the movies ceased.

That is, all except the Pickford-Coogan brand and a few others
along this line. Almost a year ago I returned home and the
movie habit was "on" again. A great many new stars had
entered the movie firmament during this time, some of whom I

admired : others were merely "flat tires." in my estimation.
That brings me to this— I read not long ago in Motion Picture

of the fact that Ben Lyon is beginning to occupy the seat Waliy
Reid left in the stars' hall of fame. Where do they get that?
lien Lyon is not a Wallace Reid and he will never be one.
He never takes anything seriously. I have watched Ben Lyon

and he looks as tho he were about to burst

into laughter—if that is acting, then I

dont want to see any more.
I also register my disapproval of that

stunts man. Richard Talmadge. Why,
oh why. are people placed in the movies
who cannot act? We pay the cash

to see acting, not stunts and grins. I

am becoming convinced that it isn't

such a feat to get in the movies at all

any more.
I like movies and attend four or five

times a week, but I would n I

the street to see Irene Rich. William
Desmond, Tom Mix. Harry Carey and
a great many others. The stars are
paid such enormous salaries, and it is

really the tans who contribute—

5

should not be such a great task

beauty, brains and an undisputed ability

to act. Surely there are enough of this

sort to pick from without choosing
some types we have in the mo>
day. Thev show us homely
and say. "This is g
we argue this, they show us .-. .

looking person who does not know Ijow
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Only 2Women in10Today
still employ the hazardous hygienic methods of yesterday

8 in every 10 women in the better

walks of life have adopted this new
way which solves woman's oldest hy
gienic problem . . . by ending the inse-

curity and uncertainty of old ways . .

.

and by providing easy disposal.

Easy Disposal

and 2 other important

factors

®No laundry. As easy to dis
pose of as a piece of tissu*— thus ending the tryiuj
problem of disposal.

THE rigid exactments of modern social

and business life demand a new hy-

giene for women. Days are too precious,

too full, to be lost ... or interfered with

by even natural complications.

For that reason, you will find much
more than simply a mere convenience in

this new way. It will make a great differ-

ence in your life.

Gayest, filmiest frocks may now be worn
without a moment's thought. Social de-

mands are met in confidence. One lives

every day . . . unhandicapped. The uncer-

tainty of the old-time sanitary pad has

been supplanted with a protection both
absolute and scientific.

Factors that changed the hygienic

habits of the world

This new way is Kotex, the scientific sani-

tary pad. Nurses in war-time France first

discovered it. It is made of the super-

absorbent Cellucotton, covered with spe-

cially processed, soft-finished gauze.

It absorbs and holds instantly sixteen

times its own weight in moisture. It is

five times as absorbent as ordinary cotton.

Each Kotex pad deodorizes with a new

secret disinfectant. Think of the amazing
protection this feature alone gives!

Easy disposal—simply discard

T There is no bother, no expense,

|
of laundry. Simply discard Kotex
is you would "a piece of tissue —
without embarrassment.

If you have not tried Kotex, please do.

It will make a great difference in your
viewpoint, your peace of mind, your health.

60% of many ills, according to many
leading medical authorities, are traced to

the use of unsafe and unsanitary make-
shift methods.

Thus today, on eminent medical advice,
millions are turning to this new way.

You can get it anywhere, today

A fair test will convince you of its advan-
tages beyond all question. No other
method will ever satisfy. Kotex comes in

sanitary sealed packages of twelve, in 2

sizes: the Regular, and Kotex-Super. At
all better drug and department stores,

everywhere.

Today begin the Kotex habit. Note the
improvements, mental and physical, that
it brings. Write today for "Personal Hy-
giene" booklet. Sample of Kotex will be
mailed free on request. Cellucotton Prod-
ucts Co., 166 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

(2\ ?* s y

'Supplied also in personal service cab

West Disinfecting Co.

"As\ for them by name" _^S3SM

k ° T e x mrizes »^^HrPROTECTS-DEODORIZES

Kotex Regular:
65c per doten

90c per dozen

Ion MOTION PICTURE

No laundry—discard as

easily as a piece of tissue
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Close-up of a vel-

cJ\pw— This'hard-milled
,

'soap, used everyday

.... keeps skin young and lovely

There is radiant, happy beauty

in a skin that has the fresh

satin-smoothness that Nature
gave it—and intended it to

keep.

But so many skins have been

robbed of their fine-textured

loveliness. So many show
coarsened pores, and blemishes,

instead of the clear, smooth
beauty that every girl longs for.

And, Oh, the heartaches and
the disappointments that result

from poor complexions! Only
the girl who suffers, knows.

Soap, of Course—But

the Right Soap

All up-to-date scientific advice

on the care of the s\in urges the

daily use of soap and water. It is

the kind of soap you use that

ma\es all the difference between

safe cleansing and the danger of

coarsened, blemished s\in.

Cashmere Bouquet is made es-

pecially for the face, hands and
tender skin of the neck. It is

" hard - milled," which means
that it is put through special

pressing and drying processes

that give each cake an almost

marble firmness. It is not the

least hit squdgy. This

special hardness is

what makes it sate.

Cashmere Bouquet

lather penetrates deep into the pores,

searches out dust and dirt and rinses

away instantly and completely. No
undissolved soap remains in the

pores to mix with dirt and stifle

the tiny openings. That is why
skins cared for with Cashmere
Bouquet keep their youthful texture

and remain beautiful.

Try This Treatment—
Watch Results

Wet the face with warm water.

Work up a thick Cashmere Bouquet
lather on the hands. A wash cloth

is too harsh for some skins. Massage
this soothing lather into the skin

with the fingertips until the skin feels

refreshed and alive. Rinse in warm
water, in order to remove all

of soap while the pores are still open.

Follow with a dash oi clear, cold

water. Pat the face dry wu:
towel. If the skin is inclined to be

naturally dry. rub in a little Colgate's

Charmis cold cream.

rets told in booklet!
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Good Streaks of Bad Luck

stage in order to recover his health. As
the result of his stage experience (he

had been Rose Stahl's leading man for

some years), Vitagraph offered him the

lead in a picture. He met Mr. Smith
and Mr. Blackton a little later, and just

naturally took to directing.

Mr. Newmeyer, after serving an appren-

ticeship on the college ball team, playing

in stock during his vacations, acting as a

coal-miner, spotlight man in a theater with

David Warfield, and in numerous other

capacities, went into a professional ball

team and was injured. His doctor ordered
him to California, and because it was nec-

essary to eat at least one meal a day
he went to picking oranges. Picking
oranges on high ladders at two dollars a

day was not as bad as it might have been,

but it was not to Mr. Newmeyer' s liking,

so he went to Universal City in 1913,

where he met Hal Roach, a former col-

lege friend, and was given a combination
position as actor, property-man and as-

sistant director.

Because he was a terrible actor, so ter-

rible that Hal threatened to fire him off

the lot, he was handed a megaphone with
the instructions to "lay off" acting, and
direct a picture. He refused to give up
acting, but after Hal Roach had given
him his choice between taking a chance at

directing or being turned out into the
world once more, he decided to direct.

As a result, he won a contract, and con-
tinued to wield the megaphone.

r^ORis Kexyox was playing a tiny part^ in "Princess Pat" at thirty-five dollars
a week when Jules Brulatour, now the hus-
band of Hope Hampton, saw her, and
asked her if she would like to take a
screen test, and perhaps win a contract.
Miss Kenyon, who was not at all inter-

ested in pictures at the time, threw the
letter aside, but discovered shortly after-
ward that Brulatour was a friend of one
of her friends. So. in order to be polite,

she answered the note, re-

fusing the offer gently.

I !ut Mrtilatour called her
up. and finally persuaded
her to change her mind,
and go over to the studio

for a test. Before going.

a youth in her company
advised her to hold out
for a high price. "You're
worth a hundred dollars a

week, Doris," said the ad-
miring young man to the
girl to whom thirty-five

dollars looked like an
a w f u 1 1 y I)

i
g sum of

money.
At that precise moment,

no doubt, the tide came
in. sending Miss Kenyon's
sense of her own value
up several dollars, for,
when she had been given
a satisfactory screen test,

and Mr. Brulatour asked
her if fifty dollars a week
would be a welcome sal-

ary, to his surprise the
girl shook her head,
gulped, and replied that
she preferred to remain
on the stage.

"Well, then, how about
seventy- five dollars?"
Brulatour asked the
girl.

"No, sir," she replied

(Continued jn payc 29)

hundred dollarsvery faintly

week."
A hundred dollars a week—imagine—for

one inexperienced little girl ! And she

got it.

L-Iexiu Diamond Bekger, the French di-

rector, had been a newspaper editor

in France before the war. He had writ-

ten many scintillating criticisms of mo-
tion pictures, had written a book on the

subject of how and how not to make good
pictures, and had stepped on the toes of

one of the biggest producers in the coun-

try. While lying in a hospital recovering

from wounds received in action, this pro-

ducer came to him and tried to convince

him that it was one thing to write a good
criticism, quite another to turn out a half-

way decent picture. To which Berger re-

sponded by betting that he could turn out

good pictures by avoiding the very things

which he had commented upon unfavor-

ably in his hook and columns. He was
told to go ahead and try it. Which he

did, upon his release from the hospital.

And, by listening to suggestions from all

sides on the lot, and keeping his eyes wide

open, the first picture he had ever directed

turned out successfully.

"Only I forgot to make use of some of

the hints outlined in my book," laughed
Mr. Berger good-naturedly.
George Archainbaud. another director

who was born under the French flag, came
over to this country with his director-

lather knowing very little English, and
less about motion pictures in America,
altho he had been in the business end of

pictures in France. One day, while he
was working as his father's assistant, he
was called into the office by William
Brady, who said: "One of my directors

has gone. You can do about a thousand
feet of film, kid, and if you do it right

you can do the picture. If you turn out

a good picture, I'll give you a contract."

Which he got.

A doli'HE Mexjou's big chance in pic-

tures did not come until two years ago.
For a good many years he had been going
along in obscure roles, unnoticed and un-
sung. Then Charlie Chaplin saw him one
day, and elevated him to the role of lead-

ing man in "A Woman of Paris."

Both Malcolm St. Clair and Gregory
La Cava began their careers as cartoon-
ists. St. Clair made cartoons of Mabel
Normand and Mack Sennett. and in that

way was started on a motion picture
career.

Gregory La Cava was in charge of
Flearst's Animated Cartoons, and was the
first man to write and dramatize scenarios
featured as the only comedies at the Rialto,

Criterion and Rivoli Theaters. You have
seen them often enough, no doubt—the
Krazy Kat cartoons, and numerous others.

He, too, lined up with Famous Players,
and was finally entrusted with the direc-
tion of "Womanhandled," due in part to
the intercession of Richard Dix with the
powers that be. Mr. La Cava not only
wrote tlie scenario of the picture, but cut
and titled it. As weather conditions in

Texas were bad—it rained five weeks out
of nine—the cost of production increased
so rapidly that La Cava thought he'd
reached another turning point in his life,

and expected to be turned right out of
the studio upon his return. But again Mr.
Dix interceded for him, and instead of
having to address the casting agents as
"Mister" once more, he was given another
picture, and complimented on the preced-
ing one.

Dichard Dix admits that in the begin-
ning he fondly imagined himself to be

another Booth, who had a great message
to give to the world. Long before the
thought of motion pictures was in his head,
he was playing Hamlet in little one-night
stands thru Pennsylvania. Each morning
he stood on the cot in his hotel room and
recited from Shakespeare in tones which

emulated those of his

voice teachers : "Blow,
blow, thou winter \

rit of

m'd?"

"I Lc Yo
mber of

he went to the (_

joined the great

sion of movie g
ers, thenceforth
"that

Sittin:

Ma

One of the first scenes from "The Scarlet Lette
the Metro-Goldwyn Studio. Lillian Gish is se<

Hester and Lars Hanson, the Swedish actor, is

*^"le. The picture is directed by Vic

n as the unfortunal
the Rev. Arthur Dim
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There's Tricks in All Trades
{Co, ted from page 53)

sardine in a can. Then he made a final

plunge and over went Sir Knight on his

head, and I'm telling you I was out for

half an hour. It took them a long time
to get to me, the fall jammed the helmet
and maybe they had to send for a can-

opener.

"Since that time I haven't cared much
for horses.

"When I got my part in 'A Son of His
Father,' I thought : 'I must learn to ride.'

But I was working up to the day we left

for Arizona, so I had to learn how in one
• day before we began to shoot the scenes.

The boys on the picture taught me. I

merely stuck on and let my body go with
the horse."

Warner Baxter's new contract reads

:

"One Western a year."

"I can manage to ride the beasts once a
year, but after that I'll take my meals at

the. dinner-table," he explained.

"I have the stills from my first picture

and whenever I want a good laugh,

I get 'em out," he laughed.
"I was playing on the New York stage

when they asked me to make a picture

with Justine Johnston. The first day on
the lot everybody showed me how to make
up. They took me aside and confided their

favorite secret. They put red and green

and blue and purple over and under my
eyes—horrible yellow grease-paint on my
face—and warned me against rouging my
lips. I looked like nothing on earth when
they got thru !

"And now, whenever I feel like criticiz-

ing a close-up of myself, I take out those

old stills and see how much worse I can
look than I do

!

"But my real entry into pictures is some-
thing I've never disclosed until now.

"I came out to California for Morosco,
to be leading man with his stock company
in Los Angeles. When I heard that I was
to open in a certain play, I protested, and
he agreed that I might open later in 'A
Tailor- A lade Man.'

"IV/Iorosco plays usually run seven or eight

weeks, so when it was suggested to

me that I make a picture with Ethel
Clayton in the meantime, 1 wired Morosco
for permission and was told I might it" the

picture didn't interfere with my stage
• appearance.

"We were in the second week of the
picture when I received notice to report
for rehearsals. What to do? I couldn't
throw down the picture.

"I'm an actor and I thought I'd see how
good I was. I appeared at the Morosco
office with dark glasses, cotton bandaging
my eyes, and felt my way across the room.

"
'I've got Kleig eyes,' I said, pitifully,

T cant read. I'd like to appear next Mon-
day, but I cant study. I cant even see

!'

"It must have gone over big, for Mr.
Schrader said : 'That's tough. Take care
of yourself. Sure, it's all right. We'll
put off the opening.' And I finished the
picture.

,
"And that

got into the mov
the Kleig ey
Morosco yet.

'""Talking about what people dont see on
*• the screen, there's the flying in 'The

Air Mai!.' I didn't teel about flying the

way I feel about horses. I'd been in a
'plane. I knew there is no sensation—
only a terrific noise. What with the helmet
over, your face and the sides of the thing

luck if you

the i

I'd probably be at the

expect t

"All
ich.

the well-known
we took off for the

ivas the pilot and he
wedding bells w
hop. Leo Xom
guided the thing in and out ot the canyons,
flying low for the purpose of the picture.

All of a sudden

—

bam!—a bird hit one
of the propeller blades and smashed it to

bits. Leo had presence of mind enough
to shut off the engine. It would have been
torn out if he hadn't. We glided down,
just missed a rock jutting out of the moun-
tainside—missed it bv not more than a

foot!—and landed" in an oil-field without
even mussing our hair.

"Leo is the pilot who was lost in Death
Valley after that picture. He started late

and thought he'd take a short cut and got
1 '-t. Tt was four days before they found
him stranded in Death Valley, but alive.

"I ninx'T know how to swim until I

played in 'Rugged Waters.' I was
born in Columbus, Ohio, and grew up
inland. Xo doubt there is an old swim-
ming bole even there, but somehow or
other it escaped me. The boys on the

picture, as usual, taught me and now swim-
ming is my favorite sport.

"We went outside of San Francisco to
what they call the "Cabbage Patch,' a
whirlpool of waters with enormous rocks
sticking up everywhere. A boat on the
'Patch' does all the plain and fancy bobbing
up and down that was ever invented!

"I was the big captain who stands up
and gives orders, to the crew, and I was
the only actor in the boat. The rest were
a lot of life-guards used to battling the
sea. I was deathly sick. I'd lie in the
bottom of the boat until they called

'Camera!' Then I'd stagger up and wave
my arms and look stern and indomitable
for two minutes, and flop down again. For
two hours I did that, and I'm convinced
that a sailor's life is no life for me. no
matter how many yo-hos you put after it!

"I was glad to think I had learned to
swim when I heard I was to play in

'Aloma of the South Seas.' since I spent
most of my time in and under water in

that picture.

"When we landed in Porto Rico we were
met by a crape-hanger who informed us
that the day before a man had had his

leg bitten by a barracuda. The barracuda
there are not the well-behaved fish we have
in California, who content themselves with
the bait offered them by the Tuna Club.
They used to have a slaughter-house in

Porto Rico and the waste was flung into

the ocean, so the fish became cannibals.

"The company had a steel net sunk,

roping off our particular part of the sea,

and the man-eating fish were foiled. The
smaller ones we speared. The Samoans
on the picture taught me to throw a spear
and harpoon fish, as I do on th

an accomplishment that came in useful off

the lot.

"We worked on location several miles

out and the company sent out location

lunches. I speared fish in my odd moments
during the morning and the Samoans
cooked them, wrapped in leaves and buried

in the sand—delicious !—so we discarded
all but the hard-boiled eggs and the avoca-
does. Avocadoes—three for a nickel-
whopping big ones
"Which makes me think that one of the

woes of a leading man is the good old

(Continued on

The Mysterious Stranger

M Y

as 1

now and the

but slurs certain words,
do. For instance, she
and mus' for must. I 1

lose this charming litt

At this time in her ca

Mauritz Stiller, a w(

not thought of going

here?" I asked.

"No, I never
said. "One day
I have offer to w

1a^£

first time my parents are sorry I

ress. They do not want me so far

ny home. 'But I plead with them—
or one little year'—so I am here."

•> that she misses tiie cold winter

er and that the California sunshine

on those lovely eves. However.
els in the outdoor "lite. She lives

>each, so as to get the full benefit

astness and completeness ot" the big

u Culver City amazes her. She
e studios in Stockholm are small

ic of them have more than two
From lack of space and equip-

ment, they are much longer in making a

picture. "But it is nice to work over

she adds. I think Miss Garbo is

the least bit homesick.

"I guess I will always play bad girl,"

she sighed. "Always in Sweden, then here
in Ibanez's 'Torrent,' and now in my next

picture. "The Temptress.' I like sometime
to play good girl."

As we were saying our "good-1
looked at me with a questioning smile and
said. "You do not ask me. 'Am I in love?'

or "Will I marry?" I air. - a

have ask me such queer things."

have added that I fell

ask those quest-

as hers do not invite D
heart.

Greta Garbo will fascinate r^

vie will ahvavs remain
l~s a mystery.
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Identify this scene and
you have stariedioward
uourfieC/trip toHolluivood

Conditions ofContest
1. You may submit one solution or

several, as you wish.

2. Send each solution under separate
addrc "Bo

Hollywood Contest," care of Cox
Confectionery Company, No. 163
Orleans Street, Boston 28. Mass.

3. The grand prize will be awarded to
the person who succeeds in naming
the actors and actresses, and the
pictures in which they appear, most
nearly correctly, and, in the opinion
of the judges, makes the most novel
and original presentation of the so-

lution.

4. In case of ties, awards will be given

to each tying contestant.

5. The judges of the contest, whose
decision is final, are Mr. James R.
Quirk, Editor of " Photoplay;" the

Motion Picture Editor of "Liberty;"

and Mr. Frederick James Smith, Edi-

tor of " Motion Picture Magazine."

6. Remember, the contest closes June
1. 1926. Winner— and a friend —

a free Round Trip to, and a

week's stay in Hollywood. There
are 200 additional prizes. Get your
first booklet today— it gives all the

1EET the famousjVtbtJie Stars /J

SEE the big pictures filmed /

LIVE the life ofMovie land /

Visit Hoii^oodT^e /
Live the life of Movieland! Who that has evet thrilled at the panorama of

adventure, of mystery, of love, as it unrolled across the Silver Screen has not

wished to be part of it? Who, in fact, during those vivid minutes, has not

mentally been one with it?

And here now is your great Free opportunity to live the life of movieland

—

to meet the stars, to watch the great directors as they create their master-

pieces of the Movies. Your opportunity, possibly, to actually take part in

these Epics of the Silent Drama. And all Free!

How? By winning the grand prize of a free trip to Hollywood for yourself

and a companion of your choosing.

The conditions are easy. The makers of Romance Chocolates have se-

lected twelve romantic scenes from twelve great photoplays. These scenes

are reproduced in two booklets, A and B, one of which is packed with every

pound box of Romance " Selections." You have simply to name correctly

the leading actor and actress appearing in each of the twelve scenes, giving

also the correct title of each photoplay. Then, arrange the scenes in a novel

and attractive manner.

This contest is open to all. You do not have to buy anything to enter. You
may have both booklets, free, by wriring directly to us. Get your copy now

!

COX CONFECTIONERY COMPANY
163 Orleans Street, Boston 28, Mass.

CHOCOLATES
When you write to advertisers please r. 1 MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 77
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That Lucky Rogers Boy
Olanthe, Kansas, sent one of its boys to the Paramount School. Now

he's playing the leading role in "Glorious Youth"

By Gertrude Shinn

"AND what's more, I

/ \ learn that you have
/ \ twice left the Uni-

versity and made
trips to Kansas City with-

out consulting your mother

or me." Editor Rogers, of

the Olanthe (Kansas)
Mirror, spun about in his

chair and regarded his son

Charles.

"Now you are offered a

trip to Europe for the

summer and you want to

know how long before you
must give your answer.

These people want your

decision at once."

"If they want it right

away, I reckon it'll have to

be no." The son avoided

his father's searching gaze.

"Look here, boy, you'd

better confide in your Dad.

Haven't been getting in

some mix-up, have you?"
"No, sir," there was a

sparkle in the black eyes

and firmness of tone that

reassured the anxious par-

ent. Charles certainly had
something on his mind but

it must be all right.

He had always been a

good boy, fond of home, and
a college boy should be.

Meanwhile, Charles Rogers
terview, he felt as thorol) m
a picture in the third reel,

would be out and by the fifth

/"\F course, turning down a^ it wasn't as if he did n

would be to go jazzing with

college boys and girls—play

orchestra all around Europe,
ing summer tramping thru

Spain and France with three

other fellows. They had
shipped on a mule transport

and the work they did paid

their passage over and back

in the steerage of a big liner.

To be sure, the crew of the

mule ship made unduly
merry over the cut of their

r\ knickerbockers and their

f>78
La££

When Charles Rogers' moth
the tests for the Paramount I

boy must be

interested in all the things

was rather enjoying the in-

isunderstood as the hero of

By the fourth the secret

or sixth, he would triumph.

trip to Europe was tough

—

ot know how wonderful it

a group selected From the

ing his trombone in their

He had spent the preced-

EDITOR'S NOTE: In case you dont

know it, Charles Rogers is the boy who
was selected for an important role in

"Beau Geste," a new special. It's a part

that any star on the screen would have
been glad to get!

books on "Care of the

Animal," but they had a

great time coming back on
the liner. The captain had
invited them to come up
and dance with the first-

class passengers.

Yes, it was tough to give

up a trip to Europe, but

Charles Rogers was faced

with an important decision

and he was ready to make
it. He had to pass up a

certainty for an uncer-

tainty. He would tell no
one anything until he was
sure.

One morning he ap-

peared with a communica-
tion from Famous Players.

Tie had been accepted for

the Paramount School

—

one of the fortunate six-

teen out of forty thousand
applicants.

"Now. I can tell you all

about it. Dad." he said.

"Those trips to Kansas
City were for the film tests

— I am to go to New York
to the Paramount School.

It's a sort oi moving pic-

ture West Point where
they train you to act: if

you are good, they give you a job—it's a big chance."

Much to Charles's surprise, his father was calm about

it. he even approved, nor did his mother seem upset.

••The hoy must be good-looking." was all she said.

I—lis boy and girl friends were not calm: the whole town
* was wild with excitement. They all knew that

"Buddy" Rogers, as they called him. was frightfully

handsome and they knew he could act. Xo one else was
ever thought oi for leads in the school and college plays.

They knew that he danced well, played good football,

baseball and hockey. Way down inside. Charles
himself had one pet conceit.

He knew he was
boxer. But actually to go
on the screen, be a real pic-

ture actor, this was
thrilling.

He has been at the Para-

mount School now for a

term and has been chosen as

lead for the picture that the

100 I

r heard that he had passed
hool, she simply said: "The
ood-looking"
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/DOMING to New York ten years ago,

^—J the daughter of a noted doctor and

scientist, Dorothy Gray, by the discovery

of new treatments and preparations for the

\eeping and bringing back of youth, soon

became one of the most famous beauty

specialists in the world, numbering among

her clientele scores of the greatest names

in the international social register.

DOROTHY GRAY

OCIETYS MOST FAMOUS FAvCES
3^Q.pt Houlhjxd .bi^-'

r
H.&r QjOolu/

There are three telltale places where age shows first in a woman's face, weak spots. This

was Dorothy Gray's conclusion after studying thousands upon thousands of faces during

the past eleven years. How to prevent them and to erase them has been her specialty.

SOME people used to think that the

almost magical results obtained by
Dorothy Gray were extremely compli-

cated, even surgical treatments.

For she is known on two continents

as the facial scientist who works mar-

vels for the greatest beauties of society

and stage. She first won her fame in

counteracting the double chin and sagging

throat muscles. To women of the "fading age"

she offers facial rejuvenation. To younger women
she offers protection against premature age.

Her Salon in New York, in the most exclusive

Fifth Avenue location, is the mecca of thousands

upon thousands of women who proclaim her XouT/
their benefactress. Mc

Yet her treatments are apparently simple. Nothing

severe. Nothing harsh. In fact, now you can duplicate

her treatments in your own home.

You can consult Dorothy Gray by mail as intimately

as if you came to New York for a personal interview.

This service she has now developed after ten years

of exclusive Salon treatments by appointment. She has

prepared printed directions and offers her own prepara-

tions. Furthermore, she invites you to write to her in

detail and she will answer you personally.

Her specialty is the counteracting of facial age. To
it she has devoted her life.

She can help you eliminate a double chin and make

When you write to advertisers please me

your throat lines youthful and charming. She can help

you erase those hateful lines around eyes and mouth.

She can help you "firm" the relaxed, drooping muscles

o ( the face. A sallow skin can be made to glow.

Thousands of women have had almost miraculous

results in employing the Dorothy Gray Home Treat-

ments. Years disappear quickly. "You look SO
much younger," your friends will say. "Have

you been to New York to see Dorothy Gray?"

Below is printed a coupon for your conve-

nience. It embraces the three telltale places

where age shows first but you may write a

letter instead if you wish to state your problems

more fully. Miss Gray will study your require-

ments and make personal recommenda-

tions as to the treatments and the proper

preparations.

. ^ This service is gratis.

Dorothy Gray's preparations with

complete directions for treatments can

be obtained at the leading department
~—™ stores and quality drug stores through-
th Flabby
nheChm out the country.

DOROTHY GRAY. 753 Fifth Avenue, New York
Please tell me how

O to round out a thin face and strengthen muscles
D to erase wrinkles and lines around eyes and mo

NY
- 33

under chin,
uth.

Street

City .State.
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Gossip of the Camera Coasts
(Continued from page 49)

C^harlie Chaplin is making progress with his next picture,

"The Circus." Two or three hundred scenes have been run
thru the camera. Chaplin usually takes three or four thousand
scenes before he starts cutting his production.

The comedian is planning to produce another picture with Edna
Purviance in the stellar role. Joseph von Sternberg will direct.

Jack Holt will play the featured role in "The Deer Drive."

: Elaborate plans are being made for the picturization of this

tale. All the deer in the Yellowstone Park will be used for the

production. This will be Holt's greatest role since his part in

"North of 36." It is his first big Western picture this year.

mpleted work in "The Blind Goddess," a
r modern courts, with district attorneys, etc.

i of the picture, Jack dashed madly to Del
. the big polo tournament. He is playing

got his applause with 1

ever put on by talent

Holt recently

modern story of ot:

Upon the completio
Monte to take part i

i "That ol' da

ecked numen
my and two

vith the famous Midwick Club teams.

"Vvette Guilbert, the great French artist, has gone to the UFA
A studios in Germany. She will play the role of Martha in

the new big production of "Faust." Mme. Guilbert is one of

the first French artists to go to Germany for a professional

engagement since the war.

It is impossible to keep Pola Negri out of print for one month.
She went to Albuquerque, New Mexico, and, while stopping

there, was accused of waiting to meet Rudolph Valentino on
his return from the East. Pola denied this, saying that she was
there on oil business. Most of the wells around Albuquerque
pump water. The next we hear of Pola, she may be cavorting
around Havana on a polar-bear hunt.

I—Iere are two important Hollywood business transactions :

Jack Holt traded a second-hand car for two of Victor
Fleming's horses.

The next week Victor Fleming traded Jack Holt a two-time
second-hand car for three of Jack's pome-.

LIollywood nearly lost a couple
sea" churned itself into a t

vessels along the Pacific Coast,
his friends put to sea on a fishii

foot Barhcrinc. They weath-
ered the terrific storm for two
days before making a Mexican
port.

A tragedy nearly occurred
when a company of actors put
to sea on the old schooner
Indiana. They were filming

scenes on the boat when the

storm came up. The tug which
towed the big, powerless ship

was forced to cut loose in the

storm. More tugs came to the

aid of the helpless boat and pre-

vented it from going on the

rocks near Point Vincente. On
the schooner were Joseph Hen-
aberrv, the director: Joseph
Schildkraut, Clarence Burton
and Mathew Betts, actors, and
a number of property-men and
cameramen. Seena Owen was
supposed to have gone on the
ship, but the day previous had
injured her leg when she fell

while taking scenes on the boat.

t

ever presented by the press-
agents of Hollywood. It was
an elaborate affair staged by
Sid Grauman. There were sev-

eral acts in which numerous
stars took part. Doug Fair-
banks gave an exhibition of
English tennis. Colleen Moore
introduced the baby stars. John
Barrymore took a bow. The
only two people to stop the
show were Barrymore and
Clyde Cook. Cook proved to

talented eccentric dancer,

and scored heavily with the

John Barrym
from his ne
Joseph Schei

re, as Don Juan,
X production,
ck at $100,000

audience. Barry:

was the gayest
capital.

A fter a seven-year absence, Dick Barthelmess arrived in Holly-^ wood, and immediately began preparation for the filming of
his next production, "Ransom's Folly." Within a period of a
week, Dick had rented a studio, hired a leading lady and had
the cameras clicking. The star has leased the Marshall Xeilan
studio. Dorothv Mackaill will play the leading role opposite
Barthelmess.
When Dick arrived, it was quite natural that he should be

swamped with social invitations, but he disregarded them all for
the business of getting the picture under way. "Ransom's Folly"
is from the story by Richard Harding Davis. Sydney Olcott
will direct the production.

Dosemary Theby and Harry Myers were married a year and
a half before they confided the secret to any of their friends.

And thereby hangs a little story. Years ago Rosemary and Harry
were engaged to be married. But something happened, there

was a quarrel and Harry married another girl. The marriage
didn't turn out well and Harry and his wife were divorced.

Perhaps he couldn't forget his first love. Anyway, as soon as he
was free, Harry went to Rosemary and asked her to forgive and
forget. Which, being a wise woman, she did.

"IV/Iare Nostrum" was a big disappointment when it opened at
iVA the Criterion Theater in New York. Rex Ingram's new-

picture isn't likely to make any great hit with the public, and
the first-nighters all agreed that Rex's long sojourn in Europe
has had a bad effect on his work, as the picture is old fashioned
in its story-telling technique and far too unpleasant to capture
popularity in this country.

The excitement at the opening of "Mare Nostrum" was pro-
vided, not by the picture, but by the presence of John Gilbert.

Mr. Gilbert made a prima donna entrance, amid the cheers—and
almost screams—of the waiting public on the sidewalk. This is,

of course, all very annoying to a new star. It's perfectly dreadful
to be besieged by girls for an autograph. And it's awfully odd
that the stars, who object to these little scenes, dont do away
with them entirely, either by staying away from openings or

arriving at the theater by way
of the stage-door, where they
may enter unm

Antonio Morf.no, who re-
^* cently completed work in

the leading role opposite Marion
DavieS in "Beverly of Grau-
stark." has been cast for the
principal part in Elinor Glyn's
new opus, "Love's Blindri --

Another new contract was
passed out this month by

the Warner Brothers. Dolores
was elevated I

dom by the contract which she
signed with the company last

week. She has been hailed by
critics. East and West, as the
great screen find of the year
because of her work in "The
Sea Beast." The star's sister.

Helene Costello. is achieving
considerable prominence in the
film world. She is now play-
ing the leading role opposite
Raymond Griffith in his new
comedy. "Get Oft the Earth."

Df.member old Captain
of the horse mar::.-

was accredited in a once-
popular song with fee E

horse good pork and beans?
Well, if' the old Cap is still liv-

ing, he may be able to graduate
his steed's provender to butter

and eggs, for the mo> -

mpanies are r.

ing over the issue as I

has the exclusive right

the Marines in pic

and Mary Astor in a scene
John has been signed by
per picture. Hamlet is not
»d!
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IBANEZ'

IQjyULNI

Ibanez' Torrent! Rushing flood of mightv emotion

Sweeping us on—ever on—breathless . .

.

Ricardo Cortez—dashing—gallant— torrid . .

Greta Garbo—Perfection!

Discovered by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in stark Sweden-

She is setting the heart of America aflame!

Monta Bell is the director.

You positively musn't miss Ibanez' Torrent!

A Cosmopolitan Production

Scenario by Dorothy Farnum,from the novel by Vicente Blasco

Ibanez. Titles by Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell.

"More Stars Tnan There Are In Heaven"
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RAMONA—Welcome to the throne. I'm waiting for you.

Helene Costello is playing opposite Raymond Griffith in "Wet
Paint."

SIS.—Yes, but time is money, and the way to spend it is the

principal thing of interest about it. Fox is producing "The Johns-
town Flood," with Florence Gilbert and George O'Brien.

SCREEN STRUCK.—Why was the first day of Adam's life

the longest—I give up—because he had no Eve. I suppose that

made him mourn ! Yes, that was Rod La Rocque in "A Society

Scandal." Milton Sills and Anna Q. Nilsson in "Adam's Rib."

Madge Kennedy and Creighton Hale are starring in "Charley's

Niece," for Universal.

MRS. A. M. B.—Congratulations. Hope you win another prize.

Yes, and by the time some men have learned to behave themselves,

they're too old to do anything else. Virginia Brown Faire is plav-

ing with William Fairbanks in "The Mile-a-Minute Man."
DOROTHY LUCILLE.—Yes, and that's life—just a billion

darn things after a billion others. We shouldn't complain. The
picture is of Mary Brian—she is wearing a blonde wig in one of

her pictures.

PAT.— Something like Chief Killem-by-degrees. Hey! I

should say he was about nineteen—yes? You bet I drink my but-

in. So you have
Juan David, 98

do yotermilk every day.

questions if I didn't?

A. ELIZABETH S.—No, I never

went to college—just a self-made man,
you know. The Harvard University

is the richest in the United States.

with an endowment of $52,031,769.

Richard Dix is still single.

WINIFRED B.— All the way from
Merrie England. So you really saw
Betty Blythe. I have no doubt but

what Pola Negri and Betty are very

good friends. We all must have our

tools in order to do good work. The
surgeon's tools are called "instru-

ments." In law they are "citations."

In advertising they are "mediums" and
in Answermandom thev are "casts."

THE OL' LADY.—The handsom-
est flower is not the sweetest. Yes, I

can see you are still for

John Gilbert. Haven't

ed by the Warn]
baby star who
the most progre

ppose I could answer these

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All you folks who have questions to ask, come
this way and you shall be heard—and answered.
I have learnt a lot during the last eighty-two
years, and it's all yours (or the asking. Been
answering ??? here for the last fifteen years

and still going strong. If you want an answer
by mail, enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

If you wish the answer to appear here, write

at the top of your letter the name you want
printed, and at the bottom your full name and
address, and mail to me. The Answer Man. care

of Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duffield
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ETTY.—] should s

side of mv overcoat. Thev are trained to

the Helen Ferguson Friendship Club—wr:
Walthara Street. Boston. Massachusetts.
MOLLY.—Bert Lytell is living in Hollywood. California. Why

dont you join one of the clubs? Virginia Yalli. Dorothy Devore
and Greta Nissen are all free-lancing right now—that is. they are

not under contract.

NORMA M.—Well, I am glad to be in America." You know.
America produces more than 60 per cent, of the world's petroleum,

more than 50 per cent, of the output of iron ore, 60 per cent, of

the production of copper, nearly 70 per cent, of the crop of cotton,

and more wheat than any other two countries on earth. Right
now Irene Rich is playing in "Silken Shackles." and then she will

play in "The Door Mat" with Huntly Gordon and Victor Var-
coni for Ernst Lubitsch.
LLOYD HUGHES FAN.—Well, you are like the lady who

wont leave the small town because it is too tiring to run around
in a big city. Wait until you come to New York. No. Louise

Glaum is going in vaudeville for a few weeks : after that she is

going to Furope to play in pictures. Diana Kane and Johnny Hines
in "The Brown Derby." Oh. yes. Lloyd Hughes is married to

Gloria Hope.
KATHERINE C.—Well, it shouldn't take so much courage to

write to me. 1 am a perfectly harm-
less old chap. I still have my hall-

room, and my assistant. Bill, shares

my desk with me—what there is of it.

No. I dont waste my time !

the days of my youth. But then I'm

not as old as I look. My beard is

inclined to make me look older.

LORRAINE R.—Judging from my
picture, you wouldn't say I was a

walking advertisement of the marvels

of chemistry. Righto! But Boncilla

has done a lot tor me. Winifred
Hudnut is Natacha Rambova, but her

right name is Irene O'Shaunessy. She
is playing in vaudeville.

JE "\\".—Well, your first

superfluous, like an alarm-clock in the

with a baby. Be

twenty-six and not mar-
ried. Monte Blue is mar-
ried to Tove lanson.

OPAL.—Yes. it is true

that Lowell Sherman and
Pauline Garon are mar-
ried. Olga Cronk is

Claire Windsor's real

name. I should -

Weber is

next picture is

Maker." with W
Oland and Gr..

mond in the cast.

RAYMOND J. F.—
Fire away. The
of room, but th»

room in this old world
is said to be room for

improvement. Rex In-

gram is work
"The Ma|
is being produced entirely—^ abroad, the inter

nn Williams and made in a Studi

collegiates who are appearing and the ex:.

g filmed by Metro-Goldwyn (CoHti*
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"Quess who it's from!"
"It's a letter from the Answer Man. Fve read his answers in Motion
Picture Magazine for years. He is so witty—and knows everything and
everybody in pictures. I write to him often—and always receive a wonderful

letter from him.'''' Thousands of people know this dear old fellow and his

department is one of the finest in any magazine.

For over fifteen years Motion Picture Magazine, the pioneer and the oldest

magazine of its kind, has fearlessly, accurately and authoritatively presented

the news of the great motion picture industry to the millions. Under the

experienced and able leadership of Eugene V. Brewster, its Editor-in-

Chief, it has become a powerful influence for all that is good and progressive-

on the screen. The editorial staff are the leaders m their profession.

A clean, wholesome magazine for the entire family

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

For Motion Picture Maga-
zine, $2.50 per year in U. S. A.,

Cuba, Mexico and Philippine

Islands; Canada, $3.00; For-

eign, $3.50.

(Subscription Rates for Mo-
tion Picture Classic are the

same as for Motion Picture
Magazine.)

Subscribe now and be sure to

receive every issue.

Brewster Publications, Inc.

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ARM

The Picture Parade

Moana's little brother climbing a tall,

bending .tree waving across a clear sky;
a vista showing the natives returning after

a boar hunt ; the surf and under-water
scenes ; Moana dancing the Siva ; the

tattoo episode; and the tribal dance.

—

Paramount.—L. R.

Dance Madness—Comedy-Drama

""There is no getting away from this one's

being a typical movie and carrying a

movieish title. In that respect it keeps to

its form. It will make you think of the

Mae Murray pieces even tho she does not

adorn this with her presence. This is

probably because Robert Z. Leonard di-

rected it.

To get down to brass tacks, it tells of
a gay young blade, who woos and wins
a teacher of aesthetic dancing. After a

year of intensive wooing he transfers his

affection to another dancer. In the end
these terpsichorean teachers become fast

friends and decide to bring the young
Willy-Nilly to his senses.

It develops that ancient and honorable
trick of having hubby falling in love with
his own wife—and doesn't develop it very
well—that is, with no adroitness and
sparkle. It hasn't very strong ankles to

dance on—has this strip of celluloid. It is

played in just a so-so manner by Conrad
Nagel, Clair Windsor and Hedda Hopper.
—Metro-Goldioyn.—L. R.

Oh, What a Nurse—Comedy
I—Faving discovered along with several

others who go in for masquerade that

dressing in feminine gewgaws makes audi-

ences hysterical with laughter, Syd Chaplin
decided that a man changing quickly from
one costume to another would knock 'em
over. So he proceeded to make them howl
by attiring himself, coquettishly, in wig
and flowing robe. He has enough dis-

guises—has Syd. First he puts over the

laughs dressed in widow's reeds, then he
bedecks himself in a nurse's uniform. And
the show was on.

Of course, it comprises a series of gags
' Chaplin knows how to execute them.

the idea

But
have been mad
that started I,

in the shuffle. But the authors really hit

upon something original in having a re-

porter go to bat for the woman who writes

the advice to the lovelorn column. A lot

could have been made from this which has

not been appreciated.

—

Warner Bros.— L. R.

The Yankee Sefior—Western Melodrama

affects chamois gloves even outi

self in his satin blouses, trick

ct al. The piece itself, howeve
from the same old cloth, in th.

job is to save the girl horn the ba<

By the way, the girl is Olive Be
the technicolor scheme emplo 1

shows her up as someone to be"

with when counting beautv.

The highly paid Tom appears ;

irge of ad s

i

The piea
•ell a

has

The
and Tony do in

84

(Continued from page 65)

Francis. As for Olive Borden, she is a
composite picture of Lila Lee and Madge
Bellamy—combining the best features of
each. We predict stardom for her if she
is groomed carefully.

—

Fox.—L. R.

The Blackbird—Melodrama

""The unholy two, Tod Browning and Lon
Chaney, haven't been so fortunate as

with their previous shocker. Truly, it

would be difficult to improve on "The
Unholy Three." Where "The Blackbird"
errs is its reflection of the earlier opus

—

as if it was made from something left

over. But it fails to carry out the uncanny
touches, the grim realism and the hard hu-
mor which marked its cousin. Xor is it

as smooth, and plotty as the other.

The ending is particularly movieish.

Just when things were getting interesting

along comes happiness and spoils it all.

In other words, there was work to be
done by both crooks and detectives before
the triumph of right over wrong.
Lon Chaney plays a dual role—that of a

crook of London's Limehouse—and the

hitter's brother, a -bishop." He is really

lu -

i„ one—the bishop rble being resorted
to that he might hide his real identity.

Lon exercises his make-up box. his facial

muscles and his joints to a fare-you-well.

himself. But he makes himself interesting

no matter the guise in which he appears.

Reiiee Adoree gives a performance of feel-

as a Limehouse Patti and Owen Moore
is (). K. as a Piccadilly Crow.-
Goldwyn—L.R.

The Auction Block—Drama

Dex Beach's story shapes up as fair-
1V

to-middlin'. It is nothing to make
much of a fuss over, and on the other
hand, it is nothing to be entirely con-
demned. Again we have a beauty contest

winner as the heroine of the picture.

Eleanor Boardman is the girl who walks
aw. i\ SO easily with the prize in the first

reel of "The Auction Block," and strange

to relate, the contest is not mentioned

The plot has to do principally with the

efforts of a youth to win a wife who
doesn't love him. This has all the smack-
ing of an Elinor Glxn situation, but is not
treated in the Glyu' fashion.

Charles Ray. who has made his reputa-

tion as the country \okel. is the gilded

waster from Pittsburgh. He lives on his

dad's millions, pays out big money for one
dance with the beauty contest winner and
has a merry time of it. The youth marries

the small-town girl. In fact, she is swept
off her feet by the ardor of the young
millionaire, and then comes her hour of
repentance. When she wont sec him or

shoe-store clerk, but it all ends happily

It is a very competent cast that takes

care of the acting— and praise should Ik?

given to Miss Boardman, Sally O'Neill,

David Torrence and the others for hu-
manizing their roles and making some-

;m.—Mctro-Goldwyn.—L.R.thing ou

What Happened to Jones—Comedy

r"00D old Jonesy has finally found his
^-* way to the screen. The comedy, writ-

ten originallj by George Broadhurst and
which has been played in every town boast-

Reginald

as spirited and amusing as it ever was
upon the stage. Denny has the faculty of
knowing how to gage the gags that score.

He has a good sense of spontaneity, and
we have yet to see him try to "hog" a
picture—his aim being to surround himself
with competent performers. We bring up
this point because Otis Harlan, a round,
little, fat man, very' nearly succeeds in
stealing the picture from the star.

Denny is good in the farcical situation

of his last night as a bachelor—for that

old wheeze, "Ladies' night in a Turkish
bath," is used for the material, and from
the episode Messrs. Denny and Harlan
bound forth in feminine attire masquerad-
ing as THIS, THAT AND THE OTHER
MAX—or WOMAX.

There's a good sparkle in this picture.

It keeps moving at a good pace, the situa-

tions being well timed, and the players
evidently enjoying their work. Among the
cast the performances which stood out be-
long to Zasu Pitts, Emily Fitzroy, Marian
Nixon and Melbourne MacDowell.

—

Uni-
versal.—L. R.

Partners Again—Comedy

'Those fifty-fifty partners, Abe and Maw-
rus, take a flyer in automobiles in their

newest venture. Of course, if you've seen

the partners once, you know just what to

expect : that one or the other will do some-
thing that is not in the best plans of his

partner. For a while this new sketch

worked out very well, but it soon petered

out. It is strictly slap-stick—and we see the

two comedians, George Sidney and Alex-
ander Carr, as agents for the "Schenck-
mann Six." They endeavor to demonstrate
the car to a prospective buyer, and later

on there are legal complications and studio

experiences in an air-plane.

Strictly speaking, the piece is a long

series of subtitles illustrated by moving
pictures. While many of the titles, 'written

by Montague Class, are witty and up to

the minute, there are others that fall on

you with quite a sickening thud.

The director, Henry King, has relied to

a great degree on these titles for his humor.
We prefer to see him behind a megaphone
for such works as "Stella Dallas."—

-United Artists.—L. R.

Dancing Mothers—Drama

'The younger generation is on the war-
* path again, chaperoned this time by the

older generation. The cocktail-drinking

flapper has her moments, but in reality her

place in the scheme of things is only sec-

ondary, as the real story concerns the

effect that her conduct has upon her
parents.

"Dancing Mothers" develops it::

lem story which ends with the

still unsolved. .

ten. apparently, the trad:

a liappy ending. .

but hardl: ever, one cannot

deny that the ending was not true to char-

acter and situation. Alice Joyce, with her

usual charm and restraint, plays the mother.

Her quiet manner is an excellent foil for

the rampant exuberance of Clara Bow as

the daughter. Norman Trevor, as the gay
the daughtei - —L. R.

Sea Horses—Melodrama

\ 1
"-""

> - -

1V1 While the story dr.c-

preparation for climaxes which never de-
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%eNERVE of her/

-tb'sKi'vi/
NAMELESS nomad—cast-off child of

the Paris gutters . . . Imagine poor
Kiki daring to grasp for the luscious
things of life

!

You'll thrill at the breath-taking im-
pudence, perky pluck, of this whimsical
boulevard waif as she gaily, gallantly
tricks her way into the longed-for stage-
land of lights and dancing!

With her saucy skirt and her tilted

tarn—cheap bracelets halfway down her
arm— carefree, child-hearted Kiki made
millions love her in her two years on
Broadway in the famous Belasco stage
success.

And now she's coming to your town ! . . .

Gloriously played by Norma Talmadgc
and a great supporting cast .... Sumpt-
uously screened in a production that
brings you all the romance of Paris-
all the glamour of behind-the-scenes
in a famovs French revue.
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AvoidGray Hair
as these women do

r gray, faded or unbecomingly bleached hai
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No gray haired woman
golden opportunity
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ix years ago, i is thir
.„ -,wW it is beautifully long and heavy.

I like my hair a chestnut brown, and have had
no difficulty in getting it the right shade, since

tint for gray and faded hair "
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interference w liatsoever wlth shampooing—
h pe anent waving, m arcellin g or sea
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n
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fou will say as does Mrs. R. in.
North Lafayette Park Place, Los Angeles, Cal.,

What the Stars Are Doing
And where you may write to them

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

Adoree, Renee
Goldwyn Studios, <

Agnew, Robert—playing
Marshall Neils "''

wood, Cal
n. May—playing

Studios, 807 E. 175th St.. New V
Arthur, George K.—pit '

Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave..
Astor, Mary—playing in

Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles

Banky, Vilma—playing in The Son of a Sheik—
United Studies, 5 341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles, Cal
Barrymore, John—completed Don Juan—War
Barthelmess, " i" Ransom'.

I .,'1 — 7
<: NewVork

ed La Boherr
ty. Cal.

1 in Wild
5 Glendale Bl

e—Metro-
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-d.. Holly-

Gish, Lillian—playing in The Scarlet Letter—
- -

Goudal, Jetta—plaving in Paris at Midnight—
Metropolitan Studios. 1040 La Palmas Ave., Holly
wood. Cai.
Gray, GUda—playing in The Woman Thou Art-

famous P'ayers Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves
Astoria. L. .*.

Gray, Lawrence—plaving in ThePalm Beach Girl—
Famous Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves.

Men of Steel-
w- York Citv
aying in Ki
Los Angeles.
The Wise Gi

—Biograph
X. Y
/—United
Cal.
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Hills — Famous Players St
Hollywood. Cal.
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FlUhl •

Padlocked—Famous
Hollywood, Cal.
Beat! Geste—Famous

City, X. Y
Blue, Moi

ian, Mary—play
o-Goldwyn Studio:

l Brown of Harvar

e St., Hollywood.

release The Black Bird

lod, Cal
'

Cody, Lew-

Collier. Willi:
-Famous Player

The Better Oie—
• Blvd.. Holly

-Metro-Goldwyn

m. ,lr^

Studi. * l's'jnv:-

n The Rainmaker
eSt., Hollywood

Column. Ronald -playing in Beau Geste—United
Studios. >34l Moln>-r V, . 1 - \i:grlcs. Cal.

Cortez, Ricardo -plavine. in > rr, :, - of Satan—
!". in. 1

1 - I'layera Studios, Sixth and P

Dana, Viola—plaving in Crashing Timbers—
Universal Studios, Universal * '

Daniels. Bebe—playing in The l'aim lira, h Girl—
Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves.,

navies. Marion—playing in The Red Mill—

Uinald—playing in Rolling Home

—

lios. Universal City. Cal.
HOthy—playing in Leave It to Me—
Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood.

Dove. Billio -.lavinc in The Star M
icrsal Studios. Universal City. Cal.

Dresser, Louise pi ij ing

Universal Studios, Universal fit;

Errol, Leon—latest release

GUARANTEED HARMLESS

BR0WNAT0NE
\ TINTS GRAY HAIR ANY SHADE
1 86 Every adve

Western Ave
n Hells +00—Fox

. HoUywooi

-playing in 3~he Phantom Bullet—

-.liver I :•- n

Herbert

ION PICTU1 E MAGAZINE is gi

Corinne—plaving in Mile. Modiste—
1040 La Palmas Ave. Hollywood. Cal.

Griffith, Raymond— ieEarlh—
Famous Plavers Studios. 152 3 Vine St., Hollywood.

Hamilton. Neil-
Players Studios. 152
Harlan, Kenneth „_.

Universal Studios, Universal City. Cal.
Hines, Johnny—plaving in The Broun Derby—

First National Prod,. 807 E. 175th St.. Xew York
Citv. X. Y.

Holt, Jack—plaving in T,.e Blind Goddess—-Fa-
mous Plaver- ood. Cal.
Hughes, Lloyd—playing in High Steppers—

United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave . Hollywood. Cal.

Joy, Leatrice—playing in £:. s Lca:es—Cecil Dc
Mille Studios Culver City, Cal.
Joyce, Alice—playing in Beau Geste—Famous

Piayers Studios 1-20 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.

Kerry, Norman—plaving in Mile. Modiste—
United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood. Cal
Kirkwood, James—playing in The Wise Guy—

United Studios -"341 Melr s e Ave. Hollywood. Cal.

, Laura—playing in The Big Xighl—
_TW. --

iin'i Sake—
wood. Cal.
4. in Mile. Modiste—United
:.. Los Angeles. Cal.
in Lovey Mar)—Metro-

Lloyd, Harold
1040 La Palmas A\
Louis, Wiliard

Studios, 5341 Meli
Love, Bessie—

Goldwyn Studios.'
Lowe, Edmund—plavir.g in x r et ia —Fox Studios.

1401 No. Western Ave.. Haywood. Cal.
Lyon, Ben—plaving in The Sarage— Fir-

Prod., 807 E. 175lh St., New York City. N. Y.

Mackaill. Dorothy—playing in Ransom's Folly—
Marshall Neilan Studios, 1845 Glendale Blvd.. Holly-

MacLean, Douglas—-, Living in That's Mx Bab:.

—Famous ! Vine St.. Hollywood.
Cal
Mason, Shirley—plaving in Desert Gold—Famous

Players Studios 1 =20 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.

Mc \\n\ . Max
National Prod.. S07 E. 175th St.. New York City.

L. I.

Menjou. Adolphe—playing in T
Satan—Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce
\\es Astoria. L. i.

Miller. Patsy Ruth—playing ir Heil Bent for

Heaven—Warner B- - set Blvd.
Hollywood. Cal.
Mil. Tom—plaving in Hardboiled—Fox Studios.

1401 No. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Moore, Matt—playing in -

Studios, 1401 Xo Western Ave H. !!\ wood. Cal.
Moreno. Antonio—playing in The Temptress—

Metro-Goldwvn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Murray, Nine- ..lost le'.eas

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.

Nailel, Conrad—completed _'.

mousPlay rsS
Nilsson. Anna -

Los - -

Nissen. Greta—playing —
. - .:< -'

Universal Studios Universal e

\o\arro. Ramon Ben-Hnr
a yii Studios. Culver C

O'Brien. George -playing :

O'Brien. Eugene Lying in Fine Manners-
Famous P' Pierce Aves

OHara. lieorce
Home—Wai s - - •- - -

Hollywood Cal
O'Neil, Sallv -playing .-.-• Bm*rr—Metro

Goldwyi -
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Philbin, Mary—playing in A Savage in Silk—
Universal Suijius. Universal City, Cal.

Pickford, Mary— —Pickford-

Fairbanks Studios, Hollywood, Cal.
Prevost, Marie—completed Other Women's Hus-

bands—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood, Cal.

Ray, Charles—latest release The Auction Block—
Metro-Gold City, Cal.
Rich, Irene—playing in Silken Shackles—Warner

Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Shearer, Norma—plaviny in The Devil's Circus—
Metro-Goldwvn Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Sherman, Lowell—playitm in Th.

n—Cosmopolitan Studio, 2478 Second Ave.,
Xct . X. V.

Sills,

Studios. 807 E. 1 7

Starke, Pauline—playing in Love's Blindness—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Stone, Lewis—playing in The 'Desert Healer—

United Studios, i 54! Melrose Ave., Los Angeles.
Cal.
Swanson, Gloria—playing in Fine Manner*—

Famous Play-rs Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves..
Astoria, L. 1.

Sweet, Blanche—completed TheFat (

Studios. 5.341 Melrose Ave, Los Angeles, Cal.

Talmadge, Constance—playing in The Duchess
of Buffalo—United Studios, 5.541 Meln-
Angeles. Cal.
Talmadge, Norma—completed Kiki—Unit--d

:

141 Melrose We., Los Vngi ies.Cal.

Paris—Cosmopolitan Studio
New York City. X. V.
Terry, Alice—completed Mare Xoslrum—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios, ( ulver City. Cal.
Torrence, Ernest

—

playing in The Blind Goddess
—Famous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St., Holly-

Valentino, Rudolph—playing in The Son of a
Sheik—United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los
Angeles. Cal.

Vidor, Florence Horses—Fa-
mous Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.

Wilson, Lois—latest release Lei's Get Married—
Famous Players Studiol! Sixth and Pierce Aves.,
Astoria. L. 1.

Windsor, Claire—playing in Money Talks—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Worthing, Helen Lee—completed Don Juan—

Warner B: -.1 Blvd.. Hollywood.
Cal.

There's Tricks in All Trades
(Continued from page 76)

waist-line. Five pounds too much and the
end of the career is at hand. Too lew-

hairs and good-by to the lover !"

(From the present appearance of Warner
Baxter neither calamity need cause him to

lie awake nights for some time to come!;

"There's another animal that I've met in

pictures, of which you may have heard
—the lens hog. That's the person who
tries to get more than his share of the

scene. Once when I was on location, I

happened to room with a champion of thi>

species. The first night we talked late

and he grew expansive. He explained to

me how, by simply moving his hand at a
critical point, or by wriggling his nose,

making his eyebrows run up and down,
or opening his mouth, he could steal a

scene.

"He forgot—or else he didn't know

—

that we had several scenes together in that

picture. When they came along, I fore-

handedly got ahead of him with the lens

hog stuff and did the stealing myself!
"But if there are lens hogs, there are

also generous people in the business, and
I want to go on record as announcing that

if you are looking for a star who will go
fifty-fifty with you on a scene—or even,

most of the time, give you sixty-five per

cent, of it—look no farther. Betty Compson
and Hebe Daniel., are the stars!"

TURN TO PAGE
And read our nezv department o

conducted by Marion Meyer Dr
something neiv—something with
interest for all our readers. Be
for -Shall 1 Go Into the Mori
TION PICTURE MAGAZINE
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(lAdually a rich, vivid rose!

A DCO lOSl JtlADt
Decidedly deeper— actually a

rich, vivid rose!

When the vogue of gleaming

tinted nails first intrigued us,

everybody thought they were

ever so nice. Then as everything

in the whole world of fashion be-

came more brilliant ami scintillat-

ing, these gleaming nails took on
a deeper and ever deeper hue.

Now, to meet this new vogue in

polishes, Cutex brings out a liquid

polish in a Deep Rose shade.

Two applications give

a deeper hue

No need to tint the nails before

polishing. Cutex Liquid Polish,

Deep Rose, is itself a rich, vivid

color. And it can be made still

deeper by simply applying a sec-

ond coat after the first has dried.

Today fashionable women
hardly feel they have completed

their toilette until their nails take

on the rosy hue and sophisticated

brilliance that this new Deep
Rose shade, brought out by
Cutex, gives.

Particularly is the new shade

effective lor evening—when
warmer more exotic colors are

their most radiant. See how its

rich, vivid tones, give a special

emphasis to shapely finger tips.

Cutex Liquid Polish in the new Deep Rose
or the natural pink you already know is

35c at all drug and department stores. Or
see the special offer. Northam Warren

—

New York, Paris, London.

this Smart New Shade!
Mail coupon with 6c for trial

bottle of the new Deep Rose shade,
Cutex Liquid Polish.

Northam Warre.v, Dept. N-S

1 14 West 17th St., New York City

I enclose 6c for bottle of Cutex
Liquid Polish, Deep Rose.

1 MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 87
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BEFORE YOUR NEXT
PERMANENT WAVE

c/earn the

greater beauty

and safety of

Vhecfrederics

^Method

This is the method of perma-
nent waving now practiced by
the finest parlors everywhere.
It is themethod thatgives those
large, soft waves of lustrous
beauty which all fastidious
women most desire. And be-
cause a Frederics Method par-
lor always offers more expert
knowledge and artistry, it is

not necessary to send away
for tests before your wave.

The great masters of per-
manent waving throughout
the world acknowledge this

method as supreme for beauty
and for safety to your hair. If
you do not know one of these
better parlors near you, write
us and we will gladly tell you
the address.

WRITE FOR THIS fREE FOLDER
"Hou> to Care for Your

<3. uredericsHnc.
53A West 37th Street

New York, N. Y.

9he ^dericsMethod

PERMANENT WAVING
"FOR THE HAIR OF WOMEN WHO CARE"

A Guide to Current Pictures

Which are now being shown thruout the United States

A Kiss for Cinderella
Betty Bronson in another Peter Pan part, ably
supported by Tom Moore and Esther Ral-p.n.
Quite good and entertaining, but nothing like Peter
Pan. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

A Woman of the World
Pola Negri in a new role, which she does to perfec-
tion with Chester Conklin. Story not so good,
but well worth seeing. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Block, The
air-to-middlin'—because there is nothing

'

e the
'

average icture. (Metro-Goldwy

ehind th
in Europe.

with i uch broad sla istick Wallace
Beery ai d Raymond Hatton pu it o% er. (Para-

The ma> supreme of all

.ill tin: el a 100 per cent
Goldwyn — E. V B.

ift Parade, The
e of tl S ol

The Gr reproduced \ emarkable
lid.-liiv. Sweepii g and stirring scenes and

ohn G bert and Renee Ad ree create
marveloi

lackbird The
lances. (Metrt -Gold vyn)

l.on Cha
to "The i

Metn

h rills and

-Goldwyn
'

luebeard
tn^vT. e-off on the mo vie in iustry and

the way n win. 1 stars are made C ontains good

. CWar
Clas ified

i interestingGriffith at her best in

comedy. (First National)—E. V.

Clothes Make the Pirate
A burlesque in which the laughs are achieved in

too strained a manner. Leon Errol's droll comedy-
is. in the main, satisfactory. Pleasing enough, tho
it doesn't ring the bell. tFirst National!

Cobra

polished as ever. Nit a XaMi miscast. Fairly good
drama, hut not up to The Eagle.'' Paramount
—E. V. B.

Compromise
A drama in which Irene Rick proves herself a
ereat artist. Louise l-'azenda a great comedian,
and Pauline Garon a great flapper. Plenty of

Cowboy and the
Buck Jones take

Countess, The
s his outfit to Europe and gives lair

1.1 Lochinvar role. (Fox)

Dance Madness
this—line heating on an old. old
dinarv opus— in plot as well as in

Goldwyn.

Dancing Mothers

luTlo?^
-..'...
and competently played. (Para-

Dark Angel, The
Banky and Ronald Colman. the

his color! ul war romance,
i First

10 comes back with a bang, but Vihna
shares the honors. You will like this

: drama. (United Artists'*—E. V, B.

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is gnat

An excellent picture, beautifully and artistically
done. Edmund Lowe. Alma Rubens. Lou Tellegen,
and Marjorie Daw make up an all-star cast. (Foxj

Enchanted Hill, The
Thrilling Western with Jack Holt the hero and
Florence Yidor close up. Not great, but interest-
ing. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Fighting Edge, The
k'enneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller in a color-
less melodrama of the Mexican border -

(Warner)

First Year, The
An amusing story of married life with Matt Moor
and Kathryn Perry as the young couple. Matt
Moore is splendid. (Fox)

Flaming Waters
With Man: Carr as the mother and Malcolm
McGregor as her devoted son. this picture makes
fair entertainment in its story of oil swindlers.
(F. B. O.i

Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd's funniest picture—and bv all odds
his greatest. Has everything and will please any
type of picturegoer. Dont miss it. (.Pathe

Go West
Buster Keaton at his worst. A long-drawn-out
comedy that cannot compare with "

igator" and "Seven Chances." Metro-Gold-
wym—E. Y. B.

Gold Rush, The
After two years we expect something better from
Charlie Chaplin. However, y

California Straight Ahead
A romantic comedy suggestive of Wally Reid's
auto yarns. Youth in conflict with the elders.

Reginald Denny keeps it going at a good pace.

-e.v.:
; "the Kid

Golden Strain, The
Pretty weak drama starring Kenmth Harlan.
Hobart Bosworth gives the best ;

Goose Woman, The
Louise Dresser contributes a marvelously rich char-
acterization of a woman who had seen better days.
The mother-love theme is built around a murder
mystery. Entertaining. (Universal)

Grand Duchess and the Waiter
A light and fluffy piece of entertainment, done with
much adroitn. ss and suhtleiy. Is clever in every
way—and capitally played by Menjou and Yidor.
(Paramount)

Her Sister From Paris
A rollicking comedy this, based as it -

wife who masquerades to bring back her wayward
husband. Constance Talm. : .

dual r61e. and the support is good. (First National)

His Secretary
Norma Shearer's best since "He W
Slapped." Willard Louis tine, also Cody and Karl
Dane. Excellent comedy. Metro-Goldwyn>

—

E. V. B.

lbanez' Torrent
A very good picture of love and its

sequences in Spain. Has Ul .-

atmosphere and plenty ol interest. Finely acted.
(CosmopoUtan-Metro-GoIdwyn)

Infatuation
Corinne Griffith at her worst and not much else.

afford to miss this one. (.First National)
-E. Y.

s sacrifice—and r

Thrilling melodi
Excellent cast includes George OP'
Gaynor and Florence Gilbert

Just Suppose
Richard Barthelmess tries the mythk
story—and gets away «::':

mounted picture—the acting and settings com-
, • a weak plot. 1 -

Lady Windermere's Fan
Another
superb, as is also the entire cast. D
cue. iWarner —E. V. B.

Lawful Cheaters. The
Clara Boxi < KceUi ntinai
holds you to the finis S rg -E-V.Bs

I iojus of OIJ BroaJ».i>
A comedy-drama
Davies shining as - rl and her
sister. Not so good. vMetro-Gcidwyn — E. Y. B.

auteed.



Little Annie Rooney
The same old twelve- year-old Mary Pickford and

not a year older. Laughter and tears. While not

an elaborate or well-done production, it gets

you. (United Artists)—E. V. B.

Conrad's story done with good color and action.

Holds the interest with its well-developed plot

and characterization. Percy Marmont excellent

in title role. (Paramount)

Lovers in Quarantine
Fairly clever comedy from a successful stage play.

in which Bebe Daniels does the usual flapper part

Just fair. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Man Upstairs, The

very likable

Mannequins
Dolores Costello at
melodrama. Averagi
—E. V. B.

Masked Bride, The
Mae Murray returr

(Warner)

d picture. (Paramount)

tO 2

e of a

:i-eaten type of

ing much
Memory Lane

Fair entertainment in a story featuring Eleanor

Boardman. Conrad Nagle and William Haines.

(First National)

Merry Widow, The
Mae Murray and John Gilbert 100 per cent, in a

wild pa ,- 11 ofaction and interest.

Excellent. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Midnight Flyer, The
Another feud, this time among two tamihes ot

railroaders. Cullen Lundis and Billie Dove in the

leading roles. (F. B. O.)

Midshipman. The
This should be popular, but it is poorly done and
Novarro is sadly miscast and directed. (Metro-

Goldwyn)— E. V. 13.

Mike
Very much to the hokum—which means that u

should have been compressed into three reels.

Episodic, but has certain amount of calor. ( Metro-

Goldwyn)
Moana . ..,,...
A beautiful and impressive drama ol tribal hie m
the South Seas, .in epic ol land, sky and water

that deserves to rank with the best. See it.

(Paramount)

New Commandment, The
Title should be changed to "Red Hot Love
because nine-tenths of t lit- picture is kissing scenes

between Bl inche Swi I tnd Ben Lyon. A very

interesting drama of 1-rcnch life and the war.

(First National)—E. V. B.

Oh, What a Nurse
Syd Chaplin has gc

Doubles as the women
lovelorn. Fairlv complicated -and quite amusing.

Should get the laughs. (Warner Brothers)

Old Clothes
Jackie Coogan shows that he is no longer a child

and the whole picture is >,!d-fashioncd; neverthe-

less, it will probablv interest you if "The Rag-
man" did. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Other Women's Husbands
Menu- Blue and Marie I'revost work out their

problem with the aid ot lluntly Gordon and Phyllis

Haver. Pretty likely to please you. (Warner!

Outsider, The
Its a -lore at faith-healing with Lou Tellegen

splendidly cast and Jacqueline Logan looking very

e feminine a

pn (Fox

Partners Again
Abe and Mawruss go into the automobile business

and are not so funnv. nor so successful as when
they "partnered" in i iie movies. Mostly illustrated

subtitles. (United \rtistsi

Queen o' Diamonds
Evelyn Brent plays a double r61e creditably in this

crook melodrama. (F. B. 0.)

Road to Glorv, The
A cast including Mav McAvoy. Leslie Fenton and
Ford Sterling adds interest to this story in which
which Chance plays an important part. (Fox)

Road to Yesterday, The
A beautiful, romantic drama introducing Cecil de
Mille. with Joseph Schildkraiit and \'era Rey-

nolds. Elaborate and splendid, but lent; drawn
out. (Producers Distributing Corp.)—E. V. B.

Rose of the World
A thrilling, elaborate melodrama with Patsy
Ruth Miller. Allan Forrest and Pauline Garon.
It fails to hit the high spots. (Warner)—E. V. B.

Royle Girl, That
The latest Griffith-Carol Dempster melodrama
with plenty of thrills, including a cyclone. Rather
long drawn out but good. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Sally, Irene and Mary
The favorite story of the stage, built around the
temptations placed in the path of three chores
girls. Contains some good moments and atmos-
phere. And Sally O'Xeil gives great promise.
(Metro-Goldwyn)

Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman is not for the screen but he is

excellent in this drama and so are Pauline Garon
and John Harron. Above the average. (Warner
Brothers)—E. V. B.

(Continued on page 95)
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mderful little book, that

Tew beauty secrets. Free,

very jar of Ingram' s Milk-

J^our

Simple Ways
to improve your skin

—NOW!
By FRED INGRAM Jr., pl c

B. Sc.,(Pharm.)

I. From 1G to 30 you need from 7 >
a to

of seven!
l

At 30 toM, <>'''>
to 7 hours

Will do with a daily short re-t alter

would have beauty after :S()—get your

compete with loss of sleep.
And you -imply must eat each day

either lettuce, celery, cabbage, carrots,

spinach, oranges, white cherries grape-
fruit, lemons or tomatoes. Your doc-
tor will tell you just what combina-
tions are good for yoj personally.
Sleep and tht-s<- foods are a sure
foundation for beauty.

II. For the arms, neck, shoulders and
hands—at least once a day, lukewarm
water and any good soap (Ingram's
Milkweed Cream Soap is line i. Tlun use
Ingram's Milkweed Cream on bands,
arms, neck and shoulders. Rub it in

gently. Don't rub it oil. L'-e only .,t

night before retiring—wear old gloves
on hands. You will be a-t.mi-hcd.
Your friends will comment on the re-

markable change in the appearance of

your skin with this simple, common
sense treatment. Under no conditions
use any other cream while you are
making this test.

III. For the face, give our cream two
weeks' exclusive use. Write the date
on the label so that you may watch re-

sults carefully. Use no other cream of

any kind. Wash your face at night
with lukewarm water and Ingram's
Milkweed Cream Soap. R„b cream in

gently; don't rub it off. Use morning
an I night, using water only at ni^ht to

cleanse face. Blotches, blemishes,
blackheads, redness, tan, wind- and
sunburn will go if you follow the diet

suggested and use Ingram's Milkweed
iclusively.

i
. tell you this

oMu v.

Arid today Th,

result-. We
b over a period

lisaVd-'aic in-
joying he beauty insurance which
tin-, simple method brings.

IV. If j ou have a goo d beauty shop

'ITtr
stay with her but insist that
your own jar of Ingram's

Milkwee 1 Cream. Infe

Ea-sTsci

. n in a hundred

' We ar

C

".lways
L

glad

successf!

^elp^thosewh

liness. Panic

"
iVyou

heir beauty ov r a long period

are in doubt, t ake no chances.
Do your rm, neck, hand

sat home. We
Will leu
that con es with each ar of Ingram's

^OMEN of

Thirty

and over . . . read this!

Here it d NEW simple method to keep

lovely skin. Blemishes vanish, actually—

often in two short weeks

.

^\ '"THOUSANDS of beautiful women
!^**«w JL have used ir, for ten years ox more.

^Afl* A'1 "all-purpose" beauty aid that

J*^* c orrects— beautifies—protects.

f Praised by famous stage beauties,

skin authorities. For today, every truly charming
woman knows tins .

Lovely skin vsso important. And now, women
past 3U can have it — can appear 10 to 20 years

younger Blemishes can be banished Quickly,

surely, that lovely, satiny softness can be attained

Read the common-sense column at the left

—

it tells you how. Then obtain a jar of Ingram's

Milkweed Cream at your favorite store Get it

in the 50 cent or dollar size. The dollar size is

more economical.

You and your friends will notice a remarkable

improvement within two weeks. And rerr

ber: You need one cream . . . onlj .

Frederick F Ingram Co
Established 1SS5

Windsor, Ont.. 21 Tenth 3'
,

Canada Detroit, Mich

Jnqmmx Jvlilkweed Lream.

_ffc_
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DeclUty is easily lost

— through neglect'

says Helena Rubinstein

C^TO possess beauty, and to lose it. is

\^J truly the greatest of all follies !

Signs of neglect, such as fine cross-weaving
lines, blackheads, a slight droop of the chin,

oiliness, large pores, qaickly become exag-

gerated and detract from the fresh charm
of youth.

MME. HELENA RUBINSTEIN, known
the world over as the originator of scientific

beauty culture, has prepared, after years of

research, a number of special aids to beauty.
The world of fashion has long profited from
these methods, which are now available to

you ... for Mme. Rubinstein's greatest

desire is to bring beauty to every woman.

BEAUTY AIDS
Cleanse and mold

in is inclined to be very dry, use ,

sing and Massage Cream

Clear and whiten

Blackheads, enlarged pores
Blackhcail and Open Pore .Paste Special—

reing
V
imp^iti?sVand

W
refinra^eskin?

C
1T0O..Y00

Oily skin and shinv nose

Ideal finishing touches

Trade Mark

PARIS
L

P°ALM°B
N
EACH& West 57th Street, NewYcrk

CHICAGO—30 N. Michigan DETROIT—-1540 W

Concerning the Prizes
""The five iucky sailors among the thousands of passengers who sailed on the March

Limerick Liner are given here with their qualifications. Each of them is the winner

ten-dollar prize :

There's a swimming-pool ready for use,

By those who prefer to reduce;

'Like Helene Costello,

Who can beat any fellow.

Just see what this sport will produce.

Greta Xissen refuses to fast,

So she dances till midnight is past,

To keep herself slim

And in excellent trim,

But "Memi-ets" she saves for

David Mauriel Shapiro,

Birmingham, Alabama.
Frank G. Davis.

Harrisonburg. Virginia

Says Jo Ralston, "For fun by the peck,

For keeping down weight,"

By her figure you know it's her 'tech.'

"For quick results," says Kathleen Key.

"Try bicycle riding—like me;
You'll be all in a glow

In five minutes or so;

We have figures to prove it," cried she.

Jane Camper
New York, N. Y.

A. G. Carlin.

Philadelphia. Pa

Ernest Gillen finds no way so good,

To make scales behave as they should,

As a twice-daily trip

To the gym on the ship,

Keeps him ship-shape as nothing else could.

D. J. Singer.

Grayville, Illinois.

(~\n page 60 of this number you will find five opportunities for qualifying for passage

on the next Liner.

Dobert Lee Childress, Frederick, Oklahoma, is the winner of the one-dollar prize

for correctly filling in the blanks in the fifth and last chapter of "The Adventures

of Jack and Jill,
-

' which appeared in the March number. His letter follows :

"I am sorry that 'The Adventures of Jack and Jill* are ended. I like to read about

the young movie stars. I like to see children and babies in pictures. I think all children

do. W'e like to see animals in pictures, too, horses and dogs mostly. I am eight

years old and in the fourth grade at school. I am taking violin lessons and hope some
day to be a great player."

The following capitalized names were used by Robert in filling in the blanks :

Gaston GLASS
WVCETT

Ernest TORREXCE
Creighton HALF
AW Pennington

lluntly GORDON
Shirley MASON

Milton SILLS
HOISE rVicrs

Estclle TAYLOR
VIOLA Dana
Clara BOW
Blanche SWFFT
TELLE Bennett

Louise DRESSER
CARMEL Myers
CHARLOTTE Merriam
Bill HART
OWEX Moore
BILL K

RLIXG

Amum; other little boys and girls who sent in the correct solution, we have chosen

the following for our Honor Roll because of the interesting letters which accom-

panied their answer- :

Stewart Brown. New York City; Edith i :ri; Lavona Lane.

Rockford, Illinois; Harriette Donovan. Wheeling, West Virginia; Herbert Mead. Fort

Worth, Texas; Olive Virginia Banks, Hollywood, California: Angele Moracchini.

New York City; Florence Wobovitz, Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania; Charlotte Girrard.

Miami. Florida; Harry MeKinney, Beech Bottom, West Virginia; Myrtle I. Anderson.

St. Paul, Minnesota; Patricia Russell. Glendale, California: Claude Fowler. Jerseyvi!!e.

Illinois; Marjorie Hoskins, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky: Virgil Dohrmann. S

Frances Murray, Chicago; Robert M. Sarjeant, Xew Rochelle. New York

Kent, San Diego, California; Frederick Dion. Webster, Massachusetts: Mar:

Rochester, Pennsylvania; Ellen Louise Smith, Highland Park. Pennsylvania: Harold

A. Murphy. Xew York City: Lucile Gilbert. Tampa. Florida: Constance TaK-
Ohio; Jeanne O. Belair, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Abraham Levine. Xew Y
Gayle Hodges. McCook, Nebraska.

Waiting to be Snapped

is the prize-winning title for the picture which appeared on page 80 of the |

It was contributed by Mrs. Howard Wallace Hanson. Germantown. Philadelphia

Pennsylvania, who receives the ten-dollar pri.re.

rtisement in MOTION- riCTVRE MAGAZIXE is pusrantovd.



When the first

glorious day of golf is over—and the

final putt sinks in the 18th cup—

"when the tense moments end

in soft mellow twilight

—have a Camel!

No oilier cigarette in the world is like Camels. Camels contain the

choicest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. The Camel blend is the tri-

umph of expert blenders. Even the Camel cigarette paper is the finest—
made especially in France. Into this one brand of cigarettes is con-

centrated the experience and skill of the largest tobacco organization
i the nld.

WHEN it's glorious evening

on the greens. And the last

long putt drops home on the

18th hole

—

have a Camel!

For, all the world over,

Camel fragrance and taste

add joyous zest to healthful

hours in the open. Camels
never tire your taste, or
leave a cigaretty after-taste,

no matter how liberally you
smoke them. This is the in-

side story of Camel success

—their choice tobaccos and
perfect blending make them
the utmost in cigarettes.

So, this fine spring day,

when your first glorious

birdie ends its breathless

flight. When you leave the

long course to start home,
tired and joyous — taste

then the smoke that's ad-

mitted champion among
the world's experienced
smokers. Know, then, the

mellowest fragrance that

ever came from a cigarette.

Have a Camel!



WATCH FOR THIS GIRL ON THE DEALER'S COUNTER

c

I

v

(feetn of the Splendot

of a (DeauDtUe SuiUet
—this lovely new puff by Gainsborough

Deauville! Most colorful spot in all

southern France! Gathering place of the

ultra-sophisticated ! What a glorious pag-

eant of fashion is witnessed there!

Echoed now from this fashion center

comes a delightful new mode. Now one

choOses her powder puff as a definite part

of her costume— to blend with stock'

ings, garters, lingerie; to complement her

charm. And, translated into a lovely new
powder puff—"Coraii"— Gainsborough
bringsthis, fashion's latest offering, to you.

Color borrowed from the sunset; ve-

lour of luxuriant softness, plus the other

attributes of quality so typical of Gains-

borough puffs— gives to this new Corail

an added chic. You'll love the coral color

from which it gets its name.

This and other Gainsborough powder
puffs come in sizes for every need, for

vanity, dressing table or bath. Corail

in velour only, prices 15, 20 and 2?c.

Other puffs in wool or velour, prices

from 10 to 75c.

Sainsborough
POWDER PUFF —g^

NEW SOFT HUES to please

Itchiest u'him; six ol them; smart pastel

ihorough quality. On your dealer

writer. IRRESISTIBLE. ^J3^



Advertising Section

The Answer to "Whose Hands?"

By F. Vance de Revere

FREE-10-Day Tube 1

Mail the Coupon

Editor's Note.—Here arc the owners of
the three hands which were analyzed by
F. ranee de Revere in the April 'issue of
Motion Picture Magazine. On this page
next month zee will publish the pictures of
the three stars zdwsc hands haze been so
keenly analyzed on page 6S of tli

The hand of the sociable young man is

none other than Ben Lyon's. Ben is an
easy-going, friendly chap, whose
ture has frequently been taken advantage
of. Both the hand and the i

an individual who is easily swayed by th ise

about him. The face denotes a sensitive,
intuitive nature, good imagination and con-
structive ability, also a re less, nervous
person with good endurance and health.
Here, too, is shown a sympathetic nature.
a very affectionate disposition, with great
love of beauty and an interest and liking
for the opposite mx. Hand and face cor-

respond thrui mt, showing a very adjust-
able, versatile person.

Tins hand, which has in it all the char-
1

acteristics that make for success, is

the hand of Norma Shearer. Xorma's rise

to the ranks of our foremost screen players

wa> rapid and due to her natural ability

as an actress, plus her determination and

perseverance. The face, like the hand,
has more length than breadth and belongs
to a person of good height with a muscular
frame, an active person fond of out-of-

rts. In both hand and face is

shown a capable person, very independent,
with much determination and a highly emo-
tional nature, with an affectionate disposi-

tion. Artistic ability is shown in both
hands and face.

Jlheht is the owner of this sensi-

tive, artistic band. The hand of a

thinker, a person of temperament anil, like

its owner, very individualistic. This band
and face are well matched. The love of
music, which is pronounced in the angular
thumb, is also found in the forehead. Here,

Ound the power to visualize and
plan. The preference for solitude and
reading, rather than attending social func-

en in both hand and face. The
long jawline, like the first phalange of the

thumb, needs development to strengthen
the will faculties to correspond with the
other qualities which are so well d

in this very talented actor.

. /// Rights Re yd

Gossip of the Camera Coasts
(( lined from page Nil

Several months ago the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer company made a contract with the
I'. S. Marine Corps which gave them ex-
clusive right to use the corps in motion
pictures. The box company, which is

about to film "What Price (dory?" wants
to use the Marines, but the rival company
demands that the terms of their contract
be followed. The Fox company threatens
to make it a court issue. The Marines
may not know it, but now is the time
for them to raise their salary.

gri.i. Montana, who was recently ar-
rested by prohibition officers for liquor

violations, gives Motion I'm tiki-. Maga-
zine an exclusive interview of bis experi-
ences behind the bars.

"When I think of my good I

'

. . . Ob. boj ! What a shame. He
charge me one hundred buck and let me
go, ... I say, '1 give you two hundred
more you give me da wine back!' . . .

One hundred sixty gallon. . . . Oh, boj !

"It happen like dis. A couple fellow
come in. 1 think they are from club, and
you know how I am, I say haw drink?
They say, 'Sure, Bool, we drink. I get
my best. ... I make it myself. . . .

Ob, boy! They smell it and say, 'Put mi
your good clothes, Pool, you go to jail.'

There were five of him, so wbal I do?

"On the way to jail I say, 'Wanla
smoke.' One guy say, 'Here a cigaret.'

(Continued on page 94)

it.- t.. advertisers please mention MOTION PICTUBE MAGAZINE.

Like

Lost Pearls
Teeth clouded with the dingy film

that ordinary brushing won't remove

UNKNOWN to yourself, you are prob-
ably hiding the gleam and clearness

of your teeth beneath a dingy film coat

—

but that now you can easily remove. A
coating that ordinary washing won't
combat successfully.

In a few days you can make a great
difference in the color of your teeth. Can
literally change your whole appearance.
Can restore "off-color" teeth to gleam-
ing beauty. Can firm your gums and
give them healthy, natural color.

Hidden by film

Dental science now traces scores of
tooth and gum troubles to a germ-laden
film that forms on your teeth. Run your
tongue across your teeth and you will
feel it ... a slippery, viscous coating.

It clings to teeth, gets into crevices
and stays. It lays your gums open to
bacterial attack and your teeth open to
decay. Germs by the millions breed in

it. And they, with tartar, are a chief
cause of pyorrhea.
Now new methods are being used. A

dentifrice called Pepsodent—different in

formula, action and effect from any other
known.

It accomplishes two important things
at once: Removes that film, then firms
the gums. No grit, judged dangerous to
enamel.

A few days' use will prove its power
beyond all doubt. Send the coupon.
Clip it now.

! 10-Day The New-Day Quality Dentifrice
[

I Tube to Endorsed by "World's Dental Authorities
|

,
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY

I Dept. .US. 1104 S.Wabash Ave. Chicago. 111.. U.S. A.
,

:
j

I Name ,

'IP
f-AGli
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She knows
-p-That perfection in all her

pointments gives her the uimu:
The natural tint of Mary Garden
Rouge is most indispensable.

You can procure this quality roufte in
the attractive new Mary Garden double
compact with unbreakable metal mir-
ror—with Mary Garden face powder in
White, Flesh, or Rachel, and the Mary
Garden Rouge in Medium, Cerise, and
Egyptian Poppy.
$1.50 at Department and Drug Stores.

Parfumerie Rigaud
16 Rue de la Paix, Paris

Sole Distributor:

GEO. BORGFELDT & CO.
Ill E. 16th Street New York

Ulary Qarclen

Double Compact

LAG

Something different

for fobbed Hair
There is a tremendous difference in bobs. Some
are wonderftilly attractive and becoming, while
others, well~ which kind is vours

?

I wish you could picture the becoming kind I

admire I can't tell you what the color Ts'luc
n sfullofthose tinydancing lights that somehow
suggest auburn, yet which are really no more ac-
tual color than sunlight. It's only when the head
is moved that you catch the auburn suggestion—
the fleeting glint ofgold.
You have no idea how much your bob can be

improved with the "tiny tint" Golden Glinc
Shampoo will give it. Ifyou want a bob like that
I have in mind, buy a package and sec tor vout-
s-lf. At all drug stores, or send 25^ direct to
J.W.KobiCo., o56 Rainier Ave., Seattle,Wn.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

The Home Beauty Shop
Conducted by Martha Dawn

A GREAT many women have written

to outline for

;afe redu. Hoi
ever, I hesitate to do so, beyond merely
telling them to avoid potatoes, sweets and
starchy foods, because any strict or pro-
longed diet should not be undertaken
without first asking the advice of a

Many women can, of course, diet in

perfect safety. . But many, many women
cannot and should not. Of course, if you
are excessively overweight, it is only
right to cut down on your allowance of
fattening food, not only for the sake of
your appearance but also for the- good of

But for the girl who weighs 130 and
wishes, for vanity's sake, to weigh 120. I

would not advise anything except plenty
of exercise in the open air and a very

; 10 pounds is not worth

Die-

health.

vith

be only

a plumper figure. Slendemess ii id:-al

md the slender silhouette is better than
he bulky, cumbersome figure of several

cars ago. But fasl a fetish

if thinness and the result is beginning to

ihovv on the health and nerves of women
vhom Nature never intended to be

:xtremely thin.

Here are a few sensible precautions to

ake if you must diet. Never go on a

1 let that limits you to two or three kinds

if food. For instance, the Iamb chop and
>ineapple diet creates gas on the stomach.
i!veii if you give up potatoes and creamed

dishes, eat a wide variety of other sorts

of food. Eat plenty of green vegetables
and not too much meat. Allow yourself
.an occasional helping of bread or potatoes,
as any continuous diet of rough foods is

apt to have a disastrous effect.

If you are on a strict diet, do not keep
late hours and wear down your energy by
too many nerve-exhausting social duties.

Remember you are reducing the fuel for
your energies and you cannot keep up a
strenuous life without that fuel without
running the danger' of a nervous or
physical collapse. Avoid stimulants in

any form. Dont drink great quantities of
coffee. On the contrary, drink plenty of
water and get lots of fresh air. Some
exercise is all right, but you cant go in

tor strenuous athletics unless you supply
yourself with the fuel that keeps the
mechanism of the body going.

As for the various reducing tablets.

Most of the reliable ones have been tested

and found harmless. On the other hand,
many unscrupulous physicians give re-

ducing prescriptions that no reliable firm

would dare sell. Some doctors in New
York and other large cities have made a

big reputation furnishing their clients

with reducing pills that have ha;

The best advice I can give for the girl

who wants to be slender is not to allow

the fat to get started in the first place.

Lazy habits, a appear-

ance, start an accumulation of fat. Fi^ht

the fat when it first appears. Dont allow

yourself to put on weight for months and
then expect to remove it by dieting in a

days

Gossip of the Camera Coasts
(Conti ed from

i

but'I say, 'Dbnl use 'em, want a cigar.

I have no jack. You know what I mean.
They stop car. 1 go in drug-Si

to man. 'I'm Bool Montana and
jail. Give me couple cigar. I pay you
when I get out.' lie give me four cigar.

"I get down to jail they say. 'Bool, take

a bath.' When I come out, they give me
new pair oi overalls and blanket. Put me
in tank with lotta bums. The guys in

tank have Kangeroo court that night. They
call me, say, 'Bool, you must give ten

bucks to court.' I say I am broke . . .

had to bum cigar. They say they beat

me Up. So I am mad by this time, after

losing my wine, and I say, 'Come on.

up. Nobody come. One guy say

1 am too tough.

"Next day the guard he come to tell,

say, 'Mr, Bool Montana? 1

1 say, 'You

bet, here.' He open door and say, 'Out.'

He take me to judge. Judge say. 'Well,

Mr. Montana. 1 see you many time in

picture, and I glad to -

am not glad to see you. judge.'

He look at me and say. 'Guik;

guilty?' I tol' him not guilty and he ask
me if I want jury trial. I say no. there

many old woman on juries in

court. I wont stanna chance. If he have
Wops on jury, I want jury trial. He

me «w hundred buck.

see, the reason they pinch me my
permit run out. I tell 'em I cam drink

It make me sick. In my
Italy, everybody drink wine. X
drunk, just drink it easy like water. But
when I think of i

the sewer she has -

make some more next year."

"Shall I Go Into the Movies ?"

filmed fr

or artistic creation, and yet success will

be immensely difficult for you. Use your
splendid perseverance ami grit to hold you
down to earth during that crisis, and even-

tually bring things out to your liking.

. E. C, January 27th:

This is a splendid year for you with

rong prospects of a love affair or busi-

ss advance during the spring. I would

semen) in MOTION PICTURE MAGAHtNB is fruarsnt.

: not to marry at this tin

-

time you will break oft every established

or early life an

some new location which j

of just now. Your proper wort
world is in connection with no -

with children, possibly as

teacher or dramatic train* I
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A Guide to Current
Pictures

{Continued from page 89)

Sea Beast, The
John Barrymo

Sei Horses

jungle life, sch

Seven Keys to B
Douglas Macl
'•Introduce Me
it is well done.

Seven Sinners
An interesting
dash of paprika
crooks find rede
by Marie Prevo;
Brothers)

Sky Rocket, The
The much-hera
Hollywood stoi

—E- V. B.

Song and Dance Man, The
George Couan's whimsical variety perform

1 breaks a heart, is done wit

icted and directed with good

J..ycc Hopkins in

i which Hollywood and Gl-.r

t like. Marshall Neilan did n.

this one. (Associated Exhibiioi

I Para

Soul Mates
The typical Elinor Glyn plot whi. h has been done
too often. Lacks any novelty and fails to stir up
much interest. (Mctro-Goldwynj

Splendid Crime. The
William de Mille has written a fairly interesting

crook story of the poor girl who mm
young man and reforms when love creeps into her

heart. Hebe Daniels does well. (Paramount)

Splendid Road. The
Anna Q. Nilsson is a charming young
who makes tins gold-rush story a pleasant thing.

(First .National)

St afte Struck
,v what you expect from Gl. t

\ glorified slap-stick comedy done to the tune of

Carries a sprinkling of Ian

tiresome and overdone, i Paramount)

Steel Preferred
An ordinary melodrama of the hero's triumph

avy o.Ms. Action transrrir
1

J ing in spots il'r..-

ducers Distributing Corp.)

Ileal ein-.tion.il drama ev :

Belle Bennett wondcrf.nl —so an- they all. You will

weep, but they will be tears of joy

Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Stop, Look and listen
ii ..t the kind of i omedy we

It's neither thrilling i

i Path6)

hree Faces East

!

melodrama touching upon the

;-full of suspense. 1

\ well-work. -d-out Btory of a niotl,.

Iho hinder.-.] by the symbolic figure ..t Time. Lew
tody and Mae ISusch contribute excellent |« i-

. iMelro-Goldwyii)

Too Much Money
A ridiculous picture in thai it fails to keep to it

tack, but wanders off into I

Not much chance for Lewis Stone. . 1-ir-t Na-
tional)

Traffic Cop. The
A poor vehicle foi Lefty l-lvnn or anybody els

who might try it. (F. B. <).)

Vanishing American, The
A beautiful super-production with Ri. hard Dix at

his best. Long drawn out but otherwise great.

Wanderer. The
From an artistic standpoint perhaps
dramatic spectacle ever produced. \

and elaborate, even i! n..i gripping, i Paramount)—
E. V. B.

We Moderns
Colleen Moore in a ftappei tol ' whirl, is amusing
enough, but the story is absurd (Firsi

What Happened to Jones
One of the old standbvs ot the legitimate, catches

e stuff. ~
nd k

Reginald Denny and Otis Harlan. ,L'm

When Love Grows Cold
Natacha Rambova adds nothing to !

career by this absurd picture. (F. B. O
Yankee Senor, The
Tom Mix

, by

do keepfresh the beauty

ofgirlhood - is the duty

ofevery woman

THERE is no place in the modern scheme of things for the

woman who is indifferent to her personal appearance and

allows herself to grow old. It's the age of youth—but no
woman can look younger than her skin.

Perfect cleanliness with the right soap will keep any woman's
skin younger than her years. That is why daily increasing

numbers of fastidious women are relying on Resinol Soap to

preserve the freshness of their complexions. They know that

it satisfies every need of the skin because :

—

It gives an abundant, foamy lather in either hard or soft

It contains no free alkali cr other harsh properties, and is

absolutely non-irritant to the tendered styn
—

It has no heavy perfume or strong odor—just the delight-

fully distinctive fragrance which comes from its Resinol

properties—those properties which mu/(e its rich color and
give protection to the sl{in—
Jt rinses easily and leaves the s\in so soft and velvety,

refreshed and invigorated tint you \now it has been

cleansed to the defith of each liny pore.

Resinol Ointment

Resinol Soap. In

addition

etc., thousands of

women find it in-

e for clem

blemishes.

Resinol
Soap

Write toJ.„

Soap and Ointment. .

, re, W.
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

-*• embarrassing freckles, quickly

own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it.

Stillman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and ti-ansparent, the face

natural coloring.

The first jar proves its magic worth.
Results guaranteed, or money re-
funded. At all druggists, 50c and $1.

btillmans freckle
Cream snm
REMOVEb FRECKLFS
WHITENS THE SKIN

The Stillman Co., 33 Rosemary Lane, Auro

Send me your FREE make-up and skin
ment booklet, "Beauty Parlor Secrets."

Do you want to write

for profit?

. Not just a joke or a filler that sells at
$2, $3 . . . but stories that thrust the will
of a man or a woman or a boy to a de-
cisive climax; stories that clench your
imagination and others'; stories that
make editors send fat checks. If you
have any story ability at all, the Palmer
Institute of Authorship can train you
till you can write, regularly, for profit.

Personalized, intensive training. Plac-
ing at your service the suggestions,
criticisms, guidance of some of the fore-
most writers and photodramatists pro-
ducing today. Not merely a correspon-
dence course, but actual, constructive
help ... as if the successful novelist
were reading your manuscript and sug-
gesting, at your elbow. For details,
send coupon.

rictly confidential

The Answer Man
(Continued from page 82)

Switzerland. England, Germany and
France. Alice Terry and Paul Wegner
(who starred in "The Golem") head the

cast of this picture and it is based on
Somerset Maugham's novel. See vou later.

LADY GUINEVERE.—Your verse was
very fine. Thanks.
BLONDE BILLIE.—Shoot! Which is

easier to spell—fiddle-de-dee or fiddle-de-

clum. Why, fiddle-de-dee. because it is

spelt with 'more "e's." Well, well, vou
used to live next door to Conway Tearle.

I used to live next door to his former wife
—..hake !

J. D. F.—I hope you keep on reading

GRACE E. L.—Ystad. Sweden, is the
name of Anna Q. Xilsson's birthplace, and
she went on the stage there at the age of
fourteen. Her first picture was "Molly
Pitcher." Her favorite club is her kitchen
and her greatest hobby is cooking. I'm
going out to California to see her some
day. You mean Zasu Pitts.

DAGME.—Yes, years ago. Marguerite
Courtot is married to Raymond McKee.
Well, man is an able creature, but he has
made 32.647,389 laws and hasn't yet im-
proved on the Ten Commandments.
AYXA.—Good luck to you, and when

you finish you can come to Xew York.

Watch Them Rise!

WOMEN
Alberta Vaughn 124

Betty Bronson 62

Gloria Swansoil 50

Norma Talmadge. . . 43

Mary Brian 41

Norma Shearer 39

Corinne Griffith 38

Colleen Moore 35

Mae Murray 35

Pola Negri 35

Mary Tick ford 34

Marion Davies 33

Barbara La Marr. . . 32

Bebe Daniels 28

Clara Bow 28

Viola Dana 24

Constance Talma I

;

Shirley Mason 21

Lillian" Gish 21

Esther Ralston 20

I .eatrice Joy 20

Vilma Hanky 20

Anna O. Nilsson 19

Irene Rich 18

Madge Bellamy 18

Lois Wilson 17

Little Alberta Vaughn is with us
as many questions asked about
Bronson. On Page 67 of this i

Alberta. As for Richard Dix.
Thermo

MEN
Richard Dix 102

Ramon Novarro .... 84

Ben Lyon 83

Ronald Cohnan 62

Rudolph Valentino. . 59

Richard Barthelmess. 50

John Gilbert 47

George O'Brien 44

Lloyd Hughes 36

Ricardo Cortez 34

Rod La Rocque 33

Tom Mix 33

Thomas Meighan ...

.

23

Buck Jones 23

Douglas Fairbanks.. 20

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr. 19

Monte Blue 19

William Haines IS

Buster Collier 17

Harrison Ford 16

Clive Brook 13

Eugene O'Brien.... IS

Neil Hamilton 15

Milton Sills 14

Raymond Griffith... 12

Lawrence I rrey 12

She has had just twice

er nearest rival. Betty

j'll find a story about
owns the top of the

zincs foi five Yo
can make a misstep by

standing still. Next !

NATALIE. -1 dont know much about
Lars Hanson as yet, but 1 know he is a
Swedish star, been on the stage abroad For

- and is only twenty-three, a na-
tive of Stockholm and he is going to plaj

in "The Big Night" with Laura La Plante.
Yes. and one man's fault is another man's

JOHN .1. K.—Aha, so you think you
have discovered who 1 am. And you think
1 am of the Feminine sex. A thousand
ha-ha's.

They do" say that Esther Rabt
- Webb, her mat

LEAPING LENA.—Take it easy. We
will now drink to Woman. th»

work of the great Author ; the edition is

copy, tit" course. I'm an i

some pink

ANNIE ROONEY.—

N

is not a town hy the naoM

1RL>'K V.—Thanks for sending me the

paper. I enjoyed read;
g

Every advertisement in MOTION riOTlRE MAGAZINE is .



That Perfect Boss
(Continued from page 56)

blesses that period of inactivity now be-

cause then he first made the acquaintance
of Epictetus, Kant and Bacon. He still

reads them.
"They stimulate me," he explains; "'I'd

drop out of sight in no time if I didn't

read and keep up with current thought

—

and the philosophers are brain sharpeners."
It was his genius for personalities, plays

and problems that made Laemmle advance
him from secretary to general manager
after five months' service. This same qual-
ity took him from Universal to M-G-M
after three years.

Nineteen hours is a day to him. Five
for slumber.
"Most people sleep too much. They

think they must have eight or nine or ten

hours' sleep, and if they dont get it, they
think they ought to be tired. 'I didn't

get to bed until midnight last night, and
it's almost two now. I'll be worn out to-

morrow !' they say, and instead of going
to sleep they worry all the time between
two and six, when they have to get up,

and drag themselves out of bed completely
exhausted !"

The things his admiring friends at the

studio say of him fit in like pieces of the

same puzzle to the things he once said

to me about his amazing
"Sincerity is the answer," he remarked

then.

"If you are in the steel business, you
deal more or less with a staple commodity.
It doesn't change its opinion in the night,

have a difference with an operator, or

want to go away for a change just as its

services are essential to success. When
you deal with personalities, especially per-

sonalities who have come to mean a great

deal in the world, you have another element
to consider.

"People with creative ability have sensi-

tive natures, if they haven't temperaments.
They need encouragement frequently, anil

they mustn't be discouraged even when
you dont agree with them.

"Sincerity is the key to getting on with

the man or woman in any situation. Most
people have an innate sense of justice and

if they can be made to see that you are

sincere in your objection to the particular

thing they are doing and that you have
grounds for your position, they will accept

it readily.

"When you are handling a number of

high-priced people who could get all you
pay them or more from somebody else,

you rant afford to lose their confidence.

You want their best work and they are

eager to give it to you. for fame rests

upon the utmost a man gives out. And
sincere criticism is as essential as sincere-

praise in this as in any business."

You may attempt to describe the young
genius by saying that he is tall and dark
and slender, that he has the eyes of a

dreamer and the face of a poet. Bui those

are mere words.
And all the adjectives that work for the

dictionary cant paint the enthusiastic sin-

cerity in the faces and voices of his col-

leagues on the Culver City lot

!

Correction

On page 65 of the April issue of

MOTION PICTl re magazine,
Virginia Broun Faire uns credited

with playing the leading role in 'I lie

Volga Boatnum." The role is played

by Elinor Fair. Our apologies to both

the young women!
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Now—a new and totally different

way to remove cold cream
A way that will double the effectiveness of your make-up
That will combat oily nose and skin conditions amazingly

That will make your skin seem shades lighter than before

Please accept a 1-day supply to try. See coupon below.

The ONLY way yet discovered

that removes all dirt, grime and

grease-laden accumulations in

gentle safer}' to your skin

MODERN beauty science has dis-

covered a new way to remove
cleansing cream—a way different from
any you have ever known.

It banishes the soiled towel method
that all women detest. It contrasts

the harshness of fibre and paper sub-

stitutes with a softness you'll love.

Now a test is being offered. Send
the coupon and a 7-day supply will

be sent you without charge.

It will prove that no matter how long

you have removed cleansing cream
with towels, paper substitutes, etc.,

you have never yet removed it thor-

oughly from your skin . . . have never

removed it properly, or in gentle

safety to your skin.

What it is

The name is KLEENEX ... a to-

tally new kind of material, developed
in consultation with leading author-

ities on skin care, solely for the re-

moval of cleansing cream.

It is the first absorbent made for

this purpose. There is no other like it.

Exquisitely dainty, immaculate and
inviting; you use it, then discard it.

White as snow and soft as down, it is

27 times as absorbent as an ordinaiy
towel; 24 times as any fibre or paper
makeshift!

Stops oily skirts. Combats imper-

fections. Lightens tie skin

On the advice of skin specialists, women
today are flocking to this new way.

It will effect unique results on your
skin. By removing ALL dirt and
grime, it will give your skin a

tone three or more shades whiter

than before.

That's because old methods
failed in absorbency. They re-

moved but part of the ere:. in and
grime. The rest they rubbed back

KL€€N€X
Sanitary Cold Cream Remover

:o to s.ivortisciv. please mention MOTION PICTURE 5

in. That is why your skin may seem
several shades darker sometimes than
it really is.

It will combat skin and nose oili-

ness amazingly. For an oily skin in-

dicates cold cream left in the skin.

The pores exude it constantly. That's

why you must powder now so fre-

quently. That's why, too, imperfec-

tions often appear.

This new way combats those fail-

ures of old ways. One day's use will

prove its case beyond doubt.

Send the coupon

Upon receipt of it a full 7-day supply
will be sent without charge.

Or . . . obtain a packet at any drug
or department store. Put up as ex-

quisitely as fine handkerchiefs, in two
sizes: the Professional,' 9xl0-inch
sheets — and the Boudoir, size 6x7
inches. Boxes that fit into flat drawers
of vanity tables ... a month's sup-
ply in each. Costs only a few cents.

7>Day Supply — FREE
KLEENEX CO., m-6

167 Quincy St., Chicago, 111.

Please send without exoense to me a

sample packet of KLEENEX as of-

fered.

Name

97 V
PA fill
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As it should be

SINCE its extra cost, when spread over

its billions of output, figures to but

three cents per package of twenty, it

is quite fair to say that Fatima, in

between 'costly' and 'popular' in price,

is decidedly more popular than costly

"What a whale of a difference

just a few cents make"

Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injuries to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps for Free Booklet

'

D. J. MAHLER CO., 65-B, Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

No More Wrinkles

Learn t© Draw
at Heme

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
Room 185-D, Ill5-I5th St.. N. W.. Washington. 0. C.

38

y to skin, and finr

ig tissues. Fi Is hollow;, ot face and r.e.

Remarkable Bust Developer

,. of mailing. MIME. FUOLAIRE,
254 Parisian Bids., Cleveland. Ohio.

AGENTS WANTED

Bebe's Mother Tells All
{Continued from page 37)

reading about some woman who could
climb under her horse and up onto the
other side while he was galloping, and
abandoned that for ukulele lessons."

As she talked on, we saw the Bebe her
mother knows, the little-girl Bebe who
has never really grown up : an untidy,
tomboy Bebe who never gives a thought
to her clothes and simply wont remember
to get her shoes shined ; a restlessly, joy-
ously alive Bebe who loves Xew York
"because there are so many places to go";
a hard-working, conscientious Bebe who
reckons up a headache that would keep
most stars at home from the studio in

terms of the overhead that will be wasted
if she doesn't appear and insists on
working.

"Way, last year," says Mrs. Daniels
" with proud disapproval, "she had a

high fever one morning, but she would
get up and start off to the studio. I called

up the doctor later and sent him around
and he found that she was coming down
with the 'flu.' She was in bed a week,
and the director didn't call up all that
time, because he told me afterward he
knew that if she heard he had 'phoned
she would think he was trying to hurry
her and would get up and go to work if

she was dying."

The Bebe her mother knows is not the
youngest star on the screen, but a girl

who has worked ever since she was a child

and has missed much of girlhood's joy
because of it. "I think that she was really

happiest back in the old days when she
was acting in the comedies with Harold
Lloyd," her mother muses : "they had such
fun over them. Everyone around the

studio was always laughing and
We both thought the world of Harold

—

when he had that awful accident five years
ago. when a bomb exploded and he almost
lost his life. Bebe was frantic, and
fort her what do you think I did? I called

up a friend of mine, the Mother S

of a convent school for orphans, and asked
her to have the children pray for Harold. ,

And all that evening there were two hun-
dred little boys and girls kneeling in the
chapel. Who shall say that their

didn't help?

"Deople think that Bebe must be years
1 older than she is because she has been

before the public so long," Mrs. Daniels

admits with just a trace of personal feel-

ing in her tone, for naturally if Bebe is

ebe's mother is older I

woman said to her just the other day in

the cattiest way: "My dear. I'm
to meet you. Why, I used to run away
from school to see your pictures !" And
Bebe just smiled sweetly and answered:
"What a backward child you must have
been:"

E Bebe her mother know -

five: When the studio press-agent had a

bright idea not long ago and printed a
wholly imaginary story to the effect that

the star had intended to give a dinner-

her best friends, but when the

i sts mounted to over two hundred
she changed the dinner into a Dut<
because even a movie salary won!
such hospitality. Belie wept bitterly o\

the newspaper article. "Everybody'U think

I'm stingy !" she wailed, and could hardly

be persuaded from calling up the paper

to demand that they get out a special

extra denying the whole thing.

"What the public wants

Bebe," we suggested, "is that she

married."'
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"I know it," Bebe's mother sighed. "I've

told her that people will begin to think

that she's a confirmed old maid, but she

only says, 'Why on earth should I marry?
I'm happv now, I'm not at all sure I

would be 'if I were married.' As a mat-

ter of fact, Bebe has old-fashioned ideas

about marriage, and I dont believe she

will marrv as long as she's in the pictures.

She's afraid it wouldn't work out well."

A shriek of brakes, the clatter of French

heels, and Bebe is in the room with

breathless and unpunctuated greetings. "Am
I late there was a traffic jam it's getting

more and more impossible to drive Mother

have you rung for tea?" The small French

hat was pitched carelessly onto the piano.

Bebe curled bonelessly up on the couch-

"Aren't you going up-stairs to change,

dear?" her mother asked. "You know you

asked me to lay out your new dress to

make a good impression."

"Mo-o-o-other!". wailed Bebe, daughter-

wise. Mrs. Daniels slipped away, mur-

muring that she would leave us to our

interview. But the interview was over,

tho I was the only one who knew that.

The butler brought tea and served it

—

with a corkscrew—in gold-crusted Vene-

tian goblets.

We ask about the awnings, but Bebe's

mercurial interest has waned. "There's no

use trying to fix up the house anyway,"

she shrugs, "we'll be -off in a few weeks,

and when you rent they ruin things. Talk-

about movie tenants! I rented this house

to society peopie and they set glasses on

the piano and made white riu-s and burned

holes in the Oriental rugs witli cisaret

stubs, and the taffeta bedspreads looked as

tho they'd slept on to)) of them!"

She has a new ambition now, it seems

—

she wants to do the Charleston better than

the man who invented it. She shows us a

few steps, catching up her ukulele and im-

provising new verses to a popular favor-

fee: "Who gets lit with the lamp-lighter's

daughter when the /a»i/>-lighter's out light-

ing lumps?"

The front door-bell rings and the butler
1 brings in a telegram. Bebe reads it

aloud with shrieks of laughter. "Dear
Miss Daniels, kindly wire three hundred
dollars to me at address below so that

I can tome to California and tell you
something lor your ears alone." The mas-
culine name signed was that of a total

stranger.

Other people drop in. Laughter. More
tall gold glasses. Caviar sandwiches. Af-
ternoon tea with a movie star! Someone
has just bought Sarah Bernhardt's chaise

lontiuc and Bebe's volatile enthusiasm
flares up. "When I go to Europe next
year," she declares, "I'm going to shop
around and see if 1 cant pick up a second-

hand throne."

The party adjourns to the back yard,

where Bebe, heedless of her imported
blouse, climbs a fig-tree and hospitably

showers down the fruit upon her visitors.

As we leave, clutching a purple armful,
Bebe has just decided to buy a ranch and
spend her declining years raising figs.

Next: RAMON NOVARRO
took for the striking photograph of

Ramon Novurro in the June issue of
MOTION PKTIEE MAGAZINE. It is

one of the most attractive covers we have
ever had. He sure to watch for it on the
news-stand. And, of course, in the Maga-
zine we will have an article about Mr.

SO WATCH FOR THE RAMON
NOVARRO COVER

Thefre "Devoted

^W-forjust one Treason

^TpHOUSANDS ofthoughtful and careful wom-
J- en are daily users of Marinello Lettuce
Cream and have been for years. They're devot-

ed to it for just one reason— it keeps their skin

clean. And without that thorough cleansing

you have no right to expect beauty of skin or

complexion. Beauty begins with cleanliness.

zJ)(Cari7iello <Pettuce Qream

is exactly what a cleansing cream should be.

Spreads easily, works quickly, cleanses thor-

oughly, removes readily. 9,000 Marinello

Beauty Shops are daily using it—preparing the

skin for every sort of treatment.

Make this cleansing with Marinello Lettuce

Cream a regular habit—once a day or more.

Follow it with Marinello Tissue Cream, a skin

food whose sole purpose is to nourish, to beau-

tify your skin. Each Marinello Cream—one for

every skin condition— has one specific thing

to do, and does it. There's no uncertainty—
you can knoiv what the result will be.

Ask for Marinello Lettuce Cream at Marinello

Shops, drug stores or department stores.

MARINELLO COMPANY
72 FIFTH AVE AND 366 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK,

goo TOWER COURT, CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA ST LOUIS CINCINNATI MINNEAPOLIS
DLNVER DETROIT LOS ANGELES PORTLAND DALLAS

LYMANS—Montreal,'

iftk

il> I m\J^ The largest "Beauty

j"v ^ \ Organization in the World
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Banish this

unpleasant
duty

will relieve you of all the labor.

Sani-Flush, simply sprinkled

into the bowl as directed, does

away with all incrustations,
stains, sediment and foul odors.

It leaves the bowl glistening

white.

Sani-Flush is scientifically pre-

pared to do a perfect job. It is

the only thorough method. And
it cannot harm plumbing con-,

nections. Keep a can of Sani-

Flush in the bathroom always.

Buy Sani-Flush at your gro-

cery, drug or hardware store,

or send 25c for a full-size can.

30c in Far West. 35c in Canada.

That Lucky Rogers Boy
{Continued from page 78)

class is making—a sort of graduation
thesis, that will decide the fate of the

youngsters in the school. If they come
up to a certain standard, they will receive

contracts. At present they are all a flutter

over it.

The picture called "Glorious Youth" was
especially written for the school by Byron
Morgan. To Sam Wood, who directed

many of the Wallace Reid pictures, falls

the task of getting their best work out of
the galaxy of glorious youth that com-
prises the cast.

VY/hen we talked to Charles Rogers be-
" tween scenes at the Famous Players

studio, he gave us the foregoing picture

of his life. He is such a friendly boy, so

happily free from self-consciousness. He
carries himself easily and is so lithe that

one does not realize that he is exactly six

feet tall. He has none of the gaucheries

of a big man. His hair is neither straight

nor curly—it is just crisp and as black as

his eyes. His type is a delightfulh- com-
posite one that might belong to any nation-

ality, altho his family lived in Kansas when
the covered wagon started.

About the studio Rogers plays the trom-
bone and does the Charleston. Long waits
never bore him and he is the first on the

set when the whistle blows.

New York he speaks of with a look of
awe—wonderful place to work, but when he
settles down, Charles says he wants a small

town and friendly neighbors.

"But you mustn't think of settling down
Eor years, no actor should."

"Is that right?" he exclaimed. "You dont
even know yet whether I'm going to be
an actor—if I'm not any good, then I can
settle down and play the trombone and
keep a mule or two, cant I ?"

Then we talked pictures, and Rogers con-
1 fessed a preference for the out-of-door
kind, altho he assured us that he could '

balance a tea-cup nicely now. When we
asked about his work in "Glorious Youth,"
he became very serious. He drew his
level brows together and set his fine jaw.

"In about a month we'll know," was all '

that he said.

An actor in the making is something 1

quite different from the real article. He
j

is still unspoiled. He has known neither j

praise nor the reverse. He has nothing
j

to live up to and no former success to help
j

Charles Rogers is a unique person in|
that he has known no struggle, i

trimmed escalator has taken the place of J
the well-known ladder and it onlv remains]
for him to step off on the first landing!
gracefully.

Xo school of hard knocks has hardened
]

the lines about his mouth or wearied his J

eyes.

He comes to the screen in the first flush
\

of youthful beauty and enthusiasm plus. j

A foundation of technique, a trained body
\

and a receptive mind.
Back of it all is a deep appreciation of

j
all that has been done for him, a

responsibility and a determination to makej
good.

When Mother Knew Best
tinned fn

"Of course, I could have sent her to an
school, but there would be a

ger there of her becoming spoiled,

jngsters of her age are abject hero
rshipers, and our relation>hip might give

a false prestige among girls to whom
screen and its people are alluring and

ant my girls to be popular for their

ke, riot mine.
Switzerland they will have to rely

ir own per- nalities to win them
They will associate with the

ers of doctors and lawyers,

ofessional men, instead of motion
people alone. I think it -

ley do so to get a true perspective

stand me when I say

they have heard motion pic-

nofning, noon and night. Natu-
about my work, they know

in the business. There was a
would think there was nothing
world except motion pictures.

ances had stayed in Hollywood
longer, she would be in pictures.

talented and has a great

It would be ti-

Id for her to be catapulted

want that. I want my
•hat I had when I was

and friendships and
simple enjoyments.

"After Frances has had these and she

wants to go into pictures I shall give her

my blessing. But 1 want her to see the

D MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is fus

I fage 61)

other things life has to offer first. I
want her to choose her career with
eyes shut
"Mother is in Lausanne with them.

is thoroly enthusiastic and with m(
this as she has been in everything
since we went to Hollywood eight y
ago.
"The girls are having a marvelous t

skiing and skating and snowshoeing. V
ter sports are a revelation to them
they certainly are enjoying them.

"They speak French all the time and
learning it as they never could I

here. In the spring they will mak
tour of Italy. I'll join them in the sum
and we'll make a trip somewhere toget

the Riviera. Venice, London, anywi-

lt will be such fun to lx? all together as
"Then they will go back

I back to California to twirl my thu
before the camera as 1 wait for my tin

motion picture spouse to return to me
the thousandth time.

"I thought I •

being the neglected wife when I pi:

Mrs. Erlynne in 'Lady Winders*
Fan.'

"I enjoyed that part so. I felt th;

was settling dozens of old

•

me as a vamp.
s< dont plav an

they tell me. 1

We v

you in sweet, lovable parts

you best of all as ..



How I Broke Into the

Movies
By SPEC O'DONNELL

IN
the first place, I didn't want to break

into the movies. 1 wanted to become the

world's greatest first baseman and my
education in that line was already begun. I

was mascot for the Madeira, California,

baseball club, and I was learning fast. Well,

I did, and it happened in this way. A
friend of mine had a friend in Hollywood
who had a friend at the studio, and this

friend had another friend somewhere on
the inside who had a lot to say about

how pictures were to be made. It took

my friend a whole week to round up all

those friends of friends, ct cetera. We
finally found out that the friend who had
so much influence with the nabobs was a

policeman. So we decided to try Mr. Copper.

We found him directing traffic one day.

My friend pulled out a letter and gave it

to the cop. When he read it he looked

at me. "So you're the kid what wants
to bust into the limelight, eh? Well, now
if you had been here just two minutes
earlier I could have introduced you to one
of the biggest ducks in the pond. Sam
Warner, friend of mine. Can have any-
thing I want from Sam." So believe it or

not, if that cop didn't take us up to the

Warner studio that afternoon I'll go with-

out a bath for a year.

It was a lucky visit, too, for Warners
were just working on that tool book that

Strangler Lewis, the wrestler, had written.

You know the book ; it made a lot of

fun out of us country folks, "Main Street,"

that's it. I came into the studio, and
the director saw me with all my freckles.

"You're the 99999999999th kid that's come
here with freckles," he said. "Now, get out,

or I'll throw you out, and your friend, too."

We were about to get out when the

policeman butted in. "Apple sauce," he
says to the director. "Sam Warner told

me to bring this yokel in here for a try-

out Now, you try him out mucho pronto."
The director not knowing how brotherly
this policeman and Sam Warner were to

each other, decided not to take any chances.

So lie calls me over and says: "All right,

kid. I'll give you a try-out" I must have
made a hit in that picture, for a few weeks
after "Main Street" was finished, my friend

was kept busy making appointments for

me. All this time I was becoming well

acquainted with directors. The friendships
I had made helped a lot. Then one day
I got the thrill of my life when someone
from Mary Pickford's studio called my
friend and wanted to know if I'd try for
a part in "Little Annie Rooncy."
We rushed to Mary's studio in about fif-

teen seconds flat. I went right up to the
casting director, and when he saw me with
a million freckles he threw his hands up.

"An Irish boy for a Jewish part ! Now
that's a crazy joke," he said.

For a moment I thought it was all off.

Then I got my dander up and said : "Just
give me ten minutes and I'll show you
something."
"Make it snappy," he said.

It took me ten minutes to hide my
freckles and make my nose a little longer.
When I came out of the dressing-room,
the director didn't know me.

"Say, you're the kid I want," he says
to me.

"I know it," I says. "Only a few min-
utes ago you didn't know it." When I

told him I was Spec O'Donnell and that
he had given me the raspberries a few-
minutes before, he nearly dropped dead.
He gave me the part 'f Abie Levey.

Wli'n you v
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GIRLS! THROW
AWAY YOUR FAT!

Look Your Best this Summer on
the Beach

Start Today—Simple, Easy, Harmless way.

TRY IT AT OUR EXPENSE!
"If you are ashamed of your figure, especially in a bathing suit,

decide to take off that extra fat and look your best on the beach
this summer. Why don't you do it? I did. I am glad to be able
to explain to vou how to go about it — I am not going to tell vou to
>;o U.rouuh strenuous exercises or weakening diets, i will not recommend you to

tot y : troubles
11 I.leasur . turned do\

>.\'x-r,Ri-'

ies .in, in
Tinu

There is no manic, no secrel

Id there beam
mail him a ire,

Xo reduction oyer night hut
a week should he attained. 1

Why We Do Not Send Samples
Manv people ask for free samples hut experience has proven that it takes n

than a sample to show lesults—WE IX > BE1 rER—we guarantee result;

GRI-XA is sold at all nooil druy 01 dept • stores or vou can send direct to

SAXGRIXA CO.. 1S4I Broadway. Dept. II- \. X. V. ('.

It's Easy to Make Money This Way
Here is your chance to earn lots of pocket money. You can do it in spare

time or part time, as you choose. The work is pleasant and dignified. We
pay you a fine commission and big bonus money.

We are going to pay our subscription agents $300,000.00 during the next

year in commissions and prize money tor securing subscriptions to Motion
Picturi. Mu.a/ixi ami Motion Picture Classic—and we want you
to earn some of it, too.

Die job is an easy one. You'll like it. Just

are interested—and we will tell you all about

This is your opportunity

write to us and say that

our plan.

Write Today!

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y,

A Birthday Present
Want to make some one happy?

Give them a subscription t

Motion Picture Magazine

GRAPHOLOGY
Did you know your handwriting revealed your ability, talents

and character when given scientific tests and analysis ?

Get proof for few cents !

methods only. Enclose 25c (coin) for actual time and matting.

SEDLEY TILLSTON INST., P.O. Boi 1209, Ft Worth, Te»asmmBmFor quick, safe relief from
painful corns or tender toes

and pressure of tight shoes

DSScholVs
Tfino'pads

ce-53.38

Superior qoajity dinner ring and add re

-jj deliver

rect'froro ls!on\y i*2?so. ey back ifnot"satfsfactory.

ALL TRANSACTIONS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
No Red Tape No Delay

WRITE FOR FREE ROYAL CATALOGUE

watches and jewelry Send for your copy at once.

ROYAL DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Dept. 1588 170 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 101 K
PAGli
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T/fe Telephone and Better Living

Pictures of pre-telephonic times

seem quaint today. In the streets

were horses and mud-splashed bug-

gies, but no automobiles and no

smooth pavements.

Fifty years ago homes were heated

by stoves and lighted by gas or kero-

sene lamps. There was no domestic

steam heating or electric lighting,

nor were there electric motors in the

home. Not only were there no tele-

phones, but there were no phonos

graphs, no radio and no motion

pictures.

The telephone permitted the sep-

aration of business office from fac-

tory and made possible the effec-

tive co-ordination of widespread

activities by a centralized organ-

ization. It changed the business

habits of the Nation.

The amazing growth of the coun-

try in the past fifty years could not

have come had not science and in-

vention supplied the farmer, manu-
facturer, business man and family

with many new inventions, great

and small, for saving time and labor.

During this period of marvelous in-

dustrial progress, the telephone had

its part. It has established its own
usefulness and greatly accelerated

the development of the industrial

arts which have contributed so much
to better living conditions and to the

advancement of civilization.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and Associated Companies

BELL SYSTEM
IN ITS SEMI-CENTENNIAL YEAR THE BELL SYSTEM LOOKS FOR-
WARD TO CONTINUED PROGRESS IN TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

DIMPLES

!

Bring New Beauty

m
$2 and it's your

i
international Typewriter Exchange

advertisement iu MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is gnai

The Best Bet in Hollywood
(Continued from page 27)

"I'll never be superstitious again! It was
Friday, February thirteenth, last year,

when we were playing in Chicago that I

got a letter. It had my picture clipped
from a paper pinned to it, and said some-
thing about my calling to see Warners'
representative.

"I didn't think anything of it. 'Anybody
else get one of these?' I asked, and dropped
it behind a mirror. But afterwards Mother
and I talked it over and decided to find
out what it was all about. Thev wanted
me to take a test in Chicago. Helene
was sick, so I took it alone. It was awful
and I cant see why, on the strength of
it, they decided to send us out to the Coast,
but they did, and when we got here they
signed us both.

"I had been cast as a 'heavy' before I

came out, but after I got here something
happened and I didn't get the part. I

was heart-broken when day after day went
by and there was nothing. YVe played
bits, and then nothing again. They lent
me to Fox to play a lead opposite Edmund
Lowe, and when I returned gave me a bit

as a maid J

"I was so discouraged and unhappy I

didn't know what to do. Mother and
Helene and I came out of the studio after
I'd been doing the maid one day and a
veteran stopped us to sell something. While
I was fumbling for some change, I felt

someone looking at me. At first I couldn't
locate the person and then I saw that Mr.
Larrymore was standing on one of the
balconies up-stairs staring down at me.

"It was just for an instant, and then
we went home.

"Mkxt morning I was summoned to the

office, where I found J. L. ~Warner
and Mr. Barrymore waiting.

''Will she do?" Mr. Warner said.

"Mr. Barrymore nodded. Then I learned
that I was to be his leading lady in The
Sea Beast.' Later I heard that tl

before a test of me had been run by acci-

dent while Mr. Barrymore was in the pro-
jection room, and he recognized it as the
girl he had seen leaving the building and
asked for me. It just seems life

doesn't it?

"Oh, I'm so indebted to him! He was
so marvelous to me. He said : "No doubt
you will be bewildered stepping into this

thing with no preparation, but whenever
you fed uncertain tell me and \vi

But the minute I did my first scene I felt

that I belonged in the part and it wasn't
hard at all. I loved it.

"There were lots of thrills in that pic-

ture ! We spent three weeks on the whal-
ing schooner—had to go out in a dory
and wait until a swell came that rushed
the dory and the schooner near enough for
us to reach the rope ladder so v.

get on board. For the first time in my
life. I wasn't seasick!

"The storm scenes were the worst—they
1 had the rain and wind mad. - .

ing and we were drenched most
time. Then, with the ending we first had.

they put me on a raft on the ocean at

midnight with a thin dress—and you know
how cold it gets at night !—and turned

the rain and wind on me. It felt like cold

marbles on my head and frightened me
so they got the effect they wanted with
no trouble!

"I adored the old-fashioned clothes. I

feel so just-right in them that

play anything. I like r.;-~

the wait in 'Bride of the St

girl in '-Mannequin^ too. And it's been
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g a crook in 'The Grifters.'

n'—oh, I know all the crook

"Yes, I've had the 'breaks' so far
!"

Someone gave Dolores a doll for Christ-

mas—a doll dressed just as Esther is

dressed in "The Sea Beast."

"I was so thrilled!" beamed Dolores.

"I love dolls. I'm afraid I'll never get

over it. I remember how I felt when I

was eleven and someone told me I was
getting too big to play with them any
more. I said I knew how a mother felt

when someone tried to take her child away
from her. I remember how I suffered

about it and how I wondered how I would
ever bear it. And then bicycles came along
and I got interested in them—and swim-
ming and dancing—something always seems
to come, doesn't it?"

CrcH years ago it is—according to the

young star, whose age is under twenty
—since at the age of two she created a
furore in the theater where her father

was playing.

Her mother had taken her as usual, and
when the baby climbed out of her seat

during the second act, Mrs. Costello thought
she was going to her friend, the head
usher. Instead of that. Dolores pattered
down to the stage, where her father was
making love to his leading lady, pointed
a small pink forefinger at the said leading
lady and piped out, in a dramatic pause

:

"Dont you dare kiss my daddy !"

But just as far away, to Dolores, seems
the question of careers versus matrimony.
"Marriage seems a long way off—like

talking about what might happen after
you're dead, you know. I suppose I may
do it some day, and of course anybody'd
hate to think they'd never have babies.
I adore children the way I used to adore
dolls, but I dont have to think of falling
in love yet.

"I SUPPOSE you cant help it if you fall

in love. You dont do it on purpose.
It happens to you. I hope it wont happen
to me rijjht away.

"I read an article the other day about
whether mothers should have careers. I rene
Castle said they shouldn't and someone else
said they should. Both had such excel-
lent reasons that I agreed with each side!
But, as a matter of fact, it probably all

depends on the man you marry."
Dolores rose and crossed the room—

a

distinguished little figure in black satin,
against which the loops of her burnished
hair gleamed.
And all the adjectives that had perched

m the reviewers' columns—"wistful,"
"charming," "exquisite," "glorious"—came
fluttering after her.

Ramon Himself
Harry Can- says thai all the com-

plimentary thin,,s in the world have
been written about Ramon Novarro.
There never has been a star -dm has
railed forth such unanimity of sen-
timent. There never has been a
star whose work has been so con-
sistently praised.

So, just for a chaiuie, Mr. Carr
has written a few "Brickbats for
Ramon." lie tells -dial is wrong
ieilh Ramon Novarro. But Mr.
Carr's criticism is better than most
flattery. In fact, it is the highest
sort of flattery. Yfiu'll leant to read
his story in the June issue of Mo-
tion- Pictube Magazine.

en a woman says

Come Hither!"

without words
fingernails. Thev know thev must make of

1: a specia little rite of the toilette.

Noordin ary methods will do; no temporary

"home-ma e' ' measures. Thev must have a de-

nend.tble, s c i en tine corrective. And they have

a Odorono, the

Underarm Toilette.

Odorono is an antiseptic liquid formulated

by a physician to correct both the evils of per-

spiration. It is the ar/pi/.d corrective for both
moisture and odor. Physicians and nurs

the o tide,

t one med-

There are so many ways of saying it. One says

it with her smile. Another beckons with her
eyes. A third appeals with her helplessness.

But the magnet is not entirely smile or eyes
or helplessness. There is another appeal , which
lacking, makes powerless all other charms.
No woman can hope to attract more than a

passing glance who does not have it. For, since

time began, it has been a feminine attribute.

She must have it.

This personal quality is something which is

not always understood. A woman's daintiness

of person entails a great deal more than mere
cleanliness.

You can be as clean as soap and water can
make you—and still fall short. For
water cannot control one thing which every
woman must watch.

It is not a pretty word—perspiration—but it

is one which must be recognized. For everyone
is its victim in some form.

It is distressing, of course, to see those

plainly afflicted—with those ugly dark rings

and streaks of stain under the arms .

that bothersome 'perspiring area" in the back.

But there is something even
more distressing—that odor
which unfailingly creeps in

whether there is moisture or

not. And always the offender

is the lasttolind it out!

Today this is a thing that

careful women look to, as they
do to their hair and teeth and

THE ODORONO COMPANY, 125 BLAIR AVENUE, CINCINNATI, O.

1 2 5 Blair Avenue Cincinnati, i

Please send me sample of Odorono and booklet for which I enclose 5c.

it constant!;

dependable 1

ical authority says of it:

Dr. Lewis B.Allyn, head of the famous
Westfield Laboratories, Westfield, Mass., says,

"Experimental and practical tests show that

Odorono is harmless, economical and effective

when employed as directed and will injure

neither the skin nor the health."

One application of Odorono assures 3 days'

freedom from all annoyance. And you don't

need to bother with any other protection fot

your clothing!

Keep safe this great appeal of personal dain-

tiness! Don't run the risk of

offending with odor; with
those ugly stains which dry

Fore
ng ca

Address ...

you would also like to try Creme Odorono, a deltzhtful
erne which corrects odor only, send U additional

v.Tlisir-s iilciis). mi'iiliiin MOTIO rui; macazixe. 103 r
PA/SU
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..how they're kept

free from corns

%
¥

Evelyn Law's Famous Dancing Feet

. "A corn is hardly a luxury for

ybody. . . . But for a dancer it is

agony. ... It puts a 'Spanish Inqui-

sition' in her shoe.

"When I notice any suggestion of

callus on the toe, I immediately apply

a Blue=jay plaster. So that's why I

never have a corn." So writes graceful

and beautiful Evelyn Law, famous
Ziegfeld dancer.

Small wonder that legions of eminent dancers,

screen stars and athletes consider good old

Blue=jay part of their "working kit!" For over

26 years it has been vanquishing corns to the

tune of tens of millions annually. . . . Blue=jay

keeps fit the feet of the famous and the fore-

sighted. . . . Sold at all drug stores.

Blue=jay
THE SAFE AND GENTLE
WAY TO END A CORN

Q?or Expert Beauty

oAdvice -Write to me

KIT,,

ml™ Thousand

Method Book Free
I shall bo prlad to send you a free copv of my book telling

.,.« lie.io(\ problems. Write for it today

!

LUCILLE YOUNG. Room 12-65 Lucille Young Bldg., Chicago. Ill

Movie Acting!
Would

you like to know it v

Send 10c for our 1 welve-lluur laltnt Tester or
Kev tn Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether

e suited to take up Movie Acting.
motive and valuable work. Send

dime or stamps today. A large, interi •

tinted Pooklet on Movie Acting included FREE I

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU. Sta. W.. Jackson. Mich.

"UNMASKS
YOUR HIDDEN

BuurrBEAUTYPEEL

Lost 34 Lbs. in 30 Days
Madame Blanche Arral. Renowned Opera Star, Tells
How You Too Can Reduce Excess Weight Quickly!

This distinguished Opera Star had her own experience in carry-
ing a load of excess f.,t. which car.ie i err;::: r.clu r stage career
but she tolls in a delight fully intere.-nng l:uk Ivl \. how she round

ried c

. Shedrv ;ed, dieted a cised withoi
c had

She Tells Her Own Story
wonderful method did—how she reduced 34 pounds ii

6-E. 35 E. Ffcght St.. Miami. FU.
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"Local Boy Makes Good"
{Continued from page 58)

•'T made up a nice little speech, depre-
cating the success I had had, and

thanking them for their thunderous ova-
tion. Well, after quite a ride we got there
and went to the new hotel, the one with
the modern conveniences, and began to un-
pack our things. My suit that I had
brought to wear on the momentous occa-
sion was badly mussed, and I called up the
hotel valet to have it pressed. Then for

the first time I realized I was back in

Virginia. A sleep}' voice came over the
wire. "What you-all want?' I said that I

wanted to have my clothes pressed.
" 'It's too late to have anything done.'

the voice answered. 'This here place closed

an hour ago.'

"For a minute I decided not to make an
appearance, but when my mother and
father pictured the disappointed multitude,

I relented, and my mother and I took the

trousers and pulled them out as well as

we could. Then one more rehearsal of the

speech and I was ready to start.

"'Iittle Axxie Rooxf.y' was playing
1-1 there, we were told, and we started

out. The streets were literally deserted as

we pushed our way to the theater. The
theater itself was dosed, and we were told

that the manager was out of town and
there wasn't going to be any show that

night anyway."
"I went home and went to bed. and, do

you know, that visit did me a lot of good.
Living in Hollywood does give you a dis-

torted vision. The picture people are the

important ones there. Hundreds of people

wait to get a glimpse of them at the first

film showings, and 1 think they get an
idea that all the rest of the world is the

same. It's wonderful to get on to Xew
York, and it was a revelation to so home.
You see I have to learn by experience, and

d for me to see that town, abso-

lutely unchanged except that there were
more motors and fewer horses. AH this

go-getting business isn't always as attrac-

tive as something a little more settled, a
little older.

"Mot that a place like that is necessarily
*™

d for a younger person. I dont
think that it is, but it is good for young
people to find out that the world isn't all

theirs, and that there are lots of places and
many people who aren't concerned with
them or their doings at all.

"While 1 was home I went to see a third

cousin of mine. He is an old man. and
he lives in a house built by the

and furnished about that time. It was full

of the loveliest things I ever saw. When
I left there I didn't know that t!

lovely, of course. 1 wasn't tweim -

and furniture was nothing in my life. But
now I appreciate it. He had a fine old

corner cupboard with the Indian gl

in it, and I went to a little shop while 1

was there and bought one like it. in maple.
Would you like a SmithfieM

'-

brought some of them back with me. A
ham from a ham. you know.

"I dont want you to think 1 d

California." he added. "It is the only
place 1 want to live just now.
is because. 1 am young, and it is the place

for youth.

"But 1 dont know how I will feel about
it later. Maybe when 1 get older I'll want
something else besides a good dim
a lot of parties."

"What, for instance?" I asked, n

seeing what else anyone c

"Well, perhaps just a .
said Mr. Haines.
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Back of the Camera
(Continued from page 44)

damage. In "A Kiss for Cinderella," they
fashioned the dainty glass stove, and car-

riage studded with diamonds (imitation, of

course; for, in spite of the extravagances

of which film folk are accused, they do not

as yet order diamonds by the cart-load to

be used promiscuously on the set).

Cor the sake of brevity and simplicity,

we will say that the blue-prints of that

particular afternoon when I visited the

studio called for the erection of an ordi-

nary living-room set. This has been erected

by Mr. Darrell"s men, and painted by Mr.
Saulter and his men. At 6 A. M. the

following morning they retire for the

night.

"Grip"' men who were not working all

night, headed by George Chennells and
Johnny Fundas, arrive for their day's work
at eight o'clock in the morning. You will

want to know a little about the "grips."

They are the strong men of the movies,

who have power to remove walls or moun-
tains, and sometimes are obliged to do so

at a few moments' notice on the part of

Director La Cava. There are about eight

of them all told, who, aside from their

other duties, act as the cameraman's chief

assistants, keeping the lights from .yetting

into the camera lens, etc. They put up
all spotlights on the top sets, and scaffold

such sets so that the electricians can do
their work of operating the overhead
lights. They screen in the sets, when this

is called for, with those screens ornamented
with attractive "Positively No Admittance"
signs (which do not, however, always keep
out the curiously inclined). The "grips"
are so necessary to the welfare of the pic-

ture that they travel with the company at

all times.

Along with the "grips" come the car-
*^ penters. Altho their hours are theo-
retically from eight o'clock until five,

they work in shifts usually at all hours
of the day and night, doing everything
from the roughest kind of work to fine

moldings and trim work. Sometimes the
sets have to be suspended from grids. It

is the carpenters who are responsible [or
the strength of such sets. Imagine the
havoc which would be wrought in the stu-

dio, with hundreds of persons passing or
working on the sets during the day, if

these men weren't on the job.

A few moments after Mr. Chennells and
his men are at work moving doors, pro-
tecting the floors with compo boards, or
doing whatever is called for, the electri-

cians, headed by Jimmy Sheehan, Assistant
Director David T. Todd, and property-
men, arrive.

While the property-man, Johnny Solo, is

busy examining the script, running for fur-
niture, wrist-watches for the star, or
flowers, rings, chains and ribbons for the
leading lady, as the case may be, the as-
sistant director and electricians are at work-
getting the line-up for the first shot of the
day. ( Solo, by the way, is the invisible
hand which makes that fly crawl over the
face of the sleeping man in the picture,
and clones doors which seem to close of
themsel

TThe next half-hour spells action, and
* plenty of it. The Cooper-Hewitts, or
soft lights, and the arc-lights must be
moved into proper positions. After mak-
ing up the reports lor the day before, Mr.
Todd, the assistant, can divide his time-
between scurrying up-stairs to the dressing-
rooms to check off the players who have

When you writ

Men relate
this simple way to get

a new thrill in shaving
Men the nation over are awakening to

the fact that there is a general switch to

the Valet AutoStrop Razor.

Its sales have pyramided in an astound'
ing manner.

All because men are discovering that a

sharp blade for every shave is a genuine
luxury.

The Valet AutoStrop is the only razor

that sharpens its own blades. A few
strokes on its strop restore a blade to

new-like keenness.

Sharpen it, then shave, then clean— all

in a jiffy, and without removing the

blade, from the holder.

This is a different principle. The blade

doesn't get duller and duller until it

must be thrown away.

Every shave can be with a blade of

super-keenness.

Have you fallen into a habit? Do you
continue your old way of shaving?

Then join the thousands upon thousands

who have turned to a new and better

way and whose enthusiasm never wanes.

A speedy, comfortable shave every
time—uniformly perfect. An end to

"pulling." An end to wasting time.

"There's no shave like it," men say.

Why miss this supreme improvement?

Wet/lutaStrop Razor
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. JL

AUTOSTROP SAFETY RAZOR CO., 656. First Avenue, New York City

• to advertise™ please mention motion P1CTUBB .magazine. 105 f
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At Last—
a Blonde Hair

Shampoo!
Keeps Light Hair from Darkening

—

Brightens Faded Blonde Hair

When light haired people wash their hair in

an ordinary way, a thin film of oil is often left on
each hair, which collects dirt and dust, causing
the hair to darken. That is why blondes should
always use a special shampoo. For while light

hair is always attractive, its beauty is lost just as
soon as it becomes uncertain in color, dirty-look-

ing and streaky. Blondex, the new Swedish light

hair shampoo, not only keeps blonde hair from
darkening, but actually brings back the true
golden beauty to even the dullest and most faded
blonde hair. Makes hair fluffy, silky. Over half

a million users. Highly beneficial to both ha.'r

and scalp. It is not a dye. Contains no injurious
chemicals. Money instantly refunded if not de-
lighted. Get Blondex at all good drug and

BLONDEX
^TAe Blonde HairShampoo

Bams
Gray Hair
in 15 Minutes

1NECT0, Inc., 33-35 West 46th Street, New York
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arrived, scurrying down-stairs to superin-

tend the last-minute details of getting the

set in order for the director, scurrying the

players onto the set by nine o'clock sharp,

and rehearsing a half dozen or so who
have bits or small parts.

Previous to linking up with Director La
Cava, Mr. Todd assisted Bob Leonard and
Mae Murray for four years. When I saw
him, he was in the midst of corralling a

huge black-and-white dog (Newfoundland,
I believe) for a scene in which dog and
maid were to pounce upon the villain. If

you think that it's an easy matter to get

a dog to bark and to pounce at exactly

the right moment, with the camera grind-

ing and lights blinding him, I can tell you
after having witnessed some swift action

at close range that it's a Herculean task.

Xo wonder the life of the assistant di-

rector, as he himself confesses, is no cinch.

From nine o'clock on, the work which
he does is mostly routine. If he is par-

ticularly luck\', he gets the chance to direct

a mob scene. This is a red-letter occa-

sion, and the hour for which every ambi-
tious assistant prays. For, of course, as-

sistants, as well as Mertons, do pray.

Pray, and hope, and wish that some day
—some fair day—they will have a little

camp-chair with their name written upon
it, and wield the megaphone in their own
right.

'"The cameraman, Edward Cronjager, ar-
A rives usually at about the same time as

the director. After superintending the

lighting of the sets, which must be as true

as possible, he examines the stars' make-
ups to see if all is as it should be. Usually
it takes a good cameraman only a few days

to find out just what lighting, make-ups
and angles are best for the particular star

with whom he is working. Lois Wilson,
Lila Lee and Bessie Love, whom Mr. Cron-
jager describes as possessing "perfect

screen faces," can be shot from almost

any angle. The same can be said for

Richard Mix. Jack Gilbert, Ben Lyons, and
Ramon Novarro. If you take notice, you
will observe that all" three of the girls

whom he names have perfect oval-shaped
faces, and that the men have strong, and
in at least three instances, sharp features.

But whether or not the stars have perfect

features, if they can act. and possess what
is known as screen personality, Mr. Cron-
jager can get excellent results with his

trusty camera. Yes, even if their noses

are too long, or their chins recede. For
the camera knows a thousand magic tricks

for remedying defects, and a make-up. if

judiciously applied, can perform wonders.

YY/ihie I am on the subject of camera-W men. I am going to tell you about the

"still" photographer, John O'Xeill. It is

his artistic endeavors which adorn the lob-

bies of motion picture theaters. At the

Famous Players Studio, the still camera-
man's job is unique. Instead of taking
"stills" of the stars when they are posing
for them, he creeps around the set thruout
the day (secreting his camera in innumer-
able ways'! and steals shots of them when
they aren't looking. You all know how
the old- fashioned tintvpes used to look,

with head ami body held stiffly, and an
expression which literally shouted. "I'm
posing for my picture. Dont I look in-

teresting ?" Well, some of the "stills" used
ok like that, too evidently posed, and
was found that by snapping the stars

they were still in the mood of the

story, and were not self-conscious, much
better results were obtained.

On eyery side there is a script clerk,

usually a girl. On the Brenon set it is

Marie Halvey ; on the La Cava lot, Pat
Donahue. Wherever the camera is grind-
ing, there you will find Pat, standing close

by, and taking notes. If you peek over
her shoulder, you will find data on the cos-

tumes being worn, positions of the player's

right foot, whether a long shot or closeup

is being taken, and the like. It is a

job of details, and one requiring keen
powers of observation, but I dont believe

the young ladies would change it for an-
other. For they are afforded a liberal

course in practical scenario writing, in

acting, and in all branches of picture mak-
ing. Besides that, they travel with the

companies, and are continually seeing new
and interesting people. Before Pat Dona-
hue was a script clerk, she was a stenog-

rapher. The day on which she was up-
rooted from the office, and put down-stairs
on the studio lot, was a happy day indeed

for her.

"THRrouT the day you will observe a
* young man on and off the set at infre-

quent intervals, who is often found con-
ferring with the director, or commenting
on the shots being taken. He is the cutter,

Otho Lovering. and his duties are mani-
fold. He sits in on the preparation of the

story; he sits in on the shooting of the

story, and he sits in the little projection-

room up-stairs and "edits" the story.

At the end of the day, the "rushes" are

taken up to the projection-room. These
consist of the shots taken that day. After
they have been shown and reshown. they

are taken, together with notes jotted down
during the show r 9 into the

cutting-room, and the real work of titling

and cutting commences. Inside of three

days after the last shot of the picture has
been taken, he has put the picture together

in rough form, with titles, etc.. complete.
Most of the scenes are shot more than

once. Usually each of the shots of a scene

emphasizes - at which should
be brought out in the story, but not all the

g 1 points. So it is necessary to cut out

the bad points of the shot and paste to-

gether the good ones in a giwu scene. This
is done by the cutter and his lu'.

In the cutting-room you hear mar
ingly queer remarks. For instance : "Cut
out her (meaning the star) kneeling at the

bedside." or "Paste her onto the m x

will you. and move her up closer so that

she's kissing him."
In an enthusiastic mood, the direcl

: a particularly

beautiful shot than could possibly be kept
in the picture. He is allowed t

I . but the cutter is not. It is up
to him to get the picture "back to earth."

and perform the painful operation of pre-

serving the values of the story at any cost.

Even if it means that a number of the

closeups have to be amputated, and the

kisses trimmed down, and the ambitious
little "bit" actress taken out entirely. And
it often does mean just that. For in the

cutting-room the picture and th<

are made or marred. With a f<

here, and an insert there. obscur<
Aspirations finds herself in the big

paper basket beside the cutter's

doomed to oblivion, or p:i-

lic approval, and well on the waj
and fortune in the uncertain world oi

flickers.

FROM STARDOM TO EXTRA WORK
You've beard about the stars who work up to the front rank from extra work
know that in Ho'hwood there aie former stars who are now s Ia. • .

In the June issue of MOTION PICTURE MAoA. \
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The Girl With the Funny
Face

(Continued from page 67)

"Aw, gee, she dont tell the half of it!"

he objected. "All the rest of the dames
came down in comedy clothes with comedy
make-up to help them get their faces

across, but Alberta just sailed in, wearing
a little gingham dress—if it was gingham
—anyway, every kid in town had one about
like it that year, and no make-up at all,

and just screwed her little face up and
walked away with the prize.

"There's no fake to Alberta. She's

there

"Sure! Alberta's a

the others, when Albert

out of ear-shot. "We'i

ular

f01

' I sx't it a scream, the things you do when
you're a kid?" observed Alberta, pres-

ently. "I was a homely little piece, but I

remember I always wanted my picture

taken. There was a man who used to come
around and take your picture on your porch,

and if my mother wouldn't let me have
mine taken, 1 was a total loss for the day.
"And now 1 do it all day and every day

and get paid for it ! In this series we
have all sorts of fights and my director

lets me in on them. 1 dont just stand
around and shudder and wait helplessly for
the hero to knock everybody out and come
and carry me away from there. I mix
right in and pull their hair and kick their
shins. I'm all bruised and scratched, but
it's more fun than being a doll baby who
cant do anything but cry when her sweet-
heart is in bad."

Alberta is as slim as the widely publi-
** cized willow, but she does nothing spe-
cial to keep herself slender.

"1 eat whatever there is." she said, with
a twinkling dimple, "and sometimes, when
I happen to think of it. I bend down and
touch the floor when I get up in the morn-
ing—or try some of the exercises you see

people do in the funny paper—only 1 for-
get about it a lot, and then it's too cold or
too hot, and I just have my cold shower
and let it go at that.

"J really do take a cold shower every
morning, tho, That's the absolute truth-
cross my heart ! It makes you feel warmer
afterward. I love swimming, but 1 dont
get much chance to go in. Tell you what.
tho—whenever 1 have an hour off 1 beat it

over to the .skating-rink and skate! It's

more fun than anything !

"Oh, lookit—there's Pinky ! Come here.
Pinky!"

freckled youth came obligingly for-

"This Pinky.
he, but he's so

Pinky ?"

"A job.'

And of course Alberta
to get him one.

He's awful ugly,

! What do you \

"I IK) know the nicest people!" she ex-
ulted. "I'm so lucky. I never have-

worked with anybody who wasn't a perfect
peach."

In .spite of meeting so many fine people,
Alberta hasn't found the One and Only
Man yet. As she isn't twenty, she still has
time !

"I'd like to do the sort of stories Mary
Pickford does. Wouldn't it be fun to have
long curls and be a little roughneck with
a gang?"
W nether or not she is ever a little rough-

neck with long curls in a feature-length
picture. Alberta Vaughn undoubtedly has
a "gang" and can number in it every maif,

woman and boy down at F. 11. O.

!

When you write

sedfictme\jtouch

yjoi^thfTOrient
A bewitching attractive-

ness of mystic depths. To
possess it is to be assured

of a subtle, alluring loveli-

ness that overshadows all

feature defects or blemish-

es. This fascinating, en-

trancing appearance can be

yours in a moment's time.

You can command a beauty
that will compel the ad-

miration of all, through the

use of

GOURAUD'S

CREAMv
Renders an appearance that

will not rub off, streak or show
the effects of perspiration. Ideal

for Evening use. It is Astrin-
gent and Antiseptic, making it

highly successful in cases of
Wrinkles, Redness, Flabbinecs,
Blemishes, Oiliness, Tan, etc.

Made in three shades, White,
Flesh, Rachel; also in compacts.
M-si-6

Ferd. T. Hopkins & Son, New York

MIDGET NAME CARDS
l"HE LATEST NOVELTY SOc. Per Book
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DEVELOP BUST
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SEND NO MONEY
Genuine Full Cut Diamonds c%s
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on your skinbecomes
yourown perfume

because some of its
twenty ei^ht flowers com-

bine with the oil ofyour skin

,

making an individual perfume
that expresses you
TryMystikum on the skin of five ofyour
friends and have some one guess the perfume
used on each ! No two can be the same

At the Better Stores

parfum si. 1.50. 3.75. 7. 11.00
FACE POWDER. 7 SHADES 1.50
LIP STICK, 2 SHADES 1.50
COMPACT-POWDER-ROUGE
FACE LOTION ASTRINGENT

TOILET WATER 4.
VANISHING CREAM

SCHERK IMPORTING COMPANY J

Mysfi
/

PARFU

APERFECT LOOKING NOSE

M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping Specialist
(

Dept. 2524 Binghamton, N. T.

YouCan
It It s a rsuescner saxophone .

They start you. Teach yourself. Its gr

practicing because you learn so quiekl>
though you have failed with some othei

wnt. No obli

to buy. Send

The Shade Pari:

"Phantom Red" Lip Stick

MARY nilLBEX

Beautiful Eyes Instantly

is the original Waterproof Liquid Dressing
for the lashes and brows. \our first applica-

tion will make your lashes seem long, dark
and heavy, and your eyes very large and bright.

Send for Free Two Weeks' Supply

r',:l )« u,t :

'

- :i Iree trial bo!-

DeUca Laboratories, Inc., Dept. 15
3C12 Clvbourr-.e Ave. Chicago. 111.

The Star Who Lost a
Million

(Continued from page 21)

ultimately you must take what they offer

and get back what you can on your invest-

"You are operating at a loss. They
aren't cheating you— it's called 'high

finance' "—with that disarming smile.

"I had fifteen pictures out, with returns

coming in in dribs and drabs, when
we decided to make 'Miles Standish.' I

was associated in people's minds with the

American boy. . Here was the first Ameri-
can boy and it seemed a chance to give

them pure history.

"We tried to make it a good picture.

with time, money and thought. But the

tide of costume pictures began to go out
before we could get ours on the market.

"I tried to get a Xew York theater for

the first showing, but found I'd have to

pay twenty-five thousand for two weeks,
outside of house expenses, and I couldn't

even have that unless I made personal ap-

pearances. I wouldn't do that again. Per-
sonal appearances are a mistake. It's not

you, it's what you can do that counts.

"We lost money. Other things entered

in—men I had believed in turned on me.
. . . That sounds bitter, I know. But if

one man in particular had stood by me

"Y ES . people say we were extravagant.
* We do not think we were." ( That

gay and tender "we.") "Some of those

who talk of our extravagance give expen-
sive liquor parties. We dont care for

them. We like nice clothes and we bought
them. We loved our home and I'm inter-

ested in interior decorating and enjoyed
experimenting. We didn't exactly econo-

mize, I'll admit.

"But as soon as our trouble came, we
'starved along,' figuratively speaking. We
aren't reckless now. I had paid back
sixty thousand of my indebtedness when
we were forced into bankruptcy. I could

have taken care of everyone if they had
let me alone. But who wants to hear what
might have been?"

As a very little boy. Charles Ray was at-
**• tracted to the circus. He took on faith

the story that if you oiled your joints with

fishing worms you could do death-defying

stunts. His sister told him that acrobats

had short lives.

"It seemed a good idea to live

I gave up. 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' fired my
imagination. I built a theater with a

gunny-sack curtain for a door. The thea-

ter meant to me what ships and

and guns mean to some boys. 1 ushered at

a theater and learned about wings and

back drops and painted scenery, made a

curtain and fixed lights."

In the course of time, love of the drama
led him behind the footlights ii

-

onto a college campus as the elder Ray
had hoped, but opportunities on California

stages were few and he went fr

companies to small-time vaudeville^ and

was poorly paid.

One night, as the boys in the

show sat on their trunks in the

dressing-room, talk turned

tures, then held in contempt :

Charles heard them mention fifl

a week—he was getting

nothing.

In order to reach the si

. "Reminded me of the si

hoy who worked on a fan)

farmer woke him at fou!

i MOTION nOTI-RE MACAZINF is guaranteed.
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have to get up so early?' asked the boy.

Cows have to be milked,' replied the

farmer. 'Gee whiz, do you have to sneak

up on 'em in the dark?'
"

I NCEVILLE was a fascinating place, with

real Indians and cowboys and all the ex-

citement of pioneering. When asked his

alary, the applicant was afraid to risk a

whole fifty, and compromised on thirty-

five—which he got

!

Xobody knew that a boy named Charlie

Ray was working on the lot until Air. Ince

brought Frank Keenan to the Coast to make
a picture called "The Coward." Charlie

Ray was selected to play the name part.

"After that, I played cowards for a year.

People in this business seem to think that

because you make a hit in a character once,

you should never stop playing it. I got

out of coward roles because in a picture

with Dorothy Dalton, the director needed
comedy in a certain scene. I was a young
chap in an office, Dorothy the daughter of

my boss, and I was in love with her. Old
stuff, even then.

"We worked over the comedy. A cus-

pidor was on the set. 'Cant you get some-
thing out of that?' asked the director. I

was offended at the idea, being sensitive

and hating coarse things, but in those days
when the director spoke, let no dog bark.

"I spilled the ink. blotted it nervously,

climbed onto my stool and stepped off into

the cuspidor. It was my expression

—

knowing what had happened and hoping
Ise would see—perspiration break-

ing out all over, you know—that turned the
trick.

"ArTER tnat * ^lac' to ^° ern ')arra '; '' e(l

parts—tragic moments. These de-
veloped into the country boy, and it seemed
1 was doomed to bucolic roles forever, ring-

ing the changes on two plots—mortgage on
the old home, and run on the bank ! I

could have stuck to that, accumulated a
fortune and gently dropped out when
people were fed up.

"lint I couldn't. Instead, I made 'The
Girl I Loved'—a happy memory. I'm going
to do other things, now that I haven't
crushing responsibility. Whether it is

vanity or not, 1 think 1 can do something
worth doing, and I'm going to try!"

The Picture Parade
(Continued from page 84)

velop, still the picture carries what is

known in pugilistic circles as tile old sock
or wallop. Yes, it is a hair-raising thriller

-is this contribution from the Lasky fac-
tory.

The action—most of it-r-is built around
this village. Storms, jungle disappearances
unci what-not conic bidding for thrills.

The best thrill of all is contained in the
typhoon.—Paramount.—/.. A'.

The Song-and-Dance Man

—

Romantic Drama

Qkorcf. M. Cohan's half sad, half whim-
sical tale of the life of a song-and-

dance man (the main prop of the variety
halls), has been turned into a motion pic-
ture with very good result-, thanks to
Herbert Brenon's treatment and Tom
Moore's acting of the title-role—a role that
Yankee Doodle George played upon the
stage.

The story turns out to be a first-rale

life behind the footlights. It

Shows a cross-section of a song-and-dance
man's heart—a heart thai beats with opti-
•aism and self-sacrifice.—Paramount.—L.R.

qA Wonderful ^ew Way to

J^earn k? Dancing
^atHome!

COULD you have been in the New York studio
of Veronine Vestoff when the Vestograph,

the latest, exclusive feature of his Home .

Study Course, was revealed and demon-
strated, you too would have thrilled at

the spontaneous outburst of surprise,

praise, and admiration from the
assembled ballet masters and
theatrical publicists.

f ^ Master

No advance in price

The V(

FREE!
Two Weeks Personal In-
struction under M.Vestoff
in his New York Studios
any time after you com-
plete the Home Instruc-
tionCourse. Write for this
Special Offer at once. A
beautiful book, "How to
Become a Stage Dancer
or Teacher of Classical

Dancing" sent on re-

actly

V^l

A Beauty Secret

that may be yours!
MILLIONS already know how easy and simple every

vestige of unwanted hair can be removed by the

use of wonder-working Del-a-tone. Friend tells friend;

it has been so for nearly twenty years.

Methods of removing hair have come and gone, but
old reliable Del-a-tone has remained the favorite. The
reason is easy to explain. It does its work so safely, so
effectively, so pleasantly, so much quicker! Apply, rinse

after three minutes, hair all gone; skin white and vel-

vety smooth. Whether used on the face, arms, limbs, or

to keep necks, in this bobbed-hair age trim and clean,

the same thorough satisfactory results are certain.

Your Choice—Del-a tone Cream
or Del-a-tone (powder)

For your convenience, druggists and all good toilet

counters now grant a choice—old reliable Dcl-a-tune
(powder) or thenewerDel-a-toneCream. There-suits

are the same whichever you choose. Del-a-tone
Cream is the only pure, snow white fragrant depila-

tory cream. You will like it.

Insist on the old reliable

DEL-A-TONE
Removes Hair

r Del-a-tone Cream.

TheDelatone Company
Dept 75, 536 Lake Shore Drive

^J \ Chicago, 111.

FREE
-H

Send this coupon and try Del-a-to wFREE

Dept 35, 536 Lake Shore Dr
Please send me FREE, prepaid and in plain wrapper, j

the 10c size I have checked he ewith.

Del-a-tone (powder) D Del-a-tone Cream

Address
J
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Blue,Black,Silver

Lipstick Red? '

Guarantee
We^euarant^e

fitdoesnot.eiir--

promptly refund every cent
you have paid.

SendNoMoney

Order Now80E95
BENJAMIN BROOKS CO.

HOW TO OBTAIN
BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!

HaveA NewSkin!

MARVO, Depl. 32-C, 1658 Broadway, New York, N. ¥
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Impressions of Hollywood
(Continued from page 50)

minus fur coats. I am inclined to think
that I would like to live here permanently
if my business permitted.

IV/Ty impressions of the studios thus far

lead me to think that what they need
most is efficiency engineers—men of busi-

ness training, more than men and women
of the arts with which it now seems to be
oversupplied. The movie industry is lop-

sided, unbalanced—too much extravagance
and waste. That is why all the money is

being made by the stars and directors.

Again, every studio needs an outside man
or two as final cutter and editor, because
too many pictures are permitted to go out
in an imperfect state, whereas a fresh,

outside eye could often see and correct

defects that now spoil many pictures.

In all the wide world there is probably
no section with so many pretty girls as

the Pacific Coast. Not only in Los Angeles
but for hundreds of miles around. No, it

isn't the semi-tropical climate, nor the

balmy air, nor the soil—these girls dont
grow here, they simply flock here. Why?
What attracts them hither like steel-filings

to a magnet (I will not say like a moth to

a flame)? The* movies ! How came they
here and whence ?

Thereby hangs a tale. I have traveled
1

pretty much over the world trying to
observe all things of striking interest but,
with few exceptions, this phenomenon
strikes me as the most amazing of all, and
I was determined to ascertain the cause.

I first learned that San Francisco seems
to contain more than its share of pretty
girls and beautiful women and handsome
young men, but, com inning down the coast
from town to town they seem to become
more numerous until we come to Los
Angeles, which is the center, and then,

going on down the coast they gradually
become fewer. Hollywood, of course, is

the Mecca [or beautiful and attractive hu-
manity. In drug stores, restaurants, shops,
department stores, offices, hotels every-
where along the coast are pretty girls of
every size, description and dimension, and
most of them have come here to get into

the movies.
Every State in the Union is apparently

represented, and nearly every one has had
a try at the movies, or is still trying—hope-
ful in spite of reverses and set-backs.

Many of them have come here with enough
money to last them only for a short time,

and, failing to get movie work, have sought
other kinds of employment, hoping and
waiting For something to turn up.

The outstanding point of interest is that

in nearly every case there is a short-

coming—some physical defect that makes
these attractive young people unavailable.

They may appear perfectly beautiful to

the casual observer, but the movie camera
has a cruel eye and has a habit of exag-
gerating one's detects and of overlooking
one's charms. And I have noticed that

many of these apparently beautiful girls

do not bear close inspection. They have
either bad teeth, or an obtrusive chin; a
tilted nose or a thick ankle; they are too
tall, of too fat, or too stiff; they lack poise,

figure, personality, charm—or something.
A few years ago I photographed several

thousand hovs and girls in various movie
contests, and I remember well how many
times T was deceived—the most promising
ones often photographed the poorest.

And so I would advise the millions of
young girls and boys who are flocking

"here from all over the world to stay at

home until they have had tests made to see

whether they have detects that make them
unavailable for the movies.

ibe for my patients

'*/
only loss of weight with-
out harm, butan improve-
ment in health. Don't take

FREE
MY TRIAL TREATMENT
AND INTERESTING BOOKLET
and convince yourseif. I have successfully treated
thousands of patients for fat reduction

Without starvation diet or un-
necessary exercise and with-
out payment until reduction
hastaken place ifyou so desire
Below are a few extracts of letters from grateful
patients which bear out my statements:

Lost 76 Pound9. MissO. Whit'.otr writes: "I have
lost 76 pounds as a rcsu t oj your treatment and have
neverfelt so well in my life as I do now."

Lost 70 Pounds. Afr.S.Santee utiles: "I have lost

70 pounds as a result or taking your treatment. Ifeel
better in every way. I ean now take long walks icithout
becoming tired or short of breath. I thank you very
muchfor what you have donefor me,

"

Lost 48 Pounds. Mrs.E. Horner says: "Well, Fm
glad to inform you I have lost 48 pounds in 6 weeks.

"

Make up your mind this very day to get rid
of that fat. Write for my free trial treatment now
and join the ranks of the thousands of my grateful
patients. Don't delay. A trial costs you nothing.

DR. R. NEWMAN
286 Fifth Ave., Desk J. J., NEW YORK CITY

FRECKLES
Get Rid of These Ugly Spots
Safely and Surely and Have
a Beautiful Complexion With

OTHINE
(DOUBLE STRENGTHS

MONEY BACK IF IT FA1L5. SOLD BY DRUG
AND DEPARTMENT STORES EVERYWHERE.

'•JM-'MU.V^
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v
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^B Brings your Choicecm
^JLuBij Specials

nplypina
jivelope with your name and address and Mail
t Today. Your choice of these exceptional val-

DON'T JUMP IN THE LAKE!
Are you blue? Discouraged? Do

you feel like ending it all? Don't!

others, for the world is full of /.l^

turn to banish (belt loneliness. j

-

,'::;, ~~-

Suite 760,443 S.Di

• •" <"" 3601 Michigan Ave.. Chicago. III.

'^Music Lessons

aa=Home?
A Complete Conservatory Course
D M ] Wonderful home study music lessons under
DJr IVloll great American and European teachers.
Endorsed by Paderewski. Master teachers guide and coach
you. Lessons a marvel of simplicity and completeness.

A _.. !_-<._..___*. Write telling us course you areAnylnStrUITien ^..Harmony.
Voice. Public School Music, Violin, Comet. Mandolin. Guitar.
Banjo, or Reed Organ—and we will send our Free Catalog
with dewils of course you want. Send now.
UMVEKSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
286 Siegil-Myero Building Chicago. Illinois
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That's Out
(Continued from page 59)

Jack Pickford as "The Bat"
IV/Iuch mystery surrounds the cast which

is playing in the film version of "The
Bat." The company which is making the

picture is keeping matters a secret even
from members of the studio colony. Rumor
has it, however, that none other than Jack
Pickford is portraying the role of "The
Bat."

«°I

Mystery pictu res of "The Bat" order
have never been v r\ successful o i the

screen because o th p. 1 act that if the spec-

tator enter s the the clU r when the picture

is half ove - he ear the outcome c t the

story and then f tils enjoy the earh ' part

of the pict ire be can se the suspense i lost.

There is a poss bih y that in the ca se ot

"The Bat" ilirat t managers will ref ise to

allow spectators to .nt er the theater alter

the picture has once g )t under way.

How Great Is Polar-

NT oellic Charlick writes from Southport,
England, to "bawl" this department out

because it ventured the opinion thai Pola
Xegri is losing popularity in this country.

Here is the letter, in part :

"I resented strongly what you said about
Madame Negri in the January number.

You will kindly place her name under the

signal 'GO'—because if you think that her

fans are going to allow her to go into

'partial eclipse' you surely are mistaken.

In the next live years she will still be the

same great favorite. . . . Yum- dislike of

her seems to me to be a personal one. . . .

Should she decide to leave the screen today

1 should stop being a "fan' that very same
instant and lose all further interest in the

cinema at the same time. . . . Pola Negri
is the greatest actress the screen can, and
has ever, known. . .

."

My most heartfelt sympathies go out to

Noelle Charlick or anyone else whose per-

spective is so narrow that he can only in-

clude one player as being worthy of his

admiration. As for Pola's being the screen's

greatest actress, she has still to prove it.

Pola is a long distance behind Gloria

Swanson so far as all-around histrionic

ability is concerned. Not to mention sev-

eral others.

Retribution

LIoLLYWOOD is getting worried about the
1 l town of Lankershim. From present

indications, it seems certain that Lanker-
shim, a Los Angeles suburb about three

miles from Hollywood, will eventually re-

place Hollywood as the studio center of the

motion picture colony. One by one the

big studios are beginning to move and the

general trend is toward the Lankershim
district, where First National will shortly

build the largest studio in the world, close

by Universal City.

It will be a good lesson for Hollywood,
whose merchants and citizens have come to

look with indifference and in many cases

resentment upon the motion picture colony,

forgetting that it was the movies that built

their town into one of the most famous

and prosperous in the world.

Ask the Stars!
If you -woe born for a career in the

?3l On page 66 of this issu

V PICTURE MAGAZISE s
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111)
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conducted by Marion .1/cvfr D cw. If

date, time and place of voitr bi th. she

will ell \u\t -whether or not the stars

a mo vte career for you.

•'-white.
in 2 days/
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beauty discovery
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NOW ... a liquid SKIN WHITENER
at a Special Low Price

Test It . . . Whiten Your Neck

>r^\lH"sK!n'r,'s',!!n'. I'u.i'lr" rh.m'on X- fa

Special Low Price . . . Guaranteed!

GERVAISEGRAHAM
Jetton FACE BLEACH
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Keep the Underarms i

Dry and Odorless I

' then e th.

be h,

dreac"
Perspi

ded
And with

'n?°S"»Jv
you will not again spend unhap r , . .

few things you dread more than armpit odor and
unsightly perspiration stains.

Old reliable NONSPIhas brought glorious freedom
to a million women. Why not to you? Harmlessly
and certainly this wonderful preparation keeps the
underarms normally dry and free from odor. And
it is a preparation that trained nurses use, that
physicians endorse and that toilet and drug dealers
everywhere advocate.

Prac .rally r

:ekly-fre.

i. Purchase a bottle from your dealer (it is

Dc)—Or send us your name and we will gladly
you a liberal FREE sample.

NaNSE"

The Witching Allure

R NOTHING EQUALS

!

E^8
' COLORS

r"~ your gray hair in

ONE APPLICATION
Not affected by salt water, bathing,

perspiration, oils, hair tonics, shampoos,
m or previous dyes. Will not stain scalp or rub &
t off. Composed Henna and Herbs; Harmless. &
S Easily applied at home. 14 Shades. P.P. $1.60 \S Denes detection. White Henna for lightening jfi

ft hair grown dark $2.25. Free advice and booklet. X

8 B.PAUL,0ept.8-J
d
,2IW.39thSt.,N.Y.C.

|
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"Would I Marry an
Actor ?"

(Continued from page 33)

By May McAvoy
""The ideal answer to the question would

be: "It makes no difference if you love
one another."

"However, in this day of easy freedom,
the less strain put on marital bonds the
better. It's less of a strain, I imagine, to
marry a man in the profession, for he
understands beforehand the far from nor-
mal lives you must both lead. He doesn't
look upon your leading man and director
with suspicion—he is used to irregular
hours—and he knows that you must devote
some of your offstage time to the business.
An actor, then, if you must have someone !

By Helene Chadwic\

W'hatever she should do, a girl will
follow her heart. If she marries into

the industry, I believe she must be very
level-headed. She must understand that
her husband is a man of temperament and
be prepared to give sympathy upon fre-
quent demand. If she marries a business
man, he must be even more level-headed,
and she must educate him in the ways of
motion pictures or the chances of happi-

> picture people
f she gives up
;ntire time and

I believe, tho, that

marry, she will be <

her career and turns
thought to creating

By Ruth Clifford

J~)o not marry an actor !

J-y After living motion picture life all

day, it is a blessing and a relief to leave
it at night. Too much of anything is a
bar to happiness. My business-man-hus-
band takes my mind away from the strain
of the studio and rests me by opening
mental doors to another side of life.

By Alma Rubens

JTvERYONE considers a question from his

I married Ricardo Cortex, an actor, and
to me it seems a vital mistake to marry
outside the profession. Ric and I discuss
each other's work with understanding, be-
cause it is a part of both our lives. Now.
if Ric were in the drug business, he would
be bored to death with my problem of
whether I should wear a dark or a light

make-up for a certain role, and certainly

I'd fall asleep if he tried to entertain me
with chemical formula'.

To be successful lovers, you must he
pals, and pals should have the same in-

terests !

By Mary Astor

ETvf.rv woman's ultimate object is a home.
L->

I think it would be to her advantage,
therefore, not to marry a man in the same
profession, for its many fascinations are

like to make him lose sight oi a home as

a goal, and they may fritter away their

lives without ever really living at all!

By Jacqueline Logan

j consider marriage \o a man in the same
profession nothing- short oi a tragedy:

1 know actresses who have done so. and
all the two talk about is shop: pictures,

personnel of studios, reviews of their pic-

tures, some scandal concerning someone in

I I'm married to a business man and when

rertisemant to MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is pi;
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I leave the studio I leave its atmosphere
behind me. Ralph's friends are business

men or lawyers or professors and I get

an entirely different view of the importance
of myself and my picture world. It sends

me back to my work with new ideas.

By Maryon Aye

f~* ive me a non-professional husband!
^-* Nothing is so wearing as too much
of the same thing, and I believe an actor

or director would give one no rest from
shop talk.

Besides, a man outside the studio is far

more apt to remain the lover, for to him
you can preserve the glamour of the screen.

Nothing destroys his illusion of vou, for

he is unlike the man inside who knows all

about illusions

!

By Dorothy Mackaill

T dont want to marry anyone

!

1
I'm like the little girl who sang:

the hill!"

But if ever anyone marries me, he may
be either actor or business man, and I'll

make but one stipulation : "I'm to go on
with my work!"

By Blanche Sweet

If there is a community of interests be-
1 tween a couple, happiness is just around

the corner. Marry a man who under-

stands. Greater tolerance is necessary in

a marriage which makes differing demands
on the principals, so it i> rare that such

marriages last. But sentimental interest

in one another, combined with mutual in-

terest in the same kind of work, is a very

good recipe for happiness.

Good Streaks of Bad Luck
{Continued from fage 75)

rector La Cava called him to partake in

a night-club dance scene.

"But, say," he called, looking back over

his shoulder, "if you'll stay for a moment,
you may see it lor yourself. I'm just

going out to engage in battle with fifteen

ex-prize-fighters, and if I get my nose

broken, as I expect to. that will be a

turning point. The girls will be off me
for life then."

("For the benefit of all his anxious fans,

we'll spoil an otherwise good story by con-

fessing that after crawling under a table,

being hit over the head with wax bottles,

and fighting with the fifteen ex-prize-fighter

waiters, Mr. Dix came thru triumphantly,

as all true heroes should.)

"A Sudden Success"

That's what they railed Norma
Shearer when she suddenly jumped
into the limelight as one of our most
promising stars. But. ae a matter of

fact, Miss Shearer worked almost five

years—in extra roles and in "bits"-

hefore she i

In the Jut

ide a hit.

ol MOTION PIC-
TURE MAGAZINE, you mil find

the story of Miss Shearer's slmv climb
to stardom, as she told it to Dunham
Thorp. It is one of the most unusual
stories ive ever have published.

"Four Raises in

Two Years"
"And it hasn't been hard to get them, either. Why,
it seems only yesterday that I was wondering if I

would ever make as much as $45 a week. And now
I'm making $75.

"Tom Dawson was speaking about it today. 'Gee,'

he said, 'I wish I had started studying with the
I. C. S. when you did. Here I am plugsing away
at the same old job and the same old salary while
you've gone 'way up. I bet you're making twice as
much as I am. And to think that two years ago
we were working side by side.'

"I told him it wasn't too late if he would only
make the start and he said he was going to send in
one of those I. C. S. coupons right away.

"I hope he does, because an I. C. S. course is the
very thing he needs to get out of the rut. I wouldn't
be making anywhere near $75 a week if I hadn't
started to study just when I did."
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Broadway's New Sport
{Continued from page 39)

solemnly, between four and five hundred
executiyes.

And whatever you may have heard to
the contrary, movie stars and satellites of
all kinds love to come to openings. Requi-
sitions by actors begin to come in weeks
in advance. It is the one form of personal
appearance that appeals to the most gilded
of the stars.

"They all want to come on from the
Coast," said Mr. MacMahon genially. "We
have a hard time to keep them on the
home lots when we have an opening here.

- '

The social registry makes its entry
thru the patrician Mutual Film Benefit
Bureau. To those who do not know about
this bureau, the explanation is offered that
it is the liaison officer between the rich,

who have lovely estates for filming as
locations, and the producing magnates. An
understanding of noblesse oblige requires
that members of the Mutual Film Benefit
Bureau have entry to opening nights, as
well as recognition of their charities. It

becomes very involved.

Outside of social obligations to stars,

executives, friends, relatives, there are also
certain business gentlemen who have a
priori claim. There is. for instance, a
certain Signor Giannini, president of the
East River National Bank, who is a rec-
ognized financier of movie productions, and
there are the Astors, who own the land on
which so many theaters stand. There are
in addition certain recognized personages
of metropolitan life, Conde Nast. Berthold
Neuer, F.P.A., Herbert Bayard Swope,
without whom no first night of opera,
the theater and the movies is complete.
But this list is long enough. The major
point to be stressed is the precious desira-
bility which has accrued to the little paste-
boards that allow one admittance to a
movie first night.

"What!! Why:?" drawled the fero-
cious Samuel Hoffenstein, poet and

t extraordinary for A. H.
Woods, producer of the aforementioned
"Green Hat," and confining: his remarks
exclusively to the theater. "Why do people
flock to first nights? Why does human-
ity do all the damn fool things they do?
Why do men take out chorus girls when
the lot of them are the stupidest things
alive? Why do they fall in love? Win-
do they chase all the fool ilk-

Then he said more emphatically that the
uld have the enjoyment

ing first-night spectacles if they wanted
them. The stage is willing to rest on
old memories. Diamond Jim Brady never
missed a first night, nor did Ward Mc-
Allister.

Mr. Hoffenstein was cynical and acrid.

"Do you know who makes a pract
first nights—dowagers who arc

alter thrills, men about town. .

ssers, the cloak ami suit trade.
modistes, a clique of smart-aleck intellec-

tuals who like to bask in each other's
presence."

You see. you cant go to the stag
days in its hour of sophistication and
have your illusions indorsed.

"There was a day when the fact that
1

-Mrs. Vincent Astor had the French
Ambassador in her box at the opera, or
that Mrs. Vanderbilt was absent on a
Monday from her box, made social his-
tory in the daily columns and for the
standees at the Metropolitan, but opera has
settled into a very peaceful gait. It is

only in such adolescent centers of culture
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as Chicago that the nightly occupants of
the tiara tier are mentioned regularly in

the papers the following morning. The
courageous music critic of the New York
World went so far this year as to

question the tradition that the opening
night at the Metropolitan is more brilliant

than any succeeding night. In all truth,

the Metropolitan is brilliant, but it .has be-

come a customary brilliance at the opening
night and other nights.

But now to the movies. Something-
catches fire in the hullabaloo of a movie
premier. It* is the crowd of passionate
curiosity-seekers, or the lights. Anyway,
some breathless inebriety steals into the

air. Comes the dawn from the Kleig lights

and the gods from the shadowy encase-

ment of the celluloid come to life.

At the opening of "Ben-Hur," it was a^ naively moving sight to watch bash-

ful, sensitive boys, not gauche flappers, be-

seech Alice Joyce to autograph their pro-

grams. Rudolph Valentino made a rather

poor showing at the premier of "The
Eagle" at the Strand. He was both ex-

cited and cringing, something no immor-
talized human should be. But oh, the

sublimity of adoration that went out to

him in waves ! That is a queer thing

about movie crowds. If their idols do

not measure up, the worship becomes the

more tender, sadly protective. Lois Moran
is lovely; but now, to be quite honest,

wouldn't she pass unnoticed, if There
is genuine awe in the crowd as to what
the screen can dp. When there is loveli-

ness or charm, it molds it, enchants it

—

it is really in many cases a superlative

etcher. Aileen Pringle has to be merged
with her shadow sell", and the heroine- of

"His Hour" comes out the victor over
reality. Also Enid Bennett gains by this

duality. And Ikn Lyon. Richard Dix,
on the other hand, possesses a restrained

self-possession and dignity in person that

makes him even more charming than his

shadow self. Rod La Roque is even more
stalwart. Pola Negri possesses much warm
gentleness, rather fluid, too, like the sheen
of a lovely mirror. Alice Joyce shows a

severity, a hauntingly tragic mask.

VWhv do they all break their necks,

stampede down from the balcony when
the speculators have thieved double prices

and jostle in an inch of air per person

—

struggling for Foothold and breath. Mar-
cus Loew is sucli a little, round man

—

and he has done so much— sort of inspir-

ing, isn't it? Llorenz Ziegfeld is wearing
a beaver coat. That's Billie Burke—that's

her red hair—but it's a sandy, brittle titian

in 'v—we all get older, dotit we? Lila Lee
looks her screen self, cool as the King
River's daughter.
An opening night—you see twenty stars,

a hundred celebrities, and these have the

power to play upon your fancy like strange

loves, like delicate, sweet infatuations that

leave you hungry and happy—it's hang with
the speculators and those palsied folk who
see nothing in it—isn't it?

At the Metropolitan they have a claque
(we happen to know the head claqueur)
and Morris Gest has to ballyhoo for
months in his advertisements about a

forthcoming World's Gala Premier, but

it's simple and bona fide in the movies,
and quite marvelously spontaneous.

The Stars and Their Jewels

of MOTION PI

) advertisers please n
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Warner Bros. Present

f A
Above—In "The Little

Irish Qirl"

Be!ou>— In "Bride of

the Storm"

The ^Ngwest and brightest

Star in the SMorie Heavens

"^TEVER before has a screen player

^ ^ been as spontaneously lifted to

the pedestal of stardom as this

beautiful and fascinating daughter

of Maurice Costello, famous star of

the old Vita&raph days.

In the two pictures in which she has

appeared in important roles, leading critics

throughout the country singled her out

with the most lavish praise. She has built

up a following of admirers overnight. She

is today the most interesting personality in

the screen world.

Warner Bros, take pleasure in announcing

that Miss Costello will be starred in the

future in Warner Productions.

Dont Call Her a Lady
{Continued from page 31)

"if you would register at the Lamb's Club.
All the theatrical people stop there and
you're sure to hear of someone who can
use me."

It sounds funny, but his visit actually

resulted in such a situation, and the Buffalo
Cinema Company, backed by a real Butter
and Egg Man, engaged Aileen Pringle and
her gorgeous wardrobe for seventy-five

dollars a week. She had nothing especially

to do, except walk around, but she felt

that at last she was an actress. Until the

end of the week, she felt so anyway. And
then she learned the truth ! The manager
of the company came down to watch the
picture. Miss Pringle wore a lacy dress

and carried a big fluffy parasol thru which
the sun streamed. The manager looked
at her for a few minutes.

"Seventy-five dollars, but you're worth
it, with all those clothes." he said, and
poor Aileen Pringle discovered that as an
actress she was a good clothes-horse.

M evert heless, she had acquired that

precious thing called experience. At
least, she could tell all the studios she vis-

ited that she was a full-fledged actress.

Every day she made the rounds, with a
batch of photographs under her arm.
Gradually she became known, and in the

next three years she acted in "The
Stranger's Banquet," "Oathbound." a Fox
picture; "My American Wife," a Gloria

Swanson picture; "The Tiger's Claw."
"The Christian," "Souls for Sale," the

Rupert Hughes story of Hollywood: and
Princess Eboli in "The Palace of the

King."
Then she signed her Goldwyn contract,

solely upon the merit of her performances.

Nobody knew anything about her and she

herself didn't consider her previous life

interesting enough to talk about it. But
with her "new contract came a long ques-

tionnaire from the publicity department.

"What is your father's name? What does

he do? What is your mother's name?
Where were you born ?" it asked. The pub-

licity man took one look at her answers
and let out a yell. "Great stuff." he

shouted. "Society girl enters movies."

And at once, Aileen Pringle's early strug-

gles for a place in the movies were for-

gotten in the more sensational news that

she had social position.

"|W[v two obsessions are society and
1V1 vamps, and I have both of them

crammed down my throat." she said. "I

dont want to he considered 'of society.'

I dont have anything to do with all the

silly little ceremonies that it suggests. I'm

not an idler. I'm a working woman. And
I'm tired of vamps. I dont believe in them
myself, so why should I try to

audiences that I do? I'm trying

away from them. I have alwa; -

to do comedy. But it's terribh

to break away from establishes

the movies. Once you've made a r

yourself as a vamp, always a vain]

you force your way out.

"It's strange to see what acci

termine reputations. Take a mar
a crooked nose and deep-set eyes, and no

amount of argument will c

the worst kind i

take a fellow with a cauliflower

tho he may have been Kirn that

would be
tremendous physical courage and

strength. Take an actress

. vamp and as

and any reticence will
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Yes and No
{Continued from page .72)

to act and yell, "You wanted a good-
looking face, didn't you?" No, we want
both.

I see Renee Adoree is beginning to ar-
rive and she justly deserves to. Let's see

more of her in your magazine. If Dorothy
Sebastian watches her step, I think she
will be quite popular in a year or two.
The same applies to Clara Bow and Vera
Reynolds.

Here's a toast for the established. Jac-
queline Logan, Norma Shearer, Gloria
Swanson, Ramon Novarro, Lou Tellegen,
Viola Dana, Constance Bennett, and oh.

scores of others I haven't the time or
the space to mention.

A Movie Fax,
Yincennes, Indiana.

And Lon Chaney as a Hero
"Things I would like to see in the movies:

Nita Naldi with a fuzzy bob.

Lillian Gish with a boyish boh.

Madge Bellamy smoke a cigaret.

Pola Negri wearing a pair of glasses.
Gloria Swanson with a Greek n<

Mary Pickford play the part of
lady.

old

Mae Murray hide her legs, and minus
French heels.

Norma Talmadge in a one-piece bathing
suit.

Rodolph Valentino with a marcel wave.
Charles Chaplin play the part of a Ro-

man gladiator.

Ramon Novarro smoke a cobble pipe.

Harold Lloyd with a mustache.
Douglas Fairbanks with a beard.
Thomas Meighan as a French dandy.
Wallace Beery play the handsome sheik.
Ben Turpin with a sheik haircut.
Richard Barthelmess play the villain.

•Nuff said.

Anita Colombe,
San Francisco, California.

Dont Call Her a Lady
(Continued from page 116)

two weren't quite enough, I am bothered
with astigmatism so pronounced that I cant
recognize people unless they're at close
range. Naturally, I'll be known as ritzy,
no matter what 1 say to the contrary."

CXCEPT for the quality of her voice and
accent, except for that air of correct-

ness about her, there is nothiii

Grande Dame about Aileen Pringle. She
is not the bored, surfeited type of female
one would expect of society. She is full

of little enthusiasms, for people, tor things,
lor places.

"Just feel the material in that dress. 1

paid only thirty-five dollars for it and it's

worth a hundred. I cam afford to spend
a lot on clothes." Or "Oysters? T love
them. I eat 'em twice a day," or "Nobody
knows how marvelous a person Gloria
Swanson is. She can do so many things
well—paint, draw and model. She is so
unaffected and unspoiled. She lias great
charm and she is one of the greatest per-
sonalities of all times."

Is it an expression of further dis-

satisfaction with her station in life that

Aileen Pringle wants to do character parts,

comic slaveys in rags and tatters?

THE PICTURE PARADE
!s a regular feature ui MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE. for authentic reviews of
current attractions, be sure to consult this
department, conducted by Laurence Reid.

i.) advertisers please mention MOTION-

PICTURE

Surpassingly Smart
. . . this woman of

regal beauty!

YOU see her at all the smart rendezvous.
You marvel at her radiant beauty. It is

perfection ! Cool ... of majestic poise . . .

the center of admiration . . .

At first perhaps you do not fathom her secret.

You steal another glance. Ker hair—perfectly

coifed, of course. Her gown—rich simplicity.

Her skin—ah—that is it I Her soft, luxuriant
skin—clear, smooth, exquisitely lovely.

You ponder. Surely no ordinary powder
could possibly impart such radiant, vivacious
beauty. And yet . . .

strange new powder impregnated with myriads of
elusive OPAL HUES. These rare, precious, cleverly
blended OPAL HUES impart to the features in-
stantly a smart new beauty that reveals utmost
lovelinessin any light— even the harsh, unflattering
light of the sun at high noon.

Of course, Peter Pan must be more than a face pow-
der. It is really a beauty treatment— every time you
powder. Of finest ingredients— stays on for hours.
In four new shades— scaled in silk— at $3.00.

NATURAL OPAL HUE
RACHEL OPAL HUE
ROSE OPAL HUE
WHITE OPAL HUE

No other powder like it. Imparts brilliant beauty
— instantly. Read the amazing story that comes
with each box. At finest Beauty Shops and Toilet
Counters everywhere. If your dealer cannot supply
you, use coupon for generous trial box—TODAY !

Created by Fallis, Inc., Perfumer
CINCINNATI

PeterDan
OPAL. HUE
™™jiowder

Sealed in Silk-—$3.00 the Box
In a box of glistening black and gold

Qenerous Trial
If your dealers cannot supply you send $1.00 for a
generous size box of this exquisite powder, and the
amazing story of its creation. (Trial size not sold

FALLIS, Inc., Perfumer iM.P.S-26

1609 Riverside Drive, Cincinnati, O.

Enclosed is $1.00 for generous Trial Box of Peter
Pan OPAL HUE Powder and the amazing story of

Give shade wanted f\
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* Comb Away That

Gray
Hair

Free Trial Bottle

Shows How
JUST mail the coupon and you'll get it

—a free trial bottle of Mary T. Gold-

man's Hair Color Restorer. Test as di-

rected on a single lock—you'll learn how
gray hair can be combed away.

What it is— a dainty hair cosmetic,

clear as water. Doesn't interfere with

shampooing, curling or waving. Nothing

to wash or rub off.

But, it restores original color—easily,

quickly, with perfect results. No streak-

ing, discoloration, "dyed" look. Just

lovely, natural looking, a youthful hair

that no one would guess was ever gray!

Return, coupon today

Fill out carefully, using X to indicate

color of hair. By return mail you'll re-

ceive Patented Trial Kit, containing trial

bottle, application comb and full in-

structions. Then, when you're overjoyed

by the good news this trial tells, call on
your druggist for a full-size bottle. If

he can't supply you, order direct. Ship-

ment postage prepaid.

Fill out, send, now
-Plea

MARY T. GOLDMAN,
946-F Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Please send your patented Free Trial Out

fit. X shows color of hair. Black darli
brown medium brown auburn (dark
red) light brown light auburr
(light red) blonde

Over 10,000,000 bottles sold

\Print Your Own

Advertising Section

Brief Reviews of New
Films

By Helen Sursa
The Man ' >stairs

W^ith the exception of an ending which
v rather drags itself out, this mystery-

comedy is as diverting a picture as you
are likely to see. Monte Blue is the lik-

able hero and Dorothy De Vore is the

young lady he meets thru personals in the

newspaper want ads after he sees her in

a London hotel. She invites him to write
her a letter for five consecutive days, and
here is where the mystery begins.

The story is based on Earl Derr Bigger's

novel, "The Agony Column," and it suc-

ceeds admirably in transporting the charm
of the original to the screen. Roy Del
Ruth, the director, keeps it moving at a
good pace.

—

Warner Brothers.

The Cowboy and the Countess

LIere's your chance to see the American
cowboy in Europe. Buck Jones, as

Jerry Whipple, takes his whole outfit across

the sea to fill a theatrical engagement.
Incidentally, in crossing, the Countess Jus-

Una, whose life Jerry saved in an automo-
bile crash, is among the passengers. She
is about to be married off to a duke and
their wedding festivities furnish the back-

ground for the most thrilling part of the

picture.

The Lochinvar episode never seemed
more exciting, and White Eagle, well-

known as Buck Jones's horse, is one of the

chief participants. There is a lot of com-
edy thruout the picture and you will like

it certainly. Buck Jones puts over his

usual cowboy stunts in great style and

Helena D'Algy is a very charming coun-

Queen O' Diamonds

ETvelyn Brent plays a double role in this
Ll melodrama and she gives to both char-

acterizations a feeling of individuality and
sincerity that is convincing. As Jerry
lyiiu, a Broadway chorus girl, she is en-

gaged in a publicity stunt which involves

stolen jewels, a murder and other con-

venient incidents of melodrama. As Jeanette

Durant, she is the real crook who is finally

proved guilty by Jerry.

You know how it will all come out,

but a tense strain of suspense is main-

tained and the picture is an absorbing one.

In the supporting cast are Theodore Yon
Eltz and William \V. Bailey.—P. B. O.

The Caveman

f\\x von imagine Matt Moore as a grimy^ coal-heaver? Well, that's the character

lie takes on in this production. Then Marie

Prevost, as the girl with millions of dol-

lars, undertakes to educate him and intro-

His crude, brusque manners are con-

sidered refreshingly original by the ambi-

tious mothers and flapper daughters and

he i- a social success. His caveman tactics.

too, are the means of winning the love of

his' benefactress. Both of these leading

players are consistently good in their parts

and the picture is above the average en-

tertainment.—Warner Brothers.

Driftin' Thru

O!
:rns, has ste

i pathetic lii

Make dresses in

the newest styles

,and save half

own clothes
loveliest styles for a third
or a half of what you would
pay in the shops.
The Wor

will teach you how to put
real style into everything
you make just as it has
taught more than 2 ),0C

other women and girls in
the last ten years. Xew,

^.illustrated, simple method
^makes everything easy.

WRITE FOR
J FREE BOOKLET

.
and learn from the experi-

^ — ^enrf f thousands of de-

I

/
*^ lighted members what the

/
Woman's Institute can do

I

j
for you. Mail the coupon

L\ or send a postal today.

O Home Dressmaking Millinery

D Professional Dressmaking Cooking

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

BEAUTIBUST CO.. 911-VG LEXINGTON BLDC.. BALTIMORE. MD

Be Sure to Buy the MAY
Issue of

Motion Picture CLASSIC

the horse who faith fullv took
nam of Harry Carey's West-
iped aside in favor of Kentuck,

tie burro that the ladies will be

"a sweet little thing." He is

much in the foreground in the first half

AOAZIXE is guaranteed.

'^TPSFSSifc

ORPORATED

(MM^Siml

^Theatre
DIRECTORS

Aim Dai*
Wm.A. Brad»
Hmrv MilUr
Sir John-Martin

COMEDY DANCING PHOTOPLAY
S v

over. Art Tbemtre »nJ Stock Co. Ap~«-
flt-ct- * ^h i c- ; c arninc d«T«lop ruMi'Mlllf*
Poise »nd Fo»« essential for «ht voe»j
tioninlif.. C»reersstre.»d. vDq4oom>

72St..N.T. A»k tor C*uuos No. l:

advertisement in MOTION riCTfRE >



oAsk Them
How They Reduced

Most people everywhere keep slender

in these days. Wherever you look, the

great majority of men and women are
combating fat
Ask how they do this and many will

mention Marmola. This famous pre-
scription has for 18 years been reduc-
ing excess fat. Millions have learned
its efficiency. The results are seen in

every circle now. Almost everyone has
slender friends who owe their figures to

Marmola.
Users have told others, until people

are taking 100,000 Marmola tablets

daily. The treatment has come into
world-wide use.

No abnormal exercise, no starvation
diet. Just a pleasant tablet. No secrets.

"We state every ingredient and tell how
Marmola acts. You know exactly why
and how reduction comes.
Then why remain over-fat? Every

idea of beauty and efficiency forbids.
When so many people keep slender so
easily, why not find out how ? You owe
that to yourself.

Marmola Prescription Tablets are 6old
by all druggists at $1 per box. Send this
coupon for our latest book, a 25-ct. sample
free and our guarantee. Clip it now.

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

-to clear and soften your
skin as jar creams never nave!

<fayc

DIMPLES

Advertising Section

of this picture, in which Carey is known
as Driftiri Dan.
But even a drifter can be a fighter and

Dan gets in some good punches as he
unravels a plot to prove that he did not
murder a man. At the same time he brings

to light a double-crossing deal in which a
girl who befriended him is about to be
swindled out of her property. Harriett
Hammond takes this role and plays it

effectively.—Pathe.

The Midnight Flyer

LJkre is something different in the way
of feuds, inasmuch as a railroad fur-

nishes the background and the fastest pas-
senger train on the division takes the place

of the usual prancing horse or high-
powered motor.

Cullen Landis is well cast as the son
around whom the feud is fought and the

contrast between him and the son of the

opposing clan., played by Buddy Post, is

wry well brought out thru sympathetic
acting. Billie Dove is the pretty girl

courted by both young men.—/7
. B. O.

Other Women's Husbands

They are all likely to yield to temptation,
1 according to this picture. Not your own
husband, of course, but the husbands of
the women you know.
Without stopping to debate the subject

you'll find this a picture with much in-

terest and a capable cast. Monte Blue is

the husband, whom you will keep right

on liking even when he treats his wife
shamefully, and Marie Prevost is the neg-

lected but understanding wife, who takes
him back when he is ready to come.

Phyllis Haver and Huntly Gordon are
the outside attractions for the husband
and wife respectively and they share with
the stars in the acting honors of the piece.

— Warner Brothers.

When Love Grows Cold

\J.\T.uir.\ Rambova, the former Mrs.
Rudolph Valentino, has not added any-

thing glorious to her reputation in this

modernized version of Laura Jean Libbey's
novel of the same name. You'll go to see
it, probably, because you want to see if

she really is an actress and you'll come
away, just as probably, with the convic-
tion that she's not a very good one.

Perhaps, if the story were not so absurd,
her acting would not seem so ridiculous.

As it is, we find it impossible to take
either the story or the actors seriously.

Miss Rambova's exotic gowns and hair-

dress are by far the most interesting fea-

tures of the film.—F. B. O.-

The Johnstown Flood

Irving Cummings has made a grim and
thrilling melodrama from the historic

disaster of 1889 when Johnstown, Penn-
sylvania, and two adjoining towns were
wrecked by the bursting of a faulty dam.
Against the background of this horrifying
calamity, he works out a story of romance
and adventure.

In the leading role as a young engineer

is George O'Brien, who adds to the honor
he won for himself in another historical

drama, "The Iron Horse."
Florence Gilbert, more recentlv of the

Van Bibber comedies, plavs the feminine

lead. Janet Gaynor, one of the Wampas
stars, is given her opportunity to prove

her histrionic power and she succeeds with

a performance of great charm. She is

cast as the girl Paul Revere, who warns
the citizens that the dam is breaking. Paul
Nicholson and Paul Panzer are excellent

in their character roles.

—

Fox.

[ MOTION PICTURE

Whiten Skin
NewSafeW&y
Almost Overnight

Says Star

Make This 3 Minute
Test

Money-Back Guarantee

Send for Trial

Treatment

PARIS TOILET COMPANY
45 OAK STREET, PARIS, TENN.

When you write to advertisers please
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Forget your hair!
TVfO more need to worry how
L V your hair looks! . . . Now
—thanks to Stacomb— you need
not give a thought to your hair

—

all day. Stacomb keeps it smooth,
right. Helps prevent dandruff, too.
In jars, tubes and liquid form.
All drug stores.

Free
Offer

Standard Labora
Dept,0-29,1 13 W.
Send free sample

Cream form

r
. 1,

..

of Stac

Liqu

?N. Y.

id

BATHASWEET

To keep you lovely
all day long

The girl who prides herself on her

her favori

because it

loveliness

adds so greatly

thruout the day

es!but

Just a sprinkle of it in her tub,
bathes in w.ucr as fragrant as

garden, and so soft it cleanses t

skin °del isn't iul ! v"coni Ion able,

'"

healthyand smooths wUet toil

Then for the rest of the dav a

scentless perfume dines about h

and she

idfantly

able. Yet Ba
50c, $1.00 an d $1.50 at drug anc

v

|epS:

FREE-A an sent you free if yi

C.S. Welch Co .Dcpt.ME, 1907 Park AvcN.Y.
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If You Cant Be Pretty, Be
Interesting

erly—dont slump

—

presence, poise and carriage, and you will

look fifty per cent, better in whatever vou
have on."

"Do not think that I mean bv this that

you should be drab. Never!
"Simplicity can be daring. See !"

He exhibited a gown of crimson velvet

made bouffant with no ornamentation at

all except a petal motif in varicolored

velvets at the edge of the skirt.

A black velvet gown, built on straight

lines, had a short cape from the shoulder
elaborately embroidered in colors, the train

repeating the ernbroide rv ending in a heart-

shaped sweep c f colo

"This is the type : thing that

fans should not imitate ." cxpla ined Adrian.
"It was createc for :iin..i- : 'air in 'The
Volga Boatmai ,' and is des gned for a

dramatic rhome it. B it here is one cre-

ated for Miss Fair f ir this picture that

may be safely copied.

It was a dress ot black lace over a
black satin slip. the sk rt being rather full,

the bodice seve ely ph in, the sole attempt
at ornamentatir n beii

black grosgrain ribbon embroidered in gold
and silver ros :s, the bow it the back-

wired and the ends falling to make a

indifi

i ml

-iris.

five also could wear this beau-

decreed Adrian, "and, if she

dinner dresses of metal cloth

Take care of the silhouette, for

t important—make it smart and
Dont wear embroidery unless

litely done. A touch of it that

better than a great deal

ial thing is to have one idea.

Try to express that idea and not include

halt a dozen in a single costume. Per-
haps you like fur and feathers and flowers

and ribbons, but dont try to put them all

on one gown. If a bow is to be the thing

on your dress, concentrate on it -

nothing else.

"Jetta Goudal is an example of the
interesting woman. She should wear black
and the wine shades,

"Black is always smart and can be worn
everywhere. Very few women cannot wear
it. Use colors that blend harmoniously.
The result will frequently be more inter-

esting than the use of one solid o
a costume. Select color for its becoming-
ness and for the time and occasion of
wearing.
"No matter how lovely you

he, or how distinguished its

feet can be ruined by ornamentation and
accessories. Too many or badly assorted
jewels can spoil a costume, too.

"An evening wrap worn over a gingham
dress would be ridiculous, even tho the
wrap was gorgeous and the dress quite
smart. No person of taste would wear
them together, and no person of taste

should wear any other two articles oi dress
that do not make a harmonious whole.

"DERHAPS there are fans of Vera Reyn-
olds' type. She looks best in boyish

little douhlc-hrcasted suits, in sports togs,

and for evening she is charming in close-

fitting bodices with bouffant skirts. Long-
vvaisted gowns of this kind, with skirts

that just clear the floor, have a quaint
appeal and are becoming to most American

• gown may

120
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No Hair Offends
Where Neet is Used

He had never seen arms so
wonderfully smooth— so free
from hair. Her beauty fascinated

him. As she saw his warm,
admiring glance appraise the
flawless beauty of her skin, she
realized that at last she had found
theway to happiness. Theblemish
of hair had always spoiled her
pleasure— made her conscious of
this fault. Then she learned of
Neet, the dainty hair removing
cream .... No other method of
removing hair is so satisfactory or
convenient. You simply smooth
this dainty cream on arms, under-
arms or legs and rinse away the
unsightly hair. Neet can be had in

the ready-to-use liberal size 50
cent tubes at almost every Drug
orDepartment Store. Simply ask
for Neet. Accept no substitute.
HANNIBAL PHAR. CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Neet#
The Hair Removing Cream ™

To Our Subscribers

ANUMBER ot subscriptions

expire this month: maybe
yours is one of them. Better re-

new it before you forget. Mo-
tion Picture Classic is get-

ting more interesting, bigger and

better as the months roll on.

Send us your remittance tor

52.50 and we will renew or ex-

tend your subscription to Mo-
tion Picture Classic tor an-

other year.

Brewster Publications. Inc.
175 DutBeld Street Brooklvn. N. Y.

RASHES
quickly relieved and often cleared

away by a few applications of

Resinol
Every advertisement in MOTION riCTFRE MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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self-massaging
nlv makes vou

STA1

This ne
belt not
look thii—-but quickly takes off

rolls of excess fat.

DIET is weakening—drugs
are dangerous—strenu-

ous reducing exercises are
liable to strain your heart.

The only sate method of re-

ducing is massage. This
method sets up a vigorous

surph
Weil Reducing Belt, made
of special reducing rubber,
produces exactly the
results as a skilled

only quicker and cheaper.

make causes the Weil
Belt to gently mas-
sage your abdomen.
Results are rapid be-
cause belt

weeks. Only
normal tis.

The Weil Reducing
Belt is endorsed by ph;

because it

sagging ii

SPECIAL 10-DAY TRIAL OFFER
Send no money. Write for detailed description and

testimonial- irum delighted users. Write at once.

Special 10-Jav trial offer. The Weil Company. 1105

Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.

! THE WEIL COMPANY
J
1105 Hill Street, New Haven, Conn.

I Gentlemen: Please send me I'limpleu- descr.p-

Itionof the Weil Scii-milif Reducing Belt, and also

your Special 10-Day Trial Offer.

Address

L^ . .State

Movie Fans, Attention!
, can now buy GBNTJ-
: portraits of your fa-

eacb or 12 for $5.00.
•so arc the host ol.tain-

e and ere beautiful and
like, 'Hay arc sure to

aee, otherwise your

iey cheerfully refunded.

Fixe list upoi

Gloria Swauson " """I". Stamps

S. BRAM (Dept. 192-A)
29Scveuth Avenue New York City

Special prices to dealers

BUNIONS
SENT ON TRIAL

LABORATORIES
Dept. N-360 Chicago, lllino.

Clear Your Skin

With

Cuticura
Soap to Cleanse
Ointment to Heal

Absolutely Nothing Bet!

Advertising Section

What's Wrong With the

Movies?
{Continued from page 5)

12. Slipshod methods of picture theaters.

Crowded aisles and lobbies, patrons enter-

ing and leaving in the middle of a picture

constantly disturbing those who were
seated at the opening. Every theater should
have at least a few reserved seats, public

announcements should be made of the exact
hour when the feature goes on, and those
who come late should be made to seat

themselves in certain rows of seats at the

sides or rear. Millions, probably, do not

attend pictures because they refuse to be
treated like cattle.

13. Unclassified pictures. All pictures

cannot be made for children, nor for prudes

and preachers, because life must be pic-

tured as it is. Therefore, every picture

should be labeled in some way, so that the

public may know whether it is a Bible

story, crook drama, sex problem, historic,

comedy, fairy-tale, musical-comedy pic-

tures, etc., and the producer must keep

each picture strictly in its class. Eventually

the theaters will be so labeled. This would
settle the censorship problem and increase

attendance by the million, altho this plan

is impracticable under present conditions.

14. Failure to realize the enormous ad-

vantage that would accrue to the whole
industry by .systematically releasing oc-

casionally pictures of an educational, in-

structive or religious nature. This should

be a part of the general propaganda to

which every producer should be made to

contribute for the common cause.

15. Want of concentration. Los Angeles

must be made the financial and distributing

center of the industry, as well as the pro-

ducing center.

16. Total absence of concerted effort to

educate the public to appreciate the many
fine points of a picture. Attendance is

now mostly limited to those who can ap-

preciate only a good story, whereas there

are dozens of other qualities which, were

they understood, would increase the en-

joyment of those who now attend, and

attract thousands of new patrons.

17. Failure of many producers and di-

rectors to realize that the story and cast

aren't everything, and that even a slap-

stick comedy can he artistic and have

finesse.

18. \bsence of responsibility. A mighty

weapon has been placed in the hands of

the producers, which may mold public

opinion, influence international relations.

disturb or promote patriotism, and indus-

trial progress, provoke or prevent war,

and impair or improve public morals.

19. Mediocre morale. Abler business

men, better citizens and a higher class of

employees should gradually supersede those

who are now in the majority thruout the

whole industry.

If You Cant Be Pretty, Be
Interesting

(Continued from page 120)

"This gown can be fashioned of or-

gandy, lace or net, be modified with tiny

puff sleeyes, and trimmed in tiny clusters

or a wide sash.

"But the same model, designed for an

exotic picture and carried out in leopard

skin, is decidedly unsuited for use by the

average American girl.

"Hats are important, if you would be

smart. Study your face from every angle

when you choose a hat, select one with

By oAnnette Kellermann

CHt^ANY. people will be

C!_yJX surprised to hear

that as a child I

was so deformed as to be

practically a cripple. I was

so weak, so puny that I was

considered an invalid,

bow-legged to an extreme 1

degree ; I could neither stand

nor walk without iron braces

which I wore constantly. My
mother put long skirts on

me, down to my ankles, to

hide my bow legs and braces.

(Continued on page 123)

When you write t 3 mention MOTION PICTURE 1

ANNETTE KE1.LEK.MAXX, Inc., Suite

225 West 39th Street, New York.
385

Dear Miss Kellermann: Please send r

tirely free of cost, your new hook The
Beautiful." I am particularly interested

Reducing Weight. Body Build

Body

Kindly Print Name and Address

Address

„ <5 tate
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Cure That Spring Fever!
There are just two cures for that

spring fever. Sulphur and molasses

—

and The Classic! One is old fash-

ioned, the other is the 1926 remedy.
Everybody likes motion pictures—and
THE CLASSIC is the one de luxe maga-
zine of the film field. Aside from
being the most beautiful publication

of the screen, it is the most intelli-

gently edited and the most brilliantly

written. It is free from fan bunk
and slush. It treats of pictures and

l

picture people accurately, brightly

and fearlessly.

<Qk
jump off that cliff-

copy of The Classic!

Glance over its list of contributors

and you will realize that The CLASSIC
is the magazine of the screen. Eugene
V. Brewster, the founder of The
Brewster Publica-

tions, Fi i il i i i i 1 i ^ i

James Smith, Agnes
Smith, Robert E. buy

Sherwood, Don
Ryan, Alice Tildes-

'

ley, Dorothy Donnell, Milton Howe, Verne
Kibbe, Sara Redway, Harriette Underhill,

H. W. Hanemann, Tamar Lane, Harry Carr.

All big names in the world of motion pictures

—

and they all write for The CLASSIC—most of

them exclusively.

The May issue is going to be unusually bright i

and attractive. There's a stunning cover of I

Colleen Moore, redolent of spring. Tamar I

Lane has written an article, FAMOUS BLUNDERS, "

which is destined to cause a lot of talk. It relates

—fearlessly—of the notable errors made in

motion pictures, the big mistakes of business and

judgment which unmade stars.

Henry Albert Phillips will continue his inter-

views with famous European writers on motion

pictures. You cant afford to miss this!

Lya d<

idol of I

Classic
de Putti

noticed that The Classic r

German film activities thoroly

In Berlin The CLASSIC has s<

istic beat after another.

In

e Putti, the famous German star and /fly,
>erlin, is coming to America. The MAY b *//

/

will present the first interview with Miss it I '

,
secured in Berlin. You doubtless have */ »*'^

1
is been covering

and interestingly,

ored one journal-

And some fifteen other sensational features!

"Shall I Go Into the

Movies?"
(Continued from page 94)

very incidentally attracted to the moving-
picture world and would not be very happy

M. A. K., February 29th:

It seems doubtful if you have the right

degree of self-confidence necessary to en-
able you to get up before a group of coldly-

critical people and go thru a series of
gestures calculated to impress upon the
film a characterization in a drama, and yet
there is no mistaking the evidence in your
horoscope of some success in some form
of work connected with the silent drama.
Try your hand at writing; you have great
emotional power and imagination, and by
the time you have reached an age where
you have something to say to the world,
you may be able to put some of your ex-
periences into suitable form for the acting
of others.

G. A. D., April 1st:

In making a judgment as to the advisa-
bility of entering the moving-picture world
as an actress, an astrologer must realize
the very evident difficulties in the life.

They are there. On the other hand, talent
cannot be denied, and this young lady has
the requisite astrological indications of a
successful career in the films. Within the
next five years she will have had an oppor-
tunity to make herself very successful or
else to get married very happily. Xo one
can decide for her which should be chosen.
The year 1930 will he one of the most
eventful ones in her life, and in case she
decides to enter the movies we will all

read about her at that time.

L. R. D., February 18th:

You have a beautiful year ahead of you,
but why bother about the movies:
are going to be married, and if you are

will set the date no later than
the last of June.

G. S., December 28th:

You have one definite line of work in

which suo und that i< some-
thing technical in which you will deal with
chemicals, electricity, fire and steel, or the
other elements used in mechanical or scien-

tific work. Keep away from the unstable

emotional element sometimes tour
tion picture work, for it would be highly
detrimental to you. Also, he very careful

when you marry, for much confusion and
unhappiness will be brought into your life

by an impulsive union. Knowing
this in advance will help you avoid it.

Your best choice of a husband.

a worker in metals or chemicals.

S. C., March 23rd:

This seems an early age at which to

marry, but nevertheless marria-..

much older man seems to have b<

ten in the stars for you during 1927

will be your true career, so don:

much attention to the independe
which you will develop a bit later

Try -iot to be too bossy and you
along better both in business and in the

M. M., April 21st:

You have a goexl deal of abilil

actress, but I am in doubt as to

to place you among the screen per

for your chart sug gests s

than the Hollyxw
birth would show this point more definitely,

and unfortunately, that bit of data

ing. I would advise you to Studj

and dancing it you possibly can. and to

>tiox riO'fti;i: magazine i



GIRLS! Be Successful in Art
WHY slave behind a

Fascinating Work
Magazine and newspaper illustrating, fashion
drawing, decorative designing and color har-

Tfiei

i t.dvt

for good ai. .. -

talent for drawing. If you like I" draw, an almost
sun- indication of talent, don't fail to make the most
of it and enjoy the good things of life.

The Federal Master Course
imong others, the branches listed above.

Lesso-is in each have been written anil illustrated

exclusively for the course by more than fifty

nationally known artists, specializing th<

i the
ral Staff

The Federal Authors
iimati Ko, k»,

y < i

, "S3..
,

'of Illustrating
Federal School of Illustrating,
5096 Federal School Bldft.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Please send your free book, "A Road to Bigger Things," t,

Vacation Days
Will soon be here. Now is the time
to make extra money. We pay large

commissions and give bonuses and
prizes for

Selling Subscriptions lo

Motion Picture Magazine
Motion Picture Classic

Movie Monthly
Write for Particulars

Brewster Publications, Inc.
175 Duffield Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Advertising Section

try your luck in public during the year
1928. There will probably be opposition
among your friends or relatives to such
plans, but you really possess ability in

sufficient degree for me to encourage you
in this work.

E. F. D., March 9th:

The changes that you have gone thru
within the past few years have probably
led you into many paths which you would
not have chosen voluntarily under ideal

conditions, and a connection with motion
picture work would be just another of
these by-ways for you. Your affairs will
improve during 1926 and your later life

will be very successful and happy. Happi-
ness usually has to be earned, and you
seem to have found this out. Dont be dis-

couraged, but look forward to the change
which will come your way in about two
more years. Meanwhile content yourself
with attention to detail, which will consti-

tute your best work—such work as book-
keeping, clerical work, checking up the
work of other people, or else operating-

some mechanical apparatus.

E. O., June 1st:

This is the horoscope of a person who
is going to make money and who is suited

for a life of unusual incident and rather
peculiar conditions. This is apparently a
woman and much of this strange event
will be brought into her life thru mar-
riage, which will evidently take place in

1928. There are two marriages or even
more, all attended with such unusual de-
tail that it would be quite hopeless for me
to attempt to describe it. She could enter
the movies as a kind of public character
more than thru her genuine ability as
an actress, altho there is some dramatic
gift here. too. Whatever the outward cir-

cumstances of this life, the reality will be
most interesting and she will end wealthy,
and, I hope, happy, altho the latter depends
upon herself to an unusual extent.

B. W., July 29th:

What a nice person you are! I would
enjoy knowing anyone with your sincerity

and generosity, your appreciation of beauty
and your religious faith. You have a na-
ture that is too sensitive and delicate for

much happiness to come your way in such
a desperately competitive field as the

movies, however, and even the average
business position would be hard for you
on this account. Your niche in the world
is to make life beautiful for your husband
and children. There will be a broken en-

gagement in your life and then in after

years a marriage to a man of about your
own age or a trifle younger. Until this

comes along, find your daily occupation in

some pursuit where your sense of line and
color will he Useful.

If You Cant Be Pretty, Be
Interesting

(Continued from page 121)

good lines and be careful of its trimming.

"Felt is a safe investment if you have
not much money, for a simple felt is inex-

pensive and yet appropriate for most occa-

sions. Never trim it with flowers or silk

or applique.

"Unless you can afford an expensive
ornament for your hat, do without one.

An imitation will cheapen the hat.

"Be careful with shoes, for unusual cuts

and fabrics and colors cannot be well done
at a low price. 1 favor patent-leather

pumps if one has not a great deal of
money to put into shoes. At all events,

remember not to dress your feet so that

they draw too much attention."

X90 Qjomplete ^Jour

spring {jostume

and Q^rLdd a

Jrinal cfyote ofvjhic

If your Drug or Department Store cannot supply you,
order direct from Dept. V4.

TERRI, Inc., 4 West 40th St., New York

mNITY
When you write to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTt EH 11
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The May Movie Monthly
The Magazine With the Punch!

It's an Admitted Fact that LIKE attracts

LIKE. As Movie Monthly is recognized as

the Youthful Magazine with the Punch, so it

attracts Those Readers who are Youthful. And
that means Everyone—not only Those who are

Marching Along with the Years, but also Those

who are physically Young.

Movie Monthly is setting a Rapid Pace. It

sings the song of Youth—the song of Romance
and Adventure—the song of Life along the

.Open Road, under the Open Sky. Its pages

are saturated with Spirit and Sparkle.

The fastest growing Screen Magazine has

brought you in contact with the Old West

—

and the New. Its pages are alive with virile

fiction, colorful photographs and real punchy

articles.

The May issue of Movie Monthly features

the brand-new series, Bandits of the Border.

As you were interested in Heroes of the Border,

so now you will become interested in the equally famous Bandits, those law-breakers

who brought so much drama into the West.

The May number will offer an article on the Annals of the Suicide Club—com-

posed as it is of those fearless performers in the serials who risk life and limb to

entertain you with thrills.

The May Movie Monthly, too, will present a highly absorbing article on the

comediennes of the screen—those entertaining Ladies of Laughter. There will also

be an interview with Art Acord on the art of handling a Lariat. Jack Dempsey
has something important to say, too, on the physical appearance of the stars and

what they should do to keep in trim. There will be interviews with Louise Fa-

zenda, Elinor Fair and Janet Gaynor. And there will be several pages devoted to

picture of bathing girls and cowboys.

Movie Monthly, indeed, sends out its message of Youth. It glorifies Romance and

Adventure. It is dedicated to discovering the Young Stars and helping to rind them

their place in the Sun.

Order Your May
Issue of MOVIE MONTHLY NowJ

124 Every advertisement to MOTION PICTUKH MAGAZIV
L .. w , """"TTT
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An upward glance, a spirit of
mischief, a "come hither" look-

darted from a pair of lovely eyes—all the lovelier because they
are fringed by dark, luxuriant lashes. The winsome little co-

quette brings out the beauty of her eyes by darkening the
lashes with WINX and then she worries no more about it, for

she knows it is waterproof and will neither run nor smear.

Try it yourself. Accentuate the lure of your eyes by darken-
ing the lashes with WINX. See how much heavier and longer
they will seem and how much beauty will be added to your
eyes.

WINX dries the moment it is applied and one application
lasts for days. Absolutely harmless. Brush for applying
attached to stopper of bottle. Complete, 75c, black or brown,
U. S. and Canada.

Mail the coupon to-day with 12c for a generous sample of
WINX. Another 12c brings a sample of Pert, the rouge
that won't rub off.

ROSS COMPANY
232 West 18th Street

ft

WINX
Waterproof

Mail this}

To-day!



Klature's Gift to

^Beauty

is embodied in this gentle, daily

care that has brought the charm

of natural loveliness to millions

Soap from Trees

The only oils in Palmolive

Soap arc the priceless beauty

oils from these three trees—
pictured above and no other

fats whatsoever.

That is why Pali

is the natural color

e Soap

,. nothing

its green

THE arc of being beautiful today is simpl;

the secret of keeping natural beaut)

artificial complexion of yesterday has no plai

in the modern scheme o

i follow. Thev ^c

che

Women have learned that natural ways are

best in skin care; that gentle, common-sense
care is tar more potent than the most involved

of beauty methods. For Youth is thus retained.

Keeping the skin clean, the pores open, is

the secret. Doing this with pure soap . . . with

soap made tor ONE purpose only, to safeguard

good complexions ... is the important part to

So, more and more even' day. thousands turn

the balmy lather of Palmolive ... a soap that

kind to the skin, a soap made with beautiful

plexions always in mind.

The rule to follow if guarding a good

complexion is your goal

Wash your face with soothing Palmolive.

Massage it gently into the skin. Rinse chor-

jughly Then repeat both the washing and

rising If your skin is inclined to dryness, ap]
'

a touch of good cold cream that is all. L~
(his regularly, and pamcularh before retinng

Use powder and rouge if you wish But never

ive them on over night, if" you do. chey clog

the pores, often enlarge them Blackheads and

disfigltf——«« «f— «i>ll«- TW m„*r k*

Sallon. unattracti\e skin no longer

excusable

Thus in a simple manner, millions v
days of Cleopatra have found beauty and charm

No medicaments are necessary. Just remove
the day's accumulations of dirt, oil and perspira-

tion, cleanse the pores, and nature wi~

to you Your skin will be of tine text.
-

color will be good Wrinkles will not be the

problem as the years advance.

-
• mistake

Do not use ordinarv soaps in the treatment

given above. Do not chink

represented as ot palm and olive oils

same as Palmolive. The Palmolive -

keep that schoolgirl complexion.

And it costs but IOC the take! So little that

millions let it do for their bodies what

tor their faces. Obtain a cake today N
difference lust one wed

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANi
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Birthdays matter little

Beauty no longer need vanish with the years— this simple

rule in skin care is preserving youthful charm for thousands

NATURAL ways in skin care

preserve youthful texture.

Authorities all agree to this . . .

EVERY DAYone sees fewer "middle-

aged" women. The world sens

young these days.

That is largely because natural ways

have supplanted the artificial ways in

skin care- of yesterday. Modern beauty

culture strives simply to keep the skin

suppleand youthful by keeping the pores

open and healthfully clean.

Thus Palmolive Soap has become
the world's most widely accepted beauty

method. World's experts in beauty urge

it. The youthful skin of countless

women past the thirties and well into

the forties proves its tesults.

The rule to protect skin youth

Wash your face gently with

soothing Palmolive. Then mas-

sage it softly into the skin. Rinse

thoroughly first with warm water, then

with cold. If your skin is inclined to

be dry. apply a touch ofgood cold cream

— that is all.

Do this regularly, and particularly in

the evening. Use powder and

you w ish. But never leave them

night. They clog the pores, often enlarge

them. Blackheads and disfigurements

often follow. Thev must be wash. -

.: this mistake

Do not use ordinary soaps in : i

;

ment given above. Do not think any

green soap, or represented as

and olive oils, is the same as P.:

It costs but 10c the cake' - so little that

millions let it do for theit bod £

today. Then note what an am.:,

ference one week makes.

THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY , Dei C LUNOK
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THE music's playing and the

show's a-showing somewhere
near you! The crowd is there,

and trouble is not, and Para-

mount guarantees a good time.

With half the world asking for

more Paramount Pictures and
the other half seeing them from
Greenland to Cape Horn, who
wouldn't make them best!

Out of the house!— and into

the cast of life! — Paramount's

waiting for you!

See these Paramount Pictures and
You'll be a Paramount Fan for Life!

j0*\ Harold Lloyd Thomas Meighan

%|V' "For Heaven's Sake" "TheNewKlondike"

ADOLPHE MENJOU
'"A Social Celebrity

With Chester Conklin and Louise
Brooks. Story by Monte Katter-
john. Malcolm St. Clair Production.

The screen's perfect lover has found his

perfect plot at last, beginning as Vil-

lage Barber and leading to Tonsorial

Dictator to the Four Hundred— ladies,

ladies all the way! Every girl who ever

had her hair bobbed will admire
Adolphe's technique with the scissors

and learn some new tricks from_thc
most up-to-date beauty parlor she ever

Directed by Sam Taylor. Here is the
prize surprise package of the season,
laughter, laughter all the way! This star's
rictures are produced by the Harold Lloyd
Corporation and released by Paramount.

Douglas MacLean f^\

-C>
With Lila Lee, Directed by Lewis Mile-
stone. From the comic story about Flor-
ida by Ring Lardner. Baseball' Sudden
riches! Sudden laughs!

"That's My Baby"
d by William Bcaudinc. Imagine

ling in an aeroplane with a mischievous
i on each side of you trying to make you
>p the loop! That's just one high spot
long hundreds in Doug MacLean's lat-

: and best.

Bebe Daniels in

"Miss Brewster's

Millions"
A Clarence Badger Production with
Warner Baxter and Ford Sterling. From
George Barr McCutchcon's "Brewster's
Millions. " Bebe Daniels inherits one mil-
lion dollars with the promise of another
seven millions if she spends the first mil-
lion within one year!

« Gloria Swanson in

"The
c*; - Untamed Lady"

With Lawrence Gray. Directed bv Frank
Tuttle. Story by Fannie Hurst author of
"Mannequin.'' the S50.000 prize story.
The untamed lady has a pretty face,
twenty million dollars and an ungovern-
able temper. Picture Gloria in that plot!

Richard Dix &\

"Let's Qet Married" *^
With Lois Wilson. Adapted by Luther
Reed. From "The Man from Mexico.' by
H. A. Du Souchet. Directed by Gregory
La Cava. The fastest, funniest Dix farce
yet. If you saw " Womanhandled " you

^Paramount Pictures
Produced by FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.. Adolph Zukor, Pres.. New York Cit

ount PlCtil it's the best show in town /

GA/.ixi: is guaranteed.
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Why Color Pictures and Talking Movies Can Never Be Universal

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'
latest picture is all in

color and it will doubtless

be a success. Anything
by Fairbanks just now would be

a success, because lie invariably
.

produces a high-class picture in

every respect and because a color pic-

ture will be a novelty. Besides, an

old-time pirate story is more or less

adapted to color, just as a flower

garden or a Biblical picture would be.

But this is not saying that color photo-

graphy will ever be universal. In fact,

I think it will not, even if it is per-

fected far beyond the present pros-

pects and hopes.

Back in 1912 Pathe Freres sent

over some excellent short subjects in

color and they created quite a furor.

Vitagraph, then the leading producer,

promptly followed suit, each picture

of each print being excellently colored

by hand, hut shortly the company
began to get telegrams from the ex-

hibitors
—

"Dont >end us any more
colored pictures—our patrons dont

like them so well as the other."'

When I heard this, it set me thinking and I have been

thinking ever since. I watched Kinemacolor and other

color processes come and go and. altho none of these was
perfect, I was lead to believe that there must be some
psychological reason for their non-popularity, and this

is my conclusion. First, every form of art must speak to

the imagination. If it does not, it is not art. For cen-

turies shadowgraphs were a popular form of amusement
and still are, to some extent. A sheet was hung up, be-

hind which a bright light was placed showing a black-

silhouette shadow of all that came between. Among the

common shadowgraphs was that of a horse's head, made
by two hands placed together with thumbs sticking up for

ears, the little fingers moving up and down to indicate

the horse eating. It amuses one's imagination. But if

An Editorial by the horse's head were to be

colored, and given eyes, and hair,

it would spoil the effect. There is

somewhere a line of demarkation
between the real and the unreal.

When we sit in the picture

theater we know full well that it

is only a flat surface on which the pic-

tures are shown, that the scenery and
players are not real, that they are only

photographs thrown on the screen,

but we forget all that—our imagina-

tion does the rest. But the. moment
you put words in the players' mouths,
you call upon another sense (hearing)

and spoil the illusion. And if the

orchestra goes too far in imitating the

natural sounds of the scene, again the

effect is spoiled. Such imitations as

the guns of war. and the roaring surf,

or the whistling wind do no harm and
sometimes heighten the effect; but the

moment they step over the line and try

to imitate laughter, whistling, weep-
ing, etc.. the imagination is halted and
the effect seems ludicrous.

And so with color. Color effects

are excellent for titles, inserts, cut-

backs, visions, dreams, allegories, etc., and also for

fantasies such as "Peter Pan" and possibly "The Thief
of Bagdad"; but the average drama is more impressive
without color, because color seems to cross the line

between the real and the unreal and leaves too little for

the imagination. Shadowgraphs in color would be a sorry
entertainment indeed, and if the characters talked it

would be ludicrous.

Then there is the law of surprise and contrast. In a

regular black-and-white picture we get some amazing
effects by showing one orange light in a window, or a red

flash from a gun. And then we have the tinted moonlight
and twilight effects, and colored titles and inserts, which
are all the more effective by contrast. Our love of the

( Continued 'on page 119)
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She may befrom your own home town
IN this, the land of lovely faces,

there is beauty in every town and
hamlet— beauty rare and exqui-

site—beauty unrevealed by fame.

The duty of TRE-JUR is to make
loveliness more lovely. In Amer-
ica, it has become the choice of the

admired.

Take, for instance, TRE-JUR Com-
pacts:— In gun -metal, gold or
silver-finish, there's an exquisite

case for everyneed—with powder
or rouge—single or double.

Each is a gem of ingenuity— each

supreme in the quality and purity
of its ingredients. If you would
know the compact at its best

—

know TRE-JUR. And TRE-JUR
Face Powder— as delightfully fine

and perfect a powder as money
can buy— is priced at but 50c.

Your own shade of powder and rouge can be
had at (oilet counters everywhere, or by mail
from us. Compact refills are always available.

TR.E-JUR.
i MOTION* PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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The Bulletin Board
Last Minute News About the Players, Pictures, and Studios

WELL, it's another boy at the Chaplin home.
Charlie and Lita had hoped for a girl but, after

all, who could be displeased at the idea of

having- two tine boys around the house. If the

baby had been a girl, the Chaplins were to call her Corinne,

in honor of Corinne Griffith.

A r'>cES Ayres and Manuel Reachi are also receiving con-
^^ gratulations from all of Hollywood. There's a new

nate love affair was the cause of the act. Hollywood
linked Miss Bennett's name with that of Richard Bar-

thehuess but Miss Bennett denied that Barthelnicss was
the cause of her action.

Cuoexe O'Briex s leading man for Gloria Swam-on in

"Fine Manners' and Wa ter Goss. a graduate of the

Paramount School, also has been assigned a part in the

production.

little girl in the Reachi home. She

after her famous mother.

will be named Agnes,

G F

/^•ecil B. De MtLLE's new picture, "The Volga Boat-

man," is opening at the Times Square Theater in

New York, just as we go to press.

C'lorence Yidor ha., si

1 Players-Lasky. Mis
and she has been made ;

ed i

m (

new contract

has had her

ric light star.

with Famous
salary raised

Tuxxev, a leading contender for the world's

vyweight championship, has been signed to play in

a movie serial. Tunney neither smokes nor drinks and,

according to those who know, is a fine example of a clean

living young American. And, Lois Moran has been en-

gaged to play opposite Lon Chaney in "The Road to

Mandalay."

John
J co-.-

T~, he Barrymores
news. Alan Ci

Juan," will also ha

Tavern Knight." 1

e very much to the fore i

iland, who directed Joh
: charge of the producti

inel Barry a- bee

long-term contract by Metro-Goldwy

Another new baby
^^ been born to Mr

in Hollywood! A daughter has

and Mrs. Monte Blue. The little

nrl has been christened Barl

TfiEY i

1 Plave

j that Rett

,-Lasky to

play opposite Milton

revive "The Morals

was starred years ag

lias been loaned by Famous
ional. Miss Bronson will

ly doesn't Famous Players

is," in which Marie Doro
: Betty the leading role?

/""orinne Grit^ not renew hi

with First Natic

lovely Corinne
signed by United

Coi.tox. author of "The Shanghai Gesture" and
uthor of "Rain." is also going to the Metro-

Goldwyn studio to write stories. Both "The Shanghai

Gesture" and "'Rain" have been ruled off the screen by

Will Hays. And guess whom Mr. Colton will write a

story for? For Lillian Gish, and that's not a joke.

IWFae MURRAY'S new picture has been titled "Altars of

Desire." It will not be directed by Erich von

Stroheim, unfortunately for Mae.

IV/Farc Connelly, whose play, "The Wisdom Tooth,"
V1 has been the most highly praised work of an

American playwright on Broadway this season, will go

to the Metro-( ioldwyn studio to write a story for

the screen. Herman Mancewitz. former dramatic editor

of the New York Times, has been engaged to write stories

for Thomas Meighan.
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"What Does it Cost to Break Into the

Movies?" by Mignon Rittenhouse. A com-

plete survey of the working conditions which

surround the "extra" players in New York.

Miss Rittenhouse has made a thoro study

of the field and she tells exactly what the

unknown boy or girl must face in the fight

for fame in the Eastern movie studios.

"Oversold," by Frederick James Smith, is

a cleverly written article that tells you about

the little game of manufacturing stars and

personalities.

"Make 'Elm Laugh," by Alice Tildesley.

A story of the "gag" men who invent the

funny situations for the comedians.

YY^ alter Pi no eon has

been engaged as lead-

i n g m a n for Nor m a

Talmadge. Constance Tal-

madge will have Tullio

Carminati. an Italian actor,

in her new film. "The
Duchess of Buffalo." The
young Italian won favor-

able notice for his work in

"The Bat."

y-s,
J lion

Medley
and wi

aters

Glory.'

Mat h is' produc-

"The Viennese
has been retitled

go into the the-

; "The
Mae Allison.

Ann:;
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Advertising Section

Mellins Food
A baby raised on Mellin's Food and milk

is a happy, laughing, contented baby,

—

unmistakable signs of a satisfying, well-

balanced diet. Start now and give your

baby Mellin's Food and milk.

Write to us for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellins Food and a copy of our book,

"The Care and Feeding of Infants".

Mellin s Food Co., 177 State St., Boston, Mass.

i MOTION I'lC'ITUi; MAOA/.iN'K.
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Cp°=!URE Advertising Section

Vlt SWEET BRIAR in Virginia and
the University of CALIFORNIA
961 Girls use this soap for their skin

THREE thousand miles from the wild roses of

Virginia to the golden poppies of California

—

One college built where old slave quarters used

to stand— the other marking the last goal of the

pioneer

—

Differences of history, custom, social tradition—

but everywhere the same eager heart of youth, with

its longing impulse toward happiness, beauty . . .

California girls, Virginia girls—what do they do
to gain the lovely, smooth complexion that is every

girl's hope and ambition? What soap do they find

most helpful in keeping their skin soft and fine,

radiant with health and charm ?

We chose two spots as widely separated as Sweet
Briar, Virginia, and Berkeley, California, for ex-

tending our investigation of the care of the skin

among young American college girls.

Fifteen hundred and sixty-six girls answered our
questions, giving us frank, full information.

More than half said they were using Woodbury's
Facial Soap regularly for their skin!

"My skin was in a most discouraging condi-

tion when Ifirst started to use Woodbury s Facial

Soap. The improvement was so immediate that

others noticed it at oncer

"Woodbirv's Facial Soap has wonderful

cleansing properties. It has helped in rfdding my
ski?i ofextreme oiliness and has given me a skin of

which I am proud."

" My doctor recommended Woodbury's to me
for acne. I notice my skin feels soft and smooth

after using."

A SKIN specialist worked out the formula by
which Woodbury's is made. This formula not

only calls for the purest ingredients; it also demands
greater refinement in the manufacturing proa
is commercially possible with ordinary toilet soap.

Around each cake of Woodbury's Facial Soap is

wrapped a booklet containing special cleansing treat-

ments for overcoming common skin defects. A 2;c

cake lasts a month or six weeks.

Within a week or ten days after beginning to use

Woodbury's you will see an improvement in vour

complexion. Get your Woodbury's today and begin

tonight the treatment your skin nee

Your Woodbury Treatment for tr
NOW—THE NEW LARG1 -

1306 Spring Grove Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

For the enclosed /o cents please send me the nc -

ofWoodbury's Facial Soap, the Cold Cream, Facial Cream an

and the treatment booklet, "A Skin You Love To Touch."

Ifyou I: : htwjcrgens
-

I
Copyri

10

"When life is

approval of other

it, 1026. by The Andrew Jergens Co.

wonderful adventure — and admiration, the

tore desirable than they ever will seem again."

City .
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MAY McAVOY A ra.e combination of imagination and intelligence animate* May
McAvoy's acting. You'll see her next in "The Savage," with

Ben Lyon



BESSIE LOVE
On these two pages are the Charleston Champions of the movies.
In "Lovey Mary," Miss Love wont have an opportunity to do that

dance. But what's to prevent her from practising around the studio?



JOAN CRAWFORD

Ruth Harriet Louis.

Miss Crawford, also a resident at the Metro-Goldwyn studio, will
challenge Miss Love to a Charleston contest to decide the cham-
pionship of the world. And wont the judges have a good time!



PF*Rf''Vr \A A D lV/T/^WJT' The ideal hero for »creen version* of modern novel*. Mr. Marmont
rn^lW^, I IVl/ArUVlWIN 1 W;H create the leading role in Sinclair Lewi." new *tory. •Mantrap"



Geo. F. Cannon

RALPH GRAVES
The mystery of the movies: Why was Ralph Graves chosen at
star of two-reel comedies? Mr. Graves has quit the "funnies"

play an important role in "In Praise of James Carabine"



ELEANOR BOARDMAN Miss Boardman get* he
r» for John Gilbert

,-ish. She has been chosen as leading
"Bardelys the Magnificent," which will

be directed by King Yidor



Melbourne Spnrr

ALMA RUBENS Since her marriage to Ricardo Cortez, Alma hat ihown an inclina-
tion to neglect the movie*. We hereby urge her to return and

all will be forgiven



PHYLLIS HAVER A beautiful graduate of Colonel Sennett's Academy for Young
Ladies. At present, Miss Haver is doing her bit for Art in "Hard-

boiled," with Tom Mix



MARY BRIAN
An agreeable compromise between the too-flamboyant flapper
and the old-fashioned heroine. Mary'* newest role is in "Beau

Geste," the Herbert Brenon special



Above i« a cloac-up of Mae Murray's diamond
bracelet* and her marquise diamond ring. Below
you see Peggy Joyce's large pearl necklace and
her bracelets—an emerald one, a diamond one,
and a half circlet of emeralds completed with

diamonds and a ruby

Richard Burke

TWINKLE,
TWINKLE,

LITTLE STAR
By Holmer Little

w

THE individuality and personality of the stars are

shown as effectively in their dress and accessories

in jewelry as in their acting. From the present-

day plainness of clothes there has been developing
a tendency to gain ornamentation from jewels.

One good effect of the movies that is seldom con-

sidered is the wide-spread influence on good taste and
style in dress and ornament, and many a girl has learned

that a slender income, wisely spent, can achieve the right

effect, providing she maintains the degree of slenderness

that somehow all stars achieve.

The underlying idea of the stars towards choosing
their jewels is appropriateness and harmony. The dis-

tinctive note in jewelry at present, is that jewels, whether
two or twenty, must be chosen to build an ensemble of

harmonious color and design. This story of the jewelry

of Mae Murray, Dorothy Gish, Peggy Hopkins Joyce,

and Constance Talmadge, stars of contrasting and strik-

ing personalities, is not merely the account of their

precious possessions but their ideas on standards of

design and taste.

ae Murray whose sparkling vivacity has appealed to

millions, loves jewels because of her temperament.
"I feel a great happiness in glowing colors and my great-

est joy in precious stones is centered in the rubv because

of its warm color of life," she said. The ruby is vivid

like herself and is the most appropriate stone she could

choose. Then she added : "I especially like hand and
arm adornments because I can enjoy the colors while

wearing them."
Miss Murray has different jewels for daytime and

evening. For her daytime frocks she likes best "barbaric

dresses." These she designs from Turkish bolero styles

trimmed with gay embroidery. Her favorite dresses are

red, a color that brings out the intensity of her blondness.

the deep blue of her eyes and the gleam of gold in her

hair. With these gowns she wears a heavy carved set of

dull gold, consisting of a wide necklace, a bracelet which
is even wider, rings, and ear-drops. This set. like all of
her jewelry, was executed for her and is very individual

and far outlasts a passing fashion.

YY/ith dresses of neutral tones she wears a set of™ Turkish turquoise. The necklace is made of medium-
size beads set in triangular groups and below each bead
in the triangle hangs a bead of the same size on a slender

chain. The ring is a turquoise heart edged with dull

gold and set on a plain band. The ear-drops match the

necklace in design and are rather long.

"For evening." Miss Murray said. "I choose white

gowns, usually glowing with beads." Her pictures have



Mae Murray likes

rubies. Dorothy

Gish prefers pearls.

And Peggy Joyce

loves emeralds.

They all select

jewels to suit their

personalities

shown how strikingly she wears

the "sunburst gown." "My
jewels for white costumes are

diamonds and rubies, for either

or a combination of both adds to

the distinctiveness I like to

achieve in dress."

Her diamond bracelets shown
in her accompanying picture are

notable for originality of design.

They are made in leaf design pi

marquise diamonds which are

set in flexible platinum bands.

She wears one on either arm, at

the wrist, or on the upper arm.

With them she wears a gradu-

ated diamond chocker necklace,

also in the marquise cut, that

starts with a four-carat dia-

mond.

TThe rings in Miss Murray's
A collection are startling in

their beauty. Her picture shows
a marquise diamond of which
she is very fond. She has a ring

set made of five rubies of gradu-
ated size, in the cabochon cut,

which are set on a slender plati-

num chain and fall across the

back of her hand from the ring

finger to the wrist in five glowing drops of color. With
this set^she wears a ruby pendant, oblong in cut, which
lies close to the base of the throat and makes a splash of
gorgeous color.

She has a ring of similar design made of diamonds
with which she wears her' diamond chocker.
The vanity cases that Miss Murray favors most she

had made, both in octagon style, one of Chinese red
lacquer and the other of black enamel set with her initials

in diamonds.
Her favorite shoes are silver and with them she uses

rather small rhinestone buckles.

All of her jewelry shows her ability to picturize

finished designs and her understanding of color harmony.
"I follow the same principles of taste according to which
I made my first stage costume out of the best parts of
four old gowns, when I earned the sum of twenty dollars

a week. The difference is that now I select from a mag-
nificent array of jewelers' trays. And," she said in con-
clusion, "I doubt whether I ever looked better than in

that dress."

Straus Peyton

Constance Talmadge wai
accessory fo

one of the first girls to wear a Chariot necklace——the smart
informal wear. And notice the chic watch fob

p\OROTHY Gish, loved thruout the nations for her girlish
*^ beauty, and simplicity, loves best of all pearls and
seldom wears other jewejs. "I like pearls because they

share the delicate luster of an exquisite skin," she said

in explaining her choice of a favorite stone. She has

two pearl necklaces, both gifts from her devoted sister,

Lillian. One is a chocker necklace of graduated pearls

and the other, of which she is very fond, is a twisted

rope of small lustrous pearls, the tassels of which hang
from a platinum mounting set with tiny rubies.

Either of the necklaces she wears with her favorite

daytime color of sott gray. The one colored set of

jewelry which she permits herself to wear, is of jade, a

color notably effective with gray. The set consists of a

long strand of graduated Oriental jade beads, a necklace

and bracelet in the cabochon cut, each piece of which is

edged with platinum and connected by small platinum

bars. The ring is a single piece of smoothly cut jade, also

set on a platinum band. The jade green and grey is an
effective combination for informal wear.

{Continued on page 110) ry
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THE PLACE OF MISSING FILMS
Every year thousands of dollars' worth of film—the product of

fly-by-night companies—is consigned to storage vaults and later

sold as junk

By Bert Ennis

"T T will be a knock-out-when it hits' the theaters !" What
I a familiar ring that enthusiastic expression has to

X one who has stood on the lot in Hollywood and
watched the making of "independent pictures," so

called because the producer and backer of the projected

"knock-out" has no releasing affiliation with one of the

big companies which makes a science of the business of

distributing motion pictures, and is filming the subject in

hand with the intention of bringing his masterpiece to

the screens of the country's picture palaces via the

medium of selling it to the many "independent" film ex-

changes which still persist in the "key cities" of the

nation. They are called "independents," because

they operate independently of any of the huge
distribution combines which handle only the

output of the legitimate and established

movie producer.

"When it hits the theaters." But the

sad fact remains that hundreds of movies

made . every year by producers similiar

to the enthusiastic gentleman mentioned
at the opening of this lament never "hit

the theaters."

"Where do they
go?" ask you, and
quite naturally.

They go to the
"Place of Missing
Films," which oper-

ates, as any respon-

sible business organi-

zation should, under a

totally different name
:—Miles Projection
Rooms, Inc.

A most interesting
** place is Miles Pro-
jection Rooms, Inc.,

located in the heart of

the New York film

mart at 130 West 46th
Street, New York, and
presided over by the

genial motion picture

pioneer, Joe Miles,
ably abetted by Sam
Rubenstein. The
organization is divided between the New York head-
quarters and the immense storage buildings in Long
Island City, the buildings which suggest the title for this

story and where reside in carefully protected fire-proof

vaults and neat little cans the many thousands of miles

of film which misguided producers of the "small time"
variety run thru the Bell and Howells every week in the

year, not only in Hollywood, but in many of the large as

well as small towns of these United States.

\ Let it be said here, in justice to many "independent"

022

film makers whom the writer knows, and who make and
successfully sell their quotas of Westerns, comedies,

"thrill" pictures and heart-throbbing dramas yearly to

state right or independent exchange men, that they de-

cidedly do not belong in the same category as those pic-

ture makers whose efforts keep the vaults of the Place

of Missing Movies well filled.

They unwillingly share the label, "independent pro-

ducer," with their less skilful brethren only because of

the exigencies of the business which has been called once
or twice "the infant industry."

De that as it may, while this little story of the
*-* unseen movies is being written, it is safe to

wager that there are in process of filming in

Hollywood, New York, and points in be-

tween, many films on which the fierce light

of the movie theater's Power's 6-A's will

never beat. Many films for which gaudy
posters and intriguing lobby displays

will be prepared, but not displayed under
the alluring "Coming Sunday." Many
films which will make the journey to New

York, the buying and
selling mart of the

business, only to find

themselves neatly piled

up eventually in the

spacious Miles vaults

with the questionable

consolation that they

have plenty of com-
pany.

And sometimes they

keep company in the

Place of Missing
Movies with the pro-

ductions of established

producers, whose
trade name you see

flashed nightly on pic-

tures in some of the

smaller movie theaters

from Coast to Coast.

I have in mind the un-
wise importation on
the part of a well-

known firm a few-

years ago of an elaborate motion picture production

made in one of Berlin's largest studios, which dealt with

the tasteful and entertaining subject of death, a subject

nevertheless, which was artistically presented to the nega-
tive tune of sixty thousand dollars. L'nable to obtain a

release thru their regular distribution channels and know-
ing the futility of trying to dispose of it to the vendors of

Westerns and "wide open space" films, the owners sadly

engaged the restful facilities of Mr. Miles in Long Island

{Continued on page 97)

storage building of Mile« Projection P»<

go when they are pronounced "dead
, the manager of this strange business of storing pictures

failed to "jell"

here the bad
Above: Joe

that



The Unknown

SISTER
Some poses of Helene Costello,

the yet-to-be-discovered daughter

of Maurice Costello. Dolores has

made her big hit. Helene's op-

portunity is still ahead of her

When the Costello girls were
children, they made a trip

around the world with the

Vitagraph Company. You
see them in the background
with their father. The snake-
charmer is James Young,

a director

23 r
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Mary Pickford

SELECTING the
real pioneers of

the screen is no
easy task, after

all. Once you have
named David Wark
Griffith and Adolph
Zukor, the problems are

many. Who else has con-

tributed most to the films?

Who" were the pioneers in

camera work, in scenarios, in

acting ?

Griffith, it seems to me, is

easily the first and foremost pio-

neer of picturedom. He was the

Daniel Boone of the silverscreen, the

daddy of them all. Screen technique has Nikolas Muray

been developing steadily, rapidly, in fact, Anita Loos

during the past two years, but the essentials

of the screen were created and developed by Griffith.

Years ago, in the good old palmy days of the screen, Griffith

bought space in the old Dratnatic Mirror to advertise that he
had "originated the large and close-up figures, distant views as

represented in 'Romola/ the switchback, sustained suspense, the

fade-out, and restraint in expression." I quote the advertise-

ment, in fact. There isn't a bit of doubt that Griffith developed

the basic fundamentals of the photoplay. The close-up, the

long shot, the flash-back, and the fade-out. Where would be

the screen drama of

1926, with all its mod-
ern trappings, without
them?

Eight Pioneers
What directors, actors, producers and

writers lifted the movies from the nickel-

odeon? Who were the first men and

women to see the future of motion pic-

tures?

By Frederick James Smith

him as my first adventurer in animated
photograph>.

When Griffith encountered the film

play, it was nothing. He took it by
the hand and led it to kindergarten,

then to grammar school and finally

to high school. Now it's going to

college.

I can still remember when the

Tt is difficult to tell

* just what part Grif-

fith's chief cameraman,
Billy Bitzer, had in the

creation of these radi-

cal changes. Bitzer

seems to have dis-

appeared from the field of dramatic photography. Hard
luck and other bad breaks played their part in eliminating

him. But Bitzer was a pioneer. So I am going to name
24

Three women of brains, courage and vision wbo deserve a
place in the Screen Hall of Fame. Mary Pickford was the
first actress to realise the importance of personality. Anita
Loos was the first person to bring wit and originality to sce-

narios and titles. Geraldine Fairs r was the first great star,

of international fame, to treat the movies as an equal. Her
enthusiasm gave new prestige to the screen

Geraldine Farrar

exhibition of Griffith's

first picture with close-

ups, I've forgotten its

name, nearly started a

riot at the' old Fifth

Avenue Theater. The
audience was horrified

to see massive sections

of humanity acting

minus legs.

Griffith led the American screen play out of the one-

reel class. His "Oil and Water," released in 1913. was
in 1,513 feet, to be exact. In other words, it was a short



of Pictures
Out of the ranks of the first film workers,

Mr. Smith selects eight men and women
who contributed most to the technique and

prestige of the screen

two-reeler—and it was a sensation. A year later he
started making two-, three- and four-reelers.

Among them was "Judith of Bethulia," still

a mile-stone of the films, "The Massacre,'"

and "The Battle of Elderbush Gulch."
Before that he had made a host of

unforgetable one-reelers, including

"Pippa Passes," "Romola," "The
Battle," "The Mender of Nets,"

"The Pueblo Legend," "The Blot

on the 'Scutcheon," and "The
Musketeers of Pig Alley." "Man's

Zukor, the head of the

Famous Players-Lasky.

Zukor was the first man
to grasp the business

potentialities of the films.

With Daniel Frohman,
he created the Famous
Players with the avowed

intention of winning over

the great stage stars to this

new field of entertainment.

Step by step, Zukor laid the

foundation stones of the picture

business. He lifted film making
from a fly-by-night endeavor to one
of the great businesses of America.

Zukor was the first big business

genius of pictures, a wizard in organization.

Mary Pickford was unquestionably a real pioneer of pictures.

She was the first player to prove the value of personality.

Let me quote an advertisement, again from the old Dramatic
Mirror, of its issue of July 2, 1910:

"There is a difference of opinion between manufacturers as

to the policy of publishing the names of players in the pictures.

The Biograph company holds that no good can come of it, and
the names of their players are strictly withheld. Other com-
panies are commencing to pursue a different policy, altho to a

very limited extent."

Genesis" was the film's

first invasion of the

field of pathology.

Cven if Griffith had
never contributed a

single innovation to the

film's technique and if

he had taken no part

in the development of
the silent drama, his "The Birth of a Nation" would en-

title him to pre-eminence as a pioneer. "The Birth of a
Nation" established the photoplay as an art and a business.

As my second great pioneer I would name Adolph

Three men of foresight and daring: The screen is still profiting

by their genius. It always will be in their debt. D. W. Griffith

invented the technique of film story-telling and evolved a new
standard of acting. Adolph Zukor built a great industry from
a fly-by-night trade. He gave the movies financial solidarity.

Mack Sennett created a comedy method that has had a lasting

influence

That was exactly
1 sixteen years ago.

Only a short time after

this comment appeared
in The Dramatic
Mirror, the Biograph
company announced
the names of its play-

ers. This announce-
ment had been largely

forced by the tremendous popularity of the "little Bio-

graph blonde," as the world then knew Miss Pickford.

Miss Pickford was, consequently, the first great star of the

(Continued on page 116) p
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Doug Hoists the

Black Flag



About Pirates

And Pictures
Albert Parker speaks for more adven-

ture and fewer sex dramas on the screen

By Sara Redway

SPRING is really here.

New assignments are

lifting their heads

like crocuses. Stars

are leaving the city for

hrief vacations and direc-

tors are coming to the city

for brief vacations, ready

to be interviewed.

During the long winter

months when the snow was
piled high on every street

and the favorite luncheon
table conversations were
merely comparisons of

symptoms: "When I move
my head this way, that

little spot on my neck here

cuts me like a knife," as-

signments were given out
about as follows : "Will
you see if you can get hold
of Howard Muff? I was
told that he is living at the

Park View under the name
of Oswald Murp. You
might ask the company but
they won't tell you.

"You see. they think he
is going to break his con-

tract with them, and he
wont tell because he is be-

ing sued by four
Hawaiian?. Bat if you do
get to see him, for good-
ness' sake, dont ask him
what he did last year. I Fe

is the one that was found in a hallway on Third Avenue
with a five-dollar-bill pinned to him, and every stitch of
his little things made by hand. All in blue, too. Now
he says he's Spanish."

And after using up sixteen taxis, four pairs of shoes,
•** Pinkerton's four best plain-clothes men, and two
anti-toxin treatments for hydrophobia, Mr. Murp is at

last seen in his lawyer's office holding two big police dogs
and wearing a white wig, to avoid being handed a

summons.
But now, with the violets, fresh news comes like this

:

"Will you see Albert Parker. He directed Douglas Fair-
banks in 'The Black Pirate.' Have lunch with him, or

dinner, or anything. I cant get over to introduce you to

him, but just walk into the hotel and he's the man who
looks like Clifton Crawford."
When Albert Parker is in town, he is in town, and I

dont mean maybe. He is in the lobby, in the barber

shop, in the restaurant, in all the theaters, and if there

is a party he is there, too. Now that "The Black Pirate"

has made an overwhelming success in New York and
London, he doesn't need very many explanations. He
is known as the first man to have turned out a successful

motion picture in color. He is the man who discovered

that skies do not have to be blue. Nor do colored films

have to look like penny picture postal cards.

(Continued on page 94) p
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"NO
Casting

TODAY **

"Tho irk'st

Thy wood-note

AN old Greek managed

/\ some odd moments
/ \ business oi chasing

pools and woods ab

New York) ; a guy named
the days when the meeting

it, blind, blind, but pipcst aye

mea sta

the ul i

has lapsed. ] feel free to use th

in this story of Norma Shearer':

fly thru the ages from the

olive and fig of old Hellas to

the palm and brocade of New-
York's Hotel Ambassador.

It seemed, then, that he-

fore this interview could
proceed there was the mat-
ter of a bracelet to be cleared
up. This, Metro's ever-
handy Mr. Voight had oblig-

ingly dropped into his pocket
during the photographing of
a hand the night before—
and had as obligingly trans-

ported about New York un-
til this moment.

2S

eeze out these lines in

Mit in the more serious

is and dryads thru the

1 Syracuse ( Sicily, not

itus, who lived before
i members of his race

Avenue. But, as that

ago, and the copyright

—and they fit so aptly

S extra davs. But let us

Norma Shearer Laughs

When people speak of her "sudden suc-

cess." Norma has been working in pic-

tures for six years. The last two years

have been pleasant ones. BUT do you

know that Norma was an extra girl in

"Way Down East"? That she played

"atmosphere" in pictures starring Lillian

Gish, Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith and

Marion Davies?

For four years, these fatal

words rang in -the ears of

Norma Shearer.. And yet

there are those who call her a

"sudden success"! Read the

remarkable story of Miss
Shearer's patient wait for fame

By Dunham Thorp

Now the prodigal was returned, not one
whit the worse for its fling in the night life

of a great metropolis. Apologies were in

order—and then protestation that apolo-
gies were unnecessary—and then explana-
tion—and then deprecation—but let's call

a halt! and relate Miss Shearer's reaction

when rirst she heard her darling had strayed

from its happy home. As she pulled the

coverlet—a green sleeve—over its now
calm and slumberous repose, she spoke.

"\Y/i~ have a most charming house detective here, a Mr.
** Took—I thought it was 'Crook' at first—and I be-

lieve mother has quite a crush on him. It would have
been such a tine excuse to call him to our room at mid-
night."

Rut she didn't. We laughed—and that was that.

It was not the restless and unconquerable surge of

genius that brought Miss Shearer to the screen; it was,

rather—honest lady!—the sordid affairs of finance. Her
father, a quite prosperous business man in Montreal, was
caught in the post-war depression and knocked for a row
of—anyhow, he lost his money. It was imperative that

Norma hud some way oi

earning a living and. if pos-

sible, some way of re-<

lishing the family standing.

Montreal was ou:
wouldn't seek a job in the

city where she and her

father's misfortune- were
known. Where else? New-
York and t:\

'•It loomed up as
* adventure—to fight New-

York with just a it

nies in my pod i



I hadn't looked at it in that spirit, I'd never have done it

—

Romance carried me thru ; Realism would have sunk me."

Her first step when she reached New York was to

register in the office of every agent she could

find. And, strangely enough (perhaps I'd

better warn you now : the story of this

lady is going to be somewhat different

from that of others—especially "Cin-

derellas"), an opportunity was not

long in coming. One of the agents,

William Cohill—the same Wil-
liam Cohill who is now casting

director for Famous Players—
placed her in a comedy.
From comedy to serials, and

then small parts in small pic-

tures for small producers. But,

tho the progress was steady—in

fact, it was all in a forward di-

rection as each part was better

than the one before— it was by no

means a bed of roses.

"I'd be called for a part,
A and then be put off

—

and then be put off again

—and then again! And
then the man who was to

put up the capital would
die!"

I laughed, for I know
this angle of the game.

"Did you ever have to

cook your dinner over the

gas-jet, keeping a wary
ear open for the land-

lady's step?"

"Not quite that; but

mother and I did have a

room at Fifty-ninth
Street and Ninth Avenue
where we used to go out
and get food, and bring it

back and eat it from the

trunk."

"Fifty-ninth and Ninth !

That is. . .
."

"Yes. 1 hope it'll put
an end to that Society

butterfly' myth."
It should.'

The ri>c was steady : a

part in a picture for ( )sc:ir

Apfel, to be released thru

Producers' Security ; and
then very good parts in

"The Devil's Partner"
and "The Clouded
Name," etc.

"Some of these pictures

were really quite good ; but some were very poor."

Dut as they were all for small—and, in many cases, fly-

by-night companies, she never had a chance of being
seen on Broadway. Some of the big director- did see
her: but only as one in a crowd, never as an individual

—

"blind, blind !"

At last the great day came ! ( I know you've been wait-
ing for this—but there's a catch in it still). Herbert
Brenon gave her a part in the prolog to "The Sign on
the Door," a picture to be released thru Selznick—now
she would be seen on Broadway, now blind eyes would be

In the oval is Miss Sh.

Eugene O'Brien's leadi

Northwest." Below are Mi
"He Who Gets Slapped'

^MOTION PICTUIV
lh£)l I MAGAZINE

opened! Perhaps they would have been—but the whole
prolog was thrown into the can ! Maybe some inquisi-

tive garbage man—but, Good Lord ! of what use was
that ?

More small parts—more waiting—more
trunk" meals. But Opportunity
knocked again: Christy Cabanne gave
her a part in "The Stealers," a pic-

ture to be released thru Robertson-
Cole. And this was navigated
safely past the can, until at last

it flashed upon the screen. Now
blind eyes would be opened,
and her fortune seemed as-

sured. She conferred with her

agent—all the world seemed
rosy.

Dut her reception by the gods
in power was most peculiar.

For, wherever she went, they were
most polite but would not
give her work. Once she

went for six months with-

out a ghost of a job. It

was not until a year or

so later that she learned

the reason. It was this:

she had overplayed her
hand ; her agent had been
so struck with her suc-

cess that he had over-

estimated it. and asked a
price really out of all pro-

portion to what she had
actually accomplished.
Thus it was that wherever
she went she was faced
by a blank wall for which,
try as she would, she
could find no reason. She
had reached the pinnacle

where all gates seemed
Open, but one careless and
hurried step had sent her
tumbling into the abyss.

She fought mightily for

some time, but had no
success—and then her self-

confidence was broken.
"New York held noth-

ing for me but disappoint-

ment ; there seemed no
fairness in it. I wanted
to go home— I didn't

know what I'd do when
I readied there, but I

wanted to go home.
"If they had told me

why—but they didn't."

So they packed and caught the first and fastest train

for Montreal—HOME! Here, our warrior maid rested

from her battles and tended her wounds—and jumped at

the merest mention of any word resembling "movies."
But time rounds the sharpest edges, and unpleasant
memories fade—until that time arrives when only the

pleasant ones remain. At last she could speak of the

films without rancor; and had, perhaps, even a slight

nostalgia for the Kleigs.

Thus, it was at the psychological moment that she re-

ceived a telegram calling her back to New York. Gladys
( Continued on pae/c 10P
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Once the most famous cho
girl. Now just a good typi

That's the story of Frankie
Bailey. And there are J
hundreds of other such f
stories in Hollywood, f

The Roll-Call

\ of the

I Old Guard
Former stars—working as extras.

Old-time favorites—battling for

recognition. Dethroned idols

—

hunting the casting offices. That's
fame in the movies!

By Alice Tildesley

starry heavens of cinema-land, glad to play atmosphere
n Gloria's picture.

Frankie Bailey, "'the girl with the classic legs" of old Weber
and Fields days, from whose clippers gilded youth of not-so-

ig-ago once drank champagne. Frankie Bailey doing bits.

Toby Claude, topliner in English vaudeville. cast as a maid in a current

production, appearing mostly as ''the face on the cutting-room floor."

Maurice Costello visiting the sets whereon his daughters work. . . .

\Toaii Beery told me about the reception given Maurice Costello in

Madison Square Garden when the dimpled Co-tello was at the

peak of his popularity.

"That's a big place." said Noah, "and it was crowded—people

standing tip. When Costello appeared, they whistled, they shouted.

pped and they stamped their feet. Never heard anything like

it. Never will again, I think."

But if the passing of Maurice Costello on a Hollywood street goes

unnoticed, he has compensation. The delectable Dolores is his daugh-
ter. Dolores, presented to her public by John Barrymore, a- "That
artist— I may say that great artist—whom I consider one of the sig-

nificant figures on the screen."

""There is Florence Turner, "the Vitagraph girl" beloved oi the first

*• fans, battling for recognition again.

"There is a genius!" cried Irving Cummings, director. "Florence

Turner can out-act any of our modern stars. She's the most remark-

able, most pathetic, most delightful of all the women that ever moved
before a camera !"

Florence may have a heartache, but she does not go about in tear-.

She does not take you into a corner and threaten suicide, or complain

because reigning beauties do not reach out helping hands. She is

al\\ay> gay and gallant, ready with a joke, telling you how brilliant her

director is. how kind that old friend and how good this new one.

Her first job came to her because of what she could do, not !

looked. fhe man at the old Vitagraph .studios glowered at the little

ear-old—the six hundredth pretty girl of that day to -

THE heartaches of Hollywood.
Former favorites entering

L
Montmartre, leaving studios, dr
or walking the boulevards wi

creating a ripple of interest.

Florence Lawrence of early fame re

ing like a blow in the face word fr<

prominent casting director "Not kne
Billie Rhodes, so short a time ago i
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"What can you do

Site cross

a cha
"You think you can go in pictures?" he sneered.

— for instance ?"

Florence's tone matched his in insolence.

dropped her jaw. "1 can do this— for instance!"

Next day she played the lead in a short picture—a role lasting three

full hours—and after that worked steadily, doing everything from old

women to boys, painting scenery, writing stories, getting pro

growing with her new art. Her charm reached out from the screen and
her public demanded her name.



The heroes of other days are now char-

acter men. Great beauties are playing

"bits." Andformer boy prodigies are

vainly seeding voor\ in the studios

Ix 1913, Florence took her own company to England,
* invested all her savings in studio and equipment, and
began to make pictures there.

Then came 1914 and war. Everything shut down. In

the middle of a picture the leading man would be rushed

to France—before a second start was made, the heavy

was taken—it was hopeless to try to finish a picture when
even the cameramen were never the same two weeks
running. Air-raids began.
Florence left the Princess Road
Station in Edinburgh not ten

minutes before it was de-

stroyed. What was left of the

company were nervous wrecks.

Three or four years away
and the picture world had
changed. Other stars had risen.

A period of free-lancing ended
in an offer from England, and
its acceptance. But the war
had left England's producers

in a sad state. The industry

languished and apparently died.

For some months Florence

and her mother, in London,
were desperately hard up. Per-

haps the river Thames had a

fearful attraction for them
then. People say drowning is

an easy death. . . .

This is the part of the story

that Florence loves to tell.

"I didn't know Marion
Davies," she says, "I dont be-

lieve she had ever seen me.

great life!

But somehow or other she heard
how things were. One day her

London agent came to see us,

said he was authorized to pay
our expenses back to New York,
and that we were to go as Miss
Davies' guests. Later she
brought us out here. And here

we are!"

She is working in "Padlocked"
now, doing the abused wife, and
she has just finished a role in

"The Gilded Highway" for her
old director, J. Stuart Blackton.

"She can play anything!" says Mr. Cum-
mings, and a glimpse of her character studies

would seem to bear him out. The imitation

of Chauncey Depew, for example.

Irving Cummings himself graduated into
* directorship from the matinee-idol class.

Me was the first leading man to get the mu-
nificent sum of a hundred dollars a week.
"Crane Wilbur was getting his five a day

when I was brought in at the unheard-of hun-
dred a week. Now he's writing plays that

show on Broadway. George Siegman and
Ralph Lewis and I used to be called the 'Big

Lou Tellegen was once
Bernhardt. And he had
hero. Tellegen has turn

says he likes hi

leadir

i brief

sd to i

for Sarah

'He
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Left: Irving
Cummings was
once a popular
leading man. He
had the good
sense to turn di-

rector, thereby
insuring his fu-

ture. Bryant
Washburn (right)

left Hollywood
because he
couldn't find fine

stories. Now he
wants to re-estab-

lish himself as a
new kind of

comedian

Autrey

Three.' We could wear
each other's clothes, and I

remember that whoever got

to the studio first used to get

the pick of the wardrobe."
The work of Francis X.

Bushman in this classic is

commented on also by Lois

Weber, who is still our only

successful woman director.

"His virility in 'Ben-Hur'
showed me that he can come
back. On the strength of

that performance I engaged
him for the lead in The
Star Maker' and I think,

with the right parts, he can
return as a prominent screen

figure."

Poinding the right niche
*• after you have fallen out

of your old one is not so

easy, but it has been done. Florenc

Lou Tellegen, once lead- hopeles

ing man to Sarah Bernhardt,
Rejane and Duse, who made
flapper hearts palpitate when he was a picture star, has
found his niche as a he

took his public so by st

speak of the rioting w 01

his buttons off for keeps;

almost every shred of hi

Yet now Lou Tellegen
says he was never so ha
for a lead puts his braim
looks the pretty boy.

That first "'panther man"
that New York police still

and girls who tried to tear

and succeeded in cutting off

ghts in his "men of sin" and
when he was playing leads,

lis make-up box and merely

WaHen
whenever pictu

stances kept hi

seems to have 1

That momen
soldier's father.

his son stands

ble to the honi'

fitli's masterpiece.
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ill's "Little Colonel" will be talked of

:s are mentioned. Ill health and circum-
1 oli die screen for years, hut now he
und his niche in character roles,

in "Three Faces East" where he. as the

waits tor the mother to finish welcoming
>r me as an illumined moment eompara-
coming of the "Little Colonel" in Grif-

VW'ill Bryant Washburn
find his niche?

Once upon a time, all old
men parts automatically
went to Bryant, just as all

"rube constabules" went to

Francis X. Bushman.
"That's what we liked,"

says Mr. Washburn, "we
were both kids and we
thought characters were
more fun than straight leads.

I played everything and en-
joyed it. But I made my
first big hit in 'Skinner's
Dre— Suit' and was con-
demned to play Skinner for

the rest of my screen life.

"It was lack of stories

that made me leave Holly-
wood. I went abroad, made
a few pictures, free-lanced

awhile, and now I'm a new
kind of comedian. At least,

I hope so."

Discouraged souls point to

the coming back of Blanche
Sweet and Dorothy Phillips as evidence that former
favorites need not forever languish. But the attempts of

Theda Bara to regain a portion of her early po]

have been in vain. And where is Dustin Far

(~)u. the Old Guard! There's Yirginia Pearson, one of •^ the first sirens of the screen, doing character roles,

and Rose Tapley, an early-day ingenue, doing D

parts.

Only the other day. J. Farrell MacDonald. w:

old-timer, altho success came late, was :..

over the necktie counter in r.lackstone's with a youth who
had called him by name.
"And do you remember a little boy named Kenneth

Casey?" said the youth who sold the ties.

"Sure! Sure I do—he was the Jackie L

day!" cried J. Farrell.

"Well . . . I'm Kenneth Casey."

(Co

lrner was saved by Marion Davies from
scurity in London. She is in Hollywood,
glad to be playing small parts



Notes From Hollywood
The editor-in-chief of the Brewster Publications writes

about the pictures and personalities of the film capital

By Eugene V. Brewster

Rodolphe. the poet
as portrayed by

Sketched by Vic

WHILE dining with Harry
Wilson near the First Na-
tional Studio recently that

fat, jolly and very compe-
tent publicity man espied a lady at a

table near-by and said he would bring

her over. "She is coming along fast,"

said lie, "and she is one of the big

possibilities of the future. Besides,

she is a Mexican heiress and society

girl." "Good," said I, "perbaps I can

borrow some money from her." And
so I met Dolores Del Rio. She is a
vivid brunette with sparkling dark
eyes, medium height and size, and she

certainly has considerable beauty and
charm.

"P)" -
vou want '" see ^ome 'Don Juan'

*-^ rushes with Barrymore r" said

Bennie Zeideman to me at the Warner
Studio. "We think it is about the

finest stuff that ever came out of a

studio," he added. By the way,
"Rush" means a reel or so of various

scenes put together without any order or sequence jus! to

look at for selection and criticism by the department
heads, directors, etc. These were scenes showing Don
Juan Barrymore as an old man walking thru a moonlit

road, on either side of which were dozen- of graves, in-

cluding his own, of those he had betrayed. The scenes

were beautifully lighted but the cloud effect- were crude,

and it was too obviously studio -tuff. Barrymore i- a

great tragedian, but 1 differ with Bennie when he -ays

that this actor lias them all beaten and is destined to be

the screen's most popular artist.

r\ NE of the biggest men in the bu-i-
^^ ness told me that Hollywood was
bound to become the film-distributing

center of the world. Vastly important
if true, and it seem- to be. Every
company out here could save immense
Minis on every picture if they did not

have to distribute from Xew York.

I passed Lloyd Hughes without
* recognizing him at first. Then I

turned and hailed him and we shook
hand-. He impressed me as a clean-

cut, fine-looking, frank, cultured

young man, to the manor horn. There
is no posing about him. 1 asked him
a lot of questions and the answers
came quick without any effort to cre-

ate an impression. He has no par-

ticular hobbies. He likes to putter

about his home doing odd jobs, and
his wife, no doubt, thinks he is a very
handy man to have around. He is a

of Montmartre,
Jack Gilbert,
or De Pauw

very likable chap and I imagine he

\ yjld be a substantial and loyal

iriend. I asked him what color his

eves were, and he laughed. "I really

dont know. Sometimes I think they

are brownish, sometimes gray or blue,

and sometimes almost green," he said.

"Suppose we call them chameleon
eves, ever-changing." I added, and he

laughed his consent.

T r seems to me that the every-day
* lives of all the players are very

much the same. When they are work-
ing—which is pretty much all the

time—they have but little time to do
anything else but sleep and eat. There
are groups who visit one another

occasionally, and Sundays they usu-

ally go to the picture theaters, but
they really have very little time to go
shopping, golfing, driving, and sitting

for portraits. And then they all have
their correspondence to look after, and
business to attend to. and investments

Mitni, the beloved
enacted by Lillia

sketched by Vic

to make, and there you are.

I ASKED Harry Carr who he thought was the most
* popular star in Hollywood—and I larry ought to know,
if anybody—and he promptly said "Marion Davies."

At this writing. "La lioheme" is about ready for the
•** market. They had a preview the other night at a
theater in a near-by town, at which they gave out blank

postal card- t'nr the audience to fill out. The Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer people let me read

the returns, perhaps hoping to change
my opinion. The consensus seemed to

lie that it was a fine picture but not

great, too long drawn out, too sad,

but that Lillian Gish and John (iilbert

were unusually adorable. I wonder if

Warner Brothers think that Barry-
more can ever oust Gilbert from his

throne. Barrymore may he admired,
but never loved and idolized, I think,

as Novarro, Dix, Hughes, Lyons and
the others are.

I was talking with Director Edwin
* Carewe at First National, when we
espied Mary Astor. Now, 1 had not

seen Mary since the fall of 1920 when
I made many tests of her in the Fame
and Fortune contest. I said to

Carewe, "1 wonder if she will remem-
ber her first director—let's see." So
he took me over and introduced me as

an Englishman. We talked for a few
{Continued on page 95) p
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DRESSING THE SETS

Just a shabby tailo

received $230.45
shop, bu .St $323.58 to build for "Girl Shy."

insurance was $3.55. Materials a

And incidentals were $29.42

The ca
id suppli

penters and painters
s added on $60.16.

T
HE girl is fourteen in the first episode. She
grows up later. We'll use the same set scaled."

That, to the man who dresses the sets, means
the building of two exactly alike except that one is

bigger than normal size, so that Pola or Norma or
Corinne may seem to have grown the required inches

when the picture necessitates their adding on years.

Mary Pickford, for child characterizations, has steps

built fifty per cent, higher, door-knobs raised, and
all furniture larger than shop size.

But scaling sets is one of the least of the prob-

lems of the expert in charge of creating them.

Here is a list of one day's queries addressed to this

individual, aside from his regular task of decorat-

ing backgrounds for drama and comedy:
When did they forsake fingers for forks?

, A good arrangement of planes in an exotic set-

,r "The Lady of the Harem." Right, An example
ntional exaggeration and bad taste the bathroom
"Miss Brewster's Millions." It's a travesty of the

. de luxe film bathroom

'34
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The Problems of the Movie Decorators
By

Alice Leslie

You've heard of starving in a garret. Here's <

the money was spent: Carpenters, J$98.32; pair
plies, $90.95; and incidentals, $20.46. Anyone ( light to be able

: cost $224.92. This is how
e, $1.63; materials and sup-
a good garret for that money!

Where does the best man stand in a formal wedding
group?
What sort of gas lamp-posts were in use in New York

City thirty years ago?
Was a poniard carried in Florence in the twelfth

century?
When was a tractor invented and could one have been

in use in a remote farming community eighteen years ago ?

A E. Freudemann,
*** head of the art

department at Lasky's,

ohjects to the title "set

dresser" now in use

and says that a term
meaning motion pic-

ture interior decorator
should he coined.

"We must know
architecture, decora-
t i o n, f u r n i t u r e,

periods, countries and
tastes. We must un-
derstand camera values
and colors, and he as

c onvers a n t wit li

shabby interiors as we
are with the homes of
the wealthy.

"At present, I am
handling a picture re-

quiring sets of a

Mexican border town,
cheap hotels, etc.—one

with old Russia's castles and peasants' huts—a comedy
with exaggerated futuristic ,-ct.:.—a picture with realistic

court-room scenes—one with a complicated opera-house
set in which the plot depends on a cat's wanderings
therein—and the elaborate sets for 'Fresh Paint.'

"It is good to have a research department, hut as a rule

there is no time to appeal to it. The man who dresses

the sets must knew. Time is our chief problem. If you
are decorating an
apartment for a

wealthy man, you are

expected to take from
two to three weeks for

A Chines e setting tha was a problem for the decorate
in "Yello w Fingers." Ralph Ince and Nigel de Brul

foreground

a room.
consider

the sam

T\ da\ are

"It is important to

know what your
principal will wear in

a vital scene, so you
can dress your set ac-

cordingly. Gold and
silver are treacherous,

since halation of light

may cause them to

photograph either light

or dark.

"In the 'Blind
Goddess,' we have a

criminal court-room
in New York.
( Cont'd on page 76) ri
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Marions Career

—as Told in

Head-Dresses

*!*

Or from the chorus to the
boyish cut The story
of a star illustrated by

coiffures, mediaeval,
modern and ultra-

modern

'"When Knighthood Was In
Flower" was Marion's first

great screen success. Altho

t until "Knighthood" that
she found her real forte—light

comedy

Whei Ma, ,ade hei t ap-
Broadway, she wa;

the prettiest chorus girl

of them all. She was a good
dancer, but when she tried to sing,

she realized that her place was the
silent drc

White

I

Maurice Goldberg

As a conventional movie heroine with curls, Marion was
not so good. The "beautiful but dumb" roles weren't

suited to her style

36
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"Beverly of Graustark'
gay girl with freckles.



GRAUSTARK OF BEVERLY
HILLS

By Jane Tilton

WATCHING Marion
Davies on the screen in

"Little Old New York
and in her latest pic-

ture, "Beverly of Grau-
stark," it seems that here i

a girl who, like Gloria

Swanson, would that she

had been born a boy.

But do not be deceived.

Here is the very
girliest girl of them all

!

Yes, she likes to don
boys' clothes and rollick

thru several reels of

comedy. She enjoys
planning the costumes
and make-up of her
male roles, much as,

when she was under ten,

she enjoyed dressing dolls.

"Fixing their hair is in-

teresting," she said, as we
wandered in the walled

gardens of her Beverly Hills

home. "I tried every imagin

able style in my first boy part

and nothing looked right. Sud-
denly I remembered Jackie Coo-
gan. I experimented with his hair,

cut and it worked. For Beverly I

used the boy bob that for-

tunately sprang into style jusl as

I needed it." M
But tho she finds male attire

gives a freedom unknown to
1

ruffles and Spanish shawls",
.Marion would not exchangi
pretty dress for all the brccche

I hunt fairies," she whispered. "The
ones without wings I can catch all

right, but the ones with wings I have
a heck of a time getting!"

And she was off again, busily, to

hover over the sundial with little

cupped hands.

This' child finds magic in her
aunt's sunny acres, and some
of that magic has filtered

over the walls into the lives

of less fortunate babies.

Not that Marion Davies
told me. Her left hand
probably spends many
wakeful nights won-
dering what her right

hand is doing. It was
Eleanor Boardman who
gave away the beautiful

secret.

Eleanor and I were hav-
ing lunch the day before
Christmas when news was
brought that Marion Davies
had the "flu."

"What shall we do about the

babies' Christmas !" almost

wept Eleanor. " Marion's mak-
ing Christmas for a whole

orphan asylum and we've had such

glorious time getting ready."

day Ma

t tlK

Marion is Hollywoc
And its best hostes

well, that's somethir ; Mar,

: popular diplomat,
for her charities—
n wont let you talk

in the country.

"I'M glad I'm a girl. 1 think it's fun to be waited on.

I think men haw a harder time and I wouldn't change
places with one of them for anything. J dont think little

boys have a toy to compare with a little girl's doll, and
I'd' rather play house than jump fences, and keep house
than be a business woman."
Among the gayly colored snapdragons and stocks that

fringed the brick walls, the purple and gold of the pansies

under the rose trees, she looked like a flower in daffodil-

yellow sweater matching her daffodil-yellow hair. >

"Beverly was fun. I dont know when I've had such

a good time on a picture. It isn't going to be like the

story. It will be 'Graustark of Beverly Hills' rather.

You see. the director didn't like the story. / wanted to

do "Twelfth Night.' The studio thought Shakespeare
wouldn't be so good on the screen—they may be right, I

dont know!—so the two stories were considered together,

and a tale of a girl who masqueraded as a boy

—

Prince

Oscar—was evolved."

Ix this same garden with its narrow pools and its flagged
* walks, its green slopes and barberry hedges, Marion's
little niece may be seen going about her happy "secret" play.

It seems that or
* returning fron
disabled veterans

Hospital, saw ;

building she ha

noticed. A dejec

fant sat on the r

drably-gowned si

Over the fence.

"What's that place?" inquired the blue

"It's the home for children of veterans who died

World War," was the reply.

"That.'" The very tone of her voice wouk
warned anyone who knew her that something

have to be done about this!

Something was done, and now a new home fo

to th

dingy little

not before
-looking in-

ly step. A
girl hung

ed star.

these

children—all under seven—is going up among the lovelie

of Calif' irnia's hills.

"Santa Claus' Sister" as one of the babies aptly

christened their benefactress, did not content herself with

useful gift- to them at holiday season Each tiny girl

rejoiced in the very nicest doll to be found in the city—

a

doll that could walk and talk and shut its eyes—a doll

big enough to be hugged! Scooters, kiddie cars and
velocipedes satisfied the yearnings of every wee boy.

And, oh, the pretty dresses, for the girls, every one
different ! The up-to-date long trousers and little shirts,

for the little boys, even kid gloves and small canes!

O t feminine stars may boast that their homes are

jular bachelor quarters," that their friends may
come and go as they please and see them occasionally, if

(Continued on page 74)
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A Good Job
for a Bright

Young Man

OF late, the screen spotlight

has been turning a hit from
the stars and shining instead

on (he directors, not so much
because the director's name appears in

letters almost as large as the actor's, but

because there has arisen a new school of

directors, bright, sincere fledglings, who look

on each new picture as an adventure, a creation

that must somehow be better than the one that preceded
it, and one that must
individuality.

We have had and ah
fiths and our Brenons i

our Pick fords and our
And in the same way i

the screen within the
]

also crowding to the

Perhaps the
" "new"

should

the

sad

were recogi

with the sti

Directori;

tion that E

are desiral

that had
of the wort
Movies tod

wrought en
erallv speal

they used

unimaginabl
alized that

realistic, mc
have cast a

the

bear the stamp of its creator's

rays will have with us our Grif-

.nd our Cruzes, just as we have
Swansons and our Talmadges.

i.u new Faces have been flooding

ast year or two. new genius is

front in the directorial field,

lould he qualified; perhaps it

discovered." for like most of

played as extras lie fore they

directors were not unacquainted

standards have advanced with the realiza-

motion picture could he no better than

True, a good story and a good Mar
hut there have been many pictures

ilher and were raised into the class

irthwhile, solely thru the merit of the director,

iday are much more subtle, more carefully

ns than the works of ten years ago. gen-

Comedies are not the slap-dash things

ie, nor are thrillers the highly colored.

elodramas of yesterday. As it" they re-

pictures of the future must he more
rtistic affairs, the men who produce films

into the two professions for directors—
journalism for its yield of the realistic and art for its

V contribution of the aesthetic.
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By Selma Robinson

Frank Tuttle is an ex-journal-
ist. He's an enemy of the
stereotyped and a champion

of the novel

And so it happens that
** men like Monta Bell.

Gregory La Cava. Frank
Tuttle. 'Mai St. Clair and
Edmund Go ul ding, to

mention only a handful of

names, have brought to pic-

tures the style of their indi-

vidual talents—sophistication.

w him sicalit y . thought fulness

1& and scintillation.

Perhaps because be is the new-
the new. Gregory La Cava

should be introduced first. Here he is

then—a serious-eyed young man of about
thirty-four years. You would never believe that

such a thoughtful person could turn out a picture as light

and delight fid as "W'omanhandled." his initial Para-
mount production, but tor that matter, you'd nevei

that he drew for the animated cartoons the countless

Mutts and Jeffs, the Krazy Kats and the other pen-and-

inklings that cavorted on the silversheet.

Then it should he explained that La Cava is at heart

an artist, that if the urge to live bad not been as

as the urge to create, he would now be painting land-

scapes and still life-. He studied at the forem
school in Chicago, the Academy ^i Design, when he de-

cided with disquieting suddenness, that I

important as to paint.

D w, a starving artist sounds much better than it

<'-' feels." Mr. La Cava said, "and I concluded that I

would have to find work of some sort. I wandered into

cartooning and liked it. but after a few years I tl

I'd like to try a real picture. For a while I hung around
the studios, familiarizing myself with the technique and
trying my hand at a comedy or two. I alv.

lie up with a big company that could afford to try out

new ideas, so naturally 1 am enjoying my work with

Famous. 1 assisted during the filming of 'The

Punch' and "The Lucky Devil." hut AYomanhaiK...

my first independent production for Paramount.
"1 have been asked whether I wouldn't have preferred

to be an artist. At one time. I would have, but r

for 1 find in the motion pictures an opportunity to ei



And some ambitious newcomers are

learning the business of directing

motion pictures. You may loo\ to

them for some of the big pictures of

the future

egory La Cai
rtoonist, has
,nal prom.se

all that I learned at the

Academy, Basically, the

movies are a series of

pictures, each complete in

itself. Every little turn

of the camera represents a
new study, and the same
laws that govern painting,

also govern this succession

of pictures we call the movies
—movement, construction, light

and shade. Of course, I dont
consciously utilize everything I

learned, hut when one studies for a
long time, the principles become a sub-

conscious part of him."

Ioxta Bell, who left his edi-

torial chair on the Washington
Herald to take up the megaphone, lias

already carved a name for himself not

only as one of the outstanding among
the younger directors but among all direc-

tors. His first contact witli pictures was as

assistant to Charles Chaplin, when "A Woman
Paris" was being filmed. His "Broadway

{Continued on page 108)

That Real Glyn Touch
Now Elinor Glyn has decided that Antonio Moreno has "It."

Which means that Antonio has been selected as leading man in

Mme. Glyn's newest picture, "Love's Blindness." Unless a man
has "It," he can't play in one of Elinor Glyn's pictures. It is the

highest honor that can fall to an actor—to be chosen for a

But let us S iv- e credi t to Mm e. Glyn . It was the author of

"Three Wee ies" who appearec upon the scent at a critical

moment in he career of Glor a Swan son. Elinor old Gloria

that she had "It. ' Glo ria has s nee ou grown El nor neverthe-

less, the adv ice of the English author once was of great help

to the star. Elinor alsc> gave a big lift to Aileen Pr ngle when
she selected her to play the le ading ole in "Thre e Weeks."
She brought jor n Gilb ert into the lirr elight when she picked

him for "Hi s H our."

And so, as a writer , Elinor has proved the.t sh ;'s a good
prophet.
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AND HERE IS THE CHARM OF NOVARRO
'Says Harry Carr: "Ramon is, in real life, a good deal as he is on the screen. He is always charming—fas-

cinating. Always cool, easy, merry and studiously polite, with a courtesy that is gentle, polished, but sincere.

I

But at the same time I am always more or less expecting Ramon to make a final bow and step back into the
piece of tapestry from which I am sure he has stepped down"



Brickbats for Ramon
"All the bouquets have been used up," writes Harry Carr. "Nothing is

left to heave at him but brickbats"

By Harry Carr

Here is a shrewd and keen analysis of the

most inscrutable and elusive personality of

the screen. Mr. Carr calls his article

"Brickbats for Ramon." When you read

it, you will see that it is one of the highest

tributes ever paid a star by any critic

. swat at Ramon, I discover

OUR friend, Ramon
Xovarro, has reached
a perilous island.

The bouquets
have all been used up ; noth-

ing is left to heave at him"

excepts brickbats.

All right, then ; here come
the Irish nosegays.

Girding up my loins for a

one amazing fact

:

That his shortcomings are also his long comings. His

virtues are also his faults. The very characteristics that

make him a charming actor are also the characteristics

that keep him from being a better one.

In fact, Ramon can wear his brickbats for bouquets;
or throw his bouquets at the nearest tom-cat.

This is the way T size up his case:

His strongest characteristic is a sort of aloof charm.

""There is something about him that is of the blue sky
* and the soft winds of the morning. He is a sort of

living Spring Song. Yet, in another way—as others as

well as I have often said—he is a sort of Sir Galahad.
You think of him as wearing shining armor instead of

Paris garters. I can imagine him as tilting with bright

gleaming lance for the rescue of a maiden in distress

—

jumping down into lions' dens to rescue a cruel lady's

glove.

But, hang it all, 1 never can think of him as ever
marrying the rescued maiden after he has slain the

dragon. Ramon in a domesticated menage with gas bills

and lamb chops and a lawn-mower absolutely horrifies me.
I grow faint when 1 think that Ramon might some day
marry ; and have a baby.

This is at once his strength and his weakness. That he
is not quite of this vulgar, mundane world.

Because you know, after all. there have to be babies.

Otherwise there would be no way to provide young
humans to crawl over Tommy Meighan. And a Tommy
Meighan play without some infants crawling over him is

quite unthinkable.

Other than that, 1 cant see why there should be babies;
but I have no doubt there is some other good reason
for them.

Damon is, in real life, a good deal as he is on the screen.

He is always charming—fascinating. Always cool,

easy, merry and studiously polite, with a courtesy that is

gentle, polished, but sincere. But at the same time I am
always more or less expecting Ramon to make a final

how and step hack into the piece of tapestry from which
I am sure he has stepped down.

Sometimes, from the bottom of my soul I wish he were
given to occasional grouches; suffered from dyspepsia;
and sang off the key. He has too much polished per-
fection.

While he has, to an unusual degree, the gift of easy

intimacy : yet I am always
conscious of the fact that I

am over here and he is over
there.

Somehow or other, I can

never think of Ramon in

connection with any other

person. In a certain way he
is always with other people:

is even dependent upon other people. He has a child's

longing for companionship. Yet, in another way, like

Kipling's cat, he walks alone.

INSTINCTIVELY I always think of Ramon as coming or
* going. As entering or departing. I can never think

of him as settled down to stay. He is steadfast, deter-

mined and reliable—a firm, true friend. Yet strangely

elusive.

In that Naval Academy picture I could never think of

him as one of the many cadets in the ranks. To be, later,

one of a crew of a great battle-ship.

But I could easily think of him as the boy who stood

on the burning deck. Whence all but him had (led.

I could think of him as the boy who held his thumb in

the dike and saved his native land. But I'll be hanged if I

could think of him as superintendent of the city water-

works.

This, again, is his strength and weakness.

For, as we said in the case of the babies, we do, after

all, live in a world with many water companies—but with

few flooded dikes and boys with heroic thumbs.

Damon's greatest strength is that be is one of the really
•^ few romantic characters of the screen. His weak-
ness is that this same characteristic makes it difficult to

lit him into a role of every-dav modern life.

You think of him most easily as Romeo—and as the

lonely prince of Old Heidelberg.

Romeo is. in a sense, a lover—the greatest of all lovers

—the pattern for all lovers. Yet in another sense he is

not a lover at all—i»ot in the sense of one looking for a

lady to share his hearth and home ... to darn his socks

and spank his children. Romeo did not so much have a

tryst with Juliet as he had a tryst with Death.

Xot that Ramon is by nature either tragic or lonely.

Me is alone hut not lonely. In fact, he is witty and gay.

Yet he instinctively flocks by himself.

Ramon's strength is that he walks with confident ex-

alted step into the bright flowered fields of" Romance
where every other actor 1 know would find himself hope-

lessly bogged. Yet his parts are more limited in scope

than many other actors of far less ability.

He can fly higher than any of the others; but fie cant

spread himself over so much territory.

Ramon is a flaming sword; but he cant jt't by as a

carving-knife.

And while flaming swords are great carving-knives

also have their uses.



Dont All

Speak at

nee!
Willard Louis auctions off

Corinne Griffith's costumes
in "Mile. Modiste." Now
who wouldn't step up and

buy?



Just Among Ourselves
A few pertinent and impertinent comments about people we all know

By Agnes Smith

THE loudest explosion along Broad-

way was the opening of Douglas
Fairbanks' picture, "The Black
Pirate." The film drew a rec-

ord number of celebrities and one of

the largest sidewalk crowds of the

year assembled early in the eve-

ning to see the fun.

Naturally, the management
sent for the police to protect the

stars from the ardor of their

adorers and the cops worked so

hard that it was almost impos-
sible for ticket-holders to get in

the theater. The whole affair

was violently mismanaged, so far

as police protection was con-

cerned, and when the picture went
on the screen, a large part of die «
audience was in bad humor.

Whenever a luxurious motor drew
up to the curbstone, the eager women
rushed to get the first glimpse of the

arriving celebrity. Mr. and Mrs. Cecil B. r,

l)e Mille arrived in great state and when
Mrs. De Mille alighted from the motor, the waiting

women pressed forward to identify her. One woman.
standing only a foot away from her. gave her a hasty

glance and, turning to her friend, said in a loud voice.

"Aw, it's easy to see that she isn't anybody of

importance."

And now that little incident is one of Mr. De Mille's

favorite stories.

""Tin-: pupils of the Paramount School graduated at a

dinner and dance, given for them by their sponsoring
company at the Kit/.. The sixteen young hopefuls re-

ceived diplomas—pardon me, contracts—from Mr. Lasky
and some well-chosen words of advice and encourage-
ment.
The picture-

—
"Fascinating Youth"—was shown after

dinner. It is pert, flippant, shallow and rather futile en-

tertainment and none of the sixteen pupils shows any
sign of causing the Atlantic Ocean to burst into flames.

"Buddy" Rogers is the most conspicuously talented of
the boys. He is no world-beater, as yet, but he lias a

sympathetic and engaging personality.

As for the girls, most of them are excellent Charleston
dancers. But what will they do when the Charleston
goes out? All of them are beautiful but none of them
is really interesting. And most of them ought to reduce.
They are overweight.
Even the friendly audience that witnessed the first

showing of the picture showed unmistakable signs of
pleasure when the regular movie people came on the
screen. They greeted Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou.
Lois Wilson, Lila Lee and Clara Bow like long-lost

friends.

And, speaking of the girl graduates, none of them is

as young, attractive or well-mannered as Miss Wilson,
Miss Lee or Miss Bow. In fact, these debutantes seem a

little bit hard, cocky and sure of themselves,

compared with regular actresses of the

screen. When Clara Bow came on the

screen, for instance, she looked like a

restrained young lady in comparison
with the girls of the school.

W»

D.

Gilda Gray, now touring

er own dance act, was
asked to pose in a new photo-

graph with the mayor of a cer-

tain large New York State city,

she graciously assented, without

inquiring into the moral standard

of the city official. But the

mayor refused to pose with Miss
Gray. He said that he was afraid

that the mothers of the city might

resent his appearance with a cabaret

dancer.

Whereupon, Miss Gray sat down and
penned him a note. "I am a mother my-

self." she wrote, "which, sir, is something
that you never can hope to be."

W. Griffith will produce Theodore Dreiser's great

novel. "An American Tragedy." Moreover, he says,

the story will be filmed exactly as written, whatever that

may mean. It probably means, for one thing, that Grif-

fith will hold to the unhappy ending and that he will bow
to no screen conventions in the telling of the dark

story.

There have been so many changes in the cast of "The
Sorrows of Satan" that Griffith has lust some of his

relish for the production. The cast which now appears

in the picture is by no means the one that Griffith origi-

nally hoped to have. To tell the truth, most of Griffith's

pictures are filmed against bad handicaps because the first

and greatest of directors is a hopelessly bad business man.
Some nice fellow with a million dollars to give to art,

ought to turn over the money to Griffith and tell him to

film "An American Tragedy" according to the dictates

of his artistic conscience.

Ami, by the way, the price paid for the screen rights
**• to "An American Tragedy" was ninety thousand dol-

lars. Dreiser never has made any sales to the movies

before, so the ninety thousand dollars is the first big

money to come his way. Anita Loos' extremely funny
hook, "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," has also been pur-

chased by Famous PlayeSrs-Lasky and now there will be

a big Struggle among the young, blonde actresses for the

role of Lorelei, the gorgeous gold-digger.

After discovering Gregory La Cava and working hard

f* to sell La Caya to Famous Players-Lasky, Richard

Dix has been rewarded by having the promising young
director removed from his production unit and handed
to W. C. Fields for his first comedy. La (Viva's protests

did no good and another good working combination lias

been torn asunder. p
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phisticate of tbc

The man who has won stardom with

cal shrug of a well-sel shoulder and the

1 lift of a knowing eyebrow. 1 surveyed

atting in somebody's private office at the

nd 1 found few marks of the suave

e public loves to see him portray upon
seemed rather a pleasant', businesslike,

nan. well pleased with life and what it

in recent months. For Menjou's success,

appears, had not been made in a day

g years of struggle and study and many

Adolphe Menjou takes stock of his celebrated wardrobe

The Perils of the
Adolphe Menjou tells you what to wear

disappointments preceded it and one feels that per-

haps lie is still a trifle surprised at the suddenness with

which it finally came.

"Clothes," he said, "are very subtle things. They
are especially important to the actor because they

reveal character quite as much as do his make-up. his

facial expression^, his manner, and any other details of

his appearance.

"Why, my fir>t job in motion pictures was secured

on the -trength of a borrowed dress suit and th<

that the director needed several men with musta<

""The mustache, by the way. has been an important
•* accessory in Mr. Menjou's career. In the tradition of

the theater, the mustachioed gentleman has always been

a villain oi the deepest dye. Altho Mr. Nlenjou

aspired to the noble role^ of clean-shaven her

he was loath to part with the waxed and pointed adorn-

ment on his upper lip. So he continued to be i

the villain of the various '"pieces" in which he took part.

Little by little, in his portrayal of these roles. '.

suaded the public that a rogue is not necess

and that even a villain may have some qualities of human
lovableness.

"You, yourself." I remarked, "are called th<

dressed man on the screen. How have you achic .

distinction?"

lie smiled. "That is not an easy question to a:>

he replied, "because in the first place it is not s:

the clothes a man wears which give him a web-.

appearance as it is his manner of wearing them. The
style, cut and material of his apparel are not so important

as the way in which he carries the ensemble,"

100)



The two lead-

ing bons-vivants

of the screen

talk t° Helen

Louise Walker
about the dan-

gers of being

well groomed

Morgan

The wrong way to enter a drawing-room-
illustrated by Lew Cody

Weil-Dressed Man
Lew Cody tells you what not to wear

ARRIVING at Lew Cody's dressing-room in

/ \ quest of information on what the well-

^ \ dressed man does not wear, I found
him ensconced in a huge chair, clad in

what looked like pajamas, made of a Navajo
blanket of lurid design. Wire.-, reminiscent of

the permanent wave apparatus, descended from
the ceiling and festooned hi- neck.

"Something new in gentlemen's lounging

robes?" 1 wondered. "Or is this the mascu-
line equivalent of a tea-gown?"

"This," said Mr. Cody, indicating the

strange garment, "is one of the things the well-

dressed man does not wear when receiving

callers. 1 am having my blood cells mag-
netized. It's a nice process. . If yon are too

fat, it makes you thinner. If you are thin, it

makes you take on weight. If you are just

right, it keeps you that way."
'"So that'- how the movie stars do it!" I

cried, delighted to have learned at last the

secret of the perfect figure- on the screen.

Just here. the attendant mopped Mr. Cody's
brow, which had become a trifle steamy.

"One of the things which gives

the man of the world poise and
aplomb," went on Mr. Cody, "is ^^
the knowledge that he is well-

dressed. But the question ari-es—
how does he know? That is hard
to say. But he can frequently tell

when he is wearing the wrong
thing by the reactions of the people ^j^B
he meets.

If a lady faints upon seeing you, you may be
sure you're too scantily attired

"Of course, to begin with, he should

know that he must wear something be-

sides a frown!

"""Then if he observes closely the

effect of his appearance upon his

acquaintances, he can learn which ap-

parel is correct and which is not.

''For instance, if he should wander
into an Inaugural Ball wearing evening

clothes, silk hat, and carrying a cane,

(Continued on page 100)

Brc , derbi es and .

if they c

ck suits should not
too tight for you
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Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks arrive i

New York on their way to Europe for a vacatio

and throw the public into the usual panic

Gossip of the
You need an interpreter these days in Holly-

wood, as the studios are going in heavily for

imported talent. Lon Chaney tries some-
thing new in make-up

I \,,eda

li Charles Vidor and his son, King. The elder

§ Vidor started the boy in the movie business. A"d
now look where he has landed

By Agnes Smith

95r
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OXE must acquire the rating of a linguist it he is to con-

tinue to he of any consequence in the movie world.

There are so few real American actors in Hollywood
that it requires a squadron of interpreters to make a

picture.

Swedes, English, Germans, Italians, Russians. Argentines

and a few other nationalities are hogging the camera away
from our one-hundred-per-cent. American thespians. I under-
hand that Will Hays has already been prevailed upon to place

an embargo on foreign faces. Included in the list of new
immigrants is the Barrymore of Sweden, the Duse of the

Argentine, the Jack Holt of Australia and the Bernhardt of

Norway . . . not to mention Xanook of the Xorth.

The foreign problem is causing much misunderstanding.

During previous months we have related briefly some of the

major troubles. "Bool" Montana lost his wine. A Swede
who for lack of knowledge of our American methods, turned

on the gas in his office without first lighting it. One of out-

foreign ladies said when she started talking salary, the figures

became so involved that rather than try to understand she

just retired and took what they gave her. I know an English

actress who formed a producer's office in this manner: ".Mr.

Blank. I demand mj rights! I demand better stories. Really.

I cannot understand the treatment you have accorded me."

What she should have said is. "I want more jack and I want

to get out of these horse operas you have been handing me or

I'll quit your joint !"

A slap at any one-hundred-per-cent. American is th<

that foreigners are playing the parts oi Puritans in "The
Scarlet Letter." Einar Hansen, a new arrival from Sv

and Marcelle Corday, a girl imported from France, no -

passed thru the studio gate- than they were acting the parts of

Puritans. There i- -rune logic in this, after all. Some of our

Hollywood gals would be greatly miscast as Puritans. Be-

sides, the original turkey shooters came from the old countries

and if we want realism "in the films it is no more than right that

we should fetch a few more over for that purpose.

However, if the foreign invasion continues, some smart pro-

ducer will wake up to the fact that we have an ideal cast for

filming "The Tower of Babel." There wouldn't he a person in

the world who couldn't shed a tear over this picture.

A rf.coro number of movie stars attended the Fourth Annual
i * Ball of the Newspaper Women's Club, held at the Ritz

Carlton in Xew York. The Newspaper Ball is one of the best-

managed and smartest affairs of Xew York's winter season.

Everyone goes and the society crowd from Park Avenue
mingles with the movie and theatrical celebrities. The Army
and Navy are represented, as is Wall :

A lot of the credit for the success of the dance g

Dorothy Herzog. movie reviewer for the Daily Mirror, and

to Theodora Bean, chairman of the committee in the absence

of Louella Parsons.

Altho she was just recovering from a bad cold. Marion

Davies was present and enjoyed herself immensely. Marion



Camera Coasts
Pola and Valentino wont say "yes" or wont
say "no." Hollywood goes in for vaccina-

tions. Other news and anecdotes of your

favorite players

and Milton Howe

wore pink chiffon trimmed with ostrich feathers. May Alli-

son was charming in a lavender gown and Doris Kenyon wore a

green taffeta, made bouffant. Norma Talmadge and Joseph
Schenck were there and so were Gloria Swanson and Henry
Falaise. Lois Wilson looked very dashing in a red gown and
Dorothy Gish wore a black dress with a wide lace collar. And
Ailcen Pringle was very lovely in a costume of powder blue.

Among the others who had tallies were Mr. and Mrs. Albert

Parker, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Meighan, Richard Dix and
Milton Sills.

lux Chaney's next story is to be laid in Mandalay. Chancy
'—'

is developing an entirely new character for the part. lie will

become blind in one eye, due to a cataract forming over the iris.

The miracles of make-up which Chancy performs startle even

the blase of Hollywood, who feel that they know all there is to

know about fake limbs, eyes, etc. Lon's transformations are

so complete and convincing that they excite considerable com-
ment from the people of the profession.

Before perfecting the idea of the blind man. Chancy .-aid he

consulted several physicians to learn if any had effect- would
result from the constant use of the make-up materials on such

a sensitive organ as the eye.

A FAITHFUL little Jap servant accompanies Tom Moore^ wherever Tom may roam. lie looks after everything be-

longing to the actor, even his finances.

Tom has the reputation of being a reckless, care-free Irish-

man who hasn't time to he bothered with financial worries.

When the money runs low in the Moore treasury. Tom always
knows it, for the little Jap will come to him and in a very meek
voice >ay. "Well. Mr. Moore. 1 believe that we had better go
to work, Mr. Moore."

I JNLESS she gets lutter role-. Lois Wilson may sever her con-^ nections with Famous Players-Lasky. Lois has been play-

ing routine parts for a long time and she is far from satisfied

with the progress she ha- been making. As a matter of fact.

Lois is an intelligent actress and her popularity i- of the endur-
ing sort. And so she i> not at all afraid of free-lancing.

CooN after his marriage to Constance Talmadge. Captain
^ Alastair Mackintosh departed from Hollywood and went to

visit friends in Palm Beach. The bride, alas, had to remain in

California to finish a picture. Hut Constance will join her hus-
band later and they will go to Europe for a real honeymoon.

C*DNA PuBVTANCE will return to the screen, they say. The
*—

' name of the picture is "The Sea Gull." And Ethel Clayton
has been signed by Hal Roach to appear in comedies.

Iva de Putti was operated on for appendicitis soon after her
Ll arrival in Xew York. One of her first caller- was Paul
Pern, the Pollyanna of directors. Mr. Bern like- the "vamp"
type and he also enjoys doing good work-. In fact, when a star

is gentleman will get $75,000 fo:

Rudolph Valentino in "The Son of t

And he's worth it. Yes, it's Ge<

They are engaged. Robert Z. Leonard, former
husband, of Mae Murray, is going to marry
Gertrud < Olmstead. And so everyone is happy

47 t
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falls ill, Paul is right there with the doctor. In movie circles,

this amiable weakness is known as Paul's "Armand complex."

""The big moment in the lives of the kitchen mechanic-; of

Hollywood occurred recently when the Lasky studio held

a sale of slightly worn garments from the wardrobe depart-

ment. A portly cook walked away with the pumps Pola

Pola Negri vamps Rudolph Valentino and all the telegraph wires get

\ busy. Will they? Or wont they? The suspense is dreadful

^48
\

Xegri wore in her latest picture. A chauffeur

picked up a few five-gallon hats belonging to

Jack Holt. Raymond Griffith's silk toppers

brought bids from numerous dealers in high-
class high hats. Goods worth thousands of

dollars went under the hammer at a very low
figure during the sale.

Jack Holt's young son, Tim, has a great love

for horses, so his father took him to Del
Monte where the big polo tournament of the

year was being held. Jack's team emerged vic-

tors in their class at the events. After the

games young Tim, who had been nicknamed by
the fashionable crowd as Holt's colt, remarked,
"Gee! I like the way you ride, Daddy, and the

way you hit the ball. It seems to me that you
ought to make a fair polo player some day.''

On the way home Jack and his son motored
past a ranch where several Horses were grazing
on the hillside. "Gee whiz, Daddy !'' exclaimed
Tim. "Look at all those horses going to waste."

Daymoxd Hattox and his old-time buddy.
'Wallace Beery, who made such a screamingly

funny comedy, "Behind the Front," have shed a

nily on their way to the Coast.
i Norma. To the left is her sister ai

And to her right, is her mother



'OfHsasss""!

tear on each other's shoulders and parted, so far as pictures are concerned.
Beery will play a prominent role in "Old Ironsides" and Hatton will pal with

Jack Holt in "Born of the West." The studio is busily engaged in the search

for a story for Hattor. and Beery.

"/^»ood and Naughty" is to be the title of the next Pola Negri
^-* picture. Pola will play the part of a young American business

woman ... an architect. She is to be the ''brains" of a big New
York concern, and Tom Moore is the one who falls in love with her.

C"ecil B. De Mille's latest feat of bravery is comparable to^ Daniel's lion-den act. De Mille had the courage to tell a woman
she was too fat. In answer filed to Agnes Ayres' suit for breach of

contract, De Mille stated that one reason Miss Ayres was not starred

was because she had permitted herself to become too fat, thus de-

tracting from her appearance and charm.

Many caustic words were passed back and forth between the

actress and the producer. When asked if he had told Miss Ayres
she was getting fat, De Mille replied, "I probably conveyed some-
thing to her about it, but I did not say, 'Lady, you are fat.'

"

I AST month we spoke of Pola going to Albuquerque
*-* to meet Rudolph Valentino. This month we will

speak of both of them going to Del Monte only to

meet each other. Marriage rumors, engagement and
elopement stories kept the wires hot for many days
while the two happened to be stopping in the same
town.

It was rumored that an attorney for a large motion picture

concern had warned the couple they couldn't get married until

they had finished their present contracts. Then came a report

from Del Monte that Pola Negri would "not deny nor affirm"

the engagement.
Ho, hum! Lack-a-day.

CVery person in every studio was scratched the past month and
*-~

' a little serum injected to prevent a smallpox epidemic.

Stars, directors, prop boys, publicity men and producers had
something in common to talk about without mentioning -alary.

Many were crippled temporarily when the vaccination took effect.

Legs suffered more than arms in the onslaught of

needle jabbing. Antonio Moreno and Greta Garbo were
the only ones known who took it in the arm. The rea-

son Tony and Greta were vaccinated in

this spot was because they were train-

ing for a dance which they do in their

next picture. The vaccinating process

is politely referred to in the jargon of
pictures as long shots and close-ups. If

the patient was stabbed on the arm. he
received a close-up. The leg operation

was alluded to as a long shot.

""Those who like realism in pictures
*• will be ' astonished at the fact that

Olive Borden, who plays Eve in "Fig
Leaves," will wear fifty thousand dol-

lars' worth of clothes, thus putting the

original Eve's sweet papa to shame to

the tune of about forty-nine thousand
nine hundred and ninety-nine. Olive is

the only one of the Wampus baby -tars

of last year to attain stardom. Within
the short period of twelve months she
arose from obscure parts to the halo
position of cinema society. She should

(Continued on page 78)

Anna Q. Nilsson has her little joke,
presents Captain Roald Amundsen wi

the old pitching arm!
Murray swings a pie

ith the art and finesse he
learned in his youth



Movies are filmed

to make money.
But Rupert Julian

(eels that it would
also be possible to

film artistic two-
reelers for the en-

joyment of sophisti-

cated audiences

Here is a plan for

experimenting in

inexpensive films

that need not be
made for the com-
mercial market.
Read the article and
see what you think

of Mr. Julian's idea

Melbourne Spurr

Starting Something New
By Jane Tilton

C.KING somewhere in the back of the mind of even-

big producer or director is the dear dream of the

picture he zvoilld make if only the public would
let him

!

"Ah, in five or six years when these pictures grow up!"
sighs Lubitsch.

"We cant touch that—it's beautiful but it ends

unhappily !"

"The fans wont like that—it's whimsical and charm-
ing, but they wont understand it !"

"Yes, we'd like to do that—but it's too grim. I know-

it's powerful and the screen could handle it mere dramati-

cally than the stage does, but 'they' dont care for somber
subjects."

So they tell you, with regretful little shakes of the

id.Dut Rupert Julian cU He believes he ki

oes nc

lows h

come true, and what i

"Publishers," he says, "

sellers,' but they pu out

stories of such tone, theme
instead of masses. dicv c

they dont expect to 1 lake a

se 'als<

of the race.

"Producers can do the sa
" 'Highbrows' com] )lain tl

average intelligence o f child

tors contend that so main
people of all ages wl o eith

attend the theaters tl at this

"Grant you that. [ dont

let's grant it, anyway

50

to make the '"dear dream"
is about to test his theory.

re their money on 'best

hook-, ol" verse, essays,

style as appeal to classes

do this at a loss, altho

tune out i »f it—and once

ns' comes out at the head

thing with pictures.

pictures are made for the

aged twelve, and exhibi-

mg people and so many
ant or dont care to think

ndition will alwaj s exist.

that I agree with it. but

"The solution is to make two-reel pictures, well acted,

well directed, with big names and absorbing stories, and

make them so economically that they can be marketed
to advantage to a smaller, discriminating public.

"These two-reelers would correspond to one-act plays

on the stage, or short stories in magazines, and could be

offered as an evening of rive two-reelers. or one- or two-

reeler and a feature picture, or perhaps they might be

used with a program of music, dancing, educational films,

etc.. or they might be taken out with concert tours.
" 'That's all very well, you may say. but big name- and

ctors cost money and cant be wasted on tw •

-

reelers
'"

"J_Fr-Kr.'s the catch:
* A "Suppose these are made at a studio where a

regular stock company of excellent actors is maintained

—the salaries of these stars ami featured players are paid

whether they are working or not. and many big pictures

have scenes in which two or three of them are not

working.

"The two-reeler could be shot at the same time the

feature is being made, and the elaborate sets built for

the big picture could also he utilized by the little one. by

shooting from a different camera angle, cl

draperies, using small corn* I used in the

chief story, and furnishing it with stuff from th«

room.
"Saw He Mille is making 'The Volga Boatman,' a

Russian story. He is using William Boyd,

Edeson, Julia Faye and Elinor Fair of the stock com-

pany, and has had built some magnificent Russian sets

ami had made some gross of authentic Russian costumes

for it.

.- Ill)



WHY IS HOLLYWOOD?
Mr. Brewster tells you of the various factors that have made the

California city the film center of the world

By Eugene V. Brewster

IT
is not sunlight and climate, as most people suppose,

that have made Hollywood the motion-picture produc-

ing center of the world. It was not these things that

caused Al Christie to bring the old Xestor Company
to Hollywood on October 27, 1911, which was the real

beginning. It was because that company and other "in-

dependents" were being chased all over the East Coast
by subpoena service from the Federal Government be- .

cause they were using cameras that were alleged to be

infringing on the protected rights of the then movie trust—"The Motion Picture Patents Company."
In those early days daylight studios were the rule and

Kleig lights had not yet come into use, but nowadays
daylight studios are practically unknown.
There are many reasons why the studios gradually

centered in and around Hollywood, mainly, locations,

characters, "props" and co-operation. Of course, the

climate is an important element because every picture

contains numerous scenes which must be shot out of

doors, and California seems to have more sunlight and
fair weather than any other locality in this hemisphere.

The air is warm and balmy all day long, even in mid-
winter; there

is very little

rain and
practically no
storms, and
therefore one
starts off
w i t h a
splendid ad-

vantage in

Hollywood,
regardless of

his purpose.

Even so, the

studios here
are all pro-

vided with
artificial
light and
heat, the
early morn-
ings and eve-

nings being
quite cool.

The great-
* est variety

of locations
in the world
can be had in

California in

the shortest

time. One
can leave a

H ollywood
studio at
seven in the

Photo by Pacific & Atlantic

Just a nice, quiet home wedding. Cons
were married with little fuss and frill at

McAllister, Buster Keaton, Mrs. Peg
Schenck and the bride's two sisters, No.

bridegroom went to Palm Beach a:

morning and by half-past eight be in the wildest country

imaginable or on a seventeen-thousand-acre ranch. In

four hours one could be up in the mountain lake region.

In a day and a half one could be in Truckee, where the

bulk of the winter and snow pictures are made. In a <e

day one can be in a little town north of San Franciscc^
which looks for all the world like an old-fashioned Newjiy
England village. In forty-five minutes one can be on and

deserted strip of Pacific Ocean beach. In three hours'"''

one can be on the barren desert, which has served for

hundreds of settings for sheiks and Shebas. In an hour
one can be in the midst of shipping at what is now the

third port in the United States in ocean-going commerce.
If une wants a city street, the city of Los Angeles with

its million inhabitant- provides every conceivable variety;

many of its streets are purely American and others quite

foreign in appearance.

Ever since Pioneer Al Christie led the movie produc-
tion world to Hollywood, there has been a general influx

of people from all over the civilized world who are

interested one way or another in the motion-picture in-

dustry, and naturally there has grown up in Hollywood
a great army
of workers
of all kinds

and of all

nationalities.

Every con-
ceivable type

is avail-
able, even
"f r e a k s."

Thus, if a
picture cast

requires a
banker, an
Indian, a fat

man, a thin

or a one-
legged man,
a giant, a

d w a r f, a

bearded lady,

a Chinaman
—or whatnot
—they can
be had in
Hoi lywood
o n a m o-

ment's notice.

If the cast

requires a
circus, a
tribe of Indi-

ans, a men-
age ri e of
wild animals,

(Cont'd on
page 109)

e Talmadge and Captain Alastair Mackintosh
ingame, California. In the party were Judge
ladge, William Rhinelander Stewart, Joseph
and Natalie. A week after the ceremony the
\e bride returned to work in Hollywood

PAflU
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New Stars
""This month might have been
1

called child star month be-

cause some of the very best

performances on the screen have
been given by children. Some
of these names may be new ones
to you, but you ought to learn

them, for we feel that you are

h going to hear more from them.

I Virginia Marshall became one
I of the youngest leading ladies

1 when she appeared with Tom
I Mix in "My Own Pal." She is

just seven years old, you know,
and that's quite young to take

over the responsibility of a lead-

ing lady. But Virginia does it

so well that people leaving the
theater are heard talking of her
with as much praise as they
bestowed on Tom Alix and
Tony.

Billy Butts plays a very im-
portant role in "The Tough
Guy" with Fred Thomson. He
gets into some really dangerous
situations and he goes thru them
without batting an eye. He cer-

tainly must be a brave little

e, 1926

Director McGowan, who make;
has two daughters of his own. Hei

with their parents

Some of the month's
best acting has come
from our small friends.

Have you seen them?

boy. One of the pleasant
things that comes his way is

his close association with Silver
King. He rides him at top
speed and that ought to make
any boy happy.

Little Mary Louise Miller
shared starring honors with
Rin-Tin-Tin in -The Night
Cry." You simply must not
miss this picture, for it's one of
the best that the wonderful dog
ever made. Mary Louise, as
the baby in the family, is car-

ried off by a huge condor. You
almost hold your breath as he
soars high in the air with this

tiny child and when she is res-

cued by Rinty you will want to

clasp your hands with joy.

Frankie Darro, a favorite of
long standing, has two roles to

his credit this month. He plays

in "Born to Battle" with Tom
Tyler and in "Kiki" with Norma
Talmadge.

Letters to the Editor
Movie Jr. pays one dollar for the best letter received during tl nth

Detty Jacobsen, 34 New Britain Avenue, Hart-
ford, Connecticut, is the winner of the

one-dollar prize which Movie Jr. offers every
month to the little boy or girl who writes us
the most interesting letter. We are pub-
lishing Betty's letter.

"Today I went to the movies and
saw Mary Pickford in 'Little Annie
Roonev.' I grade this picture excel-

lent, for tho it was a little sad there
were so many laughs vou forget the
sadness.

"Mary Pi ckfori

her fn' more : kid pictures

them. All my 1"run. Is

'Little Annie Rooricv' likec

others were
;
jood, but Mar

Here is another letter w
that our Jiinior

good critics. Tlris was
Leona Chalmers. of Phils

"About a iiionth a°o I s

Fairbanks a:ihI M ary Vsl

Q.' It was excel

pictures I 1lave seen in

Doug was WOluk Tful in

the tricks h e did . His
helped to ma ke tin: picture

Mai Asl lot of praise."

Francis Hyoms writes to tell us how much
he likes Movie Jr. \Yc couldn't find his address
on his letter, but this is what he says:

"I think it's a lovely idea to make a special

\ place for us children. It makes us feel so

?52
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r

important. T always turn to these pages first

thing.

"The movie I have enjoyed most this year
was 'A Kiss for Cinderella.' Tom Moore
sure docs make a fine policeman. I liked

Betty Bronson better in 'Peter Pan.' I

would like to have been one of those
children who attended that marvelous
ball."

Marjo
New

ie Hughes.
York, pays

rtsville,

her compliments.

Do you think Ric
Dix still looks like

"I just love Movie Jr. and couldn't

begin to tell you which thing I like

best in it There are so many nice

things. I am glad we have such

a nice Answer Man. J

funny with his fat stomach."

Anna G. Hawks. 121 Summit Ave-
nue Summit. New Jersey, is another

m devoted reader.

"One of the reasons I like Movie Jr..

is that they write up :'-

a nice familiar manner. I am very

glad that it has an Answer Man. In the

/ March number I liked the pi

1 know lots of girls here read

Movie Jr. and all of them like it."

There are many, many more '.

n cant publish all of them. Haw
written your letter to Movie Jr.? We an
glad to know what you think of the pic:..

are seeing, who your i;n

which stories and pictures you like in M



Sonny La Marr, adopted
a member of Tom Gallery's

Zasu Pitts and

f Barbara La Marr, has
family, which consists <

little Zasu Ann

The Junior Answer Man
D OSE.— These actresses^ are just five feet tall

:

Betty Bronson, Dorothy
Gish, Bessie Love, Dorothy
Mackaill, Shirley Mason and

Mary Pickford. Sorry I

couldn't get to you last

month.

MILDRED.—Mae Mur-
ray recently secured a di-

vorce from Robert Z. Leon-
ard, the director. She is

not related to Charles Mur-
ray. Mary Kornmann is

about eleven years old and
Jackie Coogan is twelve.

Watch the magazine next

month for June birthdays.

XELSOX.—Jackie Coogan
is now wearing his hair

parted in the middle. Wesley
Barry is eighteen. Mickey
Bennett is twelve and you
will see him soon in "The
Old Army Game." He went
to Florida to make part of

that picture. You're a funny
boy. You didn't ask about
a single girl.

DOLORES.— Kin- Tin-
Tin is eight years old. He
has been in pictures three

years. His owner and
trainer is Lee Duncan. His
latest picture is "The Night
Cry," and he has been going around to the larger cities making
personal appearances when that picture was shown. Dolores
Costello is twenty years old. She has been in pictures about a
year. Dolores is her real name. Is it your real name, too?
Jackie Coogan was born October 26, 1914. He was born in

Xew York Citv, but he has lived most of the time in

California.

MARY JANE.—Write to Farina in care of
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City. California,
and I think he will send you a photograph.
Richard Dix was born July 18, 1894. Hoot
Gibson's address is Universal Studios,

Universal City. Write to Leslie Fenton
at Fox Studios, 1401 Western Avenue,
Hollywood.

HELEN.—John Gilbert will send
you a photograph if you write to

him at Metro-Goldwyn Studios,
Culver City. Wait until you see him
in "The l!i<4 Parade." He's great
as a soldier.

BETTY.— Maxine Jones has
never appeared on the screen. She
is in Europe now with her mother
and father. You might ask the
Fox Publicity Department, Tenth
Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, New
York City, for a picture of Maxine
and her horse. Ruth Mix is in her
early twenties. Her latest picture is

"The Girl From Oklahoma," a Ward
Lascelle production. Sally O'Neil was
born October 2.1 1908.

MIRIAM.—We dont furnish home ad-
dieses of the stars, but you can write to

Mae Murray in care of Metro-Goldwvn Stu-
dios, Culver City. Viola Dana and Shirley
Mason are sisters. Lloyd Hughes is Irish and
American. His big police dog is named King.

Joe Frank Cobb
Answers the questions
asked, by our junior readers

know that you like her.

QUESTIONELLE—IS
that a French word? Spec
O'Donnell played in "Little

Annie Rooney" a..d not

Mickey Daniels. Norma
Talmadge is thirty-two;
Lillian Gish, thirty, and
Marie Prevost, twenty-eight.

Lillian Gish is not under
the direction of D. W. Grif-

fith now. Victor Seastrom
is directing her in "The
Scarlet Letter."

MILDRED.—Sure I like

being the Jr. Answer Man,
altho I get some pretty stiff

questions sometimes. Sally

O'Neil has three sisters and
six brothers. Her sister,

Sue O'Neil, is with Hal
Roach Comedies. The easi-

est way to get a picture of

a star is to write to him or

her and enclose twenty-five

cents. Richard Dix's ad-

dress is at Famous Players

Studios, Sixth and Pierce

Avenues, Astoria, Long
Island.

FRANK.—When Our
Gang goes on location we
always take along Mrs.
Carter, who hears our daily

lessons just the same as if

lessons on the deck of the big steamer coming and going between
Los Angeles and the island.

TOMBOY TESS.—Mr. McGowan says he couldn't use
any more children in Our Gang now. George AH

played the part of Nana the dog in "Peter Pan."

MILDRED.—You had better forget it. There
are enough children here for all the parts
that need them.

WILLIAM.—Noah Beery has a son
who is ten years old. Wallace Beery
has no children.

BEATRICE.—} iu must be going to

do a lot of wr ting. Here are the
addressee von asked for : Norma
Talmadge, Uni ted Studios, 5341
Meln.se \venu j, Hollywood; Bebe
Daniels. Famou s Players, Sixth and
Pierce Aven nes, Astoria, Long
Island; Doroth Mackaill, Marshall
Neilan Studios 1*45 Glendale Boule-
vard, liollywo ,d; Tom Mix, Fox
Studios address given above. Xorma
was horn at N agara Falls, May 2,

1897. She has lark-brown hair and
eyes. She bega i her screen career

as an extra wi h Vitagraph. Bebe

orn in Dallas, Texas, January 14,

01. Her motht r and grandmother
e with her here in Hollywood.

Swedish actor swings
BETTY B.—You v ill see Muriel Frances little Doris Molloy
ana next in "Mike.' She will be glad to between s

WARREN. — Jack Mulhall and Dorothy
Mackaill are playing together in "Subway

Sadie." The picture is being made in New
York City.

ELIZABETH.—Mary McAlister and Kenneth
Harlan will be seen together in "The Sap." Sally

Ann is the name of the Carewe baby which
arrived February 27th. H
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Elmer Clifton took a vivid page frc

history and transferred it to the sere

to the Sea in Ships"

IT
was in the little cutting-room in the west fortieth

streets that Elmer Clifton, director, asked us what we
thought constituted an epic picture. Had we never

before spoken to him, we probably would have taken

this for the cue to expostulate at length upon a subject

about which we knew comparatively little. And just as

probably Mr. Clifton would have listened patiently and
would thereby have flattered us into the belief that we
were really telling him something.

But having" discovered long since that it is a custom of

What Is An
Epic Picture?
Elmer Clifton gives this definition: A
great film is produced when a great

thought is told in a simple way by an
expert technician

his (and one which other directors might well emulate)
to ask questions from the least significant wayfarer about
things to which he has devoted considerable thought, we
turned the question, slightly changed, upon him:
"What docs constitute an epic picture, Mr. Clifton?"

w:e inquired.

And we are going to pass along some of the things

which he said to us, as he sat cutting away on his latest

film.

" Ax epic picture is produced, I believe, when (1) a great

^^ thought (2) is told in a simple and understandable
way i 3) by expert motion picture technicians.

"I want to stress that point—co-operation. Unless
every man working on the picture, from director to the

man who runs the projection machine in the smallest

village theater, executes his work efficiently, the greatest

theme can never get over to the public in epic form.
"But, on the other hand, a picture may be an excellent

illustration of good craftsmanship, as many of the so-

called epic pictures of today are, and still not be epic if

the great thought is lacking. For that is of primary im-
portance. It is something more than art. It is some-
thing more than craftsmanship, or tricks of photography.
It is the it of the picture, the spirit.

I

When 'The Covered Wago
idea back of the picture wa

i" was first planned, the producers thought they were making just anothe
s greater than they imagined at the outset. And so what was to be m<

r Western picture. Th
rely a routine feature
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Most pictures are made for the entertain-

ment of a few hours. Only a small per-

centage of films attain a permanent place

on the screen and in the affections of the

public. "The Birth of a Nation," "The

Big Parade," "The Covered Wagon," "The

Miracle Man" and "Down to the Sea in

Ships" belong to the list of great

achievements.

By MlGNON RlTTEM'HOUSE

"What then is this great thought? We will consider

it as a thought to which sentimental and calloused alike

respond, for it conveys a universal truth which uproots

us from our own small selves, makes us become an im-

personal part of some vast life current. It arouses -acred

memories. It always inspires, and teaches progress.

"No picture which has for its theme morbidness, or

that teaches the futility of human existence: no picture.

be it ever so carefully handled, which is trite of theme, or

lacks inspirational powers, can be termed epic, according

to our understanding of the term."

"W7ITH this definition in mind, let us consider some of
** the pictures which seem offhand to possess epic

qualities. Agnes Smith gives a list of ten: "The Birth

of a Nation," "The Big Parade." "Down to the Sea in

Ships," "Way Down East," "Tol'able David." "Greed."
"The Last Laugh," "The Kid," "The Covered Wagon."
and "Stella Dallas."

Elmer Clifton gives a lLt of four: ''The Birth of a Na-
tion," "The Big Parade," "The Covered Wagon." "The
.Miracle Man." and adds with due modesl
"The critics were kind enough to say that one of my

own pictures, 'Down to the Sea in Ships,' i- an epic. It'

this is so, the only reason 1 can see for its inclusion is

the quality of authenticity carried by the picture. It was
taken from the Biblical quotation: 'They that go down

to the sea in ships, that do business in great waters.
these see the works of the Lord, and his wonders in

the deep.'

"My Quakers were real Quakers; they were children

and grandchildren of those who lie buried in the little

Quaker churchyard at New Bedford. One eighty-five-

year-old lad}-, garbed in the Quaker costume of her
grandmother, was seen to make her tottering way into

the churchyard while we were shooting a scene outside

the Quaker church. Standing over a tiny mound marked
only by a plain, unimposing slab (the Quakers are only
permitted to have the least adorned of monuments, two

(Continued o.. page 74)

11 its so rdidne s, the product on of "Greed" wa
ated by a great idea. But unfortuna telv says M

Clift >n, the theme was too unpleasan
This one : srally rev,

ng pictur<
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If You Love

Your Work
Then you are willing to

fight for it, as Olive
Borden has discovered

By Alice Leslie

widowed very young, had supported
them both in Norfolk's business

circles, doing things she hated, chafing

under routine, but keeping stead-

fastly on for her child's sake.

"If you wont go to school, you
must work, Olive. I do not believe

in idling. 'Work is the most vital

thing in life, if you love what you are

doing. Tell me what you want to do,

and I shall see that you do it." said

the wise mother.

!:

Autrey

WE stood at the foot of the steps to the

Rajah's palace—four-year-old Christinas

of Japan and I — where the palm-
bordered waters purled about the feet of

fearsome plaster frogs with eyes as big as tennis

balls. But we did not look at the frogs.

Above us, before the red and blue and gold of
the palace, stood the Rajah and the Rajah's son

—

John Ince, in naval uniform, and Olive Borden,
vivid as a flame in her royal robes. The cameras
were shooting from the side and we could see the

tragedy in Olive's sensitive face. She and John were
parting forever.

"When that lady is sorry. T think I must cry !" sigh(

baby Christinas, tears standing in her beady eyes.

The very new star in the cinema heavens who earned
that moving tribute is not yet nineteen. She comes from
Virginia, has the dark hair and eyes, the gallant bearing
and the soft rich drawl of the South.

She has climbed high in a short time, hut she has not
found the way an easy one. It has been literally a road
of bruises and blisters, of danger, discouragement and
near disaster.

Olive was sixteen when she announced to her business-

woman mother that she would not go back to school.

For fourteen of those sixteen years, Airs. Borden,
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Olive, who had always been mad about dramatics, did

not hesitate. "The screen. Let's go to Hoi!;.

she cried.

They went.





vill be a "vamp" an English vamp in the

Griffith picture, "Sorrows of Satan"

FOR rive years at school I studied German, wrapping
my tongue around umlauts and gutturals, all without

a purpose. Once 1 had occasion to direct a German
woman who had lost her way, hut that was ahout

all, and I cursed the youthful improvidence that made me
study such a language when I might have studied French

and bought myself a frock in Paris at regular, not Amer-
ican, prices. But now, it's all ridiculously clear to me.

Now I see why I plodded thru five cases and three

genders and millions of irregular verbs. To meet Lya de

Putti, of course.

Meeting Lya de Putti is an event. When she first

landed on our shores, the ship-news reporters, than-

whomest of cynics, who have met every celebrity from

the Prince of Wales to Gloria Swanson, declared her to

be the most fascinating trans-Atlantic passenger they

had ever interviewed. Lovely to look at, charmingly

mpathetic. these are only a few

jf a murky wave oi

the country, hut not

nown. The ship-news men.

mannered, intelligent, symj

of her attributes.

publicity, Putti was known
exactly as she wains to he

accustomed to notoriety seekers, were a little surprised

to see her. They had expected quite a different sort ot"

person. I, too. from the reports my friends had brought

back from abroad of Germany's most talented film

actress, was quite unprepared for her.

Dutti—that's what everyone calls her—is of that

* cuddly height known as petite. Her jet-black hair is

cut like Colleen Moore's, and she has large, dark eyes that

\seem larger and darker because of the forest of black
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"No Spik

English"
Lya de Putti comes to these shores
with only twenty words of our
language. But she has lots of

Patou gowns and good intentions

By Selma Robinson

lashes that surrounds them. Her mouth is quite

- tb« ' quaintest I have seen, like an exaggerated
Cupid's bow. Her figure is slim and graceful and

in her short Patou frock with its Peter Pan collar

she looked like a schoolgirl. She dresses exquisitely.

Already she is learning to speak English. She
boasted that she knew twenty words which she recited

to me with ge-tures so that I should be sure to under-
stand. "Denk you. Opp. Don. I em verry gled to

meet you. Yes. Xo. How do you do." She told me
in German, in that husky little voice of hers, how much
she loved being in America. "Ich bin so gliicklich frier

zu sein."

"All of us in Germany have heard tales of the sincerity

of you Americans, oi your generosity, your friendliness

and the gallantry of your men. Rut I thought they were
all exaggerations and now I see that they were true." she

-aid. "What impresses me most is your straight forward-

ness. On the Continent there is so much sly whispering,

malicious go<sjp most of it. Oh. 1 am so happy to be

here. Do you know what I did on the day after I landed?
I wrote a long letter to all my friends at the UFA
studios where I worked, telling them how wonderful a

place tiiis is. I have been here such a short time, but

already I have forgotten that I have ever lived elsewhere."

VY/hex Putti talks, her eyes talk. too. When she tells

** how she regrets the ugly rumors that preceded her

here, there's only one thing you feel like doing—slaying

the foreign press-agent who started the scandal. There
was one story that her trunks were being held for non-

payment oi rent, hut strangely enough, when she arrived,

eight trunks full of new gowns, wraps and suits, made
for Iter by Patou followed her. In it was her wardrobe

for the entire year, proving that she is a conservative

person who realizes that good lines and simplicity are the

essentials of d

Come to think of it, that same simplicity is the .

oi Lya de Putti herself. There is nothing site will not

tell you if you ask her. 1 asked her about her life, how-

she happened to become an actress.

"When 1 was only a little child. I used to dress myself

in pretty rags and dance before the mirror." she told me.
"1 begged my mother to send me to dancing sc

that 1 could learn to he a dancer, but she was horri

the very idea of it. A dancer in a theater ! Instead. I

was .-cut to a convent, hut the strict seclusion



THAT'S OUT Some random shots by Tamar
Lane. With pictures by Harry

Taskey

Figure This Out

CONDUCTING a column such as this,

ments critically upon the

various screen favorites,

one learns many peculiar

and interesting things. One
learns them, I say, but one does

not always understand them.
After several years of scrib-

bling anent film matters, the writer has

discovered one fact that particularly

puzzles him. Such players as Ramon
Novarro, Valentino and Douglas Fair-

banks, for instance, are great and uni-

versal favorites. Yet it is possible to

comment adversely upon them, or their

works, without arousing much antagon-

ism. In fact, I have written at various

times uncomplimentary things about all

these players without arousing a dissenting

voice.

But there are three favorites on the screen

whom it is impossible to criticize adversely,

or even comment upon in slightly unfavor-

able tones, without arousing a complete

storm of protest.

The Big Three

""This favored trio is none other than—now
prepare yourself for a shock—Thomas

Meighan, Lon Chancy and Milton Sills. I have never

yet ventured an opinion about one of these three that in-

ferred, even so delicately, that perhaps they were not the

greatest, grandest and most glorious actors in captivity,

but that I received an avalanche of letters insinuating

that I was everything from a crab to a saphead.

I dont know whether Meighan. Chaney and Sills have

their admirers hypnotized or not.

but I do know that it takes

a five-ton truck for

these boys to

haul their sal-

aries home
every Satur-
day night.

The Unfortunate
Three

(~\N the other hand,^ it is possible to

say unkind things
about certain players

without d r a \

irate response, but to

praise them highly is

a sure sign that the mail

man will shortly arrive

with letters from a reader

in Keokuk or Kalamazoo
informing you that you
are talking thru your hat.

The three players who
stand out most promi-
nently in my mind as fit-

ting into this unfortunate class are: Gloria Swanson,
Mae Murray and Lillian Gish. While each of this trio

has won a legion of admirers, it seems that for some
strange reason they have also

> ' / / lS , , , ,

,

aroused irritation in certain fol-

lowers of the films who seem to re-

sent anything said in favor of

them.

Life's Little Mysteries

\/erily, verily, it takes a better man
V than I am to figure out the whys and
wherefores of the peculiar tastes of the

motion picture public.

Two well-known stars have risen to

fame and fortune simply because the

fans like their horses, and another com-
pany has kept itself out of the receivers'

hands only by virtue of the fact that it

has a police dog star that pack's crowds into

the theaters.

Laugh that off, or explain it—if you can.

Is Gloria Great?

Opeaking of letters, and also to prove my
^ aforesaid contentions, here is a caustic

note recently received from a Detroit fan

:

Dear Mr. Lane:
May I correct an erroneous statement

made by yon in the March issue, vis., that Gloria Swan-
son is ilic greatest artiste in the films today. In this you
are in error. Miss Swanson is a clever craftsman and
rather a good circus performer, but she is not a great

artiste or a good personality. She possesses not one

quality of greatness.

I dont think my Detroit corres-

pondent has a very clear idea

of what constitutes
greatness on the

screen and
I would be in-

terested to
know whom
she would rate

as artists in

preference to

A Simple Meighan
Admirer

^ -L.

nother letter re-

cently arrived
from Los Angeles, signed,

A simple country maiden.

sarcastically bawling out

yours truly because of cer-

tain remarks made of
Thomas Meighan to the

effect that he appealed

largely to the simple folk

of the land.

(Continued on page 107) p
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Honorable

Mention

The outstanding performances

of the month selected by

Laurence Reid



By
Laurence Reid The Picture Parade

sion of Doug-
las Fairbanks
in "The
Black Pirate,"
sketched by
Victor de

The Black Pirate—R< Drama

THE resounding gong of the Fairbanks bell has
rung again and the world of movie patrons pauses
to listen. Doug, the bell-ringer, has again done his

stuff. His newest opus, "The Black Pirate." is

created out of sheer fancy. Naturally, it takes one back
to boyhood days—what with its swashbuckling tale of
piracy on the high seas—and flavored as it is with
glamour, romance and adventure.

Fairbanks has a way of appealing to the boy in the
man—which testifies to the enormous popularity of his

pictures. It is very easy to say that "The Black Pirate"
takes rank with the previous spectacles. While there is

nothing unusual about the story, it, nevertheless, packs
away a complete assortment of thrills. It holds one in a
tight embrace, thru its melodramatic high lights and its

atmosphere of natural color. In our opinion, it reveals

the best color job ever shown. There are some beautiful

scenes showing the moon kissing the Water, the pirates

swarming on the decks and clambering about in the
rigging, and burying their treasure on the tropical isle.

The picture might have carried a little more variety,

tho there isn't a single episode but what is executed in

an ingenious manner. There may have been more drama
in "Robin Hood" and "Don Q," but there is no denying
that Doug's new creation contains a real spirit of romance
and adventure. It will send the spectators away with a fl

6i r
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nd Florence Gilbert
'The Johnstown Flood"

feeling of having lived over the imaginative days of
childhood. It should transport them.
As for Doug—well, he has never got more in character

than in his present role. The main action depicts the

rogues under the Jolly Roger looting a boat and blowing
her up with the crew lashed to the masts. This gives
Fairbanks his big opportunity as the lone survivor. He
succeeds in being so convincing that you unconsciously
assume his identity. He swears
to bring the cutthroats to justice

—and .does it by joining the pirate

band, capturing a merchant ship

single-handed (the star displays

some remarkable agility here )

,

and rescuing the fair heroine. All

of this calls for intensive activity

on the part of Miss Pickford's

husband—and if you cannot ac-

cept it all in the light of reality,

you are forced, nevertheless, to

admit that it contains action,

beauty and imagination.

As in all the previous Fairbanks
pictures, the acting is perfectly

balanced. Those who stand out
conspicuously are Billie Dove
(who makes her second appear-

ance in natural colors. She
looked so replendent in "Wan-
derer of the Wasteland" that it

was natural that she would be
selected to play the leading femi-

nine role here), Donald Crisp,

Anders Randolph, Sam de Grasse,

E. J. Ratclifife and Fred Belcher.

Albert Parker has done a magnifi-

cent piece of work in his direction. He has timed his scenes

perfectly and got everything out of the action, characteri-

zation—and the colorful backgrounds.

—

United Artists.

I rene Romance

"VW'ith Colleen Moore determin
musical-comedy heroines, ther

from it that she appreciates her fo

Here is "Irene" coming along as a companion piece to

"Sally," and the sponsors should feel proud of the effort.

Again we have the Cinderella pattern—the shop-girl

carrying on with the rich society youth whom she meets
in the first reel and marries in the last. As plots are con-

cerned, it has no great amount of substance, but it man-
ages to stir up a deal of fun—what with the star's

1\
pleasant drolleries.
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to put over the

no getting away
for light romance.

The piece has been bolstered with a fashion show

—

which, naturally, places "Irene" as one of the expensive
features of the season. Many lavish gowns are displayed
on the mannequins—and the whole effect is executed in

natural colors, to boot.

It's a nice little number and certain to please. The
supporting players are good—especially Lloyd Hughes,
George K. Arthur and Kate Price.

—

First National.

The New Klondike—
Romantic Comedy

ell, it was bound to come
that jokes about Florida real

estate would be capitalized upon
the screen. It has remained for

Ring Lardner. the humorist, and
Tom Geraghty. the scenario

writer, to poke Florida in the

ribs—and they do it in Tom
Meighan's newest essay. Lard-
ner's yarn concerns a baseball

player who is parked in Florida

with a big league team. Spring
training, you know.
The ball-tosser finds himself

out of a job when the strings are

released—and with nothing left

to do he goes into the real estate

or option business—and takes

most of his team-mates with him.

There is a rich vein of complica-
tions which follow and they make
this picture the best in which
Meiglian has appeared in a long,

long time.

The star, as is customary with

him. moves thru the scenes in his imperturbable manner
—and there are several others with him. principally Lila

Fee. and a young stage player. Paul Kelly, who locks

like a real find.

The piece has some delightful touches—as. for instance,

the episode in the real-estate office when an adroit sales-

man causes violin music to be played for prospective cus-

tomers, the choice of melody depending upon the make-up
or background of the soil seekers. There is no preach-

ment here. For once Meighan gets away from the moral

values. The result? A rir>t-rate movie.

—

Paramount.

The Untamed Lady—Drama

"They've not done so good by Gloria Swanson here.
•*• And by they we mean Fannie. Hurst, who wrote it

—

and Paramount who deemed it worthy of the marquise's

New Klondike"
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i Mix, Virginia Marshall and Olive
Borden in "My Own Pal"

talent. Miss Hurst has lately contributed "Mannequin,"
which was anything but inspired. As for "The Untamed
I.adv." it enters the same category. As Gloria is right up
there on the pedestal, we naturally look for entertaining

pictures from her. Can it be that they are hurrying her?
Surely, from her secure position the movie public is de-

serving of much better stuff.

"The Untamed Lady" is a pretty sad affair—a dull and
ordinary contraption. She does

things here which are expected

from types just breaking into the

game. As a result, she shovels

coal in the stoke-hold of a yacht,

rides a horse cross country—and
executes other tricks as the story

demands.
Yes, it's pretty puerile stuff for

the star who trod the heights in

"The Humming Bird" and 'Alan-
handled."

—

Paramount.

The Love Toy Light Comedy

Ir you care for the type of pic-
* ture which is much—very much-
ado-about nothing, then "The
Love Toy" is your roast beef.

They have some talented players

in this piece whose efforts are

totally wasted. With nothing
much to keep it going, it is forced

to rely upon a lot of titles—and
these weaken it instead of helping

it. because of their wise-cracking
flavor.

The idea is altogether prepos-

terous—in fact, it is quite ridicu-

lous. It deals with the rise to power of an American youth
who, disappointed in love, finds a new sweetheart and hap-
piness in a mythical kingdom. Mr. Hero wins a couple of

wars for King Lavoris and is rewarded by being made
valet to His Majesty. When he rescues the princess from
a hateful marriage—the ending puts a stop to it.

Had the plot been treated seriously or been approached
with a better sense of burlesque, it might have rung the

bell. Some good performers are present, including

Lowell Sherman and Willard Louis, but their efforts are

wasted.

—

Warner Brothers.

Let's Get Married—Comedy

Dichard Dix continues to show himself as a first-class
*^ comedian. His newest wheeze, "Let's Get Married,"
is a. speedy, rollicking farce which breezes along at high

tension, giving evidence that the star and his director,

Gregory La Cava, know what they are about.

Dix under the guidance of La Cava, has become more
sure of himself, more spontaneous in his work. He takes

the barriers as easily and surely as a champion hurdler

—

and if he continues to shine, the time will come when he

will be classified as our best light comedian.

The new number is our old theatrical playmate, "The
Man From Mexico," toned up to

suit picture conveniences. It is a

simple yarn of a rich and rough
play-boy who gets sent to jail for

thirty days. The high jinks are

indulged in by Dix and Edna May
Oliver, a comedienne with a real

sense of characterization. Miss
Oliver scores a genuine hit as the

buyer of Bibles who loves to bask

in the radiance of supper clubs.

Lois Wilson has very little to do,

but she makes a charming heroine.

The big high light is Dix's per-

formance. Keep your eyes on

him—and on La Cava. Some
critic is going to "discover" them
one of these days.

—

Paramount.

The Bat Mystery Melodrama

A weird and creepy melodrama
^* stalks across the silversheet

in this camera study of a most
successful stage-play. It is almost

as engrossing and nearly as

jumpy and "quivery" as its

original. For one thing, it goes

quite beyond the stage mechanics
due to the limitless possibilities of the camera to capital-

ize its hokum. The only thing missing is the registration

of vocal fright. But if you dont watch out, you are apt

to supply the missing note in the intensity with which you
watch the weird proceedings.

The purpose here is to place the audience on the

anxious seat—plunge the spectators into a spooky atmos-
phere—and then turn on the startling lights and shadows.
You sense an impression of unknown terror in trying to

identify Mr. Bat and what he's ttp to next. Suffice to

say that the time passes quickly with this melodrama

—

with its strange goings-on—and what-not.

It's a competent cast that keeps you interested—with

Emily Fitzroy carrying on the best acting. You'll like

"The Bat." It'll acquaint you with your spine and the

(Continued on page 80) i
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WHOSE HAND?
F. Vance de Revere gives you a character reading of three more stars.

Can you guess the owners of these hands?

-\|>eda

A tiny hand belonging to a big per-

son, not big in size or stature, but

in her ability and in her importance

as an actress upon the screen. This

hand is as versatile as its owner and

shows much more ability and talents

than any hands I have analyzed. Her
hands are very limber and flexible,

showing a splendid conversationalist,

one who talks easily and well, also a

person who is very adjustable to others

and a splendid mixer, one with great

nervous force and considerable mag-
netism. The smooth jointed fingers

denote a very inspirational nature and
the little pads or cushions on her

finger-tips prove her to be a very sen-

sitive person, one who feels things and
knows them intuitively to such an ex-

tent that, at times, her instinctive

knowledge of human nature would
make her unhappy. This coupled with

her hollow palm and, other faculties,

would greatly affect her outlook on

life. Notice the squareness of this

hand with the square finger-tips, show-
ing the true hand of the artist. You
have heard tli

This
well, her

»uld do
!i, dra

desig

has drj

thing about the hand
tion of artistic and
hand unconsciously c

and conditions : an ini

in both thought and ;

ally, I wish that I had
with its many talents

sculpture, good
and create and

. The unusual

T x contrast to the little hand is this

very masculine hand. A hand of

good size and proportion which corre-

sponds with the owner's face. Notice
how the third finger dominates the

hand and also notice the good length

of the little finger. This, with other

characteristics shown in the hand, proves

great dramatic talent. This hand
shows dramatic ability ; a hand which
is capable. The short index-finger

shows a forceful nature which accom-
plishes results thru tact rather than by
forcing his own opinions upon others.

Such an individual has an under-

estimation of his own abilities. This

hand shows a very emotional, highly

inspirational, sensitive person with a

nervous temperament. These qualities

are all necessary assets for his work.
The hand denotes a very affectionate

nature, one quick to forgive and over-

look the faults of others. The good
breadth of the hand would give prac-

ticability. This nice young man has

not married but. from the Palmistry
view-point, which I am not using in

this analysis but, because I know it

will interest you I will tell you, he will

surely marry. The thumb denotes a

very honest, frank, outspoken nature.

one whose honesty and frankness of

speech frequently rebound to his dis-

advantage. There is great independ-

ence ot" both action and thought shown
in this hand, also great physical

strength and endurance : a person who
like to talk and have a good time and
one who enjoys companionship and
people. Tn other words, he is a man's
man. very human and very likable.

""The three hands on this page are. as

you will notice, quite different and.

the three individuals to whom they be-

long are quite unalike, altho having
some few similar characteristics. This

hand belongs to a person of good
height, lean and muscular, with a face

having more length than breadth. Such
a person would have a restless, active

nature which must have activity and
plenty of variety and change. The
third finger dominates, giving a love

of the artistic, also good dramatic
sense. The thumb has good length,

which proves a person who is persis-

tent and has much determination, altho

other things in the hand would denote

an individual who, while persistent, is

not aggressive and has a soft, gentle.

easy manner, always ready to be kind

and charitable toward others. One
who always prefers to say "yes"

rather than '"no" and one who would
not wilfully hurt others but would fre-

quently put herself to inconvenience

and trouble to do a kindness for some
one she liked. This hand shows a

very affectionate disposition, one whose
heart rules her head. Great tact and
diplomacy are shown here and a nature

which loves pretty things and has great

love for luxury and comfort. Courage
of her convictions and independence of

action, altho not independence of

thought The lovely smooth jointed

fingers give inspiration to her work
and the' breadth of her palm gives

much common sense, good
judgment and practicability. Sympathy
and kindness are dominate in this per-

son's nature.

Editor's Note.—On page 93, on mil find the pictures of the stars whose hands were one!-
• Revere will continue her fascinating hand readings of the prominent

;,th. In ft



The Utmost

In Directors
With inspiration, courage and a few
million dollars, Cecil B. De Mille

sets out to make another great

spectacle

By Agnes Smith

HlE'S supposed to be the very quintessence of

a movie director. It has been reported that

he is the fellow who invented the mega-
phone, the puttee, the soft shirt and the

chair with his name on the back. He has been the'

original of countless figures of movie directors that

you have seen on the stage, the screen, and in the

comic weeklies. In the public mind, he is the per-

sonification of the utmost in directors.

More than Griffith, more than von Stroheim and
more than Mickey Xeilan, Cecil B. De Mille has

been made into a statue of the Great God Director.

And all the idol smashers in the business have taken

turns at throwing their hatchets at him.

Among other picturesque qualities, De Mille is sup-

posed to be Poison to Interviewers. If you dont agree

with him, so the rumor goes, you are kicked out of his

presence.

In face of these stories, this interviewer is delighted

to report that Mr. De Mille's "Yes" complex—if he ever
really had one—is as completely cured as Mr. Griffith's

tendency to make curtain speeches. Instead of rinding

Mr. De Mille a fluent talker, in the Old Testament man-
ner, I found him a willing listener.

P\i. MlLLE looks like a shrewd Yankee and acts like a
•*-^ cautious, clever business man. If it weren't for his

cool, intelligent eyes, he would be insignificant-looking.

But when he talks, he quickly reveals his qualities of
greatness.

Here, you realize, is a man who is unusually sensitive

to suggestion. Here, too, is a man with a love of beauty
that amounts almost to a mania. And a love of beauty
for beauty itself is not a common thing in this day and
age; it is a quality that is ridiculed, misunderstood and
often persecuted.

De Mille's sensitiveness to suggestion was a trait that

came out early in the interview. He told me how he
happened to make 'The Volga Boatman." On a trip to

Xew York, he saw a painting, exhibited in the window of
an art shop on a side street. The painting represented a
Russian peasant with his face and arms uplifted to the
sun, while around him were grouped other peasants,
sunk in animal fatigue.

p\E Mille studied the painting and went back to the
hotel, with the first outline of the story in his mind.

The next day, he had plotted out his production and he
went back to see the painting, really expecting to find the

story, as he had conceived it. set forth 011 canvas. A
second look told him that the painting wasn't so good
after all. lie had given it a story value, which it hadn't

even pretended to possess; and he had woven about it

ideas which weren't there at all.

The De Mille mania for beauty is so evident in all his

pictures that it has become a sort of trademark. To De
Mille. no situation is fine unless it is fine to the eye. No
spiritual message is great unless it is tricked out. in

Apocryphal splendor. A noble thought, in itself, isn't

enough for him ; it needs to be nobly dressed. A great

deed isn't sufficient; it must also look like a great deed.

De Mille realizes that he cannot make little pictures

—

moderately expensive ones. Nor can he make reasonably

expensive pictures. If he is to go forward in the busi-

ness he must spend millions and produce more "Ten
Commandments." The public demands big pictures from
him and he, himself, is uncomfortable when he is pro-

ducing small ones—as uncomfortable as a Western
rancher in a two-room apartment.

Just now a tremendous task faces him—the biggest that

he has undertaken. He must spend millions on a pic-

ture and he must produce it himself, without the comfort-

ing resources of a big company to back him.

When De Mille told me about his plans, he said that

the idea must come from "out there." And he also went
on to say that his own brain would have to do the rest

of the work.
His expression of his problem was a wonderful bit of

self-revelation. For De Mille is probably the one direc-

tor in all the movies who consciously or unconsciously

believes in an outside Inspirational Force that works, in

some mystic- fashion, with his own brain. When he
(Continued on page 116) f\
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SEARCHING FOR STARS
The Paramount School is open to Cinderellas. But, says Sam Wood,
director of the School picture, Cinderella must have personality

By Durham Thorp

NOW that the first class has graduated from the

Paramount School of Acting and the first pic-

ture, "Fascinating Youth," has been released for

the approval of the public, the men back of the

school have had time

to sum up their ex-

periences and find out

just what they have
learned in playing the

interesting game of

being godfather to

aspiring Cindercllas.

No one has been in

closer touch with the

sixteen pupils of the

first- class in the

school than Sam
Wood, who directed

the boys and girls in

"Fascinating Youth,"
their first profes-
sional effort.

It is a pity that all

the pretty little Cin-

dercllas and Cin-
ders (whatever the

masculine form of
this name may be)

cannot be visited by *™
that fairy godmother
for whom they pine

and languish in such

drear and desolate solitude.

jocular vein that I had hoped to

was in this somewhat
ast this interview : but.

it cant be done and I suppose I must make the best of it.

Heigh-ho, woe is me.
For the Paramount Picture School is a really interest-

ing institution that has been—is still, and will also in the

future be—worked up with the greatest thought on the

part of many people—and with an almost unlimited

amount of enthusiasm on the part of Sam Wood, the

director of this picture, the tentative title of which i-

"Glorious Youth," and whose cast comprises the sixteen

students of this peculiar college (and. incidentally.

"college" is a word that Mr. Wood prefers infinitely to

"school").

When I met Mr. Wood, he was snatching a box labeled

"Epicure Brand Chili Sauce" from amidst the -now <>t"

a scene in which a sled bearing Ralph Lewis ami Joe
Burke tears in a mad and uncontrolled dash down a

mountainside, thru a forest—half of which they take

with them—and so to destruction. As we shook hands.

I noticed a singular thing about his smile : the corners

tightened and then curled up, while the center opened in

a manner that suggested relaxation rather than muscular
effort—it was as tho all the muscles had gone to tighten

the compression and curl of the corners, and the center

simply opened on this release from their control. A
pleasingly unaffected smile.

\ We parried a moment with pleasantries, as was natural.

AGE

and then he told me of this school, for admission to which
all Cindercllas long. How he had thought of the idea for
many years. "It's necessary! All other big industries
try to assure themselves of an adequate supply of raw

material-— why
shouldn't we?" And
h o w . when Mr.
Lasky. thinking inde-

p e n d e n 1 1 y along
similar lines, had
organized this school,

he had been sent for

to direct this picture

that is to be the

culmination of the
scholastic period

—

the examination, as it

were.

"Personality— no.
screen person-

ality is the thing they

must have. It's more
important than acting

—there's no dearth of

actors, and it'- up to

us to give them the

experience. One year

of the individual
training they get here

is worth more than

almost unlimited
amount of the hit-and-miss son. But what we want is

potential stars—when you see just one flash on the

screen, it's ^ot to make you say: '1 like that kid!'

"What we want is the people you turn around to look

at in the -treet. The girl who can make an eight-dollar

dress look more attractive than the latest and most ex-

pensive Paris creation would on another : the boy who
makes you lose all thought of clothe-.

"I'd like to take a cameraman and go tramping all

about the country looking for these people—there must
be so many who dont come to us. I really wouldn't have
to look, I'd simply wait until they hit my attention. Then
I'd make a test, talk to them, find out all about their

interests—oh, everything about them."
lie saw my eyes wander, and followed their gaze to

the point on which they focused. lie smiled.

"See! She has personality. You'd turn to look at her."

This was rather unfair— for I had turned to look at

little Josephine Dunn, a gray whtsp with yellow hair, and
would have done so anywhere. I smiled.

Again the conversation was broken -o that he might
** continue with his work: and when he came back to

me. it was with another thought.

"Handling sixteen at once is hard work. I seally think

two is the ideal number—two to l>e used with experienced

players. The results would be better.

{Continued on page 115)
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The Movies Capture the Army

An army officer's wife writes of the visitors who come to Fort Schuyler for locations

By Janet de Witt M. Slauson

LITTLE old Fort Schuyler, away out on the

edge of the Bronx is one Army post

—d that positively enjoys being invaded by

foreign armies. When early some bright

morning you see Austrian troops streaming

across the parade-ground, or great busses

loaded with armed Legionaires roll past to the

Old Fort, you're not at all alarmed. But you
are thrilled, and call to the family: "Some more
movies at the Old Fort ! Phone Headquarters
and ask who it is. Gloria Swanson? How
priceless! Milton Sills? How thrilling!"

The whole post is agog. Of eourse,

routine military duties must be observed,

the babies must get some care, and some
food must be prepared. But everyone from
the Commanding Officer to the raw recruit.

from the Colonel's Lady to Judy O'Grady,
spends every possible moment within the

gray walls of the Fort, ordinarily so

deserted, now so full of life and color.

Fort Schuyler is situated on the end of a

long narrow neck of land, just where the

Sound ends and the Fast River begins. It

was completed in 1835 and with its sister

fort, Totten, on the Long Island shore,

was intended to help protect Xew York
against any further invasions of the

"wicked redcoats." There never has

been any action here, and so the mili-

tary foresight of its builders was not

so good, but they certainly must have
been the very first to foresee the rise

of motion pictures when they put

up such a marvelous location—an
old-world fortress within the limits

of Greater Xew York ! Great
gray stone walls, magnificent
arches, nail-studded doorways
leading into dim stone corridors,

deep-casemented windows
opening on the Sound, sally-

ports, turrets, ramps, winding stairs, wrought
iron balconies, courtyards with old, old trees—

what more can a director want for a prison, a

castle, or a foreign fortress ?

A clever location scout discovered
**

it years ago for some forgotten

film of Alice Brady's. It furnished

the setting for the poignant prison

scenes between Elsie Ferguson and
Wallace Reid in the screen version

of Peter Ibbetsen" (Was it called

"Forever"?). Then, its military

glory departed, there dawned on its

gray walls the glory of Gloria!

You remember the scenes from
the women's prison in the "Hum-
ming-Bird"? When the prison is

struck by a Boche bomb, shrieking

women prisoners race along a great

balcony and thru stone corridors. "The
Humming-Bird"' dashes to freedom
down a stone staircase. Come out and
I'll show you the corridors, the balcony,

the staircase. They weren't torn clown

like Ben Hut's Colosseum. They've been
right there for ninety years. In the sum-
mer of '24, Gloria came out several times

for two pictures. For the royal romance of

"Her Love Story," the Old Fort served as the

old-world castle of some tiny kingdom to be

found on the same map with Graustark and
Ruritania. Again, for the "Wages of Virtue"

it was transformed by oriental awnings along

the balcony and soft tan paints over the gray

stone into the Algerian barracks of the

"Premier Regiment dc la Legion £trangere."

Few people outside of those to whom is

vouchsafed the freedom of Hollywood have
ever seen anything so thrilling as that great

arched inner court where the moon poured over

the ramparts only to be paled by the Kleig

lights, where the bright red breeches of the

Legionaires outshone the O. D. of the ring of

admiring dough-boys, and where Gloria in

gypsy garb vamped and bribed the cruel cor-

poral into sparing her lover (Ben Lyon) from
further punishment.

(Continued on page 78)
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These Stars Were Born In May

Rudolph Valentin
May 6

"Shall I Go Into the Movies?
Marion Meyer Drew will cast your horoscope and tell you if the

stars forecast a career for you in the movies

Josephine R., May 1st:

You have a most interest-

ing horoscope. The conjunc-

tion of your Moon with the

ruling planet of the movies,

Neptune, is indicative of

some success either directly

or indirectly thru your inter-

est in this combination of art

and business. I would advise

you to plan for a business

position with your local the-

ater or some similar post

rather than to save your
money for a ticket to Holly-

wood, however. Your ques-
tions as to the movies will

probably be settled for you in

about six years when you
seem due to marry a man
considerably older than your-
self.

Fred M., July 14th:

Here's a chap who has
common sense enough to

know that a great interest in

a subject does not always mean talent for it. As a mat-
ter of fact, he possesses an appreciation of the artistic

side of the motion picture field that is usually lacking in

its devotees. But he is studying interior decorating and
is apparently on the right track. 1 am going to advise
this young man to stick to that field, because he has a

splendid chart for the making of both money and reputat-

ion in some specialized form of creative work—but not
in the movies.

Dorothy C, May 11th:

Your horoscope indicates some
.singer or entertainer, as the sign g
'68

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Editor of

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
hopes that this department will be of
benefit as well as entertainment to

its readers, but neither this publica-
tion nor the writer of this department
can assume responsibility for any
statements made herein, because in-

accurate data is sometimes furnished
even tho the sender may have every
reason to believe it correct.

All comments made are based on
Astrological rules. In order to apply
these rules to the Horoscope of the
individual, the following facts about
yourself must be submitted:

Your date of birth.

Your year of birth.

City or nearest town and county of
birth.

The hour and minute of the day or
night.

Sex.

remarkably strong. Have you
considered developing this

talent along the line which ap-

peals to you most? Your
voice would be useless to you
in motion picture work, and
were you so engaged your
greatest asset would be un-
known. I believe that with

hard work and much perse-

verance you can make a suc-

cess on the stage or as a

singer, but it's not easy, and
you rather prefer taking

things as they come anyway,
without making much effort

to improve conditions. Think-

over the work required and
your own temperament before

making your decision, for

without great ambition you
would become one of the

large army of stage failures.

Robert N., December 30th

dont you study law.

You have just the

successful when dealing

as a speaker.

Why
Robert ?

kind of mentality that is most
with political and economic

problems. You'd find motion picture work very trivial

and uninteresting—to your personality—and that would
interfere seriously with your success, as sincerity regis-

ters on the screen just as strongly as does a hooked nose

or a neat ankle.

Gladys M., August 26th:

You should be teaching or writing or in some way deal-

ing with paper, print, the written or the spoken word.
for your horoscope discloses a literary turn of mind and
a critical faculty rather than a creative, artistic or

I Continued on /v
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CTL^ISS ELINOR PATTERSON is

^-SQ L the beautiful young daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Medill Patterson

and a great-granddaughter of the late

Joseph Medill, who founded one of

Chicago's most distinguished families.

Miss Patterson made a brilliant debut

in Chicago society but after one season

dete mined to go on tht stage. After a

win er of training i t a dramatic school

she was chosen fo> tht part of "The

Nw ova I, in thefamous
Reii hardt-Gest spe tacle, "The Mir-

acle " She plays he 'P' rt with inspira-

turn thai marks the tru • dramatic gift

Miss Elinor Patterson daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. JOSEPH MEDILL PATTERSON

ADEBUT as gay as a burst of ja::!

Teas, balls, the opera! Heavenly for
a year, but after a season I turned to some-

thing more substantial—the theatre! You
know what that means—fust when one is

slaving one's hardest one has to appear

one's best! For the skin which is doubly

taxed by society and professional life and
which must be kept clear and free from
weariness, Pond's Two Creams are perfect."

« W«A VOL-I

tells how a doubly taxed skin
can besl be caredJor

that leads to stardom in the theatre.

But however far her art may carry her,

Elinor Patterson will never he just an actress.

Wherever she goes she is drawn into social life.

Her charm and beauty and her family's pres-

tige make this inevitable. So she has to be

doubly prepared, to appear before the world

which sees her across the footlights, the world

which sees her on the ballroom floor.

ELINOR PATTERSON is an artist

born. With a background of wealth,

position and aristocratic family tradi-

tions, all the tendencies of her life have

been to accent her beauty and feminine

charm in a purely social way.

But with determination almost para-

doxical in a body of such fragile and ex-

quisite blonde beauty she turned her steps

from the too easy path of social success

and directed them to the often stony road

parent delicacy, in spite of the double strain

put upon it, must be kept in all its present

perishable loveliness— imperishable!

Miss Patterson believes this end can be
achieved by the following use of Pond's Two
Creams:

For cleansing your skin, apply Pond's Cold
Cream lavishly, before retiring and frequently

during the day. Leave it on a few moments.
Wipe off with a soft cloth or tissue, repeat the

process and finish with a dash of cold water.

For a delicate, smooth finish, a firm powder
base and protection against dirt and weather,

apply Pond's Vanishing Cream after every

daytime cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream.

WrPP O'/Fff" Mail this couponfor trial tubes^ of Pond's Two Creams and
/older of instructions.

The Pond's Extract Company, Dept. F
143 Hudson Street, New York City

Name

When you write to advertisers please MOTION' PICTURE MACAZIXE.
AtT'



YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS
Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good
news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and

you are the boss of this page

WHEN the Motion Picture Magazine enters the house
there is a scramble for it by the different members of
the family, from grandmother to six-year-old. All seven
of the family are interested in pictures and there is always

a discussion going on about them. Of course, in a family of this

size each one has his likes and dislikes. What interests seventeen-
year-old daughter does not interest fifteen-year-old son. On most
comedies the family generally agrees. Whenever brother sees a
picture, his appreciation is expressed by the single word, "Great,"
and his disapproval by "Bum Picture" (not very elegant but very
expressive). Eight-year-old is not so discriminating as seventeen-
year-old, but she, like brother, likes plenty of action and comedy.
Six-year-old, after hearing a discussion of Harold Lloyd in "Hot
Water," still laments that we failed to let her see Harold Lloyd
"In the Bath Tub," as she calls it.

Now, then, there is a little criticism that I have long wanted
to offer concerning certain pictures about artists. Being the wife
of one for nineteen years, I feel as tho I know them. The pictures
always show the artist in an immaculate smock with not a daub
of paint on it, generally in A luxuriously furnished room painting
daintily on a picture. It may be true in pictures, but I dont believe
you will find it so in real life. My husband has a nicely furnished
studio, too, with Oriental rugs, etc., but he does his painting
up-stairs in a room that is bare of rugs, for when he is painting
he cannot be bothered to remember that he mustn't drop paint
on the floor. Several artists that I know are the same way. A
newspaper man told me that when they show a newspaper room in
pictures he has the same complaint, for newspaper men, like artists,

cannot be bothered by such a little thing as tidiness.

Mr. C. Merryman,
Los Angeles, California.

L-Iow many readers agree with me in saying that Ford Sterling,
Charles Murray and Hank Mann are deserving of more

favorable mention than they receive? I was simply delighted
with Ford Sterling's rendition of the part he played in "The
American Venus." I was so amused that I forgot to notice that
the picture was an exhibition of limbs.

In the years of long ago I enjoyed the great stage artists and
was carried away with the beauty of the voice, the tender senti-

ments of masterful writers, and forgot that the grass was unreal.
the trees painted. The motion

i

able to me. Here all is as I PICTURED
conjured up by the speech "pronounced tri

Here the beautiful maiden IS beautiful; tl

just like I want him to be; the castle
IS a castle with a moat.
Perhaps the words of my son when

quite young will express what I mean.
One day he said, "Mother, please do
not read me any more fairy tales, be-
cause the movies are- fairy tales come
true." He saw the Oz stories on the
screen after having heard them read,
and he saw "Cinderella," too, and others.

Mrs. M. Hai-pel,
Cleburne, Texas.

D uin stares him in the face—ruin and
disgrace. With trembling hand he

opens the top drawer of his writing
desk. Death or dishonor? He fumbles
among the papers in the drawer and
brings forth—ves, fellow tans, you are
right. The revolver in the drawer.
How many times have we been forced
to witness its inevitable appearance? If

only they would keep it in the waste-
paper basket for a change ! But no ; so
long as there exists the unscrupulous
finances ; so long as there is the poor

)old ruined father ; so long as there is the

70

been far more en jo

t in my mind, and not

pingly on the tongue."

i Prince Charming IS

yOUR opinions on subjects re-

•* lating to the movies and tlieir

players may Be worth actual money
to yon. if you can express them
clearly in a snappy letter of one to

three hundred words. A five-dollar

price is awarded for the best letter

of the month, which will be printed

at the head of tliis department.

One dollar is paid for the excerpts

printed from others. Write us

an interesting letter, giving reasons

for your likes and dislikes. Sign
your full name and give your ad-

dress. ]]'e will use initials only if

requested.

Send to YES AXP NO, 175
Duffield St.. Brooklyn. X. Y.

rejected suitor driven to drink or drugs, so long will there be the
revolver in the drawer.
But have you noticed that this dear old friend has now two

serious rivals? It has, it has, indeed. They are the burning match,
and the crushed flower.

The match is struck, the idea comes, or the charms of a

fan companion are too overwhelming, attention wanders, the

match burns down to the fingers, and the director sits back
and congratulates himself on a neat little bit of symbolical busi-

ness. Rex Ingram started it in "The Four Horsemen," and now
there are few male stars who cannot boast of having had their

fingers burnt in the cause of art.

Then there is the crushed flower, emblem of the heroine's white
innocence trampled beneath the heel of vice. Should she wed when
her father, rather than her heart, bids her, she inevitably drops
a flower from her bridal bouquet, to be trodden under foot in a
special close-up. Should her young eyes be opened to the wicked-
ness of this sad world, there is sure to be a convenient flower
within reach of the large foot of the naughty gentleman who
represents the aforementioned wickedness.

Oh, well, who cares! After all, we go to be amused and not
to criticise.

So, long live the movies; and the Motion Picture Magazine!
and Mr. Tamar Lane, who just loves this sort of thing, and can
see further than most people in the business.

Doris Brockway,
Kent. England.

Qn. why was Lois Moran chosen for Laurel in "Stella Dallas" ?

^^ I have tried repeatedly to justify Samuel Goldwyn's choice
but I cant. Slit- is not, at least from her pictures, the least bit

good looking. Laurel, as we imagined from Mrs. Prouty's story,

was tall and graceful, with a slender, aloof type of beauty. So
far as I can see. Miss Moran does not meet with any o> these
requirements to look successfully like we would want Laurel to
look. Miss Moran may be an excellent actress and a distinct

personality, but she should not have been allowed to play this part.

Motion Picture Magazine is undeniably the cleverest magazine
of the screen. Its features are unique. Success to it.

Allamne Bell,
Logan. Utah.

JV/Iv, oh. my! What a "panning" the critics are giving Para-
mount's big special, "The Vanishing American"! Outside of

the beautiful scenery of God's great out-of-doors, and the mag-
nificent acting of Richard Dix in the

leading male role, there is nothing to it.

in their opinion. Needless to say. this

picture may not have turned out to be
the masterpiece that we had expected.
but yet it was the means of bringing
out more clearly the fact that Richard
Dix is one of the greatest actors appear-

ing upon the screen today ! His por-

trayal oi the Indian character, A
stamps him as an artist ! One of the

finest—and they are such a minority

!

Mr. Zukor and Mr. Lasky, plea-. E

him the best roles, for he sun
deserving of them!

Harolu Revise.
Ottawa. Ontario. Canada.

IVIotion Picture Magazine is the best

and most interesting magazine in

the world. I enjoy every article in it

immensely. The April number was
splendid, especially the article about

Gloria Swanson by Selma Robins
certainlv told us the truth abort

I. too, will say, like A. L. of X. J.
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The Beauty of Children's Hair
Depends upon Shampooing

Try this quick and simple method which thousands of mothers now use. See the difference it

will make in the appearance of YOUR CHILD'S hair.

Note how it gives life and lustre, how it brings out all the natural wave and color. See how
soft and silky, bright and fresh-looking the hair will look.

\ NY child can have hair that is beautiful,

f\ healthv and luxuriant..

1 JL It is NO LONGER a matter of lack,

aurv of a child's hair depends
ALMOST ENTIRELY upon the way you
shampoo it.

Proper shampooing is what makes it soft and
silky. It brings out all the real life and lustre.

all the natural wave ami color and leaves ir

fresh-looking, glossy and bright.

When a child's hair is dry, dull and heavy,
lifeless, stiff' and gummy, and the strands cling

together, and it feel- harsh and disagreeable to

the touch, it is because its hair has not been
shampooed properlv.

While children's hair must have frequent and
regular washing to keep k beautiful, fine, young
hair and tender scalps cannot stand the harsh

effect of free alkali which is common inordinary

soaps. The free alkali soon dries the scalp, makes
the hair brittle and ruins it. That is why dis-

criminating mothers everywhere, now use
Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This clear,

pure and entirely greaseless product brings out
all the real beauty of the hair and cannot pos-

sibly injure. It does not dry the scalp or make
the hair brittle, no matter how often you use it.

If you want to see how really beautiful you
can make your hair look, just follow this

simple method.

A Simple, Easy Method

FIRST, wet the hair and scalp in clear, warm
water. Then apply a little Mulsified cocoa-

nut oil shampoo.

Two or three teaspoonfuls will make a

dance of rich, creamy lather. This sli

rubbed in thoroughly anil briskly w

finger tips, so as to loosen the dandi
small particles of dust and dirt that stick

the scalp.

After rubbing in the rich, creamy Mulsifii

lather, give the hair a good
rinsing. Then use another ap- |

plication of Mulsified, again ]

working up a lather andrubbing |

it in briskly as before. After
J

the final washing, rinse the hair
J

:alp

wldbe
th the

i at least two changes of clear, fresh,

warm water. This is very important.

Just Notice the Difference

YOU will notice the difference in your hair

even before it is dry, for it will be delight-

fully soft and silky. The entire mass, even
while wet, will feel loose, fluffy and light to the

touch and be so clean it will fairly squeak when
you pull it through your fingers.

After a Mulsified shampoo you will find your
hair will dry quickly and evenly and have the

appearance of being much thicker and heavier

than it really is.

If you want your child to always be remem-
bered for its beautiful, well-kept hair, make it a

rule to set a certain day each week for a

Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo. This regular

weekly shampooing will keep the scalp soft and
the hair fine and silky, bright, fresh-looking and
fluffy, wavy and easy to manage.
You can get Mulsified cocoanut oil shampoo

at any drug store or toilet goods counter, any-
where in the world. A 4-ounce bottle should
last for months.

it'» "BEAUTY INSURANCE"
When you write t

Mulsified
Cocoanut Oil Shampoo,

Mail This Coupon and Try it FREE
THE R. L. WATKIXS COMPANY 26M

1276 West 3rd Street. Cleveland. Ohio

Please send mo a generous supple of •'Mulsified" FREE, all chargi
gild Also your Pooklel entitled "Wlij IToper i

EAUTY INSURANCE.

"

Canadian address: 4fi2 Wellington
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The Box-Office Speaks
THE six best sellers of last

month continue practically

unchanged. King Victor's

"The Big Parade" and
Harold Lloyd's "The Freshman"
are still leading the field, followed

by John Barrymore's "The Sea
Beast," Eric von Stroheim's

"The Merry Widow," Doug
Fairbanks' "Don Q," and Charlie

Chaplin's "The Gold Rush." One
of the most popular program pic-

tures of the month was "The
Cohens and Kellys," which, by
the way, is the subject of litiga-

tion by the producers of the

stage hit, "Abie's Irish Rose."
In New York "The Big

Parade" has held up strongly at

the Astor Theater. Its lowest

point was reached during Holy
Week, when the receipts dropped
to $20,000. However, this was
only several hundred off, to be
checked against the drop of

thousands registered by almost all other Broadway houses.

"The Big Parade" is keeping above $18,500 at Grauman's
Egyptian in Los Angeles and is establishing another record

at the Garrick in Chicago, where it has not fallen below
$15,000. Until "The Big Parade" and "Ben-Hur" scored

big hits, Chicago had been looked upon as an impossible

city for a $2.00 film run. In Baltimore "The Big Parade"
did four weeks, never going below $12,000.

The Six Best Sellers:

"The Big Parade"

"The Freshman"

"The Sea Beast"

"The Merry Widow"
"Don Q"
"The Gold Rush"

The Most Popular of the

Older Pictures:

"The Ten Commandments"
"The Iron Horse"

"The Vanishing American"

T> ox Q"
*-^ office

TThe surprising strength
*• "The Sea Beast" conti

Warner's Theater in Ne
$18,000. It was booked 1

in Philadelphia and
the run was extended,
since the picture held

steadily over $12,000.
Only two other films

have equaled this in

Philadelphia this year :

"The Freshman" and
"The Gold Rush."

At this writing
"The Sea Beast" is in

its fifth week at the

Figueroa in Los
Angeles at $10,000 a
week or better. It

has just opened at the

St. Francis in San
Francisco at $18,000.

It was a hit in Balti-

more, running three

weeks.
"Ben-Hur" hit its

lowest point at

Cohan's Theater in

New York during
Holy Week, falling

to $15,900. At Woods'
\in Chicago the run

V72

showi by John Ban
It had a long

St

•more s

run at

below
uon

$10.00 for the best title to this picture!

The law's off
—send as many titles as you like, and length up to

fifty words, in prose or -verse. They must reach this or.
'later than May 15, and no titles will be returned. Address thorn:

Title Contest, 175 Dufficld Street, Brooklyn. New York.

was extended after the original

booking of seven weeks. "Ben-
Hur" held above SI 4,000 there.

Excellent reports continue to

come in on "The Merry Widow"
from all parts of America. It was
brought back to the Capitol in

Xew York after its long run at

the Embassy. At the Capitol it

was held for two weeks, reach-
ing S120.000 in fourteen days.

continues a box-
imash. Mary Pick-

ford's "Little Annie Rooney" has
been averaging almost as good as

Charlie Chaplin's "The Gold
Rush." In fact, the Chaplin com-
edy has brought some bad box-
office reports. The comedy has
not been consistent in its results.

Fairbanks' new picture. "The
Black Pirate," gives indications

of being the biggest success of

this star's career. It has been
sweeping along at the Selwyn Theater in Xew York.
In its fourth week at this writing it is going at a S21.000
gait, topping all the hig specials on Broadway.

It is impossible to estimate "La Boheme" yet. It is

doing well at the Embassy in Xew York, running to

$9,000 a week. "Mare Nostrum," the Rex Ingram special,

has been slumping at the Criterion. It started well, draw-
ing heavily from the Italian and Spanish population.

"Stella Dallas" has been waning steadily at the Apollo
Theater. It is down to $6,300 at this writing.

"The Wanderer." the Biblical special, continues to be a

flop about the country. It- latest collapse was registered

at the Metropolitan in Los Angeles.

Among the current

new pictures, as noted,

"The Cohens and
Kelly-" is going big.

Marion Davies' "Bev-
erly of Graustark" is

gi\ ing every indication

of he ing a record
breaker. It opened in

San Francisco to

better than $22,000 at

the Warfield.

The Paramount war
comedy, "Behind the

Fron t." is d oing
splendidly. Thomas
Meighan's "The Xew
Klondike" appears to

be his best picture in

a long time. Colleen

Moore's » "Irene" is

denting theater
- here and there.

Norma Talm
"Graustark" and "The
Dark Angel" hold up
strongly anv s

slightly older films.
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Pompeian Bloom gives

your cheeks a color

exquisitely real

By MADAME JEANNETTE
Famous cosmetician, retained by The Pompeian

(J RECENTLY overheard one of my
C/ friends say to another: "You, for one,

need no rouge, my dear. What lovely-

natural coloring!" But the truth was this

— like thousands of other women, she had
found a rouge that gave her cheeks the
exquisite natural coloring of a girl in her

'teens. That rouge is Pompeian Bloom.
Today women everywhere realize the

necessity of using rouge that matches
perfectly their natural skin-tones. And
when they use the right shade of Bloom
the wholly natural effect is achieved.
From the shade chart you can easily

select the particular shade of Pompeian
Bloom for your type of complexion.

SHADE CHART for selecting

your correct tone of Pompeian Bloom

Medium Skin: The average American
woman has the medium skin-tone— pleas-
antly warm in tone, with a faint sugges-

tion of old ivory or sun-kissed russet.

The Medium tone of Pompeian Bloom
just suits this type of skin.

If you are slightly tanned, you may find

the Orange tint more becoming. And
sometimes women with medium skin

who have very dark hair get a brilliant

result with the Oriental tint.

Olive Skin: Women with the true olive

skin are generally dark of eyes and hair

—

and require the Dark tone of Pompeian
Bloom. If you wish to accent the bril-

liancy of your complexion, the Oriental

tint will accomplish it.

Pink Skin: This is the youthful skin,

most often found in blondes or red-haired

women, and should use the Oriental tint.

White Skin: If you have this rare type

of skin, use the Light tone of Bloom.

Special Note: An unusual coloring of

hair and eyes sometimes demands a dif-

ferent selection of Bloom-tone from those

above. If in doubt, write a description of

your skin, hair and eyTes to me for special

advice.

Pompeian Bloom, 6oc (slightly higher

in Canada). Purity and satisfaction

guaranteed.

% Q
Specialiste \J en Beaute

SPECIAL OFFER
V3 of a 60c box of Bloom,

the 1926 Panel, -with three valuable Pompeian

-all for

TTHIS j

-l Bloom

nod is this popular Pompeiai
roduct. For 20c you get %
f a 60c box of Pompeiar
loom, valuable samples ol

ompeian Day Cream (pro-

cting), Night Cream (cleans-

g), Beauty Powder, Madamt
' booklet

the fan 1926 P01
" Mo-

Tear off, sign, and send

2612 Payne A'

box of Bloom, Beauty~Bo'okl

ind.Ohio.

(20c) for 1926 Panel, % of 60c
''.r samples.
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What Is An Epic Picture?

feet in height erected in their memory),
she stood there a moment, and breathed
softly : 'Well, grandmother, I am here.'

"This scene impressed me more than I

care to tell.

"The ships in the picture were the real

ships ; the whales were real whales, and
the boys who got in small boats to fight

for their lives were the sons of men who
"many years before had braved the Seven
Seas as great American whalesmen. And
dont forget that it was an American
whalesman who first dropped anchor in

English waters with the Yankee ensign

flying at the mast carrying a message to

the world of the independence of this

country.

"Somehow, I believe that this same
spirit, which has made the United States

the greatest country in the world today,

made, in a much smaller way, 'Down to

the Sea in Ships,' because the people of

New Bedford lived over again the early

pages of American history, and saturated

the film with the true atmosphere of those

whaling days. All of us were inoculated

with the spirit ; we felt that we had some-
thing worth putting across ; we were
literally carried along, as ships on a great

river, by the idea.

"And it is events like these which can
** be seen in 'The Big Parade' and

'The Covered Wagon.' Both of these

pictures have interesting stories behind
them which do not actually appear on the

screen, but which are largely responsible

for their success.

"I understand that when 'The Big
Parade' was originally purchased, the

producers little thought that it would be
one of the big pictures of the year. It

{Continued from page 55)

was only after conferences between Irving

Thalberg, assistant production chief of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (who was the first

one to see its possibilities), Jack Gilbert,

the star, and King Vidor, director, thai

enthusiasm was aroused about it. But
once fired with vim, Vidor and Gilbert

used to shake hands daily, and repeat:

'For Grauman's Egyptian.' Which meant
that they were going to make a tremen-
dous effort to turn out a picture worthy
of being shown in a theater which shows
only the biggest and best pictures.

"It is said that when 'The Covered
Wagon' was first completed, the result

was so much greater than was originally

conceived that the producers went back
again fired by its theme, and spent many
months completing this story of the great

West. I do not know how many people

felt as I did about it, but I still have the

buffalo horns taken from a buffalo which
my grandfather shot when he crossed the

plains in a covered wagon that he and
his family might live. I still have his

powder-horn, and I can still remember
the tears in his eyes when he gave it to

me. He is ninety-eight now, and I often

feel that when the family reads the news-
paper to him telling of the aeroplanes

which cross our country with such tre-

mendous speed that he thinks back to

those pioneer covered-wagon days.

"I have included 'The Miracle Man' in
1 my list of epic pictures. This picture

teaches to mankind a great lesson, the

lesson of faith. In order to have epic

qualities, a picture need not sweep on the

screen like a mural painting. Too many
people mistake vastness for the quality of

epic. An epic picture can be produced

with only three talented characters in the

cast.
" 'The Birth' of a Nation' is of course

epic, as great an illustration of the epic

picture as has yet been produced.
" 'Tol'able David,' 'Greed,' 'Way Down

East,' and 'The Kid,' are excellent pic-

tures, but I do not think that they could

be classed as epics.

" 'Tol'able David' taught the lesson of

duty, and gave the audience some great
dramatic thrills that could only have been
obtained by a master hand, but lacked
theme. Duty is not an epic theme, it is

too obviously man-made. It was some-
thing more than duty that caused our an-

cestors to cross the plains, or Columbus
to discover America.

"The theme of 'Greed' is too repellent

to be considered epic : it tends toward re-

trogression.

"Concerning "Stella Dallas' and 'The
Last Laugh' I cannot say, for I have not

yet seen them.

'""There will be many who will not agree
1 with this choice. There will be some

who will include on their list pictures

which might have become epic, but which
fell short of the mark because the pro-

ducers and technicians failed to realize

their epic qualities."

But in making out your list ask your-

self these three" questions: Is the theme
of the picture a great theme? Is the

story told in a simple and understandable

way ? And are the technicians who
handle the picture presenting it to you

in an expert manner? If you can answer

"ves" to all three queries, you can be sure

vou are on the trail of an epic picture.

Graustark of Beverly Hills

they are lucky—that the screen is first

—

and, oh, well, we have to throw a party

once in a while, but why should we stay

in because we have callers?

Not Marion Davies.

She looks more than ever a golden daf-

fodil against the dark paneled walls of
her living-room. Tea is served and she

is the gracious hostess of those who "hap-
pened to drop in." The word "career"

seems farther removed from her than elec-

tricity from the early Phoenicians.

Beside her is a sewing-basket with the

dainty-flowered chiffon she had been fash-

ioning into a dress.

"I'm terribly domestic !" she laughed. "I

cant seem to get over being delighted to

have a home to be domestic in. I used to

be on the stage
"

"Dont I remember!" broke in a guest.

"The first time I ever saw you, you were
singing in 'Oh, Boy.' No, wait—let me
show you how well I can see you ! You
had on a white dress ruffled all the way

"It was pink."

. "Was it? Well, maybe it was—but you
were the most beautiful thing I ever saw.
You looked like a million dollars—but you
couldn't sing."

"Yes, wasn't I dreadful?" remembered
the hostess, gaily. "One night the audi-

ence laughed and I walked
and nearly got fii

74

ence
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{Continued from page 37)

"But your funny little voice got me.
When I met another girl with a voice ex-

actly like it, I married her."

"Mobody could have a voice like it. The
girls in the show used to tell me

what to do for it. I swallowed vaseline

by the tube. That was supposed to oil

up the muscles or something. Then they

told me to take a raw egg in sherry and
that dried up my throat. Then they said

a taste of champagne would do it. It

didn't.

"How in the world they ever let me go
on singing, I dont know. The song had
been written for a French actress who was
to be in the show. Something happened
to her. I was standing under the pro-

ducer's elbow when they were discus-

sing the song, ami 1 said : 'Let me sing

"He tried out my voice in a small room.

I sang as loudly as I could and it sounded
all right, so they took a chance. But once

I got into a theater

!

"You should have been there at the Cen-
tury Theater the night I sang in a musi-

cal comedy there! You know how enor-

mous the Century is! Possibly the audi-

ence saw my mouth moving,, but certainly

they heard nothing coming Kit

"I thought I wanted to be a musical-

comedy star. I danced—oh, I used to work

at my dancing !—acrobatic stuff, cartwheels

and 'all—and" I thought if I kept on at

my voice I'd get it in shape.

"Now, I wouldn't go back to the stage.

I'd rather do musical comedies on the

screen. I'm doing one next
—'The Red

Mill.' I'm to be the little Dutch girl,

the innkeeper's daughter. Not that you
will know the child!

"T wasn't in 'The Red Mill' on the stage,

but I was in one Montgomery and

Stone thing—'Chin Chin.' You wouldn't

remember me. I was one of five hundred
chorus girls, more or less. We had to

stick our five hundred heads thru holes

in the back drop: we were supposed to be

flowers. I was on the top tier. All went
well until the framework I was standing

on suddenly crashed down on the girl be-

low, driving her head between her shoul-

ders. She had to go to the hospital.

It left me chinning myself on the back

drop. I hung there until rescued, but the

audience must have thought me a most
unhappy-looking blossom."

A np there she was talking with another

guest about what to buy lor dinner

and where to buy it. for all the world

as it she were a young housekeeper in a

Hollywood bungalow court, instead of a

star whose name sparkles in electrics in

theaters all over the world.
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cThe X-^Ray ofthe Hair

This machine tests a small strand of your m_
hair. It gives your Permanent Waver advance »
facts that insure Safety and Perfect Results.

Nestle's new invention takes the
guess out of permanent waving

NO greater step forward in hair

science can be imagined than

the NESTLE METER SCALE. It de-

termines the character of your hair in

advance ofyour permanent wave— and

eliminates all guesswork.

Gone is the possibility of individual

error, over-curling or under-curling.

Gone is the era when all hair was put

through the waving-machine as

though all hair were alike.

Each head of hair is now waved per-

manently as if Nature, herself, had
performed the duty.

As Revealing as the X-Ray
The Nestle Meter Scale discloses an

amazing variety of hair qualities. It

analyzes the individual characteris-

tics oiyour hair—and your permanent

wave is prescribed in advance from

the Nestle Laboratory in New York.

From this examination and "pre-

scription," the Nestle Permanent

Waver in your own community will

then wave your hair by the

Nestle Circuline Process

The Circuline Process of Permanent Wav-
ing carries out, "to the letter," the

readings of the Nestle Meter Scale— so

that each head of hair is waved ac-

cording to its individual needs.

To have a perfect permanent wave is

a reasonable expectation. With Cir-

culine you will not be disappointed

no matter what kind of hair you may
have—whether it be normal, snow-

white, black, blond, bleached or

dyed—whether you want a tight,

medium or loose wave.

Have Your Hair "Read'*
Before You Have It Waved
The Reading and Recommendation

Cost You Nothing

Just fill out the coupon below and

send a small strand of your hair

(about as thick as the lead in any
ordinary pencil and at least 5 inches

long.) Do not send combings. Enclose $1
deposit to cover cost of testing.

TheNestleLaboratorieswill then send

you a card showing the result oiyour
hair test.This card contains directions

to your Permanent Waver, giving the

exact Circuline lotion required for

any type of wave you may want.

Your $1 deposit will be deducted from
the price of your next permanent
wave—given anywhere in the United

States where the Circuline Process is

used. The Nestle Company guaran-

tees the refund of this deposit. Over
6,000 hair dressers and beauty parlors

use Nestle permanent waving apparatus.

Why not send us your hair sample at

once or write for free descriptive

booklet?

NESTLE LANOIL CO., LTD..
12 East Forty-Ninth Street, New York City

Originators ofPermanent Waving (Est. 1905)

Nestle Lanoil Co., Ltd.,Laboratory
12 East 49th St., Dept.6-G j New York
Enclosed find $1 Deposit and sample of my hair

Iffree booklet only is wanted, check h

t
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Dressing the Sets

(Continued from page 35)

Fortunately, I have done a number of

court-rooms before and know the techni-

cal details, but in a realistic scene such as

this everything must be exact, or an at-

torney or judge may write and complain.

"Sets are usually made very deep and
rather narrow on account of "the camera,

and furniture must be arranged so that

nothing is hidden. It is well to have an

interesting piece of furniture in the fore-

ground, but the set is, of course, subser-

vient to the action and since what happens

in it is more important than the place,

beauty must often be sacrificed to drama.

"Perhaps they tell me they need a

room with four doors. No room with

four doors is as lovely as one with fewer,

but I must fit them in the best way
possible.

"We must know about rooms in bad,

as well as those in perfect taste. In 'Miss

Brewster's Millions,' we have many sets

showing terrific exaggeration—the dresser,

for example, in Miss Brewster's bedroom
is ten feet across.

"When we have to do sets dealing with

life in England or on the Continent, I

know what is required since I have
traveled abroad a great deal. But when a

story deals with Japan or China or India,

it is well to call in an expert, since there

are points no outsider can cover—just as

a military expert is necessary on a war
story."

is Hollywood's Ch

T~)ressixg a set once m
"fell, but try to dress i

""Tom Gub
expert. ^

lived most of his life in China, where lie

goes every other year now to add to his

collection of things Oriental.

Mr. Gubbins furnishes and dre>M-s

sets for pictures dealing with the Orien-

players used in the scene, lie ; - acting

in this capacity now for the production
of "Yellow Fingers," Olive Borden's first

starring vehicle.

"I learn the action of each scene and
dress it with that in mind," said Mr.
Gubbins. "In this case, the story is laid

in the Malay archipelago, where one mav
find Turks, Chinese. Malays, East Indians

and Europeans. The cafe we use is kept

by a French woman for Europeans. We
dress it with the things she would he able

to get there—teakwood tables and stools,

the bar common to the islands, and the

away evil spirits—matting walls, sarongs
used as awnings, and native musical

"The throne room is dressed without
chairs and tables, since the rajah is a

Malay and those received sit on cushions
on the floor. The throne, however, is

French, since he spent some time in

France and is supposed to have acquired
a fondness for French things.

"A part of my Job is to advise direc-
tors how a Chinaman behaves in certain

Orient. Men 'and women arTnever "seated
together in a cafe, but are put at separate
tables. A Chinaman never salaams. Why
directors so Frequently insist on salaams. I

dont know. A Chinaman holds his own
hands and moves them up and down as

"A favorite so-called 'Chinese' attitude
assumed by players is the arms crossed,

(TVthen he w&ks up and down."

be all very
second time

exactly as you did the first after a lapse

of four months! That feat fell to Liell

K. Vedder, technical expert for Harold
Lloyd, during the making of "Girl Shy."

"We had a tailor shop arranged with
elaborate detail. When it was finished, a

few scenes were shot and we were told

it would not be needed again. Four
months later, it was decided to add to the

tailor shop sequence. We had forgotten

how the set was dressed and had to copy
the whole thing from the picture made
at the time. Imagine counting the boxes,

replacing fashion sheets, looking out for

colors that showed only black, white and
gray on our print

!

"Weddings are a nuisance when it takes

two weeks to shoot the wedding scene and
the flowers used must be replaced every

day with blooms exactly like those of the

day before. Jobyna Ralston carried a
bouquet of orchids, bridal roses and lilies-

of-the-valley and I hardly breathed a
deep breath until the sequence was over,

for fear the country would get out of
orchids before we finished shooting.

"Besides keeping up on the etiquette of

a wedding today, you must know that of

a wedding twentv vears ago, of one in

France or Holland, and the difference be-

tween Colonial Virginia and Colonial New-
England, In Harold's present picture, we
have a wedding in the New York Bowery.
Decorating the Mission bad to be done
from the bum's angle—tinsel and paper
roses, chrysanthemums stuck in beer

bottles, large bows of cheese-cloth and
lanterns.

"( )ne of the hardest things I ever had
is to make a room ten feet wider.

It was papered in a hideous wall-paper
that bad been chosen for its comedy value.

There was no more such wall-paper. I

went everywhere. Factories didn't make
n nobody handled it. At last I got an
artist to paint it on a blank wall."

"VY7 1 1 1 v pictures were very, very young,
all sets were simply painted on can-

vas. Did they want a fireplace ? The
-eene artist painted one. Did they want a
picture on the wall? It was painted there.

"Then we began to use compo hoard,"

remembered Mr. Freudemann. "We painted

moldings on the board, then we got mold-
ings and put them on. Rapid progress has

been made in ten years, and now every-

What Does It Cost to

Go Into the Movies ?

Is it possible for a young man or a

young woman to come to A

and, even with extraordinary Jack,
earn enough money in the studios to

fay for thing expenses? Or must the

rant have some money to

invest in a career? Mignon Ritten-

Iiouse has investigated the conditions

surrottndinu movie "extra" work in

New York. She tells you about the

methods of easting in the studio.

And she tells you just who
\ns in actual mot

will find a complete and eomprchen-
/ of the "extra's"

conditions' in the Neiv York studios

in the July issue of Motion Picture

thing is real. Rugs are the best, antiques
are real, furniture and furnishings are ex-
actly what they seem to be.

"Right now we have a small set—

a

modiste shop—in which the furnishings
alone are valued at ten thousand dollars,

and that is not much of a set as sets go
these days.

"What we cant get. we make, but there
are rental places and antique dealers who
supply us from their collections with
whatever we need for period or type. On
our Russian set we have just had to

make a peasant's bed and some stoves and
heaters.

"The great problem is to make each
set look as tho it had been lived in. It i

easier to do this in less elaborate sets."

Dex Carre, who has recently finished

the sets for "Don Juan." is now en-

gaged in planning those for John Barry-
more's third production, "The Tavern
Knight."

"I shall have six weeks' preparation for

this picture," said Mr. Carre, "but I

should not attempt it if I had not had
much experience in this period also, ft is

seventeenth-century' England and will be

most interesting.

"I have a theory about pictures. I be-

lieve that the past should be hardly more
than a big outline, the present very real-

istic, and the future fantastic.

"In 'Don Juan,' we have the prolog,

which is what a little boy remembers—
what happened twenty years before the

my sets are designed with the

feeling that this is all broad outline

strokes— for how much detail can you
remember after twenty

;

"Composition is to me important. A
set must look well from many angles, since

cameras are set in various positions.

"In 1910, when I was with Gaumont in

Paris. I introduced color into th<

the sake of the actors, and we found it

relieved the hardness of black and white

and was more interesting. Now I make
all my sketches in color and they are

photographed so that the final result will

The pink sheets and yellow table-cloths

that puzzle the studio visitor are direct

results of these early experiments.

"It is not interesting to see too much
floor, so the artist will use si

or balconies or terraces that the picture

need not always be at the bottom of the

frame. Thus we lift the composition.

Thus we vary the actors' exits and en-

trances and give them rc>om for different

business
"Contrast must he carefully done. A

dark floor should have contrast:- a

ture. A blonde star should tx

dark set. and a brunett<

a light one.

"Taupe, mulberry and blue draperies

are more commonly used, altho -

the draperies may be matched to the set.

"Properties that requ::\

be carefully selected. A key of rive

hundred years ago must he of that period.

When were letters sealed? When merely-

rolled ?

"But I first read the -

cover the dramatic scene and build lor

that, for after all. the people come into

the theater to see what the actors

ing. not where they are doing it—altho

that is interesting
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Thoughts as Care-free

As the Gay, Sheer Frock You Wear!
—both under the most trying of hygienic handicaps!

This remar\able TnJEW way of solving

women's oldest hygienic problem sup'

plants insecurity with true protection,

offering 2 advantages unknown before,

plus easy disposal

Easy
Disposal

and % other

important factors

B> ELLEN J. BUCKLAND
Graduate Nurse

TO END the uncertainty of old ways, to
enable you to live every day unhandi-

capped, regardless of hygienic problems, is

the object of this new way which is chang-
ing the hygienic habits of the world.

The trying situations of yesterday become
the incidents of today. You wear your
sheerest frocks, your gayest gowns; you
meet the social exactments of every day
without a moment's doubt.

Do you wonder, then, that 8 in every 10

of women in the better walks of life now
employ it? It will make a great difference

in your life. It is basically different from any

other way you have ever known.

Three new advantages

This new way is Kotex, the scientific sani-

tary pad. Nurses in war-time France first

discovered it. It is made of the super-

absorbent Cellucotton.

It absorbs and holds instantly sixteen

times its own weight in moisture.

It is five times as absorbent as ordinary

cotton pads.

Each Kotcx pad is deodorized by a new
.-cret disinfectant. Think of the amazing

protection this feature alone gives!

ITTherc is no bother, no expense of laundry.

1

Simply discard Kotex as you would v

J.paper—without embarrassment.

You can get it anywhere, today

If you have not tried Kotex, please do. It

will make a great difference in your view-

point, in your peace of mind and your health.

60% of many ills, according to many
leading medical authorities, are traced to

the use of unsafe and unsanitary makeshift
methods.
Thus today, on eminent medical advice,

millions are turning to this new way.

A fair test will convince you of its advan-
tages beyond all question. No other method
will ever satisfy.

Kotex comes in sanitary sealed packages
of 12, in 2 sizes: the Regular and Kotex-
Super. At all better drug and department
stores, everywhere. Cellucotton Products
Co., 166 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.

•y cotton pad, and
es. thus assuring

double protection.

©Easy to buy anywhe
Many stores keep th
ready-wrapped in plain pc

•Supplied also in

West Disinfecting Co.

"Ask for them by name"

KOT6X
PROTECTS - DEODORIZES

When you write to advertisers please menti

No laundry—discard a
easily as a piece of tissu
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Gossip of the Camera Coasts

be given the blue-handled cup for ac-

complishment, for she deserves it.

I can now understand one reason why
people want to work in an Elinor Glyn

picture. Elinor does all the work. She
has more ambition and enthusiasm than

a squirrel in a circular cage. Madam
Glyn arrives at the studio before the

gateman has opened his other eye. She
immediately starts her work, supervising

wardrobe, checking locations, dressing

sets, etc. Tony Moreno, who is playing

the principal role in her present picture,

told me that she is one of the most re-

markable women he has met. According
to Tony's account of Elinor's activities,

Thomas Edison undoubtedly has the sleep-

ID udolph Valentino fired his cook and
hired another. The discharged gal

returned with the avowed intention of
cutting the new queen of the oven right

out of the picture. Armed with a pair of
scissors, Mrs. Von Aicken, that's the
former cook's name, charged into the

sheik's home. She couldn't find the new
servant, so she went to the wardrobe and
proceeded to cut to pieces the uniforms
of all the house flunkies. She severed
the buttons from the chauffeur's coat and
clipped the maids' aprons down to doily

size. Rudy called the police, who placed
her in jail until her husband arrived and
made an adjustment of damages.

If the beautiful Claire Windsor is to be
called by any other name, she should be

called a faddist. We have known Claire

over a period of years and have observed
that with the coming of the robins she
develops a new hobby. This spring it is

various forms of glassware that provide
an outlet for her spare change. Last year
she collected perfumes and the year before
she made a hobby of dolls. Next year
she may be hoarding up old theater stubs
or maybe postage stamps.

LIollywood is noted for its bum food.
Most of the restaurants are dens

filled with digestive impossibilities. How-
ever, if you are a good burglar or you

{Continued from page 49)

have influential friends, you might pick

up a good meal at one of the following

toothpick dives. Take your choice

:

Jack Holt's home . . . excellent steaks

with mushrooms and pie par excellence.

Antonio Moreno's . . . hot Spanish

Raymond Hatton's . . . excellent old

home cooking of the Iowa variety.

Claire Windsor's ... if you look at

Claire, the food doesn't matter.

Mary Philbin's . . . corned beef and cab-

bage if you call Mary's mother two hours
before dinner-time.

If you patronize the above places, we
guarantee that you will leave the table

feeling like a pacified boa-constrictor at

a circus.

Ion Chaney was driving peacefully
down the boulevard. Suddenly from

behind came loud honking and much
shouting. Thinking the Hollywood police

had made another mistake, Lon pulled

over to the curb. The pursuing car rolled

up. At the wheel was Johnny Walker,
the Beau Brummel of La Brea Avenue.
He was laughing loudly.

"Have you heard the latest one on you,
Lon ?"

"No," replied Chaney, "But I suppose
I was mistaken for a June bug."
"Oh !" exclaimed Johnny, "You've heard

it. Haw! Haw!"
Which reminds us that Lew Cody is

ready to shoot both guns at the next per-

son who pulls the old wheeze about him
being related to Buffalo Bill Cody.

If you want to know just how hard-
boiled the gatemen are in Hollywood,

the following may illustrate to you just

why they have the reputation for eating

fried railroad S] ikes.

Willis Goldbeck, the scenarist, had
been called to the studio by one of the

company officials. When Willis arrived,

the gateman growled, "Got you vaccina-

tion certificate?"

"No." replied Goldbeck meekly. "Am I

supposed to have one this morning?"
'Acs you are and them's my orders."

Rather than submit to further physical

.
he went home without seeing

the boss. Two hours later the officials

called him and demanded to know why he
hadn't arrived. After many explanations
he was allowed to return to the studio
and thumb his nose at the gateman who
looked at him as he would at a leper.

Antonio Moreno has completed his sec-
ond picture since his return from

abroad where he played the featured role
in Rex Ingram's "Mare Nostrum." Since
his sojourn in Europe, Tony has played
the leading role opposite Marion Davies
in "Beverly of Graustark" and the lead-

ing role in Elinor Glyn's "Love's Blind-
ness." He will start work immediately in

the leading male role of "The Temptress."

Tony says he will go abroad again next
year, providing he can spare the time. He
wants to make it entirely a pleasure trip,

spending considerable time with his
mother at Campemento, Spain.

A new trick in saving production cost
of pictures is about to be instigated

by George Fitzmaurice and Herbert
Brenon, according to Hollywood reports.

Brenon is on location at Yuma, Arizona,
with thousands of extra people and much
equipment which he is using for the film-

ing of "Beau Geste." Fitzmaurice will

go to the same location for the filming of

"The Son of the Sheik" with Rudolph
Valentino. The two directors plan to ex-

change equipment and extra people, thus
cutting down production expense. Fitz-

maurice is to he paid the highest sum
ever given a director for handling the

megaphone on a single production. He
will receive $75,000 for making "The Son
of the Sheik."

V4\e Murray will return to Hollywood
with a new contract. When her

agreement with Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer
expired. Mae went abroad with the idea of

getting a contract with one of the foreign

concerns. Something happened which
prevented the European deal from going

thru, so Mae returned to Hollywood.
The name of her next picture has not

been announced.

The Movies Capture the Army

J<^f.eping up the traditions of Army hos-
pitality gives us a rare chance for per-

sonal contact with our favorite stars ! Miss
Swanson accepted the use of our quarters
for changing her costumes, and with Allan
Dwan and Ben Lyon took pot-luck at our
family dinner. Fancy the bliss of my then
ten-year-old daughter at sitting down to
dinner with her adored Gloria! I over-
heard her later telling a playmate, "She
isn't a bit stuck-up. "She let me try on
her wig!" As a charming courtesy in re-

•turn for the use of the Fort and inci-

dentally our quarters. Mr. Dwan sent a
cameraman over to the beach the next
morning to take the children of the post
in swimming. After trying to round up
fifteen children, four Airedales and a bull-
dog in front of the cameraman, I have un-
bounded respect for even the least of the
directors ! The film was given us, and
"Fort Schuyler's Baby Bathing Beauties"
had quite a run at the Post Exchange

\ movies that winter.

ACE

(Continued from page 67 I

And recently it was Milton Sills ! In

rolled two huge busses, filled with Italian

and Austrian soldiers. (The Italians were
genuinely Italian if not genuinely soldiers,

for they needed an interpreter.* In came
a big car with Mr. Sills and his director.

Over we rushed to the Old Fort, and found
that this time they were using the quaint
outer court. The film is "Puppets." a story

of the World War from the rather orig-

inal angle of the Italian-Austrian front.

Here is a hint of the plot as Milton
Sills outlined it to my husband. The Ital-

ian owner of a puppet-show is drafted, sent

to the front, deafened by shell-shock, cap-

tured and taken to an Austrian prison

camp. S. O. L. ! Milton Sills is cast

as the Italian prisoner. The Old Fort is

cast as the Austrian prison. The prisoner
is heart-sick because cut off from news
from home. A new prisoner just brought
in proves to be a friend who has recent

news from the home town, but it's far

from cheering. The new prisoner cannot

talk to the deaf hero, especially with

guards around. But there is a patch of

new-fallen snow. ("That's why we dashed

out this morning from the studio—and the

light's wonderful. too") The friend traces

in the snow, "She and Bruno"— for a sheik

cousin, Bruno, has just run off with the

hero's wife. But before he can write more,

a brutal Austrian guard kicks him away,
and scuffs out the writing. leaving the poor

man several shades more heart-sick than

before.

A nd now let me quote from an article.

"What Counts at the Box-Office ?" in

the March Mot:,- "There
are a lot of players of mysterious popu-
larity—difficult to define. Milton Sills is

one of them." And again: "Milton Sills

is another box-office puzzle. A player of

average histrionic ability, moderately good-
looking. Sills has nevertheless long out-

shown practically all of the other male

(Contiir
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beauty is a ^Matter of^
(Common £ense andJudgment

LETTUCE CREAM

67}EAUTY is not a question of miracles and

JlJ magic. It is the result of common sense,

good judgment, and everyday habit, just the

same as other successful things.

For instance, in the care of your skin, the per-

fectly logical first step is cleansing. And the

logical cream to use is one specially and particu-

larly designed to cleanse— and nothing else.

Marinello Lettuce Cream does but one thing

—

keeps your skin clean. Does it expertly and

thoroughly as a specialist should. And that

clean skin is the place to begin to build beauty.

Without this habit of cleanliness, beauty will

neither develop nor continue.

The common-sense thing to do, then, is to make

a habit of this cleansing. At the end of every

day— and always before make-up, use Lettuce

Cream. There are 9000 Marinello Beauty Shops

using Marinello Lettuce Cream daily in prepar-

ing the skin for almost every sort of treatment.

After the cleansing the next logical step is nour-

ishing with Marinello Tissue Cream. A skin

food with but one purpose— to keep the skin

nourished so that it can be beautiful. Each ofthe

Marinello Creams— one for every skin condition

— has one specific thing to do— and Joes it.

Marinello Creams may be had at Marinello

Shops, drug stores and department stores.

MARINELLO COMPANY
72 Fifth Ave. and 366 Fifth Ave, New York • 800 Tower Court, Chicago _

Philadelphia St. Loins Cincinnati Minneapolis
Denver DETROIT Los Angeles Portland Dallas

LYMAN'S— Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa and Vancouver— Agtnu for Canada
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T/ie largest 'Beauty

Qrgajiization in the World
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The Picture Parade

shiver with suspense.

—

United

Miss Brewster's Millio

Romantic Comedy

the goIt's been a long time
since Bebe Daniels has had such a pleas-

ant picture as "Miss Brewster's Millions."
This comedy gesture is built around the
old recipe by George Barr McCutcheon

—

an ideal made over to serve a girl instead

of a young man. Well, why not? Cant a
girl get rid of a bankroll as easily as a
boy? Ask Dad—he knows. The piece has
sufficient laughter stored up in its six reels

to please most anyone in search of movie
fun. Like the original McCutcheon spender,
the feminine bounder must squander a mil-
lions dollars by a specified time in order
to inherit a still larger income.
The pattern relies a good deal upon gags

and slap-stick—with Bebe playing a type
of heroine suggestive of Mabel Normand's
erstwhile characters. Let it be said that

Bebe does her stuff with plenty of "vvim
It moves at a smart pace

—

thread of plot. In a

perfect. Ford Sterling

it with spice and gin-

and never lo;

technical way
helps in seasc

ger.

—

Paramox

My Own Pal—Western Melodrama

Pom Mix, picturesquely attired as ever,

carries on again in one of those up-and-
t-'em Westerns. We find him perched

He foi 11 of

t the bette

inch—and
r of him,

And Tonyaway he goes

goes with him. While en route, he adopt
a precocious kid whose mother is dying—
which accounts for the title of the picture

Tom longs for better things—and he end
up by becoming a poll

thie : befoi rly

shorthorns.
"My Own Pal" hasn't quite the virility

of some previous Mix stories—which means
that we have grown accustomed to lively

and continuous stunts and action. Some
ributed

by a pro-

grammed. These critics wont be so far

wrong, after all. The scenery and atmos-

(Contimted from page 63)

phere are O. K. And the picture should

satisfy if you dont look for too much red

meat in your film fare.

—

Fox.

Don't—Comedy

D upert Hughes has ceased viewing with
alarm. Instead he proceeds to kick

over the traces, or what you will, and
dish up a comedy of the slap-stick school.

It deals with a flapper who resents parental

control (where have you seen that idea

before?)—who doesn't want the husband
picked out by her father, but who goes

out and gets her own man.

Naturally, there is nothing to the plot

—

which is a pretty frail and thinly constructed

affair. It has its moments of horse-play

—

and the players are enthusiastic enough to

get quite a kick out of it. It serves

its brief hour, but it wont linger long

in the memory. Sally O'Xeil is the flap-

perish heroine and cuts up didoes and
deviltries to the queen's taste. Bert Roach
is fairly effective as a souse. And there

you have it.—Metro-Goldwyn.

The Barrier Melodrama

Dfx Beach's virile story, with its Alas-
* kan background, lias been given a new
screen treatment—and we cannot admit

that it has anything on the previous pic-

ture—in which Mitchell Lewis leaped into

the limelight with his study of 'Poleon

Doret. In fact, the picture serves to re-

mind us that it has become pretty old-

fashioned due to the unending series of

Alaskan yarns which have graced the sil-

versheet these many years.

Still, it is pretty well done— if you look

into the production values. The open spaces

have been carefully picked—and even if

there is some trick photography, it. never-

theless, does not detract from the pictorial

appeal.

"The Barrier" presents primitive love

and adventure—and is very tried and true

in the formula of its plot. But you wont
become tired with it—not with all the ele-

mental moments taken care of so well by
Mother Nature, Lionel Barrymore. Nor-
man Kerry, Henry B. Walthall—and Mar-
eeline Day. Keep your eye on this Day
person. She's going to wake up some

W.
Jesert Gold Melodrama

does this title sound like? One
guess as to the author's name. Quick,

now. Right again—it is Zane Grey. Re-
duced to celluloid, this story is probably
the dullest that he has concocted in quite

some time. It travels over such familiar
ground that there is no suspense to tingle

your nerves. So you are compelled to

watch the characterization to enliven your
interest—and this isn't so good.

It all takes place in the nineties—and
Neil Hamilton (D. W.'s "find") is seen
as an upright cavalry officer in love with
a Mexican girl. Along comes Robert
Frazer as a hero, too—and the plot re-

solves itself» into proving which one of the

two is God's perfect nobleman. You will

see a lot of hard riding—and some effec-

tive villainy displayed by William Powell.
But after you've seen it all—you cant help
defining it as one of those things—a polite

way of saying "not so good."

—

Paramount.

The Great Love—Comedy

A season or three ago a lot of capital
** entertainment was got from a plot

built around an elephant. It made such
a good impression that we cannot blame
Marshall Neilan for seizing the oppor-
tunity to fashion some more hokum around
the pachyderm. The piece is best de-
scribed as broad comedy or slap-stick. It

revolves around the antics of the big
trumpeter whose display of affection for
a physician-benefactor causes the latter no
end of trouble. The plot switches to melo-
drama toward the conclusion when the vil-

lain kidnaps the doctor's dame. But the
elephant and the Boy Scouts come to the
rescue.

It's a picture certain to please the young-
sters, tho it isn't very substantial for the

oldsters. Norma—for such is the pachy-
derm's monicker—looms up big in a dra-
matic as well as physical sense—and her
comedy stuff when "blotto" with gin is

immense. Being so huge, the elephant
dwarfs the human performers—among
whom are Viola Dana, Chester Conklin
and Robert Agnew.

—

Metro-Goldwyn.

When the Movies Fall Back on Mother Goose
Synopsis of Future Sensations

The Old Woman Who Lived
Shoe

MRS. CLAYTON POTTER,
dowager living in a palatial

I

holds a grand house pi rtv f

her seven dai \s .

of the entert linment, the-

to auction kis >cs in tli

charity fund. The ki ses ;

ten thousand dollars

the Potters, i family of J

struggling to nake a

to the intens "of"
counts and ei voys w th si

The auction w ind'
Si
up n a t

tects whose :

ways discoura ^Vi!'!uVi

Mrs
the g

foreigners. The foreigners are arrested.

The last scene shows the event of the seven

weddings in the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine in New "i ork City. The architects

have, in the meanwhile, landed a contract

for the design of the highest skyscraper in

the world.

Humpty Dumpty
I—Iuxter Hi'MiMiRKvs. a crusty old cur-
* * mudgeon nicknamed "Humpty Dumpty"
by his associates, dominates Wall Street

and makes many enemies by his ruthless

dealings. Crate, whom he has ruined.

swears vengeance. He has Humphreys'
daughter. Margaret, abducted to a road-

house, rightly anticipating pursuit by the

girl's father, and takes advantage of the

latter's absence from the New York Stock

Exchange, to combine with other stock

manipulators in an endeavor to break him.
Humphreys and Jack King. Margaret's
fiance, rescue her ; and the part.\

.

Crate's treachery,, heads back to the city

in an airplane. The airplane crashes to

the ground and Humphreys is severely in-

jured. Margaret and Jack, in a hastily

requisitioned automobile,
city to save her father's fortune. I

drives, as Jack's right arm hangs us

a result of the accident. They arrive on
the floor of the stock exchange in time to

turn the tables on Crate. Pandemonium
breaks loose. Crate attempts to shoot Jack
but is frustrated by Margaret and arrested.

Humphreys discards his crutches in time
for the wedding.

EDMUND J. KIEFER.
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7-DAY SUPPLY FREE MAIL THE COUPON b

No more soiled towels

removing cold cream
No more harsh substitutes irritating to delicate skin

fabric— and no more oily skins!

This NEW way will work wonders

in lightening your skin— will

keep your make-up fresh for

hours!— the ONLY way that

removes all cream and dirt

from the pores.

THIS offers a test that will
|

effect some unique results

on your skin. That will make
it seem shades lighter than
before. That will correct oily

skin and nose conditions amaz-
ingly. That will double and triple

the effectiveness of your make-up.

Modern beauty science has found
a new way to remove cold cream . .

.

a way unlike any you have ever known.

It will prove that no matter how
long you have used cold cream, you
have never removed it, and its accumu-
lation of dirt, entirely from your skin

. . . have never removed it in gentle

safety to your skin.

This new way is called Kleenex 'Ker-
chiefs

—

absorbent. Dainty and exquisite,

you use it, then discard it. Just use the

coupon. A 7-day supply will be sen* you.

A scientific discovery

We are makers of absorbents. Are
world authorities in this field.

On the urge of a noted dermatol-
ogist, we perfected this scientifically

right material for removing cold cream.

It is the only product made solely

for this purpose. It represents some
two years of scientific research. There
is no other like it.

It stops oily nose and skin conditions
amazingly. For these come from over-
laden pores . . . cold creams and oils left

ABSORBENT
KLEENEX
'KERCHIEFS

To Remove Cold Cream— Sanitary
When you w

GNg more oily skins

Your make-up holds hours
longer than before

Instead of towels, cloths, harsh
fibre, or paper makeshifts, you
use this deliciously soft new ma-
terial

—

27 times as absorbent.

First

Remove every bit of </erm-laden

matter, every particle of dirt,

simply by wiping off face.

Then

—pay particular attention to

the tjose, so that it will be
white and without shine.

Then

You discard the used sheets

—

no more soiling of towels!

for nature to expel. That is why you
powder now so often.

It combats skin eruptions. For they're

\ invited by germ accumulations left

£V\ in the skin, breeding places for

bacteria.

^\ Old methods, towels, cloths and
A fibre substitutes, failed in ab-

t\ sorbency. And thus often rubbed

m\ infectious dirt accumulations
5 back into your skin. That is

why tiny imperfections often

come. Why your skin may
look so dark at times.

Multiplied skin benefits

Xow in Kleenex 'Kerchiefs

—

absorbent—those failures are cor-

rected. Soft as down and white as

snow, it contrasts the harshness of

cloth or fibre makeshifts with a soft-

ness that you'll love.

It comes in exquisite sheets, 27 times

as absorbent as the ordinary towel. 24

times that of paper and fibre substi-

tutes. You use it, then discard it.

It does what no other method yet

has done . . . removes all the cleansing

cream, all dirt and pore accumulations

gently from the skin. And that means
much to you.

Send the coupon

Upon receipt of it a full 7-day supply
will be sent, you without charge.

7-Day Supply—FREE
KLEENEX CO.,

167 Quincy St., Chicago, 111.

Please send without expense to me a
sample packet of Kleenex 'Kerchiefs

—

absorbent—as offered.
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THE OL' LADY.—Here we are once again. That is quite

some trip you mapped out for yourself. John Gilbert is playing

in "Bardelys the Magnificent" with Eleanor Boardman.
BON HOLM BOWER.—You say even tho I am busy I always

manage to keep my whiskers in good trim. The barbers see to the

trimming nowadays. Pola Negri is playing in "Naughty Cinderella,"

which Irene Bordoni is appearing in on the New York stage.

ZANTIPPE.—Your letter was great. You certainly know the

English language. The mother tongue, so to speak, father never

gets a chance to use it. Jack Holt is married to a non-professional.

Charles Ray's next is "Paris."

H. L. NE P.—Thanks for sending me the picture of your
theater in Zanzibar, Africa. It was very interesting. Write me
again some time. I may run down to see you some time.

FLAMING YOUTH.—Fire away. I'm always on the job.

Well, the hottest spot on earth is Death Valley. California, but

I have heard of hotter places. Yes, that should have been Elinor

Fair instead of Virginia Brown Faire. My error.

FRANCES C—Do I like blondes? I should say 1 do. They
say light-haired people live longer than dark-haired. Yes, John
Gilbert played in "Monte Cristo" some time ago.

VERA S.—The new Roxy Theater will be located at Fiftieth

Street and Seventh Avenue, New York City. It will contain over
6,000 seats. George O'Brien is with Fox. Edith Roberts is

playing the lead with Conrad Nagel in "There You Are," from the

F. Hugh Herbert novel.

MRS. R. M. B.—Yes, I am getting $15.00 per now. Even tho

a dollar doesn't go as far as it used to. we have just as much of
a struggle to get it back. I manage pretty well, tho. Anna Q.
Nilsson in "Miss Nobody." Give the bain- a him for mc.
INEZ L., STOCKHOLM.—Thanks for the pictures. Well, the

great American urge is to "step on the gas." and they certainly

do in New York. John Barrymore was born in 1882 and is mar-
ried. Write me again some time.

JOHN W.—Marriage isn't a lottery. If you draw a blank in

lottery you drop it. No, I am not married yet. There is plenty

of time. John Patrick is playing with Bebe Daniels in "The
Palm Beach Girl."

" NORWAY

-

ASTRI, OSLO,
The Canal is 43.8 i

Hope is the souther

Paul Ellis, he was
Dorothy Macka
Nei ; City.

NORMA O.—Thanks, that's on me.
Smiles, who said, "We learn wisdom
than from success. We often discovei

out what will not do: and probably he

never made a discovery." Eva Novak
and Herbert Rawlinson have the leads

in "The Millionaire Policeman."
DOLLY.—Number, please! Well,

there are 17,000.000 telephones n the

United States, so when a girl makes
it in two guesses she isn't doing so
badly at that. Lew Cody and Claire

Thanks for the calendar.'

BEATRICE U—We are not con-
tent to travel ten times as fast as our
grandfathers ; we must make it

twenty. John Barrymore has chosen
Dolores Costcllo to appear opposite

him in "The Tavern Knight." This
is the second time she has been hon-
ored tliuslv. Your letter was a gem.

\ ALFRED 1. H.—So von have seen

C/82
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Yes, I have been to Panama.
in length. The Cape of Good
ty of Africa. Last I heard of
I'he Dancer from Paris'' with
] Studio, 2478 Second Avenue,
snaps, and let me hear from

me. I always think of Samuel

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All you folks who have questions to ask. come
this nay and you shall be heard—and answered.
I have learnt a lot during the last eighty-two

years, and it's all yours for the asking. Been
answering ??? here for the last fifteen years

and still going strong. If you want an answer
by mail, enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

If you wish the answer to appear here, write

at the top of your letter the name you want
printed, and at the bottom your full name and
address, and mail to me. The Answer Man. care

of Motion Pictube Magazine, 175 Duffield
Street, Brooklyn. N. Y.

389 pictures for 1925 Not so bad. You say you have the same
old girl, only she has been painted over. There's a lot of reno-
vating going on these days. Spring is here. Patsy Ruth Miller

and Monte Blue in "La Reveillon."

LEX W. S.—So you have a correspondence club in Australia.

Just write to Len W. Seddon. 24 Upper Bay View Street.

McMahon's Point. Svdney. Australia, if you wish to join. Good
luck to you. Len.

ISABEL C—Thanks for the pictures of Kamloops. No, not

married yet. You know women are like street-cars, if you lose

one. another is soon to come along, so why worry. The real name
of Miss Dupont is Pattie Day, but she was once known profes-
sionally as Margaret Armstrong and she was born in Frankfort.
Kentucky. She came near getting famous in von Stroheim's
"Foolish Wives," but something seems to have gone wrong with
her since then.

J. E.—But the average man can lift two and a half times his

own weight. Mary Astor had the lead in "Don Q." with I

Fairbanks. Carl Miller was the poet in "We Modern.-." Ye-.

Florence Turner is playing in "Padlocked" with Chariot Bird
and Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.

MABEL H.—So you have started a club. too. Too many
clubs ! Esther Ralston Fan Club. 1250 S. Normal Avenue. Chico.

California.

EDWARD C. G.—Thanks for yours. I dont know what
Marion Leonard is doing right now. Guess she is out of pictures

entirely.

REX LEASE FAX.—You say it is with trembling hands, blink-

ing orbs and shivering shoulders that you approach me. Well. I

may live in a cage in a ball room, but I dont bite. I'm as gentle

as a lamb. But dont stroke me the wrong way. Rex t,

at the Gordon Street Studio. 1329 Gordon Street. Hollywood,
California. Run in again some time, now that we are acquainted.

ARGENTINE FAN.—No, I have never been in Argentine.

Yes. Lou Tellegen is of Greek descent. Gareth Hughes is twenty-

nine and was born in Wales. His r'rst picture was "The F.yes

of Youth" with Clara K. Young. 1 doubt if he will si

with us. because his ambition is to go back home and play Hamlet
in the Welsh tongue.

MARRY C—Well, sometimes you know what a man is by the

things he'll stand for, and again by the things he'll fall

yon want to see Ramon Xovarro and Lillian Gish pi.;;

gether. Who can tell'- Strange things are happening. Mary
and Doug are going to play in a picture together abroad.

ISABEL I..— I should say I do drink plenty of buttermilk. I

wouldn't lie able to answer questions if I didn't have my butter-

milk. You dont like Ralph Graves in comedies. You say you
would be in the height of happiness if you could be Rod La
Rocque's secretary, I'll see what 1 can do for you.

KAY. PHILLY.— I should say the

women do make good farmers.
Women farmers in Pennsylvania now
number more than 10.000. The bind-

ing of grain on Belgian farms is done
mainly b women, their labor being so

cheap that there is little use for ma-
chinerv to do the work. You refer

to Malvina Polo in "A W
Paris." Famous Flayers ..:

Long Island. I think your hubby
should reduce if ':

H

is only twenty-seven. He would be

huse on the screen.

CLARKIE.—Virginia 1...

is playing with Edward Horton in

"The Whole Town's Talk! ruj

Moore is playing in L...
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Fine Pores Make Fine Skins

Will sh<?
a

live happily ever after ?
RADIANT, starr)' eyed, she looks inquiringly to the future.

Will her rosy dreams come true? Will he love her always?
- Will he be as proud of her five years hence?

Who can tell? It depends so much on her—on her tact, her
loyalty, but most of all, her skill in retaining her vibrant, youth-
ful loveliness. For it is only too true—love often fades as beauty

Don't let happiness flit out of your hands. Whether you arc a
bride of the past or present—or one for future years—make up
your mind now to be and stay as beautiful as he would have you.
Make up your mind to keep your skin always fresh and youth-
ful—always satiny-soft and fine-textured as that of the youngest
bride. It's all a matter of proper care—care that will refine the
pores and keep them normally invisible. For, as you know, fine
fores make fine skins.

Ifyou would learn the secret of a lovely

complexion, learn to refine the pores

All beauty specialists will caution you against powdering over
open pores. For the tiny particles of powder enter the little

openings, clog and enlarge the pores and make the skin rough,
coarse and unlovely.

That's why most beauty parlors finish their treatments with the
application of ice to close the pores. Ice does the work all right,
but it is a little too harsh for most skins and quite inconvenient
to apply at home.

A new and better way—
Princess Pat Ice Astringent

Fortunately you no longer have to bother with chopping ice nor
risk its harsh effect upon your skin. For Science has now pro-

Recess °Pat

This new Ice Astringent is the second "twin" of our famous Twin
Cream Treatment—known everywhere as the ideal pore-refining method.
It is a Princess Pat discovery and only Princess Pat can offer it to you.

Do not confuse it with ordinary "astringent creams." There is no
similarity. Princess Pat is the one and only Ice Astringent.

vided a new and better way—Princess Pat Ice Astringent—

a

delightful, fresh, "freezy" cream that is really both ice znd finish-

ing cream combined— an astringent that has all the pore-refining

and skin-firming qualities of ice without any of its disadvantages.

At the first touch of this magic cream you will feci a reviving,

cooling sensation—a joyous tingle that will flush your cheeks

with new life and vigor and leave your face glowingly refreshed

for hours. In a second this cream has disappeared and you have
a splendid foundation for your make-up. Your pores are closed

and you can powder without clogging and enlarging them;
without causing that "flaky" effect which comes from powder-
ing over open pores. Your make-up stays on longer and looks

more natural; your complexion is protected against dust, wind
and exposure; you have the lasting loveliness that comes only

with a satiny-soft, fine-textured skin.

Keepyour skin freshandyouthful this new way

Begin today to win and keep the beauty

that all men adore. Get Princess Pat

Ice Astringent at your favorite toilet

goods counter and always apply a little

Before putting on your powder and rouge.

You'll be rewarded with an added love-

liness and charm you have never known
before.

If you prefer to try this delightful Ice

Astringent before purchasing, simply mail the

coupon and a generous sample will be sentyou

without cost or obligation.

<>£ So that you may know for yourself the lovely

TYCC effect ot Princess Pat Ice Astringent, we take
«/ pleasure in sending you a free trial tube. Just

mail the coupon.

PRINCESS PAT, Ltd., Dept 1266
2709 South WeUs Street, Chicago.

Without cost or obligation please send me a free trial tube of

Princess Pat Ice Astringent.

Street

City State
(Print name and address plainly)

When you write to advertisers please mention MOTION' PICTURE MAGAZINE. 83
PAJS\i



(WEirE
S Libbev's "A Poor Girl's Romance." Leatrice Joy's next for

De Mille will be "The Clinging Vine."
EXZEDDER.—Priscilla Dean began her stage career as an

infant with the immortal Joseph Jefferson in "Rip Van Winkle."
At the age of fourteen she was doing a dance specialty with the

famous "Folies-Bergere." D. W. Griffith then discovered her

and took her to the old Biograph. She is now playing in "Danger
Girl." So you liked "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" better

than "Little Annie Rooney." Mary is always good. Write me
again.

MRS. ALLETTIA.—Well, I want you to know that I am
always glad to receive letters from my readers. If they are not

answered, it is only because the editor does not allow me more
space. Dont give up, you will get an answer eventually. You refer

to "The Eagle." Mabel Normand is to play in a two-reel comedy
for Hal Roach, after which she is to be starred

in a play under the management of A. H.
Woods.
YVOXXE McD.—Yes, Corliss Palmer is

playing in "Up in Mabel's Room" with Marie
Prevost. Richard Dix is not married. Norma

"The Auctioneer" that David Warfield made famous. Janet
Gaynor is also in that picture.

A. G. T. H.—Well, the man who can smile when he feels like

cussing has the qualities of a winner. Buck Jones does not give
his age. Flora Le Breton is forsaking both the stage and screen
and is going to star in "London Pierrots" at Montmartre.
MRS. H. S.—Mae Busch was born in Melbourne, Australia,

June 18, but she doesn't tell what vear.

MARGUERITE IVA DE LA B.—That's a very becoming
name. I know of no John Frazer, but there is a Robert Frazer.
Quite true, for, to a lover there are but two places in the whole
wide world—the place where the loved one is, and the place where
the 1 ved <

BUDDIE.-
makirfg their

Watch Them Rise!

-Joseph Schildkraut and his father, Rudolph, are
first screen appearance together in Cecil de Mille's

"Young April." Lillian Rich and Robert Frazer
in "The Isle of Retribution."
MISS FAX.—See above for vours.
MIA KEISLER.—Pola Negri's first picture

shown in this country was "Passion" and the
first picture she made in this country was

WOMEN
Colleen Moore 50

Betty Bronson 48

Mae Murray 48

Norma Talmadge 46

Gloria Swanson 42

Mary Pickford 37

Corinne Griffith 32

Barbara La Marr 30

Pola Negri 29

Constance Talmadge 29

Vilma Banky 29

Clara Bow .* 28

Mary Brian 27

Norma Shearer 27

Alberta Vaughn 27

Bebe Daniels 26

Marion Davies 26

Leatrice Joy 20

Lois Wilson 20

Claire Windsor 20

Eleanor Boardman 20

Esther Ralston 16

Viola Dana 15

Patsy Ruth Miller 15

Irene Rich 15

MEN
Richard Dix 107

Ramon Novarro 78

Rudolph Valentino 77

Ben Lyon 71

Lloyd Hughes 68

Ronald Colman 17

John Gilbert 51

Ricardo Cortez 42

Tom Mix 24

Thomas Meighan 23

Rod La Rocque 21

Douglas Fairbanks 21

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr 20

Fred Thomson 20

Lon Chaney 19

George O'Brien 19

Buck Jones 18

Milton Sills 15

William Haines 15

Conrad Nagel IS

Monte Blue 14

Adolphe Menjou 13

Harrison Ford 12

Neil Hamilton 11

Talmadge has no children, and
Dorothy Gish does not stut-

ter—you wouldn't think SO if

you heard her at a party. She
sure is the life of the crowd.
WHITE-HAIRED BET-

TY.— Thank you, Bettv.
Richard Dix was born July 14,

bee has to do—to make one pi

between 100,000 and 200,000 Ho
RALPH S.—Thanks for vo
QUEEX LIL.—A scientist'

s

than were his ancestors. Wha
pay and 20.000,000 automobiles
know what it is to try to en
Street. Xew York City. Alio
Ohio, and made her screen d
Could You, Caroline."

NAZIMOVA FAN.—I thin

Our new leading lady for the montl
Alberta Vaughn has dropped 'way back.
Norma Talmadge have taken new positio

for Richard Dix, he seems to be perr
league with Ramon Novarro as h

1894. i

>und of honey, the bee

m" what the

. must visit

, Wh spuli

lin

screen in "The Roaring
PETITE.—Yes, I ha

\in "Fine Manners." G
J 84
AGE

drawing—it looks just like me.
3 that modern man is more active

with fifty-six brands of taxes to

dodge, lie's got to be. You dont
Fifth Avenue at Forty-second

Calhoun was born in Cleveland.
Lit in 1917 for Bathe in "How

pour English is very good. You
'espondent? Because he drops a

Sylvia Breamer returns to the

he Charleston. Gloria Swanson
Iney is to play the title role in

is Colleen Moore. "Bella Donna." I car. -

and Mae Murrav and are quite a favorite
s of importance. As THE LITTLE BRAZIL-
anent leader of the IAX POLL. —What's this?

arro as his closest rival Why, the human bod.

ates enough heat dur
day to melt forty- four pounds

of ice and raise the liquid to boiling point. Clara Horton and
Richard Talmadge in "The Gallant Fool." Surely, write me any

JOHN I. Z.—So you have started the Carol Dempster Club.

Ye gods! Just write to John I. Zellner. 536 W. Four:
Mansfield. Ohio.
XI \G \RA'S SWEETHEART.—Well, I say little, but I think-

more. So you dont think it is right to bring beauties from abroad
when there are plenty of beautiful girls in this

on the screen. Your letter was indeed clever. Let me hea
you again.

PI AX \ R—Am T contented? I guess I am. Contentment is

merely the knack of not wanting the things we know
have. Xeil Hamilton is playing in "Beau Qcs
Talmadge was just a quarter of a century old last April
so she is now going on her half century. Quite an old lady!

i
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BROWN OF HARVARD
Kick off!

With the snap of a well coached team

This greatest of football pictures

Rushes into action!

Thrill follows thrill as quickly

Asa quarterback barks his signals

And such a team of talent!

Jack Pickford as the heroic roommate-

Mary Brian (she's beautiful!;

And
William Haines as Tom Brown

Who played a great game of football—ami love

To win out in the end!

Take "time out" to see this College Classic!

Directed by Jack Conway and adapted

from Rida Johnson Young's celebrated

stage play by A. P. Younger

"More Stars Than There Are In Heaven"
Wbeu you wr*te to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE maoazine.

Tom {William Haines) is good

at any game.

The girl {Mary Brian)

85
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A necessity

in every
bathroom

Sani-Flush has made the closet

bowl the easiest part of the

bathroom to clean. It has done
away forever with the old,

disagreeable tasks of scouring,

scrubbing and dipping.

Just sprinkle a little Sani-
Flush into the bowl. Follow the

directions. Flush. Stains, odors,

incrustations disappear. The bowl
has become clean and gleaming
as new. The unreachable sedi-

ment has vanished from the trap.

Sani-Flush is a necessity in

every bathroom. Harmless to all

plumbing. Keep a can handy.

Buy Sani-Flush at your gro-

cery, drug or hardware store,

or send 25c for a full-size can.

30c in Far West. 35c in Canada.

Cleans Closet BowlsWithout Scouring

If You Love Your Work
(Continued from page 56)

TThe very first day, Olive found a job at

the Christie studios. Some of the girls,

seeing her struggling, helped her with her

make-up.
"I didn't understand it," explained

Olive, as we sat in the shade of one of

the thatched houses in sight of a sampan
drifting lazily, "I'd never even used pow-
der before, so it was all wrong. After
that day, one of the girls told me the

studio thought I was terrible, so I

marched out and didn't go back. I

played extra at various places, and one
day I met a man from Christie's who
asked me why I hadn't come back—and
it turned out to be all a mistake."

After four months, Olive decided that

her youth was being wasted on the comedy
lot for too small a return.

"I asked for more money and they

wouldn't give it to me. I said I'd leave

on Saturday unless I got a raise. I didn't

get the raise, so I had to leave. And I

hadn't been out very long before we
found that Mother had invested all our
savings in something that lost us every

"Then it was a case £>i get something

—

not try to get it, but GET IT," remem-
bered Olive, "I worked wherever I could

find anything, and Mother and I just

'managed'—not exactly starving along. I

got into the Hal Roach lot and stayed for

nine months, playing vamps, leads, inge-

nues—all three in my last picture there.

"The Wampas wanted me to be a baby
star, and the studio wouldn't let me.
Mother said: 'We'll see if you cant be

a baby star!' and I walked off the lot and
became one.

"I had a terrible all-gone feeling after

I'd left. It seemed that 1 had done a

dreadful thing. I had to play bits and be
glad to gel them. We had some awfully

low days. Then came 'The Happy War-
rior'. I needed it so desperately. Com-
modore Blackton sat and looked at me.
'No, I dont think she'll do. Sin's the girl

of the book, all right, but she has no
name.' I cried out: "I can do it! Please

let me show vou!'

And he did. And I did."

Di t even after a chance at big parts had
shown producers what Olive could do,

the way was not smooth. Money may
pour into a screen star's purse, but oh. the

i'., ruin- of it.!

Fox sciit her to the Mojave Desert for

"The World of Promise." Desert lever

came, too, ail unwelcome guest. First Mrs.

Borden fell a victim, and before she was
on her feet, Olive was stricken. But

Olive would not give up. A.S long

could stagger, she was working.

The Mojave is usually as dry as its more
widely advertised brother, the Sahara, but

this time it was wet. A veritable cloud-

hurst descended and the storm raged for

days. Olive, moved from her tent to a

shack that answered to the name "Infir-

mary." was protected from the leaking

roof by a blanket held over her by two
watchers, the while the water swept back

and forth across the floor.

Home at last, but still weak and trem-

bling, she reported for her riding scenes.

"1 couldn't ride." confessed Olive, "so

1 was to do close-ups. with the horse—pre-

sumably—standing still. They put me on

the animal, and I—well, you know how we
all are. we have to show off !— 1 sat up as

if 1 knew what it was all about, the way
I'd seen the others do. I looked as if I

had been born on a horse, they said.

"I fooled the boys. They thought I

had just been pretending I couldn't ride.

And then the horse bolted! I stayed with
him, tho he was trying to throw me when
he went dashing across the field, and I was
still with him when he took a jump that

would make a sensation at a horse show.
You see, my foot, in old-fashioned riding
boots, was caught in the stirrup and I knew
that if he threw me I'd be dragged along
and probably killed. After the jump he
jarred my foot loose, flung me over his

head and seemed about to trample me to

death.

"I was unconscious, but the boys say he
started to step on me. pawed the air a

minute and then stepped over me and went
on."

"And a half-hour after that, Olive was
back at work in a big scene." put in Olive's

mother, quietly.

They made Olive a star in "Yellow
Fingers," but they should have decorated
her with a Croix de Guerre and a collec-

tion of wound stripes, for a war could
scarcely be more hazardous.

'The melancholy music of "Aloha"
touched the strings of a Hawaiian

guitar on the sampan and came plaintively

across the water to n-. "Natives" made a
bright file thru the South Sea Island

jungles beyond the palace, bearing their

laden baskets on their heads, and little

Japs stuck inquisitive noses over ladders

that reached to the houses on stilts nestling

among the taller palms.

"They played Aloha' at Catalina. Re-
member. Mother? For my mad scene."

"I'm not likely to forget." observed Mrs.
Borden, getting out the abbreviated gar-

ment of leaves and coral beads that is one

of the intriguing costumes for "Yellow
l'ingers."

"It was during this last terrible storm
on the Pacific."^ went on the little star.

"We were on location in Catalina. The
sea was so rough that the big steamers

couldn't dock, but moving pictures cant

wait for weather. They had me down at

the edge of the island where the rocks stick

up in the sea. In the story. I have just

discovered I'm Eurasian—my lover has left

me and I am frantically trying to wash
the color off.

"There I was tearing my clothes

directed, leaning down and bathing my
arms in the surf, when along came a wave
as big as a house and carried me out to

sea.

"Mother jumped right in. clothes and

all. after me. and two of the boys in the

company dived after her—and a thrilling

rescue was had by all !"

~Thk assistant director megaphoned "Miss
1 Borden!"

"I have to get into this." explained

Olive, indicating the brief garment. T
heard today that I'm to do Bvt in Fig

Leaves' next. Mother says they'll keep

me unclothed until I'm forty ! But Adrian

is to design gowns for my fashion show
and make me some pretty dresses. 1 hope.

"Isn't it funny" W talked

to me when I was a mannequin in Leatrice

Joy's fashion show, and now I'm to have

one of my own!

"The picture business is a great game

—

if you live thru it
!"

"If you love what you are doing, nothing

else counts!" as Olive's wise mo:

i MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is guaranteed.
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Her discoveries give new youth

to famous faces of Society and Stage

Coming to New York ten years

ago, the daughter of a noted

doctor and scientist, Dorothy
Gray, by the discovery of new
treatments and preparations for

facial rejuvenation, soon became
one of the most famous beauty

specialists in the world, num-
bering among her clientele

scores of the greatest names in

the international social register.

if you're beginning

to show age

// will be at one of these

three places

The three telltale places which
indicate facial age a re thedouble
chin, wrinkles and lines around
eyes and mouth, thin face with
flabby muscles and crepy throat.

AROUND ~\T -*^>J

//

DODBLE
CHIN

r X
THBOAT I Yv

Some of the scientific direction-

al methods used by Dorothy
Gray in her Fifth Avenue Sa-

lon. Now in your own home
you can duplicate the action of
her marvelous hands by using
her unique invention, the
Dorothy Gray Patter.

THROUGH her years of experi-

ence, Dorothy Gray found that
there are three places—weak spots
—on a woman's face which unerr-
ingly reveal one's years. Correcting
them makes a difference that is

almost unbelievable.

Experts agree in her estimate
that 67% of all women past 25 and
90% past 35 reveal one or more
of these conditions.

Up to now, many women have
found the battle against facial age
a losing one. But Dorothy Gray's
delighted clientele has found that
it is no longer necessary to let these

DOROTHY GRAY

three telltale places reveal their

unpleasant story.

"To look one's age is a folly," says
Dorothy Gray, whose world-famous Salon
on Fifth Avenue has long been the mecca
for the leading women of stage and society.

For the thousands who have come to

her, often with the signs of heart-break in

their faces, she has performed almost
miraculous transformations,. Dorothy Gray
has become the leading exponent on facial

rejuvenation.

Not by harsh surgery, not "face-lifting,"

not "enameling"—all so temporary and
dangerous— but by scientific treatments
with her own unique preparations.

Now, all can be had in your own home.
You can obtain the identical results—just

as if you had come to the New York Salon

of Dorothy Gray.

Through her years of practice with a

large and fastidious clientele, Dorothy
Gray has now perfected systems for home
treatment.

You can erase years from your face if

you're over 30. If younger, you can pre-

vent age lines from coming prematurely.

A double chin, that first fatal sign of

departing youth, can be restored to grace-

ful lines. Droopy, flabby muscles can be
"firmed"—sallow skin made glowing

—

thin and withered skin can be revitalized

— lines and crow's-feet around eyes and
mouth can be eliminated, erased.

Learn all about Dorothy Gray's famous
treatments and preparations. She will

gladly give you personal advice. Do not
hesitate to tell her your beauty problems.
Write in full or use the convenient coupon
below.

Dorothy Gray's preparations, with com-
plete directions for treatments, are on sale

at fine department stores and quality drug
stores throughout the country. If such a
store is not conveniently near you, you
may order direct.

Mail the coupon orwr te today.

DOROTHY GRAY,
New York, N. Y.

753 Fifth Avenue, 41

Please tell me how
D to treat a double chin.

O to treat flabby m scles a id crSpy thi oat.

D to erase wrinkles
and mouth.

and 1 nes around eyes

Name

Street

City .State

1 please • PICTURE MAGAZINE. 87 h
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$500^2
INONE MONTH
DRAWING
CAREFUL, con-

scientious train-

ing by our faculty
made this possible, j

Today trained il-

lustrators who draw ["

pictures for maga-
zines, newspapers, etc., both men and
women'

—

Earn $200 to $500 a Month and More
Present splendid opportunities in this field never

excelled. PnHMiurs buv millions of dollars' worth of

illustrations every year. Illustrating is the highest

type of art. If you like to draw, let your talent make
your fortune. Learning to illustrate is fascinating
to anyone who likes to draw.

The Federal "Master Course"
includes illustrating, cartooning, lettering, poster de-

lat's why the Federal School has establis

faster Course," in which every subject is

a specialist. No other school can offer a
arly comparable. No other institution

The Federal Authors
include such nationally known artists as Sid Smi
Nevsa McMein, Fontaine Fox, Charles Livings-

Bull, Clare Briggs, Norman Rockwell and over fi

Federal Course Gets Results
become so distin-Federal School graduat

guished for their high c|ii;i

stant demand by leading
organizations.

Send Today for "A Road to Bigger Things"

C/of Illustrating

i

' ^•U-'i.^ ',

What the Stars Are Doing
And where you may write to them

Conducted' by Gertrude Driscoll

Adoree, Renee—playing in Bellamy the Magnifi-
cent—Metro-Go\dwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Allison, May—completed Men of Steel— Biograph
Studios, 807 E. 175th St., New York City, N. V.
Arthur, George K.—completed Kiki—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Astor, Mary—playing in The Wise Guy—United

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

Banky, Vilma—playing in Son of the Sheik—
United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.
Barrymore, John—playing in The Tavern Knight

—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Holly-
wood, Cal.

Baxter, Warner—plaving in Mismates—Famous
players Studios, 1520 Vine St., Hollywood. Cal.

Beery, Noah—playing in Padlocked—Famous
Players Studios, 1520 Vine St., Hollywood, Cal.

Beery, Wallace—playing in Old Ironsides—Fam-
ous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St., Hollywood, Cal.
Bennett, Belle—latest release. The Reckless Lady—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave., New

York City, N. Y.

Hollyw
.laying
n Stu<

od. Cal
Blue, Monte—playing in Reveillon

Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd. "
Boardman, Eleanor—

Magnificent—Metro-Goldw
Cal.
Bow, Clara—playing in Mantrap—Famous PU

ers Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Brian, Mary—playing in Beau Geste—Fame

Plavers Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Bronson, Betty—completed Cat's Pajamas

Famous Plavers Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywo<

Brook, Clive—playing in

—Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 sunset
wood, Cal.
Busch, Mae—playing in Perch c

Universal Studios. Universal City. Cal.

Carey, Harr>—pla;
Exchange, 35 W. 45th J

Chanev, Lon— pla\—Metro-Gold wvn Mir
Chaplin, Charles

Satan Town—Pathe
V rk City. X. V.
e Road to Mandalay
er City, Cal.

Cody. Lew
Goldwvn Stud

Collier, Williar
-s Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

[lolman, Ronald—playing in Beau Geste—United
idios, 5341 Mel g les, Cal.
llortez, Ricardo—plaving in Son-.. of Satan—
mo, is Plavers Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves.

.vood. C

Dana, Viola- .. ...„ in The Ice Flood—Universal
iversal (Hi Cal.

. Bebe—playing in The Palm Beach Girl—
Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves..

l. L. I.

Pavies. Marion—plaving in The Red Mill—
Mctro-Goldwvn Studios. Culver City, Cal.

Del Rio. Dolores—plaving in What I'riceGlory!—
1 ox Studios, 1401 Western Ave.. Holly*
Dempster, Carol—playing in The Sorrou-s of

Satan—Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce

Demr RCL n /;,:,,; of Widows

Setter Dare-devil—
.. Hollywood. Cal.
j Chance—Famous

Star Maker—Uni-

Fairbanks. noughts—completed /"':. Black Pirate
- IVkio.d-Fairhanks Studios. Hollywood. Cal.
Ka/enda. Louise —playing m Miss Nobody—

United Studios 5341 Melrosi Vve., Hollywood. Cal.
Fields, W. C—playing in It's the 014 ArmyGame

—Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves..

Ford, Harrison—playing in If in Mabel's Room— Metropolitan Studios 1040 La Palmas Ave.,
Hollywood. Cal.

Gibson, Hoot—pi

Gish, Dorot
Wilcox Prod.. 1

Gish, LlUis

! Phantom Bullet—

alver^City. Cal.

Griffith, Corinne—plaving in Into Her Kingdom
—1040 La Palmas Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

Griffith, Raymond—playing : C jfftheEarlh—
Famous Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

Hamilton, Neil—playing in Old Ironsides—Fam-
ous Players Studios, 132 Vino 5t Hollywood, Cal.
Harlan, Kenneth—plaving in The Ice Flood—

Universal Studios, Universal City. Cal.
Hines, Johnny—plaving in The Brown Derby—

Biograph Studios. 807 E. 175th St., Xew York
City, X. Y.

Holt, Jack—plaving in Born to the West—Famous
Plavers Studios 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Hughes, Lloyd—playing El las—United

- Hollywood. Cal.

Go Back Home
Blvd.. Holly-

the Devil—

:
in The Waning Sex—Metro-

Studios. 5341 Mel

Joy, Leatrice—playing in Eve's Leaves—Cecil De
Mille Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Joyce, Alice—plaving in Beau Geste—Famous

Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.

Keaton, Buster—playing in Batllin' Butler—
Metro-Goldwyr. Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Kenyon, Doris—plaving in Mismates—First

Xational Prod., 807 E. 175th St., Xew York Citv,
X. V.

Kerry, Xorman—plaving in The Lore Thief—Uni-
versal Studies. Universal City. Cal.
Kirkwood. James—plaving in The Wise Guv—

United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

Langdon, Harry—playing in The Yes Man—
United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
La Plante, Laura—plaving in Beware

— Universal -•
: : :- C il r City, Cal.

Lloyd, Harold—plaving in For Heaven's Sake—
1040 LaP i.Cal.
Louis. Willard— oo :.- o. '..'

Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. Cal.
Love, Bessie—playing in Lovey Mary—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Lowe, Edmund —

1401 No. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Lvon, Ben—plaving in The Savage—First Xational

Prod.. 807 E. 175th St.. Xew York City. X. V.

Mackaill. Dorothv—plaving in Subzvav Sadie—
Biograph Studios. 807 E. 175

City. X. Y.
MacLean, Douglas—plaving in Lc .

—
Famous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

McAvov. May—com] leted 1 he Sat ;.--— Biograph
E. 175th >:.. New York City, X. V.

Meighan. Thomas—completed The :

dike—Famous Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce
Aves.. Astoria. L. I.

Menjou. Adolphe—playing in The Sorrovs of
Satan—Famous Players Studios. Sixth and Pierce

Cal.
Mix. Tom—playing in Hardboiled—Yox Studios.

1401 No. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Moore. Matt—plaving in Earlv to Wed—Fox

Studios. 1401 No. Western Ave . Hollywood. Cal.
Moreno. Antonio—plaving in The .

Metro-Goldw; - City. Cal.
Murray, Mae tire—Metro-

Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Nagel. Conrad—playing in There You Are'.—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culve: i

Negri, Pola—plaving in Xaughlv Cinderella—
Famous Plavers Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.
Cal.

N'ilsson, Anna Q.—plaving in M:
United Studios. 5341 Melr so \ve H. :

Nissen. Greta—j ne The Lore Thief—Uni-
versal Studios. Universal City. Cal.

Novarro. Ramon

..Hollywood. Cal.
O'Brien. Eugene—playing in Fine Manners—

Famous Players S -

Astoria. L. 1.

O'Hara. George
Home—War-er Bl s S

;
- - set Blvd..

Hollywood. Cal.
ONeil. Sally-, ,

Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Ca!.

Philbin. Mary—playing in Romeo and Juliet—
srsal Studios

Pickford. Marx
Fairbanks Studi s. Houya

Pitts. /.ISO - _

dios, 1401 Western Ave. Holly*
Prexost. Marie

-

Every advertisement in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is guarantee*



Ralston, Esther—playing in Old Ironsides—Fam-
ous Plavers Studios, 1520 Vine St., Hollywood, Cal.

Ray, "Charles—playing in Paris—Metro-Goldwyn
Studios, Culver City, Cal.

Rich, Irene—plaving in Silken Shackles—Warner
Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Shearer, Norma—completed The Devil's Circus—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.

Sherman, Lowell—playing in Hello, Xe~v York

—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second Ave., New
York City, X. Y.

Sills, Milton—plaving in Puppets—Biograph
Studios. 807 E. 175th St.. New York City, N. Y.

Starke, Pauline—plaving in Love's Blindness—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, Cal.

Stone, Lewis—plaving in Don Juan's Three

Nightp—United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Holly-

wood, Cal.
Swanson, Gloria—playing in Fine Manners—

Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves.,

Astoria, L. I.

Sweet, Blanche—completed The Far Cry—United
Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave, Los Angeles, Cal.

Talmadge, Constance—plaving in The Duchess
of Buffalo—United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los
Angeles, Cal.
Talmadge, Norma—completed

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Los Angeles. <_ai.

Tearle, Conwav—plaving in The sporting Lover

—United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ay,.. Hollywood. Cal.

Terry, Alice—completed Mare Xustrum—Metro-
Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, Cal.
Torrence, Ernest—playing in The Rainmaker—

Famous Plavers Studios, 1520 Yine St., Hollywood.
Cal.

Valentino, Rudolph—playing in Son of The
Sheik—United Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Holly-

wood, Cal.
Vidor. Florence—latest release. Sea Horses—

Famous Plavers Studios 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.
Cal.

Wilson. Lois—latest release. Lei's Gel Married—
Famous Plavers Studios. Sixth and Pierce Aves.,
Astoria. L. I.

Windsor, Claire— plaving in The Waning Sex—
Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.

Worthing, Helen Lee—completed Don Juan—
Warner Bros. Studios. Ss-IJ Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
Cal.

The Movie Dictionary

Actors—The only honest hypocrites.

Advertising Slides—A highly colored in-

vention of Satan to tax the patience of
movie patrons.

Ambition—A steeple that some players

climb by means of a scaffolding of cheap
publicity that often becomes a scaffold.

Bandit—A bewhiskered film gentleman
who has displaced Santa Claus as the small

boy's idol.

Censorship—A quarantine imposed on
our instincts. The board down which many
thrilling scenes slide to oblivion.

Cowboy—A hero, always brave, virtuous

and daring. He seldom works, and his

principal occupation is killing Indians, res-

cuing pretty girls and chasing villains.

Director—The great plenipotentiary who
makes or unmakes plays and players.

Doctors— Human upholsterers. Screen

doctors always wear whiskers as a refuge
for germs.

Economy—Going without today's pleas-

ures in order to be able to buy pleasures

when we are too old to enjoy them, e.g.,

refraining from going to the movies be-

cause we might need the money in our old

age.

Fairbanks—A million-dollar acrobat noted

for his smile and agility.

Fan— (1) A red-hot movie enthusiast.

(2) An instrument designed to prevent

one's getting hot.

Gossip—Putting two and three together

and making it seven, particularly in and

about Hollywood. Swapping lies.

Hero—A flawless creature with thick,

wavy hair and dreamy eyes.

Ignorance—Raw happiness. When ig-

norance is bliss, 'tis folly to know a poor

picture when you see it.

Jazz—A kind of classic music that the

pianist or orchestra plays to accompany
death scenes and other solemn occasions in

the pictures, because it is heart-rending to

refined ears.

When you

Advertising Section

FREE:
A wonderful little book that

gives new beauty secrets. Free,

with every jar of Ingram's Milk-
weed Cream.

H

Four
Simple Ways

to improve your skin

—NOW!
£>FRED INGRAM Jr., Ph. c

B. Sc.,(Pharm.)

I. From 10 to 30 you need lrom ~\', to
S hour- sleep—at least lour nights out
of -even. Atoll to Mi, i;'„, to 7 hour-
will do with a daily ill

lunch or just before dinner. If von
would have beauty after .'((>—get vo

either lettuce, c

fruit, lemon
tor will tell you just what combina-

Sleep and these foods are a sure
foundation for beauty.

II. For the arms, neck, shoulders and
hands—at least once a day, lukewarm
water and any good soap (Ingram's
Milkweed Cream Soap is fine). Then use
Ingram's Milkweed Cream on hands,
arms, neck and shoulders. Rub it in

gently. Don't rub it off. Use only at
night before retiring—wear old flow

will Ik- aon hands.
Your friends will

markable change
your skin with thi-

sense treatment. Under no condil
use any other cream while you
making tin

III. For the face, give our cream
weeks' exclusive use. Write the
on the label so that you may watil
suits carefully. Use no other cre.it

any kind. Wash your face at n

with lukewarm water and liter:

Milkweed (ream Soap. Rub cre.n

gently; don't rub it off. L'-e mor
and night, using water only at nigl

cleanse face. Blotches, blemi-
blatkhcad-, redness, tan, wind-
sunburn v

'"

bed.

of

Crean

'- Mill reed

today will tell you this

simple treatment gets results. We
have thousand- of let lers over a period
of 40 years that back up our state-

ments. And today thousands are en-
joying the beauty insurance which
thi- simple method brings.

IV. If you have a good beauty shop
operator, stay with her, but insist that
she use your own jar of Ingram's
Milkweed Cream. Infections are dan-
gerous. Not one woman in a hundred
has a scientific beauty operator.
We are always glad to answer ques-

tions—to help those who have been un-
successful in their search for skin love-

liness. Particularly those who want to
protect their beauty over a long period
of years.

If you are in doubt, take no chances.
Do your own facials, arm, neck, hand
and shoulder treatments at home. We
will teach you how in our little book
that comes with each jar of Ingram's
Milk v.eed Cream.

<OR BRIDES ONLY!
And every girl who will

be—a direct message
This tells a new, simple method to keep your skin

lovely,satiny white. To make unsightly blemishes

vanish, actually. And often in tzvo short weeks!

i is lovely, soft and
w, before it is too late,

PERHAPS your skit

white—now. But n<>

isk yourself these questions:

Three years from now — five — ten years —
will it be as pretty then? Will you be as at-

tractive, as charming ?

Will the duties of housework take their deadly toll?

Will you slowly, unknowingly lose your appeal — the

beauty and allure of lovely skin?

Honvivill all this affectyour happiness—in married life?

These questions, so disturbing now, can be answered
today, scientifically-finally! This wonderful cream is

all you need. Thousands of beautiful women have used
.

it, for ten years or more. An "all-purpose" beauty aid

that corrects — beautifies —protects.

Read the common-sense column at the left— it tells

you how. Then obtain a jar of Ingram's Milkweed
Cream at your favorite store. Get it in the fifty cent or
dollar size. The dollar size is more economical.

Begin its daily use today. It will mean so much to you.
And remember: You need only one cream . . . Ingram''s

121 Tenth St..
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Complexions

and Qonquestsl

yOU may never have looked at it from this

C/ angle—but isn't there a decided relation

between facial charm and social popularity?

A clear, glowing, petal-like skin is fascinating^—

and the knowledge of possessing such beauty

gives you that poise which inevitably leads to

popularity.

Mme. Helena Rubinstein, world-famous scien-

tific beauty specialist,' has created creams and

lotions which actually awaken beauty. She

has created cosmetics that heighten beauty to

the point of perfection.

Among these specialized aids you will find

one or more which will bring you perfection

of skin and contour.

VALAZE PASTEURIZED FACE CREAM
The basis of beauty

VALAZE BEAUTY GRAINS
for blackheads—open pores

VALAZE BEAUTIFYING SKINFOOD
clears and whitens

•The skin clearlnc

VALAZE SUNPROOF CREAM
to prevent sunburn and freckles

The ideal finishing touches

VALAZE SIFTER COMPACT
VALAZE DOUBLE COMPACT

46 West 57th Street, NewYork
CHICAGO—30 N. Michigan

DETROIT—
BOSTON—234 Boylston Street

iVARK—951 lUoa.l St

ALM B^ACH—323 Worth Ave

Concerning the Prizes
""The five lucky sailors among the thousands of passengers who sailed on the April

Limerick Liner are given here with their qualifications. Each of them is the winner

of a ten-dollar prize

:

,vill also be there;

short dresses she'll wear

she'll beguile

t Irish smile

be "Doug," so beware.

H. Hilpert,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Charlie Murra

Irish jig, i

Worn by e

And knock ou

y and Sally O'Neil,
t Aves..

3ns in dancing the real fCingdom
l the shoon i

ery gossoon, klywood.
t the "jazz-time" appeal.

Susie C. Carr, _Fam-
Tuscumbia, Alabama. >d, CaL

Begorra! To, n Meighan has struck

On this trip, and by gum;
He'll hold this belle fast (Belfast) or she"".

You'll meet gay Willard Louis, begad!

Who'll pretend he is Patsy Ruth's dad,

They'll hand you some blarney-

That they come from Killarney,

But 'tis "Dublin" for "Micks," they be. lad.

Cecelia Inglis.

San Mat j. Calif.

o N page 57 of this number yo opportunities for qualifying for passage

THH f the one-dollar prize. offered for the best letter to Movie Jr. is announced

The Mane (Main) Drag

is the prize-winning title for the picture which appeared on page SO of the

April issue. It was contributed by M. Edna Power. Halifax

whi 1 receives the ten-dollar prize.

. Canada.

Turn to page 72 of this issue and you will see another picture which

needs a title. Semi in as many titles as you desire and then watch for the

announcement of the winner in the August number of the magazine.

Have you had your horosc n page 68 you will read the

horoscopes of some of our readers and you will find the particulars regard-

ing the facts which you must submit in order to have your horoscope cast

by Marion Meyer Drew.

Are You a Winner?

Those thousands of criticisms, which you entered in YOI K

OPINION CONTEST, have kept the judges busy all spring

and now at the beginning of summer they are prepared to

announce the winners of the 105 cash prizes. This announce-

ment will appear in the July number of MOTION PICTURE

MAGAZINE. Of course, you will be watching to see if you are

a winner. You'll want to know. too. which stars lead in the

popularity vote.

ement in MOTION ricniii: MAOAZ1NK N iiiaranteod.



Sills

Studio:
Star

Stoi
Night
TO
Sw when there's singing

and dancing on the lawn— and

the gay crowds swing to music

under the lanterns and

the canopy of trees

— have a Camel!

No other cigarette in the world is like Camels. Camels contain the

choicest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos. The Camel blend is the

triumph of expert blenders. Even the Camel cigarette paper is the

finest, made especially in France. Into this one brand of cigarettes

go all of the experience, all of the skill of the largest tobacco
organization in the world.

WHEN it's evening with
merry dancing on the lawn.

When the world is young
with youth and gay with age—have a Camel!

For no other cigarette

made was ever so joyous on
carefree evenings. Camel
is fair companion to busy
days and glamourous, rest-

ful nights. You just can't

smoke enough Camels to

tire the taste. Camels never

leave a cigaretty after-taste.

The choicest tobaccos that

nature grows, blended to

bring you their purest en-

joyment, are rolled into

Camels. Camels are the

found-true friend of millions

of experienced smokers.

So as you make merry
with friends on this most
enjoyable of nights. As you
join the gay party when the

work is done—taste then the

kindliest smoke that ever

came from a cigarette.

Have a Camel!

highest wish, if you
not yet know and
Camel quality, is— them.

R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem, N. C.



. . .for Evening

Pert Powder achieves a
fragile bloom that adds
petalfreshness to natural

finish to smart make-up.

*\kin Health and Loveliness

by powdering!

w
f\

JHAT lure is so appealing as that of the blossom

VJc/ smoothness on a young girl's cheek ? What memory
so romantic as that of the witching fragrance of a dewy
June garden? Such was the poetic inspiration of the

exquisite PERT POWDER that we now
Present .... to enhance the close-knit

fabric of your skin, to heighten your

charm to ultimate loveliness.

Of such gossamer daintiness is the texture

of this powder that it is less visible on
the skin than the delicate flakes on a butter-

fly's wing. It invests the skin with a fra-

grant, flattering softness and cannot dilate

the pores. It is, moreover, so superfine

in its adherence that it is delightfully

waterproof.

So skilfully blended is PERT POWDER
that it shades subtly into your natural

skin-tones. Choose the tint that idealizes

,-4

the charm of your particular type. PERT POWDER comes
in four fascinating shades that harmonize so exquisitely

with the colorings of Pert Rouge as to render your skin

irresistible in its soft allure.

And the indefinable fragrance of
PERT POWDER ! Undertones of tea-roses

and lilies, with the faint spiciness of pinks

and mignonette. A perfume to make your

personality appealing, piquant, mysterious!

An exclusive powder at a popular price.

Blanche, Naturelle, Rachel, Peche >1.

For superlative skin health and loveliness,

use PERT POWDER in combination with

Pert Rouge (in cream or compact form)

and Pert indelible Lipstick. Mail the cou-

pon today, with 12 cents for a generous

sample of PERT POWDER. Another 1 2

cents brings a sample of Pen. the water

proof Rouge, either cream or compact.

ROSS COMPAN Y

242-F West l"th Street - New Yoric

'Pert
ROUGE • POWDER, - LIPJTICK

Waterproof
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The Answer to "Whose Hands?"

By F. Vance de Revere

^OITOSFR

Waxman

Editor's Note.—Here are the owners of
the three hands zvhich were analyzed bv
F. Vance de Revere in the May issue of
Motion Picture Magazine. On this page
next month zee zvill publish the pictures of
the three stars whose hands have been so
keenly analyzed on page 68 of this issue.

"The hand representing a strong, fine char-
* acter belongs to Anna Q. Nilsson. Her
hand and her face correspond in almost
every detail, giving added strength to all

of her characteristics. The face, as well
as the hand, shows the combination of the
practical, also the love of the artistic ; the
strength of will, determination, persistency
and ability to reason logically, also an en-
ergetic, active person, one with an affec-

tionate disposition and a very kindly, sym-
pathetic nature. Well-developed, intuitive

qualities are found in both the hand and
the face. Anna's tall muscular stature, for

Anna is lovely and slim, corresponds with
her hand.

The man's hand, which was square in
1 appearance, the true hand of the artist

who represents with his hands, as well as

in other ways, belongs to Ramon Novarro.
The pronounced musical ability dominates

both hand and face. In fact, we might
say that Ramon Novarro was the natural
born musician with all the attributes of the
artist. The dreamy, sensitive, studious na-
ture, highly temperamental and inspira-
tional, is likewise strongly impressed upon
both the face and hand. Ramon Novarro
could readily equal his great success upon
the screen in musical fields, for he surely
has all the necessary characteristics and
abilities of the musician.

The very beautiful hand with its lovely,
1 smooth-jointed fingers, which has ap-
preciation of the arts, but not the ability

to represent in the arts with the hands,
belongs to Eleanor Boardman. The face

and the hands correspond in general, altho

there are some few differences. The highly

emotional, quick, impulsive, affectionate na-
ture, along with the qualities of the natural

leader, also dramatic sense and ability, are

registered in both face and hand alike

and are dominant characteristics. Eleanor
Boardman's photographs do not show the

delicacy of her coloring nor the great sensi-

tiveness which is so strongly shown in both

hand and face.

All Rights Reserved
F. Vance de Revere

Movie Astronomy
ETairbanks is the fastest-moving star in

the movie universe.

Chaplin is a very bright star, but its

light reaches us only once a year.

The glorious Swanson now has a con-
stant satellite.

Coogan, tho small, seems to be a fixed

star.

The burning star, Theda Bara, of the

constellation of the Fox, is visible again.

Star-gazers are keeping an eye open for

the reappearance of the twinkling comet
Lloyd.

The double stars, Talmadge and Gish,

seem to have separate individual orbits.

The pole star, Negri, seems to have

taken on a richer glow of late.

Baby Peggy can easily be seen with

the naked eye, tho only a very small star.

The reappearance of the brilliant shoot-

ing star, Turpin, is forecasted.

E. J. K.

Turn to Page 20
And read the interesting article on jewelry written by Holmer Little.

In forthcoming issues of Motion Picture Magazine, Mrs. Little will

write more articles on this fascinating topic. For instance, in the
July issue she will tell you about the jewels owned by Aileen Pringle
and Marion Davies. And in an early number of Motion Picture
Magazine she will give you a glimpse of the favorite jewels of Gloria
Swanson and Adolphe Menjou.

FREE— 10-Day Tube
Mail the Coupon

To Whiten
Dull Teeth
A NEW WAY, based on advanced
scientific principles, that lightens

cloudy teeth; that restores off-color

teeth to charming clearness

TF you want whiter teeth, please make
A

this remarkable test. It will prove your
teeth are not naturally "off color" or dull,

but far whiter than you know.

It will give them clear and beautiful

whiteness. It will firm your gums to a
healthy coral color.

You are hiding your teeth -with a

film coat . . . that is all

Dental science now traces scores of tooth
and gum troubles to a germ-laden film that
forms on your teeth.

It clings to teeth, gets into crevices and
stays. It lays your gums open to bacterial
attack and your teeth open to decay. Germs
by the millions breed in it. And they, with
tartar, are a chief cause of pyorrhea.

methods_are being used. A dentifrice
called Pepsodent—different in~ formula, action and
effect from any other known. Lafgely on dental ad-
vice the world has turned to this method.

Mere brushing won 't do

It accomplishes two important things at once: Re-
moves that film, then firms the gums. No harsh grit,
judged dangerous to enamel.

JFREEPlUfiliM;
I Mail th is for

The New-Day Quality Dentifrice

' 10-Dav Tube to Endorsed by World's Dental \

Authorities
' THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 380, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

, Chicago. 111., U. S. A.
I

I Name
j

J
Address

J
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Free from odor

all day long >-. with

this creme deodorant
Of course, every woman means to be im-
maculately dainty but soap and water alone
cannot protect you from ever present under-
arm odor.

The underarms must have special care

—

which you can give now so easily and quickly.

Creme Odorono scientifically corrects per-

spiration odor without checking moisture. A
morning application keeps you fresh and
clean all day.

' Creme Odorono is so soft and smooth; van-
ishes instantly and has no grease or color to

stain clothing. It is such a joy for quick use

and traveling. At all toilet counters, 15c
large tube.

Sendfor Sample—only 5c

HOW TO OBTAIN
BEAUTIFULLY SHAPED LIPS!

HAIR
BALSAM

-'..us::

ssfor more than 40years
) RESTORES COLOR AND
BEAUTY TO GRAY

I AND FADED HAIR
,

60<t&*19<> at all driujtfists

HISCOX CHEMICAL WORKS
PATCHOGUE. NY.

. lOljetvwashind hare always use
Tlorestoii Shampoo

The Roll -Call of the Old Guard
(Continued from page 32)

For which chance meeting casting direc-

tors may either bless or curse J. Farrell

MacDonald, since Kenneth Casey has ever
since then dogged their heels.

When this character actor directed for
Universal years ago, Harold Lloyd, Hal
Roach and Fred Newmeyer were what he
called "regular extras." He brought Jeanie
MacPherson, now De Milk's scenario
writer, to the Coast as his leading woman.
Edwin August was his leading man.
"This is a funny business. People say

it is a cruel business. But when I defi-

nitely gave it up, after the war, and de-
cided there was nothing in it for me—it

wanted me back. I had gone to Santa Bar-
bara and started the art colony there. I

was going to paint pictures instead of
making 'em, And Universal wired me to

come and do a part in 'Marked Men'

—

and I've never gone back to the colony !"

r^issY Fitzcerald, once a favorite on the
musical-comedy stage, is doing charac-

ter parts and is seldom out of work.
Trixie Friganza is in demand, and now
there is Richard Carle.
Richard Carle, you know, was a top-

notch musical-comedy star, who wrote his

own things and packed houses from coast
to coast for "The Spring Chicken" and
"Mary's Lamb." Being William Boyd's
father in "Eve's Leaves" is his present
occupation.

"I remember when we all looked down
on pictures. We wouldn't know anybody
who worked in them. Think of thai ! We
didn't know what a science the thing is

—

how care fully you have to create your char-

acter and just how to get your effect. I

have so much to learn and I'm bound to
learn it.

"What gets me is that it is all so final, i

On the stage, on first nights I was always
watching the audience, seeing what went

j

over and what didn't and later I amended >

the show. You cant do that in pictures. 1

It must be right the first time.

"But it's a great life."

"It's the only life !" says Robert Edeson,
,

the most popular matinee idol of his

day, when the "All-American Three" were
at the head of American drama. Richard

.

Harding Davis wrote the plays. Augustiti
Daly produced them, and Bob Edeson played
the husky young American then in favor.

"People talk about the dear old golden
days," says Mr. Edeson, "but that's mostly
brink. The golden days are right here now,
and anybody who wants one must learn
how to enjoy it and he can have it.

"Yes, I thought I was sitting on the
world when we were doing 'Soldiers of
Fortune' and the rest of the clean, stir-

ring comedy dramas we boys made: when
folks liked romance instead of intrigue and
a good fight rather than a dissertation on

"But look at me now—working outdoors
all day in California sunshine doing some-
thing different all the time—learning some-
thing new every minute.
"The way to be a success in this busi-

ness, I think, is to put every ounce of en-

ergy into it and get every ounce of joy 1
out of it. It's intensely interesting

couldn't lure me back to the stag

About Pirates and Pictures
(Continued from page 27)

"Wk looked at old paintings." he ex-
vv

plains, "and we found out that they
didn't have to be a bit like nature to be
lovely. Artists sometimes paint their

skies green to give the effect of blue.

And even if you do go by nature, -

all lights doesn't happen to look green.

"Colored pictures have always looked
like badly tinted postal cards, and we were
a little afraid to experiment with one. but

a pirate story seemed SO ideally suited

to color that we decided to take a chance."

Mr. Parker can explain the mysteries

of technicolor, he did to me. But not
being accurate mentally. I wont attempt

to explain it to you. If you will send
twenty-five cents in stamps or almost any

old way to Mr. Parker, he'll send you
something back. Enclose fifty cents in

Canadian money.

"I'd rather do a story like 'The Black
* Pirate' than all the ordinary stories

in the world. We read up a lot about

pirates, and they weren't the gallant brave

gentlemen the novels paint them. They
used to tic someone they wanted to torture

under the keel of the boat held on one
side by a rope to his arms, and on the

other by a rope to his feet and then they'd

let the boat cut him in two. Every minute
or so to keep him from drowning they

would pull him up and revive him. and
then throw him again.

"Walking the plank was one of the

mildest forms oi punishment. Poking out

eyes or cutting off arms and legs was
more popular.

sort. You see, he intended to do it sev-

eral years ago. • He had been talking it

over before he went up to bed

know, he very seldom reads any;' -

someone had given him a beautiful edition

of the Arabian Nights, and he started to

read it before he went to sleep. He read

it all night, and the next day gave up all

the plans for 'The Black Pirate' and
started on 'The Thief of Bagdad' instead."

"If I had my way. I'd like to direct a
whole lot of famous mystery or detective

stories. When I did 'Sherlock Holmes'
with John Barrymore. I knew that I

wanted to keep right on with stories like

that. I thought 'The Unholy Three" was
a marvelous pictur . There is not enough
real fiction in pictures.

"JV/Jost pictures are love stories, love
*" A tangles, sex dramas. Pictures

should be more like books, and have the

variety that books have. Imagine doing

a story like 'The Hound of the

villes.'
"

"Or 'Dracula'." I suggested "Have
you any other ambitions?"

"Yes, T'd like to see Tames Rennie. well

directed in a good picture. H<
doesn't like them, hut I believe

cause he hasn't had a fair chance in them.

I saw him in 'The Great Gatsby' and I

think he is one of the fines

stage. T think his trouble is that he has

been directed. What :\

7
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Notes from Hollywood
(Continued from page 33)

minutes, then she saw us smiling and
at last she burst out laughing and said,

"Oh, now I know who you are." In 1920
when there was no thought of the future,

her mother and father told me that

Mary had just passed her sweet sixteenth

birthday, so you may be pretty sure that

you now know her right age, whatever the

publicity men may tell you in the years

to come. And she is just as dainty and
sweet and pretty and young today as she
was five and a half years ago.

All the film magnates seem to be unani-
** mous in taking the position that they
dont care a darn what the newspaper and
magazine critics say about their pictures,

but in their secret hearts they fear them
as a mouse fears a cat. If the reviews
are favorable, the critics are very wise: if

unfavorable, the critics are a lot of old

fossils who dont know anything anyway.
But they certainly do care. For example,
the Paramount people agreed to pay Harry
Carr a big salary to come in and act as

studio critic and edit all pictures before
they went to the market. Again, when
"La Boheme" was finally cut and edited, the

Metrp-Goldwyn-Mayer people sent for two
important magazine critics and asked them
for final suggestions before sending the

picture out, and they accepted the sugges-

tions, too, and even retook several scenes.

VY/iik.v you see the red-hot love scenes

between John Gilbert and Lillian Gi.di

in "La Boheme," you will now know that

these are retakes and that the original

ones were much tamer. And what is John
Gilbert if not an ardent lover?

Cydney Franklin is a painstaking direc-

tor. I was observing him just before
taking a scene in "Beverly of Graustark."
The set seemed to be in perfect order and
the actors were standing ready at the en-

trances. Franklin took a final peep thru

the lens, then ordered sonic stage-hands
to move a chair in the foreground. "Two
inches more—off; no, not so much—now
a little down; (pause) just a hair this

way; (pause) twist the back more toward
center" ; etc., etc. For at least five minutes
they moved that chair around until finally

the director announced that the composition
of tlie set suited him. When you sec this

picture, take a look at that chair in the

near foreground at the left—the scene is

where Tony Moreno enters, then another
soldier (admiral I think) enters, carrying
Marion Davies in h\> arms and deposits

her in a chair in front of the desk. See if

the chair is in exactly the right spot to

suit your artistic fancy. A small matter,

you think, yes, but it is these little details

that make a picture artistic and helps to

give it what we call finesse.

CvERYBODY seems to have bobbed hair on
this side of the continent. Is it merely

a fad or has it come to stay? I'll lay

odds that it is the former. The pendulum
will swing back.

I N the near neighborhood of every studio,

on the outside, one sees all manner of
men and women, old and young, big and
small. Cowboys, sheiks, bankers, Buffalo
Bills, Robinson Crusoes, gum-chewing
Stenographers, Armenians, men with one
lefe\ or one eye, Chinamen, soldiers, sailors,

witohes and .freaks of all kinds. Some of
these .vjre made up and in costume, and
some aive just extras waiting for a job.

In no ot%r place in the world can one
find such a* ^mixture of queer people. And
yet thi> is flag stuff the movies are made
of—a little of ^everything, good and bad.

When you

Adds Gloss and Lustre, SMakes

Your Hair Easy to Manage
IF you want to make your hair easy

to manage and add to its natural
gloss and lustre, this is very easy to do.

Just put a few drops of Cdostora on
the bristles of .your hair brush, and brush
it through your hair when you dress it.

You will be surprised at the result. It

will give your hair an unusually rich,

silky gloss and lustre—instantly.

Glostora simply makes your hair

more beautiful by enhancing its natural

wave and color. It keeps the wave and
curl in, and leaves your hair so soft and
pliable, and so easy to manage, that it

will stay any style you arrange it, even
after shampooing—whether long or

bobbed.

A few drops of Glostora impart that
bright, brilliant, silky sheen, so much
admired, ami your hair will fairly sparkle

and glow with natural gloss and lustre.

A large bottle of Glostora costs but a
trifle at any drug store or toilet goods
counter. Try it! You will be delighted

to see how much more beautiful your
hair will look, and how easy it will be to

manage.

A generous sample FREE upon request.

A large bottle ofGlostora costs

but a trifle at any drug store

or toilet goods counter.

Send This Coupon and Try it FREE
THE R. L. WATKINS COMPANY 26-G-164

1276 West 3rd Street, Cleveland, Ohio
Please send me FREE, a sample of GLOSTORA, alloharges paid.

THE It. L. WATKINS CO., 46

A 'Romance of

PARISIAN FLESH FOOD

He Was Right!

Parisian Flesh Food if the s

It vv.ll quickly hanish your
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booklet, "Beauty Secrets."

MME. FUOLAIRE
259 Parisian Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohi

./Cr.XTS WANTED

:h allu

.ii.l wrinkles; develop
lotions youthful nrm-
Sample and valuable

(Dolica^Bvow
The ORIGINAL Liquid Dressing

Your eyes will seem much larger, brighter and
your lashes twice as long, dark and heavy after
your very first application of Delica-Brow, the
original waterproof Liquid Dressing for the
lashes and brows. You will never know what
beautiful eyes you really have until you use
Delica-Brow. Send for a free trial bottle today.
Kindly enclose 10c for packing and mailing.

Delica Laboratories, Inc., Dept. A4
3912 Clybourne Ave. Chicago, 111.
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your cuff but^ons
A HUNDRED times a
Jt\ day your cuffs jump
into the foreground of the
picture—telling your taste
in dress!

Kum-a-part Buttons in

your cuffs add that touch
of correctness that only
good jewelry can give.

They're convenient for

you to use, click open,
snap shut; and they're

guaranteed to last a life-

At jewelers or men's shops
you can easily match
Kum-a-part designs to

your favored shirt pat-

Prices according to quality

up to $25 the pair-

Write for

Banis
Gray Hair
in 15 Minutes
WlTHinvariablesuccesshundredsofthousandsof
American women are regaining the youthful glory
of their hair by using INECTO RAPID NOTOX.
And the success of these is guiding thousands more
to use this, the one tint that is perfectly natural and

fectly safe; strictly scientific, confori
then- ing lab

parttogray, streaked
or faded hair all its former harmonious beauty
of lustre, of silken texture and shade. Its use cannot
be detected. It is guaranteed permanent; its color
withstands any condition or treatment that Nature's
will-brushing, rubbing, shampooing, sunshine, salt

water, perspiratic i, permanent wav-
ing, marceling and curling. It is safe; it cannot in-
jure texture orgrowth; it contains no paraphenylene
diamine. The ease of application enables anyone to

Send No Money
Merely fill out the coupon below

INECTO, Inc., 33-35 West 46th St., New York

INECTO, Inc., 33-3S West 46th I, New York City

The Home Beauty Shop
Conducted by Martha Dawn

|7rom the number of automobiling parties

already crowding the country roads, I

know that it is not too early to give a
few hints on the care of the complexion in

the summer. Of course, it is a great temp-
tation, particularly early in the season, to

go to the beach and acquire a good tan.

There will always be a certain pride in

the first sunburn, just as there is a thrill

in the first plunge of the season in the

ocean or the first game of golf.

Naturally, the girls have forgotten all

about the pain of last year's sunburn and
the annoyance that the summer's tan caused
in the fall.

However, may I warn you that a sun-
burn is both unsightly and painful ? Of
course, I realize that no girl wants to

keep her complexion at its winter white-
ness. Neither is it necessary to be mid-
Victorian and resort to high-neck, long-
sleeve bathing suits and sunshades to pro-

tect our skins. If you apply a good cold
cream or a soothing lotion immediately
after the sunburn, you need not worry
about your skin on the beach or while you
are motoring. There are many good
creams and lotions made especially for

this purpose.
A heavy sunburn dries and coarsens the

skin. It spoils the texture of delicate com-
plexions. After a day in the outdoors,

do not fail to apply a good cream or
lotion and leave it on all night. Be care-

ful about using water and a heavy soap
after a sunburn. Cold water may have a
temporarily soothing effect, but it does
no good, and it may do a great deal of
harm. So, when you go on an outing
in these first warm days, be sure to in-

clude a good cream < lotion i your bag.

Mow for a few words of advice about
your summer wardrobe. This is the

season of the year when you will need a
great many dresses. But, fortunately, they
may all be inexpensive ones. There are
a bewildering number of lovely summer
fabrics, and it is well to choose the ones
that launder easily and do not fade. Be-
ware of the trimmings that will not iron

Comfortable, low-heel shoes are indis-

pensable in summer. Get the sort that
clean easily. And you will need a heavy
coat, of serviceable material, and a sweater
or leather jacket. Knickerbockers are a
matter of taste. But if you are inclined

to be the least bit overweight, avoid them
as you would a plague.

Many summer vacations are ruined by
an ill-chosen or incomplete wardrobe. The
girl who finds herself in camp with noth-
ing but fluffy dresses is not apt to have
much fun. Or the girl who goes to a

summer resort without a good stock of
dancing frocks is sure to miss some pleas-

ant evenings. White is always pretty for

evening wear in summer and it is a pleas-

ant change after the heavier winter clothes.

It is well to keep one hat to wear on
special occasions and to have a stock of
cheap but becoming hats for hard wear.
Dont try to wear fine, thin stockings for

walking with sports shoes. Light wool
stockings are not only sensible and fash-

ionable, but they are becoming if you are

careful to select the patterns that look-

well on your legs. If your legs are plump,
be sure to avoid the striking patterns.

"Shall I Go Into the Movies?"
{Continued from page 68)

emotional temperament. I would be do-
ing you an injustice were I to encourage
you tn take up a career lor which you
are not fitted. You would be a valuable

office executive, and under proper condi-

tions might make a good critic of the mov-
ies for a newspaper or magazine, but that

is the extent of your contact with the

shadow world, according to your horoscope.

Barbara S-, August 16th:

The influence in your natal chart which
turns you toward the movies is a purely

temporary one and one which will entirely

disappear within two years. You will al-

ways like to shine before your friends,

but your contact with an audience should
be personal and direct, not thru another
medium, as is the case with the motion
picture artist. I want to caution you about
this desire to impress your friends: as you
grow older, people will see your love for

approval and applause and the unscrupulous
will work upon you thru this weakness.
Develop discrimination in regard to asso-

ciates; learn to tell the false from the
true and you will save yourself much
trouble in the future.

Hannah C, June 22nd:

There is no indication in your natal

chart that you would displace Gloria or
Pola as soon as you might seek to do so.

You have a rather matter-of-fact nature,
are intelligent and alert and very deter-
mined Your best career would be that

rtlsement in MOTION PICTCRE MAGABINE is got

of a nurse or doctor, as you possess a

natural understanding of hygiene and the

laws of healing. There is no more useful

occupation on earth than in creating anew
the physical well-being of some unfortu-

nate, and as you reach maturity you will

be far more interested in this phase of
activity than in any ambition to shine upon
the screen.

R. B., January 7th:

There are a number of very strong plan-

etary aspects in your horoscope which point

to an eventful life, but. unless you exer-

cise great self-control and will-power, to

a rather difficult one. It would be unwise
for you to attempt a stage or movie career,

because by entering a life where emphasis
would be placed upon the emotional side

of your nature you would brine

unfortunate elements of your h

which in ordinary circumstances will not

trouble you greatly. I would si:.. -

you a course in some form of dress de-

signing or millinery work. You will travel

a great deal and have many unusual experi-

ences in the course of your life. Some
time when you take up the study of astrol-

ogy you will understand yourself and yw**J
conditions much better.

Robert T., October 15th: .n them.

Inasmuch as your experience .

vaudeville stage denotes an mv
J
that he has

of the conditions of life con\ eds is to be

(Continued 01
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The Place of Missing
Films

(Continued from page 22)

City for a picture you will never see in

your "favorite movie theater."

There is also the instance of a costly

production made on the West Coast some
time ago, in the midst of which the star, a

high-salaried player, died. The usual effort

was made to complete the filming of the

picture with a double, but despite all efforts

made to save a tremendous investment, the

projection of the production, when finally

cut and titled, revealed the immediate dif-

ference in face, physique and acting of the

original star and the imitation, with the

result that the doors of the Place of Miss-

ing Movies opened to welcome another

lodger.

Dut the majority of movies over which
Miles Projection Rooms hold obsequies

emanate from the "'promoter" type of film

maker—the promoter being a suave gentle-

man who convinces the proprietor of the

thriving delicatessen store in Elyria or the

owner of the dance palace in Terre Haute
that the beauty and talent of his daughter

should startle the world via the screen in

a production which will require only $10,000

or $20,000, but the profits from which will

cause the said purveyor of table delicacies

to look with disdain on the piking profits

he is making (regularly) from his store.

With little or no knowledge of the in-

tricacies of picture production and no
thought of what the film market requires,

our promoter friend proceeds to waste

several thousands of feet of good negative

stock by recording in the camera the tor-

tuous acting of the town belle, supported

by that little group of processional movie

players who are open for any engagement,

provided it will keep the wolf from the

door. If the bank-roll is small, he works

in the town where the money is raised— if

the bank-roll is large, he adds one more to

the Hollywood gentlemen who make movies

you never see.

The picture is finally completed, the

(Continued on page 98)

About Pirates and Pictures
(Continued from page 94)

left alone with maybe one or two sug-

gestions in camera technique."

Mr. Parker is enthusiastic over pic-

tures. He carries small bits of the colored

film of "The Black Pirate" about with

him and holds them up to lights to see

if they are really. good or whether he was
mistaken the last time he looked. So far,

he is right about them. He told me that

a test had been taken to see whether or

not colored films were bad for the eyes.

Ax ordinary film was shown, a colored
film, and then a book was given the

persons to be tested to read for the same
length of time. The least eye strain was
noticed in the people who had seen the
colored film. The ordinary film came
second, and the book got the worst mark
of all.

Mr. Parker is a terribly funny man.
-^he retort to that, I know, is, "Well,

s'*at did he say?" But I will have to
I'V". it at that.
witco know one thing, and that is, now
these .>hn Robertson has left for the
some ai»re will be no one to fill his place
in no ot;,nular director in his class, or
find such a nless Albert Parker decides
yet this is tl.,,ly joking about returning
of—a little of • April.

When you v.

FATR/\ IJADIT-
—irresistible fascination. A skin and
complexion holding all entranced with its
mystic appeal. The alluring, seductive
touch of Oriental beauty commands world
homage. Emperors have laid crowns at its
feet, history has been changed by its
glance. You too may know the joy of such
beauty. Feature imperfections and blem-

ishes will be for-
gotten under the
enticing spell of
a fas cinating,
bewitching ap-
pearance. Let

GOURAUDS

bP|ENTAl
CREANT

render this oriental touch of subtle
enchantment to your skin. The
complexion bestowed will not rub
off, streak or show signs of per-
spiration. Highly antiseptic and
astringent. Made in White, Flesh
and Rachel; also Compacts.

Send 10c for Trial Size

T. Hopkins fit Son, New York City
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ONE APPLICATION.
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uihlul color s(

Bobbed hair takes year:
'A age, but not if it's gray. Not affected b
« water, perspiration, oils, tonics, shampoos.
ft previous dyes. Does not stain scalp oi

5 Composed Henna Herbs; Harmless.
8 applied at home. 14 shades. P. P. $1-60.
/ White Henna for lightening hair grown
,y dark, $2.25. Pilocarpine Hair Tonic (oow-
Ti erful stimulant), $5.00. Free Advice-Booldet.
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B.PAUL, Dept.8-J, 21W.39thSt.,N.Y.C. i
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FrenchBeauty'Secret I

Many seek beauty in Paris from the

ful results after few days application.

Brings You Unexpected Beauty

Why buy high priced cnimeries whi

Pays for itieff infcw c

i five dollars for famous French beauty formula.

$25.00 NEW SNUG-FIT WATCH
FullyGuaranteed AccurateTimekeeper.
Always sets firm on your wrist. 14-

^ karat Solid White Gold Case—16-

Jewel Movement, Genuine
Sapphire Studded Crown.
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Ifourtoa
can win success

in music
SIEGRIST earns a princely salary for

his brilliant solos. His mastery of the
highest register amazes his hearers. He
uses a Conn trumpet because, he says:

"the intonation, valve action, and im-
mediate response give added confidence
in my playing."

There's profit and pleasure in music.You
can fit yourself for it quickly. Start now
to cultivate your musical bump with a

Conn trumpet, saxophone, trombone,
any band or orchestra instrument. Brief.pleasant
practice enables you to win pleasure and profit.

Send now for free book and details of Free Trial,

Easy Payments on Any Conn Instrument.
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The Place of Missing Films
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(Continued from page 97)

proper amount of praise is bestowed upon
it by the man who made it and then it is

despatched to New York, usually in his

care and sometimes accompanied by the
man or men who financed it, who have
ringing in their ears the song of the pro-
moter, "there's money in the picture busi-

ness." He's right. So there is. Their
money is in it, together with the money
of hundreds like them.

""The usual round of the distributors, who
*• more often than not will not waste time
looking at a film which does not carry the

insurance of a well-known star, a box-office

director and a story of popular value, the

recourse to the independent distributors,

who refuse even to handle it on "percen-

tage," that bugaboo of the small producer.

Percentage means that the distributor will

give the producer forty per cent, of the

takings, provided there are any, after he
has held back cost of prints, advertising

and what not. And then

To Miles Projection Rooms, where the

mourners—pardon me, I mean the monev
men—make arrangements for the storage

of the masterpiece in the Long Island City

vaults, always honing that some one, some
place, somehow will take the picture out of

the Place of Missing Movies and place it

"among those present" with current pro-

ductions.

(~\x(i-: in a while the story is reversed.

There comes to mind the splendid pic-

ture, "Driven," directed by Charles Brabin,

financed with his own money and bringing
to the front that splendid actor, Charles
Mack, erstwhile property boy with D. W.
Griffith. Independent in every sense of the

word, this film made the weary rounds of
the distribution offices and everywhere
"thumbs d.nvn" was the answer. Brabin.

who edited and stored his picture with Joe
Miles, persevered in the face of all the

turn-downs and one fine day a smart man
at Universal saw "Driven," paid Mr. Brabin
a goodly sum as a negative advance (mean-
ing real money ) and Universal released

"Driven" to the plaudits of the critics,

who acclaimed the "independent" as one
of the best pictures of the year.

Another was the comedy hit, "Up in

Mary's Attic," but against these few we
find many pictures on the books of Miles
which you and I will nevi

It is estimated that one thousand pic-

tutus of all descriptions pass thru the Miles
organization every year and the percentage
of these which join the ranks of Missing
Movies is uncomfortably large.

Axii what becomes eventually of all this
•'* film? say you.

Every six months, according to the busi-

ness rules under which Joe Miles conducts

his interesting branch of the film industry,
films which have lain in storage and have
not been protected by the producer, are
publicly auctioned off from the vaults in

Long Island City. Under the hammer go
comedies, dramas, scenics, educationals.
short subjects and features of every known
variety. They are bid in sometimes by
second-hand film dealers, sometimes by the
producer himself, but more often the
Missing Movies are sold to the gentry-

known by the pleasing name of "junkers,"
whose function it is to sell the miles of
celluloid failures to refiners, who proceed
to extract therefrom the silver, in a dif-

ferent form, which the unfortunate pro-
ducer has failed to get at the box-offices

of the country's movie houses, and to melt
down the celluloid, which, due to its high
quality, has taken a prominent commercial
place in the making of the famous Duco
finish, so popular at present with automo-
bile body makers.
Tmnk of this. A reel of positive film,

reproduced from the original negative,

costs $40 and weighs four pounds. The
"junkers" pay the large sum of 5 cents

per pound, or 20 cents per reel, which
means that a five-reel feature which repre-

sents an original outlay of from $5,000 to,

in one or two cases. $50,000, is knocked
down for one dollar.

Dn there is a brighter side to the busi-u ness of the man who harbors the crip-

ples of the picture world. Miles Pr

Rooms, which include a series of fourteen

cutting rooms and five projecti

handles annually more than 2,001

of film from the cameras of the

producers, has long been the quarters

where such directors as Griffith, Cabanne.
Robertson. Carewe, King. Olcott and other

leading figures of the production world
supervise the editing and cutting of their

masterpieces. The company provides a

service to the film world which is unique

on either coast, providing fire-proof build-

ings, expert facilities and perfect projec-

tion to the producers who regularly turn

to Miles at the completion of a picture.

Incidentally. Joe Miles and Sam Ruben-
stein are pioneers of the

traveled the roads of production, distribu-

tion, exhibition and kindred angk-
before Miles, several years a

the service bureau which he now
The next time you watch a picture on

the screen of your favorite movie theater

give a thought to the pictures you never

see. the luckless Missing Movies which lay-

waiting in their trim little cans in the

vaults for the semiannual auction which

will bring them to the hands of the "junk-

ers." a fate their producers gave little

thought to when they assembled their casts

and built their sets.

The Answer Man
(Continued from page 84)

Blonde or brunette? I dont care to commit
myself. She has golden hair and brown
e\es. but what's that?

J. S., YEW ORLEANS.—Your verse

to Leatrice Joy xvas very well done and I

am sorry I haven't the space to use it.

T. S. S., PHILADELPHIA.—So you
want to be an Answer Man when you get

old. I dont blame you. see all the fun 1 am
having. And you like Ann Pennington in

pictures. She's in "The Golden Strain"

now, and she surely can do that Charleston

all right. You sav you saw 11

and Mr. Brewster saw 250—well,

he goes three and four times a d

times.

CI -MI.—Yes. I have seen that before.

DELLA LOUISE.—Lois Wife

taught school in Birmingham,
and sbe is just oxer five feet :>

Gilbert is playi-.u

nificent."

YVONNE McD.—A lot of -

Every advertisement in MOTION riCTrUF. MAGAZINE is suarantoixl.



"No Spik English"
(Continued from page 58)

irritated me so, that on my next visit

home, I packed my clothes, borrowed

some money and left, while my mother

was asleep. Then I found myself a job

at the Winter Garden in Berlin, which is

like the Ziegfeld Follies in this country.

After a while, my mother forgave me, and

came to live with me."

VY/hile she danced, Putti studied with aW Russian teacher. He taught her the

ballet technique which she mastered in

the incredibly short space of one year. At
the end of that time he told her he had

no more to teach her. Shortly after, she

was made prima ballerina at the theater.

A motion picture director saw her there

and was so impressed with her appearance

and talent that he sent her an offer to

join the UFA Films.

"I went mostly out of curiosity, she

said, "but after I had been there a little

while, I decided to stay, for I loved the

work. And the realization came over me

that dancing could be satisfying only to

a Pavlowa or a Fokina. somebody who

had reached the heights. To remain as

prima ballerina or even as a solo dancer

was poor reward, and I knew I could

never be so great a dancer as either of

these superb artists. In the motion pic-

tures there is a great field for expression,

and there are more opportunities than in

dancing."
Putti was born in Vecci, near Budapest,

of a Hungarian mother and an Italian

father. She speaks three languages flu-

entlv French, Hungarian and German,

and I'm willing to bet that within a year,

she will be speaking English with the best

of the foreign film stars. Anyone with

her eager interest is sure to learn quickly.

Why, during the first week of her arrival

in New York she began exploring the

citv with her maid, who knows not even

her mistress's twenty English words.

They walked to Central Park and later,

when they were hungry, they found a

restaurant with a man in the window,

cooking spaghetti. Luckily, spaghetti is

a word that Lya de Putti knows. She

pronounces it "shpah-getti," and she had

no trouble in making her wants known.

But she wishes to speak well.

"One cant eat spaghetti all the time,"

she explained.

Famous Players supplied her with an

interpreter, a young woman who accom-

panies her wherever she goes, for she has

a dread of being left alone. The city,

seen from the thirty-second floor of the

hotel where she "is stopping, terrifies her

a little. And all the thousands of friendly

faces she sees are strange, nevertheless.

Putti is still so new to the country that

she does not yet know what its customs

are. For instance, on the day I saw her,

a photographer from one of the news
agencies took a number of photographs

of her in the gymnasium atop the hotel.

First one in boxing-gloves, then one climb-

ing a rope ladder, then one in a rowing-

machine. The man arranged her skirts

so that her knees were visible, and Putti

turned to her companion with a puzzled
expression and an inquiring gesture of the
hands as if to say : "Is this what I must
do, too, to be an American?"

Norma Looks Ahead
After a few more pictures. Miss TalmadKe
will r etire. And then what? Well, fo

Norma will read, stu.lv and t avel.
In th e July issue of MOTION' IMC" JRE
MAGA7.INK. Miss TalmadKe talks abou her
future—away from pictures.
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Why you should insist upon a

Frederics ZMcthod
permanent wave

(J75ECAUSE this is the method of permanent waving used by
JD practically all foremost masters of the art, your hair should
have the greater loveliness it affords.

t

Frederics is the perfected meth-
od for hair of every shade and
texture, giving large soft waves
of lustrous beauty. And be-

cause it involves no risks, it

does away with the need for

laboratory testing.

Write for a copy of this folder. It tells how to care correctly

for your permanent wave. Tells, too, in decail, why you
should insist upon the Frederics Method.

You will find the hairdresser

who uses this method to be the
leading expert in your com-
munity. If you do not know of
a Frederics Method shop, we
will gladly send you on request

the name of one nearby.

(£" Frederics Inc.

53A West 37th Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

£fhe cJrederics ^Method

PERMANENT WAVING
"FOR THE HAIR OF WOMEN WHO CARE"

She Sensed the Depth of His oAdmiring Glances

HOW it thrilled her to note his new
tenderness and interest. She felt at

perfect ease for once; she knew she re-

flected a feminine beauty heightened by
a smooth, lovely skin, free from offend-
ing hair.

Her good friend Janet had told her
about the wonders of Del-a-tone.

For nearly twenty years this perfect,

effective, safe, easy-to-use hair remover
has graced the toilet tables of discrim-

inating beauty-seekers. Millions rely on
it today. No other method will do. Del-
a-tone is the aristocrat of depilatories

—

once used, experimenting is at an end.

Try it—be convinced!
You may test Del-a-tone (powder) or the new

Del-a-tone Cream, without a cent of expense.

Read the generous offer below. Send today for

a liberal supply, or purchase at your favorite drug
or department store. They all have it, or can get
it, for Del-a-tone is needed and wanted.

Apply Del-a-tone to arms, limbs, face, back of
neck— large surfaces or small. After only three
minutes, rinse off and all hair is gone. It will not
return thicker or coarser. Notice how white and
velvety smooth yourskin isafterusing Del-a-tone.

Prominent physicians and beauty experts recom-

Demand Del-a-tone; shun substitutes.

At drug and department stores or sent, pre-

foro'ne dollar—a big economy. Statewhether
you wish Del-a-tone or Del-a-tone Cream.

The Delatone Company
Dept. 76, 536 Lake Shore Drive Chicago, I!!.

Insist on The Old Reliable

DEL-A-TONE
Removes Hair

Send for ioc Size FREE
Try Del-a-tone or Del-a-tone Cream with our compliments. State

free on request^n plain wrapper.* Write today!

TIOX PICTritE MA0A7IXE. 99 t
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: normally

Let th is be our personal message to you that
such glorious freedom is available. For. by
using old reliable NONSPI (a pure antiseptic
liquid) on an average of only two nights each

perspiration stains and you will be freed from
the embarrassment of armpit odor.

NONSPI, is used by more than a million

and is sold and advocated by toilet dealers
and druggists everywhere.

ALL WE ASK is that you give NONSPI

The Perils of the Well -Dressed Man
Adolphe Menjou Tells You What to Wear

(Continued from page 44)

'Then it isn't the clothes, after all,"

said I, beginning to be bewildered. "It's

the man."
"No—wait till I explain. We are talk-

ing now of the well-dressed man and
what it is that makes him seem so. My
point is that the best tailor in the world
cannot make a man appear well-dressed
unless the man knows how to wear the
clothes the tailor puts on him.

"T have known men who went to the
best tailors available and who spent a

great deal of money on their clothes. Yet
they never seemed well dressed. They had
no instinct for it. They never could learn
the right combinations of shirts and ties.

They did not know how to walk, how to
carry themselves. No amount of money
could ever make them look well.

"On the other hand, some men achieve
distinction in the oldest suit of corduroys.
John Barrymore, for instance, could never
seem anything but distinguished, no matter
how he was dressed.
"The art of appearing well dressed de-

pends upon some inner quality of the per-
son. There is something about the car-
riage of-such a man, the angle of his hat—his general air — which betrays hi?

breeding and shows what he is. regardless
of his clothes.

"Grooming is, of course, the first re-

quisite of the well-dressed person, and
this applies to women as well as men.
Your hair, your nails, your skin, must
show care. You must lie clean—immacu-
late. Your clothes must be brushed and
pressed and your linen must be fresh.

"Shoes are important. They must be
well made. They must be in good repair.

Run-down heels can spoil the effect of
the most elaborate outfit. They must be
polished and free from dust.

"Tut well-dressed man not onlj knows
what to wear, but when to wear it.

He is discriminating in the choice of his

raiment tor various occasions and different

functions.

"He is careful about colors and sees to

it that his tie and shirt and socks harmo-
nize with the suit he is wearing.

"•Chances of fashion are unimportant.

We are going hack now to a style of

masculine clothing which was fashionable

a generation ago. Double-breasted waist-

coats are coming in. Such minor changes
take place every season, but the well-

dressed man who knows how to wear his

clothes maintains his distinction, no mat-
ter how the styles may change.
"Nor does the well-dressed man take

up every new fad of dress as it appears.
There are certain standards of taste and
style which do not change. These he
follows, regardless of picturesque inven-

tions of haberdashers, designed to intrigue

the fancy of college freshmen.
"Thus you see the true man of distinc-

tion makes his clothes fit his purpose. On
the other hand, some men are affected by
the clothes they wear. Dress them in

baggy, ill-kempt apparel and. they slouch
along with a discouraged gait which ac-

cords with the outfit. Bui let them be

well groomed and clad in newly pressed,

well-fitting clothes and they assume an
air of jaunty self-possession.

"("^lothes often have a tremendous^ effect upon the character, the mind
—even the morals of individuals. It is a

well-known fact that social workers,

striving to help the 'down-and-outer' to

come back, first give him a bath, shave.

haircut and a decent suit of clothes. It is

the first step in rehabilitation. Decently

clad, a man takes new courage. His self-

possession returns and confidence in his

own powers. It is the first step on the

way up from degradation."

As he talked, I had been taking note of

the clothes he. himself, was wearing. A
suit of a very new cut in a somewhat
vivid blue. The waistcoat was interesting

—a sort of low-necked effect with a nar-

row lapel following the curve at the top

and four buttons over the diaphragm. The
hat he had thrown on the desk was a

tan affair with a turned-down brim in the

fashion set by the Prince of Wales.

I was about to ask him for some in-

formation on the subject of women's
clothes when he glanced at his watch with

a horrified exclamation and after a cour-

teous farewell, betook himself off in much
haste to don make-up and dinner clothes

and assume once more the role of a dash-

ing man-about-town.

Lew Cody Tells You What Not to Wear
tinned from /v

but should by any chance have forgotten

to put on his trousers, the probabilities

are that he would soon become
from the actions of the other guests that

something was wrong.

"If the footman at the door refuses to

admit him and emphasizes his refusal by

throwing him down-stairs, this is an in-

dication that all is not as it should be

and he should take careful stock of him-

self to discover what there is about his

apparel which the well-dressed man would

not be wearing on such an occasion.

"Rut if he should pass unnoticed until he

enters the ballroom, the chances are that

the reactions of the assembled ambassa-

dors, senators and their wives to his ap-

pearance, will indicate to him some error

in his appearance. Their eyes will grow

round and they will whisper and draw
away. A few smothered screams may
greet him—or a lad\ may faint. I have

nt in MOTION riCTfltK MAGAZINE is gu

found that if a lady faints at sight of you.

it is nearly always an indication that your

attire is probably a trifle scant."

LJkke the attendant again mopped Mr.
1 l

Cody's brow, which by this time gave

indications of extreme heat.

"Out of my experience I have made a

few deductions along these lines." he went

on. "and I shall now quote some of them.

•"A checked suit and a derby, both of

which are too small, worn with a minute

ready-made tie. would be tlu

things. I should say. to wear to a tailors'

convention.

"The wreath and robes and harp of an

angel might look well in heaven—or even

at a masquerade—but they would be out

of place in a modern cabaret or in the

abode of Mr. Mephistopheles.

"Straw hats are not commonly worn m
winter, nor is red-flannel underwear part
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of the well-dressed man's wardrobe in

California.

"The well-dressed young man in 1926

will not wear a dinner jacket to his office

nor will he appear in evening clothes in

church.
"Red neckties, while they are fashion-

able, must be worn with discretion. I

should not advise wearing one with dinner

clothes, nor should I deem it well to don

a scarlet cravat for a bull-fight.

"CTootball clothes seem hardly right for

afternoon tea and track suits are sel-

dom worn to formal functions.

"The gloves and 'shorts' of a prize-

fighter and the uniform of a Marine are

both out of place at a meeting of the

Society of Friends.

"But the ideal garment for all occaions

is a pair of plus fours. Apparently, these

are never wrong. At the office, on the

boulevard, at lunch, tea and dinner, at the

club and at evening affairs, one may wear

plus fours and be sure of company.

"For the young man who is trying to

get along and must needs economize, I

should advise plus fours and wool stock-

ings for all occasions. They may not

always be correct but at least they are

usual and that is something.

"T'hen there are bathing suits. If you
1

visit any of our beach towns during

the bathing season, you might acquire the

idea that a bathing suit is the accepted

attire upon all occasions. Like the plus

fours, these are seen everywhere. But

even a natty jersey swimming costume is

sometimes wrong. The Tightness or

wrongness of such a costume depends

somewhat upon the general contours of

the wearer. The well-dressed young man
will not appear in the ballroom in such a

suit if his knees are inclined to knock.

Bowlegs too, are a drawback and—well—

you know! A little concentration on this

problem should solve it for any bright

young man. He must use discretion."

Once again the attendant moped the

brow and took the towel outside to hang

it on the line, Mr. Cody was looking de-

cidedly wilted and I thought perhaps it

would be well to terminate the interview

in case there was danger of his melting

down and disappearing entirely.

"A little thought and observation is all

that is required in these matters," he said

wanly. "And once he has discovered what

he should not wear, all that is left for

the ambitious young man to find out is

what he should wear. This should be

simple
"

His voice died away to a whisper and

I departed hurriedly, wondering whether,

after all. a perfect figure was worth all

the suffering entailed in acquiring it.

DoYou KnowThat—
1 II.I.IAN WALKER. Theda Bara and
•— many other old-timers are making
large salaries by appearing in person in

Lillian dish may do a light comedy?
She is planning to play the role of a

Spanish sefiorita of early California.

Merna Kennedy has been engaged by
Charles Chaplin for his leading woman?
She is a friend of Mrs. Chaplin.

w
Free

See
Choice Coupon

and keep it— as I did
For 40 years I have searched the world for the

utmost in beauty helps. In that quest I have made
34 trips to France, have consulted famous beauties

and great experts everywhere.

Thus I acquired, I believe, the greatest beauty
aids in existence. By their help I gained a glorious

career as a beauty of the stage and films. By their

help I have preserved my youth. At a grand-
mother's age I still look a girl of 19.

Now I have placed these supreme helps at every
woman's call. All drug and toilet counters supply
them as Edna Wallace Hopper's Beauty Helps.
And I am doing my best to bring to millions what

who want more beauty
—and to women who love youth

By Edna Wallace Hopper

These are my chief beauty aids. Each combines
rom six to sixteen of the greatest helps J found.
Each is so efficient that the very first use amazes
ind delights. This is to offer you a test of any
it my cost. 1 want you to know what they mean.

skin. It simply cleans to the depths, then departs.

And with it goes all the grime and dirt, dead skin

and clogging matter.

I never knew what a clean skin meant until I

found this product. Nor will you. And a clean
skin is the foundation of beauty. 1 urge you to

White Youth Clay
This is a new-type clay, the final results of 20

years of scientific study. It is white, refined and
dainty. It combines with three clays other factors

which every skin requires. So don't confuse it

with the old-type crude and muddy clays.

Youth Clay purges the skin of all that clogs and
mars it. It draws out the causes of blackheads
and blemishes. It combats all lines and wrinkles.

It brings the blood to the skin to nourish and
revive it. The quick result is a rosy afterglow.

I have seen Youth Clay bring to countless girls

new beauty in half an hour. Older women often

seem to drop ten years. The sample will prove to

you that no girl or woman can appear at her best

A Multiple Cream
My Youth Cream comes in two types

other for day. No skin

without it.

My Youth Cream applies many-
all ii applic. The! in.du.

aluable factors,

ide products of

ill th<both h

science knows to foster, feed and preserve the skin.

The first night's use of my Youth Cream will be
a revelation to you. And my baby-like complexion
shows what daily use can do.

My Facial Youth
My Facial Youth is a liquid cleanser which I

found in France. Today this formula is recognized
everywhere as the greatest of skin cleansers. The
leading beauty experts advise and employ it, for
nothing else known can compare. But my Facial
Youth is first to offer this

Facial Youth contains no
fat. It cannot assimilate

rite to advertisers please n

animal, no veget

1 MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

My Hair Youth
i marvel at my hair. It is thick and lus-

Her great experts
I in my Hair Youth,
o I apply it with an

iwers thrive in a well-kept garden.

mple bottle which I send with eye-dropper
' you what Hair Youth does.

YourChoiceFREE
Mail this coupon to Edna Wallace Hopper,

536 Lake Shore Drive. Chicago. Check the
sample wanted. My Beauty Book will come
with it, also samples of my face powders.

Facial Youth White Youth Clay

Hair Youth Youth Cream

ioi r
PAfiU
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A Sure Way To
End Dandruff

There is one sure way that never fails

to remove chiin K nil completely, and that
is to dissolve it. Then you destroy it

entirely. To do this, just apply a little

Liquid Arvon at night before retiring ; u:^
enough to moisten the scalp and rub it in

gently with the finger tips.

By morning, most, if not all, of your
dandruff will be gone, and two or three

more applications will completely dissolve

nnd entirely destroy every single sign and
trace of it, no matter how much dandruff
you may have.
You will find, too, that all itching of the

scalp will stop in-
stimtly and your hair
will be lustrous, g]o.-?\

,

silky and soft, and
look and feel a hun-
dred times better.

lit get Liquid
Arvoi

will

LIQUID ARVDN

Perfumes
and other Rieger Toilet Articles
SpecialAssortment—Regular Value$2.50
Now Rieger offers you an

i

" :; " •' '" '" '"

throughoutfthe world. Read this list of the charming toi-

letries that have been especially selected for you to try—

Read this list gSUSS $$%£.
Riser's Concentrated Flower Drops . (oz.S10.00) . .25

ParYum RahnaOho Persian_perfume) .
,

(o

us Sachet Powder

All of the above s<

S !:!

SendNoMoney
.lust send nam. ' Paypostman
on delivery. We pay parcel post carriage charges. We guar-
antee you will be pleased or money refunded. Send todayl

PaulRieger& Co.. ISince 1872) I67FirstSt,SaiiFranciico

RAP/VRMGk

A Guide to Current Pictures

Which are now being shown thruout the United States

WILh Clu
;w role, which she does to perfec-
r Conklin. Story not so good.

Out well worth seeing. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Auction Block, The
Just fair-to-middlin'—because there is nothing

average picture. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Bar-C Mystery
Dorothy Phillips in a feature based on the serial

of the same name. Fair, (Pat he)

Barrier, The
Rex Beach's story is done again—and shapes up

action. Somewhat overacted. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Bat, The
A corking good mystery melodrama which keeps
you keyed up with excitement from beginning to

end. Carries a good pace and is well acted.
(United Artists)

Behind the Front
A burlesque on the late unpleasantness in Europe,
executed with much broad s'.ap-stick. Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton put it over. (Para-

Ben-Hur
The masterpiece supreme of all time, containing
all the element? .,1" a Kin per cent picture. (Metro-
Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Big Parade, The
Truly one of the great pictures of the screen.
The Great War reproduced with remarkable
fidelity. Sweeping and stirring in its scenes and
acting. John Gilbert and Renee Adorce create
marvelous performances. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Black Pirate, The

:ular romance and ,

.o.'corp."p'.'o.'b

^102

nholj n ree." Has some thrills and
a fails to grip yon.

.. e, (.Metro-Goldwyn)

.< -off on the movie industry and
in which stars are made. Contains good

satire and humor. Ben Lyon is the liei

Born to Battle
Tvpical loin T\ Vr Western with Frankie Darro
as his pal. (1 :.

Broadway Boob, The
Glenn Hunter in a first-rate small-town story with
Antrim Short supplying comedy.

California Straight Ahead
A romantic comedy suggestive of Wally Reid's
auto yarns. \ oulii in coiuii. t with

;que in which the laugh? are achieved in

tied a manner. Leon Frrol's droll comedy
main, -at isfactorv. Pleasing enough, tho

't ring the hell. (.First National)

o in a new role—not a lover—suave and
as ever. Ntita Naldi mis -

3tit not up to The Eagle.'' .Paramount
B.

ind the Countess, The
ties takes his outfit to Europe and gives lair

anient in a Lochinvar i."

g Mothers
S daughter.

the piper herself to keep daughtc* -

good drama and competently pla;

Dark Angel, The
Dont miss Vilma Bankv and Ronald Colman. the
great lovers, in this colorful war romance. (First
National)—E. V. B.

Desert Gold
Another Zane Grey story and just about the dullest

of the lot. Plenty of heroics and villainy executed
in the same old style. (Paramount)

Dixie Merchant, The
J. Farrell MacDonald in a delightful character
study based on Barry Benefield's novel. "The
Chicken-Wagon Family." (Fox;

Don't
Slap-stick stuff from the pen of Rupert Hughes

—

the idea presenting a strong-willed flapper who tells

her father where to get off. Just fair. Metro-
Goldwyn)

Eagle, The
Valentino comes back with a bang, but Yilma
Banky shares the honors. You will like this

romantic drama. (United Artists;—E. V. B.

East Lynne
An excellent picture, beautifully and artistically

done. Edmund Lowe. Alma Rubens. Lou Tellegen,

and Marjorie Daw make up an all-star cast. (Fox)

Enchanted Hill. The
Thrilling Western with Jack Holt the hero and
Florence Yidor close up. Not great, but interest-

ing. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Fighting Edge, The
Kenneth Harlan and Patsy Ruth Miller in a color-

less melodrama of the Mexican border smugglers.
(Warner)

First Year, The
An amusing story of married hie with Matt Moore
and Kathryn Perry as the young couple. Matt
Moore :-

Flaming Waters
With Man- Carr as the mother and Malcolm
McGregor as tier devoted son. this picture makes

Mainment in its story of oil swindlers.

F. B. O.)

Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd s funniest picture—and by all odds
his greatest. Has everything and will please any
type of picturegoer. Dont miss it. (Pathe)

Go West
Buster Keaton at his worst. A long-drawn-out
comedy that cannot compare with "The Nav-
igator" and "Seven Chances." tMetro-Gold-
wyr. —E. Y. B.

Cold Rush, The
After two years we expect something better from
Charlie Chaplin. 11 I ''ably like

it. but i. : KJ etc. tUnited
Artists)—E. V. B.

Golden Strain, The
Pretty weak drama starring Kennth Harlan.
Hobart Bosworth gives the best i erformance.

,-elously rich char-
acterization 01 a woman wno had seen better days.
The mother-love theme is built around a murder
mystery. Entertaining. (.1 :

Grand Duchess and the Waiter
A light and fluffy ;

. I done with
mn.-li ndroitness and subtlety. Is clever in every

d capitally played by Menjou and Yidor.

Great Love, Tin-
Broad comedy this, which centers around tho antics
of an elephant to restore peace .>.?'.d '::..

heroine in distress. Too trivial for the adults.

(Metro-Goldwyn)

Her Sister From Paris
A rollicking comedy this, based as it is upon the
wife who masquerades to bring back I

husband. Constance Talmadge is delightful in a
dual rfile. and the sa

His Secretary
Norma Shearer's best ;

Willard 1 -;: : s fir

Dane. Excellent comedv.
E. V. B.

[banes1 Torrent
A very good picture of ! \

sequences in Spai i. Has unus
atmospl

• s p
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Blondes!
Don't Let Your Light Hair

Grow Dark
Don't let your h

streaked. Keep it

always. If you see
growing dull

r turn dark, faded or
ght, fluffy and golden
>ur hair changing color,

losing its
pretty golden sparkle and charm, try Blondes
before it is too late. Blondex is a new Swed-
ish light hair shampoo, made especially for
blonde and light hair, and it will bring' back
all the shining gold and keep vour hair look-
ing b
not injuri

/Bio,
I. Mill

t is

iuoney uacK n not ueiigmeu.

BLONDEX
^Jke Blonde HairShampoo

GIVEN/
'Only One to
acustomer

?\just
To

Introduce "%

^Nagoma Diamonds

CIALTY COMPANY

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would
you like to know if you are adapted to tins work?
Send 10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent Tester or

Key to Movie Acting Aptitude, and hnd whether
or not you are suited to take up Movie Acting.
A novel, instructive and valuable work. Send
dime or stamps today. A large, interesting, illus-

trated Booklet on Movie Acting included FRKKI
FILM INFORMATION BU REAU, Sta. W- Jackson. Mich.

Thin Women!! Gain!!
Three to five

pounds a week
•autiful. 6rm flesh which

Dept.122, SpringBe

Idverttems
Send for FREE Book. Givii

Advertising Section

wn Flood, The

die mythical kingdom
t fairly well. A finely

ng and settings com-

(Wai
Dont n s this

Lawful Cheaters, The
Clara Bow excellent in an underworld "meller" that
holds you to the finish. (B. P. Schulberg)—E. V. B.

Let's Get Married
lg Richard

Dix pier 'of a
media

high ji

Put
capital comedy. (Paramount)

Lights of Old Broadway
; old davs with ]

ling as a sixteen-year-,, Id girl a

t so good. (Metro-Goldwyn)—

1

Little Annie Rooney
The e old t

year old,

an elaborate or well-done
you. (United Artists)—E.

Little Irish Girl, The
A good crook story, sadly
Claire gives the best perf<

r-old Mary Pickford a

;>ry done with good color and action,
nterest with its well-developed plot
erization. Percy Marmont excellent
(Paramount)

The mythical kingdom plot exposed to celluloid
again—and not so good this time. Much ado about
nothing. T,,,, many lilies and too much acting.
(Warner Brothers)

Man Upstairs, The
A diverting mystery-comedy adapted from Earl
Derr Rigger's "The Agony I olumn." Monte Blue
is the very likable hero. (Warner)

Mannequins
Dolores Costcllo at her best in a rather exciting
melodrama. Average good picture. (Paramount)
—E. V. B.

Masked Bride, The
Ma,- Murray returns to a moth-eaten type of

story and her fri I
i re. Noth-

ing much i \Ieiro-( e.ldwyn)

Memory Lane
Fair cut. n « Eleanor
Boardman, Conrad Xagle and William Haines,
(hirst N :

Merry Widow, The
Mae Murray and John Gilbert 100 per cent, in a
wild, pa io land interest.

Excellent. E. v. B.

Midnight Flyer, The
Another i families of

ud Billie Dove in the
it. O.)

Midshipman, The
oris don,- and

Novarro ad d A. iMciro-
Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Mike
Very much to the hokum

—

which means that it

should I: ,.--,<] into three reels.

Episodic, but h;is certain amount of color. iMetro-
( toldwyn I

Miss Brewster's Millions
i comedy, dynamic action and Belie Dan-

iels, cutting up capers as a lair spendthrift, make
li'.vablc number. Amuses and entertains.

CParamoi

Moana
A beautiful and impressive drama ol tribal lite in

the South Seas. An epic of land, sky and water
that deserves to rank with the best. See it.

(Paramount;

My Own Pal
Tom Mix and his pony. Tony, do their stint again

—with lots ol incident and action to keep it going.

Familiar plot, but it has its moments. (Fox)

New Klondike, The
Tom Meighan. for once, has a good picture. Good
take-off on the real-estate situation in Florida.

Has humor all the way. Look into this one.

(Paramount)

Night Cry, The
Rin-Tin'-Tin i

saying a lot. Littl

Night Patrol, The
Richard Talmadgi
gruesome in some

Oh, What a Nurst
Syd Chaplin has s

rite to advertisers plea

very
e Mi y Louis, Mill

MARY PHILBIN

Whiten Skin
Banish Freckles

NewSafeWiy
Almost Overnight

Make This 3 Minute
Test

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Get a jarof Golden Peacock Bleach Creole now—

Use it for only five nights. Then if you are not del

At all good drug and department siores.

SEND FOR TRIAL TREATMENT

i MOTION PICTURE
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Youth! Youth! Youth!
That's the cry of 1 926. And
no other motion picture maga-
zine catches the spirit of today

as does THE CLASSIC. It is

smart, intelligent and sophis-

ticated. It prints no blurbs,

it publishes no press agent

bunk. There are six distinct

reasons for buying THE
CLASSIC:

1

.

It is fearless and honest.

2. It tells the news first.

3. It is authoritative.

4. It is the film magazine de
luxe.

5. It is brilliantly edited.

6. It has the greatest screen

writers.

The

June CLASSIC!
Another lively, sparkling issue, beautifully illus-

trated.

Remember the remarkable article published last

year by THE CLASSIC, revealing the real salaries

of all the stars and players for the first time. It was
the sensation of the motion picture world. Frederick

James Smith and Tamar Lane are combining forces

on another article, presenting all the salaries as they

are today. Some startling changes have taken place.

You cant afford to miss this article.

Agnes Smith has contributed a humorous article on "If They
Conducted Other Businesses as They Conduct Motion Pictures."

You will find a lot of real laughs in this amusing contribution.

The second of Henry Albert Phillips' remarkable series of

interviews with the leading British and Continental authors on
the subject of motion pictures. In the June CLASSIC you will

find striking comments by E. Phillips Oppenheim. Frank

Swinnerton, A. A. Milne and E. Temple Thurston.

And a dozen other features that you will find all your friends

talking about!
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Other Women's Husbands
Monte Blue and Marie Prevost work out their
problem with the aid of Huntly Gordon and Phyllis
Haver. Pretty likely to please you. (Warner)

Outsider, The
It's a story of faith-healing with Lou Tellegen
splendidly cast and Jacqueline Logan looking very
pretty. (Fox)

Partners Again
Abe and Mawruss go into the automobile business
and are not so funny, nor so successful as when
they "partnered" in the movies. Mostly illustrated
subtitles. (United Artists)

Road to Glory, The
A cast including May McAvoy. Leslie Fenton and
Ford Sterling adds i

I, t!,a e plays "
'.Fox;

Road to Yesterday, The
A beautiful, romantic drama introducing Cecil De
Mille, with Joseph Schildkraut and Vera Reyn-
olds. Elaborate and splendid, but long drawn
out. (Producers Distributing Corp.)—E. Y. B.

Royle Girl, That
The latest Griffith-Carol Dempster melodrama
with plenty of thrills, including a cyclone. Rather
long drawn out but good. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

i placed in the path of three chorus
girls. Contains some good moments and atmos-
phere. And Sally O'Xeil gives great promise.
(Metro-Goldwyn)

Satan in Sables
Lowell Sherman is not for the screen but he is

excellent in this drama and so are Pauline Garon
and John Harron. Above the average. (Warner
Brothers)—E. V. B.

Sea Beast, The
John Barrymore. Yes, also Dolores Costello,
whales, ships, etc.. but mostly Barrymore. Grue-
some and thrilling but long drawn out. A big. if

not great, picture. (Warner)—E. V. B.

Sea Horses
A sea thriller involving tropical storms, a typhoon,
jungle life, schooner hokum and what-not. An
exciting hair-raiser. Good for weak pulses.
(Paramount)

Seven Keys to Baldpate
Douglas MacLean's latest. Not so good as
"Introduce Me." but it will surely amuse you and
it is well done. (Paramount)—E. V. B.

Seven Sinners
An interesting crook melodrama treated with a
dash of paprika. Keeps at a good pace, tlio the
crooks find redemption too suddenly. Well acted
by Marie Prevost and a competent cast. (Warner
Brothers)

Soul Mates
The typical Elinor Glyn plot which has been done
too often. Lacks any novelty and fails to stir up
much interest. (Metro-Goldwyn'

Splendid Crime, The
William de Mille has written a fairly interesting
cr.mk story of the poor girl who me.-ts the rich
young man and reforms when love creeps into her
heart. Bebe Daniels does well. (Paramount)

Stage Struck
Far below what you expect from Gloria Swanson.
A glorified slap-stick comedy done to the tune of
romance. Carries a sprinkling of laughs but is

tiresome and overdone. (.Paramount)

Steel Preferred
An ordinary melodrama of the hero's triumph
against heavy odds. Action transpires against a
steel-mill background. Satisfying in spots. (Pro-
ducers Distributing Corp.)

Stella Dallas
The greatest emotional drama ever produced.
Belle Bennett wonderful—so are they all. You will

weep, but they will be tears of joy. (Samuel
Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Three Faces East
A clever mystery melodrama touching upon the
pastime of spy catch spy. Excellently treated and
acted—and chock-full of suspense. (Producers
Distributing Corp.)

Tough Guy. The
The children \\ \\\ like this W< stern with Fred Thom-
son and Silver King. tF. tv

Two Can Play
Clara Bow in a silly story that is worth little of
your time. (Associated Exhibitors)

Untamed Lady. The
Just about [lie weakest picture G'.r: -

has had. Is far-fetched and ridiculous in most of
its scenes. Pass it up. (Paramount)

Vanishing American, The
A beautiful super-production with Richard Dis at

Long drawn out but otherwise great.

Wai
-E. V.

indpoint perhaps the greatest
c spectacle ever produced. Very beautiful
>orate. even if not gripping. (Paramount''

—

Yankee Senor, The
Tom Mix and Tory cutting up melodrama: ic

capers again. The fam-'liar tale of tescuins the
heroine from the hombrfs. Exciting enough and
pleasing to the eye. (Fox)



XLess Hair
in the Comb
more
Hairon the Head
A very few treatments will show you
how surely and easily you can check
falling hair, dandruff and itching
scalp with

GLOVERS
mange^m'edicinC

This well known healing medicine thorough-
ly cleans the scalp, pores, and oil ducts—re-
stores the lustre to the hair and stimulates
and strengthens the hair roots.

Its regular use keeps hair and scalp in a
healthy condition and is a safeguatd against
dandruff and falling hair which threaten

GLOVER'S Imperial Medicated Soap
Is a valuable companion to Glover's Imper-
ial Mange Medicine and is a most effective
shampoo.

For sale at Drug] ts\ Barbers'
Haifcfre!

Write for Free Book
"Hovjto have Beautiful Hairand a Healthy

Scalp" by Dr. H. Clay Glover
Addresi H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,
Dept. S-39, 119-121 Fifth Ave., NewYork

$2 and it's you
Just send yoc

International Typewriter Exchange
186-188 W. Lake Street. Department 603 Chicago, III,

SupwfluaiKHAIPallGOJNE

Forever removed by the Mahler
Method which kills the hair root

without pain or injuries to the skin

in the privacy of your own home.

Send today 3 red stamps for Free Booklet ^
D. J. MAHLER CO., 66-B, Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

WOMEN WANTED FOR
TRAVELING POSITIONS

e entirely unincumbered, with high I

education, between the agea of 25 ai.

CAI ADV bonus and transportation. Give
OALAR I fall information in first letter.

F. £ Cocploa t Co.. Desk C, farhmd BUg., Chic»|»

ALL
HAND made

HAND drawn

HAND embroidered
Silk Rayon and Voile Dresses

ACT PROMPTLY! Send One DolUr NOW
$4.95 C.O.D.-we pay the p.

500. miles. All Colors-Si

TAILORED FROCK
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"No Casting Today"
(Continued from page 29)

Walton had fallen ill, but her scheduled
picture had been advertised thruout the

country and it was necessary that someone
carry it thru. They had thought of "that

girl in 'The Stealers,' Norma Shearer's
her name, isn't it?" had found her address,

and sent her a telegram. They simply
had to have someone, and she was the first

to come to mind.
So back to New York for Norma and

her mother—to find that Gladys Walton
had recovered, and that the whole thing

was only a false alarm

!

"But the luckiest false alarm that was
ever rung, for I'd never have returned if

it hadn't been for it.

"Now that I was in New York, I must
get something. I couldn't go back again

—

one return as a failure had settled that."

So back to the studios with her tale of
prowess in "The Stealers"—but that had
been a year ago, and who can remember
for that length of time? Certainly no one
did. It was at this point in her career

—

after she had had a year of quite fair

success—that, for the first time, she had to

take up extra work and become only a

unit in the mob. If you have a keen eye,

you may see her in the mobs of "Way
Down East"; or almost any of this period's

productions of Lillian Gish, Alice Joyce,

Corinne Griffith, Marion Davies—or many
others.

Che had a very interesting, tho somewhat
uncomfortable, experience during these

days when she was as one with all the

other extras. During the first period, when
she had always been a "somebody"— for,

no matter how small, she had always had
a part—she had been a bit inclined to snub
the little extra girls about her. Tho her
work in "The Stealers" had been forgotten,

this was not—and they were not at all

sparing in their revenge

!

"It was a valuable experience—I've never

consciously snubbed a person since. For
one thing, I know what it is to be on the

wrong end—and, also, in the state of flux

we are all in at present, who knows who'll

be what, and when?"
Nor were the films the only thing that

turned a camera on her face : advertise-

ments for tooth-paste and hair-nets—and
Lord knows what. She comes across them
even now in the most unexpected places.

She tried the stage ; she was ready to be

glorified by Ziegfeld, even tho she was
Canadian. And here, at last, it seemed as

tho she had a chance, for they were willing

to give her a trial. She underwent one
day of training, and would probably have

continued in this work, and given up the

picture game entirely, if it had not been

for the offer of a good part in "The
Flapper," a picture starring the late Olive

Thomas.

"I WOULD probably have refused it, but
1

for one thing : it meant ready cash.

My salary on the stage would not begin

until I was proficient. I needed ready cash

—and I needed it badly !"

This was the beginning of the end, for,

almost immediately after this, she was
given the leading feminine role in one of
the "Leather Pusher" series, and then in

"Channing of the Northwest," a picture

starring Eugene O'Brien. Thru these three

pictures, and perhaps thru small parts in

a few others, Miss Shearer's personality

—

one immediately recognized as individual

when it was recognized at all—began to

seep into the consciousness of the people

on the Coast. Offers of work in California

(Continued on page 106)

r

Claire Windsor, Conrad Nagel
in "Dance Madness" — new
Metro-Goldzcyn-Mayer production

Let's Qol
Your hair smartly
smooth—all evening

DINNER, theater, dancing . . .

Once you would have had to
worry how your hair looked ... All
eveningyouwould havebeen uneasy.
Now you know your hair will

stay smooth—right. You can let

yourself go— sure of looking your
best—wherever you are.

The secret? Stacomb.

Stacomb gives you the hair you
admire—well kept, lustrous. Makes
the most difficult hair he smoothly
in place

—

all day long.

Keeps your hair in condition too.

Gives it a healthy, natural sheen

—

not a matted, greasy look. Sta-
comb never makes hair brittle

either—an easy prey to dandruff

—

as daily wetting with water does.

Do this tomorrow morning—wet
your hair lightly, apply a touch of
Stacomb and brush in your usual way.
You'll marvel to see how tractable
your stubborn hair becomes when
Stacomb gets into action.

Stacomb comes in jars, tubes and
now in the new liquid form. All drug
and department stores. Readers in
Canada, address Standard Labora-
tories, Ltd., 727 King Street, West,

Now in Liquid form too!

KEEPS THE HAIR IN PLACE

Free Offer
Standard Laboratories, Inc.
Dept.O-30, 113 W. 18th St., N. Y. C.
Send me, free, a generous sample of Sta-

comb. I prefer the kind checked:

—

Original, cream formQ New liquid form Q

h'li j:i|>j,
,)Y;
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Before a curl

or marcel
It's a dressing, and

tonic too

Your hair will stay curled much
longer if you brush it lightly with

Glo-Co Hair Dressing before using

the iron. And there'll be no split

and broken ends.

Glo-Co Hair Dressing not only
• makes your hair lustrous and keeps

it in place, but it's a tonic as well.

It is what your doctor would recom-
mend. Helps to eliminate dandruff
and stimulates the hair to new
growth. Use it on the children's

hair too. Keeps the most unruly
hair, in place all day.

Use Glo-Co Dressing always be-

fore a shampoo, if troubled with
dandruff or falling hair. It softens

and loosens the dandruff. Then wash
with Glo-Co Shampoo. The cleans-

ing, antiseptic lather washes every
trace of dandruff and bacteria away
and makes your hair like silk. Comb
your hair when it is dry with Glo-Co
Hair Dressing.

Sold at drug and department stores

and barber shops. If your dealer

cannot supply Glo-Co Hair Dress-
ing and Shampoo, a full-sized bottle

of either will be sent for 50c. Glo-Co
Company, Inc., 6511 McKinley Ave.,

Los Angeles, California.

GLO-CO
LIQUID HAIR DRESSING

/Eam»10°„i7P
finnewprofession

T AMBITIOUS , women

day lIl.H ;:ol White

«£J '

'"if" '"a n rse
iiini,,,. In

of the ln.,1
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sary. Ii on free. l-'or

ite Evaneelin. Chapter Ker eral White
,, White Cress Building Ne w York.
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A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE

Yes and No
(Co nued from page 70)

in the April issue of "Yes and No," that

M. C, of Fox Chase, Pennsylvania, was
dead wrong on what she said about our
Gloria in the February issue.

Yes, Gloria is gentle and quiet, interest-

ing, but not dazzling. Arresting, but not
beautiful. That's our real Gloria. I love
her. To me she is the one and only Gloria
and all of my three cheers go to her.

Marie Gonzalez,
Tampa, Florida.

T understand that "When Love Grows
Cold" is Natacha Rambova's first picture.

Let's hope it's her last, too. I endured
about one hour of agony watching her
gesticulate thru this picture, and if it had
not been for the part that Give Brook was
playing opposite her it would have been
absolutely unbearable. And why Xatacha
Rambova? If I had a name like that I'd

go to sleep and forget it. Please let's

have a few Mary Smiths in the picture

world. It is at least easy to say.

Helen Thompson,
Medford, Mass.

Just a line from a middle-aged movie fan.

The one best bet is Betty Bronson.
Let us have more pictures like "Peter

Pan," "A Kiss for Cinderella.** in which
Betty so thoroly emulates the spirit of
youth. Anyone who wants to feel about
ten years younger should not fail to see

pictures of this type. It is far more bene-
ficial than any bottled tonic. To see Betty
on the screen is even more refreshing than
a balmy breeze on a hot summer's day.

It is unfortunate that Ponce-de-Leon is

not living today, as there is no question
that if he could have seen a picture like

"Peter Pan" he would have considered his

search ended and that he had at last dis-

covered the Fountain of Youth.

Harry Hilpert,
Glenside, Pennsylvania.

Among the film artists of today, there

are those who, by reason of certain

vivid qualities, can be best described in the

vernacular of the times as different They
might further be designated as exotics of
the screen. Such players invest their char-
acterizations with an indefinable yet power-
ful magnetism that extends even to their

portrayal of the mediocre, that a careless

fate occasionally doles out to them. By
all means, let us see these individual artists

in non-commonplace roles. They may chill

you, they will thrill you, they may fan

your pulse a beat quicker, but they merit
the picturesque medium, the impn -

which leaves an artistic memory in one's

consciousness.

Consider some of these artists: Pola
Negri, Ricardo Cortez, John Gilbert. Alma
Rubens, Jetta Goudal, Rudolph Valentino,

Vilma Banky, Ramon Novarro, Ronald
Colrnan. To thrust any one of these strik-

ing personalities into everyday settings is

a waste of treasure. No bargain-basement

Mrs. Roswell Cobb,
Birmingham, Alabama.

LJave just read an article in your maga-
zine concerning the wife of a well-

known director in which there seems to be
in my opinion a veiled "slam" at the extra
girl.

May I say a few words about the extra
girls as I have found them. I have just

come from Hollywood where I have had
opportunity and occasion to meet both extra
and star and judge from a purely imper-
sonal angle and I've found ninety per cent
of the extras clean-minded, fun-loving in-

dividuals, doing their little bit cheerfully,
willingly and in a thoroly businesslike man-
ner. It seems theirs is a thankless lot.

Without them most pictures would be a
total loss. They work day and far into

the night oft-times with a pitifully small
check as their compensation. To be paid
ten dollars per day they must have a very
good wardrobe. And still hundreds of
these extra's have more breeding, more
culture and education than the men who
hire them.

Some would say, "Why do they stick to
such a thankless job?" Perhaps many
stick, hoping for that millionth chance,
others because it's more remunerative than
stenography or the like, and again I sup-
pose it gets in the blood. But why not
give the extra girl a bit of praise and
some consideration, for I believe so great
a man as Milton said, "They also serve—
who only stand and wait."

Felice E. Kent.
New York City. X. Y.

""The Wampas annual selection of future
stars has always interested me because

I believe their aim is, or rather was, to
help along some unknown but worthy
players, toward success.

They have picked out a few winners, I

cannot recall all, but I believe some were
Eleanor Boardman. Laura LaPlante. Col-
leen Moore, Clara Bow and Mary Philbin.

In last year's selection of the Lucky
Thirteen there were many possibilities,

beautiful possibilities, which have not yet
had time to develop into any wi

It is the 1926 selection, however, which
I write about. Mary Astor would have
a right to feel indignant at being selected

as an unknown. She has been leading lady
for such celebrities as Douglas Fairbanks
and John Barrymore. Sally O'Xeil is

already a star of the Cinderella nature.
The repetition of Man,- Brian's selection

is more than I can fanthom. In fact, all

those conferred with the honor this year
have played comparatively important parts

to be chosen as unknowns.

Marion Bv
Wende, New York.

"No Casting Today"
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first slowly, but gathering
the ,-ssed.

that, after my ex-

promises, I wanted something
olid l^e fore 1 picked up and
security for a land where 1
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wanted it from a large and well-esl

company."
At last, even that came : in Bk

a contract signed with Louis B. Mayer.
She went, she saw, and in her third

picture, "Broadway After Dark" — she

conquered

!

mnteed.



Marcel Without Heat
Easy, Economical way to dress hair

THOUGH I've never had my hair marcell-
ed, yet, friends, acquaintances and even

strangers, ask. "Who marcelled year hair?"
They tell me it looks as if I had just stepped
out of a beauty shop. I dress my own hair
and with such little trouble it would amaze
you. My method costs practically nothing
and leaves the hair in sound healthy condi-
tion. No burns or breaks. Every woman who
wants to look her best at least expense, will

appteciate this better way of hair curling.

You can make your hair look
equally attractive

and save time and money. Just send me one
dollar for a set of Freedom curlers invented by
myself. They cannot be secured through
stores. I will send you full instructions for
using them together with complete details of
how you may win a cash prize and have your
iciure published like the one above, for the

: %% cc-l u

fne
n
nds will'

I guar
back. You will be

Write Evelyn Routier Care

FREEDOM CURLER COMPANY
Nelbach Bldg., Rochester N. Y.

make: yourself
fit for marriage
Don't take the fatal

FREE CONSULTATION
Clip and Send this Coupon

ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL

..Weak Eyes . .Vital Losses

..Flat Chest . . Lung Troubles
Despondency .. Poor Circulation
Emaciation .. Round Shoulders
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That's Out
{Continued from page 59)

In her letter, Simple country maiden as-

serts :

Now, them actors like John Gilbert

and Ronafd Colman, who are jes chuck

full of personality, with every glance haz-

ing two meanings, and some as many as

four, along with there firie love-tnakin'

,

dont appeal to us none, being igrant and
simple like we are.

But when a Tommy Meighan pitcher

comes to town!!! Oh, boy! You otta

and shop gurls clutter up the streets

round the pitcher house.

We must agree that Tommy certainly

draws crowds to the theater when lie

plays in town and certainly congratulate
him upon having such a host of simple
admirers.

We Love to Differ

If there is anything that pleases me, it is

the fact that I find so many motion pic-

ture fans disagreeing with my opinions.

When I reflect on how many "hamfat"
actors and actresses are riding on a crest

of tremendous popularity while other
prominent players are still perched on
lower rungs on the movie ladder. 1 am
more certain than ever that the majority

The Public and the Trust

PJorothy E. Stone pens a very interest-
'-^ ing note from Manchester, England,
on the subject of whether the public is

concerned with the activities of the so-

called "Trust." She writes :

Isn't it about time that you began another
"What's Wrong with the Movies?" For
assuredly there is more wrong with them
now than when you wrote before. If I

didn't respect your judgment very much, I

should love to contradict your statement

that the public doesn't care about the "Big
Trust" scare. They do care very much!
In fact, they are terrified at what will Imp-

pen to their favorite stars if this trust gets

going. Two years ago 1 was
\

being a film fan. Now I refrah

talking films. 'I' ^oois Ium
out such terrible films.

Recipe for a Super Production

J-Jeri are the elements that go into the

making of the typical film production
of today, a> seen by Miss Stone:

Take one blonde heroine, minus person-

ality if possible. One tall brunette with a

flair for wearing freakish gowns ; one-

handsome (?) hero, complete with marcel

wave; one villain tall and dark: a lost

will, an air-plane crash, or fire with which
to delete the villain and vampire.

Add a Babylonian sequence or some gor-

geous bathing pool scenes. (These in order

to raise the cost of production. They have
no story value, but it looks better to ad-

vertise six hundred thousand dollars than

sixty thousand dollars as the cost of the

production and the poor numbskull fans

will never know the difference.)

Head the whole : "Gigantic Production,"
"Fearless Expose of Broadway Night
Life," "An Epic of Over-Civilization,"

and I'oila! C'est complet!

:e to advertisers please mention MOTION' PICTURE

SIMPLY apply a few drops
of Absorbine, Jr. A sooth-

ing, cooling and comforting
feeling follows the relaxed

of the muscles and

After a warm foot bath,

Absorbine, Jr. is delightfully

invigorating— or, if pre-

ferred, shake a few drops in

the bath. Use Absorbine, Jr.

for sore muscles and to re-

lieve pain.

Absorbine J!

W. F. Young, In.

MAGAZINE.
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Gray Hair
Brought Back to

Its Original
Shade

Is your hair fast becoming gray or
Streaked? No matter to what extent or
the cause, Kolor-Bak will quickly bring
back the original shade—whether black,
brown, red or blonde. Wonderful also for
keepingscalp clean and freefrom dandruff

.

Go to your druggist today and get a bot-
tle of this clean, colorless fluid. No test-
ing with samples of hair necessary. As
easy to use as water. Thousands of men
and women have quickly made themselves
look ten years younger with this thor-
oughly tested and dependable preparation.
Oyer 2,000,000 bottles sold. To be had—
with an absolute money-back guarantee—
at all druggists and stores handling high-
grade toilet aids.

Kolor-Bak
Banishes Gray Hair

$1.00 Is All You Pay
i Money refunded ifnot entirely satisfied.

RADEX SPECIALTY COMPANY
Dept. L-6 Providence, R. I.
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A Good Job for a
(Continued fr

After Dark," with Menjou and Norma
Shearer, brought him into prominence, and
since that time he has made "The Snob,"
"Lady of the Night," "Pretty Ladies,"
which was so widely acclaimed, "Lights
of Old Broadway," and "The King on
Main Street." Mr. Bell believes that the

qualities which make a successful journal-
ist are the most useful tools of a director.

"Telling a story on the screen is a mat-
ter of condensing it into the least amount
of footage to make it sound as powerful
as possible—just as the newspaper man
condenses his story into the least number
of words," says Bell. "Both are matters
of direct narration."

The technique of the screen involves
many methods of doing this successfully,

he says. Sometimes a character's entire

nature may be told by one distinctive ac-

tion that can describe him better than pages
of words:

"""The future of pictures," explains Bell,
1 "involves a basic principle in psychol-

ogy. The human mind retains best what
it receives thru the sense of sight, and the
motion picture today is a visual novel. It

may not be going too far to predict that

some day the picture will take the place,

almost, of the printed word. This may
seem fanciful, but remember that a few
years ago every well-educated man had to

be familiar with Latin, and today hardly
anyone learns it. The human race
progresses, and the progress of pictures

will keep pace with the race's advancement.
"And here rests a great responsibility

for the director of today—who must pave
the way for tomorrow. Whatever progress
is made now is up to us—and every man
directing pictures must do his part."

Air. Bell, tho it hasn't anything to do
with his success, is more than six feet

tall, Aery good-looking, in a blue-eyed,
brown-haired sort of way, and thirty-five

years old.

Speaking of Monta Bell, one invari-

ably thinks of Mai St. Clair, who looks

enough like him to be his brother, and
has, step for step, paralleled his meteoric
career. St. Clair is only twenty-eight
\ears old, and looks like Bell. William
Tilden, the tennis star, and Monty Love,

all rolled into one. He has a diffident,

ingratiating manner, and a drawling voice,

so that it comes as somewhat of a shock
to see the steady, confident way he goes
about directing. Perhaps that is his out-
standing characteristic—his confidence.

Once he is sure that he likes a thing, noth-
ing in the world can shake his opinion.

There was a group of three in the studio

one afternoon, a well-known movie critic.

Mr. St. Clair and I, discussing his latest

picture. The critic disliked parts oi the

picture ; I ventured the opinion that the

heroine looked too stodgy, but St. Clair

stood his ground. "I think that was a

good picture and the heroine looked simply
swell," he insisted. "I worked hard on
that production and I think I turned out

a good job."

St. Clair talks easily and unreservedly
about his earlier life. He was a newspaper
cartoonist. He wrote gags for Mack Sen-
nett. He did a comedy for Sennett called

"Bright Lights," which so displeased the

producer that he was let out. until Gilbert

SeKles wrote his sensational book. "The
Seven Lively Arts." and in it praised so

voluminously that movie comedy that St.

Clair was recalled. He made "Are Par-
ents People?" with Adolphe Menjou, Flor-

ence Vidor and Betty Bronson for Para-
mount and was unaccountably released, but

back he came again and directed "The

•rtfseuient in MOTION PICTURE MAT.AZIXK

Bright Young Man
om page 39)

Trouble with Wives" and "A Woman of
the World," with Pola Negri, so brilliantly

that he has been signed up for three years.

JTdiiuxd Goulding, who made his direc-

torial bow in "Sun-Up," is not, strictly

speaking, a journalist, tho he is a writer,

and a very well-known one at that. He
collaborated in the writing of "Dancing
Mothers," which enjoyed a long Broad-
way run; he wrote or collaborated in the
writing of many of such popular pictures

as "Jazzmania," "The Perfect Lover,"
"Peacock Allev," "Tol'able David," and
"The Bright Shawl." Recently he pro-

duced "Sally, Irene and Mary," which put
him into the class of directors to be reck-

oned with.

Edmund Goulding is one of the few
directors who wont predict the future of
the motion picture.

"The newest idea in motion pictures,"

he says, "lies just outside in the ether,

waiting for someone to grasp it. If any
man knew what the public would demand
tomorrow in pictures, he would not be
telling about it, but be busy making it.

"The motion picture is like a belled

sheep—a whole herd follows it Score a
big success like 'The Merry Widow" and
dozens of others will make pictures of

this type—turn around and score another
hit in another type of story—like "The
Big Parade'—and others will decide that

the war picture is the thing.

"But because a single war picture or a
single 'Merry Widow' is a success, this

does not mean that this is a type of story

infallibly sure to please. It only means
that that particular picture did.

"Every now and then a revolutionary

success is made—but it was not known,
until the public had issued its verdict, how-

great a success it would be. A director

cannot tell. He can only take the mate-
rial at hand and search the ether for the

waiting idea, which may or may not make
him a success overnight.

"I am waiting for my idea. When I

get it, perhaps it will be a success. But
I do not know what the public is going
to want, and cannot prophesy. No man
can look into the future."

I7raxk TtTTLE is. in my opinion, the

most sophisticated of the directors.

Epigrams drip from his lips. He can
make a banality sound like a line of Oscar
Wilde and a commonplace gesture flash

with wit and significance. And yet Tuttle

is not of the smart-Aleck type, tho he
loves to "crack wise." He also loves to

satirize old and meaningless sentimentali-

ties, to twist them so deftly that they be-

come laughable. He thinks of "gags" as

easily as most of us remember last night's

dinner. He is an enemy of the stereotyped
and a champion of the novel. And he
looks like a serious senior just out of col-

lege, with his horn-rimmed glasses, his

little black mustache and his stooped-over
tallness. In spite of his youth. Tuttle has
been entrusted with several important pic-

tures, of which the outstanding is Gloria

Swanson's "Tamed." He directed "The
American Venus." that much publicized

feature: "The Lucky Devil." "The Mani-
cure Girl." "Lovers in Quarantine." "Miss
Bluebeard." and others. Frank Tuttle is

also an ex-journalist. He was on the

editorial staff of a monthly magazine of

note and at one time was associated with

the Film Guild.

In the brief time that they have been
directing, these five men have accomplished
so much that it is only natural to expect

them to achieve much more.



"Oh-What Joy!"
The Pimples, Blackheads, Large Pores,

Freckles, Wrinkles and Ugly Blemishes.

GONE-
Because They're Off!

Read Free Offer Below!
Worry no more over your "terrible" skin and com-

plexion! Forget your failures with lotions, clays, creams,
powders, massage, steaming pots and "coverups." Throw
away your rubber masks, plasters, and beauty make-
shifts. Because—here's where you get a new, true skinl

Your blackheads, pimples, large pores, freckles, tan,

sallow complexion, surface wrinkles, blemishes, and sipns

of approaching age, go definitely
—"because they're

Most astonishing discovery in the history of beauty
culture. All explained in an amazing free book called

"Beautiful New Skin in 3 Days." Learn how to do what
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Make your own skin and complexion the envy of all who
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Why Is Hollywood ?

{Continued from page 51)

a bird of Paradise, a cannibal chief or an
Oriental fakir, they are all to be had right

here in Hollywood.

""Then there are scene painters, stage car-

penters, electrical workers, wood carvers,

acrobats and all manner of men and women
who for years have trained themselves in

some technical branch of the motion pic-

ture industry. All these folks have settled

here and most of them own their own
homes. Xo producing company on earth
could afford to put all of these people on
its pay-roll week in and week out, but
they are all needed sooner or later. What
a happy situation, then, to find these neces-

saries within a stone's throw of the studio,

ready to come in at any time for a day's

work at a moderate salary. If the casting
director wants fifty cowboys for tu ree
days, he can get them—and the horses, too
—from the man who makes a habit of
rounding up a gang. If a hundred China-
men are needed for a week, he calls in a
man from Chinatown who is known to

every casting director in Hollywood and
your hundred grinning celestials will be on
the set in the morning.

Then there is the element of co-opera-
tion, or loaning. There are about a dozen
colossal studios in and about Hollywood
and numberless smaller ones. While some
of the big studios contain practically

everything necessary for every conceivable

kind of picture, there are times when they
require a few additional sun-arc lights,

perhaps a Chinese god. a Napoleonic car-

riage, an Arabian saddle, a Russian sword,
an Icelander's cap, or some other unusual
thing. All that the "prop-man" has to do
is to ring up another studio and borrow
what is needed. These courtesies are fre-

quently exchanged, even in connection with
the players, and it is an everyday occur-

rence for one company to ask another
company to loan a certain player for a
stated period, the loaning company finding

it a godsend, as that particular player may
be under a year's contract and there may be
intervals when he has nothing to do. If

his contract calls for $500.00 a week, he is

loaned to the borrowing company for a

little more than that amount in order to

make up for losses o-f the loaning company,
who pays him a regular salary whether or

not his services are used.

AsAlW. suppose a producer is making a

picture that calls for two old sailing

schooners. He doesn't send men up and
down the coast hunting for them, but he

phones another company that owns just

such vessels and he rents them for a

nominal sum.

Nearly all of the picture studios own at

least one or two of those huge motor gen-

erators mounted on trucks that are used

in taking night scenes at a long distance

from the studio, but very often it is nec-

essary to have more than two and it is a

simple matter to borrow from a neighbor

as many as are needed. Still again, there-

are numerous institutions in and about

Hollywood that make a specialty of sup-

plying producing companies with costumes

and "props," such as furniture, firearms,

rugs, pictures and everything imaginable.

In no other locality in the world can these

things be so easily supplied, and therefore

Hollywood has become the natural and

probably the permanent film producing
center of the world. The wiseacres are

saying that it will eventually become the

distributing center as well.

^Art Ability
ANALYZED FREE
Here is your opportunity to find out how
much talent you have. This simple,
scientific test shows your natural sense
of design, proportion, color, perspective,
etc. It may show you the way to a
bigger future—a real career.

Federal Students Are Successful
Many Federal School students are mak-
ing $3,500, $4,000, $5,000 and $6,000
yearly. The Federal Schools is recog-

5 of a Big pric.

Learn Commercial Art at Home
If you like to draw, an almost sure in-

dication of talent, the Federal Course
will quickly develop your ability to earn

the cost of the course while studying.
Many nationally known artists have con-
tributed exclusive, illustrated lessons to
the Federal Course. No previous train-
ing is needed. You will receive personal,
individual criticism on your work.

Send TODAY for Questionnaire!
Just fill out and mail the coupon. There
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Occupation
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Beauty is more beautiful when
it is crowned with a glowing

loveliness of hair that is radi-

antly lustrous. The hairdresser's

secret of lustrous hair is a touch

ofhenna in the shampoo. Youmay
have just the right touch of henna,

prepared exactly as he uses it,

in the clear, fragrant liquid of

HENNAFOAM SHAMPOO, to

bring out all the richest natural

lustre in every type of hair.

Ifyou cannot ot

dealer, lend 60 cents to Hennafoam
Corp., 5n West 42nd Street, New York.

UCNNAroAM
OIAMPOQ

IRREGULAR NOSES
ANiTaVoSE ADJUSTER "'

TheflniTRCo.

Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

IWFiss Gish chooses delicate shades of

pink and blue for evening, or all white,

with which she wears her pearls. These
pastel shades also give her the opportunity

to wear her favorite shoe-buckles, which
appear to best advantage on black velvet

shoes. These unique buckles are edged
with rhinestones and in the center of each
is set a small cameo with a delicate pink
background.
The one watch that Miss Gish possesses

is a new one, a Christmas gift from her
sister, and again the choice of pearls is

dominant. The watch is a slender oblong
surrounded with diamonds and is set on
a four-strand bracelet of pearls.

There is one piece of jewelry that Miss
Gish thinks of with yearning and that is

a necklace of alternating pink and black
pearls. "Maybe when I am sixty or eighty,

I'll have them," she said wistfully, "and
then I'll have the fun of looking at them
by the fireside."

Deggy Hopkins Joyce has long been
noted for her jewels. She wears color-

ful and fashionable sets with dash and
inimitable style. "My favorite stone is the

emerald, which I believe best lends itself

to jewelry designs that are both smart and
elegant." Then she added, "I intend to

have a complete set made from emeralds
at some time. At least, it is a cherished
plan."

Her ultimate standard of possession in

stones is a collection of perfect stones,

perfectly cut and set, the colors and de-
signs of which will harmonize with one
another.

At is> Joyce has four handsome pearl

necklaces, varying in length from a choker
to a strand that wraps twice about her
neck. When worn together, the four
strands combine in a gorgeous effect.

Peggy's bracelets, shown in the photo-
graph, are worn in the style she best likes.

[n order, they are an emerald, a diamond,
a half circlet of emeralds completed with
diamonds, and a ruby. All are cut in ob-
longs and set in flexible platinum.

I lev watches number two, one of plain

gold with big works for utility and the

other, set with a huge diamond on one
side, is for ornament, since it seldom runs !

T~)iSTixeTivF. silk or beaded bags equipped
with very lovely accessories are favor-

ites with Miss Joyce. Two lip-stick cases,

one of onyx and one of jade, are always
sure to be with her.

For shoe-buckles. Miss Joyce prefers

those of steel, and she insists that they
must be rather small and must be worn
with short-vamp shoes to give the right

effect.

Of smoking accessories, Peggy has no
end. There are three cigaret cases she
has that deserve mention, one of crystal set

with diamond initials, one onyx also set

with diamonds and one of jade strikingly

set with a ruby monogram. She has cig-

aret holders to match, the one of jade

having a band of rubies around the rim.

Of odd pins so much in favor at present,

she has a number representative oi the

latest fashions, a variety of jeweled ani-

mals with especial honors to dogs, and
graceful bow-knots of diamonds she uses

frequently with daytime frocks and tailored

(Continued from page 21)

suits. With some of them she has match-
ing ornaments.
Her most beautiful rings appear in the

photograph, one a marquise diamond of ex-

quisite brilliance and purity and the other

a diamond, cut in cushion brilliant style,

represents the wealth of empires.

Qoxstaxce Talmadge has every variety

of jewelry made, but the pieces that

appeal the most to her are those of very

old style or those of very new. A glimpse

of Miss Talmadge will reveal the very

latest style in jewelry or some choice se-

lection of antiques, both of which she wears
and sets off admirably.
Her photograph shows the ultra new

necklet, which she has made fashionable

for tailored and semiformal wear. This
necklet, christened the Chariot Xecklet,

made its debut in New York shops late

this winter. The honors of its popularity

belong to Miss Talmadge, who was the

first to wear it in Xew York. So dis-

tinctive and effective was her wearing of
it that other stage and screen stars

promptly adopted it. It is worn singly

or in pairs, as in the picture.

The hat ornaments that Constance
chooses are those leading the fashion of
the day, swords, animals, flowers, and the

rest of the infinite variety. With many
of them she wears a matching bracelet.

The necklaces that she affects are not

necessarily those of priceless stones, but

are chosen from the semiprecious stones

and crystals in the varied colors that have
achieved such perfection of beauty thru
modern designs and cutting. Constance
chooses a color, selects a stone most closely *

approximating that color and then builds

a complete set of bracelet, rings, necklace,

and earrings. And thus with any color

of gown she selects to wear, she has a har-
monizing set of jewelry.

The pocket bags and books that Miss
Talmadge carries are unusual. On them

she lias name-plates set with diamond ini-

tials, and for her great convenience in

telling time she has a bag on one side

of which a watch is set, while on the other

are her usual initials.

The series of bracelets that she wears
on each arm are marvels in beauty and are

arranged to form a harmonious
She wears a dozen in sets of six arranged
in the order of ruby, emerald, diamond,
ruby, emerald, diamond. The stones are

cut in squares or oblongs and have flexible

platinum mountings. She likes also the

fashionable slave bracelets and has one in

carnelian and one in jade.

Few persons, if any, have such distinc-

tively clad feet as hers. She wears suc-

cessfully a diamond anklet and specializes

in hand-painted slippers with buckles to

match. Another buckle she favors is flex-

ible and set with rose diamonds.
Some particularly beautiful smoking sets

Miss Talmadge. One is in jade,

another in black enamel and diamonds, and
still another is in black enamel set with

rubies. Some of her sets include, besides

the cases and holders, powder-boxes and
lip-sticks.

Among her rings is a large black pearl

of exquisite beauty, and her favorite ring

of all is set with her favorite stone, a
large square emerald.
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Starting Something New
(Continued from page 50)

"If we were embarked on the two-
reeler idea, we could at the same time
make a Russian story by Tolstoi, say, or
Turgenef, or one of the other great Rus-
sians, using the big sets from another angle,

or a detail of a Russian stove, steps to a
cellar, background of an arch, a tapestried

wall—taking nothing from 'The Volga
Boatman,' but having the immeasurable
advantage of the Russian flavor.

"A great deal of our stuff could be done
against draperies or blank walls with

symbols on them, for no emphasis would
be laid on scenery or spectacular sets ; all

our thought would be laid on a strong
story and excellent characterization, or on
the fanciful, whimsical, light or sophisti-

cated tale superbly acted.

"About the actors : we would use very
few, as a rule, in a picture, and we might
select our story with a view to our avail-

able actors—think of the four above, for

example—what an array for us !

"We would come on the set and use
the ones who were not working that day—
or that morning—Bob Edeson, say, or Bill

Boyd—and do all we could with them.
Next day someone else would be free. Or
we could watch our opportunity and make
the picture in the main on those days when
great mobs are being handled in the big

picture and most of the stars are free.

"Most of us have rests between pictures

—for example, myself. I am supposed to

make about four pictures a year. After I

finish one, Mr. De Mille says: 'Run up
into the mountains and forget business.

1

I

can rest in a week and then I am readv
I

:ould put in that tir i two-reeler.

"Cimii.arlv, actors are not always cast in

a big production and it might be ar-

ranged to use them in a smaller one in

which they could virtually star.

"When you think of the opportunity for

a girl who might play DeMaupassant's
'The Necklace'—for a man who had the

chance of a Poe hen. or Stevenson's "Mark-
heim'—a cast in one of Balzac's classics

"We could do so much by suggestion.

We should not need "five or six or eight
or ten reels to tell what we mean when
we are not dealing with child minds. The
sophisticated, intelligent audience would
understand without a diagram. For the
matter of that, I could take almost any
of our big pictures and compress them into

two reels and improve them mightily!
"I don't want to do anything censorable

—that's not the idea. But I should like

to do some of the little masterpieces of
literature that are considered too grim or
sad or fantastic for common consumption.

"We wouldn't put out an entire pro-
gram of horrors, as is done at the Grand
Guignol in Paris—but one tale of horror
might occasionally find its way to our
screen, with a stirring mystery—a little

Chinese poem—and a light, very light farce

done in the French

"I am considered a commercial director,

for all my pictures have made money,
but I see no reason why an artistic pic-

ture, if carefully and sincerely done, need
lose money. But whether or not they will

lose money, I'm going to take the first risk

"I've broached the subject of two-reelers
to Mr. De Mille, with whom I am under
contract, and we may go into them to-

gether, but first I am going to try them
out by myself and prove them to my own
satisfaction."

—this lovely tinted lustre!

Surely, never before have nails been
so important! The ordinary mani-

cure is no longer enough. The nails

must now have this special finish,

this new gleaming loveliness.

Such is Fashion's edict! And
eagerly the woman of chic is hasten-

ing to obey. Glazo, a wonderful
liquid nail polish, has created a

vogue that has spread to every cor-

ner of the modish world.

No more need of the old-time

bothersome buffing that gives such

a short-lived polish!

A quick brush of Glazo Liquid

Polish across the nails, and at once

they assume the most alluring lustre,

the most bewitching, just-right tint!

This instant Glazo finish lasts a
whole week. It will not crack, peel,

or turn an ugly brown. Make sure

you get Glazo for this perfect,

modish gloss.

Comes with separate remover

Glazo gives you one more advantage
—an advantage that you can get

only with the absurdly priced im-

ported polishes. It comes complete
with separate remover. This re-

mover not only insures best results,

but saves the polish itself.

The next time you go out, ask your
dealer for Glazo. 50c everywhere.

GLAZO
Nails stay polished
longer— no buffing

TryGLAZO Cuticle

Massage Cream
It shapes the cuticle

and keeps it even
and healthy
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Something different

for fobbed Hair
There is a tremendous difference

in bobs. Some are wonderfully

attractive and becoming, while

others, well—which kind is yours?

I wish you could picture the

becoming kind I have in mind—
the sort that makes men turn to

admire. I can't tell you what the

color is, but it's full of those tiny

dancing lights that somehow sug-

gest auburn, yet which is really no
more actual color than sunlight.

It's only when the head is moved
that you catch the auburn sugges-

tion— the fleeting glint of gold.

You have no idea how much
your bob can be improved with the

"tiny tint" Golden Glint Shampoo
will give it. If you want a bob like

that I have in mind, buy a package

and see for yourself. At all drug
stores, or send 25^ direct to J. W.
Kobi Co., 656 Rainier Avenue,
Seattle, Washington.

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

'UNMASKS

YOUR HIDDEN

BEAUTY"
BEAUTYPEEL

by peeling off freckles, tan,

• '

::

,,

"„' '"'',

;::

Reduce and Shape Your Lambs
with Dr. Walter's Medicated
Rubber Stockings and Anklets
Light or dark rubber. For over 2

induce natural heat, simulate tin

ogainltrold i kletair!

or money ordi .lor Booklet.

Dr.JeanneM.P.Walter,389 FifthA»e., N.Y.

SAXOPHONE
Teach yourself, 3 free lessons give you qui

home 6 days free. See what you can do. Ea
terms if you decide to buy. Send now I

beautiful free literature. A postal brings detai

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
\ 1*78 Bue~b« Block Elkhart. India
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The Movies Capture the

Army
(Continued from page 78)

movie idols as a popular favorite." Well,
here are Fort Schuyler's reactions to this

star, "appearing in person" in most unpre-
possessing make-up. For, as an imprisoned
soldier, he wore a shabby uniform and a

four days' growth of beard.

Now is the time either to bluff like

an experienced writer and concoct out of

hearsay an interview that I never had
(that is done, isn't it?) or to admit that

on this eventful day I had beastly luck

to be in bed with grippe. I submit the

impressions brought me by different people

on the post as answers to your box-office

puzzle. They are a tiny cross-section of

Sills' public. Most of them had seen the

"Sea-Hawk." All had seen the "Knock-
out," thanks to the Army motion picture

service, which sent the film here some two
weeks ago.

The medical officer's wife: "Why, he's
1

just a perfectly human person. I said:

'Here I came over to the Old Fort expect-

ing to find the handsome Sea-Hawk '

And here I am, just a bum,' he smiled.

'And you cant even look cheerful about it,

can you?' I asked. 'Not,' he grinned, 'with

Bruno doing the dirty work at home.'

"Yes, he's perfectly human."
The Major over the phone : "I am so

sorry that you could not meet him. He
was so very agreeable. He talked so freely

and pleasantly about different films that he

had been in, or curious things about other

Our "striker" or orderly : "The captain

would certainly call me for a growth of

beard like that. But he is a fine guy, and
a great actor. You'd ought to see the

expressions on his face and the way he

walked up an' down when he learned about
his wife and the other fellow."

My twelve-year-old daughter, who has
been a movie fan and critic since she saw
"lack and the Bean-Stalk" at the mature
age of four: "Oh, Mummy, I've met Mil-

ton Sills! He's awfully nice, even with

that beard! He's tall, you know, and he
has nice eyes. What color are they? I

dont know, but they're nice. And he has

.such a funny hand-shake, but it s nice, too.

He slips his hand up along your wrist.

He has nice long hands. ( Her vocabulary
is more limited than her enthusiasm.) Cap-
tain (..lines said that perhaps that was so

people wouldn't get a chance to squeeze his

hand when he has to shake hands so much."

IWIv husband: "Oh, yes, I met him. He's
a fine chap."

Myself: "Well, listen to this criticism

from the Classic." 1 read the bits quoted
above. "Now what are your reasons for

liking him?"

My lnisband: "Why, I always have
liked him better than most of the men in

the movies. He's rather good-looking, and
such a likable chap.'

These all seem to me pretty good an-

swers to that riddle of the box-office. Mil-
ton Sills is good-looking and strong-looking
enough to win the admiration of men,
women and children without being so super-
handsome that it makes the women silly

about him. and the men jealous. He acts

convincingly enough to convey his emo-
tions to such varied types of minds as those

of the C. Q. and my striker. He is nice

to a child (acid test again) and interesting

to her elders. He is, to quote the cap-

tain's wife anain, "A perfectly human
being."

ertisemenl I i MOTION riorum: magazine is am

Get Business by Mail
60 pages of vital business facts and
figures. "Who, -where and how many
your prospects are.
8,000 lines of business covered. Com-
piled by the Largest Directory Publish-
ers in the -world, thru information ob-
tained by actual door-to-door canvass.

Write for your FREE copy.

R. L. POLK& CO., Detroit, Mich.
839 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.

>rijicipal cities of U. S.

ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST _..
MOTION PICTURE MAGaZINI

i
. 1 -.. : J MONTHLY

at JAMAICA, N. Y.. tor APRIL 1st, 1928. State
m NEW YoUK, County of KINGS. Before me. a
NOTARY I'UBLIC in and for the State and county

.:::>:-; DUXCAJT A. DOBIE.

. an 1 belief, a

of the aforesaid pub-
lication i..r th. date s!u ivn in the above caption, re-
quired by the Act of August 24. IMS, embodied in sec-
tion 411. Postal Laus and Regulations, printed on the

:- fori.;, to wit: 1. That the names and
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N. Y. E .,.-. r. AGNLS SMITH. IV LiUTTIELD ST..
BROOKLYN. N. Y Managing Editor. FREDERICK
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N. Y. Business Manager. DUNCAN A. DOBIE. JB..
1T5 DUFUIELD ST.. BROOKLYN. N. Y. 2. That
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and also immediati

ion i : total ana unt of stock.
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m. company, or other unincorporated concent, its

me and address, as well a> Iboae of each individual
•tuber, must be given.) EUGENE V. BREWSTER.
5 DUFFIELD ST.. BROOKLYN. N. Y. 3. That the
own bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
idirs owning or holding 1 per cent, or more of total
lount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: t If

NONE. 4. That the two para-

they appear upon the books of the <

cases where the stockln I

upon the books of the company as trustee a
other fiduciary relation, the name of the p
corporation for whom such trustee is acting.
also that the said two paragraphs contain st

embracing affiant's full

interest direct or indirect in the said *:ock. bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him. 5. That the

.s publlra-
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FRECKLES
Get Rid of These Ugly Spots
Safely and Surely and Have
a Beautiful Complexion With

OTHINE
(DOUBLE STRENGTH!

MONEY BACK IF IT FAILS. SOLD BY DRUG
AND DEPARTMENT STORES EVERYWHERE.
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Play Real Music
in SO Minutes
on the Hohner
HARMONICA
*EE how easy it

Take your
instruction book —
you can obtain one
for the asking— read

, the simple direc-
' tions and look at

the pictures. Then
take your Harmonica, hold it as shown,
place it to the mouth and blow

—

. In t will b

nplay all".

If you want to enjoy the satisfaction and popu-
larity that comes to the
monica.get a Hohner ;oday— 50c up at all

dealers — and ask for the Free Instruction
Book. If your dealer is

Hohner. Inc., Dept. 175,1 14 East 16thSt.,N.Y.

^HOHNfERl
d Harmonicas!.- m Tan

ckly and per-

operation or discom-
w Lim-Mraitner." Model
ist; its results will boot

rd splints or braces, w

-K,1.,..M

(Model 18 is not
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obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY. SPECIALIST
1385 L, W. U. Building, Binghamton, N. Y

U>e KenuTne . full faehjonad Peacock
k Ring. Sterling Silver. handaomely

Wlk*bL*&. Sentin.attractlve rln« box

W When ring arrives, pay postman only
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DEVELOP BUSTi
\<P9i 14 DarTreatment FREE

Clear Up
Your Skin

I Freckles are a handicap, both to good
I looks and social popularity. Get rid

| of them. They are needless. You can
e them secretly, quickly, surely

r know how you

Stillman's Freckle Cream, double

les but whitens, refines and beautifies

your skin. After u
white magical cream your skin will be
soft and white, clear and transparent.

Results guaranteed.

At all druggists 50/ and $1.

Umans freckle
Cream svtt&
REMOVES FRECKLES
WHITENS THE SKIN
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Yes and No
(Continued from page 106)

IV/Iay the Earth answer the stars thru
the medium of your Motion Picture

Magazine?
What's all this talk in Motion Picture

Magazine, about cheating old Father
Time? Some of the stars have so frankly
and honestly voiced their opinion of women
who retain a "strangle" hold on youth, that

I wonder if the interested public might not
be allowed to join in the discussion.

Of course, our opinions are not nearly
so interesting and possibly not so impor-
tant as those of our favorites in the Stella

world, but since we have all agreed that
everyone has a right to his or her own
opinion, we might add to the spice of
variety, at least.

Medical science seems to have been work-
ing rather hard along this particular line

for the past several years and now the
wise ones tell us that within the next few
centuries we will be competing with Methu-
selah, so if that is the case the world will

have need of women like Fannie Ward,
to teach us how to retain our youth.

I agree with many of the stars that
youth is a thing of the mind and an under-
standing heart, and I also believe that in

order to have these qualities, we must have
a healthy, strong body.

Helex Tash,
Berkeley, California.

I rise to protest against the way we movie
fans are being cheated. By this state-

ment I mean that very few of the feature
pictures are shown in their entirety, as they
should be. Most of them are cut and
slashed beyond recognition or speeded up
to fit into the exhibitor's idea of a varied
and interesting program. I will agree it

is varied, but all too often it is anything
but interesting. I patronize some seven or

eight theaters and after I have seen the
same comedy, that is seldom comical, two
and even three times, I am ready to com-
mit a nice bloody murder.
The average program may be likened to

an elaborate dinner, the exhibitor feeding
us everything on his menu from soup to

nuts. By the time the "piece de resistance,"

meaning the picture, i> served, I am so

surfeited with the so-called goodies I have
been forced to digest in the preceding
course, that I have no room for it, bluntly

speaking.

Lucy Barrick,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

VY/kkeii yachts, sin-filled yachts, in a
vv word, movie yachts ! Invariably, they
are settings for rich, dissolute villains, for
darkly laid schemes to entice guileless

heroines, for parties, orgies dramatically
ended by boiler explosions or some retribu-

tion equally as sensational and demoraliz-
ing. And why ? Who are we, the fans,

to know ? We are only sure it has come
to be an established custom, an irremediable

state of screen logic. If there be a yacht
in the picture, no matter how superficially

beautiful, ugly evil invests its spacious

deck and luxurious salons. No matter how
gleaming white, a baleful decadence be-

smirches its purity.

The first film I recall which proved so

conclusively this point was "The Isle of

Conquest," in which Norma Talmadge was
delighted to leap from her drunkard hus-

band's yacht into the brimy deep, with her

lover close at her side. This particular

craft, with its pleasure-mad cargo sank,

unwept and unsung, as have so many since

then.

Along with the vogue of yacht destruc-

tion, flourished the natty sea-going heart- I
"** ZlZllJ
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FREE COUPON
The Stillman Co.,

33 Rosemary Lane, Aurora, 111.

I would like your FREE booklet, "Beauty
Parlor Secrets," telling all about make-up and
skin treatment used by stage stars.

Address __ -

City State .
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OPPORTUNITY MARKET
AGENTS WANTED

Agents—Write for Free Samples. Sell Mad
"Better-Made" .Shirts for large Manufacturer
reet to wearer. No capital or experience requi

ttun. I, MuI'Imn' rirTrilE MACAZINJ-; and
MOTInN PI CUT UK CLASSIC. No capital or ex-

]:,> : T.dli't l'l-eparations. IVr-
ra.-ts, V 1 l'roducts, House-
n.-ixiim profits. I'.ii; i an, l.J-

i.lili. Lala.r -ies. i:>r,'\V

HELP WANTED
ii for Uncle Sain. Get _

.

women, 18 up. Coiiihipikc *!i. ) -.f 1...1 inontli.

it. Common education sufficient. Candidates
ed. Particulars FItKE. Write immediately,
tclin Institute, Dept. S-87, Rochester, N. Y.

HELP WANTED—FEMALE
Ladies Earn 86-?18 a Dozen decorating Pillow
Tops at Home ; experience unnecessary. Par-
ticulars for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 126,
I aGrange, Ind.

Ladies wanting lie

time; Write US: enclose «tnmn Teller Cnninnn
Dept.' 2G, 20<; linirnhvu y

Eller Company,

ES—You .__
money i,t selling subscriptions to MOTION PIC-
TI'Ki: MAGAZINE. Big conimission and bonus.
Write today and we'll tell yon how. Brewster
Pnblioations. Inc., 1 7 :, Kiwi. X, V.

Lock Box 688-.T

li.'-M. Ilept. A. D.,

HELP WANTED—MALE
AH Men — W«n

Positions, $HO-S22r.
ling, write Mr. Ozmei
mi li al.dv.

MOTION PICTURE BOOKS
u will want (his book "lSehind the Scree

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS

used and en-
1 by government institutions. Catalog free. Atlaa

Moving Picture Co.. 431 Morton Bldg., Chicago.

PERSONAL

picture' magazine.

inventions. Send model or sketch of the invention
for our Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms
reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 833 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

Inventions commercialized on cash or royalty
basis. Patented or unpatented. In business 24
years. Complete facilities. References. Write
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 513 Enright Ave., St.

PHOTOPLAYS
Authors! Photoplays Published, Copyrighted,
marketed. Novels, stories revised, inark'-t-d.

Booklet free. "Rev to Photoplay and story-
writing," .jil rent-. Hollywood Scenario .V Pub-
lishing Co.. 6722 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. Cal.

Photoplays, short stories, poems sold, criti-
cized, revised. FREE booklet and advice. Short
story course. Established 1011. Advance Pnb-

. Monica Blvd., Hoi

ssful Photoplays. New free book. Full i

ons on writing. Details of our service. R
typing, marketing. Commission S „ssf

day-. Box 43, In- Moines. Iowa.

increase their business. Write for rates to

Brewster Publications, Inc., 17.", Dutiielcl

Street. Brooklyn. X. V.

VAUDEVILLE
Get On the Stage. I tell vou how! Personality,
confidence, skill developed. Experience unneces-
sary. Send 6c postage for instru. ti\ _> illusfnt, .1

Stage Book and particulars. M. LaPell... Box ....7,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy!

"BEAUTIBUST"
and neck development.

No pumps, vacuums, extreme exercis-

BEAUTIBUST CO., 911-VH LEXINGTON BLDG.. BALTIMORE MD.

UERE are 6 pictures of Charlie Chaplin. TWO
**• and two only are alike in every way. To Solve

i e, find the 2 pictures that are alike. It is

not as easy as it looks. You must search carefully.
Notice his Hat, his Shirt, his Necktie.

Send No Money
Costs Nothing to Try

Just find the Chaplin Twins—that's all. No List of
Words to write. No money to send in. Nothing to
sell. It is all FREE. Cut out or mark the Twins.
Send us your answer as soon as possible. First prize $1.000—100 prizes in all. and in addition. Valuable
Gift Bonds will also be given. Answersmust be mailed bv June 30th. li>26. Duplicate Prizes in case of
Ties. In awarding Prizes, the Judges will take into consideration neatness, stvle and hand writing.

LA FRANCE CO., 609-611 Federal Street, Dept. 130, CHICAGO, ILL.

breaker, Lew Cody, John Davidson and
other rich, devilish and so fascinating cap-
tains, who always had to die some suitably
horrible death to avenge the leading ladies
whose spotless virtue they had attempted
to contaminate

!

Up to date, "Classmates" and "Ram-
shackle House" are two recent planks in

the wicked yacht platform. In these, res-
cue comes at the last minute and neither
heroine nor gleaming cabins need gambol
with little fish.

Trix MacKexzie,
Daytona Beach, Florida.

More Pathetic Than Funny

T hope Harold Lloyd never gets the idea
that he is a great artist. This is fatal

to comedians and Harold is the best of
the lot.

Charlie Chaplin is an example of a
good comedian's being ruined by the idea
of becoming an artist. Mind you, I'm
not criticising Charlie. "The Gold Rush"
was technically perfect. It had many fine

and subtle points. But if it is comedy.
so is "The Ten Commandments." It is

infinitely more pathetic than it is funny.
D. M. Owens,

Knoxville, Tennessee.

Lloyd's Great Titles

I wonder if yoi
noticed what

and your readers have
araordinarily apt titles

Harold Lloyd gets for his films? If you
run them over in your mind, a few of his

most successful ones, you will be struck
with the suitability of the names. "Why
Worry," "Safety Last" and "Hot Water"
are, to my mind, the best. Shakespeare
said a "faceful" when he wrote "What's
in a name?" but I rather fancy, had he
lived in our time, he would have added,
"A film by some other name wont draw
so well."

A good title goes a long way to insure
a good drawing power '.

Heda Ransford (F. R.L
London W. 8., England.

Educating the Educator

I hope this is not true of every place,

but I have been employed by a state

college in the Middle West for more than
twelve years and during that time I have
not heard from any member of the
faculty, a favorable word about the people

of filmland. The actors of the silent

drama are considered intellectually in-

ferior and are regarded as a band of
morons and vagabonds.

It seems to me that one of our present

needs is to educate the educators. I have
come to believe that one is not really

well educated unless he has a general

knowledge of the motion picture world.

H. D. K..

jtfield, Missouri.

120 Miles from the Railroad

YY/ithout the movies those of us who
reside far from the beaten trail would

be entirely cut off from the stage. We
are located 120 miles from the nearest

railway, but we have movies six nights

each week in the year. We get good

pictures, isolated tho we are.

Can any one see such plays as "The
Covered Wagon" and "North of 36" and

not be pleased with the sincerity of Ern-

est Torrence. Lois Wilson. Wallace

Beery, lack Holt and the other players?
'

" 1. B..

Vernal, Utah.
• .' llo>
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Searching for Stars

(Continued from page 66)

"And I'd start them in on acting the same
clay I signed them up—and keep them at it

every day after that. Swimming, dancing,

horseback riding, and so on, they could

learn in their spare time.

"Any first-day extra on the edge of a

mob will look at the star doing some small

bit of business, and say : 'I could do that

better than she,' but she couldn't—abso-

lutely, she couldn't! "The movie game is

like football and baseball : you cant just

practise, you've got to play against op-
ponents !"

"And have scouts?" I interposed, think-

ing of the former line of thought.

"That's it ! You have to get the proper
material to work with, of course, but no
person is an unfound star

—

undeveloped and
potential, yes."

He mused a moment, and his mind re-

verted to its former point.

"Take a scene where there are a lot to-

gether ; the one or two who have business

to do will do it—and the rest will stand

about like blocks of wood. They produce
no weaving and interweaving background
as you see in life. They are static—almost
even in the radio sense.

"I cant ask an inexperienced player to

suggest a bit of business, for he hasn't had
the necessary experience in which to dig
for ideas. It would be like going up to

some stranger in the street—a quite com-
petent riveter, for instance—and saying :

'I have such and such a situation, what
would you suggest as the best method of

working it out?' He'd call a cop, and I'd

go to Bellevue
!"

"But it's different when the one vat go
to has had experience he can fall back on
and dig up for use. In that case, 1 can
even say : 'Listen, 1 dont know what's the
matter ; but this scene doesn't feel right,

somehow—what do you think?' The an-
swer I'll get will be something like this :

'Yes, I think it lacks so and so, and if you
did this it would help that.' And then you
argue back and forth—it's great

!

"Axn another thing—and this is important.n
If I tell an old-timer to do a thing

in a certain way when he would ordinarily
do it in another, he'll tell me that that way
isn't natural for him and suggest that.

unless I have some special reason, he'd
prefer to do it in a way that is. Xot so

with a green hand ; he'll do as he's told

and keep his mouth shut. What's the re-

sult? If I'm no careful, I have a picture

full of carbon-copy 'Sam Woods'—where 1

wanted individuals.

"So I have to be very careful—more
work !—and be sure and ask them how they
would hold a girl's hand, or light a cigaret,

before I dare tell them anything."

He paused a moment and looked about,
and the train of his thoughts switched to
another track.

"It's great fun. just the same, this look-
ing for those lucky ones possessed of
screen personality—the future stars.

"I'd like to do it on a percentage basis.

To take a couple of tentials, train them
until they were thoroly competent, and sign
them up with some company. And then,
each year, to get a percentage of the dif-
ference between their contract salary and
the salary other companies were willing to
offer. My fortune would be made

!

"And I wouldn't wait for them to battle
their way thru the casting department, that
almost always thins out those of finer tex-
ture. I'd take a cameraman and scout the
country—hunting for the person you turn
around to look at in the street!"

When you \

Here is a Modern
Miracle

I

She Looked 50-
Now She Looks 20
But She is Really40

And she doubted
Facial Film until

she tried it!

The woman pictured here is fortyyears ofage.
When she began Facial Film treatments she

looked like the picture on the left—fifty and
over. After using Facial Film a few weeks
she had become the youthful looking woman
on the right!

Youth at Any Age—Youth Forever!
Youth in your heart—age on your

fact—what a tragedy! Yet, thousands
of women are experiencing just that.

They love life—have a deep capacity
for enjoyment—the same eager zest

in living that they had at twenty

—

hut their faces are old—lined with
wrinkles and disfigured with sagging
muscles. Automatically. they are

barred from the gay, good times they
Crave. The tell-tale lines of age classi-

fies them with the grandmothers who
are so totally out of fashion—and so

pitifully unnecessary, for Science now
says you can have youth at any age-
youth forever!

Look at the Woman in the
Picture.

She was as young in mind and body
as a girl of twenty— bUl her lace was
the face of an old woman! Why
couldn't her face match her body

—

her mind? Why couldn't she LOOK
as she FELT? Desperately, she tried

every beauty preparation of which she

heard. Some helped temporarily.

Many improved the complexion. But
always the facial muscles drooped.

Always the lines crept hack. Always
the wrinkles reappeared—sometimes
in a few hours— at most, in a couple

of days. A look of settled misery

added to her unattractiveness. I.IKE

FOB HER WAS OVER AT FORTY.
THEN CAME FACIAL FILM—the

st amazing scientific discovery of

the age! Doubting, yet hoping, she

tried Facial Film as she had tried all

the rest. But with what different re-

sults. JOY! BEAUTY! YOUTH!

What Is Facial Film?
The French are a vital race—they

love life and youth and joy more per-
haps than any other race on the globe.
And because of that the Quest of Youth
is the Quest nf France. No nation has
spent more energy, brains and money in
scientific research on behalf of youth
and beauty than France. As a result
more marvelous beauty aids have come
out of France than anv other country in
the world. But they all fell short of in-
ducing perpetual youth until a French
beauty expert tried Neoplasma—a pound
of which costs 52,500. Out of this idea,

Facial Film was born—a liquid film,
;rystal clear and pure.

What Facial Film Does.
A few drops of Facial Film will cover

the 2 film
Neo-

iployed.
1 away.

, a rose-leaf appe
:o youth itself! Y
the marvelous thi

irill do unless you

Send for a Demonstration Tube
of Facial Film

deeply wrinkle
results. But

!St I'oU

make her you US.
knew no bounc
that she is fo :

t y !

We want y
Facial Film is

way you can d
beiow to

ratory a gener ized tube will b
be abl

You need nev
your age—tha is SECRET.
be as young as yc u feel Mail t

today—you car r-it ler sen 1 the $2.0

1015 S. State Street

I FACIAL FILM (

, Chicago, 11
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Old at 28
^rfmng at 42
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What Anne t e Kellermann did for me, by Mrs.G.Z.S.

"VY/HEN I married I was a robust, healthy, active
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ife to the fullest. My health was superb.
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Just address

Annette Kellermann, Inc.
Suite 386 225 West 39th Street, New York

ANNETTE KELLERMAN
Street, New York

.J\P^JjMYomSkin
SS^ Youth-Ami Liquid Skin Peel

Youth-Ami Laboratories, Pept.H, 30 E. 20th St., New York

IMovie Fame!
by sending photo In Producers \\ c make photo repro-
ductions. 25 8x10 for S5.00; 50 $8. 50; Send photo to

Eight Pioneers of Pictures
(Continued from page 25)

films and she still is one of the leading

forces of our screen. Thru the years she

has maintained her position with singular

good judgment. Miss Pickford was the

world's first pioneer in personality.

Mack Sennett seems to me to be a genu-
ine pioneer of the silverscreen, indeed, an
even greater pioneer than Charlie Chaplin.

Sennett developed film comedy from noth-

ing into a singularly individual form of en-

tertainment. I have always believed, and I

still believe, that film comedy had devel-

oped far and away ahead of screen drama.
It has gathered a fresh and original tech-

nique of its own while its brother, the

drama, has been plodding along, imitating

the spoken theater. Most of this develop-
ment has been due to Sennett. That today
the screen drama is more and more imi-

tating the Sennett form of comedy is an
added compliment to Sennett. The 1926

film play is stealing its vitality- from
Sennett.

Chaplin would be on my list of pioneers
if only for his business acumen. He was
the first player to realize the high sales

value of personality. True, Miss Pickford
had capitalized on personality to a large

extent, but it remained for Chaplin to

crystallize it into a real business force. That
stars and players receive high salaries

today is, in a big measure, due to the early

pioneer work of Miss Pickford and Chap-
lin. Chaplin was the first of the million-

dollar comedians. Personally, I am strong

for big salaries for screen workers, if

their work justifies it. The screen is a
unique form of endeavor, with extraordi-

nary earning power. Its rewards should

be just as extraordinary.

(""haplin may have other pioneer qual-

ities, of course. He seems to be the

first accepted genius of the pictures, thereby

adding to the prestige of the silent drama.

You can take that quality or let it lie, as

you wish.

My seventh pioneer of the screen would
be Anita Loos, the first really able scenarist
of the screen and still, to my way of think-
ing, the writer of its best subtitles. Do
you remember Miss Loos' early stories for
Doug Fairbanks : "The Americano," "Wild
and Wooly," "His Picture in the Papers" ?

Before Miss Loos appeared on the cellu-

loid horizon, screen stories were just
stories. Miss Loos gave the screen both
satire and subtlety. Perhaps you have
read Miss Loos' current literary success,

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." Miss Loos'
early screen efforts had all the delightfully

humorous qualities of this effort.

My eighth—and last—pioneer would be
Geraldine Farrar. Miss Farrar was one
of the first great stars to come to the silver-

screen. That isn't my reason for naming
her. Miss Farrar was the first big foot-

light star to come to the screen earnestly
and sincerely. Remember Cecil De Mille's

"Joan the Woman" ? Miss Farrar's work
in that picture, which, to me, is still one
of this director's best films, was marked
by a fine enthusiasm and force. Miss
Farrar saw the great potentialities of the

films as no stage or opera star had previ-

ously observed it. She blazed the way for

the screen to be accepted on new valua-

tions. And she found time to discover

Wallie Reid while making "Joan the

Woman."
There vou have mv eight : David Wark

Griffith. Adolph Zukor. Billy Bitzer. Mary
Pickford, Mack Sennett, Charlie Chaplin,

Anita Loos and Geraldine Farrar. Because

he has dared to experiment and plunge,

Griffith is still practically penniless. Zukor.

Miss Pickford, Sennett and Chaplin have

amassed fortunes. Bitzer has been dis-

carded and forgotten. Even his present

whereabouts are unknown. Miss Loos has

turned to the stage and literature. And
Miss Farrar has, with the passing of the

vears, slipped from her glamorous position

as "Gerry," first ladv of the Metropolitan.

The Utmost in Directors

(Continued from page 65)

acknowledged Divine Guidance in filming

"The Ten Commandments," there was con-

siderable loud laughter over it. The scoffers

didn't laugh SO loud when "The Ten Com-
mandments" made more money than any

other picture ever filmed ; which was

really something apart from the argument.

So in spite of all things, De Mille looks

"out there" for an idea that is worth a

million dollars. You cant get quarter-

million ideas or half-million ideas from

living authors.

After all. who would have the courage

to spend a million dollars and a year's

time without some slight assurance that

the Fates were propitious?

De Mille to Make All -Negro Film

first all-negro film
- De Mille

i will be made by
: his Culver City

s have been

e last few
Iric is scor-
• in Da v id

j," in which
with many

ram Millhauser. production editor

e Mille. will have full charge of
» this unusual photoplay. Naturally,

u MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is guaranted

no racial question will be raised in the

story. It is merely Mr. De Mille's de-

sire to make a story of Xegro life, simple,

friendly and human, and to have the story

enacted by the best colored talent.

De Mille's active work on the production

will only go SO far as lending his

to the colored company and act -

general adviser of the company. A film of

this sort, undertaken in the proper spirit

and with expert guidance, ought to be a

genuine contribution to the screen.
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 98)

finding out that they cant unbob it as rap-

idly as they bobbed it. Ben Turpin is fifty-

five, but he is almost as nimble as I am.
Rudolph Valentino is only one inch taller

than Ramon Novarro. Sorry I haven't

more space.

DOLORES, 19.—What four letters

would frighten a thief ? O I C U. Why,
Dolores ! Yes, they do say once more that

Theda Bara is coming back in "High Ex-
plosives" for Hal Roach. I do think

Allene Ray is beautiful. She is playing in

a new serial for Pathe.

RAY'S SEILA.—So you think I ought
to have my whiskers shingled. What will

I do next winter? I dont like the very
short cut bob. Marie Walcamp is not

playing now. Ramon Xovarro is playing
in "Bellamy the Magnificent."

DESPERATE DESMOXD.—Glad to

hear from you, old man. Your letters are

always interesting. They do say that Ros-
coe Arbuckle is coming back, as a director,

tho. Anita Stewart is just thirty-one. I

have only played in one picture, and that

was many years ago, with Cissy Fitzgerald

in "How Cissy Made Good." Run in again

some time.

F. R.—Thanks for your good wishes ; I

need them. Witness this desk.

PELL.—Hello, there. All my old friends

in a row. How's the weather out your

FLORIDA CRACKER.—Richard Dix's
next picture will be "Romance a la Carte."

Yes, George O'Hara is a natural blonde,

his hair being light and his eyes blue; he
was and still is a fine boxer, they tell me.
in the lightweight class, 145 pounds, five

feet eight. Well, we are a very peaceful
family. Come in and see for yourself.

WATERMELON' MAXDY.—So you
are now sure that it is unlucky to

marry in May. I have always heard that

May was an unlucky month. The others
are June. July, August, September, Octo-
ber, Xovember, December, January. Feb-
ruary, March and April. I can see that

you are very fond of Joseph Schildkraut.
He is a good actor.

KAY, PH ILL V.—Well, I dont blame
you for writing to me often if for no
other reason than to use up your beautiful

paper. You know I get quite some letters

on wrapping-paper.
MITZL—William Collier, Jr.. is with

Famous Players, playing in "The Rain
Maker" with Georgia Hale, from the story

"Hell Bent." Richard Xevil, Earl of
Warwick, was known as "The King
Maker" because during the Wars of the
Roses in the fifteen century he set up and
deposed kings at his will.

OSCAR.—Thanks for the booklet you
sent me. I haven't read your stories as yet.

but I hope to.

OLIVE, DUBLIN'.—Of course. I make
mistakes in dates of birth and so forth.

But what am I to do when the players give
out wrong dates? I fool them sometimes,
tho, by referring to my old records and
magazines. When the r layers get to be
around twenty-five they want to be only
twenty-one. But when they are in their

teens, they give out the right dates. Thanks
for the snap you sent me of Lois Wilson
and Thomas Meighan. I was glad to hear
from you.

MRS. R. B.— I should say Lon Chaney
is playing; his next will be "A Thing of
Beauty." Joseph Schildkraut and Seena
Owen in "Shipwrecked." Why, we used
a picture of Hoot Gibson in the Xovember
1925 issue of Movie Monthly.
PELL.—What, again? You are becom-

ing quite an actor.

•KfSSRSS™

Every-day magic

CHAIRS that flop into beds . . . bags that suck

up dirt . , . tiny ticking things that count all

day long for you. Daylight any night just by

pushing a button. A stream that never stops

till you turn off a faucet. Any voice you want,

talking to you from a cage on your desk or

wall. Actions of yesterday, of people miles

away, going on on a curtain before you.

Stilled throats singing to you from discs;

distant throats singing to you from nothing!

Uncanny, daily magic— this, due to

national advertising. Advertisements have

given you flashlights, telephones, typewriters,

automobiles, cold creams, motion pictures.

They have given you new eyes, new ears, new

hands, new feet, new faces, new emotions.

They have urged such wide use, so lowered

prices, that almost wishes are autos, almost

beggars can ride. Thru advertisements

you've laid down the shovel and the hoe.

You can buy a whole harvest ready-to-eat in

cans. You've hung up the fiddle and the bow,

for a radio. There's little old-time work left

in this age of amazing short-cuts.

Read the advertisements—they keep you

to the fore of modern life
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"Girl With Most
Perfect Figure in

America"
says

"Chew SILPH if you want
to be Slender and Well"

ARE YOU TOO FAT?
Why not give a chance to SILPH?

—

See what it can do for you

—

You chew SILPH like ordinary Gum!

Safe—Easy—Pleasan t

No diets—no exercises

—

no dangerous drugs

1 -

you can take . .IT—Ml . 1M I sells al all good drug or
dept. stores for 50c a box. If vour druggist is out of

it send direct to 11, o SII PH CO., \V. 60th St.,

Dept. 101, New York City.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
Silph is the name of the original and genuine. The

Brief Reviews of New Films

By Helen Sursa

The Night Cry

Mobody can blame Rin-Tin-Tin for want-
ing to make personal appearances with

this latest starring vehicle. It is so much
better than the best thing this admirable
dog has ever done for the screen that he
may be forgiven any amount of pride.

The thrilling tale is laid in the sheep-

raising section of Nevada. Sheep have
been disappearing, and Rinty, thought by
the neighbors to be the guilty plunderer,

is condemned to die. His master doesn't

kill him, of course, but the dog does nar-

rowly escape death at the hands of a

revengeful shepherd. Then the real cul-

prit is discovered by Rinty to be a huge
condor, who not only kills sheep, but car-

ries the baby of the family thru the air

to his lair among the rocks. The rescue

of the child and the fight with the fear-

some bird of prey is the big moment in

the picture.

John Harron and June Marlowe are cast

as the owners of the dog. Mary Louise
Miller as the baby gives a remarkable
performance in a part which requires her
presence in a majority of the scenes.

—

Warner Brothers.

The Broadway Boob

p lexn Hunter is rather happilv cast in^ this story of the small-town boy who
quite by accident lands a job on Broad-
wax-. Press-agent stories of a fabulous sal-

ary reach his home town about the time
his father's bank is on the verge of fail-

ure. 'With the press-agent's help, the actor*
son stages a relief party, which presents

some rich comedy.

Mediocre as it may sound, the story is

better than the average picture of small-
town life and Glenn Hunter has a much
better chance than lie has generally had on
the screen. Antrim Short plays the com-
edy role, which adds greatly to the pic-

ture's merit.

—

Associated Exhibitors.

Born to Battle

In this Western we have Tom Tyler as

Irish, the manager of the Morgan ranch.

He's a bit in the wax. for a couple of
the men have discovered oil on the prop-
erty and they are trying to bay the ranch
from the Eastern capitalist who owns it.

The capitalist needs ready cash and the

leal goes thru. Before the deed is re-

corded, fortunately, Irish is able to uncover
the plot of the swindlers and restores the

ranch to its rightful owner.

There is a little romance on the side.

with Jean Arthur as the ranch-owner's
daughter. Frankie Darro is amusing as

the citv-bred little bov who wants to be

a cowboy.—F. B. 0.

The Bar-C Mystery

is the Western serial made into a
full-length feature picture. As might be

there are a lot of loose ends

mid not be gathered up in the

notable for the return of

rites. Dorothy Phillips and
. Among the men. Wallace
d Phil McCullough are com-
here's lots of ridiiv and
5 one—rather superfluous in-

i such a title.—Pathe.

The Dixie Merchant

Crank Borzage has made a delightful

picture from Barry Benefield's novel,

"The Chicken-Wagon Family." It's a

kindly character study of one J. P. Fip-
pany, a lovable but lazy personage whose
chief interest in life is his race-horse, Mar-
seillaise. Like most beloved vagabonds, he
is exasperating to his family, and the fam-
ily, consisting of his wife and daughter,

finally leave him. In the end he wins a

race with Marseillaise and the family is

reconciled. That horse-race is one of the

most fascinating races the screen has
known.

J. Farrell MacDonald is splendidly cast

in the title role. Claire McDowell is good
as the exasperated wife. The voung folks

are Madse Bellamy and Jack Mulhall.—
Fox.

The Little Irish Girl

VJ^hoever changed this title from the

original, "The Grifters," has a lot to

answer for. The story has no more to

do with an Irish maid than with the Irish

revolution. Briefly, it's about a bunch of
unscrupulous crooks on the one side and
a guileless youth and a canny grandmother
on the other. And as a crook play, it is

good entertainment.

Dolores Costello is the featured mem-
ber of the cast, but she doesn't do much
with the part. John Harron is the country
boy. Certrude Claire as the grandmother
gives the picture most of its redeeming
qualities.

—

Warner Brothers.

The Tough Guy
ETrf.d Thomson and Silver King share
1

this picture with Billy Butts, a very
small boy who ought to be heard of again
right soon. His part has more than the

usual incidental interest which children are

expected to arouse. He really has an ac-

tor's job and he goes thru with it like

a veteran.

This must not give the impression, how-
ever, that Thomson and the horse are not

up to their own high standard. They are.

and you know how high that is. Rather
a nice little storv and one that should
delight the children.—/7

. B. O.

Two Can Play

"The villain is not the one you think he
is in this breezy triangle and you will

have to pay mighty close attention to dis-

cover just who is the villain and who is

the hero. Clara Bow is the girl and Allan
Forrest and Wallace MacDonald are the

txvo men in love with her. With a story

of some consistency, they might all be
interesting. As this one stands, it is worth
little of your timf — Exhibitors.

The Dancer of Paris

This first of the Michael Aden stories to
A reach the screen succeeds only in being

a distorted and sordid picturization. There
are gorgeous Parisian cafe scenes and there

are as many nude women as any picture

has ever boasted, but there is complete
lack of sympathetic appeal from any of
the characters.

Admirers of Aden will probably be dis-

appointed : admirers of Dorothy Mackaill
will be disgiisted. We haven't decided just

who will be. pleased with the r

It's a good thing to keep the childi

.

from.-

—
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Editorial

(Continued from page 5)

marvelous is proverbial, and anything that

strikes us as out of the ordinary, or that

takes us by surprire, or that taxes our wits

because of its ingenuity—these emotions

are all to be considered because they speak

to the imagination. Should we have an era

of wholly colored pictures, which is quite

possible, it seems quite believable that pic-

ture patrons will soon be calling for a re-

vival of the present kind.

Yes and No
(Continued from page 114)

No Slaves to Type

I am driven to this outburst, by the fre-

quency with which we see in these

columns, letters denouncing that much
maligned person, the casting director, be-

cause he has cast some player for a role

which is not his or her "type." One
would think to read these letters that

each player had one particular character

which he or she could act; and that it

was impossible for them to succeed in

any other sort of role. This is absurd!

Versatility is an attribute of all true

artists. It is in this that the greatness of

the immortal Shakespeare lies. The finest

of our screen actors possess it.
_
Read

Colleen Moore's self-interview, in the

May number. This was a gem. "That
word 'type' groans as I write it." Jackie

Cm man, who made his success in "little

ragged boy" parts, proved equally de-

lightful as the Prince in "Long Live the

King." Wallace Beery, the screen's best

villain, was a wonderful hero in "Richard

the Lionhearted." Ramon Novarro,

Norma Talmadge, Bessie Love, Gloria

Swanson—these would give a brilliant

performance in any role. Mary Pickford

is equally wonderful, as a child or a

grown person. I believe she would be

wonderful, also, as an old woman. Who
would want to see these artists bound
down to any "type."

Here's to versatility. Variety is the

spice of life.

H. II. D.
Nth i itralia.

An Appreciation from Norway

Derhaps it would interest you and your

^readers to hear what a Norwegian fan

thinks of motion pictures in general.

Altho films from many different coun-

tries arc shown here, the American-made
ones are the most popular, This is un-

doubtedly due to the fact that they are

most technically perfect and employ the

most interesting personalities.

At the present we are much interested

in the development of Greta Nissen as an

American screen star. Of course, we hope

that she will be a success, for altho

Sweden had its Anna Q. Nilsson, Poland
its Pola Negri, and Denmark its Jean
Hearsholt, Miss Nissen is the first of our

country-women to enter the American
motion picture field.

Of the American film stars I like

Richard Uix, he seems so typically Amer-
ican, Norma Talmadge, Lillian Gish and
Richard Barthelmess.

In closing, let me say that Motion
Picture Magazine is well-liked in Nor-
way, and is as easily purchased at the

newsstands as Norwegian magazines.

RlISTIAN NoiIUE,
Modum, Norway.

Let It Grow or Restore It

YOTJ must make this choice if your hair i9
gray, for gray-haired bobs won't do. At

least, that's the way stage stars, society and
.. feel. They know ..._

is a youthful style, so keep their hair young
by restoring original color with Mary T. Gold-
man's Hair Color Restorer.
The use of this scientific preparation is never

suspected. It brings back original color with-
out streaking, discoloration, dyed appearance.

Accept Free Trial Bottle
Mail coupon for Special Patented Free Trial
Kit. Test on a single lock of hair. Learn how
this dainty hair cosmetic (colorless) restores
youthful color when combed through hair.

Then, when you know you needn't have gray
hair at any age, get full-size bottle at drug-
gist. Or order direct. Mail coupon today.
—mm -Please print your name and address— — — — -.

MARY T. GOLDMAN. |
946-H Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. |

Please send your patented Free Trial I

Outfit. X shows color of hair. Black I

dark brown medium brown I
auburn (dark red) light brown I

light auburn (light red) blonde I

IAMONDS
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PAY
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I^SEND
NO MONEY

handsome ring to you, C. O. D. the first monthly pay-
ment of $5.00. Then pay the balance in equal monthly
payments of $5.00 each until total bargain price of only
$60.00 has been paid. If not satisfied, return it within
10 days and we'll retm

Compare it with
-t to stand any test or comparison. We will give

you 8% per year more than you paid for it when you ex-
change for a larger diamond ring. _

WRITE FOR JEWELRY CATALOGUE
It's chock full of bargains in diamonds, men's and ladies'
watches, wrist watches, silverware and toiletware. It
brings our jewelry store right into your home.

STERLING DIAMOND & WATCH CO.
Diamond Importers-Si,000,000 Stock- Est. 1879

New York1540 Broadway Dept. 3

DIMPLES

fLEAR YOUR SKIN
Vrf of disfiguring blotches and

irritations. Use

Resinol
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The JUNE
MOVIE MONTHLY
The Is/lagazine with the Punch!

WHAT is a Habit? A Habit is Something which takes

Possession of You. Our plea is for you to get the Habit

of buying MOVIE MONTHLY every month and reading it

from Cover to Cover. You will admit after reading it that it is

the leading Magazine of the Screen with youthful ideas. Its

pages are crammed with live interviews, live articles on subjects

pertaining to the celluloid world, live fiction—and live pictures.

Movie Monthly has been setting the most rapid pace of

any film publication. Why? Because it gives to you the

brightest, livest pages of Romance and Adventure. There is

Spirit and Sparkle behind it.

The Old West is brought back to you—and the New West
lives with you. And you are becoming acquainted with screen

people who have never reached you thru any other magazine.

The June issue of Movie Monthly continues to feature the

new series, Bandits of the Border. As the May issue gave you

the James Boys, the next issue will devote itself to the Younger

Brothers.

The June number will also offer Chills and Chuckles with

Comedy Lions, an article featuring the laughs and thrills

incidental to handling the king of the jungle before the camera.

The June number will also devote itself to featuring the

cameraman's angle on Shooting the Western Stars. There will

be highly readable interviews with Myrna Loy, Eileen Sedg-

wick, Robert Ames and Martha Sleeper. The Cowboy Songs

will continue—as will the Special Section and three absorbing

novelizations. And to provide the intimate touch, several

pages will feature exclusive photographs of bathing girls and

the news of the screen world.

So get the Habit. Once you have this Habit, you'll never

do without Movie Monthly. The Snappiest, Punchiest

Magazine of the Screen.

Order Your JUNE Issue of

MOVIE MONTHLY Now!

"Shall I Go Into the

Movies ?"

(Continued front page 96)

acting and motion picture work, I am go-
ing to advise you to take a chance at the
pictures. But not now. Wait until the

year 1929 to 1930, for at that time you
will be under very favorable aspects for
change of work and location and could
forge ahead rather rapidly. I have a word
of warning for you; never work with a
partner or co-star, for you will be brought
into all kinds of difficulties, both business
and personal, by such, association. This
also refers to marriage, and if you are a
wise man you will choose a wife with
at least as much caution as you would use
in selecting a pair of shoes or an auto-
mobile.

Sophie W., February 4th:

Some day you're going to have money,
Sophie. Xo, I don't think you are going
to make it in the movies. I think you
are going to marry a man who will make
it possible for you to dress up every after-

noon and go wherever you want to watch
your favorite star. Honest, Sophie.
wouldn't you rather do this than go thru
all the struggles and difficulties that even
the most talented players have to experi-
ence in order to establish themselves on
the screen? The coming year appears to

be a good one for you.

Maurice E. N., June 15th:

The thing for you to do at present is

to build up your health—there are some
poor aspects in your chart for the next
year or so—and then start out to gather
the experiences and understanding which
will enable you to write entertainingly. You
have a strong horoscope for success in lit-

erature of a very imaginative and romantic
character. This may in time lead to suc-

cess in connection with the writing of
stories for the screen, but the best way
to approach this goal is by the cultivation

of your general talent for fiction, as too
early specialization upon synopses and
scripts has held back many a promising
writer.

Freda L. S., May 18th:

You have a horoscope which reveals a
good many possibilities of development,
among them that of motion picture success.

You can make money thru your own ef-

forts, but you will never be able to save
a cent unless somebody locks you up while
he or she gets it in the bank for you.

You can do almost anything in which vou
are allowed a free hand to work out your
own ways and means, but at the slightest

suggestion of control you flare up and wont
exert the slightest effort to make good.
Xow, how would you get along in any
kind of work with these characteristics

rampant? Personally I'd like to see you
succeed on the screen, but you'd have to

learn discipline first. If you decide that

this success is worth the development of
self-control and character, then make an
effort to get in touch with motion picture
work in about three more years. Save
your money first, for you'll need it.

Mary Beth, August 5th:

When you have a few more years on
your hands. Mary Beth. I think you are
going to want to paint or draw : this may
he a musical talent, for it is very hard to

distinguish in some horoscopes between the
various arts. I am very sure it is not
going to be a desire to act. however, for

n motion run i;i: n
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you will want to study and be by yourself

and work things out in color and form.

You might use this talent in either indi-

vidual creative work or you might very

easily teach, for you love children and have

a talent for imparting your own knowledge

to others. See what you can do in either

of the lines mentioned and dont be discour-

aged too easily if you dont attain your

own ambitions right away, for few of us

are able to do that.

Therese F., July 26th:

Conditions in your horoscope would make
it hard for you to gain the favor of an
audience should you enter stage or motion
picture work, no matter how good your
presentations of your parts might be. One
of the leading motion picture actresses has

this same indication in her horoscope and
without fail she always receives very poor

criticisms in the newspapers on her pic-

tures, and has had a hard struggle to

build up a lasting success, in spite of very

commendable dramatic work. You would
find accomplishment easier in teaching, sec-

retarial work or even in the management
of your own business, particularly if you
were dealing in office supplies or drugs.

You are capable and will be successful,

but your success is more apt to come in

middle life than in youth.

G. MacK.., December 23rd:

Stop posing and be yourself, man. You'll

never get anywhere as long as you con-
ceal your plain commonsense personality

under all those fads and fancies which
seem to obsess you at the present time.

Tom Mix says that the big thing neces-

sary in screen work is absolute belief in

the thing you want to do and the way you
are doing it—that's the reason why he
sticks to the Western roles ; he is most
truly himself in those parts. A good many
people can get away with a pose in other
walks of life, but not under the eye of
the camera. There seems to be a direct

connection between the state of mind of
the player and the impression made upon
the film. If you want my honest opinion,

you are one of the boys who ought to do
well in a bank or business office or any-
where except in a motion picture studio.

J. B., July 26th:

You belong in outdoor work— I am as-

suming that you are a man, altho when
initials alone are given I am somewhat
handicapped in making a judgment because
of the lack of knowledge of the sex. It

is harder for a woman to take up certain
forms of work than a man, and vice versa.

Your chart is emphatically one belonging
to an outdoor worker, and yet what iines

of outdoor work are there which a woman
can enter? I would suggest for you engi-
neering, or, if this is impossible, then tech-
nical work of some kind where you can
be free to move about a good deal. If
fate and fortune should take you into mo-
tion pictures, you would be best fitted for
the wild and wooly dramas—"horse operas"
they call them in Hollywood.

Mary Lee, November 4th:

You'd be a great success in any kind
of work dealing with food or clothes. This
might mean anything from running a tea-
room to selling shoes, but I'd prefer the
former for you. Things seem to have been
rather poor for you during the last year
or two, but cheer up, for a change is due
in 1926. You seem to have a chance to
marry in the near future and I believe
you'd be wise to take it, for you'll get
better results in life thru your 'husband's
efforts than thru your own.

Whin you write t

Ask Her
How She
Got Thin

In every circle you see many people who have lost

their excess fat. Probably some of your friends are

among them. When you meet one ask how she re-

duced, and we think she will tell you Marmola.
The modern way to fat reduction is Marmola Pre-

scription Tablets. It strikes at the cause of the trouble,

which usually lies in a gland. No exercise or diet is re-

quired. You simply take four tablets of Marmola
daily until the weight comes down to normal. The
way is easy, pleasant, prompt.

Marmola has been used for 18 years. Delighted

users have spread the use by telling others what it did.

Now people are taking over a million boxes of Marmola
every year. And excess fat is disappearing fast.

Investigate Marmola. Fat is a blight to beauty,

health and fitness. It adds years to one's age. Learn
how easily countless folks eliminate it now.
The coupon will bring you samples of Marmola.

Also our books stating every ingredient. Also our

guarantee. Clip coupon now.

All druggists sell Marmola at $1 per box.
Or it is mailed in plain wrappers airect
by Marmola Co. Address in coupon.

The Pleasant Way to Reduce

MARMOLA Free

BACK ISSUES
of

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC

BEAUTY
SO cents per copy Post-paid

Write to

Brewster Publications, Inc.
175 Duffield Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.
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toDance #

at Home

Lee

Wonderful Invention

BringsYouActualMove-
ments of Each Dance

!

Nnw_ at last! thestage-HOW craft and intrica-
cies of Ballet, Classical,
Eccentric, Greek, Interpret
tative. Oriental and ToeeJ?
Dancing presented before
your eyes for your instruc-
tion at home. The VESTO-
GRAPH, perfected by M.
Veronine Vestoff, New
York'sMasteroftheDance,
has revolutionized dancing
instruction. Marvelously
simple! An astounding in-
vention you use instantly,
anytime, anywhere!

Become a Teacher or

Prepare for the Stage
Big Money for Vestoff Graduates:

,js~

Ves

M. Veronine Vest-
off, former Solo
Danseur with Pav-
lowa, brings his ex-
clusive training to
you at home. The
VestoffMethodwill
astonish you, will

surprise your fam-
ily and friends.

Pnpp Two Weeks' Personal Training in

f |\ |*.l* New York at your convenience, af-
* ***<* tercompletingHomeStudyCourse.
Write for this Special Offer at Once. Beautiful
Booklet sent on request. Explains the wonderful
VESTO-GRAPH and gives full details of Vestoff
training. Use coupon below.

VERONINE VESTOFF ACADEMIE DE DANSE
I 100 West 72nd Street, New York
I Send me Free Booklet, information about the VESTO-
1 GRAPH . ti n New

) Teaching ( ) Stage

I ,-,
.

Address

Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 18- D Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

Try it free

Bathasweet
Are you passing by this

modern loveliness?

JLn these modern days it is becoming constantly

clearer that feminine charm rests not so much on beauty of face

or figure as on that captivating daintiness andfemininity which are

the outstanding characteristics of lovely womanhood.

That is why the vogue of Bathasweet

has been growing so remarkably the last

few years. For Bathasweet is the means

par excellence for achieving daintiness.

A sprinkle of it in your tub softens

and perfumes the water, giving it an

almost miraculous cleansing power
that washes deep into the pores and

tiny s

: lea

i glowing health and
ss, while at the same

freshness that ke

lovely thru the day. And
delightful and so inexpensivi

50c, Ji.oo and $1.50 at di

n sent FREE—Write C. S. Welch Co., Dept. M F, 1907 Park Ave., New York
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SLENDER FIGURES
ARE THE ONLY ATTRACTIVE

ONES ON THE BEACH
THE SLENDERWOMAN WINS

usedSAN-GRI-N

HARMLESS

"Fat people are not in style;

p-jjl everywhere you go the slender
"

i
figure wins—men admire it

—

_women envy it—clothes are

made for it."

Excess fat is admitted
by medical authorities

to be dangerous. It

shortens human life

—

your own physician will

tell you this.' When fat

I is done away with, head-
I aches, puffing, bloating,

rheumatism and other
ailments due to obesity

rare generally relieved.

Why not find out to-

day what SAN-GRI-
NA can do for you—it

has reduced so many
people of ugly and bur-
densome rolls of fat. If

you know of an obsti-

nate case of obesity, tell

them about SAN-GRI-
NA. It is guaranteed to
reduce or money re-

i funded.

TRY IT AT OUR EXPENSE

"Take SAN-GRI-NA three times a day and prove
to yourself what it can do. No reduction over nidit,
no miracle, but a steady, normal loss of from four
to five pounds a week should take place.

Why we do not send samples
Note: Many people ask for free samples, but ex-

to show results. Wit 1.x > HICTTER—we guarantor
results or your druggist will refund money so the tri.d

does not cost you a cent. Sold at all good drug or
department stores or you can send direct to the
SANGRINA CO., ls'll Hro.idw.iv, Dcpt. 36-A,
N. Y. C.

Royal Diamond&Watch Co.
Address Papt. 1617 170 Broadway, N. Y.
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From the Sidelines
By Elizabeth Van Deusen

Being the pertinent and impertinent

reactions of an outsider to the more
or less engrossing subject of motion
pictures even unto the remotest
ramifications thereof.

With Genuflections of Apology to

the Bulls of Erin.

A moral in a
trouble me i

T want to advocate the greater use of
forests in motion pictures—use more for-

ests and fewer expansive open spaces with
far horizons. Great dramatic possibilities

are being neglected ! The charm of wood-
lauds, the enticements of sylvan glades, the
bewitchments of sun-flecked paths straying
beneath old oaks have been too long dis-

regarded by location finders. A great
open space is so apt to make you want to
rise and go and see what is over the
horizon. But the edge of a deep wood
makes you wonder what is in it—what is

coming out of it to you. And you sit at

your ease in the motion picture theater
and watch it come. I had such an ex-
perience when I saw the film showing the
Leipsic Trade Fair. That sounds work-
aday and unromantic. But when, in one
of the medieval episodes, a knight and then
another knight rode out of the forest, the
thrill which came my way was now and
unhackneyed. And right then I became a
forest booster. Oh, Shakespeare and the
forest of Arden

!

Why the Partiality?

Producers are always discussing the mo-
tion picture merits of "Romeo and Ju-

liet." Shakespeare wrote thirty-seven plays.

Mot so long ago I noticed an article en-
titled "Screen Kisses.*' Judging from

the illustration?, the kisses were of the

lover or their-lips-met sort. There isn't

much that I care to say about that kind of
kiss only, if I were a man, I know it would
do me a world of good to kiss a girl who
looked like Eleanor Boardman. . . .

But 1 do want to protest against one
variety of screen kiss— the father to

daughter variety. Have you ever i bserved
hew a -croon papa, when directed

ter paternal osculation, generally contrives

to bestow a hesitant peck on his daughter's
noble brow. This practice outrages both
my experience and observation. Thev do
those things hot tor in real life. There,
when a father kisses his daughter, lie gives

her a quick smack on the lips and daughter
meets him a little more than half way, and
there is nothing amateurish about the per-

formance either ; they having rehearsed the

act some thousands of times. You can
figure it out for yourself. Hero's the way
1 reckon it. If daughter is eighteen and
father has kissed her once every twenty-
four hours—365 X 18 = 657(1—why he's an
old hand at it. Maybe I am hereby sug-

gesting violating one of the pet traditions

of the screen, but what is a pet tradition

Is the Trouble with Me or Them?

^122
A££

Every advertisement

soldier. But I have yet to see an

MOTION PICTURE! MAGAZINE is guiranteed.

take the part of a New York policeman
and allow me to forget that he was acting.

^rowijs in motion pictures have ceased to
give me the unalloyed pleasure which

was once my happy lot when seeing masses
of humanity on the screen. In attempting
to find the source of this slump in my
enthusiasm, I am forced to conclude that
it is my tenderness of heart which is the
cause of the aforesaid slump. Doubtless,
I have read too much in "fan" columns
about the over-supply of extras in Holly-
wood—about their haunting the studios,

about their having but one day's work in

four; so now, when I see a crowd on the
screen, I immediately begin to wonder if

that young lady extra is thin because it

is stylish to be so, and if that oldish man
has next month's rent safely stowed in the
broken-nosed tea-pot on the top shelf. . . .

"Moral for producers—perhaps it would be
as well not to tell all the mundane secrets

of your profession. Rather be like the
old time restaurant men who served beer

—

by request—in coffee cups, and never men-
tioned it.

Have You Ever Noticed This?

They cant take a "still" photograph of
a wink ; it always turns out to be a pic-

ture of somebody with one eye shut.

The Point of Mew—or an Authors
View-point Is Only One of

Several

I heard Struthers Burt bemoan—and smile
while bemoaning—the dire and wonderful

changes which befell his novel. "Interpreter's

before it appeared on the screen
under the title, "I Want My Man." . . .

And I heard an old gentleman say, "Why
I saw that picture called T Want My Man,'
and I liked it real well." . . . And I heard
Ian Hay say that eveTybody is an author

—

at least, everybody wants to be an author.

If you have a handy copy of the March
Motion Picture Magazine, turn to the

"Home Built by Drama" article, and see

if you dont agree with me that Louise
Fazenda appears to feel at home in her
own house. Perhaps it would be best for

me not to make further remarks about
actresses who look at home in their own
houses, for then I may be tempted to

mention other actresses who>—but some-
times, after looking at pictures of

moviedom's mansions, I am reminded of

the old lady's exclamation after she had
inspected a new house : "There isn't a place

in it to darn stockings!" Of course, the

obvious retort to that is. "Motion picture

- 'out darn stockings." Xo-verthe-

less, to my way of think- a

of a real-home house is a wide south window-

draped in cretonne, a flowering almond
without and a willow chair within, where
you can sit and darn stockings—if you
want to. ( Designers of interior domestic

sets please give credit. 1

Suggestion in Chronology—or How
to Show the Period of the Play

by the Food the Fair Damsel
Fats

Qeatep at a table and eating a c

sandwich and drinking hot chi

she's Victorian.

Standing at a counter

ham sandwich and drinl

chocolate—>ho's ra
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6th and Broadway, Los Angeli

Clark and Madison, Chicago;

53 West 23rd Street, New York

PEFLfECTLY
NATURAL"

pplied carefully,

Turn-Kin %oiige blends

so naturally with every

complexion that it defies

detection.

At all Owl drug stores and

nearly all good drug and de-

partment stores; or by mail

prepaid, 75c.
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Quess who it's from!'

"It's a letter from the Answer Man. Fve read his answers in Motion
Picture Magazine for years. He is so witty—and knows everything and
everybody in pictures. I write to him often—and always receive a wonderful

letter from him." Thousands of people know this dear old fellow and his

department is one of the finest in any magazine.

For over fifteen years Motion Picture Magazine, the pioneer and the oldest

magazine of its kind, has fearlessly, accurately and authoritatively presented

the news of the great motion picture industry to the millions. Under the

experienced and able leadership of Eugene V. Brewster, its Editor-in-

Chief, it has become a powerful influence for all that is good and progressive

on the screen. The editorial staff are the leaders in their profession.

A clean, wholesome magazine for the entire family

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE

Brewster Publications, Inc.

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please enter mv subscription to Motion

(Canada, $3.00; Foreign, $3.50).

e issues. I enclose $2.:

L

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
For Motion Picture Maga-
zine, $2.50 per year in U. S. A.,

Cuba, Mexico and Philippine

Islands; Canada, $3.00; For-

eign, $3.50.

(Subscription Rates for Mo-
tion Picture Classic are the

same as for Motion Picture

Magazine.)

Subscribe now and be sure to

receive every issue.

ricTVKE maga:



Only ^Jangee
changes
color

to blend with

each complexion

How Famous Beauties

Make Themselves
More Beautiful

with Tangee . .

(TV J~)HENEVF;R someone points

^%AJ out a beautiful woman, how
often you hear them say, "What love-

ly color she has!"

Lovely color seems almost always
to be the one thing that transforms
the wall-flower into the popular
beauty.

mber is the color

v of nature, rather that

inharmonious flat reds so many women use.

That is why clever women everywhere are

using Tangee. For Tangee is the only make-
up they can trust to give them that warm,
rich, natural glow that's so alluring.

A Magic Lipstick . . .

\Mien first you cry Tangee lipstick, you will

marvel at how different it is. You will see it

change color as you put it on—from orange to

the blush-rose of youth—just the shade to

blend with your complexion, whether you are

blonde or brunette.

Its firm, cold cream base keeps your lips

from chapping and parching, and makes Tan-
gee last about five times as long as other lip-

sticks. And it's waterproof— frictionproof

—

kissproof—and permanent.

"The most precious make-up
in the world"
Tangee Creme Rouge has been called "the
most precious make-up in the world." Once
you try it you will never be satisfied with any

other. For it has all the amazing qualities of

the lipstick—and is greaseless—spreads so

easily—blends so perfectly—gives such lovely

color—and stays on all day without fading or

rubbing off.

Color Magic in a Compact
It comes in a trim little gunmeta! case with

puff and mirror—Tangee Rouge Compact

—

the same color magic in caked powder form,

for your purse, to take with you and use when
you go from daylight to artificial light. For
then, vou know, vou always need more color.

If you are tired of the usual make-up and
would really like to be more lovely tomorrow
. . . get these three friends of beauty today!

Mons. Doriot

If V

Special Introductory Offer
it dealer £annot supply you, send dollar (or

,. a fun size Tangee I

addition (2) a generous free sample of l'angee Creme
Rouge, audi ))"The An of Make up"« ritten ny a famous
beauty expert. (Your dealer's name will be appreciated )

DEPT 12!. THE (lEORCiE W. LL'KT CO



CASH MERE BO U Q_ U E

J\fow-This fine "hard-milled" soap keeps

your skin smooth fragrant youthful

Look closely at an exquisite complexion
—the kind you'd wish for if you had a

fairy god'mother. Notice its clean, fine

texture, delicate as the petals of a

flower. Pores are practically invisible.

The Safest 'Beauty Treatment

Cleanliness is the surest way to en'

viable skin. But cleanliness is not mere

application of soap and water. Care in

the soap you use is most important.

J3f&:

COLGATE & Co n

Choose Cashmere Bouquet as the soap

for your face and hands. It is "hard-

milled," which means the cake is hard

and firm—not the least bit squdgy.

With Cashmere Bouquet only enough
soap penetrates the pores to cleanse

them. Thus no soap stays in the pores.

It all dissolves bringing dust and dirt

out with it, leaving the pores as nature

meant them to be.

Expert dermatologists, physicians who
know all about s\in treat-

ments, say that water and
the right soap should be

used every day to

\eep the skin

smooth and
youthful.

Cashmere Bou-

quet is the right

soap. Its fra-

grant lather is so

gentle, so cleans-

The peculiarly en
trancing fragrance

of Cashmere Boil-

ing, that it fairly caresses your skin and

leaves it soft and lovely.

We wish you could see the careful spe-

cial processes which make Cashmere
Bouquet so safe for your daily use.

Before this "hard-milled" cake is ready

for you it is pressed into almost marble

firmness. Secret essences are added to

give that indescribable fragrance that

prompts so many to lay a cake of Cash-

mere Bouquet among their choicest

silks and other fabric treasures.

But let's get back to the subject of Cashmere
Bouquet and your skin.

Try this Treatment—
Watch Results

Wet the face with warm water. Work up a

thick Cashmere Bouquet lather. Massage this

lather into the skin with the fingertips until the

skin feels refreshed and alive. Rinse in warm
water. Then a dash of cold water. Pat the face

dry with a soft towel. If the skin is n
be dry, rub in a little Colgate's Charmis Col
Cream. Other beauty secrets in booklet
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Putting the Laughs
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What Does it Cost to Go Into the Movies?



Turn-Rbi c
Rouge is a charming

aid to beauty. You can get it at

all Owl drug stores and agencies;

and at nearly all good drug and

department stores. Or by prepaid

mail, 75c.

Address The Owl Drug Company,

611 Mission Street, San Francisco;

6th and Broadway, Los Angeles;

Clark and Madison Streets, Chicago;

53 West a 3rd Street, New York

One fhadcfor all complexion^

with mirror
andpufp

^^
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Own a Typewriter !

A Bargain You Can't Ignore!

Try It Free, and See!

GET YOUR typewriter now. A
genuine Shipman-Ward rebuilt

Underwood is the one you want
—"the machine you will even-

tuallybuy
!

"Everyoneneeds
; now anyone can afford

. Don't send a cent—but

, ^, J
do get our big special offer

\ \\ Sta /
—our va luable book on

""lllnlnp
I

typewriters and typewriting
-free.

You can learn to write on this standard-

keyboard machine in one day. A week after

the expressman has brought it, you'd feel lost

without it. A trial will prove it—and doesn't

cost you a penny!

A New Plan

Our rebuilt plan gives you the best machine
and saves you a lot of money.

The Underwood is so famous a make,
and No. 5 so popular a model, you'll have
to speak up if you want one of the lot we are

just completing now

!

We rebuild from top to bottom; replace

every single worn part; each machine is in

sparkling condition. New typewriters are

commonly guaranteed for a year; we guar-

antee these completely rebuilt Underwoods
five years: That's our Better-Than-New Guar-
antee! And we guarantee a big saving in

money!

We don't ask for a cent now. Nor any
money at all, unless you are completely won
by the wonderful writing machine
we ship you for an unrestricted 10-

day free trial. When you do buy,

take advantage of our very liberal

scale of monthly payments. A host

of our patrons have paid for their

typewriters out of money
made typing work for oth-

ers. (One woman made a
thousand dollars at

home last year with
her Underwood.)

If you know type-

writers, you know the

perfect work and the

ease and speed of an
Underwood. If you

Act NOW If Ever !
* * * * * *

have neverowned a typewriter, start withthe
finest .'One that will lastyou allyour life! But,

the time to act is NOW. Don't miss out on
this present bargain offer. Don't do longer

without the convenience of a typewriter.

Free Trial Offer
Our plan gives you the opportunity of a thor-

ough trial before you buy. You
run no risk whatever. You start

to pay for your typewriter after

you have found it the one and
only machine for you! But get

the facts before this lot of ma-
chines is all in use. Clip the in-

formation coupon before you
turn the page. It will pay you

!

Note the very useful book you
will receive free! Write for full

particulars at once.

Get our catalog that tells how we rebuild these won-
derful Underwood typewriters in the largest factory of
Its kind in the world, and lowest prices and terms in

existence. We will also include free, the new Type
Writing Manual— it gives many examples and sam-
ples of uses for your typewriter: in business accounts,

to. advertisers please mention MOTION P1CTUEE

*****************
social correspondence, recipes, shopping lists, house-

hold accounts, etc. ; school work; literary work, etc.

Clirj coupon now!

This is a
Genuine

UNDERWOOD
*

The ace of
All Writing
Machines! Pleasesendmefull offer, withType WritingMan- I

ualFREE,prices,terms,etc.,andfullinformation
J

about yourFREE course in Touch Typewriting. I

All without obligation; this is NOT an order! I

L„ State 1

MAGAZINE.
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KING CAN HAVE MORE

We, more^.?
No monarch in all history ever saw the

day he could have half as much as you.

A comfortable seat in one of the better

theatres, a Paramount Picture— and

your "palace for a night" puts many
a King's palace on a back street! And
you can have such an evening as often

as you like

—

as often as there's a Para-

mount Picture to see.

Harold Lloyd

"For Heaven's Sake"
Directed by Sam Taylor. The prize sur-
prise package of the season, laughter,
laughter all the way! Produced by the
Harold Lloyd Corporation and released
by Paramount.

A Victor Fleming
Produ.

"The Blind Qoddess"
With Jack Holt, Ernest Torrencc. Esther
Ralston, Louise Dresser. From the story
by Arthur Train.

A Clarence Badger
Production

"The Rainmaker"
With Ernest Torrencc, William Collier,

Jr., and Georgia Hale. From the story
"Heavenbent" by Gerald Beaumont.
Screen play by Hope Loring and Louis D.
Lighton.

Be/ore you go the name "Paramount"
is absolute assurance of an evening

well spent, a good time, " the best show
in town." Then you are sure of an

evening when "a King can have no

more." Such pictures as these suggest

the quality of all Paramount Pictures.

9\
W. C. Fields in

"It's the Old Army
Qame" -|*A

An Edward Sutherland Production. Mean-
ing "Never give a sucker an even break."
From J. P. McEvoy's "The Comic Sup-
plement." Adapted by Luther Reed.

Pola Negri

/ >7 "TheCrounofLies"
A Dimitri Buchowetzki Production. From
the story by Ernest Vajda. Screen play by
Hope Loring and Louis D. Lighton.

Zane Grey's

"Desert Qold"

A George B. Seitz Production. With Neil
Hamilton. Shirley Mason, William Powell
and Robert Frazer.

ympjjt'5 A PARAMOUNT P1CTUP

flvertiscment in MOTION' PICTCRB MAGAZI
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ive Years Frs from Now
FIVE years from now I think

that the Directors of Motion
Pictures will be the most im-

portant item, and that you
will see their names emblazoned in c

the electric lights and on the bill

hoards. Just now we arc attracted

to the theaters because of the star, the

story, the theater or the producing

company. We go to see "Ben-Hur,"
"Stella Dallas." "The Big Parade" or

"Lady Windermere's Fan" not because

of any particular star, or director, or

producing company but because we
have heard that they are the four

greatest pictures of their kind ever

produced.

""THERE has never yet been a produc-
A ing company which produced only

one hundred per cent, pictures, and

there isn't likely to he, nor was there

ever a star whose pictures were always

one hundred per cent., nor is there

likely to he. And the same is true of

theaters, authors and scenarists. Nor
is there any way we can tell in advance

by a mere title whether a picture is

good or bad. If, as 1 say, these things

will always be true, there is only one thing left to insure

anything like perfection, and that is the Director.

'T'lirc Director can make or ruin a story, a star, a scenario
"*• or a company. He can pick his own author, his own
story, his own stars, his own cast, his own scenarist, his

own scenery, and everything else. In other words he is

the Whole Thing—monarch o'er all he surveys.

C"or many years after D. W. Griffith did "The Birth of a
* Nation" his name on a picture was all that was necessary

to draw an audience anywhere; altho lately he has been

slipping badly, due more or less to present unfavorable

conditions in the industry. Until quite lately any picture

directed by Cecil B. De Mille was
assured of vast audiences every-

where, and this held good until he
swapped horses in the middle of

the stream, leaving his present

status somewhat uncertain. Even
now, any picture directed by von

Stroheim or by Lubitsch has a large

box-office value, regardless of what it

is. whom it is by or what the cast.

I7ive yearsF bigger at

from now directors will be
d greater men than most

of them are today, and little will be
left to chance. Clarence Brown re-

cently refused many offers from vari-

ous companies and accepted one from
the M. G. M. studios at a lesser salary

for the simple reason that this com-
pany agreed to let him select his own
story, cast and everything else. The
great directors of the future will insist

on this very thing, and the public will

soon learn their names which will be
a guarantee of excellence in the picture

to be seen.

f~\v course there will always be screen
^^^ idols and stars, and the Director

will take advantage of this condition by trying to secure

the most popular as well as the most suitable players.

Names of great authors will also have a box-office value,

and so will well-known novels, plays and poems, but the

Director's name will top them all.

"the •lay's the thing," the story is

but it will be the Director

jun is powerless without the

As everybody knows,
** most important o

behind the story, just

man behind it, so will a good story and a good cast b(

nothing in the hands of a poor director. And so, I think

that within five years from now the Director will be the

man on whom the public will look for guarantee of excel-

lence in motion picture productions.
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MastAstounding Beauty .

Miracle of the Century

'

"Marvelous !" "I cannot believe my eyes !" "It's

the most astounding thing I've ever seen!" "How in

the world is it possible
!"

These are some of the exclamations that broke from
the lips of onlookers who recently witnessed a demon-
stration of the new discovery that is hailed as the most
amazing beauty miracle of the century.

Think of it ! A new complexion while you wait

!

Your skin made young in fifteen minutes! Blackheads
and enlarged pores entirely eliminated ! Flabby, sag-

ging muscles toned and restored to firm contours

!

Wrinkles erased! 'Was ever so wonderful a beauty
treatment known before?

And what magical compound do you suppose brings

these incredible results? MILK! Yes, the secret of a

lovely skin has been discovered in the natural, beautify-
ing properties of milk. Of course, milk in its ordinary
liquid form is not concentrated enough to show marked
results. Its special beautifying elements had to be ex-
tracted and put into concentrated form, combined
with other ingredients. It was only after countless

experiments that the true Magic Formula was found.

TheMmascMaxMask
Milk lias always been known as a com-

plexion beautifier The famous actress, Lil-
lian Russell, and other renowned beauties,
used the milk bath treatment.

But never has it been possible to use
the beautifying properties of milk in such
marvelously effective form a> in the Magic
Milk Mask. Here in this fragrant, plastic
compound is the very essence of beauty—

a

simple, healthful treatment whose miracu-
lous powers are the marvel of all who
behold.

Lovely Beyond Your Dreams in
Fifteen Minutes!

describe the
: Milk Mask!
usforms the skin! Ypt

cover your face '

this delightful, p
while. creamy i

Read This Sensational

GUARANTEE
The Magic Milk Mask is absolutely

guaranteed to help.

a lovely, milk-white skin in

IS minutes.
2—to make your skin look at least 10

years younger.
.;— t .

. lift uut blackheads, all waste matter
and impurities.

enlarged pores and refine the

5—to absorb the outer, dry withered
dermis and reveal the beautiful, young
skin beneath.

6— to palliate wrinkles, tone sagging mus-
cles and firm the tissues.

7—to stimulate the capillary
impart a radi;-'

the cheeks.
8— to leave the skin velvety smooth, fresh

pink bloom I

nited number of packages of the Magic Milk
,i-k have heen prepared to be sent to women
reet from the laboratories, under a Special

to $40.00 in a beauty p

ur package, only $1.95'

?. Then try the Magic
t ahsoluteh delighted, ;

1 at once. Could a fairei

lickly

itman, when he
to help defray
Milk Mask. If

jar of wonderful Lemon Bleach Cream.

Send No Money

But ' you must act quickly. Only a
limited number of packages are to be f
sen; out under this amazing offer. +
Don't delay a minute. Remember, A
you also get the Lemon Bleach S
Cream FREE if you send at /
once. Rush the coupon. ' « c/ .

p
' 4> dress

Maison Madeline, * .\> ma,
Dept. C-57, # ^»

Kelt's Ar "fife
Philadelphia, ' ,<y

Del,t
*
C "57

Penn. ' > Nillth «*,

FREE
free if you mail
perfect cleansing
the skin soft, wh
freckles and othet
pay a penny for th

now or later. It i

Magic Milk Mask

A jar of marvelous
Lemon 1! leach (ream

he "coupon aJ once'.
"

Tin's

nd finishing cream keeps
e and beautiful, banishes

1

it ions. You do not
s Wonderful Lemon Cream

1 FREE with the

v.on't be able to believe that the radiantly lovely
complexion you see before you is actually your
own! And you will feel so refreshed and in-

vigorated.
Even women of advanced years look young

after a single application of the Magic Milk Mask.
But how can you appreciate this greatest of

beauty miracles except by the evidence of your

Too Wonderful for Belief. So See

for Yourself—NotaPenny to Lose /'

Philadelph , Pa.

/S
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The Bulletin Board
Last Minute News About the Players, Pictures, and Studios

A

of De Putti's re-

RAOUEL MELLER, the Spanish singer whose
American appearance failed to create the furore

that her admirers hoped for, may go to Hollywood
and appear in a Cecil De Mille film before she

sails for Europe.

Meller played in a screen version of "Carmen" in

Europe, but the picture never was shown in this country.

Dola Negri is going to Europe for her annual trip.

* And they do say that it is definitely all off between
Pola and Rudolph Valentino.

dolphe Menjou's mother, Mrs. Nora Menjou, is also

European passenger. She has sailed for Ireland

to visit her birthplace in Galway and later she will go to

Pau, France, where her husband was born. So you see

Adolphe is half French and half Irish and that is the most
deadly of all racial combinations.

/^"olleen Moore's new picture is called "Delicatessen."^ Jean Hersholt, Dorothy Seastrom and Arthur Stone
have been engaged for the cast.

ETamous Players-Lasky will release "Variety," the
"*• great German-made film which has caused a sensation

in Europe. Emil Jannings hi

Lya de Putti. In fact, il wa
markable work in this film

that Famous Players signed

her to a contract.

JWIabel Normand's first

* ** comedy for Hal Roach
is called "Raggedy Rose."

Mabel is now in New York
but she will return to the

Coast for more pictures.

She says she is hack in the

movies for good and that is

big news to the millions

who love Mabel.

IWIetro-Goldwyn has
1V1 purchased the rights to

Kathleen N orris' book,
"The Murphys and the

Calibans."

/"•"larence Brown will^ direct John Gilbert in

"The Undying Past." Greta
Garbo and Conrad Nagel
will also be among those

present. Years ago, when
Gilbert was a scenario
writer, he wrote the script

of "The Great Redeemer,"
starring House Peters. This
picture was Brown's first

directorial attempt. Now
both young men have made
good and both star and di-

rector are looking forward

\to a reunion.

"Ded" Grange is going to make a movie, after all.
1 * Byron Morgan has been engaged to write the story.

It will be all about—you've guessed it—football. Richard
Dix is doing a football story called "The Quarterback"
and George Walsh is filming "The Kick-Off."

I^ord Sterling will play the leading role in the screen
* version of "The Show-off." Lois Wilson will be his

leading woman.

EV-xrle Williams, Blanche Sweet, Arlette Marchal and
*-' Gustave von Seyffertitz will be seen in Marshall
Neilan's new production. "Diplomacy." The tempera-
mental Irish director will probably play the title role

himself.

IWTariox Davies has returned to Hollywood. Corinne
* •* Griffith has arrived in New York to sign a new con-

tract—probably with United Artists. Bebe Daniels also

has returned to New York. Soon after her arrival, Bebe
went for a canter in Central Park and was thrown by her

horse. Her injuries were painful but not serious.

""Fhey say that Theodore Dreiser doesn't want D. W.
* Griffith to produce "An .American Tragedy" and so

the story may he entrusted to Monta Bell. After all,

Dreiser wrote the story and if that's what he wants, well,

that's what he gets.

Coming in August

"Do the Stars Believe in Stars?" by Alice

Tildesley. The fortune-tellers in Hollywood

do a rushing business all year 'round. The

stars consult them before signing new con-

tracts or before marrying new husbands.

Miss Tildesley has written an entertaining

article about the stars that guide the stars.

"Eddie's Aunt," by Dunham Thorp. Do
you know that Eddie Sutherland, the clever

young comedy director, is a nephew of

Blanche Ring. Sutherland cast his Aunt
Blanche for a part in his new picture and

Miss Ring tells some of her amusing ex-

periences on "location" in MOTION
PICTURE MAGAZINE.

"Real Stars and Fake Stars," by Frederick

James Smith. Some players mean money at

the box-office. Others are merely starred to

fulfil the demands of their contracts. In

the next issue of MOTION PICTURE
MAGAZINE, Mr. Smith tells you about the

stars whose names are valuable assets to any
picture.

P\ayid Belasco wants
*-^ Norma Talmadge to

create the leading role in

die screen version of his

play, "The Darling of the

which will be the

first film made by Morris
Gest. Norma will make
one more picture — an

original story by Hans
Kraly—before going into

the big Gest spectacle.

ETrich vox Stroheim
Lj has not yet started pro-

duction on 'The Wedding
March." and the picture is

three months off schedule.

And so. once more. Erich

is the center of a lot of

fireworks.

It is reported that Will
* Hays doesn't like

P). De Mille's new picture.

"Gigolo," and that unless

some drastic changes are

made in it. he will ask Mr.
De Mille not to release it.

Rod La Rocque is I

of die picture in dispute.

T^kkp NlBLO is now in

* charge of the new spe-

cial, "The Tern;
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Parade of Hits is on the way

HERE THEY COME
Ladies and Gentlemen!

A Parade of hits

From the foremost of

Motion picture producers—
Metro- Goldwyn- Mayer
Featuring

More Stars than there are

In Heaven

Among them

Lillian Gish, Marion Davies,

Ramon Novarro, Mae Murray,
John Gilbert, Norma Shearer,

Buster Keaton, Lon Chaney.
Starting next month

Playing everywhere.
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TN THE FASHIONABLE SUMMER COLONIES

r AT NEWPORT AND BAR HARBOR
169 women tell why they find
this soap best for their skin ~

THE Italian ambassador arrives.

Dinners, dances, bathing-parties

. . . The Brazilian envoy arrives. A
lawn-fete, a polo-match, in honor of a

distinguished Russian prince . . .

' Tennis week. The Horse Show. A
wedding of international interest.

Yachting, sailing, golf on the Ocean

Links . . . the Newport season

!

Far more picturesque, more in-

\j\C

cJWore than three-fourths of these I

Jul women said, "Woodbury's

SOUciant. than in winter— societv, at ingredients; it also demands greater refinement

its two favorite Slimmer resorts New- ,n tnc manufacturing process than is com-
, r, u , , i-i merciallv possible with ordinarv toilet soap.

port and Bar Harbor, becomes like a • '
f

wonderful cubist pattern, all dazzling
A 25-ce" t ca

^
e oi Woodbury's lasts a month

r
. - or six weeks. Around each cake is wrapped a

movement and color. booklet of ,-amous skin treatmencs for over.

Never were the women as beautiful coming common skin defects.

as now— like tropical flowers in their Within a week or ten days after beginning

brilliant snorts frocks; their cheeks to use Woodbury's, you will notice an improve-

, , I , ment in your complexion. Getac..-,
touched to carnation J) sun

< c
begin tonight the treatment vour .-

wind, arms and throats dehcately

sun-browned. -xz w ~r
1 OUT \\ OODBURY I REATMENT

WE asked 193 women of the cot-

tage colonies at Newport and now—the new large-size trial set

Bar Harbor what soap they rind best
_

for the care of their skin.
Ohio

More than three-fourths answered, For the enclosed tot please send me the new laige-
"
Woodbury's Facia! Soap!" ^* trial cake of Woodbury's Facial S

Cream, Facial Cn : the treat-
"// keeps my skin in beautiful condition, ment booklet, "A Skin Too :

they said—" Protects it from salt water"—
" The tonic effect ofWoodbury's Soap Perth, Oil.

lightful, especially used with ice as an after

treatment.'"—" Has greatly improved the y *"*

texture of my skin."

A skin specialist worked out the formula by

which Woodbury's Facial Soap is ma< E This S

formula not only calls for the purest and finest cowrie, isqs, by t*.T^

vertisement in MOTION PICTTJBE MAGAZINE is guaranteed.



EUGENE O'BRIEN
He is Gloria Swanson's leading man in "Fine Manners." His

popularity is steady, his services are always in demand, and his

salary is larger than that of many stars



ANNA Q. NILSSON
June Mathis was so pleased with Anna's work in "The Greatei
Glory" that she selected her to plav the leading role in her nev

production, "Sinners in Paradise"



I CATDirT aktt-n. If A -rm/^T^ II
Leatrice Joy doesn't like to have her baby pose for photog-

L^tL/\ 1 lYlL^Il AND LllA. 1 r\lL.tL, 11. rapheTs. But occasionally maternal pride overcomes her reluc-

tance and then we get a rare and charming picture



NOAH BEERY n spite of his guileless smile, because he's

Watch for hi, dirty work in "Padlocked"



MARGARET MORRIS
Miss Morris made a
"That's My Baby!"

. Dougla! MacLean's leadin



/

JETTA GOUDAL Cecil B. De Mille thinks her one of the most fascinating
on the screen. Cecil is an authority and he ought to k

Anyway, he has made her a star



RICHARD DIX
The readers of the B
favorite star. He

Publications have elected him their

irs this uniform in his next picture,

Take a Chance-



: National, is one of the few large studios operating regularly
the New York district

What Does It Cosl to

THE thing which was
brought to my attention
most forcibly when I began
an investigation of conditions among extra people

of New York City at the present time was this : tliat there

isn't enough work here in the East for the 1,600 extras

who follow up this line of endeavor year after year to be

given more than five or six weeks' work apiece in a par-

ticularly profitable film year. (By profitable film year in

this case we mean a film year when a great many spec-

tacular pictures are released.) And this is why:
The extra problem in the East is, of course, an economic

one. There is an oversupply of extras and an underde-
mand for their services. On a smaller scale and in a

less serious way it is the same problem which is confront-

ing Hollywood. But the main reason for its being is

vastly different.

Instead of the eighty-four

studios in operation in the

East five or six years ago,

there .are today about eight

altogether, only four of which
do work with any degree of

regularity. The rest are what
are known as rented studios

—

that is, they are let out to

independent companies who
work in them only occasion-

ally. Of the four "big" stu-

dios, Famous Players-Lasky
is the only one around New
York City which has even
half of the number of units

(f\ working at one time that the

f20
1a*9£

By MlGNON RlTTENHOUSE

Mignon Rittenhouse is a trained

newspaper woman who has also had

experience in motion picture studio

work. Her investigation of the work-

ing conditions of the "extra" in New
York City is accurate, unbiased and

authoritative. You will be interested

in reading the truth about this most

precarious of all occupations

average "big" studio in Holly-

wood has. Its registry is therefore

particularly overcrowded with the

names of extras. It is estimated that there are over ten

thousand names on this registry alone, altho only about
one-tenth of that number represent "professional" extras.

The rest of the names are of those who work once or

twice, perhaps, then drop out of their own accord, or con-

tinue to flood the market but are seldom again picked for

work by the casting director.

Who Are the Extras?

I shall list those who at one time or another have been
numbered in the ranks of extras. The majority of

"professionals." or those who follow up this line of work
consistently and really take it seriously, are probably in

the first three classes:

1. Actors in and out oi

jobs.

a. This includes young men
and women who seek gradu-
ally to work themseh
good parts and so be able to

leave off doing
altogether ; those filling in

slack seasons with picture

work, or those desiring to

earn extra money.
b. It also includes the old-

timers of the stage : men and
women who because of age

can no longer follow up a
career and turn to

extra work because it is



s a certain amount of work. But not enough to support all the
oua beginners who apply

Get Into the Movies?
most in line with what they know and like to do best.

2. Old-time extras.

Meaning those who have been in the game for years.

In this class are those who have grown up or grown old

with the profession. Some have been in it since the old

Biograph days.

3. That great army "Youth" which yearly flocks to the

city and to flicker centers.

a. This includes wealthy men's children seeking fame
or a popular pastime. One young girl who lives some-
where in Connecticut rides into New York in her limou-

sine about three times a week looking for moving picture

work. When she is engaged to do extraing, her chauffeur

carries her make-up box to the set for her.

b. It includes poor men's children seeking a career with

fame and fortune thrown in. In this class are those who
must eat oatmeal without milk three times a day for a

week in order to have the

right kind of shoes to wear
when they appear on the set.

Also those who supplement
their movie work by demon-
strating part-time in stores,

posing, or doing one of the

hundred and one things which
can be got by those with

initiative in New York City.

4. Anybody with a business

of his own looking for a side-

line and fame and fortune to

boot. This includes furriers

in slack season, inventors

whose inventions are pending
patent, bootblacks, etc.

5. Dramatic school graduates looking for careers, and
fame and fortune. This includes pupils from schools of

elocution, as well as those from fake screen schools who
have been promised long-term contracts in a few months'
time.

6. Anybody whom the casting director has picked up
from the highways and lifted into a mob-scene job lasting

one or two days. This includes East Side Italians, West
Side Roumanians, etc., etc., who have been shown the way
to "easy" fame and fortune.

7. Anybody else not on this list who has ever obtained

a day's work in any studio by virtue of brains, beauty,

pluck, luck, a combination of all, or by any other means
whatsoever.

8. Anybody who feels the need for self-expres-

sion.

9. Anybody.

There are about 1,600 extras working

regularly in New York City. There

isn't enough work to keep them em-

ployed for more than five or six

weeks a year. That means that un-

less the extra has an allowance from

home or some other form of liveli-

hood, the beginner has little hope of

making the movies a paying trade

How Much Does It Cost
To Become a Movie

Extra?

""To become an extra should

cost nothing, but to remain
an extra does cost both money
and heartache. One young
man with whom I spoke ex-

pressed this opinion

:

"When I decided to follow

a career on the screen, I

allowed myself five years to

make good. I had been on the

stage and saved a considerable

sum of money, and my parents

(Continued on page 84) n
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THE FEET TELL THE STORY!

Waiting for the Iceman or the Fallen Arch. This po;
may be practised while the ice is being hauled up from the base-
ment to the sixth floor. When done correctly, it denotes a

'

of memory, two children with adenoids, who are too youn„ __.

school, a folding bed, a rose-colored piano lamp, a boudoir cap
no accident insurance, and a faint longing for something to eat
that isn't in the ice-box. This is a very simple position to
tise when in the right frame of mind, sink into the nearest L__
cross one swollen ankle with another, and let everything go blah.

ir of impcrmanence. <

uially , the nmg

> the Low Down, in spite of its seeming
be held for hours. It is easily practised,
ifternoon, at a neighbor's house. Drop

iding to stay only a minute, sit on the edge of thi -_.
and make half-hearted motions to rise every now and th.
Practised by experts, it is a sign that the couple next door are
really married, that they leave the baby alone when thev go c

in the evenings, that he"r other husband killed himself, and tl
his other wife has been insane for vears. and that thev owe t

grocer for three months.

Getting Acquai:
br practised in the
introduction. Afte
you," let the body
brain free and activ

ited or Charleston Knee

•Pli ::iNC(i t~
S 1 0.1 es' the

who
always look like husbands Just modern

civilization keeps him from wearing a white tie with a pale-blue
stripe. I bet he'll call me 'Little Lady' and tell me what a fine
little kid his sister is. They must have needed an extra man
awfully bad to drag in this blonde Eskimo."

Suspense or Just Car-Fare Home. This position is usually
practised after dinner. The waiter has brought the check, and
the young man who has taken you to dinner has nervously ex-
cused himself to telephone. He has been gone fifteen minutes
and the head waiter hovers very" near and solicitously pours
water and adjusts finger-bowls. This pose, while ui

somewhat painful, and may be practised with a i

and thoughts of the Spanish Inquisition.



The Wrong and Right Poses
Pictures by Julia Faye

Scenarios by Sara Redway

I

The Little Embroiderer or the Home Girl. Thanks to
Washo and the perfectly splendid laundry on the corner, it's ten
o'clock Monday morning and the laundry has been out of the
house two whole hours. This position may be practised while
thinking or not. It shows that Jim has another fifty-dollar raise
and that the new Lady Betty-Dotty rouge has fooled everybody.
While holding this position, keep the hands busy, and the mind
a blank. Sit this way until the pan under the ice-box overflows.

Thla la called the Little Wage-Earner and can be practised
while applying for a position (or job). It denotes a desire to
please, a living wage, an eye for as many free lunches as possible
with good wholesome food and no nonsense. This position is

not as hard as it looks, and altho seldom used and therefore
hard on the muscles, is more popular in some offices than in others.
Sometimes it is the sign of four dependents and a mortgage on
the old farm, but at other times it has fooled a lot of older people
than you. The superstitious consider this bad luck.

Mama'* Little Lady. This can be practised on street-cars,
subways, busses, and elevated trains. Some people have even
none so far as to try it in a taxi, but that is hardly necessary.
It is never a good thing to overdo these exercises. Sit straight.
remember everything you have ever been told by your mother,
aunt and grandmother, and your feet will almost fall into line
themselves. To hold the pose, think of the steel-engraving in the
hall, and Sunday dinner. This is a sure sign that you are respect-
able and well dressed, or that you think you are.

Waning In the Lobby or the Well-Filled Stocking. This
very popular pose may be practised while waiting for lunch or
dinner, or in Fact, just while waiting. The length of the skirt
can be regulated by the size of the leg. Cross the knees, look
anxious, and glance occasionally at your wrist watch whether
you have one or not. This is usually the pose cultivated by a
pretty girl, but dont be too sure about this. It is wiser to look
at the face to be on the safe side. No matter what you get on
Christmas morning, you will see nothing so pretty as this.
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The fierce white light of pub-

licity has filled as many stars

as it has made. There's noth-

ing more fatal to popularity

than too much praise!

i

Lillian Gish has been called "the greatest artist <

often that the public is beginning to have

OVERSOLD!
Here is

the one big

menace of
the motion picture

business.

Remember the
famous instance of

little Lila Lee? Miss
Lee has been known
to vaudeville under
the name of
"Cuddles" in a Giis

Edwards school act.

Jesse Lasky discov-

ered her and, with an
avalanche of public-

ity, elevated her to

film stardom.

Miss Lee flopped.

The public resented

the promotion from
obscurity and a prom-
ising career was al-

most spoiled. Miss
Lee pluckily returned

to minor roles and
finally worked her

way back to leading

parts.

Miss Lee had been oversold to the public,

been built up by a mass of publicity and the G
Audience kicked over the traces.

Of course, the screen isn't the only place w

24
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ihip with the ancient Egypti,

rs. conversing with a mummy,
killed her popularity

She had was an idol. Last winter the

treat God gridiron star, to the heights.

will probably see "Red" well aigh

here this Grange being idoli be" Ruth.

same penalty is ex-

acted. The public likes

to knock its oversold

idols off their
pedestals of fame.
Someth
sentment caused the

retirement of Theo-
dore Roosevelt to

private life. It has

brought unpopularity

to Jack Dempsey.
heavyweight champion
of the world. Onlj a

few yean
fid lifted

he next footbal

' ^__



Oversold

!

By Frederick James Smith

the baseball home-run king, is fighting to hold his pedestal,

with the ultimate result still an uncertainty.

""Turn to the theater world. For some three seasons the
* fame of Raquel Meller has been carefully built by con-

sistent publicity. Day by day we were told that Miss
Meller was the idol of the Continent, that here was one
of those rare instances of flashing genius.

Miss Meller was imported to America this season.

Twenty-five dollars was charged for each seat upon her

opening night. Ten dollars was the fee at subsequent eve-

nings. Miss Meller was hailed with a barrage of publicity

—and flopped lamentably. She had been oversold.

Just after the war the Vicente Ibanez craze hit the

literary world. A year ago Michael Arlen came upon the

horizon. Ibanez has passed largely from view and Arlen
is now going rapidly into eclipse.

Oversold again

!

LJowever, our subject is motion pictures. Consider the
* *• case of Lillian Gish. Miss Gish has been oversold

for several years as a genius. Her friends

hailed her as the Duse of the silversheet,

She was to lead the silent drama to new
histrionic heights. Two productions

taking over three years in the mak-
ing, "The White Sister" and
"Romola," came and Miss Gish
revealed no flashing indications

of great genius. Then "I^a

Boheme." Now Miss Gish is

holding to her pedestal in a

rather precarious fashion.

She had been oversold,

that's all. All of which is

unfortunate, for Miss Gish
is an excellent actress who
knows all the tricks of the

screen.

Just now, Jack Gilbert is

fighting off all efforts of critics

and admirers to make him into a

screen hit. He realizes the menace
of being oversold. He doesn't want to

be filmdom's "great lover" and he refuses

to be accepted as an idol. Mr. Gilbert isn't go-
.ing to be oversold if Mr. Gilbert knows anything
about it.

Gilbert, doubtless, is a student of the fate that overtook
Rudolph Valentino. The famous sheik of celluloidia al-

lowed his popularity to focus, in fact, he basked in his

fame. He permitted himself to be oversold. He lost

his head. The public gently pushed its idol from the

l>edestal and began looking around for a new favorite.

Gilbert detected the eye upon him—and he is still hiding

behind the pedestal.

Probably the screen will never see a more oversold pro-

duction than "Ben-Hur." The Lew Wallace spectacle

was oversold, in fact, before the first camera was started

upon it. Then the continued publicity of its three years

of production kept up the menacing work. Very possibly

"Ben-Hur" may be able to fight off this deluge of

The public wouldn't accept Mary
Miles Minter as "another Mary
Pickford." This photograph
shows her with her sister, Juliet,

before quarrels broke up the
family. And neither could the
public see Charles de Roche as
"another Valentino"

publicity. It i

business hands.

Wee have mentioned how Miss
Gish has been oversold as a

genius of the films. So, too, has

Charlie Chaplin. The comedian, in

fact, has been hailed as the one
colossus of the cinema. This, of

course, makes each comedy harder for

Chaplin to get across to his public. The world
audience expects a greater comedy each time and uncon-

sciously resents the adjectives of the critics. Worse yet,

Chaplin is taking his encomiums seriously. 'He is being

oversold even to himself. He tries to be a genius. To
me his last comedy, "The Gold Rush," was far inferior to

many of his past efforts. It was labored.

Doug Fairbanks, being a wise showman, realizes the

clanger of being oversold. He has learned to hold down
the advance exploitation of his productions. He told

the world in advance that "The Thief of Bagdad" was a

masterpiece and the world sat back with a brick in its

hand. The picture did well, but it taught Doug the

danger of overselling himself. "The Black Pirate" was
manufactured, accordingly, in comparative secrecy. It

certainly wasn't oversold in advance.

(Continued on page 103) n
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Here's Where

Their Money

GOES

D ringle's diamond necklace it of

h-shell design. It is not only very-

valuable but it has great artistic merit.

Pringle't jewel* are as interesting as

is her colorful personality

Cameos are the ideal ornament for May
McAvoy of cameolike beauty. A brooch,
bracelet and ring make up this exquisite

set. The designs are delicately cut. and
the shading of the stones is from cr<

to the rich tones of Gothic ivory



Permanent Aids to Beauty

The selection of inter-

esting jewels is an art

with the feminine stars

By

Holmer Little

AGES ago a race

/\ called the Children

£ ^ of the Sun arc said

to have loved
precious gems, rare metals,

and pearls above every-
thing else. They held the

belief that these precious

objects possessed magical
qualities of imparting life

and inspiration.

Today we still believe in

the inspiration that comes
from beauty, whatever its

source. We have a grow-
ing appreciation of
jewelry as an art, which is

both inspired and inspira-

tional. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art in Xew York devotes vast sections to

jewelry, where loiter devotees of this fine craft.

The frequent notations made by interested observers
may later be seen in a revived fashion applied to a new
vanity, a new setting for necklaces, or lovely boudoir
articles.

Photographs of the treasures found in the recent

Egyptian excavations feature -ems and adornments.
From these stores of jewels and wrought precious metals.
new and deeper interpretations are being constructed of
the lives and thoughts of the ancient Egyptians. This
trend of interest indicates that the love of gems and the

development of the jeweler's craft are significant and
not merely superficial.

That idea was expressed to me many times by screen
stars, whose valuation of their jewelry far transcends the
realms of dollar- and cents.

TV/T -\v McAvov is herself blessed with the delicate

cameo type of profile that artists have delighted to

portray. One of her favorite sets of jewelry is in per-
fect harmony with her beauty and is appropriately
fashioned of cameos. Her photograph on the opposite
page, shows the large brooch, an effective portraiture of
I'aiil and Virginia, immortal lovers in store. The
bracelet and rings are adorned with heads of Greek gods
and goddesses. The coloring of this exquisite set shades
from cream to the deeper tones of Gothic ivory.
A diamond is mounted as a rosehud in one of Miss

McAvoy's most beautiful rings, The platinum setting

is engraved to represent the outer petals of a rose and a

They choose their gems

for luck, for ornament,

and also for sound in-

solitaire forms the center of

the hud. A striking dinner
ring of a two-carat square-

cut emerald on each side

.vhi

irters carats.

marqui
nd thn

Dai iea we a rs a watt h on a ru rro w b!

The IV itch is a ball backed by a la

i, a id wu Ig i

H d

1 8 frarr

ids

ie o i ,ppt

monds abo it the entire

settings An Ullusual little

finger •ing las an ()blong

sapph re s et Wltl tri-

angular dian on Is on either

side. The sh; nk is very
slender and is eng 'aved.

A ring that M ss Mc Avoy
loves because of its senti-

mental inter 2St. is a grad-
nation gift. t ha one
twenty-four sin aller ones.large diamond set with

I_Ii k necklaces show a highly individualized taste also.

* * One is a striking string of graduated amber beads,
almost pigeon blood in color, that she brought from
Rome. Picking up a strand of tortoise-shell beads, she
said: "These I bought at the foot of Mount Vesuvius.
Whenever I wear either of these strands, reminders of
liapp) days in Italy. I feel that I am again under Italian

skies." 'fhe tortoise strand falls to the waist, the length

preferred by many leaders of fashion, and is most effec-

tive when worn with light summer clothes.

A sel of whit< graduated crystal with faceted surfaces

has a matching bracelet which
mounted sapphire clasp.

A watch that Miss McAvoy br

is interesting in design. It is r

and is designed like a Gothic b

doors that snap shut. She wears
chain. Her other watch is for t

tangular shape surrounded

stens by a platinum-

night hack from P.erlin

lade of plain platinum
xuloir clock with tiny

t on a narrow platinum
ie wrist and is of rec-

vx and diamonds.
A set of brooch and bracelet is fashioned from

diamonds and sapphires. The pin has three emerald-cut

sapphires set in a multitude of smaller diamonds. Miss
McAvoy uses this set both for formal evening wear and
with the less formal dinner gown.

For general wear she has selected a slave bracelet of

heavy links, white gold on one side and green gold on the

other. No bracelet has been more popular in the spring

showings and Miss McAvoy has helped to popularize it.

(Continued on page 111) p
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A pioneer among "gag men" Chuck Rei
This photograph is subtitled "Came the [

of a New Joke"

THEY used to call him a gag man. hut lie's a come-

dy constructor now.
He's responsible for the laughs that echo in mo-

tion picture houses, and it is according to the vol-

ume and frequency of those laughs that he keeps his job.

A "gag" is a bit of business or a funny situation that

brings laughter, and gag men are beginning

to be as numerous as sunny days
California.

Three or four of them may
be found on the sets of such

celebrated comedians as

Harold Lloyd and the

Chaplins. Ray Griffith

.and Bebe Daniels,
Doug Mac Lean and
Colleen Moore wo

do withe

Eddie Foy's company when that

comedian decided to accept an offer

to make a picture on the Keystone The working out of a "gag" in Ray

lot. and Foy simply brought him Griffith's film , "Wet Paint"

along.

"What do you do?" people used to ask Reisner when down-stairs.

they saw him sitting idly on the set. and toboggai

28

Leaders in the

Funny Business

They are the "gag men" who invent new
jokes for old and who think up stunts

to make you laugh. No studio is com-
plete without its "comedy constructor"

By Alice Tildesley

"Oh, I think up gags—I'm the gag man !"'—from
whence the term grew.

Deforf that, on the Sennett lot, men like Mai St. Clair
*-* sat in little cubby-bole offices and wrote a series of gags
strung together which served as comedies for the custard-

pie kings. Later, when he was made a director, he built

his comedy into his picture-, as lie might have built a win-

dow into a house.

"There's nothing more ghastly than inserting so-called

'comedy relief into a drama." says Mr. St. Clair,

"Because a man has a name as a comedian, you cant stick

him before your camera when the lady is getting too som-
ber and say 'Hey. be funny!" The only way to create

comedy is to let it ari>e from natural situations as your
play develops."

Perhaps one of the mo>t overworked gags on the screen

began as an actual incident in the life of Charlie Chaplin.

Charlie had just come to Hollywood, and was invited

to a very formal party. He had the clothes

but be had no car. An obliging youth
volunteered to call tor him. But

when Charlie, all "soup and
fish" and high silk hat.

- door-

way, he found that the

conveyance drawn up
at the curb
bright red Ford bear-

ing tlu- legend "Dog
and C
This intei

veh in-

break down about
four doors from the

party, whereupon
Charlie walk.,

thily up the wrong
"

"y side of the sm

.

*' f ed until an imp:

^r limousine drove up an

r tering this fro-

lowed tlie occupants

he had come in their Inrx

A GAG »s often used to en

Chuck Reisner and his c

constructors wanted to g

He had already gone down the banisters



Little Dinky Dean, Chuck's small son, is going to be a

gag man when he grows up, so they put the problem up
to him.

"Is there a clog in the picture?" asked Dinky Dean,

after deep thought.

There was—a small fox-terrier.

"Change him for a big St. Bernard," advised the little

boy. "Have Syd stand at the top of the stairs with his

legs apart, listening, and have the dog come running be-

tween his legs and carry him down on his back
!"

Which shows the way a gag man works, even if the

suggestion wasn't

snapped up by
Dinky's proud par-

ent.

(~)\e of the best

^authorities on
gags is Charley
Chase, the comedian
who has made rapid

forward strides in

the past year with

what may be called

"legitimate" two-

reelers.

Charley never be-

gins a comedy with-

out having the whole
thing worked out
down to the last

fade-out. For weeks,

Charley, his director

and the gag man
work over the story.

As a rule, a serious

situation is selected,

the thing "planted,"

then what is called

the "big rally" (the wind-up in a flourish of hearty

laughs ) is worked out. and the space between the start

and finish is filled with mirth-provoking gags.

Charley's latest picture, "Long Fliwed the King." is

based on the serious situation of a man condemned to

death who is. for a consideration, married to the heiress

of a mythical kingdom in order that she may gain her

country's throne. lie is pardoned, and the "big rally"

concerns a revolution in the kingdom in which he has

become ruler.

"Each gag must advance your story." explains Charley,

"or it doesn't belong. If your audience has to say. after

a big laugh. 'Let's see, what were they doing? Oh, yes,

he was trying to get the girl !' the gag should he omitted

no matter how funny it seems.

"In a comedy, a 'house laugh' is what counts. The
audience mustn't smile or even chuckle, it must roar, or

the house manager wont think lie is getting his money's
worth. In putting over laughs, frequently it's timing

that counts.

i"OuPP0SE I had some amusing husiness with a glass at

^ this table and when it was over, I left. If we had to

flash to another scene at once, the people would stop

laughing at what I had been doing to find out what I was
going to do next. I'd have choked the laugh. But if

they give me a long shot going out of the room, the audi-

ience
will have time to laugh.

"( lags are very seldom new. Take the gag in my last

picture, in which I draw from a very long scabbard a very

short sword, and shake the thing to see if more wont fall

• out. That's evolved from stuff we've remembered from
old stock-company days.

A burlesque
-Charley Cha,

CrTMOTION P1CTU1
11101 I MAGAZINE

"A public is supposed to last seven years. At the end
of that time, you can give them stuff that was too old to

show them when they began. So the really valuable gag
man is the one who has had lots of experience and can dig

into his memory for what was funny to the last genera-
tion and vary it so that it's funny to this one.

"Here is the way we vary a gag:
"Lloyd Hamilton once used this one and it turned out

to be the funniest seen up to that time. Two men were
playing checkers, while a third, a stranger to both, looked
on. One player, studying his move, reached a speculative

h a n d to w a r d a

checker. The stran-

ger shook his head.

The man recon-
sidered, made an-
other tentative move,
and the stranger
shook his head again.

" 'Urn?' observed
the player and indi-

cated a third piece.

The stranger nod-

ded. The move was
made, whereupon the

opposing player

j u 111 p e d all the
other's remaining
checkers and won
the game. The loser

glowered at the
stranger, who
shrugged his shoul-

ders, smiled and
moved away.

ce for the "gag "j\/T AYBE you didn't
"Long Fliwed the Kingl" 1V1 rec0gnize this

gag in a picture I

made some years later. I had an old Ford I wished to

sell. 1 took it to a dealer who had many other better cars

for sale. When I had delivered it, a buyer came in and
the dealer began to show him his wares.

"The buyer looked at a Rolls-Royce. I, standing back

of the dealer, shook my head. The buyer, supposing I

knew something against the car, decided against it and
was shown another, at which I shook my head again.

After they had gone thru the pick of the garage, they

came to my old Ford. I nodded my head, the buyer

bought it, started out of the place and the thing fell to

pieces. I shrugged my shoulders, smiled and walked

away.
"About the cleverest gag I ever had was that in a

Christmas picture. I was a young man taking a Christ-

mas tree home to my baby. I got on a street-car with the

thing, had to move up among the passengers, knocking

people's hats off, tangling myself in their apparel and

causing trouble generally. After a good deal of this, I got

out, making the whole car-load get off first, with various

mishaps, and then get on again.

"They left me with my tree and took the car on to the

next corner where another man with a tree waited to get

on. The car didn't stop, but as it passed, the conductor

leaned out with a pistol and shot the man.

"That originated from a gag Willie Collier once used on
the stage, in which he and his wife went from place to

place trying to rent an apartment. They had a little boy

and nowhere would the landlord admit children. At last

they found a perfect apartment, but the ban on babies was
still up. 'Come on, son,' said Collier, leading the child off

stage. You heard a shot and Collier came bounding back.

(Continued on page 109) p
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Rudolph Valentino has no intention of letting the sands of the desert grow cold. "Son of the :>he,K

brings him back in a red-hot romance, directed bv the skilful George Fitimaurice, and assisted by the

luscious Vilma Banky



The Play-Buying Fever
The movies are subsidizing Broadway stage productions. The play-

grabbing boom is on. But what price Big Names!

SCENARIOS are written by fools

like us, but the dramatists are

the fellows who are realizing on
the movie rights. An unprecedented boom is on, on

Broadway plays, and out of the heat of the argument as to

whether it is a good thing or a bad thing, one can only say

Why not? or What of it? The standpat well-wishers of

the drama are viewing the inroads of the movies with

alarm and have coined a scornful little phrase, "Movie
Accumulators.*' And among the producers themselves

there are some cautious fellow-- who are saying of other

producers that the Florida everglades might be safer ter-

ritory for speculation, fy.it a good time is being had by
one and all and a lot of excitement.

Capture a real, honest-to-goodness playwright these

days and he'll be a little shy about his lucky strikes with

the movies. The attitude i- that of a man who i- a little

abashed by sudden success, of a man who in the rich em-
barrassment of a particularly happy situation, will say:

"Now 1 dont know what they will do with that dashed

play of mine, but they've bought it. I dont know who is

in it. Con'mic (Griffith or Blanche Sweet. 1 never saw my
Other one they put into celluloid."

TTlIERE is a little joker in this attitude. If yon

known a playwright, you will appreciate it. It not.

then read the new producers-playwright agreement put

forward by the Dramatists' Guild. There are two c'auses

in it that are very illuminating. One i- to the effect that

the stage producer should In- required to pay a play-

wright's train fare and expenses to see the opening of his

play. This is really an old

provision simply reiterated

between playwrights and
producers and by the play-

wrights understood only too

well. The other provision

especially pertaining to the

movies, says that the play-

wright should he guaranteed
a fifty-per-cent- interest in

any play -old to the movies,
and that he should have lir-t

voice in negotiations between

Stage producers and film

companies.

Arthur Richman, president

of the Dramatists' Guild of

the Authors' League of

America, and author of "Not So Long Ago," "The Awful
Truth," "Ambush." "The Far Cry." three of these

already metamorphosed into screen drama, explained:

"You see." he said, "a lot of us playwrights are poor

devils, and this bargaining about train fare- to see the

tryout of an author's play out of town is necessary.

Some fellow- haven't got the cash,"

But shake down the other article of the agreement to its

essentials, and you see something else again. For look

you. when the film magnate- smile, then the playwright

ascends the throne, and the poor minstrel becomes a

king.

By Esther Carples ""This hotfooting after plays is an
*• accelerated enthusiasm just now,
and back of it is the call of industry

for some five hundred feature pictures a year, and can-
didly, also, the heart of the movie producers is sincerely

after bigger and better pictures and the intention is sound,
even if a little reckless. Because of this situation, the
game of play scouting has come into its own. and it is as
picturesque as any gamble in the history of the screen.

Where, heretofore, the preliminary tryout of a play elicited

only tl

hacker

ticket-;

floor il

facti

id

: the

•cula

Will it jell, or

think in this furious coi

opening nights in Ilartfoi

other town- on the milk-a

habit of seeing the incubal

way premier. Fox hid ii

i
-ii the opening ni

We wanted to know an

out fifty thousand and, a hundred thousam
dred thousand for plays? If William Fc

policy of subsidizing the Broadway theat

how many more plays will be produced ;

I low pften do the movies get stuck on \

\n 1 ii" the movies are so rabid after mat
they subsidize the real source of materia

uthors, short-story writers, novelists an

people who t

ideas, and do
of-the arts stt

the creative I

cal producer, his anxious
of the more enterprising

red to be in on the ground
a hit, the most important
now is the movie scout.

But there is little time to

on. Plays are bid in at

mford, Long Branch and
ry route, which are in the

plays before their Broad-
die Shatchers," a current

d paid $75,000 for it.

lot. Do they

Story Prices

"The Cradle Snatchers"

"What Price Glory"

"Padlocked"

$ 75,000

100,000

90,000

90,000

90,000

100,000

10,000

50,000

"The American Tragedy"

"Wanderer of the Wasteland"

"Turn to the Right"

• hand
and two bun-
sticks to his

il managers
d what kind?
tat they buy?
ial, why dont

-playyvrights,

all the other

nk they have
little patron-

down among
k themselves ?

B"
te

cenario
• out, IM.l 1

Colonel

emphatic

J. J asp

New York
and Life, ii

plays of th

four, out c

tionally mo

scenarios a

, the i.

.•111-" up

trom
Brady,

scenario editor tor Metro-
Goldwyn, from Maurice S.

'Revues, production manager
for Fox, from Charles Mc-
Carthy, publicity director for

Famous Players. We did so

determinedly demand an an-

swer. A trio of the best

ntlemen on the Sun, World
number of the ten best photo-

pointed out that three, if not

:n that could be named, were
iginal scenarios. And then to make us emo-
e aggressive, we chanced to run into Laurence
rile visiting the Fox offices,

•e had to give in. The reasons are a thousand

Each big movie concern gets hundreds of

day, and the people who write them with few
:annot write at all. They think that a plot

(Continued on page 106) p
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Illustrating Griffith's

Standard of Acting

Griffith is probably the
screen's greatest di-

rector of acting. Cor-
tcz ar.d Menjou—two
stars of well-defined
"'type" broaden the
scope of their work
under his shrewd at

skilful guidance



Dont Blame the Ml Blame
OVieS ! Life!

DIRECTORS come and direc-

go. Stars shoot into the

films "

By SelmanI ^J films like comets and dis-

appear as rapidly. Innovations in photography
are treated to a brief, brilliant career and are forgotten.

And thruout the bright parade. David Wark Griffith goes

about his own business, seemingly unaware of anything

else, yet actually following every shifting movement.
Griffith has often been called the dean of movies, and

1 cant think of a more fitting title, lie has an air of

silent wisdom, of having long ago decided to forget what
other men are now discovering. It is precisely the air

of a learned professor listening to the pretty theories of

his young pupils. Still, his attitude isn'l a conceited one.

In it are combined humor, experience, tolerance, and a

great urge for more knowledge—hardly the distinguish-

ing characteristics of conceit. Nor does he look like a

conceited man, with his tie knotted somewhere under his

ear and his collar turning up its points.

For the fact that Griffith continues to work much as

he has always worked, blame his devotion to realism. To
him. nothing can be art unless it is almost indistinguish-

able from life. Tf his pictures seem romantic or senti-

mental or anything else, blame life.

"\7oLTAIRE said that there was nothing in fiction so

* dramatic, so impossible, so horrible, so banal—or so

unbelievable that it couldn't be surpassed by life itself."

said Mr. Griffith. "Pick up the newspaper almost any
morning and you will read of actual happenings more
picturesque than anything which has been presented in

the pictures. And yet on all sides there are criticisms

Robinson tnav sucn an<
^
sucn a p*cture was not

'true to life.' The more I live, the

more 1 learn that there is very little

which is not true to life. Almost anything might happen

in life, and almost anything does.

"And when it comes to acting, the field is even more
unlimited. Given a city of six million people, and you

have six million different characters, similar in many
respects, it is true, hut unquestionably different as indi-

viduals. Take, for example, an imaginary hold-up. If

you were held up at the point of a gun, you would prob-

ably faint. That man there might punch the thief on the

jaw. I might very quietly hand over everything I

owned. Miss Dempster, here, might tell the man that he

ought to be ashamed of himself, holding up harmless

citizens, and still another person might tell him to put

his gun away and stop joking.

en is no prescribed behavior for human beings.

Ybu remember that story by O. Henry about the two men
who were discussing how they would react to a certain

calamity? One fellow ridiculed the 'my God, why hast

thou forsaken me' sort of thing; the other thought that

profanity and slang would be inadequate to express a deep

emotion. Yet when the first man came home to find his

wife gone with the boarder, he gave vent to his feelings in

flowery rhetoric, while the second man, confronted with

a similar tragedy, burst into a string of damns."

L-Jow, then, I wanted to know, could one
*•* bad acting from good, when one might

true to life as the other. Yes, that was tru

(Continued on page 82)
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Good? No, Just Wise

In the midst of movie

life, Lois Wilson has

kept her own ideals of

happiness. And there

are sanity and wisdom

in the rules she has

made for herself

CS WILSON doesn't drink, doesn't smoke. And she

has long hair.

But if you think she is a smug paragon of Vir-

tue who holds up her hands in holy horror over

those who do, you are sadly mistaken.

Some time ago a wave of publicity hailed Lois Wilson
as the "good girl of Hollywood."
And did the "good girl" in question piously flutter her

eyelashes and extol her own virtues to the detriment of

her sister stars of their newspaper siiis?

She did not !

She said something under her breath that if anyone had
heard it would have smashed that reputation beyond- all

hopes of salvage.

From thai moment the word "good" was anathema to

her.

So naturally it was will) fear and trembling that I

broached the subject. I wanted to hear her own view- on
the matter.

The storm 1 had expected broke.

Her brown eyes looked more hurt than if I had accused
her of all the sins on the calendar.

"Dlease dont think 1 am a prig," she entreated when the
A

first outbreak was over. "1 hate people to think of
me as a self-satisfied prude who has elected herself as a

committee of one to sit in judgmenl on everybody else.

"And why pick on me out; of all Hollywood? My
standards and way of living aren'l different from most of
the others out there

"Of course, some have achieved notoriety and directed

the shadow of suspicion against others. Hollywood can
be as innocent or as wicked as any suburban town. It's

what you see in it yourself that makes it so.

"But why should I be chosen as the nine-o'clock, goody-

34
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She doesn't play the

flapper because she

knows that the role is

unbecoming to her.

But many a flapper

might envy her fresh

beauty and enthusiasm

By Elizabeth

Petersex

goody, home girl of Hollywood? It's terrible to be th

shining example.

"It really isn't fair to brand me like thi> L

living my own life the way 1 like best to live it.

"I dont drink because I think a drunken worn.

ugly and revolting sight. It's vanity as much as anything
ehe that keeps me away from it. Then. t'>o. 1

headaches.

"I dont smoke because I dont like the taste of it.

Whenever I've tried it. the smoke has got into my eves

and I've coughed and spluttered in the silliest way. just

like an affected Victorian might have done to be ki

"And I haven't had my hair bobbed because I think

long hair happens to be more becoming to me.

"Just the same. 1 think a cocktail, a perky
holder and a cute hob are fascinating

how to handle them.

"The word 'g

* way. dont you think ?" she demanded as she drew one
slim leg under her and settled back .into a more comfort-
able position.

"To me a person who is kind, charitable in her views,

and generous, is a g
the very women having these qualities who are branded
as had because of a lapse from virtue, while ban!. -

domineering women flaunting

judgment.

"None of us is infallible. How ^]q we know
would come thru certain experier.es. -

smug, self-righteous persons have m
their lives. How can the} i

Perhaps their own lives might have turned out verj

ently had they gone thru the sara

"Girls making their own way in the world have i



harder time of it than the shel-

tered, living-at-home girls have.

Loneliness has made many a

girl do foolish and tragic things.

And to a certain type of man,

a girl adrift from her family is

legitimate prey.

''Sometimes I wonder how
my own life might have turned

out if I had lived away from
home in those difficult days

when I began my picture work.

That was ten years ago. when
I was an inexperienced, shy girl

in my teens.

"Tf I had been alone, then the
* disappointments and hard

knocks that are every begin-

ner's portion would have been

much mere difficult to contend with. As it was. I had a

comfortable home and a mother who was both under-

standing and sympathetic. Without them—well things

might have turned out differently.

"At eighteen I would have condemned things I under-

stand today. I am glad my view-point has changed, because

I think an eighteen-year-old girl's idea- would be vapid

and immature in a woman in her late twenties. But just

the same, I am glad I had that roseate vjsipn at eighteen.

"At eighteen 1 was filled with ideals and enthusiasms.

I -till have most of them, the real enduring one- that 1

hope 1 -hall never lose. But the other- have been dis-

carded along with hats and -hoe- and dresses that 1 had
outgrown just a- completely.

"One of my most treasured illusions was that I would

save my kisses for the man 1 would one day become en-

gaged to. •

"As I see thing- now. 1 realize how futile that idea was.

A girl marrying the only man -he had ever kissed might

discover after marriage that other men's kisses were more
to her liking. Failing that, -he might wonder if in her

inexperience she had made the happiest choice.

LOIS WILSON SAYS:

"When girls crowd too much into

their teens, they'll find their twenties

suffer because of it. Life has noth*

ing new to give them. Their eyes

have seen too much and have become
weary. At the time when they should
be getting the most out of things, they

are bored and blase.

"Instead of being a new and exciting

game, life has settled down into being
an old story with the same old round
of beaux and kisses, cocktails and
parties."

ar,MOTioN pictur[
"IriEll I MAGAZINE |

"Not that I believe in promis- i

cuous kissing. Cheapness isn't

the best sort of experience.

But a woman who has reached
the years of discretion can
draw the line easily enough be-

tween genuine emotion and
trivialities.

" Altho I can smile today at
** that unsophisticated little

girl who once was me, I am
glad she remained true to the

ideals she had measured for

herself.

"It means that in my twenties

I am still discovering new
things. Life isn't like an old

hook that I am reading over for

the hundreth or even the second
are waiting and I can embark

>y and enthusiasm of the explorer

time. Xew adventure

upon them with all the

living new things.

"When girls crowd too much into their teens, they'll

find their twenties suffer because of it. Life has nothing
new to give them. Their eyes have seen too much and
have become weary. At the time when they should be

getting the most out of things, they are bored and blase.

"Instead of being a new and exciting game, life ha- set-

tled down into being an old story with the same old round
of beaux and kisses, cocktails and parties.

"Whenever 1 see a g'

unrestrained trivialities, 1 think of her as a gree<

thief stealing the he

Income.

"And it's only the fear that I might be considered a

prig who doesn't understand that keeps me from begging:
"I 'lease stop. Wait until you're old enough to know

what you really want and then go ahead and do what you
please."

Lois smiled as she stopped.

i Continual on page 97)
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Notes From Hollywood
Impressions of the players and the studios by the Editor-in-Chief of

the Brewster Publications

EVERY mother and father on By EUGENE V. BREWSTER
the Coast, rich and poor,

seems to nourish the secret

hope that their children will some day get into

the movies. Money means success and no profession

pays bigger money than the movies. Los Angeles already

has one million inhabitants, and they keep coming every

day.

C'erdinand Earle, once known
* as "Affinity Earle," is a good
example of the Eccentricities of

Genius. He is a great artist, as

numerous screen successes will

testify to,

—

including "Ben-
Hur." His brush is magic. His
art has added finesse to many an

otherwise mediocre picture. And
yet, he is not the easiest man in

the world to get along with.

When he has a grievance, he hits

hard. He will write denuncia-

tory letters and even publish a

pamphlet that truth may prevail.

Consequently he was recently

driven from the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer lot by the an-

gry Mayer, and in spite of a
legal contract. And Ferdinand
only smiled. And he will get his

money, anyway.

pOMiNG down one of the little^ streets on the First National

lot, 1 came upon Charles Murray
with a tremendous big Jewish
nose carefully glued oxer his

own. 1 didn't recognize him at

first, but his eyes gave him ;uva\

.

"Why, Charles, how handsome
you look!" Whereupon he

promptly
good to tl

replied, 'Acs. God's

to me. "Well
bred race-hor

studio had tin

friend of min
he knows me
this picture,

horse."

T^hey first
1 the light a

the studios-
studio is unki

But Hollvwoc
Within a few
rivers, boats,
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irses there in that

Air. Murray said

.hey're real thoro-

:s right from the race-track, first time any
real thing. That one on this side's a great

I've fed him sugar and things until now
md looks for me. That helps me a lot in

5 you will see—acts just like a trained

;gan making pictures out here because of

1 sunny days. They then used daylight in

ot artificial light. Mow the daylighted
iwn— all studios use electricity exclusively.

I is still the film center, and always will he.

ours you can get mountains, deserts, rocks,

oceans, farms, cities, villages, railroads,
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ranches, castles, bungalows, banks,

cattle, sheep—anything. Xew York
is too hard to get to and from, and

too far from all these things. Besides. Hollywood has
about 90% of the movie people of the world, studios

galore, and all the props—lions, ostriches, snakes. Indians,

cowboys, Zulus, elephants—everything, and all to be had
at a moment's notice.

T have been trying hard to find

out why the producers buy so

many stage-plays and b<'oks

I even when they are not success-

ful ones i and will scarcely read

a manuscript. The only reason

I can find is, because a play that

has been produced or a book that

lias been published has had an

C). K. by at least one concern. In

other words, somebody thought
it would "go." therefore, there

must be something in it. And
they will pav from $25,000 to

$100,000 for this some'

O. K. Tis to laugh !

I ooks to me as if the only people
^"* making big money in the

"film" business are the actors

and directors. And this cant al-

ways go on ! While the law of

supply and demand always gov-

erns prices, the time is fast com-
ing when there will be a big cut

in salaries. Better join the union,

ladies and gentlemen, wfaill

joining's

""This is the rainy season out
A

here. It lasts for about three

months. But it doesn't keep at it

all the time. Today it poured

until three and then stopped for

a couple of hours to let people

co out for an airing in the warm
sunshine. Tonight it is raining

pitchforks, so as to produce
sweet oranges, green grass, bright flowers, etc. It's mak-
ing up for the nine months when it seldom rains at all.

On sunshiny days here in mid-winter people go around
without hats. But at night we have to have light over-

coats. ( ire.,', climate this.

HThey often have private views here before the
A are finally released. A favorite place is the \

Club, seating two or three hundred—

r

directors, etc. It's funny how they all laugl

poke fun at everything—rather good-nature

course, but I dont know how the people in :

must feel.



Could You Face the Camera?
The camera test makes beauties look ugly; it turns veteran actors into

frightened amateurs. Selma Robinson tells you about this most trying

of studio ordeals

A GIRL walked across the screen in the darkened
projection-room, a fur wrap wound around her.

She moved laboriously, unnaturally, as if she

were thinking of each individual step. She
reached the table in the center of the room and turned

about as suddenly as if she had been manipulated by

strings. Then she let the wrap drop. Xext. a close-up of

her head in profile, slowly turning to full face and then

profile again. Her light eyes fairly blazed with fright, her

mouth was pinched in a tight terrorized line that she tried

to relax in a smile. A long shot again, with the girl minc-

ing over to a sofa and seating herself heavily. A prop-

erty-man rushing up, a placard, "Jones Test," held before

her face, and Miss Gertie Jones, of somewhere or other.

had completed her camera test.

Each of the important motion picture companies gives

from three to five hundred of .such

tests every year in the search for

new film faces, and of these, per-

haps one per cent, is successful.

The men and women come to the

studio confident that having attained

at last the right to a camera test

they can prove their worth to di-

rectors, cameramen and the rest of

the world.

While it is true that the test is

the last of the barriers to be oxer-

come before one breaks into the

movies as a featured player, it is not

perfect nor even fair. Directors

themselves admit it, but add thai

there is no better way to discover

film talent—unless it be actually

working in a picture. But since pic-

tures are so expensive to produce,

directors cant be blamed for not

wanting to take a chance on an un-

known, untried player.

that the ap-Tt invariably happens t

* plicant for the test i^ nervous, and

it is easy to understand why. The
strangeness of the atmosphere, the

glaring while lights and the blue-

lights, the group of men
watching, the voice calling direc-

tions and above everything else the

buzz of the camera that can be

more agonizing than the sound of

a dentist's drill.

Even when the would-be movie
star comes from the stage and is

u-ed to performing for vast audi-

ences, that fright persists. Ability.

poise, even beauty are paralyzed by

. fear. Every actress who has been

promised a test has spent hours re-

hearsing just what she wotdd do.

and yet when the test came, it found

her numb with fright.

I saw the camera test of a man who played in one of

the leading Broadway successes. He made his entrance

with more ease than is characteristic of most tests. The
hand that held his cigaret was steady, the gesture with

which he threw his coat on the couch was graceful and
experienced, his step was regular, and altogether he
seemed a practised, unruffled actor—until I saw his close-

ups. The cords in his neck were taut with excitement.

p\lRECTORS have tried to overcome screen-test nervous-
ness by taking two tests at once—a man and a woman

—and giving them an opportunity for a bit of acting, but

their efforts were unsuccessful. As soon as the ominous
grind of the cameras began, they were gripped with fright,

and instead of one nervous performer, there were two.

The tests are generally supervised by an assistant di-

rector who tells the actors what to

do. He instructs them beforehand
in a bit of business which will keep
them occupied and less self-con-

scious. An actress is usually told

to walk onto the set, remove her

coat, seat herself and pretend to

speak over the telephone. In this

way her carriage, her grace, her

poise may be observed. A man is

usually told to light a cigaret, scat

himself jauntily or walk about.

There is no set rule. ( )ccasionally

actresses are asked to laugh or to

cry. There is an ;imusing story

about Helen Lee \\ orthing's test.

The ex-Follies girl w as directed to

cry. but not a tear c juld she force

to the surface.

"I've never cried i i all my life,"

she explained. But the director

pleaded with her to t link of a dead

friend, a dead parent or relative, a

dead pet, a dead dog. That did the

trick and she cried hi If an hour for

a little dog that d ed ten years

previously.

If coaxing wont b ring the tears,

directors try taunts. ind by the time

a girl has heard that s le is a "miser-

able failure" and a "s ereen impossi-

bility" for about twe nty times, she

is ready enough to bi irst into tears.

Bad m ake- up poor
top) ar nn cessful

Thelda Ke -.vi n looki

Altho from one to ten tests

**• are given every week, each one
is an occasion that gets the strictest

attention. In addition to the direc-

tor, there are one or two cameramen.

about four electricians, a make-up
man and a couple of property-men.

Only those who are essential to the

making of the test are permitted to

remain. Too many faces are dis-

concerting. Before the actual test,
p
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?:the applicant is studied. If the clothes are not suitable,

the wardrobe room supplies others. A make-up is applied

by skilled hands, for a good make-up has much to do with

the success of a test.

First the face is covered with grease-paint, not so much
to conceal imperfections as to hide completely any red

pigment in the
skin, for red pho-

tographs black. If

the lips are too

thin, they are
made fuller with

red lip rouge. If

they are too thick,

the same rouge,

skilfully applied,

gives a desired

shape. Eyebrows
are penciled and
eyelashes are
mascaroed. To
deepen the eyes,

the lids are lined

with blue, purple,

red, brown or
gray paint, de-

pending upon the

coloring of the

person. If the

eyes are deep-set,

no lid lining is

used. Double
chins are rouged
away.
Then the elec-

ts should be directed. It" the
• arranged so as to throw
,\ ill have the effect of cut-

broad face is lighted so

chin and the neck is not

in above may accentuate

nld completely obliterate

face is a long one, the light wi

a shadow under the c tin, whi
ting off some of the length.

that the dividing line iet ween
too clearly defined. \ lighl

a wrinkle, while a low er light

it. Of course, with the

established money-ma cers,

like Mir; Fickford
Gloria Swanson. e very
care is taken that the

photography he as Ha tter-

ing as possible. E verv

THEY MADE HER CRY

Tl

folk I ha\ e n et. onl\ two
or three looked ex actly
the same n r eal life is m
pictu res. I could lame
doze is of st: rs who would
scree n. 1 sax • Norm i Shear
view of himdreds of )edestri

day norn ng, and no one of

i sa v Adolp le Menjou wit

his eyes k oki ig not ; bit lik
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When Helen Lee Worthing took her first

camera test, the director was unable, by elo-

quence or pleading, to make her cry. Helen
was a former Follies girl and she never had
had anything to cry about.

"Think of something sad," the director

urged, "think about the death of a near rela-

tive, or a friend—or even a pet dog."

At the mention of the pet dog, Helen burst

into tears and played a pathetic scene.

Afterwards, she told the director that the

death of a pet dog, ten years before, had been
the tragedy of her life.

Greta Nissen with the face of a china doll, not a vampire.
And Aileen Pringle much shorter and more amiable than
she looks in pictures.

The camera makes new persons of them all, and it is a
wise director who can tell by simply looking at a girl

whether or not she will screen. Even the cameramen,
who have shot no
one knows how-

many feet of film,

say they can only

gue.-r- at the out-

come of a test. It

is said that the

camera never lies.

But it certainly

doe- exaggerate.

Movie folk, taken

as a whole, are

short, rarely over
medium height
and quite slim.

Most of the wom-
en are slightly

over five feet tall

and most of the

men between five

n inches

and five ten. Yet
on the screen they

appear taller and
stouter. Xobody
-eems to know
just why this is.

The tilt of the

camera may have
something to do
with it. or the

lights, or the clothe- they wear.

Disguising the physical defect- of a -tar i- an t

in time and money and motion picture men hardly can be

blamed if they demand of those who submit to camera
tests a minimum of facial faults. One well-known >tar

has a nose that is not straight, and full-face shots of her

must be as carefully made as ]K>rtraits. Naturally, direc-

would prefer

young men and women
who photograph well
without these special at-

tentions.

never he recognized off the

r. for instance, stand in full

ns on Broadway, one Satur-

them guessed who she was.

i shell-rimmed glasses over
a glamourous villain. And

T Tsuaixy, the applicant^
-t and

if he does not make an

impn - he is

simply out of luck. The
failure may he due to had
lighting or inju

make-up, but it i- doubt-

ful that he will be -.

another ch

he ha]

of importance, a famous
star or a ; -

president of the company.
And sometimes
scienl - tor or

cameraman realizes that the applicant would have a better

chance with a change of light-, and a - made.

1 know oi one vow 9

present Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, whose first camei

was a tlop. much to the surpris ted her



In three and a half

years, Norma Tal-
madge will leave the

ently, perhaps. She
wistfully longs for an
every-day life, with
leisure to play

elf. And
yet-

of her ife. Will
:ver be ab e to

t aside and tor-

? Nor ma, her-

doubts it. She
ns of freedom

tho ught

Retirement—and Then?
HAVINl . traveled the path-

way to fame, and tasted

of its bitters and sweet-,

Norma Talmadge now want- to -ample of the

every-day things of life. She is willing to forgel for tin-

time that achievement has crowned her efforts and poured
coffers of gold at her feet, forget, t"". tin struggles
which have made possible her present place in the firma-

ment of movie -tar-, and rest for a while with "books,
and food, and daily rain."

She isn't going to retire al Olio . of COUrs -. for her con-
tract has -till three and a half years to run. and three and
one-half years i- a long time in the annals of motion pic-

tures. But -he told me something of her plan- for the

future the future beyond then a- we were sitting in her

very lovely reception-room at the Plaza during In
i

vacation in New York.
"When my contract expires," she said, "I shan't renew

it. I have worked hard, you see, and now I should like to

know the meaning of freedom. I want to travel, of

course, and -" She paused.
"And play." I inserted. "Not just make-believe play."

She smiled, a slow, corner-wise, little smile.

"Mot exactly that. I've loved acting, and appreciate all

that it has done for me. It has been my life since

I wa- a young girl. So I dont think I shall forsake it

By MlCNON RlTTENHOUSE altogether. I w<

how. Perhaps,

shall do a pictu

me. hut only once in a great while. I

optional matter on my part."

It was late afternoon. Have you eve

of wild fanta-y pictured your dream
ought to bring you? 1 have. And 1 kn

would include a bowerlike room where

trope poked their head- out of rihhor

Looked at you from the tables and the

fleeted themselves in the mirror undei

delighted you by appearing in od
We were sitting i 1 1 just such a rooiv

it quite

:c Con:

moment
fortune

ly dream
id hclio-

baskets.

ce. Re-
er the man
look- and
A so ft -col o

had been turned on, and I thought of a flower

-unset.

Sitting there in her dark coal which cove-

semble suit, with small, jaunty tan hat pulled t

her dark bobbed hair. Miss Talmadge was fi

glamourous setting'. I ler face was very pale, a

stained a deep crimson, accentuated the piquan

it. Her dark eyes Were thoughtful. She was
not at all the dynamic personality of her pictur

hit wistful and tired; wanting to rest, not

whether or not she ought to.

It would seem appropriate that in such a

( Continued on page 115 )

repose,

Just a
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Why the Happy Ending?
THE lights in the theater

fade out and the screen

drama begins.

Perhaps the woman
shown is a "love thief" or a

cheat who mocks and fools her

more or less deserving lovers.

Perhaps the hero is a coward or

a cad. Perhaps they are merely

weak and in their struggle

against fate are defeated. At
any rate, the end is tragic, and
the girl with you weeps in the

taxi going home.
Now under some circumstances it is all very well for

the lassie to borrow your hanky and dry her tears on

your coat lapel. But a red nose and a sense of depression

are poor auguries for a pleasant evening, and George

Fitzmaurice is not alone in thinking that the combination

is enough to ruin any man's form.

"I- hate it when the girl cries in the taxi. 1 am very

sure I should not call up my friends and tell them to

go to see the picture that made her do it. If it caused the

girl to cry, it probably saw me leave with a load of gloom
on my spirit.

"The picture that sends us rushing over next door to

tell the neighbors not to miss it, is the one that takes hold

of our heart-strings and leaves us more hopeful for hav-

ing seen it.

"Truth, you know, isn't only drab and sordid and un-

pleasant. Fine things are true, too. Oh, 1 am a romantic,

and I like to see the bright side turned out and the clouds

missing before the lights come on !"

TV/ ell up on the
** list of the year's

"best sellers" are two
of Mr. Fitzmaurice's

film creations, "The
Dark Angel" and "A
Thief in Paradise,"

so the one-time tru-

ism of the screen that

an artistic picture
cannot be a success is

disproved.

For George Fitz-

maurice is first of all

an artist.

Every picture he
makes excels in sheer

beauty. Observe the

composition — the

balance — of each
slightest scene in

"The Dark Angel."
Lights and shadows
are put in by a mas-
ter's hand. For pure
loveliness, the "shots"

"Truth need not be sordid.

Fine things are true, too."

George Fitzmaurice, artist and
director, explains to you some
of the psychological effects of

screen stories on audiences

By Alice Tildesley

a painter," said the director, "I

remember thinking that there'd

be no object in living if I

couldn't paint. Xow I think it

very unlikely that anyone would
have seen my pictures had I

been allowed to spend my life

over canvas and palette. The
pictures that I can paint on
the screen, tho—that is another
story."

When the dream-bubble of

bejng a second Michelangelo
burst, the young Frenchman

came to America. Moving pictures were just beginning
to flicker on the screens of "'nickelodeons." The new
industry was looked down on by the college-bred, and the

bulk of the films were produced by men innocent of
books.

The usual tale appearing on the screen then concerned
someone who ran away and other people who ran after

him. The plot seemed to Mr. Fitzmaurice decidedly

threadbare, and he said to himself: "1 shall wrin -

for the movies."

I had plenty of time, you see, ai

stories," he explained with a whin

He looks like an arti

his dark eyes. Properly
life as a student-artist i

Quarter's best masters.

"As a little boy—and
40

nts o\

ith th

beauty.
- "dream tire" in

», since he started

,->me of the Latin

dreamed of being

and they needed the

i whimsical lift to his lips.

"I was lucky. I'd read Shakespeare. Apparently no-

body else had. So when they asked me for a -tory. I

gave them 'Romeo and Juliet' adapted for American
Indians—'Romeo and Juliet' with Coast-of-Maine char-

acter^—the same play set in the Virginia Blu<

Mountains among a feudist settlement—and again as it

might he v

by the Hindu.
"When I v.

of that story. I tried

"Othello' in various

and 'Antony
a n d C 1 e o p a t r a'

against a badcg

Mexico or Pari- De-
mand i

called fortli Twelfth
Night' brought up to

date and set in Chi-

Like It' located in

Florida at the time

oi Pbn<
The t!

"All went r

the marriage bells

le pic-

t u r e s from m y
I to be

bent or.

my effects. I protested, hut it did no good. 1 -

finished product on the screen and tore my hair.

director had the man
,-im for four d..



Fitzmaurice Speaks for Romance and Beauty

have covered a distance more than from Australia to

New Zealand, and land on a desert island. The girl,

dripping little pools of water from her long hair, shiv-

ered and said: 'Darling, I'm so cold!' Whereupon the

manly hero reached into his vest pocket, brought out a

box of matches and made a fire

!

" 'I'm going to direct my next picture—or there wont
be any picture,' I announced. I cant say they seemed
impressed. 'You may direct one picture,' they told me,

'and if it's no good, you can go away and stay away and

no hearts will be broken.' For some reason or other,

I've been making pictures ever since.

"They tell me, often, that a picture that ends with

someone dying gloriously is an artistic picture. But it

leaves me unsatisfied—and it causes the girl to cry in the

taxi. I feel that a happy ending is none the less true and

why not use it ?

"I look at the matter thus :

"The greatest proportion of moviegoers are the young
boy and girl—the boy who is perhaps a clerk or a sales-

man, the girl from the shop or office. They go to a show
regularly once or twice a week and afterwards they drop

in at the corner drug-store or the sweet shop for ice-

cream and talk over what they have seen.

"Tiiky like to put themselves into the places of the
*• characters that move across the screen. If the man

in the drama was noble, the girl looks at the boy thru a

golden haze. He might be like that, in the same circum-

stances ! If the girl in the play was loyal and true, the

boy thinks: 'Isn't love wonderful? She would 1)0 jus)

like that if we were married!'

"But if they have just viewed a drab tiling, where the

hero at the crucial moment failed the heroine, the glance

the girl gives the boy over the marble-topped table of

the sweet shop is a wondering one. 'Is he a coward, too?'

"If the wife on the screen has been putting poison in

people's cups, the boy's mind may run : 'What do 1 know
about women? Mow do I know about her' That

woman on the screen looked prettv and sweet, too,

but
'

"It is the psychology of the thing that makes a happy
ending the right one. 'He came out on top after all his

troubles,' the fans say, 'so why cant I ? Perhaps I will.'

"T doxt mean that anyone should tack on a happy end-
A ing that doesn't belong to the story. But pick your
story ! For me—I like the romantic love tale best.

Preferably a modern one, like 'The Dark Angel,' altho

I have a tender feeling for 'Peter Ibbetsen,' too, which
was in costume.

"Next to the love story, I'd select the one of high

adventure, a glamorous, colorful thing of action and
thrills. 'Son of the Sheik' will be like that. It's the kind

of picture in which Valentino excels, because he has a

colorful personality. Yilma Banky will be his leading

lady.

"I worked with Miss Banky in her first American
picture, and I think her screen personality is one of the

most delicately lovely I have ever known. Off the screen,

she strikes one as rather like a little haiisfrau. so quiet

and demure.
"This directing is like playing an organ. One touches

a chord and a dramatic artist responds with emotion.

Ronald Colman, for example, is a high-strung, sensitive

soul. He can do anything. Jack Gilbert, too. Let one
of them know what you wish to do in a scene, and you
are assured that more than you had hoped for will be

there.

"But no organist can play on keys out of tune, and no

director can do marvelous things with players who can-

net act. He can subdue them, perhaps, so that nobody
can hear their discord in his symphony, but he cannot

give them the life and tone they should have.

"Once I was given a young actress to play a small part

in my picture. She was nervous about her role which,

tho small, was a heavy emotional one. She came on the

( Continued on pays 110)

What Next, Gloria, in the Way of Coiffures?

In her early screen appeal
days, made the style possible,

right is Gloria as she looks nc

Miss S

In the c<

r that sh<

.re her hair in a "club" at the back
3 Gloria with the boyish bob she acquired
ting her hair grow. If Gloria sets the style,

to artificial hair?

eck. Hats, in those
Paris. And at the
1 all the girls return
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Old-Fashioned

Boy Friends

What chance has the modern hero,

anyway ?

I of by the flappers of Stock-
holm. His hrst American role is in "The
Scarlet Letter," that intensely native drama of

the early Puritans. Hanson plays the role of

the Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale, with Lillian

Gish as Hester

One of the first pic-

ture s of "Bardelys
the Magnificent,"
Whi< h boosts the tal-

ents of John Gilbert.

The gorgeous gentle-

in lace and vel-

vet, directly in front

of Mr. Gilbert, is Roy
D'Arcy

Above is a da shine
duel between John
Barry more (with the
striped trousers') and
Montagu Love. This
should be one of the

big moments in "Don
Juan"



Just Among Ourselves
A few pertinent and impertinent comments about people we all know

By Agnes Smith

GLORIA SWANSON seems to be

developing what is known to

[ psychoanalysts as a "persecu

tion mania.'' As a matter of

fact, she has some basis for the com-
plaint. Gloria has been dealt with

rather savagely in the public prints

and there are lots of writers who
love her not at all.

At any rate. Gloria appears to

have reached a stage in her de-

velopment when she feels that

all the world is against her and
that the gentlemen of the

Famous Players-Lasky company
and the ladies and gentlemen of
the pre-s are waiting for her with
sharpened axe.-.

To get down to eold truths. Gloria

has been treated lavishly and gener-
ously by Famous PlayersrLasky. True
enough, when she made it known that she

was going to leave and make her own pic-

tures, the company was none ton pleased and
probably showed it. Nevertheless, it i- doubt-

ful whether Gloria will have the wise management
next few years, when she i- her own ho--, that si

enjoyed in the few year- jn-t past.

A- it the critic- and the public, Gloria has little to
** fear, if she Only could realize it. Judging by the let-

ters that come to Motion Picture Magazine, her

"fans" are tremendously loyal and. in the last year or so.

she has built up a strong foil iwing among the intelligent

and appreciative "fan-." instead of limiting her audience

to the flappers.

The anger that the critic- feel for Gloria Usually may
he traced to exasperation at her pictures, which aren't

worthy of her talent-, and to her lack of personal tact.

This writer has met her only casually and found her de-

lightful. Nevertheless, -he ha- allowed misunderstand-
ings to make bad friends and .-lie ha- allowed had friend-

to worry her.

Any break in Gloria's popularity would he most unfor-

tunate, because she -till ha- much to give to the screen.

If she i- willing to take advice, listen to reason and refuse

to he frightened, she may even survive the difficult ordeal

of being her own boss in pictures.

P\irectors who are filming "society stuff" are welcome
*~^ to use this little incidenl —if they dare.

The scene is a night club

—

after three o'clock in the

morning. The character- are a society matron—the

bona-fide, Social Register sort—and a young man about

half her age. The society matron's husband doe-n't

figure in the sketch: lie wasn't present.

Anyway, our Heroine .and our Hero—both on the crest

of the wave—are dancing about the floor when a

brother of the Hero enter- and takes in the situation.

When the couple dance- past his table, the Brother

speak- up in a loud tone: "You ought to he ashamed of

mrself. She's old enough to be your
mother." .

Our Heroine—the society matron and
none other—hears it. And so, inci-

dentally, does everyone else in the

room. Is the lady disconcerted?
She is not. In equally loud tones

she answers the rude but truthful

brother: "Shut up and go home,
you hum !"

Now what brave title writer

would dare put those words in

the mouth of a society leader in

a high-life drama?

Axn they also tell the story of
**• the masculine star who built

hun-ell a swell hoiTse in the hills

above Hollywood. The place was
generously stocked with antiques and

all sorts of pretty trappings, sold to the

star by an astute dealer.

Soon after the house was completed, the

-tar was invited to one of the most beautiful

home- in America—a place furnished from the

palace- of Europe with all sorts of priceless and genuine
work- of art.

The star took one long look about the place and grew
pale.

"Pardon me. he said to his host, "hut I am going

home."
"What are you doing that for?" asked the host.

"I am going hack to burn down my house," answered
i

!

e Mar.

1 1- Esther Ralston isn't chosen for the role of Lorelei Lee
* in the screen version of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,"

this department is going to start an investigation and
discover Why Not?

r masculine star

ults of the vari-

'T'he mother-in-law of a certain

was discoursing on the merits

on- screen player-.

"There is," she announced, "only one real actor on the

screen—only one man who has ability as well as looks."

The audience waited for the name of her famous son-

in-law.

''And that man." continued the lady, "is John Gilbert."

And she wasn't John Gilbert's mother-in-law.

'"They tell me that the
* r;

snake of social ambition is

it. head in Hollywood. The little city is de-

veloping -et- and cliques and that there are certain stars

who will not invite certain other stars to their parties.

And there are some famous persons who wont accept

invitations to dinner unless a list of the other guests is

submitted to them for their approval—just like royal

personages.

To those who are mean enough to have long memories,
it's all very funny. Alas and alack, few of them, even the

greatest were very exclusive at the start. p
43 f
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All the stars show up in the dining room when the
bell rings. As you've often heard, they're

ly human! You'll have no trouble recognizing
Ramon Novarro, John Gilbert and Lew Cody

An aeroplane view of the studio. The big
barns are the stages and the buildings in
front are the executive offices. The place
is so big that Will Rogers once pastured
forty head of cattle on the back lot for a
month before the management discovered

Murray. Aileen Pringle. Lew Cody. Claire Windsor,
irdman. Mathew Betz, Tom Moore, and George K.
lier. Sidnev Bracv. Roy Stewart. Evelyn Pierce, Miss

Sojin. Zasu Pitts. Joan Crawford. Creighton
Adoree, Pat O'Malley, Sally O'Neill and Roy D'Arcy



A City In

Itself

A sight - seeing tour of th

Metro-Goldwyn Studio
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Gossip of the
Cecil B. De Mille announces the produc-

tion of "The Deluge" and California

enjoys its record rain. James Cruze has

his troubles with "Old Ironsides"

By Agnes Smith

WHEN you are short of news, says an editor to

me back in the day- when I was checking police

blotters for big names, write about the weather.

Xow that I am supposed to be checking the movie
J

blotter for new--, and I rind none this month. I must revert 1

to the old weather topic.

The Florida realtors must have conspired to boom Cali-

fornia for seven inches of water wa- dumped over Holly-

wood in three days, making it almost necessary for the stars

to use duck boats in the big love scenes. Some blamed
the downpour on Florida, while others attributed it as an

answer to the tremendous wet vote polled by one of the

local papers on the prohibition issue.

Whatever the cause, the effect was that Raymond Hatton
and Raymond Griffith came to work wearing rubber-:

Antonio Moreno -pent a night in hi- cellar bailing out

water and moving some case goods out of danger: Jack
Holt was stranded with his family at Lake Arrowhead:
John Gilbert spoiled a wig when he dashed across the street

during lunch hour to grab a packag Claire

Windsor was forced to leave her car in a gutter where it

had stalled and walk to work, and Cecil De Mille an-
,

nounced that he would film "The Deluge/'

I know the Better California League- will want to drown
me tor exposing this unusual shower, but I want to wise

up the public, so if anyone happen- to see his favorite lover

standing in a suit of clothes that looks as it" it were sewn
on, making love to a gal with wet feet, he will know

• :i why.

/^\ of our most blazing star- was bitterly hew..^ scarcity of § that hail fallen her

earnestly begged a group of her friend- to sugges

character for her to play.

"Why not >\o Becky Sharp in 'Vanity Fair";" asked one

adviser.

"In this month's issue?" asked the >tar.

T n.i. Ian Cish lias postponed the production of "Annie
*-* Laurie." Lillian sailed suddenly for Europe after the

completion of "The Scarlet Letter." She was called to

Europe to see her mother, who is ill in London. John

Robertson lias been selected to din and the

story oi "Annie Laurie" was written by J -

p\uiD.\ Bergere, the scenario writer, and Basil Rathbone,^ an English actor, were married recenth

Miss Bergere has retired from pictures.

Vn.MA Banky is to be a brunett*

wig or a bottle of dye. In -

Fitzmaurice's cameraman was
beautiful blonde Vilma a dark head of hair.

Barnes, the cinematographer, accomplished I

arrangement of lights and the use of -

camera which he invented.
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Camera Coasts
Gloria Swanson has a run of bad luck

and Lillian Gish sails for Europe. Other

news and anecdotes of your favorite

players

and Milton Howe

Everyone should feel that this is a great advancement
in photography. The next time you have your portrait

taken dont be surprised if the bulb squeezer should hand
you a picture of Bernard Shaw and say, '"1 put the beard

on for effect."

C*ddie Cantor, the black-face comedian, is going to be^ starred by Famous Players-Lasky in the screen version

of "Kid Boots." Victor MacLaglen gets the leading role

in Fox's production of "What Price Glory?" Buster

Keaton will direct hi- next comedy. It is called "The
General," but it doesn't concern the life of Will Hay-.

HPhe publicity man for Richard Barthelmess made a
* serious tactical error recently when he faked a news
story and had it accepted by a large international news
service. The press-agent concocted a story of a studio fire

and gave out that Barthelmess had saved the life of

Dorothy Mackaill. At the time of the alleged rescue, Miss

Mackaill was on her way to New York.
The news service wired the -tors out of Los Angeles

but soon learned that the whole thing was a fabrication.

Whereupon, the new- service decided to bar all stories of

film activities. However, the Hollywood pie-

reprimanded their erring brother, apologized to the news
sfrvice and promised to -tick to the truth hereafter.

i ,7c Bim's
pictun

Cven the Andy Gump of the films i- up to Ui
*—' tricks. Joe Murphy, who plays Andy in

stated to the court that he had loaned a gal $1,465, and that

she never paid him. The girl had taken the film Andy's
money and invested it in a bakery. Later -he married her

partner in the- bakery business. . tndy maintain- that he

loaned her the money for a secretarial education, and the

girl says he gave her the money. Anyway, the dough is in

the bakery. Oil MIX!

I latton.

: funniest scene we have seei

1 tolt's horse stealing a

this month :

:lose-up from Raymon

Jack Gilbert's next picture ha- not been decided upon.

Jack told us he wa- settled on one thing: it would not

be a costume drama. He stated that he believed a player

should vary hi- role- with characterization-, and not stress

any particular type of play or setting, lie expects to get

the rights to a well-known stage play.

During a short sojourn on the set where Gilbert was
working in "Bardeleys the Magnificent." we happened to

make a casual remark. /'. e., "You're not making this picture

in color are you ':"

"No, thanks to the power- that be!" exclaimed King
Vidor.

"No, thank- to King Yidor." screamed Gilbert.

"No!" yelled the cameraman in a tone that challenged

me to repeat the word color photography again.

Blanche Ri IB and l.oui se Brooks appea ith W.
C. Held The

i be
Old Army Gar

Hme
Now you



(M
I should say not ! Thanks to Jack," came the voice

of an electrician, who was parked in the loft with a spot-

light.

popular color photography is with
,'ork with it. It is a difficult and ex-

hich demands much time and a great

That is just ho
those who have to

pensive procedure
deal of patience.

\Y7e must present our story of the stork this month along
" with other hilarious movie happenings. It is said the

big-billed bird is soaring about Samuel Goldwyn's door-

step (by permission of

Samuel Goldwyn). You
may remember that the

producer was wed to

Frances Howard, the

actress, some time ago.

I've been counting the

months, and have decided

it has been two years since

Mr. Goldwyn said, "I do."

James Cruze has ex-

perienced many diffi-

culties since he started

filming "Old Ironsides."

The greatest handicap is

that he can travel only

four knots an hour with

the ships, which are all of

the old windjammer type.

He must go out of sight

of land, take his scenes

and return to the harbor
each day. This has so

limited his time that he is

planning to take a two
weeks' cruise with the

company. He will sail

Do you know that a large number of "extra" players are
college girls? Elinor Glyn talks to a group of them at the
Metro-Goldwyn studio. They are: Evelyn Atkinson, Uni-
versity of Washington; Ann Cunningham, Stanford University;
Anielka Elter, University of Prague; Anita Matleva, University

of Moscow; and Vivian Winston, University of Colorado

in mil ist out-

side of the Los Angeles harbor,

thus, allowing himself more time

for shooting scenes.

Many mishaps have held up
production on "Old Ironsides."

Two of the twenty vessels that

were brought from the east-

coast were damaged en route.

( >ne day a yard-arm on one o\

the boats broke, making it neces-

sary to lay off the company two
days until' repairs could be made.
Despite the many misfortunes

the

: hi

Old Ironside:

ry is really re

all these mis

has tlu of

is to

ypes
rded

nthjumping
Adoree in the

The filming of this picture

will hail the advent of a new
48
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Who is the lady with kathle*
no lady; that's Owen Moor*
a Syd Chaplin in a film

Talks-

motion picture producer, Arthur Hammerstein. Mr.
Hammerstein has produced numerous musical-comedy
successes on the Eastern Broadway, and "Rose Marie"
is one of them. He was offered 5250,000 for the screen
rights to the play, but refused, saying that he intended to

become a picture producer himself. His first step in that
direction was to cast Renee Adoree in the title-role. If he
does nothing more, he justifies himself as an able pro-
ducer, and need never regret turning his palm against
the $250,000 offer. Incidentally, little Arthur is the hus-
band of Dorothy Dalton. a former star.

Tt is rumored

:

1 That Harold Lloyd
is looking for a new lead-

ing lady. Jobyna Ral-

ston, who has been the

object of love for Harold
in his films during the

past two years, is breaking

into the serious dramer.
She has been loaned by
the comedian to De Mille

to play opposite Rod La
Rocque in "Gigolo." Pre-
vious to this, she played

a featured role in "Sweet
Daddies."

JUNE Math IS will make
four productions a year

for First National. The
pictures will be directed

by her husband. Sylvano
Balboni. Just before Miss
Mathis returned to the

Coast, First National gave
her a big luncheon at

Sherry'>. which «

the nature of a coming-

out party for Mr. Balboni.

Mr. Balboni made an amusing
speech about his new j

directing. "When I was a

cameraman." he said. "I 1

use my brains. But now that I

am a director. I have hull

of assistants and helpers to do
my thinking for me."
The first Mathis-BalKmi pic-

ture will be "Sinners in

disc" Anna Q. Xilsson will

have the leading feminine

'"Things haven't
* for Gloria Swansoo lately.

The production of "Fine !

nor-"

Gloria started off with a c .-

the 'tlu and then Frank Tuttle

ded off the

picture. Lewis M
tinned the work, but tr

and an assistant was
placed in charge, with Gloria

doing the real bossing. Then
Gloria had a

ture limped to its finish.

It looked as if someone w
* have to walk five th

miles for a camel w .

K.ey> That's
He is doing

ailed "Money



Brenon began shooting scenes- for "Beau Geste" on the

desert in Arizona. However, the studio carpenter

bridged over the gap. The gap was the distance between
two humps on a camel. A caravan of racing desert

camels were to be used in the scene. When the desert

I
steeds showed up, a technical expert threw a spasm and

' said that racing camels had only one hump instead of two.

; The animals that were sent had two humps, and there

weren't any one-bumpers available unless someone took

a trip to Africa and picked them out.

The studio carpenter, who saves many a picture from
just such a tragedy, rose to the situation. He nailed

together a few sticks, cov-

ered them with canvas

and placed them on the

camels' backs, giving the

animals the effect of hav-

ing one hump. A face-

lifting surgeon could not

have done a better job.

Antonio Moreno is

** cracking himself be-

hind the ears in his attempt

to master the use of tin-

Australian bull whip. It

was this piece of equip-

ment that Doug used to

such good advantage in

"Don Q," and Tony will

make use of the whip in

his role in "The Temp-
tress." lie is scheduled

to stage a fight with the

villain, each man using a

whip as a weapon.
When Tony finishes

practising on the lawn

with the whip,' he dashes

onto one of the stages and
rehearses a few tango steps with

(ireta (jarbo. This dance will

appear in another scene in the

same picture.

It was during California's great-
* est rain-storm that Cecil De
Mille announced he would film

"The Deluge," which was a title

suggested in a newspaper contest

by a Sunday-school teacher in

Long Beach. More than one
hundred people had the same
idea, hut the Sunday-school gal

from Iowa-by-the-Sea won the

animal crackers because the

post-office was kind to her and
delivered her letter first.

It is to be based on the 1 iiblical

story of Xoah and the Ark and
the destruction of the world.

Here are some bright cracks that

are bound to result from the De
Mille announcement.
There must be two of every

kind of animal that De Mille will

need for the big Ark scene. I .on

Chancy will do most of them.

That definitely kills the first ob-

vious crack.

The ark will be built along the

lines of a bathtub.

young actresses yearned
course, Bessie's appealin
But dont let us forget foi

The ti le of "In Praise of James
Has be en changed to "Blarney
Grave. and Paulette Duval ar

this story of the old-time pr

flBftOflW
Who will play the virile Noah ? We dont know, but P

we do know that someone will suggest Fanny Ward as
Mrs. Noah.

Mr. and Mrs. Noah give us two angles of a De Mille
triangle. Rex, the horse, will be dragged in to supply the

it, as most of the retouched portraits of Noah do not
hand the old man much in the way of sex appeal.

Now everybody line up with your bricks and prepare
for the guy who is sure to remark that the picture is

"all wet."

Anyway, we are willing to bet a dime that Mr. De Mille

doesn't lose any money on the film.

T asked Dave Kirkland,
Fred Thomson's able

director, how Thomson
could make use of the

title, "The Two-Gun
Man," when it had been
used so often. "You cant

copyright a couple of

guns," said Dave, which
settled that question in

my mind.

T have noticed an under-

current of resentment
among the less attractive

but none the less talented

players in Hollywood,
who realize that they

haven't the all powerful
it that makes a star the

biggest show on earth.

For these poor unfortun-

ates who dont get any at-

tention when it is men-
;est

tioned, 1 throw forth the

word was for them to

play with. It means that

once upon a time they had it,

but that was.
Elinor Glyn is to write a book

on u. She has made no fresh

film connections, but it is under-

stood that she will join the

United Artists group, which in-

cludes the Talmadges, the Pick-

fords and the Chaplins.

C^LORENCE VlDOR has donned
* the high hat of stardom at

the Lasky studio. At least, when
I saw Florence she had on a hat

so high it would take a rubber

yard-stick to measure it. She
is playing the stellar role in a

new story, which is a Russian

drama based on the "Chauve-

Souris." The high hat was part

of her Russian costume, and
made Florence look like a pillar

that had just walked out from
under some building.

LJere's a new game that in-

** cites the interest of everyone

at the Lasky studio from Pola

Negri down to Oscar the

bootblack. The first exhibition

I saw was being staged by

(Continued on page 74) p
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tely and prepares
r Mary." Hundreds of

but Bessie got it. Of
nething to do with it.

it Bessie has the cutest

Ralph



John's Home
—

Not a Set
Here are some new pictures of the house

—

Spanish style—that Mr. Gilbert built in

Beverly Hills

i

H
k ** Hi

1 ~'"M

AH Phr.tns Don Gi'.lum

Long shot of liv of Spai

Medium shot of living-

room with our hero seated
by the fireplace, com-
pletely surrounded by an-
tiques and other signs of

success. Insert: Close-up
of our hero

(Below) Long shotof study
*nd telephone booth. The
light shining thru the
curiously shaped window
is guaranteed, genuine
California sunlight. In

Beverly Hills, it costs one
hundred dollars per minute



What Is the

QualityThat

Makes a Star?

According to Jesse L. Lasky, it is

magnetism that lends an unforget-

able charm to a beautiful face

By Selma Robinson

FIRST you call the publicity department, and
Mac answers the telephone.

"I'd like to interview Mr. Lasky," you say.

"Well—uh— I dont know—uh— Mr. Lasky
just got hack into town and he's awfully busy.

Suppose I call yon next week and let yon know if

an appointment can be arranged."
Yon hang up the receiver, wait about a week, and then

call again. An appointment is arranged. Finally you
present yourself on the ninth floor of the Famous
Players-Lasky offices. A handsome gentleman waits for

you—no, not Mr. Lasky, but someone who will usher yon
down into his office, lie starts ushering ami you follow

thru a long hall, a short hall, a narrow hall, a wide
hall, a large office with curving aisles ami dozens of

stenographers working in what looks like a scene taken

with a gyroscopic camera, then a smaller office, then a

still smaller office. Yon ask your guide, is he sure this

isii't all a joke, ami no sooner is the last word uttered

than yon find yourself in the sunny sanctum of Mr.
I asky.

T is the pleasant aroma of expensive cigar -moke.
There is a magical telephone thai seems to work with-

out mouthpiece or receiver. There is a gorgeous rug,

and a view of the Fifth Avenue Library from tin win-
dows. And there is. of course, Mr. Jesse 1.. Lasky, act-

ing as yon hope a movie producer will act.

lie looks like the photographs yon have seen of him,
fair, bespectacled; shrewd, without being calculating;

pleasant, tho not jovial; candid, hut not confidential. You
ask him a question based on the discoveries of such new-

faces as Betty Bronson, Mary Brian, Greta Xissen, Lya
de I'utti and others.

"How do you pick a star. Mr. Lasky?"
He thinks awhile. Then
"The best way and the simplest is to pick a face that

attracts you. It stands to reason that if it has that effect

on you, it will have the same effect on the audience. Not
always a face that is beautiful, mind, but one that you
cant forget. And as to what makes it unforgetable, you
know that as well as I. Personality. Not the kind de-

veloped by correspondence courses, hut something innate

that cant he acquired and cant he got rid of. It's that

t,' that others call i

others magnetism.

i film s

is th(

tiful

Me sh(

point

quality that Elinor ( ilyn ca]

and others fascination, and
all of us mean the same thin

to describe it. It is that qua
reach out and capture an
essential toward any sort of

Di vuty is a greal asset, tho not a

Everybody likes to look at a beau
handsome, stalwart man. So we look

Bodily perfection is important, from a

of view. Women should he graceful.

stalwart. It fits into the scheme of «

better, 'flu re ma) be heroes in real life

than a window scat. There ma\
of their noble hearts weigh tw(

our romances we want no such 1

a. heroine he as graceful as a f

breeze and thai her lover he as

an oak-tree."

You ask Mr. Lasky where h

where he looks for them.

"We look everywhere." lie s

than a game, this hunt for new
We watch every character Iron

young girl who plays the maid.

We scan the faces of people who apply at the casting

director's office. We go to contests. We go to the col-

leges, to the shops. We go everywhere.

ancing in a cabaret in California

i. Marjorie Daw. then an extra

ime, was discovered by one of

as 'Cuddles,' was playing in a

2 was spotted for the pictures.

:nd girl in a New York chorus.

h her used lots of make-up,

be h roines who in spite

hum
alisn

Id

red pounds, hut in

We demand that

wheat in a gentle

firm and upstanding as

fin< s all his stars, and

alen

the

We

'It's more exciting

. We go to plays,

leading lady to the

watch the choruses.

"DlCARDO CoKTF.Z was (

*^" when we found hit

girl under a different n

our directors. Lila Let

vaudeville act he lore si

Louise Brooks was the

The other girls

(Continued on page 88)
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Studio Life
By

DEOPLE are always asking me,
"Is the life of a movie star really

a hard one?" I dont know how to

answer them, for in some ways it

does seem hard and in other re-

spects it is very easy.

If you dont like long hours, which
begin very early and end very late,

you will never last in the movies.
Here in New York our hours are

not so -long because we have had
very little night work. In California

we sometimes work as many nights

as days. The other day out at the

Long Island studio of Famous Players, we shot fifty scenes for
"It's the Old Army Game" and we were finished by 3.30. Xow
fifty scenes in a day is a very great deal and we were proud of

. our record. 'We wanted to celebrate in some way. and do you
know what we did? Why, Mr. Sutherland, our director, and
Air. Fields, the star, organized a ball-team and we played until

six o'clock. That was real fun.

July, 1926

Maybe you wont think a

movie actor has an easy

life when you read this

Between scenes I have a lot of
spare time to play with tops and
marbles, but I cant spend much of
it plaj-ing. I have to do my lessons.

In Hollywood we have our own
teachers at the studio and we have
our regular classes and examinations.
When I am working away from
there tho, I have to study by myself
and write out my lessons and mail
them in for correction. That's hard
for me because I can recite and read
my lessons better than I can write
them. That's why Mother says

writing is good training for me.
Reading and history- are the sub-

ten years old
j ects I like best.

Our Gang works on the same lot

with us on the west coast and Joe Frank Cobb and Mickey Daniels

and Farina and all of us play together. I like football and Rugby
and wrestling and all kinds of rough games that boys play when
there are no girls in the game.
Norma and Constance Talmadge are my favorite actresses. I

never miss seeing their pictures. Among the men I like Charlie

Chaplin, Hunt Gibson and Tom Moore.

Rin~Tin*-Tin Is an Educated Dog
His owner says you must understand your dog if you want to teach him anything

By Margaret Mabury

WHEN Rin-Tin-Tin came to Nev
Lee Duncan, to make personal

of his latest picture, "The
Night Cry," ei erybody wanted
to know the secret of his

training. Imagine how sur-

prised they \vere when Air.

Duncan said he hadn't been

trained at all, that he was an
educated dog.
"A trained or broken dog,"

he said, "wear s a look of fear

while he is performing his

set tricks. He is afraid of the

whip if he f lils to do them
correctly; Ri i- Tin -Tin has
never felt a w lip. We simply
understand ea

til you under stand your dog
you can neve r hope to teach
him anything.

"The surest way of learning
to understand your dog is to

spend as muc i of your time
with him as you can. Dont
pet him even minute, but al-

ways reward lim with a lov-

ing pat who i he has done

' York City with his owner,
appearances at the showing

"Xow that's i

ening him ever.

LAa

in dated paper bag i He was just three days old.

ght years ago

to begin. There is no excuse for fright-

u want to teach him not. to be afraid of
the popping noise, try bursting

the bag at a distance. Then
come a little nearer and nearer

until he has gradually become
accustomed to the sound and
he will not be shocked.

' D us. like children, cant

stand temptation, so when yon
go away and leave your dog
in the house, dont leave your
bedroom slippers on the floor

for him to play with. If they
are there, he will want to play

with them and after a while
he will play and chew too

hard and when you come home
there wont be any slippers.

"If you are car,'

to let this happen,
your dog afterward
he wont know what you are

scolding him for. The time

the act of .

pcrs. Then you may take him

soon he will learn that the

"You will be abh
your own o! a



When John Roche Was a Kid
By Alice Tildesley

J-JE'S more than six feet tall now

—

bigger than Daddy, maybe—but it's

not awfully long since he was a kid.

He can remember when he looked
like this picture and how his big

brother used to stand him beside the

piano and see how high he could
sing—and there was no end to it ! He
was a boy soprano, and used to sing

at entertainments all over the country.

John lived in a small town, but his

cousins lived in the country, and one
day when he was about six they in-

vited him to their house.

It was all right in the morning,
but when four o'clock came, little John
began to be homesick. It was the
first time he had ever been away from
his mother, and he felt that it was
an awfully long time since he had
seen her.

"I want to go home 1" he told his

aunt.

"There's nobody to take you home.
You cant go. Be a good boy." said

his aunt.

"I know the way. It's down the

road to the car."

"Well, if you must go, yoi

fellow started off.

Do you know what a Great Dane is?

It's a very big dog with a very deep bark.

There was a Great Dane at a house John had to p:

ran out at him barking. It was so biu: that he didn'

could be only a dog, but thought it must be a bear or a

John'

said his aunt, and the little

;s and it

think it

wolf like

the one in "Little Red Riding Hood,"
and he ran as fast as he could go to
the car. Somebody called the dog
back, but when John reached the car
track he was shaking all over.

He was waiting for the car when
a farmer he knew passed and took
him up into his wagon. No sooner
wee they driving along toward home
than one of his cousins came by in

a buggy and called out:
"Why, John, I thought you were

going to stay all night with me !"

Now, this cousin was a big boy
whom he liked very much, and the

minute John saw him he knew that

he didn't want to go home at all. He
wanted to stay and sleep with the big

cousin. But he didn't know how to

tell them, so he stayed in the wagon.
But when they got to town, instead

of letting the farmer take him home,
John made him stop at the car station.

"I'm going to meet my brother,"

he said. Whieh wasn't true

!

When the farmer drove off, Johr
hopped on a car to go back

!

But when the car reached his

cousins' stop, night had come on and it was very dark. John
couldn't tell which way to go. The trees looked like great black
witches and he thought he saw dragons or tigers or elephants

hiding in the bushes by the side of the road.

He was all alone in a big black world and he couldn't help

crying. Then he saw a light in a farmhouse. He spent the night '

with these kind people and the next morning they took him home.

The Junior Answer M
Joe Frank Cobb

answers the questions sent to

cLll him in care of Movie Jr., 1 75
Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

JOY—Dolores Costcllo is about twenty years old. She is the

daughter of Maurice Costello. Her address is in

Warner Bros. Studio, 5842 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia. Baby Peggy is now playing in "April Fool." She will send

you her picture if you write to her at Chadwick Studios, 1425

Fleming Street, Hollywood.

BABE— I dont remember
the verse from "Sally," but it

you will write to the publicity

department of First National
you will be likely to get it.

The address is 3$3 Madison
Avenue, New York City. Col-
leen Moore is now working
on "Delicatessen."

MELVIN—

•

Out Gang is

now working on "Uncle Tom'-,

Uncle," a burlesque on "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." ( )ur last pic-

ture was "Monkey Business."

MARGY—Bebe Daniels
pronounces her first name Bee-
bee. Her address is Famous
Players Studio, Sixth and
Pierce Avenues. Astoria, Long
Island, New York. She is now
making "The Palm Beach
Girl." Address Antonio Mo-
reno in care of Metro-Goldwvn
Studios, Culver City, Cali-
fornia, and Doris Kcnyon at

Biograph Studios, 807 East
175th Street, New York City.

Mary Pickford's real name is

Gladys Smith.

JACK—Virginia Marshall
Man's Gold." Did you see he

play with Tom Mix in "Dead
"My Own Pa"? She was fine.

This is

Headri

KID—Mary Jane Irving will play with Bessie Love in "Lovey
Mary," from the story by Alice Heegan Rice. Mary Alden will

play the part of Mrs. Wiggs.

SILYIA— You will see
Alma Lloyd in a small part

in "The Wise Guy," which
her father, Frank Lloyd, di-

rected. This is her first screen
experience. She is eleven years
old.

JIMMIE K.—Wallace Beery
and Lon Chaney were both
born on April 1 but not in the

same year. Billie Dove's birth-

day is May 14.

MARJORIE — Harold
Goodwin played the part of

Jimmy in "Pollyanna." Clara
Bow's hair is a reddish brown
color. As soon as Alberta
Vaughn finishes a series called

"Fighting Hearts," she will

begin making feature pictures.

George O'Hara is playing in

"Bigger Than Barnum." Write
to him at F. B. O. Studios,

780 Gower Street, Hollywood.

ELIZABETH—So you like

Tim Holt? Well, the editor

is planning to use his picture

in the next issue. p
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cat which Virginia Marshall and Richard
: playing with. It is Blacfae, a Queens-

land honey-bear



The Curse of Beauty
Wallace MacDonald tells Jane Tilton why he is glad that he is not fatally handsome

FATAL beauty

!

"Sounds like the title of an
old-time thriller," smiled Wal-
lace MacDonald, "but it's real

honest-to-John Hollywood fact. It's

fatal for a man to be good-looking if

he's going to keep in pictures.

"A handsome man will find him-
self restricted to what I call arrow-
collar-leads. If you are restricted to

one type of part, your life ^on the

screen will be brief. So beware
!"

Wallace MacDonald may speak

with authority, for he has played with

almost every prominent star in pic-

tures from adorable little Marguerite
Clark to lovely Norma Shearer, from
Norma Talmadge to Pola Xegft~~
"There are fashions in screen

lovers, just as there are fashions in

screen plays. Once the fans adored
the Greek-god type—then two-gun
men of the wild", wild West—then
Wally Reid—then Latin lovers—hut
'today the cheers all go for the inter-

esting man.
"Jack Gilbert and Ronald Coltnan

got what we call the 'breaks' in 1925.

No doubt they will continue In get

them in 1926. Why? Because they are

the type of interesting man who doesn't

depend on regularity of feature and
wont be the same in any two picture-.

"In spite of ambition and ability, the
1 curse of good looks has held hack

Francis X. Bushman. Bryant Wash-
burn, Earle Williams "and Tony
Moreno. Somehow, the very good-
looking man seems to wear badly. I

dont know why.
"Lon Chanev is not a beaut v. but

what matinee idol can compete with
him ?

"He's different every lime. Per-
haps that's it. Look at lack Gilbert

in his three last big roles—each one as

different as if it had been played by
a new. man—'The Big Parade'.' 'The
Merry Widow' and" 'La Boheme.'
Not being altogether too handsome.
Jack could change his looks and sub-
merge himself in the character visu-

alized by the author. Creating those
parts made him famous.

"WaRIETY of roles means length of
V

life on the screen. I've played

!

ter, I believe, and that's why I'm
never out of work.
"One picture shows me as a well-

•oomed man of the world, the next,

54
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All of which
i

I'm a hobo—again, I'm seen in a
blue-shirt part, and after that as a
dashing Italian army officer. Bowery
toughs and Little Ministers are fig-

ures in my past, and very modern
bootleggers and an unsympathetic
young husband of the nineties are

also there.

"One day I wear a mustache—the

next I'm clean-shaven—again I have
a slight goatee. I part my hair, or I

wear it straight back. I'm never ex-

actly the same, so that no director

can think of me and say : 'Oh. not

MacDonald—he isn't the type!' I

haven't a type, because I dont walk

in a rut.

"I believe that fans are finding

their favorites interesting when they

dont know what those favorites will

be like next time. Thomas Meighan
stopped being a great drawing card

because he traded too long on his good
looks. He's a good actor and ought

not to be in the arrow-collar class.

T - have held back Richard Dix,
*—

* but if they give him a few
more 'Vanishing Americans.' the

public will rise to him mightily.

"If you are a struggling actor,

pray for mediocrity in looks.

"The breaks ahead for this year

will go to the interesting man who
is aware and looking for 'em. Be-

lieve me. I'm rising early and keep-

ing my eyes wide open

!

"A good motto for all in the pro-

fession who are doing the same is:

"Dont be yourself—too often!''

MacDonald has been lead: g

for almost all the beauties in pictures.

hasn't been -

he can lift a graceful eyebrow or look

pretty in the clinches. The girls like

him because he can play anything

from a sap to a rough-neck.

Someday. MacDonald says he is

director. When the

furrows begin to line his face, he will

not be in front of the earner.,

the cameraman for softer lighting or

struggling for better earner:.

He hopes to be standing back of the

camera, with a script in his

Back of the camera is the happy land

where there is no worrying about

who gets the mi -

steals the picture.

You cant steal a picture aw.,

a director. And that's the li::

tion that Mac' - to fill

some of these days.



All Aboard the Limerick Liner

To Spain, that famed Land of Roi
We are sailing so here is your i

To join in the trip

On the Limerick ship;

But apply for your place in ad

And, of course, we dont n

That the joy of this jourm

And as time oasses by
You will build many "Castles in Spain,

If there's one se- Pola Negri says
norita who's she'll mas-

Than
SW

Mist
r

Astor, As CaVme^n, the
then we'd like bold gypsy
to meet her; maid;

Every grandee With her gay
in Spain tambourine.

Has wooed her She will dance

Spanish
s ;fior Tony Moreno

will bar ish

All thou ghts
goodnes s knows!

Of American
Beaux.



RipVan Winkle
Does His Stuff

at the Movies
IT

was just twenty years ago that Rip Van Winkle, shaking himself

free of the Catskill cataleptic condition—which had stretched him
out cold for a couple of decades—rubbed his eyes, yawned, and in

the words of the Eternal Woman, who has just recovered from a

famtiny spell, muttered to himself
—"Where am I?"

Old Rip drank in a draught of mountain air, pulled himself together,

and stalked down to the village. As he plodded along, he wondered
if things had changed much during his long sleep. He admitted there

had been some changes, but not enough to cause one to wake up out of

a nice nap. Yes, the horseless carriages had come, but otherwise it was
the same old army game of Life.

Thus had Rip reflected as he scanned the horizon. He plodded on in

thoughtful retrospection 'til he reached the village. As he heard the

taunt- of the children, shouting
—"Does your mother know you're out?"

—and "Skiddoo, Twenty-three for You!"—he realized that Youth
was unchanged in its heedless disrespect of Age. Having been in the

g bromide of sleep, it was natural that he should give expression to

bromides of wisdom. So as he reached the pier of the Albany Day
.hie, one might have heard him mumble to himself

—"A prophet is

without honor in his own country." etc.

V/es, Rip would shake the dust of Catskill from his feet. He would
* go to New York. Perhaps the big magic city at the end of the Hud-

-.iii could waft him away in a new dream. Anyway. Rip wa- c

to m it. Not being a night-boat traveler, he scorned the night boat.



And wakes up without missing a thing By Laurence Reid

R

His purpose was to stay awake—not to be crooned to

sleep in a horizontal position. On a day boat he knew that

he would keep awake thru the impossibility of sleeping in

a vertical position. At least, he had confidence that he

was not a somnambulist.

So Rip reached New York. He had run away from his

wife to lose himself in sleep—and he had run away from

the vast silence of the mountains to lose himself in the

ceaseless activity of the big city.

Now that he was in the town founded by his own Dutch

ancestors, he had no place to go. Unlike a visiting buyer,

there was no one to extend him welcome, no body of citi-

zens to escort him to the mayor, no municipal mogul to

give him the key to the city. He was friendless and alone.

And yet he was happy to be free of the Sand Man and his

Slumber.

> plodded along. It was Hearing dusk when he

approached the Flatiron Building. He paused and

gazed upward at the imposing pile of granite. Could it be

that they had moved his mountain to the city? He would

escape from it. And so he wandered along and finally

reached a nickelodeon, the Bijou Dream.
Ah, here was something that was absolutely new under

the sun. Time had not wrought many changes during his

long nap, but it had brought the motion picture. As he

read the poster of "The Great Robbery," he was seized

with a great impulse to see Life without having to par-

ticipate in it. The horseless carriage he called one of

Satan's contraptions, lie wasn't exactly sure but what

the motion picture was one of Satan's inventions—but at

least, in watching it he. would run no risk of losing his life.

So it was that on this eventful night—just twenty years

ago—that Rip Van Winkle, of the Catskill Van Winkles

—and being of sound mind and body, paid his nickel and

entered the Bijou Dream to see "The Great Train Rob-

bery."

He took a seat in the rear of the theater, more of a

bandbox than an auditorium. lie was waiting to be

shown what the motion picture had to offer. Directly

above his head was a sort of coop in which was a machine

that sputtered. Thru a small aperture in the front of it a

light gleamed forth and illuminated the white canvas

which was stretched on the asbestos curtain. Down in the

orchestra pit a girl thumped a piano and a tenor who had

seen better day- and voice rendered "Silver Threads

Among the Gold."

Dip became self -conscious, wondering if the song was^ directed at his unshorn locks and heard that had

turned from Alaskan gold to German silver during his

deep repose on the mountain.

The song finished, the singer departed, hut the pianist

continued to strum the keys with much agitato—and for-

tissimo. Something in the black coop over Rip's head

sputtered like a crack of lightning—and immediately the

canvas lighted up with figures that moved a- if they had

life.

Rip's eyes were glued to the screen. The train pound-

ing along the rails was something new to his vision. Dur-

ing the long sleep lie had even missed hearing the whistle

of the 5.15 local. So long as the action contained such

movement, he had no fear of losing con-

sciousness.

Then something happened. The train disappeared from
the screen—disappeared as if some unseen force had lifted

it into some unseen realm. In its place was an announce-
ment reading

—"One minute please." Yes, the machine
had broken down—it had broken down in the little black

coop above Rip's head.

What had always been a natural impulse with Van
Winkle took advantage of him now. What happened ?

Simply that Rip went calmly and quietly into sleep. There
was nothing else for him to do—nothing to occupy his

mind except a long dreamless slumber.

The machine was repaired and "The Great Train Rob-
bery" went on without further interruptions. But neither

trains nor robberies nor rain nor snow nor heat nor gloom
of night could stay Rip from the slow completion of his

appointed nap.

Tt was just twenty years later that Rip Van Winkle, of

the Catskill Van Winkles, awoke from his long nap in

the Bijou Dream, rubbed his eyes, stirred himself and in

the words of the Eternal Woman, who has just recovered
pell.from a faintin:

am I ?"

Remember that he ha
"The Great Train Rol

sophy of life was that

he believed that there

He looked about him

nuttered to himself
—"Where

gone to sleep in the middle of the

m-\\" Remember that his philo-

\s the old army game—and that

as nothing new under the sun.

And he did admit there had been
some changes in the theater. The hard, golden-oak seat

in which he sat twenty years before

had in some mysterious fashion

been upholstered in some rich red

fabric. He had ciueicu Luc t!.L;.t^ 1
"

and found his own seal. Yet
here were pretty Ushers, at

tired in neat, but not gau-

dy, uniforms, escorting

people, like himself, to

their chairs.

D ip could scarcely
* * believe his tired

Old Testament
eyes.

" "Why the thea-

ter has grown and
budded and flow-

ered," he mum-
bled to himself.

{Continued on

page 105;
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THAT'S OUT Some random shots by Tamar
Lane. With pictures by Harry

Taskey

Are Harold's Glasses Worth $19,970 per Week?

being

HaWE have lo hand it to Harold Lloyd

candid. In a conversation recent!

said, "Minns my comedy glasses 1 would he-

worth $15 to $30 per week as a ribbon clerk.

When I put them on, 1 am able to earn a little mure"
(about $20,000 per week). '-When
1 take them off, I walk unknown and

unheralded thru the streets."

But There Are Others

'T'iiere is a lot of truth in what
* Harold says. However, he is not

the only screen star who depends

largely upon some "pro])" for popu-

larity.

For instance, what would Fred
Thomson do without a horse?
Theodore Roberts without his

cigar?

Adolphe Menjou without his

mustache?
Tom Mix without his sombrero?

The Panic Is On!

I—I \s Paramount no consideration
* * for a poor public?

Not satisfied with having foisted Fannie Hurst's

$50,000 prize lemon, "Mannequin," onto the screen-

going public, Paramount now announces that it is going

to >tart another similar $50,000 contest in search of a

good ( ? ) screen story.

If the winner of the next contest is as good as "Man-
nequin." theatergoers had better start a collection for a

$50,000 fund to keep it < >FF the screen.

Will Fans Like Norma As a Comedienne?

A preview of the screen version of "Kiki." given in
•**• Hollywood recently, reveals the fact that Norma
Talmadge is at last going to give the screen something

different in the way of charactci ization.

Nor
public

It w
ardent

roles s

not cai

P<

ma makes good as a comedienne and the general

is going to enjoy the film immensely.

/ill be interesting, however, to note what Norma's
admirers think of her departure from the type of

he has played in for so many years. They may
e for her in such a slap-stick role as "Kiki."

laps lie case of Mary 1'ickford and many
other stars, she will be forced back

into her old line of work. Merely
because most fans do not c;

see their favorites try anything new
to

Bughouse Fable

O xce an assistant director said

"No" to the director.

P. S.—He isn't an assistant any
more.

Watch That Garbo Girl?

I7ilm companies send out tons of

publicity bunkum and spend small

fortunes in trying to force certain

screen players down the throats of

the public 'as stars.

Then along comes an actress like

Greta Garbo, without any blare of

publicity trumpets, and in one pic-

ture. "The Torrent." she makes
more progress and acquires more popularity than any
other player of the _\^,T. : Greta Garbo appears to have
the making of one of the greatest >*..,> A recent film

history.

Here They Are Again!

T i will be remember^
called attention

ed that last month this department
.o the fact that it was impossible for

a writer to criticize Thomas Meighan or to praise Gloria

Swanson without getting a caustic letter from screen fans.

Well, here's some more proof! A reader from Salt

Lake City writes :

"
near' Mr. Lane: I take it that your department has

[Continued on page'95)
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Laurence Reid selects
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Harold Lloyd in his new hit, For Heaven's Sake!"

By
Laurence Reid The Picture Parade

For Heaven's Sake—Comedy

Till-; begoggled Harold Lloyd is back again in a

rollicking number entitled "For Heaven's Sake."

While it does not approach the previous comedy,
"The Freshman," it, nevertheless, is generously

sprinkled with laughs—and we highly recommend it as

one of the best cures for a chronic grouch or a had dis-

position that has appeared in a long time. Comparing it

to "The Freshman" is hardly fair, for in that opus
Harold scaled the heights. Here he steps a rung or three

down the ladder and emerges more like the comedian of

hi- earlier films.

In many respect-, Lloyd resembles more die agile,

-lender youth who put over the "Lonesome Luke"
comedies. There is no striving on his part to create a

laugh. Everything is worked out spontaneously and we
see a continuous How of "gags" and "business"—all of

which have a definite place in the action.

The story is rather slight, but it is treated freshly. It

tells in simple fashion—and tells it adroitly, the yarn of a

rich young man who Belongs and a poor, but pretty girl

who misses out in the social scale. The youth, franti-

cally engaged in an effort to get rid of his "jack," sud-

denly finds himself promoting an underworld mission for

down-and-outers, the girl being the daughter of the

kindly old keeper.

The piece keeps going ; t a neat pace and carries the

-tuff to drive dull care aw iv. Most of the bright spots

are brought out while Lla rold is active on the streets.

The hilarious episodes ar 2 those which take place on
street-cars and busses—wit i the finish presenting a chase

which is not only differen t, but which also rocks with

gags and laughter.

1 he girl, who figures so prominently that Harold may
indulge in his antics to win her—is Jobyna Ralston. She
makes a very pleasing hen ine. The others help Harold
in dishing up the fun.—Pa 'amount.

rvlkl Comedy-Romance

LIere is a rattling good number for Norma Talmadge.
While the star does not quite come up to expecta-

tions in the role made famous by Lenore Ulric on the

stage, she, nevertheless, shows that she is a good girl as

well as a first-rate comedienne. The piece is "gagged"
more than the original stage version. But it is so filled

with situations, slap-stick and laughs that there's no
chance for it to fail.

Norma goes Normand or Fazenda in the way she falls

over couches, gets kicked out in the alley, kicks a valet

around and carries on like a roughneck—and there is so

much doing that one doesn't think how trifling is the plot.

The piece follows the original in all of its essential

points and presents the love of a street gamine for a r\
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yd and Elinor Fi Douglas MacLean
Margaret Morris in "Thai

My Baby!"

theatrical manager. It calls for the play of quick wits on

Kiki's part, but she gets away with it—because she is a

good girl. The supporting cast is good—with Ronald
Cohnan. Marc MacDermott and others contributing first-

rate performances.

—

First National.

The Devil's Circus—Drama

LJere is drama—drama
* touched with tragedy

and carrying a strong re-

ligious motif. One can see a

foreign influence over this

number. It has an atmos-
phere—a flair for situation

which is distinct from the

American methods of treat-

ment. And so Benjamin
Ch-r&tianson, a Scandinavian,
takes his bow.
The picture has his per-

sonality stamped all over it.

He tells his tale simply and
forcefully—a talc of a man
who found God and a girl

who lost Him thru the same
bitter experience.

There is a circus back-
ground with Norma Shearer,

in the role of an aerialist,

giving one of the best perform;
has many eloquent moments, ar

Mack who discovers, after a wl

is useful to himself and to hui

There is a breath-taking clh

from her trapeze and lands amo
It saves the picture. The ston
but the direction shows imagin;
dramatic values.

—

Mctro-Goldw

Whispering Smith—Melodrs

It's a likely melodrama which has
1 Frank H. Spean novel. "Wl:

ivious affair

the opening-

While it

spot its finish

muster up enough strength in its acti

hold you in a fairly tight embrace.
The picture, naturally, shows the ti

over villainy—with a central character i.

those soft-spoken men whose actions

He, it is, who comes West and with rh

\a young engineer, puts to rout the

out ot

Smith."

ages to

ident to

ulroad bandits.

There's a lot of gun-toting and plenty of hard looks. And
to keep it from becoming too strenuous, a romance intrudes

here and there to temper it. The picture suffices to keep
you interested. You'll like the quiet, forceful acting bv
H. B. Warner.—Producers Distributing Corp.

Bride of the Storm—Melodrama

A coon old-fashioned nielo-
** drama is unfolded in

"Bride of the Storm"—one

that serves up enough action

to satisfy even the ca>h cus-

tomers. True, it hasn't much
to recommend it if you are

seeking something out of the

ordinary. It is a picture that

has a lot to do with waving
the flag.

A mother and daughter

start for the Orient on a

steamer which is wrecked.

They are cast upon a lonely

isle where the light is in

charge of a family that has

worked on the job for three

generations. The girl grows
up after her mother's death

—

without any knowledge of her

mother tongue other than the

words and melody of "Maryland. My Maryland."

What follows is the romance—taken care of by the

heroine and a young ensign who bails from Maryland.
The picture calls for some bang-up fights and a lot of

re-cue work. The acting is in the capable hands of

Dolores Costello. who looks very attractive and plays her

part with spirit. Tyrone Tower. John Harron and
Sheldon Lewis are also competent.

—

Warner Brotlwrs.

Beverly of GraUStark Romantic Drama

IWTariox Dayies certainly demonstrates without any
*"* room for argument that she is one of the best light

comediennes of the screen. She found her forte with

"Little Old New York." and with each succeeding pic-

ture she has been adding to her histrionic stature. There

is no one who comes to mind who can masquerade as a

youth with so much spirit and grace and conviction.

The Graustark pattern has been ground thru the

movie mill a good many times—but it is always welcome
when it is well done. In this instance, liberties have been
taken with McCutcheon's original yarn. The w. k.

Davies flair for masquerade had to be expressed. So



Presto—Change—the heroine dons masculine clothes

—

and gets away with it. The plot, from this premise, is

easy to anticipate. It is just a question of time before she

will be exposed as an impostor.

The picture contains oodles of sentiment and romance
—and more than a tiny spark of adventure. It is lavishly

mounted—and the situation-

are well timed to bring out

every important incident and
episode.

The -tar is really amusing
in this film—and she wears
her clothes well. As for Roy
D'Arcy, his performance of

the wicked general i- a study

in grace and poise. Antonio
Moreno plays the hero in

the approved romantic man-
ner. — Cosmopolitcm-Metro-
Goldwyn.

The Volga Boatman—Drama
VY/kkk it not for the indi-
vv

vidua] touches of De
Mille—who reveals his artis-

tic hand in some typical shots

of exquisite moving scenes.

this picture would not have
much to recommend it. As
screen drama, il i- pretty feeble stuff— stuff that gets out
ol" Russian character. If you can imagine the Reds and
the Whites settling their troubles, then you can swallow
this plot. The accepted Russian mood and manner is

discarded in order to present the country singing a swan
song.

One minute we see devastation and horror— and the

next minute the unhealthy situations are sprinkled with

sweetened water. In other words, De Mille does not paint

accurately. Me allows his perspective to he swallowed

up in a Hair for pretty pictures and postures. He is all

for the color of the thing. On that score we have no
quarrel with him.

"The Volga Boatman" should have been a work of

pathos. It should have been kept to its tragic key. The
boatman, a Red, discards the leashes of tyranny while the

Princess, a White, is subjected to all kinds of humilia-

tions. In the end after various intrigues the Yo'garian
gets his reward.

De Mille has exercised his good taste for opulent

scenes. There are many beautiful backgrounds. But
hi- story gets away from him and never convinces as a

slice of Russian life. The acting is competent enough—

-

with William Boyd and Victor Yarconi standing forth

with sincere performances.

—

Producers Distributing

Corp.

That's My Baby—Comedy

It's a high mark that Doug-
las MacLean hits with this

picture. Memories of his

'Twenty-three and a Half
Hours' Leave" come back to

us in the way the present opus

is treated. .Which is another

way of saying that it has

plenty of sparkle and ginger.

There is only a brief spell

when the piece runs dry in

humor. It overflows with

lots of laughter the minute
the Baby is introduced—

a

Baby played by the midget,

Harry Earles. He changes
the complexion of the story.

If you remember "The Un-
holy Three" (and there's no
reason why you should forget

it), you also remember the.

midget's performance.

The story isn't so much.
Tt has to do with a couple of

Dne of whom, the hero, falls in love so madly

omance causes the partner to register the utmost

Just as Mr. Hero is about to leave for the

e is advised that Miss Bride has eloped. So the

youth renounces women forever until an hour

en he notices a damsel in distress. She has

"The Midnight Sun'

bachelo

that the

is p
' done.

Mi
gentle slap-stick introduced—which
Earles extremely busy. The star

tal bewildered manner and Claude

an excellent comedy foil with his

This picture is certainly fair

( rillingwater makes
exaggerated scowls.

enough.

—

Paramount

The Night Cry Melodrama

LIere is an out-and-out thriller, one that is -somewhat
*• * different from the usual plot concerning kin-Tin-

Tin, the he-hound of Hollywood. In one respect it is

similar to the original yarn that featured Strongheart.

Whereas the latter dog was accused of being a cattle

(Continued on page 80) p
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rait o f the i utanle Pola se Bms more interesting than
This one si e had m E>de for the thou ands of readers
es se ected her as the mos Dular actre ss on the
i the smalle stume picture yov will be r ^minded of
i Par, dise." whi rh he r admir till r as one of
31ctur is. Y
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ighty.
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But Go od"

with Tom Moore in

Pola

Leads

Them All

In the popularity vote,

which was an impor-

tant part of YOUR
OPINION Contest,

Pola Negri takes her

place at the tip-top.

She will greet you on

the cover of the Sep-

tember MOTION PIC-

TURE MAGAZINE.
The standing of other

leading players will be

seen on the opposite

page

¥ 64



Are You Among the Winners?
Winners in YOUR OPINION Contest are

announced on this page. You will want

to see if you come in for a share of the

$2,500.00 in cash prizes

WE know how
anxiously
y o u h a v e

been wait-
ing for the announce-

ment of the winners

in YOUR OPINION
Contest, which in its

various phases inter-

ested thousands of

readers during the
months it was fea-

tured by Motion
Picture Magazine,
Motion* Picture
Classic, and Movie
Monthly. You have

been very patient in

your realization of the

enormous task the
judges had in reading

the manuscripts of

these amateur criti-

cisms of motion pictures and finally in choosing the 105
best ones for which $2,500.00 in cash prize- is being
awarded.
You are entitled to know the points on which the judges

agreed to base their judgment in choosing the winning
criticisms. Briefly, the following considerations were
kept in mind :

1. We are not to be influenced by our own opinions of

the picture reviewed.

2. We want opinion^, not synopses of pictures.

3. Those who seem to observe and to consider all of the

many elements of a perfect picture are to be commended.
4. Simplicity and brevity are to be considered as meri-

torious elements.

Ffti-DERICK UXZS iWTH

BRESri* PUBUCAHOW 125 DUTfiFni ST . BROOKLYN NY

DEAR VR SMITH VERY WAX IHAKKS FOR JOUfl XTKD LBTIFR OTAWu SIX

STOP IT MASFS M7 VEW :.-.??Y TO '«'« V I I H-V = rWttb TWOR *IXH

•J71E REAPERS OF YObR HOST BxCEtUnT ?VBIJCATION WOP

SStliVE ME I VA1U2 IMS HONOR TOR SUCri I C0NCI0E1 IT TO BK AND TEHBE1

yo<; aub your REAnrKs «* ^smiT th»v.^- v,-. 1 sikcereiy

?OU NEGRI.

5. Unless we feel

sure that the reviewer

is wrong in his or her

estimate of a picture's

merits or demerits, we
are to make due
allowance for differ-

ences of opinion.

6. Literary style

and poetic expression

are to be commended,
but not when they

oppose simplicity and
brevity.

7. We are not to

consider whether the

picture reviewed is

important or great or

whether the opinion

is favorable or un-

favorable.

8. Neatness of
manuscripts should

carry some but not

great weight.

Now for the prizes :

The first prize of

$1,000.00 goes to

Karlene A. Arm-
strong, Eighth Street

and Sixty-fourth
Avenue. Philadelphia,

for her opinion of "The Big Parade." Miss Armstrong
is the winner, not because she was a motor-truck driver

in the Great War, not because she typed her review neatly

and mounted it on the back of the picture of John Gilbert

cut out from the front cover of the January, 1926, Motion
Picture Classic; but because she gave an excellent re-

view of this picture.

M. Seklemian, P. O. Box 134, Fresno, California, wins

the second prize of $100.00, not because he is an artist and

artistically mounted his review on cardboard together

with an excellent sketch of Emil Jannings ; but because

his review of "The Last Laugh" contained many fine

qualities.

i Continued on page 108)

The Most Popular Actresses

Pola Negri 27599
Mary Pickford I 8766
Gloria Swanson I I 462
Norma Talmadge I 0296
Lillian Gish 4422
Colleen Moore 3652
Mary Carr 2464
Lois Wilson 2310
Leatrice Joy 1309
Marioi) Davies I 287
Constance Talmadge 1177
Norma Shearer 1144
Corinne Griffith 1076
Mae Murray 1002
Bebe Daniels 989
Betty Bronson 979
Alice Terry 946
Betty Compson 62 7

Anna Q. Nilsson 594
Blanche Sweet 385

The Most Popular Actors

Pochard Dix 11561
Rudolph Valentino 1 0956
Richard Barthelmess 9328
Eugene O'Brien 8697
Ramon Novarro 6215
Lloyd Hughes 53 79
Ben Lyon 5291
Douglas Fairbanks 4521
John Gilbert 2827
Thomas Meighan 2288
Rod La Rocque 1 1 44
Harold Lloyd 1096
Milton Sills 1034
Lon Chaney 1023
Ronald Colman 858
Tom Mix 792
Lionel Barrymore 759
Adolphe Menjou 693
Ricardo Cortez 605
Lewis Stone 594

65 h
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Stars of the Midsummer

Robert Agnei
June 4

"Shall I Go Into the Movies?
Marion Meyer Drew will cast your horoscope and tell you if the

stars forecast a career for you in the movies

Emily M., October 12th:

Y/OUR horoscope is really

rather good for connection

with the motion picture world,

but, my dear girl, if that was
your ambition, why, oh, why,
didn't you take the oppor-
tunity for a break into that

closely hedged field when it

was offered you? Your age,

altho by no means advanced,

would now constitute a slight

barrier, for you are a bit too

mature to play flapper parts

and not quite old enough for

the mother roles, while the

lack of screen experience

would tell against you in essay-

ing dramatic parts where age
is not quite so vital. You see,

the camera registers every
trifling line and contour that

the eye does not notice, and
even a girl of twenty will

sometimes appear to hi

older than she actually

best advice to you is 1

on with your secretari

now to try your luck at playing

Eileen M. B., October 6th:

J
cannot imagine your becoming-
motion picture work, for your i

rather serious and studious nature
and beauties of life, hut not at a

itself forward and winning the—in fact, you are rather exch
upon popular taste. You will

which will be vour best

years

5. My
i keep

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Editor of
MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
hopes that this department will be of
benefit as well as entertainment to

its readers, but neither this publica-
tion nor the writer of this department
can assume responsibility for any
statements made herein, because in-

accurate data is sometimes furnished
even tho the sender may have every
reason to believe it correct.

All comments made are based on
Astrological rules. In order to apply
these rules to the Horoscope of the
individual, the following facts about
yourself must be submitted

:

Your date of birth.

Your year of birth.

City or nearest town and county of
birth.

The hour and minute of the day or
night.

Sex.

I then

nature

ten vcars from

uslv i

)f bin
lond

(f\ and I adv

lAGt

i you to prepare yourself for

ested in

eveals a

luxuries

esirous of pushing
se of the multitude
il apt to look down
love affair in three

opportunity for marriage

ppla,

:areer in cater-

ing to the fancies of your
husband. He will be hard to

please, but you will he able to

do it— if you want to.

J. W. McE., January 3rd:

'"Tex years from now you'll

laugh at the idea that you
ever wanted to go into the

movies, for by that lime you'll

he studying law unless some-
thing or somebody has altered

your natural inclinations thru

pure force of circumstance-.

You have a brilliant mind and
will be successful, but be very

careful of health, money and
reputation during the period

from 1930 to 1933, a- that will

be one of the mo>t difficult

times of your entire life.

Marta R., January 15th:

V/oik chart is a very strong

one for connection with all

varieties of art and drama, the

exact time of birth being the

deciding factor a- to what particular form of such work
would attract vou most. I can well believe that you would

he successful in motion picture work, however, and can

advise you to follow up the -tart you have already made.

Your chart indicates a good many difficulties in the present

year and the early part of 1927, and setbacks at this time

are to be expected. Look at these in the light of purely

temporary difficulties and do not allow them to discourage

you too much. But be careful at all times oi takii
g

due risks in your work and for the coming year make it a

rule not to handle machinery, chemicals or dang

weapons of anv kind.

\\7>



The Hard, Hard Life

of a Handsome Hero
Norman Kerry devotes a day

to his Art andfinally breaks

down under the strain

By
Helen Louise Walker

INTERVI EW I XG Norman
Kerry is not without its

difficulties, altho it is apt

to he a hilarious experi-

ence. Mine was.

I had been invited by the

publicity department to have
lunch with the gentleman and
I arrived a trifle early on a

wet and soggy morning. Es-

corted by a member of the

Staff, 1 arrived at the set

where Mr. Kerry was work-
ing, lie did not look particu-

larly cheerful. The man who
had me in charge approached
him and informed him of the

plan for lunch.

"Oh, goody! goody!" re-

marked Mr. Kerry, wanly.

His enthusiasm seemed a hit

forced.

He revived, however, when
lunch time arrived and made
cordial. We proceeded to the restaurant, our progress
being retarded by numerous individuals who stopped us
to tell Xorman funny stories. Everyone on the lot, who
has a joke, it seem-, rushes at once to tell it to him. Mis
comments are funnier than the stories—but not always
printable.

Q xc'H seated at a table, Mr. Kerry began divesting him-^ self of the more restricting articles of hi- attire. He
was dressed as a soldier-prince—or something like that

—

of a mythical kingdom and he looked most clashing. First

he unwound yards and yard- of gold sa.-h from about his

waist. Then he unhooked the very tight coat of his uni-

form with a huge sigh of relief— something like an ohese
lady getting out of her stay-. The staff member began
to look uneasy. Hi- responsibilities as chaperon seemed
to weigh on him considerably. Hi- fears were unfounded,
however, for the process of disrobing ceased here.

Food was ordered and arrived amid a running fire of
quip- from Xorman. inducing hysterical giggling among
the waitresses and much mirth at near-by tables.

People" on their way in and out of the re-taurant paused
to tell Xorman more jokes. The aisles became conge-ted.

There was a howl as he poked one man vigorously with

a fork. I took it that the joke had been a had one—

I

Kerry'

his be

ne tells jokes
He's a great

jr right, you see
st to be serious
with Charles Pu

to Mr.

him doing

ffy

3 SC

could not hear it foi the con-
fusioi Suddenly 1 e turned
to me energetical y with,

"Xow let's do the i iterview !

I was horn— yes—

-

Dine time
ago

!

Would you likt to know-
what I think of the Ileague of

Nations?" He wjis deter-

minec to he helpful

I T er learned hi -; opinion

the League— it any—as

more people stopped just then

determined effort to he

.cufne

The anxious chaperon, possi-

bly with an eye to the safety

of the china.' suggested that

we consider luncheon over

and go on to Mr. Kerry's

dressing-room to talk. A car

was called — stars of Mr.
Kerry's magnitude are not expected to walk to their dress-

ing-rooms—and half a dozen people accompanied us.

In the comparative calm of the dressing-room, Mr.
Kerry ascended to loftier realms.

"You may say for me," he remarked, assuming an air

of ludicrous pomposity, "that after mature consideration

I have reached the conclusion that the story is the thing.

"Also art," he went on with dignity, "I love my art

—

every Saturday night."

I was impressed. But we were doomed to interruptions.
A "Xorman Kerry wanted on the set!" shouted a voice

from the outer regions. "Hi. Xorman—they're waiting

for you !"

"Indeed? I am pained to hear it."

With assistance from two or three of the purveyors of

funny stories, he managed to get hooked into the uniform.

The sash was rewound about his person and the make-up
was retouched. We entered the waiting car and rode at

least half a block to the stage.

Mr. Kerry went into rehearsal and I thought I might
as well go home. As I reached the door, there was a shout

and he dashed after me with a much-grieved expression.

"You aren't going!" he cried. "With the interview not

half finished? Is that any way to do? Come right back

here and -it down!" (Continued on page 97) r\
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WHOSE HAND?
F. Vance de Revere gives you a character reading of three more stars.

Can you guess the owners of these hands?

yms long h and, with its very long

:rs, would indicate a lean,

muscular per on, tall in stature and
with an oblon ; Face. A man with this

type of hand is, as a rule, a student

lidl are out of the ordi-

nary. Iliinuu nature is especially in-

teresting to tl em. The owner of this

hand would >e inclined to be silent

and secretive a thinker. The long

fingers, with the square finger tips,

would denote a person who is careful

over little ma ters and in any work he

attempted WOI Id be very patient over

details, noticin - quickly the little things

that Would Ik passed by unnoticed by

a differenl i\
i
e. The developed joints

show a philos .pin. al and an analytical

mind. There s LO\at strength in these

lingers and ah lit\ 1,1 aecanplish things

by their use. 1 Voided meebanieal abil-

itv is shown bere. The long thumb

second "phakn x of the thumb would
denote a perso i who has a logical turn

Of mind and easons things out. The

frank, out-spo ven, honest person. The
r.rm, hard pal n show, an active, rest-

less nature. n
"he third linger is dom-

inate, giving a 'tistic taste and dramatic
ability, altho the good length of the
first finger s lows executive ability.

The little ting r stands apart from the

others, show in I an independent nature

:

a person more independent in his think-

ing than in his actions, but independent
in both. Th s hand differs greatly
from most of

F. \

the others at

'Tins very youthful hand
one of the new people in the Movies

and, one who has characteristics, both
in her face and band, which should

make her a successful person. . The
young lady's character is in the forxna-

aiul time will tell whether
sin- develops her latent possibilities to

their fullest extent. This hand shows,
vocationally, a number of
and a person who could do well with
training in other vocal i-

l

the waist -line formation of her thumb,
which proves her to be a very tactful.

diplomatic person, one who always
sa> s the right thing at the right time.

The thumb has good length and shows
development of the will faculties, a
person who is persistent, with much
determination and good judgment.

i E luxury and t

and harmonious surroundings are

shown in her hand. Tl

jointed, tapering lingers, with their

cushioned linger tips denbt<

emotional nature, highly it

intuitive and very susceptil
'

ally to both music and C

flexibility of her hand denotes a very

social nature, an individual who likes

companionship of people at '

talks easily. The first finger dominates.

giving ability to dominate
situations. This domination would be

unconsciously done and never thru

force but thru affection and respect

which she calls forth. . There is evi-

dence, in this band, oi an

disposition. Her finger tips are mixed
and her whole hand shows ability in

the use of her bands.

AH rishts

owner, is very
-atile hand

_ a person of a restless, active

nature, one with excellent ideas and
one who is mentally alert. Such an
individual is adaptable to both people

and circumsta: ri fre-

quently erratic in the application

or her taknts. However, in this case,

there are signs in her face which would
contradict the latter part of this

ment. giving pood judgment, persistency

and determination. A strong line of head
rules the hand, this too. would indicate

that she would f her

talents and add to this the vers

of the others. She has a

veloped thumb, showing good al

reason logically and a strong will. The
thumb also indicates a frank, out-

spoken nature, a person
her thoughts in an fa

straightforward manner. The smooth-
jointed fingers and the cushioned finger

tips give evidence of a

isitive. intuitu

combined with gives

her little difficuh ".sr the

different dispositions with which she

-t. The phala- .

the fingers show

sition

The
formation at the h3 se of the

thumb indicates music.,'.

hand als .Id be

or anything unusual.

son. both in thought and

Bditqi
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YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS

Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good
news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and

you are the boss of this page

riter is submitting the following criticisms, due to
the fact of your excellent department called "Yes and
No." However, he wonders if you are bold enough to

print this missive in vour next issue. Here
ATS MORE IMPOSSIBLE THAN
3e Mille picture without a fancy plumbing set or a fabulous
om scene.

Meighan production without a few children.

entury comedy that is actually funny.
intelligent Elinor Glyn opus, that smacks of real sex

ty.

arl Laemmle super "Jewel Production." costing over fifty

nd dollars, without a mob scene.

•r viewing Cecil De Mille productions for a long period of
have arrived at the conclusion that this redoubtable director

cahoots with the Crane Plumbing Supply Company.
waiting with feverish nerves his coming production, "The
Boatman," because, knowing this story take- place in the

Russian outdoors, I can hardly wait to see what sort of

he can create, when the plumbing must be OUtd
locale.

Meighan with his sweet smile, and the ever-old plot of

to jail for my brother's crime." must be preparing to

President. I seriously doubt if any former presidential

e has ever had his photograph taken romping witli the

more times than that big wholesome butter-and-egg man
However, Mr. Meighan -how- hi- business acumen by

-fc to old ladies, children, and dogs, a- he -till seems more
«>purr

H

We happen to have an indepe ident motic n pic ure concer
our way. Last winter Margucri e de a M< d 1 ihn Bi

played lead;> in a film made h ;re. It \vr resli ng to

them refined, intelligent and e. ' wo splet did y
people.

At pre-ent we have with us mal ing at other film, Wai da Ha
Anne Cornwall. Thomas Santsc li and eth H ugh :s. 1

onlv seen Mi.-s Hawley once, a id then for just a nloment
Miss Cornwall and Mr. Hughes are, f< r wa it of a be ter ex
-ion. as nice as they can be. Am the s line g oes f( r -\ r. San
I only hope more like them come up

'jb« Cla VBOR NE
T icoma w ishingt

Education Made a Pleasure

jyiv sympathy with Mi-- Frie

April number.
lack. of 1 ro a lyn, ii

I am an old-timer (born in U 60). \\ he- 1 I w i- a lad. it

con-idered a waste of time even to re ad so ne ot books
are now adapted to the pictures. It sc ems o me that now—
book, which took a week of catc h mo nents in m Uth to

and get any interest from, can ie see i aiu com irelu tided i

essential parts in a four-reel mi vie, w e a ix findi ig a royal

to education where the learning is an imall >yed ileasure fot

young and a restful and serene njoynlent ,r tb oh . An
dote for jazzy, nervous excitem nt an 1 OH brop ling melan

for sacred things may be inculcated without
••' ' 'I morals commended without gu-.h.

Completely Herself
'[ dwelt alone

In a world of moan,
And my soul was a stagnant tide."

THESE lines are not whining;

they arc, rather, a simple state-

ment of fact—the words of a

man whose life was one of the

greatest tragedies ever lived, not the

least tragic item being the limitations

of the man himself. A man who is,

nevertheless, still the greatest poet pro-

duced by this country. But this is the

record of an interview with Eleanor

Boardman, not a criticism of Edgar

'Allan Poe.

Yet I'm not so far off, at that ; for

the above lines, if taken itt the spirit

indicated, will serve as a keynote for

this article. And to this, Miss Board-

man herself concurs.

I met Miss Boardman at her break-

fast of baked apple and cream, scram-

bled eggs and mushrooms, cotTee and
- but anyhow, this is enough to show
that she has tied her life to no dietary

rule

!

As I started to survey the lady, her

eyes caught my attention and, holding

By Dunham Thorp it, told me something of this person

with whom I had to deal. Even aside

from their expression, they were most

peculiar, for they were of a dull grey-

green—ringed about with a narrow

band of hazel ! And they held an ex-

pression at first seeming as of sleepy

somnolence, but as one looked closer

the shallowness of this impression be-

came obvious, and the one saw the ex-

pression held by them was one of self-

contemplation. In sum: these were
eyes far better suited to a creative

than to an interpretative artist.

'"To the interviewer, Miss Boardman
* seems to wear no mask whatever;

she presents, rather, her real "self"

—

what in religion is called the soul; and

in metaphysics, the ego. And because

of this disdain of all protective armor,

she has suffered.

Because of the strong individuality

of her character, Miss Boardman's

greatest trouble has been to reduce to

a livable minimum the friction be-

tween herself and her environment.

(Continued on page 98) n
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WHOSE HAND?
F. Vance de Revere gives you a character reading of three more stars.

Can you guess the owners of these hands?

THREE BROTHERS

XAC£.

Ralph Forbes, Roi and Neil Hamilton ar
big special that will i

thriller. "Beau Geste



YES and NO SAY IT WITH

LETTERS

Have you a kick against the movies? Then dont suffer in silence.

Write us a letter about it. Have you a favorite that you want to tell

the world about? Then remember that it isn't fair to keep the good
news to yourself. This department is devoted to your opinions and

you are the boss of this page

ugh
THE writer is submitting' the following criticisi

the fact of your excellent department called

No." However, he wonders if you are bold
print this missive in your next issue. Here goes.

WHAT'S MORE IMPOSSIBLE THAX
A De Mille picture without a fancy plumbing set or a fabulous

ballroom scene.

A Tom Meighan production without a few children.

A century comedy that is actually funny.
An intelligent Elinor Glyn opus, that smacks of real sex

sincerity.

A Carl Laemmlc super "Jewel Production," costing over fifty

thousand dollars, without a mob scene.

After viewing Cecil De Mille productions for a long period of
time. I have arrived at the conclusion that this redoubtable director

must be in cahoots with the Crane Plumbing Supply Company.
I am waiting with feverish nerves his coming production, "Tin
Volga Boatman," because, knowing this story takes place in the

gnat Russian outdoors, I can hardly wait to see what sort of
innovations he can create, when the plumbing must be outdoors; to

tit the locale.

Tom Meighan with his sweet smile, and the ever-old plot of

"I'll go to jail for my brother's crime." must be preparing to

run for President. I seriously doubt if any former presidential

candidate has ever had his photograph taken romping with the

kiddies more times than that big wholesome butter-and-egg man
Tom. However, Mr. Meighan shows his business acumen by
bring nice to old ladies, children, and dogs, as be still seems more
popular than his sexy competitors
Xow, speaking for Century comedies, their producers may try

to make them really funny, but the public evidently thinks they

are not to be laughed at and dont. When this organization finds

out that freaks of nature and tat nun must have ability to get

by, they may in time turn out a sidesplitter.

The writer wonders if Elinor Glyn will ever grab thi se>

theme by the horns and turn out a book or production that is

honest in its sex plot. Madame, it seems, would rather hint and
convey than call a spade a Spade. Sex is a reality and she

knows that to leave a vague suggestive idea with the public is

far more foul than to lay all the cards on the table. I believe

the public is intelligent enough to be able to take their sex straight.

If it were not true, Mr. Dreiser, Mencken, Nathan, or even tin-

late Anatole France would have failed to be considered at all

Mr. Carl Laemmle's super "Jewels." such as "The Phantom"
and "The Hunchback." or bis newer
releases, are best appreciated by people
who read subtitles aloud Give Mr.
Laemmle a mob, and Mr. Laemmle will

give you a Stupendous super "Jewel"
production. Russia should serve as a

halcyon field lor this great producer
of group photography. Does it not seem
strange that some of the real literary

masterpieces of potential and possible

WOFth have yet to grace the silver-

sheet, unmobbed by this company?
However, a certain class of people will

go to the flickering pictures and see a

sincere portrayal of fine magnitude and
ignore it completely by being entirely

awed by a mob scene sequence.

Gene Towne,
Portland, Oregon.

played leads in a film made here. t was ret resiling to find

them refined. intelligent ant- sensib e. Two splen.ln young
people.

At present we have wit t us n aking at other film, Wanda Hawley,
Anne Cornwall Thomas schi anc Gareth 1 ughes. I have
only sCU1 Mis. Hawley once. and the i for just a mon cut, but

Mis. Cornwall ind Mr. Hughe s are, f< r want of expres-

sion, as nice as hey can >c. A ime goes f .r Mr. Sanfc

en
-

n°Pe mo e like th re up
JoanCla

Wash! sion.

Education Made a Pleasure

M'4ffSS
with M ss Fr eda Ra lack, of 1 rooklyn in the

I am an old- rmer ( l>< rn in 1860). When I w is a l.i< . it was
considered a w; ste of ti ne c\ n to re id some o the bo

are now adapte 1 to the s. It sc ems to mc that now—as a
1m.ok, which toi k a wee c of c itch mo nents in m

j
youth to read

and get any in erest fr< m, ca t be see n and com irehende d in its

essential parts ig a ro al road
to education wl ere t lu- g is an unalloyed for the

young and a re st ful and se-ren enjoyn cut for th old. \n anti-

dote for jazzy. nervous excite iH-ut an 1 for brob bug me lancholy

as well.

Reverence fo sacred lungs may be inculcated without carp or

hypocrisy and good nior lis COl intended without g ish.

Trash may be and w
merit rewarded substanti

11 be

ally.

limited b\ lack o patronage and

T. R. Patt EKSOK
Newpor

,
Wash ngton.

How About Our Native Talent ?

VP/i read in tin- papers every day about foreign actors and
actresses coming to America to appear in our motion pictures.

I dont see why the film producers dont put a stop to this. Few
of them can speak a word of the English language when they

come here and all they bring with them is a lot of tempera-

ment. That seems to be all that counts in the movies now-
adays. You seldom hear of our stars appearing in Swedish or

Polish pictures. You may think this a joke, but it really

is I ght fai

Meeting the Film Folks

Aftek reading head-lines, usually wild

ones, about film stars, it has been

a pleasant relief to meet a few of these

close up to observe them day
after day and find for oneself that they

are such genuinely nice folks.

'W'Ol'R opinions on subjects re-
* letting to the movies and their

players may be worth actual money
to xou. if yon can express them
clearly in a snappy letter of one to

three hundred words. .1 five-dollar

prize is awarded for the best letter

of the month, which ivill be printed

at the head of this department.

One dollar is paid for the excerpts

printed from others. Write us

an interesting letter, giving reasons

for your likes and dislikes. Sign

your full name and give your ad-

dress. We will use initials only if

requested.

Send to YES AND NO, 175

Dufficld St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

judge
seen s

of the

ve pict

S, for I have alread.

the last thre

month
R. H.,

Minneapoli , Minnesota.

Against Long Contracts

I have read the "What Is Wrong With
1 the Movies" and would like to point

out a few things that I think are wrong.
I do not believe in the long contracts

all stars have. In my opinion it would
be better if the players were signed for

each picture, so that the players were
free-lancers. In that case they would
surely do a lot more to make the plays

better. Actors and actresses can easily

grow careless when they have a long

contract. Nor can I understand the ab-

surd high wages paid. Many young
players believe too much of themselves

when they suddenly rise from a few-

dollars a week to several thousand.

Eden Jorgenson,
Long Island City.

(Continued on page 82)
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The Box-Office Speaks
THE coming of spring

—

and the opening of the

baseball season—witnessed

a falling off in the presen-

tation of screen specials and the

usual general warm weather

dropping in box-office receipts.

Since this department ap-

peared last month, Broadway
has witnessed three specials.

Cecil De Mille presented "The
Volga Boatman" at the Times
Square Theater. The produc-

tion was mildly received and as

this page goes to press is doing

fairly well.

Universal tried two pictures

as specials at the Colony The-
ater. "The Flaming Frontier"

lasted two weeks and was re-

placed by "The Midnight Sun,"
which encountered a barrage of

poor notices and seems destined

to follow in the footsteps

of the Western produc-
tion. Broadway has been

educated up to a high

standard by the specials

of the past winter and an

average so-so picture can

not get by any longer.

""The Big Parade,"
-1 running at top speed

at the Astor, is still the

king-pin of all the spe-

cials. This is still hold-

ing above $20,000 a week

The Six Best Sellers:

"The Big Parade"

"The Freshman"

"The Sea Beast"

"For Heaven's Sake!"

"The Merry Widow"
"Kiki"

The Most Popular of the

Older Pictures:

"The Ten Commandments"
"The Vanishing American"

"The Pony Express"

ture. "Don Juan," far ahead of
schedule. It will reach the pub-
lic in the last part of the summer
instead of next fall.
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$10.00 for the best title to this picture!

The law's off
—send as many titles as you Kl

length up to fifty zvords, in

reach this office not later than June ':

he ret urn ed'.' Address them: Title Contest. 175
Street. Brooklyn. New York.

Fairbanks' "The Black
Pirate" ran nine weeks at

the Sehvvn in New York, hold-

ing well above $14,000. In Los
Angeles "The Black Pirate" is

being presented in combination
with Mary Pickford's new pic-

ture.

One of the biggest hits of the

recent few weeks has been
Harold Lloyd's "For Heaven's
Sake." This ran five weeks at

the New York Rialto Theater.
It brought $15,000 into the box-
office during the first two days
of its run and over $50,000 dur-
ing the first week. The Lloyd
comedy has scored in other

cities. notably Kansas
City and Topeka.

Marion Davie-' "Bev-
erly of Graustark" looks

like a genuine hit. It did

2 1.000 in two
week- at the New York
Capitol an,!

in a week at the Warfield
in San Francis

Morma Talma
1 ^ "Kiki" i- what they

term a box-. Mice wallop.

It di than

$125,000 ;•-
•

the New ^

JUSt after Lent, ai

it all

Kiki"

Talma :-ular

pictures. It will rate
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four, anyway.
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Hair Dressers of many nations

have acclaimed the Nestle Meter Scale

fSS=-^

The Machine that"prescribes"

the Permanent Wave

This scientific instrument makes po>-

sible a new and perfected system of

permanent waving. It discloses the

true facts concerning the character of

your hair

—

in advance of the wave.

In the Nestle Laboratory in New York

it "reads" a strand of your hair and

determines the treatment that suits each

individual case.

The Nestle Meter Scale in NeiuYork

helps your oivn hairdresser give

you the Perfect Permanent Wave

"Facts first, then the wave' — due is

the slogan of CIRCULINE operators in

thousands of establishments all over

the United States. You get the precise

style of wave you want—because the

CIRCULINE permanent waver works

with Knowledge instead of Guesswork.

The Machine that Reads Hair—
enthusiastically welcomed bj Waster
Hair Dressers Association at the

Hotel Commodore, blew York.

Nes tie's

Circuline Process

The Nestle Circuline Process follows to

the letter, the reading of the Nestle

Meter Scale. It scientifically adapts the

treatment to the hair ... It makes the

work of the Nestle waver sure—and it

makes results perfect.

Wash or Shampoo
As Often as You Like

The CIRCULINE Permanent Wave
stands washing, bleaching, dyeing,

shampooing, rain or fog, sea or spray.

And it will make your hair grow
healthier than before, because you need

no longer subject it to hot marcel

irons or nightly curlers.

FREE
Mr. C.Nestle's Inter-

esting Book
Hair and Its Ca\
Whetheryoui

the

an- of the hair—material
hat has taken a lifetime
you absolutely free—toe

How to Have Your Hair Read
The Nestle Laboratory
Reports to You Direct

Just fill out the coupon below, and en-

close a small strand, cut from your top

hair (about as thick as the lead in an

ordinary pencil—and at least five inches

long). Enclose $1 deposit—which will

be deducted from the price of your next

permanentwave,anywhereintheUnited

States where the CIRCULINE Process is

used. (Over 6,000 hair dressers and

beauty Parlors use Nestle Permanent
Waving apparatus.) The Nestle Com-
pany guarantees the refund of your

deposit.

Maii This Coupon Today
The Nestle Laboratory will then send

you its official card showing the result

ofyour hair test, and containing explicit

directions to your permanent waver,

stating exact Circuline treatment re-

quired for any type of wave you want.

NESTLE LANOIL CO., LTD.
12 East Forty-Ninth Street, New York City

Originators ofPermanent Waving (Est. 1905)

Nes tie Lanoil Co. .Ltd.,Laboratory
12 East 49th St., Dept. 7-G New York

it and sample of my hair
for an nfnrinl lahoratoi

! understood that my SI will be

i

^Nestfe CircuMne
a
proee?s. "you a!

If free booklet only is

Wbeti you write to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 71 X
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Gossip of the Camera Coasts
(Continued from page 49)

Raymond Griffith. Around h

Gertrude Astor, Jack Holt, Ri
Mary Brian.

Griffith had a piece of paper on which was w
"Every package of Corn Flakes must eontaii

W. K. K

were grouped Florence Yidor,
Id Colman, William Powell and

"No- Ra-

letter 'f's' a

Florence
Holt was s

sounded lik

would say

Vidor gi

ure of o
e one of
that "K\

as "f" . . . r

play fair

-. I los

at their

I KNEW th
1 boys loan

lywood we
ig aboul

break into

didn't think

would go

lictures,

o the e

ids ;

i-'- new games and surely Ring
"l" in it if one pronounced it

goes to show that stars dont

train. Two days later

when the StOC { cars were
opened at Yui ia, Arizona,

between the

1

"• y°
v

m

Feeling sor \ for some
of the lads, t ic assistant
director deei led to put
them to work "Can you
ride." said tli e assistant,

When they st arted lilmm

Betty Compson. It's a

all replied in the affirmative.

scene, it looked like a bunch
t with horses on their backs,
ic. including themselves, as a
chen they strayed uwav from
sightseeing tour of the desert.

Lac

wise cracks he hunts up some unsuspecting foreigner and gets

him so mixed up in his grammar that it provides a laugh for him
to use in his magazine. His reply to my rantings was. "Well,
didn't they give us 'The Last Laugh"?" That seems to justify

our maligning the foreigners, so I will release what I've heard.

Greta Garbo says that when she reaches the astral heights of a

Lillian dish. "1 will no longer have publicity . . . shake hands
with prize-fighters and egg-and-milk men so they have pictures

to put in papers."

When the new Swedish director, Mauritz Stiller wants to stop

the action of a scene in which Antonio Moreno is working, he
doesn't say "Cut." "Stop" or '•Cease." He just says "Hello." It

sounds to me like a yes man's greeting in Sweden.
Ernst Lubitsch still re-

a cigaret as a
cigar.

Yilma Banky recently

opened the baseball sea-

i '.oily wood's first

m, "The
Stars." The crowd
laughed at the willing

Yilma when she put the

glove on her right hand.
Howew •

the laugh w !

pitched a mean out-drop
over the plate, officially

narked that she

must have lied when she

said she wasn't married,
because no single woman
could throw that way.

That concludes the for-
- of the

month.

1V1
bins' d

Broadw..
the picture bus :

prodiu
Sche:

Hollywood has. indeed, a treat ahead of it. as Y
boost Art on the

Mr. Gest wears a velour hat that is said to be older than

l\ \\ . Griffith's and a loose collar and flowing

John Gilbert's in "La Boheme." Until he entered show b

"Morris scarcely had a herring between himself

He has lost and made several fortunes in the

elusive nymph. Art.

Mr. Guest's first production will be "TK
with '• The Miracle" to follow ]..-.
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In the Lives of Other Women 1

You may find a simple solution of the greatest

of hygienic handicaps

This new way insures charm, immac-

ulacy and exquisiteness under the most

trying conditions, offering 3 features

un\nown before, including easy disposal

Easy

Disposal
and 1 other

important factors

TO MEET every day at your best, to

wear your gayest frocks with a care-free

mind, your sheerest tilings without a moment's
fear!—do you wish it?

Millions of women—eight out of every ten

in the better walks of life—have adopted this

new way. A way that supplants the inse-

curity of the old-time sanitary pad with a

protection that is absolute.

It has changed the hygienic habits of the

world. It will make a great difference in your
life, in your peace of mind and your health.

5 unique features unknown before . . .

obtainable no other way

This new way is Kotex, the scientific sanitary

pad. Nurses in war-time France first discov-

ered it. It is made of the super-absorbent
Ccllucotton.

It absorbs and holds instantly sixteen times

its own weight in moisture.

It is five times as absorbent as ordinary

cotton pads.

Each Kotex pad is deodorized by a new-

secret disinfectant. Think of the amazing
protection this feature alone gives!

There is no bother, no expense, of laun-

dry. Simply discard Kotex as you would
|

[_
waste paper— without embarrass

You can get it anywhere, today

If you have not tried Kotex, please
will make a great difference i

point, in your peace of mind, an

60% of many ills, according to many leading
medical authorities, are traced to the use of

unsafe and unsanitary makeshift methods.
Thus to-lay. on eminent medical advice,

millions are turning to tins new way.
In purchasing, take care that you get the

genuine Kotex. It is the only sanitary napkin
embodying the super-absorbent, Ccllucotton.

'

, the only napkin made by this company.
Any substi
entirely differenl in a< t

1 iem v—merely an inii

like Kotex. You can
drug and department
Comes in sanitary seal

two sizes, the Regula
Cellucotton Produc
Boulevard, Chicago.

on, disposal and effi-

ation, made to look
itain Kotex at better

stores everywhere,
d packages of 12 in

Kotex-Super.
Co., 166 West Jackson

•Supplied also in personal service ca

West Disinfecting Co.

"Ask for them by r,

KOT6X
PROTECTS—DEODORIZES

1 you write to nclvrrtiscrs plr:isr- nnnti< MOTION PICTUItR MAC

No laundry— discard as

easily as a piece of tissue

75 Y
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ANswraMan

ANNIE LAURIE.—This sure is the season for June Brides,

also June bugs. Thanks for the photographs. You know Lillian

Gish is to star in "Annie Laurie" next.

DEBORAH P. PARIS.—You know a woman often thinks she

regrets the lover when she only regrets the love. Ronald Colman
was born in Richmond, Surrey, England, February 9. 1891.

KAY G.—You ought to be glad. I should say the foreign

women do work. In Germany today there are fifty-nine per cent,

more women working than before the war, and the number of

students in Germany has increased more than one hundred per cent.

since 1914. Pat Hartigan was Captain Kirby in "Oh. What a

Nurse." Theodore Kosloff is with the Cecil De Mille Produc-
tions, Culver City, California.

JUST ME.—What relation is a door-mat to a door-step? A
"step-farther." I will look up the Northern Lights for you later.

Pretty rushed right now. The stars autograph their photo-

graphs, and rarely use a rubber stamp. Richard Dix's real name-

is Ernest Brimmer. Run in again some time.

BABY BROWN EYES.—Yes, I have a radio. Call me up

some night. You want to know why marriage on the screen

isn't a success. Ask Haveloek Ellis. Nobody knows. William

Haines was born in 1901, and he is six feet, has hazel eyes and

brown hair. Playing in "Brown of Harvard." Sally O'Neil is

with Metro-Goldwyn.
FLAPPER.—So you think I have an intelligent forehead. I

credit that to the buttermilk I take every day. Give Brook is

with Warner. Lloyd Hughes and Mary Astor have the lead- in

the former Alice Brady stage success. "Forever After."

MADELINE D.—Thank you. Most of the eminent men in

history have been diminutive in stature. I dont know whether

Louise Huff is plaving on the stage or not. I rather think she is

not. William Boyd is playing for Cecil De Mille, Culver City.

California, and is married to Elinor Faire. No, I have never

been married. Thanks for yours.

ANTOINETTE V.—Lowell Sherman is playing the "heavy"

with Florence Vidor and Clive Brook in "Love the Magician."

TWINKLE-FAYMAN- Well, when Webster was advised not

to enter the legal profession because it was already crowded, he

replied. "There is room at the top." So dont give up. Jack
Mulhall is married to Fvclyn Winans.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.—Well, a guilty conscience needs no

accuser- if you catch him at it. Jackie Coogan's next will be

"johnny-GetA our-1 lair-Cut," a race-track story. Ben Lyon and

ngle are playing together in "The Great Deception."

Ye
C._I dont know much about it. but Einstein

nstantaneous. Perhaps he never slipped on an

Gendron recently closed in "Wh.A
sing another stage-play. "Just Life." Reginald

her 20, 1891. Six
pounds, brown hai

London. X'ovein-

feet, weighs 180

and hazel eyes.

!:

BEN C. P. CHANG. — Thanks,
right now 1 would like to be in Shang-
hai. Bebe Daniels is twenty-five. You
can reach Master loe Frank Cobb at

the "Our Gang" Comedies, 1 l a l Roach
Studios. Culver City, California. Yes.

I believe that Don's Lemon and Mil-
ton Sills will be married. There is

every indication of it. 1 hardly think

you will see Harold, Lloyd and Charlie

are' both high-salaried anistsV
DOLORES F.—Science enumerates

588 species of organic forms in the

76

HEAR YE, HEAR YE!

All you folks who have questions to ask. come
this nay and you shall be heard—and answered.
I have learnt a lot during the last eighty-twa

years, and it's all yours for the asking. Been
answering ??? here for the last fifteen year)

and still going strong. If you tvant an answer
by jiiail. enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

If you wish the answer to appear here, write

at the top of your letter the name you want
printed, and at the bottom your full name and
address, and mail to me. The Answer Man. eare

of Motion Picture Magazine, 175 Duffleld
Street. Brooklyn. \. V.

air we breathe. Just think of it! Every time you draw in a

breath a whole zoological garden slips down your windpipe. Har-
rison Ford was married to Beatrice Prentice, but I dont know
whether they are living together now. Cheer up. it doesn't take-

that much nerve to write to me.
BONNIE B.—Better stay home. The big city is no place for

young girls. He that has too many irons in the fire will find

that some of them are apt to burn. George O'Hara recently signed

up with F. B. O. for five years, and is playing with Viola Dana
in "Bigger than Barnum."
AILEEX A. & STELLA A.—Thanks for yours.
R. FISHER.—You have an opinion of your own. all right.

Well none are so tiresome as they who always agree with us:

we might as well talk with echoes. Malcolm MacGregor and
Myrtle Stedman have been added to the cast of First National's

"Don Juan's Three Nights" with Lewis Stone and Shirley Mason.
Alberta Vaughn is only twenty years old. She is playing in

serials.

DONALD P.—Another chili—the Yilma Banky Club. Write
Donald Phillips. 215 West Twenty-third Street. New York Citv.

ELIZABETH N—But you didn't give your add
FRANK S.—That's nothing, but this is this. Besides receiving

fifty per cent, oi the profits for his pictures. John Barrymore is

to receive $100,000 for each picture he makes for United" Artists

And then to think of my $15.00 per. Address Natacha Rambova
at Keith's Circuit. Palace Theater Building, Broadway and Forty-

seventh Street. New York City.

MISS M. F.—You bet, a great many of my readers tell me
all about their love affairs, and ask my advice. The life of a

woman can be divided into three epochs : the first she dr
love, in the second she experiences it, in the third she regrets it.

Ben Lyon is with First National. Mack Sennett is forty-five.

He started in pictures as a comedian with the old Biograph under
Griffith about seventeen vears ago. Maurice Tourneur is a French-
man, born in Paris in 1S7S.

M. ELIZA /.— >~o you have been reading this department since

you were ten years old. Lillian Gish w - House
Peters has left Universal for Metro and is plaving in "The Trail

TALUNGA PARK. MELBOURNE.—I supix.se you are having
snow down your way. Adolphe Menjou is playi

of Satan." Buster Keaton has retained four "c ig

next picture. "The General." You know a gag man is one who
writes funny situations.

NOMAR O.—Right now I wish I was a grasshopper. They
can spring two hundred times their own length. I'd d

springing. Yes, Tom Mix has a daughter, Ruth, from a former

WALLY REID FAN.— I go to church once in a while. In

the seventeenth century people were
fined for being absent from church on
Sunday. There would be s

these days. Mary Akin is a mother

Not playing right now.
. Reiner, in "T

nan and
the new

KERRIGAN FIEND AND FLOR-
ENCE V.—Thanks for rem

BRANT-FORD.- 5
-

ing the (h i

Vaughn was born in 190
-

78
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(^RA Y hair—medical sciei

zf discovered— is a disease,

called canities; and it

a failure of the natural functions

which supply color to the hair. The
fibres inside the hair become blanched.

Notox replaces color in these blanched

inner fibres, and so corrects

8 Practical Facts About Notox

1. Notox is safe for both the
hair and scalp. Hundreds of
thousands of safe applications
prove this.

2. Notox cannot he detected.
3. Notox reproduces any nat-

ural shade of hair.

4. Notox is permanent. It
.vitli the hair. Urominy

vmg or ci

7. Notox is

>ing. fresh

I, Turkish
by perspir

Vrself or 1

Fric
;olor.

laffected by sham-
- salt-water bath-
r Russian baths,

e)Ae Chose to Stay Qray
lAntil JVotox Was SxplainecL

TWO years ago she felt as strong a

prejudice as anyone against col-

oring her hair. Now she uses Notox
regularly.

The thing which converted her,

which first prompted her to use Notox
to hanish her gray hair, was an expla-

nation of the Notox principle.

Before this, her hair had been
graying, but she had steadfastly re-

fused to color it—because the effects

of such preparations as existed then
were more disfiguring than the gray
hair. Women who used them looked

so obviously dyed. The tone of their

hair was hard, fiat, unreal. She pre-

ferred letting her hair stay gray to

having ir look like that.

Then she heard of Notox -a hair

coloring based upon a new and a

unique scientific principle. When she

understood how it differed from the

principles of those preparations she

had shunned, she was converted to

coloring her hair.

Hair, she learned, is a long, very

tiny stem, with a lustrous outside

covering. Underneath this is a layer

of fibres. In these fibres nature puts
its color.

Hair also is translucent. Light
passes through it, as it does
through fingernails. And so the

natural color of hair, as we see it, is

the combined effect of light shining on

the hair and through the hair.

When hair turns gray—that is,

when nature no longer supplies color

to its inner layer of fibres— it is hope-
less to try to duplicate the former
color by coloring the outside covering

of the hair. This is what the old-

fashioned restorer did and this is why
it failed.

In its departure from this unnatural method
lies the distinctive principle of Notox.
Notox folic.us nature's method of coloring

hair it places coloi in the layer of fibres un-

derneath tin- outer covering of the hair— right

where nature used to put its own color. By us-

ing nature's technique Notox duplicates nat-
ure's effects.

Thesi facts about Notox have converted not

only one woman, bur many hundreds ol thou-

sands of women to coloring their hair. The
sheer beauty of the effects of Notox has ever

since kept them devoted to its regular use.

Important Notice i

the only coloring thai banishes gray
hair in the safe and natural way. Its basic in-

gredient is an entirely new substance. The prin-

ciples of its manufacture and use do not exist in

any other product. They are further,'

protected by patent.

sold only in packages bearing the

here. . To he sure

. otox, look for the Xotox trade-mark.

In beauty shops, see the seal of the Notox pack-

age broken be 'plication.

This proter.\ made by

mto.

Why the Notox Principle is Natural:

NOTOX
Colors flair Inside, as Nature Does

Send for Trial Sample

INECTO. INC., Dept. MC,
i i- i.S West 46th St., N. Y. Cif
Gentlemen-

I MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 77 f
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Ronald Colman in "The Dark Angel." Norma Shearer, born 1903.

C. E. P., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA.—So this is your
first letter to a gentleman. Then I'm to be congratulated. Law-
rence Gray has blue-gray eyes and brown hair. He is playing in

"The Palm Beach Girl."

KITTY-KAT.—Norma Talmadge was not born in Brooklyn,

but she was educated there. Niagara Falls was the place, and

it was twenty-nine years ago. She was only fourteen when she

went in pictures for Vitagraph, right near where she lived and
went to school. Lloyd Hughes has brown hair and gray eyes.

He is six feet tall. Here are the ages you wanted: Conway
Tearle in 1880; Milton Sills, 1882; Bill Hart in 1876; Thomas
Meighan, 1884, and Corinne Griffith, 1897. Dont let my beard

scare you. Tust write me any time.

REGINALD ZO.—Why is cabbage the most amiable of vege-

tables? Because it's all heart. Ward Crane
is free-lancing right now. He has dark hair

and brown eyes. Five feet eleven, and his Watch Th
last release is the Boy hnend.
BOBBY S.— Sorry I haven't a photo to

send to you. 1 should say you are not a

WOMEN
Colleen Moore 73

Mary Pickford 58

Betty Bronson 51

Gloria Swanson 50

Norma Shearer 44

Norma Talmadge 39

Mae Murray 38

Sally O'Neil 36

Mary Brian 34

Clara Bow 34

Pola Negri 28

Viola Dana 27

Barbara La Mart 26

Vilrna Banky 26

Corinne Griffith 25

Bebe Daniels 24

Lillian Gish 24

Dolores Costello 24

Lois Wilson 23

Irene Rich 20

Constance Talmadge 20

Greta Nissen 20

Dorothy Gish 19

Marion Davies 19

Lasky studio

Rise!

pictures, but some people just get in by the skin of their teeth.
B. L. L.—Thanks for your very interesting letter all the way

from Zurich. I enjoyed it a lot and hope to hear from vou again.
L. L., LYNN.—Why do <he ducks dive? Guess they must

want to liquidate their bills. Jack Pickford is three years younger
than his little sister Mary, and Toronto was the birthplace of both.
Jack is now about thirty, but Mary looks twenty.
JO-—Of course, I get out and have a good time. Half the joy

of life is in "letting go" once in a while, and, if you let go twice
once in a while, it seems that you have just that "much more fun.
Julanne Johnston is playing in vaudeville now.
GEORGE H.—That's a pretty old picture. You know that mot

of our evils come from our vices. All I know about Cecil
De Mille is that he went to California in 1913 and founded the

His first picture was "The Squaw Man"
with Dustin Farnum. He now has his own
studio at Culver City, which was formerly

grrj ]\ise! owned by the late Thomas Ince. He i-

forty-five years old and needs a wig. s
-

does his brother William, who is forty-eight.

TEDDY A.—Thanks for sending me the

MEN
Richard Dix 112

Ramon Xovarro 69

Ben Lyon 65

John Gilbert 63

Lloyd Hughes 59

Rudolph Valentino 56

Ronald Colman 4S

Douglas Fairbanks 42

Lon Chaney 37

George O'Brien 36

Ricardo Cortez 28

William Haines 2S

Tom Mix .
.' 2 ;

Thomas Meighan 23

Lawrence Gray 21

Monte Blue 20

Milton Sills 17

Adolphe Menjou 17

Lewis Stone 17

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr 16

Give Brook 16

Conrad Nagel 16

Rod La Rocque 15

Buck Tones 15

nuisance. When does a n There seems to be little change
impose on himself? W players according to the record
he taxes his memory. :d- Moore and Richard D>x are sti

win Carewe is remak ng Mary Pickford and John Gilber
"Pals First," which he di- the
reeted eight years ago \\

Harold Lockwood and
hve de f.emer In this

lU
"

' n Lloyd Hughes, Dolores Del Rib,

George Cooper, Vice 1 K-a, icis and Edward Earl also appear.

MARGUERITE F.--Your letter was a peach. No, 1 didn't

CATHERINE OF (

he tin

—Anne Bronte, Emily Bronte and
ee Famous sisters who wrote under
:ilis Bell," and "Currer Bell." John

( rilbert is plaj ing in lardlej s, the Maunihce.it." Well. I doubt
very much whether fa k and Leatrice will patch things up.
FRANCIS B.—Stop teasin , me about the hair on my head.
CORINNE.—How ; e yoi today? The most unfair person

is the one who asked on fo r advice and doesn't let vou know-
what advice he wants Do) ires Costello in "The little [rish

Girl." Yes, Marion D vies i playing in "The Red Mill." Vou

in the ilar itv tanding of the

ept by the An swe Man Colleen
1 leadi Y<>u \ ill nc tice that

t are i ,aki »g the. r wa\ towards

fern My'

LAGE.

certainly have plenty of
photographs.
RICHARD DIX FAX.

— See above for vours.

ELVIRA H.—Cheer up.

some day you will he

making gorgeous large drawings. That one of rot

Fvervthina comes to him who paints.

DESPERATE DESMOND.—Howdye do? So you think I

ought to answer more questions. Our book is pretty well crowded

now. Ethel Clayton, Johnnie Walker, Pauline Garon and Dorothy

Dwan are playing in "Silver Lai

SELMA k — I should say the

in pictures with lean Hersholt, George Lewis and Zas

Pauline Frederick is not married at this writing, you know.

THE CAT'S.—Your letter was - all mankind is

divided into three classes : those that are immovable, th •

are movable, and those that move. Lon Chaney is married. Anna
Xilsson in "Miss Xobody."
H \\k L—Vou forgot to send your address. Hank. 1

buttermilk on vou. Esther Ralston is hve feet six. Laura ' .

is not married and Mildred Ryan in "The Lovt
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The Qreatest Adventure Romance of All I

THE

SEA BEAST 1starring

JOHN BARRYMORE
ivith

DOLORES COSTELLO
The great supporting cast includes George
O'Hara, Mike Donlin and hundreds of

others.

From the famous adventure notel,

"Moby Dick" by Herman Melt ille

Directed by MILLARD WEBB

Gripping in its dramatic intensity and photographic
beauty, "The Sea Beast" has been acclaimed by mil-
lions as the greatest photoplay of many seasons.
Against a background of stirring, colorful adventure
at sea, John Barrymore enacts his finest role. Oppo-
site him is Dolores Costello, the appealing heroine,who
illumines the picture with the glory ofyoung love, and
justifies the prediction that she is to become one of the
screen's most illustrious actresses. Truly, your round
of entertainment is not complete unless you've seen
"The Sea Beast." It's a Warner Bros. Production.

Varied and Delightful Entertainment!
Watch for these pictures at your favorite theatre*

i

LADY WINDERMERE'S FAN
An ERNST LVB1TSCH Production

HELL BENT FER HEAVEN
uith Patsy Ruth Miller

THE NIGHT CRY
starring Rin-Tin-Tin

THE MAN ON THE BOX
starring SYD CHAPLIN

complications make a mirthful riot from start to finish. Directed

by Chuck Reisner.

WHY GIRLS GO BACK HOME
starring Patsy Ruth Miller

OH, WHAT A NURSE!
starring SYD CHAPLIN

Directed by Chuck Reis

t
^

WARNER BROS. PRODUCTIONSfc
> BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.

When you write to advertisers i)
i MOTIOX PICTURE MAGAZINE. 79 r
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The Picture Parade

:iller, Rinty
ailer.

Naturally,

accused of being a sheep

is at stake, but after

all kinds of abuses he reveals

at the finish that he has been unjustly

persecuted. Result? Well, he is honored
as a true canine gentleman and scholar.

The picture is punctuated with thrills most
of the way—and is shot against atmos-
pheric backgrounds. It is capably acted.

—Warner Brothers.

The Blind Goddess—Melodrama
Arthur Train's story, "The Blind God-

dess," carries what is known in fistic

circles as the wallop. It's a yarn of murky
politics—with the central figure being a

wealthy contractor who rises from the pick-

and-shovel class to a position of power.
For the conflict we have his daughter,

played with emotional feeling by Esther
Ralston, defying him as she has her own
way. This girl has been brought up in

the belief that her mother is dead. Hut

this woman returns—and lugs the pint in-

terest with her. It is a role which is

made everything of by Louise Dresser.

The picture has its tense moments—what
rith iimn
And since the plot is

at circumstantial evi-

dence, you can guess
that it carries a deal

of suspense—and not

a little propaganda.
Ernest Torrence
plays the contractor
with much facial ex-

pression and Jack
Holt takes care of

intended as a blow

(Continued from page 63)

but a single episode that carries a sting. It

shows the burning of the dives that the

Indian representative was running just off

the reservation. The battle stuff is not

so good. Neither are the scenes of the

Indian rites, dances, etc.

The film is acted capably enough—with
Dustin Farnum as Custer and George Faw-
cett as a Senator contributing the best

work. Hoot Gibson, in the hero role,

is not so happily cast as when he ap-

pears in the orthodox Westerns. Anne
Cornwall, playing opposite, gives an appeal-

ing performance.

—

Universal.

A Social Celebrity— Romantic Comedy

]\/[ alcolm St. Clair has rung the bell
1V1 again with a frothy story. Really it

is very much ado about nothing, but the

director has kept it breezing along with
deft touches of whimsy and humor. We've
mentioned before that St. Clair comes the

closest to the Lubitsch manner than any
other Anglo-Saxon handling the mega-
phone. He gives you a lot with nothing
much to work with—which indeed is a
feather in his cap.

It is all about a barber in a small town
who plucks enough courage to follow his

stless manicurist to New York. Here's

lc

>

The Flaming
Frontier

—Melodrama

It to make it

.lor piece. Tl
is based up<

the swindling of the

.dent Grint's
inistration. All

lis finally devel-

has a large new home in Hollywood and he is bringing over his r

Italy to live with him. You see him here with his brother, his s

young nephew

a girl who has turned her finger'-bowls and
her thumbs down on the small town. When
her personality is appreciated in the city,

she becomes a night-club dancer. As for

the tonsorial artist, he gives up his shears
and razor while he is whisked into an
atmosphere of high society.

The piece is capitally played by Adolphe
Menjou—whose lifted eyebrows fit right

into the characterization. He plays with
a fine abandon. The provocative Louise
Brooks enters into the scheme of things,

too. She has screen personality. Her
expressions have an impish playfulness.

She has a manner of teasing you to join

her, while at the same time she warns you
our distance. Chester Conklin
some splendid hokum comedy.

You will like "A Social Celebritv."

—

Paramount.

The Prince of Pilsen—Romantic Comedy
This is old-fashioned in every respect.

Upon the stage a couple of decades
ago it became very popular. But many
German comedians have gone to the well

since that day—and their dialec:

SO emphatically at this time.

ell in the screen
portrayal of the Teuton—whose pet wise-

crack is, "Yas you
ever in Zinzinnati ?"

the limitations

of the part permit.

Shorn of the vocal

dialect, the subtitles

dont carry any color.

It is a long-drawn
ne which

tells of the Dutch-
man's adventure.; in

his native country.

There is a romance
keeping pace with

: — but it

doesn't have much
excuse for being
around. The picture

is adequate
ed. but due to its

lack of pi

hold vour interest.

—

Dislrib-

Old Loves and
New Drama

T
back—carrying on

in rather an old-

fashioned way. tho
bust mo-

ments. The author
is E. M. Hull, whose

ler. -The
.rted the

operas. All things

considered, it shapes

tainment

: even it

It is well

acted by Lewis
Si

I < in his

i

'so
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Dont Blame the Movies

one character might weep and tear her
hair where another would stand mute and
dry-eyed. But, I persisted, why were critics

so hard on the old school of acting when
perhaps it was just as logical as the new?

"There is no old school of acting, and no
new," said Griffith suddenly. "There are
and have always been only two schools of
acting—good and bad. Bad acting was just
as bad fifteen years ago as bad acting is

today, and good acting was always good.
Look back at some of the acting of sev-
eral years ago and some of the stars

—

Mae Marsh, Mary Pickford, Bobby Har-
ron, Henry Walthall and many others.
Miss Marsh's performance in 'Intolerance'
can stand up with any acting of the present,
and if you could find a juvenile now whose
acting would equal Henry Walthall's, he
would be worth fifteen or twenty thousand
dollars a week to any producer.
"On the other hand, I can mention actors,

tho I wont, whose art consisted of a couple
of heaves, a few twitches of the eyebrows,
a trembling of the chin and a clasping and
unclasping of the hands. They were un-
deniably bad. They brought to the pic-
tures an assortment of tricks which they
used over and over again. However, you
haven't very far to look to find others just

as bad and even worse on the screen today.
You say, perhaps, such tricks are in keeping
with the character, since manv freak-, mav
be true to life. Well, that would he true

if the actress were playing the part of a
woman who pretended "to be emotional, to

take that as an example. Then her obvi-
ous assuming of little tricks would be ap-
propriate. Unfortunately, tho, the actress

takes her bundle of mannerisms with her
from picture to picture, whether she is

intended to be waif or debutante, dancer
or queen, and that is undoubtedlj bad

foon acting, in Mr. Griffith's opinion.^ is that which duplicates life m ,„t ac-

curately. Of course, there are other people

gest 'I be

inks

of himself but in terms of his character.

result is invariably the same," he 'laughed.

"Good acting is good and bad acting bad.

as I said before. Coquelin, the celebrated

French actor, said that it was folly for an
actor to feel his part so intensely that it

would dominate all his emotions; the artist

(Continued from page 33)

should be himself at all times in order to
give an intelligent impersonation. Sarah
Bernhardt, on the other hand, believed that
there was nothing for the actor to do but
throw himself, heart and soul, into his

role. And here you have two superlative
artists whose opinions were diametrically
opposite, yet their talents achieved the same
results. I myself agree with both of them.
By all means do I feel that an actor should
enter into his role, but I also believe that
all the emotion in the world will be power-
less unless he can thru a calm, intelligent

portrayal make the audience feel with him."

JV/Tork attention is being paid to the re-

pressed type of acting than formerly,
Griffith said, but that is due to the change

'

in stories. Pictures today are more subtle,

less melodramatic than they used to be, and
they call for more subdued acting. Mr.
Griffith described the quiet methods of the
late Frank Bacon which went unnoticed
until he played "Lightnin'," altho he had
been acting that wav for twentv Year.- !

"And thev bailed it a- acting of" the newer
jl," Griffith said with a" smile.

The dea
mile foi

of

I -hook my head in surprise. "The Last
Laugh" was the first picture I had ever
heard of without titles and everybody de-
clared it an innovation. Mr. Griffith kept
on smiling.

""Ves, we decided that titles — provided
they are the right sort, help a picture.

Many important feet of film are saved
l>\ the simple expedient of using a few
printed words," he explained. "Instead of
showing a man walking all the way home
we found that the action was speeded up
and the story made more compact by saying

that tin- man went home. I think in spite

of. all the fuss that was made about the

absence of titles in the German film, it

would have been much improved if they

had been included Every foot of film is

precious, in telling a story, just as every
word in a well-knit drama should have
some definite place in the scheme of the

play. Ibsen's dramas are constructed like

Sturdj houses and each of his words is a

brick that supports another word or another
thought. A play, whether it is on the

legitimate stage or on the screen, must
have pace. It should not he allowed to lag.

"There is a distinct demand from a part
of the public for better pictures and better
acting, and discriminating people are quick
to approve real artistry. I have seen audi-
ences break into applause at a beautiful
bit of photography or a fine piece of acting,
whereas ten or fifteen years ago they would
applaud only when the cavalry arrived in

time to save the heroine from the Indians.
Unquestionably, standards in acting have
improved. More good actors are attracted
to the :>creen today than formerly, when
motion " pictures were considered beneath
the notice of real artists. But we still

have our bad actors. Perhaps we shall
always have them as long as there are
audiences who will accept that kind of per-
formance. What pictures need above every-
thing else is a good story, for without it,

even the best acting is unavailable."

C PERYBODY in the theater and the motion
pictures also works for the same end.

but each man chooses his own method of
arriving there. Some directors rely on
momentary inspiration to see their pic-

tures thru. Others stand off and let the
actors go thru their performances without
interference. And Griffith rehearses his

company for weeks before he photographs
a single scene. In this way alone, he feels,

can the actor really understand his role.

This same attention is lavished upon every
detail in the production of his pictures.
On the day I interviewed him, Mr. Griffith

was testing lights and costumes for "The
Sorrows of Satan." Half a dozen times
the director ordered Carol Dec
"sink" into her dress, to walk-

straighten up, so that he could study tho

folds of the chiffon and avoid awkward
effects. Just as I was leaving th< -

Griffith called me.
"You newspaper people are always tell-

ing us how to make pictures," he said:
i ask your advice. Miss Dempster

is a struggling writer in this film. At
one time she had money. What
coat should she wear?"
He showed me the coat he had selected—

a once- fashionable jacket of gr.r

trimmed with moth-eaten fur. The elbows
were rublxd and the shoulders showed
signs of wear. Even the lining was worn.
Yet the coat was immaculately clean and
neatly pressed— precisely the sot-

that a poor but tidy girl would wear.
There wasn't a suggestion I could offer

Mr. Griffith smiled once more.
"Do come and see us again. w

he urged.

W"
: Regular Fellows

ting for such stellar

H;

Johnn)

(T\ Paper.

LIoa

Yes and No
(Co, o,„ page 71)

Richard Talmadge. the human kangaroo
oi the clicking cameras and megaphone
maniacs.

Reginald Denny, the "Red Grange" of

the rib-ticklers, who chases all of my
blues away when he tears down the field

for a laugh-down.
Buster Keaton, the man with the "pan-

cake lid." who. 1 still believe, will startle

the screen with a smile one of these days.

George O'Brien, the young Hercules of

the Cooper-Hewitt lights.

Richard Dix, the satisfaction or your-

Rai lOlld Griffith. Villi A'hon

laughed so much that I dont intend to he

left behind when the ship sails to Mars.
John I

We Make a Hit

T mist write a word of praise

wonderful magazine. I was in 1

pital for two weeks, and during that time
two copies of Motion Pr-tike V
—the January and February r

were brought me. I had n

them than my two nurses borrowed them.
'
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Youth and Romance and Adventure
YOU'LL find

all three in

MOVIE
MONTHLY.
The Magazine

with the Punch

!

It comes to you
each month with
sparkling pages

—

pages devoted to

bringing out the

new stars in the
film firmament

—

and dedicated to

the idea of enter-

taining you with
live topics and
personalities.

There is nourish-

ment in MOVIE
MONTHLY.
Every article—
every picture
serves its purpose
—a purpose on the

part of its publish-

ers to please you
with the brightest,

most alert reading
and pictorial matter obtainable.

The Old West lives again and the

New West is brought forth in all of

its indomitable spirit.

The July issue of MOVIE
MONTHLY will feature a most ab-

sorbing fiction story, "How Holly-
wood Came to Lodetown," in ad-

dition to three live novelizations

And-

of screen dramas.

The July num-
ber will continue
its Bandits of the

Border series with
Billy the Kid—one
of the most color-

ful outlaws that

ever pulled a gun.

There will be
virile articles of
adventure relating

how Comedians
Tumble for
Laughs and how
stars escape injury

or death in Thrills

of a Lifetime.

The July issue
will also feature its

popular Special
Player Section

—

with four pages de-

voted to Harold
Lloyd. Just the
thing for your
scrap-book.

The Cowboy
Songs will continue.

There will be several breezy inter-

views with Carmelita Geraghty,
George O'Brien, Louise Brooks and
Edna Marian.

The July issue will also feature a

pictorial array of Bathing Girls—in

addition to pages devoted to summer
pastimes.

You Can't Afford

To Be Without MOVIE MONTHLY Order Your July Issue

NOW!

When v<i writr to advertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE. 83
f'
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What Does It Cost to Get Into the Movies?

promised to send me a small monthly al-

lowance if necessary. I thought at that

time that because I had something like a

thousand dollars saved, I would not ac-

cept any money from home, but altho

I lived economically enough, I found that

Xew York expenses ate up my savings

before the year was out. I had tramped
for six months, you see, before I landed

my first job.

"Now I have been at the game for

four years and altho I have often been
picked by the directors as showing prom-
ise, I am still far from stardom. In .fact,

I am still only an extra who occasionally

gets a 'bit' to do. Altho I am some-
times able to make as much as a hundred
and fifty dollars a week by supplementing
my extra work posing for photographers
C something, by the way, which extras out-

side New York cannot do), there have
been so many lean weeks when I didn't

earn a nickel that the allowance which I

so independently spurned when I started

out, has come in mighty handy. I dont
believe I could keep on doing extra work
without it."

Of course, for young people living at

home, the financial question is not so
pressing, especially if they are in the
"home girl" or "home boy" class that

work only for pin-money. But even for

these there must be outlays for clothing

and car-fare which amount to a consider-

able sum before the year is out.

How Do Extras Obtain Their Work?

A very selected number by calling the

studio by- telephone, or being called.

But the greater majority obtain it by
going the rounds, the rounds, the futile

At present those looking for work must
go from studio to studio at least three

times a week if they want to work at all.

Usually it takes anywhere from a week
to six months to obtain a day or week's
work. Time, energy and money are wasted
in a search which too often proves a vain

AT
J-

(Continued from page 21)

that about one thousand "professionals"
are in no way affiliated with associations

connected with their work.
The Actor's Directory and Studio Guide

which is under the editorship of John
Powers, long connected with the picture

profession, deals, I believe, with a little

wealthier class of film player than does
the Film Player's Club. The dues here
are three dollars a year with service, and
from thirty to fifty dollars to have the
player's picture appear in the publication,

which is distributed to the various Eastern
studios—the prices charged depending on
the size of the picture. This organization

also tries to obtain work for the player

during slack times as models for maga-
zine photographers or fashions, and on
the stage.

The Film Player's Club charges mem-
bership dues and nothing more. These are

twenty-five cents a week, and entitle the

extra to the freedom of the club room at

any time. Mail can be received there if de-

sired. During slack seasons in pictures,

work is secured for many of its members
as models. Around the Christmas or other

holiday seasons the extras are supplied

with work as demonstrators in toy depart-

ments of some of the big stores. Anna M.
Depew, the business manager and secre-

tary of the club, stated that there is a bene-
fit fund attached to the club which has
aided many young girls and men in pur-
chasing tickets back home after the.'- ha\e
met with disillusionment here in the city.

Old men, usually no longer qualified for

stage work who have tried to earn a petty

income extraing but failed. have come
here and been sent by Mrs. Depew to the

actors' home on Staten Island.

Altho I understand that neither of

ganizations aids the screen extra

materially in getting picture work, they

serve as splendid stimuli and help to keep
the player in touch with his own world.

What Can Be Done to Alleviate Some
Present Unnecessary Hardships
Connected With Doing Extra
Work In New York City?

3s, net much. The problem of

extraing is of such a nature that it will

largely have to adjust itself, if at all. For
so long as there are only four studios

which operate regularly in the East, just

so long there will he a scant amount of

work to be had. And so long as youth
clamors tor its "movie fling," and humans
at large crave self-expression, just so long

will the market be flooded. Warning
signs can be pos hardships

passed by word of mouth, but the yearly

army will come straight on. a mighty and

a valiant band.

But there is one thing which should,

and in the hear future. 1 believe, will
be done by the extras themselves, either

under the auspices of the Will I

ciation in Xew York or some independ-

ent organization. .

There will he a banding togethi

professional extras under the same banner
I am rather hoping that the Will Hays

Association will sponsor any movement on

the part of extras to come together. The
nger of having an independent

cotniuere\il organization sponsor such a

movement would be that the organization

rather than the extra would be apt to bene-

fit. 1 am not prepared to state yet exactly

along what lines this development will

function, altho 1 believe it will be more

in the nature of a club than anything else,

a club respected and recognized as voicing
the extras' view-point by all of the studios.
I do not believe that an extras' union or
equity would be advisable—at any rate, not
until more studios are in operation in the
East.

There will be, of course, a central head-
quarters located preferably in the For-

ties of New York City— not" a casting of-
fice such as is being introduced with rather
dubious results :n Hollywood at the pres-
ent time—but a meeting-place, so to speak.
Here, for a very nominal consideration (if
there is to be consideration at all >. of. say.
one or two dollars a year, which amount
would not be subject to increase with in-
crease in the strength of the organization,
the extras can meet daily if they care to
and be informed accurately and authorita-
tively as to what is going on in all of the
studios around New York City.
This can be done by means oi a bulletin

board similar to those used by railroads,
which will be kept up to the minute by
having the casting directors of the various
studios telephone in their exact needs.
Before starting the rounds in blind fash-
ion, the extras can find out where and
where not work is going on. and
serve car- fare, time and energy. Thev will
not be obliged to work altogether in the
dark, or to follow vague rumors which
prove to be unfounded. They will know
why they are going, where they are going.
Here is an illustration of how the bulletin
might be worked up:

Cosmopolitan No casting today.
;ers Casting for raining types,

men only, about 300.
First National Casting for society tvpes.
Tec-Art—14th St No casting today.
Tec-Art—Jackson Ave. .X.. casting today.
Pathe

Of course, there will always be a certain
proportion of those who will flock to the
studios regardless, but it is not of these
that we are thinking.

Cijjce the advent of the type sys

gone hard with the oldei

player. In former days he could make
himself up to suit the type of pi

was to portray. Todaj
recruit types ofttimes from the highways
and byways. If East-siders are
real Easl 3 iged. These are
given one or two days' work and imme-
diately imagine themselves to be full-

fledged movie celebrities. often whole
families are in this way put off their equi-
librium. These help to swell the already
overcrowded ranks oi extradom. Al-
tho the chances are they will never be
called upon again, they are assured that
they are in line for big-term conl

There is one casting director

York City who is noted :

in dealing with tl

the casting director prefers

use the extra who has
before. If he can prevent it. he

»< those who are mereh
in extra work to remain
neither does he
who displays marks
tion and purpo^
ever, all

this type. Tho
who and who shall no:

work—the very
this— 1 do think iped to-
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The Answer Man
(Continued from page 78)

JESSIE E. B.—Yes, I remember you
well. Very well.

INQUISITIVE LASSIE. — Well, you
know what they say about that, dont you?
As the best wine makes the sharpest vine-

gar, so the deepest love turns to the dead-

liest hatred. Yes, Mary McAlister is play-

ing in "The Sap" with Kenneth Harlan.

P. A. L. S.—Yes. Ouida's wonderful
short story, "A Dog of Flanders," has been
filmed, but they changed the name to "A
Boy in Flanders." Yes. Roy D'Arcy was
married to Laura R. Duffy on last Xew
Year's Day. Esther Ralston and George
Frey were married last Christmas Day and
Mary Brian and Xeil Hamilton were the

witnesses.

A. U.. BRAZIL.—Thanks for your very
interesting letter from Rio de Janeiro.

Right now I wish I was down there.

Yes. Madge Bellamy has had her hair

bobbed.

D. D.—Your brother is very good-look-

ing, but his eyes are too deep-set for pic-

tures. Yes, and the good die young was
never said of a joke. Of course. I like my
home, what there is of it. Some call home
a world of strife shut out, and a world of

love within.

BETTY E..J).—So T am the only star

you are interested in. Thank you. Betty,

see me shine. Yes, I liked Rudolph Val-
entino in "The Eagle."

FRED, AMSTERDAM. HOLLAND.—
How are all the windmills, and how is all

the Dutch chocolate? I understand there

is a scarcity of both. Jetta Goudal is play-

ing in "Risky Business." Run in and see

me some time.

MRS. FLORENCE E. H—Remember
that tears gratify a savage nature—they do
not melt it. But I think a good cry is

good for any woman once in a while. So
Xorma Shearer, Mary Brian and Eleanor
Boardman are your favorites. Nice selec-

tion. I like them all. Enjoyed your com-
ment on Jack Dempsey. After all. life is

a strange and wayward thing.

AXTOXIO C, YALPARAISO.-Yes,
I have always admired Mice Joyce, and I

certainly do think she is beautiful. Lois

Moran in "The Road to Mandalay" with

Lon Chancy. Katherine MacDonald's first

picture was with William S. Hart.

IXKY.— If you send me International

Coupons, I will send you the equivalent in

stamps. Conrad Nagel has just passed his

twenty-ninth milestone on lather Time
Road, and he hails from Keokuk. Iowa,

F. X. K.—Yours was short and sweet.

"Earthbound" was produced in August,
1920, aud taken from Basil King's story

JL'ST JO.—Yes, there is an Irma Har-
rison, but I do not know what she is play-

ing in. But common sense dot> not .-cent

to be common.
DORIS H.—Yours was a James Dandy.

Israel Zangwill was the author of "We
Moderns." It was Patsy Ruth Miller you
saw playing opposite Charles Ray in "The
Girl I Love" some years ago. She will be

just twenty-one on June 22nd.

ALICE JOYCE FAX.—Here, here, we
used a picture of Alice Joyce on the Sep-
tember, 1918, Motion Picture Classic.

EDITH J.—Good manners come from
the heart, not from the head, so there was
no excuse for him. Oh. yes. Douglas Mac-
Lean has had stage experience. He was
studying in the American Academy of

Dramatic Arts in Xew York and Maude
Adams chose him to play opposite her in

(Continued on page 110)

The Beautiful Hands of Marjorie Moss, the lovely English dancer at the

Club Mirador, New York, says: "My finger tips must he as smooth and shapely
as the daintiest care can make them. Cutex keeps them exquisitely groomed."

TKiJD dainty. tiquicL

SHAPES YOUR. CUTICLC

J.T is the method to achieveperfect ovals

and lovely half-moons used by beauti-

ful women everywhere.

Shaping the cuticle — rounding it

into perfect ovals—is for many women
the most difficult partof the manicure.

It grows up tight over the nails,

hiding the Halt-Moons— splits, and its

nice smooth curve is lost in a few days
of neglect.

For this essential, Northam Warren
has perfected a dainty antiseptic that

softens the cuticle and smooths away
its roughnesses so you can shape it in

lovely ovals. It is Cutex. Use it once

or twice each week. Follow, yourself,

the method that beautiful women every-

where depend on.

DIP an orange stick in Cutex. Twist a

bit of cotton around the end and dip

in the bottle again. Work carefully around
the nail base—gently freeing the rim and
pushing it back into lovely ovals— reveal-

ing the dainty half-moons. All the untidy

dead skin wipes easily away. Pass the wet

Marthe Reg

Thisfascinating French actress says: "On my
dressing table I neverfail to have a complete

Cutex outfit. Cutex Cuticle Remover keeps my
nails shapely."

stick under the tips. Then smooth just the

least bit of Nail White under them.

Rinse your hands again. For a lovely

brilliance there are a number of splendid

Cutex polishes to choose from—Liquid,

Powder and the new Nail Brilliance.

Cutex Sets are from 35c to $5.00. Separate

is 35c. You will find them wherever

3 are sold. Or see special offer. If

you live in Canada, address Northam Warren,

Dept. N-7) 85 St. Alexander St., Montreal.
Northam Warren—New York, Paris, London.

preparatu

Mail Coupon with 10c for Introductory Set

Northam Warren, Dept. N-7,
114 West 17th St., New York

I enclose 10c for Introductory Set

Remover, Liquid and Powder Polish

Emery Board, Orange Stick, Cotton a

s, Cuticle Cream
nd helpful bookie

Cuticle

, Brush,

ii.-Liti.m MOTION riCTT-HE MAGAZINE. 85 \
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Qherds a difference

worth knowing I

r

b0,
TRE-JUR

face Powder
JOLI- MEMOIRS FRAGRANCE

Sample- Generous si:ed package in

IT'S FUN MOUw SNAPSHOTS,

LA

Beautiful Eyes Instantly

(Dolica^Srow
is the original Waterproof Liquid Dressing
for the lashes and brows. Your first applica-
tion will make your lashes seem long, dark
and heavy, and your eyes very large and bright.

Send for Free Two Weeks' Supply

''nil >on use Iv'vl-Cwv's™.! lor a" free trial bot-
tle today. Kindly enclose 10c for packing ami mailing

Delica Laboratories, Inc., Dept. B-4
3012 Clybourne Ave. Chicago. 111.
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What the Stars Are Doing
And where you may write to them

Conducted by Gertrude Driscoll

Adoree, Renee—plaving in Bellamy the Magnifi-
cent—Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver"City, Cal.

Allison, May—playing in Mismates—Biograph
Studios, mi E. 175th St., New York City. X. Y.
Arthur, George K.—plaving in The U'anin- <c*—Metro-Goldwvn Studios. < ulver Citv. Cal.
Astor, Mary—playins in The Wi:c Guv—United

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave., Hollywood. Cal.

Banky, Vilma—playing in Son of Hie Sheik—
7200 Santa Monica Blvd.. Los Angeles". Cal.
Barrymore, John—playing in Manon Lescaul

—Warner Bros. Studios. 5*42 Sunset Blvd.. Holly-
wood, Cal.

Baxter, Warner—plaving hi Mrn:aies—Famous
players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollvwood. Cal.

Beery, Noah—plaving in Padlocked—Famous
ayers Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hr,]lvwood. Cal.
Beery, Wallace—plaving in old 'ironsides—Vam-

>us Players Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Bennett, Belle—plaving in The LUv—Fox Stu-

lios. 1401 North Western A-.-.-.. H.Ik-wood, Cal.
Blue, Monte—plaving in Reieil/on—War

Pla;

Elea
t'Blv

-Met studio

I. Cal.
Bardelvs The
Culver Citv.

in Bigger Than Barnum—
r St.. Hollvwood. Cal.

I in The Palm Beach Girl—
Sixth and Pierce Aves..

Fairbanks. Douitlas -

-Picktord-,
Ka/emla. Louise

Cal.
'are-devil—

ose Ave.. Holli
in Take a Chance—Famous
Pierce Aves.. Astoria. L. I.

Maker—Uni-

t—Famous

Black Pirate
1. Cal.

ing in TheFooti

Ford, Harrison—playin—Metr
d Cal.

Gibson. Hoot—plaving in .

Universal Studios. Universal City. Cal.
Gilbert. John—playing h .

, a >i/—Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Gish, Dorothy—completed .v.: Gvyn—Herbert

Wilcox Prod.. London. England.
Gish, Lillian—plaving in .1 >:::.- /'..:

Studios Culver (

Goudal, Jetta—playing in Her Man O'War—
Cecil He Mi'le Prod Culver Citv. Cal.
Gray, Gilda—playing in The 1I'.'«kii Thou Art—

Famous Players Studios Six: li and Pierce \ves..

•KIN rk'ITEli MAl.A7.lXK

Griffith, Corinne—plaving in Into Her Kingdom
—1040 La Palmas Ave.. Hollvwood. Cal

Griffith, Ravmond—r,lav r.c ir.Ge: vf :-: Ec-:'-:—
Famous Players Studios. 1520 Vine St., Hollywood,
Cal.

Hamilton, Neil—plaving in Old Ironsides—Fam-
ous Player; Studios. 1520 Yir.e St.. Hollywood, Cal.
Harlan, Kenneth—completed The Ice Flood—

kr.iv^ai Studios. Universal C.ty. Cal.

Hines, Johnnv—playing in The £
Biograph Studios, 807 E. 175th St.. N
Citv, N. Y.

Holt, Jack—plaving in Bor n to the West—Famous
: - - •:: s. 1=20 Vine St. Hol!yw::d. ....

Hughes. Lloyd— playii .
—

Studios, 5341 Melrose Ave.. Hollywood, Cal.

Bow, Clara—playing in Mantrap—Famous Flav-
ors Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Brian, Mary—plaving in Beau Ge'te—Famous

Playcr= Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.
Bronson, Betty—plaving in Paradise—Famous

Players Studio., 1520 Yirir- S. . . Hollywood, Cal.
Brook. Clive—plaving in H /, Co. Go Back Home

-Warner Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd.. Holly-

Busch.' Mae— .laying in Perch of the Devil—

: in Satan 7ok-b—Pathe
New York City. N. Y.
in The Road to Mandalay

. Culver City. Cal.
ying in The Circus—1412

Cody. Leu -pla . ! aning Sex—Metro-
Goldwyn Si idi - I ilver City, Cal.

Collier, William. Jr. —completed The Rainmaker
—Famous I" o - rs Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood.

Golman, Ronald— playing in Beau Geste—United
Studios, 5341 Melrose Kve t <s Vngeles, Cal.
Cone/, Ricardo playing Sorrows of Satan—

l-'auious Players Mudios. Sixth and Pierce Aves.
Astoria, L. I.

Costello. Dolores — p l.n i::g in Manon Les ait!— War,,,,- Bros. Studios. >M2 Sunset Blvd.. Hollv-
wood. Cal.

Jov, Leatrice—plaving i

Cecil De Mille Studios, Culver i_!iy, -,ai.

Joyce, Alice—playing in Beau Gesle—Famous
Players Studios. 1520Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.

Keaton, Buster—plaving ;n The General—Metro-
Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Kenyon, Doris—plaving in Mismates—First

National Prod.. 807 E. 175th !~

The Clinging I

St.. New York City.

Kerrv. Norman— -

versa! Studios. Universal City. Cal.
Kirkwood, James—plaving in The Wise Guy—

United Studios. 5341 Melrose Ave Hollywood. Cal.

Langdon, Harry—playing
United Studios. 5541 Melrose Ave. H ilywood. Cal.
La Plante. Laura— . . .

Ram—Universal Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Llovd. Harold—latest release For H :— 1040 La Palmas Ave.. Hollywood. Ca!.
Louis. \\ .Hard

,.«.'—Metro-Goldwyn Studios. Culver City. Cal.
Love, Bessie—playing in Lore\ Mary—Metro-

Goldwvn St all ,s. Culver Citv Cal.
Lowe, Kdmund-

Studios. 1401 No. Western Ave.. Hollywood. Cal.
Lyon, Ben—plaving in T •: Great Deception—First

National Prod.. 807 E. 175th St.. New York Citv.

Mackaill. Dorothv—playing in Subvov Sadie—
Biograph Studios. 807 E. 175th St.. N
City. N. Y.
MacLean. Douglas—playing in L:.

- '' - .

Cal.
Mason. Shirk\ .

Xights—United Studios. 5341 Melrose V
wood. Cal.
McAw.y. May—plaving in lie Passionate Quest—

Warner Bros. Studios. 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollvwood.

Meifthan. Thomas-

Menjou, Adolphe—pi ying in The Sorrovs oj

>'olii«—Famous Pi. ind Pierce
a. L. I.

Miller. PatSJ Both
ner Bros. Studios. 5S42 Sunset Blvd

Moore. Man IlVd—Fo:
101 No. Western Ave. Hollywood. Cal.

Moreno, \ntonio —playing
Metro-Gold ity. Cal.I I vyi -

M.u

Nissen. Greta
versa! St

Novarro. Ramon - . .

3

O'Brien. George—pla; ?
Studios, i

• N
O'Brien. Eugene—playing in Fine Manners—

3, S
Astoria.!.. !

.'

Oll.ira. t.corce
— F. B. a S 5. 78 - od. Cai.
ONeil. Sally-—

1

Metrc-Goldu' -

Philbin. Man
. -

Pickford. M.ir\ c .. .
. .

Fairbanks S

PittS. /.1MI
-

Prevost. Marie I r i" Mabel's Room
—Metroo, tanS
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Ralston, Esther—playing in Old Ironsides—Fam-

ous Players . e St., Hollywood, Cal.
Ray, Charles—playing in Paris—Metro-Goldwyn

Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Rich, Irene—plaving in Silken Shackles—Warner

Bros. Studios, 5842 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

1 The WiShearer, Norma—

p

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Lai
Sherman, Lowell—plaving in Hello,

—Cosmopolitan Studios, 2478 Second .
J

i Sex-

e., Xe\

, Holly-

York City, X. V.
Sills, Milton—playing in Pa

Studios. 807 E. 175th St., New Yor
Starke, Pauline—plaving in Z

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver Ci
Stone, Lewis—plaving in D(

Nights—United Studios. 5341 Mel
wood. Cal.
Swanson, Gloria—(.laying in Fine Manners—

Famous Players Studios, Sixth and Pierce Aves.,
Astoria, L. I.

Sweet, Blanche—plaving in Diplomac\— l-'anMib
Players Studios, 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood, Cal.

Cal.
'

Talmadge, Norma—latest release, Kiki—7200
Santa Monica Blvd., L..s AngelcM. Cal.

Tearle. Conwav—playing in The Sporting Lover
—United Stud i..-. -54 1 Melrose .\v.-.. Hollvwood. I al.

Terry, Alice—completed Mar, Nostrum—Metro-
Goldwyn Studies. Culver City, Cal.
Torrence, Ernest— playing in Mantrap—Famous

Players Studios. 1520 Vine St.. Hollywood. Cal.

Valentino, Rudolph—playing in Son of The
Sheik— 7200 Santa Monica Blvd.. Los Angeles. ( a!.

Vidor, Florence—plaving iu L<,:e. the Magician -

Famous Players Studio, I S20 Nine St.. Hollvwood.
Cal.

Wilson, Lois—playing in The Shou-oti'— 1520 Vine
St., Hollywood. Cal.
Windsor, Claire—playing in Money Talk-

Metro-Goldwyn Studios, Culver City. Cal.
Worthing, Helen Lee—completed Don Juan—

Warner liros ".tudios. SK42 Sims.-l Blvd., Hollvwood,
Cal.

The Movie Dictionary

LaughU
Chaplin.

-Smiling out loud. Sec Syd

Nut—The other fellow. One who differs
with us in praise of some players and con-
demnation of others.

Oath—A swear-word used both in and
out of court and seldom respected The
italics of speech, used extensively by cow-
boys and villains.

Pride—A virtue that make- Minn- players
ridiculous and prevent others from be-

coming so.

Prudery—Coquetry gone to seed. A dis-

ease prevalent in legislative bodies and "I

am better than thou" societies. Cause, a

narrow vision; effect, various boards of

censorship.

Questions—See the Answer Man.

Scenario—What nine persons out of ten

think they could write, but which one in

9999 can.

Serial—A hair-raising succession of nar-

row escapes, railroad smash-ups and aero-

plane accidents.

Title—The printed words in a picture

that are supposed to say what the actors

cant act.

Vanity—That which keeps people in

favor with themselves who are out of
favor with others. Everybody is afflicted

with it except bad actors.

Western— Mexicans, Intl '•..,, i.ero, am-
bush, noose, beautiful girl, sheriff, rescue,

wedding.

X—A letter made famous by one Bush-
man and the United States Mint.

Young—The age of every actress. See
Fanny Ward.

Yacht—What is blown up after every

one gets off but the villain.

Two Beauty Crimes
Ended for you by this NEW and TOTALLY

different way of removing cold cream

ICTURfY

f
THE RIGHT

I

PLEASE ACCEPT- 7-day supply to try,

the only way that removes ALL germ-

laden accumulations from the pores

A scientific discovery

This new way is

called Kleenex 'Ker-

THE
SOILED TOWEL

METHOD

the last few
months, an aver-

age of 10,000 women
a day, have adopted
this new and totally

different way of re-

moving cold cream
from the skin.

Virtually every im-
portant beauty expert

int., the skin, in America urges this

inviting scores or new vvay . Scarcely a
""Perfection* prominent motion

picture or stage star

today but employs it. It marks one of

the most sensational beauty successes

in years.

It lightens a darkish skin several

shades or more. It keeps "make-up"
fresh hours longer than before. It curbs

oily skin and nose conditions amazingly.

Please accept a lull 7-day supply to

try. It will end for you, two crimes

against skin beauty most women who
use cleansing creams have unconsciously

been practicing for years.

1—Rubbing germ-laden matter back

into the skin with towels, cloths, etc..

which lack in absorbency ; 2—irritating

your skin by rubbing cold cream off

with harsh 'material. Scores of skin

imperfections now are largely traced to

these factors. Stop them, and you'll be

amazed at the difference.

THE
RSH CLOTH
METHOD

—different from any
you have ever seen

—

developed in consul-
tation with leading
skin authorities solely ski n" fabric—
for the removal of

'.'^'."^sicin'rou-h^
cold cream correctly ness.'eto.

from the skin.

It has 27 times the absorbency of the
ordinary towel. It is the only way yet

discovered that properly removes all dirt

and germ-laden matter from the pores.

It quickly curbs oily nose and skin

conditions. For those are largely caused
by cold cream left in the skin which the

pores thus constantly exude.

Use the coupon

A 7-day supply will be sent you. Note
results yourself.

Kleenex 'Kerchiefs

—

absorbent— come
in exquisite flat handkerchief boxes, to fit

your dressing table drawer ... in 2 sizes:

Boudoir size, sheets 6x7 inches . . 35c

Professional, sheets 9x10 inches . 65c

KLEENEX
ABSORBENT
'KERCHIEFS

To Remove Cold Cream — Sanitary

7-Day Supply—FREE
KLEENEX CO.,

167 Quincy St., Chicago, 111.

, Please send without expense to me a |

sample packet of Kleenex 'Kerchiefs— •

absorbent—as offered.

, ,

I
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"Quardyourskin
from the violet rays

of the sun"
—says Helena Rubinstein

C/ yNDER a prism—you can see

V'V that the sun's rays are divided

into many colors—blue—red—green

—yellow—violet! Science, however,
has discovered that it is only the

violet rays that tan, freckle, burn and
blister the skin.

Mme. Helena Rubinstein—who stands out pre-

eminent as the world's leading beauty scientist

—

has made one of the greatest contributions to femi-

nine beauty in her "sunproof" cream—which
neutralizes the violet rays—so that after applying

an invisible film of this cream you may swim, golf,

drive and tennis—without tanning, freckling or

becoming sunburnt.

The following Helena Rubinstein creations will

j^eep your s\in smooth and white all summer
long and counteract shine and superoiliness.

VALAZE SUNPROOF LI QUI C

Oily skin—shiny nose

VALAZE LIQUIDINE -instantly removes s

Clear and bleach

VALAZE BEAUTIFYING SKINFOOD— t

LONDON 46 West 57th Street, NewYork
CHICAGO—30_N.^Mi

BOSTON-

PHILADELPHIA— 1719Chcstnut Street

Every adv<

DETROIT—

9s8

Charles Farrell,

role in "Old 1

determined to r

osen to play the
by James Cruze. C,
:ver photographed sc

enes from the picture

What Is the Quality That Makes a Star:
(Co, tued from

but her face was as white as ivory, her
lips red and her hair black. Even in that

crowd she stood out. We were looking
ir] to play the Princess in 'The

Swan,' someone with a long throat, and
a youthful but majestic carriage. So we
found Frances Howard, playing in a com-
edy. Greta Nissen played a small part in

pantomime when we saw her.

"Not all stars come from the stage. As
a matter of fact, most of the present-day
stars had no stage experience whatever.
Acting for the camera requires a tech-

nique of its own which stage stars are
often unable to master. On the other hand,
plenty of picture players have tried their

luck on the legitimate stage and have failed

utterly. The two dont necessarily go
together.

"The screen today needs above every-
thing else actresses of breeding, women
of the type of Florence Vidor, and Alice

Joyce, who are genuine ladies and express

theii cultural background ir. every look

and gesture. It isn't a matter of dress.

You can take a chorus girl and dress her

up to look like a princess, but she'll still

remain what she is—a chorus girl dressed

like a princess. Miss Yidor in 'The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter' had no trouble

convincing her audience that she was of
noble birth. Good breeding stands out all

over her, not obtrusively, obviously, as it

doer when it is assumed, but in a gentle.

persuasive sort of way.
fingers for her; no assumed haul
raising of lorgnettes. She doesn't have to
try to look like a lady. She is a lady.

""W/iiv dont we try to get more women
like her? We do. Unfortunately,

they are almost entirely restricted to a
certain class—the social one, thai

attracted to a career as public as

Hon pic; illy, we happen
upon the patrician type of beauty where
we least expect to find it, but the com-
bination of beauty, brains and bac
is a very, very rare one. I doit: -

absolutely essential to a successful career.

You and I both could name worn
have made names for themselves without
being particularly cultured, but th:;: -

here nor there.

"What I want to emphasize is that there

is a crying need for well-bred «
pictures. When we held

.., pllc.ii..; f r the Para;.-

looked in all walks of life. W
true that the prettiest

come from the masses, we found the girls

with the most cultured m
and in college.

••Cometimes a star is made thru
•^ of the game. The picture •

been designed as a vehicle , for

and every attention lavished upon

t in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE Is guaranteed.
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end, when suddenly an actor playing a

minor role may give such a brilliant per-

formance that he simply puts the picture

in his pocket and walks away with it.

Adolphe Menjou did that to a film in

which Edna Purviance was the star. John
Gilbert did it. Countless others have clone

it. Only a little while ago I read the

notices of a picture comedy in which
the actress playing the role of a colored

maid carried off all the honors in the

picture.

"Very often it happens that a star

changes his or her identity by revealing a

streak of talent in an unsuspected direc-

tion. Raymond Griffith played heavies be-

fore he did comedies and it it weren't for

the fact that we saw him do a funny bit,

he'd probably still be a villain. At that,

tho, what is comedy's gain is melo-
drama's loss, for Griffith had enough
'menace' to supply an army of villains.

Anything he did seemed plausible, just as

anything Douglas Fairbanks does, even

holding a nation single-handed, seems en-

tirely within the range of reason.

"Gloria Swanson turned from a wearer

of beautiful clothes into a character actress.

Betty Bronson started as Peter Pan and
continued playing in sweet winsome parts

until her amazing genius for emotional

work was discovered, and her future now
seems to be laid along entirely different

lines. Unless I miss my guess, in five

years from now Betty will be to the movies

what Maude Adams was to the stage. She
just crackles with temperament. Pola

Negri, who distinguished herself first as a

vampire and emotional actress, is now
playing comedies with a deft, light touch.

I have noticed, by the way, that every

actor or actress of talent, no matter of

what nature, possesses a streak of comedy.
I mentioned Griffith, Swanson and Negri,

but there are others, too; both Talmadgc
girls, Jack Gilbert, Richard Dix and sev-

eral others. It may be that the same sense

of pace which is so necessary to good
comedy is also needed in the making of

serious pictures."

Voub next question to Mr. Lasky i> some-
1

thing about why stars drop out, having

once attained tremendous popularity, and

Mr. Lasky, like a wise man. shrugs his

shoulders.

"There are so many reasons. The public

gets tired of them. Or they take on too

much weight. Or they appear in poor pic-

tures. Or they have nothing more to

offer," he explains. "Sometimes an actor

has nothing hut mannerisms and when he

uses them too often he wears out his wel-

come. Notoriety has killed more than one

star."

If you are an interviewer, it is a good,

sensible experience to meet Jesse Lasky

early in .your career of asking questions

of movie stars and directors. He sees the

motion picture in 4ts entirety, from studio

to box-office, and he knows the value of

each of its component parts. The actor

speaks in terms of his own personality

:

he will do thus and so if he feels like it:

the director speaks in terms of his own
creation : the picture he has achieved or

hopes to achieve ; the cameraman speaks in

termsof his own craft: the lighting effects-

he has hit upon—and each one believes

himself the savior of the film. Talking to

them, you are apt to become a little warped
in your outlook, seeing, as they do, a bit

of the whole. That's why it is an educa-

tion to speak with Mr. Lasky and get a

bird's-eye view of the game, with the stars,

the directors, the cameramen, the electri-

cians, the executives and the sales force

in their proper places.

if,

{jmart women ,

everywhere
recognize the importance

of a fresh clear skin

THE effect of many a Paris gown has been ruined by a bad
complexion. This is an age of absolute cleanliness, fresh-

ness, daintiness—when a clear satin-like skin is more to be
desired than the latest style creation.

Yet frequently the excessive perspiration of summer com'
bined with dust, powder and the natural oil of the skin makes
the charm of daintiness seem impossible. There is one way to

attain it. Keep your s\in clean by using plenty of pure soap and
warm water.

Resinol Soap is ideal for every skin and will stand any test

of purity. It has no heavy perfume—just the delightful refresh-

ing Resinol fragrance. This distinctive fragrance, as well as its

rich color, is your guarantee for the healthful Resinol properties

it contains.

Buy a cake from your druggist or toilet goods dealer, and
bathe your face with it tonight. Note how readily it lathers,

how gently but thoroughly it cleanses the pores, how easily it

rinses, how soft, velvety and refreshed it leaves your skin.

Resinol Soap makes you feel clean.

If blackheads, blotches, etc., are already present, apply Resinol

Ointment to the irritated spots and see how it clears them away.

This soothing, healing preparation has been used for years in

treating skin troubles slight or serious. Excellent for the relief

of sunburn, chafing, prickly heat, etc.

Resinol
Soap

ertisers please mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Learn this

secret of

welLkept hair
SAY what you will, you can't look

your best unless your hair is

well-kept, smooth.

Don't put up with hair that looks
straggly, out of place, an hour or so
after you brush it. Learn how well-
dressed men and women everywhere
keep their hair looking smooth,

Stacomb! . . . There's the secret.

Stacomb trains the most difficult

hair—quickly— safely. Keeps it in
place—all day Jong. Brings out all

its hidden lustre.

. Keeps your hair in condition, too.
Stacomb never leaves it dry and
brittle—an easy prey to dandruff—
as daily wetting with water does.
Never makes it matted or greasy-
looking.

Don't go along day after day har-
assed with uncertainty over how
your hair looks. Try Stacomb to-

day! In jars, tubes and liquid form.
All drug and department stores. In
Canada, address Standard
Laboratories , Ltd ., 7 2 7 King
Street, West, Toronto. •

Now in liquid form too.

Standard Laboratories. Inc
Dept.O-31,113 W. 18th St.. N. Y. C.
Please send me, free, a generous sample of
Stacomb. I prefer the kind checked:—
Original, cream form D. New liquid form Q.

Name

Concerning the Prizes
""The five lucky sailors among the thousands of passengers who sailed on the May

Limerick Liner are given here with their qualifications. Each of them is the winner
of a ten-dollar prize :

hey play tennis in England a lot,

ert Lytell is the champion shot;

Tho Miss Nixon, you bet,

nd the high balls they serve hit the spot.

Over there you'll meet film stars galore;

Miss Boardman is one—you'll adore

Her expression ironical

At Creighton Hale's monocle.

Shows she's met those "eye-openers" before.

W. H. Sheridan.

New York.
Frank Kenneth Young,

Traverse City. Mich.

overs quarrel in England, they say:

lere's a pair you'll run into some day;

Young McGregor's sure peeved,

And Miss Borden looks grieved,

ust a 'snap'-shot, I guess, for the play.

May McAvoy and your friend Pat,

Will be seen in the old costumes that

May's parents did wear
On a wedding trip there.

Now we know why our Pat is high hat.

Eugenia Luckie,

Atlanta, Ga.

Mrs. Margaret Fromme.
Danbury. Conn.

In the country try spending a day.

Where young Colman and Miss Banky say

Is the spot most romantic

That side of the Atlantic,

Join the crowd, throw your cares all away.

LuciUe Le Clair,

O pa§'

Da>ton, Ohio.

i will find five opportunities for qualif

J-Jave you written a letter to MOVIE, Jr.? Every month a one-dollar prize is awarded

to the little boy or girl who sends us the most interesting letter. He or she must

include his or her age and address. The letter should be sent to MOVIE. Jr.. 175

Duffield Street, Brooklyn. Xew York.

Wiolet Lake. 21.3 Fourth Street North. Virginia, Minnesota, is the winner of the prize

this month. Unusually interesting letters were contributed by Elizabeth Shafer,

Xutley, Xew Jersey, and Jennette Ginsberg. Philadelphia. Pennsylvania.

The Fat of the Land
is the prize-winning title

It was contributed by Mi:

dollar prize.

or the picture which appeared on page 70 of the May iss

; Barbara Cooke, of Wilmette. Illinois. She receives the t

Pola's Most Honored Friend

By E. V. B.

Dim.\ Xic.ki. of course, has many admirers—particularly among the men—among
which is Rudolph Valentino, and this is no secret. But it is not generally known

thai the fiery Pola is not without a host of loving friends of her own sex. and

that she has a great big sympathetic heart full of the milk of human

I was one of a party of seven who dined with her at her beautiful, spacious

mansion on Beverly Drive the other night, and. much to my surprise I found no

pictures oi her admirers anywhere about. She showed us her library and some

ks, her swimming-pool, her sunken garden, her paintings, her projection-

room, her bronzes, her jewelry, and all that, but not a single photo of anybody

—

not even of Rudy.

1 asked that we might have a peen into her boudoir and she consented. There,

I felt sure. I would see unfolded before my eyes the innermost -

heart. There would be pictures of Rudy in all his glory and perhaps others of

former lover-—perhaps of the Count, or others with some lingering v.

annexed. Rut no. not one man present

!

But there, right near her dressing-table, in a conspicuous place and in a

beautifully carved frame was a portrait of—whom do you think:—a mother.

a sister, or a playmate of old? Xo. of a girl who has certainly had a bad

and needs a friend and here's the inscription: "To Pola— I love you I Mabel

and."
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When Fourth

ofJuly bands are playing—and

the cannon are roaring out their

celebration of another day of

Independence and Freedom

—have a Camel!

Camels represent the utmost in cigarette quality. The choicest of
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended into Camels by master
blenders and the finest of French cigarette paper is made especially

for them. No other cigarette is like Camels. They are the
overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.

WHEN the noisy shouts and
songs of freedom burst

forth on Independence Day.
And bands and parades and
booming cannon join in the

joyous celebration. When
you think again that our
country and the men in it

must be free

—

have a Camel!

For no other cigarette

ever brought such liberation

to so many millions of

smokers. On the day of its

birth, Camel decreed the

end of tired taste, of ciga-

retty after-taste. Mild and
mellow flavor, full enjoy-

ment have made Camel the

most celebrated name in the

history of smoking.

So this Independence
Day, as you watch our coun-

try's defenders march by in

inspiring parade — know
then the deepest goodness
that ever came from a ciga-

rette. Have the utmost in

smoking enjoyment.

Have a Camel!

Out highest wish, if y
do not yet know and I

joy Camel quality,

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company

Winston-Salem, N. C.



WATCH FOR THIS GIRL
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THE DEALER'S COUNTE]

soft caress

adds loveliness

Gruuf

(fiotri of the Spleocbt

of a (tbiujuille SuiUet
—this lovely new puff by Gainsborough

Deauville ! Most colorful spot in all

southern France! Gathering place of the

ultra'sophisticated! What a glorious pag'

eant of fashion is witnessed there!

Echoed now from this fashion center

comes a delightful new mode. Now one
chooses her powder puff as a definite part

of her costume— to blend with stock'

ings, garters, lingerie; to complement her

charm. And, translated into a lovely new
powder puff—"Corail"—Gainsborough
bringsthis, fashion's latest offering, to you

.

Color borrowed from the sunset; ve-

lour of luxuriant softness, plus the other

attributes of quality so typical of Gains'

borough puffs— gives to this new Corail

an added chic. You'll love the coral color

from which it gets its name.

This and other Gainsborough powder
puffs come in sizes for every need, for

vanity, dressing table or bath. Corail

in velour only, prices 15, 20 and 25c.

Other puffs in wool or velour, prices

from 10 to 75c.

ainsborough
POWDER PUFF i_

c"""'
/
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The Answer to "Whose Hands?"

By F. Vance de Revere

Editor's Note.—Here arc the owners of

the three hands which were analysed by
/'. Vance de Revere in the June issue of
Motion PICTURE Magazine. Oh this page

next month we z^ill publish the pictures of

the three stars whose hands hare hecn so

keenly analyzed on page 68 of this issue.

""The tiny hand belonging to the very

versatile person, with more talents than

her share, was Gloria Swansea's. Hen-

hand corresponds with her stature, but

her face does not. Her face would indi-

cate that she was tall. In fact, she looks

larger on the screen than she is, because
of this. The artistic ability- is shown in

her face but is more pronounced in her
hand, whereas, the executive qualities are

more pronounced in her face. She is

"artistic to her finger tips," for she really

does sketch, draw, model and has ability

to design and create. The diversification

of her characteristics is most unusual.

"Tiik very masculine hand, with its cor-

responding masculine traits was Rich-
ard Dix's. His frankness, honesty and
out-Spoken nature are shown in both hand
and face. His great physical strength

and endurance, his practicability, as well

as the inspirational, emotional, in fact.

all the dramatic qualities which make
him the natural born actor, are all found
in face and hand alike. Independence of
both thought and action, the conversa-
tional ability and the friendly, kindly atti-

tude toward his fellow companions, is well

marked in both face and hand. In fact,

Richard Dix's face and hand correspond
in nearly every detail, giving added
Strength to all his characteristics.

The hand belonging to a person of good
1

height, lean and muscular, with a face
having more length than breadth, was
Marion Davies.' The active, restless na-
ture which must have activity and plenty
of variety and change, also the courage of
her convictions, is shown in the face

and hand alike. In the jaw line and for-

matfon of the chin are shown persistence

and determination and in her nose is

shown a lack of aggression. The chari-
table, extremely sympathetic, kindly na-
ture, with the gentle, easy manner and
also the love of the luxurious and the
creature comforts of life, are found in

both face and band. Kindness and sym-
pathy are dominate in Marion Davies'
character.

All r

F. Van.
this

- K'.-

Budding Romances
A (CUMBER of interesting romance- are
** having their inception at the new
Hollywood Plaza Hotel in Hollywood,
which hostelry is proving to be the gather-
ing place of many notables in cinemaland.
Mildred June, beautiful Universal star is

often seen with Jimmy Houston, a debon-
air and handsome real estator of Holly-
wood who, we should think, would do very
admirably before the camera himself.
And Charlotte Bird, the clever and at-

tractive girl brought west under contract

to Lasky, seems very much interested in

Richard Arlen, Lasky juvenile, as this pair

are quite inseparable. They do not
deny an engagement, so we rather think
an announcement may be forthcoming
soon.

Mian Hart Simpson. Lasky juvenile,

and Walter Lang, the director, often leave

the Ph za lobby of an
to Mrs Wallace Reid - house for a

of bri< ge. We und< rstand Mae I

play. :1 e fourth hand. Altho Allan S
Mi

hear that another gentleman has a deep
romantic interest in .Mae. And as for
Mr<. Reid -you know Walter Lang di-

rected her pictures and ne will soon direct

another. Adalyn Mayer, who was one of
the beauties chosen for "The Dressmaker
from Paris," is often seen at the Plaza
with an eastern gentleman some years her
senior and it is rumored that they may
soon wed. Marion Harlan, daughter of

Otis Harlan and cousin of Kenneth, just

married Walter Kennedy, son of a hotel

owner of Mineral Springs, Indiana. This
couple are residing at the Hollvwood
Plaza.

FREE-10-DayTube 1,

Mail the Coupon

Here's a gift
Just send coupon for full

10 -day tube of this new
way to dazzling, white
teeth and firm, healthy gums

HERE'S a test you'll enjoy making.
It makes teeth white and gleaming.

Run your tongue across \rour teeth, and
you will feel a film, a viscous coat that

FILM . . . the great enemy of

healthy teeth and gums

That film is an enemy to your teeth—
and your gums. You must remove it.

It clings to teeth, gets into crevices

and stays. It absorbs discolorations and
gives your teeth that cloudy "off-color"

look. Germs by the millions breed in it

and lay your teeth open to decay. And
they, with tartar, are a chief cause of

pyorrhea and gum disorders.

Tooth troubles and gum troubles now
are largely traced to that film. That's

tc/iy, regardless of the care you take now,
your teeth remain dull and unattractive.

Firm the gums

Now, in a new-type dentifrice called

Pepsodent, dental science has discovered
effective combatants. Their action is to

curdle the film and remove it, then to

firm the gums.

A few days' use will prove its power
beyond all doubt. Mail the coupon. A
ten-day tube will be sent you free.

]
FREE PfgsSOJM

1 t!t
C
0°D

Pr The New-Day Quality Dentifrice

! Tube to Endorsed by World's Dental AuthoritU
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Only
this way
is sure

with mops, pails and acids.

Just sprinkle Sani-Flush in the

bowl. Follow directions on the

can. Flush. Every mark, stain

and incrustation is gone. The
bowl is white and clean. Even
the unreachable trap, so espe-

cially dangerous if neglected in

hot weather, has been cleared of

Always keep a can of Sani-
Flush handy in the bathroom.
Harmless to plumbing connec-

Buy Sani-Flush in new con-
venient punch-top can at your
grocery, drug or hardware store,

or send 25c for a full-size can.

30c in Far West. 35c in Canada.

Cleans Closet BowlsWithout Scouring

The Hygienic Products Co.
Canton, Ohio

veil -which kind is

ture the becoming kind I

suggest auburn, yet which ate really no more ac-

tual color than sunlight. It'sonly when the head
oved that

,

lie fleeting glint of gold
You have no idea ho*

"Golden Glint

iKGf

I have in mind, luiv a package and <oe for vol

J.W. KobiCo., 656 Rainiet AveJSeattle.W

Golden Glint
SHAMPOO

What Does It Cost to Get Into the Movies?
{Continued from page 84)

gether it will be an easier matter for the
extras to come to a better understanding
with casting directors, and bring them to a
consideration of the unfairness of recruit-

ing from the streets until they have given
extras already in the profession the oppor-
tunity to be considered.

It is estimated by those who have investi-
gated tha^ there are from fifteen to

twenty fraudulent schools and agencies in

New York City alone which claim to make
moving picture stars of their pupils, after
they have been paid large sums of
money. Now it is bunk to make any such
claims. Motion picture stars are not made
in a few months' time.

Here is one such school which was ex-
posed recently in a trade paper called
Motion Picture Today:

"Pay $35 and Maybe You Will Become
Screen Star.

"Members of the Film Player's Club are
incensed over the action of a concern
which is flooding the Eastern studios with
young men and women who have golden
hopes of becoming motion picture celebri-
ties. This company, which is located in

the Longacre Building, it is said, is mak-
ing it difficult for experienced picture
workers to get employment. It is re-
ported that several hundred persons have
enrolled at the office, and that a propor-
tionately small number have secured work
under the Kleigs.

"A reporter for Motion Picture Today,
who investigated the proposition as a can-
didate for screen honors, was offered a
contract on payment of thirtv-five dollars.

This entitled her to work for one day. she
was told, and provided that if she obtained
steady employment later, ten per cent, of
her salary would be required as com-
mission. The large fee was partially ex-
plained by the statement that some money

jld be needed for entertaining directors
and c

Inisin Whei asked

"The reporter was also impressed with
the necessity of having suitable photo-

graphs and was informed that the com-
pany would provide a dozen for her upon
payment of fifteen dollars. She would re-

ceive two for her personal use. and the
remainder would be distributed among
casting directors, agents, etc.

-The young man in the case saw in her
great possibilities and enthused over her
chances of success before the camera.
Her name, address, measurements and
other information were recorded.

members of the Kilnf Players' Club, which
includes many playing bits, protest that

thru a regular casting agency upon paying
a commission of ten per cent."

In this case the operator of this school
was formerly connected with pictures, and
knows a great many persons in the game.
He promises his graduates only one day's
work, which is a simple enough matter in

most instances for him to secure them, but
here is the point. He assures them that

once inside the gates of movicdom, the

rest is an easy matter, and they will then

be well on the -way to stardom. He does
ssuring before they graduate, for

the) thei

work, he is able legally to wash his hands
of them. He operates thru casting di-

rectors, legitimate agencies, etc. When
one casting director, discovering his game,
shut down on him, he got some of his

graduates into the studio by bribing a

supposedly legitimate casting agent, who
palmed them off on the unsuspecting

""This is only one of the numerous schools

or agencies operating just within the

law which is unscrupulous to the »th de-

gree. A few of them have been exposed
and put out of commission, but the ma-
jority operate for years without much dan-

ger of interference.

An instance of a fraudulent agency was
brought to light when the agent was
clapped into jail. They called him "The
Sheik," for he went around in black East
Indian attire, turban wound tightly around
his head. Usually there were any number
of dark-skinned persons in his office, which
was on the top floor of a Forty-seventh
Street building. He recruited girls to play
in pictures, he told them, in the nude, and
even went so far as to go to the Actors'

Equity and the film clubs to secure candi-

dates. It was discovered that while he
obtained work for a few colored persons
in pictures, his traffic was mostly in white

An extras' organization, where all such
cases can be reported and investigated at

once, will aid in ridding the ranks i^i

frauds. Such an organization can report

all matters of this kind to the casting

directors, who in turn should operate with
the extras in helping to make extraing as

free and above board as possible.

CTkom the extra's point of view, his lot

is indeed a hard one. with even at best

a losing chance at leading to better and
more work. If he is in earnest he does
not hesitate to make many sacrifices, in

spite oi this knowledge. But neither an
association formed for his protection, nor
sacrifices willingly undergone by him, will

alone insure even mediocre success in the
picture world. It may be a harsh judg-
ment, but those inside the industry estimate
that a large number of extras now in the

game haven't one chance in a million of
making the grade, and that if they were a

little more severe in the estimates of their

qualifications, they would seek oti

to conquer.

The Limerick Liner Is Sailing

ry-> you know the furi of making up last lines for unfinished Limericks:

have missed a lot if you have never embarked on this vo; g*

Picture Magazine awards $50.00 in prizes every month For the
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That's Out
(Continued from page 59)

no/ been receiving the attention from the

fans which you thought it should. It must
have been with such an idea of stimulating

interest that you made the remark about

Thomas Mcig'han which appeared in March
Motion Picture."

It is perhaps a shame to disillusion Tom-
my's admirer, but in all modesty we must
admit that our department is probably the

most popular in the magazine and that, far

from attempting to stimulate interest in it.

we are doing everything in our power to

curtail the great concern which our writings

seem to give Motion Picture readers.

I now have so many secretaries working
for me, answering letters from irate read-

ers, that there is no longer any profit in

conducting this column.

First Call for Von Stroheim Film!

Vox Stroheim has started to cast a new
picture. Hollywood parents are already

filling out applications for their children

so that they will be able to play leading

roles in the production by the time von
Stroheim is ready actually to start shooting.

Another Challenge

Ix the next mail came a little epistle from
Lewis B. Fackler, of Roanoke, Virginia,

who says, in part

:

"I have read your column for several

years and I can truthfully say that I have
never heard you offer a word of praise for
Pola Negri's distinct talents. On the con-
trary, you have criticized her for being

standardized by Paramount. predicted

-waning popularity for her in two different

articles—both predictions asinine to the

point of nausea—and when you have not

criticized her, you have completely ignored
her. To speak of Gloria Swanson as being

a great actress is more than foolish. It is

absurd."
Pola certainly has a lot of very staunch

admirers, and is undoubtedly deserving of
them. Strangely, however, many of them
seem to be suffering from one ailment or
another. One, who wrote this department
last month, stated that he would never be

able to view another film if Miss Negri
were to quit the screen.

Xow, judging from his letter, we are
sorry to note that Mr. Fackler suffers from
a weak stomach. 1 regret that, having no
M.D. diploma, 1 will be unable to prescribe

for him. But there are several very good
tonics to be found in the advertising col-

umns of Motion Picture Mai. a /ink.
As for our predictions concerning Miss

Xegri, we will leave that neither to Mr.
Fackler nor to ourselves to decide. Let
time be the judge.

1 see where Harry Langdon is going to

make a picture entitled "The Yes Man.''
He should have very little trouble casting

such a subject in Hollywood.
And all scenes can be shot without re-

hearsals.

Something Should Be Done
About This

\Y/k are still hoping; to view a race-track™ picture in which it is not necessary for
the heroine's horse to win the race in order
to save the old homestead from the hands
of the sheriff.

Watch for the August issue of MO-
TION PICTURE MAGAZINE. It's

our big mid-summer number and has
more features than any other movie
magazine.

Sometimes * * *

remembering
is dangerous

Sorry that he met a beautiful girl ?

How can a man ever regret such a pleas-

ure? How can he want to forget it?

// can happen! And perhaps there is

no keener disappointment to a man
than this very thing.

To admire a girl's beauty, to want
to know her. Then to meet her—and
have nearness bring disillusionment!

And always, afterward, when he
thinks of her, he remembers only this

one thing. He forgets her beauty

—

but he can't forget that she failed to

live up to his ideal of her!

The smart woman never neglects

one fundamental personal appeal. She
is ever on the alert against that dis-

astrous thingwhich can so quickly turn

masculine admiration into disgust.

If soap and water alone could

keep you from offending with
the deadly odor of underarm
perspiration and the ugly stains

of moisture, few people would
offend.

But ordinary cleanliness has

no effect on perspiration. No
make-shift, temporarymeasures

will do. Only a scientifically formu-
lated corrective can control it.

The one corrective which millions

of people have found they can really

depend upon is Odorono, the Under-
arm Toilette. A dainty, antiseptic toi-

letwater, so easy and pleasant to use!

Odorono is a physician's prescrip-

tion'. It is widely used in hospitals

by nurses and doctors who recognize

its scientific character and sure effec-

tiveness.

Just use Odorono twice a week

—

and you'll enjoy a new safe sense of
assurance. No more embarrassing
wet streaks under the arm or across

the back ; no more ruinous stains which
expert dry cleaning can't take out.

And even more important to your
self-respect— no unconscious
offending with repellent odor!
Don't run the risk of ever

having an unlovely odor asso-

ciated with your person! Be
safe—with Odorono twice a

week. Get a bottle now, at any
toilet counter, 35c, 60c and $1,
or sent by mail postpaid.

ruth miller
127 Blair Avenue, C

Please send me sample ofOdorono and booklet for which I enclose5c.

NOTE: Ifyou would also like to

1 MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.

is odor only, send 5c addi



Keep the Underarms i

Dry and Odorless i

spend unhappy hours of humiliation. Like every
wholesome woman there are few things you dread
more than armpit odor and unsightly perspiration

Old reliable NONSPI has brought glorious freedom
to a million women. Why not to you? Harmlessly
and certainly this wonderful preparation keeps the

underarms normally dry and free from odor. And
it is a preparation that trained nurses use, that

physicians endotse and that toilet and drug dealers

cally r

applies tions weekly—fre ,

from
!',,,,

i

t se a bot le fro

but 50c)—

O

nd us yo
maily u a liberal FREE sample

simple
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J Composed Her
applied at home. 14 shades. P. P. $1-60. '

i White Henna for lightening hair grown v

dark, $2.25. Pilocarpine Hair Tonic id
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\ B. PAUL, Dept. 8-J, 21 W. 39th St., N.Y.C.
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k%m AT ALL DRUG AND DEPARTMENT STORESaSSS

Arlette Marchal at her dressing table

The Home Beauty Shop
Conducted by Martha Dawn

A GREAT many girls write in to me and^ ask my advice on the use of surgery
to correct anatomical defects. I have
he tore me a number of letters asking if

it is wise to have a surgeon perform an
operation for shortening the nose or for

straightening bow-legs.

Without a personal knowledge of Mich
nd without knowing something

about the reputation of the surgeons who
perform such operations, it is difficult to

give advice. Several actresses have un-
dergone operations on the nose without

disastrous effect and with good results.

And there are many appliances [or

straightening the nose without an opera-

tion that have been highly recommended.

As For the operation to straighten bow-
legs, ii can be (lone if you do not mind the

pain and inconvenience of having your leg-

broken and set straight.

As a general thing, such surgical feats

are only for the very wealthy who have
money to pay for the very best medical

treatment. In inefficient hands, any surg-

ical operation is a troublesome and often

thine-.

girl with a large, prominent
usually safer and wiser to resort

of concealment. For instance.

ise is too large, do not wear a

Do net wear a hat without a

large bat is more becoming to

.chose features are prominent.

mber that too much powder.

dange.

sho skir If

I that they should be.

thing to do \> to avoid conspicuous

:s. Flesh-colored stockings

designed for girls with perfect

if course, you need not wear black

>s, but try a gun metal or a dark

must wear your dresses rather

in MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE is s»>

short to be fashionable. But if your legs

aren't beautiful, dont have a straight.

tight skirt line. Flare skirt< and slashed

skirts are fashionable and a draped >kirt.

loose about the hem, is the best style for

girls who fancy that thev have homely
legs.

Also, be careful how you stand. Culti-

vate a graceful carriage, use your fee'

correctly and remember that a neatly shod
foot is always attractive.

Cpeaking of shoes, all the heels run to
**^ extremes. They are either painfully

high or almost non-existent. In other
words, all the shoes look like either danc-
ing pumps or sport shoes.

too, are either knee-length or.

for very formal dresses, well down to the

ankle line.

The tailored suit is back again. French-
women never discarded it entirely. A few
words about what to wear with a tailored

suit might lie pertinent Never wear a
trimmed hat with a tailored suit. Only
severely cut hats are correct. Never wear
fancy shoes. Oxfords or Colonial pumps
are best. Never wear jewelry, except the

plainest sort, with tailored attire. Mannish
cut blouses are very fashionable and. of
course, the trimmed blouse with the tail-

ored suit is bad taste.

""This is the time of the year. too, when
special attention must be giw

complexion, particularly it you are sub-

ject to freckles and sunburn. T
remedy comes in a prevention tr<

which consists skin with

a good foundation cream
face powder.

If the sunburn does get you. remember
the excellent heali

of milk. There - r and it

will bring quick relief :

At the same time it serves as a bleach for

tan. Lemon iuice is probably as a

remedy as anything for
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The Hard, Hard Life of a

Handsome Hero
{Continued from page 67)

I did. There was to be a fight. Mr.
Kerry and Charles Puffy were trying to

defend the beautiful maiden, played by
Greta Xisson, from the onslaught of a
dozen or so rough soldiers who wanted to

take her back to her ancestral castle whence
she had fled, presumably, for love of Nor-
man. I am not at all sure that I have the

details of the story correctly.

It was a lovely fight. They swatted
each other earnestly. They broke vases
and pitchers over each other's heads. They
rolled on the floor. Thud! Grunt! Crash!
Miss Xisson registered terror. The de-
fenders were overwhelmed and Miss Xis-
son was carried off. struggling. Mr. Kerry
lay unconscious on the floor. "Cut

!"

shouted the director.

I—I ere it was discovered that there was
nothing to cut. The cameraman, for

some obscure reason, had stopped grind-

ing soon after the fight began. Language
ensued.

Wearily they cleaned up the set, repaired

a broken chair, procured more vases and
pitchers, dusted off the actors—and did it

(ACT !

In the next scene Mr. Kerry was still

unconscious. Miss Nisson was to yearn
over him, kneeling at his side, and a dra-

matic scene took place in which the cruel

guardian arrived and bargained with her
for Norman's life. If she would promise
to return to the castle and marry the

villain, her lover would be spared. Heart-
broken, she agreed

They began to rehearse. Mr. Kerry pro-

cured- a pillow and reposed on the floor

while the rest of the company worked out

their "business." Presently there was a

loud snore. Worn out with defending the

beautiful maiden twice in one afternoon.

Mr. Kerry had gone to sleep.

It was getting late and it looked as if

it might rain again. My chances for more
interview seemed slight. 1 stole out, un-

noticed, and departed for home.

Good? No, Just Wise
(Continued from paye 35)

"Well, that's that," she said. "I've al-

ways known what I wanted in life and I've

done the things that would bring it nearer
and left the others, that would clash with

it, undone. If I dont get it, I'll at least

not have any regrets."

She smiled her unaffected smile of com-
radeship that makes her seem younger than

the flappers she bad been discussing. It

made me think of her as I saw her at

the Paramount School Commencement
party.

She had appeared in some scenes with
the graduate players just beginning their

movie careers. Lois Wilson looked younger
than any of them, and she had been on the

screen for ten years.

Her enthusiasm was like a flame. The
Others looked a little old, a little too sophis-

ticated and worldly wise by comparison.

I think that Lois Wilson's beauty is her
best argument. What girl wouldn't cur-

tail a few emotions and pass up a cocktail

or two to capture the spirit of eternal

youth ?

'LetUs TasteLife WhileWeMay"
"Doushka," he whispered, "Life is so

short. Let us taste it while we may!"
And the princely stranger, who had sud-
denly appeared out of the soft shadow of
the warm, sensuous Egyptian night, bent
and kissed her lips.

She struggled against the intoxicating
-tried vainly to resist—to push

away—but he again gathered her
lis arms and most tenderly kissed her.

All power of movement seemed to de-
sert her. She only knew that she was
wildly happy, that this was heaven, and
she wished it would never end.

Thus Elinor Glyn sets the stage and
plants the situation very early in her
startling novel "His Hour"—one of the
10 thrilling dramatic stories that you
may now secure at an unheard of low

10 Great $2*2 Novels
by ELINOR GLYN

NOWYOURS-MlFor Only*
Think of it. Ten $2.00 novels— tique book paper. V^

actually sold in the original edition Actually better
for S20.00— all for only $2.q8. This
is the most amazing book bargain

ever offered—a bargain that has ab-

solutely astounded the publishing

mM * IF YOU
^BV ACT NOW

world.

Elinor Glyn's Masterpiece

But that is not all.

Included in the 10 vol-

umes is Elinor Glyn's

latest sensational suc-

cess — "This Passion

Called Love"— a pow-
erful treatise on this

burning subject that

everyone wants to read.

The regular bookstore

price of this great work
alone is $2.00 a copy.

How Can We Do It ?

How can we give you a

complete set of 10 fascinating volumes
for the absurdly low price of only

$2.98 for all? This wonderful offer

is made possible only by paying Eli-

nor Glyn a few pennies royalty—by
economically printing an enormous
quantity of books at one time and

by selling in great quantities at small

profit.

These 10 Volumes are not tiny

paper booklets with soft covers

—

they are handsomely bound in genu-
ine Royal Blue Cloth with stiff

board covers—artistically stamped
in gold—finelv printed from FULL-
SIZE PLATES on high-grade An-

IO Volumes
Here They Are

The Price of Things
Guinevere's Lover
The Man and the Moment

tique bo
Actually

looking book:

than the original $20.00 edition!

Send No Money
Simply mail the cou-

pon and the books will

be shipped to you at

once. When they ar-

rive pay the postman
only $2.98 vplus a small

amount for postage).

If you are not delighted

with your purchase,

simply return the books
within five days, and
your $2.98 will be
promptly refunded.
So don't put it off

—

but fill in and mail
the coupon

—

Note. The
Authors' Press, Dcpt.

857, Auburn, NewYork.
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Freckles
Secretly and Quickly Removed!

YOU can banish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Your friends will won-
der how you did it

Stillman's FreckleCreambleaches
them out while you sleep. Leaves the

skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent, the face

natural coloring.

The first jar proves its ma
Results guaranteed, or r

funded. At all druggists, 5

& Reekieillmans^
Cream j®tt&
REMOVES FRECKLES
WHITENS THE SKIN

The Stillman Co., 33 Rosemary Lane. Aur<

Send me your FREE make-up and skir

ment booklet, "Beauty Parlor Secrets."

$$ For Photoplay Ideas

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
255 Security Bldg , Santa Monica and Western Ave.

\ g^=, Spray on r

$lfixo-gen

10 Days' Trial FREE

CLUZELLE
98

Completely Herself
(Continued from page 69)

From earliest recollection, her childhood
was one struggle between her own per-
sonality and the instinct of her mother to

dominate and possess it. This struggle
was not actuated by the will of either

person; it was, rather, the conflict of two
primal forces, each as old as mankind : the

instinct of the parent to possess the child,

and of the child to live an individual life

of its own.
A few incidents will suffice to show the

character of this struggle. For some rea-

son—thru sheer perversity if you insist,

but I do not believe this to be so—she did

not wish to go to the Sunday school of
her family's choosing—therefore, she would
take a dose of ipecac sufficient to make her

too sick to do so.

To balance this : whenever she wanted
something, the opposite was given her. If

she wanted a wide ribbon, she got a narrow
one; if she wanted a blue dress, she got
a pink one

!

Later, when she began to form concrete

ideas as to the pattern in which she would
like to cast her life, her strongest wish
was to engage in some form of art—the

stage being her preference. And what was
this ambition of a child in the early teens

met with? Ridicule! Not argument to

show her the hardship and small chance
of large rewards in that life; but, simply

—

ridicule!

Naturally, this only served to make her

draw more within herself than ever. For
a few years she strove to gain the end
she so wished ; but she found that it was
impossible to do so without a definite break
with her family.

|7or instance, this will serve as an ex-
'„ ample of the attitude of her family

:

later, when she was actually beginning to

nihil

ac(|u;

to be her me
she should

:e, El

she cha
in circl

rBo;

" her
nlman \

:e—and she felt it unjust that

to stand the shame
of having her niece's degradation known

!

And with her mother it was very much
the same: when all her objections were
boiled down, only one remained : this was
the ever-present danger of "temptation."

"As if there wouldn't be as much tempta-
tion in business. A- it' there wouldn't be

as much temptation wlietfevcr there were

Because of her wish to avoid a definite

break with her family, Miss Boardman at

last decided to compromise upon a point

half-way between the field- of art and busi-

ness—the craft oi interior decoration. For
some time she plied this trade; but the

further she delved in it. the more obvious
became the limits to its depths—until, at

last, it held no further interest for her.

Still she stuck; hoping that, even tho she

could get nothing from it. she might still

find some interest in putting all of herself

into it. But the fact that it was only a

blind allev leading nowhere could no longer

he hidden.

Co, in disgust, she cut the Gordiafl knot.
^ She quietly packed her things and went

to Xew York—with little money in her

pocket: but a seemingly inexhaustible sup-

ply of high hopes in her heart. All that

was necessary, so it seemed to her, was
to walk into the office of the first pro-
ducer and intimate that she was willing

to accept a part

!

But she was due for a sad awakening.

One of the first of the mighty who
deigned to grant her an audience said he
would give her ?. part in a picture—for
a consideration. And, as she was quite
pretty and made a strong appeal to him.
he might even be pleased to raise her
amongst the stars

!

Miss Boardman's reaction was peculiar.

"I felt—I knew—that this 'consideration'

was not necessary. So I argued with him
for about two hours ! And I was so
serious in my attempt to prove to him
that he was wrong!—he must have been
laughing up his sleeve at me all the time

"But I think I've had the last laugh;
for he is no ionger a power—and I've

gained more than he offered me."

LIer first work in pictures came a short
1 * time later, as an extra in the old World
studio at Fort Lee. There, amongst others,

she met the casting director, Robert Mc-
Intyre. and he—always on the lookout for

new faces—was struck by her rather rare
type of beauty. He made a test of her,

and told her that he would let her know
if anything developed from it. On her
first day she was given the chance to be
a "Cinderella"

!

And something would have come of it.

for the test went beyond even the greatest

expectations ; but, look as he would, it was
not until years later that Melntyre suc-

ceeded in finding her

!

The reason was that she had moved and
left no forwarding address—she was for-

ever moving in those days.

"Was it to a cheaper room?"
"Xo—there weren't any cheaper. It was

this : as soon as a landlady learned that I

was working in the films—when a call

came over the phone, for instance—she
would have nothing more to do with me—

-

I must get out and look for another
place."

A.xp that is the note on which we will

end, for I did not start out to give

you a life history of this lady; I have
tried, rather, to sketch sufficient of the

background to make possible an under-
standing of her development. I hope that

I have succeeded in this—if I haven't, the

piling up of more facts wont help mc.
Also, before I close, there is this to be

considered : Miss Boardman seems i>os-

sessed of an analytical and logical mind.
One—again like Poe—poorly suited to ro-

manticize hardship and make the best of

it. For such an one, if a thing is bad.

it's bad—and no amount of soft soap will

smooth the rough edges. Therefore

—

pessimism

!

But her star seems in the ascendant,

and its upward progress certain. Perhaps
the present pessimistic stage is merely

transitional. In fact, there is every reason

to believe this is so; she has lost the

illusions of her childhood and. as yet. h3s

found nothing to take their place.

But let us hope that she will find it soon.

No matter

WHAT'S YOUR QUESTION
ivhat the query may be, if it is aboul the

rtoriiv for yew. His per

ople know more about :

muck m
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Tabloid
Interviews

By Elizabeth Petersen

Ix the pursuit of my art I stop at no
1

obstacles, so naturally a mere dentist

could not keep me from my prey, who in

this instance happened to be A. B. C. Dee,

President of Bigger and Better Pictures.

My victim was reclining in the chair

when I approached brightly, note book in

hand.

"The pulling power of
^

the Movies is

tremendous," he groaned, "tho there is a

tremendous cavity for better pictures

which must be filled. We producers must

band together and drill for the festering

that is infecting the very root of

our great industry. You must pardon me
if I seem distrait. My nerves are jump-

ing at the throbbing, pricky jabs given us

bv the Censors."

'•'And what chance has a girl of win-

ning screen fame?" I queried aptly.

A curious look came into his eye-.

"As Madame Glvn would say only four

out of five have "if" he countered.

With this interesting thought our talk

ended.

The beautiful June Morn was reclining
1

in a steamer chair on her yacht as I

approached. There was a wistful look in

her eves that went straight to my heart.

"Tell my public." she said softly, _ "that

they are my anchor. If it weren't for

them I would be drifting along on a sea

of pleasure. For them I have buffeted

the waves, but 1 do not regret it. My
work is my harbor, my refuge from the

storms of life."

She walked a little unsteadily to the

rail.

"I love my public," she said quivering

with suppressed emotion. "Everything

within me goes out to them."

As T left she was still standing at the

rail, her head bowed as in silent prayer.

I HAVE often thought a movie star's place
1

is in the kitchen, but it wasn't until I

met the great Ordoeva that I was sure

of it.

Succulently attired in a tomato-red vel-

vet gown, her sleeves rolled tip and in-

advertently displaying the diamond and

emerald and ruby and rhinestone bracelets

that had figured in so many newspaper

robberies, she playfully threw some

mashed potatoes as a greeting.

She made an entrancing entree reclining

against the lapis lazuli sink of her

renaissance kitchen.

"I'm just a little home girl who doesn't

believe in getting pickled unless there's no

help for it," she began. "But I must

admit you can get in some awful stews

some time. Far be it from me to roast

anyone, but the things I've seen

simmering. Anyway I'm not going to

cook anyone's goose, so dont ask me to

dish the dirt.

"It's all a lot of Bologna about me being

a Vamp. I'm the best little housebreaker

—I mean housekeeper—in all Hollywood.
I think housework is a great beautifier.

Do you think I could keep my hands so

smooth and white if it weren't for the

frequent soakings they get in dishwater?"

"And what is your opinion of the

movies," . I broke in when I saw my
chance. "Do you think they are still in

their infancy?"
"So's your old man," she said with the

New-way shaving
More and more men are

discovering it

Self-shaving in a professional manner with a

barber-edge blade, speedy, super-comfortable.

This is the daily delight of all who own
Valet AutoStrop Razors.

Notamateurish. Not a substitute. But a better

shave in every way.

Simpler. This unique rasor sharpens its own
blades. No unscrewing. No disassembly.

Sharpen, shave and clean without removing
the blade.

More economical. A new-like blade for every
shave. Theutmost in self-shaving satisfaction.

Wety!uta£trop Razor
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

AutoStrop Safety Razor Co., 656 First Avenue, New York City

J

The Razor That Sharpens Itself
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Your EYES Never
Have a Vacation

Vacation-time brings needed rest and
relaxation— except to your EYES.
Not only does travel expose them to

cinders, smoke and coal gas, but
days spent in the open result in irri-

tation by sun, wind and dust.

Protect and rest your EYES this sum-
merwithMurine. It instantly soothes
and refreshes irritated EYES — en-
courages a clear, bright, healthy
condition. Contains no belladonna
or other harmful ingredients.

Dept. 25, Chicago

WI/K//VE,
for You"
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A $10 BILL
SICKNESS
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jiaOOO Accidental Death
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. is the mother of invention. When W. C. Fields was
: too lazy to paste on his comic mustache with spirit gum.
ng process. So he invented a mustache with a hook coi

ens under his nostrils. And, boys and girls, he is using tha
mustache in "It's the Old Army Game"
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simply got to

time when you have to cover the mileage
1 do."

He crawled out from under the car.

With the air of an expert he capped the

climax. I mean the radiator.

"Well, I'll lie punctured." he groaned.
"Excuse me if I have to bring this very

. slow dow My

deepest reverence
home of the be-

en. A tired-look-

ing little man with a feather duster in his

hand answered my ring.

"She's down at the hangar," he said,

"and please dont whistle as you leave.

Our beloved eldest son lies at the point

of death."

The gloom of this news was
by the cheery greeting of the dear little

mother. Her white hair, cut in the latest

bob. was carefully marcelled. Her blue

rkled merrily as she indicated a

seat beside her in the plane.

\Ye soared merrily into the air.

"This younger generation that i< spring-

ing up is losing all control." she remarked
coolly as the machine righted itself after

the third tail spin. "They fly thru life

with their heads in the clouds. There i<

many a girl who has side-slipped simply
because she's never got her feet on the

ground and is winging her way thru dan-
gerous currents without a thought for her
dear mother's teachings.

doesn't get you anywhere. The -

always wants to be on top of the social

swing is getting ready for a •

into the depths of despair."

"And your own dear children?" I

queried.

There was a sudden lurch and a

air as the machine careened mac.
.

wards. As we struck a church
the little mother faced me. he-

working convulsively.

"The mention of my little

always unnerves me." she
_ ically.

Make Your Vacation Perfect

ith you.

s-dealer today so that J

f Magazine has more features than ..•

annot afford to miss the

e Picture Parade." conduct*
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Yes and No
(Continued from page 82)

Those two magazines, I think, visited every
person on the floor who was able to turn
the pages. And I know every single person
who read them enjoyed them, for there is

something in Motion Picture for every-
one—young and old, men, women and chil-

dren. To my knowledge several persons
in the hospital subscribed for Motion" Pic-
ture when they found how good it really

was.

Thelma Ferguson,

Hollister, California.

The Clever Talmadges

I wonder how long this star system will

last. Surely it has been weighed in the

balance and found wanting. We are not
demanding all-star easts, but we do want
to see well-balanced ones. Joseph Schenck
seems to see the light in this regard. Per-
haps it is because the canny Talmadges
demand competent support. With the ex-
ception of one certain gent, I have never
seen either of these actresses play opposite
a sap yet.

Few stars can really carry the burden of
stardom on their shoulders and get away
with it. Mary has been able to do so,

also Doug, Charlie and Harold. And the

Talmadges; but I doubt if they could have
lasted as long as they have if it weren't
for the fact that they are smart little girls

and always hire the boys who possess mag-
netism plus to furnish a thrill or two.

Poor old Gloria is sliding, but then she-

was only a shooting star, anyway. And
Thomas Meighan, with his pockets full of
lucre, hasn't cared if the ladies who lent

him their support were just lukewarm
lassies.

Stars may come and stars may go, but
thanks be. we still have Lew Codv, Norma
Shearer. Ronald Colman, Lois Wilson.
Harrison Ford, May .McAvoy, and lots

others. Then too we have some nice old

men we are fond of, Theodore Roberts,

George Fawcett, Ernest Torrence, Milton
Sills and Alec Francis.

As I said before, why give us this star

system when we dont want it?

E. A. Squire,

Tacoma, Washington.

Hard Words

JOHN Pop\ certainly roasted the motion
pictures from A to Z, but he left out

a few paragraphs, which I, with kind per-

mission of Motion Picture, would like

to include :

Why cant the producers film an Arabian
picture without dancing girls, auction sales

of the heroine, desert sandstorms ami
shrieks of sheiks?

A picture of wild animals at home with-

out trying to show bigger beasts in the

form of men?
A South American republic without the

usual plotting conspirators, revolutions and
gun-blazing blowouts?

And why do they exhibit photoplays
with the hero hardly knowing what to do
with the sword dangling at his side, but
still displaying before the spellbound pub-
lic a somewhat freakish skill when he
overcomes the best duellists in the land?
Such duels, phew! Most of them look
more like a cross between a Charleston
and a Spanish tango interwoven with a

waltz.

Pf.ter Shelby,

Akron, Ohio.

(Continued on page 108)

Telephone line over the Rocky Mountains

The Builders of the Telephone

Spanning the country, under

rivers, across prairies and over

mountain ranges, the telephone

builders have carried the electric

wires of their communication net-

work. Half a century ago the

nation's telephone plant was a

few. hundred feet of wire and
two crude instruments. The
only builder was Thomas A.

Watson, Dr. Bell's assistant.

It was a small beginning, but

the work then started will never

cease. In 50 years many million

miles of wire have been strung,

many million telephones have

been installed, and all over the

country are buildings with switch-

boards and the complicated ap-

paratus for connecting each tele-

phone with any other. The
telephone's builders have been

many and their lives have been

rich in romantic adventure and
unselfish devotion to the service.

Telephone builders are still ex-

tending and rebuilding the tele-

phone plant. A million dollars a

day are being expended in the

Bell System in construction
work to provide for the nation's

growing needs.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company

and Associated Companies

BELL SMJ SYSTEM

IN ITS SEMI-CENTENNIAL YEAR THE BELL SYSTEM LOOKS FOR.
WARD TO CONTINUED PROGRESS INTELEPHONE COMMUNICATION

Learn Classic Dancing
At Home!

M. Serge* Marinoff School of Classic Dancii

} advertisers please mention MOTIOX PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Lostl
30 lbs. of Fat

You see people all about you who have lost their

excess fat. In every circle nowadays nearly everyone

is slender.

People have found a way to reduce which is easy

and pleasant and prompt. It combats the cause of fat

formation, which usually lies in a gland. You can see

its results wherever you look today.

That way is Marmola Prescription Tablets, which
for 18 years have been making fat people thin. The
delighted users have told others about them, and the

use has spread. Now people are using over one
million boxes of Marmola every year.

You should know Marmola if you overweigh. Style

and beauty,- health and fitness call for normal figures.

Excess fat has no excuse when so many people know

The ^Pleasant Way to Reduce

MARMOLA 25c Sample

Free

FRECKLES

of Othine fron

A Guide to Current Pictures

Which are now being shown thruout the United States

A Woman of the World
Pola Negri in a new role, which she does to perfec-
tion will, ( 1, ester rv.nklin. Storv not so good,
but well worth seeing. (Paramount!—E. V. B.

Auction Block, The
Just fair-to-middlin'—because there is nothing
much to intrigue the interest. So we call it an
average picture. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Barrier, The
Rex Beach's story is done again—and shapes up
as fairly good. Not much suspense, but plenty of
action. Somewhat overacted. (Metro-Goldwyn)

Bat, The

rou keyed v

Behind the Fioi

keeps

Wallace
r. (Para-

• movie industry and
;ade. Co;.

n is the hero. (First

Clothes Make the Pit
e laughs are achieved in

.eon Errol's droll comedy

tin: MAGAZINE is guai

The Michael Arler a Dorothy Mac

bat for her headstrc
rsel! to keep daughtc
and competently pi

Devils Circus, The
!. whic

ness out of tragedy. Bound up with a spirit of re-

demption. Good circus background and fairly

good symbolism effected. Well acted bv Norma
Shearer and Charles Emmett Mack
Goldwyn)

Dixie Merchant, The
J. Farrell MacDonald in a delightful character
study based on Barry Benefield's novel. 'The
Chicken-Wagon Family."

Don't
Slap-stick stuff from the pen of Rupert Hughes

—

the idea pres
Iter father, where to get off.

Goldwyn)
Eaftle, The

Valentino comes back with a bang, but Vilma
Banky shares the honors. You will like this

Cnited Artists — E. V. B.

Fir- . The
tarried life with Matt Moore

-:n Perry as the young couple. Matt

Flaming Frontier, The
Does not come up to expectations. Depicts Cus-
ter's last fight and lias c>«>d atmosphere, but the
big moments are few and far between. (Universal)

Flaming Waters
With Man- Carr as the mother a: '

this picture makes
fair entertainment in its story .if oil swindlers.

For Heavens Sake
Harold Lloyd lias another rollicking number, one
that is rich in tags and humor. Not quite up to
The Freshman.'' but excellent enough to be

considered one of the best bets of t - -

Paramount"

Freshman, The
Harold Lloyd's funniest picture—and by all odds
his greatest. Has everything and will please any
type of picturegoer. Dont miss it. (Palhe)

Gold Rush, The
After two yean we - belter from
Charlie Chaplin. However you will probably like

it. but not nearly so well as "The Kid." etc. tl'nitea
Artists —E. V. B.

Golden Strain, The
Pretty weak drama starring Kenneth Harlan.
Hobart Bosworth gives the best performance.
Ft x

Grand Duchess and the Waiter

much adroitness and subtlety. Is clever in every-

way—and capitally played by Menjou and Yidor.
(Paramount)

Great Love. The
Broad comedy this s around (he antics
of an elephant ti r, ppiness to a
heroine stress ' ial for the adults.

Goldwyn)
Her Sister From Paris
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-
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His Secroi.tr>
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wyn)—

lhafuv.' Torrent
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Oversold

!

(Continued from page 25)

One of the reasons why Pola Negri
has not equaled her Berlin screen work
in America was the fact that she came
to these shores oversold. She stood out of

several Berlin-made films with singular

vividness. The critics hailed her as the big-

discovery of years. It was a physical im-

possibility for her to hit the heights after

that.

Gloria Swanson experienced a severe in-

stance of this malady when she made
"Mme. Sans-Gene." This production was
loudly touted from Paris and America's
expectations were raised to the highest
point. Actually, the film was oversold
Then followed its lukewarm reception by
America at large.

P)elvixg further into ancient screen his-^ torv, we find the instance of Mary
Miles Minter. Miss Minter was to be an-

other Mary Pickford. She was oversold
to the public as Mary's successor. Unfor-
tunately, the public does not like to have
its idols hand picked. The audiences of
the country resented Miss Minter and her
subsequent failure was inevitable.

In the same way, Charles de Roche was
oversold as Rudolph Valentino's successor.
De Roche was imported with a superb
blare of trumpets, but the public would

t stand for someone else to select an idol.

Mo: thi the

xample ' being

r. De Roche
Valentino. De Roche'
even before he landed

Probably the first fin

oversold in screendom
Theda Bara. The William Fox exploita-
tion forces oversold the first celluloid vamp
as a siren with a mysterious past. She
had been horn in the shadow of the pvra-

So much lor the person
stances of being oversold.
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"FOR THE HAIR OF WOMEN WHO CARE"

Frederics ^Method

PERMANENT
WAVING FACTS

everywoman shouldknour

£~)lMONG permanent waving authorities the Fred-

J\ erics Method is known as "the Method of the
QtSX. Masters." This is because it is always used by

better hairdressers for the more beautiful waves it

gives and the greater safety it affords.

No need to send away for tests to make sure of safety.

The Frederics Method allows large, soft waves of lovely
charm for every woman. It protects and enhances the
natural lustre of your hair. Wherever you see this

method used, you are sure of greater satisfaction than
you ever before have known. For it marks the expert
hairdresser who offers patrons only the best.

We will gladly send you the name of a nearby

Frederics Method Parlor on request

& Frederics Inc.

53-A West 37th Street

NEW YORK, N. Y.

9/ie Siren jhre

opJbnrk-miled Cues'

. . . swift and unforgettable —
darts the irresistible sglance of the :

Haunting romance lurks in the shadows of her
lovely eyes. It is the heavy sweep of long, dark
lashes that invests her eyes with velvety depths
and unforgettable lure.

There is no beauty of skin or feature equal to the witch-
ing glance of a dark-fringed eye. No other charm has
the instant appeal of soulful eyes under shadowy lashes.

Tour eyes will take on this expressive beauty if you
darken your lashes with WlNX—a light touch or two
and they appear as dark and luxuriant as a screen star's!

Harmless and waterproof, WlNX liquid dries instantly
and cannot rub off or smear. At all drug or depart-
ment stores or direct by mail. Complete with brush
attached to stopper of the bottle. 75c, U. S. or
Canada. Black or brown.

WlNXETTE (cake form) complete with tiny one-row
brush and mirror, 50c. Black or brown.

~W 'Enjoy the thrill ofradiant beauty. Mail 'be

coupon at <„ , ' r 1
'"",

<

X Winx. A, > iy brum Wi a sample 0}

ert moist Rouge, the rouge that is u -

-oofand won 't rub off!

WINX
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A dainty new
creme deodorant
— stops odor all day
"No, I am never bothered with perspira-

tion." How often you hear this! And
never was there a greater mistake. Just

because you are not annoyed with perspi-

: be t : that

you are free from all trace of odor. Every-

one must watch this danger.

And here, now, is a delightful creme

that keeps you fresh and dainty all day
long. Creme Odorono annuls every trace

of odor without checking perspiration.

It is delightful to use — so creamy soft

and smooth. You can use it any time

when dressing; it is not greasy and will

not stain. Try it when you want quick ac-

tion. Get a tube at any toilet counter, 15c.

A PERFECT LOOKING NOSE
CAN EASILY BE YOURS

Trades Model No. 2S corrects now
all ill-shaped nos.-s

Leam to Draw
at Home

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART

Advertising Section

A Guide to Current Pictures
(Continued from page 102)

: companion piece t

The Cinderella

The filn_ . __

corded with excellent realism. The flood scene is

immense and the suspense puts it over. A good
melodrama. (Fox)

Just Suppose
Richard Barthelmess tries the mythical kingdom
story—and gets away with it fairly well. A finely

rith Irene Rich
superb, as is also the entire cast. Dent mi 1 ; this

one. (Warner.)—E. V. B.

Let's Get Married
A light, but fast-moving picture giving Richard
Dix plenty of amusing high jink; 10 prove l.imselt

capital comedy. (Paramount)

Lights of Old Broadway
A comedy-drama of the old days with Marian

sister. Not so good. (Metro-Goldwyn;—E. V. B.

Little Annie Rooney
The same old twelve- year-old Mary Pickford and
not a year older. Laughter and tears. While not

Little Irish Girl, The
A good crook'Jstorv. sadlv misnamed. Gertrude
Claire gives the best performance. (Warner;

Love Toy, The

Masked Bride, The

Conrad Nagle and Willia

aal)

Hair.

Merrv Widow, The
Mae Murrav and John Cilbert 100 per cent, in a
wild, nasshmate romame full ot anion and inteiest.

Excellent. (Metro-Goldwyn)—E. V. B.

Midnight Flyer, The
Another feud, this time anums two families <f

railroad, r- d Hilar Dove in the

Mik
—which means that it

ssed into three reels.

tount of color. (Metro-

mic action and Belie Dan-
iS a fair spendthrift, make
r. Amuses and

Old Loves and >

Other Women's Husbands
Monte Blue and Marie Prevcst work out their
problem with the aid of Huntlv Gordon and Phyllis
Haver. Pretty likely to please you. Warner)

Outsider, The
It's a story of faith-healing with Lou Tellegen
splendidlv cast and Jacqueline Logan looking very
pretty. (Fox)

Partners Again

and are not so funny, nor so successful as when
thev 'partnered" in the movies. Mostly illustrated

subtitles. (United Artists)

Prince of Pilsen. The
Nothing much to it. Relies almost entirely upon

no variety of plot. ing Corp.

)

Road to Yesterday, The
A beautiful, romantic drama introducing Cecil De
Mille, with Joseph Schildkraut and Vera Reyn-
olds. Elaborate and splendid, but '

out. (Producers Distributing Corp.;—E. V. B.

Royle Girl, That
The latest Griffith-Carol Dempster melodrama
with pier:.: ling a cyclone. Rather
long drawn out but good. (Paramount —E. V. B.

Sally, Irene and Mary
The favorite story of the stage, built -

temptations placed in th" path of three chorus
girls. Contains some good moments t nd atmos-
phere. And Sally O'Xeil gi. e- treat rtmise.
'Metro-Goldwyn)

Madge Bellamy in a versatile role and the best
thing she has ever done.

Sea Beast, The
John Barrymore. Yes. also Dolores Costello.
whales, ships, etc.. but mostly Barrymore. Grue-
some and thrilling but long drawn out. A big. if

not great, picture. (Warner—E. V. B.

Sea Horses
; - ::-: '::•--.

jungle life, schooner hokum and what-not. An
exciting hair-raiser. Good for weak pulses.

.vith In e Rich as the flirtatious

Social Celebrity. A
A bright tittle num
and hardly substantial enougl
But due to good direct:- n il - -

all the way. Adolphe Menjou. Louis)
Chester Conklin help in ma
(Paramount i

Stage Struck
Far below what you expect from Gloria Swanson.
A glorified slai-stick c- medy done ' the tune of

romance. Carries a sptink
tiresome and overdone. (.Par.

Stella Dallas
The greatest emotional drama ever produced.

lerful—a arethey;
weep, but they will be tears <( joy. ; Samuel

Once this piece gets start el
wallop. MacLear, acts with plenty of spirit and

- ing of Harry Earles. the midget,
lent. A neat come:

Three Faces East
A clever mystery melodrama touching upon the
pastime tcellenUy treated and
acted—and chock-full of suspense. Producers
Distributing Corp.)

Tough Guv. The
1

: . b. o.)

Untamed Lady, The
•

r-fel

ramount)
\anishing American, The

-

-
. Long drawn out

V. B.

Volga Boatman, The
Certain'-, - - Liful scenes,
executed in the De Milk mat

-

--

(Producers Distrib;.'.. -

Wanderer. The
From an artistic stand point perhaps
dramatic spectacle ever pre :

andelaboi -
—

E. V. B.
Whispering' Smith

-

the hero does
with H. B. Warner as the s;.

- 5...
Mix and T

rom the hambrts.
*

Yellow Fingers

IRE MAGAZINE i
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Rip Van Winkle Does His
Stuff at the Movies

(Continued from page 57)

whenHe was taken more by surprise

ten, thirty, forty, fifty (would they

stop coming?) men in black velvet coats

and carrying fiddles and horns trooped

upon a stage that seemed as big as the

spot upon which he had rolled tenpins forty

years before. Gone was the tinkly piano.

Gone was the pianist In her place was

seated a man who played some kind of

instrument that had many pedals and plugs

—an instrument that sent forth music

sounding like the croakings of a thousand

baritone bullfrogs.

Rip had to admit that Something had

been going on since he was asleep. He
had to admit that here was a theater in

which it was a joy lo see a picture—and

go to sleep.

He also had to admit and chuckle over

it that he had got into the theater for a

nickel and seen a show which lasted two

hours.

So Van Winkle woke up in a new Bijou

Dream—a theater which carried a new
name after some street of Venice or some

flower of Egypt. He woke up just in

time to hear a fifty-piece band play the

accompaniment to a singer, who had come
upon better days and voice than the pre-

vious tenor, render "Silver Threads Among
the Gold."

Dip was beginning to feel drowsy again.
1A The same old song? Perhaps there

would be a new picture for compensation.

The lights were dimmed. The little black

coop which housed the sputtering machine-

was invisible to Rip. It was high up in

the balcony—and out of sight. He watched

its rays light up the screen. The sus-

pense of the occasion thrilled him. His
second motion picture was about to carry

him away on a high tide df excitement.

But what was this title which confronted
his vision? Could his eyes deceive him'
Still there it was in black and white—and
it read

—

"THE GREAT TRAIX ROBBERY."
Xow what could Rip do under such cir-

cumstances? Why nothing but go t<>

sleep. Twenty years of slumber had made
no difference. They were still giving the

public the same old plots. Yes, they oc-
casionally tacked on new titles, but more
often they continued with the originals.

And so Van Winkle, taking advantage
of his upholstered seat—and the darkness
of the theater, drowsed off into slumber-
land. Those who were near him might
have heard him muttec to himself—"/
shall go to sleep for twenty years and 1

shall au'ake in the knowledge that nothing
has occurred to spoil tin- hokum that it's

the old army game—whether I sleep on a

mountain or in a movie theater."

That New Comic!
He's W. C. Fields, and he promises

to be the corned} sensation of the
screen. In the August issue of MO-
TION' PICTURE MAGAZINE,
you'll find an interview with Mr.
Fields, written by Helen Hanneman.
Fields says that the secret of his suc-
cess is sex appeal, and plenty of it.

He's the new type of lover and Elinor
Glyn is in a rage because she didn't

discover him Read more about this

great new personality in our August
issue.

Who wouldntt?
FOR THAT perfect "balance" of fine Turkish

and American tobaccos, that extfa delicacy of

taste and aroma which are Fatima js and Fatima's

alone—who wouldn't pay a few cents more?

"What a whale of a difference just a few cents make

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

HLXttU-tlLS^'A
'"'

NERVOUS INDIGESTION
I

iot a catch-pei

a dignified
'

__ -ationsand-Umk
n many Public librari'

dieting, but U
Mv 64-page b<

POR( E" dis

language how
paralyze the %

c entitled "NERVE outlay
sses this vital sub- pay for

1 explains in simple read it.

il organs anc
PAUL von BOECKMANN
Xhor of "NERVE FORCE"

)n. The cost of the book, pre- come immune to nerve strain and and various other books on Health.
only 25 cents, coin or stamps. its trail of dangerous consequences. Psychology, Breathing, Hygiene

Write to PAUL von BOECKMANN, Ztich^ttbtenTansiZ?il
Studio 246, 110 West 40th Street, New York City • foreign languages. '
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Tint your Gray
Hair naturally

Prove it

—

order test bottle

THERE'S no reason now for anybody to he-
-•rome -r.™ or even irrav-streaked. For

ra tones of blonde, brown or black.

Easy To Use and It Acts Instai>tly

rantly.

he rself, at

Color Remains
As Browna one permeates each separat

the color cannot rub off o^
So o Interference with shampo

rre ;;
„,'";',';

lling, permanent waving
Further applications are

,r

,::.

on y as hai

Kr comes In two colors from w lich a.

ro nterT.T
be obtained. At drug a,

erywhere, 50c and 31.50.

d toil

Se i IQc Jo r Test Bottle of Broumatone! // u,

-x Mail This Coupon JC^

GUARANTEED HARMLESS

BR0WNAT0NE
TINTS GRAY' HAIR ANY SHADE

GIRLS-BE POPULAR
Genuine Handmade

Hawaiian Grass
Skirts

0_lv $£.00 Cash or
Illy O Money Order

SOUTH SEA NOVELTY CO.

Develops Busts Amazingly
Quick and Easy

!

BEAUT1BUST"

BEAUTIBUST C0.,9I1-VI LEXINGTON BLDG.. BALTIMORE. MD.

%

Have Good Hair

And Glean Scalp

Cuticura
''Soap and Ointment

Work Wonders
Try Our New Shaviiig Stick.

The Play-Buying Fever
(Continued from page 31)

makes a movie, but there are no new plots.

What makes any plot fresh and new are
the situations and the emotional drive be-
hind them, and when a person can do that,

most of the people who can do that, put
their material into short stories, novels,

plays. It is the best and most direct route
to the movies, until a creative school of
writers of talent catering especially to the

medium of the screen grows up.

"The flush of the boom on plays is on,

but how long it will last is another
matter. They paid $100,000 for "What
Price Glory," but "The Big Parade" has
a year's start on this war play, and plays
and themes of all kinds that capitalize a
public's mood date like fury. Fox has paid
a million for a bunch of old Belasco suc-

cesses, including "The Music Master," "The
Auctioneer," "The Grand Armv Man,"
"Return of Peter Grimm." "The Lily,"

"The Comedian." They have also bought
up ten of the old Hoyt plays—"A Trip to

Chinatown," "The Brass Monkey," and

The following recent stage successes have
been purchased bv Fox alone : "What Price
Glory," "Cradle Snatchers," "The Family
Upstairs." "The Wav Things Happen."
"The Pelican," "Holy Terror," "Going
Crooked," "Is Zat So?" "Whispering
Wires," "The Monkey Talks."
"The Monkey Talks" can be said to be

one of the first of the plays to be pro-

Tr was amusins to ->v a tally-sheet of

plays with prices marked alongside like

stuck quotations that was being shipped

from the Mctro-Coldwyn offices to its

\\\st Coast officials. All we can say is

that the reported prices paid on theatrical

properties is a little exaggerated. Manv
i-l.-iv wrights racket onlj SHU
as their share. The average sum drawn
by plays covers a range of from $25,000
to $75,000. The F>x offices say that their

plays average $68,000 apiece, but the tend-

ency is towards a more reasonable figure.

Fiction writers, being much less shrewd
fellows in a money way. are content with

much less. The average price for a novel
). $25,000, but here, too, there are some
top-notchers. Zane Grey's price is $90,000

a book, and more. He got that for "Wan-
derer of the Wasteland." and more for

"The Vanishing American." Rex Beach
has also seen $°0.000 on a certified check
for "Padlocked." What Fannie Hurst got

for "Mannequin" evervbodv knows. Vet
Anzia Vezierska got only $10,000 for

"Hungry Hearts," and most novelists are

content with the $25,000 figure.

"They'll get wise soon and stop paying

for names and Broadway runs and other

gold bricks," one of the most conservative

film executives declared himself.

Mr. Revnes. of Fox, wanted us to see

the idea of the play boom and to under-

stand Mr. Fox. There is a shy maiden
called Art. and when you have earned mil-

lions, what a galling siren she can be!

Mr. Fox has millions and he is willing

to risk a fortune to have his name coupled

with bigger and better things. Truly, am-
bition is a sweet Merton. In addition to

his interest in Broadway, Mr. Fox plans
also extend to the Continental stage, and
Air. Revnes is deputied to go abroad shortly
and look over the stages in Hungary, Ger-
many, France and England.

Tt is interesting to recall in connection with
the current play-grabbing fever that the

movie industry has passed thru similar

waves and come out the wiser for them.
It is only a decade or so ago that the

film companies went in wholesale for fa-

mous names as starring material and
gambled on Alary Garden. Geraldine Far-
rar, Caruso and others as movie stars. Per-
haps remembering something of the past,

several company officials are rather inclined

to be wary. Xot all plays can stand adap-
tation from stage to screen and there are

examples aplenty already in the first batch
of Belasco plays purchased a couple of
years back and which included several

Lenore Ulric "successes. What magic the

plays had did not stand transplantation.

The same goes for several of the John
Golden successes already purchased.
"Lightnin' " didn't pass fire exactly and
"The First Year" is a good program movie,
and "Pigs" just another movie. A pro-
ducer having paid S250.000 for "Turn to

the Right" had cause to be reflective the
morning after. First Xational is buying
heavily of musical -comedy material, but
it's a matter of speculation as to how manv
Cinderella motifs in a row the public will

take to. And what will "Is Zat ;

without its slang ?

The movie scouts are composed chiefly

of production managers and company offi-

cials. The stars a company has under
contract, its line-up of directors and what
they can do and what they cannot do,

these are important considerations in the
purchase of a play, if the play scout keeps
a cool head. The most important quali-

fication a play scout can have is the ability

to see a movie in his mind's eye while
he is seeing the play. Actually,' a stage
drama is a stripped skeleton when compared
to the 6,000 feet of film that must be made
out of it. King Vidor has estimated that
it takes the units of action of a three-act
play to fill one reel of movie action. What
the play scout has to be able I

the play's suitability for adaptation and
elaboration. They have to. in short, be
able to see with the eye of a scenarist
and a director.

"There are other dangers in play buying.
One is the temper of the country away

from Broadway. Between the two sea-
boards there is the plain, solid folk of the
country, and altho it is customary to sneer
at the provincial censors, still, if a

people are to be acclaimed on one hand
as the salt of the earth, there is some jus-
tice in having their ideals respected. Also
tastes in entertainment are so much a mat-
ter of the hour, and a play that thrills

a public one season may fall flat when it

is movie-ized a year later. Then,
if a play owes its popular -

star, it is hazardous to buy it on the chance
that you will be able to find a Fred Bacon
or Ernest Truex or a Warfield or Kath-
arine Cornell to re-create the role.

"Why did you take the beautiful play.

'The Swan.' and make a s

out of it?" we asked
"Why do you movie people pa
for a play and retain in

title, if that?"
But you cant put youi
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responsible party, and the answer lies some-
where between two factors. Either the
director couldn't handle it, or faced by
the camera and stripped of its verbiage the

play was pretty ordinary pot. The real

crux of the matter is that after you buy
a play, you will need all the creative imag-
ination obtainable in the production depart-
ment to turn it into an excellent screen
production. There seems no getting away
from it that movies are made in the stu-

dios, and are finally dependent on their own
forces in the way of directors, continuity
writers and actors.

Could You Face the

Camera ?

{Continued from page 38)

to try it. But Miss Howard was an actress

of considerable charm and ability and when
neither of these qualities registered, the
director decided that the fault was prob-
ably in the lights, or make-up, not in the
subject. A second test showed that he
was right ana Miss Howard entered the

films. Some actresses like Louise Brooks
are eminently successful the first time.

The majority of tests are given to stage
people, recruited by scouts of the motion
picture companies. Almost any night, these
film people attend the Broadway shows in

the hope of finding new material. Several
Follies beauties were introduced to the
screen this way. Sometimes publicity tie-

ups between motion picture companies and
newspapers obtain camera tests for prize
winners. Once in a while, the casting di-

rector, impressed by the beauty of some
extra girl, requests that she be given a

camera test. But rarely can a person with-
out connections or position manage to get
a screen test. For a test is expensive,
varying from $50 to $250. Aside from the

cost of the film, there are other costs,

among them lights, and salaries for the
electricians, the prop-men, the make-up men
and others employed.

And after a test has finally been ob-
tained—and passed, what then? Does that

make the successful candidate a star? Far
from it. That is merely the beginning?
The ability to act can be tested only in a
role, first one small part, then another.

There was a young Englishman who pho-
tographed exceptionally well and was given
a leading role opposite one of our most
important actresses. He was so wooden
and so unemotional that he almost killed

the film.

The camera test is merely a way to find

out whether one's features screen well. It

they do, that is an excellent send-off.

What happens after that is up to two con-
trolling factors—the lucky break and
ability. The lucky break might be any-
thing—an opportune moment for falling

into a fat part, an unusual smile, slanting

eyes or an assortment of features hitherto
unknown to the screen. And ability—well,

everybody knows what that is

!

Movie Jr.

is the children's own department in

Motion Picture Magazine. Every
month it gives stories and pictures

of some of the very young stars and

of other stars when they were very

young. Turn to pages 52-53 for this

department.

JMOUS

..how they're kept

free from corns .

.

Ann Pennington's Famous Dancing Feet

"I have always considered a

corn a social error," writes Ann
Pennington, beautiful Ziegfeld

dancing star.

"For a corn is an evidence of

personal neglect. Why should
anyone keep one— when a

dainty Blue=jay plaster will

remove it so quickly, so ur-

banely and comfortably?""
* *

For 26 years good old Blue=jay has been keep-
ing the feet of the famous fit. It is the stand'

ard home corn-remover, approved not only by
the millions but by physiciansand chiropodists.

Prove it tonight on your most stubborn corn.

Blue=jay always welcomes a contest with an
"old offender." ; * j * -. At all drug stores.

Bluejay
THE SAFE AND GENTLE WAY TO END A CORN

S..L»^ M .'L M *~ MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINEUDSCribe tO $2.50 a year

LearntoDANCE

tffHOME
1 Become a Teacher or
i Prepare for the Stage

New York after completing Home Study

Cour$e. Write for this Special Offer.

Beautiful booklet on request. Send today.

V.VESTOFF ACADEMIE DE DANSE
100-(29) West 72nd St., New York City

mention MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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Blonde Hair Kept
Light By New

Swedish Shampoo
Blonde hair is highly attractive but it hag

a tendency to darken, streak or fade as one
grows older. Then blonde hair is far from
pleasing. But now every blonde can keep her
hair beautifully light and sparkling olicmis.
Simply use Biondex, the new Swedish light
hair shampoo. This not only corrects the nat-
ural tendency of blonde hair to darken—but
actually brings back the true golden beauty to
hair that has already darkened. Makes hair
fluffy, silky. Fine for scalp. Not a dye. Con-
tains no injurious chemicals. Over half a mil-
lion users. Fine for children's hair. Get
Biondex at all good drug and department
stores. Money back if not delighted.

BLONDEX
9^-e Blonde HairShampoo

MAKE MARRIAGE
A SUCCESS

LIONEL STRONGFORT

n Dcpt. 174, Newark, N. J., U.S.A.

free: consultation
Clip and Send this Coupon

ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL

..Great Strength

Yes and No
(Continued front page 101)

c
Programs for Children

:dit should be given to the

bused theater managers
cities in the country where the special

Saturday morning movies for children are

now being shown. My own city, Rochester,

is one of the few cities where these movies
have been shown with consistent success.

These performances, given solely as a con-

tribution to the cause of better pictures

for children, are sponsored by the Parents'

and Teachers' Association with the in-

dorsement and co-operation of many other

local and national organizations. Programs
are selected by a group of representatives

of national welfare organizations and the

Rochester programs are in turn again

viewed by a local committee from the

Parents' and Teachers' Association. Every'

week this special committee meets at the

Eastman Theater and views the program
to be shown on Saturday morning, making
suggestions for changes and elimination.

The children who attend the Saturday
morning shows have their favorites just

like the grown-ups, and Charlie Chaplin
still holds sway over all childish hearts,

uch- All his films are being shown, as well as
those of Buster Keaton. Douelas Mac-
Lean. Ann Pennington. Eeatrice Joy
("Bunty Pulls the Strings"). Marguerite
Clark, and many others. The Boy Scouts
serve as ushers and they report that

grown-ups seem to be just as interested in

the programs as the children

!

Blanche A. Rexicker,
Rochester, Xew York.

For "The Vanishing American"

HThe. sense of the relentlessness of time,

the tramp of successive races as they
march or straggle across the horizon of
history and vanish the stark truth that for

every race which gains supremacy one or
more others must be trod underfoot—these

things give to "The Vanishing American"
an epic sweep, a mighty appeal.

The criticism has been made that this

(Continued on page 114)

Are You Among the Winners?

The winner of the third prize of $75.00

s Theodore A. Baxt. 1015 Longfellow
Wenue, Xew York City. He entered a

prize of $25.(10 for her meritorious review

of 'The .Merry Widow."

Fifty prizes of $10.00 each are awaided
1

to the following contestants:

Miss Philippa Bruce, Box 228, Univer-

sity, Virginia; Louise Detlet's. 1609 Onon-
daga Avenue. Lakewood. Ohio: Janice M.
Swarner. 5041 Garfield Avenue, Kansas
City. Missouri; Glen Cornwell, Ponca City,

i ik'lahoma : Isolde Groom, 3

Road, Cheam. Kngland : Marie C. Elliot.

4 Suffolk Square, Cheltenham, England;
Paul S. Lippold, 3332 Gwynne Falls Park-

way, Baltimore, Maryland: Mrs. Natalie

Wi'sheck. "5 Siu\ w-.mt Avenue. Lynd-

hurst, New lei-sc\ : Miss Marion H. Hop-
kins. 2031 Bedford Avenue. Brooklyn,

New 5 ork; Mrs. M. C. Ledbetter, 1041

\ venue. Indianapolis, Indiana:

Omer Breitbart. Pox -Vv. S ..'.die River.

Xew fersev: Elizabeth \Y. Robinson, 1832

Biltmore Street, X.W.. Washington. D. C.

:

Carolyn Barr, 5484 Everett Avenue. Chi-

cago: Helen M. Perkins. 2758 Webster
Street, Berkeley, California; Ellen W.
Hill, 3120 Ma-el s trcc t. Erie. Pennsylva-

nia: iVuiglas E. Mussinon, 806 Kirbert

Avenue. Cincinnati, Ohio: Madeline Glass.

2975 Leeward Avenue, Los Angeles. Cali-

fornia; Robert McXeal Parsons, 315 West
Monroe Street, Sandusky, Ohio: Ernest

R. Wild. 1211 1 South " Kingsley Drive,

g( les . Miss D. H. Chapman. 1582

Sanche Street. San Francisco; Betty E.

Tanover. 55 East 100th Street. Xew York
Citv: Miss Elorence Cisch, 1757 Seventy-

eighth Street. P-rooklvn. Xew York: Elaine

Pemiis Young. 55 West Main Str,

,

walk. Ohio;" C. M. Faunce, 915 Mills

rtisement in MOTION PICTURE mac \

om page 65)

Building. San Francisco : E. Juden Dox-
tater, 737 South Burlington Avenue. Los
Angeles; Helen Buchalter. 1130 Xorth
Capitol Street. Washington. D. C. : Mrs.
David M. Evans. 1528 Morningside Court.

Hollywood, California; Mrs.
J. Lawrence

Widmer. 9 Marviand Avenue. Annapolis.

Maryland; Mrs. Sara Worcester, 1411

Chapel Street. Xew Haven. Connecticut:
Evelyn Eritinger, 11 Race Street. Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania : A. G. Wilt, 612 \\ .

Hortter Street. Germantown. Pennsylva-

nia ; Henry L. Belmont. 1323 South Forty-

eighth Street. Cicero. Illinois: Helen Mil-

ler. 3555 Eighteenth Street. X.W.. Wash-
ington. D. C. : Miss Grace Greenwood,
555 Hotel Roosevelt. Washington. D. C.

:

Lucille Le Clair. 206 Maple Street. Dayton.

Ohio: Mrs. Helen M. Thorpe. '.-

Carolina Avenue. S.E.. Washington. DC.

;

, S
Ittilie Jerchower. 14S6 Fifth Ave-

nue. Xew York City: Alex
4 Tooking Bee Gardens. -

don S.W.C, England: Mrs
Wood, 1526 Xorth Twenl
mingham, Alabam
738 McKnight Building. Minneap
nesota; Miss B. M. Mac Donald. 834

Avenue. Phoenix, Arizona: Richard Ren-
ton, 1821 Xorth Alexandria Avenue. Holly-

wood; R. L. Hensel, 758 Line.;:

St. Paul. Minnesota: Gei

37 West Eighty-eighth Street. Xew York
City: Abelle Re:

Atlanta. Georgia: Leontine Breni

Xorth Prieur Street. Xew Orleans

ana : Mirian Allen de F<

Francisco: Ida Ruth Der
Wisconsin: Pat I

Boulevard.

17iftv r . are awarded to

the following :

Mrs. Mabel Clark. 1421

Street. Wichita, Kansas:
-

Howard Sevier. Box 55. Tallulah

S ira Lowenburg. I
;

Avenue. Philadelphia: 1

man, 705 Xorth First Si

I
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Leaders in the Funny
Business

(Continued from page 29)

Ve can take it now,' he cried. 'We have

""There is no sure-fire gag. A thing may
A
be funny in one situation and not in

another. All you can do is to figure out

why it is funny, where it is funny, when
it is funny, and then do it and hold your
breath.

"The rain-and-sunshine gag is an old-

timer that has been overdone. It will have
to wait for another public to grow up. It

is the gag in which the comedian tries

to fool the elements or some inanimate

object. It began with the youth going to

see his girl, walking out in sunshine, get-

ting to the gate—then it rains. He goes
back for an umbrella and the sun comes
out. This happens several times and then

he sneaks out in disguise.

"The silk hat that collapses when the

comedian puts it on, and stands up when
he takes it off, is a variation of this gag,
as is also one I used, where a lock of hair

stood up on my head. I started to cut

it off and it lay down. I got ready to go
and it stood up, etc. The gag has been
clone with garage doors and automobile
tires, too.

"In 'Long Flivved the King' we had a

gag concerning a real-estate man in my
mythical kingdom who tried to sell me
California real estate. He carried a grape-
fruit, and when I tried to eat it, it was
arranged to squirt me in the eve like a

seltzer bottle. However, we cut this out,

since upon consideration we found it re-

tarded the tale."

lONNIE DOSSAY is the comedv constructor
'- with Mai St. Clair. The pair have
made twenty pictures together and seldom
or never use a script.

Perhaps they see a play or. read a book
and from it evolve a story. The;
sibilities for comedy not in the original

because of the different medium. In "A
Social Celebrity," however, the two started

with the bare idea that Adolphe Menjou
was to be a barber and built the picture

from that premise, slight as it mav seem.
Ray Griffith always \vorks_ with his com-

edy constructors, who are at present Lloyd
Corrigan and Reggie Morris. This come-
dian never uses a script, but has a work-
ing plot.

In "Hands Up," for example, they took
the Civil War, essentially a serious affair.

Both Lincoln and Lee hear of a mine out
West and send envoys to seize it for North
and South, respectively. The gold falls

first into the hands of the Union and then
of the Confederates, and the gags deal

with this transfer of right. When Ray
finally gets possession unreservedly, the
war is over.

One of the best gags in the picture
concerns the two girls between whom Ray
cannot make up his mind. At last he joins

the Mormons and takes them both to Salt
Lake City as his brides.

One of the most difficult gags these con-
structors of comedy ever remember tackling
occurred in "He's a Prince."

'"The idea was to bring about a meeting

—

an accidental meeting—between Ray and
the girl, whom he has met hut once and
wlmse name he does not know," explains
Mr. Morris. "For three days we thought,
but there was nothing in the old brain.

At last I remembered an old two-reeler
where a fellow has a girl's picture in a
locket. Another chap says to him, 'Let

me fix you up with a sweetie,' but the first

Beauty
Insurance

"Insure'
5

your skin and complexion
against the blemishes of summer
weather. Do not let the sun discolor

or dry cut your skin. Tan, Freckles

and Sunburn destroy your natural

"eautv quickly, encouraging muddy,
ugh complexions.

GOURAUDS

ORIENTAL
CREAIVT

is your "insurance" that you can enjoy all Summer sports with-

out fear of the effect of the sun, wind or water. The subtile

film of alluring Beauty which Gouraud's Oriental Cream renders,

fully preserves and protects your skin and complexion against

all weather conditions. Made in White, Flesh and Rachel,

also in Compacts.
Send 10c. for Trial Size

Ferd. T. Hopkins &. Son, 430 Lafayette Street, New York

It's Easy to Make Money This Way
Here is your chance to earn lots of pocket money. You can do it in spare

time or part time, as you choose. The work is pleasant and dignified. We
pay you a fine commission and big bonus money.

We are going to pay our subscription agents $300,000.00 during the next

year in commissions and prize money for securing subscriptions to Motion1

Picturh Magazine and Motion Picture Classic—and we want you

to earn some of it, too.

This is your opportunity. The job is an easy one. You'll like it. Just

write to us and say that you are interested—and we will tell you all about

our plan.

Write Today !

BREWSTER PUBLICATIONS, Inc. 175 Duffield St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wales

WM. DAVIS,

HOW TO BANISH THEM
A simple, safe home treat-
ment—16 years' success in my
practice. Moles (also Big
Growths) dry up and drop
off. Write for free Booklet.

M. D., I24-E Grove Ave., Woodbridge, N. J.

$158-$225 MotHh4A'LWAY mail^ clerks

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE Dept. T-247 ROCHESTER,
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llil look 10 years younger. Those Blemishes will
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fellow replies, 'Nothing doing, I've got
one,' and shows the locket. 'That's my
wife!' cried the second chap—and the

battle is on.

"I told Ray and we got our meeting."
Not the same way, however. Would you

recognize the root in this?

The girl and her guardian go to a Paris
cafe, but leave just before the prince and
his companion arrive and seat themselves
at her vacated table. The waiter hands
them the menu, which he picks up from the

floor. But instead of being the menu, it

is actually the girl's passport, which she
has dropped from her purse. Thus he is

able to trace her.

Perhaps the most amusing gag in Ray's
current picture concerns his car, which
climbs a tree in an effort to miss another
vehicle. The "kick" comes when Ray and
his friend impersonate the cars and" Ray
climbs up the policeman who is acting as

the tree.

Note to those interested:

Hector Turnbull, of Paramount's West
Coast Studios, says

:

"A man with amusing ideas has a hun-
dred-to-one better chance of breaking into

studios and making good than a beautiful
girl or a handsome young man—but his

ideas must be really funny !"

Why the Happy Ending?
(Continued from ['age 41)

set with little books to read to steady her
nerves. She would go into a scene calm
and poised and serene instead of on the

verge of hysteria, "as the script directed.

A cold potato, I tell you, would have showed

"Tr the actress will but get into the skin

of the character she is to create, the
logical thing for that character to do is

always naturally done.

"If I were asked to name the really

essential thing in making a picture. I

should say— Sincerity.

"And then I believe that a picture that

deals with the things that could happen to

you and me is more likely to be a success.

Mythical kingdoms dont come into our
every-day lives—neither do great romances,
perhaps, but the latter we can always dream
of—and, what is more, most of us do.

"The bits of business used should al-

ways be the things you or I would do in

the situation represented. Idealized, of
course. Very likely we haven't the grace
to do them in just the manner of Ronald
or Yilma Banky. but we can imagine a
glorified self picking a flower to pieces

as Miss Banky picks the rose—or lifting

our hats with the gallant sweep of a Yal-

"But most of all, if you would create

a satisfying picture—see to it that the girl

does not cry in the taxi going home!"

The Answer Man
{Continued fre

"Rosalind." Mis first picture was "As Ye
Sow." with Alice Bradv. You know he
has just insured his smile for $250,000.

A SLEEP.—Well, come, wake up. This
is no time to sleep. I dont know what

seven years aso. That was before mv
theatrical time.

AXXIE M, 1).—Yes. and many imagine
thev are making a future when they are

only making a past. Harry Langdon's first

five-reel picture is "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp."

C. V. L.—Oh, yes. Pearl White is play-

ing in a cabaret in Paris. I dont know

ler pic

:arme
itten? 1

JTA.—Tl
>ont know

We
De
Spi

Flie

e sho test po

here's me;

vAMON S SWEETH - There

jovie earner.

colored

. but a

cat deal jf our col >red films as shown
the scret n are banc color ed. There are

make a bus ness oi

.ve stencils. Many voung girls have

en trained to do this- work after a good
tist has made the original.

HOOSIER BOY.— Tt is a poor mule
at does not work both wavs. And you
ink \\ ill Rogers and 1 ought to team up.

>or Bill! Alice Terry's first big chance

? 85)

came when Rex Ingram chose her for
"Hearts and Trumps," which led to her
triumph with Rudolph Yalentino in "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." That
was Thomas Santschi in the old Selig.

Charles Clary in "Umballa."

LAZY DAISY.—No. I have never been
there. Haven't traveled much. Brahma
was a great Indian deity, represented with
four heads, looking to the four corners of
the globe. Just address Rod La Rocque
at the De Mille Productions. Culver City.

California.

YERA E. L.—That was Edmund Lowe
and Florence Dixon in "Wife in Name
Only."

RALPH H. D.—Oh. yes. we had an in-

terview with Mae Busch in the November
1°24. Magazine. She was born in Aus-
tralia and played in "The Unholy Three."

Warren Kerrigan first appeared in pictures

in 1911, and he will be forty-four on lulv

25th.

H. H. H— Dont be a clam. If you've

got to be anything of the kind, be a mud
turtle. Then you may have some snap t

you. Lionel Barrymore is doing two-reel

comedies for Hal Roach. Forrest

was Bill in "Beauty and the Bad Man."
and he is married to Marion H.

CHARLES H. K.—Well, ever;

man is convinced he would have been rich.

if he had remained a bachelor. 1
-

example of that. You refer to Clara K.

Young, who used to play in the

graphs. Colleen Moore in "Ella C

JOHN F. H—The firs-, signs

is a man taking off his coat and collar, and

a woman taking off her -

are mean at times. Didn't you ki

Tom Mix was one of Teddy R
Rough Riders? Yep!

I PIC J! V7.1N
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Permanent Aids to Beauty
(Continued from page 27)

Under her sheer silk stocking is visible

an anklet made of a very fine dainty gold

chain which holds a small gold plate bear-

ing a secret inscription.

In hat ornaments Miss McAvoy uses

chiefly jade and onyx in elaborate mount-
ings which add much chic to severely plain

hats.

Among her accessories is a handsome gold

mesh bag ornamented with a row of

diamonds and sapphires across the mount-
ing. In the bag a magnifying mirror hangs
by a blender gold chain. In her purses she

carries some choice vanity articles, either a

black-enamel powder-box with a pastel

cloisonne top or one of silver with a silver

top. She also has one of the neck-chains

with twin boxes of green gold for rouge
and powder.

"I like odd pieces," said Miss McAvoy,
as she took up a gold box, "and here is a
trick box which I enjoy a lot." Then she

raised the lid which formed the mirror for

a miniature dressing-table with various

compartments and two hidden cabinets for

perfume and lip-sticks.

"But of all my treasures," she continued,

"none has crowded out the set of amethyst
bracelet and ring which were dear to my
heart when 1 was a young girl, and about

them still hover some of my dearest memo-
ries. So it isn't always splendor that en-

dears our jewels to us, but more often it is

sentiment and memory."

Morma Talmadge shows her character-
istic individuality in her choice of a

favorite stone. Instead of permitting her
taste to be colored by an antiquated but
active superstition, site elects the beautiful
black opal to first rank. Of these rarely
beautiful gems she has had made full sets

of jewelry which she wears with as much
pleasure and appreciation as a more timid
soul would wear a good-luck charm. But
there is good luck in black opals for anyone
whose beauty would he so much enhanced
by them as is Miss Talmadge's.

All kinds of jewelry from all the earth's
corners are to be found in the large and
remarkable collections that Miss Talmadge
lias assembled during her world-wide
travels. She likes best, pieces that possess

vivid color and which are quaint or bizarre
in type. She demands either the very old

or the very modern.
Jewelry as an investment appeals to Iter,

aside from its other qualities. Beautiful
stones stored in her safety vault represent
to her just as sound an investment as their

neighbor, the bond.

Among .Miss Talmadge's necklaces are
to be found pearl strands and ropes of

varied si/.es and lengths, so beautiful and
varied that a casual observer might con-
clude that so much of beauty and value
couldn't possibly be real. Among her dia-

mond necklaces is one of a pear-shaped
diamond that is noted for its beauty. It

appears like a great brilliant tear as it

falls from its slender chain. A long neck-
lace of alternating emerald-cut diamonds
and emeralds adds a vivid and enhancing
thread of color to her lustrous white gowns.

Dracei.ets by the score are scattered thru
Miss Talmadge's jewel-boxes. Of the

ever-beautiful flexible platinum type she
has a dozen, perhaps a baker's dozen, and
she wears these in sets of varied colors on
either arm.

Her watches are as numerous as the
figures on the dial. Among the most dis-

tinctive are a ball watch set with diamonds
on the reverse side and three wrist watches,

J5 Marvelous
~ !£~^ New Method
Makes hair naturally wavy in 30 minutes!

.V,; wore 'appointments"— no more 'wave" Miss K. W„ Chicago: I have had my hair
expense;- .

'';;.' w:f yojir hair—no marcelled so much that it was beginning 1m get

Vet so insistent is the real need for lovelin

that women will do these thn
look stylishly beautiful.

A $1.50 marcel any time for a few cents
And how many women can really spare the

ordinary way? Isn't it ;< fact thai even on a

liberal allowance, tin- cost is often embarrassing,
with the usual result that >ou foreco nun; a

marcel that you know you ought to have'
n. the Marvelous Marccllcrs arc one

of the grea .mem '1 mi woman-
kind. Witl t you can keep your
hair at all times in the full glory of its natural
beauty, at a cost of a few tints f,,r ca. h com-
plete marcel.

Banish the menace of hot irons

This invention is the greatest protec

fashioned curlers and so-called "wav
dangerous curling irons that sear the

dry the scalp- with all the muss an
the old-fashioned water-waving combs
alone th,

natural health and beauty of her hair

Note the photographs above. Then
fully the

Liberal offer to you

Send no money—just mail the coupon
Even at this special price, you need not risk

. pho] Th
Mai

or of hair
celling set for 15 days, if vott are not delighted
with results—if it doesn't give you the most
beautiful marcel you ever had—simply return
the outfit to us and vour mono will be refunded
quickly and cheerfully. But don't delay! Be
among the first to take advantage of tins "special
introductory offer. Fill in and mail the coupon
today

!

MAISON De BEAUTE
711 QuincySt. Chicago, Illinois

1 'fuss" 'of

In this

read care-

Marcellcrs

any kind
na Claire,

MAISON De BEAUTE,
711 Quincy St., Dept. 13, Chicago, Illinois.

including Marcel Style Chart, and set of Marvelous
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Verve! Ginger! Pep!
There's nothing old fash-

ioned or hackneyed about

THE CLASSIC! It admir-

ably reflects the youthful

spirit of 1 926. It is out of

the beaten track of screen

publications. It is unusual,

distinctive, sparkling. It is

recognized as the best ed-

ited of all motion picture

publications. The greatest

screen writers contribute

to THE CLASSIC each

month. It is truthful, fear-

less and authoritative. You
cant afford to miss a single

issue.

The

July Classic
Watch for the RICHARD DIX Cover!

The July CLASSIC "will feature a remarkable,

human interest story of Richard Dix, the most absorb-

ing document since The Motion Picture Magazine

published the life story of Jack Gilbert last Summer.

Henry Albert Phillips will continue his series of

interesting interviews with the leading British and

Continental authors on the subject of motion pictures.

In the July CLASSIC you will find the opinions of

Vicente Blasco Ibanez, William J. Locke and W. B.

Maxwell.

Another striking feature of the July CLASSIC
will be a startling article on production errors, mis-

takes of costuming, sets, etc. It is written by an ex-

pert and you will find it of keen interest.

And a dozen or so other big features!

t
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one in pearls, another in diamonds, and a

third in carnelian, a stone Norma likes es-

pecially well.

From Italy she has a very lovely antique

cameo set. From the Orient she has
brought a rare and beautiful collection of

jade. During odd moments on her travels

she is to be found in shops where jewels
rare and unique are to be had. From an
imported collection of carnelian, she has
had a complete set made which blends
beautifully with her warm, rich coloring.

From her marvelous collection of rings

there is one of such beauty that it deserve-
high rank in any collection of crown jewels.

A gift from her husband, it is her favorite

ring. The stone, a large square-cut dia-

mond, is the third largest in the world. An
ancient people of India called a very large

diamond a "mountain of light," and no
phrase could so fittingly describe this dia-

mond of almost priceless worth.

During Miss Talmadge's search for

jewels she developed the hobby of collect-

ing fans, and in her large collection she has
several with jeweled sticks.

IWTariox Davies is one of the few women
who talk like a man when the subject

of jewelry comes up. She admires jewels

very much, especially a combination of
diamonds and pearls, but thinks they should
be used only in the combination of necessity

and simple ornamentation. She wisely
avoids heavy and elaborate pieces and has
selected designs suitable to her rather

fragile type.

Only a few jewels are required to give

Miss Davies the amount of utility and
adornment she desires. They are two little

finger-rings, a bar pin, and a watch. One
of her rings is a large black pearl mounted
with an emerald-cut diamond on each side.

On her right hand is a lone diamond, cut

in a slender rectangle, the narrowness of

which gives an added effect of slenderness

A bar pin of delicate platinum frame-
work has a large white pearl on each end

of a connecting band of emerald-cut dia-

monds.
Her watches are two in number, one a

plain square of gold set with a sapphire on
each corner. The closed face is opened by

springs concealed beneath the sapphires.

Miss Davies appropriately wears this watch
on a narrow ribbon wrist-band.

Her other watch is particularly h

and is of the swivel -ball type. On one side

is the face of the clock incrusted with three

rows of small diamonds. The Otl

has a large round emerald in the

surrounded by concentric circles

monds and sapphires. The hall is mounted
in a diamond-studded frame furth

raented with pearls of medium si

narrow black cord on which Miss
wears this watch adds to its disthu

Marion Davies has caught the -

elegant simplicity. Now and I

wears a triple strand of pearls that still

further enhance :' eves.

Ableen Princle. handsome and distin-
i * guished, was clever enough t

in the month of rubies. h<

Her jeweln partakes i E her i

acteristics and is unusual
frequently amusing

i jewelry that '

3

d nnected with :

: -

colors and literally ad< res

which she has sets that are extra

in design and have historical value.

or is made of large ameth

rounded by row s

Another pair is

with rose diamonds tha:

grandmother. A Chine-.

gold balls are so thin that
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is something to be marveled at. There is

an old Spanish pair of gold with banglelike
drops that hang in small showers, and
finally a rare pair of tear-shape Chinese
imperial jade.

Miss Pringle objects to the combining
of jade with other stones because of her
preference and respect for the Oriental
custom of using jade alone.

The diamond necklace shown in the pho-
tograph of Miss Pringle, on page 26, is

based on the design of the conch shell, a
design of particular appeal to her. The
design suggests that the necklace might be
the first cousin to the tiara.

The seed-pearl and amethyst set is an
heirloom and dates back about three hun-
dred years. A large brooch, a bracelet and
necklace, both fashioned of small-sized me-
dallions, are done in similar design to the
earrings. This set, when worn with pastel

summer frocks or all black, is strikingly

effective.

"Two rings that Miss Pringle always wears
are very rare. One is an Italian intaglio

of carnelian and the other is a Ptolemy
scarab of jasper. The scarab is set in an
open mounting to show the name of the

Ptolemy in hieroglyphics on the back of the
scarab.

The intense love that Miss Pringle feels

for the stones of vivid color does not pre-

vent her appreciating the real charm of
the semiprecious stones which she enjoys
wearing. She has a ring set with a ca-
bachon moonstone surrounded by a circlet

of diamonds. Another unusual combination
is a diamond surrounded by a circlet of
crystal which in turn is banded by sap-
phires. The result is a very pleasing ring,

Sets of carnelian. of amber, and a necklace
of rare black and white crystals furnish
additional variety to Miss Pringlc's dis-

tinctive costuming.

rVRixr, her travels in the West Indies,

she acquired a heavy-appearing carved
silver necklet which was even heavier than
it looked to be. With the necklet were
pairs of bracelets and anklets. They came
from Jamaica and were made from beaten

shillings. There was just enough sugges-
tion of the primitive to make them inter-

esting but not enough to detract from their

ornamental effect.

"But dont get the idea." asserted Miss
Pringle, "that the modern in jewelry
doesn't appeal to me. It does very much,
but it must be miles from the common-
place. My favorite cut of stone is the

cabackon and my very best hat ornament
is a cabachon sapphire. And here is some-
thing, not quite so modern." she added as

she held up a string of baby pearls, "that
dates from my childhood and I've had a

bangle bracelet made of my first necklace.
I've never outgrown it and I never will."

And she spoke for many of us. For who
i\ there who does not have the first neck-
lace, the first ring, or the first bracelet?

They Say That—
Renee Adoree will he leading woman

for Thomas Meighan in his new picture

—

a story of South America. Allan Dwan
will direct the film.

John Gilbert is anxious to do a modern
comedy after he completes "Bardelys the
Magnificent."

"Buddy" Rogers, of the Paramount
School, lias been borrowed by William Fox
for several picture-.

Syd Chaplin will have the hit of his

career in "The Better 'Ole."

Jackie Coogan's new picture will be
"Johnny, Get Your Hair Cut.''

A SLENDER FIGURE
on the beach is a winner

Try SAN-GRI-NA at Our Expense
HARMLESS

"For two years I have sold SAN-GRI-NA with wonderful
success," writes well-known druggist. "My own wife reduced
35 pounds with it."

"From 198 pounds down to 156 with SAN-GRI-NA," writes
Miss Lynne from Los Angeles.

Miss Unkirch from Philadelphia writes, "I lost 56 pounds
with SAN-GRI-NA."

s, i ..ad lost 20 pounds. m<
itl. SAN-GRI-NA, I weigh only 1„„ „.
nendations."—Dell Lynne, Los Angeles

for free samples of SAN-GRI-NA, but experie;._^ ..

more than a sample to show results. WE DO BET-
results or your druggist will refund m

:cnt. Sold at all good drug or departm
e SANGRINA CO., 1841 Broadway, Dept. 238-A, Nev

Lovely, Satin*
Smooth Skin

—thanks to Del-a-tone

SUMMER days and freedom! Days when won-
der-working Del-a-tone is especially needed by

lovely women who know that the slightest trace

of offending hair on face, arms, limbs, back of neck,

is a mar to beauty that captivates.

No half-way measures will do. Harsh methods of removing
are being discarded. They have been by the millions who no\
soley on safe, sure, effective Del-a-tone. The marvel to many
time users is the quickness of results. Apply, rinse; after 3 mil

hair all gone. The skin is left white and velvety smooth No
method is so quick, so certain, so pleasant to use, so helpful in r<

ing growth of thicker, coatser hair.

Your Choice—Del-a-tone Cream or Del-a-tone (powder)

You may know of old, reliable Del-a-tone (powder) a standard ft

nearly twenty years. Now. too, there is Del-a-tone Cream, the on!

snow-white, fragrant depilatory cream. Something yor'—
hoped for!

Removes Hair

DEL-A-TONE
CREAM or POWDER

At Drug or Department Stores or

rh%
plain wrapper, for one dollar— an
economy. State whether you wish
Del-a-tone or Del-a-tone Cream.

The Delatone Company

Chicago, 111.

FREE _^
TRIALWr

Send this coupon for 10c Packag
The Delatone Company,
Dept. 77, 721 No. Michigan Ave., Chica

Please send me FREE, prepaid, in plait

10c size 1 have checked herewith.

DDel-a-tone (powder) ODel-a-ton

FREE

\ wrapper, the

Address
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C
AWhite
Skin Easy

—Says Star

NoMore Freckles,
Blackheads or

Skin Blemishes!

Make This 3 Minute
Test!

/goldenPeacock
VJ ^Bleach Greme

PARIS TOILET COMPANY, 47 Oak St., Paris, Tenn.

I PARIS TOILET COMPANY
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Yes an
(Continued frc

picture is depressing-. If by depressing, the
critic means that it causes a lump to rise

in one's throat, that its pathos makes one
sympathize wholly with the vanishing
American, then I grant the criticism. It

brings one face to face with the pitiless

and incontrovertible fact that the weaker
race must give way to the stronger one,

regardless of the age of history in which
they clash. The remark made by one of

the bystanders as the Indians rode off

to fight for the white man is, I think,

applicable to the story as a whole: "pitiful

—and tremendous
!"

I think no better choice than Richard
Dix for the role of Nophaic could have
been made. His portrayal was restrained,

vivid, poignant. The choice of the other
characters was equally fortunate. Xoah
Beery as the unctuous villain was exceed-
ingly good, as was Lois Wilson in the

role of the school-teacher.

Martorie,
Sherman, Texas.
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Big Moments

ou treasure a scene here and there

it of all the plays? Let me string

ome together like rare gems, making a
hain fit to adorn the Goddess of Drama.
Mary Pickford in the mad scene of

Rosita" (acting second to none).
Lon Chaney in just about every scene of

Unholy Three."
Charlie Chaplin doing Oceana Roll in

Gold Rush."
Henry B. Walthall on the return of his

on in "Three Faces East."

Louise Dresser in most of "Goose
Wo
Thomas Mfii Mndlin the els i

prince ss' Love affair in "He's a Prince.';

Glo *ia Swanson's hysterica] preparation

to ent ertain Napoleon in "Madame Sans-

'

Geo rge Hackathorne abandoning hope in

"Capi al Punishment."
Pat 1 Everton sewing on Meighan's coat

and 1: ter defying the guards in "Citv of

Silent Men."
Anc re de Beranger rehearsing his

actor
1

role in "Are Parents People."
IV \rcv bringing first news of the

Mcrr in "The Merry Widow."
Ma c McDermott suffering because of

Ed\ ard Hearn when very old in "As
\
T

o -\

Ray nond Griffith when he learns of Lee's

der in "Hands Up."
Teakl Conery,

Jersey City. Xew Jersey.

Defending Miss Rich

Is tl e May issue of Motion Picture
1

the] e appeared a later from a movie
Fan w ith a statement that raised my ire.

"1 w uldn't go across the street to see

badv or I iLow^welir^noug^that other

ixvpk may have different ideas of. stars

to kn >w why stars are thrust down our
throat s who "cant act. Since it is really

the f« ns who contribute, she thinks that

star we should have beauty, brains

and u idisputed abilitv to act. I will leave

the a iswer to the 'fans. Which one of

these things does Miss Rich lack?
Betty S

New York.

W;

A Call-Down for the Girls

VY/e wish to make a few impertinent re-
vv marks about some stars on the screen.

Y\ hy will some stars keep on. picture after
picture, using their own petty tricks and
fitting their own personalities to the char-
acters of the parts given them? For in-

stance :

Mae Murray. In every one of her pic-
tures she has been Mae Murray and no
one else. But she lost herself a little in
the character of "The Merry Widow."
However, we doubt whether she will ever
do it again unless she has von Stroheim's
direction.

_
Alice Terry. Why does Miss Terry con-

tinue under the direction of her husband,
Rex Ingram, when he fails to bring any
life into her portrayals?

Lillian Gish. This star has been given
some of the most choice parts on the
screen, The White Sister, Romola and
in "La Boheme," and yet she has prac-
tically ruined every one of these pictures.

It was Ronald Colman in the first two
pictures and John Gilbert in the last one
who saved the pictures.

Viola Dana and her sister, Shirley
Mason. What keeps them in the movies?
It is more than we can see.

Dorothy Mackaill. We never liked her
since "Chickie."

Tim and Jim,
Ridgewood, Xew Jersey.

Scenes That Need a Rest

here is all the talent for good moving-
picture story writing? Sustained in-

terest and good plot is lacking in some
productions. Let us have a better average
of real good stories.

Why do butlers stand in the room with
the loving couple, discover they are about
to kiss, wink knowingly and depart. That
was good the first few times it was done,

but we've had a lot of time to think up
something new since 1910. Please stop it

by persuasion or force.

In mob scenes, why does every mother's
son and all of his grandchildren face the
camera, and all register the same emotion 1

It never happens in real life.

Why does the actor never look at

the audience? If they would give the
customers a look once in a while, it would
make things more homelike.
Why is it necessary in every Western

picture to have some one ride away on
horseback with the gang after him? It's

been done awfully often. Billy Anderson
could tell us all about it. And again, why
have scenes in which one man enters a

room and overcomes anywhere from ten

to fifteen men single-handed?
!

n w.w,
San Francisco. California.

Down with Vaudeville

T read Motion Picture because it is always
filled with the latest and most complete

news of the studios and my favorites. And
it's the only magazine to see their faults,

without being too harsh on them for them.
His list of what is wrong with th<

shows a clear insight into the

of the cinema world. Especially

with—about vaudeville with the

feature. If the house has

and orchestra, nothing else is reeded. To
sit thru cheap vaudeville is surely a trial.

If one wants to see vaudeville, let him go
to a vaudeville h

John Allen,
McKeespoi t. Fen:-.s> '.-•
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Retirement—and Then ?

(Continued from page 39)

would talk of life and love. But we didn't.

We talked small talk mostly. About plays.

And taxis which took simply hours to get

a few blocks in New York's congested

traffic.

""The day before Mary and Doug and she

had gone to the bicycle races at Madi-
son Square Garden.
"Have you attended the races?" she

inquired.
- "Automobile races, but never a bicycle

race," I replied.

"Then you must go," she said. Her voice

never becomes highly enthusiastic, but it

can be very pleasantly cordial, as it was
tow. "It's really quite thrilling. After-
wards we went to a play, and later cm

to a night club. The girls were remark-
ably clever. They sang and danced and
played musical instruments so skilfully that

I felt quite stupid, and wished I could sing

and play, too."

"It wouldn't be quite fair if you could
do everything," I protested, and we both

smiled. And during the lapse that fol-

lowed I was wondering how many little

singers and dancers were spending their

leisure hours watching Norma's pictures,

and wishing above all things else in this

world to become great screen actresses.

We somehow got onto the subject of

Natalie's children, and Connie's wedding.
We were discussing, before we knew it,

the relative merits of modern children and
children of the generation just flown.

"I think they're so much wiser for their

ages than in my time," quoth Norma in

such a very sage tone that if one weren't

looking directly at her, one would have
imagined she were referring to some very
dim and histrionic past. "Why, there's Na-
talie's three-and-one-half-year-old young-
ster," she went on by way of explanation,

questions that really dumfound
ns. When Constance was married recently,

he wanted to know what relation her hus-
band would be to him. 'Can I call him
LJnky?' he inquired. And shortly after-

wards announced that he was going out

into the back yard to catch the finest wed-
ding present for them— a big black beetle.

"And the young people, too, seem more
progressive. There's nineteen-} ear-old Do-
lores Costello, a finished actress

"

Drx right here 1 interrupted. For I hap-
pened to remember reading in Mrs.

Talmadge's book on her famous daughters
that Norma was not of a very ripe age
when she made her screen debut. Nor was
Mary Pick ford. Nor Jeanie Macpherson
and Frances Marion, who were both on
the way to success as scenarists when not

exactly full-grown citizens. I told Norma
so, and asked her how she accounted for it.

She only laughed and said, "That's so

1 had forgotten that I was playing my
first leading role when not quite sixteen.

And Connie was only a kid when she ap-
peared as a mountain girl in 'Intolerance.'

"

Once on the subject of Connie, Norma
waxed eloquent. For Connie is without
exaggeration the apple of her big sister's

eye. In characteristic honest fashion, she
confesses she would much rather see Con-
nie on the screen than anyone else.

"I thought she did splendidly in 'Her
Sister from Paris'; better than in any of
her previous pictures," she remarked. "I
shall just hate to see Connie leave the
screen, for I'm her very best fan. She is

so vivacious and full of life and sparkle.

"You'd love Connie." she added quickly,
and I knew from the tone in which she

Vhhcn you v
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Why didn't your
story go over?

Take your manuscript out of its envelope

and reread it. It lacks only the profes-

sional touch to make it sell at two, three,

even five cents a word. That "touch"—
elusive as it may seem to you—can be

taught; and the Palmer Institute of Author-

ship can teach it to you. No matter how
many stories you have failed to sell . . .

how many thin, curt rejections have dis-

heartened you— if you have potential writ-

ing ability, the Palmer Institute can dis-

cover it, develop it—enable you to write

stories that sell. They offer short story

and photoplay training that is as personal

as if the successful novelist stood at your

desk while you write of Jeremy, perhaps,

or droll, sad Mabel; and helped you lead

them to a logical climax. For details, send

coupon. No salesman will call upon you.

I'ALMEE INSTITUTE 1
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YOU
Can Now

Watch Them
Fall Off!

New Outer Skin in 3 Days!
Blemishes Vanish—You
Look Clean, Fresh, More
Youthful and Beautiful

You'll Hardly Recognize Yourself
Thousands of Women and Girls,
Young and Old Men Amazed
At Wonders of Harmless

New Discovery!

w'ORRY no

FREE:
MARVO LAB., Dept. 32-E

1658 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

STUDY AT HOME
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said it that Connie in real life would be

even more alluring than her impish reel

self.

The hardest subject to get Norma Tal-

madge to speak on is herself. She is not

in the least egotistical. "Everything that

can possibly be said about me has already

been said. And some of the things which
I read surprise me. They tell me so much
about myself that I never knew before."

Dui I did persuade her finally to touchU upon some of the things she has in

mind to do in the near future. "We're
really looking for a storv right now. We're
considering The Life of Gabv Desks' and

any number of other stories. Before I

leave the screen I should like to do 'Smilin'

Thru' again, as a gift to the people who
loved me most in that picture. I want to

make it as memorable a picture as possible.

"Then I shall probably do some character

roles—I adore such parts—and a little com-
edy. I'm appearing in a lighter role than

I usually portray in 'Kiki.'

"Do you think 'they'll' like me in it?''

she inquired as we walked out into the

hall together, and the perfume of the

flowers grew fainter and fainter. And al-

tho I assured her that "they" would
probably like her in almost anything, at

heart I could not but feel a pang to think

that the unforgetabk "Lady" was going

to be transformed into a little French
gamine. And I'm hoping that the gamine
wont stay a gamine for long, but will change

back to her picturesque coiffures and hoop-

skirts again. For I cant think of another
actress who wears them quite so appeal-

Notes from Hollywood
(Continued from pa<jc 36)

\Y/iu.i.\.\r Fox is trying to find a DavidW
Warfield to play "in "The Music Mas-

ter," "The Grand Army Man." "The Auc-
tioneer" and "The Return of Peter Grimm"
—all Belasco plays now owned by Fox.

Tistf.x, World ! If you are a pretty young
lady or a handsome young man and

think you can act. dont come to Hollywood
unless you ha\e several thousand dollars

saved up and can afford to wait two or

three years. There are thousands of them
around here just as good-looking as you
are. Some are starving and some are

working in the shops, waiting.

Diei.-i.v, they are coming back to the

old-fashioned picture teams. You know.
in the old da_\ > we had Costello and Turner.
Blackwell and Joyce, Johnson and Law-
rence, Bunny and Finch—and things like

that. Cecil De Mille is now announcing
Vera Reynolds and Robert Ames as co-

stars, and soon we shall have team-work
everywhere. And why not? We haven't
so many single stars who can get the
money without help, so let's have them in

pairs.

Do You See Your Name?
On page 65 is the announcement of

the 105 winners in YOUR OPIN-
ION Contest, Cash prizes amount-

ing to $2,500.00 are being awarded

to them. Dont fail to see if your

name is among the winners.

8,000 lines of business covered. Com-
piled by the Largest Directory Publish-
ers in the world, thru '

'

tained by actual door-t_ _.
Write for your FREE copy.

R. L. POLK & CO., Detroit, Mich.
839 POLK DIRECTORY BLDG.

Branches in priacipq cities of U. S.

PIMPLES;
Blackheads, Acne
Eruptions on the
face or the body.
Barbers' Itch.

Eczema. Enlarged Pores. Oily or Shiny Skin.

Now are easily removed by a
Simple Home Treatment

Mr. E S. Givens of Kansas City worked out for his
own use ane -oles. This preparation
cured Mr. Gv i- he had suffered great

toilet water. Apply at

-

CLEAR -TONE
Clears Your Skin Like

Fine After Shaving# I
....

FREE Simply send nai

simple, guaranteed way to banish all unsightly blemishes^

Mr Givens is so sure he can give you a CLEAR. SMOOTH
complexion that a Million Dollar Bank guarantees this offer.

Bend Mo Money. Just your name and address to

E. S. GIVENS, 422 Chemical Bldg., Kansas Cry, Mfc

To Our Subscribers

\ NUMBER of subscriptions

"*-*- expire this month: maybe

yours is one of them. Better re-

new it before you forget. Mo-
tion Pictcre Magazine is

getting more interesting, bigger

and better as the months roll on.

Send us your remittance for

>2.50 and we will renew or ex-

tend your subscription to Mo-
tion Picture Magazine for

another year.

Brewster Publications. Inc.
175 Duffield Street BrooMya, N. V.

i/j M: .'gAt*j
Rr Note or tir. With or wit]
Adult ' '

sv:;-i-s

. :ra.\ M.r

Wilenaia Pijoa Sck**i. 1!

guaranteed.



SavesHose
Prevents them from wearing out
and staining at the heel, and pre-
vents shoes from rubbing or slip-

ping at the heel!

If your shoes slip or rub at the heel; if

your hose wear out at the heel, and if their
delicate color is always marred by stains at the heel
-you need Dr. Scholl's Nu-Qrip Heel Liner.

Think of the greater comfort, economy and satisfac-

tion that this means to you! Dr. Scholl's Nu-Grip
Heel Liner is made of soft, velvet-like rubber. In-

visibly worn in the shoe, being made in colors to
match shoe linings. Sold in shoe and department
stores everywhere— 30f< per pair. Insist on getting

the genuine with the cup-shaped center, and bear-
ing Dr. Scholl's name. Buy a pair for each pair of
your shoes.

DsScholls
Foot ComfortAppliances

NE the.
H impvan-

hough by magic. You can have shapely
1 wear smaller shoes with comfort,

E/WT ON TRIAL
' s

186N. L»S»ilaStrDept."K360, CbTcagorillinota

High School Course
in 2 Years

itedphy lical bookwhi

obligation. Enclose a dime for postage.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
1385 L. W. U. Building, Binghamton, N. Y.
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"Shall I Go Into the

qm^OTJONPICTURI

Mo ??"

(Co 'nucd from page 66)

Mr. S. J. J., August 7th:

yHE positions of the planets at the time
"*" your birth point to a stage career

the movies. The
5 different ;

rather than to success
two fields of work are just

are planning a house and
ing one, and you can count on the fingers
of one hand the stage artists who make
good on the screen and vice versa. The
part of the chart governing entertainment
is strong in your horoscope, and I advise
you to study dancing, fencing, stage de-
portment and all the other details which
go to make up the successful actor and
then try your luck in New York City.
You have a good year in which to do this

in 1928; perfect yourself in some par-
ticular branch of the work before this

Jane Ellen, December 7th:

Y°<-"
have lots of ability, and lots of

ambitions and persistence, but you are
just on the brink of a series of experi-
ences which will test your character to

the utmost, and which will last from 1927
to 1931. I say this frankly because I

believe that when we know location of
pitfalls in the path ahead, we can often
avoid them by taking another course
across the dangerous section—in life, as

well as on a hike. Will you please be a

strong-minded and determined girl and
make up your mind to avoid marriage
until after this period is past? You are

due to bring the wrath of the heavens
down upon your head by marriage in the

next few years. I would not consider you
fitted for screen work, but I would feel

quite safe in advising you to take up
the serious study of Astrology.

Catherine A. D., April 25th:

I-Iave you ever cultivated vour voice? A
1 l

talent for singing or the teaching- of

vocal art scenis indicated in your chart,

and while I wont deny that there is also

some ability for screen work, the same
difficulty holds good for you as for so

many talented people, that the woman who
begins this career when she has passed her
early youth is under an immense handi-
cap. I wont deny that here and there an

exceptional person is able to rise above
the telltale indications of past experiences

in her face, but it is only at the cost of

persistence and determination that few
possess. I would counsel you to look for

rewards closer to home than Hollywood.
And please be careful of accident, quar-

rels and violent events during the first two
weeks of December, 1926.

Emerson Walker, October 5th:

T no\T think you belong in the motion

w be uld

make a srood salesman or promoter. If

you still feel thai you MUST be in touch

with the industry, then enter the executive

end of it thru some general office work.
But I think you'll do best in a bank or

Anita M. L., July 18th:

V/or have a beautiful chart for screen
* work, and I am glad to be able to tell

you this while you are young enough to

prepare for such a career intelligently.

Get a good education, for motion picture

(Continued on page 120)

Facial Film
[NEOPLASIA]

Works Tlliracles

SHE LOOKS 20
Look at the picture on the left— note the
lines— the appearance of age. Now look at
the youthful contour of the face on the right
— even the eye has a softer, more youthful
glance. Before she began the use of Facial
Film she looked fifty years old. Today she
can easily pass for twenty. She is actuallyforty.

WHAT FACIAL FILM DOES
Facial Film is semi-liquid, C1

clay or mud pack). Draws im]
up facial muscles, erases wi
youth! After a few Facial Film n
completely revitalized and takes on a velvet1

appearance that is miraculous

!

.des! Send for _ ...

.Mail coupon with 10c to pay
age and mailing TODAY.

FACIAL FILM CO.
1015-17 S. State Street, Oept. 20 Chicago

Trial Tube Free /

FACIAL FILM CO. 2

Address

Reduce and Shape Your Lambs {

with Dr. Walter's Medicated
Rubber Stockings and Anklets
Light or dark rubber. For over 20 years they

li'li! ,.'' I""'
'

''.V" ' " j i.. fiL V

and^vea neat'and trim appearance. They

high$9.Stockini

p R 1 s c 1 L L. A
the exclusive PERFUME

$2.00 a bottrebynnaif vanted
PRISCILLA PERFUME CO , P. 0. Box 330, Terre Haute, 1 nd

.

CKIN IRRITATIONS
^ For their immediate relief and

healing doctors prescribe

Resinol
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The Automatic Motion Picture
Camera for the Amateur

All the complications have been omit-

ted from "Filmo"—the Automatic
Motion Picture Camera for the ama-
teur. No tripod, no heavy equipment.

Simply sight the little "Filmo" and
press the button. Nothing like it for

those familiar home scenes you'd
give anything to preserve.

Use the coupon for an illustrated

booklet telling all about "Filmo."

Movie Cameras.
: Illustrated Booklet <

CHARLES C
WILLOUGHBY

New York

FOR SALE, BACK ISSUES

MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE
MOTION PICTURE CLASSIC

MOVIE MONTHLY]
BEAUTY SHADOWLAND

50 cents per copy Post-paid

Write to

Brewster Publications, Inc.
175 Duffield Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Brief Reviews of New Films

By Helen Sursa

Sandy

IWJadge Bellamy in years to come will

probably be thankful for this Elenore
Meherin story which gives her a versatile

role unlike anything she has done before.

Judging by her previous work on the

screen, you would scarcely believe that she

could do anything like the high-spirited

Sandy who was loved by three men and
then deprived of the man she loved. You
will like her immensely in this role.

Harrison Ford, who has been known to

walk thru pictures with little to do, gives

an excellent characterization. Leslie Fen-
ton, Gloria Hope and Charles Farrell are

in the supporting cast.

The novel, which must be known to most
everybody thru its serial form in the news-
papers, is followed closely in the adapta-
tion. The California scenery furnishes
some of the most beautiful background
we have seen lately. Harry Beaumont, the
director, is deserving of a great deal of
praise for this picture.

—

Fox.

Silken Shackles

"Too bad that Irene Rich chose this absurd
story in her effort to get away from

the poor, neglected wife with which she
has come to be associated on the screen.

There is no reason why she shouldn't play
the part of a flirtatious woman who isn't

quite true to her husband, but she ought

.v.:.! 1
' hush;

ri her and wv didn't have
ed for us when she goes
er she has left him for

in Budapest.
3 be something lacking in

imething that is n

Yellow Fingers

r drama is laid on the Malay
ago. It is full of intrigue, vil-

ery, romance and thrills. The
complicated one. presented in

vard manner bv Etnmett Flvnn.
tv half-cane eirl. Olive Border,.

markable portrayal in a role

fficult and lacking in sympathy,
is the dominating figure as the

if. Edward Piel is splendid in

srization of the Chinese villain.

W
r
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The Sap
This picture is interesting chiefly because
1

it brines the former'" favorite child-

player, Mary McAIister, to the screen in

a crown-up part as leading lady to Kenneth
Harlan. She plavs the part quite creditablv.

The storv deals with a mamma's boy
who has been brought up in mortal fear

of everything. He is flung into the war
and is presented with medals won bv an-
other man. On his return the home town
makes a bic to-do over him and then his

real fidit with himself becins. The eirl.

The Vision

HTHiS is the first of a series to be known
1 as the Romance productions. Altho it

is a short piece of only two reels, it will

be a charming addition to any motion pic-

ture program. The technicolor process is

used in the photography and the scenes are
really lovely. Julanne Johnston and John
Roche are the featured players and they
are ideal lovers in a picturesque setting.

—

Educational.

Why Girls Go Back Home
F)oxt go to this picture with the expecta-Ly tion of having this question answered
convincingly. Patsy Ruth Miller, as the
little country girl, falls in love with a
matinee idol (Give Brook) playing in her
town. When he returns to New York
she comes along and falls into a brilliant

stage career for herself. Until her suc-
cess comes, the hero hasn't thought much
of her. His change of heart is met with
a change in her and she snubs him and
returns home. Ordinarily, she would re-

turn to a hometown sweetheart. But, no.
She returns with the matinee idol.

Neither of the two leading roles wins
any sympathy. Myrna Loy, as a chorus
girl, does the best piece of acting in the
nory.

—

Warner.

Secret Orders

Evelvx Brext is well cast in this

mystery-detective story with a war-
time setting. As an expert telegrapher.

she is employed by the government and
It is her

job to ferret out a German spy center and
she succeeds thru a series of thrilling

episodes. Then she marries the quarter-
master under whom she works. Robert
Fraser plays this part admirably. The pro-
duction moves rapidly thru well-directed

suspense scenes.—/'. B. 0.

Sir Lumberjack

LIere you find Lefty Flynn in a lumber
camp where he is given his chance to

prove to his father, the owner, that he can
make good. In addition to working out

his own career, he brings about a friendly

meeting between his father and the owner*
of an adjoining timber forest. Then he
marries the grand-daughter of his father's

former enemy.
Kathleen Alyers is very pretty as the

grand-daughter and Lefty Flynn makes a

handsome lumberjack. He has many op-
portunities for fist-fights and >

how well he takes to fights.—F. B. O.

wad to Go
T°M Tyler and little Frankie Darrow
1 make such a perfect team that any pic-

ture in which they play takes on more
than ordinary interest. This one is the

conventional Western with a ranch fore-

man who is a villain and a raortg

be paid off. With all its triteness

the story isn't much, but it c:\-~
chance to see Tom Tyler and Frankie
Darrow in pleasing roles.—F. B. 0.

The Earth Woman
r\RK tale of a western homesteader
presented in this

[rs. Wallace Reid. It brings
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willing to die for them. She
performance of splendid cha

Priscilla Bonner, as her daughter; Russell

Simpson, as her husband, and Johnny
Walker, as the sheriff, are the principal

members of the supporting cast.

This production is by far Mrs. Reid's

most successful undertaking in motion pic-

tures. The story is not pleasant and will

not please all people; but, with the excep-

tion of a box-office ending, it is consistent

and evenly handled.

—

Associated Exhibitors.

Rustling for Cupid

Deter B. Kyxe's story has been adapted
1

to the screen with George O'Brien and
Anita Stewart in the leading roles. He is

cast as the son of a cattle baron in Xew
Mexico and she is the pretty school teacher.

Just when he learns that she loves him,

he discovers that his father has been steal-

ing cattle. How can he marry the girl

with such a skeleton in his closet? Well,

that's the story and you can bet that he

finds a way. Irving Cummings makes an

entertaining feature from his material.

—

Fox.

The Highbinders

VJ/ili.iam T. Tilden is likely to receive

an avalanche of mail when this picture-

is released. Unfortunately, the letters will

be in the form of suggestions that he re-

main true to his tennis racket and let

certain other young men take his place in

the movies.

This melodrama is saved by the acting

of Ben Alexander. He seems to realize

the importance of making up for Mr.
Tilden's lack of acting ability and he more
than does his part well. Marjorie Daw-
is pleasing in her small part.

—

Associated
Exhibitors.

Siberia

This is a colorless production of Bartley
Campbell's soul-stirring drama of love

and intrigue in darkest Russia. A story of
revolutionists, refugees and the czar's spy

system would seem to warrant suspense of

a high order, but somehow you become
just a little weary with the long drawn-
out events. Whatever gripping situations

tlie play set forth are lost in the pic-

turization. Alma Rubens tails to win
sympathy in the leading role. Edmund
Lowe, as the hero, gives the best per-

formance. Other featured players are Tom
Santschi, Paul Panzer and Lou Tcllcuen.

—

Fox.

The Nut-Cracker

Cdward Everett Hortox is fairly amus-
ing in this comedy of a henpecked hus-

band who affects a temporary
memory in order to win the appreciation
and love of his wife. Tin- theme is so

thread-bare that he cant quite turn it into

a first-rate picture, but lie does what he
can, and that is a great deal. Mae Busch
as the wife has little to do.—Associated
Exhibitors.

The Shamrock Handicap

LJere you have a typical Peter B. Kyne
story presented by a capable cast under

the direction of John Ford. The chief

interest, perhaps, lies in the acting of Janet
Gaynor, whose first prominent screen part

was in "The Johnstown Flood." She is

very pretty and plays with a perfect under-
standing of what is expected of her.

Other members of the cast, who are
largely responsible for the picture's merit,

are Leslie Fenton, J. Farrell MacDonald,
Claire McDowell, Willard Louis and
Louis Payne.

—

I : ox.

When you v

and keep it— as 1 did

Thus I ac<

arched the world for the
n that quest I have made
onsulted famous beauties
here.

. the greatest beauty1, I belie
ids in existence. By their 1 .

ireer as a beauty of the stage and films. By their

lother's age I still look a girl of 19.

,- I have placed these suprem
i's call. All drug and toilet

Edna Wallace Hopper's

helps

who want more beauty
— and to women who love youth

By Edna Wallace Hopper

These ? my chief beauty aids. Each combines
trom six to sixteen of the greatest helps I found.
Each is so efficient that the very first use amazes
and delights. This is to offer, you a test of any
at my cost. I want you to know what they mean.

White Youth Clay
This is a new-type clay, the final results of 20

ientific study. It is white, refined and
daintv. It combines with three clays other factors

which every skin requires. So don't confuse it

with the old-type crude and muddy clays.

Youth Clay purges the 'kin of all that clogs and
mars it. It draws out the causes of blackheads

and blemishes. It combats all lines and wrinkles.

It brings the blood to the skin to nourish and

revive it. The quick result i- a rosy afterglow.

I have seen Youth Clay bring to countless girls

new beauty in half an hour. Older women often

seem to drop ten years. The sample will prove to

you that no girl or woman can appear at her best

without it.

A Multiple Cream
My Youth Cream comes in two types — cold

Also all the bust that

and preserve the skin.

y Youth Cream will be

y baby-like complexion

My Facial Youth
My Facial Youth is a liquid cleanser

offer this great cle;

> the foundation of beauty. I urge you to

My Hair Youth
Millio is marvel at my hair. It is thick and lus-

trous, f i- more luxuriant than 40 years ago. I

have nc er had falling hair or dandruff and never
a touch of gray.

This also owe to France. Her great experts
what is now combined in my Hair Youth.

The pro luct is concentrated, so I apply it with an

th<- ban
roots. : t tones and stimulates the scalp. You feel

antlv. Hair thrives on a scalp so cared
for as fl ,wers thrive in a well-kept garden.

The s mple bottle which I send with eye-dropper
will sho v you what Hair Youth does.

This onfon «"'" bring you a sample of the help

t desire. My Beauty Book will come with
it. also some samples of my products. Clip it and

YourChoiceFREE
Mail this coupon to Edna Wallace Hopper,.

536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago. Check the
sample wanted. My Beauty Book will come
with it, also samples of my face powders.

Facial Youth White Youth Clay

Hair Youth Youth Cream
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Round Trip, includ-f

ing Berth and Mealsll

Chicago Detroit '

to to
Detroit Chicago

On the luxurious steamships Eastern States and
Western States. Music, dancing, wireless, and
deck games aboard. Hostess in attendance.
Unlimited stopover privileges at Mackinac
Island and either Detroit or Chicago. Serv-
ice three times weekly from Detroit June
24th to Sept. 4th; from Chicago June 26th
to Sept. 6th. Tickets limited to sleeping
accommodations.

What
patrons
say:

Mackinac
Island
Roundtrip

$3ia

Buffalo^
Cleveland
^Detroit'

tofar

Overnight Service 3 times weekly
from Chicago or Detroit, June 24th
to Sept. 6th. Week-end round-trips.
Fare includes berth and meals.

Overnight Service daily to Nov. 1st,

between Buffalo and Detroit on the
largest steamers of their type in the
world. Fare $6.00 one way; $11.50
round trip. Nightly to Dec. 1st, be-
tween Cleveland and Detroit $3.60
one way; $6.50 roundtrip. Also day-
light trips between Cleveland and

Buffalo. Special round trip xz

(80~ Stopovers at NlagaraFaUs^ Detroit.'w Mackinac Island, or Chicago.

Illustrated Book-
let of D & C
TOURS mailed
upon receipt of
2c stamp. Ad.
dress Dept."MP"

eral Passenger Agent at Detroit, j

DETROIT & CLEVELAND
NAVIGATION COMPANY

"Shall I Go Into the Movies?"
(Continued from page 117)

acting requires an intelligent viewpoint;
perfect yourself in your beloved sports,

for the hard work of the screen requires
a healthy body and well-trained muscles,
as well as giving opportunities to those
who can do "stunts" ; study your music
and try to learn all you can of the other
arts, for you develop your appreciation

thereby. The year 1930 will bring you
many opportunities and much good for-

tune. My congratulations !

Mrs. F. P., November 26th:

Your husband ought to make no changes
at the present time, for he is just en-

tering a period in his life when things

will hot go well, and it is folly to make
changes for the worse, isn't it? He seems
to be a good entertainer and full of fun,

as you say, but I cannot truthfully advise

him to go on the stage. He ought to get

out of the shop and go on the road as a
salesman—he is wasted in an inside job

and should be meeting the public. You
see, he can get good results with that wit

and humor in his business as well as on
the stage and screen.

"Miss Manchester," May 27th:

Mo, this is not a screen chart. The posi-
* tion of your Moon makes it easy for

you to come before the public, but there

is opposition to this in other departments
of your life, and a continued pursuit of a

career would later cause you much domes-
tic difficulty. In about three years there

will be some changes in your environment
and after that time you may be able to

do more as you please, but candidlv I

think it wiser for you to content yourself

with something more every-day and pro-

saic than dramatic work. You would
have many disappointments in this field.

Mary M. S., September 19th:

T could write the whole department on
your case alone, and I wish that all the

ambitious, but inexperienced people who
want to enter the movies could read your
letter. As 1 write this answer to it, I can
look out on Hollywood Boulevard and a

number of tall office-buildings, and I

would bet five whole cents to any reader

of this department that every one of

those buildings houses titty girls, at least,

who came to Hollywood to get into the

movies and who are glad to hold office

positions now at very low pay in order

to keep themselves alive. Mary M. S.

says: "I have experienced all the heart-

breaks of the beginner, trudging from
studio to studio . .

." and then aft<

voluntary retirement, followed

by the later necessity of earning a living

again, with the prospect of going thru

the treadmill once more. I am glad to

say that the future holds some success

for Mary M. S., altho I wish she would
decide to take up executive work in an
office or newspaper work, rather than the

screen.

M. S. V., December 27th:

Vol' have great personal force and an
ability to depict old men. not of the

genial Theodore Roberts type but of the

crafty and malicious nature— I dont think

of anyone on the screen who has become
associated with exactly the style of part

that your horoscope suggests. You may
or may not take Up such work— for the

individual will, not the horoscope, decides

All i the char

is the outcome of the decision after it is

once made, and the temperament and
talents. I am interested in your horo-

scope sufficiently to tell you that your
temper stands in your way many times

and when you fail or are disappointed in

results, vou reallv have onlv vourself to

blame.

"Eugene Carpenter," November 26th:

The strongest thing about your horo-
scope is your deep sense of the spiritual

in the life of man, a trait so marked that
I am suggesting to you in all seriousness

a consideration of the ministry as a life-

work. The same appreciation of beauty
and progress which attracts you to dra-
matic work would also assist you in teach-
ing spiritual truths, for it is the applica-

tion of this quality alone which is differ-

ent. If you cannot see yourself as a
leader of the deeper forces of mankind,
then select for a second choice the medical
profession. You will appreciate my
reasons for turning your mind aside in

these other channels when you are older;
you do not yet fully understand your own
nature.

V. I. K., September 2nd:

Y0L" are about to enter a new phase of
1 your existence after the date of your
birth in 1926. The Sun in your horoscope
will at this time come to a conjunction
with the planet Venus, and will follow this

with good aspects to Jupiter and Mars
for the next six years. You have this

period in which to entrench yourself firmly
in whatever field you choose, and I would
suppose it to be something of an artistic

nature, with possibilities for stage or
screen work. But after that, be careful.

Yours is not a strong horoscope, and your
success is apt to be temporary. Make hay
while the sun shines, and store your hay
away in the barn before the rainv davs
of 1935.

Mrs. B. M., April 15th:

\Sou have a very positive and energetic
1 nature, shown in your horoscope by the

position of both the Sun and Moon in the

aggressive sign Aries, while both are in

strong aspect to the erratic plane:

I would like to have you interest your
fickle fancies in some highly technical

and rather difficult study, for m< 51

>t to people of your own
far too superficial to hold your attention

for long. The coming years are full of

changes for vou. particularlv the j>eriod

from 1^30 to Wo. I would consider you
well fitted for government work and
would advise you to get in touch with

political organizations for women in your

state. You would not be happy in musical

activities for very long.

H. A. W., August 16th:

Y°t R interest in acting is a temporary
1

affair in your lite. c.

sage of the planet Nepti
star of the movie- . of the

Zodiac in which your Sun was placed at

birth. This sounds techn

see. When each person is born.

certain points in his chart are stamped
with, the influence

later in life when these particular points

are reached by other forces, he feels the

results in a desire for th

erned by these

i motion ru-rruE magazine \



Prevents
AbnonnalPersiriTatioff

Physicians agree that excessive perspiration

under the arms (so offensive to others) is

not essential to health. Perspiration pre-

vented there finds an outlet elsewhere.

NON-SCENTS both harmlessly checks no-

ticeable perspiration and instantly neutral-

izes body odors. It also relieves itching.

burning, aching feet and chafed skin— the

result of perspiration.

Delightfully Different!
Easilyapplied.non-

Given-
NON-SCENTS, Inc., Dept. B-l

Wrigley Building, Chicago. III.

Please send free sample (enough for a wc

ft„ II Michigan Ave.'

^;.;:,

FRANK SIEQRIST. bril-

liant >oung trumpet soloist,

three seasons wnh White-

can win success
in music

SIEGR1ST earns a princely salary for

his brilliant solos. His mastery of the
highest register amazes his hearers. He
uses a Conn trumpet because, he says:

"the intonation, valve action, and im-
mediate response give added confidence
in my playing."

There's profit and pleasure inmusic.You
can fit yourself for it quickly. Start now
to cultivate your musical bump with a

Conn trumpet, saxophone, trombone.

f
<"" ~CONN.Tm^TconVBuiTli *

| Elkhart. Ind. Please send. free. "Succe!
in Music" and details of trial offer on

ou that it i

Advertising Section

and become deeply interested in your real
work—printing or proof-reading.

Phyllis D. B., September 25th:

T am sorry not to lie able to print your
answer in the time you specified, but

few people realize how long it takes to
print and distribute a large magazine, and
it is quite impossible for me to get replies

into type within a few days of their re-
ceipt. Your chart shows a good deal of
personal magncti-.ni, some genuine appre-
ciation of acting and creative artistic

Hollywood I agree with
be no harm for you to try yo
getting work. Dont be disap
you meet with competition, how

A. F. E., August 17th:

Y l:L
'

R horoscope shows a rat

mind, with a good deal of r

and lack of concentration cans
Ppo>iiion of the planet Xeptui
Moon at birth. You will grc

this to some extent passing t

thirty, meanwhile try to act

definite second thought and trv

impulse and irritation. I woul
the literary or clerical field the

of work for you to take up, i

that with training you might w
of a very acceptable quality.

Miss M. P., January 29th:

'T'iik present year should pro'

one for you, with an oppor
marriage, provided you do no
lovers' quarrel to stand in th

this. I would not pick you as ;

could easily make good in tl

For one thing, you are not strong enoui

d the hard hours and difficult wo
that are required from time to time

all professionals, while your natural la.

of ambition would prove a great handic;

here. You see, Hollywood is full

people who will endure any privation

make a name for themselves, and wh
one enters the ranks of earnest peo]

such as these, one must possess the sar

oneness of purpose or else fall by tl

wayside during the forced marches. St;

at home and make your best beau happ;

J. A. C, December 13th:

T*wo more years and you'll get
1

five more years and you'll be going

like a house a-fire and with your name
on the program in some capacity. I agree

with you that you are born for public

life, and you have my best wishes for

q^^OTIQNPICTURn

wh..

start;

Virginia F., April 26th:

Tx spite of your youth

shows
ance and wil

years. Here
your weaknt
almost anythi

ch

..pii

I .u Id

es the assur-

women of forty

your strength and
can accomplish

t your heart upon,

i and fixed in your

ipt to center upon
;e of your lack of

dislike of taking

i the s

verv sir

; ther

stage

vident

.ru-el

no more wicked people on th.

in offices or in any other v

but there are temptations

tic work that are not quite so

purely commercial occupation and it

roin exactly these temptations that

run great danger during the next

car-. Be content to live a quiet

and find your interests in school and
e. You'll be happier in the long run

ou do so. You are too intense to

•s and make over your life

i do.
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BLANKCARTRIDGE PISTOL
^Protection against Burglars, Tramps, & Dogs pDippC

Beautiful Complexion#IN 15 DAYS

Dorotny Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., 'Suite 49B, Chicago

n a few days. My

MORE POCKET MONEY
Can be had by
Motion Pictw
Pic lure Class,

and dignified.

securing subscriptions to

c Magazine and Motion
. The work is pleasant

Write today.

BREWSTER
175 Duffield St.

PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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AGENTS WANTED

b for Free Samples. Sell Madison
Shirts for large Manufacturer di-

No capital or experience required.
00 weekly and bonus. MADISON

dollars weekly ailing circulars
ranies. Others n
'

I'll tell you ]

e. W. S. Hamil

, Brooklyn. New York

HELP WANTED—FEMALE
Ladies Earn $6-$18 a Dozen decorating Pill

ticulars for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co'., 1:

LaGrange, Ind.

Toadies wanting home work; any kind: sp;

time; write us; enclose stamp. Eller Compai
Dept. 26, 296 Broadway, New York.

LADIES—You can easily earn lots of extra
money by selling subscriptions to MOTION P
''' m :>- ' ): :-i mi "

• .mi

Write today and \ve'll_teU
_

as, Inc., 173 Duffi. Brooklyn, N. Y.

HELP WANTED—MALE

Write CI

MOTION PICTURE BOOKS

MOTION PICTURE BUSINESS
$35.00 Profit Nightly—Smal
No experience needed. Our mac
doi-sod bj govern lit ilislihi i imi Catalog free. Atlas

OLD COINS

INVENTORS—Write for our free guide books
and "Record of Invention Blank' befon
inventions. Send model or sketch of the invention
for our Inspection and Instructions Free. Terms-
reasonable. Victor J. Evans Co., 833 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

Inventions commercialized on cash
basis. Patented or unpatented. In t

years. Complete facilities. Keferenc
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 513 Enright
Louis, Mo.

or royalty

V." 'Write
Aye., St.

PERSONAL
Want to earn some more monej
scriptions to MOTION PICTURE
Write to Brewster Publications, Inc.

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

AGAZINE.
75 DufBeld

PHOTOPLAYS
Photoplay

Booklet fro

ity Bldg.. ^

lvw 1. <':,

ideas wanted. We are

f
At on the

if.

Successful
Send for "

Successful

J'hotopla.v* bring SI".'"

. ri;i;i; i ui'.-t .xi'd.-.in-

Box 4!iC. S n Francisco.

Write I'hu

\ 12Jl
I loplay-. pulili-hed. .,,|,Nrighieil. marketed.

Scenario

-i^iziifi k

RATES

Brewster Duffleld

REDUCE
belle Roa
r.big.. I'd...

I.. Eddy

VAUDEVILLE
Get On the Stage. I tell you hov

Clip This Coupon and Mail it To-Day

Brewster Publications, Inc.

175 Duffield Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

I enclose $2.50 (Canada $3.00; Foreign $3.50).

: Mic'isE for the

Are You Among the

Winners ?

(Continued from page 108)

Ginza, Tokio, Japan ; Mae H. Ashworth,
118 West Ninth Street, Mt. Vernon, In-
diana; Miss Veronica M. Dolan, 400
Browns Avenue, Portland, Oregon; Miss
Peggie Ferguson. 9 Upper Avenue. East-
bourne, Sussex, England ; Agnes M. Wolf,
5215 Beaumont Avenue, Philadelphia : E.
Van Tvne, Covington, Virginia; Mrs. E. P.
Davenport, 2804 Magnolia Street. Texar-
kana. Texas; Mrs. L. P. Martin, 5281
Fourth Avenue. Rosemount, Montreal
P. Q.. Canada; Miss Isabel Knight Hat-
field. 3 West Eighth Street, Xew York
City; Miss Maude Barragan. 701 Greene
Street. Augusta, Georgia ; Miss Marv
Maxon Davis, 420 Peebles Street. Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania; Rosemary Clifford,

Flat 1. 245 Gloucester Terrace, Hyde Park,
London, England : Miss Dorothy Grace
Shore, 11 Dravton Gardens, London, Eng-
land: Kate Holmden. 408 Slater Street,

Ottawa. Canada ; Leigh Loveday. 93 Alma
Road. East St. Kilda. Victoria. Australia;

C. D. Curren. R.D. 1, Elmira. Xew York;
Judv Stacv. 126 Hillside Avenue. Piedmont,
California; George K. O'Xeill, 1411 Reed
Street, Philadelphia; Helen Marie Jelliffe,

559 Union Street. Galesburg. Illinois ; Marv
Bryan, 112 East Dale Street. Colorado
Springs, Colorado; Don Lurie. 219 Xorth
Baker. Ithaca. Xew York; Harrv Teitel-

haum. 114 Bedford Street. Boston; Her-
bert Grigg, 18 Strand Street. Frederiksted.

St. Crofx. V. I.: Mrs. Roswell Howell
Cobb, Box 1375, Birmingham, Alabama;
H. \V. Ashton. 1427 Euclid Avenue, Phila-

delphia: R. M. Bruce. 27 Sunshine Road,
Upper Darby, Delaware County, Pennsyl-
vania : A. L. Cohen, Box 40. San Quen-
tin, California: Donna M. Lvcan. Bemidji,

Minnesota; Mrs. W. F. Stanley. 31 Chester
Court. Brooklyn. Xew York : Miss Kath-
rvn Sheekev. 52 Boss Avenue, Xvack. Xew
York: Miss Marie Sandhaus, 1005 Xorth

Street, Springfield Illinois; Milli-

cent M. Spicer, 1410 Avenue R. Brooklyn.

Xew York : Dorothy Evelyn Stone, 78

Palatine Road. Manchester. England; C. G.

$2 St. Marv Street. Cardiff. Xew
South Wales: Marie Doud, 1818 East

Third Street. Long Beach, California; Ber-

nadine Wright, 421 W. Monroe Street.

Springfield. Illinois; Helen Daniel. Balm-
ville Road. Xewhurgh. Xew York: Laura
Day. Odin, Illinois: Josephine B

7103 Lexington Avenue. Cleveland. Ohio:
Mrs. Mired Gundlack. 547 Al

Road. Germantown, Pennsylvania: Martin
H. Herlic, Box 630, San Bernardino. Cali-

fornia : Miss May M. Xeville. Box 1459,

Tulsa. Oklahoma: Miss Lena Znamirowski.
201 Hoyt Street. Brooklyn. Xew York:
Walter A. Riplev. St. Francis, V. -

Frances Riddle. 424 West Twentieth Street.

Xew York City.

Watch for the Pola Negri

Cover

The readers of Motion Picture
Magazine have decided that they

want to see a picture of Pc
on our cover. And so the S.

issue will have a striking and color-

ful picture of Miss Negri on the

cover. Owing to the diffi

having a cover painted and printed,

it has been impossible to g

the Pola Negri cover on an earlier

issue. But when J

know that it was worth wail -
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!
WE want to acquaint you with merits of RADIO NEWS,

SCIENCE and INVENTION andAMAZING STORIES-
each a leader in its class. Each magazine sells on all news-

stands at 25c per copy. We want you to read it for six months and
are going to make it worth your while to do so. It will cost you
31.50 to buy one of these magazines on the newsstand for six

months. We will send it to your home for the same period at the

special get-acquainted price of 31-00, which means a saving of
50c, and in addition will send you absolutely free any one of the
books described on the other side. This is a special introductory
offer and will be withdrawn after the first 1,000 orders are

received.

™hJ.Tl*£^i—
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Radio Doings by Engineers,
Amateurs, Listeners, are All

Combined and Published in

This Great Magazine

RADIO NEWS is the larg-

est radio magazine published.

It is the outstanding authority
in the radio field, carrying
more new developments, more
hook-ups and more news than
anj' other radio magazine.
RADIO NEWS carries in

every issue more than a dozen
separate departments that
cover every angle of the great

industry from the beginner lo

the professional broadcaster or
ship operator.

RADIO NEWS has been
radio's greatest magazine since
the very beginning of radio
broadcasting.

A New Kind of Magazine.

Scientific Fiction Stories by

World-famed Writers

Marvelous. Amazing Stories

by great men, such as Jules

Verne, II. G. Wells, etc.. ap-

pear in this new magazine,

AMAZING STORIES,^ every

Stories of flying into space at

dazzling speed on a comet;
mesmerizing the dead, re-

markable situations of all

kinds. Tremendously interest-

ing—yet instructive.

Keeps you in touch with the

writings of the men with the

greatest imaginations in the
world.

See the Wonders of Science,

and the Inventions of the

Master Scientists in Pictures

Even- day, in all corners of

our busy world, Scientists are

at work on new Inventions, de-

veloping marvelous machines

for the progress of the world or

compounding strange chem-
icals for many uses. All these

things are shown in the novel

magazine "SCIENCE AND
INVENTION."
There is also a big Radio

Section to "SCIENCE AND
INVENTION" for beginners,

tals <

1 fundi

simple,

DO NOT HESITATE—USE THIS COUPON
PIN A $1.00 BILL, CHECK, OR MONEY ORDER TO THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY

THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., Dept. 1

53 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:—Herewith is 551.00 for which you are to sen
or AMAZING STORIES for six months and also send i

POPULAR MAGIC
Prepared by the Staff of

SCIENCE and INVENTION
Under the Direction of Prof. Dunninger

of friends. Entertain them and

vith the.

'500 RADIO WRINKLES"

l of t ! best t

money-saving hints that can be

effected. Under fifteen separate

and distinct headings, the entire

field of radio apparatus and instru-

ments has been covered in simple

understandable language. There

are no ifs nor buts to complicate

illustrated.Contains 116 p

Size. " x 12 inches

1001 RADIO QUES-
TIONS AND ANSWERS

indreds of simple and

illustrated. Size,

'HOW TO MAKE IT"

Things that can be made by any

man with only a few simple tools.

Shows you how to make every-

thing from furniture to battery-

chargers.

Contains 1 16 pages, 300 illustra-

tions. Large size, 9 x 12 inches.

NEWS SCIENCE and INVENTION

WRITE NAME OF FREE BOOK DESIRED

Add res,

Citv, State.

l MOTION PICTURE MAGAZINE.
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You Too. (an RealizeYourBreams
By Developing a

Strong RichVoice
More than 20,000 men and women all over the country have
developed powerful, beautiful voices by Physical Voice
Culture. You, too, can build up a strong, magnetic, com-
pelling voice that will be the marvel of your friends, and
your key to success and fame.

Read the letters on thispagefrom men and
women who havemade their dreams come
true by this wonderful, scientific method of

voice culture. You can continue your pres-

ent occupation and mode of life while
you study in your own home—and the cost

is nominal — only a very small
amount each month as you study.

100% Improvement

Guaranteed
It makes no difference whether you
wish to improve your voice for your
own pleasure or for professional

singing. The man or woman sing-

ing in the home—the opera or con-

cert singer— the choir singer— all

canimprove theirvoiceslOO^.atthe
very least, by Physical Voice Culture.

We absolutely guarantee 100%
improvement or your tuition will be
gladly refunded. You alone are
to be the judge.

Singer Triumphs Over
Discouragement

L>id you think one year ago that I would now be singing
as high as high "C"? I am very sure that I didn't.

I often think of that hopeless first letter I wrote to you
and I want to thank you for the help you have given me

" especially for the cheering letters at the beginning
n I ne^"1 *--"-* : ' *« »

e to do.—Carolyn Baker.

For obvious reasons the names signed to these letters have been changed. But
the letters are all true and the real names of writers will be sent on request.

Inspiring Book Now FREE
Send Coupon !

when I needed boosting along the n
Hoping that you will believe m<
ful friend.—Mrs. Mary Brown.

;r your grate-

The coupon will bring you l
FREE copy of "Physical Voice
Culture"—a valuable new book
en voice building. Do not hesi-
tate to ask for it. It is FREE
and need not be returned. This
may be the first step in a great
career for you. Send the cou-
pon TODAY!

PerfectVoice Institute, ,920Isf

f

26

Ave
• Chicago

P124
IAG£

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio B-126

1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicmgo, IB.

Please send me. FREE and without anv obligation. Prof. Feuch-
tinger's new book. "Physical Voice Culture." I t)3ve checked the
subject in which I am most interested.

GAZIXB i? guaranteed.



Every-day magic
Chairs that flop into beds . . . bags that suck up
dirt . . . tiny ticking things that count all day long

for you. Daylight any night just by pushing a

button. A stream that never stops till you turn

off a faucet. Any voice you want, talking to you

from a cage on your desk or wall. Actions of

yesterday, of people miles away, going on on a

curtain before you. Stilled throats singing to you

from discs; distant throats singing to you from

nothing

!

Uncanny, daily magic—this, due to national

advertising. Advertisements have given you flash-

lights, telephones, typewriters, automobiles, cold

creams, motion pictures. They have given you new

eyes, new ears, new hands, new feet, new faces, new

emotions. They have urged such wide use, so

lowered prices, that almost wishes are autos, almost

beggars can ride. Through advertisements you've

laid down the shovel and the hoe. You can buy a

whole harvest ready-to-eat in cans. You've hung

up the fiddle and the bow, for a radio. There's

little old-time work left in this age of amazing

short-cuts.

Read the advertisements—they keep you

to the fore of modern life
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Will others he meets

outrival you in natural charm?

PALMOLIVE is a beauty soap

made solely for one purpose;

to foster good complexions.

In France, home of cosmetics,

it has supplanted French soaps by

the score. In beauty-wise Paris,

Palmoliveis the'imported'soap.

Blended of cosmetic oils, fa-

mous since the days of Cleopatra.

Palmolive is made to be used

freely; on the skin.

Remember these facts when
tempted to risk an unproved
soap on your skin.

The allure of natural skin beauty, as thousands

will tell you, follows a simple, daily care

TO be charming today, one strives for

natural beauty. All of modern beauty cul-

ture is directed to that end.

Every day. on every side, one sees the te-

sult . . . beauty that stands in contrast to the

artificial allure of yesterday.

Skin cue has become a simple matter, with

cleanliness and healthfully open pores its

basis. Natural beauty thus is safeguarded and

protected.

The rule is one anyone can follow with

little effort or bother . . . just the daily use

oi the soothing lather ot olive and palm oils

as embodied in Palmolive.

Natural

that fosters it is this:

Wash your face gently with soothing
Palmolive. Then massage it softly into the

skin. Rinse thoroughly, first with warm water,

then with cold. If your skin is inclined to be i

dry, apply a touch of good cold cream— that

is all. Do this regularly, and particularly in

the

HE PALMOLIVE COMPANY <Dcl Carr ). CHICAGO ILLINOIS

lit 1 f\ PMmoln* Soap is untouiM by bums* ba

t \_\j(~- you break the -a-rapper - - it is nettr s*U m

Use powder and rouge if you wish. But

never leave them on over night. They dog
the pores, often enlarge them. Blackheads

and disfigurements often follow They must
be washed away.

Do not use ordinary soaps in the treatment

given above. Do not think any green soap,

or represented as of olive and palm oils, is

the same as Palmolive

And it costs but 10c the cake! — so little

that millions let it do tot their bo.

it does for their faces. Obtain a cak»

Then note what an amazing difference on*
week makes.


















